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The Innocence of Father Brown
The Blue Cross
Between the silver ribbon of morning and the green glittering ribbon of sea, the boat
touched Harwich and let loose a swarm of folk like flies, among whom the man we
must follow was by no means conspicuous — nor wished to be. There was nothing
notable about him, except a slight contrast between the holiday gaiety of his clothes and
the official gravity of his face. His clothes included a slight, pale grey jacket, a white
waistcoat, and a silver straw hat with a grey-blue ribbon. His lean face was dark by
contrast, and ended in a curt black beard that looked Spanish and suggested an
Elizabethan ruff. He was smoking a cigarette with the seriousness of an idler. There was
nothing about him to indicate the fact that the grey jacket covered a loaded revolver,
that the white waistcoat covered a police card, or that the straw hat covered one of the
most powerful intellects in Europe. For this was Valentin himself, the head of the Paris
police and the most famous investigator of the world; and he was coming from Brussels
to London to make the greatest arrest of the century.
Flambeau was in England. The police of three countries had tracked the great criminal
at last from Ghent to Brussels, from Brussels to the Hook of Holland; and it was
conjectured that he would take some advantage of the unfamiliarity and confusion of the
Eucharistic Congress, then taking place in London. Probably he would travel as some
minor clerk or secretary connected with it; but, of course, Valentin could not be certain;
nobody could be certain about Flambeau.
It is many years now since this colossus of crime suddenly ceased keeping the world in
a turmoil; and when he ceased, as they said after the death of Roland, there was a great
quiet upon the earth. But in his best days (I mean, of course, his worst) Flambeau was a
figure as statuesque and international as the Kaiser. Almost every morning the daily

paper announced that he had escaped the consequences of one extraordinary crime by
committing another. He was a Gascon of gigantic stature and bodily daring; and the
wildest tales were told of his outbursts of athletic humour; how he turned the juge
d’instruction upside down and stood him on his head, “to clear his mind”; how he ran
down the Rue de Rivoli with a policeman under each arm. It is due to him to say that his
fantastic physical strength was generally employed in such bloodless though
undignified scenes; his real crimes were chiefly those of ingenious and wholesale
robbery. But each of his thefts was almost a new sin, and would make a story by itself.
It was he who ran the great Tyrolean Dairy Company in London, with no dairies, no
cows, no carts, no milk, but with some thousand subscribers. These he served by the
simple operation of moving the little milk cans outside people’s doors to the doors of
his own customers. It was he who had kept up an unaccountable and close
correspondence with a young lady whose whole letter-bag was intercepted, by the
extraordinary trick of photographing his messages infinitesimally small upon the slides
of a microscope. A sweeping simplicity, however, marked many of his experiments. It
is said that he once repainted all the numbers in a street in the dead of night merely to
divert one traveller into a trap. It is quite certain that he invented a portable pillar-box,
which he put up at corners in quiet suburbs on the chance of strangers dropping postal
orders into it. Lastly, he was known to be a startling acrobat; despite his huge figure, he
could leap like a grasshopper and melt into the tree-tops like a monkey. Hence the great
Valentin, when he set out to find Flambeau, was perfectly aware that his adventures
would not end when he had found him.
But how was he to find him? On this the great Valentin’s ideas were still in process of
settlement.
There was one thing which Flambeau, with all his dexterity of disguise, could not cover,
and that was his singular height. If Valentin’s quick eye had caught a tall apple-woman,
a tall grenadier, or even a tolerably tall duchess, he might have arrested them on the
spot. But all along his train there was nobody that could be a disguised Flambeau, any
more than a cat could be a disguised giraffe. About the people on the boat he had
already satisfied himself; and the people picked up at Harwich or on the journey limited
themselves with certainty to six. There was a short railway official travelling up to the
terminus, three fairly short market gardeners picked up two stations afterwards, one
very short widow lady going up from a small Essex town, and a very short Roman
Catholic priest going up from a small Essex village. When it came to the last case,
Valentin gave it up and almost laughed. The little priest was so much the essence of
those Eastern flats; he had a face as round and dull as a Norfolk dumpling; he had eyes
as empty as the North Sea; he had several brown paper parcels, which he was quite
incapable of collecting. The Eucharistic Congress had doubtless sucked out of their
local stagnation many such creatures, blind and helpless, like moles disinterred.
Valentin was a sceptic in the severe style of France, and could have no love for priests.
But he could have pity for them, and this one might have provoked pity in anybody. He
had a large, shabby umbrella, which constantly fell on the floor. He did not seem to
know which was the right end of his return ticket. He explained with a moon-calf
simplicity to everybody in the carriage that he had to be careful, because he had
something made of real silver “with blue stones” in one of his brown-paper parcels. His
quaint blending of Essex flatness with saintly simplicity continuously amused the
Frenchman till the priest arrived (somehow) at Tottenham with all his parcels, and came
back for his umbrella. When he did the last, Valentin even had the good nature to warn

him not to take care of the silver by telling everybody about it. But to whomever he
talked, Valentin kept his eye open for someone else; he looked out steadily for anyone,
rich or poor, male or female, who was well up to six feet; for Flambeau was four inches
above it.
He alighted at Liverpool Street, however, quite conscientiously secure that he had not
missed the criminal so far. He then went to Scotland Yard to regularise his position and
arrange for help in case of need; he then lit another cigarette and went for a long stroll in
the streets of London. As he was walking in the streets and squares beyond Victoria, he
paused suddenly and stood. It was a quaint, quiet square, very typical of London, full of
an accidental stillness. The tall, flat houses round looked at once prosperous and
uninhabited; the square of shrubbery in the centre looked as deserted as a green Pacific
islet. One of the four sides was much higher than the rest, like a dais; and the line of this
side was broken by one of London’s admirable accidents — a restaurant that looked as
if it had strayed from Soho. It was an unreasonably attractive object, with dwarf plants
in pots and long, striped blinds of lemon yellow and white. It stood specially high above
the street, and in the usual patchwork way of London, a flight of steps from the street
ran up to meet the front door almost as a fire-escape might run up to a first-floor
window. Valentin stood and smoked in front of the yellow-white blinds and considered
them long.
The most incredible thing about miracles is that they happen. A few clouds in heaven do
come together into the staring shape of one human eye. A tree does stand up in the
landscape of a doubtful journey in the exact and elaborate shape of a note of
interrogation. I have seen both these things myself within the last few days. Nelson does
die in the instant of victory; and a man named Williams does quite accidentally murder
a man named Williamson; it sounds like a sort of infanticide. In short, there is in life an
element of elfin coincidence which people reckoning on the prosaic may perpetually
miss. As it has been well expressed in the paradox of Poe, wisdom should reckon on the
unforeseen.
Aristide Valentin was unfathomably French; and the French intelligence is intelligence
specially and solely. He was not “a thinking machine”; for that is a brainless phrase of
modern fatalism and materialism. A machine only is a machine because it cannot think.
But he was a thinking man, and a plain man at the same time. All his wonderful
successes, that looked like conjuring, had been gained by plodding logic, by clear and
commonplace French thought. The French electrify the world not by starting any
paradox, they electrify it by carrying out a truism. They carry a truism so far — as in the
French Revolution. But exactly because Valentin understood reason, he understood the
limits of reason. Only a man who knows nothing of motors talks of motoring without
petrol; only a man who knows nothing of reason talks of reasoning without strong,
undisputed first principles. Here he had no strong first principles. Flambeau had been
missed at Harwich; and if he was in London at all, he might be anything from a tall
tramp on Wimbledon Common to a tall toast-master at the Hotel Metropole. In such a
naked state of nescience, Valentin had a view and a method of his own.
In such cases he reckoned on the unforeseen. In such cases, when he could not follow
the train of the reasonable, he coldly and carefully followed the train of the
unreasonable. Instead of going to the right places — banks, police stations, rendezvous
— he systematically went to the wrong places; knocked at every empty house, turned

down every cul de sac, went up every lane blocked with rubbish, went round every
crescent that led him uselessly out of the way. He defended this crazy course quite
logically. He said that if one had a clue this was the worst way; but if one had no clue at
all it was the best, because there was just the chance that any oddity that caught the eye
of the pursuer might be the same that had caught the eye of the pursued. Somewhere a
man must begin, and it had better be just where another man might stop. Something
about that flight of steps up to the shop, something about the quietude and quaintness of
the restaurant, roused all the detective’s rare romantic fancy and made him resolve to
strike at random. He went up the steps, and sitting down at a table by the window, asked
for a cup of black coffee.
It was half-way through the morning, and he had not breakfasted; the slight litter of
other breakfasts stood about on the table to remind him of his hunger; and adding a
poached egg to his order, he proceeded musingly to shake some white sugar into his
coffee, thinking all the time about Flambeau. He remembered how Flambeau had
escaped, once by a pair of nail scissors, and once by a house on fire; once by having to
pay for an unstamped letter, and once by getting people to look through a telescope at a
comet that might destroy the world. He thought his detective brain as good as the
criminal’s, which was true. But he fully realised the disadvantage. “The criminal is the
creative artist; the detective only the critic,” he said with a sour smile, and lifted his
coffee cup to his lips slowly, and put it down very quickly. He had put salt in it.
He looked at the vessel from which the silvery powder had come; it was certainly a
sugar-basin; as unmistakably meant for sugar as a champagne-bottle for champagne. He
wondered why they should keep salt in it. He looked to see if there were any more
orthodox vessels. Yes; there were two salt-cellars quite full. Perhaps there was some
speciality in the condiment in the salt-cellars. He tasted it; it was sugar. Then he looked
round at the restaurant with a refreshed air of interest, to see if there were any other
traces of that singular artistic taste which puts the sugar in the salt-cellars and the salt in
the sugar-basin. Except for an odd splash of some dark fluid on one of the whitepapered walls, the whole place appeared neat, cheerful and ordinary. He rang the bell
for the waiter.
When that official hurried up, fuzzy-haired and somewhat blear-eyed at that early hour,
the detective (who was not without an appreciation of the simpler forms of humour)
asked him to taste the sugar and see if it was up to the high reputation of the hotel. The
result was that the waiter yawned suddenly and woke up.
“Do you play this delicate joke on your customers every morning?” inquired Valentin.
“Does changing the salt and sugar never pall on you as a jest?”
The waiter, when this irony grew clearer, stammeringly assured him that the
establishment had certainly no such intention; it must be a most curious mistake. He
picked up the sugar-basin and looked at it; he picked up the salt-cellar and looked at
that, his face growing more and more bewildered. At last he abruptly excused himself,
and hurrying away, returned in a few seconds with the proprietor. The proprietor also
examined the sugar-basin and then the salt-cellar; the proprietor also looked bewildered.
Suddenly the waiter seemed to grow inarticulate with a rush of words.

“I zink,” he stuttered eagerly, “I zink it is those two clergy-men.”
“What two clergymen?”
“The two clergymen,” said the waiter, “that threw soup at the wall.”
“Threw soup at the wall?” repeated Valentin, feeling sure this must be some singular
Italian metaphor.
“Yes, yes,” said the attendant excitedly, and pointed at the dark splash on the white
paper; “threw it over there on the wall.”
Valentin looked his query at the proprietor, who came to his rescue with fuller reports.
“Yes, sir,” he said, “it’s quite true, though I don’t suppose it has anything to do with the
sugar and salt. Two clergymen came in and drank soup here very early, as soon as the
shutters were taken down. They were both very quiet, respectable people; one of them
paid the bill and went out; the other, who seemed a slower coach altogether, was some
minutes longer getting his things together. But he went at last. Only, the instant before
he stepped into the street he deliberately picked up his cup, which he had only half
emptied, and threw the soup slap on the wall. I was in the back room myself, and so was
the waiter; so I could only rush out in time to find the wall splashed and the shop empty.
It don’t do any particular damage, but it was confounded cheek; and I tried to catch the
men in the street. They were too far off though; I only noticed they went round the next
corner into Carstairs Street.”
The detective was on his feet, hat settled and stick in hand. He had already decided that
in the universal darkness of his mind he could only follow the first odd finger that
pointed; and this finger was odd enough. Paying his bill and clashing the glass doors
behind him, he was soon swinging round into the other street.
It was fortunate that even in such fevered moments his eye was cool and quick.
Something in a shop-front went by him like a mere flash; yet he went back to look at it.
The shop was a popular greengrocer and fruiterer’s, an array of goods set out in the
open air and plainly ticketed with their names and prices. In the two most prominent
compartments were two heaps, of oranges and of nuts respectively. On the heap of nuts
lay a scrap of cardboard, on which was written in bold, blue chalk, “Best tangerine
oranges, two a penny.” On the oranges was the equally clear and exact description,
“Finest Brazil nuts, 4d. a lb.” M. Valentin looked at these two placards and fancied he
had met this highly subtle form of humour before, and that somewhat recently. He drew
the attention of the red-faced fruiterer, who was looking rather sullenly up and down the
street, to this inaccuracy in his advertisements. The fruiterer said nothing, but sharply
put each card into its proper place. The detective, leaning elegantly on his walking-cane,
continued to scrutinise the shop. At last he said, “Pray excuse my apparent irrelevance,
my good sir, but I should like to ask you a question in experimental psychology and the
association of ideas.”
The red-faced shopman regarded him with an eye of menace; but he continued gaily,
swinging his cane, “Why,” he pursued, “why are two tickets wrongly placed in a
greengrocer’s shop like a shovel hat that has come to London for a holiday? Or, in case

I do not make myself clear, what is the mystical association which connects the idea of
nuts marked as oranges with the idea of two clergymen, one tall and the other short?”
The eyes of the tradesman stood out of his head like a snail’s; he really seemed for an
instant likely to fling himself upon the stranger. At last he stammered angrily: “I don’t
know what you ‘ave to do with it, but if you’re one of their friends, you can tell ’em
from me that I’ll knock their silly ‘eads off, parsons or no parsons, if they upset my
apples again.”
“Indeed?” asked the detective, with great sympathy. “Did they upset your apples?”
“One of ’em did,” said the heated shopman; “rolled ’em all over the street. I’d ‘ave
caught the fool but for havin’ to pick ’em up.”
“Which way did these parsons go?” asked Valentin.
“Up that second road on the left-hand side, and then across the square,” said the other
promptly.
“Thanks,” replied Valentin, and vanished like a fairy. On the other side of the second
square he found a policeman, and said: “This is urgent, constable; have you seen two
clergymen in shovel hats?”
The policeman began to chuckle heavily. “I ‘ave, sir; and if you arst me, one of ’em was
drunk. He stood in the middle of the road that bewildered that — ”
“Which way did they go?” snapped Valentin.
“They took one of them yellow buses over there,” answered the man; “them that go to
Hampstead.”
Valentin produced his official card and said very rapidly: “Call up two of your men to
come with me in pursuit,” and crossed the road with such contagious energy that the
ponderous policeman was moved to almost agile obedience. In a minute and a half the
French detective was joined on the opposite pavement by an inspector and a man in
plain clothes.
“Well, sir,” began the former, with smiling importance, “and what may — ?”
Valentin pointed suddenly with his cane. “I’ll tell you on the top of that omnibus,” he
said, and was darting and dodging across the tangle of the traffic. When all three sank
panting on the top seats of the yellow vehicle, the inspector said: “We could go four
times as quick in a taxi.”
“Quite true,” replied their leader placidly, “if we only had an idea of where we were
going.”
“Well, where are you going?” asked the other, staring.

Valentin smoked frowningly for a few seconds; then, removing his cigarette, he said: “If
you know what a man’s doing, get in front of him; but if you want to guess what he’s
doing, keep behind him. Stray when he strays; stop when he stops; travel as slowly as
he. Then you may see what he saw and may act as he acted. All we can do is to keep our
eyes skinned for a queer thing.”
“What sort of queer thing do you mean?” asked the inspector.
“Any sort of queer thing,” answered Valentin, and relapsed into obstinate silence.
The yellow omnibus crawled up the northern roads for what seemed like hours on end;
the great detective would not explain further, and perhaps his assistants felt a silent and
growing doubt of his errand. Perhaps, also, they felt a silent and growing desire for
lunch, for the hours crept long past the normal luncheon hour, and the long roads of the
North London suburbs seemed to shoot out into length after length like an infernal
telescope. It was one of those journeys on which a man perpetually feels that now at last
he must have come to the end of the universe, and then finds he has only come to the
beginning of Tufnell Park. London died away in draggled taverns and dreary scrubs,
and then was unaccountably born again in blazing high streets and blatant hotels. It was
like passing through thirteen separate vulgar cities all just touching each other. But
though the winter twilight was already threatening the road ahead of them, the Parisian
detective still sat silent and watchful, eyeing the frontage of the streets that slid by on
either side. By the time they had left Camden Town behind, the policemen were nearly
asleep; at least, they gave something like a jump as Valentin leapt erect, struck a hand
on each man’s shoulder, and shouted to the driver to stop.
They tumbled down the steps into the road without realising why they had been
dislodged; when they looked round for enlightenment they found Valentin triumphantly
pointing his finger towards a window on the left side of the road. It was a large window,
forming part of the long facade of a gilt and palatial public-house; it was the part
reserved for respectable dining, and labelled “Restaurant.” This window, like all the rest
along the frontage of the hotel, was of frosted and figured glass; but in the middle of it
was a big, black smash, like a star in the ice.
“Our cue at last,” cried Valentin, waving his stick; “the place with the broken window.”
“What window? What cue?” asked his principal assistant. “Why, what proof is there
that this has anything to do with them?”
Valentin almost broke his bamboo stick with rage.
“Proof!” he cried. “Good God! the man is looking for proof! Why, of course, the
chances are twenty to one that it has nothing to do with them. But what else can we do?
Don’t you see we must either follow one wild possibility or else go home to bed?” He
banged his way into the restaurant, followed by his companions, and they were soon
seated at a late luncheon at a little table, and looked at the star of smashed glass from
the inside. Not that it was very informative to them even then.
“Got your window broken, I see,” said Valentin to the waiter as he paid the bill.

“Yes, sir,” answered the attendant, bending busily over the change, to which Valentin
silently added an enormous tip. The waiter straightened himself with mild but
unmistakable animation.
“Ah, yes, sir,” he said. “Very odd thing, that, sir.”
“Indeed?” Tell us about it,” said the detective with careless curiosity.
“Well, two gents in black came in,” said the waiter; “two of those foreign parsons that
are running about. They had a cheap and quiet little lunch, and one of them paid for it
and went out. The other was just going out to join him when I looked at my change
again and found he’d paid me more than three times too much. ‘Here,’ I says to the chap
who was nearly out of the door, ‘you’ve paid too much.’ ‘Oh,’ he says, very cool, ‘have
we?’ ‘Yes,’ I says, and picks up the bill to show him. Well, that was a knock-out.”
“What do you mean?” asked his interlocutor.
“Well, I’d have sworn on seven Bibles that I’d put 4s. on that bill. But now I saw I’d put
14s., as plain as paint.”
“Well?” cried Valentin, moving slowly, but with burning eyes, “and then?”
“The parson at the door he says all serene, ‘Sorry to confuse your accounts, but it’ll pay
for the window.’ ‘What window?’ I says. ‘The one I’m going to break,’ he says, and
smashed that blessed pane with his umbrella.”
All three inquirers made an exclamation; and the inspector said under his breath, “Are
we after escaped lunatics?” The waiter went on with some relish for the ridiculous story:
“I was so knocked silly for a second, I couldn’t do anything. The man marched out of
the place and joined his friend just round the corner. Then they went so quick up
Bullock Street that I couldn’t catch them, though I ran round the bars to do it.”
“Bullock Street,” said the detective, and shot up that thoroughfare as quickly as the
strange couple he pursued.
Their journey now took them through bare brick ways like tunnels; streets with few
lights and even with few windows; streets that seemed built out of the blank backs of
everything and everywhere. Dusk was deepening, and it was not easy even for the
London policemen to guess in what exact direction they were treading. The inspector,
however, was pretty certain that they would eventually strike some part of Hampstead
Heath. Abruptly one bulging gas-lit window broke the blue twilight like a bull’s-eye
lantern; and Valentin stopped an instant before a little garish sweetstuff shop. After an
instant’s hesitation he went in; he stood amid the gaudy colours of the confectionery
with entire gravity and bought thirteen chocolate cigars with a certain care. He was
clearly preparing an opening; but he did not need one.
An angular, elderly young woman in the shop had regarded his elegant appearance with
a merely automatic inquiry; but when she saw the door behind him blocked with the
blue uniform of the inspector, her eyes seemed to wake up.

“Oh,” she said, “if you’ve come about that parcel, I’ve sent it off already.”
“Parcel?” repeated Valentin; and it was his turn to look inquiring.
“I mean the parcel the gentleman left — the clergyman gentleman.”
“For goodness’ sake,” said Valentin, leaning forward with his first real confession of
eagerness, “for Heaven’s sake tell us what happened exactly.”
“Well,” said the woman a little doubtfully, “the clergymen came in about half an hour
ago and bought some peppermints and talked a bit, and then went off towards the Heath.
But a second after, one of them runs back into the shop and says, ‘Have I left a parcel!’
Well, I looked everywhere and couldn’t see one; so he says, ‘Never mind; but if it
should turn up, please post it to this address,’ and he left me the address and a shilling
for my trouble. And sure enough, though I thought I’d looked everywhere, I found he’d
left a brown paper parcel, so I posted it to the place he said. I can’t remember the
address now; it was somewhere in Westminster. But as the thing seemed so important, I
thought perhaps the police had come about it.”
“So they have,” said Valentin shortly. “Is Hampstead Heath near here?”
“Straight on for fifteen minutes,” said the woman, “and you’ll come right out on the
open.” Valentin sprang out of the shop and began to run. The other detectives followed
him at a reluctant trot.
The street they threaded was so narrow and shut in by shadows that when they came out
unexpectedly into the void common and vast sky they were startled to find the evening
still so light and clear. A perfect dome of peacock-green sank into gold amid the
blackening trees and the dark violet distances. The glowing green tint was just deep
enough to pick out in points of crystal one or two stars. All that was left of the daylight
lay in a golden glitter across the edge of Hampstead and that popular hollow which is
called the Vale of Health. The holiday makers who roam this region had not wholly
dispersed; a few couples sat shapelessly on benches; and here and there a distant girl
still shrieked in one of the swings. The glory of heaven deepened and darkened around
the sublime vulgarity of man; and standing on the slope and looking across the valley,
Valentin beheld the thing which he sought.
Among the black and breaking groups in that distance was one especially black which
did not break — a group of two figures clerically clad. Though they seemed as small as
insects, Valentin could see that one of them was much smaller than the other. Though
the other had a student’s stoop and an inconspicuous manner, he could see that the man
was well over six feet high. He shut his teeth and went forward, whirling his stick
impatiently. By the time he had substantially diminished the distance and magnified the
two black figures as in a vast microscope, he had perceived something else; something
which startled him, and yet which he had somehow expected. Whoever was the tall
priest, there could be no doubt about the identity of the short one. It was his friend of
the Harwich train, the stumpy little cure of Essex whom he had warned about his brown
paper parcels.

Now, so far as this went, everything fitted in finally and rationally enough. Valentin had
learned by his inquiries that morning that a Father Brown from Essex was bringing up a
silver cross with sapphires, a relic of considerable value, to show some of the foreign
priests at the congress. This undoubtedly was the “silver with blue stones”; and Father
Brown undoubtedly was the little greenhorn in the train. Now there was nothing
wonderful about the fact that what Valentin had found out Flambeau had also found out;
Flambeau found out everything. Also there was nothing wonderful in the fact that when
Flambeau heard of a sapphire cross he should try to steal it; that was the most natural
thing in all natural history. And most certainly there was nothing wonderful about the
fact that Flambeau should have it all his own way with such a silly sheep as the man
with the umbrella and the parcels. He was the sort of man whom anybody could lead on
a string to the North Pole; it was not surprising that an actor like Flambeau, dressed as
another priest, could lead him to Hampstead Heath. So far the crime seemed clear
enough; and while the detective pitied the priest for his helplessness, he almost despised
Flambeau for condescending to so gullible a victim. But when Valentin thought of all
that had happened in between, of all that had led him to his triumph, he racked his
brains for the smallest rhyme or reason in it. What had the stealing of a blue-and-silver
cross from a priest from Essex to do with chucking soup at wall paper? What had it to
do with calling nuts oranges, or with paying for windows first and breaking them
afterwards? He had come to the end of his chase; yet somehow he had missed the
middle of it. When he failed (which was seldom), he had usually grasped the clue, but
nevertheless missed the criminal. Here he had grasped the criminal, but still he could
not grasp the clue.
The two figures that they followed were crawling like black flies across the huge green
contour of a hill. They were evidently sunk in conversation, and perhaps did not notice
where they were going; but they were certainly going to the wilder and more silent
heights of the Heath. As their pursuers gained on them, the latter had to use the
undignified attitudes of the deer-stalker, to crouch behind clumps of trees and even to
crawl prostrate in deep grass. By these ungainly ingenuities the hunters even came close
enough to the quarry to hear the murmur of the discussion, but no word could be
distinguished except the word “reason” recurring frequently in a high and almost
childish voice. Once over an abrupt dip of land and a dense tangle of thickets, the
detectives actually lost the two figures they were following. They did not find the trail
again for an agonising ten minutes, and then it led round the brow of a great dome of
hill overlooking an amphitheatre of rich and desolate sunset scenery. Under a tree in this
commanding yet neglected spot was an old ramshackle wooden seat. On this seat sat the
two priests still in serious speech together. The gorgeous green and gold still clung to
the darkening horizon; but the dome above was turning slowly from peacock-green to
peacock-blue, and the stars detached themselves more and more like solid jewels.
Mutely motioning to his followers, Valentin contrived to creep up behind the big
branching tree, and, standing there in deathly silence, heard the words of the strange
priests for the first time.
After he had listened for a minute and a half, he was gripped by a devilish doubt.
Perhaps he had dragged the two English policemen to the wastes of a nocturnal heath on
an errand no saner than seeking figs on its thistles. For the two priests were talking
exactly like priests, piously, with learning and leisure, about the most aerial enigmas of
theology. The little Essex priest spoke the more simply, with his round face turned to
the strengthening stars; the other talked with his head bowed, as if he were not even

worthy to look at them. But no more innocently clerical conversation could have been
heard in any white Italian cloister or black Spanish cathedral.
The first he heard was the tail of one of Father Brown’s sentences, which ended: “. . .
what they really meant in the Middle Ages by the heavens being incorruptible.”
The taller priest nodded his bowed head and said:
“Ah, yes, these modern infidels appeal to their reason; but who can look at those
millions of worlds and not feel that there may well be wonderful universes above us
where reason is utterly unreasonable?”
“No,” said the other priest; “reason is always reasonable, even in the last limbo, in the
lost borderland of things. I know that people charge the Church with lowering reason,
but it is just the other way. Alone on earth, the Church makes reason really supreme.
Alone on earth, the Church affirms that God himself is bound by reason.”
The other priest raised his austere face to the spangled sky and said:
“Yet who knows if in that infinite universe — ?”
“Only infinite physically,” said the little priest, turning sharply in his seat, “not infinite
in the sense of escaping from the laws of truth.”
Valentin behind his tree was tearing his fingernails with silent fury. He seemed almost
to hear the sniggers of the English detectives whom he had brought so far on a fantastic
guess only to listen to the metaphysical gossip of two mild old parsons. In his
impatience he lost the equally elaborate answer of the tall cleric, and when he listened
again it was again Father Brown who was speaking:
“Reason and justice grip the remotest and the loneliest star. Look at those stars. Don’t
they look as if they were single diamonds and sapphires? Well, you can imagine any
mad botany or geology you please. Think of forests of adamant with leaves of brilliants.
Think the moon is a blue moon, a single elephantine sapphire. But don’t fancy that all
that frantic astronomy would make the smallest difference to the reason and justice of
conduct. On plains of opal, under cliffs cut out of pearl, you would still find a noticeboard, ‘Thou shalt not steal.’”
Valentin was just in the act of rising from his rigid and crouching attitude and creeping
away as softly as might be, felled by the one great folly of his life. But something in the
very silence of the tall priest made him stop until the latter spoke. When at last he did
speak, he said simply, his head bowed and his hands on his knees:
“Well, I think that other worlds may perhaps rise higher than our reason. The mystery of
heaven is unfathomable, and I for one can only bow my head.”
Then, with brow yet bent and without changing by the faintest shade his attitude or
voice, he added:

“Just hand over that sapphire cross of yours, will you? We’re all alone here, and I could
pull you to pieces like a straw doll.”
The utterly unaltered voice and attitude added a strange violence to that shocking
change of speech. But the guarder of the relic only seemed to turn his head by the
smallest section of the compass. He seemed still to have a somewhat foolish face turned
to the stars. Perhaps he had not understood. Or, perhaps, he had understood and sat rigid
with terror.
“Yes,” said the tall priest, in the same low voice and in the same still posture, “yes, I am
Flambeau.”
Then, after a pause, he said:
“Come, will you give me that cross?”
“No,” said the other, and the monosyllable had an odd sound.
Flambeau suddenly flung off all his pontifical pretensions. The great robber leaned back
in his seat and laughed low but long.
“No,” he cried, “you won’t give it me, you proud prelate. You won’t give it me, you
little celibate simpleton. Shall I tell you why you won’t give it me? Because I’ve got it
already in my own breast-pocket.”
The small man from Essex turned what seemed to be a dazed face in the dusk, and said,
with the timid eagerness of “The Private Secretary”:
“Are — are you sure?”
Flambeau yelled with delight.
“Really, you’re as good as a three-act farce,” he cried. “Yes, you turnip, I am quite sure.
I had the sense to make a duplicate of the right parcel, and now, my friend, you’ve got
the duplicate and I’ve got the jewels. An old dodge, Father Brown — a very old dodge.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown, and passed his hand through his hair with the same strange
vagueness of manner. “Yes, I’ve heard of it before.”
The colossus of crime leaned over to the little rustic priest with a sort of sudden interest.
“You have heard of it?” he asked. “Where have you heard of it?”
“Well, I mustn’t tell you his name, of course,” said the little man simply. “He was a
penitent, you know. He had lived prosperously for about twenty years entirely on
duplicate brown paper parcels. And so, you see, when I began to suspect you, I thought
of this poor chap’s way of doing it at once.”

“Began to suspect me?” repeated the outlaw with increased intensity. “Did you really
have the gumption to suspect me just because I brought you up to this bare part of the
heath?”
“No, no,” said Brown with an air of apology. “You see, I suspected you when we first
met. It’s that little bulge up the sleeve where you people have the spiked bracelet.”
“How in Tartarus,” cried Flambeau, “did you ever hear of the spiked bracelet?”
“Oh, one’s little flock, you know!” said Father Brown, arching his eyebrows rather
blankly. “When I was a curate in Hartlepool, there were three of them with spiked
bracelets. So, as I suspected you from the first, don’t you see, I made sure that the cross
should go safe, anyhow. I’m afraid I watched you, you know. So at last I saw you
change the parcels. Then, don’t you see, I changed them back again. And then I left the
right one behind.”
“Left it behind?” repeated Flambeau, and for the first time there was another note in his
voice beside his triumph.
“Well, it was like this,” said the little priest, speaking in the same unaffected way. “I
went back to that sweet-shop and asked if I’d left a parcel, and gave them a particular
address if it turned up. Well, I knew I hadn’t; but when I went away again I did. So,
instead of running after me with that valuable parcel, they have sent it flying to a friend
of mine in Westminster.” Then he added rather sadly: “I learnt that, too, from a poor
fellow in Hartlepool. He used to do it with handbags he stole at railway stations, but
he’s in a monastery now. Oh, one gets to know, you know,” he added, rubbing his head
again with the same sort of desperate apology. “We can’t help being priests. People
come and tell us these things.”
Flambeau tore a brown-paper parcel out of his inner pocket and rent it in pieces. There
was nothing but paper and sticks of lead inside it. He sprang to his feet with a gigantic
gesture, and cried:
“I don’t believe you. I don’t believe a bumpkin like you could manage all that. I believe
you’ve still got the stuff on you, and if you don’t give it up — why, we’re all alone, and
I’ll take it by force!”
“No,” said Father Brown simply, and stood up also, “you won’t take it by force. First,
because I really haven’t still got it. And, second, because we are not alone.”
Flambeau stopped in his stride forward.
“Behind that tree,” said Father Brown, pointing, “are two strong policemen and the
greatest detective alive. How did they come here, do you ask? Why, I brought them, of
course! How did I do it? Why, I’ll tell you if you like! Lord bless you, we have to know
twenty such things when we work among the criminal classes! Well, I wasn’t sure you
were a thief, and it would never do to make a scandal against one of our own clergy. So
I just tested you to see if anything would make you show yourself. A man generally
makes a small scene if he finds salt in his coffee; if he doesn’t, he has some reason for
keeping quiet. I changed the salt and sugar, and you kept quiet. A man generally objects

if his bill is three times too big. If he pays it, he has some motive for passing unnoticed.
I altered your bill, and you paid it.”
The world seemed waiting for Flambeau to leap like a tiger. But he was held back as by
a spell; he was stunned with the utmost curiosity.
“Well,” went on Father Brown, with lumbering lucidity, “as you wouldn’t leave any
tracks for the police, of course somebody had to. At every place we went to, I took care
to do something that would get us talked about for the rest of the day. I didn’t do much
harm — a splashed wall, spilt apples, a broken window; but I saved the cross, as the
cross will always be saved. It is at Westminster by now. I rather wonder you didn’t stop
it with the Donkey’s Whistle.”
“With the what?” asked Flambeau.
“I’m glad you’ve never heard of it,” said the priest, making a face. “It’s a foul thing. I’m
sure you’re too good a man for a Whistler. I couldn’t have countered it even with the
Spots myself; I’m not strong enough in the legs.”
“What on earth are you talking about?” asked the other.
“Well, I did think you’d know the Spots,” said Father Brown, agreeably surprised. “Oh,
you can’t have gone so very wrong yet!”
“How in blazes do you know all these horrors?” cried Flambeau.
The shadow of a smile crossed the round, simple face of his clerical opponent.
“Oh, by being a celibate simpleton, I suppose,” he said. “Has it never struck you that a
man who does next to nothing but hear men’s real sins is not likely to be wholly
unaware of human evil? But, as a matter of fact, another part of my trade, too, made me
sure you weren’t a priest.”
“What?” asked the thief, almost gaping.
“You attacked reason,” said Father Brown. “It’s bad theology.”
And even as he turned away to collect his property, the three policemen came out from
under the twilight trees. Flambeau was an artist and a sportsman. He stepped back and
swept Valentin a great bow.
“Do not bow to me, mon ami,” said Valentin with silver clearness. “Let us both bow to
our master.”
And they both stood an instant uncovered while the little Essex priest blinked about for
his umbrella.

The Secret Garden

Aristide Valentin, Chief of the Paris Police, was late for his dinner, and some of his
guests began to arrive before him. These were, however, reassured by his confidential
servant, Ivan, the old man with a scar, and a face almost as grey as his moustaches, who
always sat at a table in the entrance hall — a hall hung with weapons. Valentin’s house
was perhaps as peculiar and celebrated as its master. It was an old house, with high
walls and tall poplars almost overhanging the Seine; but the oddity — and perhaps the
police value — of its architecture was this: that there was no ultimate exit at all except
through this front door, which was guarded by Ivan and the armoury. The garden was
large and elaborate, and there were many exits from the house into the garden. But there
was no exit from the garden into the world outside; all round it ran a tall, smooth,
unscalable wall with special spikes at the top; no bad garden, perhaps, for a man to
reflect in whom some hundred criminals had sworn to kill.
As Ivan explained to the guests, their host had telephoned that he was detained for ten
minutes. He was, in truth, making some last arrangements about executions and such
ugly things; and though these duties were rootedly repulsive to him, he always
performed them with precision. Ruthless in the pursuit of criminals, he was very mild
about their punishment. Since he had been supreme over French — and largely over
European — policial methods, his great influence had been honourably used for the
mitigation of sentences and the purification of prisons. He was one of the great
humanitarian French freethinkers; and the only thing wrong with them is that they make
mercy even colder than justice.
When Valentin arrived he was already dressed in black clothes and the red rosette — an
elegant figure, his dark beard already streaked with grey. He went straight through his
house to his study, which opened on the grounds behind. The garden door of it was
open, and after he had carefully locked his box in its official place, he stood for a few
seconds at the open door looking out upon the garden. A sharp moon was fighting with
the flying rags and tatters of a storm, and Valentin regarded it with a wistfulness
unusual in such scientific natures as his. Perhaps such scientific natures have some
psychic prevision of the most tremendous problem of their lives. From any such occult
mood, at least, he quickly recovered, for he knew he was late, and that his guests had
already begun to arrive. A glance at his drawing-room when he entered it was enough to
make certain that his principal guest was not there, at any rate. He saw all the other
pillars of the little party; he saw Lord Galloway, the English Ambassador — a choleric
old man with a russet face like an apple, wearing the blue ribbon of the Garter. He saw
Lady Galloway, slim and threadlike, with silver hair and a face sensitive and superior.
He saw her daughter, Lady Margaret Graham, a pale and pretty girl with an elfish face
and copper-coloured hair. He saw the Duchess of Mont St. Michel, black-eyed and
opulent, and with her her two daughters, black-eyed and opulent also. He saw Dr.
Simon, a typical French scientist, with glasses, a pointed brown beard, and a forehead
barred with those parallel wrinkles which are the penalty of superciliousness, since they
come through constantly elevating the eyebrows. He saw Father Brown, of Cobhole, in
Essex, whom he had recently met in England. He saw — perhaps with more interest
than any of these — a tall man in uniform, who had bowed to the Galloways without
receiving any very hearty acknowledgment, and who now advanced alone to pay his
respects to his host. This was Commandant O’Brien, of the French Foreign Legion. He
was a slim yet somewhat swaggering figure, clean-shaven, dark-haired, and blue-eyed,
and, as seemed natural in an officer of that famous regiment of victorious failures and
successful suicides, he had an air at once dashing and melancholy. He was by birth an

Irish gentleman, and in boyhood had known the Galloways — especially Margaret
Graham. He had left his country after some crash of debts, and now expressed his
complete freedom from British etiquette by swinging about in uniform, sabre and spurs.
When he bowed to the Ambassador’s family, Lord and Lady Galloway bent stiffly, and
Lady Margaret looked away.
But for whatever old causes such people might be interested in each other, their
distinguished host was not specially interested in them. No one of them at least was in
his eyes the guest of the evening. Valentin was expecting, for special reasons, a man of
world-wide fame, whose friendship he had secured during some of his great detective
tours and triumphs in the United States. He was expecting Julius K. Brayne, that multimillionaire whose colossal and even crushing endowments of small religions have
occasioned so much easy sport and easier solemnity for the American and English
papers. Nobody could quite make out whether Mr. Brayne was an atheist or a Mormon
or a Christian Scientist; but he was ready to pour money into any intellectual vessel, so
long as it was an untried vessel. One of his hobbies was to wait for the American
Shakespeare — a hobby more patient than angling. He admired Walt Whitman, but
thought that Luke P. Tanner, of Paris, Pa., was more “progressive” than Whitman any
day. He liked anything that he thought “progressive.” He thought Valentin
“progressive,” thereby doing him a grave injustice.
The solid appearance of Julius K. Brayne in the room was as decisive as a dinner bell.
He had this great quality, which very few of us can claim, that his presence was as big
as his absence. He was a huge fellow, as fat as he was tall, clad in complete evening
black, without so much relief as a watch-chain or a ring. His hair was white and well
brushed back like a German’s; his face was red, fierce and cherubic, with one dark tuft
under the lower lip that threw up that otherwise infantile visage with an effect theatrical
and even Mephistophelean. Not long, however, did that salon merely stare at the
celebrated American; his lateness had already become a domestic problem, and he was
sent with all speed into the dining-room with Lady Galloway on his arm.
Except on one point the Galloways were genial and casual enough. So long as Lady
Margaret did not take the arm of that adventurer O’Brien, her father was quite satisfied;
and she had not done so, she had decorously gone in with Dr. Simon. Nevertheless, old
Lord Galloway was restless and almost rude. He was diplomatic enough during dinner,
but when, over the cigars, three of the younger men — Simon the doctor, Brown the
priest, and the detrimental O’Brien, the exile in a foreign uniform — all melted away to
mix with the ladies or smoke in the conservatory, then the English diplomatist grew
very undiplomatic indeed. He was stung every sixty seconds with the thought that the
scamp O’Brien might be signalling to Margaret somehow; he did not attempt to imagine
how. He was left over the coffee with Brayne, the hoary Yankee who believed in all
religions, and Valentin, the grizzled Frenchman who believed in none. They could argue
with each other, but neither could appeal to him. After a time this “progressive”
logomachy had reached a crisis of tedium; Lord Galloway got up also and sought the
drawing-room. He lost his way in long passages for some six or eight minutes: till he
heard the high-pitched, didactic voice of the doctor, and then the dull voice of the priest,
followed by general laughter. They also, he thought with a curse, were probably arguing
about “science and religion.” But the instant he opened the salon door he saw only one
thing — he saw what was not there. He saw that Commandant O’Brien was absent, and
that Lady Margaret was absent too.

Rising impatiently from the drawing-room, as he had from the dining-room, he stamped
along the passage once more. His notion of protecting his daughter from the IrishAlgerian n’er-do-weel had become something central and even mad in his mind. As he
went towards the back of the house, where was Valentin’s study, he was surprised to
meet his daughter, who swept past with a white, scornful face, which was a second
enigma. If she had been with O’Brien, where was O’Brien! If she had not been with
O’Brien, where had she been? With a sort of senile and passionate suspicion he groped
his way to the dark back parts of the mansion, and eventually found a servants’ entrance
that opened on to the garden. The moon with her scimitar had now ripped up and rolled
away all the storm-wrack. The argent light lit up all four corners of the garden. A tall
figure in blue was striding across the lawn towards the study door; a glint of moonlit
silver on his facings picked him out as Commandant O’Brien.
He vanished through the French windows into the house, leaving Lord Galloway in an
indescribable temper, at once virulent and vague. The blue-and-silver garden, like a
scene in a theatre, seemed to taunt him with all that tyrannic tenderness against which
his worldly authority was at war. The length and grace of the Irishman’s stride enraged
him as if he were a rival instead of a father; the moonlight maddened him. He was
trapped as if by magic into a garden of troubadours, a Watteau fairyland; and, willing to
shake off such amorous imbecilities by speech, he stepped briskly after his enemy. As
he did so he tripped over some tree or stone in the grass; looked down at it first with
irritation and then a second time with curiosity. The next instant the moon and the tall
poplars looked at an unusual sight — an elderly English diplomatist running hard and
crying or bellowing as he ran.
His hoarse shouts brought a pale face to the study door, the beaming glasses and
worried brow of Dr. Simon, who heard the nobleman’s first clear words. Lord Galloway
was crying: “A corpse in the grass — a blood-stained corpse.” O’Brien at last had gone
utterly out of his mind.
“We must tell Valentin at once,” said the doctor, when the other had brokenly described
all that he had dared to examine. “It is fortunate that he is here”; and even as he spoke
the great detective entered the study, attracted by the cry. It was almost amusing to note
his typical transformation; he had come with the common concern of a host and a
gentleman, fearing that some guest or servant was ill. When he was told the gory fact,
he turned with all his gravity instantly bright and businesslike; for this, however abrupt
and awful, was his business.
“Strange, gentlemen,” he said as they hurried out into the garden, “that I should have
hunted mysteries all over the earth, and now one comes and settles in my own backyard. But where is the place?” They crossed the lawn less easily, as a slight mist had
begun to rise from the river; but under the guidance of the shaken Galloway they found
the body sunken in deep grass — the body of a very tall and broad-shouldered man. He
lay face downwards, so they could only see that his big shoulders were clad in black
cloth, and that his big head was bald, except for a wisp or two of brown hair that clung
to his skull like wet seaweed. A scarlet serpent of blood crawled from under his fallen
face.
“At least,” said Simon, with a deep and singular intonation, “he is none of our party.”

“Examine him, doctor,” cried Valentin rather sharply. “He may not be dead.”
The doctor bent down. “He is not quite cold, but I am afraid he is dead enough,” he
answered. “Just help me to lift him up.”
They lifted him carefully an inch from the ground, and all doubts as to his being really
dead were settled at once and frightfully. The head fell away. It had been entirely
sundered from the body; whoever had cut his throat had managed to sever the neck as
well. Even Valentin was slightly shocked. “He must have been as strong as a gorilla,”
he muttered.
Not without a shiver, though he was used to anatomical abortions, Dr. Simon lifted the
head. It was slightly slashed about the neck and jaw, but the face was substantially
unhurt. It was a ponderous, yellow face, at once sunken and swollen, with a hawk-like
nose and heavy lids — a face of a wicked Roman emperor, with, perhaps, a distant
touch of a Chinese emperor. All present seemed to look at it with the coldest eye of
ignorance. Nothing else could be noted about the man except that, as they had lifted his
body, they had seen underneath it the white gleam of a shirt-front defaced with a red
gleam of blood. As Dr. Simon said, the man had never been of their party. But he might
very well have been trying to join it, for he had come dressed for such an occasion.
Valentin went down on his hands and knees and examined with his closest professional
attention the grass and ground for some twenty yards round the body, in which he was
assisted less skillfully by the doctor, and quite vaguely by the English lord. Nothing
rewarded their grovellings except a few twigs, snapped or chopped into very small
lengths, which Valentin lifted for an instant’s examination and then tossed away.
“Twigs,” he said gravely; “twigs, and a total stranger with his head cut off; that is all
there is on this lawn.”
There was an almost creepy stillness, and then the unnerved Galloway called out
sharply:
“Who’s that! Who’s that over there by the garden wall!”
A small figure with a foolishly large head drew waveringly near them in the moonlit
haze; looked for an instant like a goblin, but turned out to be the harmless little priest
whom they had left in the drawing-room.
“I say,” he said meekly, “there are no gates to this garden, do you know.”
Valentin’s black brows had come together somewhat crossly, as they did on principle at
the sight of the cassock. But he was far too just a man to deny the relevance of the
remark. “You are right,” he said. “Before we find out how he came to be killed, we may
have to find out how he came to be here. Now listen to me, gentlemen. If it can be done
without prejudice to my position and duty, we shall all agree that certain distinguished
names might well be kept out of this. There are ladies, gentlemen, and there is a foreign
ambassador. If we must mark it down as a crime, then it must be followed up as a crime.
But till then I can use my own discretion. I am the head of the police; I am so public that
I can afford to be private. Please Heaven, I will clear everyone of my own guests before

I call in my men to look for anybody else. Gentlemen, upon your honour, you will none
of you leave the house till tomorrow at noon; there are bedrooms for all. Simon, I think
you know where to find my man, Ivan, in the front hall; he is a confidential man. Tell
him to leave another servant on guard and come to me at once. Lord Galloway, you are
certainly the best person to tell the ladies what has happened, and prevent a panic. They
also must stay. Father Brown and I will remain with the body.”
When this spirit of the captain spoke in Valentin he was obeyed like a bugle. Dr. Simon
went through to the armoury and routed out Ivan, the public detective’s private
detective. Galloway went to the drawing-room and told the terrible news tactfully
enough, so that by the time the company assembled there the ladies were already
startled and already soothed. Meanwhile the good priest and the good atheist stood at
the head and foot of the dead man motionless in the moonlight, like symbolic statues of
their two philosophies of death.
Ivan, the confidential man with the scar and the moustaches, came out of the house like
a cannon ball, and came racing across the lawn to Valentin like a dog to his master. His
livid face was quite lively with the glow of this domestic detective story, and it was with
almost unpleasant eagerness that he asked his master’s permission to examine the
remains.
“Yes; look, if you like, Ivan,” said Valentin, “but don’t be long. We must go in and
thrash this out in the house.”
Ivan lifted the head, and then almost let it drop.
“Why,” he gasped, “it’s — no, it isn’t; it can’t be. Do you know this man, sir?”
“No,” said Valentin indifferently; “we had better go inside.”
Between them they carried the corpse to a sofa in the study, and then all made their way
to the drawing-room.
The detective sat down at a desk quietly, and even without hesitation; but his eye was
the iron eye of a judge at assize. He made a few rapid notes upon paper in front of him,
and then said shortly: “Is everybody here?”
“Not Mr. Brayne,” said the Duchess of Mont St. Michel, looking round.
“No,” said Lord Galloway in a hoarse, harsh voice. “And not Mr. Neil O’Brien, I fancy.
I saw that gentleman walking in the garden when the corpse was still warm.”
“Ivan,” said the detective, “go and fetch Commandant O’Brien and Mr. Brayne. Mr.
Brayne, I know, is finishing a cigar in the dining-room; Commandant O’Brien, I think,
is walking up and down the conservatory. I am not sure.”
The faithful attendant flashed from the room, and before anyone could stir or speak
Valentin went on with the same soldierly swiftness of exposition.

“Everyone here knows that a dead man has been found in the garden, his head cut clean
from his body. Dr. Simon, you have examined it. Do you think that to cut a man’s throat
like that would need great force? Or, perhaps, only a very sharp knife?”
“I should say that it could not be done with a knife at all,” said the pale doctor.
“Have you any thought,” resumed Valentin, “of a tool with which it could be done?”
“Speaking within modern probabilities, I really haven’t,” said the doctor, arching his
painful brows. “It’s not easy to hack a neck through even clumsily, and this was a very
clean cut. It could be done with a battle-axe or an old headsman’s axe, or an old twohanded sword.”
“But, good heavens!” cried the Duchess, almost in hysterics, “there aren’t any twohanded swords and battle-axes round here.”
Valentin was still busy with the paper in front of him. “Tell me,” he said, still writing
rapidly, “could it have been done with a long French cavalry sabre?”
A low knocking came at the door, which, for some unreasonable reason, curdled
everyone’s blood like the knocking in Macbeth. Amid that frozen silence Dr. Simon
managed to say: “A sabre — yes, I suppose it could.”
“Thank you,” said Valentin. “Come in, Ivan.”
The confidential Ivan opened the door and ushered in Commandant Neil O’Brien,
whom he had found at last pacing the garden again.
The Irish officer stood up disordered and defiant on the threshold. “What do you want
with me?” he cried.
“Please sit down,” said Valentin in pleasant, level tones. “Why, you aren’t wearing your
sword. Where is it?”
“I left it on the library table,” said O’Brien, his brogue deepening in his disturbed mood.
“It was a nuisance, it was getting — ”
“Ivan,” said Valentin, “please go and get the Commandant’s sword from the library.”
Then, as the servant vanished, “Lord Galloway says he saw you leaving the garden just
before he found the corpse. What were you doing in the garden?”
The Commandant flung himself recklessly into a chair. “Oh,” he cried in pure Irish,
“admirin’ the moon. Communing with Nature, me bhoy.”
A heavy silence sank and endured, and at the end of it came again that trivial and
terrible knocking. Ivan reappeared, carrying an empty steel scabbard. “This is all I can
find,” he said.
“Put it on the table,” said Valentin, without looking up.

There was an inhuman silence in the room, like that sea of inhuman silence round the
dock of the condemned murderer. The Duchess’s weak exclamations had long ago died
away. Lord Galloway’s swollen hatred was satisfied and even sobered. The voice that
came was quite unexpected.
“I think I can tell you,” cried Lady Margaret, in that clear, quivering voice with which a
courageous woman speaks publicly. “I can tell you what Mr. O’Brien was doing in the
garden, since he is bound to silence. He was asking me to marry him. I refused; I said in
my family circumstances I could give him nothing but my respect. He was a little angry
at that; he did not seem to think much of my respect. I wonder,” she added, with rather a
wan smile, “if he will care at all for it now. For I offer it him now. I will swear
anywhere that he never did a thing like this.”
Lord Galloway had edged up to his daughter, and was intimidating her in what he
imagined to be an undertone. “Hold your tongue, Maggie,” he said in a thunderous
whisper. “Why should you shield the fellow? Where’s his sword? Where’s his
confounded cavalry — ”
He stopped because of the singular stare with which his daughter was regarding him, a
look that was indeed a lurid magnet for the whole group.
“You old fool!” she said in a low voice without pretence of piety, “what do you suppose
you are trying to prove? I tell you this man was innocent while with me. But if he
wasn’t innocent, he was still with me. If he murdered a man in the garden, who was it
who must have seen — who must at least have known? Do you hate Neil so much as to
put your own daughter — ”
Lady Galloway screamed. Everyone else sat tingling at the touch of those satanic
tragedies that have been between lovers before now. They saw the proud, white face of
the Scotch aristocrat and her lover, the Irish adventurer, like old portraits in a dark
house. The long silence was full of formless historical memories of murdered husbands
and poisonous paramours.
In the centre of this morbid silence an innocent voice said: “Was it a very long cigar?”
The change of thought was so sharp that they had to look round to see who had spoken.
“I mean,” said little Father Brown, from the corner of the room, “I mean that cigar Mr.
Brayne is finishing. It seems nearly as long as a walking-stick.”
Despite the irrelevance there was assent as well as irritation in Valentin’s face as he
lifted his head.
“Quite right,” he remarked sharply. “Ivan, go and see about Mr. Brayne again, and bring
him here at once.”
The instant the factotum had closed the door, Valentin addressed the girl with an
entirely new earnestness.

“Lady Margaret,” he said, “we all feel, I am sure, both gratitude and admiration for your
act in rising above your lower dignity and explaining the Commandant’s conduct. But
there is a hiatus still. Lord Galloway, I understand, met you passing from the study to
the drawing-room, and it was only some minutes afterwards that he found the garden
and the Commandant still walking there.”
“You have to remember,” replied Margaret, with a faint irony in her voice, “that I had
just refused him, so we should scarcely have come back arm in arm. He is a gentleman,
anyhow; and he loitered behind — and so got charged with murder.”
“In those few moments,” said Valentin gravely, “he might really — ”
The knock came again, and Ivan put in his scarred face.
“Beg pardon, sir,” he said, “but Mr. Brayne has left the house.”
“Left!” cried Valentin, and rose for the first time to his feet.
“Gone. Scooted. Evaporated,” replied Ivan in humorous French. “His hat and coat are
gone, too, and I’ll tell you something to cap it all. I ran outside the house to find any
traces of him, and I found one, and a big trace, too.”
“What do you mean?” asked Valentin.
“I’ll show you,” said his servant, and reappeared with a flashing naked cavalry sabre,
streaked with blood about the point and edge. Everyone in the room eyed it as if it were
a thunderbolt; but the experienced Ivan went on quite quietly:
“I found this,” he said, “flung among the bushes fifty yards up the road to Paris. In other
words, I found it just where your respectable Mr. Brayne threw it when he ran away.”
There was again a silence, but of a new sort. Valentin took the sabre, examined it,
reflected with unaffected concentration of thought, and then turned a respectful face to
O’Brien. “Commandant,” he said, “we trust you will always produce this weapon if it is
wanted for police examination. Meanwhile,” he added, slapping the steel back in the
ringing scabbard, “let me return you your sword.”
At the military symbolism of the action the audience could hardly refrain from
applause.
For Neil O’Brien, indeed, that gesture was the turning-point of existence. By the time he
was wandering in the mysterious garden again in the colours of the morning the tragic
futility of his ordinary mien had fallen from him; he was a man with many reasons for
happiness. Lord Galloway was a gentleman, and had offered him an apology. Lady
Margaret was something better than a lady, a woman at least, and had perhaps given
him something better than an apology, as they drifted among the old flowerbeds before
breakfast. The whole company was more lighthearted and humane, for though the riddle
of the death remained, the load of suspicion was lifted off them all, and sent flying off
to Paris with the strange millionaire — a man they hardly knew. The devil was cast out
of the house — he had cast himself out.

Still, the riddle remained; and when O’Brien threw himself on a garden seat beside Dr.
Simon, that keenly scientific person at once resumed it. He did not get much talk out of
O’Brien, whose thoughts were on pleasanter things.
“I can’t say it interests me much,” said the Irishman frankly, “especially as it seems
pretty plain now. Apparently Brayne hated this stranger for some reason; lured him into
the garden, and killed him with my sword. Then he fled to the city, tossing the sword
away as he went. By the way, Ivan tells me the dead man had a Yankee dollar in his
pocket. So he was a countryman of Brayne’s, and that seems to clinch it. I don’t see any
difficulties about the business.”
“There are five colossal difficulties,” said the doctor quietly; “like high walls within
walls. Don’t mistake me. I don’t doubt that Brayne did it; his flight, I fancy, proves that.
But as to how he did it. First difficulty: Why should a man kill another man with a great
hulking sabre, when he can almost kill him with a pocket knife and put it back in his
pocket? Second difficulty: Why was there no noise or outcry? Does a man commonly
see another come up waving a scimitar and offer no remarks? Third difficulty: A servant
watched the front door all the evening; and a rat cannot get into Valentin’s garden
anywhere. How did the dead man get into the garden? Fourth difficulty: Given the same
conditions, how did Brayne get out of the garden?”
“And the fifth,” said Neil, with eyes fixed on the English priest who was coming slowly
up the path.
“Is a trifle, I suppose,” said the doctor, “but I think an odd one. When I first saw how
the head had been slashed, I supposed the assassin had struck more than once. But on
examination I found many cuts across the truncated section; in other words, they were
struck after the head was off. Did Brayne hate his foe so fiendishly that he stood sabring
his body in the moonlight?”
“Horrible!” said O’Brien, and shuddered.
The little priest, Brown, had arrived while they were talking, and had waited, with
characteristic shyness, till they had finished. Then he said awkwardly:
“I say, I’m sorry to interrupt. But I was sent to tell you the news!”
“News?” repeated Simon, and stared at him rather painfully through his glasses.
“Yes, I’m sorry,” said Father Brown mildly. “There’s been another murder, you know.”
Both men on the seat sprang up, leaving it rocking.
“And, what’s stranger still,” continued the priest, with his dull eye on the
rhododendrons, “it’s the same disgusting sort; it’s another beheading. They found the
second head actually bleeding into the river, a few yards along Brayne’s road to Paris;
so they suppose that he — ”
“Great Heaven!” cried O’Brien. “Is Brayne a monomaniac?”

“There are American vendettas,” said the priest impassively. Then he added: “They
want you to come to the library and see it.”
Commandant O’Brien followed the others towards the inquest, feeling decidedly sick.
As a soldier, he loathed all this secretive carnage; where were these extravagant
amputations going to stop? First one head was hacked off, and then another; in this case
(he told himself bitterly) it was not true that two heads were better than one. As he
crossed the study he almost staggered at a shocking coincidence. Upon Valentin’s table
lay the coloured picture of yet a third bleeding head; and it was the head of Valentin
himself. A second glance showed him it was only a Nationalist paper, called The
Guillotine, which every week showed one of its political opponents with rolling eyes
and writhing features just after execution; for Valentin was an anti-clerical of some
note. But O’Brien was an Irishman, with a kind of chastity even in his sins; and his
gorge rose against that great brutality of the intellect which belongs only to France. He
felt Paris as a whole, from the grotesques on the Gothic churches to the gross
caricatures in the newspapers. He remembered the gigantic jests of the Revolution. He
saw the whole city as one ugly energy, from the sanguinary sketch lying on Valentin’s
table up to where, above a mountain and forest of gargoyles, the great devil grins on
Notre Dame.
The library was long, low, and dark; what light entered it shot from under low blinds
and had still some of the ruddy tinge of morning. Valentin and his servant Ivan were
waiting for them at the upper end of a long, slightly-sloping desk, on which lay the
mortal remains, looking enormous in the twilight. The big black figure and yellow face
of the man found in the garden confronted them essentially unchanged. The second
head, which had been fished from among the river reeds that morning, lay streaming
and dripping beside it; Valentin’s men were still seeking to recover the rest of this
second corpse, which was supposed to be afloat. Father Brown, who did not seem to
share O’Brien’s sensibilities in the least, went up to the second head and examined it
with his blinking care. It was little more than a mop of wet white hair, fringed with
silver fire in the red and level morning light; the face, which seemed of an ugly,
empurpled and perhaps criminal type, had been much battered against trees or stones as
it tossed in the water.
“Good morning, Commandant O’Brien,” said Valentin, with quiet cordiality. “You have
heard of Brayne’s last experiment in butchery, I suppose?”
Father Brown was still bending over the head with white hair, and he said, without
looking up:
“I suppose it is quite certain that Brayne cut off this head, too.”
“Well, it seems common sense,” said Valentin, with his hands in his pockets. “Killed in
the same way as the other. Found within a few yards of the other. And sliced by the
same weapon which we know he carried away.”
“Yes, yes; I know,” replied Father Brown submissively. “Yet, you know, I doubt
whether Brayne could have cut off this head.”
“Why not?” inquired Dr. Simon, with a rational stare.

“Well, doctor,” said the priest, looking up blinking, “can a man cut off his own head? I
don’t know.”
O’Brien felt an insane universe crashing about his ears; but the doctor sprang forward
with impetuous practicality and pushed back the wet white hair.
“Oh, there’s no doubt it’s Brayne,” said the priest quietly. “He had exactly that chip in
the left ear.”
The detective, who had been regarding the priest with steady and glittering eyes, opened
his clenched mouth and said sharply: “You seem to know a lot about him, Father
Brown.”
“I do,” said the little man simply. “I’ve been about with him for some weeks. He was
thinking of joining our church.”
The star of the fanatic sprang into Valentin’s eyes; he strode towards the priest with
clenched hands. “And, perhaps,” he cried, with a blasting sneer, “perhaps he was also
thinking of leaving all his money to your church.”
“Perhaps he was,” said Brown stolidly; “it is possible.”
“In that case,” cried Valentin, with a dreadful smile, “you may indeed know a great deal
about him. About his life and about his — ”
Commandant O’Brien laid a hand on Valentin’s arm. “Drop that slanderous rubbish,
Valentin,” he said, “or there may be more swords yet.”
But Valentin (under the steady, humble gaze of the priest) had already recovered
himself. “Well,” he said shortly, “people’s private opinions can wait. You gentlemen are
still bound by your promise to stay; you must enforce it on yourselves — and on each
other. Ivan here will tell you anything more you want to know; I must get to business
and write to the authorities. We can’t keep this quiet any longer. I shall be writing in my
study if there is any more news.”
“Is there any more news, Ivan?” asked Dr. Simon, as the chief of police strode out of the
room.
“Only one more thing, I think, sir,” said Ivan, wrinkling up his grey old face, “but that’s
important, too, in its way. There’s that old buffer you found on the lawn,” and he
pointed without pretence of reverence at the big black body with the yellow head.
“We’ve found out who he is, anyhow.”
“Indeed!” cried the astonished doctor, “and who is he?”
“His name was Arnold Becker,” said the under-detective, “though he went by many
aliases. He was a wandering sort of scamp, and is known to have been in America; so
that was where Brayne got his knife into him. We didn’t have much to do with him
ourselves, for he worked mostly in Germany. We’ve communicated, of course, with the
German police. But, oddly enough, there was a twin brother of his, named Louis

Becker, whom we had a great deal to do with. In fact, we found it necessary to
guillotine him only yesterday. Well, it’s a rum thing, gentlemen, but when I saw that
fellow flat on the lawn I had the greatest jump of my life. If I hadn’t seen Louis Becker
guillotined with my own eyes, I’d have sworn it was Louis Becker lying there in the
grass. Then, of course, I remembered his twin brother in Germany, and following up the
clue — ”
The explanatory Ivan stopped, for the excellent reason that nobody was listening to him.
The Commandant and the doctor were both staring at Father Brown, who had sprung
stiffly to his feet, and was holding his temples tight like a man in sudden and violent
pain.
“Stop, stop, stop!” he cried; “stop talking a minute, for I see half. Will God give me
strength? Will my brain make the one jump and see all? Heaven help me! I used to be
fairly good at thinking. I could paraphrase any page in Aquinas once. Will my head split
— or will it see? I see half — I only see half.”
He buried his head in his hands, and stood in a sort of rigid torture of thought or prayer,
while the other three could only go on staring at this last prodigy of their wild twelve
hours.
When Father Brown’s hands fell they showed a face quite fresh and serious, like a
child’s. He heaved a huge sigh, and said: “Let us get this said and done with as quickly
as possible. Look here, this will be the quickest way to convince you all of the truth.”
He turned to the doctor. “Dr. Simon,” he said, “you have a strong head-piece, and I
heard you this morning asking the five hardest questions about this business. Well, if
you will ask them again, I will answer them.”
Simon’s pince-nez dropped from his nose in his doubt and wonder, but he answered at
once. “Well, the first question, you know, is why a man should kill another with a
clumsy sabre at all when a man can kill with a bodkin?”
“A man cannot behead with a bodkin,” said Brown calmly, “and for this murder
beheading was absolutely necessary.”
“Why?” asked O’Brien, with interest.
“And the next question?” asked Father Brown.
“Well, why didn’t the man cry out or anything?” asked the doctor; “sabres in gardens
are certainly unusual.”
“Twigs,” said the priest gloomily, and turned to the window which looked on the scene
of death. “No one saw the point of the twigs. Why should they lie on that lawn (look at
it) so far from any tree? They were not snapped off; they were chopped off. The
murderer occupied his enemy with some tricks with the sabre, showing how he could
cut a branch in mid-air, or what-not. Then, while his enemy bent down to see the result,
a silent slash, and the head fell.”

“Well,” said the doctor slowly, “that seems plausible enough. But my next two
questions will stump anyone.”
The priest still stood looking critically out of the window and waited.
“You know how all the garden was sealed up like an air-tight chamber,” went on the
doctor. “Well, how did the strange man get into the garden?”
Without turning round, the little priest answered: “There never was any strange man in
the garden.”
There was a silence, and then a sudden cackle of almost childish laughter relieved the
strain. The absurdity of Brown’s remark moved Ivan to open taunts.
“Oh!” he cried; “then we didn’t lug a great fat corpse on to a sofa last night? He hadn’t
got into the garden, I suppose?”
“Got into the garden?” repeated Brown reflectively. “No, not entirely.”
“Hang it all,” cried Simon, “a man gets into a garden, or he doesn’t.”
“Not necessarily,” said the priest, with a faint smile. “What is the nest question,
doctor?”
“I fancy you’re ill,” exclaimed Dr. Simon sharply; “but I’ll ask the next question if you
like. How did Brayne get out of the garden?”
“He didn’t get out of the garden,” said the priest, still looking out of the window.
“Didn’t get out of the garden?” exploded Simon.
“Not completely,” said Father Brown.
Simon shook his fists in a frenzy of French logic. “A man gets out of a garden, or he
doesn’t,” he cried.
“Not always,” said Father Brown.
Dr. Simon sprang to his feet impatiently. “I have no time to spare on such senseless
talk,” he cried angrily. “If you can’t understand a man being on one side of a wall or the
other, I won’t trouble you further.”
“Doctor,” said the cleric very gently, “we have always got on very pleasantly together.
If only for the sake of old friendship, stop and tell me your fifth question.”
The impatient Simon sank into a chair by the door and said briefly: “The head and
shoulders were cut about in a queer way. It seemed to be done after death.”

“Yes,” said the motionless priest, “it was done so as to make you assume exactly the
one simple falsehood that you did assume. It was done to make you take for granted that
the head belonged to the body.”
The borderland of the brain, where all the monsters are made, moved horribly in the
Gaelic O’Brien. He felt the chaotic presence of all the horse-men and fish-women that
man’s unnatural fancy has begotten. A voice older than his first fathers seemed saying
in his ear: “Keep out of the monstrous garden where grows the tree with double fruit.
Avoid the evil garden where died the man with two heads.” Yet, while these shameful
symbolic shapes passed across the ancient mirror of his Irish soul, his Frenchified
intellect was quite alert, and was watching the odd priest as closely and incredulously as
all the rest.
Father Brown had turned round at last, and stood against the window, with his face in
dense shadow; but even in that shadow they could see it was pale as ashes.
Nevertheless, he spoke quite sensibly, as if there were no Gaelic souls on earth.
“Gentlemen,” he said, “you did not find the strange body of Becker in the garden. You
did not find any strange body in the garden. In face of Dr. Simon’s rationalism, I still
affirm that Becker was only partly present. Look here!” (pointing to the black bulk of
the mysterious corpse) “you never saw that man in your lives. Did you ever see this
man?”
He rapidly rolled away the bald, yellow head of the unknown, and put in its place the
white-maned head beside it. And there, complete, unified, unmistakable, lay Julius K.
Brayne.
“The murderer,” went on Brown quietly, “hacked off his enemy’s head and flung the
sword far over the wall. But he was too clever to fling the sword only. He flung the
head over the wall also. Then he had only to clap on another head to the corpse, and (as
he insisted on a private inquest) you all imagined a totally new man.”
“Clap on another head!” said O’Brien staring. “What other head? Heads don’t grow on
garden bushes, do they?”
“No,” said Father Brown huskily, and looking at his boots; “there is only one place
where they grow. They grow in the basket of the guillotine, beside which the chief of
police, Aristide Valentin, was standing not an hour before the murder. Oh, my friends,
hear me a minute more before you tear me in pieces. Valentin is an honest man, if being
mad for an arguable cause is honesty. But did you never see in that cold, grey eye of his
that he is mad! He would do anything, anything, to break what he calls the superstition
of the Cross. He has fought for it and starved for it, and now he has murdered for it.
Brayne’s crazy millions had hitherto been scattered among so many sects that they did
little to alter the balance of things. But Valentin heard a whisper that Brayne, like so
many scatter-brained sceptics, was drifting to us; and that was quite a different thing.
Brayne would pour supplies into the impoverished and pugnacious Church of France;
he would support six Nationalist newspapers like The Guillotine. The battle was already
balanced on a point, and the fanatic took flame at the risk. He resolved to destroy the
millionaire, and he did it as one would expect the greatest of detectives to commit his
only crime. He abstracted the severed head of Becker on some criminological excuse,

and took it home in his official box. He had that last argument with Brayne, that Lord
Galloway did not hear the end of; that failing, he led him out into the sealed garden,
talked about swordsmanship, used twigs and a sabre for illustration, and — ”
Ivan of the Scar sprang up. “You lunatic,” he yelled; “you’ll go to my master now, if I
take you by — ”
“Why, I was going there,” said Brown heavily; “I must ask him to confess, and all that.”
Driving the unhappy Brown before them like a hostage or sacrifice, they rushed together
into the sudden stillness of Valentin’s study.
The great detective sat at his desk apparently too occupied to hear their turbulent
entrance. They paused a moment, and then something in the look of that upright and
elegant back made the doctor run forward suddenly. A touch and a glance showed him
that there was a small box of pills at Valentin’s elbow, and that Valentin was dead in his
chair; and on the blind face of the suicide was more than the pride of Cato.

The Queer Feet
If you meet a member of that select club, “The Twelve True Fishermen,” entering the
Vernon Hotel for the annual club dinner, you will observe, as he takes off his overcoat,
that his evening coat is green and not black. If (supposing that you have the star-defying
audacity to address such a being) you ask him why, he will probably answer that he
does it to avoid being mistaken for a waiter. You will then retire crushed. But you will
leave behind you a mystery as yet unsolved and a tale worth telling.
If (to pursue the same vein of improbable conjecture) you were to meet a mild, hardworking little priest, named Father Brown, and were to ask him what he thought was the
most singular luck of his life, he would probably reply that upon the whole his best
stroke was at the Vernon Hotel, where he had averted a crime and, perhaps, saved a
soul, merely by listening to a few footsteps in a passage. He is perhaps a little proud of
this wild and wonderful guess of his, and it is possible that he might refer to it. But
since it is immeasurably unlikely that you will ever rise high enough in the social world
to find “The Twelve True Fishermen,” or that you will ever sink low enough among
slums and criminals to find Father Brown, I fear you will never hear the story at all
unless you hear it from me.
The Vernon Hotel at which The Twelve True Fishermen held their annual dinners was
an institution such as can only exist in an oligarchical society which has almost gone
mad on good manners. It was that topsy-turvy product — an “exclusive” commercial
enterprise. That is, it was a thing which paid not by attracting people, but actually by
turning people away. In the heart of a plutocracy tradesmen become cunning enough to
be more fastidious than their customers. They positively create difficulties so that their
wealthy and weary clients may spend money and diplomacy in overcoming them. If
there were a fashionable hotel in London which no man could enter who was under six
foot, society would meekly make up parties of six-foot men to dine in it. If there were
an expensive restaurant which by a mere caprice of its proprietor was only open on
Thursday afternoon, it would be crowded on Thursday afternoon. The Vernon Hotel
stood, as if by accident, in the corner of a square in Belgravia. It was a small hotel; and

a very inconvenient one. But its very inconveniences were considered as walls
protecting a particular class. One inconvenience, in particular, was held to be of vital
importance: the fact that practically only twenty-four people could dine in the place at
once. The only big dinner table was the celebrated terrace table, which stood open to the
air on a sort of veranda overlooking one of the most exquisite old gardens in London.
Thus it happened that even the twenty-four seats at this table could only be enjoyed in
warm weather; and this making the enjoyment yet more difficult made it yet more
desired. The existing owner of the hotel was a Jew named Lever; and he made nearly a
million out of it, by making it difficult to get into. Of course he combined with this
limitation in the scope of his enterprise the most careful polish in its performance. The
wines and cooking were really as good as any in Europe, and the demeanour of the
attendants exactly mirrored the fixed mood of the English upper class. The proprietor
knew all his waiters like the fingers on his hand; there were only fifteen of them all told.
It was much easier to become a Member of Parliament than to become a waiter in that
hotel. Each waiter was trained in terrible silence and smoothness, as if he were a
gentleman’s servant. And, indeed, there was generally at least one waiter to every
gentleman who dined.
The club of The Twelve True Fishermen would not have consented to dine anywhere
but in such a place, for it insisted on a luxurious privacy; and would have been quite
upset by the mere thought that any other club was even dining in the same building. On
the occasion of their annual dinner the Fishermen were in the habit of exposing all their
treasures, as if they were in a private house, especially the celebrated set of fish knives
and forks which were, as it were, the insignia of the society, each being exquisitely
wrought in silver in the form of a fish, and each loaded at the hilt with one large pearl.
These were always laid out for the fish course, and the fish course was always the most
magnificent in that magnificent repast. The society had a vast number of ceremonies
and observances, but it had no history and no object; that was where it was so very
aristocratic. You did not have to be anything in order to be one of the Twelve Fishers;
unless you were already a certain sort of person, you never even heard of them. It had
been in existence twelve years. Its president was Mr. Audley. Its vice-president was the
Duke of Chester.
If I have in any degree conveyed the atmosphere of this appalling hotel, the reader may
feel a natural wonder as to how I came to know anything about it, and may even
speculate as to how so ordinary a person as my friend Father Brown came to find
himself in that golden galley. As far as that is concerned, my story is simple, or even
vulgar. There is in the world a very aged rioter and demagogue who breaks into the
most refined retreats with the dreadful information that all men are brothers, and
wherever this leveller went on his pale horse it was Father Brown’s trade to follow. One
of the waiters, an Italian, had been struck down with a paralytic stroke that afternoon;
and his Jewish employer, marvelling mildly at such superstitions, had consented to send
for the nearest Popish priest. With what the waiter confessed to Father Brown we are
not concerned, for the excellent reason that that cleric kept it to himself; but apparently
it involved him in writing out a note or statement for the conveying of some message or
the righting of some wrong. Father Brown, therefore, with a meek impudence which he
would have shown equally in Buckingham Palace, asked to be provided with a room
and writing materials. Mr. Lever was torn in two. He was a kind man, and had also that
bad imitation of kindness, the dislike of any difficulty or scene. At the same time the
presence of one unusual stranger in his hotel that evening was like a speck of dirt on

something just cleaned. There was never any borderland or anteroom in the Vernon
Hotel, no people waiting in the hall, no customers coming in on chance. There were
fifteen waiters. There were twelve guests. It would be as startling to find a new guest in
the hotel that night as to find a new brother taking breakfast or tea in one’s own family.
Moreover, the priest’s appearance was second-rate and his clothes muddy; a mere
glimpse of him afar off might precipitate a crisis in the club. Mr. Lever at last hit on a
plan to cover, since he might not obliterate, the disgrace. When you enter (as you never
will) the Vernon Hotel, you pass down a short passage decorated with a few dingy but
important pictures, and come to the main vestibule and lounge which opens on your
right into passages leading to the public rooms, and on your left to a similar passage
pointing to the kitchens and offices of the hotel. Immediately on your left hand is the
corner of a glass office, which abuts upon the lounge — a house within a house, so to
speak, like the old hotel bar which probably once occupied its place.
In this office sat the representative of the proprietor (nobody in this place ever appeared
in person if he could help it), and just beyond the office, on the way to the servants’
quarters, was the gentlemen’s cloak room, the last boundary of the gentlemen’s domain.
But between the office and the cloak room was a small private room without other
outlet, sometimes used by the proprietor for delicate and important matters, such as
lending a duke a thousand pounds or declining to lend him sixpence. It is a mark of the
magnificent tolerance of Mr. Lever that he permitted this holy place to be for about half
an hour profaned by a mere priest, scribbling away on a piece of paper. The story which
Father Brown was writing down was very likely a much better story than this one, only
it will never be known. I can merely state that it was very nearly as long, and that the
last two or three paragraphs of it were the least exciting and absorbing.
For it was by the time that he had reached these that the priest began a little to allow his
thoughts to wander and his animal senses, which were commonly keen, to awaken. The
time of darkness and dinner was drawing on; his own forgotten little room was without
a light, and perhaps the gathering gloom, as occasionally happens, sharpened the sense
of sound. As Father Brown wrote the last and least essential part of his document, he
caught himself writing to the rhythm of a recurrent noise outside, just as one sometimes
thinks to the tune of a railway train. When he became conscious of the thing he found
what it was: only the ordinary patter of feet passing the door, which in an hotel was no
very unlikely matter. Nevertheless, he stared at the darkened ceiling, and listened to the
sound. After he had listened for a few seconds dreamily, he got to his feet and listened
intently, with his head a little on one side. Then he sat down again and buried his brow
in his hands, now not merely listening, but listening and thinking also.
The footsteps outside at any given moment were such as one might hear in any hotel;
and yet, taken as a whole, there was something very strange about them. There were no
other footsteps. It was always a very silent house, for the few familiar guests went at
once to their own apartments, and the well-trained waiters were told to be almost
invisible until they were wanted. One could not conceive any place where there was less
reason to apprehend anything irregular. But these footsteps were so odd that one could
not decide to call them regular or irregular. Father Brown followed them with his finger
on the edge of the table, like a man trying to learn a tune on the piano.
First, there came a long rush of rapid little steps, such as a light man might make in
winning a walking race. At a certain point they stopped and changed to a sort of slow,

swinging stamp, numbering not a quarter of the steps, but occupying about the same
time. The moment the last echoing stamp had died away would come again the run or
ripple of light, hurrying feet, and then again the thud of the heavier walking. It was
certainly the same pair of boots, partly because (as has been said) there were no other
boots about, and partly because they had a small but unmistakable creak in them. Father
Brown had the kind of head that cannot help asking questions; and on this apparently
trivial question his head almost split. He had seen men run in order to jump. He had
seen men run in order to slide. But why on earth should a man run in order to walk? Or,
again, why should he walk in order to run? Yet no other description would cover the
antics of this invisible pair of legs. The man was either walking very fast down one-half
of the corridor in order to walk very slow down the other half; or he was walking very
slow at one end to have the rapture of walking fast at the other. Neither suggestion
seemed to make much sense. His brain was growing darker and darker, like his room.
Yet, as he began to think steadily, the very blackness of his cell seemed to make his
thoughts more vivid; he began to see as in a kind of vision the fantastic feet capering
along the corridor in unnatural or symbolic attitudes. Was it a heathen religious dance?
Or some entirely new kind of scientific exercise? Father Brown began to ask himself
with more exactness what the steps suggested. Taking the slow step first: it certainly
was not the step of the proprietor. Men of his type walk with a rapid waddle, or they sit
still. It could not be any servant or messenger waiting for directions. It did not sound
like it. The poorer orders (in an oligarchy) sometimes lurch about when they are slightly
drunk, but generally, and especially in such gorgeous scenes, they stand or sit in
constrained attitudes. No; that heavy yet springy step, with a kind of careless emphasis,
not specially noisy, yet not caring what noise it made, belonged to only one of the
animals of this earth. It was a gentleman of western Europe, and probably one who had
never worked for his living.
Just as he came to this solid certainty, the step changed to the quicker one, and ran past
the door as feverishly as a rat. The listener remarked that though this step was much
swifter it was also much more noiseless, almost as if the man were walking on tiptoe.
Yet it was not associated in his mind with secrecy, but with something else —
something that he could not remember. He was maddened by one of those halfmemories that make a man feel half-witted. Surely he had heard that strange, swift
walking somewhere. Suddenly he sprang to his feet with a new idea in his head, and
walked to the door. His room had no direct outlet on the passage, but let on one side
into the glass office, and on the other into the cloak room beyond. He tried the door into
the office, and found it locked. Then he looked at the window, now a square pane full of
purple cloud cleft by livid sunset, and for an instant he smelt evil as a dog smells rats.
The rational part of him (whether the wiser or not) regained its supremacy. He
remembered that the proprietor had told him that he should lock the door, and would
come later to release him. He told himself that twenty things he had not thought of
might explain the eccentric sounds outside; he reminded himself that there was just
enough light left to finish his own proper work. Bringing his paper to the window so as
to catch the last stormy evening light, he resolutely plunged once more into the almost
completed record. He had written for about twenty minutes, bending closer and closer to
his paper in the lessening light; then suddenly he sat upright. He had heard the strange
feet once more.

This time they had a third oddity. Previously the unknown man had walked, with levity
indeed and lightning quickness, but he had walked. This time he ran. One could hear the
swift, soft, bounding steps coming along the corridor, like the pads of a fleeing and
leaping panther. Whoever was coming was a very strong, active man, in still yet tearing
excitement. Yet, when the sound had swept up to the office like a sort of whispering
whirlwind, it suddenly changed again to the old slow, swaggering stamp.
Father Brown flung down his paper, and, knowing the office door to be locked, went at
once into the cloak room on the other side. The attendant of this place was temporarily
absent, probably because the only guests were at dinner and his office was a sinecure.
After groping through a grey forest of overcoats, he found that the dim cloak room
opened on the lighted corridor in the form of a sort of counter or half-door, like most of
the counters across which we have all handed umbrellas and received tickets. There was
a light immediately above the semicircular arch of this opening. It threw little
illumination on Father Brown himself, who seemed a mere dark outline against the dim
sunset window behind him. But it threw an almost theatrical light on the man who stood
outside the cloak room in the corridor.
He was an elegant man in very plain evening dress; tall, but with an air of not taking up
much room; one felt that he could have slid along like a shadow where many smaller
men would have been obvious and obstructive. His face, now flung back in the
lamplight, was swarthy and vivacious, the face of a foreigner. His figure was good, his
manners good humoured and confident; a critic could only say that his black coat was a
shade below his figure and manners, and even bulged and bagged in an odd way. The
moment he caught sight of Brown’s black silhouette against the sunset, he tossed down
a scrap of paper with a number and called out with amiable authority: “I want my hat
and coat, please; I find I have to go away at once.”
Father Brown took the paper without a word, and obediently went to look for the coat; it
was not the first menial work he had done in his life. He brought it and laid it on the
counter; meanwhile, the strange gentleman who had been feeling in his waistcoat
pocket, said laughing: “I haven’t got any silver; you can keep this.” And he threw down
half a sovereign, and caught up his coat.
Father Brown’s figure remained quite dark and still; but in that instant he had lost his
head. His head was always most valuable when he had lost it. In such moments he put
two and two together and made four million. Often the Catholic Church (which is
wedded to common sense) did not approve of it. Often he did not approve of it himself.
But it was real inspiration — important at rare crises — when whosoever shall lose his
head the same shall save it.
“I think, sir,” he said civilly, “that you have some silver in your pocket.”
The tall gentleman stared. “Hang it,” he cried, “if I choose to give you gold, why should
you complain?”
“Because silver is sometimes more valuable than gold,” said the priest mildly; “that is,
in large quantities.”

The stranger looked at him curiously. Then he looked still more curiously up the
passage towards the main entrance. Then he looked back at Brown again, and then he
looked very carefully at the window beyond Brown’s head, still coloured with the afterglow of the storm. Then he seemed to make up his mind. He put one hand on the
counter, vaulted over as easily as an acrobat and towered above the priest, putting one
tremendous hand upon his collar.
“Stand still,” he said, in a hacking whisper. “I don’t want to threaten you, but — ”
“I do want to threaten you,” said Father Brown, in a voice like a rolling drum, “I want to
threaten you with the worm that dieth not, and the fire that is not quenched.”
“You’re a rum sort of cloak-room clerk,” said the other.
“I am a priest, Monsieur Flambeau,” said Brown, “and I am ready to hear your
confession.”
The other stood gasping for a few moments, and then staggered back into a chair.
The first two courses of the dinner of The Twelve True Fishermen had proceeded with
placid success. I do not possess a copy of the menu; and if I did it would not convey
anything to anybody. It was written in a sort of super-French employed by cooks, but
quite unintelligible to Frenchmen. There was a tradition in the club that the hors
d’oeuvres should be various and manifold to the point of madness. They were taken
seriously because they were avowedly useless extras, like the whole dinner and the
whole club. There was also a tradition that the soup course should be light and
unpretending — a sort of simple and austere vigil for the feast of fish that was to come.
The talk was that strange, slight talk which governs the British Empire, which governs it
in secret, and yet would scarcely enlighten an ordinary Englishman even if he could
overhear it. Cabinet ministers on both sides were alluded to by their Christian names
with a sort of bored benignity. The Radical Chancellor of the Exchequer, whom the
whole Tory party was supposed to be cursing for his extortions, was praised for his
minor poetry, or his saddle in the hunting field. The Tory leader, whom all Liberals
were supposed to hate as a tyrant, was discussed and, on the whole, praised — as a
Liberal. It seemed somehow that politicians were very important. And yet, anything
seemed important about them except their politics. Mr. Audley, the chairman, was an
amiable, elderly man who still wore Gladstone collars; he was a kind of symbol of all
that phantasmal and yet fixed society. He had never done anything — not even anything
wrong. He was not fast; he was not even particularly rich. He was simply in the thing;
and there was an end of it. No party could ignore him, and if he had wished to be in the
Cabinet he certainly would have been put there. The Duke of Chester, the vicepresident, was a young and rising politician. That is to say, he was a pleasant youth,
with flat, fair hair and a freckled face, with moderate intelligence and enormous estates.
In public his appearances were always successful and his principle was simple enough.
When he thought of a joke he made it, and was called brilliant. When he could not think
of a joke he said that this was no time for trifling, and was called able. In private, in a
club of his own class, he was simply quite pleasantly frank and silly, like a schoolboy.
Mr. Audley, never having been in politics, treated them a little more seriously.
Sometimes he even embarrassed the company by phrases suggesting that there was
some difference between a Liberal and a Conservative. He himself was a Conservative,

even in private life. He had a roll of grey hair over the back of his collar, like certain
old-fashioned statesmen, and seen from behind he looked like the man the empire
wants. Seen from the front he looked like a mild, self-indulgent bachelor, with rooms in
the Albany — which he was.
As has been remarked, there were twenty-four seats at the terrace table, and only twelve
members of the club. Thus they could occupy the terrace in the most luxurious style of
all, being ranged along the inner side of the table, with no one opposite, commanding an
uninterrupted view of the garden, the colours of which were still vivid, though evening
was closing in somewhat luridly for the time of year. The chairman sat in the centre of
the line, and the vice-president at the right-hand end of it. When the twelve guests first
trooped into their seats it was the custom (for some unknown reason) for all the fifteen
waiters to stand lining the wall like troops presenting arms to the king, while the fat
proprietor stood and bowed to the club with radiant surprise, as if he had never heard of
them before. But before the first chink of knife and fork this army of retainers had
vanished, only the one or two required to collect and distribute the plates darting about
in deathly silence. Mr. Lever, the proprietor, of course had disappeared in convulsions
of courtesy long before. It would be exaggerative, indeed irreverent, to say that he ever
positively appeared again. But when the important course, the fish course, was being
brought on, there was — how shall I put it? — a vivid shadow, a projection of his
personality, which told that he was hovering near. The sacred fish course consisted (to
the eyes of the vulgar) in a sort of monstrous pudding, about the size and shape of a
wedding cake, in which some considerable number of interesting fishes had finally lost
the shapes which God had given to them. The Twelve True Fishermen took up their
celebrated fish knives and fish forks, and approached it as gravely as if every inch of the
pudding cost as much as the silver fork it was eaten with. So it did, for all I know. This
course was dealt with in eager and devouring silence; and it was only when his plate
was nearly empty that the young duke made the ritual remark: “They can’t do this
anywhere but here.”
“Nowhere,” said Mr. Audley, in a deep bass voice, turning to the speaker and nodding
his venerable head a number of times. “Nowhere, assuredly, except here. It was
represented to me that at the Cafe Anglais — ”
Here he was interrupted and even agitated for a moment by the removal of his plate, but
he recaptured the valuable thread of his thoughts. “It was represented to me that the
same could be done at the Cafe Anglais. Nothing like it, sir,” he said, shaking his head
ruthlessly, like a hanging judge. “Nothing like it.”
“Overrated place,” said a certain Colonel Pound, speaking (by the look of him) for the
first time for some months.
“Oh, I don’t know,” said the Duke of Chester, who was an optimist, “it’s jolly good for
some things. You can’t beat it at — ”
A waiter came swiftly along the room, and then stopped dead. His stoppage was as
silent as his tread; but all those vague and kindly gentlemen were so used to the utter
smoothness of the unseen machinery which surrounded and supported their lives, that a
waiter doing anything unexpected was a start and a jar. They felt as you and I would
feel if the inanimate world disobeyed — if a chair ran away from us.

The waiter stood staring a few seconds, while there deepened on every face at table a
strange shame which is wholly the product of our time. It is the combination of modern
humanitarianism with the horrible modern abyss between the souls of the rich and poor.
A genuine historic aristocrat would have thrown things at the waiter, beginning with
empty bottles, and very probably ending with money. A genuine democrat would have
asked him, with comrade-like clearness of speech, what the devil he was doing. But
these modern plutocrats could not bear a poor man near to them, either as a slave or as a
friend. That something had gone wrong with the servants was merely a dull, hot
embarrassment. They did not want to be brutal, and they dreaded the need to be
benevolent. They wanted the thing, whatever it was, to be over. It was over. The waiter,
after standing for some seconds rigid, like a cataleptic, turned round and ran madly out
of the room.
When he reappeared in the room, or rather in the doorway, it was in company with
another waiter, with whom he whispered and gesticulated with southern fierceness.
Then the first waiter went away, leaving the second waiter, and reappeared with a third
waiter. By the time a fourth waiter had joined this hurried synod, Mr. Audley felt it
necessary to break the silence in the interests of Tact. He used a very loud cough,
instead of a presidential hammer, and said: “Splendid work young Moocher’s doing in
Burmah. Now, no other nation in the world could have — ”
A fifth waiter had sped towards him like an arrow, and was whispering in his ear: “So
sorry. Important! Might the proprietor speak to you?”
The chairman turned in disorder, and with a dazed stare saw Mr. Lever coming towards
them with his lumbering quickness. The gait of the good proprietor was indeed his usual
gait, but his face was by no means usual. Generally it was a genial copper-brown; now
it was a sickly yellow.
“You will pardon me, Mr. Audley,” he said, with asthmatic breathlessness. “I have great
apprehensions. Your fish-plates, they are cleared away with the knife and fork on
them!”
“Well, I hope so,” said the chairman, with some warmth.
“You see him?” panted the excited hotel keeper; “you see the waiter who took them
away? You know him?”
“Know the waiter?” answered Mr. Audley indignantly. “Certainly not!”
Mr. Lever opened his hands with a gesture of agony. “I never send him,” he said. “I
know not when or why he come. I send my waiter to take away the plates, and he find
them already away.”
Mr. Audley still looked rather too bewildered to be really the man the empire wants;
none of the company could say anything except the man of wood — Colonel Pound —
who seemed galvanised into an unnatural life. He rose rigidly from his chair, leaving all
the rest sitting, screwed his eyeglass into his eye, and spoke in a raucous undertone as if
he had half-forgotten how to speak. “Do you mean,” he said, “that somebody has stolen
our silver fish service?”

The proprietor repeated the open-handed gesture with even greater helplessness and in a
flash all the men at the table were on their feet.
“Are all your waiters here?” demanded the colonel, in his low, harsh accent.
“Yes; they’re all here. I noticed it myself,” cried the young duke, pushing his boyish
face into the inmost ring. “Always count ’em as I come in; they look so queer standing
up against the wall.”
“But surely one cannot exactly remember,” began Mr. Audley, with heavy hesitation.
“I remember exactly, I tell you,” cried the duke excitedly. “There never have been more
than fifteen waiters at this place, and there were no more than fifteen tonight, I’ll swear;
no more and no less.”
The proprietor turned upon him, quaking in a kind of palsy of surprise. “You say — you
say,” he stammered, “that you see all my fifteen waiters?”
“As usual,” assented the duke. “What is the matter with that!”
“Nothing,” said Lever, with a deepening accent, “only you did not. For one of zem is
dead upstairs.”
There was a shocking stillness for an instant in that room. It may be (so supernatural is
the word death) that each of those idle men looked for a second at his soul, and saw it as
a small dried pea. One of them — the duke, I think — even said with the idiotic
kindness of wealth: “Is there anything we can do?”
“He has had a priest,” said the Jew, not untouched.
Then, as to the clang of doom, they awoke to their own position. For a few weird
seconds they had really felt as if the fifteenth waiter might be the ghost of the dead man
upstairs. They had been dumb under that oppression, for ghosts were to them an
embarrassment, like beggars. But the remembrance of the silver broke the spell of the
miraculous; broke it abruptly and with a brutal reaction. The colonel flung over his chair
and strode to the door. “If there was a fifteenth man here, friends,” he said, “that
fifteenth fellow was a thief. Down at once to the front and back doors and secure
everything; then we’ll talk. The twenty-four pearls of the club are worth recovering.”
Mr. Audley seemed at first to hesitate about whether it was gentlemanly to be in such a
hurry about anything; but, seeing the duke dash down the stairs with youthful energy, he
followed with a more mature motion.
At the same instant a sixth waiter ran into the room, and declared that he had found the
pile of fish plates on a sideboard, with no trace of the silver.
The crowd of diners and attendants that tumbled helter-skelter down the passages
divided into two groups. Most of the Fishermen followed the proprietor to the front
room to demand news of any exit. Colonel Pound, with the chairman, the vicepresident, and one or two others darted down the corridor leading to the servants’

quarters, as the more likely line of escape. As they did so they passed the dim alcove or
cavern of the cloak room, and saw a short, black-coated figure, presumably an
attendant, standing a little way back in the shadow of it.
“Hallo, there!” called out the duke. “Have you seen anyone pass?”
The short figure did not answer the question directly, but merely said: “Perhaps I have
got what you are looking for, gentlemen.”
They paused, wavering and wondering, while he quietly went to the back of the cloak
room, and came back with both hands full of shining silver, which he laid out on the
counter as calmly as a salesman. It took the form of a dozen quaintly shaped forks and
knives.
“You — you — ” began the colonel, quite thrown off his balance at last. Then he peered
into the dim little room and saw two things: first, that the short, black-clad man was
dressed like a clergyman; and, second, that the window of the room behind him was
burst, as if someone had passed violently through. “Valuable things to deposit in a cloak
room, aren’t they?” remarked the clergyman, with cheerful composure.
“Did — did you steal those things?” stammered Mr. Audley, with staring eyes.
“If I did,” said the cleric pleasantly, “at least I am bringing them back again.”
“But you didn’t,” said Colonel Pound, still staring at the broken window.
“To make a clean breast of it, I didn’t,” said the other, with some humour. And he
seated himself quite gravely on a stool. “But you know who did,” said the colonel.
“I don’t know his real name,” said the priest placidly, “but I know something of his
fighting weight, and a great deal about his spiritual difficulties. I formed the physical
estimate when he was trying to throttle me, and the moral estimate when he repented.”
“Oh, I say — repented!” cried young Chester, with a sort of crow of laughter.
Father Brown got to his feet, putting his hands behind him. “Odd, isn’t it,” he said, “that
a thief and a vagabond should repent, when so many who are rich and secure remain
hard and frivolous, and without fruit for God or man? But there, if you will excuse me,
you trespass a little upon my province. If you doubt the penitence as a practical fact,
there are your knives and forks. You are The Twelve True Fishers, and there are all your
silver fish. But He has made me a fisher of men.”
“Did you catch this man?” asked the colonel, frowning.
Father Brown looked him full in his frowning face. “Yes,” he said, “I caught him, with
an unseen hook and an invisible line which is long enough to let him wander to the ends
of the world, and still to bring him back with a twitch upon the thread.”
There was a long silence. All the other men present drifted away to carry the recovered
silver to their comrades, or to consult the proprietor about the queer condition of affairs.

But the grim-faced colonel still sat sideways on the counter, swinging his long, lank
legs and biting his dark moustache.
At last he said quietly to the priest: “He must have been a clever fellow, but I think I
know a cleverer.”
“He was a clever fellow,” answered the other, “but I am not quite sure of what other you
mean.”
“I mean you,” said the colonel, with a short laugh. “I don’t want to get the fellow jailed;
make yourself easy about that. But I’d give a good many silver forks to know exactly
how you fell into this affair, and how you got the stuff out of him. I reckon you’re the
most up-to-date devil of the present company.”
Father Brown seemed rather to like the saturnine candour of the soldier. “Well,” he said,
smiling, “I mustn’t tell you anything of the man’s identity, or his own story, of course;
but there’s no particular reason why I shouldn’t tell you of the mere outside facts which
I found out for myself.”
He hopped over the barrier with unexpected activity, and sat beside Colonel Pound,
kicking his short legs like a little boy on a gate. He began to tell the story as easily as if
he were telling it to an old friend by a Christmas fire.
“You see, colonel,” he said, “I was shut up in that small room there doing some writing,
when I heard a pair of feet in this passage doing a dance that was as queer as the dance
of death. First came quick, funny little steps, like a man walking on tiptoe for a wager;
then came slow, careless, creaking steps, as of a big man walking about with a cigar.
But they were both made by the same feet, I swear, and they came in rotation; first the
run and then the walk, and then the run again. I wondered at first idly and then wildly
why a man should act these two parts at once. One walk I knew; it was just like yours,
colonel. It was the walk of a well-fed gentleman waiting for something, who strolls
about rather because he is physically alert than because he is mentally impatient. I knew
that I knew the other walk, too, but I could not remember what it was. What wild
creature had I met on my travels that tore along on tiptoe in that extraordinary style?
Then I heard a clink of plates somewhere; and the answer stood up as plain as St.
Peter’s. It was the walk of a waiter — that walk with the body slanted forward, the eyes
looking down, the ball of the toe spurning away the ground, the coat tails and napkin
flying. Then I thought for a minute and a half more. And I believe I saw the manner of
the crime, as clearly as if I were going to commit it.”
Colonel Pound looked at him keenly, but the speaker’s mild grey eyes were fixed upon
the ceiling with almost empty wistfulness.
“A crime,” he said slowly, “is like any other work of art. Don’t look surprised; crimes
are by no means the only works of art that come from an infernal workshop. But every
work of art, divine or diabolic, has one indispensable mark — I mean, that the centre of
it is simple, however much the fulfilment may be complicated. Thus, in Hamlet, let us
say, the grotesqueness of the grave-digger, the flowers of the mad girl, the fantastic
finery of Osric, the pallor of the ghost and the grin of the skull are all oddities in a sort
of tangled wreath round one plain tragic figure of a man in black. Well, this also,” he

said, getting slowly down from his seat with a smile, “this also is the plain tragedy of a
man in black. Yes,” he went on, seeing the colonel look up in some wonder, “the whole
of this tale turns on a black coat. In this, as in Hamlet, there are the rococo excrescences
— yourselves, let us say. There is the dead waiter, who was there when he could not be
there. There is the invisible hand that swept your table clear of silver and melted into
air. But every clever crime is founded ultimately on some one quite simple fact — some
fact that is not itself mysterious. The mystification comes in covering it up, in leading
men’s thoughts away from it. This large and subtle and (in the ordinary course) most
profitable crime, was built on the plain fact that a gentleman’s evening dress is the same
as a waiter’s. All the rest was acting, and thundering good acting, too.”
“Still,” said the colonel, getting up and frowning at his boots, “I am not sure that I
understand.”
“Colonel,” said Father Brown, “I tell you that this archangel of impudence who stole
your forks walked up and down this passage twenty times in the blaze of all the lamps,
in the glare of all the eyes. He did not go and hide in dim corners where suspicion might
have searched for him. He kept constantly on the move in the lighted corridors, and
everywhere that he went he seemed to be there by right. Don’t ask me what he was like;
you have seen him yourself six or seven times tonight. You were waiting with all the
other grand people in the reception room at the end of the passage there, with the terrace
just beyond. Whenever he came among you gentlemen, he came in the lightning style of
a waiter, with bent head, flapping napkin and flying feet. He shot out on to the terrace,
did something to the table cloth, and shot back again towards the office and the waiters’
quarters. By the time he had come under the eye of the office clerk and the waiters he
had become another man in every inch of his body, in every instinctive gesture. He
strolled among the servants with the absent-minded insolence which they have all seen
in their patrons. It was no new thing to them that a swell from the dinner party should
pace all parts of the house like an animal at the Zoo; they know that nothing marks the
Smart Set more than a habit of walking where one chooses. When he was magnificently
weary of walking down that particular passage he would wheel round and pace back
past the office; in the shadow of the arch just beyond he was altered as by a blast of
magic, and went hurrying forward again among the Twelve Fishermen, an obsequious
attendant. Why should the gentlemen look at a chance waiter? Why should the waiters
suspect a first-rate walking gentleman? Once or twice he played the coolest tricks. In
the proprietor’s private quarters he called out breezily for a syphon of soda water,
saying he was thirsty. He said genially that he would carry it himself, and he did; he
carried it quickly and correctly through the thick of you, a waiter with an obvious
errand. Of course, it could not have been kept up long, but it only had to be kept up till
the end of the fish course.
“His worst moment was when the waiters stood in a row; but even then he contrived to
lean against the wall just round the corner in such a way that for that important instant
the waiters thought him a gentleman, while the gentlemen thought him a waiter. The
rest went like winking. If any waiter caught him away from the table, that waiter caught
a languid aristocrat. He had only to time himself two minutes before the fish was
cleared, become a swift servant, and clear it himself. He put the plates down on a
sideboard, stuffed the silver in his breast pocket, giving it a bulgy look, and ran like a
hare (I heard him coming) till he came to the cloak room. There he had only to be a
plutocrat again — a plutocrat called away suddenly on business. He had only to give his

ticket to the cloak-room attendant, and go out again elegantly as he had come in. Only
— only I happened to be the cloak-room attendant.”
“What did you do to him?” cried the colonel, with unusual intensity. “What did he tell
you?”
“I beg your pardon,” said the priest immovably, “that is where the story ends.”
“And the interesting story begins,” muttered Pound. “I think I understand his
professional trick. But I don’t seem to have got hold of yours.”
“I must be going,” said Father Brown.
They walked together along the passage to the entrance hall, where they saw the fresh,
freckled face of the Duke of Chester, who was bounding buoyantly along towards them.
“Come along, Pound,” he cried breathlessly. “I’ve been looking for you everywhere.
The dinner’s going again in spanking style, and old Audley has got to make a speech in
honour of the forks being saved. We want to start some new ceremony, don’t you know,
to commemorate the occasion. I say, you really got the goods back, what do you
suggest?”
“Why,” said the colonel, eyeing him with a certain sardonic approval, “I should suggest
that henceforward we wear green coats, instead of black. One never knows what
mistakes may arise when one looks so like a waiter.”
“Oh, hang it all!” said the young man, “a gentleman never looks like a waiter.”
“Nor a waiter like a gentleman, I suppose,” said Colonel Pound, with the same lowering
laughter on his face. “Reverend sir, your friend must have been very smart to act the
gentleman.”
Father Brown buttoned up his commonplace overcoat to the neck, for the night was
stormy, and took his commonplace umbrella from the stand.
“Yes,” he said; “it must be very hard work to be a gentleman; but, do you know, I have
sometimes thought that it may be almost as laborious to be a waiter.”
And saying “Good evening,” he pushed open the heavy doors of that palace of
pleasures. The golden gates closed behind him, and he went at a brisk walk through the
damp, dark streets in search of a penny omnibus.

The Flying Stars
“The most beautiful crime I ever committed,” Flambeau would say in his highly moral
old age, “was also, by a singular coincidence, my last. It was committed at Christmas.
As an artist I had always attempted to provide crimes suitable to the special season or
landscapes in which I found myself, choosing this or that terrace or garden for a
catastrophe, as if for a statuary group. Thus squires should be swindled in long rooms
panelled with oak; while Jews, on the other hand, should rather find themselves

unexpectedly penniless among the lights and screens of the Cafe Riche. Thus, in
England, if I wished to relieve a dean of his riches (which is not so easy as you might
suppose), I wished to frame him, if I make myself clear, in the green lawns and grey
towers of some cathedral town. Similarly, in France, when I had got money out of a rich
and wicked peasant (which is almost impossible), it gratified me to get his indignant
head relieved against a grey line of clipped poplars, and those solemn plains of Gaul
over which broods the mighty spirit of Millet.
“Well, my last crime was a Christmas crime, a cheery, cosy, English middle-class
crime; a crime of Charles Dickens. I did it in a good old middle-class house near
Putney, a house with a crescent of carriage drive, a house with a stable by the side of it,
a house with the name on the two outer gates, a house with a monkey tree. Enough, you
know the species. I really think my imitation of Dickens’s style was dexterous and
literary. It seems almost a pity I repented the same evening.”
Flambeau would then proceed to tell the story from the inside; and even from the inside
it was odd. Seen from the outside it was perfectly incomprehensible, and it is from the
outside that the stranger must study it. From this standpoint the drama may be said to
have begun when the front doors of the house with the stable opened on the garden with
the monkey tree, and a young girl came out with bread to feed the birds on the afternoon
of Boxing Day. She had a pretty face, with brave brown eyes; but her figure was beyond
conjecture, for she was so wrapped up in brown furs that it was hard to say which was
hair and which was fur. But for the attractive face she might have been a small toddling
bear.
The winter afternoon was reddening towards evening, and already a ruby light was
rolled over the bloomless beds, filling them, as it were, with the ghosts of the dead
roses. On one side of the house stood the stable, on the other an alley or cloister of
laurels led to the larger garden behind. The young lady, having scattered bread for the
birds (for the fourth or fifth time that day, because the dog ate it), passed unobutrusively
down the lane of laurels and into a glimmering plantation of evergreens behind. Here
she gave an exclamation of wonder, real or ritual, and looking up at the high garden
wall above her, beheld it fantastically bestridden by a somewhat fantastic figure.
“Oh, don’t jump, Mr. Crook,” she called out in some alarm; “it’s much too high.”
The individual riding the party wall like an aerial horse was a tall, angular young man,
with dark hair sticking up like a hair brush, intelligent and even distinguished
lineaments, but a sallow and almost alien complexion. This showed the more plainly
because he wore an aggressive red tie, the only part of his costume of which he seemed
to take any care. Perhaps it was a symbol. He took no notice of the girl’s alarmed
adjuration, but leapt like a grasshopper to the ground beside her, where he might very
well have broken his legs.
“I think I was meant to be a burglar,” he said placidly, “and I have no doubt I should
have been if I hadn’t happened to be born in that nice house next door. I can’t see any
harm in it, anyhow.”
“How can you say such things!” she remonstrated.

“Well,” said the young man, “if you’re born on the wrong side of the wall, I can’t see
that it’s wrong to climb over it.”
“I never know what you will say or do next,” she said.
“I don’t often know myself,” replied Mr. Crook; “but then I am on the right side of the
wall now.”
“And which is the right side of the wall?” asked the young lady, smiling.
“Whichever side you are on,” said the young man named Crook.
As they went together through the laurels towards the front garden a motor horn
sounded thrice, coming nearer and nearer, and a car of splendid speed, great elegance,
and a pale green colour swept up to the front doors like a bird and stood throbbing.
“Hullo, hullo!” said the young man with the red tie, “here’s somebody born on the right
side, anyhow. I didn’t know, Miss Adams, that your Santa Claus was so modern as
this.”
“Oh, that’s my godfather, Sir Leopold Fischer. He always comes on Boxing Day.”
Then, after an innocent pause, which unconsciously betrayed some lack of enthusiasm,
Ruby Adams added:
“He is very kind.”
John Crook, journalist, had heard of that eminent City magnate; and it was not his fault
if the City magnate had not heard of him; for in certain articles in The Clarion or The
New Age Sir Leopold had been dealt with austerely. But he said nothing and grimly
watched the unloading of the motor-car, which was rather a long process. A large, neat
chauffeur in green got out from the front, and a small, neat manservant in grey got out
from the back, and between them they deposited Sir Leopold on the doorstep and began
to unpack him, like some very carefully protected parcel. Rugs enough to stock a
bazaar, furs of all the beasts of the forest, and scarves of all the colours of the rainbow
were unwrapped one by one, till they revealed something resembling the human form;
the form of a friendly, but foreign-looking old gentleman, with a grey goat-like beard
and a beaming smile, who rubbed his big fur gloves together.
Long before this revelation was complete the two big doors of the porch had opened in
the middle, and Colonel Adams (father of the furry young lady) had come out himself to
invite his eminent guest inside. He was a tall, sunburnt, and very silent man, who wore a
red smoking-cap like a fez, making him look like one of the English Sirdars or Pashas in
Egypt. With him was his brother-in-law, lately come from Canada, a big and rather
boisterous young gentleman-farmer, with a yellow beard, by name James Blount. With
him also was the more insignificant figure of the priest from the neighbouring Roman
Church; for the colonel’s late wife had been a Catholic, and the children, as is common
in such cases, had been trained to follow her. Everything seemed undistinguished about
the priest, even down to his name, which was Brown; yet the colonel had always found

something companionable about him, and frequently asked him to such family
gatherings.
In the large entrance hall of the house there was ample room even for Sir Leopold and
the removal of his wraps. Porch and vestibule, indeed, were unduly large in proportion
to the house, and formed, as it were, a big room with the front door at one end, and the
bottom of the staircase at the other. In front of the large hall fire, over which hung the
colonel’s sword, the process was completed and the company, including the saturnine
Crook, presented to Sir Leopold Fischer. That venerable financier, however, still
seemed struggling with portions of his well-lined attire, and at length produced from a
very interior tail-coat pocket, a black oval case which he radiantly explained to be his
Christmas present for his god-daughter. With an unaffected vain-glory that had
something disarming about it he held out the case before them all; it flew open at a
touch and half-blinded them. It was just as if a crystal fountain had spurted in their eyes.
In a nest of orange velvet lay like three eggs, three white and vivid diamonds that
seemed to set the very air on fire all round them. Fischer stood beaming benevolently
and drinking deep of the astonishment and ecstasy of the girl, the grim admiration and
gruff thanks of the colonel, the wonder of the whole group.
“I’ll put ’em back now, my dear,” said Fischer, returning the case to the tails of his coat.
“I had to be careful of ’em coming down. They’re the three great African diamonds
called ‘The Flying Stars,’ because they’ve been stolen so often. All the big criminals are
on the track; but even the rough men about in the streets and hotels could hardly have
kept their hands off them. I might have lost them on the road here. It was quite
possible.”
“Quite natural, I should say,” growled the man in the red tie. “I shouldn’t blame ’em if
they had taken ’em. When they ask for bread, and you don’t even give them a stone, I
think they might take the stone for themselves.”
“I won’t have you talking like that,” cried the girl, who was in a curious glow. “You’ve
only talked like that since you became a horrid what’s-his-name. You know what I
mean. What do you call a man who wants to embrace the chimney-sweep?”
“A saint,” said Father Brown.
“I think,” said Sir Leopold, with a supercilious smile, “that Ruby means a Socialist.”
“A radical does not mean a man who lives on radishes,” remarked Crook, with some
impatience; and a Conservative does not mean a man who preserves jam. Neither, I
assure you, does a Socialist mean a man who desires a social evening with the chimneysweep. A Socialist means a man who wants all the chimneys swept and all the chimneysweeps paid for it.”
“But who won’t allow you,” put in the priest in a low voice, “to own your own soot.”
Crook looked at him with an eye of interest and even respect. “Does one want to own
soot?” he asked.

“One might,” answered Brown, with speculation in his eye. “I’ve heard that gardeners
use it. And I once made six children happy at Christmas when the conjuror didn’t come,
entirely with soot — applied externally.”
“Oh, splendid,” cried Ruby. “Oh, I wish you’d do it to this company.”
The boisterous Canadian, Mr. Blount, was lifting his loud voice in applause, and the
astonished financier his (in some considerable deprecation), when a knock sounded at
the double front doors. The priest opened them, and they showed again the front garden
of evergreens, monkey-tree and all, now gathering gloom against a gorgeous violet
sunset. The scene thus framed was so coloured and quaint, like a back scene in a play,
that they forgot a moment the insignificant figure standing in the door. He was dustylooking and in a frayed coat, evidently a common messenger. “Any of you gentlemen
Mr. Blount?” he asked, and held forward a letter doubtfully. Mr. Blount started, and
stopped in his shout of assent. Ripping up the envelope with evident astonishment he
read it; his face clouded a little, and then cleared, and he turned to his brother-in-law
and host.
“I’m sick at being such a nuisance, colonel,” he said, with the cheery colonial
conventions; “but would it upset you if an old acquaintance called on me here tonight
on business? In point of fact it’s Florian, that famous French acrobat and comic actor; I
knew him years ago out West (he was a French-Canadian by birth), and he seems to
have business for me, though I hardly guess what.”
“Of course, of course,” replied the colonel carelessly — “My dear chap, any friend of
yours. No doubt he will prove an acquisition.”
“He’ll black his face, if that’s what you mean,” cried Blount, laughing. “I don’t doubt
he’d black everyone else’s eyes. I don’t care; I’m not refined. I like the jolly old
pantomime where a man sits on his top hat.”
“Not on mine, please,” said Sir Leopold Fischer, with dignity.
“Well, well,” observed Crook, airily, “don’t let’s quarrel. There are lower jokes than
sitting on a top hat.”
Dislike of the red-tied youth, born of his predatory opinions and evident intimacy with
the pretty godchild, led Fischer to say, in his most sarcastic, magisterial manner: “No
doubt you have found something much lower than sitting on a top hat. What is it, pray?”
“Letting a top hat sit on you, for instance,” said the Socialist.
“Now, now, now,” cried the Canadian farmer with his barbarian benevolence, “don’t
let’s spoil a jolly evening. What I say is, let’s do something for the company tonight.
Not blacking faces or sitting on hats, if you don’t like those — but something of the
sort. Why couldn’t we have a proper old English pantomime — clown, columbine, and
so on. I saw one when I left England at twelve years old, and it’s blazed in my brain like
a bonfire ever since. I came back to the old country only last year, and I find the thing’s
extinct. Nothing but a lot of snivelling fairy plays. I want a hot poker and a policeman
made into sausages, and they give me princesses moralising by moonlight, Blue Birds,

or something. Blue Beard’s more in my line, and him I like best when he turned into the
pantaloon.”
“I’m all for making a policeman into sausages,” said John Crook. “It’s a better
definition of Socialism than some recently given. But surely the get-up would be too big
a business.”
“Not a scrap,” cried Blount, quite carried away. “A harlequinade’s the quickest thing we
can do, for two reasons. First, one can gag to any degree; and, second, all the objects are
household things — tables and towel-horses and washing baskets, and things like that.”
“That’s true,” admitted Crook, nodding eagerly and walking about. “But I’m afraid I
can’t have my policeman’s uniform? Haven’t killed a policeman lately.”
Blount frowned thoughtfully a space, and then smote his thigh. “Yes, we can!” he cried.
“I’ve got Florian’s address here, and he knows every costumier in London. I’ll phone
him to bring a police dress when he comes.” And he went bounding away to the
telephone.
“Oh, it’s glorious, godfather,” cried Ruby, almost dancing. “I’ll be columbine and you
shall be pantaloon.”
The millionaire held himself stiff with a sort of heathen solemnity. “I think, my dear,”
he said, “you must get someone else for pantaloon.”
“I will be pantaloon, if you like,” said Colonel Adams, taking his cigar out of his mouth,
and speaking for the first and last time.
“You ought to have a statue,” cried the Canadian, as he came back, radiant, from the
telephone. “There, we are all fitted. Mr. Crook shall be clown; he’s a journalist and
knows all the oldest jokes. I can be harlequin, that only wants long legs and jumping
about. My friend Florian ‘phones he’s bringing the police costume; he’s changing on
the way. We can act it in this very hall, the audience sitting on those broad stairs
opposite, one row above another. These front doors can be the back scene, either open
or shut. Shut, you see an English interior. Open, a moonlit garden. It all goes by magic.”
And snatching a chance piece of billiard chalk from his pocket, he ran it across the hall
floor, half-way between the front door and the staircase, to mark the line of the
footlights.
How even such a banquet of bosh was got ready in the time remained a riddle. But they
went at it with that mixture of recklessness and industry that lives when youth is in a
house; and youth was in that house that night, though not all may have isolated the two
faces and hearts from which it flamed. As always happens, the invention grew wilder
and wilder through the very tameness of the bourgeois conventions from which it had to
create. The columbine looked charming in an outstanding skirt that strangely resembled
the large lamp-shade in the drawing-room. The clown and pantaloon made themselves
white with flour from the cook, and red with rouge from some other domestic, who
remained (like all true Christian benefactors) anonymous. The harlequin, already clad in
silver paper out of cigar boxes, was, with difficulty, prevented from smashing the old
Victorian lustre chandeliers, that he might cover himself with resplendent crystals. In

fact he would certainly have done so, had not Ruby unearthed some old pantomime
paste jewels she had worn at a fancy dress party as the Queen of Diamonds. Indeed, her
uncle, James Blount, was getting almost out of hand in his excitement; he was like a
schoolboy. He put a paper donkey’s head unexpectedly on Father Brown, who bore it
patiently, and even found some private manner of moving his ears. He even essayed to
put the paper donkey’s tail to the coat-tails of Sir Leopold Fischer. This, however, was
frowned down. “Uncle is too absurd,” cried Ruby to Crook, round whose shoulders she
had seriously placed a string of sausages. “Why is he so wild?”
“He is harlequin to your columbine,” said Crook. “I am only the clown who makes the
old jokes.”
“I wish you were the harlequin,” she said, and left the string of sausages swinging.
Father Brown, though he knew every detail done behind the scenes, and had even
evoked applause by his transformation of a pillow into a pantomime baby, went round
to the front and sat among the audience with all the solemn expectation of a child at his
first matinee. The spectators were few, relations, one or two local friends, and the
servants; Sir Leopold sat in the front seat, his full and still fur-collared figure largely
obscuring the view of the little cleric behind him; but it has never been settled by artistic
authorities whether the cleric lost much. The pantomime was utterly chaotic, yet not
contemptible; there ran through it a rage of improvisation which came chiefly from
Crook the clown. Commonly he was a clever man, and he was inspired tonight with a
wild omniscience, a folly wiser than the world, that which comes to a young man who
has seen for an instant a particular expression on a particular face. He was supposed to
be the clown, but he was really almost everything else, the author (so far as there was an
author), the prompter, the scene-painter, the scene-shifter, and, above all, the orchestra.
At abrupt intervals in the outrageous performance he would hurl himself in full costume
at the piano and bang out some popular music equally absurd and appropriate.
The climax of this, as of all else, was the moment when the two front doors at the back
of the scene flew open, showing the lovely moonlit garden, but showing more
prominently the famous professional guest; the great Florian, dressed up as a policeman.
The clown at the piano played the constabulary chorus in the “Pirates of Penzance,” but
it was drowned in the deafening applause, for every gesture of the great comic actor was
an admirable though restrained version of the carriage and manner of the police. The
harlequin leapt upon him and hit him over the helmet; the pianist playing “Where did
you get that hat?” he faced about in admirably simulated astonishment, and then the
leaping harlequin hit him again (the pianist suggesting a few bars of “Then we had
another one”). Then the harlequin rushed right into the arms of the policeman and fell
on top of him, amid a roar of applause. Then it was that the strange actor gave that
celebrated imitation of a dead man, of which the fame still lingers round Putney. It was
almost impossible to believe that a living person could appear so limp.
The athletic harlequin swung him about like a sack or twisted or tossed him like an
Indian club; all the time to the most maddeningly ludicrous tunes from the piano. When
the harlequin heaved the comic constable heavily off the floor the clown played “I arise
from dreams of thee.” When he shuffled him across his back, “With my bundle on my
shoulder,” and when the harlequin finally let fall the policeman with a most convincing

thud, the lunatic at the instrument struck into a jingling measure with some words which
are still believed to have been, “I sent a letter to my love and on the way I dropped it.”
At about this limit of mental anarchy Father Brown’s view was obscured altogether; for
the City magnate in front of him rose to his full height and thrust his hands savagely
into all his pockets. Then he sat down nervously, still fumbling, and then stood up
again. For an instant it seemed seriously likely that he would stride across the footlights;
then he turned a glare at the clown playing the piano; and then he burst in silence out of
the room.
The priest had only watched for a few more minutes the absurd but not inelegant dance
of the amateur harlequin over his splendidly unconscious foe. With real though rude art,
the harlequin danced slowly backwards out of the door into the garden, which was full
of moonlight and stillness. The vamped dress of silver paper and paste, which had been
too glaring in the footlights, looked more and more magical and silvery as it danced
away under a brilliant moon. The audience was closing in with a cataract of applause,
when Brown felt his arm abruptly touched, and he was asked in a whisper to come into
the colonel’s study.
He followed his summoner with increasing doubt, which was not dispelled by a solemn
comicality in the scene of the study. There sat Colonel Adams, still unaffectedly dressed
as a pantaloon, with the knobbed whalebone nodding above his brow, but with his poor
old eyes sad enough to have sobered a Saturnalia. Sir Leopold Fischer was leaning
against the mantelpiece and heaving with all the importance of panic.
“This is a very painful matter, Father Brown,” said Adams. “The truth is, those
diamonds we all saw this afternoon seem to have vanished from my friend’s tail-coat
pocket. And as you — ”
“As I,” supplemented Father Brown, with a broad grin, “was sitting just behind him —
”
“Nothing of the sort shall be suggested,” said Colonel Adams, with a firm look at
Fischer, which rather implied that some such thing had been suggested. “I only ask you
to give me the assistance that any gentleman might give.”
“Which is turning out his pockets,” said Father Brown, and proceeded to do so,
displaying seven and sixpence, a return ticket, a small silver crucifix, a small breviary,
and a stick of chocolate.
The colonel looked at him long, and then said, “Do you know, I should like to see the
inside of your head more than the inside of your pockets. My daughter is one of your
people, I know; well, she has lately — ” and he stopped.
“She has lately,” cried out old Fischer, “opened her father’s house to a cut-throat
Socialist, who says openly he would steal anything from a richer man. This is the end of
it. Here is the richer man — and none the richer.”
“If you want the inside of my head you can have it,” said Brown rather wearily. “What
it’s worth you can say afterwards. But the first thing I find in that disused pocket is this:

that men who mean to steal diamonds don’t talk Socialism. They are more likely,” he
added demurely, “to denounce it.”
Both the others shifted sharply and the priest went on:
“You see, we know these people, more or less. That Socialist would no more steal a
diamond than a Pyramid. We ought to look at once to the one man we don’t know. The
fellow acting the policeman — Florian. Where is he exactly at this minute, I wonder.”
The pantaloon sprang erect and strode out of the room. An interlude ensued, during
which the millionaire stared at the priest, and the priest at his breviary; then the
pantaloon returned and said, with staccato gravity, “The policeman is still lying on the
stage. The curtain has gone up and down six times; he is still lying there.”
Father Brown dropped his book and stood staring with a look of blank mental ruin.
Very slowly a light began to creep in his grey eyes, and then he made the scarcely
obvious answer.
“Please forgive me, colonel, but when did your wife die?”
“Wife!” replied the staring soldier, “she died this year two months. Her brother James
arrived just a week too late to see her.”
The little priest bounded like a rabbit shot. “Come on!” he cried in quite unusual
excitement. “Come on! We’ve got to go and look at that policeman!”
They rushed on to the now curtained stage, breaking rudely past the columbine and
clown (who seemed whispering quite contentedly), and Father Brown bent over the
prostrate comic policeman.
“Chloroform,” he said as he rose; “I only guessed it just now.”
There was a startled stillness, and then the colonel said slowly, “Please say seriously
what all this means.”
Father Brown suddenly shouted with laughter, then stopped, and only struggled with it
for instants during the rest of his speech. “Gentlemen,” he gasped, “there’s not much
time to talk. I must run after the criminal. But this great French actor who played the
policeman — this clever corpse the harlequin waltzed with and dandled and threw about
— he was — ” His voice again failed him, and he turned his back to run.
“He was?” called Fischer inquiringly.
“A real policeman,” said Father Brown, and ran away into the dark.
There were hollows and bowers at the extreme end of that leafy garden, in which the
laurels and other immortal shrubs showed against sapphire sky and silver moon, even in
that midwinter, warm colours as of the south. The green gaiety of the waving laurels,
the rich purple indigo of the night, the moon like a monstrous crystal, make an almost
irresponsible romantic picture; and among the top branches of the garden trees a strange

figure is climbing, who looks not so much romantic as impossible. He sparkles from
head to heel, as if clad in ten million moons; the real moon catches him at every
movement and sets a new inch of him on fire. But he swings, flashing and successful,
from the short tree in this garden to the tall, rambling tree in the other, and only stops
there because a shade has slid under the smaller tree and has unmistakably called up to
him.
“Well, Flambeau,” says the voice, “you really look like a Flying Star; but that always
means a Falling Star at last.”
The silver, sparkling figure above seems to lean forward in the laurels and, confident of
escape, listens to the little figure below.
“You never did anything better, Flambeau. It was clever to come from Canada (with a
Paris ticket, I suppose) just a week after Mrs. Adams died, when no one was in a mood
to ask questions. It was cleverer to have marked down the Flying Stars and the very day
of Fischer’s coming. But there’s no cleverness, but mere genius, in what followed.
Stealing the stones, I suppose, was nothing to you. You could have done it by sleight of
hand in a hundred other ways besides that pretence of putting a paper donkey’s tail to
Fischer’s coat. But in the rest you eclipsed yourself.”
The silvery figure among the green leaves seems to linger as if hypnotised, though his
escape is easy behind him; he is staring at the man below.
“Oh, yes,” says the man below, “I know all about it. I know you not only forced the
pantomime, but put it to a double use. You were going to steal the stones quietly; news
came by an accomplice that you were already suspected, and a capable police officer
was coming to rout you up that very night. A common thief would have been thankful
for the warning and fled; but you are a poet. You already had the clever notion of hiding
the jewels in a blaze of false stage jewellery. Now, you saw that if the dress were a
harlequin’s the appearance of a policeman would be quite in keeping. The worthy
officer started from Putney police station to find you, and walked into the queerest trap
ever set in this world. When the front door opened he walked straight on to the stage of
a Christmas pantomime, where he could be kicked, clubbed, stunned and drugged by
the dancing harlequin, amid roars of laughter from all the most respectable people in
Putney. Oh, you will never do anything better. And now, by the way, you might give me
back those diamonds.”
The green branch on which the glittering figure swung, rustled as if in astonishment; but
the voice went on:
“I want you to give them back, Flambeau, and I want you to give up this life. There is
still youth and honour and humour in you; don’t fancy they will last in that trade. Men
may keep a sort of level of good, but no man has ever been able to keep on one level of
evil. That road goes down and down. The kind man drinks and turns cruel; the frank
man kills and lies about it. Many a man I’ve known started like you to be an honest
outlaw, a merry robber of the rich, and ended stamped into slime. Maurice Blum started
out as an anarchist of principle, a father of the poor; he ended a greasy spy and talebearer that both sides used and despised. Harry Burke started his free money movement
sincerely enough; now he’s sponging on a half-starved sister for endless brandies and

sodas. Lord Amber went into wild society in a sort of chivalry; now he’s paying
blackmail to the lowest vultures in London. Captain Barillon was the great gentlemanapache before your time; he died in a madhouse, screaming with fear of the “narks” and
receivers that had betrayed him and hunted him down. I know the woods look very free
behind you, Flambeau; I know that in a flash you could melt into them like a monkey.
But some day you will be an old grey monkey, Flambeau. You will sit up in your free
forest cold at heart and close to death, and the tree-tops will be very bare.”
Everything continued still, as if the small man below held the other in the tree in some
long invisible leash; and he went on:
“Your downward steps have begun. You used to boast of doing nothing mean, but you
are doing something mean tonight. You are leaving suspicion on an honest boy with a
good deal against him already; you are separating him from the woman he loves and
who loves him. But you will do meaner things than that before you die.”
Three flashing diamonds fell from the tree to the turf. The small man stooped to pick
them up, and when he looked up again the green cage of the tree was emptied of its
silver bird.
The restoration of the gems (accidentally picked up by Father Brown, of all people)
ended the evening in uproarious triumph; and Sir Leopold, in his height of good
humour, even told the priest that though he himself had broader views, he could respect
those whose creed required them to be cloistered and ignorant of this world.

The Invisible Man
In the cool blue twilight of two steep streets in Camden Town, the shop at the corner, a
confectioner’s, glowed like the butt of a cigar. One should rather say, perhaps, like the
butt of a firework, for the light was of many colours and some complexity, broken up by
many mirrors and dancing on many gilt and gaily-coloured cakes and sweetmeats.
Against this one fiery glass were glued the noses of many gutter-snipes, for the
chocolates were all wrapped in those red and gold and green metallic colours which are
almost better than chocolate itself; and the huge white wedding-cake in the window was
somehow at once remote and satisfying, just as if the whole North Pole were good to
eat. Such rainbow provocations could naturally collect the youth of the neighbourhood
up to the ages of ten or twelve. But this corner was also attractive to youth at a later
stage; and a young man, not less than twenty-four, was staring into the same shop
window. To him, also, the shop was of fiery charm, but this attraction was not wholly to
be explained by chocolates; which, however, he was far from despising.
He was a tall, burly, red-haired young man, with a resolute face but a listless manner.
He carried under his arm a flat, grey portfolio of black-and-white sketches, which he
had sold with more or less success to publishers ever since his uncle (who was an
admiral) had disinherited him for Socialism, because of a lecture which he had delivered
against that economic theory. His name was John Turnbull Angus.
Entering at last, he walked through the confectioner’s shop to the back room, which was
a sort of pastry-cook restaurant, merely raising his hat to the young lady who was
serving there. She was a dark, elegant, alert girl in black, with a high colour and very

quick, dark eyes; and after the ordinary interval she followed him into the inner room to
take his order.
His order was evidently a usual one. “I want, please,” he said with precision, “one
halfpenny bun and a small cup of black coffee.” An instant before the girl could turn
away he added, “Also, I want you to marry me.”
The young lady of the shop stiffened suddenly and said, “Those are jokes I don’t
allow.”
The red-haired young man lifted grey eyes of an unexpected gravity.
“Really and truly,” he said, “it’s as serious — as serious as the halfpenny bun. It is
expensive, like the bun; one pays for it. It is indigestible, like the bun. It hurts.”
The dark young lady had never taken her dark eyes off him, but seemed to be studying
him with almost tragic exactitude. At the end of her scrutiny she had something like the
shadow of a smile, and she sat down in a chair.
“Don’t you think,” observed Angus, absently, “that it’s rather cruel to eat these
halfpenny buns? They might grow up into penny buns. I shall give up these brutal sports
when we are married.”
The dark young lady rose from her chair and walked to the window, evidently in a state
of strong but not unsympathetic cogitation. When at last she swung round again with an
air of resolution she was bewildered to observe that the young man was carefully laying
out on the table various objects from the shop-window. They included a pyramid of
highly coloured sweets, several plates of sandwiches, and the two decanters containing
that mysterious port and sherry which are peculiar to pastry-cooks. In the middle of this
neat arrangement he had carefully let down the enormous load of white sugared cake
which had been the huge ornament of the window.
“What on earth are you doing?” she asked.
“Duty, my dear Laura,” he began.
“Oh, for the Lord’s sake, stop a minute,” she cried, “and don’t talk to me in that way. I
mean, what is all that?”
“A ceremonial meal, Miss Hope.”
“And what is that?” she asked impatiently, pointing to the mountain of sugar.
“The wedding-cake, Mrs. Angus,” he said.
The girl marched to that article, removed it with some clatter, and put it back in the shop
window; she then returned, and, putting her elegant elbows on the table, regarded the
young man not unfavourably but with considerable exasperation.
“You don’t give me any time to think,” she said.

“I’m not such a fool,” he answered; “that’s my Christian humility.”
She was still looking at him; but she had grown considerably graver behind the smile.
“Mr. Angus,” she said steadily, “before there is a minute more of this nonsense I must
tell you something about myself as shortly as I can.’”
“Delighted,” replied Angus gravely. “You might tell me something about myself, too,
while you are about it.”
“Oh, do hold your tongue and listen,” she said. “It’s nothing that I’m ashamed of, and it
isn’t even anything that I’m specially sorry about. But what would you say if there were
something that is no business of mine and yet is my nightmare?”
“In that case,” said the man seriously, “I should suggest that you bring back the cake.”
“Well, you must listen to the story first,” said Laura, persistently. “To begin with, I
must tell you that my father owned the inn called the ‘Red Fish’ at Ludbury, and I used
to serve people in the bar.”
“I have often wondered,” he said, “why there was a kind of a Christian air about this
one confectioner’s shop.”
“Ludbury is a sleepy, grassy little hole in the Eastern Counties, and the only kind of
people who ever came to the ‘Red Fish’ were occasional commercial travellers, and for
the rest, the most awful people you can see, only you’ve never seen them. I mean little,
loungy men, who had just enough to live on and had nothing to do but lean about in barrooms and bet on horses, in bad clothes that were just too good for them. Even these
wretched young rotters were not very common at our house; but there were two of them
that were a lot too common — common in every sort of way. They both lived on money
of their own, and were wearisomely idle and over-dressed. But yet I was a bit sorry for
them, because I half believe they slunk into our little empty bar because each of them
had a slight deformity; the sort of thing that some yokels laugh at. It wasn’t exactly a
deformity either; it was more an oddity. One of them was a surprisingly small man,
something like a dwarf, or at least like a jockey. He was not at all jockeyish to look at,
though; he had a round black head and a well-trimmed black beard, bright eyes like a
bird’s; he jingled money in his pockets; he jangled a great gold watch chain; and he
never turned up except dressed just too much like a gentleman to be one. He was no
fool though, though a futile idler; he was curiously clever at all kinds of things that
couldn’t be the slightest use; a sort of impromptu conjuring; making fifteen matches set
fire to each other like a regular firework; or cutting a banana or some such thing into a
dancing doll. His name was Isidore Smythe; and I can see him still, with his little dark
face, just coming up to the counter, making a jumping kangaroo out of five cigars.
“The other fellow was more silent and more ordinary; but somehow he alarmed me
much more than poor little Smythe. He was very tall and slight, and light-haired; his
nose had a high bridge, and he might almost have been handsome in a spectral sort of
way; but he had one of the most appalling squints I have ever seen or heard of. When he
looked straight at you, you didn’t know where you were yourself, let alone what he was
looking at. I fancy this sort of disfigurement embittered the poor chap a little; for while

Smythe was ready to show off his monkey tricks anywhere, James Welkin (that was the
squinting man’s name) never did anything except soak in our bar parlour, and go for
great walks by himself in the flat, grey country all round. All the same, I think Smythe,
too, was a little sensitive about being so small, though he carried it off more smartly.
And so it was that I was really puzzled, as well as startled, and very sorry, when they
both offered to marry me in the same week.
“Well, I did what I’ve since thought was perhaps a silly thing. But, after all, these freaks
were my friends in a way; and I had a horror of their thinking I refused them for the real
reason, which was that they were so impossibly ugly. So I made up some gas of another
sort, about never meaning to marry anyone who hadn’t carved his way in the world. I
said it was a point of principle with me not to live on money that was just inherited like
theirs. Two days after I had talked in this well-meaning sort of way, the whole trouble
began. The first thing I heard was that both of them had gone off to seek their fortunes,
as if they were in some silly fairy tale.
“Well, I’ve never seen either of them from that day to this. But I’ve had two letters from
the little man called Smythe, and really they were rather exciting.”
“Ever heard of the other man?” asked Angus.
“No, he never wrote,” said the girl, after an instant’s hesitation. “Smythe’s first letter
was simply to say that he had started out walking with Welkin to London; but Welkin
was such a good walker that the little man dropped out of it, and took a rest by the
roadside. He happened to be picked up by some travelling show, and, partly because he
was nearly a dwarf, and partly because he was really a clever little wretch, he got on
quite well in the show business, and was soon sent up to the Aquarium, to do some
tricks that I forget. That was his first letter. His second was much more of a startler, and
I only got it last week.”
The man called Angus emptied his coffee-cup and regarded her with mild and patient
eyes. Her own mouth took a slight twist of laughter as she resumed, “I suppose you’ve
seen on the hoardings all about this ‘Smythe’s Silent Service’? Or you must be the only
person that hasn’t. Oh, I don’t know much about it, it’s some clockwork invention for
doing all the housework by machinery. You know the sort of thing: ‘Press a Button —
A Butler who Never Drinks.’ ‘Turn a Handle — Ten Housemaids who Never Flirt.’
You must have seen the advertisements. Well, whatever these machines are, they are
making pots of money; and they are making it all for that little imp whom I knew down
in Ludbury. I can’t help feeling pleased the poor little chap has fallen on his feet; but the
plain fact is, I’m in terror of his turning up any minute and telling me he’s carved his
way in the world — as he certainly has.”
“And the other man?” repeated Angus with a sort of obstinate quietude.
Laura Hope got to her feet suddenly. “My friend,” she said, “I think you are a witch.
Yes, you are quite right. I have not seen a line of the other man’s writing; and I have no
more notion than the dead of what or where he is. But it is of him that I am frightened.
It is he who is all about my path. It is he who has half driven me mad. Indeed, I think he
has driven me mad; for I have felt him where he could not have been, and I have heard
his voice when he could not have spoken.”

“Well, my dear,” said the young man, cheerfully, “if he were Satan himself, he is done
for now you have told somebody. One goes mad all alone, old girl. But when was it you
fancied you felt and heard our squinting friend?”
“I heard James Welkin laugh as plainly as I hear you speak,” said the girl, steadily.
“There was nobody there, for I stood just outside the shop at the corner, and could see
down both streets at once. I had forgotten how he laughed, though his laugh was as odd
as his squint. I had not thought of him for nearly a year. But it’s a solemn truth that a
few seconds later the first letter came from his rival.”
“Did you ever make the spectre speak or squeak, or anything?” asked Angus, with some
interest.
Laura suddenly shuddered, and then said, with an unshaken voice, “Yes. Just when I
had finished reading the second letter from Isidore Smythe announcing his success. Just
then, I heard Welkin say, ‘He shan’t have you, though.’ It was quite plain, as if he were
in the room. It is awful, I think I must be mad.”
“If you really were mad,” said the young man, “you would think you must be sane. But
certainly there seems to me to be something a little rum about this unseen gentleman.
Two heads are better than one — I spare you allusions to any other organs and really, if
you would allow me, as a sturdy, practical man, to bring back the wedding-cake out of
the window — ”
Even as he spoke, there was a sort of steely shriek in the street outside, and a small
motor, driven at devilish speed, shot up to the door of the shop and stuck there. In the
same flash of time a small man in a shiny top hat stood stamping in the outer room.
Angus, who had hitherto maintained hilarious ease from motives of mental hygiene,
revealed the strain of his soul by striding abruptly out of the inner room and confronting
the new-comer. A glance at him was quite sufficient to confirm the savage guesswork of
a man in love. This very dapper but dwarfish figure, with the spike of black beard
carried insolently forward, the clever unrestful eyes, the neat but very nervous fingers,
could be none other than the man just described to him: Isidore Smythe, who made dolls
out of banana skins and match-boxes; Isidore Smythe, who made millions out of
undrinking butlers and unflirting housemaids of metal. For a moment the two men,
instinctively understanding each other’s air of possession, looked at each other with that
curious cold generosity which is the soul of rivalry.
Mr. Smythe, however, made no allusion to the ultimate ground of their antagonism, but
said simply and explosively, “Has Miss Hope seen that thing on the window?”
“On the window?” repeated the staring Angus.
“There’s no time to explain other things,” said the small millionaire shortly. “There’s
some tomfoolery going on here that has to be investigated.”
He pointed his polished walking-stick at the window, recently depleted by the bridal
preparations of Mr. Angus; and that gentleman was astonished to see along the front of
the glass a long strip of paper pasted, which had certainly not been on the window when

he looked through it some time before. Following the energetic Smythe outside into the
street, he found that some yard and a half of stamp paper had been carefully gummed
along the glass outside, and on this was written in straggly characters, “If you marry
Smythe, he will die.”
“Laura,” said Angus, putting his big red head into the shop, “you’re not mad.”
“It’s the writing of that fellow Welkin,” said Smythe gruffly. “I haven’t seen him for
years, but he’s always bothering me. Five times in the last fortnight he’s had threatening
letters left at my flat, and I can’t even find out who leaves them, let alone if it is Welkin
himself. The porter of the flats swears that no suspicious characters have been seen, and
here he has pasted up a sort of dado on a public shop window, while the people in the
shop — ”
“Quite so,” said Angus modestly, “while the people in the shop were having tea. Well,
sir, I can assure you I appreciate your common sense in dealing so directly with the
matter. We can talk about other things afterwards. The fellow cannot be very far off yet,
for I swear there was no paper there when I went last to the window, ten or fifteen
minutes ago. On the other hand, he’s too far off to be chased, as we don’t even know the
direction. If you’ll take my advice, Mr. Smythe, you’ll put this at once in the hands of
some energetic inquiry man, private rather than public. I know an extremely clever
fellow, who has set up in business five minutes from here in your car. His name’s
Flambeau, and though his youth was a bit stormy, he’s a strictly honest man now, and
his brains are worth money. He lives in Lucknow Mansions, Hampstead.”
“That is odd,” said the little man, arching his black eyebrows. “I live, myself, in
Himylaya Mansions, round the corner. Perhaps you might care to come with me; I can
go to my rooms and sort out these queer Welkin documents, while you run round and
get your friend the detective.”
“You are very good,” said Angus politely. “Well, the sooner we act the better.”
Both men, with a queer kind of impromptu fairness, took the same sort of formal
farewell of the lady, and both jumped into the brisk little car. As Smythe took the
handles and they turned the great corner of the street, Angus was amused to see a
gigantesque poster of “Smythe’s Silent Service,” with a picture of a huge headless iron
doll, carrying a saucepan with the legend, “A Cook Who is Never Cross.”
“I use them in my own flat,” said the little black-bearded man, laughing, “partly for
advertisements, and partly for real convenience. Honestly, and all above board, those
big clockwork dolls of mine do bring your coals or claret or a timetable quicker than
any live servants I’ve ever known, if you know which knob to press. But I’ll never
deny, between ourselves, that such servants have their disadvantages, too.
“Indeed?” said Angus; “is there something they can’t do?”
“Yes,” replied Smythe coolly; “they can’t tell me who left those threatening letters at
my flat.”

The man’s motor was small and swift like himself; in fact, like his domestic service, it
was of his own invention. If he was an advertising quack, he was one who believed in
his own wares. The sense of something tiny and flying was accentuated as they swept
up long white curves of road in the dead but open daylight of evening. Soon the white
curves came sharper and dizzier; they were upon ascending spirals, as they say in the
modern religions. For, indeed, they were cresting a corner of London which is almost as
precipitous as Edinburgh, if not quite so picturesque. Terrace rose above terrace, and the
special tower of flats they sought, rose above them all to almost Egyptian height, gilt by
the level sunset. The change, as they turned the corner and entered the crescent known
as Himylaya Mansions, was as abrupt as the opening of a window; for they found that
pile of flats sitting above London as above a green sea of slate. Opposite to the
mansions, on the other side of the gravel crescent, was a bushy enclosure more like a
steep hedge or dyke than a garden, and some way below that ran a strip of artificial
water, a sort of canal, like the moat of that embowered fortress. As the car swept round
the crescent it passed, at one corner, the stray stall of a man selling chestnuts; and right
away at the other end of the curve, Angus could see a dim blue policeman walking
slowly. These were the only human shapes in that high suburban solitude; but he had an
irrational sense that they expressed the speechless poetry of London. He felt as if they
were figures in a story.
The little car shot up to the right house like a bullet, and shot out its owner like a bomb
shell. He was immediately inquiring of a tall commissionaire in shining braid, and a
short porter in shirt sleeves, whether anybody or anything had been seeking his
apartments. He was assured that nobody and nothing had passed these officials since his
last inquiries; whereupon he and the slightly bewildered Angus were shot up in the lift
like a rocket, till they reached the top floor.
“Just come in for a minute,” said the breathless Smythe. “I want to show you those
Welkin letters. Then you might run round the corner and fetch your friend.” He pressed
a button concealed in the wall, and the door opened of itself.
It opened on a long, commodious ante-room, of which the only arresting features,
ordinarily speaking, were the rows of tall half-human mechanical figures that stood up
on both sides like tailors’ dummies. Like tailors’ dummies they were headless; and like
tailors’ dummies they had a handsome unnecessary humpiness in the shoulders, and a
pigeon-breasted protuberance of chest; but barring this, they were not much more like a
human figure than any automatic machine at a station that is about the human height.
They had two great hooks like arms, for carrying trays; and they were painted peagreen, or vermilion, or black for convenience of distinction; in every other way they
were only automatic machines and nobody would have looked twice at them. On this
occasion, at least, nobody did. For between the two rows of these domestic dummies lay
something more interesting than most of the mechanics of the world. It was a white,
tattered scrap of paper scrawled with red ink; and the agile inventor had snatched it up
almost as soon as the door flew open. He handed it to Angus without a word. The red
ink on it actually was not dry, and the message ran, “If you have been to see her today, I
shall kill you.”
There was a short silence, and then Isidore Smythe said quietly, “Would you like a little
whiskey? I rather feel as if I should.”

“Thank you; I should like a little Flambeau,” said Angus, gloomily. “This business
seems to me to be getting rather grave. I’m going round at once to fetch him.”
“Right you are,” said the other, with admirable cheerfulness. “Bring him round here as
quick as you can.”
But as Angus closed the front door behind him he saw Smythe push back a button, and
one of the clockwork images glided from its place and slid along a groove in the floor
carrying a tray with syphon and decanter. There did seem something a trifle weird about
leaving the little man alone among those dead servants, who were coming to life as the
door closed.
Six steps down from Smythe’s landing the man in shirt sleeves was doing something
with a pail. Angus stopped to extract a promise, fortified with a prospective bribe, that
he would remain in that place until the return with the detective, and would keep count
of any kind of stranger coming up those stairs. Dashing down to the front hall he then
laid similar charges of vigilance on the commissionaire at the front door, from whom he
learned the simplifying circumstances that there was no back door. Not content with
this, he captured the floating policeman and induced him to stand opposite the entrance
and watch it; and finally paused an instant for a pennyworth of chestnuts, and an inquiry
as to the probable length of the merchant’s stay in the neighbourhood.
The chestnut seller, turning up the collar of his coat, told him he should probably be
moving shortly, as he thought it was going to snow. Indeed, the evening was growing
grey and bitter, but Angus, with all his eloquence, proceeded to nail the chestnut man to
his post.
“Keep yourself warm on your own chestnuts,” he said earnestly. “Eat up your whole
stock; I’ll make it worth your while. I’ll give you a sovereign if you’ll wait here till I
come back, and then tell me whether any man, woman, or child has gone into that house
where the commissionaire is standing.”
He then walked away smartly, with a last look at the besieged tower.
“I’ve made a ring round that room, anyhow,” he said. “They can’t all four of them be
Mr. Welkin’s accomplices.”
Lucknow Mansions were, so to speak, on a lower platform of that hill of houses, of
which Himylaya Mansions might be called the peak. Mr. Flambeau’s semi-official flat
was on the ground floor, and presented in every way a marked contrast to the American
machinery and cold hotel-like luxury of the flat of the Silent Service. Flambeau, who
was a friend of Angus, received him in a rococo artistic den behind his office, of which
the ornaments were sabres, harquebuses, Eastern curiosities, flasks of Italian wine,
savage cooking-pots, a plumy Persian cat, and a small dusty-looking Roman Catholic
priest, who looked particularly out of place.
“This is my friend Father Brown,” said Flambeau. “I’ve often wanted you to meet him.
Splendid weather, this; a little cold for Southerners like me.”

“Yes, I think it will keep clear,” said Angus, sitting down on a violet-striped Eastern
ottoman.
“No,” said the priest quietly, “it has begun to snow.”
And, indeed, as he spoke, the first few flakes, foreseen by the man of chestnuts, began
to drift across the darkening windowpane.
“Well,” said Angus heavily. “I’m afraid I’ve come on business, and rather jumpy
business at that. The fact is, Flambeau, within a stone’s throw of your house is a fellow
who badly wants your help; he’s perpetually being haunted and threatened by an
invisible enemy — a scoundrel whom nobody has even seen.” As Angus proceeded to
tell the whole tale of Smythe and Welkin, beginning with Laura’s story, and going on
with his own, the supernatural laugh at the corner of two empty streets, the strange
distinct words spoken in an empty room, Flambeau grew more and more vividly
concerned, and the little priest seemed to be left out of it, like a piece of furniture. When
it came to the scribbled stamp-paper pasted on the window, Flambeau rose, seeming to
fill the room with his huge shoulders.
“If you don’t mind,” he said, “I think you had better tell me the rest on the nearest road
to this man’s house. It strikes me, somehow, that there is no time to be lost.”
“Delighted,” said Angus, rising also, “though he’s safe enough for the present, for I’ve
set four men to watch the only hole to his burrow.”
They turned out into the street, the small priest trundling after them with the docility of
a small dog. He merely said, in a cheerful way, like one making conversation, “How
quick the snow gets thick on the ground.”
As they threaded the steep side streets already powdered with silver, Angus finished his
story; and by the time they reached the crescent with the towering flats, he had leisure to
turn his attention to the four sentinels. The chestnut seller, both before and after
receiving a sovereign, swore stubbornly that he had watched the door and seen no
visitor enter. The policeman was even more emphatic. He said he had had experience of
crooks of all kinds, in top hats and in rags; he wasn’t so green as to expect suspicious
characters to look suspicious; he looked out for anybody, and, so help him, there had
been nobody. And when all three men gathered round the gilded commissionaire, who
still stood smiling astride of the porch, the verdict was more final still.
“I’ve got a right to ask any man, duke or dustman, what he wants in these flats,” said the
genial and gold-laced giant, “and I’ll swear there’s been nobody to ask since this
gentleman went away.”
The unimportant Father Brown, who stood back, looking modestly at the pavement,
here ventured to say meekly, “Has nobody been up and down stairs, then, since the
snow began to fall? It began while we were all round at Flambeau’s.”
“Nobody’s been in here, sir, you can take it from me,” said the official, with beaming
authority.

“Then I wonder what that is?” said the priest, and stared at the ground blankly like a
fish.
The others all looked down also; and Flambeau used a fierce exclamation and a French
gesture. For it was unquestionably true that down the middle of the entrance guarded by
the man in gold lace, actually between the arrogant, stretched legs of that colossus, ran a
stringy pattern of grey footprints stamped upon the white snow.
“God!” cried Angus involuntarily, “the Invisible Man!”
Without another word he turned and dashed up the stairs, with Flambeau following; but
Father Brown still stood looking about him in the snow-clad street as if he had lost
interest in his query.
Flambeau was plainly in a mood to break down the door with his big shoulders; but the
Scotchman, with more reason, if less intuition, fumbled about on the frame of the door
till he found the invisible button; and the door swung slowly open.
It showed substantially the same serried interior; the hall had grown darker, though it
was still struck here and there with the last crimson shafts of sunset, and one or two of
the headless machines had been moved from their places for this or that purpose, and
stood here and there about the twilit place. The green and red of their coats were all
darkened in the dusk; and their likeness to human shapes slightly increased by their very
shapelessness. But in the middle of them all, exactly where the paper with the red ink
had lain, there lay something that looked like red ink spilt out of its bottle. But it was
not red ink.
With a French combination of reason and violence Flambeau simply said “Murder!”
and, plunging into the flat, had explored, every corner and cupboard of it in five
minutes. But if he expected to find a corpse he found none. Isidore Smythe was not in
the place, either dead or alive. After the most tearing search the two men met each other
in the outer hall, with streaming faces and staring eyes. “My friend,” said Flambeau,
talking French in his excitement, “not only is your murderer invisible, but he makes
invisible also the murdered man.”
Angus looked round at the dim room full of dummies, and in some Celtic corner of his
Scotch soul a shudder started. One of the life-size dolls stood immediately
overshadowing the blood stain, summoned, perhaps, by the slain man an instant before
he fell. One of the high-shouldered hooks that served the thing for arms, was a little
lifted, and Angus had suddenly the horrid fancy that poor Smythe’s own iron child had
struck him down. Matter had rebelled, and these machines had killed their master. But
even so, what had they done with him?
“Eaten him?” said the nightmare at his ear; and he sickened for an instant at the idea of
rent, human remains absorbed and crushed into all that acephalous clockwork.
He recovered his mental health by an emphatic effort, and said to Flambeau, “Well,
there it is. The poor fellow has evaporated like a cloud and left a red streak on the floor.
The tale does not belong to this world.”

“There is only one thing to be done,” said Flambeau, “whether it belongs to this world
or the other. I must go down and talk to my friend.”
They descended, passing the man with the pail, who again asseverated that he had let no
intruder pass, down to the commissionaire and the hovering chestnut man, who rigidly
reasserted their own watchfulness. But when Angus looked round for his fourth
confirmation he could not see it, and called out with some nervousness, “Where is the
policeman?”
“I beg your pardon,” said Father Brown; “that is my fault. I just sent him down the road
to investigate something — that I just thought worth investigating.”
“Well, we want him back pretty soon,” said Angus abruptly, “for the wretched man
upstairs has not only been murdered, but wiped out.”
“How?” asked the priest.
“Father,” said Flambeau, after a pause, “upon my soul I believe it is more in your
department than mine. No friend or foe has entered the house, but Smythe is gone, as if
stolen by the fairies. If that is not supernatural, I — ”
As he spoke they were all checked by an unusual sight; the big blue policeman came
round the corner of the crescent, running. He came straight up to Brown.
“You’re right, sir,” he panted, “they’ve just found poor Mr. Smythe’s body in the canal
down below.”
Angus put his hand wildly to his head. “Did he run down and drown himself?” he
asked.
“He never came down, I’ll swear,” said the constable, “and he wasn’t drowned either,
for he died of a great stab over the heart.”
“And yet you saw no one enter?” said Flambeau in a grave voice.
“Let us walk down the road a little,” said the priest.
As they reached the other end of the crescent he observed abruptly, “Stupid of me! I
forgot to ask the policeman something. I wonder if they found a light brown sack.”
“Why a light brown sack?” asked Angus, astonished.
“Because if it was any other coloured sack, the case must begin over again,” said Father
Brown; “but if it was a light brown sack, why, the case is finished.”
“I am pleased to hear it,” said Angus with hearty irony. “It hasn’t begun, so far as I am
concerned.”
“You must tell us all about it,” said Flambeau with a strange heavy simplicity, like a
child.

Unconsciously they were walking with quickening steps down the long sweep of road
on the other side of the high crescent, Father Brown leading briskly, though in silence.
At last he said with an almost touching vagueness, “Well, I’m afraid you’ll think it so
prosy. We always begin at the abstract end of things, and you can’t begin this story
anywhere else.
“Have you ever noticed this — that people never answer what you say? They answer
what you mean — or what they think you mean. Suppose one lady says to another in a
country house, ‘Is anybody staying with you?’ the lady doesn’t answer ‘Yes; the butler,
the three footmen, the parlourmaid, and so on,’ though the parlourmaid may be in the
room, or the butler behind her chair. She says ‘There is nobody staying with us,’
meaning nobody of the sort you mean. But suppose a doctor inquiring into an epidemic
asks, ‘Who is staying in the house?’ then the lady will remember the butler, the
parlourmaid, and the rest. All language is used like that; you never get a question
answered literally, even when you get it answered truly. When those four quite honest
men said that no man had gone into the Mansions, they did not really mean that no man
had gone into them. They meant no man whom they could suspect of being your man. A
man did go into the house, and did come out of it, but they never noticed him.”
“An invisible man?” inquired Angus, raising his red eyebrows. “A mentally invisible
man,” said Father Brown.
A minute or two after he resumed in the same unassuming voice, like a man thinking his
way. “Of course you can’t think of such a man, until you do think of him. That’s where
his cleverness comes in. But I came to think of him through two or three little things in
the tale Mr. Angus told us. First, there was the fact that this Welkin went for long walks.
And then there was the vast lot of stamp paper on the window. And then, most of all,
there were the two things the young lady said — things that couldn’t be true. Don’t get
annoyed,” he added hastily, noting a sudden movement of the Scotchman’s head; “she
thought they were true. A person can’t be quite alone in a street a second before she
receives a letter. She can’t be quite alone in a street when she starts reading a letter just
received. There must be somebody pretty near her; he must be mentally invisible.”
“Why must there be somebody near her?” asked Angus.
“Because,” said Father Brown, “barring carrier-pigeons, somebody must have brought
her the letter.”
“Do you really mean to say,” asked Flambeau, with energy, “that Welkin carried his
rival’s letters to his lady?”
“Yes,” said the priest. “Welkin carried his rival’s letters to his lady. You see, he had to.”
“Oh, I can’t stand much more of this,” exploded Flambeau. “Who is this fellow? What
does he look like? What is the usual get-up of a mentally invisible man?”
“He is dressed rather handsomely in red, blue and gold,” replied the priest promptly
with precision, “and in this striking, and even showy, costume he entered Himylaya
Mansions under eight human eyes; he killed Smythe in cold blood, and came down into
the street again carrying the dead body in his arms — ”

“Reverend sir,” cried Angus, standing still, “are you raving mad, or am I?”
“You are not mad,” said Brown, “only a little unobservant. You have not noticed such a
man as this, for example.”
He took three quick strides forward, and put his hand on the shoulder of an ordinary
passing postman who had bustled by them unnoticed under the shade of the trees.
“Nobody ever notices postmen somehow,” he said thoughtfully; “yet they have passions
like other men, and even carry large bags where a small corpse can be stowed quite
easily.”
The postman, instead of turning naturally, had ducked and tumbled against the garden
fence. He was a lean fair-bearded man of very ordinary appearance, but as he turned an
alarmed face over his shoulder, all three men were fixed with an almost fiendish squint.
*
Flambeau went back to his sabres, purple rugs and Persian cat, having many things to
attend to. John Turnbull Angus went back to the lady at the shop, with whom that
imprudent young man contrives to be extremely comfortable. But Father Brown walked
those snow-covered hills under the stars for many hours with a murderer, and what they
said to each other will never be known.

The Honour of Israel Gow
A stormy evening of olive and silver was closing in, as Father Brown, wrapped in a
grey Scotch plaid, came to the end of a grey Scotch valley and beheld the strange castle
of Glengyle. It stopped one end of the glen or hollow like a blind alley; and it looked
like the end of the world. Rising in steep roofs and spires of seagreen slate in the
manner of the old French-Scotch chateaux, it reminded an Englishman of the sinister
steeple-hats of witches in fairy tales; and the pine woods that rocked round the green
turrets looked, by comparison, as black as numberless flocks of ravens. This note of a
dreamy, almost a sleepy devilry, was no mere fancy from the landscape. For there did
rest on the place one of those clouds of pride and madness and mysterious sorrow which
lie more heavily on the noble houses of Scotland than on any other of the children of
men. For Scotland has a double dose of the poison called heredity; the sense of blood in
the aristocrat, and the sense of doom in the Calvinist.
The priest had snatched a day from his business at Glasgow to meet his friend
Flambeau, the amateur detective, who was at Glengyle Castle with another more formal
officer investigating the life and death of the late Earl of Glengyle. That mysterious
person was the last representative of a race whose valour, insanity, and violent cunning
had made them terrible even among the sinister nobility of their nation in the sixteenth
century. None were deeper in that labyrinthine ambition, in chamber within chamber of
that palace of lies that was built up around Mary Queen of Scots.
The rhyme in the country-side attested the motive and the result of their machinations
candidly:

As green sap to the simmer trees
Is red gold to the Ogilvies.
For many centuries there had never been a decent lord in Glengyle Castle; and with the
Victorian era one would have thought that all eccentricities were exhausted. The last
Glengyle, however, satisfied his tribal tradition by doing the only thing that was left for
him to do; he disappeared. I do not mean that he went abroad; by all accounts he was
still in the castle, if he was anywhere. But though his name was in the church register
and the big red Peerage, nobody ever saw him under the sun.
If anyone saw him it was a solitary man-servant, something between a groom and a
gardener. He was so deaf that the more business-like assumed him to be dumb; while
the more penetrating declared him to be half-witted. A gaunt, red-haired labourer, with a
dogged jaw and chin, but quite blank blue eyes, he went by the name of Israel Gow, and
was the one silent servant on that deserted estate. But the energy with which he dug
potatoes, and the regularity with which he disappeared into the kitchen gave people an
impression that he was providing for the meals of a superior, and that the strange earl
was still concealed in the castle. If society needed any further proof that he was there,
the servant persistently asserted that he was not at home. One morning the provost and
the minister (for the Glengyles were Presbyterian) were summoned to the castle. There
they found that the gardener, groom and cook had added to his many professions that of
an undertaker, and had nailed up his noble master in a coffin. With how much or how
little further inquiry this odd fact was passed, did not as yet very plainly appear; for the
thing had never been legally investigated till Flambeau had gone north two or three days
before. By then the body of Lord Glengyle (if it was the body) had lain for some time in
the little churchyard on the hill.
As Father Brown passed through the dim garden and came under the shadow of the
chateau, the clouds were thick and the whole air damp and thundery. Against the last
stripe of the green-gold sunset he saw a black human silhouette; a man in a chimney-pot
hat, with a big spade over his shoulder. The combination was queerly suggestive of a
sexton; but when Brown remembered the deaf servant who dug potatoes, he thought it
natural enough. He knew something of the Scotch peasant; he knew the respectability
which might well feel it necessary to wear “blacks” for an official inquiry; he knew also
the economy that would not lose an hour’s digging for that. Even the man’s start and
suspicious stare as the priest went by were consonant enough with the vigilance and
jealousy of such a type.
The great door was opened by Flambeau himself, who had with him a lean man with
iron-grey hair and papers in his hand: Inspector Craven from Scotland Yard. The
entrance hall was mostly stripped and empty; but the pale, sneering faces of one or two
of the wicked Ogilvies looked down out of black periwigs and blackening canvas.
Following them into an inner room, Father Brown found that the allies had been seated
at a long oak table, of which their end was covered with scribbled papers, flanked with
whisky and cigars. Through the whole of its remaining length it was occupied by
detached objects arranged at intervals; objects about as inexplicable as any objects could
be. One looked like a small heap of glittering broken glass. Another looked like a high
heap of brown dust. A third appeared to be a plain stick of wood.

“You seem to have a sort of geological museum here,” he said, as he sat down, jerking
his head briefly in the direction of the brown dust and the crystalline fragments.
“Not a geological museum,” replied Flambeau; “say a psychological museum.”
“Oh, for the Lord’s sake,” cried the police detective laughing, “don’t let’s begin with
such long words.”
“Don’t you know what psychology means?” asked Flambeau with friendly surprise.
“Psychology means being off your chump.”
“Still I hardly follow,” replied the official.
“Well,” said Flambeau, with decision, “I mean that we’ve only found out one thing
about Lord Glengyle. He was a maniac.”
The black silhouette of Gow with his top hat and spade passed the window, dimly
outlined against the darkening sky. Father Brown stared passively at it and answered:
“I can understand there must have been something odd about the man, or he wouldn’t
have buried himself alive — nor been in such a hurry to bury himself dead. But what
makes you think it was lunacy?”
“Well,” said Flambeau, “you just listen to the list of things Mr. Craven has found in the
house.”
“We must get a candle,” said Craven, suddenly. “A storm is getting up, and it’s too dark
to read.”
“Have you found any candles,” asked Brown smiling, “among your oddities?”
Flambeau raised a grave face, and fixed his dark eyes on his friend.
“That is curious, too,” he said. “Twenty-five candles, and not a trace of a candlestick.”
In the rapidly darkening room and rapidly rising wind, Brown went along the table to
where a bundle of wax candles lay among the other scrappy exhibits. As he did so he
bent accidentally over the heap of red-brown dust; and a sharp sneeze cracked the
silence.
“Hullo!” he said, “snuff!”
He took one of the candles, lit it carefully, came back and stuck it in the neck of the
whisky bottle. The unrestful night air, blowing through the crazy window, waved the
long flame like a banner. And on every side of the castle they could hear the miles and
miles of black pine wood seething like a black sea around a rock.
“I will read the inventory,” began Craven gravely, picking up one of the papers, “the
inventory of what we found loose and unexplained in the castle. You are to understand
that the place generally was dismantled and neglected; but one or two rooms had plainly

been inhabited in a simple but not squalid style by somebody; somebody who was not
the servant Gow. The list is as follows:
“First item. A very considerable hoard of precious stones, nearly all diamonds, and all
of them loose, without any setting whatever. Of course, it is natural that the Ogilvies
should have family jewels; but those are exactly the jewels that are almost always set in
particular articles of ornament. The Ogilvies would seem to have kept theirs loose in
their pockets, like coppers.
“Second item. Heaps and heaps of loose snuff, not kept in a horn, or even a pouch, but
lying in heaps on the mantelpieces, on the sideboard, on the piano, anywhere. It looks as
if the old gentleman would not take the trouble to look in a pocket or lift a lid.
“Third item. Here and there about the house curious little heaps of minute pieces of
metal, some like steel springs and some in the form of microscopic wheels. As if they
had gutted some mechanical toy.
“Fourth item. The wax candles, which have to be stuck in bottle necks because there is
nothing else to stick them in. Now I wish you to note how very much queerer all this is
than anything we anticipated. For the central riddle we are prepared; we have all seen at
a glance that there was something wrong about the last earl. We have come here to find
out whether he really lived here, whether he really died here, whether that red-haired
scarecrow who did his burying had anything to do with his dying. But suppose the worst
in all this, the most lurid or melodramatic solution you like. Suppose the servant really
killed the master, or suppose the master isn’t really dead, or suppose the master is
dressed up as the servant, or suppose the servant is buried for the master; invent what
Wilkie Collins’ tragedy you like, and you still have not explained a candle without a
candlestick, or why an elderly gentleman of good family should habitually spill snuff on
the piano. The core of the tale we could imagine; it is the fringes that are mysterious. By
no stretch of fancy can the human mind connect together snuff and diamonds and wax
and loose clockwork.”
“I think I see the connection,” said the priest. “This Glengyle was mad against the
French Revolution. He was an enthusiast for the ancien regime, and was trying to reenact literally the family life of the last Bourbons. He had snuff because it was the
eighteenth century luxury; wax candles, because they were the eighteenth century
lighting; the mechanical bits of iron represent the locksmith hobby of Louis XVI; the
diamonds are for the Diamond Necklace of Marie Antoinette.”
Both the other men were staring at him with round eyes. “What a perfectly
extraordinary notion!” cried Flambeau. “Do you really think that is the truth?”
“I am perfectly sure it isn’t,” answered Father Brown, “only you said that nobody could
connect snuff and diamonds and clockwork and candles. I give you that connection offhand. The real truth, I am very sure, lies deeper.”
He paused a moment and listened to the wailing of the wind in the turrets. Then he said,
“The late Earl of Glengyle was a thief. He lived a second and darker life as a desperate
housebreaker. He did not have any candlesticks because he only used these candles cut
short in the little lantern he carried. The snuff he employed as the fiercest French

criminals have used pepper: to fling it suddenly in dense masses in the face of a captor
or pursuer. But the final proof is in the curious coincidence of the diamonds and the
small steel wheels. Surely that makes everything plain to you? Diamonds and small
steel wheels are the only two instruments with which you can cut out a pane of glass.”
The bough of a broken pine tree lashed heavily in the blast against the windowpane
behind them, as if in parody of a burglar, but they did not turn round. Their eyes were
fastened on Father Brown.
“Diamonds and small wheels,” repeated Craven ruminating. “Is that all that makes you
think it the true explanation?”
“I don’t think it the true explanation,” replied the priest placidly; “but you said that
nobody could connect the four things. The true tale, of course, is something much more
humdrum. Glengyle had found, or thought he had found, precious stones on his estate.
Somebody had bamboozled him with those loose brilliants, saying they were found in
the castle caverns. The little wheels are some diamond-cutting affair. He had to do the
thing very roughly and in a small way, with the help of a few shepherds or rude fellows
on these hills. Snuff is the one great luxury of such Scotch shepherds; it’s the one thing
with which you can bribe them. They didn’t have candlesticks because they didn’t want
them; they held the candles in their hands when they explored the caves.”
“Is that all?” asked Flambeau after a long pause. “Have we got to the dull truth at last?”
“Oh, no,” said Father Brown.
As the wind died in the most distant pine woods with a long hoot as of mockery Father
Brown, with an utterly impassive face, went on:
“I only suggested that because you said one could not plausibly connect snuff with
clockwork or candles with bright stones. Ten false philosophies will fit the universe; ten
false theories will fit Glengyle Castle. But we want the real explanation of the castle and
the universe. But are there no other exhibits?”
Craven laughed, and Flambeau rose smiling to his feet and strolled down the long table.
“Items five, six, seven, etc.,” he said, “and certainly more varied than instructive. A
curious collection, not of lead pencils, but of the lead out of lead pencils. A senseless
stick of bamboo, with the top rather splintered. It might be the instrument of the crime.
Only, there isn’t any crime. The only other things are a few old missals and little
Catholic pictures, which the Ogilvies kept, I suppose, from the Middle Ages — their
family pride being stronger than their Puritanism. We only put them in the museum
because they seem curiously cut about and defaced.”
The heady tempest without drove a dreadful wrack of clouds across Glengyle and threw
the long room into darkness as Father Brown picked up the little illuminated pages to
examine them. He spoke before the drift of darkness had passed; but it was the voice of
an utterly new man.

“Mr. Craven,” said he, talking like a man ten years younger, “you have got a legal
warrant, haven’t you, to go up and examine that grave? The sooner we do it the better,
and get to the bottom of this horrible affair. If I were you I should start now.”
“Now,” repeated the astonished detective, “and why now?”
“Because this is serious,” answered Brown; “this is not spilt snuff or loose pebbles, that
might be there for a hundred reasons. There is only one reason I know of for this being
done; and the reason goes down to the roots of the world. These religious pictures are
not just dirtied or torn or scrawled over, which might be done in idleness or bigotry, by
children or by Protestants. These have been treated very carefully — and very queerly.
In every place where the great ornamented name of God comes in the old illuminations
it has been elaborately taken out. The only other thing that has been removed is the halo
round the head of the Child Jesus. Therefore, I say, let us get our warrant and our spade
and our hatchet, and go up and break open that coffin.”
“What do you mean?” demanded the London officer.
“I mean,” answered the little priest, and his voice seemed to rise slightly in the roar of
the gale. “I mean that the great devil of the universe may be sitting on the top tower of
this castle at this moment, as big as a hundred elephants, and roaring like the
Apocalypse. There is black magic somewhere at the bottom of this.”
“Black magic,” repeated Flambeau in a low voice, for he was too enlightened a man not
to know of such things; “but what can these other things mean?”
“Oh, something damnable, I suppose,” replied Brown impatiently. “How should I
know? How can I guess all their mazes down below? Perhaps you can make a torture
out of snuff and bamboo. Perhaps lunatics lust after wax and steel filings. Perhaps there
is a maddening drug made of lead pencils! Our shortest cut to the mystery is up the hill
to the grave.”
His comrades hardly knew that they had obeyed and followed him till a blast of the
night wind nearly flung them on their faces in the garden. Nevertheless they had obeyed
him like automata; for Craven found a hatchet in his hand, and the warrant in his
pocket; Flambeau was carrying the heavy spade of the strange gardener; Father Brown
was carrying the little gilt book from which had been torn the name of God.
The path up the hill to the churchyard was crooked but short; only under that stress of
wind it seemed laborious and long. Far as the eye could see, farther and farther as they
mounted the slope, were seas beyond seas of pines, now all aslope one way under the
wind. And that universal gesture seemed as vain as it was vast, as vain as if that wind
were whistling about some unpeopled and purposeless planet. Through all that infinite
growth of grey-blue forests sang, shrill and high, that ancient sorrow that is in the heart
of all heathen things. One could fancy that the voices from the under world of
unfathomable foliage were cries of the lost and wandering pagan gods: gods who had
gone roaming in that irrational forest, and who will never find their way back to heaven.
“You see,” said Father Brown in low but easy tone, “Scotch people before Scotland
existed were a curious lot. In fact, they’re a curious lot still. But in the prehistoric times

I fancy they really worshipped demons. That,” he added genially, “is why they jumped
at the Puritan theology.”
“My friend,” said Flambeau, turning in a kind of fury, “what does all that snuff mean?”
“My friend,” replied Brown, with equal seriousness, “there is one mark of all genuine
religions: materialism. Now, devil-worship is a perfectly genuine religion.”
They had come up on the grassy scalp of the hill, one of the few bald spots that stood
clear of the crashing and roaring pine forest. A mean enclosure, partly timber and partly
wire, rattled in the tempest to tell them the border of the graveyard. But by the time
Inspector Craven had come to the corner of the grave, and Flambeau had planted his
spade point downwards and leaned on it, they were both almost as shaken as the shaky
wood and wire. At the foot of the grave grew great tall thistles, grey and silver in their
decay. Once or twice, when a ball of thistledown broke under the breeze and flew past
him, Craven jumped slightly as if it had been an arrow.
Flambeau drove the blade of his spade through the whistling grass into the wet clay
below. Then he seemed to stop and lean on it as on a staff.
“Go on,” said the priest very gently. “We are only trying to find the truth. What are you
afraid of?”
“I am afraid of finding it,” said Flambeau.
The London detective spoke suddenly in a high crowing voice that was meant to be
conversational and cheery. “I wonder why he really did hide himself like that.
Something nasty, I suppose; was he a leper?”
“Something worse than that,” said Flambeau.
“And what do you imagine,” asked the other, “would be worse than a leper?”
“I don’t imagine it,” said Flambeau.
He dug for some dreadful minutes in silence, and then said in a choked voice, “I’m
afraid of his not being the right shape.”
“Nor was that piece of paper, you know,” said Father Brown quietly, “and we survived
even that piece of paper.”
Flambeau dug on with a blind energy. But the tempest had shouldered away the choking
grey clouds that clung to the hills like smoke and revealed grey fields of faint starlight
before he cleared the shape of a rude timber coffin, and somehow tipped it up upon the
turf. Craven stepped forward with his axe; a thistle-top touched him, and he flinched.
Then he took a firmer stride, and hacked and wrenched with an energy like Flambeau’s
till the lid was torn off, and all that was there lay glimmering in the grey starlight.
“Bones,” said Craven; and then he added, “but it is a man,” as if that were something
unexpected.

“Is he,” asked Flambeau in a voice that went oddly up and down, “is he all right?”
“Seems so,” said the officer huskily, bending over the obscure and decaying skeleton in
the box. “Wait a minute.”
A vast heave went over Flambeau’s huge figure. “And now I come to think of it,” he
cried, “why in the name of madness shouldn’t he be all right? What is it gets hold of a
man on these cursed cold mountains? I think it’s the black, brainless repetition; all these
forests, and over all an ancient horror of unconsciousness. It’s like the dream of an
atheist. Pine-trees and more pine-trees and millions more pine-trees — ”
“God!” cried the man by the coffin, “but he hasn’t got a head.”
While the others stood rigid the priest, for the first time, showed a leap of startled
concern.
“No head!” he repeated. “No head?” as if he had almost expected some other
deficiency.
Half-witted visions of a headless baby born to Glengyle, of a headless youth hiding
himself in the castle, of a headless man pacing those ancient halls or that gorgeous
garden, passed in panorama through their minds. But even in that stiffened instant the
tale took no root in them and seemed to have no reason in it. They stood listening to the
loud woods and the shrieking sky quite foolishly, like exhausted animals. Thought
seemed to be something enormous that had suddenly slipped out of their grasp.
“There are three headless men,” said Father Brown, “standing round this open grave.”
The pale detective from London opened his mouth to speak, and left it open like a
yokel, while a long scream of wind tore the sky; then he looked at the axe in his hands
as if it did not belong to him, and dropped it.
“Father,” said Flambeau in that infantile and heavy voice he used very seldom, “what
are we to do?”
His friend’s reply came with the pent promptitude of a gun going off.
“Sleep!” cried Father Brown. “Sleep. We have come to the end of the ways. Do you
know what sleep is? Do you know that every man who sleeps believes in God? It is a
sacrament; for it is an act of faith and it is a food. And we need a sacrament, if only a
natural one. Something has fallen on us that falls very seldom on men; perhaps the
worst thing that can fall on them.”
Craven’s parted lips came together to say, “What do you mean?”
The priest had turned his face to the castle as he answered: “We have found the truth;
and the truth makes no sense.”

He went down the path in front of them with a plunging and reckless step very rare with
him, and when they reached the castle again he threw himself upon sleep with the
simplicity of a dog.
Despite his mystic praise of slumber, Father Brown was up earlier than anyone else
except the silent gardener; and was found smoking a big pipe and watching that expert
at his speechless labours in the kitchen garden. Towards daybreak the rocking storm had
ended in roaring rains, and the day came with a curious freshness. The gardener seemed
even to have been conversing, but at sight of the detectives he planted his spade sullenly
in a bed and, saying something about his breakfast, shifted along the lines of cabbages
and shut himself in the kitchen. “He’s a valuable man, that,” said Father Brown. “He
does the potatoes amazingly. Still,” he added, with a dispassionate charity, “he has his
faults; which of us hasn’t? He doesn’t dig this bank quite regularly. There, for instance,”
and he stamped suddenly on one spot. “I’m really very doubtful about that potato.”
“And why?” asked Craven, amused with the little man’s hobby.
“I’m doubtful about it,” said the other, “because old Gow was doubtful about it himself.
He put his spade in methodically in every place but just this. There must be a mighty
fine potato just here.”
Flambeau pulled up the spade and impetuously drove it into the place. He turned up,
under a load of soil, something that did not look like a potato, but rather like a
monstrous, over-domed mushroom. But it struck the spade with a cold click; it rolled
over like a ball, and grinned up at them.
“The Earl of Glengyle,” said Brown sadly, and looked down heavily at the skull.
Then, after a momentary meditation, he plucked the spade from Flambeau, and, saying
“We must hide it again,” clamped the skull down in the earth. Then he leaned his little
body and huge head on the great handle of the spade, that stood up stiffly in the earth,
and his eyes were empty and his forehead full of wrinkles. “If one could only conceive,”
he muttered, “the meaning of this last monstrosity.” And leaning on the large spade
handle, he buried his brows in his hands, as men do in church.
All the corners of the sky were brightening into blue and silver; the birds were
chattering in the tiny garden trees; so loud it seemed as if the trees themselves were
talking. But the three men were silent enough.
“Well, I give it all up,” said Flambeau at last boisterously. “My brain and this world
don’t fit each other; and there’s an end of it. Snuff, spoilt Prayer Books, and the insides
of musical boxes — what — ”
Brown threw up his bothered brow and rapped on the spade handle with an intolerance
quite unusual with him. “Oh, tut, tut, tut, tut!” he cried. “All that is as plain as a
pikestaff. I understood the snuff and clockwork, and so on, when I first opened my eyes
this morning. And since then I’ve had it out with old Gow, the gardener, who is neither
so deaf nor so stupid as he pretends. There’s nothing amiss about the loose items. I was
wrong about the torn mass-book, too; there’s no harm in that. But it’s this last business.
Desecrating graves and stealing dead men’s heads — surely there’s harm in that? Surely

there’s black magic still in that? That doesn’t fit in to the quite simple story of the snuff
and the candles.” And, striding about again, he smoked moodily.
“My friend,” said Flambeau, with a grim humour, “you must be careful with me and
remember I was once a criminal. The great advantage of that estate was that I always
made up the story myself, and acted it as quick as I chose. This detective business of
waiting about is too much for my French impatience. All my life, for good or evil, I
have done things at the instant; I always fought duels the next morning; I always paid
bills on the nail; I never even put off a visit to the dentist — ”
Father Brown’s pipe fell out of his mouth and broke into three pieces on the gravel path.
He stood rolling his eyes, the exact picture of an idiot. “Lord, what a turnip I am!” he
kept saying. “Lord, what a turnip!” Then, in a somewhat groggy kind of way, he began
to laugh.
“The dentist!” he repeated. “Six hours in the spiritual abyss, and all because I never
thought of the dentist! Such a simple, such a beautiful and peaceful thought! Friends,
we have passed a night in hell; but now the sun is risen, the birds are singing, and the
radiant form of the dentist consoles the world.”
“I will get some sense out of this,” cried Flambeau, striding forward, “if I use the
tortures of the Inquisition.”
Father Brown repressed what appeared to be a momentary disposition to dance on the
now sunlit lawn and cried quite piteously, like a child, “Oh, let me be silly a little. You
don’t know how unhappy I have been. And now I know that there has been no deep sin
in this business at all. Only a little lunacy, perhaps — and who minds that?”
He spun round once more, then faced them with gravity.
“This is not a story of crime,” he said; “rather it is the story of a strange and crooked
honesty. We are dealing with the one man on earth, perhaps, who has taken no more
than his due. It is a study in the savage living logic that has been the religion of this
race.
“That old local rhyme about the house of Glengyle —
As green sap to the simmer trees
Is red gold to the Ogilvies —
was literal as well as metaphorical. It did not merely mean that the Glengyles sought for
wealth; it was also true that they literally gathered gold; they had a huge collection of
ornaments and utensils in that metal. They were, in fact, misers whose mania took that
turn. In the light of that fact, run through all the things we found in the castle. Diamonds
without their gold rings; candles without their gold candlesticks; snuff without the gold
snuff-boxes; pencil-leads without the gold pencil-cases; a walking stick without its gold
top; clockwork without the gold clocks — or rather watches. And, mad as it sounds,
because the halos and the name of God in the old missals were of real gold; these also
were taken away.”

The garden seemed to brighten, the grass to grow gayer in the strengthening sun, as the
crazy truth was told. Flambeau lit a cigarette as his friend went on.
“Were taken away,” continued Father Brown; “were taken away — but not stolen.
Thieves would never have left this mystery. Thieves would have taken the gold snuffboxes, snuff and all; the gold pencil-cases, lead and all. We have to deal with a man
with a peculiar conscience, but certainly a conscience. I found that mad moralist this
morning in the kitchen garden yonder, and I heard the whole story.
“The late Archibald Ogilvie was the nearest approach to a good man ever born at
Glengyle. But his bitter virtue took the turn of the misanthrope; he moped over the
dishonesty of his ancestors, from which, somehow, he generalised a dishonesty of all
men. More especially he distrusted philanthropy or free-giving; and he swore if he
could find one man who took his exact rights he should have all the gold of Glengyle.
Having delivered this defiance to humanity he shut himself up, without the smallest
expectation of its being answered. One day, however, a deaf and seemingly senseless
lad from a distant village brought him a belated telegram; and Glengyle, in his acrid
pleasantry, gave him a new farthing. At least he thought he had done so, but when he
turned over his change he found the new farthing still there and a sovereign gone. The
accident offered him vistas of sneering speculation. Either way, the boy would show the
greasy greed of the species. Either he would vanish, a thief stealing a coin; or he would
sneak back with it virtuously, a snob seeking a reward. In the middle of that night Lord
Glengyle was knocked up out of his bed — for he lived alone — and forced to open the
door to the deaf idiot. The idiot brought with him, not the sovereign, but exactly
nineteen shillings and eleven-pence three-farthings in change.
“Then the wild exactitude of this action took hold of the mad lord’s brain like fire. He
swore he was Diogenes, that had long sought an honest man, and at last had found one.
He made a new will, which I have seen. He took the literal youth into his huge,
neglected house, and trained him up as his solitary servant and — after an odd manner
— his heir. And whatever that queer creature understands, he understood absolutely his
lord’s two fixed ideas: first, that the letter of right is everything; and second, that he
himself was to have the gold of Glengyle. So far, that is all; and that is simple. He has
stripped the house of gold, and taken not a grain that was not gold; not so much as a
grain of snuff. He lifted the gold leaf off an old illumination, fully satisfied that he left
the rest unspoilt. All that I understood; but I could not understand this skull business. I
was really uneasy about that human head buried among the potatoes. It distressed me —
till Flambeau said the word.
“It will be all right. He will put the skull back in the grave, when he has taken the gold
out of the tooth.”
And, indeed, when Flambeau crossed the hill that morning, he saw that strange being,
the just miser, digging at the desecrated grave, the plaid round his throat thrashing out in
the mountain wind; the sober top hat on his head.

The Wrong Shape
Certain of the great roads going north out of London continue far into the country a sort
of attenuated and interrupted spectre of a street, with great gaps in the building, but

preserving the line. Here will be a group of shops, followed by a fenced field or
paddock, and then a famous public-house, and then perhaps a market garden or a
nursery garden, and then one large private house, and then another field and another inn,
and so on. If anyone walks along one of these roads he will pass a house which will
probably catch his eye, though he may not be able to explain its attraction. It is a long,
low house, running parallel with the road, painted mostly white and pale green, with a
veranda and sun-blinds, and porches capped with those quaint sort of cupolas like
wooden umbrellas that one sees in some old-fashioned houses. In fact, it is an oldfashioned house, very English and very suburban in the good old wealthy Clapham
sense. And yet the house has a look of having been built chiefly for the hot weather.
Looking at its white paint and sun-blinds one thinks vaguely of pugarees and even of
palm trees. I cannot trace the feeling to its root; perhaps the place was built by an
Anglo-Indian.
Anyone passing this house, I say, would be namelessly fascinated by it; would feel that
it was a place about which some story was to be told. And he would have been right, as
you shall shortly hear. For this is the story — the story of the strange things that did
really happen in it in the Whitsuntide of the year 18 — :
Anyone passing the house on the Thursday before WhitSunday at about half-past four
p.m. would have seen the front door open, and Father Brown, of the small church of St.
Mungo, come out smoking a large pipe in company with a very tall French friend of his
called Flambeau, who was smoking a very small cigarette. These persons may or may
not be of interest to the reader, but the truth is that they were not the only interesting
things that were displayed when the front door of the white-and-green house was
opened. There are further peculiarities about this house, which must be described to
start with, not only that the reader may understand this tragic tale, but also that he may
realise what it was that the opening of the door revealed.
The whole house was built upon the plan of a T, but a T with a very long cross piece
and a very short tail piece. The long cross piece was the frontage that ran along in face
of the street, with the front door in the middle; it was two stories high, and contained
nearly all the important rooms. The short tail piece, which ran out at the back
immediately opposite the front door, was one story high, and consisted only of two long
rooms, the one leading into the other. The first of these two rooms was the study in
which the celebrated Mr. Quinton wrote his wild Oriental poems and romances. The
farther room was a glass conservatory full of tropical blossoms of quite unique and
almost monstrous beauty, and on such afternoons as these glowing with gorgeous
sunlight. Thus when the hall door was open, many a passer-by literally stopped to stare
and gasp; for he looked down a perspective of rich apartments to something really like a
transformation scene in a fairy play: purple clouds and golden suns and crimson stars
that were at once scorchingly vivid and yet transparent and far away.
Leonard Quinton, the poet, had himself most carefully arranged this effect; and it is
doubtful whether he so perfectly expressed his personality in any of his poems. For he
was a man who drank and bathed in colours, who indulged his lust for colour somewhat
to the neglect of form — even of good form. This it was that had turned his genius so
wholly to eastern art and imagery; to those bewildering carpets or blinding embroideries
in which all the colours seem fallen into a fortunate chaos, having nothing to typify or to
teach. He had attempted, not perhaps with complete artistic success, but with

acknowledged imagination and invention, to compose epics and love stories reflecting
the riot of violent and even cruel colour; tales of tropical heavens of burning gold or
blood-red copper; of eastern heroes who rode with twelve-turbaned mitres upon
elephants painted purple or peacock green; of gigantic jewels that a hundred negroes
could not carry, but which burned with ancient and strange-hued fires.
In short (to put the matter from the more common point of view), he dealt much in
eastern heavens, rather worse than most western hells; in eastern monarchs, whom we
might possibly call maniacs; and in eastern jewels which a Bond Street jeweller (if the
hundred staggering negroes brought them into his shop) might possibly not regard as
genuine. Quinton was a genius, if a morbid one; and even his morbidity appeared more
in his life than in his work. In temperament he was weak and waspish, and his health
had suffered heavily from oriental experiments with opium. His wife — a handsome,
hard-working, and, indeed, over-worked woman objected to the opium, but objected
much more to a live Indian hermit in white and yellow robes, whom her husband
insisted on entertaining for months together, a Virgil to guide his spirit through the
heavens and the hells of the east.
It was out of this artistic household that Father Brown and his friend stepped on to the
door-step; and to judge from their faces, they stepped out of it with much relief.
Flambeau had known Quinton in wild student days in Paris, and they had renewed the
acquaintance for a week-end; but apart from Flambeau’s more responsible
developments of late, he did not get on well with the poet now. Choking oneself with
opium and writing little erotic verses on vellum was not his notion of how a gentleman
should go to the devil. As the two paused on the door-step, before taking a turn in the
garden, the front garden gate was thrown open with violence, and a young man with a
billycock hat on the back of his head tumbled up the steps in his eagerness. He was a
dissipated-looking youth with a gorgeous red necktie all awry, as if he had slept in it,
and he kept fidgeting and lashing about with one of those little jointed canes.
“I say,” he said breathlessly, “I want to see old Quinton. I must see him. Has he gone?”
“Mr. Quinton is in, I believe,” said Father Brown, cleaning his pipe, “but I do not know
if you can see him. The doctor is with him at present.”
The young man, who seemed not to be perfectly sober, stumbled into the hall; and at the
same moment the doctor came out of Quinton’s study, shutting the door and beginning
to put on his gloves.
“See Mr. Quinton?” said the doctor coolly. “No, I’m afraid you can’t. In fact, you
mustn’t on any account. Nobody must see him; I’ve just given him his sleeping
draught.”
“No, but look here, old chap,” said the youth in the red tie, trying affectionately to
capture the doctor by the lapels of his coat. “Look here. I’m simply sewn up, I tell you. I
—”
“It’s no good, Mr. Atkinson,” said the doctor, forcing him to fall back; “when you can
alter the effects of a drug I’ll alter my decision,” and, settling on his hat, he stepped out

into the sunlight with the other two. He was a bull-necked, good-tempered little man
with a small moustache, inexpressibly ordinary, yet giving an impression of capacity.
The young man in the billycock, who did not seem to be gifted with any tact in dealing
with people beyond the general idea of clutching hold of their coats, stood outside the
door, as dazed as if he had been thrown out bodily, and silently watched the other three
walk away together through the garden.
“That was a sound, spanking lie I told just now,” remarked the medical man, laughing.
“In point of fact, poor Quinton doesn’t have his sleeping draught for nearly half an hour.
But I’m not going to have him bothered with that little beast, who only wants to borrow
money that he wouldn’t pay back if he could. He’s a dirty little scamp, though he is
Mrs. Quinton’s brother, and she’s as fine a woman as ever walked.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown. “She’s a good woman.”
“So I propose to hang about the garden till the creature has cleared off,” went on the
doctor, “and then I’ll go in to Quinton with the medicine. Atkinson can’t get in, because
I locked the door.”
“In that case, Dr. Harris,” said Flambeau, “we might as well walk round at the back by
the end of the conservatory. There’s no entrance to it that way, but it’s worth seeing,
even from the outside.”
“Yes, and I might get a squint at my patient,” laughed the doctor, “for he prefers to lie
on an ottoman right at the end of the conservatory amid all those blood-red poinsettias;
it would give me the creeps. But what are you doing?”
Father Brown had stopped for a moment, and picked up out of the long grass, where it
had almost been wholly hidden, a queer, crooked Oriental knife, inlaid exquisitely in
coloured stones and metals.
“What is this?” asked Father Brown, regarding it with some disfavour.
“Oh, Quinton’s, I suppose,” said Dr. Harris carelessly; “he has all sorts of Chinese
knickknacks about the place. Or perhaps it belongs to that mild Hindoo of his whom he
keeps on a string.”
“What Hindoo?” asked Father Brown, still staring at the dagger in his hand.
“Oh, some Indian conjuror,” said the doctor lightly; “a fraud, of course.”
“You don’t believe in magic?” asked Father Brown, without looking up.
“O crickey! magic!” said the doctor.
“It’s very beautiful,” said the priest in a low, dreaming voice; “the colours are very
beautiful. But it’s the wrong shape.”
“What for?” asked Flambeau, staring.

“For anything. It’s the wrong shape in the abstract. Don’t you ever feel that about
Eastern art? The colours are intoxicatingly lovely; but the shapes are mean and bad —
deliberately mean and bad. I have seen wicked things in a Turkey carpet.”
“Mon Dieu!” cried Flambeau, laughing.
“They are letters and symbols in a language I don’t know; but I know they stand for evil
words,” went on the priest, his voice growing lower and lower. “The lines go wrong on
purpose — like serpents doubling to escape.”
“What the devil are you talking about?” said the doctor with a loud laugh.
Flambeau spoke quietly to him in answer. “The Father sometimes gets this mystic’s
cloud on him,” he said; “but I give you fair warning that I have never known him to
have it except when there was some evil quite near.”
“Oh, rats!” said the scientist.
“Why, look at it,” cried Father Brown, holding out the crooked knife at arm’s length, as
if it were some glittering snake. “Don’t you see it is the wrong shape? Don’t you see
that it has no hearty and plain purpose? It does not point like a spear. It does not sweep
like a scythe. It does not look like a weapon. It looks like an instrument of torture.”
“Well, as you don’t seem to like it,” said the jolly Harris, “it had better be taken back to
its owner. Haven’t we come to the end of this confounded conservatory yet? This house
is the wrong shape, if you like.”
“You don’t understand,” said Father Brown, shaking his head. “The shape of this house
is quaint — it is even laughable. But there is nothing wrong about it.”
As they spoke they came round the curve of glass that ended the conservatory, an
uninterrupted curve, for there was neither door nor window by which to enter at that
end. The glass, however, was clear, and the sun still bright, though beginning to set; and
they could see not only the flamboyant blossoms inside, but the frail figure of the poet
in a brown velvet coat lying languidly on the sofa, having, apparently, fallen half asleep
over a book. He was a pale, slight man, with loose, chestnut hair and a fringe of beard
that was the paradox of his face, for the beard made him look less manly. These traits
were well known to all three of them; but even had it not been so, it may be doubted
whether they would have looked at Quinton just then. Their eyes were riveted on
another object.
Exactly in their path, immediately outside the round end of the glass building, was
standing a tall man, whose drapery fell to his feet in faultless white, and whose bare,
brown skull, face, and neck gleamed in the setting sun like splendid bronze. He was
looking through the glass at the sleeper, and he was more motionless than a mountain.
“Who is that?” cried Father Brown, stepping back with a hissing intake of his breath.
“Oh, it is only that Hindoo humbug,” growled Harris; “but I don’t know what the deuce
he’s doing here.”

“It looks like hypnotism,” said Flambeau, biting his black moustache.
“Why are you unmedical fellows always talking bosh about hypnotism?” cried the
doctor. “It looks a deal more like burglary.”
“Well, we will speak to it, at any rate,” said Flambeau, who was always for action. One
long stride took him to the place where the Indian stood. Bowing from his great height,
which overtopped even the Oriental’s, he said with placid impudence:
“Good evening, sir. Do you want anything?”
Quite slowly, like a great ship turning into a harbour, the great yellow face turned, and
looked at last over its white shoulder. They were startled to see that its yellow eyelids
were quite sealed, as in sleep. “Thank you,” said the face in excellent English. “I want
nothing.” Then, half opening the lids, so as to show a slit of opalescent eyeball, he
repeated, “I want nothing.” Then he opened his eyes wide with a startling stare, said, “I
want nothing,” and went rustling away into the rapidly darkening garden.
“The Christian is more modest,” muttered Father Brown; “he wants something.”
“What on earth was he doing?” asked Flambeau, knitting his black brows and lowering
his voice.
“I should like to talk to you later,” said Father Brown.
The sunlight was still a reality, but it was the red light of evening, and the bulk of the
garden trees and bushes grew blacker and blacker against it. They turned round the end
of the conservatory, and walked in silence down the other side to get round to the front
door. As they went they seemed to wake something, as one startles a bird, in the deeper
corner between the study and the main building; and again they saw the white-robed
fakir slide out of the shadow, and slip round towards the front door. To their surprise,
however, he had not been alone. They found themselves abruptly pulled up and forced
to banish their bewilderment by the appearance of Mrs. Quinton, with her heavy golden
hair and square pale face, advancing on them out of the twilight. She looked a little
stern, but was entirely courteous.
“Good evening, Dr. Harris,” was all she said.
“Good evening, Mrs. Quinton,” said the little doctor heartily. “I am just going to give
your husband his sleeping draught.”
“Yes,” she said in a clear voice. “I think it is quite time.” And she smiled at them, and
went sweeping into the house.
“That woman’s over-driven,” said Father Brown; “that’s the kind of woman that does
her duty for twenty years, and then does something dreadful.”
The little doctor looked at him for the first time with an eye of interest. “Did you ever
study medicine?” he asked.

“You have to know something of the mind as well as the body,” answered the priest;
“we have to know something of the body as well as the mind.”
“Well,” said the doctor, “I think I’ll go and give Quinton his stuff.”
They had turned the corner of the front facade, and were approaching the front doorway.
As they turned into it they saw the man in the white robe for the third time. He came so
straight towards the front door that it seemed quite incredible that he had not just come
out of the study opposite to it. Yet they knew that the study door was locked.
Father Brown and Flambeau, however, kept this weird contradiction to themselves, and
Dr. Harris was not a man to waste his thoughts on the impossible. He permitted the
omnipresent Asiatic to make his exit, and then stepped briskly into the hall. There he
found a figure which he had already forgotten. The inane Atkinson was still hanging
about, humming and poking things with his knobby cane. The doctor’s face had a spasm
of disgust and decision, and he whispered rapidly to his companion: “I must lock the
door again, or this rat will get in. But I shall be out again in two minutes.”
He rapidly unlocked the door and locked it again behind him, just balking a blundering
charge from the young man in the billycock. The young man threw himself impatiently
on a hall chair. Flambeau looked at a Persian illumination on the wall; Father Brown,
who seemed in a sort of daze, dully eyed the door. In about four minutes the door was
opened again. Atkinson was quicker this time. He sprang forward, held the door open
for an instant, and called out: “Oh, I say, Quinton, I want — ”
From the other end of the study came the clear voice of Quinton, in something between
a yawn and a yell of weary laughter.
“Oh, I know what you want. Take it, and leave me in peace. I’m writing a song about
peacocks.”
Before the door closed half a sovereign came flying through the aperture; and Atkinson,
stumbling forward, caught it with singular dexterity.
“So that’s settled,” said the doctor, and, locking the door savagely, he led the way out
into the garden.
“Poor Leonard can get a little peace now,” he added to Father Brown; “he’s locked in
all by himself for an hour or two.”
“Yes,” answered the priest; “and his voice sounded jolly enough when we left him.”
Then he looked gravely round the garden, and saw the loose figure of Atkinson standing
and jingling the half-sovereign in his pocket, and beyond, in the purple twilight, the
figure of the Indian sitting bolt upright upon a bank of grass with his face turned
towards the setting sun. Then he said abruptly: “Where is Mrs. Quinton!”
“She has gone up to her room,” said the doctor. “That is her shadow on the blind.”
Father Brown looked up, and frowningly scrutinised a dark outline at the gas-lit
window.

“Yes,” he said, “that is her shadow,” and he walked a yard or two and threw himself
upon a garden seat.
Flambeau sat down beside him; but the doctor was one of those energetic people who
live naturally on their legs. He walked away, smoking, into the twilight, and the two
friends were left together.
“My father,” said Flambeau in French, “what is the matter with you?”
Father Brown was silent and motionless for half a minute, then he said: “Superstition is
irreligious, but there is something in the air of this place. I think it’s that Indian — at
least, partly.”
He sank into silence, and watched the distant outline of the Indian, who still sat rigid as
if in prayer. At first sight he seemed motionless, but as Father Brown watched him he
saw that the man swayed ever so slightly with a rhythmic movement, just as the dark
tree-tops swayed ever so slightly in the wind that was creeping up the dim garden paths
and shuffling the fallen leaves a little.
The landscape was growing rapidly dark, as if for a storm, but they could still see all the
figures in their various places. Atkinson was leaning against a tree with a listless face;
Quinton’s wife was still at her window; the doctor had gone strolling round the end of
the conservatory; they could see his cigar like a will-o’-the-wisp; and the fakir still sat
rigid and yet rocking, while the trees above him began to rock and almost to roar. Storm
was certainly coming.
“When that Indian spoke to us,” went on Brown in a conversational undertone, “I had a
sort of vision, a vision of him and all his universe. Yet he only said the same thing three
times. When first he said ‘I want nothing,’ it meant only that he was impenetrable, that
Asia does not give itself away. Then he said again, ‘I want nothing,’ and I knew that he
meant that he was sufficient to himself, like a cosmos, that he needed no God, neither
admitted any sins. And when he said the third time, ‘I want nothing,’ he said it with
blazing eyes. And I knew that he meant literally what he said; that nothing was his
desire and his home; that he was weary for nothing as for wine; that annihilation, the
mere destruction of everything or anything — ”
Two drops of rain fell; and for some reason Flambeau started and looked up, as if they
had stung him. And the same instant the doctor down by the end of the conservatory
began running towards them, calling out something as he ran.
As he came among them like a bombshell the restless Atkinson happened to be taking a
turn nearer to the house front; and the doctor clutched him by the collar in a convulsive
grip. “Foul play!” he cried; “what have you been doing to him, you dog?”
The priest had sprung erect, and had the voice of steel of a soldier in command.
“No fighting,” he cried coolly; “we are enough to hold anyone we want to. What is the
matter, doctor?”

“Things are not right with Quinton,” said the doctor, quite white. “I could just see him
through the glass, and I don’t like the way he’s lying. It’s not as I left him, anyhow.”
“Let us go in to him,” said Father Brown shortly. “You can leave Mr. Atkinson alone. I
have had him in sight since we heard Quinton’s voice.”
“I will stop here and watch him,” said Flambeau hurriedly. “You go in and see.”
The doctor and the priest flew to the study door, unlocked it, and fell into the room. In
doing so they nearly fell over the large mahogany table in the centre at which the poet
usually wrote; for the place was lit only by a small fire kept for the invalid. In the
middle of this table lay a single sheet of paper, evidently left there on purpose. The
doctor snatched it up, glanced at it, handed it to Father Brown, and crying, “Good God,
look at that!” plunged toward the glass room beyond, where the terrible tropic flowers
still seemed to keep a crimson memory of the sunset.
Father Brown read the words three times before he put down the paper. The words
were: “I die by my own hand; yet I die murdered!” They were in the quite inimitable,
not to say illegible, handwriting of Leonard Quinton.
Then Father Brown, still keeping the paper in his hand, strode towards the conservatory,
only to meet his medical friend coming back with a face of assurance and collapse.
“He’s done it,” said Harris.
They went together through the gorgeous unnatural beauty of cactus and azalea and
found Leonard Quinton, poet and romancer, with his head hanging downward off his
ottoman and his red curls sweeping the ground. Into his left side was thrust the queer
dagger that they had picked up in the garden, and his limp hand still rested on the hilt.
Outside the storm had come at one stride, like the night in Coleridge, and garden and
glass roof were darkened with driving rain. Father Brown seemed to be studying the
paper more than the corpse; he held it close to his eyes; and seemed trying to read it in
the twilight. Then he held it up against the faint light, and, as he did so, lightning stared
at them for an instant so white that the paper looked black against it.
Darkness full of thunder followed, and after the thunder Father Brown’s voice said out
of the dark: “Doctor, this paper is the wrong shape.”
“What do you mean?” asked Doctor Harris, with a frowning stare.
“It isn’t square,” answered Brown. “It has a sort of edge snipped off at the corner. What
does it mean?”
“How the deuce should I know?” growled the doctor. “Shall we move this poor chap, do
you think? He’s quite dead.”
“No,” answered the priest; “we must leave him as he lies and send for the police.” But
he was still scrutinising the paper.

As they went back through the study he stopped by the table and picked up a small pair
of nail scissors. “Ah,” he said, with a sort of relief, “this is what he did it with. But yet
— ” And he knitted his brows.
“Oh, stop fooling with that scrap of paper,” said the doctor emphatically. “It was a fad
of his. He had hundreds of them. He cut all his paper like that,” as he pointed to a stack
of sermon paper still unused on another and smaller table. Father Brown went up to it
and held up a sheet. It was the same irregular shape.
“Quite so,” he said. “And here I see the corners that were snipped off.” And to the
indignation of his colleague he began to count them.
“That’s all right,” he said, with an apologetic smile. “Twenty-three sheets cut and
twenty-two corners cut off them. And as I see you are impatient we will rejoin the
others.”
“Who is to tell his wife?” asked Dr. Harris. “Will you go and tell her now, while I send
a servant for the police?”
“As you will,” said Father Brown indifferently. And he went out to the hall door.
Here also he found a drama, though of a more grotesque sort. It showed nothing less
than his big friend Flambeau in an attitude to which he had long been unaccustomed,
while upon the pathway at the bottom of the steps was sprawling with his boots in the
air the amiable Atkinson, his billycock hat and walking cane sent flying in opposite
directions along the path. Atkinson had at length wearied of Flambeau’s almost paternal
custody, and had endeavoured to knock him down, which was by no means a smooth
game to play with the Roi des Apaches, even after that monarch’s abdication.
Flambeau was about to leap upon his enemy and secure him once more, when the priest
patted him easily on the shoulder.
“Make it up with Mr. Atkinson, my friend,” he said. “Beg a mutual pardon and say
‘Good night.’ We need not detain him any longer.” Then, as Atkinson rose somewhat
doubtfully and gathered his hat and stick and went towards the garden gate, Father
Brown said in a more serious voice: “Where is that Indian?”
They all three (for the doctor had joined them) turned involuntarily towards the dim
grassy bank amid the tossing trees purple with twilight, where they had last seen the
brown man swaying in his strange prayers. The Indian was gone.
“Confound him,” cried the doctor, stamping furiously. “Now I know that it was that
nigger that did it.”
“I thought you didn’t believe in magic,” said Father Brown quietly.
“No more I did,” said the doctor, rolling his eyes. “I only know that I loathed that
yellow devil when I thought he was a sham wizard. And I shall loathe him more if I
come to think he was a real one.”

“Well, his having escaped is nothing,” said Flambeau. “For we could have proved
nothing and done nothing against him. One hardly goes to the parish constable with a
story of suicide imposed by witchcraft or auto-suggestion.”
Meanwhile Father Brown had made his way into the house, and now went to break the
news to the wife of the dead man.
When he came out again he looked a little pale and tragic, but what passed between
them in that interview was never known, even when all was known.
Flambeau, who was talking quietly with the doctor, was surprised to see his friend
reappear so soon at his elbow; but Brown took no notice, and merely drew the doctor
apart. “You have sent for the police, haven’t you?” he asked.
“Yes,” answered Harris. “They ought to be here in ten minutes.”
“Will you do me a favour?” said the priest quietly. “The truth is, I make a collection of
these curious stories, which often contain, as in the case of our Hindoo friend, elements
which can hardly be put into a police report. Now, I want you to write out a report of
this case for my private use. Yours is a clever trade,” he said, looking the doctor gravely
and steadily in the face. “I sometimes think that you know some details of this matter
which you have not thought fit to mention. Mine is a confidential trade like yours, and I
will treat anything you write for me in strict confidence. But write the whole.”
The doctor, who had been listening thoughtfully with his head a little on one side,
looked the priest in the face for an instant, and said: “All right,” and went into the study,
closing the door behind him.
“Flambeau,” said Father Brown, “there is a long seat there under the veranda, where we
can smoke out of the rain. You are my only friend in the world, and I want to talk to
you. Or, perhaps, be silent with you.”
They established themselves comfortably in the veranda seat; Father Brown, against his
common habit, accepted a good cigar and smoked it steadily in silence, while the rain
shrieked and rattled on the roof of the veranda.
“My friend,” he said at length, “this is a very queer case. A very queer case.”
“I should think it was,” said Flambeau, with something like a shudder.
“You call it queer, and I call it queer,” said the other, “and yet we mean quite opposite
things. The modern mind always mixes up two different ideas: mystery in the sense of
what is marvellous, and mystery in the sense of what is complicated. That is half its
difficulty about miracles. A miracle is startling; but it is simple. It is simple because it is
a miracle. It is power coming directly from God (or the devil) instead of indirectly
through nature or human wills. Now, you mean that this business is marvellous because
it is miraculous, because it is witchcraft worked by a wicked Indian. Understand, I do
not say that it was not spiritual or diabolic. Heaven and hell only know by what
surrounding influences strange sins come into the lives of men. But for the present my
point is this: If it was pure magic, as you think, then it is marvellous; but it is not

mysterious — that is, it is not complicated. The quality of a miracle is mysterious, but
its manner is simple. Now, the manner of this business has been the reverse of simple.”
The storm that had slackened for a little seemed to be swelling again, and there came
heavy movements as of faint thunder. Father Brown let fall the ash of his cigar and went
on:
“There has been in this incident,” he said, “a twisted, ugly, complex quality that does
not belong to the straight bolts either of heaven or hell. As one knows the crooked track
of a snail, I know the crooked track of a man.”
The white lightning opened its enormous eye in one wink, the sky shut up again, and the
priest went on:
“Of all these crooked things, the crookedest was the shape of that piece of paper. It was
crookeder than the dagger that killed him.”
“You mean the paper on which Quinton confessed his suicide,” said Flambeau.
“I mean the paper on which Quinton wrote, ‘I die by my own hand,’” answered Father
Brown. “The shape of that paper, my friend, was the wrong shape; the wrong shape, if
ever I have seen it in this wicked world.”
“It only had a corner snipped off,” said Flambeau, “and I understand that all Quinton’s
paper was cut that way.”
“It was a very odd way,” said the other, “and a very bad way, to my taste and fancy.
Look here, Flambeau, this Quinton — God receive his soul! — was perhaps a bit of a
cur in some ways, but he really was an artist, with the pencil as well as the pen. His
handwriting, though hard to read, was bold and beautiful. I can’t prove what I say; I
can’t prove anything. But I tell you with the full force of conviction that he could never
have cut that mean little piece off a sheet of paper. If he had wanted to cut down paper
for some purpose of fitting in, or binding up, or what not, he would have made quite a
different slash with the scissors. Do you remember the shape? It was a mean shape. It
was a wrong shape. Like this. Don’t you remember?”
And he waved his burning cigar before him in the darkness, making irregular squares so
rapidly that Flambeau really seemed to see them as fiery hieroglyphics upon the
darkness — hieroglyphics such as his friend had spoken of, which are undecipherable,
yet can have no good meaning.
“But,” said Flambeau, as the priest put his cigar in his mouth again and leaned back,
staring at the roof, “suppose somebody else did use the scissors. Why should somebody
else, cutting pieces off his sermon paper, make Quinton commit suicide?”
Father Brown was still leaning back and staring at the roof, but he took his cigar out of
his mouth and said: “Quinton never did commit suicide.”
Flambeau stared at him. “Why, confound it all,” he cried, “then why did he confess to
suicide?”

The priest leant forward again, settled his elbows on his knees, looked at the ground,
and said, in a low, distinct voice: “He never did confess to suicide.”
Flambeau laid his cigar down. “You mean,” he said, “that the writing was forged?”
“No,” said Father Brown. “Quinton wrote it all right.”
“Well, there you are,” said the aggravated Flambeau; “Quinton wrote, ‘I die by my own
hand,’ with his own hand on a plain piece of paper.”
“Of the wrong shape,” said the priest calmly.
“Oh, the shape be damned!” cried Flambeau. “What has the shape to do with it?”
“There were twenty-three snipped papers,” resumed Brown unmoved, “and only
twenty-two pieces snipped off. Therefore one of the pieces had been destroyed,
probably that from the written paper. Does that suggest anything to you?”
A light dawned on Flambeau’s face, and he said: “There was something else written by
Quinton, some other words. ‘They will tell you I die by my own hand,’ or ‘Do not
believe that — ’”
“Hotter, as the children say,” said his friend. “But the piece was hardly half an inch
across; there was no room for one word, let alone five. Can you think of anything hardly
bigger than a comma which the man with hell in his heart had to tear away as a
testimony against him?”
“I can think of nothing,” said Flambeau at last.
“What about quotation marks?” said the priest, and flung his cigar far into the darkness
like a shooting star.
All words had left the other man’s mouth, and Father Brown said, like one going back
to fundamentals:
“Leonard Quinton was a romancer, and was writing an Oriental romance about wizardry
and hypnotism. He — ”
At this moment the door opened briskly behind them, and the doctor came out with his
hat on. He put a long envelope into the priest’s hands.
“That’s the document you wanted,” he said, “and I must be getting home. Good night.”
“Good night,” said Father Brown, as the doctor walked briskly to the gate. He had left
the front door open, so that a shaft of gaslight fell upon them. In the light of this Brown
opened the envelope and read the following words:
DEAR FATHER BROWN, — Vicisti Galilee. Otherwise, damn your eyes, which are
very penetrating ones. Can it be possible that there is something in all that stuff of yours
after all?

I am a man who has ever since boyhood believed in Nature and in all natural functions
and instincts, whether men called them moral or immoral. Long before I became a
doctor, when I was a schoolboy keeping mice and spiders, I believed that to be a good
animal is the best thing in the world. But just now I am shaken; I have believed in
Nature; but it seems as if Nature could betray a man. Can there be anything in your
bosh? I am really getting morbid.
I loved Quinton’s wife. What was there wrong in that? Nature told me to, and it’s love
that makes the world go round. I also thought quite sincerely that she would be happier
with a clean animal like me than with that tormenting little lunatic. What was there
wrong in that? I was only facing facts, like a man of science. She would have been
happier.
According to my own creed I was quite free to kill Quinton, which was the best thing
for everybody, even himself. But as a healthy animal I had no notion of killing myself. I
resolved, therefore, that I would never do it until I saw a chance that would leave me
scot free. I saw that chance this morning.
I have been three times, all told, into Quinton’s study today. The first time I went in he
would talk about nothing but the weird tale, called “The Cure of a Saint,” which he was
writing, which was all about how some Indian hermit made an English colonel kill
himself by thinking about him. He showed me the last sheets, and even read me the last
paragraph, which was something like this:
“The conqueror of the Punjab, a mere yellow skeleton, but still gigantic, managed to lift
himself on his elbow and gasp in his nephew’s ear: ‘I die by my own hand, yet I die
murdered!’” It so happened by one chance out of a hundred, that those last words were
written at the top of a new sheet of paper. I left the room, and went out into the garden
intoxicated with a frightful opportunity.
We walked round the house; and two more things happened in my favour. You
suspected an Indian, and you found a dagger which the Indian might most probably use.
Taking the opportunity to stuff it in my pocket I went back to Quinton’s study, locked
the door, and gave him his sleeping draught. He was against answering Atkinson at all,
but I urged him to call out and quiet the fellow, because I wanted a clear proof that
Quinton was alive when I left the room for the second time. Quinton lay down in the
conservatory, and I came through the study. I am a quick man with my hands, and in a
minute and a half I had done what I wanted to do. I had emptied all the first part of
Quinton’s romance into the fireplace, where it burnt to ashes. Then I saw that the
quotation marks wouldn’t do, so I snipped them off, and to make it seem likelier,
snipped the whole quire to match. Then I came out with the knowledge that Quinton’s
confession of suicide lay on the front table, while Quinton lay alive but asleep in the
conservatory beyond.
The last act was a desperate one; you can guess it: I pretended to have seen Quinton
dead and rushed to his room. I delayed you with the paper, and, being a quick man with
my hands, killed Quinton while you were looking at his confession of suicide. He was
half-asleep, being drugged, and I put his own hand on the knife and drove it into his
body. The knife was of so queer a shape that no one but an operator could have
calculated the angle that would reach his heart. I wonder if you noticed this.

When I had done it, the extraordinary thing happened. Nature deserted me. I felt ill. I
felt just as if I had done something wrong. I think my brain is breaking up; I feel some
sort of desperate pleasure in thinking I have told the thing to somebody; that I shall not
have to be alone with it if I marry and have children. What is the matter with me? . . .
Madness . . . or can one have remorse, just as if one were in Byron’s poems! I cannot
write any more.
James Erskine Harris.
Father Brown carefully folded up the letter, and put it in his breast pocket just as there
came a loud peal at the gate bell, and the wet waterproofs of several policemen gleamed
in the road outside.

The Sins of Prince Saradine
When Flambeau took his month’s holiday from his office in Westminster he took it in a
small sailing-boat, so small that it passed much of its time as a rowing-boat. He took it,
moreover, in little rivers in the Eastern counties, rivers so small that the boat looked like
a magic boat, sailing on land through meadows and cornfields. The vessel was just
comfortable for two people; there was room only for necessities, and Flambeau had
stocked it with such things as his special philosophy considered necessary. They
reduced themselves, apparently, to four essentials: tins of salmon, if he should want to
eat; loaded revolvers, if he should want to fight; a bottle of brandy, presumably in case
he should faint; and a priest, presumably in case he should die. With this light luggage
he crawled down the little Norfolk rivers, intending to reach the Broads at last, but
meanwhile delighting in the overhanging gardens and meadows, the mirrored mansions
or villages, lingering to fish in the pools and corners, and in some sense hugging the
shore.
Like a true philosopher, Flambeau had no aim in his holiday; but, like a true
philosopher, he had an excuse. He had a sort of half purpose, which he took just so
seriously that its success would crown the holiday, but just so lightly that its failure
would not spoil it. Years ago, when he had been a king of thieves and the most famous
figure in Paris, he had often received wild communications of approval, denunciation,
or even love; but one had, somehow, stuck in his memory. It consisted simply of a
visiting-card, in an envelope with an English postmark. On the back of the card was
written in French and in green ink: “If you ever retire and become respectable, come
and see me. I want to meet you, for I have met all the other great men of my time. That
trick of yours of getting one detective to arrest the other was the most splendid scene in
French history.” On the front of the card was engraved in the formal fashion, “Prince
Saradine, Reed House, Reed Island, Norfolk.”
He had not troubled much about the prince then, beyond ascertaining that he had been a
brilliant and fashionable figure in southern Italy. In his youth, it was said, he had eloped
with a married woman of high rank; the escapade was scarcely startling in his social
world, but it had clung to men’s minds because of an additional tragedy: the alleged
suicide of the insulted husband, who appeared to have flung himself over a precipice in
Sicily. The prince then lived in Vienna for a time, but his more recent years seemed to
have been passed in perpetual and restless travel. But when Flambeau, like the prince
himself, had left European celebrity and settled in England, it occurred to him that he

might pay a surprise visit to this eminent exile in the Norfolk Broads. Whether he
should find the place he had no idea; and, indeed, it was sufficiently small and
forgotten. But, as things fell out, he found it much sooner than he expected.
They had moored their boat one night under a bank veiled in high grasses and short
pollarded trees. Sleep, after heavy sculling, had come to them early, and by a
corresponding accident they awoke before it was light. To speak more strictly, they
awoke before it was daylight; for a large lemon moon was only just setting in the forest
of high grass above their heads, and the sky was of a vivid violet-blue, nocturnal but
bright. Both men had simultaneously a reminiscence of childhood, of the elfin and
adventurous time when tall weeds close over us like woods. Standing up thus against
the large low moon, the daisies really seemed to be giant daisies, the dandelions to be
giant dandelions. Somehow it reminded them of the dado of a nursery wall-paper. The
drop of the river-bed sufficed to sink them under the roots of all shrubs and flowers and
make them gaze upwards at the grass. “By Jove!” said Flambeau, “it’s like being in
fairyland.”
Father Brown sat bolt upright in the boat and crossed himself. His movement was so
abrupt that his friend asked him, with a mild stare, what was the matter.
“The people who wrote the mediaeval ballads,” answered the priest, “knew more about
fairies than you do. It isn’t only nice things that happen in fairyland.”
“Oh, bosh!” said Flambeau. “Only nice things could happen under such an innocent
moon. I am for pushing on now and seeing what does really come. We may die and rot
before we ever see again such a moon or such a mood.”
“All right,” said Father Brown. “I never said it was always wrong to enter fairyland. I
only said it was always dangerous.”
They pushed slowly up the brightening river; the glowing violet of the sky and the pale
gold of the moon grew fainter and fainter, and faded into that vast colourless cosmos
that precedes the colours of the dawn. When the first faint stripes of red and gold and
grey split the horizon from end to end they were broken by the black bulk of a town or
village which sat on the river just ahead of them. It was already an easy twilight, in
which all things were visible, when they came under the hanging roofs and bridges of
this riverside hamlet. The houses, with their long, low, stooping roofs, seemed to come
down to drink at the river, like huge grey and red cattle. The broadening and whitening
dawn had already turned to working daylight before they saw any living creature on the
wharves and bridges of that silent town. Eventually they saw a very placid and
prosperous man in his shirt sleeves, with a face as round as the recently sunken moon,
and rays of red whisker around the low arc of it, who was leaning on a post above the
sluggish tide. By an impulse not to be analysed, Flambeau rose to his full height in the
swaying boat and shouted at the man to ask if he knew Reed Island or Reed House. The
prosperous man’s smile grew slightly more expansive, and he simply pointed up the
river towards the next bend of it. Flambeau went ahead without further speech.
The boat took many such grassy corners and followed many such reedy and silent
reaches of river; but before the search had become monotonous they had swung round a
specially sharp angle and come into the silence of a sort of pool or lake, the sight of

which instinctively arrested them. For in the middle of this wider piece of water, fringed
on every side with rushes, lay a long, low islet, along which ran a long, low house or
bungalow built of bamboo or some kind of tough tropic cane. The upstanding rods of
bamboo which made the walls were pale yellow, the sloping rods that made the roof
were of darker red or brown, otherwise the long house was a thing of repetition and
monotony. The early morning breeze rustled the reeds round the island and sang in the
strange ribbed house as in a giant pan-pipe.
“By George!” cried Flambeau; “here is the place, after all! Here is Reed Island, if ever
there was one. Here is Reed House, if it is anywhere. I believe that fat man with
whiskers was a fairy.”
“Perhaps,” remarked Father Brown impartially. “If he was, he was a bad fairy.”
But even as he spoke the impetuous Flambeau had run his boat ashore in the rattling
reeds, and they stood in the long, quaint islet beside the odd and silent house.
The house stood with its back, as it were, to the river and the only landing-stage; the
main entrance was on the other side, and looked down the long island garden. The
visitors approached it, therefore, by a small path running round nearly three sides of the
house, close under the low eaves. Through three different windows on three different
sides they looked in on the same long, well-lit room, panelled in light wood, with a
large number of looking-glasses, and laid out as for an elegant lunch. The front door,
when they came round to it at last, was flanked by two turquoise-blue flower pots. It
was opened by a butler of the drearier type — long, lean, grey and listless — who
murmured that Prince Saradine was from home at present, but was expected hourly; the
house being kept ready for him and his guests. The exhibition of the card with the
scrawl of green ink awoke a flicker of life in the parchment face of the depressed
retainer, and it was with a certain shaky courtesy that he suggested that the strangers
should remain. “His Highness may be here any minute,” he said, “and would be
distressed to have just missed any gentleman he had invited. We have orders always to
keep a little cold lunch for him and his friends, and I am sure he would wish it to be
offered.”
Moved with curiosity to this minor adventure, Flambeau assented gracefully, and
followed the old man, who ushered him ceremoniously into the long, lightly panelled
room. There was nothing very notable about it, except the rather unusual alternation of
many long, low windows with many long, low oblongs of looking-glass, which gave a
singular air of lightness and unsubstantialness to the place. It was somehow like
lunching out of doors. One or two pictures of a quiet kind hung in the corners, one a
large grey photograph of a very young man in uniform, another a red chalk sketch of
two long-haired boys. Asked by Flambeau whether the soldierly person was the prince,
the butler answered shortly in the negative; it was the prince’s younger brother, Captain
Stephen Saradine, he said. And with that the old man seemed to dry up suddenly and
lose all taste for conversation.
After lunch had tailed off with exquisite coffee and liqueurs, the guests were introduced
to the garden, the library, and the housekeeper — a dark, handsome lady, of no little
majesty, and rather like a plutonic Madonna. It appeared that she and the butler were the
only survivors of the prince’s original foreign menage the other servants now in the

house being new and collected in Norfolk by the housekeeper. This latter lady went by
the name of Mrs. Anthony, but she spoke with a slight Italian accent, and Flambeau did
not doubt that Anthony was a Norfolk version of some more Latin name. Mr. Paul, the
butler, also had a faintly foreign air, but he was in tongue and training English, as are
many of the most polished men-servants of the cosmopolitan nobility.
Pretty and unique as it was, the place had about it a curious luminous sadness. Hours
passed in it like days. The long, well-windowed rooms were full of daylight, but it
seemed a dead daylight. And through all other incidental noises, the sound of talk, the
clink of glasses, or the passing feet of servants, they could hear on all sides of the house
the melancholy noise of the river.
“We have taken a wrong turning, and come to a wrong place,” said Father Brown,
looking out of the window at the grey-green sedges and the silver flood. “Never mind;
one can sometimes do good by being the right person in the wrong place.”
Father Brown, though commonly a silent, was an oddly sympathetic little man, and in
those few but endless hours he unconsciously sank deeper into the secrets of Reed
House than his professional friend. He had that knack of friendly silence which is so
essential to gossip; and saying scarcely a word, he probably obtained from his new
acquaintances all that in any case they would have told. The butler indeed was naturally
uncommunicative. He betrayed a sullen and almost animal affection for his master;
who, he said, had been very badly treated. The chief offender seemed to be his
highness’s brother, whose name alone would lengthen the old man’s lantern jaws and
pucker his parrot nose into a sneer. Captain Stephen was a ne’er-do-weel, apparently,
and had drained his benevolent brother of hundreds and thousands; forced him to fly
from fashionable life and live quietly in this retreat. That was all Paul, the butler, would
say, and Paul was obviously a partisan.
The Italian housekeeper was somewhat more communicative, being, as Brown fancied,
somewhat less content. Her tone about her master was faintly acid; though not without a
certain awe. Flambeau and his friend were standing in the room of the looking-glasses
examining the red sketch of the two boys, when the housekeeper swept in swiftly on
some domestic errand. It was a peculiarity of this glittering, glass-panelled place that
anyone entering was reflected in four or five mirrors at once; and Father Brown, without
turning round, stopped in the middle of a sentence of family criticism. But Flambeau,
who had his face close up to the picture, was already saying in a loud voice, “The
brothers Saradine, I suppose. They both look innocent enough. It would be hard to say
which is the good brother and which the bad.” Then, realising the lady’s presence, he
turned the conversation with some triviality, and strolled out into the garden. But Father
Brown still gazed steadily at the red crayon sketch; and Mrs. Anthony still gazed
steadily at Father Brown.
She had large and tragic brown eyes, and her olive face glowed darkly with a curious
and painful wonder — as of one doubtful of a stranger’s identity or purpose. Whether
the little priest’s coat and creed touched some southern memories of confession, or
whether she fancied he knew more than he did, she said to him in a low voice as to a
fellow plotter, “He is right enough in one way, your friend. He says it would be hard to
pick out the good and bad brothers. Oh, it would be hard, it would be mighty hard, to
pick out the good one.”

“I don’t understand you,” said Father Brown, and began to move away.
The woman took a step nearer to him, with thunderous brows and a sort of savage
stoop, like a bull lowering his horns.
“There isn’t a good one,” she hissed. “There was badness enough in the captain taking
all that money, but I don’t think there was much goodness in the prince giving it. The
captain’s not the only one with something against him.”
A light dawned on the cleric’s averted face, and his mouth formed silently the word
“blackmail.” Even as he did so the woman turned an abrupt white face over her shoulder
and almost fell. The door had opened soundlessly and the pale Paul stood like a ghost in
the doorway. By the weird trick of the reflecting walls, it seemed as if five Pauls had
entered by five doors simultaneously.
“His Highness,” he said, “has just arrived.”
In the same flash the figure of a man had passed outside the first window, crossing the
sunlit pane like a lighted stage. An instant later he passed at the second window and the
many mirrors repainted in successive frames the same eagle profile and marching
figure. He was erect and alert, but his hair was white and his complexion of an odd
ivory yellow. He had that short, curved Roman nose which generally goes with long,
lean cheeks and chin, but these were partly masked by moustache and imperial. The
moustache was much darker than the beard, giving an effect slightly theatrical, and he
was dressed up to the same dashing part, having a white top hat, an orchid in his coat, a
yellow waistcoat and yellow gloves which he flapped and swung as he walked. When
he came round to the front door they heard the stiff Paul open it, and heard the new
arrival say cheerfully, “Well, you see I have come.” The stiff Mr. Paul bowed and
answered in his inaudible manner; for a few minutes their conversation could not be
heard. Then the butler said, “Everything is at your disposal”; and the glove-flapping
Prince Saradine came gaily into the room to greet them. They beheld once more that
spectral scene — five princes entering a room with five doors.
The prince put the white hat and yellow gloves on the table and offered his hand quite
cordially.
“Delighted to see you here, Mr. Flambeau,” he said. “Knowing you very well by
reputation, if that’s not an indiscreet remark.”
“Not at all,” answered Flambeau, laughing. “I am not sensitive. Very few reputations
are gained by unsullied virtue.”
The prince flashed a sharp look at him to see if the retort had any personal point; then he
laughed also and offered chairs to everyone, including himself.
“Pleasant little place, this, I think,” he said with a detached air. “Not much to do, I fear;
but the fishing is really good.”
The priest, who was staring at him with the grave stare of a baby, was haunted by some
fancy that escaped definition. He looked at the grey, carefully curled hair, yellow white

visage, and slim, somewhat foppish figure. These were not unnatural, though perhaps a
shade prononce, like the outfit of a figure behind the footlights. The nameless interest
lay in something else, in the very framework of the face; Brown was tormented with a
half memory of having seen it somewhere before. The man looked like some old friend
of his dressed up. Then he suddenly remembered the mirrors, and put his fancy down to
some psychological effect of that multiplication of human masks.
Prince Saradine distributed his social attentions between his guests with great gaiety and
tact. Finding the detective of a sporting turn and eager to employ his holiday, he guided
Flambeau and Flambeau’s boat down to the best fishing spot in the stream, and was
back in his own canoe in twenty minutes to join Father Brown in the library and plunge
equally politely into the priest’s more philosophic pleasures. He seemed to know a great
deal both about the fishing and the books, though of these not the most edifying; he
spoke five or six languages, though chiefly the slang of each. He had evidently lived in
varied cities and very motley societies, for some of his cheerfullest stories were about
gambling hells and opium dens, Australian bushrangers or Italian brigands. Father
Brown knew that the once-celebrated Saradine had spent his last few years in almost
ceaseless travel, but he had not guessed that the travels were so disreputable or so
amusing.
Indeed, with all his dignity of a man of the world, Prince Saradine radiated to such
sensitive observers as the priest, a certain atmosphere of the restless and even the
unreliable. His face was fastidious, but his eye was wild; he had little nervous tricks,
like a man shaken by drink or drugs, and he neither had, nor professed to have, his hand
on the helm of household affairs. All these were left to the two old servants, especially
to the butler, who was plainly the central pillar of the house. Mr. Paul, indeed, was not
so much a butler as a sort of steward or, even, chamberlain; he dined privately, but with
almost as much pomp as his master; he was feared by all the servants; and he consulted
with the prince decorously, but somewhat unbendingly — rather as if he were the
prince’s solicitor. The sombre housekeeper was a mere shadow in comparison; indeed,
she seemed to efface herself and wait only on the butler, and Brown heard no more of
those volcanic whispers which had half told him of the younger brother who
blackmailed the elder. Whether the prince was really being thus bled by the absent
captain, he could not be certain, but there was something insecure and secretive about
Saradine that made the tale by no means incredible.
When they went once more into the long hall with the windows and the mirrors, yellow
evening was dropping over the waters and the willowy banks; and a bittern sounded in
the distance like an elf upon his dwarfish drum. The same singular sentiment of some
sad and evil fairyland crossed the priest’s mind again like a little grey cloud. “I wish
Flambeau were back,” he muttered.
“Do you believe in doom?” asked the restless Prince Saradine suddenly.
“No,” answered his guest. “I believe in Doomsday.”
The prince turned from the window and stared at him in a singular manner, his face in
shadow against the sunset. “What do you mean?” he asked.

“I mean that we here are on the wrong side of the tapestry,” answered Father Brown.
“The things that happen here do not seem to mean anything; they mean something
somewhere else. Somewhere else retribution will come on the real offender. Here it
often seems to fall on the wrong person.”
The prince made an inexplicable noise like an animal; in his shadowed face the eyes
were shining queerly. A new and shrewd thought exploded silently in the other’s mind.
Was there another meaning in Saradine’s blend of brilliancy and abruptness? Was the
prince — Was he perfectly sane? He was repeating, “The wrong person — the wrong
person,” many more times than was natural in a social exclamation.
Then Father Brown awoke tardily to a second truth. In the mirrors before him he could
see the silent door standing open, and the silent Mr. Paul standing in it, with his usual
pallid impassiveness.
“I thought it better to announce at once,” he said, with the same stiff respectfulness as of
an old family lawyer, “a boat rowed by six men has come to the landing-stage, and
there’s a gentleman sitting in the stern.”
“A boat!” repeated the prince; “a gentleman?” and he rose to his feet.
There was a startled silence punctuated only by the odd noise of the bird in the sedge;
and then, before anyone could speak again, a new face and figure passed in profile
round the three sunlit windows, as the prince had passed an hour or two before. But
except for the accident that both outlines were aquiline, they had little in common.
Instead of the new white topper of Saradine, was a black one of antiquated or foreign
shape; under it was a young and very solemn face, clean shaven, blue about its resolute
chin, and carrying a faint suggestion of the young Napoleon. The association was
assisted by something old and odd about the whole get-up, as of a man who had never
troubled to change the fashions of his fathers. He had a shabby blue frock coat, a red,
soldierly looking waistcoat, and a kind of coarse white trousers common among the
early Victorians, but strangely incongruous today. From all this old clothes-shop his
olive face stood out strangely young and monstrously sincere.
“The deuce!” said Prince Saradine, and clapping on his white hat he went to the front
door himself, flinging it open on the sunset garden.
By that time the new-comer and his followers were drawn up on the lawn like a small
stage army. The six boatmen had pulled the boat well up on shore, and were guarding it
almost menacingly, holding their oars erect like spears. They were swarthy men, and
some of them wore earrings. But one of them stood forward beside the olive-faced
young man in the red waistcoat, and carried a large black case of unfamiliar form.
“Your name,” said the young man, “is Saradine?”
Saradine assented rather negligently.
The new-comer had dull, dog-like brown eyes, as different as possible from the restless
and glittering grey eyes of the prince. But once again Father Brown was tortured with a
sense of having seen somewhere a replica of the face; and once again he remembered

the repetitions of the glass-panelled room, and put down the coincidence to that.
“Confound this crystal palace!” he muttered. “One sees everything too many times. It’s
like a dream.”
“If you are Prince Saradine,” said the young man, “I may tell you that my name is
Antonelli.”
“Antonelli,” repeated the prince languidly. “Somehow I remember the name.”
“Permit me to present myself,” said the young Italian.
With his left hand he politely took off his old-fashioned top-hat; with his right he caught
Prince Saradine so ringing a crack across the face that the white top hat rolled down the
steps and one of the blue flower-pots rocked upon its pedestal.
The prince, whatever he was, was evidently not a coward; he sprang at his enemy’s
throat and almost bore him backwards to the grass. But his enemy extricated himself
with a singularly inappropriate air of hurried politeness.
“That is all right,” he said, panting and in halting English. “I have insulted. I will give
satisfaction. Marco, open the case.”
The man beside him with the earrings and the big black case proceeded to unlock it. He
took out of it two long Italian rapiers, with splendid steel hilts and blades, which he
planted point downwards in the lawn. The strange young man standing facing the
entrance with his yellow and vindictive face, the two swords standing up in the turf like
two crosses in a cemetery, and the line of the ranked towers behind, gave it all an odd
appearance of being some barbaric court of justice. But everything else was unchanged,
so sudden had been the interruption. The sunset gold still glowed on the lawn, and the
bittern still boomed as announcing some small but dreadful destiny.
“Prince Saradine,” said the man called Antonelli, “when I was an infant in the cradle
you killed my father and stole my mother; my father was the more fortunate. You did
not kill him fairly, as I am going to kill you. You and my wicked mother took him
driving to a lonely pass in Sicily, flung him down a cliff, and went on your way. I could
imitate you if I chose, but imitating you is too vile. I have followed you all over the
world, and you have always fled from me. But this is the end of the world — and of
you. I have you now, and I give you the chance you never gave my father. Choose one
of those swords.”
Prince Saradine, with contracted brows, seemed to hesitate a moment, but his ears were
still singing with the blow, and he sprang forward and snatched at one of the hilts.
Father Brown had also sprung forward, striving to compose the dispute; but he soon
found his personal presence made matters worse. Saradine was a French freemason and
a fierce atheist, and a priest moved him by the law of contraries. And for the other man
neither priest nor layman moved him at all. This young man with the Bonaparte face
and the brown eyes was something far sterner than a puritan — a pagan. He was a
simple slayer from the morning of the earth; a man of the stone age — a man of stone.

One hope remained, the summoning of the household; and Father Brown ran back into
the house. He found, however, that all the under servants had been given a holiday
ashore by the autocrat Paul, and that only the sombre Mrs. Anthony moved uneasily
about the long rooms. But the moment she turned a ghastly face upon him, he resolved
one of the riddles of the house of mirrors. The heavy brown eyes of Antonelli were the
heavy brown eyes of Mrs. Anthony; and in a flash he saw half the story.
“Your son is outside,” he said without wasting words; “either he or the prince will be
killed. Where is Mr. Paul?”
“He is at the landing-stage,” said the woman faintly. “He is — he is — signalling for
help.”
“Mrs. Anthony,” said Father Brown seriously, “there is no time for nonsense. My friend
has his boat down the river fishing. Your son’s boat is guarded by your son’s men.
There is only this one canoe; what is Mr. Paul doing with it?”
“Santa Maria! I do not know,” she said; and swooned all her length on the matted floor.
Father Brown lifted her to a sofa, flung a pot of water over her, shouted for help, and
then rushed down to the landing-stage of the little island. But the canoe was already in
mid-stream, and old Paul was pulling and pushing it up the river with an energy
incredible at his years.
“I will save my master,” he cried, his eyes blazing maniacally. “I will save him yet!”
Father Brown could do nothing but gaze after the boat as it struggled up-stream and
pray that the old man might waken the little town in time.
“A duel is bad enough,” he muttered, rubbing up his rough dust-coloured hair, “but
there’s something wrong about this duel, even as a duel. I feel it in my bones. But what
can it be?”
As he stood staring at the water, a wavering mirror of sunset, he heard from the other
end of the island garden a small but unmistakable sound — the cold concussion of steel.
He turned his head.
Away on the farthest cape or headland of the long islet, on a strip of turf beyond the last
rank of roses, the duellists had already crossed swords. Evening above them was a dome
of virgin gold, and, distant as they were, every detail was picked out. They had cast off
their coats, but the yellow waistcoat and white hair of Saradine, the red waistcoat and
white trousers of Antonelli, glittered in the level light like the colours of the dancing
clockwork dolls. The two swords sparkled from point to pommel like two diamond pins.
There was something frightful in the two figures appearing so little and so gay. They
looked like two butterflies trying to pin each other to a cork.
Father Brown ran as hard as he could, his little legs going like a wheel. But when he
came to the field of combat he found he was born too late and too early — too late to
stop the strife, under the shadow of the grim Sicilians leaning on their oars, and too
early to anticipate any disastrous issue of it. For the two men were singularly well

matched, the prince using his skill with a sort of cynical confidence, the Sicilian using
his with a murderous care. Few finer fencing matches can ever have been seen in
crowded amphitheatres than that which tinkled and sparkled on that forgotten island in
the reedy river. The dizzy fight was balanced so long that hope began to revive in the
protesting priest; by all common probability Paul must soon come back with the police.
It would be some comfort even if Flambeau came back from his fishing, for Flambeau,
physically speaking, was worth four other men. But there was no sign of Flambeau, and,
what was much queerer, no sign of Paul or the police. No other raft or stick was left to
float on; in that lost island in that vast nameless pool, they were cut off as on a rock in
the Pacific.
Almost as he had the thought the ringing of the rapiers quickened to a rattle, the prince’s
arms flew up, and the point shot out behind between his shoulder-blades. He went over
with a great whirling movement, almost like one throwing the half of a boy’s cartwheel. The sword flew from his hand like a shooting star, and dived into the distant
river. And he himself sank with so earth-shaking a subsidence that he broke a big rosetree with his body and shook up into the sky a cloud of red earth — like the smoke of
some heathen sacrifice. The Sicilian had made blood-offering to the ghost of his father.
The priest was instantly on his knees by the corpse; but only to make too sure that it was
a corpse. As he was still trying some last hopeless tests he heard for the first time voices
from farther up the river, and saw a police boat shoot up to the landing-stage, with
constables and other important people, including the excited Paul. The little priest rose
with a distinctly dubious grimace.
“Now, why on earth,” he muttered, “why on earth couldn’t he have come before?”
Some seven minutes later the island was occupied by an invasion of townsfolk and
police, and the latter had put their hands on the victorious duellist, ritually reminding
him that anything he said might be used against him.
“I shall not say anything,” said the monomaniac, with a wonderful and peaceful face. “I
shall never say anything more. I am very happy, and I only want to be hanged.”
Then he shut his mouth as they led him away, and it is the strange but certain truth that
he never opened it again in this world, except to say “Guilty” at his trial.
Father Brown had stared at the suddenly crowded garden, the arrest of the man of blood,
the carrying away of the corpse after its examination by the doctor, rather as one
watches the break-up of some ugly dream; he was motionless, like a man in a
nightmare. He gave his name and address as a witness, but declined their offer of a boat
to the shore, and remained alone in the island garden, gazing at the broken rose bush
and the whole green theatre of that swift and inexplicable tragedy. The light died along
the river; mist rose in the marshy banks; a few belated birds flitted fitfully across.
Stuck stubbornly in his sub-consciousness (which was an unusually lively one) was an
unspeakable certainty that there was something still unexplained. This sense that had
clung to him all day could not be fully explained by his fancy about “looking-glass
land.” Somehow he had not seen the real story, but some game or masque. And yet
people do not get hanged or run through the body for the sake of a charade.

As he sat on the steps of the landing-stage ruminating he grew conscious of the tall,
dark streak of a sail coming silently down the shining river, and sprang to his feet with
such a backrush of feeling that he almost wept.
“Flambeau!” he cried, and shook his friend by both hands again and again, much to the
astonishment of that sportsman, as he came on shore with his fishing tackle.
“Flambeau,” he said, “so you’re not killed?”
“Killed!” repeated the angler in great astonishment. “And why should I be killed?”
“Oh, because nearly everybody else is,” said his companion rather wildly. “Saradine got
murdered, and Antonelli wants to be hanged, and his mother’s fainted, and I, for one,
don’t know whether I’m in this world or the next. But, thank God, you’re in the same
one.” And he took the bewildered Flambeau’s arm.
As they turned from the landing-stage they came under the eaves of the low bamboo
house, and looked in through one of the windows, as they had done on their first arrival.
They beheld a lamp-lit interior well calculated to arrest their eyes. The table in the long
dining-room had been laid for dinner when Saradine’s destroyer had fallen like a
stormbolt on the island. And the dinner was now in placid progress, for Mrs. Anthony
sat somewhat sullenly at the foot of the table, while at the head of it was Mr. Paul, the
major domo, eating and drinking of the best, his bleared, bluish eyes standing queerly
out of his face, his gaunt countenance inscrutable, but by no means devoid of
satisfaction.
With a gesture of powerful impatience, Flambeau rattled at the window, wrenched it
open, and put an indignant head into the lamp-lit room.
“Well,” he cried. “I can understand you may need some refreshment, but really to steal
your master’s dinner while he lies murdered in the garden — ”
“I have stolen a great many things in a long and pleasant life,” replied the strange old
gentleman placidly; “this dinner is one of the few things I have not stolen. This dinner
and this house and garden happen to belong to me.”
A thought flashed across Flambeau’s face. “You mean to say,” he began, “that the will
of Prince Saradine — ”
“I am Prince Saradine,” said the old man, munching a salted almond.
Father Brown, who was looking at the birds outside, jumped as if he were shot, and put
in at the window a pale face like a turnip.
“You are what?” he repeated in a shrill voice.
“Paul, Prince Saradine, A vos ordres,” said the venerable person politely, lifting a glass
of sherry. “I live here very quietly, being a domestic kind of fellow; and for the sake of
modesty I am called Mr. Paul, to distinguish me from my unfortunate brother Mr.
Stephen. He died, I hear, recently — in the garden. Of course, it is not my fault if

enemies pursue him to this place. It is owing to the regrettable irregularity of his life. He
was not a domestic character.”
He relapsed into silence, and continued to gaze at the opposite wall just above the
bowed and sombre head of the woman. They saw plainly the family likeness that had
haunted them in the dead man. Then his old shoulders began to heave and shake a little,
as if he were choking, but his face did not alter.
“My God!” cried Flambeau after a pause, “he’s laughing!”
“Come away,” said Father Brown, who was quite white. “Come away from this house
of hell. Let us get into an honest boat again.”
Night had sunk on rushes and river by the time they had pushed off from the island, and
they went down-stream in the dark, warming themselves with two big cigars that
glowed like crimson ships’ lanterns. Father Brown took his cigar out of his mouth and
said:
“I suppose you can guess the whole story now? After all, it’s a primitive story. A man
had two enemies. He was a wise man. And so he discovered that two enemies are better
than one.”
“I do not follow that,” answered Flambeau.
“Oh, it’s really simple,” rejoined his friend. “Simple, though anything but innocent.
Both the Saradines were scamps, but the prince, the elder, was the sort of scamp that
gets to the top, and the younger, the captain, was the sort that sinks to the bottom. This
squalid officer fell from beggar to blackmailer, and one ugly day he got his hold upon
his brother, the prince. Obviously it was for no light matter, for Prince Paul Saradine
was frankly ‘fast,’ and had no reputation to lose as to the mere sins of society. In plain
fact, it was a hanging matter, and Stephen literally had a rope round his brother’s neck.
He had somehow discovered the truth about the Sicilian affair, and could prove that
Paul murdered old Antonelli in the mountains. The captain raked in the hush money
heavily for ten years, until even the prince’s splendid fortune began to look a little
foolish.
“But Prince Saradine bore another burden besides his blood-sucking brother. He knew
that the son of Antonelli, a mere child at the time of the murder, had been trained in
savage Sicilian loyalty, and lived only to avenge his father, not with the gibbet (for he
lacked Stephen’s legal proof), but with the old weapons of vendetta. The boy had
practised arms with a deadly perfection, and about the time that he was old enough to
use them Prince Saradine began, as the society papers said, to travel. The fact is that he
began to flee for his life, passing from place to place like a hunted criminal; but with
one relentless man upon his trail. That was Prince Paul’s position, and by no means a
pretty one. The more money he spent on eluding Antonelli the less he had to silence
Stephen. The more he gave to silence Stephen the less chance there was of finally
escaping Antonelli. Then it was that he showed himself a great man — a genius like
Napoleon.

“Instead of resisting his two antagonists, he surrendered suddenly to both of them. He
gave way like a Japanese wrestler, and his foes fell prostrate before him. He gave up the
race round the world, and he gave up his address to young Antonelli; then he gave up
everything to his brother. He sent Stephen money enough for smart clothes and easy
travel, with a letter saying roughly: ‘This is all I have left. You have cleaned me out. I
still have a little house in Norfolk, with servants and a cellar, and if you want more from
me you must take that. Come and take possession if you like, and I will live there
quietly as your friend or agent or anything.’ He knew that the Sicilian had never seen
the Saradine brothers save, perhaps, in pictures; he knew they were somewhat alike,
both having grey, pointed beards. Then he shaved his own face and waited. The trap
worked. The unhappy captain, in his new clothes, entered the house in triumph as a
prince, and walked upon the Sicilian’s sword.
“There was one hitch, and it is to the honour of human nature. Evil spirits like Saradine
often blunder by never expecting the virtues of mankind. He took it for granted that the
Italian’s blow, when it came, would be dark, violent and nameless, like the blow it
avenged; that the victim would be knifed at night, or shot from behind a hedge, and so
die without speech. It was a bad minute for Prince Paul when Antonelli’s chivalry
proposed a formal duel, with all its possible explanations. It was then that I found him
putting off in his boat with wild eyes. He was fleeing, bareheaded, in an open boat
before Antonelli should learn who he was.
“But, however agitated, he was not hopeless. He knew the adventurer and he knew the
fanatic. It was quite probable that Stephen, the adventurer, would hold his tongue,
through his mere histrionic pleasure in playing a part, his lust for clinging to his new
cosy quarters, his rascal’s trust in luck, and his fine fencing. It was certain that
Antonelli, the fanatic, would hold his tongue, and be hanged without telling tales of his
family. Paul hung about on the river till he knew the fight was over. Then he roused the
town, brought the police, saw his two vanquished enemies taken away forever, and sat
down smiling to his dinner.”
“Laughing, God help us!” said Flambeau with a strong shudder. “Do they get such ideas
from Satan?”
“He got that idea from you,” answered the priest.
“God forbid!” ejaculated Flambeau. “From me! What do you mean!”
The priest pulled a visiting-card from his pocket and held it up in the faint glow of his
cigar; it was scrawled with green ink.
“Don’t you remember his original invitation to you?” he asked, “and the compliment to
your criminal exploit? ‘That trick of yours,’ he says, ‘of getting one detective to arrest
the other’? He has just copied your trick. With an enemy on each side of him, he slipped
swiftly out of the way and let them collide and kill each other.”
Flambeau tore Prince Saradine’s card from the priest’s hands and rent it savagely in
small pieces.

“There’s the last of that old skull and crossbones,” he said as he scattered the pieces
upon the dark and disappearing waves of the stream; “but I should think it would poison
the fishes.”
The last gleam of white card and green ink was drowned and darkened; a faint and
vibrant colour as of morning changed the sky, and the moon behind the grasses grew
paler. They drifted in silence.
“Father,” said Flambeau suddenly, “do you think it was all a dream?”
The priest shook his head, whether in dissent or agnosticism, but remained mute. A
smell of hawthorn and of orchards came to them through the darkness, telling them that
a wind was awake; the next moment it swayed their little boat and swelled their sail, and
carried them onward down the winding river to happier places and the homes of
harmless men.

The Hammer of God
The little village of Bohun Beacon was perched on a hill so steep that the tall spire of its
church seemed only like the peak of a small mountain. At the foot of the church stood a
smithy, generally red with fires and always littered with hammers and scraps of iron;
opposite to this, over a rude cross of cobbled paths, was “The Blue Boar,” the only inn
of the place. It was upon this crossway, in the lifting of a leaden and silver daybreak,
that two brothers met in the street and spoke; though one was beginning the day and the
other finishing it. The Rev. and Hon. Wilfred Bohun was very devout, and was making
his way to some austere exercises of prayer or contemplation at dawn. Colonel the Hon.
Norman Bohun, his elder brother, was by no means devout, and was sitting in evening
dress on the bench outside “The Blue Boar,” drinking what the philosophic observer
was free to regard either as his last glass on Tuesday or his first on Wednesday. The
colonel was not particular.
The Bohuns were one of the very few aristocratic families really dating from the Middle
Ages, and their pennon had actually seen Palestine. But it is a great mistake to suppose
that such houses stand high in chivalric tradition. Few except the poor preserve
traditions. Aristocrats live not in traditions but in fashions. The Bohuns had been
Mohocks under Queen Anne and Mashers under Queen Victoria. But like more than
one of the really ancient houses, they had rotted in the last two centuries into mere
drunkards and dandy degenerates, till there had even come a whisper of insanity.
Certainly there was something hardly human about the colonel’s wolfish pursuit of
pleasure, and his chronic resolution not to go home till morning had a touch of the
hideous clarity of insomnia. He was a tall, fine animal, elderly, but with hair still
startlingly yellow. He would have looked merely blonde and leonine, but his blue eyes
were sunk so deep in his face that they looked black. They were a little too close
together. He had very long yellow moustaches; on each side of them a fold or furrow
from nostril to jaw, so that a sneer seemed cut into his face. Over his evening clothes he
wore a curious pale yellow coat that looked more like a very light dressing gown than
an overcoat, and on the back of his head was stuck an extraordinary broad-brimmed hat
of a bright green colour, evidently some oriental curiosity caught up at random. He was
proud of appearing in such incongruous attires — proud of the fact that he always made
them look congruous.

His brother the curate had also the yellow hair and the elegance, but he was buttoned up
to the chin in black, and his face was clean-shaven, cultivated, and a little nervous. He
seemed to live for nothing but his religion; but there were some who said (notably the
blacksmith, who was a Presbyterian) that it was a love of Gothic architecture rather than
of God, and that his haunting of the church like a ghost was only another and purer turn
of the almost morbid thirst for beauty which sent his brother raging after women and
wine. This charge was doubtful, while the man’s practical piety was indubitable.
Indeed, the charge was mostly an ignorant misunderstanding of the love of solitude and
secret prayer, and was founded on his being often found kneeling, not before the altar,
but in peculiar places, in the crypts or gallery, or even in the belfry. He was at the
moment about to enter the church through the yard of the smithy, but stopped and
frowned a little as he saw his brother’s cavernous eyes staring in the same direction. On
the hypothesis that the colonel was interested in the church he did not waste any
speculations. There only remained the blacksmith’s shop, and though the blacksmith
was a Puritan and none of his people, Wilfred Bohun had heard some scandals about a
beautiful and rather celebrated wife. He flung a suspicious look across the shed, and the
colonel stood up laughing to speak to him.
“Good morning, Wilfred,” he said. “Like a good landlord I am watching sleeplessly
over my people. I am going to call on the blacksmith.”
Wilfred looked at the ground, and said: “The blacksmith is out. He is over at
Greenford.”
“I know,” answered the other with silent laughter; “that is why I am calling on him.”
“Norman,” said the cleric, with his eye on a pebble in the road, “are you ever afraid of
thunderbolts?”
“What do you mean?” asked the colonel. “Is your hobby meteorology?”
“I mean,” said Wilfred, without looking up, “do you ever think that God might strike
you in the street?”
“I beg your pardon,” said the colonel; “I see your hobby is folk-lore.”
“I know your hobby is blasphemy,” retorted the religious man, stung in the one live
place of his nature. “But if you do not fear God, you have good reason to fear man.”
The elder raised his eyebrows politely. “Fear man?” he said.
“Barnes the blacksmith is the biggest and strongest man for forty miles round,” said the
clergyman sternly. “I know you are no coward or weakling, but he could throw you over
the wall.”
This struck home, being true, and the lowering line by mouth and nostril darkened and
deepened. For a moment he stood with the heavy sneer on his face. But in an instant
Colonel Bohun had recovered his own cruel good humour and laughed, showing two
dog-like front teeth under his yellow moustache. “In that case, my dear Wilfred,” he

said quite carelessly, “it was wise for the last of the Bohuns to come out partially in
armour.”
And he took off the queer round hat covered with green, showing that it was lined
within with steel. Wilfred recognised it indeed as a light Japanese or Chinese helmet
torn down from a trophy that hung in the old family hall.
“It was the first hat to hand,” explained his brother airily; “always the nearest hat — and
the nearest woman.”
“The blacksmith is away at Greenford,” said Wilfred quietly; “the time of his return is
unsettled.”
And with that he turned and went into the church with bowed head, crossing himself
like one who wishes to be quit of an unclean spirit. He was anxious to forget such
grossness in the cool twilight of his tall Gothic cloisters; but on that morning it was
fated that his still round of religious exercises should be everywhere arrested by small
shocks. As he entered the church, hitherto always empty at that hour, a kneeling figure
rose hastily to its feet and came towards the full daylight of the doorway. When the
curate saw it he stood still with surprise. For the early worshipper was none other than
the village idiot, a nephew of the blacksmith, one who neither would nor could care for
the church or for anything else. He was always called “Mad Joe,” and seemed to have
no other name; he was a dark, strong, slouching lad, with a heavy white face, dark
straight hair, and a mouth always open. As he passed the priest, his moon-calf
countenance gave no hint of what he had been doing or thinking of. He had never been
known to pray before. What sort of prayers was he saying now? Extraordinary prayers
surely.
Wilfred Bohun stood rooted to the spot long enough to see the idiot go out into the
sunshine, and even to see his dissolute brother hail him with a sort of avuncular
jocularity. The last thing he saw was the colonel throwing pennies at the open mouth of
Joe, with the serious appearance of trying to hit it.
This ugly sunlit picture of the stupidity and cruelty of the earth sent the ascetic finally to
his prayers for purification and new thoughts. He went up to a pew in the gallery, which
brought him under a coloured window which he loved and always quieted his spirit; a
blue window with an angel carrying lilies. There he began to think less about the halfwit, with his livid face and mouth like a fish. He began to think less of his evil brother,
pacing like a lean lion in his horrible hunger. He sank deeper and deeper into those cold
and sweet colours of silver blossoms and sapphire sky.
In this place half an hour afterwards he was found by Gibbs, the village cobbler, who
had been sent for him in some haste. He got to his feet with promptitude, for he knew
that no small matter would have brought Gibbs into such a place at all. The cobbler was,
as in many villages, an atheist, and his appearance in church was a shade more
extraordinary than Mad Joe’s. It was a morning of theological enigmas.
“What is it?” asked Wilfred Bohun rather stiffly, but putting out a trembling hand for
his hat.

The atheist spoke in a tone that, coming from him, was quite startlingly respectful, and
even, as it were, huskily sympathetic.
“You must excuse me, sir,” he said in a hoarse whisper, “but we didn’t think it right not
to let you know at once. I’m afraid a rather dreadful thing has happened, sir. I’m afraid
your brother — ”
Wilfred clenched his frail hands. “What devilry has he done now?” he cried in voluntary
passion.
“Why, sir,” said the cobbler, coughing, “I’m afraid he’s done nothing, and won’t do
anything. I’m afraid he’s done for. You had really better come down, sir.”
The curate followed the cobbler down a short winding stair which brought them out at
an entrance rather higher than the street. Bohun saw the tragedy in one glance, flat
underneath him like a plan. In the yard of the smithy were standing five or six men
mostly in black, one in an inspector’s uniform. They included the doctor, the
Presbyterian minister, and the priest from the Roman Catholic chapel, to which the
blacksmith’s wife belonged. The latter was speaking to her, indeed, very rapidly, in an
undertone, as she, a magnificent woman with red-gold hair, was sobbing blindly on a
bench. Between these two groups, and just clear of the main heap of hammers, lay a
man in evening dress, spread-eagled and flat on his face. From the height above Wilfred
could have sworn to every item of his costume and appearance, down to the Bohun
rings upon his fingers; but the skull was only a hideous splash, like a star of blackness
and blood.
Wilfred Bohun gave but one glance, and ran down the steps into the yard. The doctor,
who was the family physician, saluted him, but he scarcely took any notice. He could
only stammer out: “My brother is dead. What does it mean? What is this horrible
mystery?” There was an unhappy silence; and then the cobbler, the most outspoken man
present, answered: “Plenty of horror, sir,” he said; “but not much mystery.”
“What do you mean?” asked Wilfred, with a white face.
“It’s plain enough,” answered Gibbs. “There is only one man for forty miles round that
could have struck such a blow as that, and he’s the man that had most reason to.”
“We must not prejudge anything,” put in the doctor, a tall, black-bearded man, rather
nervously; “but it is competent for me to corroborate what Mr. Gibbs says about the
nature of the blow, sir; it is an incredible blow. Mr. Gibbs says that only one man in this
district could have done it. I should have said myself that nobody could have done it.”
A shudder of superstition went through the slight figure of the curate. “I can hardly
understand,” he said.
“Mr. Bohun,” said the doctor in a low voice, “metaphors literally fail me. It is
inadequate to say that the skull was smashed to bits like an eggshell. Fragments of bone
were driven into the body and the ground like bullets into a mud wall. It was the hand of
a giant.”

He was silent a moment, looking grimly through his glasses; then he added: “The thing
has one advantage — that it clears most people of suspicion at one stroke. If you or I or
any normally made man in the country were accused of this crime, we should be
acquitted as an infant would be acquitted of stealing the Nelson column.”
“That’s what I say,” repeated the cobbler obstinately; “there’s only one man that could
have done it, and he’s the man that would have done it. Where’s Simeon Barnes, the
blacksmith?”
“He’s over at Greenford,” faltered the curate.
“More likely over in France,” muttered the cobbler.
“No; he is in neither of those places,” said a small and colourless voice, which came
from the little Roman priest who had joined the group. “As a matter of fact, he is
coming up the road at this moment.”
The little priest was not an interesting man to look at, having stubbly brown hair and a
round and stolid face. But if he had been as splendid as Apollo no one would have
looked at him at that moment. Everyone turned round and peered at the pathway which
wound across the plain below, along which was indeed walking, at his own huge stride
and with a hammer on his shoulder, Simeon the smith. He was a bony and gigantic man,
with deep, dark, sinister eyes and a dark chin beard. He was walking and talking quietly
with two other men; and though he was never specially cheerful, he seemed quite at his
ease.
“My God!” cried the atheistic cobbler, “and there’s the hammer he did it with.”
“No,” said the inspector, a sensible-looking man with a sandy moustache, speaking for
the first time. “There’s the hammer he did it with over there by the church wall. We
have left it and the body exactly as they are.”
All glanced round and the short priest went across and looked down in silence at the
tool where it lay. It was one of the smallest and the lightest of the hammers, and would
not have caught the eye among the rest; but on the iron edge of it were blood and yellow
hair.
After a silence the short priest spoke without looking up, and there was a new note in
his dull voice. “Mr. Gibbs was hardly right,” he said, “in saying that there is no mystery.
There is at least the mystery of why so big a man should attempt so big a blow with so
little a hammer.”
“Oh, never mind that,” cried Gibbs, in a fever. “What are we to do with Simeon
Barnes?”
“Leave him alone,” said the priest quietly. “He is coming here of himself. I know those
two men with him. They are very good fellows from Greenford, and they have come
over about the Presbyterian chapel.”

Even as he spoke the tall smith swung round the corner of the church, and strode into
his own yard. Then he stood there quite still, and the hammer fell from his hand. The
inspector, who had preserved impenetrable propriety, immediately went up to him.
“I won’t ask you, Mr. Barnes,” he said, “whether you know anything about what has
happened here. You are not bound to say. I hope you don’t know, and that you will be
able to prove it. But I must go through the form of arresting you in the King’s name for
the murder of Colonel Norman Bohun.”
“You are not bound to say anything,” said the cobbler in officious excitement. “They’ve
got to prove everything. They haven’t proved yet that it is Colonel Bohun, with the head
all smashed up like that.”
“That won’t wash,” said the doctor aside to the priest. “That’s out of the detective
stories. I was the colonel’s medical man, and I knew his body better than he did. He had
very fine hands, but quite peculiar ones. The second and third fingers were the same
length. Oh, that’s the colonel right enough.”
As he glanced at the brained corpse upon the ground the iron eyes of the motionless
blacksmith followed them and rested there also.
“Is Colonel Bohun dead?” said the smith quite calmly. “Then he’s damned.”
“Don’t say anything! Oh, don’t say anything,” cried the atheist cobbler, dancing about
in an ecstasy of admiration of the English legal system. For no man is such a legalist as
the good Secularist.
The blacksmith turned on him over his shoulder the august face of a fanatic.
“It’s well for you infidels to dodge like foxes because the world’s law favours you,” he
said; “but God guards His own in His pocket, as you shall see this day.”
Then he pointed to the colonel and said: “When did this dog die in his sins?”
“Moderate your language,” said the doctor.
“Moderate the Bible’s language, and I’ll moderate mine. When did he die?”
“I saw him alive at six o’clock this morning,” stammered Wilfred Bohun.
“God is good,” said the smith. “Mr. Inspector, I have not the slightest objection to being
arrested. It is you who may object to arresting me. I don’t mind leaving the court
without a stain on my character. You do mind perhaps leaving the court with a bad setback in your career.”
The solid inspector for the first time looked at the blacksmith with a lively eye; as did
everybody else, except the short, strange priest, who was still looking down at the little
hammer that had dealt the dreadful blow.

“There are two men standing outside this shop,” went on the blacksmith with ponderous
lucidity, “good tradesmen in Greenford whom you all know, who will swear that they
saw me from before midnight till daybreak and long after in the committee room of our
Revival Mission, which sits all night, we save souls so fast. In Greenford itself twenty
people could swear to me for all that time. If I were a heathen, Mr. Inspector, I would let
you walk on to your downfall. But as a Christian man I feel bound to give you your
chance, and ask you whether you will hear my alibi now or in court.”
The inspector seemed for the first time disturbed, and said, “Of course I should be glad
to clear you altogether now.”
The smith walked out of his yard with the same long and easy stride, and returned to his
two friends from Greenford, who were indeed friends of nearly everyone present. Each
of them said a few words which no one ever thought of disbelieving. When they had
spoken, the innocence of Simeon stood up as solid as the great church above them.
One of those silences struck the group which are more strange and insufferable than any
speech. Madly, in order to make conversation, the curate said to the Catholic priest:
“You seem very much interested in that hammer, Father Brown.”
“Yes, I am,” said Father Brown; “why is it such a small hammer?”
The doctor swung round on him.
“By George, that’s true,” he cried; “who would use a little hammer with ten larger
hammers lying about?”
Then he lowered his voice in the curate’s ear and said: “Only the kind of person that
can’t lift a large hammer. It is not a question of force or courage between the sexes. It’s
a question of lifting power in the shoulders. A bold woman could commit ten murders
with a light hammer and never turn a hair. She could not kill a beetle with a heavy one.”
Wilfred Bohun was staring at him with a sort of hypnotised horror, while Father Brown
listened with his head a little on one side, really interested and attentive. The doctor
went on with more hissing emphasis:
“Why do these idiots always assume that the only person who hates the wife’s lover is
the wife’s husband? Nine times out of ten the person who most hates the wife’s lover is
the wife. Who knows what insolence or treachery he had shown her — look there!”
He made a momentary gesture towards the red-haired woman on the bench. She had
lifted her head at last and the tears were drying on her splendid face. But the eyes were
fixed on the corpse with an electric glare that had in it something of idiocy.
The Rev. Wilfred Bohun made a limp gesture as if waving away all desire to know; but
Father Brown, dusting off his sleeve some ashes blown from the furnace, spoke in his
indifferent way.

“You are like so many doctors,” he said; “your mental science is really suggestive. It is
your physical science that is utterly impossible. I agree that the woman wants to kill the
co-respondent much more than the petitioner does. And I agree that a woman will
always pick up a small hammer instead of a big one. But the difficulty is one of physical
impossibility. No woman ever born could have smashed a man’s skull out flat like that.”
Then he added reflectively, after a pause: “These people haven’t grasped the whole of it.
The man was actually wearing an iron helmet, and the blow scattered it like broken
glass. Look at that woman. Look at her arms.”
Silence held them all up again, and then the doctor said rather sulkily: “Well, I may be
wrong; there are objections to everything. But I stick to the main point. No man but an
idiot would pick up that little hammer if he could use a big hammer.”
With that the lean and quivering hands of Wilfred Bohun went up to his head and
seemed to clutch his scanty yellow hair. After an instant they dropped, and he cried:
“That was the word I wanted; you have said the word.”
Then he continued, mastering his discomposure: “The words you said were, ‘No man
but an idiot would pick up the small hammer.’”
“Yes,” said the doctor. “Well?”
“Well,” said the curate, “no man but an idiot did.” The rest stared at him with eyes
arrested and riveted, and he went on in a febrile and feminine agitation.
“I am a priest,” he cried unsteadily, “and a priest should be no shedder of blood. I — I
mean that he should bring no one to the gallows. And I thank God that I see the criminal
clearly now — because he is a criminal who cannot be brought to the gallows.”
“You will not denounce him?” inquired the doctor.
“He would not be hanged if I did denounce him,” answered Wilfred with a wild but
curiously happy smile. “When I went into the church this morning I found a madman
praying there — that poor Joe, who has been wrong all his life. God knows what he
prayed; but with such strange folk it is not incredible to suppose that their prayers are all
upside down. Very likely a lunatic would pray before killing a man. When I last saw
poor Joe he was with my brother. My brother was mocking him.”
“By Jove!” cried the doctor, “this is talking at last. But how do you explain — ”
The Rev. Wilfred was almost trembling with the excitement of his own glimpse of the
truth. “Don’t you see; don’t you see,” he cried feverishly; “that is the only theory that
covers both the queer things, that answers both the riddles. The two riddles are the little
hammer and the big blow. The smith might have struck the big blow, but would not
have chosen the little hammer. His wife would have chosen the little hammer, but she
could not have struck the big blow. But the madman might have done both. As for the
little hammer — why, he was mad and might have picked up anything. And for the big
blow, have you never heard, doctor, that a maniac in his paroxysm may have the
strength of ten men?”

The doctor drew a deep breath and then said, “By golly, I believe you’ve got it.”
Father Brown had fixed his eyes on the speaker so long and steadily as to prove that his
large grey, ox-like eyes were not quite so insignificant as the rest of his face. When
silence had fallen he said with marked respect: “Mr. Bohun, yours is the only theory yet
propounded which holds water every way and is essentially unassailable. I think,
therefore, that you deserve to be told, on my positive knowledge, that it is not the true
one.” And with that the old little man walked away and stared again at the hammer.
“That fellow seems to know more than he ought to,” whispered the doctor peevishly to
Wilfred. “Those popish priests are deucedly sly.”
“No, no,” said Bohun, with a sort of wild fatigue. “It was the lunatic. It was the lunatic.”
The group of the two clerics and the doctor had fallen away from the more official
group containing the inspector and the man he had arrested. Now, however, that their
own party had broken up, they heard voices from the others. The priest looked up
quietly and then looked down again as he heard the blacksmith say in a loud voice:
“I hope I’ve convinced you, Mr. Inspector. I’m a strong man, as you say, but I couldn’t
have flung my hammer bang here from Greenford. My hammer hasn’t got wings that it
should come flying half a mile over hedges and fields.”
The inspector laughed amicably and said: “No, I think you can be considered out of it,
though it’s one of the rummiest coincidences I ever saw. I can only ask you to give us
all the assistance you can in finding a man as big and strong as yourself. By George!
you might be useful, if only to hold him! I suppose you yourself have no guess at the
man?”
“I may have a guess,” said the pale smith, “but it is not at a man.” Then, seeing the
scared eyes turn towards his wife on the bench, he put his huge hand on her shoulder
and said: “Nor a woman either.”
“What do you mean?” asked the inspector jocularly. “You don’t think cows use
hammers, do you?”
“I think no thing of flesh held that hammer,” said the blacksmith in a stifled voice;
“mortally speaking, I think the man died alone.”
Wilfred made a sudden forward movement and peered at him with burning eyes.
“Do you mean to say, Barnes,” came the sharp voice of the cobbler, “that the hammer
jumped up of itself and knocked the man down?”
“Oh, you gentlemen may stare and snigger,” cried Simeon; “you clergymen who tell us
on Sunday in what a stillness the Lord smote Sennacherib. I believe that One who walks
invisible in every house defended the honour of mine, and laid the defiler dead before
the door of it. I believe the force in that blow was just the force there is in earthquakes,
and no force less.”

Wilfred said, with a voice utterly undescribable: “I told Norman myself to beware of the
thunderbolt.”
“That agent is outside my jurisdiction,” said the inspector with a slight smile.
“You are not outside His,” answered the smith; “see you to it,” and, turning his broad
back, he went into the house.
The shaken Wilfred was led away by Father Brown, who had an easy and friendly way
with him. “Let us get out of this horrid place, Mr. Bohun,” he said. “May I look inside
your church? I hear it’s one of the oldest in England. We take some interest, you know,”
he added with a comical grimace, “in old English churches.”
Wilfred Bohun did not smile, for humour was never his strong point. But he nodded
rather eagerly, being only too ready to explain the Gothic splendours to someone more
likely to be sympathetic than the Presbyterian blacksmith or the atheist cobbler.
“By all means,” he said; “let us go in at this side.” And he led the way into the high side
entrance at the top of the flight of steps. Father Brown was mounting the first step to
follow him when he felt a hand on his shoulder, and turned to behold the dark, thin
figure of the doctor, his face darker yet with suspicion.
“Sir,” said the physician harshly, “you appear to know some secrets in this black
business. May I ask if you are going to keep them to yourself?”
“Why, doctor,” answered the priest, smiling quite pleasantly, “there is one very good
reason why a man of my trade should keep things to himself when he is not sure of
them, and that is that it is so constantly his duty to keep them to himself when he is sure
of them. But if you think I have been discourteously reticent with you or anyone, I will
go to the extreme limit of my custom. I will give you two very large hints.”
“Well, sir?” said the doctor gloomily.
“First,” said Father Brown quietly, “the thing is quite in your own province. It is a
matter of physical science. The blacksmith is mistaken, not perhaps in saying that the
blow was divine, but certainly in saying that it came by a miracle. It was no miracle,
doctor, except in so far as man is himself a miracle, with his strange and wicked and yet
half-heroic heart. The force that smashed that skull was a force well known to scientists
— one of the most frequently debated of the laws of nature.”
The doctor, who was looking at him with frowning intentness, only said: “And the other
hint?”
“The other hint is this,” said the priest. “Do you remember the blacksmith, though he
believes in miracles, talking scornfully of the impossible fairy tale that his hammer had
wings and flew half a mile across country?”
“Yes,” said the doctor, “I remember that.”

“Well,” added Father Brown, with a broad smile, “that fairy tale was the nearest thing to
the real truth that has been said today.” And with that he turned his back and stumped
up the steps after the curate.
The Reverend Wilfred, who had been waiting for him, pale and impatient, as if this little
delay were the last straw for his nerves, led him immediately to his favourite corner of
the church, that part of the gallery closest to the carved roof and lit by the wonderful
window with the angel. The little Latin priest explored and admired everything
exhaustively, talking cheerfully but in a low voice all the time. When in the course of
his investigation he found the side exit and the winding stair down which Wilfred had
rushed to find his brother dead, Father Brown ran not down but up, with the agility of a
monkey, and his clear voice came from an outer platform above.
“Come up here, Mr. Bohun,” he called. “The air will do you good.”
Bohun followed him, and came out on a kind of stone gallery or balcony outside the
building, from which one could see the illimitable plain in which their small hill stood,
wooded away to the purple horizon and dotted with villages and farms. Clear and
square, but quite small beneath them, was the blacksmith’s yard, where the inspector
still stood taking notes and the corpse still lay like a smashed fly.
“Might be the map of the world, mightn’t it?” said Father Brown.
“Yes,” said Bohun very gravely, and nodded his head.
Immediately beneath and about them the lines of the Gothic building plunged outwards
into the void with a sickening swiftness akin to suicide. There is that element of Titan
energy in the architecture of the Middle Ages that, from whatever aspect it be seen, it
always seems to be rushing away, like the strong back of some maddened horse. This
church was hewn out of ancient and silent stone, bearded with old fungoids and stained
with the nests of birds. And yet, when they saw it from below, it sprang like a fountain
at the stars; and when they saw it, as now, from above, it poured like a cataract into a
voiceless pit. For these two men on the tower were left alone with the most terrible
aspect of Gothic; the monstrous foreshortening and disproportion, the dizzy
perspectives, the glimpses of great things small and small things great; a topsyturvydom of stone in the mid-air. Details of stone, enormous by their proximity, were
relieved against a pattern of fields and farms, pygmy in their distance. A carved bird or
beast at a corner seemed like some vast walking or flying dragon wasting the pastures
and villages below. The whole atmosphere was dizzy and dangerous, as if men were
upheld in air amid the gyrating wings of colossal genii; and the whole of that old
church, as tall and rich as a cathedral, seemed to sit upon the sunlit country like a
cloudburst.
“I think there is something rather dangerous about standing on these high places even to
pray,” said Father Brown. “Heights were made to be looked at, not to be looked from.”
“Do you mean that one may fall over,” asked Wilfred.
“I mean that one’s soul may fall if one’s body doesn’t,” said the other priest.

“I scarcely understand you,” remarked Bohun indistinctly.
“Look at that blacksmith, for instance,” went on Father Brown calmly; “a good man, but
not a Christian — hard, imperious, unforgiving. Well, his Scotch religion was made up
by men who prayed on hills and high crags, and learnt to look down on the world more
than to look up at heaven. Humility is the mother of giants. One sees great things from
the valley; only small things from the peak.”
“But he — he didn’t do it,” said Bohun tremulously.
“No,” said the other in an odd voice; “we know he didn’t do it.”
After a moment he resumed, looking tranquilly out over the plain with his pale grey
eyes. “I knew a man,” he said, “who began by worshipping with others before the altar,
but who grew fond of high and lonely places to pray from, corners or niches in the
belfry or the spire. And once in one of those dizzy places, where the whole world
seemed to turn under him like a wheel, his brain turned also, and he fancied he was
God. So that, though he was a good man, he committed a great crime.”
Wilfred’s face was turned away, but his bony hands turned blue and white as they
tightened on the parapet of stone.
“He thought it was given to him to judge the world and strike down the sinner. He
would never have had such a thought if he had been kneeling with other men upon a
floor. But he saw all men walking about like insects. He saw one especially strutting
just below him, insolent and evident by a bright green hat — a poisonous insect.”
Rooks cawed round the corners of the belfry; but there was no other sound till Father
Brown went on.
“This also tempted him, that he had in his hand one of the most awful engines of nature;
I mean gravitation, that mad and quickening rush by which all earth’s creatures fly back
to her heart when released. See, the inspector is strutting just below us in the smithy. If I
were to toss a pebble over this parapet it would be something like a bullet by the time it
struck him. If I were to drop a hammer — even a small hammer — ”
Wilfred Bohun threw one leg over the parapet, and Father Brown had him in a minute
by the collar.
“Not by that door,” he said quite gently; “that door leads to hell.”
Bohun staggered back against the wall, and stared at him with frightful eyes.
“How do you know all this?” he cried. “Are you a devil?”
“I am a man,” answered Father Brown gravely; “and therefore have all devils in my
heart. Listen to me,” he said after a short pause. “I know what you did — at least, I can
guess the great part of it. When you left your brother you were racked with no
unrighteous rage, to the extent even that you snatched up a small hammer, half inclined
to kill him with his foulness on his mouth. Recoiling, you thrust it under your buttoned

coat instead, and rushed into the church. You pray wildly in many places, under the
angel window, upon the platform above, and a higher platform still, from which you
could see the colonel’s Eastern hat like the back of a green beetle crawling about. Then
something snapped in your soul, and you let God’s thunderbolt fall.”
Wilfred put a weak hand to his head, and asked in a low voice: “How did you know that
his hat looked like a green beetle?”
“Oh, that,” said the other with the shadow of a smile, “that was common sense. But hear
me further. I say I know all this; but no one else shall know it. The next step is for you; I
shall take no more steps; I will seal this with the seal of confession. If you ask me why,
there are many reasons, and only one that concerns you. I leave things to you because
you have not yet gone very far wrong, as assassins go. You did not help to fix the crime
on the smith when it was easy; or on his wife, when that was easy. You tried to fix it on
the imbecile because you knew that he could not suffer. That was one of the gleams that
it is my business to find in assassins. And now come down into the village, and go your
own way as free as the wind; for I have said my last word.”
They went down the winding stairs in utter silence, and came out into the sunlight by
the smithy. Wilfred Bohun carefully unlatched the wooden gate of the yard, and going
up to the inspector, said: “I wish to give myself up; I have killed my brother.”

The Eye of Apollo
That singular smoky sparkle, at once a confusion and a transparency, which is the
strange secret of the Thames, was changing more and more from its grey to its glittering
extreme as the sun climbed to the zenith over Westminster, and two men crossed
Westminster Bridge. One man was very tall and the other very short; they might even
have been fantastically compared to the arrogant clock-tower of Parliament and the
humbler humped shoulders of the Abbey, for the short man was in clerical dress. The
official description of the tall man was M. Hercule Flambeau, private detective, and he
was going to his new offices in a new pile of flats facing the Abbey entrance. The
official description of the short man was the Reverend J. Brown, attached to St. Francis
Xavier’s Church, Camberwell, and he was coming from a Camberwell deathbed to see
the new offices of his friend.
The building was American in its sky-scraping altitude, and American also in the oiled
elaboration of its machinery of telephones and lifts. But it was barely finished and still
understaffed; only three tenants had moved in; the office just above Flambeau was
occupied, as also was the office just below him; the two floors above that and the three
floors below were entirely bare. But the first glance at the new tower of flats caught
something much more arresting. Save for a few relics of scaffolding, the one glaring
object was erected outside the office just above Flambeau’s. It was an enormous gilt
effigy of the human eye, surrounded with rays of gold, and taking up as much room as
two or three of the office windows.
“What on earth is that?” asked Father Brown, and stood still. “Oh, a new religion,” said
Flambeau, laughing; “one of those new religions that forgive your sins by saying you
never had any. Rather like Christian Science, I should think. The fact is that a fellow
calling himself Kalon (I don’t know what his name is, except that it can’t be that) has

taken the flat just above me. I have two lady typewriters underneath me, and this
enthusiastic old humbug on top. He calls himself the New Priest of Apollo, and he
worships the sun.”
“Let him look out,” said Father Brown. “The sun was the cruellest of all the gods. But
what does that monstrous eye mean?”
“As I understand it, it is a theory of theirs,” answered Flambeau, “that a man can endure
anything if his mind is quite steady. Their two great symbols are the sun and the open
eye; for they say that if a man were really healthy he could stare at the sun.”
“If a man were really healthy,” said Father Brown, “he would not bother to stare at it.”
“Well, that’s all I can tell you about the new religion,” went on Flambeau carelessly. “It
claims, of course, that it can cure all physical diseases.”
“Can it cure the one spiritual disease?” asked Father Brown, with a serious curiosity.
“And what is the one spiritual disease?” asked Flambeau, smiling.
“Oh, thinking one is quite well,” said his friend.
Flambeau was more interested in the quiet little office below him than in the flamboyant
temple above. He was a lucid Southerner, incapable of conceiving himself as anything
but a Catholic or an atheist; and new religions of a bright and pallid sort were not much
in his line. But humanity was always in his line, especially when it was good-looking;
moreover, the ladies downstairs were characters in their way. The office was kept by
two sisters, both slight and dark, one of them tall and striking. She had a dark, eager and
aquiline profile, and was one of those women whom one always thinks of in profile, as
of the clean-cut edge of some weapon. She seemed to cleave her way through life. She
had eyes of startling brilliancy, but it was the brilliancy of steel rather than of diamonds;
and her straight, slim figure was a shade too stiff for its grace. Her younger sister was
like her shortened shadow, a little greyer, paler, and more insignificant. They both wore
a business-like black, with little masculine cuffs and collars. There are thousands of
such curt, strenuous ladies in the offices of London, but the interest of these lay rather in
their real than their apparent position.
For Pauline Stacey, the elder, was actually the heiress of a crest and half a county, as
well as great wealth; she had been brought up in castles and gardens, before a frigid
fierceness (peculiar to the modern woman) had driven her to what she considered a
harsher and a higher existence. She had not, indeed, surrendered her money; in that
there would have been a romantic or monkish abandon quite alien to her masterful
utilitarianism. She held her wealth, she would say, for use upon practical social objects.
Part of it she had put into her business, the nucleus of a model typewriting emporium;
part of it was distributed in various leagues and causes for the advancement of such
work among women. How far Joan, her sister and partner, shared this slightly prosaic
idealism no one could be very sure. But she followed her leader with a dog-like
affection which was somehow more attractive, with its touch of tragedy, than the hard,
high spirits of the elder. For Pauline Stacey had nothing to say to tragedy; she was
understood to deny its existence.

Her rigid rapidity and cold impatience had amused Flambeau very much on the first
occasion of his entering the flats. He had lingered outside the lift in the entrance hall
waiting for the lift-boy, who generally conducts strangers to the various floors. But this
bright-eyed falcon of a girl had openly refused to endure such official delay. She said
sharply that she knew all about the lift, and was not dependent on boys — or men either.
Though her flat was only three floors above, she managed in the few seconds of ascent
to give Flambeau a great many of her fundamental views in an off-hand manner; they
were to the general effect that she was a modern working woman and loved modern
working machinery. Her bright black eyes blazed with abstract anger against those who
rebuke mechanic science and ask for the return of romance. Everyone, she said, ought to
be able to manage machines, just as she could manage the lift. She seemed almost to
resent the fact of Flambeau opening the lift-door for her; and that gentleman went up to
his own apartments smiling with somewhat mingled feelings at the memory of such
spit-fire self-dependence.
She certainly had a temper, of a snappy, practical sort; the gestures of her thin, elegant
hands were abrupt or even destructive. Once Flambeau entered her office on some
typewriting business, and found she had just flung a pair of spectacles belonging to her
sister into the middle of the floor and stamped on them. She was already in the rapids of
an ethical tirade about the “sickly medical notions” and the morbid admission of
weakness implied in such an apparatus. She dared her sister to bring such artificial,
unhealthy rubbish into the place again. She asked if she was expected to wear wooden
legs or false hair or glass eyes; and as she spoke her eyes sparkled like the terrible
crystal.
Flambeau, quite bewildered with this fanaticism, could not refrain from asking Miss
Pauline (with direct French logic) why a pair of spectacles was a more morbid sign of
weakness than a lift, and why, if science might help us in the one effort, it might not
help us in the other.
“That is so different,” said Pauline Stacey, loftily. “Batteries and motors and all those
things are marks of the force of man — yes, Mr. Flambeau, and the force of woman,
too! We shall take our turn at these great engines that devour distance and defy time.
That is high and splendid — that is really science. But these nasty props and plasters the
doctors sell — why, they are just badges of poltroonery. Doctors stick on legs and arms
as if we were born cripples and sick slaves. But I was free-born, Mr. Flambeau! People
only think they need these things because they have been trained in fear instead of being
trained in power and courage, just as the silly nurses tell children not to stare at the sun,
and so they can’t do it without blinking. But why among the stars should there be one
star I may not see? The sun is not my master, and I will open my eyes and stare at him
whenever I choose.”
“Your eyes,” said Flambeau, with a foreign bow, “will dazzle the sun.” He took
pleasure in complimenting this strange stiff beauty, partly because it threw her a little
off her balance. But as he went upstairs to his floor he drew a deep breath and whistled,
saying to himself: “So she has got into the hands of that conjurer upstairs with his
golden eye.” For, little as he knew or cared about the new religion of Kalon, he had
heard of his special notion about sun-gazing.

He soon discovered that the spiritual bond between the floors above and below him was
close and increasing. The man who called himself Kalon was a magnificent creature,
worthy, in a physical sense, to be the pontiff of Apollo. He was nearly as tall even as
Flambeau, and very much better looking, with a golden beard, strong blue eyes, and a
mane flung back like a lion’s. In structure he was the blonde beast of Nietzsche, but all
this animal beauty was heightened, brightened and softened by genuine intellect and
spirituality. If he looked like one of the great Saxon kings, he looked like one of the
kings that were also saints. And this despite the cockney incongruity of his
surroundings; the fact that he had an office half-way up a building in Victoria Street;
that the clerk (a commonplace youth in cuffs and collars) sat in the outer room, between
him and the corridor; that his name was on a brass plate, and the gilt emblem of his
creed hung above his street, like the advertisement of an oculist. All this vulgarity could
not take away from the man called Kalon the vivid oppression and inspiration that came
from his soul and body. When all was said, a man in the presence of this quack did feel
in the presence of a great man. Even in the loose jacket-suit of linen that he wore as a
workshop dress in his office he was a fascinating and formidable figure; and when
robed in the white vestments and crowned with the golden circlet, in which he daily
saluted the sun, he really looked so splendid that the laughter of the street people
sometimes died suddenly on their lips. For three times in the day the new sunworshipper went out on his little balcony, in the face of all Westminster, to say some
litany to his shining lord: once at daybreak, once at sunset, and once at the shock of
noon. And it was while the shock of noon still shook faintly from the towers of
Parliament and parish church that Father Brown, the friend of Flambeau, first looked up
and saw the white priest of Apollo.
Flambeau had seen quite enough of these daily salutations of Phoebus, and plunged into
the porch of the tall building without even looking for his clerical friend to follow. But
Father Brown, whether from a professional interest in ritual or a strong individual
interest in tomfoolery, stopped and stared up at the balcony of the sun-worshipper, just
as he might have stopped and stared up at a Punch and Judy. Kalon the Prophet was
already erect, with argent garments and uplifted hands, and the sound of his strangely
penetrating voice could be heard all the way down the busy street uttering his solar
litany. He was already in the middle of it; his eyes were fixed upon the flaming disc. It
is doubtful if he saw anything or anyone on this earth; it is substantially certain that he
did not see a stunted, round-faced priest who, in the crowd below, looked up at him with
blinking eyes. That was perhaps the most startling difference between even these two
far divided men. Father Brown could not look at anything without blinking; but the
priest of Apollo could look on the blaze at noon without a quiver of the eyelid.
“O sun,” cried the prophet, “O star that art too great to be allowed among the stars! O
fountain that flowest quietly in that secret spot that is called space. White Father of all
white unwearied things, white flames and white flowers and white peaks. Father, who
art more innocent than all thy most innocent and quiet children; primal purity, into the
peace of which — ”
A rush and crash like the reversed rush of a rocket was cloven with a strident and
incessant yelling. Five people rushed into the gate of the mansions as three people
rushed out, and for an instant they all deafened each other. The sense of some utterly
abrupt horror seemed for a moment to fill half the street with bad news — bad news that
was all the worse because no one knew what it was. Two figures remained still after the

crash of commotion: the fair priest of Apollo on the balcony above, and the ugly priest
of Christ below him.
At last the tall figure and titanic energy of Flambeau appeared in the doorway of the
mansions and dominated the little mob. Talking at the top of his voice like a fog-horn,
he told somebody or anybody to go for a surgeon; and as he turned back into the dark
and thronged entrance his friend Father Brown dipped in insignificantly after him. Even
as he ducked and dived through the crowd he could still hear the magnificent melody
and monotony of the solar priest still calling on the happy god who is the friend of
fountains and flowers.
Father Brown found Flambeau and some six other people standing round the enclosed
space into which the lift commonly descended. But the lift had not descended.
Something else had descended; something that ought to have come by a lift.
For the last four minutes Flambeau had looked down on it; had seen the brained and
bleeding figure of that beautiful woman who denied the existence of tragedy. He had
never had the slightest doubt that it was Pauline Stacey; and, though he had sent for a
doctor, he had not the slightest doubt that she was dead.
He could not remember for certain whether he had liked her or disliked her; there was
so much both to like and dislike. But she had been a person to him, and the unbearable
pathos of details and habit stabbed him with all the small daggers of bereavement. He
remembered her pretty face and priggish speeches with a sudden secret vividness which
is all the bitterness of death. In an instant like a bolt from the blue, like a thunderbolt
from nowhere, that beautiful and defiant body had been dashed down the open well of
the lift to death at the bottom. Was it suicide? With so insolent an optimist it seemed
impossible. Was it murder? But who was there in those hardly inhabited flats to murder
anybody? In a rush of raucous words, which he meant to be strong and suddenly found
weak, he asked where was that fellow Kalon. A voice, habitually heavy, quiet and full,
assured him that Kalon for the last fifteen minutes had been away up on his balcony
worshipping his god. When Flambeau heard the voice, and felt the hand of Father
Brown, he turned his swarthy face and said abruptly:
“Then, if he has been up there all the time, who can have done it?”
“Perhaps,” said the other, “we might go upstairs and find out. We have half an hour
before the police will move.”
Leaving the body of the slain heiress in charge of the surgeons, Flambeau dashed up the
stairs to the typewriting office, found it utterly empty, and then dashed up to his own.
Having entered that, he abruptly returned with a new and white face to his friend.
“Her sister,” he said, with an unpleasant seriousness, “her sister seems to have gone out
for a walk.”
Father Brown nodded. “Or, she may have gone up to the office of that sun man,” he
said. “If I were you I should just verify that, and then let us all talk it over in your office.
No,” he added suddenly, as if remembering something, “shall I ever get over that
stupidity of mine? Of course, in their office downstairs.”

Flambeau stared; but he followed the little father downstairs to the empty flat of the
Staceys, where that impenetrable pastor took a large red-leather chair in the very
entrance, from which he could see the stairs and landings, and waited. He did not wait
very long. In about four minutes three figures descended the stairs, alike only in their
solemnity. The first was Joan Stacey, the sister of the dead woman — evidently she had
been upstairs in the temporary temple of Apollo; the second was the priest of Apollo
himself, his litany finished, sweeping down the empty stairs in utter magnificence —
something in his white robes, beard and parted hair had the look of Dore’s Christ
leaving the Pretorium; the third was Flambeau, black browed and somewhat bewildered.
Miss Joan Stacey, dark, with a drawn face and hair prematurely touched with grey,
walked straight to her own desk and set out her papers with a practical flap. The mere
action rallied everyone else to sanity. If Miss Joan Stacey was a criminal, she was a cool
one. Father Brown regarded her for some time with an odd little smile, and then,
without taking his eyes off her, addressed himself to somebody else.
“Prophet,” he said, presumably addressing Kalon, “I wish you would tell me a lot about
your religion.”
“I shall be proud to do it,” said Kalon, inclining his still crowned head, “but I am not
sure that I understand.”
“Why, it’s like this,” said Father Brown, in his frankly doubtful way: “We are taught
that if a man has really bad first principles, that must be partly his fault. But, for all that,
we can make some difference between a man who insults his quite clear conscience and
a man with a conscience more or less clouded with sophistries. Now, do you really think
that murder is wrong at all?”
“Is this an accusation?” asked Kalon very quietly.
“No,” answered Brown, equally gently, “it is the speech for the defence.”
In the long and startled stillness of the room the prophet of Apollo slowly rose; and
really it was like the rising of the sun. He filled that room with his light and life in such
a manner that a man felt he could as easily have filled Salisbury Plain. His robed form
seemed to hang the whole room with classic draperies; his epic gesture seemed to
extend it into grander perspectives, till the little black figure of the modern cleric
seemed to be a fault and an intrusion, a round, black blot upon some splendour of
Hellas.
“We meet at last, Caiaphas,” said the prophet. “Your church and mine are the only
realities on this earth. I adore the sun, and you the darkening of the sun; you are the
priest of the dying and I of the living God. Your present work of suspicion and slander
is worthy of your coat and creed. All your church is but a black police; you are only
spies and detectives seeking to tear from men confessions of guilt, whether by treachery
or torture. You would convict men of crime, I would convict them of innocence. You
would convince them of sin, I would convince them of virtue.
“Reader of the books of evil, one more word before I blow away your baseless
nightmares for ever. Not even faintly could you understand how little I care whether

you can convict me or no. The things you call disgrace and horrible hanging are to me
no more than an ogre in a child’s toy-book to a man once grown up. You said you were
offering the speech for the defence. I care so little for the cloudland of this life that I
will offer you the speech for the prosecution. There is but one thing that can be said
against me in this matter, and I will say it myself. The woman that is dead was my love
and my bride; not after such manner as your tin chapels call lawful, but by a law purer
and sterner than you will ever understand. She and I walked another world from yours,
and trod palaces of crystal while you were plodding through tunnels and corridors of
brick. Well, I know that policemen, theological and otherwise, always fancy that where
there has been love there must soon be hatred; so there you have the first point made for
the prosecution. But the second point is stronger; I do not grudge it you. Not only is it
true that Pauline loved me, but it is also true that this very morning, before she died, she
wrote at that table a will leaving me and my new church half a million. Come, where are
the handcuffs? Do you suppose I care what foolish things you do with me? Penal
servitude will only be like waiting for her at a wayside station. The gallows will only be
going to her in a headlong car.”
He spoke with the brain-shaking authority of an orator, and Flambeau and Joan Stacey
stared at him in amazed admiration. Father Brown’s face seemed to express nothing but
extreme distress; he looked at the ground with one wrinkle of pain across his forehead.
The prophet of the sun leaned easily against the mantelpiece and resumed:
“In a few words I have put before you the whole case against me — the only possible
case against me. In fewer words still I will blow it to pieces, so that not a trace of it
remains. As to whether I have committed this crime, the truth is in one sentence: I could
not have committed this crime. Pauline Stacey fell from this floor to the ground at five
minutes past twelve. A hundred people will go into the witness-box and say that I was
standing out upon the balcony of my own rooms above from just before the stroke of
noon to a quarter-past — the usual period of my public prayers. My clerk (a respectable
youth from Clapham, with no sort of connection with me) will swear that he sat in my
outer office all the morning, and that no communication passed through. He will swear
that I arrived a full ten minutes before the hour, fifteen minutes before any whisper of
the accident, and that I did not leave the office or the balcony all that time. No one ever
had so complete an alibi; I could subpoena half Westminster. I think you had better put
the handcuffs away again. The case is at an end.
“But last of all, that no breath of this idiotic suspicion remain in the air, I will tell you
all you want to know. I believe I do know how my unhappy friend came by her death.
You can, if you choose, blame me for it, or my faith and philosophy at least; but you
certainly cannot lock me up. It is well known to all students of the higher truths that
certain adepts and illuminati have in history attained the power of levitation — that is,
of being self-sustained upon the empty air. It is but a part of that general conquest of
matter which is the main element in our occult wisdom. Poor Pauline was of an
impulsive and ambitious temper. I think, to tell the truth, she thought herself somewhat
deeper in the mysteries than she was; and she has often said to me, as we went down in
the lift together, that if one’s will were strong enough, one could float down as
harmlessly as a feather. I solemnly believe that in some ecstasy of noble thoughts she
attempted the miracle. Her will, or faith, must have failed her at the crucial instant, and
the lower law of matter had its horrible revenge. There is the whole story, gentlemen,
very sad and, as you think, very presumptuous and wicked, but certainly not criminal or

in any way connected with me. In the short-hand of the police-courts, you had better
call it suicide. I shall always call it heroic failure for the advance of science and the slow
scaling of heaven.”
It was the first time Flambeau had ever seen Father Brown vanquished. He still sat
looking at the ground, with a painful and corrugated brow, as if in shame. It was
impossible to avoid the feeling which the prophet’s winged words had fanned, that here
was a sullen, professional suspecter of men overwhelmed by a prouder and purer spirit
of natural liberty and health. At last he said, blinking as if in bodily distress: “Well, if
that is so, sir, you need do no more than take the testamentary paper you spoke of and
go. I wonder where the poor lady left it.”
“It will be over there on her desk by the door, I think,” said Kalon, with that massive
innocence of manner that seemed to acquit him wholly. “She told me specially she
would write it this morning, and I actually saw her writing as I went up in the lift to my
own room.”
“Was her door open then?” asked the priest, with his eye on the corner of the matting.
“Yes,” said Kalon calmly.
“Ah! it has been open ever since,” said the other, and resumed his silent study of the
mat.
“There is a paper over here,” said the grim Miss Joan, in a somewhat singular voice.
She had passed over to her sister’s desk by the doorway, and was holding a sheet of
blue foolscap in her hand. There was a sour smile on her face that seemed unfit for such
a scene or occasion, and Flambeau looked at her with a darkening brow.
Kalon the prophet stood away from the paper with that loyal unconsciousness that had
carried him through. But Flambeau took it out of the lady’s hand, and read it with the
utmost amazement. It did, indeed, begin in the formal manner of a will, but after the
words “I give and bequeath all of which I die possessed” the writing abruptly stopped
with a set of scratches, and there was no trace of the name of any legatee. Flambeau, in
wonder, handed this truncated testament to his clerical friend, who glanced at it and
silently gave it to the priest of the sun.
An instant afterwards that pontiff, in his splendid sweeping draperies, had crossed the
room in two great strides, and was towering over Joan Stacey, his blue eyes standing
from his head.
“What monkey tricks have you been playing here?” he cried. “That’s not all Pauline
wrote.”
They were startled to hear him speak in quite a new voice, with a Yankee shrillness in
it; all his grandeur and good English had fallen from him like a cloak.
“That is the only thing on her desk,” said Joan, and confronted him steadily with the
same smile of evil favour.

Of a sudden the man broke out into blasphemies and cataracts of incredulous words.
There was something shocking about the dropping of his mask; it was like a man’s real
face falling off.
“See here!” he cried in broad American, when he was breathless with cursing, “I may be
an adventurer, but I guess you’re a murderess. Yes, gentlemen, here’s your death
explained, and without any levitation. The poor girl is writing a will in my favour; her
cursed sister comes in, struggles for the pen, drags her to the well, and throws her down
before she can finish it. Sakes! I reckon we want the handcuffs after all.”
“As you have truly remarked,” replied Joan, with ugly calm, “your clerk is a very
respectable young man, who knows the nature of an oath; and he will swear in any court
that I was up in your office arranging some typewriting work for five minutes before
and five minutes after my sister fell. Mr. Flambeau will tell you that he found me there.”
There was a silence.
“Why, then,” cried Flambeau, “Pauline was alone when she fell, and it was suicide!”
“She was alone when she fell,” said Father Brown, “but it was not suicide.”
“Then how did she die?” asked Flambeau impatiently.
“She was murdered.”
“But she was alone,” objected the detective.
“She was murdered when she was all alone,” answered the priest.
All the rest stared at him, but he remained sitting in the same old dejected attitude, with
a wrinkle in his round forehead and an appearance of impersonal shame and sorrow; his
voice was colourless and sad.
“What I want to know,” cried Kalon, with an oath, “is when the police are coming for
this bloody and wicked sister. She’s killed her flesh and blood; she’s robbed me of half
a million that was just as sacredly mine as — ”
“Come, come, prophet,” interrupted Flambeau, with a kind of sneer; “remember that all
this world is a cloudland.”
The hierophant of the sun-god made an effort to climb back on his pedestal. “It is not
the mere money,” he cried, “though that would equip the cause throughout the world. It
is also my beloved one’s wishes. To Pauline all this was holy. In Pauline’s eyes — ”
Father Brown suddenly sprang erect, so that his chair fell over flat behind him. He was
deathly pale, yet he seemed fired with a hope; his eyes shone.
“That’s it!” he cried in a clear voice. “That’s the way to begin. In Pauline’s eyes — ”

The tall prophet retreated before the tiny priest in an almost mad disorder. “What do you
mean? How dare you?” he cried repeatedly.
“In Pauline’s eyes,” repeated the priest, his own shining more and more. “Go on — in
God’s name, go on. The foulest crime the fiends ever prompted feels lighter after
confession; and I implore you to confess. Go on, go on — in Pauline’s eyes — ”
“Let me go, you devil!” thundered Kalon, struggling like a giant in bonds. “Who are
you, you cursed spy, to weave your spiders’ webs round me, and peep and peer? Let me
go.”
“Shall I stop him?” asked Flambeau, bounding towards the exit, for Kalon had already
thrown the door wide open.
“No; let him pass,” said Father Brown, with a strange deep sigh that seemed to come
from the depths of the universe. “Let Cain pass by, for he belongs to God.”
There was a long-drawn silence in the room when he had left it, which was to
Flambeau’s fierce wits one long agony of interrogation. Miss Joan Stacey very coolly
tidied up the papers on her desk.
“Father,” said Flambeau at last, “it is my duty, not my curiosity only — it is my duty to
find out, if I can, who committed the crime.”
“Which crime?” asked Father Brown.
“The one we are dealing with, of course,” replied his impatient friend.
“We are dealing with two crimes,” said Brown, “crimes of very different weight — and
by very different criminals.”
Miss Joan Stacey, having collected and put away her papers, proceeded to lock up her
drawer. Father Brown went on, noticing her as little as she noticed him.
“The two crimes,” he observed, “were committed against the same weakness of the
same person, in a struggle for her money. The author of the larger crime found himself
thwarted by the smaller crime; the author of the smaller crime got the money.”
“Oh, don’t go on like a lecturer,” groaned Flambeau; “put it in a few words.”
“I can put it in one word,” answered his friend.
Miss Joan Stacey skewered her business-like black hat on to her head with a businesslike black frown before a little mirror, and, as the conversation proceeded, took her
handbag and umbrella in an unhurried style, and left the room.
“The truth is one word, and a short one,” said Father Brown. “Pauline Stacey was
blind.”
“Blind!” repeated Flambeau, and rose slowly to his whole huge stature.

“She was subject to it by blood,” Brown proceeded. “Her sister would have started
eyeglasses if Pauline would have let her; but it was her special philosophy or fad that
one must not encourage such diseases by yielding to them. She would not admit the
cloud; or she tried to dispel it by will. So her eyes got worse and worse with straining;
but the worst strain was to come. It came with this precious prophet, or whatever he
calls himself, who taught her to stare at the hot sun with the naked eye. It was called
accepting Apollo. Oh, if these new pagans would only be old pagans, they would be a
little wiser! The old pagans knew that mere naked Nature-worship must have a cruel
side. They knew that the eye of Apollo can blast and blind.”
There was a pause, and the priest went on in a gentle and even broken voice. “Whether
or no that devil deliberately made her blind, there is no doubt that he deliberately killed
her through her blindness. The very simplicity of the crime is sickening. You know he
and she went up and down in those lifts without official help; you know also how
smoothly and silently the lifts slide. Kalon brought the lift to the girl’s landing, and saw
her, through the open door, writing in her slow, sightless way the will she had promised
him. He called out to her cheerily that he had the lift ready for her, and she was to come
out when she was ready. Then he pressed a button and shot soundlessly up to his own
floor, walked through his own office, out on to his own balcony, and was safely praying
before the crowded street when the poor girl, having finished her work, ran gaily out to
where lover and lift were to receive her, and stepped — ”
“Don’t!” cried Flambeau.
“He ought to have got half a million by pressing that button,” continued the little father,
in the colourless voice in which he talked of such horrors. “But that went smash. It went
smash because there happened to be another person who also wanted the money, and
who also knew the secret about poor Pauline’s sight. There was one thing about that
will that I think nobody noticed: although it was unfinished and without signature, the
other Miss Stacey and some servant of hers had already signed it as witnesses. Joan had
signed first, saying Pauline could finish it later, with a typical feminine contempt for
legal forms. Therefore, Joan wanted her sister to sign the will without real witnesses.
Why? I thought of the blindness, and felt sure she had wanted Pauline to sign in solitude
because she had wanted her not to sign at all.
“People like the Staceys always use fountain pens; but this was specially natural to
Pauline. By habit and her strong will and memory she could still write almost as well as
if she saw; but she could not tell when her pen needed dipping. Therefore, her fountain
pens were carefully filled by her sister — all except this fountain pen. This was
carefully not filled by her sister; the remains of the ink held out for a few lines and then
failed altogether. And the prophet lost five hundred thousand pounds and committed
one of the most brutal and brilliant murders in human history for nothing.”
Flambeau went to the open door and heard the official police ascending the stairs. He
turned and said: “You must have followed everything devilish close to have traced the
crime to Kalon in ten minutes.”
Father Brown gave a sort of start.

“Oh! to him,” he said. “No; I had to follow rather close to find out about Miss Joan and
the fountain pen. But I knew Kalon was the criminal before I came into the front door.”
“You must be joking!” cried Flambeau.
“I’m quite serious,” answered the priest. “I tell you I knew he had done it, even before I
knew what he had done.”
“But why?”
“These pagan stoics,” said Brown reflectively, “always fail by their strength. There
came a crash and a scream down the street, and the priest of Apollo did not start or look
round. I did not know what it was. But I knew that he was expecting it.”

The Sign of the Broken Sword
The thousand arms of the forest were grey, and its million fingers silver. In a sky of
dark green-blue-like slate the stars were bleak and brilliant like splintered ice. All that
thickly wooded and sparsely tenanted countryside was stiff with a bitter and brittle frost.
The black hollows between the trunks of the trees looked like bottomless, black caverns
of that Scandinavian hell, a hell of incalculable cold. Even the square stone tower of the
church looked northern to the point of heathenry, as if it were some barbaric tower
among the sea rocks of Iceland. It was a queer night for anyone to explore a churchyard.
But, on the other hand, perhaps it was worth exploring.
It rose abruptly out of the ashen wastes of forest in a sort of hump or shoulder of green
turf that looked grey in the starlight. Most of the graves were on a slant, and the path
leading up to the church was as steep as a staircase. On the top of the hill, in the one flat
and prominent place, was the monument for which the place was famous. It contrasted
strangely with the featureless graves all round, for it was the work of one of the greatest
sculptors of modern Europe; and yet his fame was at once forgotten in the fame of the
man whose image he had made. It showed, by touches of the small silver pencil of
starlight, the massive metal figure of a soldier recumbent, the strong hands sealed in an
everlasting worship, the great head pillowed upon a gun. The venerable face was
bearded, or rather whiskered, in the old, heavy Colonel Newcome fashion. The uniform,
though suggested with the few strokes of simplicity, was that of modern war. By his
right side lay a sword, of which the tip was broken off; on the left side lay a Bible. On
glowing summer afternoons wagonettes came full of Americans and cultured suburbans
to see the sepulchre; but even then they felt the vast forest land with its one dumpy
dome of churchyard and church as a place oddly dumb and neglected. In this freezing
darkness of mid-winter one would think he might be left alone with the stars.
Nevertheless, in the stillness of those stiff woods a wooden gate creaked, and two dim
figures dressed in black climbed up the little path to the tomb.
So faint was that frigid starlight that nothing could have been traced about them except
that while they both wore black, one man was enormously big, and the other (perhaps
by contrast) almost startlingly small. They went up to the great graven tomb of the
historic warrior, and stood for a few minutes staring at it. There was no human, perhaps
no living, thing for a wide circle; and a morbid fancy might well have wondered if they

were human themselves. In any case, the beginning of their conversation might have
seemed strange. After the first silence the small man said to the other:
“Where does a wise man hide a pebble?”
And the tall man answered in a low voice: “On the beach.”
The small man nodded, and after a short silence said: “Where does a wise man hide a
leaf?”
And the other answered: “In the forest.”
There was another stillness, and then the tall man resumed: “Do you mean that when a
wise man has to hide a real diamond he has been known to hide it among sham ones?”
“No, no,” said the little man with a laugh, “we will let bygones be bygones.”
He stamped his cold feet for a second or two, and then said: “I’m not thinking of that at
all, but of something else; something rather peculiar. Just strike a match, will you?”
The big man fumbled in his pocket, and soon a scratch and a flare painted gold the
whole flat side of the monument. On it was cut in black letters the well-known words
which so many Americans had reverently read: “Sacred to the Memory of General Sir
Arthur St. Clare, Hero and Martyr, who Always Vanquished his Enemies and Always
Spared Them, and Was Treacherously Slain by Them At Last. May God in Whom he
Trusted both Reward and Revenge him.”
The match burnt the big man’s fingers, blackened, and dropped. He was about to strike
another, but his small companion stopped him. “That’s all right, Flambeau, old man; I
saw what I wanted. Or, rather, I didn’t see what I didn’t want. And now we must walk a
mile and a half along the road to the next inn, and I will try to tell you all about it. For
Heaven knows a man should have a fire and ale when he dares tell such a story.”
They descended the precipitous path, they relatched the rusty gate, and set off at a
stamping, ringing walk down the frozen forest road. They had gone a full quarter of a
mile before the smaller man spoke again. He said: “Yes; the wise man hides a pebble on
the beach. But what does he do if there is no beach? Do you know anything of that great
St. Clare trouble?”
“I know nothing about English generals, Father Brown,” answered the large man,
laughing, “though a little about English policemen. I only know that you have dragged
me a precious long dance to all the shrines of this fellow, whoever he is. One would
think he got buried in six different places. I’ve seen a memorial to General St. Clare in
Westminster Abbey. I’ve seen a ramping equestrian statue of General St. Clare on the
Embankment. I’ve seen a medallion of St. Clare in the street he was born in, and
another in the street he lived in; and now you drag me after dark to his coffin in the
village churchyard. I am beginning to be a bit tired of his magnificent personality,
especially as I don’t in the least know who he was. What are you hunting for in all these
crypts and effigies?”

“I am only looking for one word,” said Father Brown. “A word that isn’t there.”
“Well,” asked Flambeau; “are you going to tell me anything about it?”
“I must divide it into two parts,” remarked the priest. “First there is what everybody
knows; and then there is what I know. Now, what everybody knows is short and plain
enough. It is also entirely wrong.”
“Right you are,” said the big man called Flambeau cheerfully. “Let’s begin at the wrong
end. Let’s begin with what everybody knows, which isn’t true.”
“If not wholly untrue, it is at least very inadequate,” continued Brown; “for in point of
fact, all that the public knows amounts precisely to this: The public knows that Arthur
St. Clare was a great and successful English general. It knows that after splendid yet
careful campaigns both in India and Africa he was in command against Brazil when the
great Brazilian patriot Olivier issued his ultimatum. It knows that on that occasion St.
Clare with a very small force attacked Olivier with a very large one, and was captured
after heroic resistance. And it knows that after his capture, and to the abhorrence of the
civilised world, St. Clare was hanged on the nearest tree. He was found swinging there
after the Brazilians had retired, with his broken sword hung round his neck.”
“And that popular story is untrue?” suggested Flambeau.
“No,” said his friend quietly, “that story is quite true, so far as it goes.”
“Well, I think it goes far enough!” said Flambeau; “but if the popular story is true, what
is the mystery?”
They had passed many hundreds of grey and ghostly trees before the little priest
answered. Then he bit his finger reflectively and said: “Why, the mystery is a mystery
of psychology. Or, rather, it is a mystery of two psychologies. In that Brazilian business
two of the most famous men of modern history acted flat against their characters. Mind
you, Olivier and St. Clare were both heroes — the old thing, and no mistake; it was like
the fight between Hector and Achilles. Now, what would you say to an affair in which
Achilles was timid and Hector was treacherous?”
“Go on,” said the large man impatiently as the other bit his finger again.
“Sir Arthur St. Clare was a soldier of the old religious type — the type that saved us
during the Mutiny,” continued Brown. “He was always more for duty than for dash; and
with all his personal courage was decidedly a prudent commander, particularly
indignant at any needless waste of soldiers. Yet in this last battle he attempted
something that a baby could see was absurd. One need not be a strategist to see it was as
wild as wind; just as one need not be a strategist to keep out of the way of a motor-bus.
Well, that is the first mystery; what had become of the English general’s head? The
second riddle is, what had become of the Brazilian general’s heart? President Olivier
might be called a visionary or a nuisance; but even his enemies admitted that he was
magnanimous to the point of knight errantry. Almost every other prisoner he had ever
captured had been set free or even loaded with benefits. Men who had really wronged
him came away touched by his simplicity and sweetness. Why the deuce should he

diabolically revenge himself only once in his life; and that for the one particular blow
that could not have hurt him? Well, there you have it. One of the wisest men in the
world acted like an idiot for no reason. One of the best men in the world acted like a
fiend for no reason. That’s the long and the short of it; and I leave it to you, my boy.”
“No, you don’t,” said the other with a snort. “I leave it to you; and you jolly well tell me
all about it.”
“Well,” resumed Father Brown, “it’s not fair to say that the public impression is just
what I’ve said, without adding that two things have happened since. I can’t say they
threw a new light; for nobody can make sense of them. But they threw a new kind of
darkness; they threw the darkness in new directions. The first was this. The family
physician of the St. Clares quarrelled with that family, and began publishing a violent
series of articles, in which he said that the late general was a religious maniac; but as far
as the tale went, this seemed to mean little more than a religious man. Anyhow, the
story fizzled out. Everyone knew, of course, that St. Clare had some of the eccentricities
of puritan piety. The second incident was much more arresting. In the luckless and
unsupported regiment which made that rash attempt at the Black River there was a
certain Captain Keith, who was at that time engaged to St. Clare’s daughter, and who
afterwards married her. He was one of those who were captured by Olivier, and, like all
the rest except the general, appears to have been bounteously treated and promptly set
free. Some twenty years afterwards this man, then Lieutenant-Colonel Keith, published
a sort of autobiography called ‘A British Officer in Burmah and Brazil.’ In the place
where the reader looks eagerly for some account of the mystery of St. Clare’s disaster
may be found the following words: ‘Everywhere else in this book I have narrated things
exactly as they occurred, holding as I do the old-fashioned opinion that the glory of
England is old enough to take care of itself. The exception I shall make is in this matter
of the defeat by the Black River; and my reasons, though private, are honourable and
compelling. I will, however, add this in justice to the memories of two distinguished
men. General St. Clare has been accused of incapacity on this occasion; I can at least
testify that this action, properly understood, was one of the most brilliant and sagacious
of his life. President Olivier by similar report is charged with savage injustice. I think it
due to the honour of an enemy to say that he acted on this occasion with even more than
his characteristic good feeling. To put the matter popularly, I can assure my countrymen
that St. Clare was by no means such a fool nor Olivier such a brute as he looked. This is
all I have to say; nor shall any earthly consideration induce me to add a word to it.’”
A large frozen moon like a lustrous snowball began to show through the tangle of twigs
in front of them, and by its light the narrator had been able to refresh his memory of
Captain Keith’s text from a scrap of printed paper. As he folded it up and put it back in
his pocket Flambeau threw up his hand with a French gesture.
“Wait a bit, wait a bit,” he cried excitedly. “I believe I can guess it at the first go.”
He strode on, breathing hard, his black head and bull neck forward, like a man winning
a walking race. The little priest, amused and interested, had some trouble in trotting
beside him. Just before them the trees fell back a little to left and right, and the road
swept downwards across a clear, moonlit valley, till it dived again like a rabbit into the
wall of another wood. The entrance to the farther forest looked small and round, like the

black hole of a remote railway tunnel. But it was within some hundred yards, and gaped
like a cavern before Flambeau spoke again.
“I’ve got it,” he cried at last, slapping his thigh with his great hand. “Four minutes’
thinking, and I can tell your whole story myself.”
“All right,” assented his friend. “You tell it.”
Flambeau lifted his head, but lowered his voice. “General Sir Arthur St. Clare,” he said,
“came of a family in which madness was hereditary; and his whole aim was to keep this
from his daughter, and even, if possible, from his future son-in-law. Rightly or wrongly,
he thought the final collapse was close, and resolved on suicide. Yet ordinary suicide
would blazon the very idea he dreaded. As the campaign approached the clouds came
thicker on his brain; and at last in a mad moment he sacrificed his public duty to his
private. He rushed rashly into battle, hoping to fall by the first shot. When he found that
he had only attained capture and discredit, the sealed bomb in his brain burst, and he
broke his own sword and hanged himself.”
He stared firmly at the grey facade of forest in front of him, with the one black gap in it,
like the mouth of the grave, into which their path plunged. Perhaps something menacing
in the road thus suddenly swallowed reinforced his vivid vision of the tragedy, for he
shuddered.
“A horrid story,” he said.
“A horrid story,” repeated the priest with bent head. “But not the real story.”
Then he threw back his head with a sort of despair and cried: “Oh, I wish it had been.”
The tall Flambeau faced round and stared at him.
“Yours is a clean story,” cried Father Brown, deeply moved. “A sweet, pure, honest
story, as open and white as that moon. Madness and despair are innocent enough. There
are worse things, Flambeau.”
Flambeau looked up wildly at the moon thus invoked; and from where he stood one
black tree-bough curved across it exactly like a devil’s horn.
“Father — father,” cried Flambeau with the French gesture and stepping yet more
rapidly forward, “do you mean it was worse than that?”
“Worse than that,” said Paul like a grave echo. And they plunged into the black cloister
of the woodland, which ran by them in a dim tapestry of trunks, like one of the dark
corridors in a dream.
They were soon in the most secret entrails of the wood, and felt close about them
foliage that they could not see, when the priest said again:
“Where does a wise man hide a leaf? In the forest. But what does he do if there is no
forest?”

“Well, well,” cried Flambeau irritably, “what does he do?”
“He grows a forest to hide it in,” said the priest in an obscure voice. “A fearful sin.”
“Look here,” cried his friend impatiently, for the dark wood and the dark saying got a
little on his nerves; will you tell me this story or not? What other evidence is there to go
on?”
“There are three more bits of evidence,” said the other, “that I have dug up in holes and
corners; and I will give them in logical rather than chronological order. First of all, of
course, our authority for the issue and event of the battle is in Olivier’s own dispatches,
which are lucid enough. He was entrenched with two or three regiments on the heights
that swept down to the Black River, on the other side of which was lower and more
marshy ground. Beyond this again was gently rising country, on which was the first
English outpost, supported by others which lay, however, considerably in its rear. The
British forces as a whole were greatly superior in numbers; but this particular regiment
was just far enough from its base to make Olivier consider the project of crossing the
river to cut it off. By sunset, however, he had decided to retain his own position, which
was a specially strong one. At daybreak next morning he was thunderstruck to see that
this stray handful of English, entirely unsupported from their rear, had flung themselves
across the river, half by a bridge to the right, and the other half by a ford higher up, and
were massed upon the marshy bank below him.
“That they should attempt an attack with such numbers against such a position was
incredible enough; but Olivier noticed something yet more extraordinary. For instead of
attempting to seize more solid ground, this mad regiment, having put the river in its rear
by one wild charge, did nothing more, but stuck there in the mire like flies in treacle.
Needless to say, the Brazilians blew great gaps in them with artillery, which they could
only return with spirited but lessening rifle fire. Yet they never broke; and Olivier’s curt
account ends with a strong tribute of admiration for the mystic valour of these
imbeciles. ‘Our line then advanced finally,’ writes Olivier, ‘and drove them into the
river; we captured General St. Clare himself and several other officers. The colonel and
the major had both fallen in the battle. I cannot resist saying that few finer sights can
have been seen in history than the last stand of this extraordinary regiment; wounded
officers picking up the rifles of dead soldiers, and the general himself facing us on
horseback bareheaded and with a broken sword.’ On what happened to the general
afterwards Olivier is as silent as Captain Keith.”
“Well,” grunted Flambeau, “get on to the next bit of evidence.”
“The next evidence,” said Father Brown, “took some time to find, but it will not take
long to tell. I found at last in an almshouse down in the Lincolnshire Fens an old soldier
who not only was wounded at the Black River, but had actually knelt beside the colonel
of the regiment when he died. This latter was a certain Colonel Clancy, a big bull of an
Irishman; and it would seem that he died almost as much of rage as of bullets. He, at
any rate, was not responsible for that ridiculous raid; it must have been imposed on him
by the general. His last edifying words, according to my informant, were these: ‘And
there goes the damned old donkey with the end of his sword knocked off. I wish it was
his head.’ You will remark that everyone seems to have noticed this detail about the

broken sword blade, though most people regard it somewhat more reverently than did
the late Colonel Clancy. And now for the third fragment.”
Their path through the woodland began to go upward, and the speaker paused a little for
breath before he went on. Then he continued in the same business-like tone:
“Only a month or two ago a certain Brazilian official died in England, having quarrelled
with Olivier and left his country. He was a well-known figure both here and on the
Continent, a Spaniard named Espado; I knew him myself, a yellow-faced old dandy,
with a hooked nose. For various private reasons I had permission to see the documents
he had left; he was a Catholic, of course, and I had been with him towards the end.
There was nothing of his that lit up any corner of the black St. Clare business, except
five or six common exercise books filled with the diary of some English soldier. I can
only suppose that it was found by the Brazilians on one of those that fell. Anyhow, it
stopped abruptly the night before the battle.
“But the account of that last day in the poor fellow’s life was certainly worth reading. I
have it on me; but it’s too dark to read it here, and I will give you a resume. The first
part of that entry is full of jokes, evidently flung about among the men, about somebody
called the Vulture. It does not seem as if this person, whoever he was, was one of
themselves, nor even an Englishman; neither is he exactly spoken of as one of the
enemy. It sounds rather as if he were some local go-between and non-combatant;
perhaps a guide or a journalist. He has been closeted with old Colonel Clancy; but is
more often seen talking to the major. Indeed, the major is somewhat prominent in this
soldier’s narrative; a lean, dark-haired man, apparently, of the name of Murray — a
north of Ireland man and a Puritan. There are continual jests about the contrast between
this Ulsterman’s austerity and the conviviality of Colonel Clancy. There is also some
joke about the Vulture wearing bright-coloured clothes.
“But all these levities are scattered by what may well be called the note of a bugle.
Behind the English camp and almost parallel to the river ran one of the few great roads
of that district. Westward the road curved round towards the river, which it crossed by
the bridge before mentioned. To the east the road swept backwards into the wilds, and
some two miles along it was the next English outpost. From this direction there came
along the road that evening a glitter and clatter of light cavalry, in which even the
simple diarist could recognise with astonishment the general with his staff. He rode the
great white horse which you have seen so often in illustrated papers and Academy
pictures; and you may be sure that the salute they gave him was not merely ceremonial.
He, at least, wasted no time on ceremony, but, springing from the saddle immediately,
mixed with the group of officers, and fell into emphatic though confidential speech.
What struck our friend the diarist most was his special disposition to discuss matters
with Major Murray; but, indeed, such a selection, so long as it was not marked, was in
no way unnatural. The two men were made for sympathy; they were men who ‘read
their Bibles’; they were both the old Evangelical type of officer. However this may be,
it is certain that when the general mounted again he was still talking earnestly to
Murray; and that as he walked his horse slowly down the road towards the river, the tall
Ulsterman still walked by his bridle rein in earnest debate. The soldiers watched the two
until they vanished behind a clump of trees where the road turned towards the river. The
colonel had gone back to his tent, and the men to their pickets; the man with the diary
lingered for another four minutes, and saw a marvellous sight.

“The great white horse which had marched slowly down the road, as it had marched in
so many processions, flew back, galloping up the road towards them as if it were mad to
win a race. At first they thought it had run away with the man on its back; but they soon
saw that the general, a fine rider, was himself urging it to full speed. Horse and man
swept up to them like a whirlwind; and then, reining up the reeling charger, the general
turned on them a face like flame, and called for the colonel like the trumpet that wakes
the dead.
“I conceive that all the earthquake events of that catastrophe tumbled on top of each
other rather like lumber in the minds of men such as our friend with the diary. With the
dazed excitement of a dream, they found themselves falling — literally falling — into
their ranks, and learned that an attack was to be led at once across the river. The general
and the major, it was said, had found out something at the bridge, and there was only
just time to strike for life. The major had gone back at once to call up the reserve along
the road behind; it was doubtful if even with that prompt appeal help could reach them
in time. But they must pass the stream that night, and seize the heights by morning. It is
with the very stir and throb of that romantic nocturnal march that the diary suddenly
ends.”
Father Brown had mounted ahead; for the woodland path grew smaller, steeper, and
more twisted, till they felt as if they were ascending a winding staircase. The priest’s
voice came from above out of the darkness.
“There was one other little and enormous thing. When the general urged them to their
chivalric charge he half drew his sword from the scabbard; and then, as if ashamed of
such melodrama, thrust it back again. The sword again, you see.”
A half-light broke through the network of boughs above them, flinging the ghost of a
net about their feet; for they were mounting again to the faint luminosity of the naked
night. Flambeau felt truth all round him as an atmosphere, but not as an idea. He
answered with bewildered brain: “Well, what’s the matter with the sword? Officers
generally have swords, don’t they?”
“They are not often mentioned in modern war,” said the other dispassionately; “but in
this affair one falls over the blessed sword everywhere.”
“Well, what is there in that?” growled Flambeau; “it was a twopence coloured sort of
incident; the old man’s blade breaking in his last battle. Anyone might bet the papers
would get hold of it, as they have. On all these tombs and things it’s shown broken at
the point. I hope you haven’t dragged me through this Polar expedition merely because
two men with an eye for a picture saw St. Clare’s broken sword.”
“No,” cried Father Brown, with a sharp voice like a pistol shot; “but who saw his
unbroken sword?”
“What do you mean?” cried the other, and stood still under the stars. They had come
abruptly out of the grey gates of the wood.
“I say, who saw his unbroken sword?” repeated Father Brown obstinately. “Not the
writer of the diary, anyhow; the general sheathed it in time.”

Flambeau looked about him in the moonlight, as a man struck blind might look in the
sun; and his friend went on, for the first time with eagerness:
“Flambeau,” he cried, “I cannot prove it, even after hunting through the tombs. But I am
sure of it. Let me add just one more tiny fact that tips the whole thing over. The colonel,
by a strange chance, was one of the first struck by a bullet. He was struck long before
the troops came to close quarters. But he saw St. Clare’s sword broken. Why was it
broken? How was it broken? My friend, it was broken before the battle.”
“Oh!” said his friend, with a sort of forlorn jocularity; “and pray where is the other
piece?”
“I can tell you,” said the priest promptly. “In the northeast corner of the cemetery of the
Protestant Cathedral at Belfast.”
“Indeed?” inquired the other. “Have you looked for it?”
“I couldn’t,” replied Brown, with frank regret. “There’s a great marble monument on
top of it; a monument to the heroic Major Murray, who fell fighting gloriously at the
famous Battle of the Black River.”
Flambeau seemed suddenly galvanised into existence. “You mean,” he cried hoarsely,
“that General St. Clare hated Murray, and murdered him on the field of battle because
—”
“You are still full of good and pure thoughts,” said the other. “It was worse than that.”
“Well,” said the large man, “my stock of evil imagination is used up.”
The priest seemed really doubtful where to begin, and at last he said again:
“Where would a wise man hide a leaf? In the forest.”
The other did not answer.
“If there were no forest, he would make a forest. And if he wished to hide a dead leaf,
he would make a dead forest.”
There was still no reply, and the priest added still more mildly and quietly:
“And if a man had to hide a dead body, he would make a field of dead bodies to hide it
in.”
Flambeau began to stamp forward with an intolerance of delay in time or space; but
Father Brown went on as if he were continuing the last sentence:
“Sir Arthur St. Clare, as I have already said, was a man who read his Bible. That was
what was the matter with him. When will people understand that it is useless for a man
to read his Bible unless he also reads everybody else’s Bible? A printer reads a Bible for
misprints. A Mormon reads his Bible, and finds polygamy; a Christian Scientist reads

his, and finds we have no arms and legs. St. Clare was an old Anglo-Indian Protestant
soldier. Now, just think what that might mean; and, for Heaven’s sake, don’t cant about
it. It might mean a man physically formidable living under a tropic sun in an Oriental
society, and soaking himself without sense or guidance in an Oriental Book. Of course,
he read the Old Testament rather than the New. Of course, he found in the Old
Testament anything that he wanted — lust, tyranny, treason. Oh, I dare say he was
honest, as you call it. But what is the good of a man being honest in his worship of
dishonesty?
“In each of the hot and secret countries to which the man went he kept a harem, he
tortured witnesses, he amassed shameful gold; but certainly he would have said with
steady eyes that he did it to the glory of the Lord. My own theology is sufficiently
expressed by asking which Lord? Anyhow, there is this about such evil, that it opens
door after door in hell, and always into smaller and smaller chambers. This is the real
case against crime, that a man does not become wilder and wilder, but only meaner and
meaner. St. Clare was soon suffocated by difficulties of bribery and blackmail; and
needed more and more cash. And by the time of the Battle of the Black River he had
fallen from world to world to that place which Dante makes the lowest floor of the
universe.”
“What do you mean?” asked his friend again.
“I mean that,” retorted the cleric, and suddenly pointed at a puddle sealed with ice that
shone in the moon. “Do you remember whom Dante put in the last circle of ice?”
“The traitors,” said Flambeau, and shuddered. As he looked around at the inhuman
landscape of trees, with taunting and almost obscene outlines, he could almost fancy he
was Dante, and the priest with the rivulet of a voice was, indeed, a Virgil leading him
through a land of eternal sins.
The voice went on: “Olivier, as you know, was quixotic, and would not permit a secret
service and spies. The thing, however, was done, like many other things, behind his
back. It was managed by my old friend Espado; he was the bright-clad fop, whose hook
nose got him called the Vulture. Posing as a sort of philanthropist at the front, he felt his
way through the English Army, and at last got his fingers on its one corrupt man —
please God! — and that man at the top. St. Clare was in foul need of money, and
mountains of it. The discredited family doctor was threatening those extraordinary
exposures that afterwards began and were broken off; tales of monstrous and prehistoric
things in Park Lane; things done by an English Evangelist that smelt like human
sacrifice and hordes of slaves. Money was wanted, too, for his daughter’s dowry; for to
him the fame of wealth was as sweet as wealth itself. He snapped the last thread,
whispered the word to Brazil, and wealth poured in from the enemies of England. But
another man had talked to Espado the Vulture as well as he. Somehow the dark, grim
young major from Ulster had guessed the hideous truth; and when they walked slowly
together down that road towards the bridge Murray was telling the general that he must
resign instantly, or be court-martialled and shot. The general temporised with him till
they came to the fringe of tropic trees by the bridge; and there by the singing river and
the sunlit palms (for I can see the picture) the general drew his sabre and plunged it
through the body of the major.”

The wintry road curved over a ridge in cutting frost, with cruel black shapes of bush and
thicket; but Flambeau fancied that he saw beyond it faintly the edge of an aureole that
was not starlight and moonlight, but some fire such as is made by men. He watched it as
the tale drew to its close.
“St. Clare was a hell-hound, but he was a hound of breed. Never, I’ll swear, was he so
lucid and so strong as when poor Murray lay a cold lump at his feet. Never in all his
triumphs, as Captain Keith said truly, was the great man so great as he was in this last
world-despised defeat. He looked coolly at his weapon to wipe off the blood; he saw the
point he had planted between his victim’s shoulders had broken off in the body. He saw
quite calmly, as through a club windowpane, all that must follow. He saw that men must
find the unaccountable corpse; must extract the unaccountable sword-point; must notice
the unaccountable broken sword — or absence of sword. He had killed, but not
silenced. But his imperious intellect rose against the facer; there was one way yet. He
could make the corpse less unaccountable. He could create a hill of corpses to cover this
one. In twenty minutes eight hundred English soldiers were marching down to their
death.”
The warmer glow behind the black winter wood grew richer and brighter, and Flambeau
strode on to reach it. Father Brown also quickened his stride; but he seemed merely
absorbed in his tale.
“Such was the valour of that English thousand, and such the genius of their commander,
that if they had at once attacked the hill, even their mad march might have met some
luck. But the evil mind that played with them like pawns had other aims and reasons.
They must remain in the marshes by the bridge at least till British corpses should be a
common sight there. Then for the last grand scene; the silver-haired soldier-saint would
give up his shattered sword to save further slaughter. Oh, it was well organised for an
impromptu. But I think (I cannot prove), I think that it was while they stuck there in the
bloody mire that someone doubted — and someone guessed.”
He was mute a moment, and then said: “There is a voice from nowhere that tells me the
man who guessed was the lover . . . the man to wed the old man’s child.”
“But what about Olivier and the hanging?” asked Flambeau.
“Olivier, partly from chivalry, partly from policy, seldom encumbered his march with
captives,” explained the narrator. “He released everybody in most cases. He released
everybody in this case.
“Everybody but the general,” said the tall man.
“Everybody,” said the priest.
Flambeau knit his black brows. “I don’t grasp it all yet,” he said.
“There is another picture, Flambeau,” said Brown in his more mystical undertone. “I
can’t prove it; but I can do more — I can see it. There is a camp breaking up on the
bare, torrid hills at morning, and Brazilian uniforms massed in blocks and columns to
march. There is the red shirt and long black beard of Olivier, which blows as he stands,

his broad-brimmed hat in his hand. He is saying farewell to the great enemy he is setting
free — the simple, snow-headed English veteran, who thanks him in the name of his
men. The English remnant stand behind at attention; beside them are stores and vehicles
for the retreat. The drums roll; the Brazilians are moving; the English are still like
statues. So they abide till the last hum and flash of the enemy have faded from the tropic
horizon. Then they alter their postures all at once, like dead men coming to life; they
turn their fifty faces upon the general — faces not to be forgotten.”
Flambeau gave a great jump. “Ah,” he cried, “you don’t mean — ”
“Yes,” said Father Brown in a deep, moving voice. “It was an English hand that put the
rope round St. Clare’s neck; I believe the hand that put the ring on his daughter’s finger.
They were English hands that dragged him up to the tree of shame; the hands of men
that had adored him and followed him to victory. And they were English souls (God
pardon and endure us all!) who stared at him swinging in that foreign sun on the green
gallows of palm, and prayed in their hatred that he might drop off it into hell.”
As the two topped the ridge there burst on them the strong scarlet light of a redcurtained English inn. It stood sideways in the road, as if standing aside in the amplitude
of hospitality. Its three doors stood open with invitation; and even where they stood they
could hear the hum and laughter of humanity happy for a night.
“I need not tell you more,” said Father Brown. “They tried him in the wilderness and
destroyed him; and then, for the honour of England and of his daughter, they took an
oath to seal up for ever the story of the traitor’s purse and the assassin’s sword blade.
Perhaps — Heaven help them — they tried to forget it. Let us try to forget it, anyhow;
here is our inn.”
“With all my heart,” said Flambeau, and was just striding into the bright, noisy bar
when he stepped back and almost fell on the road.
“Look there, in the devil’s name!” he cried, and pointed rigidly at the square wooden
sign that overhung the road. It showed dimly the crude shape of a sabre hilt and a
shortened blade; and was inscribed in false archaic lettering, “The Sign of the Broken
Sword.”
“Were you not prepared?” asked Father Brown gently. “He is the god of this country;
half the inns and parks and streets are named after him and his story.”
“I thought we had done with the leper,” cried Flambeau, and spat on the road.
“You will never have done with him in England,” said the priest, looking down, “while
brass is strong and stone abides. His marble statues will erect the souls of proud,
innocent boys for centuries, his village tomb will smell of loyalty as of lilies. Millions
who never knew him shall love him like a father — this man whom the last few that
knew him dealt with like dung. He shall be a saint; and the truth shall never be told of
him, because I have made up my mind at last. There is so much good and evil in
breaking secrets, that I put my conduct to a test. All these newspapers will perish; the
anti-Brazil boom is already over; Olivier is already honoured everywhere. But I told
myself that if anywhere, by name, in metal or marble that will endure like the pyramids,

Colonel Clancy, or Captain Keith, or President Olivier, or any innocent man was
wrongly blamed, then I would speak. If it were only that St. Clare was wrongly praised,
I would be silent. And I will.”
They plunged into the red-curtained tavern, which was not only cosy, but even
luxurious inside. On a table stood a silver model of the tomb of St. Clare, the silver head
bowed, the silver sword broken. On the walls were coloured photographs of the same
scene, and of the system of wagonettes that took tourists to see it. They sat down on the
comfortable padded benches.
“Come, it’s cold,” cried Father Brown; “let’s have some wine or beer.”
“Or brandy,” said Flambeau.

The Three Tools of Death
Both by calling and conviction Father Brown knew better than most of us, that every
man is dignified when he is dead. But even he felt a pang of incongruity when he was
knocked up at daybreak and told that Sir Aaron Armstrong had been murdered. There
was something absurd and unseemly about secret violence in connection with so
entirely entertaining and popular a figure. For Sir Aaron Armstrong was entertaining to
the point of being comic; and popular in such a manner as to be almost legendary. It
was like hearing that Sunny Jim had hanged himself; or that Mr. Pickwick had died in
Hanwell. For though Sir Aaron was a philanthropist, and thus dealt with the darker side
of our society, he prided himself on dealing with it in the brightest possible style. His
political and social speeches were cataracts of anecdotes and “loud laughter”; his bodily
health was of a bursting sort; his ethics were all optimism; and he dealt with the Drink
problem (his favourite topic) with that immortal or even monotonous gaiety which is so
often a mark of the prosperous total abstainer.
The established story of his conversion was familiar on the more puritanic platforms
and pulpits, how he had been, when only a boy, drawn away from Scotch theology to
Scotch whisky, and how he had risen out of both and become (as he modestly put it)
what he was. Yet his wide white beard, cherubic face, and sparkling spectacles, at the
numberless dinners and congresses where they appeared, made it hard to believe,
somehow, that he had ever been anything so morbid as either a dram-drinker or a
Calvinist. He was, one felt, the most seriously merry of all the sons of men.
He had lived on the rural skirt of Hampstead in a handsome house, high but not broad, a
modern and prosaic tower. The narrowest of its narrow sides overhung the steep green
bank of a railway, and was shaken by passing trains. Sir Aaron Armstrong, as he
boisterously explained, had no nerves. But if the train had often given a shock to the
house, that morning the tables were turned, and it was the house that gave a shock to the
train.
The engine slowed down and stopped just beyond that point where an angle of the
house impinged upon the sharp slope of turf. The arrest of most mechanical things must
be slow; but the living cause of this had been very rapid. A man clad completely in
black, even (it was remembered) to the dreadful detail of black gloves, appeared on the
ridge above the engine, and waved his black hands like some sable windmill. This in

itself would hardly have stopped even a lingering train. But there came out of him a cry
which was talked of afterwards as something utterly unnatural and new. It was one of
those shouts that are horridly distinct even when we cannot hear what is shouted. The
word in this case was “Murder!”
But the engine-driver swears he would have pulled up just the same if he had heard only
the dreadful and definite accent and not the word.
The train once arrested, the most superficial stare could take in many features of the
tragedy. The man in black on the green bank was Sir Aaron Armstrong’s man-servant
Magnus. The baronet in his optimism had often laughed at the black gloves of this
dismal attendant; but no one was likely to laugh at him just now.
So soon as an inquirer or two had stepped off the line and across the smoky hedge, they
saw, rolled down almost to the bottom of the bank, the body of an old man in a yellow
dressing-gown with a very vivid scarlet lining. A scrap of rope seemed caught about his
leg, entangled presumably in a struggle. There was a smear or so of blood, though very
little; but the body was bent or broken into a posture impossible to any living thing. It
was Sir Aaron Armstrong. A few more bewildered moments brought out a big fairbearded man, whom some travellers could salute as the dead man’s secretary, Patrick
Royce, once well known in Bohemian society and even famous in the Bohemian arts. In
a manner more vague, but even more convincing, he echoed the agony of the servant.
By the time the third figure of that household, Alice Armstrong, daughter of the dead
man, had come already tottering and waving into the garden, the engine-driver had put a
stop to his stoppage. The whistle had blown and the train had panted on to get help from
the next station.
Father Brown had been thus rapidly summoned at the request of Patrick Royce, the big
ex-Bohemian secretary. Royce was an Irishman by birth; and that casual kind of
Catholic that never remembers his religion until he is really in a hole. But Royce’s
request might have been less promptly complied with if one of the official detectives
had not been a friend and admirer of the unofficial Flambeau; and it was impossible to
be a friend of Flambeau without hearing numberless stories about Father Brown. Hence,
while the young detective (whose name was Merton) led the little priest across the fields
to the railway, their talk was more confidential than could be expected between two
total strangers.
“As far as I can see,” said Mr. Merton candidly, “there is no sense to be made of it at all.
There is nobody one can suspect. Magnus is a solemn old fool; far too much of a fool to
be an assassin. Royce has been the baronet’s best friend for years; and his daughter
undoubtedly adored him. Besides, it’s all too absurd. Who would kill such a cheery old
chap as Armstrong? Who could dip his hands in the gore of an after-dinner speaker? It
would be like killing Father Christmas.”
“Yes, it was a cheery house,” assented Father Brown. “It was a cheery house while he
was alive. Do you think it will be cheery now he is dead?”
Merton started a little and regarded his companion with an enlivened eye. “Now he is
dead?” he repeated.

“Yes,” continued the priest stolidly, “he was cheerful. But did he communicate his
cheerfulness? Frankly, was anyone else in the house cheerful but he?”
A window in Merton’s mind let in that strange light of surprise in which we see for the
first time things we have known all along. He had often been to the Armstrongs’, on
little police jobs of the philanthropist; and, now he came to think of it, it was in itself a
depressing house. The rooms were very high and very cold; the decoration mean and
provincial; the draughty corridors were lit by electricity that was bleaker than
moonlight. And though the old man’s scarlet face and silver beard had blazed like a
bonfire in each room or passage in turn, it did not leave any warmth behind it.
Doubtless this spectral discomfort in the place was partly due to the very vitality and
exuberance of its owner; he needed no stoves or lamps, he would say, but carried his
own warmth with him. But when Merton recalled the other inmates, he was compelled
to confess that they also were as shadows of their lord. The moody man-servant, with
his monstrous black gloves, was almost a nightmare; Royce, the secretary, was solid
enough, a big bull of a man, in tweeds, with a short beard; but the straw-coloured beard
was startlingly salted with grey like the tweeds, and the broad forehead was barred with
premature wrinkles. He was good-natured enough also, but it was a sad sort of goodnature, almost a heart-broken sort — he had the general air of being some sort of failure
in life. As for Armstrong’s daughter, it was almost incredible that she was his daughter;
she was so pallid in colour and sensitive in outline. She was graceful, but there was a
quiver in the very shape of her that was like the lines of an aspen. Merton had
sometimes wondered if she had learnt to quail at the crash of the passing trains.
“You see,” said Father Brown, blinking modestly, “I’m not sure that the Armstrong
cheerfulness is so very cheerful — for other people. You say that nobody could kill
such a happy old man, but I’m not sure; ne nos inducas in tentationem. If ever I
murdered somebody,” he added quite simply, “I dare say it might be an Optimist.”
“Why?” cried Merton amused. “Do you think people dislike cheerfulness?”
“People like frequent laughter,” answered Father Brown, “but I don’t think they like a
permanent smile. Cheerfulness without humour is a very trying thing.”
They walked some way in silence along the windy grassy bank by the rail, and just as
they came under the far-flung shadow of the tall Armstrong house, Father Brown said
suddenly, like a man throwing away a troublesome thought rather than offering it
seriously: “Of course, drink is neither good nor bad in itself. But I can’t help sometimes
feeling that men like Armstrong want an occasional glass of wine to sadden them.”
Merton’s official superior, a grizzled and capable detective named Gilder, was standing
on the green bank waiting for the coroner, talking to Patrick Royce, whose big
shoulders and bristly beard and hair towered above him. This was the more noticeable
because Royce walked always with a sort of powerful stoop, and seemed to be going
about his small clerical and domestic duties in a heavy and humbled style, like a buffalo
drawing a go-cart.
He raised his head with unusual pleasure at the sight of the priest, and took him a few
paces apart. Meanwhile Merton was addressing the older detective respectfully indeed,
but not without a certain boyish impatience.

“Well, Mr. Gilder, have you got much farther with the mystery?”
“There is no mystery,” replied Gilder, as he looked under dreamy eyelids at the rooks.
“Well, there is for me, at any rate,” said Merton, smiling.
“It is simple enough, my boy,” observed the senior investigator, stroking his grey,
pointed beard. “Three minutes after you’d gone for Mr. Royce’s parson the whole thing
came out. You know that pasty-faced servant in the black gloves who stopped the
train?”
“I should know him anywhere. Somehow he rather gave me the creeps.”
“Well,” drawled Gilder, “when the train had gone on again, that man had gone too.
Rather a cool criminal, don’t you think, to escape by the very train that went off for the
police?”
“You’re pretty sure, I suppose,” remarked the young man, “that he really did kill his
master?”
“Yes, my son, I’m pretty sure,” replied Gilder drily, “for the trifling reason that he has
gone off with twenty thousand pounds in papers that were in his master’s desk. No, the
only thing worth calling a difficulty is how he killed him. The skull seems broken as
with some big weapon, but there’s no weapon at all lying about, and the murderer
would have found it awkward to carry it away, unless the weapon was too small to be
noticed.”
“Perhaps the weapon was too big to be noticed,” said the priest, with an odd little
giggle.
Gilder looked round at this wild remark, and rather sternly asked Brown what he meant.
“Silly way of putting it, I know,” said Father Brown apologetically. “Sounds like a fairy
tale. But poor Armstrong was killed with a giant’s club, a great green club, too big to be
seen, and which we call the earth. He was broken against this green bank we are
standing on.”
“How do you mean?” asked the detective quickly.
Father Brown turned his moon face up to the narrow facade of the house and blinked
hopelessly up. Following his eyes, they saw that right at the top of this otherwise blind
back quarter of the building, an attic window stood open.
“Don’t you see,” he explained, pointing a little awkwardly like a child, “he was thrown
down from there?”
Gilder frowningly scrutinised the window, and then said: “Well, it is certainly possible.
But I don’t see why you are so sure about it.”

Brown opened his grey eyes wide. “Why,” he said, “there’s a bit of rope round the dead
man’s leg. Don’t you see that other bit of rope up there caught at the corner of the
window?”
At that height the thing looked like the faintest particle of dust or hair, but the shrewd
old investigator was satisfied. “You’re quite right, sir,” he said to Father Brown; “that is
certainly one to you.”
Almost as he spoke a special train with one carriage took the curve of the line on their
left, and, stopping, disgorged another group of policemen, in whose midst was the
hangdog visage of Magnus, the absconded servant.
“By Jove! they’ve got him,” cried Gilder, and stepped forward with quite a new
alertness.
“Have you got the money!” he cried to the first policeman.
The man looked him in the face with a rather curious expression and said: “No.” Then
he added: “At least, not here.”
“Which is the inspector, please?” asked the man called Magnus.
When he spoke everyone instantly understood how this voice had stopped a train. He
was a dull-looking man with flat black hair, a colourless face, and a faint suggestion of
the East in the level slits in his eyes and mouth. His blood and name, indeed, had
remained dubious, ever since Sir Aaron had “rescued” him from a waitership in a
London restaurant, and (as some said) from more infamous things. But his voice was as
vivid as his face was dead. Whether through exactitude in a foreign language, or in
deference to his master (who had been somewhat deaf), Magnus’s tones had a peculiarly
ringing and piercing quality, and the whole group quite jumped when he spoke.
“I always knew this would happen,” he said aloud with brazen blandness. “My poor old
master made game of me for wearing black; but I always said I should be ready for his
funeral.”
And he made a momentary movement with his two dark-gloved hands.
“Sergeant,” said Inspector Gilder, eyeing the black hands with wrath, “aren’t you
putting the bracelets on this fellow; he looks pretty dangerous.”
“Well, sir,” said the sergeant, with the same odd look of wonder, “I don’t know that we
can.”
“What do you mean?” asked the other sharply. “Haven’t you arrested him?”
A faint scorn widened the slit-like mouth, and the whistle of an approaching train
seemed oddly to echo the mockery.

“We arrested him,” replied the sergeant gravely, “just as he was coming out of the
police station at Highgate, where he had deposited all his master’s money in the care of
Inspector Robinson.”
Gilder looked at the man-servant in utter amazement. “Why on earth did you do that?”
he asked of Magnus.
“To keep it safe from the criminal, of course,” replied that person placidly.
“Surely,” said Gilder, “Sir Aaron’s money might have been safely left with Sir Aaron’s
family.”
The tail of his sentence was drowned in the roar of the train as it went rocking and
clanking; but through all the hell of noises to which that unhappy house was
periodically subject, they could hear the syllables of Magnus’s answer, in all their belllike distinctness: “I have no reason to feel confidence in Sir Aaron’s family.”
All the motionless men had the ghostly sensation of the presence of some new person;
and Merton was scarcely surprised when he looked up and saw the pale face of
Armstrong’s daughter over Father Brown’s shoulder. She was still young and beautiful
in a silvery style, but her hair was of so dusty and hueless a brown that in some shadows
it seemed to have turned totally grey.
“Be careful what you say,” said Royce gruffly, “you’ll frighten Miss Armstrong.”
“I hope so,” said the man with the clear voice.
As the woman winced and everyone else wondered, he went on: “I am somewhat used
to Miss Armstrong’s tremors. I have seen her trembling off and on for years. And some
said she was shaking with cold and some she was shaking with fear, but I know she was
shaking with hate and wicked anger — fiends that have had their feast this morning.
She would have been away by now with her lover and all the money but for me. Ever
since my poor old master prevented her from marrying that tipsy blackguard — ”
“Stop,” said Gilder very sternly. “We have nothing to do with your family fancies or
suspicions. Unless you have some practical evidence, your mere opinions — ”
“Oh! I’ll give you practical evidence,” cut in Magnus, in his hacking accent. “You’ll
have to subpoena me, Mr. Inspector, and I shall have to tell the truth. And the truth is
this: An instant after the old man was pitched bleeding out of the window, I ran into the
attic, and found his daughter swooning on the floor with a red dagger still in her hand.
Allow me to hand that also to the proper authorities.” He took from his tail-pocket a
long horn-hilted knife with a red smear on it, and handed it politely to the sergeant.
Then he stood back again, and his slits of eyes almost faded from his face in one fat
Chinese sneer.
Merton felt an almost bodily sickness at the sight of him; and he muttered to Gilder:
“Surely you would take Miss Armstrong’s word against his?”

Father Brown suddenly lifted a face so absurdly fresh that it looked somehow as if he
had just washed it. “Yes,” he said, radiating innocence, “but is Miss Armstrong’s word
against his?”
The girl uttered a startled, singular little cry; everyone looked at her. Her figure was
rigid as if paralysed; only her face within its frame of faint brown hair was alive with an
appalling surprise. She stood like one of a sudden lassooed and throttled.
“This man,” said Mr. Gilder gravely, “actually says that you were found grasping a
knife, insensible, after the murder.”
“He says the truth,” answered Alice.
The next fact of which they were conscious was that Patrick Royce strode with his great
stooping head into their ring and uttered the singular words: “Well, if I’ve got to go, I’ll
have a bit of pleasure first.”
His huge shoulder heaved and he sent an iron fist smash into Magnus’s bland
Mongolian visage, laying him on the lawn as flat as a starfish. Two or three of the
police instantly put their hands on Royce; but to the rest it seemed as if all reason had
broken up and the universe were turning into a brainless harlequinade.
“None of that, Mr. Royce,” Gilder had called out authoritatively. “I shall arrest you for
assault.”
“No, you won’t,” answered the secretary in a voice like an iron gong, “you will arrest
me for murder.”
Gilder threw an alarmed glance at the man knocked down; but since that outraged
person was already sitting up and wiping a little blood off a substantially uninjured face,
he only said shortly: “What do you mean?”
“It is quite true, as this fellow says,” explained Royce, “that Miss Armstrong fainted
with a knife in her hand. But she had not snatched the knife to attack her father, but to
defend him.”
“To defend him,” repeated Gilder gravely. “Against whom?”
“Against me,” answered the secretary.
Alice looked at him with a complex and baffling face; then she said in a low voice:
“After it all, I am still glad you are brave.”
“Come upstairs,” said Patrick Royce heavily, “and I will show you the whole cursed
thing.”
The attic, which was the secretary’s private place (and rather a small cell for so large a
hermit), had indeed all the vestiges of a violent drama. Near the centre of the floor lay a
large revolver as if flung away; nearer to the left was rolled a whisky bottle, open but
not quite empty. The cloth of the little table lay dragged and trampled, and a length of

cord, like that found on the corpse, was cast wildly across the windowsill. Two vases
were smashed on the mantelpiece and one on the carpet.
“I was drunk,” said Royce; and this simplicity in the prematurely battered man
somehow had the pathos of the first sin of a baby.
“You all know about me,” he continued huskily; “everybody knows how my story
began, and it may as well end like that too. I was called a clever man once, and might
have been a happy one; Armstrong saved the remains of a brain and body from the
taverns, and was always kind to me in his own way, poor fellow! Only he wouldn’t let
me marry Alice here; and it will always be said that he was right enough. Well, you can
form your own conclusions, and you won’t want me to go into details. That is my
whisky bottle half emptied in the corner; that is my revolver quite emptied on the
carpet. It was the rope from my box that was found on the corpse, and it was from my
window the corpse was thrown. You need not set detectives to grub up my tragedy; it is
a common enough weed in this world. I give myself to the gallows; and, by God, that is
enough!”
At a sufficiently delicate sign, the police gathered round the large man to lead him
away; but their unobtrusiveness was somewhat staggered by the remarkable appearance
of Father Brown, who was on his hands and knees on the carpet in the doorway, as if
engaged in some kind of undignified prayers. Being a person utterly insensible to the
social figure he cut, he remained in this posture, but turned a bright round face up at the
company, presenting the appearance of a quadruped with a very comic human head.
“I say,” he said good-naturedly, “this really won’t do at all, you know. At the beginning
you said we’d found no weapon. But now we’re finding too many; there’s the knife to
stab, and the rope to strangle, and the pistol to shoot; and after all he broke his neck by
falling out of a window! It won’t do. It’s not economical.” And he shook his head at the
ground as a horse does grazing.
Inspector Gilder had opened his mouth with serious intentions, but before he could
speak the grotesque figure on the floor had gone on quite volubly.
“And now three quite impossible things. First, these holes in the carpet, where the six
bullets have gone in. Why on earth should anybody fire at the carpet? A drunken man
lets fly at his enemy’s head, the thing that’s grinning at him. He doesn’t pick a quarrel
with his feet, or lay siege to his slippers. And then there’s the rope” — and having done
with the carpet the speaker lifted his hands and put them in his pocket, but continued
unaffectedly on his knees — “in what conceivable intoxication would anybody try to
put a rope round a man’s neck and finally put it round his leg? Royce, anyhow, was not
so drunk as that, or he would be sleeping like a log by now. And, plainest of all, the
whisky bottle. You suggest a dipsomaniac fought for the whisky bottle, and then having
won, rolled it away in a corner, spilling one half and leaving the other. That is the very
last thing a dipsomaniac would do.”
He scrambled awkwardly to his feet, and said to the self-accused murderer in tones of
limpid penitence: “I’m awfully sorry, my dear sir, but your tale is really rubbish.”

“Sir,” said Alice Armstrong in a low tone to the priest, “can I speak to you alone for a
moment?”
This request forced the communicative cleric out of the gangway, and before he could
speak in the next room, the girl was talking with strange incisiveness.
“You are a clever man,” she said, “and you are trying to save Patrick, I know. But it’s
no use. The core of all this is black, and the more things you find out the more there will
be against the miserable man I love.”
“Why?” asked Brown, looking at her steadily.
“Because,” she answered equally steadily, “I saw him commit the crime myself.”
“Ah!” said the unmoved Brown, “and what did he do?”
“I was in this room next to them,” she explained; “both doors were closed, but I
suddenly heard a voice, such as I had never heard on earth, roaring ‘Hell, hell, hell,’
again and again, and then the two doors shook with the first explosion of the revolver.
Thrice again the thing banged before I got the two doors open and found the room full
of smoke; but the pistol was smoking in my poor, mad Patrick’s hand; and I saw him
fire the last murderous volley with my own eyes. Then he leapt on my father, who was
clinging in terror to the window-sill, and, grappling, tried to strangle him with the rope,
which he threw over his head, but which slipped over his struggling shoulders to his
feet. Then it tightened round one leg and Patrick dragged him along like a maniac. I
snatched a knife from the mat, and, rushing between them, managed to cut the rope
before I fainted.”
“I see,” said Father Brown, with the same wooden civility. “Thank you.”
As the girl collapsed under her memories, the priest passed stiffly into the next room,
where he found Gilder and Merton alone with Patrick Royce, who sat in a chair,
handcuffed. There he said to the Inspector submissively:
“Might I say a word to the prisoner in your presence; and might he take off those funny
cuffs for a minute?”
“He is a very powerful man,” said Merton in an undertone. “Why do you want them
taken off?”
“Why, I thought,” replied the priest humbly, “that perhaps I might have the very great
honour of shaking hands with him.”
Both detectives stared, and Father Brown added: “Won’t you tell them about it, sir?”
The man on the chair shook his tousled head, and the priest turned impatiently.
“Then I will,” he said. “Private lives are more important than public reputations. I am
going to save the living, and let the dead bury their dead.”

He went to the fatal window, and blinked out of it as he went on talking.
“I told you that in this case there were too many weapons and only one death. I tell you
now that they were not weapons, and were not used to cause death. All those grisly
tools, the noose, the bloody knife, the exploding pistol, were instruments of a curious
mercy. They were not used to kill Sir Aaron, but to save him.”
“To save him!” repeated Gilder. “And from what?”
“From himself,” said Father Brown. “He was a suicidal maniac.”
“What?” cried Merton in an incredulous tone. “And the Religion of Cheerfulness — ”
“It is a cruel religion,” said the priest, looking out of the window. “Why couldn’t they
let him weep a little, like his fathers before him? His plans stiffened, his views grew
cold; behind that merry mask was the empty mind of the atheist. At last, to keep up his
hilarious public level, he fell back on that dram-drinking he had abandoned long ago.
But there is this horror about alcoholism in a sincere teetotaler: that he pictures and
expects that psychological inferno from which he has warned others. It leapt upon poor
Armstrong prematurely, and by this morning he was in such a case that he sat here and
cried he was in hell, in so crazy a voice that his daughter did not know it. He was mad
for death, and with the monkey tricks of the mad he had scattered round him death in
many shapes — a running noose and his friend’s revolver and a knife. Royce entered
accidentally and acted in a flash. He flung the knife on the mat behind him, snatched up
the revolver, and having no time to unload it, emptied it shot after shot all over the
floor. The suicide saw a fourth shape of death, and made a dash for the window. The
rescuer did the only thing he could — ran after him with the rope and tried to tie him
hand and foot. Then it was that the unlucky girl ran in, and misunderstanding the
struggle, strove to slash her father free. At first she only slashed poor Royce’s knuckles,
from which has come all the little blood in this affair. But, of course, you noticed that he
left blood, but no wound, on that servant’s face? Only before the poor woman swooned,
she did hack her father loose, so that he went crashing through that window into
eternity.”
There was a long stillness slowly broken by the metallic noises of Gilder unlocking the
handcuffs of Patrick Royce, to whom he said: “I think I should have told the truth, sir.
You and the young lady are worth more than Armstrong’s obituary notices.”
“Confound Armstrong’s notices,” cried Royce roughly. “Don’t you see it was because
she mustn’t know?”
“Mustn’t know what?” asked Merton.
“Why, that she killed her father, you fool!” roared the other. “He’d have been alive now
but for her. It might craze her to know that.”
“No, I don’t think it would,” remarked Father Brown, as he picked up his hat. “I rather
think I should tell her. Even the most murderous blunders don’t poison life like sins;
anyhow, I think you may both be the happier now. I’ve got to go back to the Deaf
School.”

As he went out on to the gusty grass an acquaintance from Highgate stopped him and
said:
“The Coroner has arrived. The inquiry is just going to begin.”
“I’ve got to get back to the Deaf School,” said Father Brown. “I’m sorry I can’t stop for
the inquiry.”

The Wisdom of Father Brown
To
Lucian Oldershaw

The Absence of Mr Glass
THE consulting-rooms of Dr Orion Hood, the eminent criminologist and specialist in
certain moral disorders, lay along the sea-front at Scarborough, in a series of very large
and well-lighted french windows, which showed the North Sea like one endless outer
wall of blue-green marble. In such a place the sea had something of the monotony of a
blue-green dado: for the chambers themselves were ruled throughout by a terrible
tidiness not unlike the terrible tidiness of the sea. It must not be supposed that Dr
Hood’s apartments excluded luxury, or even poetry. These things were there, in their
place; but one felt that they were never allowed out of their place. Luxury was there:
there stood upon a special table eight or ten boxes of the best cigars; but they were built
upon a plan so that the strongest were always nearest the wall and the mildest nearest
the window. A tantalus containing three kinds of spirit, all of a liqueur excellence, stood
always on this table of luxury; but the fanciful have asserted that the whisky, brandy,
and rum seemed always to stand at the same level. Poetry was there: the left-hand
corner of the room was lined with as complete a set of English classics as the right hand
could show of English and foreign physiologists. But if one took a volume of Chaucer
or Shelley from that rank, its absence irritated the mind like a gap in a man’s front teeth.
One could not say the books were never read; probably they were, but there was a sense
of their being chained to their places, like the Bibles in the old churches. Dr Hood
treated his private book-shelf as if it were a public library. And if this strict scientific
intangibility steeped even the shelves laden with lyrics and ballads and the tables laden
with drink and tobacco, it goes without saying that yet more of such heathen holiness
protected the other shelves that held the specialist’s library, and the other tables that
sustained the frail and even fairylike instruments of chemistry or mechanics.
Dr Hood paced the length of his string of apartments, bounded — as the boys’
geographies say — on the east by the North Sea and on the west by the serried ranks of
his sociological and criminologist library. He was clad in an artist’s velvet, but with
none of an artist’s negligence; his hair was heavily shot with grey, but growing thick
and healthy; his face was lean, but sanguine and expectant. Everything about him and
his room indicated something at once rigid and restless, like that great northern sea by
which (on pure principles of hygiene) he had built his home.
Fate, being in a funny mood, pushed the door open and introduced into those long,
strict, sea-flanked apartments one who was perhaps the most startling opposite of them
and their master. In answer to a curt but civil summons, the door opened inwards and

there shambled into the room a shapeless little figure, which seemed to find its own hat
and umbrella as unmanageable as a mass of luggage. The umbrella was a black and
prosaic bundle long past repair; the hat was a broad-curved black hat, clerical but not
common in England; the man was the very embodiment of all that is homely and
helpless.
The doctor regarded the new-comer with a restrained astonishment, not unlike that he
would have shown if some huge but obviously harmless sea-beast had crawled into his
room. The new-comer regarded the doctor with that beaming but breathless geniality
which characterizes a corpulent charwoman who has just managed to stuff herself into
an omnibus. It is a rich confusion of social self-congratulation and bodily disarray. His
hat tumbled to the carpet, his heavy umbrella slipped between his knees with a thud; he
reached after the one and ducked after the other, but with an unimpaired smile on his
round face spoke simultaneously as follows:
“My name is Brown. Pray excuse me. I’ve come about that business of the MacNabs. I
have heard, you often help people out of such troubles. Pray excuse me if I am wrong.”
By this time he had sprawlingly recovered the hat, and made an odd little bobbing bow
over it, as if setting everything quite right.
“I hardly understand you,” replied the scientist, with a cold intensity of manner. “I fear
you have mistaken the chambers. I am Dr Hood, and my work is almost entirely literary
and educational. It is true that I have sometimes been consulted by the police in cases of
peculiar difficulty and importance, but — ”
“Oh, this is of the greatest importance,” broke in the little man called Brown. “Why, her
mother won’t let them get engaged.” And he leaned back in his chair in radiant
rationality.
The brows of Dr Hood were drawn down darkly, but the eyes under them were bright
with something that might be anger or might be amusement. “And still,” he said, “I do
not quite understand.”
“You see, they want to get married,” said the man with the clerical hat. “Maggie
MacNab and young Todhunter want to get married. Now, what can be more important
than that?”
The great Orion Hood’s scientific triumphs had deprived him of many things — some
said of his health, others of his God; but they had not wholly despoiled him of his sense
of the absurd. At the last plea of the ingenuous priest a chuckle broke out of him from
inside, and he threw himself into an arm-chair in an ironical attitude of the consulting
physician.
“Mr Brown,” he said gravely, “it is quite fourteen and a half years since I was
personally asked to test a personal problem: then it was the case of an attempt to poison
the French President at a Lord Mayor’s Banquet. It is now, I understand, a question of
whether some friend of yours called Maggie is a suitable fiancee for some friend of hers
called Todhunter. Well, Mr Brown, I am a sportsman. I will take it on. I will give the
MacNab family my best advice, as good as I gave the French Republic and the King of

England — no, better: fourteen years better. I have nothing else to do this afternoon.
Tell me your story.”
The little clergyman called Brown thanked him with unquestionable warmth, but still
with a queer kind of simplicity. It was rather as if he were thanking a stranger in a
smoking-room for some trouble in passing the matches, than as if he were (as he was)
practically thanking the Curator of Kew Gardens for coming with him into a field to
find a four-leaved clover. With scarcely a semi-colon after his hearty thanks, the little
man began his recital:
“I told you my name was Brown; well, that’s the fact, and I’m the priest of the little
Catholic Church I dare say you’ve seen beyond those straggly streets, where the town
ends towards the north. In the last and straggliest of those streets which runs along the
sea like a sea-wall there is a very honest but rather sharp-tempered member of my flock,
a widow called MacNab. She has one daughter, and she lets lodgings, and between her
and the daughter, and between her and the lodgers — well, I dare say there is a great
deal to be said on both sides. At present she has only one lodger, the young man called
Todhunter; but he has given more trouble than all the rest, for he wants to marry the
young woman of the house.”
“And the young woman of the house,” asked Dr Hood, with huge and silent amusement,
“what does she want?”
“Why, she wants to marry him,” cried Father Brown, sitting up eagerly. “That is just the
awful complication.”
“It is indeed a hideous enigma,” said Dr Hood.
“This young James Todhunter,” continued the cleric, “is a very decent man so far as I
know; but then nobody knows very much. He is a bright, brownish little fellow, agile
like a monkey, clean-shaven like an actor, and obliging like a born courtier. He seems to
have quite a pocketful of money, but nobody knows what his trade is. Mrs MacNab,
therefore (being of a pessimistic turn), is quite sure it is something dreadful, and
probably connected with dynamite. The dynamite must be of a shy and noiseless sort,
for the poor fellow only shuts himself up for several hours of the day and studies
something behind a locked door. He declares his privacy is temporary and justified, and
promises to explain before the wedding. That is all that anyone knows for certain, but
Mrs MacNab will tell you a great deal more than even she is certain of. You know how
the tales grow like grass on such a patch of ignorance as that. There are tales of two
voices heard talking in the room; though, when the door is opened, Todhunter is always
found alone. There are tales of a mysterious tall man in a silk hat, who once came out of
the sea-mists and apparently out of the sea, stepping softly across the sandy fields and
through the small back garden at twilight, till he was heard talking to the lodger at his
open window. The colloquy seemed to end in a quarrel. Todhunter dashed down his
window with violence, and the man in the high hat melted into the sea-fog again. This
story is told by the family with the fiercest mystification; but I really think Mrs MacNab
prefers her own original tale: that the Other Man (or whatever it is) crawls out every
night from the big box in the corner, which is kept locked all day. You see, therefore,
how this sealed door of Todhunter’s is treated as the gate of all the fancies and
monstrosities of the ‘Thousand and One Nights’. And yet there is the little fellow in his

respectable black jacket, as punctual and innocent as a parlour clock. He pays his rent to
the tick; he is practically a teetotaller; he is tirelessly kind with the younger children,
and can keep them amused for a day on end; and, last and most urgent of all, he has
made himself equally popular with the eldest daughter, who is ready to go to church
with him tomorrow.”
A man warmly concerned with any large theories has always a relish for applying them
to any triviality. The great specialist having condescended to the priest’s simplicity,
condescended expansively. He settled himself with comfort in his arm-chair and began
to talk in the tone of a somewhat absent-minded lecturer:
“Even in a minute instance, it is best to look first to the main tendencies of Nature. A
particular flower may not be dead in early winter, but the flowers are dying; a particular
pebble may never be wetted with the tide, but the tide is coming in. To the scientific eye
all human history is a series of collective movements, destructions or migrations, like
the massacre of flies in winter or the return of birds in spring. Now the root fact in all
history is Race. Race produces religion; Race produces legal and ethical wars. There is
no stronger case than that of the wild, unworldly and perishing stock which we
commonly call the Celts, of whom your friends the MacNabs are specimens. Small,
swarthy, and of this dreamy and drifting blood, they accept easily the superstitious
explanation of any incidents, just as they still accept (you will excuse me for saying)
that superstitious explanation of all incidents which you and your Church represent. It is
not remarkable that such people, with the sea moaning behind them and the Church
(excuse me again) droning in front of them, should put fantastic features into what are
probably plain events. You, with your small parochial responsibilities, see only this
particular Mrs MacNab, terrified with this particular tale of two voices and a tall man
out of the sea. But the man with the scientific imagination sees, as it were, the whole
clans of MacNab scattered over the whole world, in its ultimate average as uniform as a
tribe of birds. He sees thousands of Mrs MacNabs, in thousands of houses, dropping
their little drop of morbidity in the tea-cups of their friends; he sees — ”
Before the scientist could conclude his sentence, another and more impatient summons
sounded from without; someone with swishing skirts was marshalled hurriedly down
the corridor, and the door opened on a young girl, decently dressed but disordered and
red-hot with haste. She had sea-blown blonde hair, and would have been entirely
beautiful if her cheek-bones had not been, in the Scotch manner, a little high in relief as
well as in colour. Her apology was almost as abrupt as a command.
“I’m sorry to interrupt you, sir,” she said, “but I had to follow Father Brown at once; it’s
nothing less than life or death.”
Father Brown began to get to his feet in some disorder. “Why, what has happened,
Maggie?” he said.
“James has been murdered, for all I can make out,” answered the girl, still breathing
hard from her rush. “That man Glass has been with him again; I heard them talking
through the door quite plain. Two separate voices: for James speaks low, with a burr,
and the other voice was high and quavery.”
“That man Glass?” repeated the priest in some perplexity.

“I know his name is Glass,” answered the girl, in great impatience. “I heard it through
the door. They were quarrelling — about money, I think — for I heard James say again
and again, ‘That’s right, Mr Glass,’ or ‘No, Mr Glass,’ and then, ‘Two or three, Mr
Glass.’ But we’re talking too much; you must come at once, and there may be time yet.”
“But time for what?” asked Dr Hood, who had been studying the young lady with
marked interest. “What is there about Mr Glass and his money troubles that should
impel such urgency?”
“I tried to break down the door and couldn’t,” answered the girl shortly, “Then I ran to
the back-yard, and managed to climb on to the window-sill that looks into the room. It
was all dim, and seemed to be empty, but I swear I saw James lying huddled up in a
corner, as if he were drugged or strangled.”
“This is very serious,” said Father Brown, gathering his errant hat and umbrella and
standing up; “in point of fact I was just putting your case before this gentleman, and his
view — ”
“Has been largely altered,” said the scientist gravely. “I do not think this young lady is
so Celtic as I had supposed. As I have nothing else to do, I will put on my hat and stroll
down town with you.”
In a few minutes all three were approaching the dreary tail of the MacNabs’ street: the
girl with the stern and breathless stride of the mountaineer, the criminologist with a
lounging grace (which was not without a certain leopard-like swiftness), and the priest
at an energetic trot entirely devoid of distinction. The aspect of this edge of the town
was not entirely without justification for the doctor’s hints about desolate moods and
environments. The scattered houses stood farther and farther apart in a broken string
along the seashore; the afternoon was closing with a premature and partly lurid twilight;
the sea was of an inky purple and murmuring ominously. In the scrappy back garden of
the MacNabs which ran down towards the sand, two black, barren-looking trees stood
up like demon hands held up in astonishment, and as Mrs MacNab ran down the street
to meet them with lean hands similarly spread, and her fierce face in shadow, she was a
little like a demon herself. The doctor and the priest made scant reply to her shrill
reiterations of her daughter’s story, with more disturbing details of her own, to the
divided vows of vengeance against Mr Glass for murdering, and against Mr Todhunter
for being murdered, or against the latter for having dared to want to marry her daughter,
and for not having lived to do it. They passed through the narrow passage in the front of
the house until they came to the lodger’s door at the back, and there Dr Hood, with the
trick of an old detective, put his shoulder sharply to the panel and burst in the door.
It opened on a scene of silent catastrophe. No one seeing it, even for a flash, could doubt
that the room had been the theatre of some thrilling collision between two, or perhaps
more, persons. Playing-cards lay littered across the table or fluttered about the floor as if
a game had been interrupted. Two wine glasses stood ready for wine on a side-table, but
a third lay smashed in a star of crystal upon the carpet. A few feet from it lay what
looked like a long knife or short sword, straight, but with an ornamental and pictured
handle, its dull blade just caught a grey glint from the dreary window behind, which
showed the black trees against the leaden level of the sea. Towards the opposite corner
of the room was rolled a gentleman’s silk top hat, as if it had just been knocked off his

head; so much so, indeed, that one almost looked to see it still rolling. And in the corner
behind it, thrown like a sack of potatoes, but corded like a railway trunk, lay Mr James
Todhunter, with a scarf across his mouth, and six or seven ropes knotted round his
elbows and ankles. His brown eyes were alive and shifted alertly.
Dr Orion Hood paused for one instant on the doormat and drank in the whole scene of
voiceless violence. Then he stepped swiftly across the carpet, picked up the tall silk hat,
and gravely put it upon the head of the yet pinioned Todhunter. It was so much too large
for him that it almost slipped down on to his shoulders.
“Mr Glass’s hat,” said the doctor, returning with it and peering into the inside with a
pocket lens. “How to explain the absence of Mr Glass and the presence of Mr Glass’s
hat? For Mr Glass is not a careless man with his clothes. That hat is of a stylish shape
and systematically brushed and burnished, though not very new. An old dandy, I should
think.”
“But, good heavens!” called out Miss MacNab, “aren’t you going to untie the man
first?”
“I say ‘old’ with intention, though not with certainty” continued the expositor; “my
reason for it might seem a little far-fetched. The hair of human beings falls out in very
varying degrees, but almost always falls out slightly, and with the lens I should see the
tiny hairs in a hat recently worn. It has none, which leads me to guess that Mr Glass is
bald. Now when this is taken with the high-pitched and querulous voice which Miss
MacNab described so vividly (patience, my dear lady, patience), when we take the
hairless head together with the tone common in senile anger, I should think we may
deduce some advance in years. Nevertheless, he was probably vigorous, and he was
almost certainly tall. I might rely in some degree on the story of his previous appearance
at the window, as a tall man in a silk hat, but I think I have more exact indication. This
wineglass has been smashed all over the place, but one of its splinters lies on the high
bracket beside the mantelpiece. No such fragment could have fallen there if the vessel
had been smashed in the hand of a comparatively short man like Mr Todhunter.”
“By the way,” said Father Brown, “might it not be as well to untie Mr Todhunter?”
“Our lesson from the drinking-vessels does not end here,” proceeded the specialist. “I
may say at once that it is possible that the man Glass was bald or nervous through
dissipation rather than age. Mr Todhunter, as has been remarked, is a quiet thrifty
gentleman, essentially an abstainer. These cards and wine-cups are no part of his normal
habit; they have been produced for a particular companion. But, as it happens, we may
go farther. Mr Todhunter may or may not possess this wine-service, but there is no
appearance of his possessing any wine. What, then, were these vessels to contain? I
would at once suggest some brandy or whisky, perhaps of a luxurious sort, from a flask
in the pocket of Mr Glass. We have thus something like a picture of the man, or at least
of the type: tall, elderly, fashionable, but somewhat frayed, certainly fond of play and
strong waters, perhaps rather too fond of them. Mr Glass is a gentleman not unknown
on the fringes of society.”
“Look here,” cried the young woman, “if you don’t let me pass to untie him I’ll run
outside and scream for the police.”

“I should not advise you, Miss MacNab,” said Dr Hood gravely, “to be in any hurry to
fetch the police. Father Brown, I seriously ask you to compose your flock, for their
sakes, not for mine. Well, we have seen something of the figure and quality of Mr
Glass; what are the chief facts known of Mr Todhunter? They are substantially three:
that he is economical, that he is more or less wealthy, and that he has a secret. Now,
surely it is obvious that there are the three chief marks of the kind of man who is
blackmailed. And surely it is equally obvious that the faded finery, the profligate habits,
and the shrill irritation of Mr Glass are the unmistakable marks of the kind of man who
blackmails him. We have the two typical figures of a tragedy of hush money: on the one
hand, the respectable man with a mystery; on the other, the West-end vulture with a
scent for a mystery. These two men have met here today and have quarrelled, using
blows and a bare weapon.”
“Are you going to take those ropes off?” asked the girl stubbornly.
Dr Hood replaced the silk hat carefully on the side table, and went across to the captive.
He studied him intently, even moving him a little and half-turning him round by the
shoulders, but he only answered:
“No; I think these ropes will do very well till your friends the police bring the
handcuffs.”
Father Brown, who had been looking dully at the carpet, lifted his round face and said:
“What do you mean?”
The man of science had picked up the peculiar dagger-sword from the carpet and was
examining it intently as he answered:
“Because you find Mr Todhunter tied up,” he said, “you all jump to the conclusion that
Mr Glass had tied him up; and then, I suppose, escaped. There are four objections to
this: First, why should a gentleman so dressy as our friend Glass leave his hat behind
him, if he left of his own free will? Second,” he continued, moving towards the window,
“this is the only exit, and it is locked on the inside. Third, this blade here has a tiny
touch of blood at the point, but there is no wound on Mr Todhunter. Mr Glass took that
wound away with him, dead or alive. Add to all this primary probability. It is much
more likely that the blackmailed person would try to kill his incubus, rather than that the
blackmailer would try to kill the goose that lays his golden egg. There, I think, we have
a pretty complete story.”
“But the ropes?” inquired the priest, whose eyes had remained open with a rather vacant
admiration.
“Ah, the ropes,” said the expert with a singular intonation. “Miss MacNab very much
wanted to know why I did not set Mr Todhunter free from his ropes. Well, I will tell
her. I did not do it because Mr Todhunter can set himself free from them at any minute
he chooses.”
“What?” cried the audience on quite different notes of astonishment.

“I have looked at all the knots on Mr Todhunter,” reiterated Hood quietly. “I happen to
know something about knots; they are quite a branch of criminal science. Every one of
those knots he has made himself and could loosen himself; not one of them would have
been made by an enemy really trying to pinion him. The whole of this affair of the ropes
is a clever fake, to make us think him the victim of the struggle instead of the wretched
Glass, whose corpse may be hidden in the garden or stuffed up the chimney.”
There was a rather depressed silence; the room was darkening, the sea-blighted boughs
of the garden trees looked leaner and blacker than ever, yet they seemed to have come
nearer to the window. One could almost fancy they were sea-monsters like krakens or
cuttlefish, writhing polypi who had crawled up from the sea to see the end of this
tragedy, even as he, the villain and victim of it, the terrible man in the tall hat, had once
crawled up from the sea. For the whole air was dense with the morbidity of blackmail,
which is the most morbid of human things, because it is a crime concealing a crime; a
black plaster on a blacker wound.
The face of the little Catholic priest, which was commonly complacent and even comic,
had suddenly become knotted with a curious frown. It was not the blank curiosity of his
first innocence. It was rather that creative curiosity which comes when a man has the
beginnings of an idea. “Say it again, please,” he said in a simple, bothered manner; “do
you mean that Todhunter can tie himself up all alone and untie himself all alone?”
“That is what I mean,” said the doctor.
“Jerusalem!” ejaculated Brown suddenly, “I wonder if it could possibly be that!”
He scuttled across the room rather like a rabbit, and peered with quite a new
impulsiveness into the partially-covered face of the captive. Then he turned his own
rather fatuous face to the company. “Yes, that’s it!” he cried in a certain excitement.
“Can’t you see it in the man’s face? Why, look at his eyes!”
Both the Professor and the girl followed the direction of his glance. And though the
broad black scarf completely masked the lower half of Todhunter’s visage, they did
grow conscious of something struggling and intense about the upper part of it.
“His eyes do look queer,” cried the young woman, strongly moved. “You brutes; I
believe it’s hurting him!”
“Not that, I think,” said Dr Hood; “the eyes have certainly a singular expression. But I
should interpret those transverse wrinkles as expressing rather such slight psychological
abnormality — ”
“Oh, bosh!” cried Father Brown: “can’t you see he’s laughing?”
“Laughing!” repeated the doctor, with a start; “but what on earth can he be laughing
at?”
“Well,” replied the Reverend Brown apologetically, “not to put too fine a point on it, I
think he is laughing at you. And indeed, I’m a little inclined to laugh at myself, now I
know about it.”

“Now you know about what?” asked Hood, in some exasperation.
“Now I know,” replied the priest, “the profession of Mr Todhunter.”
He shuffled about the room, looking at one object after another with what seemed to be
a vacant stare, and then invariably bursting into an equally vacant laugh, a highly
irritating process for those who had to watch it. He laughed very much over the hat, still
more uproariously over the broken glass, but the blood on the sword point sent him into
mortal convulsions of amusement. Then he turned to the fuming specialist.
“Dr Hood,” he cried enthusiastically, “you are a great poet! You have called an
uncreated being out of the void. How much more godlike that is than if you had only
ferreted out the mere facts! Indeed, the mere facts are rather commonplace and comic
by comparison.”
“I have no notion what you are talking about,” said Dr Hood rather haughtily; “my facts
are all inevitable, though necessarily incomplete. A place may be permitted to intuition,
perhaps (or poetry if you prefer the term), but only because the corresponding details
cannot as yet be ascertained. In the absence of Mr Glass — ”
“That’s it, that’s it,” said the little priest, nodding quite eagerly, “that’s the first idea to
get fixed; the absence of Mr Glass. He is so extremely absent. I suppose,” he added
reflectively, “that there was never anybody so absent as Mr Glass.”
“Do you mean he is absent from the town?” demanded the doctor.
“I mean he is absent from everywhere,” answered Father Brown; “he is absent from the
Nature of Things, so to speak.”
“Do you seriously mean,” said the specialist with a smile, “that there is no such
person?”
The priest made a sign of assent. “It does seem a pity,” he said.
Orion Hood broke into a contemptuous laugh. “Well,” he said, “before we go on to the
hundred and one other evidences, let us take the first proof we found; the first fact we
fell over when we fell into this room. If there is no Mr Glass, whose hat is this?”
“It is Mr Todhunter’s,” replied Father Brown.
“But it doesn’t fit him,” cried Hood impatiently. “He couldn’t possibly wear it!”
Father Brown shook his head with ineffable mildness. “I never said he could wear it,”
he answered. “I said it was his hat. Or, if you insist on a shade of difference, a hat that is
his.”
“And what is the shade of difference?” asked the criminologist with a slight sneer.

“My good sir,” cried the mild little man, with his first movement akin to impatience, “if
you will walk down the street to the nearest hatter’s shop, you will see that there is, in
common speech, a difference between a man’s hat and the hats that are his.”
“But a hatter,” protested Hood, “can get money out of his stock of new hats. What could
Todhunter get out of this one old hat?”
“Rabbits,” replied Father Brown promptly.
“What?” cried Dr Hood.
“Rabbits, ribbons, sweetmeats, goldfish, rolls of coloured paper,” said the reverend
gentleman with rapidity. “Didn’t you see it all when you found out the faked ropes? It’s
just the same with the sword. Mr Todhunter hasn’t got a scratch on him, as you say; but
he’s got a scratch in him, if you follow me.”
“Do you mean inside Mr Todhunter’s clothes?” inquired Mrs MacNab sternly.
“I do not mean inside Mr Todhunter’s clothes,” said Father Brown. “I mean inside Mr
Todhunter.”
“Well, what in the name of Bedlam do you mean?”
“Mr Todhunter,” explained Father Brown placidly, “is learning to be a professional
conjurer, as well as juggler, ventriloquist, and expert in the rope trick. The conjuring
explains the hat. It is without traces of hair, not because it is worn by the prematurely
bald Mr Glass, but because it has never been worn by anybody. The juggling explains
the three glasses, which Todhunter was teaching himself to throw up and catch in
rotation. But, being only at the stage of practice, he smashed one glass against the
ceiling. And the juggling also explains the sword, which it was Mr Todhunter’s
professional pride and duty to swallow. But, again, being at the stage of practice, he
very slightly grazed the inside of his throat with the weapon. Hence he has a wound
inside him, which I am sure (from the expression on his face) is not a serious one. He
was also practising the trick of a release from ropes, like the Davenport Brothers, and he
was just about to free himself when we all burst into the room. The cards, of course, are
for card tricks, and they are scattered on the floor because he had just been practising
one of those dodges of sending them flying through the air. He merely kept his trade
secret, because he had to keep his tricks secret, like any other conjurer. But the mere
fact of an idler in a top hat having once looked in at his back window, and been driven
away by him with great indignation, was enough to set us all on a wrong track of
romance, and make us imagine his whole life overshadowed by the silk-hatted spectre
of Mr Glass.”
“But what about the two voices?” asked Maggie, staring.
“Have you never heard a ventriloquist?” asked Father Brown. “Don’t you know they
speak first in their natural voice, and then answer themselves in just that shrill, squeaky,
unnatural voice that you heard?”

There was a long silence, and Dr Hood regarded the little man who had spoken with a
dark and attentive smile. “You are certainly a very ingenious person,” he said; “it could
not have been done better in a book. But there is just one part of Mr Glass you have not
succeeded in explaining away, and that is his name. Miss MacNab distinctly heard him
so addressed by Mr Todhunter.”
The Rev. Mr Brown broke into a rather childish giggle. “Well, that,” he said, “that’s the
silliest part of the whole silly story. When our juggling friend here threw up the three
glasses in turn, he counted them aloud as he caught them, and also commented aloud
when he failed to catch them. What he really said was: ‘One, two and three — missed a
glass one, two — missed a glass.’ And so on.”
There was a second of stillness in the room, and then everyone with one accord burst
out laughing. As they did so the figure in the corner complacently uncoiled all the ropes
and let them fall with a flourish. Then, advancing into the middle of the room with a
bow, he produced from his pocket a big bill printed in blue and red, which announced
that ZALADIN, the World’s Greatest Conjurer, Contortionist, Ventriloquist and Human
Kangaroo would be ready with an entirely new series of Tricks at the Empire Pavilion,
Scarborough, on Monday next at eight o’clock precisely.

The Paradise of Thieves
THE great Muscari, most original of the young Tuscan poets, walked swiftly into his
favourite restaurant, which overlooked the Mediterranean, was covered by an awning
and fenced by little lemon and orange trees. Waiters in white aprons were already laying
out on white tables the insignia of an early and elegant lunch; and this seemed to
increase a satisfaction that already touched the top of swagger. Muscari had an eagle
nose like Dante; his hair and neckerchief were dark and flowing; he carried a black
cloak, and might almost have carried a black mask, so much did he bear with him a sort
of Venetian melodrama. He acted as if a troubadour had still a definite social office, like
a bishop. He went as near as his century permitted to walking the world literally like
Don Juan, with rapier and guitar.
For he never travelled without a case of swords, with which he had fought many
brilliant duels, or without a corresponding case for his mandolin, with which he had
actually serenaded Miss Ethel Harrogate, the highly conventional daughter of a
Yorkshire banker on a holiday. Yet he was neither a charlatan nor a child; but a hot,
logical Latin who liked a certain thing and was it. His poetry was as straightforward as
anyone else’s prose. He desired fame or wine or the beauty of women with a torrid
directness inconceivable among the cloudy ideals or cloudy compromises of the north;
to vaguer races his intensity smelt of danger or even crime. Like fire or the sea, he was
too simple to be trusted.
The banker and his beautiful English daughter were staying at the hotel attached to
Muscari’s restaurant; that was why it was his favourite restaurant. A glance flashed
around the room told him at once, however, that the English party had not descended.
The restaurant was glittering, but still comparatively empty. Two priests were talking at
a table in a corner, but Muscari (an ardent Catholic) took no more notice of them than of
a couple of crows. But from a yet farther seat, partly concealed behind a dwarf tree

golden with oranges, there rose and advanced towards the poet a person whose costume
was the most aggressively opposite to his own.
This figure was clad in tweeds of a piebald check, with a pink tie, a sharp collar and
protuberant yellow boots. He contrived, in the true tradition of ‘Arry at Margate, to look
at once startling and commonplace. But as the Cockney apparition drew nearer, Muscari
was astounded to observe that the head was distinctly different from the body. It was an
Italian head: fuzzy, swarthy and very vivacious, that rose abruptly out of the standing
collar like cardboard and the comic pink tie. In fact it was a head he knew. He
recognized it, above all the dire erection of English holiday array, as the face of an old
but forgotten friend name Ezza. This youth had been a prodigy at college, and European
fame was promised him when he was barely fifteen; but when he appeared in the world
he failed, first publicly as a dramatist and a demagogue, and then privately for years on
end as an actor, a traveller, a commission agent or a journalist. Muscari had known him
last behind the footlights; he was but too well attuned to the excitements of that
profession, and it was believed that some moral calamity had swallowed him up.
“Ezza!” cried the poet, rising and shaking hands in a pleasant astonishment. “Well, I’ve
seen you in many costumes in the green room; but I never expected to see you dressed
up as an Englishman.”
“This,” answered Ezza gravely, “is not the costume of an Englishman, but of the Italian
of the future.”
“In that case,” remarked Muscari, “I confess I prefer the Italian of the past.”
“That is your old mistake, Muscari,” said the man in tweeds, shaking his head; “and the
mistake of Italy. In the sixteenth century we Tuscans made the morning: we had the
newest steel, the newest carving, the newest chemistry. Why should we not now have
the newest factories, the newest motors, the newest finance — the newest clothes?”
“Because they are not worth having,” answered Muscari. “You cannot make Italians
really progressive; they are too intelligent. Men who see the short cut to good living will
never go by the new elaborate roads.”
“Well, to me Marconi, or D’Annunzio, is the star of Italy” said the other. “That is why I
have become a Futurist — and a courier.”
“A courier!” cried Muscari, laughing. “Is that the last of your list of trades? And whom
are you conducting?”
“Oh, a man of the name of Harrogate, and his family, I believe.”
“Not the banker in this hotel?” inquired the poet, with some eagerness.
“That’s the man,” answered the courier.
“Does it pay well?” asked the troubadour innocently.

“It will pay me,” said Ezza, with a very enigmatic smile. “But I am a rather curious sort
of courier.” Then, as if changing the subject, he said abruptly: “He has a daughter —
and a son.”
“The daughter is divine,” affirmed Muscari, “the father and son are, I suppose, human.
But granted his harmless qualities doesn’t that banker strike you as a splendid instance
of my argument? Harrogate has millions in his safes, and I have — the hole in my
pocket. But you daren’t say — you can’t say — that he’s cleverer than I, or bolder than
I, or even more energetic. He’s not clever, he’s got eyes like blue buttons; he’s not
energetic, he moves from chair to chair like a paralytic. He’s a conscientious, kindly old
blockhead; but he’s got money simply because he collects money, as a boy collects
stamps. You’re too strong-minded for business, Ezza. You won’t get on. To be clever
enough to get all that money, one must be stupid enough to want it.”
“I’m stupid enough for that,” said Ezza gloomily. “But I should suggest a suspension of
your critique of the banker, for here he comes.”
Mr Harrogate, the great financier, did indeed enter the room, but nobody looked at him.
He was a massive elderly man with a boiled blue eye and faded grey-sandy moustaches;
but for his heavy stoop he might have been a colonel. He carried several unopened
letters in his hand. His son Frank was a really fine lad, curly-haired, sun-burnt and
strenuous; but nobody looked at him either. All eyes, as usual, were riveted, for the
moment at least, upon Ethel Harrogate, whose golden Greek head and colour of the
dawn seemed set purposely above that sapphire sea, like a goddess’s. The poet Muscari
drew a deep breath as if he were drinking something, as indeed he was. He was drinking
the Classic; which his fathers made. Ezza studied her with a gaze equally intense and far
more baffling.
Miss Harrogate was specially radiant and ready for conversation on this occasion; and
her family had fallen into the easier Continental habit, allowing the stranger Muscari
and even the courier Ezza to share their table and their talk. In Ethel Harrogate
conventionality crowned itself with a perfection and splendour of its own. Proud of her
father’s prosperity, fond of fashionable pleasures, a fond daughter but an arrant flirt, she
was all these things with a sort of golden good-nature that made her very pride pleasing
and her worldly respectability a fresh and hearty thing.
They were in an eddy of excitement about some alleged peril in the mountain path they
were to attempt that week. The danger was not from rock and avalanche, but from
something yet more romantic. Ethel had been earnestly assured that brigands, the true
cut-throats of the modern legend, still haunted that ridge and held that pass of the
Apennines.
“They say,” she cried, with the awful relish of a schoolgirl, “that all that country isn’t
ruled by the King of Italy, but by the King of Thieves. Who is the King of Thieves?”
“A great man,” replied Muscari, “worthy to rank with your own Robin Hood, signorina.
Montano, the King of Thieves, was first heard of in the mountains some ten years ago,
when people said brigands were extinct. But his wild authority spread with the swiftness
of a silent revolution. Men found his fierce proclamations nailed in every mountain
village; his sentinels, gun in hand, in every mountain ravine. Six times the Italian

Government tried to dislodge him, and was defeated in six pitched battles as if by
Napoleon.”
“Now that sort of thing,” observed the banker weightily, “would never be allowed in
England; perhaps, after all, we had better choose another route. But the courier thought
it perfectly safe.”
“It is perfectly safe,” said the courier contemptuously. “I have been over it twenty times.
There may have been some old jailbird called a King in the time of our grandmothers;
but he belongs to history if not to fable. Brigandage is utterly stamped out.”
“It can never be utterly stamped out,” Muscari answered; “because armed revolt is a
recreation natural to southerners. Our peasants are like their mountains, rich in grace
and green gaiety, but with the fires beneath. There is a point of human despair where the
northern poor take to drink — and our own poor take to daggers.”
“A poet is privileged,” replied Ezza, with a sneer. “If Signor Muscari were English he
would still be looking for highwaymen in Wandsworth. Believe me, there is no more
danger of being captured in Italy than of being scalped in Boston.”
“Then you propose to attempt it?” asked Mr Harrogate, frowning.
“Oh, it sounds rather dreadful,” cried the girl, turning her glorious eyes on Muscari. “Do
you really think the pass is dangerous?”
Muscari threw back his black mane. “I know it is dangerous:” he said. “I am crossing it
tomorrow.”
The young Harrogate was left behind for a moment emptying a glass of white wine and
lighting a cigarette, as the beauty retired with the banker, the courier and the poet,
distributing peals of silvery satire. At about the same instant the two priests in the
corner rose; the taller, a white-haired Italian, taking his leave. The shorter priest turned
and walked towards the banker’s son, and the latter was astonished to realize that
though a Roman priest the man was an Englishman. He vaguely remembered meeting
him at the social crushes of some of his Catholic friends. But the man spoke before his
memories could collect themselves.
“Mr Frank Harrogate, I think,” he said. “I have had an introduction, but I do not mean to
presume on it. The odd thing I have to say will come far better from a stranger. Mr
Harrogate, I say one word and go: take care of your sister in her great sorrow.”
Even for Frank’s truly fraternal indifference the radiance and derision of his sister still
seemed to sparkle and ring; he could hear her laughter still from the garden of the hotel,
and he stared at his sombre adviser in puzzledom.
“Do you mean the brigands?” he asked; and then, remembering a vague fear of his own,
“or can you be thinking of Muscari?”
“One is never thinking of the real sorrow,” said the strange priest. “One can only be
kind when it comes.”

And he passed promptly from the room, leaving the other almost with his mouth open.
A day or two afterwards a coach containing the company was really crawling and
staggering up the spurs of the menacing mountain range. Between Ezza’s cheery denial
of the danger and Muscari’s boisterous defiance of it, the financial family were firm in
their original purpose; and Muscari made his mountain journey coincide with theirs. A
more surprising feature was the appearance at the coast-town station of the little priest
of the restaurant; he alleged merely that business led him also to cross the mountains of
the midland. But young Harrogate could not but connect his presence with the mystical
fears and warnings of yesterday.
The coach was a kind of commodious wagonette, invented by the modernist talent of
the courier, who dominated the expedition with his scientific activity and breezy wit.
The theory of danger from thieves was banished from thought and speech; though so far
conceded in formal act that some slight protection was employed. The courier and the
young banker carried loaded revolvers, and Muscari (with much boyish gratification)
buckled on a kind of cutlass under his black cloak.
He had planted his person at a flying leap next to the lovely Englishwoman; on the other
side of her sat the priest, whose name was Brown and who was fortunately a silent
individual; the courier and the father and son were on the banc behind. Muscari was in
towering spirits, seriously believing in the peril, and his talk to Ethel might well have
made her think him a maniac. But there was something in the crazy and gorgeous
ascent, amid crags like peaks loaded with woods like orchards, that dragged her spirit
up along with his into purple preposterous heavens with wheeling suns. The white road
climbed like a white cat; it spanned sunless chasms like a tight-rope; it was flung round
far-off headlands like a lasso.
And yet, however high they went, the desert still blossomed like the rose. The fields
were burnished in sun and wind with the colour of kingfisher and parrot and hummingbird, the hues of a hundred flowering flowers. There are no lovelier meadows and
woodlands than the English, no nobler crests or chasms than those of Snowdon and
Glencoe. But Ethel Harrogate had never before seen the southern parks tilted on the
splintered northern peaks; the gorge of Glencoe laden with the fruits of Kent. There was
nothing here of that chill and desolation that in Britain one associates with high and
wild scenery. It was rather like a mosaic palace, rent with earthquakes; or like a Dutch
tulip garden blown to the stars with dynamite.
“It’s like Kew Gardens on Beachy Head,” said Ethel.
“It is our secret,” answered he, “the secret of the volcano; that is also the secret of the
revolution — that a thing can be violent and yet fruitful.”
“You are rather violent yourself,” and she smiled at him.
“And yet rather fruitless,” he admitted; “if I die tonight I die unmarried and a fool.”
“It is not my fault if you have come,” she said after a difficult silence.
“It is never your fault,” answered Muscari; “it was not your fault that Troy fell.”

As they spoke they came under overwhelming cliffs that spread almost like wings above
a corner of peculiar peril. Shocked by the big shadow on the narrow ledge, the horses
stirred doubtfully. The driver leapt to the earth to hold their heads, and they became
ungovernable. One horse reared up to his full height — the titanic and terrifying height
of a horse when he becomes a biped. It was just enough to alter the equilibrium; the
whole coach heeled over like a ship and crashed through the fringe of bushes over the
cliff. Muscari threw an arm round Ethel, who clung to him, and shouted aloud. It was
for such moments that he lived.
At the moment when the gorgeous mountain walls went round the poet’s head like a
purple windmill a thing happened which was superficially even more startling. The
elderly and lethargic banker sprang erect in the coach and leapt over the precipice
before the tilted vehicle could take him there. In the first flash it looked as wild as
suicide; but in the second it was as sensible as a safe investment. The Yorkshireman had
evidently more promptitude, as well as more sagacity, than Muscari had given him
credit for; for he landed in a lap of land which might have been specially padded with
turf and clover to receive him. As it happened, indeed, the whole company were equally
lucky, if less dignified in their form of ejection. Immediately under this abrupt turn of
the road was a grassy and flowery hollow like a sunken meadow; a sort of green velvet
pocket in the long, green, trailing garments of the hills. Into this they were all tipped or
tumbled with little damage, save that their smallest baggage and even the contents of
their pockets were scattered in the grass around them. The wrecked coach still hung
above, entangled in the tough hedge, and the horses plunged painfully down the slope.
The first to sit up was the little priest, who scratched his head with a face of foolish
wonder. Frank Harrogate heard him say to himself: “Now why on earth have we fallen
just here?”
He blinked at the litter around him, and recovered his own very clumsy umbrella.
Beyond it lay the broad sombrero fallen from the head of Muscari, and beside it a sealed
business letter which, after a glance at the address, he returned to the elder Harrogate.
On the other side of him the grass partly hid Miss Ethel’s sunshade, and just beyond it
lay a curious little glass bottle hardly two inches long. The priest picked it up; in a
quick, unobtrusive manner he uncorked and sniffed it, and his heavy face turned the
colour of clay.
“Heaven deliver us!” he muttered; “it can’t be hers! Has her sorrow come on her
already?” He slipped it into his own waistcoat pocket. “I think I’m justified,” he said,
“till I know a little more.”
He gazed painfully at the girl, at that moment being raised out of the flowers by
Muscari, who was saying: “We have fallen into heaven; it is a sign. Mortals climb up
and they fall down; but it is only gods and goddesses who can fall upwards.”
And indeed she rose out of the sea of colours so beautiful and happy a vision that the
priest felt his suspicion shaken and shifted. “After all,” he thought, “perhaps the poison
isn’t hers; perhaps it’s one of Muscari’s melodramatic tricks.”
Muscari set the lady lightly on her feet, made her an absurdly theatrical bow, and then,
drawing his cutlass, hacked hard at the taut reins of the horses, so that they scrambled to
their feet and stood in the grass trembling. When he had done so, a most remarkable

thing occurred. A very quiet man, very poorly dressed and extremely sunburnt, came
out of the bushes and took hold of the horses’ heads. He had a queer-shaped knife, very
broad and crooked, buckled on his belt; there was nothing else remarkable about him,
except his sudden and silent appearance. The poet asked him who he was, and he did
not answer.
Looking around him at the confused and startled group in the hollow, Muscari then
perceived that another tanned and tattered man, with a short gun under his arm, was
looking at them from the ledge just below, leaning his elbows on the edge of the turf.
Then he looked up at the road from which they had fallen and saw, looking down on
them, the muzzles of four other carbines and four other brown faces with bright but
quite motionless eyes.
“The brigands!” cried Muscari, with a kind of monstrous gaiety. “This was a trap. Ezza,
if you will oblige me by shooting the coachman first, we can cut our way out yet. There
are only six of them.”
“The coachman,” said Ezza, who was standing grimly with his hands in his pockets,
“happens to be a servant of Mr Harrogate’s.”
“Then shoot him all the more,” cried the poet impatiently; “he was bribed to upset his
master. Then put the lady in the middle, and we will break the line up there — with a
rush.”
And, wading in wild grass and flowers, he advanced fearlessly on the four carbines; but
finding that no one followed except young Harrogate, he turned, brandishing his cutlass
to wave the others on. He beheld the courier still standing slightly astride in the centre
of the grassy ring, his hands in his pockets; and his lean, ironical Italian face seemed to
grow longer and longer in the evening light.
“You thought, Muscari, I was the failure among our schoolfellows,” he said, “and you
thought you were the success. But I have succeeded more than you and fill a bigger
place in history. I have been acting epics while you have been writing them.”
“Come on, I tell you!” thundered Muscari from above. “Will you stand there talking
nonsense about yourself with a woman to save and three strong men to help you? What
do you call yourself?”
“I call myself Montano,” cried the strange courier in a voice equally loud and full. “I am
the King of Thieves, and I welcome you all to my summer palace.”
And even as he spoke five more silent men with weapons ready came out of the bushes,
and looked towards him for their orders. One of them held a large paper in his hand.
“This pretty little nest where we are all picnicking,” went on the courier-brigand, with
the same easy yet sinister smile, “is, together with some caves underneath it, known by
the name of the Paradise of Thieves. It is my principal stronghold on these hills; for (as
you have doubtless noticed) the eyrie is invisible both from the road above and from the
valley below. It is something better than impregnable; it is unnoticeable. Here I mostly
live, and here I shall certainly die, if the gendarmes ever track me here. I am not the

kind of criminal that ‘reserves his defence,’ but the better kind that reserves his last
bullet.”
All were staring at him thunderstruck and still, except Father Brown, who heaved a
huge sigh as of relief and fingered the little phial in his pocket. “Thank God!” he
muttered; “that’s much more probable. The poison belongs to this robber-chief, of
course. He carries it so that he may never be captured, like Cato.”
The King of Thieves was, however, continuing his address with the same kind of
dangerous politeness. “It only remains for me,” he said, “to explain to my guests the
social conditions upon which I have the pleasure of entertaining them. I need not
expound the quaint old ritual of ransom, which it is incumbent upon me to keep up; and
even this only applies to a part of the company. The Reverend Father Brown and the
celebrated Signor Muscari I shall release tomorrow at dawn and escort to my outposts.
Poets and priests, if you will pardon my simplicity of speech, never have any money.
And so (since it is impossible to get anything out of them), let us, seize the opportunity
to show our admiration for classic literature and our reverence for Holy Church.”
He paused with an unpleasing smile; and Father Brown blinked repeatedly at him, and
seemed suddenly to be listening with great attention. The brigand captain took the large
paper from the attendant brigand and, glancing over it, continued: “My other intentions
are clearly set forth in this public document, which I will hand round in a moment; and
which after that will be posted on a tree by every village in the valley, and every crossroad in the hills. I will not weary you with the verbalism, since you will be able to check
it; the substance of my proclamation is this: I announce first that I have captured the
English millionaire, the colossus of finance, Mr Samuel Harrogate. I next announce that
I have found on his person notes and bonds for two thousand pounds, which he has
given up to me. Now since it would be really immoral to announce such a thing to a
credulous public if it had not occurred, I suggest it should occur without further delay. I
suggest that Mr Harrogate senior should now give me the two thousand pounds in his
pocket.”
The banker looked at him under lowering brows, red-faced and sulky, but seemingly
cowed. That leap from the failing carriage seemed to have used up his last virility. He
had held back in a hang-dog style when his son and Muscari had made a bold
movement to break out of the brigand trap. And now his red and trembling hand went
reluctantly to his breast-pocket, and passed a bundle of papers and envelopes to the
brigand.
“Excellent!” cried that outlaw gaily; “so far we are all cosy. I resume the points of my
proclamation, so soon to be published to all Italy. The third item is that of ransom. I am
asking from the friends of the Harrogate family a ransom of three thousand pounds,
which I am sure is almost insulting to that family in its moderate estimate of their
importance. Who would not pay triple this sum for another day’s association with such
a domestic circle? I will not conceal from you that the document ends with certain legal
phrases about the unpleasant things that may happen if the money is not paid; but
meanwhile, ladies and gentlemen, let me assure you that I am comfortably off here for
accommodation, wine and cigars, and bid you for the present a sportsman-like welcome
to the luxuries of the Paradise of Thieves.”

All the time that he had been speaking, the dubious-looking men with carbines and dirty
slouch hats had been gathering silently in such preponderating numbers that even
Muscari was compelled to recognize his sally with the sword as hopeless. He glanced
around him; but the girl had already gone over to soothe and comfort her father, for her
natural affection for his person was as strong or stronger than her somewhat snobbish
pride in his success. Muscari, with the illogicality of a lover, admired this filial
devotion, and yet was irritated by it. He slapped his sword back in the scabbard and
went and flung himself somewhat sulkily on one of the green banks. The priest sat
down within a yard or two, and Muscari turned his aquiline nose on him in an
instantaneous irritation.
“Well,” said the poet tartly, “do people still think me too romantic? Are there, I wonder,
any brigands left in the mountains?”
“There may be,” said Father Brown agnostically.
“What do you mean?” asked the other sharply.
“I mean I am puzzled,” replied the priest. “I am puzzled about Ezza or Montano, or
whatever his name is. He seems to me much more inexplicable as a brigand even than
he was as a courier.”
“But in what way?” persisted his companion. “Santa Maria! I should have thought the
brigand was plain enough.”
“I find three curious difficulties,” said the priest in a quiet voice. “I should like to have
your opinion on them. First of all I must tell you I was lunching in that restaurant at the
seaside. As four of you left the room, you and Miss Harrogate went ahead, talking and
laughing; the banker and the courier came behind, speaking sparely and rather low. But
I could not help hearing Ezza say these words — ‘Well, let her have a little fun; you
know the blow may smash her any minute.’ Mr Harrogate answered nothing; so the
words must have had some meaning. On the impulse of the moment I warned her
brother that she might be in peril; I said nothing of its nature, for I did not know. But if
it meant this capture in the hills, the thing is nonsense. Why should the brigand-courier
warn his patron, even by a hint, when it was his whole purpose to lure him into the
mountain-mousetrap? It could not have meant that. But if not, what is this disaster,
known both to courier and banker, which hangs over Miss Harrogate’s head?”
“Disaster to Miss Harrogate!” ejaculated the poet, sitting up with some ferocity.
“Explain yourself; go on.”
“All my riddles, however, revolve round our bandit chief,” resumed the priest
reflectively. “And here is the second of them. Why did he put so prominently in his
demand for ransom the fact that he had taken two thousand pounds from his victim on
the spot? It had no faintest tendency to evoke the ransom. Quite the other way, in fact.
Harrogate’s friends would be far likelier to fear for his fate if they thought the thieves
were poor and desperate. Yet the spoliation on the spot was emphasized and even put
first in the demand. Why should Ezza Montano want so specially to tell all Europe that
he had picked the pocket before he levied the blackmail?”

“I cannot imagine,” said Muscari, rubbing up his black hair for once with an unaffected
gesture. “You may think you enlighten me, but you are leading me deeper in the dark.
What may be the third objection to the King of the Thieves?” “The third objection,” said
Father Brown, still in meditation, “is this bank we are sitting on. Why does our brigandcourier call this his chief fortress and the Paradise of Thieves? It is certainly a soft spot
to fall on and a sweet spot to look at. It is also quite true, as he says, that it is invisible
from valley and peak, and is therefore a hiding-place. But it is not a fortress. It never
could be a fortress. I think it would be the worst fortress in the world. For it is actually
commanded from above by the common high-road across the mountains — the very
place where the police would most probably pass. Why, five shabby short guns held us
helpless here about half an hour ago. The quarter of a company of any kind of soldiers
could have blown us over the precipice. Whatever is the meaning of this odd little nook
of grass and flowers, it is not an entrenched position. It is something else; it has some
other strange sort of importance; some value that I do not understand. It is more like an
accidental theatre or a natural green-room; it is like the scene for some romantic
comedy; it is like . . .”
As the little priest’s words lengthened and lost themselves in a dull and dreamy
sincerity, Muscari, whose animal senses were alert and impatient, heard a new noise in
the mountains. Even for him the sound was as yet very small and faint; but he could
have sworn the evening breeze bore with it something like the pulsation of horses’
hoofs and a distant hallooing.
At the same moment, and long before the vibration had touched the less-experienced
English ears, Montano the brigand ran up the bank above them and stood in the broken
hedge, steadying himself against a tree and peering down the road. He was a strange
figure as he stood there, for he had assumed a flapped fantastic hat and swinging baldric
and cutlass in his capacity of bandit king, but the bright prosaic tweed of the courier
showed through in patches all over him.
The next moment he turned his olive, sneering face and made a movement with his
hand. The brigands scattered at the signal, not in confusion, but in what was evidently a
kind of guerrilla discipline. Instead of occupying the road along the ridge, they
sprinkled themselves along the side of it behind the trees and the hedge, as if watching
unseen for an enemy. The noise beyond grew stronger, beginning to shake the mountain
road, and a voice could be clearly heard calling out orders. The brigands swayed and
huddled, cursing and whispering, and the evening air was full of little metallic noises as
they cocked their pistols, or loosened their knives, or trailed their scabbards over the
stones. Then the noises from both quarters seemed to meet on the road above; branches
broke, horses neighed, men cried out.
“A rescue!” cried Muscari, springing to his feet and waving his hat; “the gendarmes are
on them! Now for freedom and a blow for it! Now to be rebels against robbers! Come,
don’t let us leave everything to the police; that is so dreadfully modern. Fall on the rear
of these ruffians. The gendarmes are rescuing us; come, friends, let us rescue the
gendarmes!”
And throwing his hat over the trees, he drew his cutlass once more and began to
escalade the slope up to the road. Frank Harrogate jumped up and ran across to help

him, revolver in hand, but was astounded to hear himself imperatively recalled by the
raucous voice of his father, who seemed to be in great agitation.
“I won’t have it,” said the banker in a choking voice; “I command you not to interfere.”
“But, father,” said Frank very warmly, “an Italian gentleman has led the way. You
wouldn’t have it said that the English hung back.”
“It is useless,” said the older man, who was trembling violently, “it is useless. We must
submit to our lot.”
Father Brown looked at the banker; then he put his hand instinctively as if on his heart,
but really on the little bottle of poison; and a great light came into his face like the light
of the revelation of death.
Muscari meanwhile, without waiting for support, had crested the bank up to the road,
and struck the brigand king heavily on the shoulder, causing him to stagger and swing
round. Montano also had his cutlass unsheathed, and Muscari, without further speech,
sent a slash at his head which he was compelled to catch and parry. But even as the two
short blades crossed and clashed the King of Thieves deliberately dropped his point and
laughed.
“What’s the good, old man?” he said in spirited Italian slang; “this damned farce will
soon be over.”
“What do you mean, you shuffler?” panted the fire-eating poet. “Is your courage a sham
as well as your honesty?”
“Everything about me is a sham,” responded the ex-courier in complete good humour.
“I am an actor; and if I ever had a private character, I have forgotten it. I am no more a
genuine brigand than I am a genuine courier. I am only a bundle of masks, and you
can’t fight a duel with that.” And he laughed with boyish pleasure and fell into his old
straddling attitude, with his back to the skirmish up the road.
Darkness was deepening under the mountain walls, and it was not easy to discern much
of the progress of the struggle, save that tall men were pushing their horses’ muzzles
through a clinging crowd of brigands, who seemed more inclined to harass and hustle
the invaders than to kill them. It was more like a town crowd preventing the passage of
the police than anything the poet had ever pictured as the last stand of doomed and
outlawed men of blood. Just as he was rolling his eyes in bewilderment he felt a touch
on his elbow, and found the odd little priest standing there like a small Noah with a
large hat, and requesting the favour of a word or two.
“Signor Muscari,” said the cleric, “in this queer crisis personalities may be pardoned. I
may tell you without offence of a way in which you will do more good than by helping
the gendarmes, who are bound to break through in any case. You will permit me the
impertinent intimacy, but do you care about that girl? Care enough to marry her and
make her a good husband, I mean?”
“Yes,” said the poet quite simply.

“Does she care about you?”
“I think so,” was the equally grave reply.
“Then go over there and offer yourself,” said the priest: “offer her everything you can;
offer her heaven and earth if you’ve got them. The time is short.”
“Why?” asked the astonished man of letters.
“Because,” said Father Brown, “her Doom is coming up the road.”
“Nothing is coming up the road,” argued Muscari, “except the rescue.”
“Well, you go over there,” said his adviser, “and be ready to rescue her from the
rescue.”
Almost as he spoke the hedges were broken all along the ridge by a rush of the escaping
brigands. They dived into bushes and thick grass like defeated men pursued; and the
great cocked hats of the mounted gendarmerie were seen passing along above the
broken hedge. Another order was given; there was a noise of dismounting, and a tall
officer with cocked hat, a grey imperial, and a paper in his hand appeared in the gap that
was the gate of the Paradise of Thieves. There was a momentary silence, broken in an
extraordinary way by the banker, who cried out in a hoarse and strangled voice:
“Robbed! I’ve been robbed!”
“Why, that was hours ago,” cried his son in astonishment: “when you were robbed of
two thousand pounds.”
“Not of two thousand pounds,” said the financier, with an abrupt and terrible
composure, “only of a small bottle.”
The policeman with the grey imperial was striding across the green hollow.
Encountering the King of the Thieves in his path, he clapped him on the shoulder with
something between a caress and a buffet and gave him a push that sent him staggering
away. “You’ll get into trouble, too,” he said, “if you play these tricks.”
Again to Muscari’s artistic eye it seemed scarcely like the capture of a great outlaw at
bay. Passing on, the policeman halted before the Harrogate group and said: “Samuel
Harrogate, I arrest you in the name of the law for embezzlement of the funds of the Hull
and Huddersfield Bank.”
The great banker nodded with an odd air of business assent, seemed to reflect a
moment, and before they could interpose took a half turn and a step that brought him to
the edge of the outer mountain wall. Then, flinging up his hands, he leapt exactly as he
leapt out of the coach. But this time he did not fall into a little meadow just beneath; he
fell a thousand feet below, to become a wreck of bones in the valley.
The anger of the Italian policeman, which he expressed volubly to Father Brown, was
largely mixed with admiration. “It was like him to escape us at last,” he said. “He was a
great brigand if you like. This last trick of his I believe to be absolutely unprecedented.

He fled with the company’s money to Italy, and actually got himself captured by sham
brigands in his own pay, so as to explain both the disappearance of the money and the
disappearance of himself. That demand for ransom was really taken seriously by most
of the police. But for years he’s been doing things as good as that, quite as good as that.
He will be a serious loss to his family.”
Muscari was leading away the unhappy daughter, who held hard to him, as she did for
many a year after. But even in that tragic wreck he could not help having a smile and a
hand of half-mocking friendship for the indefensible Ezza Montano. “And where are
you going next?” he asked him over his shoulder.
“Birmingham,” answered the actor, puffing a cigarette. “Didn’t I tell you I was a
Futurist? I really do believe in those things if I believe in anything. Change, bustle and
new things every morning. I am going to Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Hull,
Huddersfield, Glasgow, Chicago — in short, to enlightened, energetic, civilized
society!”
“In short,” said Muscari, “to the real Paradise of Thieves.”

The Duel of Dr Hirsch
M. MAURICE BRUN and M. Armand Armagnac were crossing the sunlit Champs
Elysee with a kind of vivacious respectability. They were both short, brisk and bold.
They both had black beards that did not seem to belong to their faces, after the strange
French fashion which makes real hair look like artificial. M. Brun had a dark wedge of
beard apparently affixed under his lower lip. M. Armagnac, by way of a change, had
two beards; one sticking out from each corner of his emphatic chin. They were both
young. They were both atheists, with a depressing fixity of outlook but great mobility of
exposition. They were both pupils of the great Dr Hirsch, scientist, publicist and
moralist.
M. Brun had become prominent by his proposal that the common expression “Adieu”
should be obliterated from all the French classics, and a slight fine imposed for its use in
private life. “Then,” he said, “the very name of your imagined God will have echoed for
the last time in the ear of man.” M. Armagnac specialized rather in a resistance to
militarism, and wished the chorus of the Marseillaise altered from “Aux armes,
citoyens” to “Aux greves, citoyens”. But his antimilitarism was of a peculiar and Gallic
sort. An eminent and very wealthy English Quaker, who had come to see him to arrange
for the disarmament of the whole planet, was rather distressed by Armagnac’s proposal
that (by way of beginning) the soldiers should shoot their officers.
And indeed it was in this regard that the two men differed most from their leader and
father in philosophy. Dr Hirsch, though born in France and covered with the most
triumphant favours of French education, was temperamentally of another type — mild,
dreamy, humane; and, despite his sceptical system, not devoid of transcendentalism. He
was, in short, more like a German than a Frenchman; and much as they admired him,
something in the subconsciousness of these Gauls was irritated at his pleading for peace
in so peaceful a manner. To their party throughout Europe, however, Paul Hirsch was a
saint of science. His large and daring cosmic theories advertised his austere life and
innocent, if somewhat frigid, morality; he held something of the position of Darwin

doubled with the position of Tolstoy. But he was neither an anarchist nor an antipatriot;
his views on disarmament were moderate and evolutionary — the Republican
Government put considerable confidence in him as to various chemical improvements.
He had lately even discovered a noiseless explosive, the secret of which the
Government was carefully guarding.
His house stood in a handsome street near the Elysee — a street which in that strong
summer seemed almost as full of foliage as the park itself; a row of chestnuts shattered
the sunshine, interrupted only in one place where a large cafe ran out into the street.
Almost opposite to this were the white and green blinds of the great scientist’s house, an
iron balcony, also painted green, running along in front of the first-floor windows.
Beneath this was the entrance into a kind of court, gay with shrubs and tiles, into which
the two Frenchmen passed in animated talk.
The door was opened to them by the doctor’s old servant, Simon, who might very well
have passed for a doctor himself, having a strict suit of black, spectacles, grey hair, and
a confidential manner. In fact, he was a far more presentable man of science than his
master, Dr Hirsch, who was a forked radish of a fellow, with just enough bulb of a head
to make his body insignificant. With all the gravity of a great physician handling a
prescription, Simon handed a letter to M. Armagnac. That gentleman ripped it up with a
racial impatience, and rapidly read the following:
I cannot come down to speak to you. There is a man in this house whom I refuse to
meet. He is a Chauvinist officer, Dubosc. He is sitting on the stairs. He has been kicking
the furniture about in all the other rooms; I have locked myself in my study, opposite
that cafe. If you love me, go over to the cafe and wait at one of the tables outside. I will
try to send him over to you. I want you to answer him and deal with him. I cannot meet
him myself. I cannot: I will not.
There is going to be another Dreyfus case.
P. HIRSCH
M. Armagnac looked at M. Brun. M. Brun borrowed the letter, read it, and looked at M.
Armagnac. Then both betook themselves briskly to one of the little tables under the
chestnuts opposite, where they procured two tall glasses of horrible green absinthe,
which they could drink apparently in any weather and at any time. Otherwise the cafe
seemed empty, except for one soldier drinking coffee at one table, and at another a large
man drinking a small syrup and a priest drinking nothing.
Maurice Brun cleared his throat and said: “Of course we must help the master in every
way, but — ”
There was an abrupt silence, and Armagnac said: “He may have excellent reasons for
not meeting the man himself, but — ”
Before either could complete a sentence, it was evident that the invader had been
expelled from the house opposite. The shrubs under the archway swayed and burst
apart, as that unwelcome guest was shot out of them like a cannon-ball.

He was a sturdy figure in a small and tilted Tyrolean felt hat, a figure that had indeed
something generally Tyrolean about it. The man’s shoulders were big and broad, but his
legs were neat and active in knee-breeches and knitted stockings. His face was brown
like a nut; he had very bright and restless brown eyes; his dark hair was brushed back
stiffly in front and cropped close behind, outlining a square and powerful skull; and he
had a huge black moustache like the horns of a bison. Such a substantial head is
generally based on a bull neck; but this was hidden by a big coloured scarf, swathed
round up the man’s ears and falling in front inside his jacket like a sort of fancy
waistcoat. It was a scarf of strong dead colours, dark red and old gold and purple,
probably of Oriental fabrication. Altogether the man had something a shade barbaric
about him; more like a Hungarian squire than an ordinary French officer. His French,
however, was obviously that of a native; and his French patriotism was so impulsive as
to be slightly absurd. His first act when he burst out of the archway was to call in a
clarion voice down the street: “Are there any Frenchmen here?” as if he were calling for
Christians in Mecca.
Armagnac and Brun instantly stood up; but they were too late. Men were already
running from the street corners; there was a small but ever-clustering crowd. With the
prompt French instinct for the politics of the street, the man with the black moustache
had already run across to a corner of the cafe, sprung on one of the tables, and seizing a
branch of chestnut to steady himself, shouted as Camille Desmoulins once shouted
when he scattered the oak-leaves among the populace.
“Frenchmen!” he volleyed; “I cannot speak! God help me, that is why I am speaking!
The fellows in their filthy parliaments who learn to speak also learn to be silent — silent
as that spy cowering in the house opposite! Silent as he is when I beat on his bedroom
door! Silent as he is now, though he hears my voice across this street and shakes where
he sits! Oh, they can be silent eloquently — the politicians! But the time has come when
we that cannot speak must speak. You are betrayed to the Prussians. Betrayed at this
moment. Betrayed by that man. I am Jules Dubosc, Colonel of Artillery, Belfort. We
caught a German spy in the Vosges yesterday, and a paper was found on him — a paper
I hold in my hand. Oh, they tried to hush it up; but I took it direct to the man who wrote
it — the man in that house! It is in his hand. It is signed with his initials. It is a direction
for finding the secret of this new Noiseless Powder. Hirsch invented it; Hirsch wrote
this note about it. This note is in German, and was found in a German’s pocket. ‘Tell
the man the formula for powder is in grey envelope in first drawer to the left of
Secretary’s desk, War Office, in red ink. He must be careful. P.H.’”
He rattled short sentences like a quick-firing gun, but he was plainly the sort of man
who is either mad or right. The mass of the crowd was Nationalist, and already in
threatening uproar; and a minority of equally angry Intellectuals, led by Armagnac and
Brun, only made the majority more militant.
“If this is a military secret,” shouted Brun, “why do you yell about it in the street?”
“I will tell you why I do!” roared Dubosc above the roaring crowd. “I went to this man
in straight and civil style. If he had any explanation it could have been given in
complete confidence. He refuses to explain. He refers me to two strangers in a cafe as to
two flunkeys. He has thrown me out of the house, but I am going back into it, with the
people of Paris behind me!”

A shout seemed to shake the very facade of mansions and two stones flew, one breaking
a window above the balcony. The indignant Colonel plunged once more under the
archway and was heard crying and thundering inside. Every instant the human sea grew
wider and wider; it surged up against the rails and steps of the traitor’s house; it was
already certain that the place would be burst into like the Bastille, when the broken
french window opened and Dr Hirsch came out on the balcony. For an instant the fury
half turned to laughter; for he was an absurd figure in such a scene. His long bare neck
and sloping shoulders were the shape of a champagne bottle, but that was the only
festive thing about him. His coat hung on him as on a peg; he wore his carrot-coloured
hair long and weedy; his cheeks and chin were fully fringed with one of those irritating
beards that begin far from the mouth. He was very pale, and he wore blue spectacles.
Livid as he was, he spoke with a sort of prim decision, so that the mob fell silent in the
middle of his third sentence.
“. . . only two things to say to you now. The first is to my foes, the second to my friends.
To my foes I say: It is true I will not meet M. Dubosc, though he is storming outside this
very room. It is true I have asked two other men to confront him for me. And I will tell
you why! Because I will not and must not see him — because it would be against all
rules of dignity and honour to see him. Before I am triumphantly cleared before a court,
there is another arbitration this gentleman owes me as a gentleman, and in referring him
to my seconds I am strictly — ”
Armagnac and Brun were waving their hats wildly, and even the Doctor’s enemies
roared applause at this unexpected defiance. Once more a few sentences were inaudible,
but they could hear him say: “To my friends — I myself should always prefer weapons
purely intellectual, and to these an evolved humanity will certainly confine itself. But
our own most precious truth is the fundamental force of matter and heredity. My books
are successful; my theories are unrefuted; but I suffer in politics from a prejudice almost
physical in the French. I cannot speak like Clemenceau and Deroulede, for their words
are like echoes of their pistols. The French ask for a duellist as the English ask for a
sportsman. Well, I give my proofs: I will pay this barbaric bribe, and then go back to
reason for the rest of my life.”
Two men were instantly found in the crowd itself to offer their services to Colonel
Dubosc, who came out presently, satisfied. One was the common soldier with the
coffee, who said simply: “I will act for you, sir. I am the Duc de Valognes.” The other
was the big man, whom his friend the priest sought at first to dissuade; and then walked
away alone.
In the early evening a light dinner was spread at the back of the Cafe Charlemagne.
Though unroofed by any glass or gilt plaster, the guests were nearly all under a delicate
and irregular roof of leaves; for the ornamental trees stood so thick around and among
the tables as to give something of the dimness and the dazzle of a small orchard. At one
of the central tables a very stumpy little priest sat in complete solitude, and applied
himself to a pile of whitebait with the gravest sort of enjoyment. His daily living being
very plain, he had a peculiar taste for sudden and isolated luxuries; he was an
abstemious epicure. He did not lift his eyes from his plate, round which red pepper,
lemons, brown bread and butter, etc., were rigidly ranked, until a tall shadow fell across
the table, and his friend Flambeau sat down opposite. Flambeau was gloomy.

“I’m afraid I must chuck this business,” said he heavily. “I’m all on the side of the
French soldiers like Dubosc, and I’m all against the French atheists like Hirsch; but it
seems to me in this case we’ve made a mistake. The Duke and I thought it as well to
investigate the charge, and I must say I’m glad we did.”
“Is the paper a forgery, then?” asked the priest
“That’s just the odd thing,” replied Flambeau. “It’s exactly like Hirsch’s writing, and
nobody can point out any mistake in it. But it wasn’t written by Hirsch. If he’s a French
patriot he didn’t write it, because it gives information to Germany. And if he’s a
German spy he didn’t write it, well — because it doesn’t give information to Germany.”
“You mean the information is wrong?” asked Father Brown.
“Wrong,” replied the other, “and wrong exactly where Dr Hirsch would have been right
— about the hiding-place of his own secret formula in his own official department. By
favour of Hirsch and the authorities, the Duke and I have actually been allowed to
inspect the secret drawer at the War Office where the Hirsch formula is kept. We are the
only people who have ever known it, except the inventor himself and the Minister for
War; but the Minister permitted it to save Hirsch from fighting. After that we really
can’t support Dubosc if his revelation is a mare’s nest.”
“And it is?” asked Father Brown.
“It is,” said his friend gloomily. “It is a clumsy forgery by somebody who knew nothing
of the real hiding-place. It says the paper is in the cupboard on the right of the
Secretary’s desk. As a fact the cupboard with the secret drawer is some way to the left
of the desk. It says the grey envelope contains a long document written in red ink. It
isn’t written in red ink, but in ordinary black ink. It’s manifestly absurd to say that
Hirsch can have made a mistake about a paper that nobody knew of but himself; or can
have tried to help a foreign thief by telling him to fumble in the wrong drawer. I think
we must chuck it up and apologize to old Carrots.”
Father Brown seemed to cogitate; he lifted a little whitebait on his fork. “You are sure
the grey envelope was in the left cupboard?” he asked.
“Positive,” replied Flambeau. “The grey envelope — it was a white envelope really —
was — ”
Father Brown put down the small silver fish and the fork and stared across at his
companion. “What?” he asked, in an altered voice.
“Well, what?” repeated Flambeau, eating heartily.
“It was not grey,” said the priest. “Flambeau, you frighten me.”
“What the deuce are you frightened of?”

“I’m frightened of a white envelope,” said the other seriously, “If it had only just been
grey! Hang it all, it might as well have been grey. But if it was white, the whole
business is black. The Doctor has been dabbling in some of the old brimstone after all.”
“But I tell you he couldn’t have written such a note!” cried Flambeau. “The note is
utterly wrong about the facts. And innocent or guilty, Dr Hirsch knew all about the
facts.”
“The man who wrote that note knew all about the facts,” said his clerical companion
soberly. “He could never have got ’em so wrong without knowing about ’em. You have
to know an awful lot to be wrong on every subject — like the devil.”
“Do you mean — ?”
“I mean a man telling lies on chance would have told some of the truth,” said his friend
firmly. “Suppose someone sent you to find a house with a green door and a blue blind,
with a front garden but no back garden, with a dog but no cat, and where they drank
coffee but not tea. You would say if you found no such house that it was all made up.
But I say no. I say if you found a house where the door was blue and the blind green,
where there was a back garden and no front garden, where cats were common and dogs
instantly shot, where tea was drunk in quarts and coffee forbidden — then you would
know you had found the house. The man must have known that particular house to be so
accurately inaccurate.”
“But what could it mean?” demanded the diner opposite.
“I can’t conceive,” said Brown; “I don’t understand this Hirsch affair at all. As long as it
was only the left drawer instead of the right, and red ink instead of black, I thought it
must be the chance blunders of a forger, as you say. But three is a mystical number; it
finishes things. It finishes this. That the direction about the drawer, the colour of ink, the
colour of envelope, should none of them be right by accident, that can’t be a
coincidence. It wasn’t.”
“What was it, then? Treason?” asked Flambeau, resuming his dinner.
“I don’t know that either,” answered Brown, with a face of blank bewilderment. “The
only thing I can think of . . . Well, I never understood that Dreyfus case. I can always
grasp moral evidence easier than the other sorts. I go by a man’s eyes and voice, don’t
you know, and whether his family seems happy, and by what subjects he chooses —
and avoids. Well, I was puzzled in the Dreyfus case. Not by the horrible things imputed
both ways; I know (though it’s not modern to say so) that human nature in the highest
places is still capable of being Cenci or Borgia. No — what puzzled me was the
sincerity of both parties. I don’t mean the political parties; the rank and file are always
roughly honest, and often duped. I mean the persons of the play. I mean the
conspirators, if they were conspirators. I mean the traitor, if he was a traitor. I mean the
men who must have known the truth. Now Dreyfus went on like a man who knew he
was a wronged man. And yet the French statesmen and soldiers went on as if they knew
he wasn’t a wronged man but simply a wrong ’un. I don’t mean they behaved well; I
mean they behaved as if they were sure. I can’t describe these things; I know what I
mean.”

“I wish I did,” said his friend. “And what has it to do with old Hirsch?”
“Suppose a person in a position of trust,” went on the priest, “began to give the enemy
information because it was false information. Suppose he even thought he was saving
his country by misleading the foreigner. Suppose this brought him into spy circles, and
little loans were made to him, and little ties tied on to him. Suppose he kept up his
contradictory position in a confused way by never telling the foreign spies the truth, but
letting it more and more be guessed. The better part of him (what was left of it) would
still say: ‘I have not helped the enemy; I said it was the left drawer.’ The meaner part of
him would already be saying: ‘But they may have the sense to see that means the right.’
I think it is psychologically possible — in an enlightened age, you know.”
“It may be psychologically possible,” answered Flambeau, “and it certainly would
explain Dreyfus being certain he was wronged and his judges being sure he was guilty.
But it won’t wash historically, because Dreyfus’s document (if it was his document)
was literally correct.”
“I wasn’t thinking of Dreyfus,” said Father Brown.
Silence had sunk around them with the emptying of the tables; it was already late,
though the sunlight still clung to everything, as if accidentally entangled in the trees. In
the stillness Flambeau shifted his seat sharply — making an isolated and echoing noise
— and threw his elbow over the angle of it. “Well,” he said, rather harshly, “if Hirsch is
not better than a timid treason-monger . . .”
“You mustn’t be too hard on them,” said Father Brown gently. “It’s not entirely their
fault; but they have no instincts. I mean those things that make a woman refuse to dance
with a man or a man to touch an investment. They’ve been taught that it’s all a matter of
degree.”
“Anyhow,” cried Flambeau impatiently, “he’s not a patch on my principal; and I shall
go through with it. Old Dubosc may be a bit mad, but he’s a sort of patriot after all.”
Father Brown continued to consume whitebait.
Something in the stolid way he did so caused Flambeau’s fierce black eyes to ramble
over his companion afresh. “What’s the matter with you?” Flambeau demanded.
“Dubosc’s all right in that way. You don’t doubt him?”
“My friend,” said the small priest, laying down his knife and fork in a kind of cold
despair, “I doubt everything. Everything, I mean, that has happened today. I doubt the
whole story, though it has been acted before my face. I doubt every sight that my eyes
have seen since morning. There is something in this business quite different from the
ordinary police mystery where one man is more or less lying and the other man more or
less telling the truth. Here both men . . . Well! I’ve told you the only theory I can think
of that could satisfy anybody. It doesn’t satisfy me.”
“Nor me either,” replied Flambeau frowning, while the other went on eating fish with
an air of entire resignation. “If all you can suggest is that notion of a message conveyed
by contraries, I call it uncommonly clever, but . . . well, what would you call it?”

“I should call it thin,” said the priest promptly. “I should call it uncommonly thin. But
that’s the queer thing about the whole business. The lie is like a schoolboy’s. There are
only three versions, Dubosc’s and Hirsch’s and that fancy of mine. Either that note was
written by a French officer to ruin a French official; or it was written by the French
official to help German officers; or it was written by the French official to mislead
German officers. Very well. You’d expect a secret paper passing between such people,
officials or officers, to look quite different from that. You’d expect, probably a cipher,
certainly abbreviations; most certainly scientific and strictly professional terms. But this
thing’s elaborately simple, like a penny dreadful: ‘In the purple grotto you will find the
golden casket.’ It looks as if . . . as if it were meant to be seen through at once.”
Almost before they could take it in a short figure in French uniform had walked up to
their table like the wind, and sat down with a sort of thump.
“I have extraordinary news,” said the Duc de Valognes. “I have just come from this
Colonel of ours. He is packing up to leave the country, and he asks us to make his
excuses sur le terrain.”
“What?” cried Flambeau, with an incredulity quite frightful — “apologize?”
“Yes,” said the Duke gruffly; “then and there — before everybody — when the swords
are drawn. And you and I have to do it while he is leaving the country.”
“But what can this mean?” cried Flambeau. “He can’t be afraid of that little Hirsch!
Confound it!” he cried, in a kind of rational rage; “nobody could be afraid of Hirsch!”
“I believe it’s some plot!” snapped Valognes — “some plot of the Jews and
Freemasons. It’s meant to work up glory for Hirsch . . .”
The face of Father Brown was commonplace, but curiously contented; it could shine
with ignorance as well as with knowledge. But there was always one flash when the
foolish mask fell, and the wise mask fitted itself in its place; and Flambeau, who knew
his friend, knew that his friend had suddenly understood. Brown said nothing, but
finished his plate of fish.
“Where did you last see our precious Colonel?” asked Flambeau, irritably.
“He’s round at the Hotel Saint Louis by the Elysee, where we drove with him. He’s
packing up, I tell you.”
“Will he be there still, do you think?” asked Flambeau, frowning at the table.
“I don’t think he can get away yet,” replied the Duke; “he’s packing to go a long
journey . . .”
“No,” said Father Brown, quite simply, but suddenly standing up, “for a very short
journey. For one of the shortest, in fact. But we may still be in time to catch him if we
go there in a motor-cab.”

Nothing more could be got out of him until the cab swept round the corner by the Hotel
Saint Louis, where they got out, and he led the party up a side lane already in deep
shadow with the growing dusk. Once, when the Duke impatiently asked whether Hirsch
was guilty of treason or not, he answered rather absently: “No; only of ambition — like
Caesar.” Then he somewhat inconsequently added: “He lives a very lonely life; he has
had to do everything for himself.”
“Well, if he’s ambitious, he ought to be satisfied now,” said Flambeau rather bitterly.
“All Paris will cheer him now our cursed Colonel has turned tail.”
“Don’t talk so loud,” said Father Brown, lowering his voice, “your cursed Colonel is
just in front.”
The other two started and shrank farther back into the shadow of the wall, for the sturdy
figure of their runaway principal could indeed be seen shuffling along in the twilight in
front, a bag in each hand. He looked much the same as when they first saw him, except
that he had changed his picturesque mountaineering knickers for a conventional pair of
trousers. It was clear he was already escaping from the hotel.
The lane down which they followed him was one of those that seem to be at the back of
things, and look like the wrong side of the stage scenery. A colourless, continuous wall
ran down one flank of it, interrupted at intervals by dull-hued and dirt-stained doors, all
shut fast and featureless save for the chalk scribbles of some passing gamin. The tops of
trees, mostly rather depressing evergreens, showed at intervals over the top of the wall,
and beyond them in the grey and purple gloaming could be seen the back of some long
terrace of tall Parisian houses, really comparatively close, but somehow looking as
inaccessible as a range of marble mountains. On the other side of the lane ran the high
gilt railings of a gloomy park.
Flambeau was looking round him in rather a weird way. “Do you know,” he said, “there
is something about this place that — ”
“Hullo!” called out the Duke sharply; “that fellow’s disappeared. Vanished, like a
blasted fairy!”
“He has a key,” explained their clerical friend. “He’s only gone into one of these garden
doors,” and as he spoke they heard one of the dull wooden doors close again with a
click in front of them.
Flambeau strode up to the door thus shut almost in his face, and stood in front of it for a
moment, biting his black moustache in a fury of curiosity. Then he threw up his long
arms and swung himself aloft like a monkey and stood on the top of the wall, his
enormous figure dark against the purple sky, like the dark tree-tops.
The Duke looked at the priest. “Dubosc’s escape is more elaborate than we thought,” he
said; “but I suppose he is escaping from France.”
“He is escaping from everywhere,” answered Father Brown.
Valognes’s eyes brightened, but his voice sank. “Do you mean suicide?” he asked.

“You will not find his body,” replied the other.
A kind of cry came from Flambeau on the wall above. “My God,” he exclaimed in
French, “I know what this place is now! Why, it’s the back of the street where old
Hirsch lives. I thought I could recognize the back of a house as well as the back of a
man.”
“And Dubosc’s gone in there!” cried the Duke, smiting his hip. “Why, they’ll meet after
all!” And with sudden Gallic vivacity he hopped up on the wall beside Flambeau and sat
there positively kicking his legs with excitement. The priest alone remained below,
leaning against the wall, with his back to the whole theatre of events, and looking
wistfully across to the park palings and the twinkling, twilit trees.
The Duke, however stimulated, had the instincts of an aristocrat, and desired rather to
stare at the house than to spy on it; but Flambeau, who had the instincts of a burglar
(and a detective), had already swung himself from the wall into the fork of a straggling
tree from which he could crawl quite close to the only illuminated window in the back
of the high dark house. A red blind had been pulled down over the light, but pulled
crookedly, so that it gaped on one side, and by risking his neck along a branch that
looked as treacherous as a twig, Flambeau could just see Colonel Dubosc walking about
in a brilliantly-lighted and luxurious bedroom. But close as Flambeau was to the house,
he heard the words of his colleagues by the wall, and repeated them in a low voice.
“Yes, they will meet now after all!”
“They will never meet,” said Father Brown. “Hirsch was right when he said that in such
an affair the principals must not meet. Have you read a queer psychological story by
Henry James, of two persons who so perpetually missed meeting each other by accident
that they began to feel quite frightened of each other, and to think it was fate? This is
something of the kind, but more curious.”
“There are people in Paris who will cure them of such morbid fancies,” said Valognes
vindictively. “They will jolly well have to meet if we capture them and force them to
fight.”
“They will not meet on the Day of Judgement,” said the priest. “If God Almighty held
the truncheon of the lists, if St Michael blew the trumpet for the swords to cross — even
then, if one of them stood ready, the other would not come.”
“Oh, what does all this mysticism mean?” cried the Duc de Valognes, impatiently; “why
on earth shouldn’t they meet like other people?”
“They are the opposite of each other,” said Father Brown, with a queer kind of smile.
“They contradict each other. They cancel out, so to speak.”
He continued to gaze at the darkening trees opposite, but Valognes turned his head
sharply at a suppressed exclamation from Flambeau. That investigator, peering into the
lighted room, had just seen the Colonel, after a pace or two, proceed to take his coat off.
Flambeau’s first thought was that this really looked like a fight; but he soon dropped the
thought for another. The solidity and squareness of Dubosc’s chest and shoulders was

all a powerful piece of padding and came off with his coat. In his shirt and trousers he
was a comparatively slim gentleman, who walked across the bedroom to the bathroom
with no more pugnacious purpose than that of washing himself. He bent over a basin,
dried his dripping hands and face on a towel, and turned again so that the strong light
fell on his face. His brown complexion had gone, his big black moustache had gone; he
— was clean-shaven and very pale. Nothing remained of the Colonel but his bright,
hawk-like, brown eyes. Under the wall Father Brown was going on in heavy meditation,
as if to himself.
“It is all just like what I was saying to Flambeau. These opposites won’t do. They don’t
work. They don’t fight. If it’s white instead of black, and solid instead of liquid, and so
on all along the line — then there’s something wrong, Monsieur, there’s something
wrong. One of these men is fair and the other dark, one stout and the other slim, one
strong and the other weak. One has a moustache and no beard, so you can’t see his
mouth; the other has a beard and no moustache, so you can’t see his chin. One has hair
cropped to his skull, but a scarf to hide his neck; the other has low shirt-collars, but long
hair to hide his skull. It’s all too neat and correct, Monsieur, and there’s something
wrong. Things made so opposite are things that cannot quarrel. Wherever the one sticks
out the other sinks in. Like a face and a mask, like a lock and a key . . .”
Flambeau was peering into the house with a visage as white as a sheet. The occupant of
the room was standing with his back to him, but in front of a looking-glass, and had
already fitted round his face a sort of framework of rank red hair, hanging disordered
from the head and clinging round the jaws and chin while leaving the mocking mouth
uncovered. Seen thus in the glass the white face looked like the face of Judas laughing
horribly and surrounded by capering flames of hell. For a spasm Flambeau saw the
fierce, red-brown eyes dancing, then they were covered with a pair of blue spectacles.
Slipping on a loose black coat, the figure vanished towards the front of the house. A few
moments later a roar of popular applause from the street beyond announced that Dr
Hirsch had once more appeared upon the balcony.

The Man in the Passage
TWO men appeared simultaneously at the two ends of a sort of passage running along
the side of the Apollo Theatre in the Adelphi. The evening daylight in the streets was
large and luminous, opalescent and empty. The passage was comparatively long and
dark, so each man could see the other as a mere black silhouette at the other end.
Nevertheless, each man knew the other, even in that inky outline; for they were both
men of striking appearance and they hated each other.
The covered passage opened at one end on one of the steep streets of the Adelphi, and at
the other on a terrace overlooking the sunset-coloured river. One side of the passage
was a blank wall, for the building it supported was an old unsuccessful theatre
restaurant, now shut up. The other side of the passage contained two doors, one at each
end. Neither was what was commonly called the stage door; they were a sort of special
and private stage doors used by very special performers, and in this case by the star
actor and actress in the Shakespearean performance of the day. Persons of that eminence
often like to have such private exits and entrances, for meeting friends or avoiding them.

The two men in question were certainly two such friends, men who evidently knew the
doors and counted on their opening, for each approached the door at the upper end with
equal coolness and confidence. Not, however, with equal speed; but the man who
walked fast was the man from the other end of the tunnel, so they both arrived before
the secret stage door almost at the same instant. They saluted each other with civility,
and waited a moment before one of them, the sharper walker who seemed to have the
shorter patience, knocked at the door.
In this and everything else each man was opposite and neither could be called inferior.
As private persons both were handsome, capable and popular. As public persons, both
were in the first public rank. But everything about them, from their glory to their good
looks, was of a diverse and incomparable kind. Sir Wilson Seymour was the kind of
man whose importance is known to everybody who knows. The more you mixed with
the innermost ring in every polity or profession, the more often you met Sir Wilson
Seymour. He was the one intelligent man on twenty unintelligent committees — on
every sort of subject, from the reform of the Royal Academy to the project of
bimetallism for Greater Britain. In the Arts especially he was omnipotent. He was so
unique that nobody could quite decide whether he was a great aristocrat who had taken
up Art, or a great artist whom the aristocrats had taken up. But you could not meet him
for five minutes without realizing that you had really been ruled by him all your life.
His appearance was “distinguished” in exactly the same sense; it was at once
conventional and unique. Fashion could have found no fault with his high silk hat — yet
it was unlike anyone else’s hat — a little higher, perhaps, and adding something to his
natural height. His tall, slender figure had a slight stoop yet it looked the reverse of
feeble. His hair was silver-grey, but he did not look old; it was worn longer than the
common yet he did not look effeminate; it was curly but it did not look curled. His
carefully pointed beard made him look more manly and militant than otherwise, as it
does in those old admirals of Velazquez with whose dark portraits his house was hung.
His grey gloves were a shade bluer, his silver-knobbed cane a shade longer than scores
of such gloves and canes flapped and flourished about the theatres and the restaurants.
The other man was not so tall, yet would have struck nobody as short, but merely as
strong and handsome. His hair also was curly, but fair and cropped close to a strong,
massive head — the sort of head you break a door with, as Chaucer said of the Miller’s.
His military moustache and the carriage of his shoulders showed him a soldier, but he
had a pair of those peculiar frank and piercing blue eyes which are more common in
sailors. His face was somewhat square, his jaw was square, his shoulders were square,
even his jacket was square. Indeed, in the wild school of caricature then current, Mr
Max Beerbohm had represented him as a proposition in the fourth book of Euclid.
For he also was a public man, though with quite another sort of success. You did not
have to be in the best society to have heard of Captain Cutler, of the siege of HongKong, and the great march across China. You could not get away from hearing of him
wherever you were; his portrait was on every other postcard; his maps and battles in
every other illustrated paper; songs in his honour in every other music-hall turn or on
every other barrel-organ. His fame, though probably more temporary, was ten times
more wide, popular and spontaneous than the other man’s. In thousands of English
homes he appeared enormous above England, like Nelson. Yet he had infinitely less
power in England than Sir Wilson Seymour.

The door was opened to them by an aged servant or “dresser”, whose broken-down face
and figure and black shabby coat and trousers contrasted queerly with the glittering
interior of the great actress’s dressing-room. It was fitted and filled with looking-glasses
at every angle of refraction, so that they looked like the hundred facets of one huge
diamond — if one could get inside a diamond. The other features of luxury, a few
flowers, a few coloured cushions, a few scraps of stage costume, were multiplied by all
the mirrors into the madness of the Arabian Nights, and danced and changed places
perpetually as the shuffling attendant shifted a mirror outwards or shot one back against
the wall.
They both spoke to the dingy dresser by name, calling him Parkinson, and asking for the
lady as Miss Aurora Rome. Parkinson said she was in the other room, but he would go
and tell her. A shade crossed the brow of both visitors; for the other room was the
private room of the great actor with whom Miss Aurora was performing, and she was of
the kind that does not inflame admiration without inflaming jealousy. In about half a
minute, however, the inner door opened, and she entered as she always did, even in
private life, so that the very silence seemed to be a roar of applause, and one welldeserved. She was clad in a somewhat strange garb of peacock green and peacock blue
satins, that gleamed like blue and green metals, such as delight children and aesthetes,
and her heavy, hot brown hair framed one of those magic faces which are dangerous to
all men, but especially to boys and to men growing grey. In company with her male
colleague, the great American actor, Isidore Bruno, she was producing a particularly
poetical and fantastic interpretation of Midsummer Night’s Dream: in which the artistic
prominence was given to Oberon and Titania, or in other words to Bruno and herself.
Set in dreamy and exquisite scenery, and moving in mystical dances, the green costume,
like burnished beetle-wings, expressed all the elusive individuality of an elfin queen.
But when personally confronted in what was still broad daylight, a man looked only at
the woman’s face.
She greeted both men with the beaming and baffling smile which kept so many males at
the same just dangerous distance from her. She accepted some flowers from Cutler,
which were as tropical and expensive as his victories; and another sort of present from
Sir Wilson Seymour, offered later on and more nonchalantly by that gentleman. For it
was against his breeding to show eagerness, and against his conventional
unconventionality to give anything so obvious as flowers. He had picked up a trifle, he
said, which was rather a curiosity, it was an ancient Greek dagger of the Mycenaean
Epoch, and might well have been worn in the time of Theseus and Hippolyta. It was
made of brass like all the Heroic weapons, but, oddly enough, sharp enough to prick
anyone still. He had really been attracted to it by the leaf-like shape; it was as perfect as
a Greek vase. If it was of any interest to Miss Rome or could come in anywhere in the
play, he hoped she would —
The inner door burst open and a big figure appeared, who was more of a contrast to the
explanatory Seymour than even Captain Cutler. Nearly six-foot-six, and of more than
theatrical thews and muscles, Isidore Bruno, in the gorgeous leopard skin and goldenbrown garments of Oberon, looked like a barbaric god. He leaned on a sort of huntingspear, which across a theatre looked a slight, silvery wand, but which in the small and
comparatively crowded room looked as plain as a pike-staff — and as menacing. His
vivid black eyes rolled volcanically, his bronzed face, handsome as it was, showed at

that moment a combination of high cheekbones with set white teeth, which recalled
certain American conjectures about his origin in the Southern plantations.
“Aurora,” he began, in that deep voice like a drum of passion that had moved so many
audiences, “will you — ”
He stopped indecisively because a sixth figure had suddenly presented itself just inside
the doorway — a figure so incongruous in the scene as to be almost comic. It was a very
short man in the black uniform of the Roman secular clergy, and looking (especially in
such a presence as Bruno’s and Aurora’s) rather like the wooden Noah out of an ark. He
did not, however, seem conscious of any contrast, but said with dull civility: “I believe
Miss Rome sent for me.”
A shrewd observer might have remarked that the emotional temperature rather rose at so
unemotional an interruption. The detachment of a professional celibate seemed to reveal
to the others that they stood round the woman as a ring of amorous rivals; just as a
stranger coming in with frost on his coat will reveal that a room is like a furnace. The
presence of the one man who did not care about her increased Miss Rome’s sense that
everybody else was in love with her, and each in a somewhat dangerous way: the actor
with all the appetite of a savage and a spoilt child; the soldier with all the simple
selfishness of a man of will rather than mind; Sir Wilson with that daily hardening
concentration with which old Hedonists take to a hobby; nay, even the abject Parkinson,
who had known her before her triumphs, and who followed her about the room with
eyes or feet, with the dumb fascination of a dog.
A shrewd person might also have noted a yet odder thing. The man like a black wooden
Noah (who was not wholly without shrewdness) noted it with a considerable but
contained amusement. It was evident that the great Aurora, though by no means
indifferent to the admiration of the other sex, wanted at this moment to get rid of all the
men who admired her and be left alone with the man who did not — did not admire her
in that sense at least; for the little priest did admire and even enjoy the firm feminine
diplomacy with which she set about her task. There was, perhaps, only one thing that
Aurora Rome was clever about, and that was one half of humanity — the other half. The
little priest watched, like a Napoleonic campaign, the swift precision of her policy for
expelling all while banishing none. Bruno, the big actor, was so babyish that it was easy
to send him off in brute sulks, banging the door. Cutler, the British officer, was
pachydermatous to ideas, but punctilious about behaviour. He would ignore all hints,
but he would die rather than ignore a definite commission from a lady. As to old
Seymour, he had to be treated differently; he had to be left to the last. The only way to
move him was to appeal to him in confidence as an old friend, to let him into the secret
of the clearance. The priest did really admire Miss Rome as she achieved all these three
objects in one selected action.
She went across to Captain Cutler and said in her sweetest manner: “I shall value all
these flowers, because they must be your favourite flowers. But they won’t be complete,
you know, without my favourite flower. Do go over to that shop round the corner and
get me some lilies-of-the-valley, and then it will be quite lovely.”
The first object of her diplomacy, the exit of the enraged Bruno, was at once achieved.
He had already handed his spear in a lordly style, like a sceptre, to the piteous

Parkinson, and was about to assume one of the cushioned seats like a throne. But at this
open appeal to his rival there glowed in his opal eyeballs all the sensitive insolence of
the slave; he knotted his enormous brown fists for an instant, and then, dashing open the
door, disappeared into his own apartments beyond. But meanwhile Miss Rome’s
experiment in mobilizing the British Army had not succeeded so simply as seemed
probable. Cutler had indeed risen stiffly and suddenly, and walked towards the door,
hatless, as if at a word of command. But perhaps there was something ostentatiously
elegant about the languid figure of Seymour leaning against one of the looking-glasses
that brought him up short at the entrance, turning his head this way and that like a
bewildered bulldog.
“I must show this stupid man where to go,” said Aurora in a whisper to Seymour, and
ran out to the threshold to speed the parting guest.
Seymour seemed to be listening, elegant and unconscious as was his posture, and he
seemed relieved when he heard the lady call out some last instructions to the Captain,
and then turn sharply and run laughing down the passage towards the other end, the end
on the terrace above the Thames. Yet a second or two after Seymour’s brow darkened
again. A man in his position has so many rivals, and he remembered that at the other
end of the passage was the corresponding entrance to Bruno’s private room. He did not
lose his dignity; he said some civil words to Father Brown about the revival of
Byzantine architecture in the Westminster Cathedral, and then, quite naturally, strolled
out himself into the upper end of the passage. Father Brown and Parkinson were left
alone, and they were neither of them men with a taste for superfluous conversation. The
dresser went round the room, pulling out looking-glasses and pushing them in again, his
dingy dark coat and trousers looking all the more dismal since he was still holding the
festive fairy spear of King Oberon. Every time he pulled out the frame of a new glass, a
new black figure of Father Brown appeared; the absurd glass chamber was full of Father
Browns, upside down in the air like angels, turning somersaults like acrobats, turning
their backs to everybody like very rude persons.
Father Brown seemed quite unconscious of this cloud of witnesses, but followed
Parkinson with an idly attentive eye till he took himself and his absurd spear into the
farther room of Bruno. Then he abandoned himself to such abstract meditations as
always amused him — calculating the angles of the mirrors, the angles of each
refraction, the angle at which each must fit into the wall . . . when he heard a strong but
strangled cry.
He sprang to his feet and stood rigidly listening. At the same instant Sir Wilson
Seymour burst back into the room, white as ivory. “Who’s that man in the passage?” he
cried. “Where’s that dagger of mine?”
Before Father Brown could turn in his heavy boots Seymour was plunging about the
room looking for the weapon. And before he could possibly find that weapon or any
other, a brisk running of feet broke upon the pavement outside, and the square face of
Cutler was thrust into the same doorway. He was still grotesquely grasping a bunch of
lilies-of-the-valley. “What’s this?” he cried. “What’s that creature down the passage? Is
this some of your tricks?”
“My tricks!” hissed his pale rival, and made a stride towards him.

In the instant of time in which all this happened Father Brown stepped out into the top
of the passage, looked down it, and at once walked briskly towards what he saw.
At this the other two men dropped their quarrel and darted after him, Cutler calling out:
“What are you doing? Who are you?”
“My name is Brown,” said the priest sadly, as he bent over something and straightened
himself again. “Miss Rome sent for me, and I came as quickly as I could. I have come
too late.”
The three men looked down, and in one of them at least the life died in that late light of
afternoon. It ran along the passage like a path of gold, and in the midst of it Aurora
Rome lay lustrous in her robes of green and gold, with her dead face turned upwards.
Her dress was torn away as in a struggle, leaving the right shoulder bare, but the wound
from which the blood was welling was on the other side. The brass dagger lay flat and
gleaming a yard or so away.
There was a blank stillness for a measurable time, so that they could hear far off a
flower-girl’s laugh outside Charing Cross, and someone whistling furiously for a
taxicab in one of the streets off the Strand. Then the Captain, with a movement so
sudden that it might have been passion or play-acting, took Sir Wilson Seymour by the
throat.
Seymour looked at him steadily without either fight or fear. “You need not kill me,” he
said in a voice quite cold; “I shall do that on my own account.”
The Captain’s hand hesitated and dropped; and the other added with the same icy
candour: “If I find I haven’t the nerve to do it with that dagger I can do it in a month
with drink.”
“Drink isn’t good enough for me,” replied Cutler, “but I’ll have blood for this before I
die. Not yours — but I think I know whose.”
And before the others could appreciate his intention he snatched up the dagger, sprang
at the other door at the lower end of the passage, burst it open, bolt and all, and
confronted Bruno in his dressing-room. As he did so, old Parkinson tottered in his
wavering way out of the door and caught sight of the corpse lying in the passage. He
moved shakily towards it; looked at it weakly with a working face; then moved shakily
back into the dressing-room again, and sat down suddenly on one of the richly
cushioned chairs. Father Brown instantly ran across to him, taking no notice of Cutler
and the colossal actor, though the room already rang with their blows and they began to
struggle for the dagger. Seymour, who retained some practical sense, was whistling for
the police at the end of the passage.
When the police arrived it was to tear the two men from an almost ape-like grapple;
and, after a few formal inquiries, to arrest Isidore Bruno upon a charge of murder,
brought against him by his furious opponent. The idea that the great national hero of the
hour had arrested a wrongdoer with his own hand doubtless had its weight with the
police, who are not without elements of the journalist. They treated Cutler with a certain
solemn attention, and pointed out that he had got a slight slash on the hand. Even as

Cutler bore him back across tilted chair and table, Bruno had twisted the dagger out of
his grasp and disabled him just below the wrist. The injury was really slight, but till he
was removed from the room the half-savage prisoner stared at the running blood with a
steady smile.
“Looks a cannibal sort of chap, don’t he?” said the constable confidentially to Cutler.
Cutler made no answer, but said sharply a moment after: “We must attend to the . . . the
death . . .” and his voice escaped from articulation.
“The two deaths,” came in the voice of the priest from the farther side of the room.
“This poor fellow was gone when I got across to him.” And he stood looking down at
old Parkinson, who sat in a black huddle on the gorgeous chair. He also had paid his
tribute, not without eloquence, to the woman who had died.
The silence was first broken by Cutler, who seemed not untouched by a rough
tenderness. “I wish I was him,” he said huskily. “I remember he used to watch her
wherever she walked more than — anybody. She was his air, and he’s dried up. He’s
just dead.”
“We are all dead,” said Seymour in a strange voice, looking down the road.
They took leave of Father Brown at the corner of the road, with some random apologies
for any rudeness they might have shown. Both their faces were tragic, but also cryptic.
The mind of the little priest was always a rabbit-warren of wild thoughts that jumped
too quickly for him to catch them. Like the white tail of a rabbit he had the vanishing
thought that he was certain of their grief, but not so certain of their innocence.
“We had better all be going,” said Seymour heavily; “we have done all we can to help.”
“Will you understand my motives,” asked Father Brown quietly, “if I say you have done
all you can to hurt?”
They both started as if guiltily, and Cutler said sharply: “To hurt whom?”
“To hurt yourselves,” answered the priest. “I would not add to your troubles if it weren’t
common justice to warn you. You’ve done nearly everything you could do to hang
yourselves, if this actor should be acquitted. They’ll be sure to subpoena me; I shall be
bound to say that after the cry was heard each of you rushed into the room in a wild
state and began quarrelling about a dagger. As far as my words on oath can go, you
might either of you have done it. You hurt yourselves with that; and then Captain Cutler
must have hurt himself with the dagger.”
“Hurt myself!” exclaimed the Captain, with contempt. “A silly little scratch.”
“Which drew blood,” replied the priest, nodding. “We know there’s blood on the brass
now. And so we shall never know whether there was blood on it before.”

There was a silence; and then Seymour said, with an emphasis quite alien to his daily
accent: “But I saw a man in the passage.”
“I know you did,” answered the cleric Brown with a face of wood, “so did Captain
Cutler. That’s what seems so improbable.”
Before either could make sufficient sense of it even to answer, Father Brown had
politely excused himself and gone stumping up the road with his stumpy old umbrella.
As modern newspapers are conducted, the most honest and most important news is the
police news. If it be true that in the twentieth century more space is given to murder
than to politics, it is for the excellent reason that murder is a more serious subject. But
even this would hardly explain the enormous omnipresence and widely distributed
detail of “The Bruno Case,” or “The Passage Mystery,” in the Press of London and the
provinces. So vast was the excitement that for some weeks the Press really told the
truth; and the reports of examination and cross-examination, if interminable, even if
intolerable are at least reliable. The true reason, of course, was the coincidence of
persons. The victim was a popular actress; the accused was a popular actor; and the
accused had been caught red-handed, as it were, by the most popular soldier of the
patriotic season. In those extraordinary circumstances the Press was paralysed into
probity and accuracy; and the rest of this somewhat singular business can practically be
recorded from reports of Bruno’s trial.
The trial was presided over by Mr Justice Monkhouse, one of those who are jeered at as
humorous judges, but who are generally much more serious than the serious judges, for
their levity comes from a living impatience of professional solemnity; while the serious
judge is really filled with frivolity, because he is filled with vanity. All the chief actors
being of a worldly importance, the barristers were well balanced; the prosecutor for the
Crown was Sir Walter Cowdray, a heavy, but weighty advocate of the sort that knows
how to seem English and trustworthy, and how to be rhetorical with reluctance. The
prisoner was defended by Mr Patrick Butler, K.C., who was mistaken for a mere flaneur
by those who misunderstood the Irish character — and those who had not been
examined by him. The medical evidence involved no contradictions, the doctor, whom
Seymour had summoned on the spot, agreeing with the eminent surgeon who had later
examined the body. Aurora Rome had been stabbed with some sharp instrument such as
a knife or dagger; some instrument, at least, of which the blade was short. The wound
was just over the heart, and she had died instantly. When the doctor first saw her she
could hardly have been dead for twenty minutes. Therefore when Father Brown found
her she could hardly have been dead for three.
Some official detective evidence followed, chiefly concerned with the presence or
absence of any proof of a struggle; the only suggestion of this was the tearing of the
dress at the shoulder, and this did not seem to fit in particularly well with the direction
and finality of the blow. When these details had been supplied, though not explained,
the first of the important witnesses was called.
Sir Wilson Seymour gave evidence as he did everything else that he did at all — not
only well, but perfectly. Though himself much more of a public man than the judge, he
conveyed exactly the fine shade of self-effacement before the King’s justice; and though
everyone looked at him as they would at the Prime Minister or the Archbishop of

Canterbury, they could have said nothing of his part in it but that it was that of a private
gentleman, with an accent on the noun. He was also refreshingly lucid, as he was on the
committees. He had been calling on Miss Rome at the theatre; he had met Captain
Cutler there; they had been joined for a short time by the accused, who had then
returned to his own dressing-room; they had then been joined by a Roman Catholic
priest, who asked for the deceased lady and said his name was Brown. Miss Rome had
then gone just outside the theatre to the entrance of the passage, in order to point out to
Captain Cutler a flower-shop at which he was to buy her some more flowers; and the
witness had remained in the room, exchanging a few words with the priest. He had then
distinctly heard the deceased, having sent the Captain on his errand, turn round laughing
and run down the passage towards its other end, where was the prisoner’s dressingroom. In idle curiosity as to the rapid movement of his friends, he had strolled out to the
head of the passage himself and looked down it towards the prisoner’s door. Did he see
anything in the passage? Yes; he saw something in the passage.
Sir Walter Cowdray allowed an impressive interval, during which the witness looked
down, and for all his usual composure seemed to have more than his usual pallor. Then
the barrister said in a lower voice, which seemed at once sympathetic and creepy: “Did
you see it distinctly?”
Sir Wilson Seymour, however moved, had his excellent brains in full working-order.
“Very distinctly as regards its outline, but quite indistinctly, indeed not at all, as regards
the details inside the outline. The passage is of such length that anyone in the middle of
it appears quite black against the light at the other end.” The witness lowered his steady
eyes once more and added: “I had noticed the fact before, when Captain Cutler first
entered it.” There was another silence, and the judge leaned forward and made a note.
“Well,” said Sir Walter patiently, “what was the outline like? Was it, for instance, like
the figure of the murdered woman?”
“Not in the least,” answered Seymour quietly.
“What did it look like to you?”
“It looked to me,” replied the witness, “like a tall man.”
Everyone in court kept his eyes riveted on his pen, or his umbrella-handle, or his book,
or his boots or whatever he happened to be looking at. They seemed to be holding their
eyes away from the prisoner by main force; but they felt his figure in the dock, and they
felt it as gigantic. Tall as Bruno was to the eye, he seemed to swell taller and taller when
all eyes had been torn away from him.
Cowdray was resuming his seat with his solemn face, smoothing his black silk robes,
and white silk whiskers. Sir Wilson was leaving the witness-box, after a few final
particulars to which there were many other witnesses, when the counsel for the defence
sprang up and stopped him.
“I shall only detain you a moment,” said Mr Butler, who was a rustic-looking person
with red eyebrows and an expression of partial slumber. “Will you tell his lordship how
you knew it was a man?”

A faint, refined smile seemed to pass over Seymour’s features. “I’m afraid it is the
vulgar test of trousers,” he said. “When I saw daylight between the long legs I was sure
it was a man, after all.”
Butler’s sleepy eyes opened as suddenly as some silent explosion. “After all!” he
repeated slowly. “So you did think at first it was a woman?”
Seymour looked troubled for the first time. “It is hardly a point of fact,” he said, “but if
his lordship would like me to answer for my impression, of course I shall do so. There
was something about the thing that was not exactly a woman and yet was not quite a
man; somehow the curves were different. And it had something that looked like long
hair.”
“Thank you,” said Mr Butler, K.C., and sat down suddenly, as if he had got what he
wanted.
Captain Cutler was a far less plausible and composed witness than Sir Wilson, but his
account of the opening incidents was solidly the same. He described the return of Bruno
to his dressing-room, the dispatching of himself to buy a bunch of lilies-of-the-valley,
his return to the upper end of the passage, the thing he saw in the passage, his suspicion
of Seymour, and his struggle with Bruno. But he could give little artistic assistance
about the black figure that he and Seymour had seen. Asked about its outline, he said he
was no art critic — with a somewhat too obvious sneer at Seymour. Asked if it was a
man or a woman, he said it looked more like a beast — with a too obvious snarl at the
prisoner. But the man was plainly shaken with sorrow and sincere anger, and Cowdray
quickly excused him from confirming facts that were already fairly clear.
The defending counsel also was again brief in his cross-examination; although (as was
his custom) even in being brief, he seemed to take a long time about it. “You used a
rather remarkable expression,” he said, looking at Cutler sleepily. “What do you mean
by saying that it looked more like a beast than a man or a woman?”
Cutler seemed seriously agitated. “Perhaps I oughtn’t to have said that,” he said; “but
when the brute has huge humped shoulders like a chimpanzee, and bristles sticking out
of its head like a pig — ”
Mr Butler cut short his curious impatience in the middle. “Never mind whether its hair
was like a pig’s,” he said, “was it like a woman’s?”
“A woman’s!” cried the soldier. “Great Scott, no!”
“The last witness said it was,” commented the counsel, with unscrupulous swiftness.
“And did the figure have any of those serpentine and semi-feminine curves to which
eloquent allusion has been made? No? No feminine curves? The figure, if I understand
you, was rather heavy and square than otherwise?”
“He may have been bending forward,” said Cutler, in a hoarse and rather faint voice.
“Or again, he may not,” said Mr Butler, and sat down suddenly for the second time.

The third, witness called by Sir Walter Cowdray was the little Catholic clergyman, so
little, compared with the others, that his head seemed hardly to come above the box, so
that it was like cross-examining a child. But unfortunately Sir Walter had somehow got
it into his head (mostly by some ramifications of his family’s religion) that Father
Brown was on the side of the prisoner, because the prisoner was wicked and foreign and
even partly black. Therefore he took Father Brown up sharply whenever that proud
pontiff tried to explain anything; and told him to answer yes or no, and tell the plain
facts without any jesuitry. When Father Brown began, in his simplicity, to say who he
thought the man in the passage was, the barrister told him that he did not want his
theories.
“A black shape was seen in the passage. And you say you saw the black shape. Well,
what shape was it?”
Father Brown blinked as under rebuke; but he had long known the literal nature of
obedience. “The shape,” he said, “was short and thick, but had two sharp, black
projections curved upwards on each side of the head or top, rather like horns, and — ”
“Oh! the devil with horns, no doubt,” ejaculated Cowdray, sitting down in triumphant
jocularity. “It was the devil come to eat Protestants.”
“No,” said the priest dispassionately; “I know who it was.”
Those in court had been wrought up to an irrational, but real sense of some monstrosity.
They had forgotten the figure in the dock and thought only of the figure in the passage.
And the figure in the passage, described by three capable and respectable men who had
all seen it, was a shifting nightmare: one called it a woman, and the other a beast, and
the other a devil . . .
The judge was looking at Father Brown with level and piercing eyes. “You are a most
extraordinary witness,” he said; “but there is something about you that makes me think
you are trying to tell the truth. Well, who was the man you saw in the passage?”
“He was myself,” said Father Brown.
Butler, K.C., sprang to his feet in an extraordinary stillness, and said quite calmly:
“Your lordship will allow me to cross-examine?” And then, without stopping, he shot at
Brown the apparently disconnected question: “You have heard about this dagger; you
know the experts say the crime was committed with a short blade?”
“A short blade,” assented Brown, nodding solemnly like an owl, “but a very long hilt.”
Before the audience could quite dismiss the idea that the priest had really seen himself
doing murder with a short dagger with a long hilt (which seemed somehow to make it
more horrible), he had himself hurried on to explain.
“I mean daggers aren’t the only things with short blades. Spears have short blades. And
spears catch at the end of the steel just like daggers, if they’re that sort of fancy spear
they had in theatres; like the spear poor old Parkinson killed his wife with, just when
she’d sent for me to settle their family troubles — and I came just too late, God forgive

me! But he died penitent — he just died of being penitent. He couldn’t bear what he’d
done.”
The general impression in court was that the little priest, who was gobbling away, had
literally gone mad in the box. But the judge still looked at him with bright and steady
eyes of interest; and the counsel for the defence went on with his questions unperturbed.
“If Parkinson did it with that pantomime spear,” said Butler, “he must have thrust from
four yards away. How do you account for signs of struggle, like the dress dragged off
the shoulder?” He had slipped into treating his mere witness as an expert; but no one
noticed it now.
“The poor lady’s dress was torn,” said the witness, “because it was caught in a panel
that slid to just behind her. She struggled to free herself, and as she did so Parkinson
came out of the prisoner’s room and lunged with the spear.”
“A panel?” repeated the barrister in a curious voice.
“It was a looking-glass on the other side,” explained Father Brown. “When I was in the
dressing-room I noticed that some of them could probably be slid out into the passage.”
There was another vast and unnatural silence, and this time it was the judge who spoke.
“So you really mean that when you looked down that passage, the man you saw was
yourself — in a mirror?”
“Yes, my lord; that was what I was trying to say,” said Brown, “but they asked me for
the shape; and our hats have corners just like horns, and so I — ”
The judge leaned forward, his old eyes yet more brilliant, and said in specially distinct
tones: “Do you really mean to say that when Sir Wilson Seymour saw that wild whatyou-call-him with curves and a woman’s hair and a man’s trousers, what he saw was Sir
Wilson Seymour?”
“Yes, my lord,” said Father Brown.
“And you mean to say that when Captain Cutler saw that chimpanzee with humped
shoulders and hog’s bristles, he simply saw himself?”
“Yes, my lord.”
The judge leaned back in his chair with a luxuriance in which it was hard to separate the
cynicism and the admiration. “And can you tell us why,” he asked, “you should know
your own figure in a looking-glass, when two such distinguished men don’t?”
Father Brown blinked even more painfully than before; then he stammered: “Really, my
lord, I don’t know unless it’s because I don’t look at it so often.”

The Mistake of the Machine

FLAMBEAU and his friend the priest were sitting in the Temple Gardens about sunset;
and their neighbourhood or some such accidental influence had turned their talk to
matters of legal process. From the problem of the licence in cross-examination, their
talk strayed to Roman and mediaeval torture, to the examining magistrate in France and
the Third Degree in America.
“I’ve been reading,” said Flambeau, “of this new psychometric method they talk about
so much, especially in America. You know what I mean; they put a pulsometer on a
man’s wrist and judge by how his heart goes at the pronunciation of certain words.
What do you think of it?”
“I think it very interesting,” replied Father Brown; “it reminds me of that interesting
idea in the Dark Ages that blood would flow from a corpse if the murderer touched it.”
“Do you really mean,” demanded his friend, “that you think the two methods equally
valuable?”
“I think them equally valueless,” replied Brown. “Blood flows, fast or slow, in dead
folk or living, for so many more million reasons than we can ever know. Blood will
have to flow very funnily; blood will have to flow up the Matterhorn, before I will take
it as a sign that I am to shed it.”
“The method,” remarked the other, “has been guaranteed by some of the greatest
American men of science.”
“What sentimentalists men of science are!” exclaimed Father Brown, “and how much
more sentimental must American men of science be! Who but a Yankee would think of
proving anything from heart-throbs? Why, they must be as sentimental as a man who
thinks a woman is in love with him if she blushes. That’s a test from the circulation of
the blood, discovered by the immortal Harvey; and a jolly rotten test, too.”
“But surely,” insisted Flambeau, “it might point pretty straight at something or other.”
“There’s a disadvantage in a stick pointing straight,” answered the other. “What is it?
Why, the other end of the stick always points the opposite way. It depends whether you
get hold of the stick by the right end. I saw the thing done once and I’ve never believed
in it since.” And he proceeded to tell the story of his disillusionment.
It happened nearly twenty years before, when he was chaplain to his co-religionists in a
prison in Chicago — where the Irish population displayed a capacity both for crime and
penitence which kept him tolerably busy. The official second-in-command under the
Governor was an ex-detective named Greywood Usher, a cadaverous, careful-spoken
Yankee philosopher, occasionally varying a very rigid visage with an odd apologetic
grimace. He liked Father Brown in a slightly patronizing way; and Father Brown liked
him, though he heartily disliked his theories. His theories were extremely complicated
and were held with extreme simplicity.
One evening he had sent for the priest, who, according to his custom, took a seat in
silence at a table piled and littered with papers, and waited. The official selected from
the papers a scrap of newspaper cutting, which he handed across to the cleric, who read

it gravely. It appeared to be an extract from one of the pinkest of American Society
papers, and ran as follows:
“Society’s brightest widower is once more on the Freak Dinner stunt. All our exclusive
citizens will recall the Perambulator Parade Dinner, in which Last-Trick Todd, at his
palatial home at Pilgrim’s Pond, caused so many of our prominent debutantes to look
even younger than their years. Equally elegant and more miscellaneous and largehearted in social outlook was Last-Trick’s show the year previous, the popular Cannibal
Crush Lunch, at which the confections handed round were sarcastically moulded in the
forms of human arms and legs, and during which more than one of our gayest mental
gymnasts was heard offering to eat his partner. The witticism which will inspire this
evening is as yet in Mr Todd’s pretty reticent intellect, or locked in the jewelled bosoms
of our city’s gayest leaders; but there is talk of a pretty parody of the simple manners
and customs at the other end of Society’s scale. This would be all the more telling, as
hospitable Todd is entertaining in Lord Falconroy, the famous traveller, a true-blooded
aristocrat fresh from England’s oak-groves. Lord Falconroy’s travels began before his
ancient feudal title was resurrected, he was in the Republic in his youth, and fashion
murmurs a sly reason for his return. Miss Etta Todd is one of our deep-souled New
Yorkers, and comes into an income of nearly twelve hundred million dollars.”
“Well,” asked Usher, “does that interest you?”
“Why, words rather fail me,” answered Father Brown. “I cannot think at this moment of
anything in this world that would interest me less. And, unless the just anger of the
Republic is at last going to electrocute journalists for writing like that, I don’t quite see
why it should interest you either.”
“Ah!” said Mr Usher dryly, and handing across another scrap of newspaper. “Well, does
that interest you?”
The paragraph was headed “Savage Murder of a Warder. Convict Escapes,” and ran:
“Just before dawn this morning a shout for help was heard in the Convict Settlement at
Sequah in this State. The authorities, hurrying in the direction of the cry, found the
corpse of the warder who patrols the top of the north wall of the prison, the steepest and
most difficult exit, for which one man has always been found sufficient. The
unfortunate officer had, however, been hurled from the high wall, his brains beaten out
as with a club, and his gun was missing. Further inquiries showed that one of the cells
was empty; it had been occupied by a rather sullen ruffian giving his name as Oscar
Rian. He was only temporarily detained for some comparatively trivial assault; but he
gave everyone the impression of a man with a black past and a dangerous future.
Finally, when daylight had fully revealed the scene of murder, it was found that he had
written on the wall above the body a fragmentary sentence, apparently with a finger
dipped in blood: ‘This was self-defence and he had the gun. I meant no harm to him or
any man but one. I am keeping the bullet for Pilgrim’s Pond — O.R.’ A man must have
used most fiendish treachery or most savage and amazing bodily daring to have stormed
such a wall in spite of an armed man.”
“Well, the literary style is somewhat improved,” admitted the priest cheerfully, “but still
I don’t see what I can do for you. I should cut a poor figure, with my short legs, running
about this State after an athletic assassin of that sort. I doubt whether anybody could

find him. The convict settlement at Sequah is thirty miles from here; the country
between is wild and tangled enough, and the country beyond, where he will surely have
the sense to go, is a perfect no-man’s land tumbling away to the prairies. He may be in
any hole or up any tree.”
“He isn’t in any hole,” said the governor; “he isn’t up any tree.”
“Why, how do you know?” asked Father Brown, blinking.
“Would you like to speak to him?” inquired Usher.
Father Brown opened his innocent eyes wide. “He is here?” he exclaimed. “Why, how
did your men get hold of him?”
“I got hold of him myself,” drawled the American, rising and lazily stretching his lanky
legs before the fire. “I got hold of him with the crooked end of a walking-stick. Don’t
look so surprised. I really did. You know I sometimes take a turn in the country lanes
outside this dismal place; well, I was walking early this evening up a steep lane with
dark hedges and grey-looking ploughed fields on both sides; and a young moon was up
and silvering the road. By the light of it I saw a man running across the field towards the
road; running with his body bent and at a good mile-race trot. He appeared to be much
exhausted; but when he came to the thick black hedge he went through it as if it were
made of spiders’ webs; — or rather (for I heard the strong branches breaking and
snapping like bayonets) as if he himself were made of stone. In the instant in which he
appeared up against the moon, crossing the road, I slung my hooked cane at his legs,
tripping him and bringing him down. Then I blew my whistle long and loud, and our
fellows came running up to secure him.”
“It would have been rather awkward,” remarked Brown, “if you had found he was a
popular athlete practising a mile race.”
“He was not,” said Usher grimly. “We soon found out who he was; but I had guessed it
with the first glint of the moon on him.”
“You thought it was the runaway convict,” observed the priest simply, “because you
had read in the newspaper cutting that morning that a convict had run away.”
“I had somewhat better grounds,” replied the governor coolly. “I pass over the first as
too simple to be emphasized — I mean that fashionable athletes do not run across
ploughed fields or scratch their eyes out in bramble hedges. Nor do they run all doubled
up like a crouching dog. There were more decisive details to a fairly well-trained eye.
The man was clad in coarse and ragged clothes, but they were something more than
merely coarse and ragged. They were so ill-fitting as to be quite grotesque; even as he
appeared in black outline against the moonrise, the coat-collar in which his head was
buried made him look like a hunchback, and the long loose sleeves looked as if he had
no hands. It at once occurred to me that he had somehow managed to change his convict
clothes for some confederate’s clothes which did not fit him. Second, there was a pretty
stiff wind against which he was running; so that I must have seen the streaky look of
blowing hair, if the hair had not been very short. Then I remembered that beyond these

ploughed fields he was crossing lay Pilgrim’s Pond, for which (you will remember) the
convict was keeping his bullet; and I sent my walking-stick flying.”
“A brilliant piece of rapid deduction,” said Father Brown; “but had he got a gun?”
As Usher stopped abruptly in his walk the priest added apologetically: “I’ve been told a
bullet is not half so useful without it.”
“He had no gun,” said the other gravely; “but that was doubtless due to some very
natural mischance or change of plans. Probably the same policy that made him change
the clothes made him drop the gun; he began to repent the coat he had left behind him in
the blood of his victim.”
“Well, that is possible enough,” answered the priest.
“And it’s hardly worth speculating on,” said Usher, turning to some other papers, “for
we know it’s the man by this time.”
His clerical friend asked faintly: “But how?” And Greywood Usher threw down the
newspapers and took up the two press-cuttings again.
“Well, since you are so obstinate,” he said, “let’s begin at the beginning. You will
notice that these two cuttings have only one thing in common, which is the mention of
Pilgrim’s Pond, the estate, as you know, of the millionaire Ireton Todd. You also know
that he is a remarkable character; one of those that rose on stepping-stones — ”
“Of our dead selves to higher things,” assented his companion. “Yes; I know that.
Petroleum, I think.”
“Anyhow,” said Usher, “Last-Trick Todd counts for a great deal in this rum affair.”
He stretched himself once more before the fire and continued talking in his expansive,
radiantly explanatory style.
“To begin with, on the face of it, there is no mystery here at all. It is not mysterious, it is
not even odd, that a jailbird should take his gun to Pilgrim’s Pond. Our people aren’t
like the English, who will forgive a man for being rich if he throws away money on
hospitals or horses. Last-Trick Todd has made himself big by his own considerable
abilities; and there’s no doubt that many of those on whom he has shown his abilities
would like to show theirs on him with a shot-gun. Todd might easily get dropped by
some man he’d never even heard of; some labourer he’d locked out, or some clerk in a
business he’d busted. Last-Trick is a man of mental endowments and a high public
character; but in this country the relations of employers and employed are considerably
strained.
“That’s how the whole thing looks supposing this Rian made for Pilgrim’s Pond to kill
Todd. So it looked to me, till another little discovery woke up what I have of the
detective in me. When I had my prisoner safe, I picked up my cane again and strolled
down the two or three turns of country road that brought me to one of the side entrances
of Todd’s grounds, the one nearest to the pool or lake after which the place is named. It

was some two hours ago, about seven by this time; the moonlight was more luminous,
and I could see the long white streaks of it lying on the mysterious mere with its grey,
greasy, half-liquid shores in which they say our fathers used to make witches walk until
they sank. I’d forgotten the exact tale; but you know the place I mean; it lies north of
Todd’s house towards the wilderness, and has two queer wrinkled trees, so dismal that
they look more like huge fungoids than decent foliage. As I stood peering at this misty
pool, I fancied I saw the faint figure of a man moving from the house towards it, but it
was all too dim and distant for one to be certain of the fact, and still less of the details.
Besides, my attention was very sharply arrested by something much closer. I crouched
behind the fence which ran not more than two hundred yards from one wing of the great
mansion, and which was fortunately split in places, as if specially for the application of
a cautious eye. A door had opened in the dark bulk of the left wing, and a figure
appeared black against the illuminated interior — a muffled figure bending forward,
evidently peering out into the night. It closed the door behind it, and I saw it was
carrying a lantern, which threw a patch of imperfect light on the dress and figure of the
wearer. It seemed to be the figure of a woman, wrapped up in a ragged cloak and
evidently disguised to avoid notice; there was something very strange both about the
rags and the furtiveness in a person coming out of those rooms lined with gold. She took
cautiously the curved garden path which brought her within half a hundred yards of me
— then she stood up for an instant on the terrace of turf that looks towards the slimy
lake, and holding her flaming lantern above her head she deliberately swung it three
times to and fro as for a signal. As she swung it the second time a flicker of its light fell
for a moment on her own face, a face that I knew. She was unnaturally pale, and her
head was bundled in her borrowed plebeian shawl; but I am certain it was Etta Todd, the
millionaire’s daughter.
“She retraced her steps in equal secrecy and the door closed behind her again. I was
about to climb the fence and follow, when I realized that the detective fever that had
lured me into the adventure was rather undignified; and that in a more authoritative
capacity I already held all the cards in my hand. I was just turning away when a new
noise broke on the night. A window was thrown up in one of the upper floors, but just
round the corner of the house so that I could not see it; and a voice of terrible
distinctness was heard shouting across the dark garden to know where Lord Falconroy
was, for he was missing from every room in the house. There was no mistaking that
voice. I have heard it on many a political platform or meeting of directors; it was Ireton
Todd himself. Some of the others seemed to have gone to the lower windows or on to
the steps, and were calling up to him that Falconroy had gone for a stroll down to the
Pilgrim’s Pond an hour before, and could not be traced since. Then Todd cried ‘Mighty
Murder!’ and shut down the window violently; and I could hear him plunging down the
stairs inside. Repossessing myself of my former and wiser purpose, I whipped out of the
way of the general search that must follow; and returned here not later than eight
o’clock.
“I now ask you to recall that little Society paragraph which seemed to you so painfully
lacking in interest. If the convict was not keeping the shot for Todd, as he evidently
wasn’t, it is most likely that he was keeping it for Lord Falconroy; and it looks as if he
had delivered the goods. No more handy place to shoot a man than in the curious
geological surroundings of that pool, where a body thrown down would sink through
thick slime to a depth practically unknown. Let us suppose, then, that our friend with
the cropped hair came to kill Falconroy and not Todd. But, as I have pointed out, there

are many reasons why people in America might want to kill Todd. There is no reason
why anybody in America should want to kill an English lord newly landed, except for
the one reason mentioned in the pink paper — that the lord is paying his attentions to
the millionaire’s daughter. Our crop-haired friend, despite his ill-fitting clothes, must be
an aspiring lover.
“I know the notion will seem to you jarring and even comic; but that’s because you are
English. It sounds to you like saying the Archbishop of Canterbury’s daughter will be
married in St George’s, Hanover Square, to a crossing-sweeper on ticket-of-leave. You
don’t do justice to the climbing and aspiring power of our more remarkable citizens.
You see a good-looking grey-haired man in evening-dress with a sort of authority about
him, you know he is a pillar of the State, and you fancy he had a father. You are in
error. You do not realize that a comparatively few years ago he may have been in a
tenement or (quite likely) in a jail. You don’t allow for our national buoyancy and
uplift. Many of our most influential citizens have not only risen recently, but risen
comparatively late in life. Todd’s daughter was fully eighteen when her father first
made his pile; so there isn’t really anything impossible in her having a hanger-on in low
life; or even in her hanging on to him, as I think she must be doing, to judge by the
lantern business. If so, the hand that held the lantern may not be unconnected with the
hand that held the gun. This case, sir, will make a noise.”
“Well,” said the priest patiently, “and what did you do next?”
“I reckon you’ll be shocked,” replied Greywood Usher, “as I know you don’t cotton to
the march of science in these matters. I am given a good deal of discretion here, and
perhaps take a little more than I’m given; and I thought it was an excellent opportunity
to test that Psychometric Machine I told you about. Now, in my opinion, that machine
can’t lie.”
“No machine can lie,” said Father Brown; “nor can it tell the truth.”
“It did in this case, as I’ll show you,” went on Usher positively. “I sat the man in the illfitting clothes in a comfortable chair, and simply wrote words on a blackboard; and the
machine simply recorded the variations of his pulse; and I simply observed his manner.
The trick is to introduce some word connected with the supposed crime in a list of
words connected with something quite different, yet a list in which it occurs quite
naturally. Thus I wrote ‘heron’ and ‘eagle’ and ‘owl’, and when I wrote ‘falcon’ he was
tremendously agitated; and when I began to make an ‘r’ at the end of the word, that
machine just bounded. Who else in this republic has any reason to jump at the name of a
newly-arrived Englishman like Falconroy except the man who’s shot him? Isn’t that
better evidence than a lot of gabble from witnesses — if the evidence of a reliable
machine?”
“You always forget,” observed his companion, “that the reliable machine always has to
be worked by an unreliable machine.”
“Why, what do you mean?” asked the detective.
“I mean Man,” said Father Brown, “the most unreliable machine I know of. I don’t want
to be rude; and I don’t think you will consider Man to be an offensive or inaccurate

description of yourself. You say you observed his manner; but how do you know you
observed it right? You say the words have to come in a natural way; but how do you
know that you did it naturally? How do you know, if you come to that, that he did not
observe your manner? Who is to prove that you were not tremendously agitated? There
was no machine tied on to your pulse.”
“I tell you,” cried the American in the utmost excitement, “I was as cool as a
cucumber.”
“Criminals also can be as cool as cucumbers,” said Brown with a smile. “And almost as
cool as you.”
“Well, this one wasn’t,” said Usher, throwing the papers about. “Oh, you make me
tired!”
“I’m sorry,” said the other. “I only point out what seems a reasonable possibility. If you
could tell by his manner when the word that might hang him had come, why shouldn’t
he tell from your manner that the word that might hang him was coming? I should ask
for more than words myself before I hanged anybody.”
Usher smote the table and rose in a sort of angry triumph.
“And that,” he cried, “is just what I’m going to give you. I tried the machine first just in
order to test the thing in other ways afterwards and the machine, sir, is right.”
He paused a moment and resumed with less excitement. “I rather want to insist, if it
comes to that, that so far I had very little to go on except the scientific experiment.
There was really nothing against the man at all. His clothes were ill-fitting, as I’ve said,
but they were rather better, if anything, than those of the submerged class to which he
evidently belonged. Moreover, under all the stains of his plunging through ploughed
fields or bursting through dusty hedges, the man was comparatively clean. This might
mean, of course, that he had only just broken prison; but it reminded me more of the
desperate decency of the comparatively respectable poor. His demeanour was, I am
bound to confess, quite in accordance with theirs. He was silent and dignified as they
are; he seemed to have a big, but buried, grievance, as they do. He professed total
ignorance of the crime and the whole question; and showed nothing but a sullen
impatience for something sensible that might come to take him out of his meaningless
scrape. He asked me more than once if he could telephone for a lawyer who had helped
him a long time ago in a trade dispute, and in every sense acted as you would expect an
innocent man to act. There was nothing against him in the world except that little finger
on the dial that pointed to the change of his pulse.
“Then, sir, the machine was on its trial; and the machine was right. By the time I came
with him out of the private room into the vestibule where all sorts of other people were
awaiting examination, I think he had already more or less made up his mind to clear
things up by something like a confession. He turned to me and began to say in a low
voice: ‘Oh, I can’t stick this any more. If you must know all about me — ’
“At the same instant one of the poor women sitting on the long bench stood up,
screaming aloud and pointing at him with her finger. I have never in my life heard

anything more demoniacally distinct. Her lean finger seemed to pick him out as if it
were a pea-shooter. Though the word was a mere howl, every syllable was as clear as a
separate stroke on the clock.
“‘Drugger Davis!’ she shouted. ‘They’ve got Drugger Davis!’
“Among the wretched women, mostly thieves and streetwalkers, twenty faces were
turned, gaping with glee and hate. If I had never heard the words, I should have known
by the very shock upon his features that the so-called Oscar Rian had heard his real
name. But I’m not quite so ignorant, you may be surprised to hear. Drugger Davis was
one of the most terrible and depraved criminals that ever baffled our police. It is certain
he had done murder more than once long before his last exploit with the warder. But he
was never entirely fixed for it, curiously enough because he did it in the same manner as
those milder — or meaner — crimes for which he was fixed pretty often. He was a
handsome, well-bred-looking brute, as he still is, to some extent; and he used mostly to
go about with barmaids or shop-girls and do them out of their money. Very often,
though, he went a good deal farther; and they were found drugged with cigarettes or
chocolates and their whole property missing. Then came one case where the girl was
found dead; but deliberation could not quite be proved, and, what was more practical
still, the criminal could not be found. I heard a rumour of his having reappeared
somewhere in the opposite character this time, lending money instead of borrowing it;
but still to such poor widows as he might personally fascinate, but still with the same
bad result for them. Well, there is your innocent man, and there is his innocent record.
Even, since then, four criminals and three warders have identified him and confirmed
the story. Now what have you got to say to my poor little machine after that? Hasn’t the
machine done for him? Or do you prefer to say that the woman and I have done for
him?”
“As to what you’ve done for him,” replied Father Brown, rising and shaking himself in
a floppy way, “you’ve saved him from the electrical chair. I don’t think they can kill
Drugger Davis on that old vague story of the poison; and as for the convict who killed
the warder, I suppose it’s obvious that you haven’t got him. Mr Davis is innocent of that
crime, at any rate.”
“What do you mean?” demanded the other. “Why should he be innocent of that crime?”
“Why, bless us all!” cried the small man in one of his rare moments of animation, “why,
because he’s guilty of the other crimes! I don’t know what you people are made of. You
seem to think that all sins are kept together in a bag. You talk as if a miser on Monday
were always a spendthrift on Tuesday. You tell me this man you have here spent weeks
and months wheedling needy women out of small sums of money; that he used a drug at
the best, and a poison at the worst; that he turned up afterwards as the lowest kind of
moneylender, and cheated most poor people in the same patient and pacific style. Let it
be granted — let us admit, for the sake of argument, that he did all this. If that is so, I
will tell you what he didn’t do. He didn’t storm a spiked wall against a man with a
loaded gun. He didn’t write on the wall with his own hand, to say he had done it. He
didn’t stop to state that his justification was self-defence. He didn’t explain that he had
no quarrel with the poor warder. He didn’t name the house of the rich man to which he
was going with the gun. He didn’t write his own, initials in a man’s blood. Saints alive!

Can’t you see the whole character is different, in good and evil? Why, you don’t seem
to be like I am a bit. One would think you’d never had any vices of your own.”
The amazed American had already parted his lips in protest when the door of his private
and official room was hammered and rattled in an unceremonious way to which he was
totally unaccustomed.
The door flew open. The moment before Greywood Usher had been coming to the
conclusion that Father Brown might possibly be mad. The moment after he began to
think he was mad himself. There burst and fell into his private room a man in the
filthiest rags, with a greasy squash hat still askew on his head, and a shabby green shade
shoved up from one of his eyes, both of which were glaring like a tiger’s. The rest of his
face was almost undiscoverable, being masked with a matted beard and whiskers
through which the nose could barely thrust itself, and further buried in a squalid red
scarf or handkerchief. Mr Usher prided himself on having seen most of the roughest
specimens in the State, but he thought he had never seen such a baboon dressed as a
scarecrow as this. But, above all, he had never in all his placid scientific existence heard
a man like that speak to him first.
“See here, old man Usher,” shouted the being in the red handkerchief, “I’m getting
tired. Don’t you try any of your hide-and-seek on me; I don’t get fooled any. Leave go
of my guests, and I’ll let up on the fancy clockwork. Keep him here for a split instant
and you’ll feel pretty mean. I reckon I’m not a man with no pull.”
The eminent Usher was regarding the bellowing monster with an amazement which had
dried up all other sentiments. The mere shock to his eyes had rendered his ears, almost
useless. At last he rang a bell with a hand of violence. While the bell was still strong
and pealing, the voice of Father Brown fell soft but distinct.
“I have a suggestion to make,” he said, “but it seems a little confusing. I don’t know this
gentleman — but — but I think I know him. Now, you know him — you know him
quite well — but you don’t know him — naturally. Sounds paradoxical, I know.”
“I reckon the Cosmos is cracked,” said Usher, and fell asprawl in his round office chair.
“Now, see here,” vociferated the stranger, striking the table, but speaking in a voice that
was all the more mysterious because it was comparatively mild and rational though still
resounding. “I won’t let you in. I want — ”
“Who in hell are you?” yelled Usher, suddenly sitting up straight.
“I think the gentleman’s name is Todd,” said the priest.
Then he picked up the pink slip of newspaper.
“I fear you don’t read the Society papers properly,” he said, and began to read out in a
monotonous voice, “‘Or locked in the jewelled bosoms of our city’s gayest leaders; but
there is talk of a pretty parody of the manners and customs of the other end of Society’s
scale.’ There’s been a big Slum Dinner up at Pilgrim’s Pond tonight; and a man, one of

the guests, disappeared. Mr Ireton Todd is a good host, and has tracked him here,
without even waiting to take off his fancy-dress.”
“What man do you mean?”
“I mean the man with comically ill-fitting clothes you saw running across the ploughed
field. Hadn’t you better go and investigate him? He will be rather impatient to get back
to his champagne, from which he ran away in such a hurry, when the convict with the
gun hove in sight.”
“Do you seriously mean — ” began the official.
“Why, look here, Mr Usher,” said Father Brown quietly, “you said the machine couldn’t
make a mistake; and in one sense it didn’t. But the other machine did; the machine that
worked it. You assumed that the man in rags jumped at the name of Lord Falconroy,
because he was Lord Falconroy’s murderer. He jumped at the name of Lord Falconroy
because he is Lord Falconroy.”
“Then why the blazes didn’t he say so?” demanded the staring Usher.
“He felt his plight and recent panic were hardly patrician,” replied the priest, “so he
tried to keep the name back at first. But he was just going to tell it you, when” — and
Father Brown looked down at his boots — “when a woman found another name for
him.”
“But you can’t be so mad as to say,” said Greywood Usher, very white, “that Lord
Falconroy was Drugger Davis.”
The priest looked at him very earnestly, but with a baffling and undecipherable face.
“I am not saying anything about it,” he said. “I leave all the rest to you. Your pink paper
says that the title was recently revived for him; but those papers are very unreliable. It
says he was in the States in youth; but the whole story seems very strange. Davis and
Falconroy are both pretty considerable cowards, but so are lots of other men. I would
not hang a dog on my own opinion about this. But I think,” he went on softly and
reflectively, “I think you Americans are too modest. I think you idealize the English
aristocracy — even in assuming it to be so aristocratic. You see a good-looking
Englishman in evening-dress; you know he’s in the House of Lords; and you fancy he
has a father. You don’t allow for our national buoyancy and uplift. Many of our most
influential noblemen have not only risen recently, but — ”
“Oh, stop it!” cried Greywood Usher, wringing one lean hand in impatience against a
shade of irony in the other’s face.
“Don’t stay talking to this lunatic!” cried Todd brutally. “Take me to my friend.”
Next morning Father Brown appeared with the same demure expression, carrying yet
another piece of pink newspaper.

“I’m afraid you neglect the fashionable press rather,” he said, “but this cutting may
interest you.”
Usher read the headlines, “Last-Trick’s Strayed Revellers: Mirthful Incident near
Pilgrim’s Pond.” The paragraph went on: “A laughable occurrence took place outside
Wilkinson’s Motor Garage last night. A policeman on duty had his attention drawn by
larrikins to a man in prison dress who was stepping with considerable coolness into the
steering-seat of a pretty high-toned Panhard; he was accompanied by a girl wrapped in a
ragged shawl. On the police interfering, the young woman threw back the shawl, and all
recognized Millionaire Todd’s daughter, who had just come from the Slum Freak
Dinner at the Pond, where all the choicest guests were in a similar deshabille. She and
the gentleman who had donned prison uniform were going for the customary joy-ride.”
Under the pink slip Mr Usher found a strip of a later paper, headed, “Astounding Escape
of Millionaire’s Daughter with Convict. She had Arranged Freak Dinner. Now Safe in
—”
Mr Greenwood Usher lifted his eyes, but Father Brown was gone.

The Head of Caesar
THERE is somewhere in Brompton or Kensington an interminable avenue of tall
houses, rich but largely empty, that looks like a terrace of tombs. The very steps up to
the dark front doors seem as steep as the side of pyramids; one would hesitate to knock
at the door, lest it should be opened by a mummy. But a yet more depressing feature in
the grey facade is its telescopic length and changeless continuity. The pilgrim walking
down it begins to think he will never come to a break or a corner; but there is one
exception — a very small one, but hailed by the pilgrim almost with a shout. There is a
sort of mews between two of the tall mansions, a mere slit like the crack of a door by
comparison with the street, but just large enough to permit a pigmy ale-house or eatinghouse, still allowed by the rich to their stable-servants, to stand in the angle. There is
something cheery in its very dinginess, and something free and elfin in its very
insignificance. At the feet of those grey stone giants it looks like a lighted house of
dwarfs.
Anyone passing the place during a certain autumn evening, itself almost fairylike, might
have seen a hand pull aside the red half-blind which (along with some large white
lettering) half hid the interior from the street, and a face peer out not unlike a rather
innocent goblin’s. It was, in fact, the face of one with the harmless human name of
Brown, formerly priest of Cobhole in Essex, and now working in London. His friend,
Flambeau, a semi-official investigator, was sitting opposite him, making his last notes
of a case he had cleared up in the neighbourhood. They were sitting at a small table,
close up to the window, when the priest pulled the curtain back and looked out. He
waited till a stranger in the street had passed the window, to let the curtain fall into its
place again. Then his round eyes rolled to the large white lettering on the window above
his head, and then strayed to the next table, at which sat only a navvy with beer and
cheese, and a young girl with red hair and a glass of milk. Then (seeing his friend put
away the pocket-book), he said softly:
“If you’ve got ten minutes, I wish you’d follow that man with the false nose.”

Flambeau looked up in surprise; but the girl with the red hair also looked up, and with
something that was stronger than astonishment. She was simply and even loosely
dressed in light brown sacking stuff; but she was a lady, and even, on a second glance, a
rather needlessly haughty one. “The man with the false nose!” repeated Flambeau.
“Who’s he?”
“I haven’t a notion,” answered Father Brown. “I want you to find out; I ask it as a
favour. He went down there” — and he jerked his thumb over his shoulder in one of his
undistinguished gestures — “and can’t have passed three lamp-posts yet. I only want to
know the direction.”
Flambeau gazed at his friend for some time, with an expression between perplexity and
amusement; and then, rising from the table; squeezed his huge form out of the little door
of the dwarf tavern, and melted into the twilight.
Father Brown took a small book out of his pocket and began to read steadily; he
betrayed no consciousness of the fact that the red-haired lady had left her own table and
sat down opposite him. At last she leaned over and said in a low, strong voice: “Why do
you say that? How do you know it’s false?”
He lifted his rather heavy eyelids, which fluttered in considerable embarrassment. Then
his dubious eye roamed again to the white lettering on the glass front of the publichouse. The young woman’s eyes followed his, and rested there also, but in pure
puzzledom.
“No,” said Father Brown, answering her thoughts. “It doesn’t say ‘Sela’, like the thing
in the Psalms; I read it like that myself when I was wool-gathering just now; it says
‘Ales.’”
“Well?” inquired the staring young lady. “What does it matter what it says?”
His ruminating eye roved to the girl’s light canvas sleeve, round the wrist of which ran a
very slight thread of artistic pattern, just enough to distinguish it from a working-dress
of a common woman and make it more like the working-dress of a lady art-student. He
seemed to find much food for thought in this; but his reply was very slow and hesitant.
“You see, madam,” he said, “from outside the place looks — well, it is a perfectly
decent place — but ladies like you don’t — don’t generally think so. They never go into
such places from choice, except — ”
“Well?” she repeated.
“Except an unfortunate few who don’t go in to drink milk.”
“You are a most singular person,” said the young lady. “What is your object in all this?”
“Not to trouble you about it,” he replied, very gently. “Only to arm myself with
knowledge enough to help you, if ever you freely ask my help.”
“But why should I need help?”

He continued his dreamy monologue. “You couldn’t have come in to see protegees,
humble friends, that sort of thing, or you’d have gone through into the parlour . . . and
you couldn’t have come in because you were ill, or you’d have spoken to the woman of
the place, who’s obviously respectable . . . besides, you don’t look ill in that way, but
only unhappy . . . This street is the only original long lane that has no turning; and the
houses on both sides are shut up . . . I could only suppose that you’d seen somebody
coming whom you didn’t want to meet; and found the public-house was the only shelter
in this wilderness of stone . . . I don’t think I went beyond the licence of a stranger in
glancing at the only man who passed immediately after . . . And as I thought he looked
like the wrong sort . . . and you looked like the right sort. . . . I held myself ready to help
if he annoyed you; that is all. As for my friend, he’ll be back soon; and he certainly
can’t find out anything by stumping down a road like this. . . . I didn’t think he could.”
“Then why did you send him out?” she cried, leaning forward with yet warmer
curiosity. She had the proud, impetuous face that goes with reddish colouring, and a
Roman nose, as it did in Marie Antoinette.
He looked at her steadily for the first time, and said: “Because I hoped you would speak
to me.”
She looked back at him for some time with a heated face, in which there hung a red
shadow of anger; then, despite her anxieties, humour broke out of her eyes and the
corners of her mouth, and she answered almost grimly: “Well, if you’re so keen on my
conversation, perhaps you’ll answer my question.” After a pause she added: “I had the
honour to ask you why you thought the man’s nose was false.”
“The wax always spots like that just a little in this weather,” answered Father Brown
with entire simplicity,
“But it’s such a crooked nose,” remonstrated the red-haired girl.
The priest smiled in his turn. “I don’t say it’s the sort of nose one would wear out of
mere foppery,” he admitted. “This man, I think, wears it because his real nose is so
much nicer.”
“But why?” she insisted.
“What is the nursery-rhyme?” observed Brown absent-mindedly. “There was a crooked
man and he went a crooked mile. . . . That man, I fancy, has gone a very crooked road
— by following his nose.”
“Why, what’s he done?” she demanded, rather shakily.
“I don’t want to force your confidence by a hair,” said Father Brown, very quietly. “But
I think you could tell me more about that than I can tell you.”
The girl sprang to her feet and stood quite quietly, but with clenched hands, like one
about to stride away; then her hands loosened slowly, and she sat down again. “You are
more of a mystery than all the others,” she said desperately, “but I feel there might be a
heart in your mystery.”

“What we all dread most,” said the priest in a low voice, “is a maze with no centre. That
is why atheism is only a nightmare.” “I will tell you everything,” said the red-haired girl
doggedly, “except why I am telling you; and that I don’t know.”
She picked at the darned table-cloth and went on: “You look as if you knew what isn’t
snobbery as well as what is; and when I say that ours is a good old family, you’ll
understand it is a necessary part of the story; indeed, my chief danger is in my brother’s
high-and-dry notions, noblesse oblige and all that. Well, my name is Christabel
Carstairs; and my father was that Colonel Carstairs you’ve probably heard of, who
made the famous Carstairs Collection of Roman coins. I could never describe my father
to you; the nearest I can say is that he was very like a Roman coin himself. He was as
handsome and as genuine and as valuable and as metallic and as out-of-date. He was
prouder of his Collection than of his coat-of-arms — nobody could say more than that.
His extraordinary character came out most in his will. He had two sons and one
daughter. He quarrelled with one son, my brother Giles, and sent him to Australia on a
small allowance. He then made a will leaving the Carstairs Collection, actually with a
yet smaller allowance, to my brother Arthur. He meant it as a reward, as the highest
honour he could offer, in acknowledgement of Arthur’s loyalty and rectitude and the
distinctions he had already gained in mathematics and economics at Cambridge. He left
me practically all his pretty large fortune; and I am sure he meant it in contempt.
“Arthur, you may say, might well complain of this; but Arthur is my father over again.
Though he had some differences with my father in early youth, no sooner had he taken
over the Collection than he became like a pagan priest dedicated to a temple. He mixed
up these Roman halfpence with the honour of the Carstairs family in the same stiff,
idolatrous way as his father before him. He acted as if Roman money must be guarded
by all the Roman virtues. He took no pleasures; he spent nothing on himself; he lived
for the Collection. Often he would not trouble to dress for his simple meals; but pattered
about among the corded brown-paper parcels (which no one else was allowed to touch)
in an old brown dressing-gown. With its rope and tassel and his pale, thin, refined face,
it made him look like an old ascetic monk. Every now and then, though, he would
appear dressed like a decidedly fashionable gentleman; but that was only when he went
up to the London sales or shops to make an addition to the Carstairs Collection.
“Now, if you’ve known any young people, you won’t be shocked if I say that I got into
rather a low frame of mind with all this; the frame of mind in which one begins to say
that the Ancient Romans were all very well in their way. I’m not like my brother
Arthur; I can’t help enjoying enjoyment. I got a lot of romance and rubbish where I got
my red hair, from the other side of the family. Poor Giles was the same; and I think the
atmosphere of coins might count in excuse for him; though he really did wrong and
nearly went to prison. But he didn’t behave any worse than I did; as you shall hear.
“I come now to the silly part of the story. I think a man as clever as you can guess the
sort of thing that would begin to relieve the monotony for an unruly girl of seventeen
placed in such a position. But I am so rattled with more dreadful things that I can hardly
read my own feeling; and don’t know whether I despise it now as a flirtation or bear it
as a broken heart. We lived then at a little seaside watering-place in South Wales, and a
retired sea-captain living a few doors off had a son about five years older than myself,
who had been a friend of Giles before he went to the Colonies. His name does not affect
my tale; but I tell you it was Philip Hawker, because I am telling you everything. We

used to go shrimping together, and said and thought we were in love with each other; at
least he certainly said he was, and I certainly thought I was. If I tell you he had bronzed
curly hair and a falconish sort of face, bronzed by the sea also, it’s not for his sake, I
assure you, but for the story; for it was the cause of a very curious coincidence.
“One summer afternoon, when I had promised to go shrimping along the sands with
Philip, I was waiting rather impatiently in the front drawing-room, watching Arthur
handle some packets of coins he had just purchased and slowly shunt them, one or two
at a time, into his own dark study and museum which was at the back of the house. As
soon as I heard the heavy door close on him finally, I made a bolt for my shrimping-net
and tam-o’-shanter and was just going to slip out, when I saw that my brother had left
behind him one coin that lay gleaming on the long bench by the window. It was a
bronze coin, and the colour, combined with the exact curve of the Roman nose and
something in the very lift of the long, wiry neck, made the head of Caesar on it the
almost precise portrait of Philip Hawker. Then I suddenly remembered Giles telling
Philip of a coin that was like him, and Philip wishing he had it. Perhaps you can fancy
the wild, foolish thoughts with which my head went round; I felt as if I had had a gift
from the fairies. It seemed to me that if I could only run away with this, and give it to
Philip like a wild sort of wedding-ring, it would be a bond between us for ever; I felt a
thousand such things at once. Then there yawned under me, like the pit, the enormous,
awful notion of what I was doing; above all, the unbearable thought, which was like
touching hot iron, of what Arthur would think of it. A Carstairs a thief; and a thief of the
Carstairs treasure! I believe my brother could see me burned like a witch for such a
thing, But then, the very thought of such fanatical cruelty heightened my old hatred of
his dingy old antiquarian fussiness and my longing for the youth and liberty that called
to me from the sea. Outside was strong sunlight with a wind; and a yellow head of some
broom or gorse in the garden rapped against the glass of the window. I thought of that
living and growing gold calling to me from all the heaths of the world — and then of
that dead, dull gold and bronze and brass of my brother’s growing dustier and dustier as
life went by. Nature and the Carstairs Collection had come to grips at last.
“Nature is older than the Carstairs Collection. As I ran down the streets to the sea, the
coin clenched tight in my fist, I felt all the Roman Empire on my back as well as the
Carstairs pedigree. It was not only the old lion argent that was roaring in my ear, but all
the eagles of the Caesars seemed flapping and screaming in pursuit of me. And yet my
heart rose higher and higher like a child’s kite, until I came over the loose, dry sandhills and to the flat, wet sands, where Philip stood already up to his ankles in the
shallow shining water, some hundred yards out to sea. There was a great red sunset; and
the long stretch of low water, hardly rising over the ankle for half a mile, was like a lake
of ruby flame. It was not till I had torn off my shoes and stockings and waded to where
he stood, which was well away from the dry land, that I turned and looked round. We
were quite alone in a circle of sea-water and wet sand, and I gave him the head of
Caesar.
“At the very instant I had a shock of fancy: that a man far away on the sand-hills was
looking at me intently. I must have felt immediately after that it was a mere leap of
unreasonable nerves; for the man was only a dark dot in the distance, and I could only
just see that he was standing quite still and gazing, with his head a little on one side.
There was no earthly logical evidence that he was looking at me; he might have been
looking at a ship, or the sunset, or the sea-gulls, or at any of the people who still strayed

here and there on the shore between us. Nevertheless, whatever my start sprang from
was prophetic; for, as I gazed, he started walking briskly in a bee-line towards us across
the wide wet sands. As he drew nearer and nearer I saw that he was dark and bearded,
and that his eyes were marked with dark spectacles. He was dressed poorly but
respectably in black, from the old black top hat on his head to the solid black boots on
his feet. In spite of these he walked straight into the sea without a flash of hesitation,
and came on at me with the steadiness of a travelling bullet.
“I can’t tell you the sense of monstrosity and miracle I had when he thus silently burst
the barrier between land and water. It was as if he had walked straight off a cliff and
still marched steadily in mid-air. It was as if a house had flown up into the sky or a
man’s head had fallen off. He was only wetting his boots; but he seemed to be a demon
disregarding a law of Nature. If he had hesitated an instant at the water’s edge it would
have been nothing. As it was, he seemed to look so much at me alone as not to notice
the ocean. Philip was some yards away with his back to me, bending over his net. The
stranger came on till he stood within two yards of me, the water washing half-way up to
his knees. Then he said, with a clearly modulated and rather mincing articulation:
‘Would it discommode you to contribute elsewhere a coin with a somewhat different
superscription?’
“With one exception there was nothing definably abnormal about him. His tinted
glasses were not really opaque, but of a blue kind common enough, nor were the eyes
behind them shifty, but regarded me steadily. His dark beard was not really long or wild
— but he looked rather hairy, because the beard began very high up in his face, just
under the cheek-bones. His complexion was neither sallow nor livid, but on the contrary
rather clear and youthful; yet this gave a pink-and-white wax look which somehow (I
don’t know why) rather increased the horror. The only oddity one could fix was that his
nose, which was otherwise of a good shape, was just slightly turned sideways at the tip;
as if, when it was soft, it had been tapped on one side with a toy hammer. The thing was
hardly a deformity; yet I cannot tell you what a living nightmare it was to me. As he
stood there in the sunset-stained water he affected me as some hellish sea-monster just
risen roaring out of a sea like blood. I don’t know why a touch on the nose should affect
my imagination so much. I think it seemed as if he could move his nose like a finger.
And as if he had just that moment moved it.
“‘Any little assistance,’ he continued with the same queer, priggish accent, ‘that may
obviate the necessity of my communicating with the family.’
“Then it rushed over me that I was being blackmailed for the theft of the bronze piece;
and all my merely superstitious fears and doubts were swallowed up in one
overpowering, practical question. How could he have found out? I had stolen the thing
suddenly and on impulse; I was certainly alone; for I always made sure of being
unobserved when I slipped out to see Philip in this way. I had not, to all appearance,
been followed in the street; and if I had, they could not ‘X-ray’ the coin in my closed
hand. The man standing on the sand-hills could no more have seen what I gave Philip
than shoot a fly in one eye, like the man in the fairy-tale.
“‘Philip,’ I cried helplessly, ‘ask this man what he wants.’

“When Philip lifted his head at last from mending his net he looked rather red, as if
sulky or ashamed; but it may have been only the exertion of stooping and the red
evening light; I may have only had another of the morbid fancies that seemed to be
dancing about me. He merely said gruffly to the man: ‘You clear out of this.’ And,
motioning me to follow, set off wading shoreward without paying further attention to
him. He stepped on to a stone breakwater that ran out from among the roots of the sandhills, and so struck homeward, perhaps thinking our incubus would find it less easy to
walk on such rough stones, green and slippery with seaweed, than we, who were young
and used to it. But my persecutor walked as daintily as he talked; and he still followed
me, picking his way and picking his phrases. I heard his delicate, detestable voice
appealing to me over my shoulder, until at last, when we had crested the sand-hills,
Philip’s patience (which was by no means so conspicuous on most occasions) seemed to
snap. He turned suddenly, saying, ‘Go back. I can’t talk to you now.’ And as the man
hovered and opened his mouth, Philip struck him a buffet on it that sent him flying from
the top of the tallest sand-hill to the bottom. I saw him crawling out below, covered with
sand.
“This stroke comforted me somehow, though it might well increase my peril; but Philip
showed none of his usual elation at his own prowess. Though as affectionate as ever, he
still seemed cast down; and before I could ask him anything fully, he parted with me at
his own gate, with two remarks that struck me as strange. He said that, all things
considered, I ought to put the coin back in the Collection; but that he himself would
keep it ‘for the present’. And then he added quite suddenly and irrelevantly:, ‘You know
Giles is back from Australia?’”
The door of the tavern opened and the gigantic shadow of the investigator Flambeau fell
across the table. Father Brown presented him to the lady in his own slight, persuasive
style of speech, mentioning his knowledge and sympathy in such cases; and almost
without knowing, the girl was soon reiterating her story to two listeners. But Flambeau,
as he bowed and sat down, handed the priest a small slip of paper. Brown accepted it
with some surprise and read on it: “Cab to Wagga Wagga, 379, Mafeking Avenue,
Putney.” The girl was going on with her story.
“I went up the steep street to my own house with my head in a whirl; it had not begun to
clear when I came to the doorstep, on which I found a milk-can — and the man with the
twisted nose. The milk-can told me the servants were all out; for, of course, Arthur,
browsing about in his brown dressing-gown in a brown study, would not hear or answer
a bell. Thus there was no one to help me in the house, except my brother, whose help
must be my ruin. In desperation I thrust two shillings into the horrid thing’s hand, and
told him to call again in a few days, when I had thought it out. He went off sulking, but
more sheepishly than I had expected — perhaps he had been shaken by his fall — and I
watched the star of sand splashed on his back receding down the road with a horrid
vindictive pleasure. He turned a corner some six houses down.
“Then I let myself in, made myself some tea, and tried to think it out. I sat at the
drawing-room window looking on to the garden, which still glowed with the last full
evening light. But I was too distracted and dreamy to look at the lawns and flower-pots
and flower-beds with any concentration. So I took the shock the more sharply because
I’d seen it so slowly.

“The man or monster I’d sent away was standing quite still in the middle of the garden.
Oh, we’ve all read a lot about pale-faced phantoms in the dark; but this was more
dreadful than anything of that kind could ever be. Because, though he cast a long
evening shadow, he still stood in warm sunlight. And because his face was not pale, but
had that waxen bloom still upon it that belongs to a barber’s dummy. He stood quite
still, with his face towards me; and I can’t tell you how horrid he looked among the
tulips and all those tall, gaudy, almost hothouse-looking flowers. It looked as if we’d
stuck up a waxwork instead of a statue in the centre of our garden.
“Yet almost the instant he saw me move in the window he turned and ran out of the
garden by the back gate, which stood open and by which he had undoubtedly entered.
This renewed timidity on his part was so different from the impudence with which he
had walked into the sea, that I felt vaguely comforted. I fancied, perhaps, that he feared
confronting Arthur more than I knew. Anyhow, I settled down at last, and had a quiet
dinner alone (for it was against the rules to disturb Arthur when he was rearranging the
museum), and, my thoughts, a little released, fled to Philip and lost themselves, I
suppose. Anyhow, I was looking blankly, but rather pleasantly than otherwise, at
another window, uncurtained, but by this time black as a slate with the final night-fall. It
seemed to me that something like a snail was on the outside of the window-pane. But
when I stared harder, it was more like a man’s thumb pressed on the pane; it had that
curled look that a thumb has. With my fear and courage re-awakened together, I rushed
at the window and then recoiled with a strangled scream that any man but Arthur must
have heard.
“For it was not a thumb, any more than it was a snail. It was the tip of a crooked nose,
crushed against the glass; it looked white with the pressure; and the staring face and
eyes behind it were at first invisible and afterwards grey like a ghost. I slammed the
shutters together somehow, rushed up to my room and locked myself in. But, even as I
passed, I could swear I saw a second black window with something on it that was like a
snail.
“It might be best to go to Arthur after all. If the thing was crawling close all around the
house like a cat, it might have purposes worse even than blackmail. My brother might
cast me out and curse me for ever, but he was a gentleman, and would defend me on the
spot. After ten minutes’ curious thinking, I went down, knocked on the door and then
went in: to see the last and worst sight.
“My brother’s chair was empty, and he was obviously out. But the man with the
crooked nose was sitting waiting for his return, with his hat still insolently on his head,
and actually reading one of my brother’s books under my brother’s lamp. His face was
composed and occupied, but his nose-tip still had the air of being the most mobile part
of his face, as if it had just turned from left to right like an elephant’s proboscis. I had
thought him poisonous enough while he was pursuing and watching me; but I think his
unconsciousness of my presence was more frightful still.
“I think I screamed loud and long; but that doesn’t matter. What I did next does matter:
I gave him all the money I had, including a good deal in paper which, though it was
mine, I dare say I had no right to touch. He went off at last, with hateful, tactful regrets
all in long words; and I sat down, feeling ruined in every sense. And yet I was saved
that very night by a pure accident. Arthur had gone off suddenly to London, as he so

often did, for bargains; and returned, late but radiant, having nearly secured a treasure
that was an added splendour even to the family Collection. He was so resplendent that I
was almost emboldened to confess the abstraction of the lesser gem — but he bore
down all other topics with his over-powering projects. Because the bargain might still
misfire any moment, he insisted on my packing at once and going up with him to
lodgings he had already taken in Fulham, to be near the curio-shop in question. Thus in
spite of myself, I fled from my foe almost in the dead of night — but from Philip also. .
. . My brother was often at the South Kensington Museum, and, in order to make some
sort of secondary life for myself, I paid for a few lessons at the Art Schools. I was
coming back from them this evening, when I saw the abomination of desolation walking
alive down the long straight street and the rest is as this gentleman has said.
“I’ve got only one thing to say. I don’t deserve to be helped; and I don’t question or
complain of my punishment; it is just, it ought to have happened. But I still question,
with bursting brains, how it can have happened. Am I punished by miracle? or how can
anyone but Philip and myself know I gave him a tiny coin in the middle of the sea?”
“It is an extraordinary problem,” admitted Flambeau.
“Not so extraordinary as the answer,” remarked Father Brown rather gloomily. “Miss
Carstairs, will you be at home if we call at your Fulham place in an hour and a half
hence?”
The girl looked at him, and then rose and put her gloves on. “Yes,” she said, “I’ll be
there”; and almost instantly left the place.
That night the detective and the priest were still talking of the matter as they drew near
the Fulham house, a tenement strangely mean even for a temporary residence of the
Carstairs family.
“Of course the superficial, on reflection,” said Flambeau, “would think first of this
Australian brother who’s been in trouble before, who’s come back so suddenly and
who’s just the man to have shabby confederates. But I can’t see how he can come into
the thing by any process of thought, unless . . .”
“Well?” asked his companion patiently.
Flambeau lowered his voice. “Unless the girl’s lover comes in, too, and he would be the
blacker villain. The Australian chap did know that Hawker wanted the coin. But I can’t
see how on earth he could know that Hawker had got it, unless Hawker signalled to him
or his representative across the shore.”
“That is true,” assented the priest, with respect.
“Have you noted another thing?” went on Flambeau eagerly. “this Hawker hears his
love insulted, but doesn’t strike till he’s got to the soft sand-hills, where he can be victor
in a mere sham-fight. If he’d struck amid rocks and sea, he might have hurt his ally.”
“That is true again,” said Father Brown, nodding.

“And now, take it from the start. It lies between few people, but at least three. You want
one person for suicide; two people for murder; but at least three people for blackmail”
“Why?” asked the priest softly.
“Well, obviously,” cried his friend, “there must be one to be exposed; one to threaten
exposure; and one at least whom exposure would horrify.”
After a long ruminant pause, the priest said: “You miss a logical step. Three persons are
needed as ideas. Only two are needed as agents.”
“What can you mean?” asked the other.
“Why shouldn’t a blackmailer,” asked Brown, in a low voice, “threaten his victim with
himself? Suppose a wife became a rigid teetotaller in order to frighten her husband into
concealing his pub-frequenting, and then wrote him blackmailing letters in another
hand, threatening to tell his wife! Why shouldn’t it work? Suppose a father forbade a
son to gamble and then, following him in a good disguise, threatened the boy with his
own sham paternal strictness! Suppose — but, here we are, my friend.”
“My God!” cried Flambeau; “you don’t mean — ”
An active figure ran down the steps of the house and showed under the golden lamplight
the unmistakable head that resembled the Roman coin. “Miss Carstairs,” said Hawker
without ceremony, “wouldn’t go in till you came.”
“Well,” observed Brown confidently, “don’t you think it’s the best thing she can do to
stop outside — with you to look after her? You see, I rather guess you have guessed it
all yourself.”
“Yes,” said the young man, in an undertone, “I guessed on the sands and now I know;
that was why I let him fall soft.”
Taking a latchkey from the girl and the coin from Hawker, Flambeau let himself and his
friend into the empty house and passed into the outer parlour. It was empty of all
occupants but one. The man whom Father Brown had seen pass the tavern was standing
against the wall as if at bay; unchanged, save that he had taken off his black coat and
was wearing a brown dressing-gown.
“We have come,” said Father Brown politely, “to give back this coin to its owner.” And
he handed it to the man with the nose.
Flambeau’s eyes rolled. “Is this man a coin-collector?” he asked.
“This man is Mr Arthur Carstairs,” said the priest positively, “and he is a coin-collector
of a somewhat singular kind.”
The man changed colour so horribly that the crooked nose stood out on his face like a
separate and comic thing. He spoke, nevertheless, with a sort of despairing dignity.

“You shall see, then,” he said, “that I have not lost all the family qualities.” And he
turned suddenly and strode into an inner room, slamming the door.
“Stop him!” shouted Father Brown, bounding and half falling over a chair; and, after a
wrench or two, Flambeau had the door open. But it was too late. In dead silence
Flambeau strode across and telephoned for doctor and police.
An empty medicine bottle lay on the floor. Across the table the body of the man in the
brown dressing-gown lay amid his burst and gaping brown-paper parcels; out of which
poured and rolled, not Roman, but very modern English coins.
The priest held up the bronze head of Caesar. “This,” he said, “was all that was left of
the Carstairs Collection.”
After a silence he went on, with more than common gentleness: “It was a cruel will his
wicked father made, and you see he did resent it a little. He hated the Roman money he
had, and grew fonder of the real money denied him. He not only sold the Collection bit
by bit, but sank bit by bit to the basest ways of making money — even to blackmailing
his own family in a disguise. He blackmailed his brother from Australia for his little
forgotten crime (that is why he took the cab to Wagga Wagga in Putney), he
blackmailed his sister for the theft he alone could have noticed. And that, by the way, is
why she had that supernatural guess when he was away on the sand-dunes. Mere figure
and gait, however distant, are more likely to remind us of somebody than a well-madeup face quite close.”
There was another silence. “Well,” growled the detective, “and so this great
numismatist and coin-collector was nothing but a vulgar miser.”
“Is there so great a difference?” asked Father Brown, in the same strange, indulgent
tone. “What is there wrong about a miser that is not often as wrong about a collector?
What is wrong, except . . . thou shalt not make to thyself any graven image; thou shalt
not bow down to them nor serve them, for I . . . but we must go and see how the poor
young people are getting on.”
“I think,” said Flambeau, “that in spite of everything, they are probably getting on very
well.”

The Purple Wig
MR EDWARD NUTT, the industrious editor of the Daily Reformer, sat at his desk,
opening letters and marking proofs to the merry tune of a typewriter, worked by a
vigorous young lady.
He was a stoutish, fair man, in his shirt-sleeves; his movements were resolute, his
mouth firm and his tones final; but his round, rather babyish blue eyes had a bewildered
and even wistful look that rather contradicted all this. Nor indeed was the expression
altogether misleading. It might truly be said of him, as for many journalists in authority,
that his most familiar emotion was one of continuous fear; fear of libel actions, fear of
lost advertisements, fear of misprints, fear of the sack.

His life was a series of distracted compromises between the proprietor of the paper (and
of him), who was a senile soap-boiler with three ineradicable mistakes in his mind, and
the very able staff he had collected to run the paper; some of whom were brilliant and
experienced men and (what was even worse) sincere enthusiasts for the political policy
of the paper.
A letter from one of these lay immediately before him, and rapid and resolute as he was,
he seemed almost to hesitate before opening it. He took up a strip of proof instead, ran
down it with a blue eye, and a blue pencil, altered the word “adultery” to the word
“impropriety,” and the word “Jew” to the word “Alien,” rang a bell and sent it flying
upstairs.
Then, with a more thoughtful eye, he ripped open the letter from his more distinguished
contributor, which bore a postmark of Devonshire, and read as follows:
DEAR NUTT, — As I see you’re working Spooks and Dooks at the same time, what
about an article on that rum business of the Eyres of Exmoor; or as the old women call
it down here, the Devil’s Ear of Eyre? The head of the family, you know, is the Duke of
Exmoor; he is one of the few really stiff old Tory aristocrats left, a sound old crusted
tyrant it is quite in our line to make trouble about. And I think I’m on the track of a
story that will make trouble.
Of course I don’t believe in the old legend about James I; and as for you, you don’t
believe in anything, not even in journalism. The legend, you’ll probably remember, was
about the blackest business in English history — the poisoning of Overbury by that
witch’s cat Frances Howard, and the quite mysterious terror which forced the King to
pardon the murderers. There was a lot of alleged witchcraft mixed up with it; and the
story goes that a man-servant listening at the keyhole heard the truth in a talk between
the King and Carr; and the bodily ear with which he heard grew large and monstrous as
by magic, so awful was the secret. And though he had to be loaded with lands and gold
and made an ancestor of dukes, the elf-shaped ear is still recurrent in the family. Well,
you don’t believe in black magic; and if you did, you couldn’t use it for copy. If a
miracle happened in your office, you’d have to hush it up, now so many bishops are
agnostics. But that is not the point The point is that there really is something queer
about Exmoor and his family; something quite natural, I dare say, but quite abnormal.
And the Ear is in it somehow, I fancy; either a symbol or a delusion or disease or
something. Another tradition says that Cavaliers just after James I began to wear their
hair long only to cover the ear of the first Lord Exmoor. This also is no doubt fanciful.
The reason I point it out to you is this: It seems to me that we make a mistake in
attacking aristocracy entirely for its champagne and diamonds. Most men rather admire
the nobs for having a good time, but I think we surrender too much when we admit that
aristocracy has made even the aristocrats happy. I suggest a series of articles pointing
out how dreary, how inhuman, how downright diabolist, is the very smell and
atmosphere of some of these great houses. There are plenty of instances; but you
couldn’t begin with a better one than the Ear of the Eyres. By the end of the week I
think I can get you the truth about it. — Yours ever, FRANCIS FINN.

Mr Nutt reflected a moment, staring at his left boot; then he called out in a strong, loud
and entirely lifeless voice, in which every syllable sounded alike: “Miss Barlow, take
down a letter to Mr Finn, please.”
DEAR FINN, — I think it would do; copy should reach us second post Saturday. —
Yours, E. NUTT.
This elaborate epistle he articulated as if it were all one word; and Miss Barlow rattled it
down as if it were all one word. Then he took up another strip of proof and a blue
pencil, and altered the word “supernatural” to the word “marvellous”, and the
expression “shoot down” to the expression “repress”.
In such happy, healthful activities did Mr Nutt disport himself, until the ensuing
Saturday found him at the same desk, dictating to the same typist, and using the same
blue pencil on the first instalment of Mr Finn’s revelations. The opening was a sound
piece of slashing invective about the evil secrets of princes, and despair in the high
places of the earth. Though written violently, it was in excellent English; but the editor,
as usual, had given to somebody else the task of breaking it up into sub-headings, which
were of a spicier sort, as “Peeress and Poisons”, and “The Eerie Ear”, “The Eyres in
their Eyrie”, and so on through a hundred happy changes. Then followed the legend of
the Ear, amplified from Finn’s first letter, and then the substance of his later discoveries,
as follows:
I know it is the practice of journalists to put the end of the story at the beginning and
call it a headline. I know that journalism largely consists in saying “Lord Jones Dead”
to people who never knew that Lord Jones was alive. Your present correspondent thinks
that this, like many other journalistic customs, is bad journalism; and that the Daily
Reformer has to set a better example in such things. He proposes to tell his story as it
occurred, step by step. He will use the real names of the parties, who in most cases are
ready to confirm his testimony. As for the headlines, the sensational proclamations —
they will come at the end.
I was walking along a public path that threads through a private Devonshire orchard and
seems to point towards Devonshire cider, when I came suddenly upon just such a place
as the path suggested. It was a long, low inn, consisting really of a cottage and two
barns; thatched all over with the thatch that looks like brown and grey hair grown before
history. But outside the door was a sign which called it the Blue Dragon; and under the
sign was one of those long rustic tables that used to stand outside most of the free
English inns, before teetotallers and brewers between them destroyed freedom. And at
this table sat three gentlemen, who might have lived a hundred years ago.
Now that I know them all better, there is no difficulty about disentangling the
impressions; but just then they looked like three very solid ghosts. The dominant figure,
both because he was bigger in all three dimensions, and because he sat centrally in the
length of the table, facing me, was a tall, fat man dressed completely in black, with a
rubicund, even apoplectic visage, but a rather bald and rather bothered brow. Looking at
him again, more strictly, I could not exactly say what it was that gave me the sense of
antiquity, except the antique cut of his white clerical necktie and the barred wrinkles
across his brow.

It was even less easy to fix the impression in the case of the man at the right end of the
table, who, to say truth, was as commonplace a person as could be seen anywhere, with
a round, brown-haired head and a round snub nose, but also clad in clerical black, of a
stricter cut. It was only when I saw his broad curved hat lying on the table beside him
that I realized why I connected him with anything ancient. He was a Roman Catholic
priest.
Perhaps the third man, at the other end of the table, had really more to do with it than
the rest, though he was both slighter in physical presence and more inconsiderate in his
dress. His lank limbs were clad, I might also say clutched, in very tight grey sleeves and
pantaloons; he had a long, sallow, aquiline face which seemed somehow all the more
saturnine because his lantern jaws were imprisoned in his collar and neck-cloth more in
the style of the old stock; and his hair (which ought to have been dark brown) was of an
odd dim, russet colour which, in conjunction with his yellow face, looked rather purple
than red. The unobtrusive yet unusual colour was all the more notable because his hair
was almost unnaturally healthy and curling, and he wore it full. But, after all analysis, I
incline to think that what gave me my first old-fashioned impression was simply a set of
tall, old-fashioned wine-glasses, one or two lemons and two churchwarden pipes. And
also, perhaps, the old-world errand on which I had come.
Being a hardened reporter, and it being apparently a public inn, I did not need to
summon much of my impudence to sit down at the long table and order some cider. The
big man in black seemed very learned, especially about local antiquities; the small man
in black, though he talked much less, surprised me with a yet wider culture. So we got
on very well together; but the third man, the old gentleman in the tight pantaloons,
seemed rather distant and haughty, until I slid into the subject of the Duke of Exmoor
and his ancestry.
I thought the subject seemed to embarrass the other two a little; but it broke the spell of
the third man’s silence most successfully. Speaking with restraint and with the accent of
a highly educated gentleman, and puffing at intervals at his long churchwarden pipe, he
proceeded to tell me some of the most horrible stories I have ever heard in my life: how
one of the Eyres in the former ages had hanged his own father; and another had his wife
scourged at the cart tail through the village; and another had set fire to a church full of
children, and so on.
Some of the tales, indeed, are not fit for public print — such as the story of the Scarlet
Nuns, the abominable story of the Spotted Dog, or the thing that was done in the quarry.
And all this red roll of impieties came from his thin, genteel lips rather primly than
otherwise, as he sat sipping the wine out of his tall, thin glass.
I could see that the big man opposite me was trying, if anything, to stop him; but he
evidently held the old gentleman in considerable respect, and could not venture to do so
at all abruptly. And the little priest at the other end of the table, though free from any
such air of embarrassment, looked steadily at the table, and seemed to listen to the
recital with great pain — as well as he might.
“You don’t seem,” I said to the narrator, “to be very fond of the Exmoor pedigree.”

He looked at me a moment, his lips still prim, but whitening and tightening; then he
deliberately broke his long pipe and glass on the table and stood up, the very picture of
a perfect gentleman with the framing temper of a fiend.
“These gentlemen,” he said, “will tell you whether I have cause to like it. The curse of
the Eyres of old has lain heavy on this country, and many have suffered from it. They
know there are none who have suffered from it as I have.” And with that he crushed a
piece of the fallen glass under his heel, and strode away among the green twilight of the
twinkling apple-trees.
“That is an extraordinary old gentleman,” I said to the other two; “do you happen to
know what the Exmoor family has done to him? Who is he?”
The big man in black was staring at me with the wild air of a baffled bull; he did not at
first seem to take it in. Then he said at last, “Don’t you know who he is?”
I reaffirmed my ignorance, and there was another silence; then the little priest said, still
looking at the table, “That is the Duke of Exmoor.”
Then, before I could collect my scattered senses, he added equally quietly, but with an
air of regularizing things: “My friend here is Doctor Mull, the Duke’s librarian. My
name is Brown.”
“But,” I stammered, “if that is the Duke, why does he damn all the old dukes like that?”
“He seems really to believe,” answered the priest called Brown, “that they have left a
curse on him.” Then he added, with some irrelevance, “That’s why he wears a wig.”
It was a few moments before his meaning dawned on me. “You don’t mean that fable
about the fantastic ear?” I demanded. “I’ve heard of it, of course, but surely it must be a
superstitious yarn spun out of something much simpler. I’ve sometimes thought it was a
wild version of one of those mutilation stories. They used to crop criminals’ ears in the
sixteenth century.”
“I hardly think it was that,” answered the little man thoughtfully, “but it is not outside
ordinary science or natural law for a family to have some deformity frequently
reappearing — such as one ear bigger than the other.”
The big librarian had buried his big bald brow in his big red hands, like a man trying to
think out his duty. “No,” he groaned. “You do the man a wrong after all. Understand,
I’ve no reason to defend him, or even keep faith with him. He has been a tyrant to me as
to everybody else. Don’t fancy because you see him sitting here that he isn’t a great lord
in the worst sense of the word. He would fetch a man a mile to ring a bell a yard off —
if it would summon another man three miles to fetch a matchbox three yards off. He
must have a footman to carry his walking-stick; a body servant to hold up his operaglasses — ”
“But not a valet to brush his clothes,” cut in the priest, with a curious dryness, “for the
valet would want to brush his wig, too.”

The librarian turned to him and seemed to forget my presence; he was strongly moved
and, I think, a little heated with wine. “I don’t know how you know it, Father Brown,”
he said, “but you are right. He lets the whole world do everything for him — except
dress him. And that he insists on doing in a literal solitude like a desert. Anybody is
kicked out of the house without a character who is so much as found near his dressingroom door.
“He seems a pleasant old party,” I remarked.
“No,” replied Dr Mull quite simply; “and yet that is just what I mean by saying you are
unjust to him after all. Gentlemen, the Duke does really feel the bitterness about the
curse that he uttered just now. He does, with sincere shame and terror, hide under that
purple wig something he thinks it would blast the sons of man to see. I know it is so;
and I know it is not a mere natural disfigurement, like a criminal mutilation, or a
hereditary disproportion in the features. I know it is worse than that; because a man told
me who was present at a scene that no man could invent, where a stronger man than any
of us tried to defy the secret, and was scared away from it.”
I opened my mouth to speak, but Mull went on in oblivion of me, speaking out of the
cavern of his hands. “I don’t mind telling you, Father, because it’s really more
defending the poor Duke than giving him away. Didn’t you ever hear of the time when
he very nearly lost all the estates?”
The priest shook his head; and the librarian proceeded to tell the tale as he had heard it
from his predecessor in the same post, who had been his patron and instructor, and
whom he seemed to trust implicitly. Up to a certain point it was a common enough tale
of the decline of a great family’s fortunes — the tale of a family lawyer. His lawyer,
however, had the sense to cheat honestly, if the expression explains itself. Instead of
using funds he held in trust, he took advantage of the Duke’s carelessness to put the
family in a financial hole, in which it might be necessary for the Duke to let him hold
them in reality.
The lawyer’s name was Isaac Green, but the Duke always called him Elisha;
presumably in reference to the fact that he was quite bald, though certainly not more
than thirty. He had risen very rapidly, but from very dirty beginnings; being first a
“nark” or informer, and then a money-lender: but as solicitor to the Eyres he had the
sense, as I say, to keep technically straight until he was ready to deal the final blow. The
blow fell at dinner; and the old librarian said he should never forget the very look of the
lampshades and the decanters, as the little lawyer, with a steady smile, proposed to the
great landlord that they should halve the estates between them. The sequel certainly
could not be overlooked; for the Duke, in dead silence, smashed a decanter on the man’s
bald head as suddenly as I had seen him smash the glass that day in the orchard. It left a
red triangular scar on the scalp, and the lawyer’s eyes altered, but not his smile.
He rose tottering to his feet, and struck back as such men do strike. “I am glad of that,”
he said, “for now I can take the whole estate. The law will give it to me.”
Exmoor, it seems, was white as ashes, but his eyes still blazed. “The law will give it
you,” he said; “but you will not take it. . . . Why not? Why? because it would mean the

crack of doom for me, and if you take it I shall take off my wig. . . . Why, you pitiful
plucked fowl, anyone can see your bare head. But no man shall see mine and live.”
Well, you may say what you like and make it mean what you like. But Mull swears it is
the solemn fact that the lawyer, after shaking his knotted fists in the air for an instant,
simply ran from the room and never reappeared in the countryside; and since then
Exmoor has been feared more for a warlock than even for a landlord and a magistrate.
Now Dr Mull told his story with rather wild theatrical gestures, and with a passion I
think at least partisan. I was quite conscious of the possibility that the whole was the
extravagance of an old braggart and gossip. But before I end this half of my discoveries,
I think it due to Dr Mull to record that my two first inquiries have confirmed his story. I
learned from an old apothecary in the village that there was a bald man in evening dress,
giving the name of Green, who came to him one night to have a three-cornered cut on
his forehead plastered. And I learnt from the legal records and old newspapers that there
was a lawsuit threatened, and at least begun, by one Green against the Duke of Exmoor.
Mr Nutt, of the Daily Reformer, wrote some highly incongruous words across the top of
the copy, made some highly mysterious marks down the side of it, and called to Miss
Barlow in the same loud, monotonous voice: “Take down a letter to Mr Finn.”
DEAR FINN, — Your copy will do, but I have had to headline it a bit; and our public
would never stand a Romanist priest in the story — you must keep your eye on the
suburbs. I’ve altered him to Mr Brown, a Spiritualist.
Yours,
E. NUTT.
A day or two afterward found the active and judicious editor examining, with blue eyes
that seemed to grow rounder and rounder, the second instalment of Mr Finn’s tale of
mysteries in high life. It began with the words:
I have made an astounding discovery. I freely confess it is quite different from anything
I expected to discover, and will give a much more practical shock to the public. I
venture to say, without any vanity, that the words I now write will be read all over
Europe, and certainly all over America and the Colonies. And yet I heard all I have to
tell before I left this same little wooden table in this same little wood of apple-trees.
I owe it all to the small priest Brown; he is an extraordinary man. The big librarian had
left the table, perhaps ashamed of his long tongue, perhaps anxious about the storm in
which his mysterious master had vanished: anyway, he betook himself heavily in the
Duke’s tracks through the trees. Father Brown had picked up one of the lemons and was
eyeing it with an odd pleasure.
“What a lovely colour a lemon is!” he said. “There’s one thing I don’t like about the
Duke’s wig — the colour.”
“I don’t think I understand,” I answered.

“I dare say he’s got good reason to cover his ears, like King Midas,” went on the priest,
with a cheerful simplicity which somehow seemed rather flippant under the
circumstances. “I can quite understand that it’s nicer to cover them with hair than with
brass plates or leather flaps. But if he wants to use hair, why doesn’t he make it look
like hair? There never was hair of that colour in this world. It looks more like a sunsetcloud coming through the wood. Why doesn’t he conceal the family curse better, if he’s
really so ashamed of it? Shall I tell you? It’s because he isn’t ashamed of it. He’s proud
of it”
“It’s an ugly wig to be proud of — and an ugly story,” I said.
“Consider,” replied this curious little man, “how you yourself really feel about such
things. I don’t suggest you’re either more snobbish or more morbid than the rest of us:
but don’t you feel in a vague way that a genuine old family curse is rather a fine thing to
have? Would you be ashamed, wouldn’t you be a little proud, if the heir of the Glamis
horror called you his friend? or if Byron’s family had confided, to you only, the evil
adventures of their race? Don’t be too hard on the aristocrats themselves if their heads
are as weak as ours would be, and they are snobs about their own sorrows.”
“By Jove!” I cried; “and that’s true enough. My own mother’s family had a banshee;
and, now I come to think of it, it has comforted me in many a cold hour.”
“And think,” he went on, “of that stream of blood and poison that spurted from his thin
lips the instant you so much as mentioned his ancestors. Why should he show every
stranger over such a Chamber of Horrors unless he is proud of it? He doesn’t conceal
his wig, he doesn’t conceal his blood, he doesn’t conceal his family curse, he doesn’t
conceal the family crimes — but — ”
The little man’s voice changed so suddenly, he shut his hand so sharply, and his eyes so
rapidly grew rounder and brighter like a waking owl’s, that it had all the abruptness of a
small explosion on the table.
“But,” he ended, “he does really conceal his toilet.”
It somehow completed the thrill of my fanciful nerves that at that instant the Duke
appeared again silently among the glimmering trees, with his soft foot and sunset-hued
hair, coming round the corner of the house in company with his librarian. Before he
came within earshot, Father Brown had added quite composedly, “Why does he really
hide the secret of what he does with the purple wig? Because it isn’t the sort of secret
we suppose.”
The Duke came round the corner and resumed his seat at the head of the table with all
his native dignity. The embarrassment of the librarian left him hovering on his hind
legs, like a huge bear. The Duke addressed the priest with great seriousness. “Father
Brown,” he said, “Doctor Mull informs me that you have come here to make a request. I
no longer profess an observance of the religion of my fathers; but for their sakes, and
for the sake of the days when we met before, I am very willing to hear you. But I
presume you would rather be heard in private.”

Whatever I retain of the gentleman made me stand up. Whatever I have attained of the
journalist made me stand still. Before this paralysis could pass, the priest had made a
momentarily detaining motion. “If,” he said, “your Grace will permit me my real
petition, or if I retain any right to advise you, I would urge that as many people as
possible should be present. All over this country I have found hundreds, even of my
own faith and flock, whose imaginations are poisoned by the spell which I implore you
to break. I wish we could have all Devonshire here to see you do it.”
“To see me do what?” asked the Duke, arching his eyebrows.
“To see you take off your wig,” said Father Brown.
The Duke’s face did not move; but he looked at his petitioner with a glassy stare which
was the most awful expression I have ever seen on a human face. I could see the
librarian’s great legs wavering under him like the shadows of stems in a pool; and I
could not banish from my own brain the fancy that the trees all around us were filling
softly in the silence with devils instead of birds.
“I spare you,” said the Duke in a voice of inhuman pity. “I refuse. If I gave you the
faintest hint of the load of horror I have to bear alone, you would lie shrieking at these
feet of mine and begging to know no more. I will spare you the hint. You shall not spell
the first letter of what is written on the altar of the Unknown God.”
“I know the Unknown God,” said the little priest, with an unconscious grandeur of
certitude that stood up like a granite tower. “I know his name; it is Satan. The true God
was made flesh and dwelt among us. And I say to you, wherever you find men ruled
merely by mystery, it is the mystery of iniquity. If the devil tells you something is too
fearful to look at, look at it. If he says something is too terrible to hear, hear it. If you
think some truth unbearable, bear it. I entreat your Grace to end this nightmare now and
here at this table.”
“If I did,” said the Duke in a low voice, “you and all you believe, and all by which alone
you live, would be the first to shrivel and perish. You would have an instant to know the
great Nothing before you died.”
“The Cross of Christ be between me and harm,” said Father Brown. “Take off your
wig.”
I was leaning over the table in ungovernable excitement; in listening to this
extraordinary duel half a thought had come into my head. “Your Grace,” I cried, “I call
your bluff. Take off that wig or I will knock it off.”
I suppose I can be prosecuted for assault, but I am very glad I did it. When he said, in
the same voice of stone, “I refuse,” I simply sprang on him. For three long instants he
strained against me as if he had all hell to help him; but I forced his head until the hairy
cap fell off it. I admit that, whilst wrestling, I shut my eyes as it fell.
I was awakened by a cry from Mull, who was also by this time at the Duke’s side. His
head and mine were both bending over the bald head of the wigless Duke. Then the

silence was snapped by the librarian exclaiming: “What can it mean? Why, the man had
nothing to hide. His ears are just like everybody else’s.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown, “that is what he had to hide.”
The priest walked straight up to him, but strangely enough did not even glance at his
ears. He stared with an almost comical seriousness at his bald forehead, and pointed to a
three-cornered cicatrice, long healed, but still discernible. “Mr Green, I think.” he said
politely, “and he did get the whole estate after all.”
And now let me tell the readers of the Daily Reformer what I think the most remarkable
thing in the whole affair. This transformation scene, which will seem to you as wild and
purple as a Persian fairy-tale, has been (except for my technical assault) strictly legal
and constitutional from its first beginnings. This man with the odd scar and the ordinary
ears is not an impostor. Though (in one sense) he wears another man’s wig and claims
another man’s ear, he has not stolen another man’s coronet. He really is the one and
only Duke of Exmoor. What happened was this. The old Duke really had a slight
malformation of the ear, which really was more or less hereditary. He really was morbid
about it; and it is likely enough that he did invoke it as a kind of curse in the violent
scene (which undoubtedly happened) in which he struck Green with the decanter. But
the contest ended very differently. Green pressed his claim and got the estates; the
dispossessed nobleman shot himself and died without issue. After a decent interval the
beautiful English Government revived the “extinct” peerage of Exmoor, and bestowed
it, as is usual, on the most important person, the person who had got the property.
This man used the old feudal fables — properly, in his snobbish soul, really envied and
admired them. So that thousands of poor English people trembled before a mysterious
chieftain with an ancient destiny and a diadem of evil stars — when they are really
trembling before a guttersnipe who was a pettifogger and a pawnbroker not twelve years
ago. I think it very typical of the real case against our aristocracy as it is, and as it will
be till God sends us braver men.
Mr Nutt put down the manuscript and called out with unusual sharpness: “Miss Barlow,
please take down a letter to Mr Finn.”
DEAR FINN, — You must be mad; we can’t touch this. I wanted vampires and the bad
old days and aristocracy hand-in-hand with superstition. They like that. But you must
know the Exmoors would never forgive this. And what would our people say then, I
should like to know! Why, Sir Simon is one of Exmoor’s greatest pals; and it would
ruin that cousin of the Eyres that’s standing for us at Bradford. Besides, old Soap-Suds
was sick enough at not getting his peerage last year; he’d sack me by wire if I lost him it
with such lunacy as this. And what about Duffey? He’s doing us some rattling articles
on “The Heel of the Norman.” And how can he write about Normans if the man’s only a
solicitor? Do be reasonable. — Yours, E. NUTT.
As Miss Barlow rattled away cheerfully, he crumpled up the copy and tossed it into the
waste-paper basket; but not before he had, automatically and by force of habit, altered
the word “God” to the word “circumstances.”

The Perishing of the Pendragons

FATHER BROWN was in no mood for adventures. He had lately fallen ill with overwork, and when he began to recover, his friend Flambeau had taken him on a cruise in a
small yacht with Sir Cecil Fanshaw, a young Cornish squire and an enthusiast for
Cornish coast scenery. But Brown was still rather weak; he was no very happy sailor;
and though he was never of the sort that either grumbles or breaks down, his spirits did
not rise above patience and civility. When the other two men praised the ragged violet
sunset or the ragged volcanic crags, he agreed with them. When Flambeau pointed out a
rock shaped like a dragon, he looked at it and thought it very like a dragon. When
Fanshaw more excitedly indicated a rock that was like Merlin, he looked at it, and
signified assent. When Flambeau asked whether this rocky gate of the twisted river was
not the gate of Fairyland, he said “Yes.” He heard the most important things and the
most trivial with the same tasteless absorption. He heard that the coast was death to all
but careful seamen; he also heard that the ship’s cat was asleep. He heard that Fanshaw
couldn’t find his cigar-holder anywhere; he also heard the pilot deliver the oracle “Both
eyes bright, she’s all right; one eye winks, down she sinks.” He heard Flambeau say to
Fanshaw that no doubt this meant the pilot must keep both eyes open and be spry. And
he heard Fanshaw say to Flambeau that, oddly enough, it didn’t mean this: it meant that
while they saw two of the coast lights, one near and the other distant, exactly side by
side, they were in the right river-channel; but that if one light was hidden behind the
other, they were going on the rocks. He heard Fanshaw add that his country was full of
such quaint fables and idioms; it was the very home of romance; he even pitted this part
of Cornwall against Devonshire, as a claimant to the laurels of Elizabethan seamanship.
According to him there had been captains among these coves and islets compared with
whom Drake was practically a landsman. He heard Flambeau laugh, and ask if, perhaps,
the adventurous title of “Westward Ho!” only meant that all Devonshire men wished
they were living in Cornwall. He heard Fanshaw say there was no need to be silly; that
not only had Cornish captains been heroes, but that they were heroes still: that near that
very spot there was an old admiral, now retired, who was scarred by thrilling voyages
full of adventures; and who had in his youth found the last group of eight Pacific Islands
that was added to the chart of the world. This Cecil Fanshaw was, in person, of the kind
that commonly urges such crude but pleasing enthusiasms; a very young man, lighthaired, high-coloured, with an eager profile; with a boyish bravado of spirits, but an
almost girlish delicacy of tint and type. The big shoulders, black brows and black
mousquetaire swagger of Flambeau were a great contrast.
All these trivialities Brown heard and saw; but heard them as a tired man hears a tune in
the railway wheels, or saw them as a sick man sees the pattern of his wall-paper. No one
can calculate the turns of mood in convalescence: but Father Brown’s depression must
have had a great deal to do with his mere unfamiliarity with the sea. For as the river
mouth narrowed like the neck of a bottle, and the water grew calmer and the air warmer
and more earthly, he seemed to wake up and take notice like a baby. They had reached
that phase just after sunset when air and water both look bright, but earth and all its
growing things look almost black by comparison. About this particular evening,
however, there was something exceptional. It was one of those rare atmospheres in
which a smoked-glass slide seems to have been slid away from between us and Nature;
so that even dark colours on that day look more gorgeous than bright colours on
cloudier days. The trampled earth of the river-banks and the peaty stain in the pools did
not look drab but glowing umber, and the dark woods astir in the breeze did not look, as
usual, dim blue with mere depth of distance, but more like wind-tumbled masses of
some vivid violet blossom. This magic clearness and intensity in the colours was further

forced on Brown’s slowly reviving senses by something romantic and even secret in the
very form of the landscape.
The river was still well wide and deep enough for a pleasure boat so small as theirs; but
the curves of the country-side suggested that it was closing in on either hand; the woods
seemed to be making broken and flying attempts at bridge-building — as if the boat
were passing from the romance of a valley to the romance of a hollow and so to the
supreme romance of a tunnel. Beyond this mere look of things there was little for
Brown’s freshening fancy to feed on; he saw no human beings, except some gipsies
trailing along the river bank, with faggots and osiers cut in the forest; and one sight no
longer unconventional, but in such remote parts still uncommon: a dark-haired lady,
bare-headed, and paddling her own canoe. If Father Brown ever attached any
importance to either of these, he certainly forgot them at the next turn of the river which
brought in sight a singular object.
The water seemed to widen and split, being cloven by the dark wedge of a fish-shaped
and wooded islet. With the rate at which they went, the islet seemed to swim towards
them like a ship; a ship with a very high prow — or, to speak more strictly, a very high
funnel. For at the extreme point nearest them stood up an odd-looking building, unlike
anything they could remember or connect with any purpose. It was not specially high,
but it was too high for its breadth to be called anything but a tower. Yet it appeared to
be built entirely of wood, and that in a most unequal and eccentric way. Some of the
planks and beams were of good, seasoned oak; some of such wood cut raw and recent;
some again of white pinewood, and a great deal more of the same sort of wood painted
black with tar. These black beams were set crooked or crisscross at all kinds of angles,
giving the whole a most patchy and puzzling appearance. There were one or two
windows, which appeared to be coloured and leaded in an old-fashioned but more
elaborate style. The travellers looked at it with that paradoxical feeling we have when
something reminds us of something, and yet we are certain it is something very
different.
Father Brown, even when he was mystified, was clever in analysing his own
mystification. And he found himself reflecting that the oddity seemed to consist in a
particular shape cut out in an incongruous material; as if one saw a top-hat made of tin,
or a frock-coat cut out of tartan. He was sure he had seen timbers of different tints
arranged like that somewhere, but never in such architectural proportions. The next
moment a glimpse through the dark trees told him all he wanted to know and he
laughed. Through a gap in the foliage there appeared for a moment one of those old
wooden houses, faced with black beams, which are still to be found here and there in
England, but which most of us see imitated in some show called “Old London” or
“Shakespeare’s England’. It was in view only long enough for the priest to see that,
however old-fashioned, it was a comfortable and well-kept country-house, with flowerbeds in front of it. It had none of the piebald and crazy look of the tower that seemed
made out of its refuse.
“What on earth’s this?” said Flambeau, who was still staring at the tower.
Fanshaw’s eyes were shining, and he spoke triumphantly. “Aha! you’ve not seen a place
quite like this before, I fancy; that’s why I’ve brought you here, my friend. Now you
shall see whether I exaggerate about the mariners of Cornwall. This place belongs to

Old Pendragon, whom we call the Admiral; though he retired before getting the rank.
The spirit of Raleigh and Hawkins is a memory with the Devon folk; it’s a modern fact
with the Pendragons. If Queen Elizabeth were to rise from the grave and come up this
river in a gilded barge, she would be received by the Admiral in a house exactly such as
she was accustomed to, in every corner and casement, in every panel on the wall or
plate on the table. And she would find an English Captain still talking fiercely of fresh
lands to be found in little ships, as much as if she had dined with Drake.”
“She’d find a rum sort of thing in the garden,” said Father Brown, “which would not
please her Renaissance eye. That Elizabethan domestic architecture is charming in its
way; but it’s against the very nature of it to break out into turrets.”
“And yet,” answered Fanshaw, “that’s the most romantic and Elizabethan part of the
business. It was built by the Pendragons in the very days of the Spanish wars; and
though it’s needed patching and even rebuilding for another reason, it’s always been
rebuilt in the old way. The story goes that the lady of Sir Peter Pendragon built it in this
place and to this height, because from the top you can just see the corner where vessels
turn into the river mouth; and she wished to be the first to see her husband’s ship, as he
sailed home from the Spanish Main.”
“For what other reason,” asked Father Brown, “do you mean that it has been rebuilt?”
“Oh, there’s a strange story about that, too,” said the young squire with relish. “You are
really in a land of strange stories. King Arthur was here and Merlin and the fairies
before him. The story goes that Sir Peter Pendragon, who (I fear) had some of the faults
of the pirates as well as the virtues of the sailor, was bringing home three Spanish
gentlemen in honourable captivity, intending to escort them to Elizabeth’s court. But he
was a man of flaming and tigerish temper, and coming to high words with one of them,
he caught him by the throat and flung him by accident or design, into the sea. A second
Spaniard, who was the brother of the first, instantly drew his sword and flew at
Pendragon, and after a short but furious combat in which both got three wounds in as
many minutes, Pendragon drove his blade through the other’s body and the second
Spaniard was accounted for. As it happened the ship had already turned into the river
mouth and was close to comparatively shallow water. The third Spaniard sprang over
the side of the ship, struck out for the shore, and was soon near enough to it to stand up
to his waist in water. And turning again to face the ship, and holding up both arms to
Heaven — like a prophet calling plagues upon a wicked city — he called out to
Pendragon in a piercing and terrible voice, that he at least was yet living, that he would
go on living, that he would live for ever; and that generation after generation the house
of Pendragon should never see him or his, but should know by very certain signs that he
and his vengeance were alive. With that he dived under the wave, and was either
drowned or swam so long under water that no hair of his head was seen afterwards.”
“There’s that girl in the canoe again,” said Flambeau irrelevantly, for good-looking
young women would call him off any topic. “She seems bothered by the queer tower
just as we were.”
Indeed, the black-haired young lady was letting her canoe float slowly and silently past
the strange islet; and was looking intently up at the strange tower, with a strong glow of
curiosity on her oval and olive face.

“Never mind girls,” said Fanshaw impatiently, “there are plenty of them in the world,
but not many things like the Pendragon Tower. As you may easily suppose, plenty of
superstitions and scandals have followed in the track of the Spaniard’s curse; and no
doubt, as you would put it, any accident happening to this Cornish family would be
connected with it by rural credulity. But it is perfectly true that this tower has been burnt
down two or three times; and the family can’t be called lucky, for more than two, I
think, of the Admiral’s near kin have perished by shipwreck; and one at least, to my
own knowledge, on practically the same spot where Sir Peter threw the Spaniard
overboard.”
“What a pity!” exclaimed Flambeau. “She’s going.”
“When did your friend the Admiral tell you this family history?” asked Father Brown,
as the girl in the canoe paddled off, without showing the least intention of extending her
interest from the tower to the yacht, which Fanshaw had already caused to lie alongside
the island.
“Many years ago,” replied Fanshaw; “he hasn’t been to sea for some time now, though
he is as keen on it as ever. I believe there’s a family compact or something. Well, here’s
the landing stage; let’s come ashore and see the old boy.”
They followed him on to the island, just under the tower, and Father Brown, whether
from the mere touch of dry land, or the interest of something on the other bank of the
river (which he stared at very hard for some seconds), seemed singularly improved in
briskness. They entered a wooded avenue between two fences of thin greyish wood,
such as often enclose parks or gardens, and over the top of which the dark trees tossed
to and fro like black and purple plumes upon the hearse of a giant. The tower, as they
left it behind, looked all the quainter, because such entrances are usually flanked by two
towers; and this one looked lopsided. But for this, the avenue had the usual appearance
of the entrance to a gentleman’s grounds; and, being so curved that the house was now
out of sight, somehow looked a much larger park than any plantation on such an island
could really be. Father Brown was, perhaps, a little fanciful in his fatigue, but he almost
thought the whole place must be growing larger, as things do in a nightmare. Anyhow, a
mystical monotony was the only character of their march, until Fanshaw suddenly
stopped, and pointed to something sticking out through the grey fence — something that
looked at first rather like the imprisoned horn of some beast. Closer observation showed
that it was a slightly curved blade of metal that shone faintly in the fading light.
Flambeau, who like all Frenchmen had been a soldier, bent over it and said in a startled
voice: “Why, it’s a sabre! I believe I know the sort, heavy and curved, but shorter than
the cavalry; they used to have them in artillery and the — ”
As he spoke the blade plucked itself out of the crack it had made and came down again
with a more ponderous slash, splitting the fissiparous fence to the bottom with a rending
noise. Then it was pulled out again, flashed above the fence some feet further along, and
again split it halfway down with the first stroke; and after waggling a little to extricate
itself (accompanied with curses in the darkness) split it down to the ground with a
second. Then a kick of devilish energy sent the whole loosened square of thin wood
flying into the pathway, and a great gap of dark coppice gaped in the paling.

Fanshaw peered into the dark opening and uttered an exclamation of astonishment. “My
dear Admiral!” he exclaimed, “do you — er — do you generally cut out a new front
door whenever you want to go for a walk?”
The voice in the gloom swore again, and then broke into a jolly laugh. “No,” it said;
“I’ve really got to cut down this fence somehow; it’s spoiling all the plants, and no one
else here can do it. But I’ll only carve another bit off the front door, and then come out
and welcome you.”
And sure enough, he heaved up his weapon once more, and, hacking twice, brought
down another and similar strip of fence, making the opening about fourteen feet wide in
all. Then through this larger forest gateway he came out into the evening light, with a
chip of grey wood sticking to his sword-blade.
He momentarily fulfilled all Fanshaw’s fable of an old piratical Admiral; though the
details seemed afterwards to decompose into accidents. For instance, he wore a broadbrimmed hat as protection against the sun; but the front flap of it was turned up straight
to the sky, and the two corners pulled down lower than the ears, so that it stood across
his forehead in a crescent like the old cocked hat worn by Nelson. He wore an ordinary
dark-blue jacket, with nothing special about the buttons, but the combination of it with
white linen trousers somehow had a sailorish look. He was tall and loose, and walked
with a sort of swagger, which was not a sailor’s roll, and yet somehow suggested it; and
he held in his hand a short sabre which was like a navy cutlass, but about twice as big.
Under the bridge of the hat his eagle face looked eager, all the more because it was not
only clean-shaven, but without eyebrows. It seemed almost as if all the hair had come
off his face from his thrusting it through a throng of elements. His eyes were prominent
and piercing. His colour was curiously attractive, while partly tropical; it reminded one
vaguely of a blood-orange. That is, that while it was ruddy and sanguine, there was a
yellow in it that was in no way sickly, but seemed rather to glow like gold apples of the
Hesperides — Father Brown thought he had never seen a figure so expressive of all the
romances about the countries of the Sun.
When Fanshaw had presented his two friends to their host he fell again into a tone of
rallying the latter about his wreckage of the fence and his apparent rage of profanity.
The Admiral pooh-poohed it at first as a piece of necessary but annoying garden work;
but at length the ring of real energy came back into his laughter, and he cried with a
mixture of impatience and good humour:
“Well, perhaps I do go at it a bit rabidly, and feel a kind of pleasure in smashing
anything. So would you if your only pleasure was in cruising about to find some new
Cannibal Islands, and you had to stick on this muddy little rockery in a sort of rustic
pond. When I remember how I’ve cut down a mile and a half of green poisonous jungle
with an old cutlass half as sharp as this; and then remember I must stop here and chop
this matchwood, because of some confounded old bargain scribbled in a family Bible,
why, I — ”
He swung up the heavy steel again; and this time sundered the wall of wood from top to
bottom at one stroke.

“I feel like that,” he said laughing, but furiously flinging the sword some yards down
the path, “and now let’s go up to the house; you must have some dinner.”
The semicircle of lawn in front of the house was varied by three circular garden beds,
one of red tulips, a second of yellow tulips, and the third of some white, waxen-looking
blossoms that the visitors did not know and presumed to be exotic. A heavy, hairy and
rather sullen-looking gardener was hanging up a heavy coil of garden hose. The corners
of the expiring sunset which seemed to cling about the corners of the house gave
glimpses here and there of the colours of remoter flowerbeds; and in a treeless space on
one side of the house opening upon the river stood a tall brass tripod on which was tilted
a big brass telescope. Just outside the steps of the porch stood a little painted green
garden table, as if someone had just had tea there. The entrance was flanked with two of
those half-featured lumps of stone with holes for eyes that are said to be South Sea
idols; and on the brown oak beam across the doorway were some confused carvings that
looked almost as barbaric.
As they passed indoors, the little cleric hopped suddenly on to the table, and standing on
it peered unaffectedly through his spectacles at the mouldings in the oak. Admiral
Pendragon looked very much astonished, though not particularly annoyed; while
Fanshaw was so amused with what looked like a performing pigmy on his little stand,
that he could not control his laughter. But Father Brown was not likely to notice either
the laughter or the astonishment.
He was gazing at three carved symbols, which, though very worn and obscure, seemed
still to convey some sense to him. The first seemed to be the outline of some tower or
other building, crowned with what looked like curly-pointed ribbons. The second was
clearer: an old Elizabethan galley with decorative waves beneath it, but interrupted in
the middle by a curious jagged rock, which was either a fault in the wood or some
conventional representation of the water coming in. The third represented the upper half
of a human figure, ending in an escalloped line like the waves; the face was rubbed and
featureless, and both arms were held very stiffly up in the air.
“Well,” muttered Father Brown, blinking, “here is the legend of the Spaniard plain
enough. Here he is holding up his arms and cursing in the sea; and here are the two
curses: the wrecked ship and the burning of Pendragon Tower.”
Pendragon shook his head with a kind of venerable amusement. “And how many other
things might it not be?” he said. “Don’t you know that that sort of half-man, like a halflion or half-stag, is quite common in heraldry? Might not that line through the ship be
one of those parti-per-pale lines, indented, I think they call it? And though the third
thing isn’t so very heraldic, it would be more heraldic to suppose it a tower crowned
with laurel than with fire; and it looks just as like it.”
“But it seems rather odd,” said Flambeau, “that it should exactly confirm the old
legend.”
“Ah,” replied the sceptical traveller, “but you don’t know how much of the old legend
may have been made up from the old figures. Besides, it isn’t the only old legend.
Fanshaw, here, who is fond of such things, will tell you there are other versions of the
tale, and much more horrible ones. One story credits my unfortunate ancestor with

having had the Spaniard cut in two; and that will fit the pretty picture also. Another
obligingly credits our family with the possession of a tower full of snakes and explains
those little, wriggly things in that way. And a third theory supposes the crooked line on
the ship to be a conventionalized thunderbolt; but that alone, if seriously examined,
would show what a very little way these unhappy coincidences really go.”
“Why, how do you mean?” asked Fanshaw.
“It so happens,” replied his host coolly, “that there was no thunder and lightning at all in
the two or three shipwrecks I know of in our family.”
“Oh!” said Father Brown, and jumped down from the little table.
There was another silence in which they heard the continuous murmur of the river; then
Fanshaw said, in a doubtful and perhaps disappointed tone: “Then you don’t think there
is anything in the tales of the tower in flames?”
“There are the tales, of course,” said the Admiral, shrugging his shoulders; “and some
of them, I don’t deny, on evidence as decent as one ever gets for such things. Someone
saw a blaze hereabout, don’t you know, as he walked home through a wood; someone
keeping sheep on the uplands inland thought he saw a flame hovering over Pendragon
Tower. Well, a damp dab of mud like this confounded island seems the last place where
one would think of fires.”
“What is that fire over there?” asked Father Brown with a gentle suddenness, pointing
to the woods on the left river-bank. They were all thrown a little off their balance, and
the more fanciful Fanshaw had even some difficulty in recovering his, as they saw a
long, thin stream of blue smoke ascending silently into the end of the evening light.
Then Pendragon broke into a scornful laugh again. “Gipsies!” he said; “they’ve been
camping about here for about a week. Gentlemen, you want your dinner,” and he turned
as if to enter the house.
But the antiquarian superstition in Fanshaw was still quivering, and he said hastily:
“But, Admiral, what’s that hissing noise quite near the island? It’s very like fire.”
“It’s more like what it is,” said the Admiral, laughing as he led the way; “it’s only some
canoe going by.”
Almost as he spoke, the butler, a lean man in black, with very black hair and a very
long, yellow face, appeared in the doorway and told him that dinner was served.
The dining-room was as nautical as the cabin of a ship; but its note was rather that of
the modern than the Elizabethan captain. There were, indeed, three antiquated cutlasses
in a trophy over the fireplace, and one brown sixteenth-century map with Tritons and
little ships dotted about a curly sea. But such things were less prominent on the white
panelling than some cases of quaint-coloured South American birds, very scientifically
stuffed, fantastic shells from the Pacific, and several instruments so rude and queer in
shape that savages might have used them either to kill their enemies or to cook them.
But the alien colour culminated in the fact that, besides the butler, the Admiral’s only

servants were two negroes, somewhat quaintly clad in tight uniforms of yellow. The
priest’s instinctive trick of analysing his own impressions told him that the colour and
the little neat coat-tails of these bipeds had suggested the word “Canary,” and so by a
mere pun connected them with southward travel. Towards the end of the dinner they
took their yellow clothes and black faces out of the room, leaving only the black clothes
and yellow face of the butler.
“I’m rather sorry you take this so lightly,” said Fanshaw to the host; “for the truth is,
I’ve brought these friends of mine with the idea of their helping you, as they know a
good deal of these things. Don’t you really believe in the family story at all?”
“I don’t believe in anything,” answered Pendragon very briskly, with a bright eye
cocked at a red tropical bird. “I’m a man of science.”
Rather to Flambeau’s surprise, his clerical friend, who seemed to have entirely woken
up, took up the digression and talked natural history with his host with a flow of words
and much unexpected information, until the dessert and decanters were set down and the
last of the servants vanished. Then he said, without altering his tone.
“Please don’t think me impertinent, Admiral Pendragon. I don’t ask for curiosity, but
really for my guidance and your convenience. Have I made a bad shot if I guess you
don’t want these old things talked of before your butler?”
The Admiral lifted the hairless arches over his eyes and exclaimed: “Well, I don’t know
where you got it, but the truth is I can’t stand the fellow, though I’ve no excuse for
discharging a family servant. Fanshaw, with his fairy tales, would say my blood moved
against men with that black, Spanish-looking hair.”
Flambeau struck the table with his heavy fist. “By Jove!” he cried; “and so had that
girl!”
“I hope it’ll all end tonight,” continued the Admiral, “when my nephew comes back safe
from his ship. You looked surprised. You won’t understand, I suppose, unless I tell you
the story. You see, my father had two sons; I remained a bachelor, but my elder brother
married, and had a son who became a sailor like all the rest of us, and will inherit the
proper estate. Well, my father was a strange man; he somehow combined Fanshaw’s
superstition with a good deal of my scepticism — they were always fighting in him; and
after my first voyages, he developed a notion which he thought somehow would settle
finally whether the curse was truth or trash. If all the Pendragons sailed about anyhow,
he thought there would be too much chance of natural catastrophes to prove anything.
But if we went to sea one at a time in strict order of succession to the property, he
thought it might show whether any connected fate followed the family as a family. It
was a silly notion, I think, and I quarrelled with my father pretty heartily; for I was an
ambitious man and was left to the last, coming, by succession, after my own nephew.”
“And your father and brother,” said the priest, very gently, “died at sea, I fear.”
“Yes,” groaned the Admiral; “by one of those brutal accidents on which are built all the
lying mythologies of mankind, they were both shipwrecked. My father, coming up this
coast out of the Atlantic, was washed up on these Cornish rocks. My brother’s ship was

sunk, no one knows where, on the voyage home from Tasmania. His body was never
found. I tell you it was from perfectly natural mishap; lots of other people besides
Pendragons were drowned; and both disasters are discussed in a normal way by
navigators. But, of course, it set this forest of superstition on fire; and men saw the
flaming tower everywhere. That’s why I say it will be all right when Walter returns. The
girl he’s engaged to was coming today; but I was so afraid of some chance delay
frightening her that I wired her not to come till she heard from me. But he’s practically
sure to be here some time tonight, and then it’ll all end in smoke — tobacco smoke.
We’ll crack that old lie when we crack a bottle of this wine.”
“Very good wine,” said Father Brown, gravely lifting his glass, “but, as you see, a very
bad wine-bibber. I most sincerely beg your pardon”: for he had spilt a small spot of
wine on the table-cloth. He drank and put down the glass with a composed face; but his
hand had started at the exact moment when he became conscious of a face looking in
through the garden window just behind the Admiral — the face of a woman, swarthy,
with southern hair and eyes, and young, but like a mask of tragedy.
After a pause the priest spoke again in his mild manner. “Admiral,” he said, “will you
do me a favour? Let me, and my friends if they like, stop in that tower of yours just for
tonight? Do you know that in my business you’re an exorcist almost before anything
else?”
Pendragon sprang to his feet and paced swiftly to and fro across the window, from
which the face had instantly vanished. “I tell you there is nothing in it,” he cried, with
ringing violence. “There is one thing I know about this matter. You may call me an
atheist. I am an atheist.” Here he swung round and fixed Father Brown with a face of
frightful concentration. “This business is perfectly natural. There is no curse in it at all.”
Father Brown smiled. “In that case,” he said, “there can’t be any objection to my
sleeping in your delightful summer-house.”
“The idea is utterly ridiculous,” replied the Admiral, beating a tattoo on the back of his
chair.
“Please forgive me for everything,” said Brown in his most sympathetic tone,
“including spilling the wine. But it seems to me you are not quite so easy about the
flaming tower as you try to be.”
Admiral Pendragon sat down again as abruptly as he had risen; but he sat quite still, and
when he spoke again it was in a lower voice. “You do it at your own peril,” he said;
“but wouldn’t you be an atheist to keep sane in all this devilry?”
Some three hours afterwards Fanshaw, Flambeau and the priest were still dawdling
about the garden in the dark; and it began to dawn on the other two that Father Brown
had no intention of going to bed either in the tower or the house.
“I think the lawn wants weeding,” said he dreamily. “If I could find a spud or something
I’d do it myself.”

They followed him, laughing and half remonstrating; but he replied with the utmost
solemnity, explaining to them, in a maddening little sermon, that one can always find
some small occupation that is helpful to others. He did not find a spud; but he found an
old broom made of twigs, with which he began energetically to brush the fallen leaves
off the grass.
“Always some little thing to be done,” he said with idiotic cheerfulness; “as George
Herbert says: ‘Who sweeps an Admiral’s garden in Cornwall as for Thy laws makes
that and the action fine.’ And now,” he added, suddenly slinging the broom away,
“Let’s go and water the flowers.”
With the same mixed emotions they watched him uncoil some considerable lengths of
the large garden hose, saying with an air of wistful discrimination: “The red tulips
before the yellow, I think. Look a bit dry, don’t you think?”
He turned the little tap on the instrument, and the water shot out straight and solid as a
long rod of steel.
“Look out, Samson,” cried Flambeau; “why, you’ve cut off the tulip’s head.”
Father Brown stood ruefully contemplating the decapitated plant.
“Mine does seem to be a rather kill or cure sort of watering,” he admitted, scratching his
head. “I suppose it’s a pity I didn’t find the spud. You should have seen me with the
spud! Talking of tools, you’ve got that swordstick, Flambeau, you always carry? That’s
right; and Sir Cecil could have that sword the Admiral threw away by the fence here.
How grey everything looks!”
“The mist’s rising from the river,” said the staring Flambeau.
Almost as he spoke the huge figure of the hairy gardener appeared on a higher ridge of
the trenched and terraced lawn, hailing them with a brandished rake and a horribly
bellowing voice. “Put down that hose,” he shouted; “put down that hose and go to your
—”
“I am fearfully clumsy,” replied the reverend gentleman weakly; “do you know, I upset
some wine at dinner.” He made a wavering half-turn of apology towards the gardener,
with the hose still spouting in his hand. The gardener caught the cold crash of the water
full in his face like the crash of a cannon-ball; staggered, slipped and went sprawling
with his boots in the air.
“How very dreadful!” said Father Brown, looking round in a sort of wonder. “Why, I’ve
hit a man!”
He stood with his head forward for a moment as if looking or listening; and then set off
at a trot towards the tower, still trailing the hose behind him. The tower was quite close,
but its outline was curiously dim.
“Your river mist,” he said, “has a rum smell.”

“By the Lord it has,” cried Fanshaw, who was very white. “But you can’t mean — ”
“I mean,” said Father Brown, “that one of the Admiral’s scientific predictions is coming
true tonight. This story is going to end in smoke.”
As he spoke a most beautiful rose-red light seemed to burst into blossom like a gigantic
rose; but accompanied with a crackling and rattling noise that was like the laughter of
devils.
“My God! what is this?” cried Sir Cecil Fanshaw.
“The sign of the flaming tower,” said Father Brown, and sent the driving water from his
hose into the heart of the red patch.
“Lucky we hadn’t gone to bed!” ejaculated Fanshaw. “I suppose it can’t spread to the
house.”
“You may remember,” said the priest quietly, “that the wooden fence that might have
carried it was cut away.”
Flambeau turned electrified eyes upon his friend, but Fanshaw only said rather absently:
“Well, nobody can be killed, anyhow.”
“This is rather a curious kind of tower,” observed Father Brown, “when it takes to
killing people, it always kills people who are somewhere else.”
At the same instant the monstrous figure of the gardener with the streaming beard stood
again on the green ridge against the sky, waving others to come on; but now waving not
a rake but a cutlass. Behind him came the two negroes, also with the old crooked
cutlasses out of the trophy. But in the blood-red glare, with their black faces and yellow
figures, they looked like devils carrying instruments of torture. In the dim garden behind
them a distant voice was heard calling out brief directions. When the priest heard the
voice, a terrible change came over his countenance.
But he remained composed; and never took his eye off the patch of flame which had
begun by spreading, but now seemed to shrink a little as it hissed under the torch of the
long silver spear of water. He kept his finger along the nozzle of the pipe to ensure the
aim, and attended to no other business, knowing only by the noise and that semiconscious corner of the eye, the exciting incidents that began to tumble themselves
about the island garden. He gave two brief directions to his friends. One was: “Knock
these fellows down somehow and tie them up, whoever they are; there’s rope down by
those faggots. They want to take away my nice hose.” The other was: “As soon as you
get a chance, call out to that canoeing girl; she’s over on the bank with the gipsies. Ask
her if they could get some buckets across and fill them from the river.” Then he closed
his mouth and continued to water the new red flower as ruthlessly as he had watered the
red tulip.
He never turned his head to look at the strange fight that followed between the foes and
friends of the mysterious fire. He almost felt the island shake when Flambeau collided
with the huge gardener; he merely imagined how it would whirl round them as they

wrestled. He heard the crashing fall; and his friend’s gasp of triumph as he dashed on to
the first negro; and the cries of both the blacks as Flambeau and Fanshaw bound them.
Flambeau’s enormous strength more than redressed the odds in the fight, especially as
the fourth man still hovered near the house, only a shadow and a voice. He heard also
the water broken by the paddles of a canoe; the girl’s voice giving orders, the voices of
gipsies answering and coming nearer, the plumping and sucking noise of empty buckets
plunged into a full stream; and finally the sound of many feet around the fire. But all
this was less to him than the fact that the red rent, which had lately once more increased,
had once more slightly diminished.
Then came a cry that very nearly made him turn his head. Flambeau and Fanshaw, now
reinforced by some of the gipsies, had rushed after the mysterious man by the house;
and he heard from the other end of the garden the Frenchman’s cry of horror and
astonishment. It was echoed by a howl not to be called human, as the being broke from
their hold and ran along the garden. Three times at least it raced round the whole island,
in a way that was as horrible as the chase of a lunatic, both in the cries of the pursued
and the ropes carried by the pursuers; but was more horrible still, because it somehow
suggested one of the chasing games of children in a garden. Then, finding them closing
in on every side, the figure sprang upon one of the higher river banks and disappeared
with a splash into the dark and driving river.
“You can do no more, I fear,” said Brown in a voice cold with pain. “He has been
washed down to the rocks by now, where he has sent so many others. He knew the use
of a family legend.”
“Oh, don’t talk in these parables,” cried Flambeau impatiently. “Can’t you put it simply
in words of one syllable?”
“Yes,” answered Brown, with his eye on the hose. “‘Both eyes bright, she’s all right;
one eye blinks, down she sinks.’”
The fire hissed and shrieked more and more, like a strangled thing, as it grew narrower
and narrower under the flood from the pipe and buckets, but Father Brown still kept his
eye on it as he went on speaking:
“I thought of asking this young lady, if it were morning yet, to look through that
telescope at the river mouth and the river. She might have seen something to interest
her: the sign of the ship, or Mr Walter Pendragon coming home, and perhaps even the
sign of the half-man, for though he is certainly safe by now, he may very well have
waded ashore. He has been within a shave of another shipwreck; and would never have
escaped it, if the lady hadn’t had the sense to suspect the old Admiral’s telegram and
come down to watch him. Don’t let’s talk about the old Admiral. Don’t let’s talk about
anything. It’s enough to say that whenever this tower, with its pitch and resin-wood,
really caught fire, the spark on the horizon always looked like the twin light to the coast
light-house.”
“And that,” said Flambeau, “is how the father and brother died. The wicked uncle of the
legends very nearly got his estate after all.”

Father Brown did not answer; indeed, he did not speak again, save for civilities, till they
were all safe round a cigar-box in the cabin of the yacht. He saw that the frustrated fire
was extinguished; and then refused to linger, though he actually heard young
Pendragon, escorted by an enthusiastic crowd, come tramping up the river bank; and
might (had he been moved by romantic curiosities) have received the combined thanks
of the man from the ship and the girl from the canoe. But his fatigue had fallen on him
once more, and he only started once, when Flambeau abruptly told him he had dropped
cigar-ash on his trousers.
“That’s no cigar-ash,” he said rather wearily. “That’s from the fire, but you don’t think
so because you’re all smoking cigars. That’s just the way I got my first faint suspicion
about the chart.”
“Do you mean Pendragon’s chart of his Pacific Islands?” asked Fanshaw.
“You thought it was a chart of the Pacific Islands,” answered Brown. “Put a feather with
a fossil and a bit of coral and everyone will think it’s a specimen. Put the same feather
with a ribbon and an artificial flower and everyone will think it’s for a lady’s hat. Put
the same feather with an ink-bottle, a book and a stack of writing-paper, and most men
will swear they’ve seen a quill pen. So you saw that map among tropic birds and shells
and thought it was a map of Pacific Islands. It was the map of this river.”
“But how do you know?” asked Fanshaw.
“I saw the rock you thought was like a dragon, and the one like Merlin, and — ”
“You seem to have noticed a lot as we came in,” cried Fanshaw. “We thought you were
rather abstracted.”
“I was sea-sick,” said Father Brown simply. “I felt simply horrible. But feeling horrible
has nothing to do with not seeing things.” And he closed his eyes.
“Do you think most men would have seen that?” asked Flambeau. He received no
answer: Father Brown was asleep.

The God of the Gongs
IT was one of those chilly and empty afternoons in early winter, when the daylight is
silver rather than gold and pewter rather than silver. If it was dreary in a hundred bleak
offices and yawning drawing-rooms, it was drearier still along the edges of the flat
Essex coast, where the monotony was the more inhuman for being broken at very long
intervals by a lamp-post that looked less civilized than a tree, or a tree that looked more
ugly than a lamp-post. A light fall of snow had half-melted into a few strips, also
looking leaden rather than silver, when it had been fixed again by the seal of frost; no
fresh snow had fallen, but a ribbon of the old snow ran along the very margin of the
coast, so as to parallel the pale ribbon of the foam.
The line of the sea looked frozen in the very vividness of its violet-blue, like the vein of
a frozen finger. For miles and miles, forward and back, there was no breathing soul,

save two pedestrians, walking at a brisk pace, though one had much longer legs and
took much longer strides than the other.
It did not seem a very appropriate place or time for a holiday, but Father Brown had few
holidays, and had to take them when he could, and he always preferred, if possible, to
take them in company with his old friend Flambeau, ex-criminal and ex-detective. The
priest had had a fancy for visiting his old parish at Cobhole, and was going northeastward along the coast.
After walking a mile or two farther, they found that the shore was beginning to be
formally embanked, so as to form something like a parade; the ugly lamp-posts became
less few and far between and more ornamental, though quite equally ugly. Half a mile
farther on Father Brown was puzzled first by little labyrinths of flowerless flower-pots,
covered with the low, flat, quiet-coloured plants that look less like a garden than a
tessellated pavement, between weak curly paths studded with seats with curly backs. He
faintly sniffed the atmosphere of a certain sort of seaside town that he did not specially
care about, and, looking ahead along the parade by the sea, he saw something that put
the matter beyond a doubt. In the grey distance the big bandstand of a watering-place
stood up like a giant mushroom with six legs.
“I suppose,” said Father Brown, turning up his coat-collar and drawing a woollen scarf
rather closer round his neck, “that we are approaching a pleasure resort.”
“I fear,” answered Flambeau, “a pleasure resort to which few people just now have the
pleasure of resorting. They try to revive these places in the winter, but it never succeeds
except with Brighton and the old ones. This must be Seawood, I think — Lord Pooley’s
experiment; he had the Sicilian Singers down at Christmas, and there’s talk about
holding one of the great glove-fights here. But they’ll have to chuck the rotten place
into the sea; it’s as dreary as a lost railway-carriage.”
They had come under the big bandstand, and the priest was looking up at it with a
curiosity that had something rather odd about it, his head a little on one side, like a
bird’s. It was the conventional, rather tawdry kind of erection for its purpose: a flattened
dome or canopy, gilt here and there, and lifted on six slender pillars of painted wood,
the whole being raised about five feet above the parade on a round wooden platform
like a drum. But there was something fantastic about the snow combined with
something artificial about the gold that haunted Flambeau as well as his friend with
some association he could not capture, but which he knew was at once artistic and alien.
“I’ve got it,” he said at last. “It’s Japanese. It’s like those fanciful Japanese prints, where
the snow on the mountain looks like sugar, and the gilt on the pagodas is like gilt on
gingerbread. It looks just like a little pagan temple.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown. “Let’s have a look at the god.” And with an agility hardly to
be expected of him, he hopped up on to the raised platform.
“Oh, very well,” said Flambeau, laughing; and the next instant his own towering figure
was visible on that quaint elevation.

Slight as was the difference of height, it gave in those level wastes a sense of seeing yet
farther and farther across land and sea. Inland the little wintry gardens faded into a
confused grey copse; beyond that, in the distance, were long low barns of a lonely
farmhouse, and beyond that nothing but the long East Anglian plains. Seawards there
was no sail or sign of life save a few seagulls: and even they looked like the last
snowflakes, and seemed to float rather than fly.
Flambeau turned abruptly at an exclamation behind him. It seemed to come from lower
down than might have been expected, and to be addressed to his heels rather than his
head. He instantly held out his hand, but he could hardly help laughing at what he saw.
For some reason or other the platform had given way under Father Brown, and the
unfortunate little man had dropped through to the level of the parade. He was just tall
enough, or short enough, for his head alone to stick out of the hole in the broken wood,
looking like St John the Baptist’s head on a charger. The face wore a disconcerted
expression, as did, perhaps, that of St John the Baptist.
In a moment he began to laugh a little. “This wood must be rotten,” said Flambeau.
“Though it seems odd it should bear me, and you go through the weak place. Let me
help you out.”
But the little priest was looking rather curiously at the corners and edges of the wood
alleged to be rotten, and there was a sort of trouble on his brow.
“Come along,” cried Flambeau impatiently, still with his big brown hand extended.
“Don’t you want to get out?”
The priest was holding a splinter of the broken wood between his finger and thumb, and
did not immediately reply. At last he said thoughtfully: “Want to get out? Why, no. I
rather think I want to get in.” And he dived into the darkness under the wooden floor so
abruptly as to knock off his big curved clerical hat and leave it lying on the boards
above, without any clerical head in it.
Flambeau looked once more inland and out to sea, and once more could see nothing but
seas as wintry as the snow, and snows as level as the sea.
There came a scurrying noise behind him, and the little priest came scrambling out of
the hole faster than he had fallen in. His face was no longer disconcerted, but rather
resolute, and, perhaps only through the reflections of the snow, a trifle paler than usual.
“Well?” asked his tall friend. “Have you found the god of the temple?”
“No,” answered Father Brown. “I have found what was sometimes more important. The
Sacrifice.”
“What the devil do you mean?” cried Flambeau, quite alarmed.
Father Brown did not answer. He was staring, with a knot in his forehead, at the
landscape; and he suddenly pointed at it. “What’s that house over there?” he asked.

Following his finger, Flambeau saw for the first time the corners of a building nearer
than the farmhouse, but screened for the most part with a fringe of trees. It was not a
large building, and stood well back from the shore — but a glint of ornament on it
suggested that it was part of the same watering-place scheme of decoration as the
bandstand, the little gardens and the curly-backed iron seats.
Father Brown jumped off the bandstand, his friend following; and as they walked in the
direction indicated the trees fell away to right and left, and they saw a small, rather
flashy hotel, such as is common in resorts — the hotel of the Saloon Bar rather than the
Bar Parlour. Almost the whole frontage was of gilt plaster and figured glass, and
between that grey seascape and the grey, witch-like trees, its gimcrack quality had
something spectral in its melancholy. They both felt vaguely that if any food or drink
were offered at such a hostelry, it would be the paste-board ham and empty mug of the
pantomime.
In this, however, they were not altogether confirmed. As they drew nearer and nearer to
the place they saw in front of the buffet, which was apparently closed, one of the iron
garden-seats with curly backs that had adorned the gardens, but much longer, running
almost the whole length of the frontage. Presumably, it was placed so that visitors might
sit there and look at the sea, but one hardly expected to find anyone doing it in such
weather.
Nevertheless, just in front of the extreme end of the iron seat stood a small round
restaurant table, and on this stood a small bottle of Chablis and a plate of almonds and
raisins. Behind the table and on the seat sat a dark-haired young man, bareheaded, and
gazing at the sea in a state of almost astonishing immobility.
But though he might have been a waxwork when they were within four yards of him, he
jumped up like a jack-in-the-box when they came within three, and said in a deferential,
though not undignified, manner: “Will you step inside, gentlemen? I have no staff at
present, but I can get you anything simple myself.”
“Much obliged,” said Flambeau. “So you are the proprietor?”
“Yes,” said the dark man, dropping back a little into his motionless manner. “My
waiters are all Italians, you see, and I thought it only fair they should see their
countryman beat the black, if he really can do it. You know the great fight between
Malvoli and Nigger Ned is coming off after all?”
“I’m afraid we can’t wait to trouble your hospitality seriously,” said Father Brown. “But
my friend would be glad of a glass of sherry, I’m sure, to keep out the cold and drink
success to the Latin champion.”
Flambeau did not understand the sherry, but he did not object to it in the least. He could
only say amiably: “Oh, thank you very much.”
“Sherry, sir — certainly,” said their host, turning to his hostel. “Excuse me if I detain
you a few minutes. As I told you, I have no staff — ” And he went towards the black
windows of his shuttered and unlighted inn.

“Oh, it doesn’t really matter,” began Flambeau, but the man turned to reassure him.
“I have the keys,” he said. “I could find my way in the dark.”
“I didn’t mean — ” began Father Brown.
He was interrupted by a bellowing human voice that came out of the bowels of the
uninhabited hotel. It thundered some foreign name loudly but inaudibly, and the hotel
proprietor moved more sharply towards it than he had done for Flambeau’s sherry. As
instant evidence proved, the proprietor had told, then and after, nothing but the literal
truth. But both Flambeau and Father Brown have often confessed that, in all their (often
outrageous) adventures, nothing had so chilled their blood as that voice of an ogre,
sounding suddenly out of a silent and empty inn.
“My cook!” cried the proprietor hastily. “I had forgotten my cook. He will be starting
presently. Sherry, sir?”
And, sure enough, there appeared in the doorway a big white bulk with white cap and
white apron, as befits a cook, but with the needless emphasis of a black face. Flambeau
had often heard that negroes made good cooks. But somehow something in the contrast
of colour and caste increased his surprise that the hotel proprietor should answer the call
of the cook, and not the cook the call of the proprietor. But he reflected that head cooks
are proverbially arrogant; and, besides, the host had come back with the sherry, and that
was the great thing.
“I rather wonder,” said Father Brown, “that there are so few people about the beach,
when this big fight is coming on after all. We only met one man for miles.”
The hotel proprietor shrugged his shoulders. “They come from the other end of the
town, you see — from the station, three miles from here. They are only interested in the
sport, and will stop in hotels for the night only. After all, it is hardly weather for basking
on the shore.”
“Or on the seat,” said Flambeau, and pointed to the little table.
“I have to keep a look-out,” said the man with the motionless face. He was a quiet, wellfeatured fellow, rather sallow; his dark clothes had nothing distinctive about them,
except that his black necktie was worn rather high, like a stock, and secured by a gold
pin with some grotesque head to it. Nor was there anything notable in the face, except
something that was probably a mere nervous trick — a habit of opening one eye more
narrowly than the other, giving the impression that the other was larger, or was,
perhaps, artificial.
The silence that ensued was broken by their host saying quietly: “Whereabouts did you
meet the one man on your march?”
“Curiously enough,” answered the priest, “close by here — just by that bandstand.”

Flambeau, who had sat on the long iron seat to finish his sherry, put it down and rose to
his feet, staring at his friend in amazement. He opened his mouth to speak, and then shut
it again.
“Curious,” said the dark-haired man thoughtfully. “What was he like?”
“It was rather dark when I saw him,” began Father Brown, “but he was — ”
As has been said, the hotel-keeper can be proved to have told the precise truth. His
phrase that the cook was starting presently was fulfilled to the letter, for the cook came
out, pulling his gloves on, even as they spoke.
But he was a very different figure from the confused mass of white and black that had
appeared for an instant in the doorway. He was buttoned and buckled up to his bursting
eyeballs in the most brilliant fashion. A tall black hat was tilted on his broad black head
— a hat of the sort that the French wit has compared to eight mirrors. But somehow the
black man was like the black hat. He also was black, and yet his glossy skin flung back
the light at eight angles or more. It is needless to say that he wore white spats and a
white slip inside his waistcoat. The red flower stood up in his buttonhole aggressively,
as if it had suddenly grown there. And in the way he carried his cane in one hand and
his cigar in the other there was a certain attitude — an attitude we must always
remember when we talk of racial prejudices: something innocent and insolent — the
cake walk.
“Sometimes,” said Flambeau, looking after him, “I’m not surprised that they lynch
them.”
“I am never surprised,” said Father Brown, “at any work of hell. But as I was saying,”
he resumed, as the negro, still ostentatiously pulling on his yellow gloves, betook
himself briskly towards the watering-place, a queer music-hall figure against that grey
and frosty scene — “as I was saying, I couldn’t describe the man very minutely, but he
had a flourish and old-fashioned whiskers and moustachios, dark or dyed, as in the
pictures of foreign financiers, round his neck was wrapped a long purple scarf that
thrashed out in the wind as he walked. It was fixed at the throat rather in the way that
nurses fix children’s comforters with a safety-pin. Only this,” added the priest, gazing
placidly out to sea, “was not a safety-pin.”
The man sitting on the long iron bench was also gazing placidly out to sea. Now he was
once more in repose. Flambeau felt quite certain that one of his eyes was naturally
larger than the other. Both were now well opened, and he could almost fancy the left
eye grew larger as he gazed.
“It was a very long gold pin, and had the carved head of a monkey or some such thing,”
continued the cleric; “and it was fixed in a rather odd way — he wore pince-nez and a
broad black — ”
The motionless man continued to gaze at the sea, and the eyes in his head might have
belonged to two different men. Then he made a movement of blinding swiftness.

Father Brown had his back to him, and in that flash might have fallen dead on his face.
Flambeau had no weapon, but his large brown hands were resting on the end of the long
iron seat. His shoulders abruptly altered their shape, and he heaved the whole huge
thing high over his head, like a headsman’s axe about to fall. The mere height of the
thing, as he held it vertical, looked like a long iron ladder by which he was inviting men
to climb towards the stars. But the long shadow, in the level evening light, looked like a
giant brandishing the Eiffel Tower. It was the shock of that shadow, before the shock of
the iron crash, that made the stranger quail and dodge, and then dart into his inn, leaving
the flat and shining dagger he had dropped exactly where it had fallen.
“We must get away from here instantly,” cried Flambeau, flinging the huge seat away
with furious indifference on the beach. He caught the little priest by the elbow and ran
him down a grey perspective of barren back garden, at the end of which there was a
closed back garden door. Flambeau bent over it an instant in violent silence, and then
said: “The door is locked.”
As he spoke a black feather from one of the ornamental firs fell, brushing the brim of
his hat. It startled him more than the small and distant detonation that had come just
before. Then came another distant detonation, and the door he was trying to open shook
under the bullet buried in it. Flambeau’s shoulders again filled out and altered suddenly.
Three hinges and a lock burst at the same instant, and he went out into the empty path
behind, carrying the great garden door with him, as Samson carried the gates of Gaza.
Then he flung the garden door over the garden wall, just as a third shot picked up a
spurt of snow and dust behind his heel. Without ceremony he snatched up the little
priest, slung him astraddle on his shoulders, and went racing towards Seawood as fast as
his long legs could carry him. It was not until nearly two miles farther on that he set his
small companion down. It had hardly been a dignified escape, in spite of the classic
model of Anchises, but Father Brown’s face only wore a broad grin.
“Well,” said Flambeau, after an impatient silence, as they resumed their more
conventional tramp through the streets on the edge of the town, where no outrage need
be feared, “I don’t know what all this means, but I take it I may trust my own eyes that
you never met the man you have so accurately described.”
“I did meet him in a way,” Brown said, biting his finger rather nervously — “I did
really. And it was too dark to see him properly, because it was under that bandstand
affair. But I’m afraid I didn’t describe him so very accurately after all, for his pince-nez
was broken under him, and the long gold pin wasn’t stuck through his purple scarf but
through his heart.”
“And I suppose,” said the other in a lower voice, “that glass-eyed guy had something to
do with it.”
“I had hoped he had only a little,” answered Brown in a rather troubled voice, “and I
may have been wrong in what I did. I acted on impulse. But I fear this business has deep
roots and dark.”
They walked on through some streets in silence. The yellow lamps were beginning to be
lit in the cold blue twilight, and they were evidently approaching the more central parts

of the town. Highly coloured bills announcing the glove-fight between Nigger Ned and
Malvoli were slapped about the walls.
“Well,” said Flambeau, “I never murdered anyone, even in my criminal days, but I can
almost sympathize with anyone doing it in such a dreary place. Of all God-forsaken
dustbins of Nature, I think the most heart-breaking are places like that bandstand, that
were meant to be festive and are forlorn. I can fancy a morbid man feeling he must kill
his rival in the solitude and irony of such a scene. I remember once taking a tramp in
your glorious Surrey hills, thinking of nothing but gorse and skylarks, when I came out
on a vast circle of land, and over me lifted a vast, voiceless structure, tier above tier of
seats, as huge as a Roman amphitheatre and as empty as a new letter-rack. A bird sailed
in heaven over it. It was the Grand Stand at Epsom. And I felt that no one would ever be
happy there again.”
“It’s odd you should mention Epsom,” said the priest. “Do you remember what was
called the Sutton Mystery, because two suspected men — ice-cream men, I think —
happened to live at Sutton? They were eventually released. A man was found strangled,
it was said, on the Downs round that part. As a fact, I know (from an Irish policeman
who is a friend of mine) that he was found close up to the Epsom Grand Stand — in
fact, only hidden by one of the lower doors being pushed back.”
“That is queer,” assented Flambeau. “But it rather confirms my view that such pleasure
places look awfully lonely out of season, or the man wouldn’t have been murdered
there.”
“I’m not so sure he — ” began Brown, and stopped.
“Not so sure he was murdered?” queried his companion.
“Not so sure he was murdered out of the season,” answered the little priest, with
simplicity. “Don’t you think there’s something rather tricky about this solitude,
Flambeau? Do you feel sure a wise murderer would always want the spot to be lonely?
It’s very, very seldom a man is quite alone. And, short of that, the more alone he is, the
more certain he is to be seen. No; I think there must be some other — Why, here we are
at the Pavilion or Palace, or whatever they call it.”
They had emerged on a small square, brilliantly lighted, of which the principal building
was gay with gilding, gaudy with posters, and flanked with two giant photographs of
Malvoli and Nigger Ned.
“Hallo!” cried Flambeau in great surprise, as his clerical friend stumped straight up the
broad steps. “I didn’t know pugilism was your latest hobby. Are you going to see the
fight?”
“I don’t think there will be any fight,” replied Father Brown.
They passed rapidly through ante-rooms and inner rooms; they passed through the hall
of combat itself, raised, roped, and padded with innumerable seats and boxes, and still
the cleric did not look round or pause till he came to a clerk at a desk outside a door
marked “Committee”. There he stopped and asked to see Lord Pooley.

The attendant observed that his lordship was very busy, as the fight was coming on
soon, but Father Brown had a good-tempered tedium of reiteration for which the official
mind is generally not prepared. In a few moments the rather baffled Flambeau found
himself in the presence of a man who was still shouting directions to another man going
out of the room. “Be careful, you know, about the ropes after the fourth — Well, and
what do you want, I wonder!”
Lord Pooley was a gentleman, and, like most of the few remaining to our race, was
worried — especially about money. He was half grey and half flaxen, and he had the
eyes of fever and a high-bridged, frost-bitten nose.
“Only a word,” said Father Brown. “I have come to prevent a man being killed.”
Lord Pooley bounded off his chair as if a spring had flung him from it. “I’m damned if
I’ll stand any more of this!” he cried. “You and your committees and parsons and
petitions! Weren’t there parsons in the old days, when they fought without gloves? Now
they’re fighting with the regulation gloves, and there’s not the rag of a possibility of
either of the boxers being killed.”
“I didn’t mean either of the boxers,” said the little priest.
“Well, well, well!” said the nobleman, with a touch of frosty humour. “Who’s going to
be killed? The referee?”
“I don’t know who’s going to be killed,” replied Father Brown, with a reflective stare.
“If I did I shouldn’t have to spoil your pleasure. I could simply get him to escape. I
never could see anything wrong about prize-fights. As it is, I must ask you to announce
that the fight is off for the present.”
“Anything else?” jeered the gentleman with feverish eyes. “And what do you say to the
two thousand people who have come to see it?”
“I say there will be one thousand nine-hundred and ninety-nine of them left alive when
they have seen it,” said Father Brown.
Lord Pooley looked at Flambeau. “Is your friend mad?” he asked.
“Far from it,” was the reply.
“And look here,” resumed Pooley in his restless way, “it’s worse than that. A whole
pack of Italians have turned up to back Malvoli — swarthy, savage fellows of some
country, anyhow. You know what these Mediterranean races are like. If I send out word
that it’s off we shall have Malvoli storming in here at the head of a whole Corsican
clan.”
“My lord, it is a matter of life and death,” said the priest. “Ring your bell. Give your
message. And see whether it is Malvoli who answers.”
The nobleman struck the bell on the table with an odd air of new curiosity. He said to
the clerk who appeared almost instantly in the doorway: “I have a serious

announcement to make to the audience shortly. Meanwhile, would you kindly tell the
two champions that the fight will have to be put off.”
The clerk stared for some seconds as if at a demon and vanished.
“What authority have you for what you say?” asked Lord Pooley abruptly. “Whom did
you consult?”
“I consulted a bandstand,” said Father Brown, scratching his head. “But, no, I’m wrong;
I consulted a book, too. I picked it up on a bookstall in London — very cheap, too.”
He had taken out of his pocket a small, stout, leather-bound volume, and Flambeau,
looking over his shoulder, could see that it was some book of old travels, and had a leaf
turned down for reference.
“‘The only form in which Voodoo — ’” began Father Brown, reading aloud.
“In which what?” inquired his lordship.
“‘In which Voodoo,’” repeated the reader, almost with relish, “‘is widely organized
outside Jamaica itself is in the form known as the Monkey, or the God of the Gongs,
which is powerful in many parts of the two American continents, especially among halfbreeds, many of whom look exactly like white men. It differs from most other forms of
devil-worship and human sacrifice in the fact that the blood is not shed formally on the
altar, but by a sort of assassination among the crowd. The gongs beat with a deafening
din as the doors of the shrine open and the monkey-god is revealed; almost the whole
congregation rivet ecstatic eyes on him. But after — ’”
The door of the room was flung open, and the fashionable negro stood framed in it, his
eyeballs rolling, his silk hat still insolently tilted on his head. “Huh!” he cried, showing
his apish teeth. “What this? Huh! Huh! You steal a coloured gentleman’s prize — prize
his already — yo’ think yo’ jes’ save that white ‘Talian trash — ”
“The matter is only deferred,” said the nobleman quietly. “I will be with you to explain
in a minute or two.”
“Who you to — ” shouted Nigger Ned, beginning to storm.
“My name is Pooley,” replied the other, with a creditable coolness. “I am the organizing
secretary, and I advise you just now to leave the room.”
“Who this fellow?” demanded the dark champion, pointing to the priest disdainfully.
“My name is Brown,” was the reply. “And I advise you just now to leave the country.”
The prize-fighter stood glaring for a few seconds, and then, rather to the surprise of
Flambeau and the others, strode out, sending the door to with a crash behind him.
“Well,” asked Father Brown rubbing his dusty hair up, “what do you think of Leonardo
da Vinci? A beautiful Italian head.”

“Look here,” said Lord Pooley, “I’ve taken a considerable responsibility, on your bare
word. I think you ought to tell me more about this.”
“You are quite right, my lord,” answered Brown. “And it won’t take long to tell.” He
put the little leather book in his overcoat pocket. “I think we know all that this can tell
us, but you shall look at it to see if I’m right. That negro who has just swaggered out is
one of the most dangerous men on earth, for he has the brains of a European, with the
instincts of a cannibal. He has turned what was clean, common-sense butchery among
his fellow-barbarians into a very modern and scientific secret society of assassins. He
doesn’t know I know it, nor, for the matter of that, that I can’t prove it.”
There was a silence, and the little man went on.
“But if I want to murder somebody, will it really be the best plan to make sure I’m alone
with him?”
Lord Pooley’s eyes recovered their frosty twinkle as he looked at the little clergyman.
He only said: “If you want to murder somebody, I should advise it.”
Father Brown shook his head, like a murderer of much riper experience. “So Flambeau
said,” he replied, with a sigh. “But consider. The more a man feels lonely the less he can
be sure he is alone. It must mean empty spaces round him, and they are just what make
him obvious. Have you never seen one ploughman from the heights, or one shepherd
from the valleys? Have you never walked along a cliff, and seen one man walking along
the sands? Didn’t you know when he’s killed a crab, and wouldn’t you have known if it
had been a creditor? No! No! No! For an intelligent murderer, such as you or I might be,
it is an impossible plan to make sure that nobody is looking at you.”
“But what other plan is there?”
“There is only one,” said the priest. “To make sure that everybody is looking at
something else. A man is throttled close by the big stand at Epsom. Anybody might
have seen it done while the stand stood empty — any tramp under the hedges or
motorist among the hills. But nobody would have seen it when the stand was crowded
and the whole ring roaring, when the favourite was coming in first — or wasn’t. The
twisting of a neck-cloth, the thrusting of a body behind a door could be done in an
instant — so long as it was that instant. It was the same, of course,” he continued
turning to Flambeau, “with that poor fellow under the bandstand. He was dropped
through the hole (it wasn’t an accidental hole) just at some very dramatic moment of the
entertainment, when the bow of some great violinist or the voice of some great singer
opened or came to its climax. And here, of course, when the knock-out blow came — it
would not be the only one. That is the little trick Nigger Ned has adopted from his old
God of Gongs.”
“By the way, Malvoli — ” Pooley began.
“Malvoli,” said the priest, “has nothing to do with it. I dare say he has some Italians
with him, but our amiable friends are not Italians. They are octoroons and African halfbloods of various shades, but I fear we English think all foreigners are much the same
so long as they are dark and dirty. Also,” he added, with a smile, “I fear the English

decline to draw any fine distinction between the moral character produced by my
religion and that which blooms out of Voodoo.”
The blaze of the spring season had burst upon Seawood, littering its foreshore with
famines and bathing-machines, with nomadic preachers and nigger minstrels, before the
two friends saw it again, and long before the storm of pursuit after the strange secret
society had died away. Almost on every hand the secret of their purpose perished with
them. The man of the hotel was found drifting dead on the sea like so much seaweed;
his right eye was closed in peace, but his left eye was wide open, and glistened like
glass in the moon. Nigger Ned had been overtaken a mile or two away, and murdered
three policemen with his closed left hand. The remaining officer was surprised — nay,
pained — and the negro got away. But this was enough to set all the English papers in a
flame, and for a month or two the main purpose of the British Empire was to prevent the
buck nigger (who was so in both senses) escaping by any English port. Persons of a
figure remotely reconcilable with his were subjected to quite extraordinary inquisitions,
made to scrub their faces before going on board ship, as if each white complexion were
made up like a mask, of greasepaint. Every negro in England was put under special
regulations and made to report himself; the outgoing ships would no more have taken a
nigger than a basilisk. For people had found out how fearful and vast and silent was the
force of the savage secret society, and by the time Flambeau and Father Brown were
leaning on the parade parapet in April, the Black Man meant in England almost what he
once meant in Scotland.
“He must be still in England,” observed Flambeau, “and horridly well hidden, too. They
must have found him at the ports if he had only whitened his face.”
“You see, he is really a clever man,” said Father Brown apologetically. “And I’m sure
he wouldn’t whiten his face.”
“Well, but what would he do?”
“I think,” said Father Brown, “he would blacken his face.”
Flambeau, leaning motionless on the parapet, laughed and said: “My dear fellow!”
Father Brown, also leaning motionless on the parapet, moved one finger for an instant
into the direction of the soot-masked niggers singing on the sands.

The Salad of Colonel Cray
FATHER BROWN was walking home from Mass on a white weird morning when the
mists were slowly lifting — one of those mornings when the very element of light
appears as something mysterious and new. The scattered trees outlined themselves more
and more out of the vapour, as if they were first drawn in grey chalk and then in
charcoal. At yet more distant intervals appeared the houses upon the broken fringe of
the suburb; their outlines became clearer and clearer until he recognized many in which
he had chance acquaintances, and many more the names of whose owners he knew. But
all the windows and doors were sealed; none of the people were of the sort that would
be up at such a time, or still less on such an errand. But as he passed under the shadow
of one handsome villa with verandas and wide ornate gardens, he heard a noise that

made him almost involuntarily stop. It was the unmistakable noise of a pistol or carbine
or some light firearm discharged; but it was not this that puzzled him most. The first full
noise was immediately followed by a series of fainter noises — as he counted them,
about six. He supposed it must be the echo; but the odd thing was that the echo was not
in the least like the original sound. It was not like anything else that he could think of;
the three things nearest to it seemed to be the noise made by siphons of soda-water, one
of the many noises made by an animal, and the noise made by a person attempting to
conceal laughter. None of which seemed to make much sense.
Father Brown was made of two men. There was a man of action, who was as modest as
a primrose and as punctual as a clock; who went his small round of duties and never
dreamed of altering it. There was also a man of reflection, who was much simpler but
much stronger, who could not easily be stopped; whose thought was always (in the only
intelligent sense of the words) free thought. He could not help, even unconsciously,
asking himself all the questions that there were to be asked, and answering as many of
them as he could; all that went on like his breathing or circulation. But he never
consciously carried his actions outside the sphere of his own duty; and in this case the
two attitudes were aptly tested. He was just about to resume his trudge in the twilight,
telling himself it was no affair of his, but instinctively twisting and untwisting twenty
theories about what the odd noises might mean. Then the grey sky-line brightened into
silver, and in the broadening light he realized that he had been to the house which
belonged to an Anglo-Indian Major named Putnam; and that the Major had a native
cook from Malta who was of his communion. He also began to remember that pistolshots are sometimes serious things; accompanied with consequences with which he was
legitimately concerned. He turned back and went in at the garden gate, making for the
front door.
Half-way down one side of the house stood out a projection like a very low shed; it was,
as he afterwards discovered, a large dustbin. Round the corner of this came a figure, at
first a mere shadow in the haze, apparently bending and peering about. Then, coming
nearer, it solidified into a figure that was, indeed, rather unusually solid. Major Putnam
was a bald-headed, bull-necked man, short and very broad, with one of those rather
apoplectic faces that are produced by a prolonged attempt to combine the oriental
climate with the occidental luxuries. But the face was a good-humoured one, and even
now, though evidently puzzled and inquisitive, wore a kind of innocent grin. He had a
large palm-leaf hat on the back of his head (suggesting a halo that was by no means
appropriate to the face), but otherwise he was clad only in a very vivid suit of striped
scarlet and yellow pyjamas; which, though glowing enough to behold, must have been,
on a fresh morning, pretty chilly to wear. He had evidently come out of his house in a
hurry, and the priest was not surprised when he called out without further ceremony:
“Did you hear that noise?”
“Yes,” answered Father Brown; “I thought I had better look in, in case anything was the
matter.”
The Major looked at him rather queerly with his good-humoured gooseberry eyes.
“What do you think the noise was?” he asked.
“It sounded like a gun or something,” replied the other, with some hesitation; “but it
seemed to have a singular sort of echo.”

The Major was still looking at him quietly, but with protruding eyes, when the front
door was flung open, releasing a flood of gaslight on the face of the fading mist; and
another figure in pyjamas sprang or tumbled out into the garden. The figure was much
longer, leaner, and more athletic; the pyjamas, though equally tropical, were
comparatively tasteful, being of white with a light lemon-yellow stripe. The man was
haggard, but handsome, more sunburned than the other; he had an aquiline profile and
rather deep-sunken eyes, and a slight air of oddity arising from the combination of coalblack hair with a much lighter moustache. All this Father Brown absorbed in detail
more at leisure. For the moment he only saw one thing about the man; which was the
revolver in his hand.
“Cray!” exclaimed the Major, staring at him; “did you fire that shot?”
“Yes, I did,” retorted the black-haired gentleman hotly; “and so would you in my place.
If you were chased everywhere by devils and nearly — ”
The Major seemed to intervene rather hurriedly. “This is my friend Father Brown,” he
said. And then to Brown: “I don’t know whether you’ve met Colonel Cray of the Royal
Artillery.”
“I have heard of him, of course,” said the priest innocently. “Did you — did you hit
anything?”
“I thought so,” answered Cray with gravity.
“Did he — ” asked Major Putnam in a lowered voice, “did he fall or cry out, or
anything?”
Colonel Cray was regarding his host with a strange and steady stare. “I’ll tell you
exactly what he did,” he said. “He sneezed.”
Father Brown’s hand went half-way to his head, with the gesture of a man remembering
somebody’s name. He knew now what it was that was neither soda-water nor the
snorting of a dog.
“Well,” ejaculated the staring Major, “I never heard before that a service revolver was a
thing to be sneezed at.”
“Nor I,” said Father Brown faintly. “It’s lucky you didn’t turn your artillery on him or
you might have given him quite a bad cold.” Then, after a bewildered pause, he said:
“Was it a burglar?”
“Let us go inside,” said Major Putnam, rather sharply, and led the way into his house.
The interior exhibited a paradox often to be marked in such morning hours: that the
rooms seemed brighter than the sky outside; even after the Major had turned out the one
gaslight in the front hall. Father Brown was surprised to see the whole dining-table set
out as for a festive meal, with napkins in their rings, and wine-glasses of some six
unnecessary shapes set beside every plate. It was common enough, at that time of the

morning, to find the remains of a banquet over-night; but to find it freshly spread so
early was unusual.
While he stood wavering in the hall Major Putnam rushed past him and sent a raging
eye over the whole oblong of the tablecloth. At last he spoke, spluttering: “All the silver
gone!” he gasped. “Fish-knives and forks gone. Old cruet-stand gone. Even the old
silver cream-jug gone. And now, Father Brown, I am ready to answer your question of
whether it was a burglar.”
“They’re simply a blind,” said Cray stubbornly. “I know better than you why people
persecute this house; I know better than you why — ”
The Major patted him on the shoulder with a gesture almost peculiar to the soothing of a
sick child, and said: “It was a burglar. Obviously it was a burglar.”
“A burglar with a bad cold,” observed Father Brown, “that might assist you to trace him
in the neighbourhood.”
The Major shook his head in a sombre manner. “He must be far beyond trace now, I
fear,” he said.
Then, as the restless man with the revolver turned again towards the door in the garden,
he added in a husky, confidential voice: “I doubt whether I should send for the police,
for fear my friend here has been a little too free with his bullets, and got on the wrong
side of the law. He’s lived in very wild places; and, to be frank with you, I think he
sometimes fancies things.”
“I think you once told me,” said Brown, “that he believes some Indian secret society is
pursuing him.”
Major Putnam nodded, but at the same time shrugged his shoulders. “I suppose we’d
better follow him outside,” he said. “I don’t want any more — shall we say, sneezing?”
They passed out into the morning light, which was now even tinged with sunshine, and
saw Colonel Cray’s tall figure bent almost double, minutely examining the condition of
gravel and grass. While the Major strolled unobtrusively towards him, the priest took an
equally indolent turn, which took him round the next corner of the house to within a
yard or two of the projecting dustbin.
He stood regarding this dismal object for some minute and a half — then he stepped
towards it, lifted the lid and put his head inside. Dust and other discolouring matter
shook upwards as he did so; but Father Brown never observed his own appearance,
whatever else he observed. He remained thus for a measurable period, as if engaged in
some mysterious prayers. Then he came out again, with some ashes on his hair, and
walked unconcernedly away.
By the time he came round to the garden door again he found a group there which
seemed to roll away morbidities as the sunlight had already rolled away the mists. It
was in no way rationally reassuring; it was simply broadly comic, like a cluster of
Dickens’s characters. Major Putnam had managed to slip inside and plunge into a

proper shirt and trousers, with a crimson cummerbund, and a light square jacket over
all; thus normally set off, his red festive face seemed bursting with a commonplace
cordiality. He was indeed emphatic, but then he was talking to his cook — the swarthy
son of Malta, whose lean, yellow and rather careworn face contrasted quaintly with his
snow-white cap and costume. The cook might well be careworn, for cookery was the
Major’s hobby. He was one of those amateurs who always know more than the
professional. The only other person he even admitted to be a judge of an omelette was
his friend Cray — and as Brown remembered this, he turned to look for the other
officer. In the new presence of daylight and people clothed and in their right mind, the
sight of him was rather a shock. The taller and more elegant man was still in his nightgarb, with tousled black hair, and now crawling about the garden on his hands and
knees, still looking for traces of the burglar; and now and again, to all appearance,
striking the ground with his hand in anger at not finding him. Seeing him thus
quadrupedal in the grass, the priest raised his eyebrows rather sadly; and for the first
time guessed that “fancies things” might be an euphemism.
The third item in the group of the cook and the epicure was also known to Father
Brown; it was Audrey Watson, the Major’s ward and housekeeper; and at this moment,
to judge by her apron, tucked-up sleeves and resolute manner, much more the
housekeeper than the ward.
“It serves you right,” she was saying: “I always told you not to have that old-fashioned
cruet-stand.”
“I prefer it,” said Putnam, placably. “I’m old-fashioned myself; and the things keep
together.”
“And vanish together, as you see,” she retorted. “Well, if you are not going to bother
about the burglar, I shouldn’t bother about the lunch. It’s Sunday, and we can’t send for
vinegar and all that in the town; and you Indian gentlemen can’t enjoy what you call a
dinner without a lot of hot things. I wish to goodness now you hadn’t asked Cousin
Oliver to take me to the musical service. It isn’t over till half-past twelve, and the
Colonel has to leave by then. I don’t believe you men can manage alone.”
“Oh yes, we can, my dear,” said the Major, looking at her very amiably. “Marco has all
the sauces, and we’ve often done ourselves well in very rough places, as you might
know by now. And it’s time you had a treat, Audrey; you mustn’t be a housekeeper
every hour of the day; and I know you want to hear the music.”
“I want to go to church,” she said, with rather severe eyes.
She was one of those handsome women who will always be handsome, because the
beauty is not in an air or a tint, but in the very structure of the head and features. But
though she was not yet middle-aged and her auburn hair was of a Titianesque fullness in
form and colour, there was a look in her mouth and around her eyes which suggested
that some sorrows wasted her, as winds waste at last the edges of a Greek temple. For
indeed the little domestic difficulty of which she was now speaking so decisively was
rather comic than tragic. Father Brown gathered, from the course of the conversation,
that Cray, the other gourmet, had to leave before the usual lunch-time; but that Putnam,
his host, not to be done out of a final feast with an old crony, had arranged for a special

dejeuner to be set out and consumed in the course of the morning, while Audrey and
other graver persons were at morning service. She was going there under the escort of a
relative and old friend of hers, Dr Oliver Oman, who, though a scientific man of a
somewhat bitter type, was enthusiastic for music, and would go even to church to get it.
There was nothing in all this that could conceivably concern the tragedy in Miss
Watson’s face; and by a half conscious instinct, Father Brown turned again to the
seeming lunatic grubbing about in the grass.
When he strolled across to him, the black, unbrushed head was lifted abruptly, as if in
some surprise at his continued presence. And indeed, Father Brown, for reasons best
known to himself, had lingered much longer than politeness required; or even, in the
ordinary sense, permitted.
“Well!” cried Cray, with wild eyes. “I suppose you think I’m mad, like the rest?”
“I have considered the thesis,” answered the little man, composedly. “And I incline to
think you are not.”
“What do you mean?” snapped Cray quite savagely.
“Real madmen,” explained Father Brown, “always encourage their own morbidity.
They never strive against it. But you are trying to find traces of the burglar; even when
there aren’t any. You are struggling against it. You want what no madman ever wants.”
“And what is that?”
“You want to be proved wrong,” said Brown.
During the last words Cray had sprung or staggered to his feet and was regarding the
cleric with agitated eyes. “By hell, but that is a true word!” he cried. “They are all at me
here that the fellow was only after the silver — as if I shouldn’t be only too pleased to
think so! She’s been at me,” and he tossed his tousled black head towards Audrey, but
the other had no need of the direction, “she’s been at me today about how cruel I was to
shoot a poor harmless house-breaker, and how I have the devil in me against poor
harmless natives. But I was a good-natured man once — as good-natured as Putnam.”
After a pause he said: “Look here, I’ve never seen you before; but you shall judge of the
whole story. Old Putnam and I were friends in the same mess; but, owing to some
accidents on the Afghan border, I got my command much sooner than most men; only
we were both invalided home for a bit. I was engaged to Audrey out there; and we all
travelled back together. But on the journey back things happened. Curious things. The
result of them was that Putnam wants it broken off, and even Audrey keeps it hanging
on — and I know what they mean. I know what they think I am. So do you.
“Well, these are the facts. The last day we were in an Indian city I asked Putnam if I
could get some Trichinopoli cigars, he directed me to a little place opposite his
lodgings. I have since found he was quite right; but ‘opposite’ is a dangerous word
when one decent house stands opposite five or six squalid ones; and I must have
mistaken the door. It opened with difficulty, and then only on darkness; but as I turned
back, the door behind me sank back and settled into its place with a noise as of

innumerable bolts. There was nothing to do but to walk forward; which I did through
passage after passage, pitch-dark. Then I came to a flight of steps, and then to a blind
door, secured by a latch of elaborate Eastern ironwork, which I could only trace by
touch, but which I loosened at last. I came out again upon gloom, which was half turned
into a greenish twilight by a multitude of small but steady lamps below. They showed
merely the feet or fringes of some huge and empty architecture. Just in front of me was
something that looked like a mountain. I confess I nearly fell on the great stone platform
on which I had emerged, to realize that it was an idol. And worst of all, an idol with its
back to me.
“It was hardly half human, I guessed; to judge by the small squat head, and still more by
a thing like a tail or extra limb turned up behind and pointing, like a loathsome large
finger, at some symbol graven in the centre of the vast stone back. I had begun, in the
dim light, to guess at the hieroglyphic, not without horror, when a more horrible thing
happened. A door opened silently in the temple wall behind me and a man came out,
with a brown face and a black coat. He had a carved smile on his face, of copper flesh
and ivory teeth; but I think the most hateful thing about him was that he was in
European dress. I was prepared, I think, for shrouded priests or naked fakirs. But this
seemed to say that the devilry was over all the earth. As indeed I found it to be.
“‘If you had only seen the Monkey’s Feet,’ he said, smiling steadily, and without other
preface, ‘we should have been very gentle — you would only be tortured and die. If you
had seen the Monkey’s Face, still we should be very moderate, very tolerant — you
would only be tortured and live. But as you have seen the Monkey’s Tail, we must
pronounce the worst sentence, which is — Go Free.’
“When he said the words I heard the elaborate iron latch with which I had struggled,
automatically unlock itself: and then, far down the dark passages I had passed, I heard
the heavy street-door shifting its own bolts backwards.
“‘It is vain to ask for mercy; you must go free,’ said the smiling man. ‘Henceforth a hair
shall slay you like a sword, and a breath shall bite you like an adder; weapons shall
come against you out of nowhere; and you shall die many times.’ And with that he was
swallowed once more in the wall behind; and I went out into the street.”
Cray paused; and Father Brown unaffectedly sat down on the lawn and began to pick
daisies.
Then the soldier continued: “Putnam, of course, with his jolly common sense, poohpoohed all my fears; and from that time dates his doubt of my mental balance. Well, I’ll
simply tell you, in the fewest words, the three things that have happened since; and you
shall judge which of us is right.
“The first happened in an Indian village on the edge of the jungle, but hundreds of miles
from the temple, or town, or type of tribes and customs where the curse had been put on
me. I woke in black midnight, and lay thinking of nothing in particular, when I felt a
faint tickling thing, like a thread or a hair, trailed across my throat. I shrank back out of
its way, and could not help thinking of the words in the temple. But when I got up and
sought lights and a mirror, the line across my neck was a line of blood.

“The second happened in a lodging in Port Said, later, on our journey home together. It
was a jumble of tavern and curiosity-shop; and though there was nothing there remotely
suggesting the cult of the Monkey, it is, of course, possible that some of its images or
talismans were in such a place. Its curse was there, anyhow. I woke again in the dark
with a sensation that could not be put in colder or more literal words than that a breath
bit like an adder. Existence was an agony of extinction; I dashed my head against walls
until I dashed it against a window; and fell rather than jumped into the garden below.
Putnam, poor fellow, who had called the other thing a chance scratch, was bound to take
seriously the fact of finding me half insensible on the grass at dawn. But I fear it was
my mental state he took seriously; and not my story.
“The third happened in Malta. We were in a fortress there; and as it happened our
bedrooms overlooked the open sea, which almost came up to our window-sills, save for
a flat white outer wall as bare as the sea. I woke up again; but it was not dark. There was
a full moon, as I walked to the window; I could have seen a bird on the bare battlement,
or a sail on the horizon. What I did see was a sort of stick or branch circling, selfsupported, in the empty sky. It flew straight in at my window and smashed the lamp
beside the pillow I had just quitted. It was one of those queer-shaped war-clubs some
Eastern tribes use. But it had come from no human hand.”
Father Brown threw away a daisy-chain he was making, and rose with a wistful look.
“Has Major Putnam,” he asked, “got any Eastern curios, idols, weapons and so on, from
which one might get a hint?”
“Plenty of those, though not much use, I fear,” replied Cray; “but by all means come
into his study.”
As they entered they passed Miss Watson buttoning her gloves for church, and heard the
voice of Putnam downstairs still giving a lecture on cookery to the cook. In the Major’s
study and den of curios they came suddenly on a third party, silk-hatted and dressed for
the street, who was poring over an open book on the smoking-table — a book which he
dropped rather guiltily, and turned.
Cray introduced him civilly enough, as Dr Oman, but he showed such disfavour in his
very face that Brown guessed the two men, whether Audrey knew it or not, were rivals.
Nor was the priest wholly unsympathetic with the prejudice. Dr Oman was a very welldressed gentleman indeed; well-featured, though almost dark enough for an Asiatic. But
Father Brown had to tell himself sharply that one should be in charity even with those
who wax their pointed beards, who have small gloved hands, and who speak with
perfectly modulated voices.
Cray seemed to find something specially irritating in the small prayer-book in Oman’s
dark-gloved hand. “I didn’t know that was in your line,” he said rather rudely.
Oman laughed mildly, but without offence. “This is more so, I know,” he said, laying
his hand on the big book he had dropped, “a dictionary of drugs and such things. But
it’s rather too large to take to church.” Then he closed the larger book, and there seemed
again the faintest touch of hurry and embarrassment.

“I suppose,” said the priest, who seemed anxious to change the subject, “all these spears
and things are from India?”
“From everywhere,” answered the doctor. “Putnam is an old soldier, and has been in
Mexico and Australia, and the Cannibal Islands for all I know.”
“I hope it was not in the Cannibal Islands,” said Brown, “that he learnt the art of
cookery.” And he ran his eyes over the stew-pots or other strange utensils on the wall.
At this moment the jolly subject of their conversation thrust his laughing, lobsterish face
into the room. “Come along, Cray,” he cried. “Your lunch is just coming in. And the
bells are ringing for those who want to go to church.”
Cray slipped upstairs to change; Dr Oman and Miss Watson betook themselves
solemnly down the street, with a string of other churchgoers; but Father Brown noticed
that the doctor twice looked back and scrutinized the house; and even came back to the
corner of the street to look at it again.
The priest looked puzzled. “He can’t have been at the dustbin,” he muttered. “Not in
those clothes. Or was he there earlier today?”
Father Brown, touching other people, was as sensitive as a barometer; but today he
seemed about as sensitive as a rhinoceros. By no social law, rigid or implied, could he
be supposed to linger round the lunch of the Anglo-Indian friends; but he lingered,
covering his position with torrents of amusing but quite needless conversation. He was
the more puzzling because he did not seem to want any lunch. As one after another of
the most exquisitely balanced kedgerees of curries, accompanied with their appropriate
vintages, were laid before the other two, he only repeated that it was one of his fastdays, and munched a piece of bread and sipped and then left untasted a tumbler of cold
water. His talk, however, was exuberant.
“I’ll tell you what I’ll do for you,” he cried — “I’ll mix you a salad! I can’t eat it, but
I’ll mix it like an angel! You’ve got a lettuce there.”
“Unfortunately it’s the only thing we have got,” answered the good-humoured Major.
“You must remember that mustard, vinegar, oil and so on vanished with the cruet and
the burglar.”
“I know,” replied Brown, rather vaguely. “That’s what I’ve always been afraid would
happen. That’s why I always carry a cruet-stand about with me. I’m so fond of salads.”
And to the amazement of the two men he took a pepper-pot out of his waistcoat pocket
and put it on the table.
“I wonder why the burglar wanted mustard, too,” he went on, taking a mustard-pot from
another pocket. “A mustard plaster, I suppose. And vinegar” — and producing that
condiment — “haven’t I heard something about vinegar and brown paper? As for oil,
which I think I put in my left — ”

His garrulity was an instant arrested; for lifting his eyes, he saw what no one else saw
— the black figure of Dr Oman standing on the sunlit lawn and looking steadily into the
room. Before he could quite recover himself Cray had cloven in.
“You’re an astounding card,” he said, staring. “I shall come and hear your sermons, if
they’re as amusing as your manners.” His voice changed a little, and he leaned back in
his chair.
“Oh, there are sermons in a cruet-stand, too,” said Father Brown, quite gravely. “Have
you heard of faith like a grain of mustard-seed; or charity that anoints with oil? And as
for vinegar, can any soldiers forget that solitary soldier, who, when the sun was
darkened — ”
Colonel Cray leaned forward a little and clutched the tablecloth.
Father Brown, who was making the salad, tipped two spoonfuls of the mustard into the
tumbler of water beside him; stood up and said in a new, loud and sudden voice —
“Drink that!”
At the same moment the motionless doctor in the garden came running, and bursting
open a window cried: “Am I wanted? Has he been poisoned?”
“Pretty near,” said Brown, with the shadow of a smile; for the emetic had very suddenly
taken effect. And Cray lay in a deck-chair, gasping as for life, but alive.
Major Putnam had sprung up, his purple face mottled. “A crime!” he cried hoarsely. “I
will go for the police!”
The priest could hear him dragging down his palm-leaf hat from the peg and tumbling
out of the front door; he heard the garden gate slam. But he only stood looking at Cray;
and after a silence said quietly:
“I shall not talk to you much; but I will tell you what you want to know. There is no
curse on you. The Temple of the Monkey was either a coincidence or a part of the trick;
the trick was the trick of a white man. There is only one weapon that will bring blood
with that mere feathery touch: a razor held by a white man. There is one way of making
a common room full of invisible, overpowering poison: turning on the gas — the crime
of a white man. And there is only one kind of club that can be thrown out of a window,
turn in mid-air and come back to the window next to it: the Australian boomerang.
You’ll see some of them in the Major’s study.”
With that he went outside and spoke for a moment to the doctor. The moment after,
Audrey Watson came rushing into the house and fell on her knees beside Cray’s chair.
He could not hear what they said to each other; but their faces moved with amazement,
not unhappiness. The doctor and the priest walked slowly towards the garden gate.
“I suppose the Major was in love with her, too,” he said with a sigh; and when the other
nodded, observed: “You were very generous, doctor. You did a fine thing. But what
made you suspect?”

“A very small thing,” said Oman; “but it kept me restless in church till I came back to
see that all was well. That book on his table was a work on poisons; and was put down
open at the place where it stated that a certain Indian poison, though deadly and difficult
to trace, was particularly easily reversible by the use of the commonest emetics. I
suppose he read that at the last moment — ”
“And remembered that there were emetics in the cruet-stand,” said Father Brown.
“Exactly. He threw the cruet in the dustbin — where I found it, along with other silver
— for the sake of a burglary blind. But if you look at that pepper-pot I put on the table,
you’ll see a small hole. That’s where Cray’s bullet struck, shaking up the pepper and
making the criminal sneeze.”
There was a silence. Then Dr Oman said grimly: “The Major is a long time looking for
the police.”
“Or the police in looking for the Major?” said the priest. “Well, good-bye.”

The Strange Crime of John Boulnois
MR CALHOUN KIDD was a very young gentleman with a very old face, a face dried
up with its own eagerness, framed in blue-black hair and a black butterfly tie. He was
the emissary in England of the colossal American daily called the Western Sun — also
humorously described as the “Rising Sunset”. This was in allusion to a great journalistic
declaration (attributed to Mr Kidd himself) that “he guessed the sun would rise in the
west yet, if American citizens did a bit more hustling.” Those, however, who mock
American journalism from the standpoint of somewhat mellower traditions forget a
certain paradox which partly redeems it. For while the journalism of the States permits a
pantomimic vulgarity long past anything English, it also shows a real excitement about
the most earnest mental problems, of which English papers are innocent, or rather
incapable. The Sun was full of the most solemn matters treated in the most farcical way.
William James figured there as well as “Weary Willie,” and pragmatists alternated with
pugilists in the long procession of its portraits.
Thus, when a very unobtrusive Oxford man named John Boulnois wrote in a very
unreadable review called the Natural Philosophy Quarterly a series of articles on alleged
weak points in Darwinian evolution, it fluttered no corner of the English papers; though
Boulnois’s theory (which was that of a comparatively stationary universe visited
occasionally by convulsions of change) had some rather faddy fashionableness at
Oxford, and got so far as to be named “Catastrophism”. But many American papers
seized on the challenge as a great event; and the Sun threw the shadow of Mr Boulnois
quite gigantically across its pages. By the paradox already noted, articles of valuable
intelligence and enthusiasm were presented with headlines apparently written by an
illiterate maniac, headlines such as “Darwin Chews Dirt; Critic Boulnois says He Jumps
the Shocks” — or “Keep Catastrophic, says Thinker Boulnois.” And Mr Calhoun Kidd,
of the Western Sun, was bidden to take his butterfly tie and lugubrious visage down to
the little house outside Oxford where Thinker Boulnois lived in happy ignorance of
such a title.
That fated philosopher had consented, in a somewhat dazed manner, to receive the
interviewer, and had named the hour of nine that evening. The last of a summer sunset

clung about Cumnor and the low wooded hills; the romantic Yankee was both doubtful
of his road and inquisitive about his surroundings; and seeing the door of a genuine
feudal old-country inn, The Champion Arms, standing open, he went in to make
inquiries.
In the bar parlour he rang the bell, and had to wait some little time for a reply to it. The
only other person present was a lean man with close red hair and loose, horsey-looking
clothes, who was drinking very bad whisky, but smoking a very good cigar. The
whisky, of course, was the choice brand of The Champion Arms; the cigar he had
probably brought with him from London. Nothing could be more different than his
cynical negligence from the dapper dryness of the young American; but something in
his pencil and open notebook, and perhaps in the expression of his alert blue eye, caused
Kidd to guess, correctly, that he was a brother journalist.
“Could you do me the favour,” asked Kidd, with the courtesy of his nation, “of directing
me to the Grey Cottage, where Mr Boulnois lives, as I understand?”
“It’s a few yards down the road,” said the red-haired man, removing his cigar; “I shall
be passing it myself in a minute, but I’m going on to Pendragon Park to try and see the
fun.”
“What is Pendragon Park?” asked Calhoun Kidd.
“Sir Claude Champion’s place — haven’t you come down for that, too?” asked the
other pressman, looking up. “You’re a journalist, aren’t you?”
“I have come to see Mr Boulnois,” said Kidd.
“I’ve come to see Mrs Boulnois,” replied the other. “But I shan’t catch her at home.”
And he laughed rather unpleasantly.
“Are you interested in Catastrophism?” asked the wondering Yankee.
“I’m interested in catastrophes; and there are going to be some,” replied his companion
gloomily. “Mine’s a filthy trade, and I never pretend it isn’t.”
With that he spat on the floor; yet somehow in the very act and instant one could realize
that the man had been brought up as a gentleman.
The American pressman considered him with more attention. His face was pale and
dissipated, with the promise of formidable passions yet to be loosed; but it was a clever
and sensitive face; his clothes were coarse and careless, but he had a good seal ring on
one of his long, thin fingers. His name, which came out in the course of talk, was James
Dalroy; he was the son of a bankrupt Irish landlord, and attached to a pink paper which
he heartily despised, called Smart Society, in the capacity of reporter and of something
painfully like a spy.
Smart Society, I regret to say, felt none of that interest in Boulnois on Darwin which
was such a credit to the head and hearts of the Western Sun. Dalroy had come down, it

seemed, to snuff up the scent of a scandal which might very well end in the Divorce
Court, but which was at present hovering between Grey Cottage and Pendragon Park.
Sir Claude Champion was known to the readers of the Western Sun as well as Mr
Boulnois. So were the Pope and the Derby Winner; but the idea of their intimate
acquaintanceship would have struck Kidd as equally incongruous. He had heard of (and
written about, nay, falsely pretended to know) Sir Claude Champion, as “one of the
brightest and wealthiest of England’s Upper Ten”; as the great sportsman who raced
yachts round the world; as the great traveller who wrote books about the Himalayas, as
the politician who swept constituencies with a startling sort of Tory Democracy, and as
the great dabbler in art, music, literature, and, above all, acting. Sir Claude was really
rather magnificent in other than American eyes. There was something of the
Renascence Prince about his omnivorous culture and restless publicity — he was not
only a great amateur, but an ardent one. There was in him none of that antiquarian
frivolity that we convey by the word “dilettante”.
That faultless falcon profile with purple-black Italian eye, which had been snap-shotted
so often both for Smart Society and the Western Sun, gave everyone the impression of a
man eaten by ambition as by a fire, or even a disease. But though Kidd knew a great
deal about Sir Claude — a great deal more, in fact, than there was to know — it would
never have crossed his wildest dreams to connect so showy an aristocrat with the newlyunearthed founder of Catastrophism, or to guess that Sir Claude Champion and John
Boulnois could be intimate friends. Such, according to Dalroy’s account, was
nevertheless the fact. The two had hunted in couples at school and college, and, though
their social destinies had been very different (for Champion was a great landlord and
almost a millionaire, while Boulnois was a poor scholar and, until just lately, an
unknown one), they still kept in very close touch with each other. Indeed, Boulnois’s
cottage stood just outside the gates of Pendragon Park.
But whether the two men could be friends much longer was becoming a dark and ugly
question. A year or two before, Boulnois had married a beautiful and not unsuccessful
actress, to whom he was devoted in his own shy and ponderous style; and the proximity
of the household to Champion’s had given that flighty celebrity opportunities for
behaving in a way that could not but cause painful and rather base excitement. Sir
Claude had carried the arts of publicity to perfection; and he seemed to take a crazy
pleasure in being equally ostentatious in an intrigue that could do him no sort of honour.
Footmen from Pendragon were perpetually leaving bouquets for Mrs Boulnois;
carriages and motor-cars were perpetually calling at the cottage for Mrs Boulnois; balls
and masquerades perpetually filled the grounds in which the baronet paraded Mrs
Boulnois, like the Queen of Love and Beauty at a tournament. That very evening,
marked by Mr Kidd for the exposition of Catastrophism, had been marked by Sir
Claude Champion for an open-air rendering of Romeo and Juliet, in which he was to
play Romeo to a Juliet it was needless to name.
“I don’t think it can go on without a smash,” said the young man with red hair, getting
up and shaking himself. “Old Boulnois may be squared — or he may be square. But if
he’s square he’s thick — what you might call cubic. But I don’t believe it’s possible.”
“He is a man of grand intellectual powers,” said Calhoun Kidd in a deep voice.

“Yes,” answered Dalroy; “but even a man of grand intellectual powers can’t be such a
blighted fool as all that. Must you be going on? I shall be following myself in a minute
or two.”
But Calhoun Kidd, having finished a milk and soda, betook himself smartly up the road
towards the Grey Cottage, leaving his cynical informant to his whisky and tobacco. The
last of the daylight had faded; the skies were of a dark, green-grey, like slate, studded
here and there with a star, but lighter on the left side of the sky, with the promise of a
rising moon.
The Grey Cottage, which stood entrenched, as it were, in a square of stiff, high thornhedges, was so close under the pines and palisades of the Park that Kidd at first mistook
it for the Park Lodge. Finding the name on the narrow wooden gate, however, and
seeing by his watch that the hour of the “Thinker’s” appointment had just struck, he
went in and knocked at the front door. Inside the garden hedge, he could see that the
house, though unpretentious enough, was larger and more luxurious than it looked at
first, and was quite a different kind of place from a porter’s lodge. A dog-kennel and a
beehive stood outside, like symbols of old English country-life; the moon was rising
behind a plantation of prosperous pear trees, the dog that came out of the kennel was
reverend-looking and reluctant to bark; and the plain, elderly man-servant who opened
the door was brief but dignified.
“Mr Boulnois asked me to offer his apologies, sir,” he said, “but he has been obliged to
go out suddenly.”
“But see here, I had an appointment,” said the interviewer, with a rising voice. “Do you
know where he went to?”
“To Pendragon Park, sir,” said the servant, rather sombrely, and began to close the door.
Kidd started a little.
“Did he go with Mrs — with the rest of the party?” he asked rather vaguely.
“No, sir,” said the man shortly; “he stayed behind, and then went out alone.” And he
shut the door, brutally, but with an air of duty not done.
The American, that curious compound of impudence and sensitiveness, was annoyed.
He felt a strong desire to hustle them all along a bit and teach them business habits; the
hoary old dog and the grizzled, heavy-faced old butler with his prehistoric shirt-front,
and the drowsy old moon, and above all the scatter-brained old philosopher who
couldn’t keep an appointment.
“If that’s the way he goes on he deserves to lose his wife’s purest devotion,” said Mr
Calhoun Kidd. “But perhaps he’s gone over to make a row. In that case I reckon a man
from the Western Sun will be on the spot.”
And turning the corner by the open lodge-gates, he set off, stumping up the long avenue
of black pine-woods that pointed in abrupt perspective towards the inner gardens of
Pendragon Park. The trees were as black and orderly as plumes upon a hearse; there

were still a few stars. He was a man with more literary than direct natural associations;
the word “Ravenswood” came into his head repeatedly. It was partly the raven colour of
the pine-woods; but partly also an indescribable atmosphere almost described in Scott’s
great tragedy; the smell of something that died in the eighteenth century; the smell of
dank gardens and broken urns, of wrongs that will never now be righted; of something
that is none the less incurably sad because it is strangely unreal.
More than once, as he went up that strange, black road of tragic artifice, he stopped,
startled, thinking he heard steps in front of him. He could see nothing in front but the
twin sombre walls of pine and the wedge of starlit sky above them. At first he thought
he must have fancied it or been mocked by a mere echo of his own tramp. But as he
went on he was more and more inclined to conclude, with the remains of his reason, that
there really were other feet upon the road. He thought hazily of ghosts; and was
surprised how swiftly he could see the image of an appropriate and local ghost, one with
a face as white as Pierrot’s, but patched with black. The apex of the triangle of darkblue sky was growing brighter and bluer, but he did not realize as yet that this was
because he was coming nearer to the lights of the great house and garden. He only felt
that the atmosphere was growing more intense, there was in the sadness more violence
and secrecy — more — he hesitated for the word, and then said it with a jerk of laughter
— Catastrophism.
More pines, more pathway slid past him, and then he stood rooted as by a blast of
magic. It is vain to say that he felt as if he had got into a dream; but this time he felt
quite certain that he had got into a book. For we human beings are used to inappropriate
things; we are accustomed to the clatter of the incongruous; it is a tune to which we can
go to sleep. If one appropriate thing happens, it wakes us up like the pang of a perfect
chord. Something happened such as would have happened in such a place in a forgotten
tale.
Over the black pine-wood came flying and flashing in the moon a naked sword — such
a slender and sparkling rapier as may have fought many an unjust duel in that ancient
park. It fell on the pathway far in front of him and lay there glistening like a large
needle. He ran like a hare and bent to look at it. Seen at close quarters it had rather a
showy look: the big red jewels in the hilt and guard were a little dubious. But there were
other red drops upon the blade which were not dubious.
He looked round wildly in the direction from which the dazzling missile had come, and
saw that at this point the sable facade of fir and pine was interrupted by a smaller road at
right angles; which, when he turned it, brought him in full view of the long, lighted
house, with a lake and fountains in front of it. Nevertheless, he did not look at this,
having something more interesting to look at.
Above him, at the angle of the steep green bank of the terraced garden, was one of those
small picturesque surprises common in the old landscape gardening; a kind of small
round hill or dome of grass, like a giant mole-hill, ringed and crowned with three
concentric fences of roses, and having a sundial in the highest point in the centre. Kidd
could see the finger of the dial stand up dark against the sky like the dorsal fin of a
shark and the vain moonlight clinging to that idle clock. But he saw something else
clinging to it also, for one wild moment — the figure of a man.

Though he saw it there only for a moment, though it was outlandish and incredible in
costume, being clad from neck to heel in tight crimson, with glints of gold, yet he knew
in one flash of moonlight who it was. That white face flung up to heaven, clean-shaven
and so unnaturally young, like Byron with a Roman nose, those black curls already
grizzled — he had seen the thousand public portraits of Sir Claude Champion. The wild
red figure reeled an instant against the sundial; the next it had rolled down the steep
bank and lay at the American’s feet, faintly moving one arm. A gaudy, unnatural gold
ornament on the arm suddenly reminded Kidd of Romeo and Juliet; of course the tight
crimson suit was part of the play. But there was a long red stain down the bank from
which the man had rolled — that was no part of the play. He had been run through the
body.
Mr Calhoun Kidd shouted and shouted again. Once more he seemed to hear phantasmal
footsteps, and started to find another figure already near him. He knew the figure, and
yet it terrified him. The dissipated youth who had called himself Dalroy had a horribly
quiet way with him; if Boulnois failed to keep appointments that had been made, Dalroy
had a sinister air of keeping appointments that hadn’t. The moonlight discoloured
everything, against Dalroy’s red hair his wan face looked not so much white as pale
green.
All this morbid impressionism must be Kidd’s excuse for having cried out, brutally and
beyond all reason: “Did you do this, you devil?”
James Dalroy smiled his unpleasing smile; but before he could speak, the fallen figure
made another movement of the arm, waving vaguely towards the place where the sword
fell; then came a moan, and then it managed to speak.
“Boulnois . . . Boulnois, I say . . . Boulnois did it . . . jealous of me . . . he was jealous,
he was, he was . . .”
Kidd bent his head down to hear more, and just managed to catch the words:
“Boulnois . . . with my own sword . . . he threw it . . .”
Again the failing hand waved towards the sword, and then fell rigid with a thud. In Kidd
rose from its depth all that acrid humour that is the strange salt of the seriousness of his
race.
“See here,” he said sharply and with command, “you must fetch a doctor. This man’s
dead.”
“And a priest, too, I suppose,” said Dalroy in an undecipherable manner. “All these
Champions are papists.”
The American knelt down by the body, felt the heart, propped up the head and used
some last efforts at restoration; but before the other journalist reappeared, followed by a
doctor and a priest, he was already prepared to assert they were too late.

“Were you too late also?” asked the doctor, a solid prosperous-looking man, with
conventional moustache and whiskers, but a lively eye, which darted over Kidd
dubiously.
“In one sense,” drawled the representative of the Sun. “I was too late to save the man,
but I guess I was in time to hear something of importance. I heard the dead man
denounce his assassin.”
“And who was the assassin?” asked the doctor, drawing his eyebrows together.
“Boulnois,” said Calhoun Kidd, and whistled softly.
The doctor stared at him gloomily with a reddening brow — but he did not contradict.
Then the priest, a shorter figure in the background, said mildly: “I understood that Mr
Boulnois was not coming to Pendragon Park this evening.”
“There again,” said the Yankee grimly, “I may be in a position to give the old country a
fact or two. Yes, sir, John Boulnois was going to stay in all this evening; he fixed up a
real good appointment there with me. But John Boulnois changed his mind; John
Boulnois left his home abruptly and all alone, and came over to this darned Park an hour
or so ago. His butler told me so. I think we hold what the all-wise police call a clue —
have you sent for them?”
“Yes,” said the doctor, “but we haven’t alarmed anyone else yet.”
“Does Mrs Boulnois know?” asked James Dalroy, and again Kidd was conscious of an
irrational desire to hit him on his curling mouth.
“I have not told her,” said the doctor gruffly — “but here come the police.”
The little priest had stepped out into the main avenue, and now returned with the fallen
sword, which looked ludicrously large and theatrical when attached to his dumpy figure,
at once clerical and commonplace. “Just before the police come,” he said apologetically,
“has anyone got a light?”
The Yankee journalist took an electric torch from his pocket, and the priest held it close
to the middle part of the blade, which he examined with blinking care. Then, without
glancing at the point or pommel, he handed the long weapon to the doctor.
“I fear I’m no use here,” he said, with a brief sigh. “I’ll say good night to you,
gentlemen.” And he walked away up the dark avenue towards the house, his hands
clasped behind him and his big head bent in cogitation.
The rest of the group made increased haste towards the lodge-gates, where an inspector
and two constables could already be seen in consultation with the lodge-keeper. But the
little priest only walked slower and slower in the dim cloister of pine, and at last
stopped dead, on the steps of the house. It was his silent way of acknowledging an
equally silent approach; for there came towards him a presence that might have satisfied
even Calhoun Kidd’s demands for a lovely and aristocratic ghost. It was a young
woman in silvery satins of a Renascence design; she had golden hair in two long shining

ropes, and a face so startingly pale between them that she might have been
chryselephantine — made, that is, like some old Greek statues, out of ivory and gold.
But her eyes were very bright, and her voice, though low, was confident.
“Father Brown?” she said.
“Mrs Boulnois?” he replied gravely. Then he looked at her and immediately said: “I see
you know about Sir Claude.”
“How do you know I know?” she asked steadily.
He did not answer the question, but asked another: “Have you seen your husband?”
“My husband is at home,” she said. “He has nothing to do with this.”
Again he did not answer; and the woman drew nearer to him, with a curiously intense
expression on her face.
“Shall I tell you something more?” she said, with a rather fearful smile. “I don’t think
he did it, and you don’t either.” Father Brown returned her gaze with a long, grave stare,
and then nodded, yet more gravely.
“Father Brown,” said the lady, “I am going to tell you all I know, but I want you to do
me a favour first. Will you tell me why you haven’t jumped to the conclusion of poor
John’s guilt, as all the rest have done? Don’t mind what you say: I — I know about the
gossip and the appearances that are against me.”
Father Brown looked honestly embarrassed, and passed his hand across his forehead.
“Two very little things,” he said. “At least, one’s very trivial and the other very vague.
But such as they are, they don’t fit in with Mr Boulnois being the murderer.”
He turned his blank, round face up to the stars and continued absentmindedly: “To take
the vague idea first. I attach a good deal of importance to vague ideas. All those things
that ‘aren’t evidence’ are what convince me. I think a moral impossibility the biggest of
all impossibilities. I know your husband only slightly, but I think this crime of his, as
generally conceived, something very like a moral impossibility. Please do not think I
mean that Boulnois could not be so wicked. Anybody can be wicked — as wicked as he
chooses. We can direct our moral wills; but we can’t generally change our instinctive
tastes and ways of doing things. Boulnois might commit a murder, but not this murder.
He would not snatch Romeo’s sword from its romantic scabbard; or slay his foe on the
sundial as on a kind of altar; or leave his body among the roses, or fling the sword away
among the pines. If Boulnois killed anyone he’d do it quietly and heavily, as he’d do
any other doubtful thing — take a tenth glass of port, or read a loose Greek poet. No,
the romantic setting is not like Boulnois. It’s more like Champion.”
“Ah!” she said, and looked at him with eyes like diamonds.
“And the trivial thing was this,” said Brown. “There were finger-prints on that sword;
finger-prints can be detected quite a time after they are made if they’re on some
polished surface like glass or steel. These were on a polished surface. They were half-

way down the blade of the sword. Whose prints they were I have no earthly clue; but
why should anybody hold a sword half-way down? It was a long sword, but length is an
advantage in lunging at an enemy. At least, at most enemies. At all enemies except
one.”
“Except one,” she repeated.
“There is only one enemy,” said Father Brown, “whom it is easier to kill with a dagger
than a sword.”
“I know,” said the woman. “Oneself.”
There was a long silence, and then the priest said quietly but abruptly: “Am I right,
then? Did Sir Claude kill himself?”
“Yes” she said, with a face like marble. “I saw him do it.”
“He died,” said Father Brown, “for love of you?”
An extraordinary expression flashed across her face, very different from pity, modesty,
remorse, or anything her companion had expected: her voice became suddenly strong
and full. “I don’t believe,” she said, “he ever cared about me a rap. He hated my
husband.”
“Why?” asked the other, and turned his round face from the sky to the lady.
“He hated my husband because . . . it is so strange I hardly know how to say it . . .
because . . .”
“Yes?” said Brown patiently.
“Because my husband wouldn’t hate him.”
Father Brown only nodded, and seemed still to be listening; he differed from most
detectives in fact and fiction in a small point — he never pretended not to understand
when he understood perfectly well.
Mrs Boulnois drew near once more with the same contained glow of certainty. “My
husband,” she said, “is a great man. Sir Claude Champion was not a great man: he was a
celebrated and successful man. My husband has never been celebrated or successful;
and it is the solemn truth that he has never dreamed of being so. He no more expects to
be famous for thinking than for smoking cigars. On all that side he has a sort of splendid
stupidity. He has never grown up. He still liked Champion exactly as he liked him at
school; he admired him as he would admire a conjuring trick done at the dinner-table.
But he couldn’t be got to conceive the notion of envying Champion. And Champion
wanted to be envied. He went mad and killed himself for that.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown; “I think I begin to understand.”

“Oh, don’t you see?” she cried; “the whole picture is made for that — the place is
planned for it. Champion put John in a little house at his very door, like a dependant —
to make him feel a failure. He never felt it. He thinks no more about such things than —
than an absent-minded lion. Champion would burst in on John’s shabbiest hours or
homeliest meals with some dazzling present or announcement or expedition that made it
like the visit of Haroun Alraschid, and John would accept or refuse amiably with one
eye off, so to speak, like one lazy schoolboy agreeing or disagreeing with another. After
five years of it John had not turned a hair; and Sir Claude Champion was a
monomaniac.”
“And Haman began to tell them,” said Father Brown, “of all the things wherein the king
had honoured him; and he said: ‘All these things profit me nothing while I see Mordecai
the Jew sitting in the gate.’”
“The crisis came,” Mrs Boulnois continued, “when I persuaded John to let me take
down some of his speculations and send them to a magazine. They began to attract
attention, especially in America, and one paper wanted to interview him. When
Champion (who was interviewed nearly every day) heard of this late little crumb of
success falling to his unconscious rival, the last link snapped that held back his devilish
hatred. Then he began to lay that insane siege to my own love and honour which has
been the talk of the shire. You will ask me why I allowed such atrocious attentions. I
answer that I could not have declined them except by explaining to my husband, and
there are some things the soul cannot do, as the body cannot fly. Nobody could have
explained to my husband. Nobody could do it now. If you said to him in so many
words, ‘Champion is stealing your wife,’ he would think the joke a little vulgar: that it
could be anything but a joke — that notion could find no crack in his great skull to get
in by. Well, John was to come and see us act this evening, but just as we were starting
he said he wouldn’t; he had got an interesting book and a cigar. I told this to Sir Claude,
and it was his death-blow. The monomaniac suddenly saw despair. He stabbed himself,
crying out like a devil that Boulnois was slaying him; he lies there in the garden dead of
his own jealousy to produce jealousy, and John is sitting in the dining-room reading a
book.”
There was another silence, and then the little priest said: “There is only one weak point,
Mrs Boulnois, in all your very vivid account. Your husband is not sitting in the diningroom reading a book. That American reporter told me he had been to your house, and
your butler told him Mr Boulnois had gone to Pendragon Park after all.”
Her bright eyes widened to an almost electric glare; and yet it seemed rather
bewilderment than confusion or fear. “Why, what can you mean?” she cried. “All the
servants were out of the house, seeing the theatricals. And we don’t keep a butler, thank
goodness!”
Father Brown started and spun half round like an absurd teetotum. “What, what?” he
cried seeming galvanized into sudden life. “Look here — I say — can I make your
husband hear if I go to the house?”
“Oh, the servants will be back by now,” she said, wondering.

“Right, right!” rejoined the cleric energetically, and set off scuttling up the path towards
the Park gates. He turned once to say: “Better get hold of that Yankee, or ‘Crime of
John Boulnois’ will be all over the Republic in large letters.”
“You don’t understand,” said Mrs Boulnois. “He wouldn’t mind. I don’t think he
imagines that America really is a place.”
When Father Brown reached the house with the beehive and the drowsy dog, a small
and neat maid-servant showed him into the dining-room, where Boulnois sat reading by
a shaded lamp, exactly as his wife described him. A decanter of port and a wineglass
were at his elbow; and the instant the priest entered he noted the long ash stand out
unbroken on his cigar.
“He has been here for half an hour at least,” thought Father Brown. In fact, he had the
air of sitting where he had sat when his dinner was cleared away.
“Don’t get up, Mr Boulnois,” said the priest in his pleasant, prosaic way. “I shan’t
interrupt you a moment. I fear I break in on some of your scientific studies.”
“No,” said Boulnois; “I was reading ‘The Bloody Thumb.’” He said it with neither
frown nor smile, and his visitor was conscious of a certain deep and virile indifference
in the man which his wife had called greatness. He laid down a gory yellow “shocker”
without even feeling its incongruity enough to comment on it humorously. John
Boulnois was a big, slow-moving man with a massive head, partly grey and partly bald,
and blunt, burly features. He was in shabby and very old-fashioned evening-dress, with
a narrow triangular opening of shirt-front: he had assumed it that evening in his original
purpose of going to see his wife act Juliet.
“I won’t keep you long from ‘The Bloody Thumb’ or any other catastrophic affairs,”
said Father Brown, smiling. “I only came to ask you about the crime you committed this
evening.”
Boulnois looked at him steadily, but a red bar began to show across his broad brow; and
he seemed like one discovering embarrassment for the first time.
“I know it was a strange crime,” assented Brown in a low voice. “Stranger than murder
perhaps — to you. The little sins are sometimes harder to confess than the big ones —
but that’s why it’s so important to confess them. Your crime is committed by every
fashionable hostess six times a week: and yet you find it sticks to your tongue like a
nameless atrocity.”
“It makes one feel,” said the philosopher slowly, “such a damned fool.”
“I know,” assented the other, “but one often has to choose between feeling a damned
fool and being one.”
“I can’t analyse myself well,” went on Boulnois; “but sitting in that chair with that story
I was as happy as a schoolboy on a half-holiday. It was security, eternity — I can’t
convey it . . . the cigars were within reach . . . the matches were within reach . . . the
Thumb had four more appearances to . . . it was not only a peace, but a plenitude. Then

that bell rang, and I thought for one long, mortal minute that I couldn’t get out of that
chair — literally, physically, muscularly couldn’t. Then I did it like a man lifting the
world, because I knew all the servants were out. I opened the front door, and there was a
little man with his mouth open to speak and his notebook open to write in. I
remembered the Yankee interviewer I had forgotten. His hair was parted in the middle,
and I tell you that murder — ”
“I understand,” said Father Brown. “I’ve seen him.”
“I didn’t commit murder,” continued the Catastrophist mildly, “but only perjury. I said I
had gone across to Pendragon Park and shut the door in his face. That is my crime,
Father Brown, and I don’t know what penance you would inflict for it.”
“I shan’t inflict any penance,” said the clerical gentleman, collecting his heavy hat and
umbrella with an air of some amusement; “quite the contrary. I came here specially to
let you off the little penance which would otherwise have followed your little offence.”
“And what,” asked Boulnois, smiling, “is the little penance I have so luckily been let
off?”
“Being hanged,” said Father Brown.

The Fairy Tale of Father Brown
THE picturesque city and state of Heiligwaldenstein was one of those toy kingdoms of
which certain parts of the German Empire still consist. It had come under the Prussian
hegemony quite late in history — hardly fifty years before the fine summer day when
Flambeau and Father Brown found themselves sitting in its gardens and drinking its
beer. There had been not a little of war and wild justice there within living memory, as
soon will be shown. But in merely looking at it one could not dismiss that impression of
childishness which is the most charming side of Germany — those little pantomime,
paternal monarchies in which a king seems as domestic as a cook. The German soldiers
by the innumerable sentry-boxes looked strangely like German toys, and the clean-cut
battlements of the castle, gilded by the sunshine, looked the more like the gilt
gingerbread. For it was brilliant weather. The sky was as Prussian a blue as Potsdam
itself could require, but it was yet more like that lavish and glowing use of the colour
which a child extracts from a shilling paint-box. Even the grey-ribbed trees looked
young, for the pointed buds on them were still pink, and in a pattern against the strong
blue looked like innumerable childish figures.
Despite his prosaic appearance and generally practical walk of life, Father Brown was
not without a certain streak of romance in his composition, though he generally kept his
daydreams to himself, as many children do. Amid the brisk, bright colours of such a
day, and in the heraldic framework of such a town, he did feel rather as if he had entered
a fairy tale. He took a childish pleasure, as a younger brother might, in the formidable
sword-stick which Flambeau always flung as he walked, and which now stood upright
beside his tall mug of Munich. Nay, in his sleepy irresponsibility, he even found himself
eyeing the knobbed and clumsy head of his own shabby umbrella, with some faint
memories of the ogre’s club in a coloured toy-book. But he never composed anything in
the form of fiction, unless it be the tale that follows:

“I wonder,” he said, “whether one would have real adventures in a place like this, if one
put oneself in the way? It’s a splendid back-scene for them, but I always have a kind of
feeling that they would fight you with pasteboard sabres more than real, horrible
swords.”
“You are mistaken,” said his friend. “In this place they not only fight with swords, but
kill without swords. And there’s worse than that.”
“Why, what do you mean?” asked Father Brown.
“Why,” replied the other, “I should say this was the only place in Europe where a man
was ever shot without firearms.”
“Do you mean a bow and arrow?” asked Brown in some wonder.
“I mean a bullet in the brain,” replied Flambeau. “Don’t you know the story of the late
Prince of this place? It was one of the great police mysteries about twenty years ago.
You remember, of course, that this place was forcibly annexed at the time of Bismarck’s
very earliest schemes of consolidation — forcibly, that is, but not at all easily. The
empire (or what wanted to be one) sent Prince Otto of Grossenmark to rule the place in
the Imperial interests. We saw his portrait in the gallery there — a handsome old
gentleman if he’d had any hair or eyebrows, and hadn’t been wrinkled all over like a
vulture; but he had things to harass him, as I’ll explain in a minute. He was a soldier of
distinguished skill and success, but he didn’t have altogether an easy job with this little
place. He was defeated in several battles by the celebrated Arnhold brothers — the three
guerrilla patriots to whom Swinburne wrote a poem, you remember:
Wolves with the hair of the ermine,
Crows that are crowned and kings —
These things be many as vermin,
Yet Three shall abide these things.
Or something of that kind. Indeed, it is by no means certain that the occupation would
ever have been successful had not one of the three brothers, Paul, despicably, but very
decisively declined to abide these things any longer, and, by surrendering all the secrets
of the insurrection, ensured its overthrow and his own ultimate promotion to the post of
chamberlain to Prince Otto. After this, Ludwig, the one genuine hero among Mr
Swinburne’s heroes, was killed, sword in hand, in the capture of the city; and the third,
Heinrich, who, though not a traitor, had always been tame and even timid compared
with his active brothers, retired into something like a hermitage, became converted to a
Christian quietism which was almost Quakerish, and never mixed with men except to
give nearly all he had to the poor. They tell me that not long ago he could still be seen
about the neighbourhood occasionally, a man in a black cloak, nearly blind, with very
wild, white hair, but a face of astonishing softness.”
“I know,” said Father Brown. “I saw him once.”
His friend looked at him in some surprise. “I didn’t know you’d been here before,” he
said. “Perhaps you know as much about it as I do. Anyhow, that’s the story of the

Arnholds, and he was the last survivor of them. Yes, and of all the men who played
parts in that drama.”
“You mean that the Prince, too, died long before?”
“Died,” repeated Flambeau, “and that’s about as much as we can say. You must
understand that towards the end of his life he began to have those tricks of the nerves
not uncommon with tyrants. He multiplied the ordinary daily and nightly guard round
his castle till there seemed to be more sentry-boxes than houses in the town, and
doubtful characters were shot without mercy. He lived almost entirely in a little room
that was in the very centre of the enormous labyrinth of all the other rooms, and even in
this he erected another sort of central cabin or cupboard, lined with steel, like a safe or a
battleship. Some say that under the floor of this again was a secret hole in the earth, no
more than large enough to hold him, so that, in his anxiety to avoid the grave, he was
willing to go into a place pretty much like it. But he went further yet. The populace had
been supposed to be disarmed ever since the suppression of the revolt, but Otto now
insisted, as governments very seldom insist, on an absolute and literal disarmament. It
was carried out, with extraordinary thoroughness and severity, by very well-organized
officials over a small and familiar area, and, so far as human strength and science can be
absolutely certain of anything, Prince Otto was absolutely certain that nobody could
introduce so much as a toy pistol into Heiligwaldenstein.”
“Human science can never be quite certain of things like that,” said Father Brown, still
looking at the red budding of the branches over his head, “if only because of the
difficulty about definition and connotation. What is a weapon? People have been
murdered with the mildest domestic comforts; certainly with tea-kettles, probably with
tea-cosies. On the other hand, if you showed an Ancient Briton a revolver, I doubt if he
would know it was a weapon — until it was fired into him, of course. Perhaps
somebody introduced a firearm so new that it didn’t even look like a firearm. Perhaps it
looked like a thimble or something. Was the bullet at all peculiar?”
“Not that I ever heard of,” answered Flambeau; “but my information is fragmentary,
and only comes from my old friend Grimm. He was a very able detective in the German
service, and he tried to arrest me; I arrested him instead, and we had many interesting
chats. He was in charge here of the inquiry about Prince Otto, but I forgot to ask him
anything about the bullet. According to Grimm, what happened was this.” He paused a
moment to drain the greater part of his dark lager at a draught, and then resumed:
“On the evening in question, it seems, the Prince was expected to appear in one of the
outer rooms, because he had to receive certain visitors whom he really wished to meet.
They were geological experts sent to investigate the old question of the alleged supply
of gold from the rocks round here, upon which (as it was said) the small city-state had
so long maintained its credit and been able to negotiate with its neighbours even under
the ceaseless bombardment of bigger armies. Hitherto it had never been found by the
most exacting inquiry which could — ”
“Which could be quite certain of discovering a toy pistol,” said Father Brown with a
smile. “But what about the brother who ratted? Hadn’t he anything to tell the Prince?”

“He always asseverated that he did not know,” replied Flambeau; “that this was the one
secret his brothers had not told him. It is only right to say that it received some support
from fragmentary words — spoken by the great Ludwig in the hour of death, when he
looked at Heinrich but pointed at Paul, and said, ‘You have not told him . . .’ and was
soon afterwards incapable of speech. Anyhow, the deputation of distinguished
geologists and mineralogists from Paris and Berlin were there in the most magnificent
and appropriate dress, for there are no men who like wearing their decorations so much
as the men of science — as anybody knows who has ever been to a soiree of the Royal
Society. It was a brilliant gathering, but very late, and gradually the Chamberlain — you
saw his portrait, too: a man with black eyebrows, serious eyes, and a meaningless sort
of smile underneath — the Chamberlain, I say, discovered there was everything there
except the Prince himself. He searched all the outer salons; then, remembering the
man’s mad fits of fear, hurried to the inmost chamber. That also was empty, but the
steel turret or cabin erected in the middle of it took some time to open. When it did open
it was empty, too. He went and looked into the hole in the ground, which seemed deeper
and somehow all the more like a grave — that is his account, of course. And even as he
did so he heard a burst of cries and tumult in the long rooms and corridors without.
“First it was a distant din and thrill of something unthinkable on the horizon of the
crowd, even beyond the castle. Next it was a wordless clamour startlingly close, and
loud enough to be distinct if each word had not killed the other. Next came words of a
terrible clearness, coming nearer, and next one man, rushing into the room and telling
the news as briefly as such news is told.
“Otto, Prince of Heiligwaldenstein and Grossenmark, was lying in the dews of the
darkening twilight in the woods beyond the castle, with his arms flung out and his face
flung up to the moon. The blood still pulsed from his shattered temple and jaw, but it
was the only part of him that moved like a living thing. He was clad in his full white
and yellow uniform, as to receive his guests within, except that the sash or scarf had
been unbound and lay rather crumpled by his side. Before he could be lifted he was
dead. But, dead or alive, he was a riddle — he who had always hidden in the inmost
chamber out there in the wet woods, unarmed and alone.”
“Who found his body?” asked Father Brown.
“Some girl attached to the Court named Hedwig von something or other,” replied his
friend, “who had been out in the wood picking wild flowers.”
“Had she picked any?” asked the priest, staring rather vacantly at the veil of the
branches above him.
“Yes,” replied Flambeau. “I particularly remember that the Chamberlain, or old Grimm
or somebody, said how horrible it was, when they came up at her call, to see a girl
holding spring flowers and bending over that — that bloody collapse. However, the
main point is that before help arrived he was dead, and the news, of course, had to be
carried back to the castle. The consternation it created was something beyond even that
natural in a Court at the fall of a potentate. The foreign visitors, especially the mining
experts, were in the wildest doubt and excitement, as well as many important Prussian
officials, and it soon began to be clear that the scheme for finding the treasure bulked
much bigger in the business than people had supposed. Experts and officials had been

promised great prizes or international advantages, and some even said that the Prince’s
secret apartments and strong military protection were due less to fear of the populace
than to the pursuit of some private investigation of — ”
“Had the flowers got long stalks?” asked Father Brown.
Flambeau stared at him. “What an odd person you are!” he said. “That’s exactly what
old Grimm said. He said the ugliest part of it, he thought — uglier than the blood and
bullet — was that the flowers were quite short, plucked close under the head.”
“Of course,” said the priest, “when a grown up girl is really picking flowers, she picks
them with plenty of stalk. If she just pulled their heads off, as a child does, it looks as if
— ” And he hesitated.
“Well?” inquired the other.
“Well, it looks rather as if she had snatched them nervously, to make an excuse for
being there after — well, after she was there.”
“I know what you’re driving at,” said Flambeau rather gloomily. “But that and every
other suspicion breaks down on the one point — the want of a weapon. He could have
been killed, as you say, with lots of other things — even with his own military sash; but
we have to explain not how he was killed, but how he was shot. And the fact is we
can’t. They had the girl most ruthlessly searched; for, to tell the truth, she was a little
suspect, though the niece and ward of the wicked old Chamberlain, Paul Arnhold. But
she was very romantic, and was suspected of sympathy with the old revolutionary
enthusiasm in her family. All the same, however romantic you are, you can’t imagine a
big bullet into a man’s jaw or brain without using a gun or pistol. And there was no
pistol, though there were two pistol shots. I leave it to you, my friend.”
“How do you know there were two shots?” asked the little priest.
“There was only one in his head,” said his companion, “but there was another bullethole in the sash.”
Father Brown’s smooth brow became suddenly constricted. “Was the other bullet
found?” he demanded.
Flambeau started a little. “I don’t think I remember,” he said.
“Hold on! Hold on! Hold on!” cried Brown, frowning more and more, with a quite
unusual concentration of curiosity. “Don’t think me rude. Let me think this out for a
moment.”
“All right,” said Flambeau, laughing, and finished his beer. A slight breeze stirred the
budding trees and blew up into the sky cloudlets of white and pink that seemed to make
the sky bluer and the whole coloured scene more quaint. They might have been cherubs
flying home to the casements of a sort of celestial nursery. The oldest tower of the
castle, the Dragon Tower, stood up as grotesque as the ale-mug, but as homely. Only
beyond the tower glimmered the wood in which the man had lain dead.

“What became of this Hedwig eventually?” asked the priest at last.
“She is married to General Schwartz,” said Flambeau. “No doubt you’ve heard of his
career, which was rather romantic. He had distinguished himself even, before his
exploits at Sadowa and Gravelotte; in fact, he rose from the ranks, which is very
unusual even in the smallest of the German . . .”
Father Brown sat up suddenly.
“Rose from the ranks!” he cried, and made a mouth as if to whistle. “Well, well, what a
queer story! What a queer way of killing a man; but I suppose it was the only one
possible. But to think of hate so patient — ”
“What do you mean?” demanded the other. “In what way did they kill the man?”
“They killed him with the sash,” said Brown carefully; and then, as Flambeau protested:
“Yes, yes, I know about the bullet. Perhaps I ought to say he died of having a sash. I
know it doesn’t sound like having a disease.”
“I suppose,” said Flambeau, “that you’ve got some notion in your head, but it won’t
easily get the bullet out of his. As I explained before, he might easily have been
strangled. But he was shot. By whom? By what?”
“He was shot by his own orders,” said the priest.
“You mean he committed suicide?”
“I didn’t say by his own wish,” replied Father Brown. “I said by his own orders.”
“Well, anyhow, what is your theory?”
Father Brown laughed. “I am only on my holiday,” he said. “I haven’t got any theories.
Only this place reminds me of fairy stories, and, if you like, I’ll tell you a story.”
The little pink clouds, that looked rather like sweet-stuff, had floated up to crown the
turrets of the gilt gingerbread castle, and the pink baby fingers of the budding trees
seemed spreading and stretching to reach them; the blue sky began to take a bright
violet of evening, when Father Brown suddenly spoke again:
“It was on a dismal night, with rain still dropping from the trees and dew already
clustering, that Prince Otto of Grossenmark stepped hurriedly out of a side door of the
castle and walked swiftly into the wood. One of the innumerable sentries saluted him,
but he did not notice it. He had no wish to be specially noticed himself. He was glad
when the great trees, grey and already greasy with rain, swallowed him up like a
swamp. He had deliberately chosen the least frequented side of his palace, but even that
was more frequented than he liked. But there was no particular chance of officious or
diplomatic pursuit, for his exit had been a sudden impulse. All the full-dressed
diplomatists he left behind were unimportant. He had realized suddenly that he could do
without them.

“His great passion was not the much nobler dread of death, but the strange desire of
gold. For this legend of the gold he had left Grossenmark and invaded
Heiligwaldenstein. For this and only this he had bought the traitor and butchered the
hero, for this he had long questioned and cross-questioned the false Chamberlain, until
he had come to the conclusion that, touching his ignorance, the renegade really told the
truth. For this he had, somewhat reluctantly, paid and promised money on the chance of
gaining the larger amount; and for this he had stolen out of his palace like a thief in the
rain, for he had thought of another way to get the desire of his eyes, and to get it cheap.
“Away at the upper end of a rambling mountain path to which he was making his way,
among the pillared rocks along the ridge that hangs above the town, stood the
hermitage, hardly more than a cavern fenced with thorn, in which the third of the great
brethren had long hidden himself from the world. He, thought Prince Otto, could have
no real reason for refusing to give up the gold. He had known its place for years, and
made no effort to find it, even before his new ascetic creed had cut him off from
property or pleasures. True, he had been an enemy, but he now professed a duty of
having no enemies. Some concession to his cause, some appeal to his principles, would
probably get the mere money secret out of him. Otto was no coward, in spite of his
network of military precautions, and, in any case, his avarice was stronger than his
fears. Nor was there much cause for fear. Since he was certain there were no private
arms in the whole principality, he was a hundred times more certain there were none in
the Quaker’s little hermitage on the hill, where he lived on herbs, with two old rustic
servants, and with no other voice of man for year after year. Prince Otto looked down
with something of a grim smile at the bright, square labyrinths of the lamp-lit city below
him. For as far as the eye could see there ran the rifles of his friends, and not one pinch
of powder for his enemies. Rifles ranked so close even to that mountain path that a cry
from him would bring the soldiers rushing up the hill, to say nothing of the fact that the
wood and ridge were patrolled at regular intervals; rifles so far away, in the dim woods,
dwarfed by distance, beyond the river, that an enemy could not slink into the town by
any detour. And round the palace rifles at the west door and the east door, at the north
door and the south, and all along the four facades linking them. He was safe.
“It was all the more clear when he had crested the ridge and found how naked was the
nest of his old enemy. He found himself on a small platform of rock, broken abruptly by
the three corners of precipice. Behind was the black cave, masked with green thorn, so
low that it was hard to believe that a man could enter it. In front was the fall of the cliffs
and the vast but cloudy vision of the valley. On the small rock platform stood an old
bronze lectern or reading-stand, groaning under a great German Bible. The bronze or
copper of it had grown green with the eating airs of that exalted place, and Otto had
instantly the thought, “Even if they had arms, they must be rusted by now.” Moonrise
had already made a deathly dawn behind the crests and crags, and the rain had ceased.
“Behind the lectern, and looking across the valley, stood a very old man in a black robe
that fell as straight as the cliffs around him, but whose white hair and weak voice
seemed alike to waver in the wind. He was evidently reading some daily lesson as part
of his religious exercises. “They trust in their horses . . .”
“‘Sir,’ said the Prince of Heiligwaldenstein, with quite unusual courtesy, ‘I should like
only one word with you.’

“‘ . . . and in their chariots,’ went on the old man weakly, ‘but we will trust in the name
of the Lord of Hosts . . . .’ His last words were inaudible, but he closed the book
reverently and, being nearly blind, made a groping movement and gripped the readingstand. Instantly his two servants slipped out of the low-browed cavern and supported
him. They wore dull-black gowns like his own, but they had not the frosty silver on the
hair, nor the frost-bitten refinement of the features. They were peasants, Croat or
Magyar, with broad, blunt visages and blinking eyes. For the first time something
troubled the Prince, but his courage and diplomatic sense stood firm.
“‘I fear we have not met,’ he said, ‘since that awful cannonade in which your poor
brother died.’
“‘All my brothers died,’ said the old man, still looking across the valley. Then, for one
instant turning on Otto his drooping, delicate features, and the wintry hair that seemed
to drip over his eyebrows like icicles, he added: ‘You see, I am dead, too.’
“‘I hope you’ll understand,’ said the Prince, controlling himself almost to a point of
conciliation, ‘that I do not come here to haunt you, as a mere ghost of those great
quarrels. We will not talk about who was right or wrong in that, but at least there was
one point on which we were never wrong, because you were always right. Whatever is
to be said of the policy of your family, no one for one moment imagines that you were
moved by the mere gold; you have proved yourself above the suspicion that . . .’
“The old man in the black gown had hitherto continued to gaze at him with watery blue
eyes and a sort of weak wisdom in his face. But when the word ‘gold’ was said he held
out his hand as if in arrest of something, and turned away his face to the mountains.
“‘He has spoken of gold,’ he said. ‘He has spoken of things not lawful. Let him cease to
speak.’
“Otto had the vice of his Prussian type and tradition, which is to regard success not as
an incident but as a quality. He conceived himself and his like as perpetually conquering
peoples who were perpetually being conquered. Consequently, he was ill acquainted
with the emotion of surprise, and ill prepared for the next movement, which startled and
stiffened him. He had opened his mouth to answer the hermit, when the mouth was
stopped and the voice strangled by a strong, soft gag suddenly twisted round his head
like a tourniquet. It was fully forty seconds before he even realized that the two
Hungarian servants had done it, and that they had done it with his own military scarf.
“The old man went again weakly to his great brazen-supported Bible, turned over the
leaves, with a patience that had something horrible about it, till he came to the Epistle of
St James, and then began to read: ‘The tongue is a little member, but — ’
“Something in the very voice made the Prince turn suddenly and plunge down the
mountain-path he had climbed. He was half-way towards the gardens of the palace
before he even tried to tear the strangling scarf from his neck and jaws. He tried again
and again, and it was impossible; the men who had knotted that gag knew the difference
between what a man can do with his hands in front of him and what he can do with his
hands behind his head. His legs were free to leap like an antelope on the mountains, his

arms were free to use any gesture or wave any signal, but he could not speak. A dumb
devil was in him.
“He had come close to the woods that walled in the castle before he had quite realized
what his wordless state meant and was meant to mean. Once more he looked down
grimly at the bright, square labyrinths of the lamp-lit city below him, and he smiled no
more. He felt himself repeating the phrases of his former mood with a murderous irony.
Far as the eye could see ran the rifles of his friends, every one of whom would shoot
him dead if he could not answer the challenge. Rifles were so near that the wood and
ridge could be patrolled at regular intervals; therefore it was useless to hide in the wood
till morning. Rifles were ranked so far away that an enemy could not slink into the town
by any detour; therefore it was vain to return to the city by any remote course. A cry
from him would bring his soldiers rushing up the hill. But from him no cry would come.
“The moon had risen in strengthening silver, and the sky showed in stripes of bright,
nocturnal blue between the black stripes of the pines about the castle. Flowers of some
wide and feathery sort — for he had never noticed such things before — were at once
luminous and discoloured by the moonshine, and seemed indescribably fantastic as they
clustered, as if crawling about the roots of the trees. Perhaps his reason had been
suddenly unseated by the unnatural captivity he carried with him, but in that wood he
felt something unfathomably German — the fairy tale. He knew with half his mind that
he was drawing near to the castle of an ogre — he had forgotten that he was the ogre.
He remembered asking his mother if bears lived in the old park at home. He stooped to
pick a flower, as if it were a charm against enchantment. The stalk was stronger than he
expected, and broke with a slight snap. Carefully trying to place it in his scarf, he heard
the halloo, ‘Who goes there?’ Then he remembered the scarf was not in its usual place.
“He tried to scream and was silent. The second challenge came; and then a shot that
shrieked as it came and then was stilled suddenly by impact. Otto of Grossenmark lay
very peacefully among the fairy trees, and would do no more harm either with gold or
steel; only the silver pencil of the moon would pick out and trace here and there the
intricate ornament of his uniform, or the old wrinkles on his brow. May God have
mercy on his soul.
“The sentry who had fired, according to the strict orders of the garrison, naturally ran
forward to find some trace of his quarry. He was a private named Schwartz, since not
unknown in his profession, and what he found was a bald man in uniform, but with his
face so bandaged by a kind of mask made of his own military scarf that nothing but
open, dead eyes could be seen, glittering stonily in the moonlight. The bullet had gone
through the gag into the jaw; that is why there was a shot-hole in the scarf, but only one
shot. Naturally, if not correctly, young Schwartz tore off the mysterious silken mask and
cast it on the grass; and then he saw whom he had slain.
“We cannot be certain of the next phase. But I incline to believe that there was a fairy
tale, after all, in that little wood, horrible as was its occasion. Whether the young lady
named Hedwig had any previous knowledge of the soldier she saved and eventually
married, or whether she came accidentally upon the accident and their intimacy began
that night, we shall probably never know. But we can know, I fancy, that this Hedwig
was a heroine, and deserved to marry a man who became something of a hero. She did
the bold and the wise thing. She persuaded the sentry to go back to his post, in which

place there was nothing to connect him with the disaster; he was but one of the most
loyal and orderly of fifty such sentries within call. She remained by the body and gave
the alarm; and there was nothing to connect her with the disaster either, since she had
not got, and could not have, any firearms.
“Well,” said Father Brown rising cheerfully “I hope they’re happy.”
“Where are you going?” asked his friend.
“I’m going to have another look at that portrait of the Chamberlain, the Arnhold who
betrayed his brethren,” answered the priest. “I wonder what part — I wonder if a man is
less a traitor when he is twice a traitor?”
And he ruminated long before the portrait of a white-haired man with black eyebrows
and a pink, painted sort of smile that seemed to contradict the black warning in his eyes.

The Incredulity of Father Brown
The Resurrection of Father Brown
THERE was a brief period during which Father Brown enjoyed, or rather did not enjoy,
something like fame. He was a nine days’ wonder in the newspapers; he was even a
common topic of controversy in the weekly reviews; his exploits were narrated eagerly
and inaccurately in any number of clubs and drawing-rooms, especially in America.
Incongruous and indeed incredible as it may seem to any one who knew him, his
adventures as a detective were even made the subject of short stories appearing in
magazines.
Strangely enough, this wandering limelight struck him in the most obscure, or at least
the most remote, of his many places of residence. He had been sent out to officiate, as
something between a missionary and a parish priest, in one of those sections of the
northern coast of South America, where strips of country still cling insecurely to
European powers, or are continually threatening to become independent republics,
under the gigantic shadow of President Monroe. The population was red and brown
with pink spots; that is, it was Spanish-American, and largely Spanish-American-Indian,
but there was a considerable and increasing infiltration of Americans of the northern
sort — Englishmen, Germans, and the rest. And the trouble seems to have begun when
one of these visitors, very recently landed and very much annoyed at having lost one of
his bags, approached the first building of which he came in sight — which happened to
be the mission-house and chapel attached to it, in front of which ran a long veranda and
a long row of stakes, up which were trained the black twisted vines, their square leaves
red with autumn. Behind them, also in a row, a number of human beings sat almost as
rigid as the stakes, and coloured in some fashion like the vines. For while their broadbrimmed hats were as black as their unblinking eyes, the complexions of many of them
might have been made out of the dark red timber of those transatlantic forests. Many of
them were smoking very long, thin black cigars; and in all that group the smoke was
almost the only moving thing. The visitor would probably have described them as
natives, though some of them were very proud of Spanish blood. But he was not one to
draw any fine distinction between Spaniards and Red Indians, being rather disposed to
dismiss people from the scene when once he had convicted them of being native to it.

He was a newspaper man from Kansas City, a lean, light-haired man with what
Meredith called an adventurous nose; one could almost fancy it found its way by feeling
its way and moved like the proboscis of an ant-eater. His name was Snaith, and his
parents, after some obscure meditation, had called him Saul, a fact which he had the
good feeling to conceal as far as possible. Indeed, he had ultimately compromised by
calling himself Paul, though by no means for the same reason that had affected the
Apostle of the Gentiles. On the contrary, so far as he had any views on such things, the
name of the persecutor would have been more appropriate; for he regarded organized
religion with the conventional contempt which can be learnt more easily from Ingersoll
than from Voltaire. And this was, as it happened, the not very important side of his
character which he turned towards the mission-station and the groups in front of the
veranda. Something in their shameless repose and indifference inflamed his own fury of
efficiency; and, as he could get no particular answer to his first questions, he began to
do all the talking himself.
Standing out there in the strong sunshine, a spick-and-span figure in his Panama hat and
neat clothes, his grip-sack held in a steely grip, he began to shout at the people in the
shadow. He began to explain to them very loudly why they were lazy and filthy, and
bestially ignorant and lower than the beasts that perish, in case this problem should have
previously exercised their minds. In his opinion it was the deleterious influence of
priests that had made them so miserably poor and so hopelessly oppressed that they
were able to sit in the shade and smoke and do nothing.
‘And a mighty soft crowd you must be at that,’ he said, ‘to be bullied by these stuck-up
josses because they walk about in their mitres and their tiaras and their gold copes and
other glad rags, looking down on everybody else like dirt — being bamboozled by
crowns and canopies and sacred umbrellas like a kid at a pantomime; just because a
pompous old High Priest of Mumbo-Jumbo looks as if he was the lord of the earth.
What about you? What do you look like, you poor simps? I tell you, that’s why you’re
way-back in barbarism and can’t read or write and — ’
At this point the High Priest of Mumbo-Jumbo came in an undignified hurry out of the
door of the mission-house, not looking very like a lord of the earth, but rather like a
bundle of black second-hand clothes buttoned round a short bolster in the semblance of
a guy. He was not wearing his tiara, supposing him to possess one, but a shabby broad
hat not very dissimilar from those of the Spanish Indians, and it was thrust to the back
of his head with a gesture of botheration. He seemed just about to speak to the
motionless natives when he caught sight of the stranger and said quickly:
‘Oh, can I be of any assistance? Would you like to come inside?’
Mr Paul Snaith came inside; and it was the beginning of a considerable increase of that
journalist’s information on many things. Presumably his journalistic instinct was
stronger than his prejudices, as, indeed, it often is in clever journalists; and he asked a
good many questions, the answers to which interested and surprised him. He discovered
that the Indians could read and write, for the simple reason that the priest had taught
them; but that they did not read or write any more than they could help, from a natural
preference for more direct communications. He learned that these strange people, who
sat about in heaps on the veranda without stirring a hair, could work quite hard on their
own patches of land; especially those of them who were more than half Spanish; and he

learned with still more astonishment that they all had patches of land that were really
their own. That much was part of a stubborn tradition that seemed quite native to
natives. But in that also the priest had played a certain part, and by doing so had taken
perhaps what was his first and last part in politics, if it was only local politics.
There had recently swept through that region one of those fevers of atheist and almost
anarchist Radicalism which break out periodically in countries of the Latin culture,
generally beginning in a secret society and generally ending in a civil war and in very
little else. The local leader of the iconoclastic party was a certain Alvarez, a rather
picturesque adventurer of Portuguese nationality but, as his enemies said, of partly
Negro origin, the head of any number of lodges and temples of initiation of the sort that
in such places clothe even atheism with something mystical. The leader on the more
conservative side was a much more commonplace person, a very wealthy man named
Mendoza, the owner of many factories and quite respectable, but not very exciting. It
was the general opinion that the cause of law and order would have been entirely lost if
it had not adopted a more popular policy of its own, in the form of securing land for the
peasants; and this movement had mainly originated from the little mission-station of
Father Brown.
While he was talking to the journalist, Mendoza, the Conservative leader, came in. He
was a stout, dark man, with a bald head like a pear and a round body also like a pear; he
was smoking a very fragrant cigar, but he threw it away, perhaps a little theatrically,
when he came into the presence of the priest, as if he had been entering church; and
bowed with a curve that in so corpulent a gentleman seemed quite improbable. He was
always exceedingly serious in his social gestures, especially towards religious
institutions. He was one of those laymen who are much more ecclesiastical than
ecclesiastics. It embarrassed Father Brown a good deal, especially when carried thus
into private life.
‘I think I am an anti-clerical,’ Father Brown would say with a faint smile; ‘but there
wouldn’t be half so much clericalism if they would only leave things to the clerics.’
‘Why Mr Mendoza,’ exclaimed the journalist with a new animation, ‘I think we have
met before. Weren’t you at the Trade Congress in Mexico last year?’
The heavy eyelids of Mr Mendoza showed a flutter of recognition, and he smiled in his
slow way. ‘I remember.’
‘Pretty big business done there in an hour or two,’ said Snaith with relish. ‘Made a good
deal of difference to you, too, I guess.’
‘I have been very fortunate,’ said Mendoza modestly.
‘Don’t you believe it!’ cried the enthusiastic Snaith. ‘Good fortune comes to the people
who know when to catch hold; and you caught hold good and sure. But I hope I’m not
interrupting your business?’
‘Not at all,’ said the other. ‘I often have the honour of calling on the padre for a little
talk. Merely for a little talk.’

It seemed as if this familiarity between Father Brown and a successful and even famous
man of business completed the reconciliation between the priest and the practical Mr
Snaith. He felt, it might be supposed, a new respectability clothe the station and the
mission, and was ready to overlook such occasional reminders of the existence of
religion as a chapel and a presbytery can seldom wholly avoid. He became quite
enthusiastic about the priest’s programme — at least on its secular and social side —
and announced himself ready at any moment to act in the capacity of a live wire for its
communication to the world at large. And it was at this point that Father Brown began
to find the journalist rather more troublesome in his sympathy than in his hostility.
Mr Paul Snaith set out vigorously to feature Father Brown. He sent long and loud
eulogies on him across the continent to his newspaper in the Middle West. He took
snapshots of the unfortunate cleric in the most commonplace occupations, and exhibited
them in gigantic photographs in the gigantic Sunday papers of the United States. He
turned his sayings into slogans, and was continually presenting the world with ‘A
message’ from the reverend gentleman in South America. Any stock less strong and
strenuously receptive than the American race would have become very much bored with
Father Brown. As it was, he received handsome and eager offers to go on a lecturing
tour in the States; and when he declined, the terms were raised with expressions of
respectful wonder. A series of stories about him, like the stories of Sherlock Holmes,
were, by the instrumentality of Mr Snaith, planned out and put before the hero with
requests for his assistance and encouragement. As the priest found they had started, he
could offer no suggestion except that they should stop. And this in turn was taken by Mr
Snaith as the text for a discussion on whether Father Brown should disappear
temporarily over a cliff, in the manner of Dr Watson’s hero. To all these demands the
priest had patiently to reply in writing, saying that he would consent on such terms to
the temporary cessation of the stories and begging that a considerable interval might
occur before they began again. The notes he wrote grew shorter and shorter; and as he
wrote the last of them, he sighed.
Needless to say, this strange boom in the North reacted on the little outpost in the South
where he had expected to live in so lonely an exile. The considerable English and
American population already on the spot began to be proud of possessing so widely
advertised a person. American tourists, of the sort who land with a loud demand for
Westminster Abbey, landed on that distant coast with a loud demand for Father Brown.
They were within measurable distance of running excursion trains named after him, and
bringing crowds to see him as if he were a public monument. He was especially
troubled by the active and ambitious new traders and shopkeepers of the place, who
were perpetually pestering him to try their wares and to give them testimonials. Even if
the testimonials were not forthcoming, they would prolong the correspondence for the
purpose of collecting autographs. As he was a good-natured person they got a good deal
of what they wanted out of him; and it was in answer to a particular request from a
Frankfort wine-merchant named Eckstein that he wrote hastily a few words on a card,
which were to prove a terrible turning-point in his life.
Eckstein was a fussy little man with fuzzy hair and pince-nez, who was wildly anxious
that the priest should not only try some of his celebrated medicinal port, but should let
him know where and when he would drink it, in acknowledging its receipt. The priest
was not particularly surprised at the request, for he was long past surprise at the lunacies
of advertisement. So he scribbled something down and turned to other business which

seemed a little more sensible. He was again interrupted, by a note from no less a person
than his political enemy Alvarez, asking him to come to a conference at which it was
hoped that a compromise on an outstanding question might be reached; and suggesting
an appointment that evening at a cafe just outside the walls of the little town. To this
also he sent a message of acceptance by the rather florid and military messenger who
was waiting for it; and then, having an hour or two before him, sat down to attempt to
get through a little of his own legitimate business. At the end of the time he poured
himself out a glass of Mr Eckstein’s remarkable wine and, glancing at the clock with a
humorous expression, drank it and went out into the night.
Strong moonlight lay on the little Spanish town, so that when he came to the
picturesque gateway, with its rather rococo arch and the fantastic fringe of palms
beyond it, it looked rather like a scene in a Spanish opera. One long leaf of palm with
jagged edges, black against the moon, hung down on the other side of the arch, visible
through the archway, and had something of the look of the jaw of a black crocodile. The
fancy would not have lingered in his imagination but for something else that caught his
naturally alert eye. The air was deathly still, and there was not a stir of wind; but he
distinctly saw the pendent palm-leaf move.
He looked around him and realized that he was alone. He had left behind the last
houses, which were mostly closed and shuttered, and was walking between two long
blank walls built of large and shapeless but flattened stones, tufted here and there with
the queer prickly weeds of that region — walls which ran parallel all the way to the
gateway. He could not see the lights of the cafe outside the gate; probably it was too far
away. Nothing could be seen under the arch but a wider expanse of large-flagged
pavement, pale in the moon, with the straggling prickly pear here and there. He had a
strong sense of the smell of evil; he felt queer physical oppression; but he did not think
of stopping. His courage, which was considerable, was perhaps even less strong a part
of him than his curiosity. All his life he had been led by an intellectual hunger for the
truth, even of trifles. He often controlled it in the name of proportion; but it was always
there. He walked straight through the gateway, and on the other side a man sprang like a
monkey out of the tree-top and struck at him with a knife. At the same moment another
man came crawling swiftly along the wall and, whirling a cudgel round his head,
brought it down. Father Brown turned, staggered, and sank in a heap, but as he sank
there dawned on his round face an expression of mild and immense surprise.
There was living in the same little town at this time another young American,
particularly different from Mr Paul Snaith. His name was John Adams Race, and he was
an electrical engineer, employed by Mendoza to fit out the old town with all the new
conveniences. He was a figure far less familiar in satire and international gossip than
that of the American journalist. Yet, as a matter of fact, America contains a million men
of the moral type of Race to one of the moral type of Snaith. He was exceptional in
being exceptionally good at his job, but in every other way he was very simple. He had
begun life as a druggist’s assistant in a Western village, and risen by sheer work and
merit; but he still regarded his home town as the natural heart of the habitable world. He
had been taught a very Puritan, or purely Evangelical, sort of Christianity from the
Family Bible at his mother’s knee; and in so far as he had time to have any religion, that
was still his religion. Amid all the dazzling lights of the latest and even wildest
discoveries, when he was at the very edge and extreme of experiment, working miracles
of light and sound like a god creating new stars and solar systems, he never for a

moment doubted that the things ‘back home’ were the best things in the world; his
mother and the Family Bible and the quiet and quaint morality of his village. He had as
serious and noble a sense of the sacredness of his mother as if he had been a frivolous
Frenchman. He was quite sure the Bible religion was really the right thing; only he
vaguely missed it wherever he went in the modern world. He could hardly be expected
to sympathize with the religious externals of Catholic countries; and in a dislike of
mitres and croziers he sympathized with Mr Snaith, though not in so cocksure a fashion.
He had no liking for the public bowings and scrapings of Mendoza and certainly no
temptation to the masonic mysticism of the atheist Alvarez. Perhaps all that semitropical life was too coloured for him, shot with Indian red and Spanish gold. Anyhow,
when he said there was nothing to touch his home town, he was not boasting. He really
meant that there was somewhere something plain and unpretentious and touching,
which he really respected more than anything else in the world. Such being the mental
attitude of John Adams Race in a South American station, there had been growing on
him for some time a curious feeling, which contradicted all his prejudices and for which
he could not account. For the truth was this: that the only thing he had ever met in his
travels that in the least reminded him of the old wood-pile and the provincial proprieties
and the Bible on his mother’s knee was (for some inscrutable reason) the round face and
black clumsy umbrella of Father Brown.
He found himself insensibly watching that commonplace and even comic black figure
as it went bustling about; watching it with an almost morbid fascination, as if it were a
walking riddle or contradiction. He had found something he could not help liking in the
heart of everything he hated; it was as if he had been horribly tormented by lesser
demons and then found that the Devil was quite an ordinary person.
Thus it happened that, looking out of his window on that moonlit night, he saw the
Devil go by, the demon of unaccountable blamelessness, in his broad black hat and long
black coat, shuffling along the street towards the gateway, and saw it with an interest
which he could not himself understand. He wondered where the priest was going, and
what he was really up to; and remained gazing out into the moonlit street long after the
little black figure had passed. And then he saw something else that intrigued him
further. Two other men whom he recognized passed across his window as across a
lighted stage. A sort of blue limelight of the moon ran in a spectral halo round the big
bush of hair that stood erect on the head of little Eckstein, the wine-seller, and it
outlined a taller and darker figure with an eagle profile and a queer old-fashioned and
very top-heavy black hat, which seemed to make the whole outline still more bizarre,
like a shape in a shadow pantomime. Race rebuked himself for allowing the moon to
play such tricks with his fancy; for on a second glance he recognized the black Spanish
sidewhiskers and high-featured face of Dr Calderon, a worthy medical man of the town,
whom he had once found attending professionally on Mendoza. Still, there was
something in the way the men were whispering to each other and peering up the street
that struck him as peculiar. On a sudden impulse he leapt over the low window-sill and
himself went bareheaded up the road, following their trail. He saw them disappear under
the dark archway, and a moment after there came a dreadful cry from beyond; curiously
loud and piercing, and all the more blood-curdling to Race because it said something
very distinctly in some tongue that he did not know.
The next moment there was a rushing of feet, more cries, and then a confused roar of
rage or grief that shook the turrets and tall palm trees of the place; there was a

movement in the mob that had gathered, as if they were sweeping backwards through
the gateway. And then the dark archway resounded with a new voice, this time
intelligible to him and falling with the note of doom, as someone shouted through the
gateway:
‘Father Brown is dead!’
He never knew what prop gave way in his mind, or why something on which he had
been counting suddenly failed him; but he ran towards the gateway and was just in time
to meet his countryman, the journalist Snaith, coming out of the dark entrance, deadly
pale and snapping his fingers nervously.
‘It’s quite true,’ said Snaith, with something which for him approached to reverence.
‘He’s a goner. The doctor’s been looking at him, and there’s no hope. Some of these
damned Dagos clubbed him as he came through the gate — God knows why. It’ll be a
great loss to the place.’
Race did not or perhaps could not reply, but ran on under the arch to the scene beyond.
The small black figure lay where it had fallen on the wilderness of wide stones starred
here and there with green thorn; and the great crowd was being kept back, chiefly by the
mere gestures of one gigantic figure in the foreground. For there were many there who
swayed hither and thither at the mere movement of his hand, as if he had been a
magician.
Alvarez, the dictator and demagogue, was a tall, swaggering figure, always rather
flamboyantly clad, and on this occasion he wore a green uniform with embroideries like
silver snakes crawling all over it, with an order round his neck hung on a very vivid
maroon ribbon. His close curling hair was already grey, and in contrast his complexion,
which his friends called olive and his foes octoroon, looked almost literally golden, as if
it were a mask moulded in gold. But his large-featured face, which was powerful and
humorous, was at this moment properly grave and grim. He had been waiting, he
explained, for Father Brown at the cafe when he had heard a rustle and a fall and,
coming out, had found the corpse lying on the flagstones.
‘I know what some of you are thinking,’ he said, looking round proudly, ‘and if you are
afraid of me — as you are — I will say it for you. I am an atheist; I have no god to call
on for those who will not take my word. But I tell you in the name of every root of
honour that may be left to a soldier and a man, that I had no part in this. If I had the men
here that did it, I would rejoice to hang them on that tree.’
‘Naturally we are glad to hear you say so,’ said old Mendoza stiffly and solemnly,
standing by the body of his fallen coadjutor. ‘This blow has been too appalling for us to
say what else we feel at present. I suggest that it will be more decent and proper if we
remove my friend’s body and break up this irregular meeting. I understand,’ he added
gravely to the doctor, ‘that there is unfortunately no doubt.’
‘There is no doubt,’ said Dr Calderon.
John Race went back to his lodgings sad and with a singular sense of emptiness. It
seemed impossible that he should miss a man whom he never knew. He learned that the

funeral was to take place next day; for all felt that the crisis should be past as quickly as
possible, for fear of riots that were hourly growing more probable. When Snaith had
seen the row of Red Indians sitting on the veranda, they might have been a row of
ancient Aztec images carved in red wood. But he had not seen them as they were when
they heard that the priest was dead.
Indeed they would certainly have risen in revolution and lynched the republican leader,
if they had not been immediately blocked by the direct necessity of behaving
respectfully to the coffin of their own religious leader. The actual assassins, whom it
would have been most natural to lynch, seemed to have vanished into thin air. Nobody
knew their names; and nobody would ever know whether the dying man had even seen
their faces. That strange look of surprise that was apparently his last look on earth might
have been the recognition of their faces. Alvarez repeated violently that it was no work
of his, and attended the funeral, walking behind the coffin in his splendid silver and
green uniform with a sort of bravado of reverence.
Behind the veranda a flight of stone steps scaled a very steep green bank, fenced by a
cactus-hedge, and up this the coffin was laboriously lifted to the ground above, and
placed temporarily at the foot of the great gaunt crucifix that dominated the road and
guarded the consecrated ground. Below in the road were great seas of people lamenting
and telling their beads — an orphan population that had lost a father. Despite all these
symbols that were provocative enough to him, Alvarez behaved with restraint and
respect; and all would have gone well — as Race told himself — had the others only let
him alone.
Race told himself bitterly that old Mendoza had always looked like an old fool and had
now very conspicuously and completely behaved like an old fool. By a custom common
in simpler societies, the coffin was left open and the face uncovered, bringing the pathos
to the point of agony for all those simple people. This, being consonant to tradition,
need have done no harm; but some officious person had added to it the custom of the
French freethinkers, of having speeches by the graveside. Mendoza proceeded to make a
speech — a rather long speech, and the longer it was, the longer and lower sank John
Race’s spirits and sympathies with the religious ritual involved. A list of saintly
attributes, apparently of the most antiquated sort, was rolled out with the dilatory
dullness of an after-dinner speaker who does not know how to sit down. That was bad
enough; but Mendoza had also the ineffable stupidity to start reproaching and even
taunting his political opponents. In three minutes he had succeeded in making a scene,
and a very extraordinary scene it was.
‘We may well ask,’ he said, looking around him pompously; ‘we may well ask where
such virtues can be found among those who have madly abandoned the creed of their
fathers. It is when we have atheists among us, atheist leaders, nay sometimes even
atheist rulers, that we find their infamous philosophy bearing fruit in crimes like this. If
we ask who murdered this holy man, we shall assuredly find — ’
Africa of the forests looked out of the eyes of Alvarez the hybrid adventurer; and Race
fancied he could see suddenly that the man was after all a barbarian, who could not
control himself to the end; one might guess that all his ‘illuminated’ transcendentalism
had a touch of Voodoo. Anyhow, Mendoza could not continue, for Alvarez had sprung
up and was shouting back at him and shouting him down, with infinitely superior lungs.

‘Who murdered him?’ he roared. ‘Your God murdered him! His own God murdered
him! According to you, he murders all his faithful and foolish servants — as he
murdered that one,’ and he made a violent gesture, not towards the coffin but the
crucifix. Seeming to control himself a little, he went on in a tone still angry but more
argumentative: ‘I don’t believe it, but you do. Isn’t it better to have no God than one
that robs you in this fashion? I, at least, am not afraid to say that there is none. There is
no power in all this blind and brainless universe that can hear your prayer or return your
friend. Though you beg Heaven to raise him, he will not rise. Though I dare Heaven to
raise him, he will not rise. Here and now I will put it to the test — I defy the God who is
not there to waken the man who sleeps for ever.’
There was a shock of silence, and the demagogue had made his sensation.
‘We might have known,’ cried Mendoza in a thick gobbling voice, ‘when we allowed
such men as you — ’
A new voice cut into his speech; a high and shrill voice with a Yankee accent.
‘Stop! Stop!’ cried Snaith the journalist; ‘something’s up! I swear I saw him move.’
He went racing up the steps and rushed to the coffin, while the mob below swayed with
indescribable frenzies. The next moment he had turned a face of amazement over his
shoulder and made a signal with his finger to Dr Calderon, who hastened forward to
confer with him. When the two men stepped away again from the coffin, all could see
that the position of the head had altered. A roar of excitement rose from the crowd and
seemed to stop suddenly, as if cut off in mid-air; for the priest in the coffin gave a groan
and raised himself on one elbow, looking with bleared and blinking eyes at the crowd.
John Adams Race, who had hitherto known only miracles of science, never found
himself able in after-years to describe the topsy-turvydom of the next few days. He
seemed to have burst out of the world of time and space, and to be living in the
impossible. In half an hour the whole of that town and district had been transformed
into something never known for a thousand years; a medieval people turned to a mob of
monks by a staggering miracle; a Greek city where the god had descended among men.
Thousands prostrated themselves in the road; hundreds took vows on the spot; and even
the outsiders, like the two Americans, were able to think and speak of nothing but the
prodigy. Alvarez himself was shaken, as well he might be; and sat down, with his head
upon his hands.
And in the midst of all this tornado of beatitude was a little man struggling to be heard.
His voice was small and faint, and the noise was deafening. He made weak little
gestures that seemed more those of irritation than anything else. He came to the edge of
the parapet above the crowd, waving it to be quiet, with movements rather like the flap
of the short wings of a penguin. There was something a little more like a lull in the
noise; and then Father Brown for the first time reached the utmost stretch of the
indignation that he could launch against his children.
‘Oh, you silly people,’ he said in a high and quavering voice; ‘Oh, you silly, silly
people.’

Then he suddenly seemed to pull himself together, made a bolt for the steps with his
more normal gait, and began hurriedly to descend.
‘Where are you going, Father?’ said Mendoza, with more than his usual veneration.
‘To the telegraph office,’ said Father Brown hastily. ‘What? No; of course it’s not a
miracle. Why should there be a miracle? Miracles are not so cheap as all that.’
And he came tumbling down the steps, the people flinging themselves before him to
implore his blessing.
‘Bless you, bless you,’ said Father Brown hastily. ‘God bless you all and give you more
sense.’
And he scuttled away with extraordinary rapidity to the telegraph office, where he wired
to his Bishop’s secretary: ‘There is some mad story about a miracle here; hope his
lordship not give authority. Nothing in it.’
As he turned away from his effort, he tottered a little with the reaction, and John Race
caught him by the arm.
‘Let me see you home,’ he said; ‘you deserve more than these people are giving you.’
John Race and the priest were seated in the presbytery; the table was still piled up with
the papers with which the latter had been wrestling the day before; the bottle of wine
and the emptied wine-glass still stood where he had left them.
‘And now,’ said Father Brown almost grimly, ‘I can begin to think.’
‘I shouldn’t think too hard just yet,’ said the American. ‘You must be wanting a rest.
Besides, what are you going to think about?’
‘I have pretty often had the task of investigating murders, as it happens,’ said Father
Brown. ‘Now I have got to investigate my own murder.’
‘If I were you,’ said Race, ‘I should take a little wine first.’
Father Brown stood up and filled himself another glass, lifted it, looked thoughtfully
into vacancy, and put it down again. Then he sat down once more and said:
‘Do you know what I felt like when I died? You may not believe it, but my feeling was
one of overwhelming astonishment.’
‘Well,’ answered Race, ‘I suppose you were astonished at being knocked on the head.’
Father Brown leaned over to him and said in a low voice, ‘I was astonished at not being
knocked on the head.’
Race looked at him for a moment as if he thought the knock on the head had been only
too effective; but he only said: ‘What do you mean?’

‘I mean that when that man brought his bludgeon down with a great swipe, it stopped at
my head and did not even touch it. In the same way, the other fellow made as if to strike
me with a knife, but he never gave me a scratch. It was just like play-acting. I think it
was. But then followed the extraordinary thing.’
He looked thoughtfully at the papers on the table for a moment and then went on:
‘Though I had not even been touched with knife or stick, I began to feel my legs
doubling up under me and my very life failing. I knew I was being struck down by
something, but it was not by those weapons. Do you know what I think it was?’ And he
pointed to the wine on the table.
Race picked up the wine-glass and looked at it and smelt it.
‘I think you are right,’ he said. ‘I began as a druggist and studied chemistry. I couldn’t
say for certain without an analysis; but I think there’s something very unusual in this
stuff. There are drugs by which the Asiatics produce a temporary sleep that looks like
death.’
‘Quite so,’ said the priest calmly.’ The whole of this miracle was faked, for some reason
or other. That funeral scene was staged — and timed. I think it is part of that raving
madness of publicity that has got hold of Snaith; but I can hardly believe he would go
quite so far, merely for that. After all, it’s one thing to make copy out of me and run me
as a sort of sham Sherlock Holmes, and — ’
Even as the priest spoke his face altered. His blinking eyelids shut suddenly and he
stood up as if he were choking. Then he put one wavering hand as if groping his way
towards the door.
‘Where are you going?’ asked the other in some wonder.
‘If you ask me,’ said Father Brown, who was quite white, ‘I was going to pray. Or
rather, to praise.’
‘I’m not sure I understand. What is the matter with you?’
‘I was going to praise God for having so strangely and so incredibly saved me — saved
me by an inch.’
‘Of course,’ said Race, ‘I am not of your religion; but believe me, I have religion
enough to understand that. Of course, you would thank God for saving you from death.’
‘No,’ said the priest. ‘Not from death. From disgrace.’
The other sat staring; and the priest’s next words broke out of him with a sort of cry.
‘And if it had only been my disgrace! But it was the disgrace of all I stand for; the
disgrace of the Faith that they went about to encompass. What it might have been! The
most huge and horrible scandal ever launched against us since the last lie was choked in
the throat of Titus Oates.’

‘What on earth are you talking about?’ demanded his companion.
‘Well, I had better tell you at once,’ said the priest; and sitting down, he went on more
composedly: ‘It came to me in a flash when I happened to mention Snaith and Sherlock
Holmes. Now I happen to remember what I wrote about his absurd scheme; it was the
natural thing to write, and yet I think they had ingeniously manoeuvred me into writing
just those words. They were something like ‘I am ready to die and come to life again
like Sherlock Holmes, if that is the best way.’ And the moment I thought of that, I
realized that I had been made to write all sorts of things of that kind, all pointing to the
same idea. I wrote, as if to an accomplice, saying that I would drink the drugged wine at
a particular time. Now, don’t you see?’
Race sprang to his feet still staring: ‘Yes,’ he said, ‘I think I began to see.’
‘They would have boomed the miracle. Then they would have bust up the miracle. And
what is the worst, they would have proved that I was in the conspiracy. It would have
been our sham miracle. That’s all there is to it; and about as near hell as you and I will
ever be, I hope.’
Then he said, after a pause, in quite a mild voice: ‘They certainly would have got quite a
lot of good copy out of me.’
Race looked at the table and said darkly: ‘How many of these brutes were in it?’
Father Brown shook his head. ‘More than I like to think of,’ he said; ‘but I hope some
of them were only tools. Alvarez might think that all’s fair in war, perhaps; he has a
queer mind. I’m very much afraid that Mendoza is an old hypocrite; I never trusted him,
and he hated my action in an industrial matter. But all that will wait; I have only got to
thank God for the escape. And especially that I wired at once to the Bishop.’
John Race appeared to be very thoughtful. ‘You’ve told me a lot I didn’t know,’ he said
at last, ‘and I feel inclined to tell you the only thing you don’t know. I can imagine how
those fellows calculated well enough. They thought any man alive, waking up in a
coffin to find himself canonized like a saint, and made into a walking miracle for
everyone to admire, would be swept along with his worshippers and accept the crown of
glory that fell on him out the sky. And I reckon their calculation was pretty practical
psychology, as men go. I’ve seen all sorts of men in all sorts of places; and I tell you
frankly I don’t believe there’s one man in a thousand who could wake up like that with
all his wits about him; and while he was still almost talking in his sleep, would have the
sanity and the simplicity and the humility to — ’ He was much surprised to find himself
moved, and his level voice wavering.
Father Brown was gazing abstractedly, and in a rather cockeyed fashion, at the bottle on
the table. ‘Look here,’ he said, ‘what about a bottle of real wine?’

The Arrow of Heaven
IT is to be feared that about a hundred detective stories have begun with the discovery
that an American millionaire has been murdered; an event which is, for some reason,
treated as a sort of calamity. This story, I am happy to say, has to begin with a murdered

millionaire; in one sense, indeed, it has to begin with three murdered millionaires,
which some may regard as an embarras de richesse. But it was chiefly this coincidence
or continuity of criminal policy that took the whole affair out of the ordinary run of
criminal cases and made it the extraordinary problem that it was.
It was very generally said that they had all fallen victims to some vendetta or curse
attaching to the possession of a relic of great value both intrinsically and historically: a
sort of chalice inlaid with precious stones and commonly called the Coptic Cup. Its
origin was obscure, but its use was conjectured to be religious; and some attributed the
fate that followed its possessors to the fanaticism of some Oriental Christian horrified at
its passing through such materialistic hands. But the mysterious slayer, whether or no he
was such a fanatic, was already a figure of lurid and sensational interest in the world of
journalism and gossip. The nameless being was provided with a name, or a nickname.
But it is only with the story of the third victim that we are now concerned; for it was
only in this case that a certain Father Brown, who is the subject of these sketches, had
an opportunity of making his presence felt.
When Father Brown first stepped off an Atlantic liner on to American soil, he
discovered as many other Englishman has done, that he was a much more important
person than he had ever supposed. His short figure, his short-sighted and
undistinguished countenance, his rather rusty-black clerical clothes, could pass through
any crowd in his own country without being noticed as anything unusual, except
perhaps unusually insignificant. But America has a genius for the encouragement of
fame; and his appearance in one or two curious criminal problems, together with his
long association with Flambeau, the ex-criminal and detective, had consolidated a
reputation in America out of what was little more than a rumour in England. His round
face was blank with surprise when he found himself held up on the quay by a group of
journalists, as by a gang of brigands, who asked him questions about all the subjects on
which he was least likely to regard himself as an authority, such as the details of female
dress and the criminal statistics of the country that he had only that moment clapped his
eyes on. Perhaps it was the contrast with the black embattled solidarity of this group
that made more vivid another figure that stood apart from it, equally black against the
burning white daylight of that brilliant place and season, but entirely solitary; a tall,
rather yellow-faced man in great goggles, who arrested him with a gesture when the
journalists had finished and said: ‘Excuse me, but maybe you are looking for Captain
Wain.’
Some apology may be made for Father Brown; for he himself would have been
sincerely apologetic. It must be remembered that he had never seen America before, and
more especially that he had never seen that sort of tortoise-shell spectacles before; for
the fashion at this time had not spread to England. His first sensation was that of gazing
at some goggling sea-monster with a faint suggestion of a diver’s helmet. Otherwise the
man was exquisitely dressed; and to Brown, in his innocence, the spectacles seemed the
queerest disfigurement for a dandy. It was as if a dandy had adorned himself with a
wooden leg as an extra touch of elegance. The question also embarrassed him. An
American aviator of the name of Wain, a friend of some friends of his own in France,
was indeed one of a long list of people he had some hope of seeing during his American
visit; but he had never expected to hear of him so soon.

‘I beg your pardon,’ he said doubtfully, ‘are you Captain Wain? Do you — do you
know him?’
‘Well, I’m pretty confident I’m not Captain Wain,’ said the man in goggles, with a face
of wood. ‘I was pretty clear about that when I saw him waiting for you over there in the
car. But the other question’s a bit more problematical. I reckon I know Wain and his
uncle, and old man Merton, too. I know old man Merton, but old man Merton don’t
know me. And he thinks he has the advantage, and I think I have the advantage. See?’
Father Brown did not quite see. He blinked at the glittering seascape and the pinnacles
of the city, and then at the man in goggles. It was not only the masking of the man’s
eyes that produced the impression of something impenetrable. Something in his yellow
face was almost Asiatic, even Chinese; and his conversation seemed to consist of
stratified layers of irony. He was a type to be found here and there in that hearty and
sociable population; he was the inscrutable American.
‘My name’s Drage,’ he said, ‘Norman Drage, and I’m an American citizen, which
explains everything. At least I imagine your friend Wain would like to explain the rest;
so we’ll postpone The Fourth of July till another date.’
Father Brown was dragged in a somewhat dazed condition towards a car at some little
distance, in which a young man with tufts of untidy yellow hair and a rather harassed
and haggard expression, hailed him from afar, and presented himself as Peter Wain.
Before he knew where he was he was stowed in the car and travelling with considerable
speed through and beyond the city. He was unused to the impetuous practicality of such
American action, and felt about as bewildered as if a chariot drawn by dragons had
carried him away into fairyland. It was under these disconcerting conditions that he
heard for the first time, in long monologues from Wain, and short sentences from
Drage, the story of the Coptic Cup and the two crimes already connected with it.
It seemed that Wain had an uncle named Crake who had a partner named Merton, who
was number three in the series of rich business men to whom the cup had belonged. The
first of them, Titus P. Trant, the Copper King, had received threatening letters from
somebody signing himself Daniel Doom. The name was presumably a pseudonym, but
it had come to stand for a very public if not a very popular character; for somebody as
well known as Robin Hood and Jack the Ripper combined. For it soon became clear that
the writer of the threatening letter did not confine himself to threatening. Anyhow, the
upshot was that old Trant was found one morning with his head in his own lily-pond,
and there was not the shadow of a clue. The cup was, fortunately, safe in the bank; and
it passed with the rest of Trant’s property to his cousin, Brian Horder, who was also a
man of great wealth and who was also threatened by the nameless enemy. Brian Horder
was picked up dead at the foot of a cliff outside his seaside residence, at which there
was a burglary, this time on a large scale. For though the cup apparently again escaped,
enough bonds and securities were stolen to leave Horder’s financial affairs in confusion.
‘Brian Horder’s widow,’ explained Wain, ‘had to sell most of his valuables, I believe,
and Brander Merton must have purchased the cup at that time, for he had it when I first
knew him. But you can guess for yourself that it’s not a very comfortable thing to have.’

‘Has Mr Merton ever had any of the threatening letters?’ asked Father Brown, after a
pause.
‘I imagine he has,’ said Mr Drage; and something in his voice made the priest look at
him curiously, until he realized that the man in goggles was laughing silently, in a
fashion that gave the newcomer something of a chill.
‘I’m pretty sure he has,’ said Peter Wain, frowning. ‘I’ve not seen the letters, only his
secretary sees any of his letters, for he is pretty reticent about business matters, as big
business men have to be. But I’ve seen him real upset and annoyed with letters; and
letters that he tore up, too, before even his secretary saw them. The secretary himself is
getting nervous and says he is sure somebody is laying for the old man; and the long
and the short of it is, that we’d be very grateful for a little advice in the matter.
Everybody knows your great reputation, Father Brown, and the secretary asked me to
see if you’d mind coming straight out to the Merton house at once.’
‘Oh, I see,’ said Father Brown, on whom the meaning of this apparent kidnapping began
to dawn at last. ‘But, really, I don’t see that I can do any more than you can. You’re on
the spot, and must have a hundred times more data for a scientific conclusion than a
chance visitor.’
‘Yes,’ said Mr Drage dryly; ‘our conclusions are much too scientific to be true. I reckon
if anything hit a man like Titus P. Trant, it just came out of the sky without waiting for
any scientific explanation. What they call a bolt from the blue.’
‘You can’t possibly mean,’ cried Wain, ‘that it was supernatural!’
But it was by no means easy at any time to discover what Mr Drage could possibly
mean; except that if he said somebody was a real smart man, he very probably meant he
was a fool. Mr Drage maintained an Oriental immobility until the car stopped, a little
while after, at what was obviously their destination. It was rather a singular place. They
had been driving through a thinly-wooded country that opened into a wide plain, and
just in front of them was a building consisting of a single wall or very high fence, round,
like a Roman camp, and having rather the appearance of an aerodrome. The barrier did
not look like wood or stone, and closer inspection proved it to be of metal.
They all alighted from the car, and one small door in the wall was slid open with
considerable caution, after manipulations resembling the opening of a safe. But, much
to Father Brown’s surprise, the man called Norman Drage showed no disposition to
enter, but took leave of them with sinister gaiety.
‘I won’t come in,’ he said. ‘It ‘ud be too much pleasurable excitement for old man
Merton, I reckon. He loves the sight of me so much that he’d die of joy.’
And he strode away, while Father Brown, with increasing wonder, was admitted
through the steel door which instantly clicked behind him. Inside was a large and
elaborate garden of gay and varied colours, but entirely without any trees or tall shrubs
or flowers. In the centre of it rose a house of handsome and even striking architecture,
but so high and narrow as rather to resemble a tower. The burning sunlight gleamed on
glass roofing here and there at the top, but there seemed to be no windows at all in the

lower part of it. Over everything was that spotless and sparkling cleanliness that seemed
so native to the clear American air. When they came inside the portal, they stood amid
resplendent marble and metals and enamels of brilliant colours, but there was no
staircase. Nothing but a single shaft for a lift went up the centre between the solid walls,
and the approach to it was guarded by heavy, powerful men like plain-clothes
policemen.
‘Pretty elaborate protection, I know,’ said Wain. ‘Maybe it makes you smile a little,
Father Brown, to find Merton has to live in a fortress like this without even a tree in the
garden for anyone to hide behind. But you don’t know what sort of proposition we’re up
against in this country. And perhaps you don’t know just what the name of Brander
Merton means. He’s a quiet-looking man enough, and anybody might pass him in the
street; not that they get much chance nowadays, for he can only go out now and then in
a closed car. But if anything happened to Brander Merton there’d be earthquakes from
Alaska to the Cannibal Islands. I fancy there was never a king or emperor who had such
power over the nations as he has. After all, I suppose if you’d been asked to visit the
tsar, or the king of England, you’d have had the curiosity to go. You mayn’t care much
for tsars or millionaires; but it just means that power like that is always interesting. And
I hope it’s not against your principles to visit a modern sort of emperor like Merton.’
‘Not at all,’ said Father Brown, quietly. ‘It is my duty to visit prisoners and all
miserable men in captivity.’
There was a silence, and the young man frowned with a strange and almost shifty look
on his lean face. Then he said, abruptly:
‘Well, you’ve got to remember it isn’t only common crooks or the Black Hand that’s
against him. This Daniel Doom is pretty much like the devil. Look how he dropped
Trant in his own gardens and Horder outside his house, and got away with it.’
The top floor of the mansion, inside the enormously thick walls, consisted of two
rooms; an outer room which they entered, and an inner room that was the great
millionaire’s sanctum. They entered the outer room just as two other visitors were
coming out of the inner one. One was hailed by Peter Wain as his uncle — a small but
very stalwart and active man with a shaven head that looked bald, and a brown face that
looked almost too brown to have ever been white. This was old Crake, commonly called
Hickory Crake in reminiscence of the more famous Old Hickory, because of his fame in
the last Red Indian wars. His companion was a singular contrast — a very dapper
gentleman with dark hair like a black varnish and a broad, black ribbon to his monocle:
Barnard Blake, who was old Merton’s lawyer and had been discussing with the partners
the business of the firm. The four men met in the middle of the outer room and paused
for a little polite conversation, in the act of respectively going and coming. And through
all goings and comings another figure sat at the back of the room near the inner door,
massive and motionless in the half-light from the inner window; a man with a Negro
face and enormous shoulders. This was what the humorous self-criticism of America
playfully calls the Bad Man; whom his friends might call a bodyguard and his enemies a
bravo.
This man never moved or stirred to greet anybody; but the sight of him in the outer
room seemed to move Peter Wain to his first nervous query.

‘Is anybody with the chief?’ he asked.
‘Don’t get rattled, Peter,’ chuckled his uncle. ‘Wilton the secretary is with him, and I
hope that’s enough for anybody. I don’t believe Wilton ever sleeps for watching
Merton. He is better than twenty bodyguards. And he’s quick and quiet as an Indian.’
‘Well, you ought to know,’ said his nephew, laughing. ‘I remember the Red Indian
tricks you used to teach me when I was a boy and liked to read Red Indian stories. But
in my Red Indian stories Red Indians seemed always to have the worst of it.’
‘They didn’t in real life,’ said the old frontiersman grimly.
‘Indeed?’ inquired the bland Mr Blake. ‘I should have thought they could do very little
against our firearms.’
‘I’ve seen an Indian stand under a hundred guns with nothing but a little scalping-knife
and kill a white man standing on the top of a fort,’ said Crake.
‘Why, what did he do with it?’ asked the other.
‘Threw it,’ replied Crake, ‘threw it in a flash before a shot could be fired. I don’t know
where he learnt the trick.’
‘Well, I hope you didn’t learn it,’ said his nephew, laughing.
‘It seems to me,’ said Father Brown, thoughtfully, ‘that the story might have a moral.’
While they were speaking Mr Wilton, the secretary, had come out of the inner room and
stood waiting; a pale, fair-haired man with a square chin and steady eyes with a look
like a dog’s; it was not difficult to believe that he had the single — eye of a watchdog.
He only said, ‘Mr Merton can see you in about ten minutes,’ but it served for a signal to
break up the gossiping group. Old Crake said he must be off, and his nephew went out
with him and his legal companion, leaving Father Brown for the moment alone with his
secretary; for the negroid giant at the other end of the room could hardly be felt as if he
were human or alive; he sat so motionless with his broad back to them, staring towards
the inner room.
‘Arrangements rather elaborate here, I’m afraid,’ said the secretary. ‘You’ve probably
heard all about this Daniel Doom, and why it isn’t safe to leave the boss very much
alone.’
‘But he is alone just now, isn’t he?’ said Father Brown.
The secretary looked at him with grave, grey eyes. ‘For fifteen minutes,’ he said. ‘For
fifteen minutes out of the twenty-four hours. That is all the real solitude he has; and that
he insists on, for a pretty remarkable reason.’
‘And what is the reason?’ inquired the visitor. Wilton, the secretary, continued his
steady gaze, but his mouth, that had been merely grave, became grim.

‘The Coptic Cup,’ he said. ‘Perhaps you’ve forgotten the Coptic Cup; but he hasn’t
forgotten that or anything else. He doesn’t trust any of us about the Coptic Cup. It’s
locked up somewhere and somehow in that room so that only he can find it; and he
won’t take it out till we’re all out of the way. So we have to risk that quarter of an hour
while he sits and worships it; I reckon it’s the only worshipping he does. Not that
there’s any risk really; for I’ve turned all this place into a trap I don’t believe the devil
himself could get into — or at any rate, get out of. If this infernal Daniel Doom pays us
a visit, he’ll stay to dinner and a good bit later, by God! I sit here on hot bricks for the
fifteen minutes, and the instant I heard a shot or a sound of struggle I’d press this button
and an electrocuting current would run in a ring round that garden wall, so that it ‘ud be
death to cross or climb it. Of course, there couldn’t be a shot, for this is the only way in;
and the only window he sits at is away up on the top of a tower as smooth as a greasy
pole. But, anyhow, we’re all armed here, of course; and if Doom did get into that room
he’d be dead before he got out.’
Father Brown was blinking at the carpet in a brown study. Then he said suddenly, with
something like a jerk: ‘I hope you won’t mind my mentioning it, but a kind of a notion
came into my head just this minute. It’s about you.’
‘Indeed,’ remarked Wilton, ‘and what about me?’
‘I think you are a man of one idea,’ said Father Brown, ‘and you will forgive me for
saying that it seems to be even more the idea of catching Daniel Doom than of
defending Brander Merton.’
Wilton started a little and continued to stare at his companion; then very slowly his grim
mouth took on a rather curious smile. ‘How did you — what makes you think that?’ he
asked.
‘You said that if you heard a shot you could instantly electrocute the escaping enemy,’
remarked the priest. ‘I suppose it occurred to you that the shot might be fatal to your
employer before the shock was fatal to his foe. I don’t mean that you wouldn’t protect
Mr Merton if you could, but it seems to come rather second in your thoughts. The
arrangements are very elaborate, as you say, and you seem to have elaborated them. But
they seem even more designed to catch a murderer than to save a man.’
‘Father Brown,’ said the secretary, who had recovered his quiet tone, ‘you’re very
smart, but there’s something more to you than smartness. Somehow you’re the sort of
man to whom one wants to tell the truth; and besides, you’ll probably hear it, anyhow,
for in one way it’s a joke against me already. They all say I’m a monomaniac about
running down this big crook, and perhaps I am. But I’ll tell you one thing that none of
them know. My full name is John Wilton Border.’ Father Brown nodded as if he were
completely enlightened, but the other went on.
‘This fellow who calls himself Doom killed my father and uncle and ruined my mother.
When Merton wanted a secretary I took the job, because I thought that where the cup
was the criminal might sooner or later be. But I didn’t know who the criminal was and
could only wait for him; and I meant to serve Merton faithfully.’

‘I understand,’ said Father Brown gently; ‘and, by the way, isn’t it time that we attended
on him?’
‘Why, yes,’ answered Wilton, again starting a little out of his brooding so that the priest
concluded that his vindictive mania had again absorbed him for a moment. ‘Go in now
by all means.’
Father Brown walked straight into the inner room. No sound of greetings followed, but
only a dead silence; and a moment after the priest reappeared in the doorway.
At the same moment the silent bodyguard sitting near the door moved suddenly; and it
was as if a huge piece of furniture had come to life. It seemed as though something in
the very attitude of the priest had been a signal; for his head was against the light from
the inner window and his face was in shadow.
‘I suppose you will press that button,’ he said with a sort of sigh.
Wilton seemed to awake from his savage brooding with a bound and leapt up with a
catch in his voice.
‘There was no shot,’ he cried.
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, ‘it depends what you mean by a shot.’
Wilton rushed forward, and they plunged into the inner room together. It was a
comparatively small room and simply though elegantly furnished. Opposite to them one
wide window stood open, over-looking the garden and the wooded plain. Close up
against the window stood a chair and a small table, as if the captive desired as much air
and light as was allowed him during his brief luxury of loneliness.
On the little table under the window stood the Coptic Cup; its owner had evidently been
looking at it in the best light. It was well worth looking at, for that white and brilliant
daylight turned its precious stones to many-coloured flames so that it might have been a
model of the Holy Grail. It was well worth looking at; but Brander Merton was not
looking at it. For his head had fallen back over his chair, his mane of white hair hanging
towards the floor, and his spike of grizzled beard thrust up towards the ceiling, and out
of his throat stood a long, brown painted arrow with red feathers at the other end.
‘A silent shot,’ said Father Brown, in a low voice; ‘I was just wondering about those
new inventions for silencing firearms. But this is a very old invention, and quite as
silent.’
Then, after a moment, he added: ‘I’m afraid he is dead. What are you going to do?’
The pale secretary roused himself with abrupt resolution. ‘I’m going to press that
button, of course,’ he said, ‘and if that doesn’t do for Daniel Doom, I’m going to hunt
him through the world till I find him.’
‘Take care it doesn’t do for any of our friends,’ observed Father Brown; ‘they can
hardly be far off; we’d better call them.’

‘That lot know all about the wall,’ answered Wilton. ‘None of them will try to climb it,
unless one of them ... is in a great hurry.’
Father Brown went to the window by which the arrow had evidently entered and looked
out. The garden, with its flat flower-beds, lay far below like a delicately coloured map
of the world. The whole vista seemed so vast and empty, the tower seemed set so far up
in the sky that as he stared out a strange phrase came back to his memory.
‘A bolt from the blue,’ he said. ‘What was that somebody said about a bolt from the
blue and death coming out of the sky? Look how far away everything looks; it seems
extraordinary that an arrow could come so far, unless it were an arrow from heaven.’
Wilton had returned, but did not reply, and the priest went on as in soliloquy. ‘One
thinks of aviation. We must ask young Wain ... about aviation.’
‘There’s a lot of it round here,’ said the secretary.
‘Case of very old or very new weapons,’ observed Father Brown. ‘Some would be quite
familiar to his old uncle, I suppose; we must ask him about arrows. This looks rather
like a Red Indian arrow. I don’t know where the Red Indian shot it from; but you
remember the story the old man told. I said it had a moral.’
‘If it had a moral,’ said Wilton warmly, ‘it was only that a real Red Indian might shoot a
thing farther than you’d fancy. It’s nonsense your suggesting a parallel.’
‘I don’t think you’ve got the moral quite right,’ said Father Brown.
Although the little priest appeared to melt into the millions of New York next day,
without any apparent attempt to be anything but a number in a numbered street, he was,
in fact, unobtrusively busy for the next fortnight with the commission that had been
given him, for he was filled with profound fear about a possible miscarriage of justice.
Without having any particular air of singling them out from his other new
acquaintances, he found it easy to fall into talk with the two or three men recently
involved in the mystery; and with old Hickory Crake especially he had a curious and
interesting conversation. It took place on a seat in Central Park, where the veteran sat
with his bony hands and hatchet face resting on the oddly-shaped head of a walkingstick of dark red wood, possibly modelled on a tomahawk.
‘Well, it may be a long shot,’ he said, wagging his head, ‘but I wouldn’t advise you to
be too positive about how far an Indian arrow could go. I’ve known some bow-shots
that seemed to go straighter than any bullets, and hit the mark to amazement,
considering how long they had been travelling. Of course, you practically never hear
now of a Red Indian with a bow and arrows, still less of a Red Indian hanging about
here. But if by any chance there were one of the old Indian marksmen, with one of the
old Indian bows, hiding in those trees hundreds of yards beyond the Merton outer wall
— why, then I wouldn’t put it past the noble savage to be able to send an arrow over the
wall and into the top window of Merton’s house; no, nor into Merton, either. I’ve seen
things quite as wonderful as that done in the old days.’

‘No doubt,’ said the priest, ‘you have done things quite as wonderful, as well as seen
them.’
Old Crake chuckled, and then said gruffly: ‘Oh, that’s all ancient history.’
‘Some people have a way of studying ancient history,’ the priest said. ‘I suppose we
may take it there is nothing in your old record to make people talk unpleasantly about
this affair.’
‘What do you mean?’ demanded Crake, his eyes shifting sharply for the first time, in his
red, wooden face, that was rather like the head of a tomahawk.
‘Well, since you were so well acquainted with all the arts and crafts of the Redskin — ’
began Father Brown slowly.
Crake had had a hunched and almost shrunken appearance as he sat with his chin
propped on its queer-shaped crutch. But the next instant he stood erect in the path like a
fighting bravo with the crutch clutched like a cudgel.
‘What?’ he cried — in something like a raucous screech — ‘what the hell! Are you
standing up to me to tell me I might happen to have murdered my own brother-in-law?’
From a dozen seats dotted about the path people looked to-wards the disputants, as they
stood facing each other in the middle of the path, the bald-headed energetic little man
brandishing his outlandish stick like a club, and the black, dumpy figure of the little
cleric looking at him without moving a muscle, save for his hinging eyelids. For a
moment it looked as if the black, dumpy figure would be knocked on the head, and laid
out with true Red Indian promptitude and dispatch; and the large form of an Irish
policeman could be seen heaving up in the distance and bearing down on the group. But
the priest only said, quite placidly, like one answering an ordinary query:
‘I have formed certain conclusions about it, but I do not think I will mention them till I
make my report.’
Whether under the influence of the footsteps of the policeman or of the eyes of the
priest, old Hickory tucked his stick under his arm and put his hat on again, grunting.
The priest bade him a placid good morning, and passed in an unhurried fashion out of
the park, making his way to the lounge of the hotel where he knew that young Wain was
to be found. The young man sprang up with a greeting; he looked even more haggard
and harassed than before, as if some worry were eating him away; and the priest had a
suspicion that his young friend had recently been engaged, with only too conspicuous
success, in evading the last Amendment to the American Constitution. But at the first
word about his hobby or favourite science he was vigilant and concentrated enough. For
Father Brown had asked, in an idle and conversational fashion, whether much flying
was done in that district, and had told how he had at first mistaken Mr Merton’s circular
wall for an aerodrome.
‘It’s a wonder you didn’t see any while we were there,’ answered Captain Wain.
‘Sometimes they’re as thick as flies; that open plain is a great place for them, and I
shouldn’t wonder if it were the chief breeding-ground, so to speak, for my sort of birds

in the future. I’ve flown a good deal there myself, of course, and I know most of the
fellows about here who flew in the war; but there are a whole lot of people taking to it
out there now whom I never heard of in my life. I suppose it will be like motoring soon,
and every man in the States will have one.’
‘Being endowed by his Creator,’ said Father Brown with a smile, ’with the right to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of motoring — not to mention aviation. So I suppose we may
take it that one strange aeroplane passing over that house, at certain times, wouldn’t be
noticed much.’
‘No,’ replied the young man; ‘I don’t suppose it would.’
‘Or even if the man were known,’ went on the other, ‘I suppose he might get hold of a
machine that wouldn’t be recognized as his. If you, for instance, flew in the ordinary
way, Mr Merton and his friends might recognize the rig-out, perhaps; but you might
pass pretty near that window on a different pattern of plane, or whatever you call it; near
enough for practical purposes.’
‘Well, yes,’ began the young man, almost automatically, and then ceased, and remained
staring at the cleric with an open mouth and eyes standing out of his head.
‘My God!’ he said, in a low voice; ‘my God!’
Then he rose from the lounge seat, pale and shaking from head to foot and still staring
at the priest.
‘Are you mad?’ he said; ‘are you raving mad?’
There was a silence and then he spoke again in a swift hissing fashion. ‘You positively
come here to suggest — ’
‘No; only to collect suggestions,’ said Father Brown, rising. ‘I may have formed some
conclusions provisionally, but I had better reserve them for the present.’
And then saluting the other with the same stiff civility, he passed out of the hotel to
continue his curious peregrinations.
By the dusk of that day they had led him down the dingy streets and steps that straggled
and tumbled towards the river in the oldest and most irregular part of the city.
Immediately under the coloured lantern that marked the entrance to a rather low
Chinese restaurant he encountered a figure he had seen before, though by no means
presenting itself to the eye as he had seen it.
Mr Norman Drage still confronted the world grimly behind his great goggles, which
seemed somehow to cover his face like a dark musk of glass. But except for the
goggles, his appearance had undergone a strange transformation in the month that had
elapsed since the murder. He had then, as Father Brown had noted, been dressed up to
the nines — up to that point, indeed, where there begins to be too fine a distinction
between the dandy and the dummy outside a tailor’s shop. But now all those externals
were mysteriously altered for the worse; as if the tailor’s dummy had been turned into a

scarecrow. His top hat still existed, but it was battered and shabby; his clothes were
dilapidated; his watch-chain and minor ornaments were gone. Father Brown, however,
addressed him as if they had met yesterday, and made no demur to sitting down with
him on a bench in the cheap eating-house whither he was bound. It was not he,
however, who began the conversation.
‘Well?’ growled Drage, ‘and have you succeeded in avenging your holy and sainted
millionaire? We know all millionaires are holy and sainted; you can find it all in the
papers next day, about how they lived by the light of the Family Bible they read at their
mother’s knee. Gee! if they’d only read out some of the things there are in the Family
Bible, the mother might have been startled some. And the millionaire, too, I reckon. The
old Book’s full of a lot of grand fierce old notions they don’t grow nowadays; sort of
wisdom of the Stone Age and buried under the Pyramids. Suppose somebody had flung
old man Merton from the top of that tower of his, and let him be eaten by dogs at the
bottom, it would be no worse than what happened to Jezebel. Wasn’t Agag hacked into
little pieces, for all he went walking delicately? Merton walked delicately all his life,
damn him — until he got too delicate to walk at all. But the shaft of the Lord found him
out, as it might have done in the old Book, and struck him dead on the top of his tower
to be a spectacle to the people.
‘The shaft was material, at least,’ said his companion.
‘The Pyramids are mighty material, and they hold down the dead kings all right,’
grinned the man in the goggles. ‘I think there’s a lot to be said for these old material
religions. There’s old carvings that have lasted for thousands of years, showing their
gods and emperors with bended bows; with hands that look as if they could really bend
bows of stone. Material, perhaps — but what materials! Don’t you sometimes stand
staring at those old Eastern patterns and things, till you have a hunch that old Lord God
is still driving like a dark Apollo, and shooting black rays of death?’
‘If he is,’ replied Father Brown, ‘I might call him by another name. But I doubt whether
Merton died by a dark ray or even a stone arrow.’
‘I guess you think he’s St Sebastian,’ sneered Drage, ‘killed with an arrow. A
millionaire must be a martyr. How do you know he didn’t deserve it? You don’t know
much about your millionaire, I fancy. Well, let me tell you he deserved it a hundred
times over.’
‘Well,’ asked Father Brown gently, ‘why didn’t you murder him?’
‘You want to know why I didn’t?’ said the other, staring. ‘Well, you’re a nice sort of
clergyman.’
‘Not at all,’ said the other, as if waving away a compliment.
‘I suppose it’s your way of saying I did,’ snarled Drage. ‘Well, prove it, that’s all. As
for him, I reckon he was no loss.’
‘Yes, he was,’ said Father Brown, sharply. ‘He was a loss to you. That’s why you didn’t
kill him.’

And he walked out of the room, leaving the man in goggles gaping after him.
It was nearly a month later that Father Brown revisited the house where the third
millionaire had suffered from the vendetta of Daniel Doom. A sort of council was held
of the persons most interested. Old Crake sat at the head of the table with his nephew at
his right hand, the lawyer on his left; the big man with the African features, whose name
appeared to be Harris, was ponderously present, if only as a material witness; a redhaired, sharp-nosed individual addressed as Dixon seemed to be the representative of
Pinkerton’s or some such private agency; and Father Brown slipped unobtrusively into
an empty seat beside him.
Every newspaper in the world was full of the catastrophe of the colossus of finance, of
the great organizer of the Big Business that bestrides the modern world; but from the
tiny group that had been nearest to him at the very instant of his death very little could
be learned. The uncle, nephew, and attendant solicitor declared they were well outside
the outer wall before the alarm was raised; and inquiries of the official guardians at both
barriers brought answers that were rather confused, but on the whole confirmatory. Only
one other complication seemed to call for consideration. It seemed that round about the
time of the death, before or after, a stranger had been found hanging mysteriously round
the entrance and asking to see Mr Merton. The servants had some difficulty in
understanding what he meant, for his language was very obscure; but it was afterwards
considered to be also very suspicious, since he had said something about a wicked man
being destroyed by a word out of the sky.
Peter Wain leaned forward, the eyes bright in his haggard face, and said:
‘I’ll bet on that, anyhow. Norman Drage.’
‘And who in the world is Norman Drage?’ asked his uncle.
‘That’s what I want to know,’ replied the young man. ‘I practically asked him, but he
has got a wonderful trick of twisting every straight question crooked; it’s like lunging at
a fencer. He hooked on to me with hints about the flying-ship of the future; but I never
trusted him much.’
‘But what sort of a man is he?’ asked Crake.
‘He’s a mystagogue,’ said Father Brown, with innocent promptitude. ‘There are quite a
lot of them about; the sort of men about town who hint to you in Paris cafes and
cabarets that they’ve lifted the veil of Isis or know the secret of Stonehenge. In a case
like this they’re sure to have some sort of mystical explanations.’
The smooth, dark head of Mr Barnard Blake, the lawyer, was inclined politely towards
the speaker, but his smile was faintly hostile.
‘I should hardly have thought, sir,’ he said, ‘that you had any quarrel with mystical
explanations.’
‘On the contrary,’ replied Father Brown, blinking amiably at him. ‘That’s just why I can
quarrel with ’em. Any sham lawyer could bamboozle me, but he couldn’t bamboozle

you; because you’re a lawyer yourself. Any fool could dress up as a Red Indian and I’d
swallow him whole as the only original Hiawatha; but Mr Crake would see through him
at once. A swindler could pretend to me that he knew all about aeroplanes, but not to
Captain Wain. And it’s just the same with the other, don’t you see? It’s just because I
have picked up a little about mystics that I have no use for mystagogues. Real mystics
don’t hide mysteries, they reveal them. They set a thing up in broad daylight, and when
you’ve seen it it’s still a mystery. But the mystagogues hide a thing in darkness and
secrecy, and when you find it, it’s a platitude. But in the case of Drage, I admit he had
also another and more practical notion in talking about fire from heaven or bolts from
the blue.’
‘And what was his notion?’ asked Wain. ‘I think it wants watching whatever it is.’
‘Well,’ replied the priest, slowly, ‘he wanted us to think the murders were miracles
because . . . well, because he knew they weren’t.’
‘Ah,’ said Wain, with a sort of hiss, ‘I was waiting for that. In plain words, he is the
criminal.’
‘In plain words, he is the criminal who didn’t commit the crime,’ answered Father
Brown calmly.
‘Is that your conception of plain words?’ inquired Blake politely.
‘You’ll be saying I’m the mystagogue now,’ said Father Brown somewhat abashed, but
with a broad smile, ‘but it was really quite accidental. Drage didn’t commit the crime —
I mean this crime. His only crime was blackmailing somebody, and he hung about here
to do it; but he wasn’t likely to want the secret to be public property or the whole
business to be cut short by death. We can talk about him afterwards. Just at the moment,
I only want him cleared out of the way.’
‘Out of the way of what?’ asked the other.
‘Out of the way of the truth,’ replied the priest, looking at him tranquilly, with level
eyelids.
‘Do you mean,’ faltered the other, ‘that you know the truth?’
‘I rather think so,’ said Father Brown modestly.
There was an abrupt silence, after which Crake cried out suddenly and irrelevantly in a
rasping voice:
‘Why, where is that secretary fellow? Wilton! He ought to be here.’
‘I am in communication with Mr Wilton,’ said Father Brown gravely; ‘in fact, I asked
him to ring me up here in a few minutes from now. I may say that we’ve worked the
thing out together, in a manner of speaking.’

‘If you’re working together, I suppose it’s all right,’ grumbled Crake. ‘I know he was
always a sort of bloodhound on the trail of his vanishing crook, so perhaps it was well
to hunt in couples with him. But if you know the truth about this, where the devil did
you get it from?’
‘I got it from you,’ answered the priest, quietly, and continued to gaze mildly at the
glaring veteran.’ I mean I made the first guess from a hint in a story of yours about an
Indian who threw a knife and hit a man on the top of a fortress.’
‘You’ve said that several times,’ said Wain, with a puzzled air; ‘but I can’t see any
inference, except that this murderer threw an arrow and hit a man on the top of a house
very like a fortress. But of course the arrow wasn’t thrown but shot, and would go much
further. Certainly it went uncommonly far; but I don’t see how it brings us any farther.’
‘I’m afraid you missed the point of the story,’ said Father Brown. ‘It isn’t that if one
thing can go far another can go farther. It is that the wrong use of a tool can cut both
ways. The men on Crake’s fort thought of a knife as a thing for a hand-to-hand fight and
forgot that it could be a missile like a javelin. Some other people I know thought of a
thing as a missile like a javelin and forgot that, after all, it could be used hand-to-hand
as a spear. In short, the moral of the story is that since a dagger can be turned into an
arrow, so can an arrow be turned into a dagger.’
They were all looking at him now; but he continued in the same casual and unconscious
tone: ‘Naturally we wondered and worried a good deal about who shot that arrow
through the window and whether it came from far away, and so on. But the truth is that
nobody shot the arrow at all. It never came in at the window at all.’
‘Then how did it come there?’ asked the swarthy lawyer, with a rather lowering face.
‘Somebody brought it with him, I suppose,’ said Father Brown; ‘it wouldn’t be hard to
carry or conceal. Somebody had it in his hand as he stood with Merton in Merton’s own
room. Somebody thrust it into Merton’s throat like a poignard, and then had the highly
intelligent idea of placing the whole thing at such a place and angle that we all assumed
in a flash that it had flown in at the window like a bird.’
‘Somebody,’ said old Crake, in a voice as heavy as stone.
The telephone bell rang with a strident and horrible clamour of insistence. It was in the
adjoining room, and Father Brown had darted there before anybody else could move.
‘What the devil is it all about?’ cried Peter Wain, who seemed all shaken and distracted.
‘He said he expected to be rung up by Wilton, the secretary,’ replied his uncle in the
same dead voice.
‘I suppose it is Wilton?’ observed the lawyer, like one speaking to fill up a silence. But
nobody answered the question until Father Brown reappeared suddenly and silently in
the room, bringing the answer.

‘Gentlemen,’ he said, when he had resumed his seat, ‘it was you who asked me to look
into the truth about this puzzle; and having found the truth, I must tell it, without any
pretence of softening the shock. I’m afraid anybody who pokes his nose into things like
this can’t afford to be a respecter of persons.’
‘I suppose,’ said Crake, breaking the silence that followed, ‘that means that some of us
are accused, or suspected.’
‘All of us are suspected,’ answered Father Brown. ‘I may be suspected myself, for I
found the body.’
‘Of course we’re suspected,’ snapped Wain. ‘Father Brown kindly explained to me how
I could have besieged the tower in a flying-machine.’
‘No,’ replied the priest, with a smile; ‘you described to me how you could have done it.
That was just the interesting part of it.’
‘He seemed to think it likely,’ growled Crake, ‘that I killed him myself with a Red
Indian arrow.’
‘I thought it most unlikely,’ said Father Brown, making rather a wry face. I’m sorry if I
did wrong, but I couldn’t think of any other way of testing the matter. I can hardly think
of anything more improbable than the notion that Captain Wain went careering in a
huge machine past the window, at the very moment of the murder, and nobody noticed
it; unless, perhaps, it were the notion that a respectable old gentleman should play at
Red Indians with a bow and arrow behind the bushes, to kill somebody he could have
killed in twenty much simpler ways. But I had to find out if they had had anything to do
with it; and so I had to accuse them in order to prove their innocence.’
‘And how have you proved their innocence?’ asked Blake the lawyer, leaning forward
eagerly.
‘Only by the agitation they showed when they were accused,’ answered the other.
‘What do you mean, exactly?’
‘If you will permit me to say so,’ remarked Father Brown, composedly enough, ‘I did
undoubtedly think it my duty to suspect them and everybody else. I did suspect Mr
Crake and I did suspect Captain Wain, in the sense that I considered the possibility or
probability of their guilt. I told them I had formed conclusions about it; and I will now
tell them what those conclusions were. I was sure they were innocent, because of the
manner and the moment in which they passed from unconsciousness to indignation. So
long as they never thought they were accused, they went on giving me materials to
support the accusation. They practically explained to me how they might have
committed the crime. Then they suddenly realized with a shock and a shout of rage that
they were accused; they realized it long after they might well have expected to be
accused, but long before I had accused them. Now no guilty person could possibly do
that. He might be snappy and suspicious from the first; or he might simulate
unconsciousness and innocence up to the end. But he wouldn’t begin by making things
worse for himself and then give a great jump and begin furiously denying the notion he

had himself helped to suggest. That could only come by his having really failed to
realize what he was suggesting. The self-consciousness of a murderer would always be
at least morbidly vivid enough to prevent him first forgetting his relation with the thing
and then remembering to deny it. So I ruled you both out and others for other reasons I
needn’t discuss now. For instance, there was the secretary —
‘But I’m not talking about that just now. Look here, I’ve just heard from Wilton on the
phone, and he’s given me permission to tell you some rather serious news. Now I
suppose you all know by this time who Wilton was, and what he was after.’
‘I know he was after Daniel Doom and wouldn’t be happy till he got him,’ answered
Peter Wain; ‘and I’ve heard the story that he’s the son of old Horder, and that’s why
he’s the avenger of blood. Anyhow, he’s certainly looking for the man called Doom.’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, ‘he has found him.’
Peter Wain sprang to his feet in excitement.
‘The murderer!’ he cried. ‘Is the murderer in the lock-up already?’
‘No,’ said Father Brown, gravely; ‘I said the news was serious, and it’s more serious
than that. I’m afraid poor Wilton has taken a terrible responsibility. I’m afraid he’s
going to put a terrible responsibility on us. He hunted the criminal down, and just when
he had him cornered at last — well, he has taken the law into his own hands.’
‘You mean that Daniel Doom — ’ began the lawyer.
‘I mean that Daniel Doom is dead,’ said the priest. ‘There was some sort of wild
struggle, and Wilton killed him.’
‘Serve him right,’ growled Mr Hickory Crake.
‘Can’t blame Wilton for downing a crook like that, especially considering the feud,’
assented Wain; ‘it was like stepping on a viper.’
‘I don’t agree with you,’ said Father Brown. ‘I suppose we all talk romantic stuff at
random in defence of lynching and lawlessness; but I have a suspicion that if we lose
our laws and liberties we shall regret it. Besides, it seems to me illogical to say there is
something to be said for Wilton committing murder, without even inquiring whether
there was anything to be said for Doom committing it. I rather doubt whether Doom
was merely a vulgar assassin; he may have been a sort of outlaw with a mania about the
cup, demanding it with threats and only killing after a struggle; both victims were
thrown down just outside their houses. The objection to Wilton’s way of doing it is that
we shall never hear Doom’s side of the case.’
‘Oh, I’ve no patience with all this sentimental whitewashing of worthless, murderous
blackguards,’ cried Wain, heatedly. ‘If Wilton croaked the criminal he did a jolly good
day’s work, and there’s an end of it.’
‘Quite so, quite so,’ said his uncle, nodding vigorously.

Father Brown’s face had a yet heavier gravity as he looked slowly round the semicircle
of faces. ‘Is that really what you all think?’ he asked. Even as he did so he realized that
he was an Englishman and an exile. He realized that he was among foreigners, even if
he was among friends. Around that ring of foreigners ran a restless fire that was not
native to his own breed; the fiercer spirit of the western nation that can rebel and lynch,
and above all, combine. He knew that they had already combined.
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, with a sigh, ‘I am to understand, then, that you do definitely
condone this unfortunate man’s crime, or act of private justice, or whatever you call it.
In that case it will not hurt him if I tell you a little more about it.’
He rose suddenly to his feet; and though they saw no meaning in his movement, it
seemed in some way to change or chill the very air in the room.
‘Wilton killed Doom in a rather curious way,’ he began.
‘How did Wilton kill him?’ asked Crake, abruptly.
‘With an arrow,’ said Father Brown.
Twilight was gathering in the long room, and daylight dwindling to a gleam from the
great window in the inner room, where the great millionaire had died. Almost
automatically the eyes of the group turned slowly towards it, but as yet there was no
sound. Then the voice of Crake came cracked and high and senile in a sort of crowing
gabble.
‘What you mean? What you mean? Brander Merton killed by an arrow. This crook
killed by an arrow — ’
‘By the same arrow,’ said the priest, ‘and at the same moment.’
Again there was a sort of strangled and yet swollen and bursting silence, and young
Wain began: ‘You mean — ’
‘I mean that your friend Merton was Daniel Doom,’ said Father Brown firmly;’ and the
only Daniel Doom you’ll ever find. Your friend Merton was always crazy after that
Coptic Cup that he used to worship like an idol every day; and in his wild youth he had
really killed two men to get it, though I still think the deaths may have been in a sense
accidents of the robbery. Anyhow, he had it; and that man Drage knew the story and
was blackmailing him. But Wilton was after him for a very different purpose; I fancy he
only discovered the truth when he’d got into this house. But anyhow, it was in this
house, and in that room, that this hunt ended, and he slew the slayer of his father.’
For a long time nobody answered. Then old Crake could be heard drumming with his
fingers on the table and muttering:
‘Brander must have been mad. He must have been mad.’

‘But, good Lord!’ burst out Peter Wain; ‘what are we to do? What are we to say? Oh,
it’s all quite different! What about the papers and the big business people? Brander
Merton is a thing like the President or the Pope of Rome.’
‘I certainly think it is rather different,’ began Barnard Blake, the lawyer, in a low voice.
‘The difference involves a whole — ’
Father Brown struck the table so that the glasses on it rang; and they could almost fancy
a ghostly echo from the mysterious chalice that still stood in the room beyond.
‘No!’ he cried, in a voice like a pistol-shot. ‘There shall be no difference. I gave you
your chance of pitying the poor devil when you thought he was a common criminal.
You wouldn’t listen then; you were all for private vengeance then. You were all for
letting him be butchered like a wild beast without a hearing or a public trial, and said he
had only got his deserts. Very well then, if Daniel Doom has got his deserts, Brander
Merton has got his deserts. If that was good enough for Doom, by all that is holy it is
good enough for Merton. Take your wild justice or our dull legality; but in the name of
Almighty God, let there be an equal lawlessness or an equal law.’
Nobody answered except the lawyer, and he answered with something like a snarl:
‘What will the police say if we tell them we mean to condone a crime?’
‘What will they say if I tell them you did condone it?’ replied Father Brown. ‘Your
respect for the law comes rather late, Mr Barnard Blake.’
After a pause he resumed in a milder tone: ’I, for one, am ready to tell the truth if the
proper authorities ask me; and the rest of you can do as you like. But as a fact, it will
make very little difference. Wilton only rang me up to tell me that I was now free to lay
his confession before you; for when you heard it, he would be beyond pursuit.’
He walked slowly into the inner room and stood there by the little table beside which
the millionaire had died. The Coptic Cup still stood in the same place, and he remained
there for a space staring at its cluster of all the colours of the rainbow, and beyond it
into a blue abyss of sky.

The Oracle of the Dog
‘YES,’ said Father Brown, ‘I always like a dog, so long as he isn’t spelt backwards.’
Those who are quick in talking are not always quick in listening. Sometimes even their
brilliancy produces a sort of stupidity. Father Brown’s friend and companion was a
young man with a stream of ideas and stories, an enthusiastic young man named
Fiennes, with eager blue eyes and blond hair that seemed to be brushed back, not merely
with a hair-brush but with the wind of the world as he rushed through it. But he stopped
in the torrent of his talk in a momentary bewilderment before he saw the priest’s very
simple meaning.
‘You mean that people make too much of them?’ he said. ‘Well, I don’t know. They’re
marvellous creatures. Sometimes I think they know a lot more than we do.’

Father Brown said nothing, but continued to stroke the head of the big retriever in a
half-abstracted but apparently soothing fashion.
‘Why,’ said Fiennes, warming again to his monologue, ‘there was a dog in the case I’ve
come to see you about: what they call the ‘Invisible Murder Case’, you know. It’s a
strange story, but from my point of view the dog is about the strangest thing in it. Of
course, there’s the mystery of the crime itself, and how old Druce can have been killed
by somebody else when he was all alone in the summer-house — ’
The hand stroking the dog stopped for a moment in its rhythmic movement, and Father
Brown said calmly: ‘Oh, it was a summer-house, was it?’
‘I thought you’d read all about it in the papers,’ answered Fiennes.’ Stop a minute; I
believe I’ve got a cutting that will give you all the particulars.’ He produced a strip of
newspaper from his pocket and handed it to the priest, who began to read it, holding it
close to his blinking eyes with one hand while the other continued its half-conscious
caresses of the dog. It looked like the parable of a man not letting his right hand know
what his left hand did.
*
Many mystery stories, about men murdered behind locked doors and windows, and
murderers escaping without means of entrance and exit, have come true in the course of
the extraordinary events at Cranston on the coast of Yorkshire, where Colonel Druce
was found stabbed from behind by a dagger that has entirely disappeared from the
scene, and apparently even from the neighbourhood.
The summer-house in which he died was indeed accessible at one entrance, the ordinary
doorway which looked down the central walk of the garden towards the house. But, by a
combination of events almost to be called a coincidence, it appears that both the path
and the entrance were watched during the crucial time, and there is a chain of witnesses
who confirm each other. The summer-house stands at the extreme end of the garden,
where there is no exit or entrance of any kind. The central garden path is a lane between
two ranks of tall delphiniums, planted so close that any stray step off the path would
leave its traces; and both path and plants run right up to the very mouth of the summerhouse, so that no straying from that straight path could fail to be observed, and no other
mode of entrance can be imagined.
Patrick Floyd, secretary of the murdered man, testified that he had been in a position to
overlook the whole garden from the time when Colonel Druce last appeared alive in the
doorway to the time when he was found dead; as he, Floyd, had been on the top of a
step-ladder clipping the garden hedge. Janet Druce, the dead man’s daughter, confirmed
this, saying that she had sat on the terrace of the house throughout that time and had
seen Floyd at his work. Touching some part of the time, this is again supported by
Donald Druce, her brother — who overlooked the garden — standing at his bedroom
window in his dressing-gown, for he had risen late. Lastly, the account is consistent
with that given by Dr Valentine, a neighbour, who called for a time to talk with Miss
Druce on the terrace, and by the Colonel’s solicitor, Mr Aubrey Traill, who was
apparently the last to see the murdered man alive — presumably with the exception of
the murderer.

All are agreed that the course of events was as follows: About half past three in the
afternoon, Miss Druce went down the path to ask her father when he would like tea; but
he said he did not want any and was waiting to see Traill, his lawyer, who was to be
sent to him in the summer-house. The girl then came away and met Traill coming down
the path; she directed him to her father and he went in as directed. About half an hour
afterwards he came out again, the Colonel coming with him to the door and showing
himself to all appearance in health and even high spirits. He had been somewhat
annoyed earlier in the day by his son’s irregular hours, but seemed to recover his temper
in a perfectly normal fashion, and had been rather markedly genial in receiving other
visitors, including two of his nephews, who came over for the day. But as these were
out walking during the whole period of the tragedy, they had no evidence to give. It is
said, indeed, that the Colonel was not on very good terms with Dr Valentine, but that
gentleman only had a brief interview with the daughter of the house, to whom he is
supposed to be paying serious attentions.
Traill, the solicitor, says he left the Colonel entirely alone in the summer-house, and this
is confirmed by Floyd’s bird’s-eye view of the garden, which showed nobody else
passing the only entrance. Ten minutes later, Miss Druce again went down the garden
and had not reached the end of the path when she saw her father, who was conspicuous
by his white linen coat, lying in a heap on the floor. She uttered a scream which brought
others to the spot, and on entering the place they found the Colonel lying dead beside
his basket-chair, which was also upset. Dr Valentine, who was still in the immediate
neighbourhood, testified that the wound was made by some sort of stiletto, entering
under the shoulder-blade and piercing the heart. The police have searched the
neighbourhood for such a weapon, but no trace of it can be found.
‘So Colonel Druce wore a white coat, did he?’ said Father Brown as he put down the
paper.
‘Trick he learnt in the tropics,’ replied Fiennes, with some wonder. ‘He’d had some
queer adventures there, by his own account; and I fancy his dislike of Valentine was
connected with the doctor coming from the tropics, too. But it’s all an infernal puzzle.
The account there is pretty accurate. I didn’t see the tragedy, in the sense of the
discovery; I was out walking with the young nephews and the dog — the dog I wanted
to tell you about. But I saw the stage set for it as described; the straight lane between the
blue flowers right up to the dark entrance, and the lawyer going down it in his blacks
and his silk hat, and the red head of the secretary showing high above the green hedge
as he worked on it with his shears. Nobody could have mistaken that red head at any
distance; and if people say they saw it there all the time, you may be sure they did.
This red-haired secretary, Floyd, is quite a character; a breathless bounding sort of
fellow, always doing everybody’s work as he was doing the gardener’s. I think he is an
American; he’s certainly got the American view of life — what they call the view-point,
bless ’em.’
‘What about the lawyer?’ asked Father Brown. There was a silence and then Fiennes
spoke quite slowly for him. ‘Traill struck me as a singular man. In his fine black clothes
he was almost foppish, yet you can hardly call him fashionable. For he wore a pair of
long, luxuriant black whiskers such as haven’t been seen since Victorian times. He had
rather a fine grave face and a fine grave manner, but every now and then he seemed to

remember to smile. And when he showed his white teeth he seemed to lose a little of his
dignity, and there was something faintly fawning about him. It may have been only
embarrassment, for he would also fidget with his cravat and his tie-pin, which were at
once handsome and unusual, like himself. If I could think of anybody — but what’s the
good, when the whole thing’s impossible? Nobody knows who did it. Nobody knows
how it could be done. At least there’s only one exception I’d make, and that’s why I
really mentioned the whole thing. The dog knows.’
Father Brown sighed and then said absently: ‘You were there as a friend of young
Donald, weren’t you? He didn’t go on your walk with you?’
‘No,’ replied Fiennes smiling. ‘The young scoundrel had gone to bed that morning and
got up that afternoon. I went with his cousins, two young officers from India, and our
conversation was trivial enough. I remember the elder, whose name I think is Herbert
Druce and who is an authority on horse-breeding, talked about nothing but a mare he
had bought and the moral character of the man who sold her; while his brother Harry
seemed to be brooding on his bad luck at Monte Carlo. I only mention it to show you, in
the light of what happened on our walk, that there was nothing psychic about us. The
dog was the only mystic in our company.’
‘What sort of a dog was he?’ asked the priest.
‘Same breed as that one,’ answered Fiennes. ‘That’s what started me off on the story,
your saying you didn’t believe in believing in a dog. He’s a big black retriever, named
Nox, and a suggestive name, too; for I think what he did a darker mystery than the
murder. You know Druce’s house and garden are by the sea; we walked about a mile
from it along the sands and then turned back, going the other way. We passed a rather
curious rock called the Rock of Fortune, famous in the neighbourhood because it’s one
of those examples of one stone barely balanced on another, so that a touch would knock
it over. It is not really very high but the hanging outline of it makes it look a little wild
and sinister; at least it made it look so to me, for I don’t imagine my jolly young
companions were afflicted with the picturesque. But it may be that I was beginning to
feel an atmosphere; for just then the question arose of whether it was time to go back to
tea, and even then I think I had a premonition that time counted for a good deal in the
business. Neither Herbert Druce nor I had a watch, so we called out to his brother, who
was some paces behind, having stopped to light his pipe under the hedge. Hence it
happened that he shouted out the hour, which was twenty past four, in his big voice
through the growing twilight; and somehow the loudness of it made it sound like the
proclamation of something tremendous. His unconsciousness seemed to make it all the
more so; but that was always the way with omens; and particular ticks of the clock were
really very ominous things that afternoon. According to Dr Valentine’s testimony, poor
Druce had actually died just about half past four.
‘Well, they said we needn’t go home for ten minutes, and we walked a little farther
along the sands, doing nothing in particular — throwing stones for the dog and throwing
sticks into the sea for him to swim after. But to me the twilight seemed to grow oddly
oppressive, and the very shadow of the top-heavy Rock of Fortune lay on me like a
load. And then the curious thing happened. Nox had just brought back Herbert’s
walking-stick out of the sea and his brother had thrown his in also. The dog swam out
again, but just about what must have been the stroke of the half-hour, he stopped

swimming. He came back again on to the shore and stood in front of us. Then he
suddenly threw up his head and sent up a howl or wail of woe — if ever I heard one in
the world.
‘‘What the devil’s the matter with the dog?’ asked Herbert; but none of us could answer.
There was a long silence after the brute’s wailing and whining died away on the
desolate shore; and then the silence was broken. As I live, it was broken by a faint and
far-off shriek, like the shriek of a woman from beyond the hedges inland. We didn’t
know what it was then; but we knew afterwards. It was the cry the girl gave when she
first saw the body of her father.’
‘You went back, I suppose,’ said Father Brown patiently. ‘What happened then?’
‘I’ll tell you what happened then,’ said Fiennes with a grim emphasis. ‘When we got
back into that garden the first thing we saw was Traill, the lawyer; I can see him now
with his black hat and black whiskers relieved against the perspective of the blue
flowers stretching down to the summer-house, with the sunset and the strange outline of
the Rock of Fortune in the distance. His face and figure were in shadow against the
sunset; but I swear the white teeth were showing in his head and he was smiling. The
moment Nox saw that man the dog dashed forward and stood in the middle of the path
barking at him madly, murderously, volleying out curses that were almost verbal in their
dreadful distinctness of hatred. And the man doubled up and fled, along the path
between the flowers.’
Father Brown sprang to his feet with a startling impatience. ‘So the dog denounced him,
did he?’ he cried. ‘The oracle of the dog condemned him. Did you see what birds were
flying, and are you sure whether they were on the right hand or the left? Did you consult
the augurs about the sacrifices? Surely you didn’t omit to cut open the dog and examine
his entrails. That is the sort of scientific test you heathen humanitarians seem to trust
when you are thinking of taking away the life and honour of a man.’
Fiennes sat gaping for an instant before he found breath to say: ‘Why, what’s the matter
with you? What have I done now?’ A sort of anxiety came back into the priest’s eyes —
the anxiety of a man who has run against a post in the dark and wonders for a moment
whether he has hurt it.
‘I’m most awfully sorry,’ he said with sincere distress. ‘I beg your pardon for being so
rude; pray forgive me.’
Fiennes looked at him curiously. ‘I sometimes think you are more of a mystery than any
of the mysteries,’ he said. ‘But anyhow, if you don’t believe in the mystery of the dog,
at least you can’t get over the mystery of the man. You can’t deny that at the very
moment when the beast came back from the sea and bellowed, his master’s soul was
driven out of his body by the blow of some unseen power that no mortal man can trace
or even imagine. And as for the lawyer — I don’t go only by the dog — there are other
curious details, too. He struck me as a smooth, smiling, equivocal sort of person; and
one of his tricks seemed like a sort of hint. You know the doctor and the police were on
the spot very quickly; Valentine was brought back when walking away from the house,
and he telephoned instantly. That, with the secluded house, small numbers, and
enclosed space, made it pretty possible to search everybody who could have been near;

and everybody was thoroughly searched — for a weapon. The whole house, garden, and
shore were combed for a weapon. The disappearance of the dagger is almost as crazy as
the disappearance of the man.’
‘The disappearance of the dagger,’ said Father Brown, nodding. He seemed to have
become suddenly attentive.
‘Well,’ continued Fiennes, ‘I told you that man Traill had a trick of fidgeting with his
tie and tie-pin — especially his tie-pin. His pin, like himself, was at once showy and
old-fashioned. It had one of those stones with concentric coloured rings that look like an
eye; and his own concentration on it got on my nerves, as if he had been a Cyclops with
one eye in the middle of his body. But the pin was not only large but long; and it
occurred to me that his anxiety about its adjustment was because it was even longer than
it looked; as long as a stiletto in fact.’
Father Brown nodded thoughtfully. ‘Was any other instrument ever suggested?’ he
asked.
‘There was another suggestion,’ answered Fiennes, ‘from one of the young Druces —
the cousins, I mean. Neither Herbert nor Harry Druce would have struck one at first as
likely to be of assistance in scientific detection; but while Herbert was really the
traditional type of heavy Dragoon, caring for nothing but horses and being an ornament
to the Horse Guards, his younger brother Harry had been in the Indian Police and knew
something about such things. Indeed, in his own way he was quite clever; and I rather
fancy he had been too clever; I mean he had left the police through breaking some redtape regulations and taking some sort of risk and responsibility of his own. Anyhow, he
was in some sense a detective out of work, and threw himself into this business with
more than the ardour of an amateur. And it was with him that I had an argument about
the weapon — an argument that led — to something new. It began by his countering my
description of the dog barking at Traill; and he said that a dog at his worst didn’t bark,
but growled.’
‘He was quite right there,’ observed the priest.
‘This young fellow went on to say that, if it came to that, he’d heard Nox growling at
other people before then; and among others at Floyd, the secretary. I retorted that his
own argument answered itself; for the crime couldn’t be brought home to two or three
people, and least of all to Floyd, who was as innocent as a harum-scarum schoolboy,
and had been seen by everybody all the time perched above the garden hedge with his
fan of red hair as conspicuous as a scarlet cockatoo.
‘I know there’s difficulties anyhow,’ said my colleague, ‘but I wish you’d come with
me down the garden a minute. I want to show you something I don’t think any one else
has seen.’ This was on the very day of the discovery, and the garden was just as it had
been. The step-ladder was still standing by the hedge, and just under the hedge my
guide stopped and disentangled something from the deep grass. It was the sheers used
for clipping the hedge, and on the point of one of them was a smear of blood.
There was a short silence, and then Father Brown said suddenly; ‘What was the lawyer
there for?’

‘He told us the Colonel sent for him to alter his will,’ answered Fiennes. ‘And, by the
way, there was another thing about the business of the will that I ought to mention. You
see, the will wasn’t actually signed in the summer-house that afternoon.’
‘I suppose not,’ said Father Brown; ‘there would have to be two witnesses.’
‘The lawyer actually came down the day before and it was signed then; but he was sent
for again next day because the old man had a doubt about one of the witnesses and had
to be reassured.’
‘Who were the witnesses?’ asked Father Brown.
‘That’s just the point,’ replied his informant eagerly, ‘the witnesses were Floyd, the
secretary, and this Dr Valentine, the foreign sort of surgeon or whatever he is; and the
two had a quarrel. Now I’m bound to say that the secretary is something of a busybody.
He’s one of those hot and headlong people whose warmth of temperament has
unfortunately turned mostly to pugnacity and bristling suspicion; to distrusting people
instead of to trusting them. That sort of red-haired red-hot fellow is always either
universally credulous or universally incredulous; and sometimes both. He was not only
a Jack-of-all-trades, but he knew better than all tradesmen. He not only knew
everything, but he warned everybody against everybody. All that must be taken into
account in his suspicions about Valentine; but in that particular case there seems to have
been something behind it. He said the name of Valentine was not really Valentine. He
said he had seen him elsewhere known by the name of De Villon. He said it would
invalidate the will; of course he was kind enough to explain to the lawyer what the law
was on that point. They were both in a frightful wax.’
Father Brown laughed. ‘People often are when they are to witness a will,’ he said; ‘for
one thing, it means that they can’t have any legacy under it. But what did Dr Valentine
say? No doubt the universal secretary knew more about the doctor’s name than the
doctor did. But even the doctor might have some information about his own name.’
Fiennes paused a moment before he replied. ‘Dr Valentine took it in a curious way. Dr
Valentine is a curious man. His appearance is rather striking but very foreign. He is
young but wears a beard cut square; and his face is very pale, dreadfully pale — and
dreadfully serious. His eyes have a sort of ache in them, as if he ought to wear glasses,
or had given himself a headache with thinking; but he is quite handsome and always
very formally dressed, with a top hat and a dark coat and a little red rosette. His manner
is rather cold and haughty, and he has a way of staring at you which is very
disconcerting. When thus charged with having changed his name, he merely stared like
a sphinx and then said with a little laugh that he supposed Americans had no names to
change. At that I think the Colonel also got into a fuss and said all sorts of angry things
to the doctor; all the more angry because of the doctor’s pretensions to a future place in
his family. But I shouldn’t have thought much of that but for a few words that I
happened to hear later, early in the afternoon of the tragedy. I don’t want to make a lot
of them, for they weren’t the sort of words on which one would like, in the ordinary
way, to play the eavesdropper. As I was passing out towards the front gate with my two
companions and the dog, I heard voices which told me that Dr Valentine and Miss
Druce had withdrawn for a moment in the shadow of the house, in an angle behind a
row of flowering plants, and were talking to each other in passionate whisperings —

sometimes almost like hissings; for it was something of a lovers’ quarrel as well as a
lovers’ tryst. Nobody repeats the sort of things they said for the most part; but in an
unfortunate business like this I’m bound to say that there was repeated more than once a
phrase about killing somebody. In fact, the girl seemed to be begging him not to kill
somebody, or saying that no provocation could justify killing anybody; which seems an
unusual sort of talk to address to a gentleman who has dropped in to tea.’
‘Do you know,’ asked the priest, ‘whether Dr Valentine seemed to be very angry after
the scene with the secretary and the Colonel — I mean about witnessing the will?’
‘By all accounts,’ replied the other, ‘he wasn’t half so angry as the secretary was. It was
the secretary who went away raging after witnessing the will.’
‘And now,’ said Father Brown, ‘what about the will itself?’
‘The Colonel was a very wealthy man, and his will was important. Traill wouldn’t tell
us the alteration at that stage, but I have since heard only this morning in fact — that
most of the money was transferred from the son to the daughter. I told you that Druce
was wild with my friend Donald over his dissipated hours.’
‘The question of motive has been rather over-shadowed by the question of method,’
observed Father Brown thoughtfully. ‘At that moment, apparently, Miss Druce was the
immediate gainer by the death.’
‘Good God! What a cold-blooded way of talking,’ cried Fiennes, staring at him. ‘You
don’t really mean to hint that she — ’
‘Is she going to marry that Dr Valentine?’ asked the other.
‘Some people are against it,’ answered his friend. ‘But he is liked and respected in the
place and is a skilled and devoted surgeon.’
‘So devoted a surgeon,’ said Father Brown, ‘that he had surgical instruments with him
when he went to call on the young lady at teatime. For he must have used a lancet or
something, and he never seems to have gone home.’
Fiennes sprang to his feet and looked at him in a heat of inquiry. ’You suggest he might
have used the very same lancet — ’
Father Brown shook his head. ‘All these suggestions are fancies just now,’ he said. ‘The
problem is not who did it or what did it, but how it was done. We might find many men
and even many tools — pins and shears and lancets. But how did a man get into the
room? How did even a pin get into it?’
He was staring reflectively at the ceiling as he spoke, but as he said the last words his
eye cocked in an alert fashion as if he had suddenly seen a curious fly on the ceiling.
‘Well, what would you do about it?’ asked the young man. ‘You have a lot of
experience; what would you advise now?’

‘I’m afraid I’m not much use,’ said Father Brown with a sigh. ‘I can’t suggest very
much without having ever been near the place or the people. For the moment you can
only go on with local inquiries. I gather that your friend from the Indian Police is more
or less in charge of your inquiry down there. I should run down and see how he is
getting on. See what he’s been doing in the way of amateur detection. There may be
news already.’
As his guests, the biped and the quadruped, disappeared, Father Brown took up his pen
and went back to his interrupted occupation of planning a course of lectures on the
Encyclical Rerum Novarum. The subject was a large one and he had to recast it more
than once, so that he was somewhat similarly employed some two days later when the
big black dog again came bounding into the room and sprawled all over him with
enthusiasm and excitement. The master who followed the dog shared the excitement if
not the enthusiasm. He had been excited in a less pleasant fashion, for his blue eyes
seemed to start from his head and his eager face was even a little pale.
‘You told me,’ he said abruptly and without preface, ‘to find out what Harry Druce was
doing. Do you know what he’s done?’ The priest did not reply, and the young man went
on in jerky tones: I’ll tell you what he’s done. He’s killed himself.’
Father Brown’s lips moved only faintly, and there was nothing practical about what he
was saying — nothing that has anything to do with this story or this world.
‘You give me the creeps sometimes,’ said Fiennes. ‘Did you — did you expect this?’
‘I thought it possible,’ said Father Brown; ‘that was why I asked you to go and see what
he was doing. I hoped you might not be too late.’
‘It was I who found him,’ said Fiennes rather huskily. ‘It was the ugliest and most
uncanny thing I ever knew. I went down that old garden again, and I knew there was
something new and unnatural about it besides the murder. The flowers still tossed about
in blue masses on each side of the black entrance into the old grey summer-house; but
to me the blue flowers looked like blue devils dancing before some dark cavern of the
underworld. I looked all round, everything seemed to be in its ordinary place. But the
queer notion grew on me that there was something wrong with the very shape of the
sky. And then I saw what it was. The Rock of Fortune always rose in the background
beyond the garden hedge and against the sea. The Rock of Fortune was gone.’
Father Brown had lifted his head and was listening intently.
‘It was as if a mountain had walked away out of a landscape or a moon fallen from the
sky; though I knew, of course, that a touch at any time would have tipped the thing
over. Something possessed me and I rushed down that garden path like the wind and
went crashing through that hedge as if it were a spider’s web. It was a thin hedge really,
though its undisturbed trimness had made it serve all the purposes of a wall. On the
shore I found the loose rock fallen from its pedestal; and poor Harry Druce lay like a
wreck underneath it. One arm was thrown round it in a sort of embrace as if he had
pulled it down on himself; and on the broad brown sands beside it, in large crazy
lettering, he had scrawled the words: ‘The Rock of Fortune falls on the Fool’.’ —

‘It was the Colonel’s will that did that,’ observed Father Brown. ‘The young man had
staked everything on profiting himself by Donald’s disgrace, especially when his uncle
sent for him on the same day as the lawyer, and welcomed him with so much warmth.
Otherwise he was done; he’d lost his police job; he was beggared at Monte Carlo. And
he killed himself when he found he’d killed his kinsman for nothing.’
‘Here, stop a minute!’ cried the staring Fiennes. ‘You’re going too fast for me.’
‘Talking about the will, by the way,’ continued Father Brown calmly, ‘before I forget it,
or we go on to bigger things, there was a simple explanation, I think, of all that business
about the doctor’s name. I rather fancy I have heard both names before somewhere. The
doctor is really a French nobleman with the title of the Marquis de Villon. But he is also
an ardent Republican and has abandoned his title and fallen back on the forgotten family
surname. With your Citizen Riquetti you have puzzled Europe for ten days.’
‘What is that?’ asked the young man blankly.
‘Never mind,’ said the priest. ‘Nine times out of ten it is a rascally thing to change one’s
name; but this was a piece of fine fanaticism. That’s the point of his sarcasm about
Americans having no names — that is, no titles. Now in England the Marquis of
Hartington is never called Mr Hartington; but in France the Marquis de Villon is called
M. de Villon. So it might well look like a change of name. As for the talk about killing,
I fancy that also was a point of French etiquette. The doctor was talking about
challenging Floyd to a duel, and the girl was trying to dissuade him.’
‘Oh, I see,’ cried Fiennes slowly. ‘Now I understand what she meant.’
‘And what is that about?’ asked his companion, smiling.
‘Well,’ said the young man, ‘it was something that happened to me just before I found
that poor fellow’s body; only the catastrophe drove it out of my head. I suppose it’s hard
to remember a little romantic idyll when you’ve just come on top of a tragedy. But as I
went down the lanes leading to the Colonel’s old place I met his daughter walking with
Dr Valentine. She was in mourning, of course, and he always wore black as if he were
going to a funeral; but I can’t say that their faces were very funereal. Never have I seen
two people looking in their own way more respectably radiant and cheerful. They
stopped and saluted me, and then she told me they were married and living in a little
house on the outskirts of the town, where the doctor was continuing his practice. This
rather surprised me, because I knew that her old father’s will had left her his property;
and I hinted at it delicately by saying I was going along to her father’s old place and had
half expected to meet her there. But she only laughed and said: ‘Oh, we’ve given up all
that. My husband doesn’t like heiresses.’ And I discovered with some astonishment they
really had insisted on restoring the property to poor Donald; so I hope he’s had a
healthy shock and will treat it sensibly. There was never much really the matter with
him; he was very young and his father was not very wise. But it was in connexion with
that that she said something I didn’t understand at the time; but now I’m sure it must be
as you say. She said with a sort of sudden and splendid arrogance that was entirely
altruistic:

‘‘I hope it’ll stop that red-haired fool from fussing any more about the will. Does he
think my husband, who has given up a crest and a coronet as old as the Crusades for his
principles, would kill an old man in a summer-house for a legacy like that?’ Then she
laughed again and said, ‘My husband isn’t killing anybody except in the way of
business. Why, he didn’t even ask his friends to call on the secretary.’ Now, of course, I
see what she meant.’
‘I see part of what she meant, of course,’ said Father Brown. ‘What did she mean
exactly by the secretary fussing about the will?’
Fiennes smiled as he answered, ‘I wish you knew the secretary, Father Brown. It would
be a joy to you to watch him make things hum, as he calls it. He made the house of
mourning hum. He filled the funeral with all the snap and zip of the brightest sporting
event. There was no holding him, after something had really happened. I’ve told you
how he used to oversee the gardener as he did the garden, and how he instructed the
lawyer in the law. Needless to say, he also instructed the surgeon in the practice of
surgery; and as the surgeon was Dr Valentine, you may be sure it ended in accusing him
of something worse than bad surgery. The secretary got it fixed in his red head that the
doctor had committed the crime, and when the police arrived he was perfectly sublime.
Need I say that he became, on the spot, the greatest of all amateur detectives? Sherlock
Holmes never towered over Scotland Yard with more Titanic intellectual pride and
scorn than Colonel Druce’s private secretary over the police investigating Colonel
Druce’s death. I tell you it was a joy to see him. He strode about with an abstracted air,
tossing his scarlet crest of hair and giving curt impatient replies. Of course it was his
demeanour during these days that made Druce’s daughter so wild with him. Of course
he had a theory. It’s just the sort of theory a man would have in a book; and Floyd is the
sort of man who ought to be in a book. He’d be better fun and less bother in a book.’
‘What was his theory?’ asked the other.
‘Oh, it was full of pep,’ replied Fiennes gloomily. ‘It would have been glorious copy if
it could have held together for ten minutes longer. He said the Colonel was still alive
when they found him in the summer-house, and the doctor killed him with the surgical
instrument on pretence of cutting the clothes.’
‘I see,’ said the priest. ‘I suppose he was lying flat on his face on the mud floor as a
form of siesta.’
‘It’s wonderful what hustle will do,’ continued his informant. ‘I believe Floyd would
have got his great theory into the papers at any rate, and perhaps had the doctor attested,
when all these things were blown sky high as if by dynamite by the discovery of that
dead body lying under the Rock of Fortune. And that’s what we come back to after all. I
suppose the suicide is almost a confession. But nobody will ever know the whole story.’
There was a silence, and then the priest said modestly: ‘I rather think I know the whole
story.’
Fiennes stared. ‘But look here,’ he cried; ‘how do you come to know the whole story, or
to be sure it’s the true story? You’ve been sitting here a hundred miles away writing a
sermon; do you mean to tell me you really know what happened already? If you’ve

really come to the end, where in the world do you begin? What started you off with
your own story?’
Father Brown jumped up with a very unusual excitement and his first exclamation was
like an explosion.
‘The dog!’ he cried. ‘The dog, of course! You had the whole story in your hands in the
business of the dog on the beach, if you’d only noticed the dog properly.’
Fiennes stared still more. ‘But you told me before that my feelings about the dog were
all nonsense, and the dog had nothing to do with it.’
‘The dog had everything to do with it,’ said Father Brown, ‘as you’d have found out if
you’d only treated the dog as a dog, and not as God Almighty judging the souls of men.’
He paused in an embarrassed way for a moment, and then said, with a rather pathetic air
of apology: ‘The truth is, I happen to be awfully fond of dogs. And it seemed to me that
in all this lurid halo of dog superstitions nobody was really thinking about the poor dog
at all. To begin with a small point, about his barking at the lawyer or growling at the
secretary. You asked how I could guess things a hundred miles away; but honestly it’s
mostly to your credit, for you described people so well that I know the types. A man
like Traill, who frowns usually and smiles suddenly, a man who fiddles with things,
especially at his throat, is a nervous, easily embarrassed man. I shouldn’t wonder if
Floyd, the efficient secretary, is nervy and jumpy, too; those Yankee hustlers often are.
Otherwise he wouldn’t have cut his fingers on the shears and dropped them when he
heard Janet Druce scream.
‘Now dogs hate nervous people. I don’t know whether they make the dog nervous, too;
or whether, being after all a brute, he is a bit of a bully; or whether his canine vanity
(which is colossal) is simply offended at not being liked. But anyhow there was nothing
in poor Nox protesting against those people, except that he disliked them for being
afraid of him. Now I know you’re awfully clever, and nobody of sense sneers at
cleverness. But I sometimes fancy, for instance, that you are too clever to understand
animals. Sometimes you are too clever to understand men, especially when they act
almost as simply as animals. Animals are very literal; they live in a world of truisms.
Take this case: a dog barks at a man and a man runs away from a dog. Now you do not
seem to be quite simple enough to see the fact: that the dog barked because he disliked
the man and the man fled because he was frightened of the dog. They had no other
motives and they needed none; but you must read psychological mysteries into it and
suppose the dog had super-normal vision, and was a mysterious mouthpiece of doom.
You must suppose the man was running away, not from the dog but from the hangman.
And yet, if you come to think if it, all this deeper psychology is exceedingly
improbable. If the dog really could completely and consciously realize the murderer of
his master he wouldn’t stand yapping as he might at a curate at a tea-party; he’s much
more likely to fly at his throat. And on the other hand, do you really think a man who
had hardened his heart to murder an old friend and then walk about smiling at the old
friend’s family, under the eyes of his old friend’s daughter and post-mortem doctor —
do you think a man like that would be doubled up by mere remorse because a dog
barked? He might feel the tragic irony of it; it might shake his soul, like any other tragic
trifle. But he wouldn’t rush madly the length of a garden to escape from the only

witness whom he knew to be unable to talk. People have a panic like that when they are
frightened, not of tragic ironies, but of teeth. The whole thing is simpler than you can
understand.
‘But when we come to that business by the seashore, things are much more interesting.
As you stated them, they were much more puzzling. I didn’t understand that tale of the
dog going in and out of the water; it didn’t seem to me a doggy thing to do. If Nox had
been very much upset about something else, he might possibly have refused to go after
the stick at all. He’d probably go off nosing in whatever direction he suspected the
mischief. But when once a dog is actually chasing a thing, a stone or a stick or a rabbit,
my experience is that he won’t stop for anything but the most peremptory command,
and not always for that. That he should turn round because his mood changed seems to
me unthinkable.’
‘But he did turn round,’ insisted Fiennes; ‘and came back without the stick.’
‘He came back without the stick for the best reason in the world,’ replied the priest. ‘He
came back because he couldn’t find it. He whined because be couldn’t find it. That’s the
sort of thing a dog really does whine about. A dog is a devil of a ritualist. He is as
particular about the precise routine of a game as a child about the precise repetition of a
fairy-tale. In this case something had gone wrong with the game. He came back to
complain seriously of the conduct of the stick. Never had such a thing happened before.
Never had an eminent and distinguished dog been so treated by a rotten old walkingstick.’
‘Why, what had the walking-stick done?’ inquired the young man.
‘It had sunk,’ said Father Brown.
Fiennes said nothing, but continued to stare; and it was the priest who continued: ‘It had
sunk because it was not really a stick, but a rod of steel with a very thin shell of cane
and a sharp point. In other words, it was a sword stick. I suppose a murderer never gets
rid of a bloody weapon so oddly and yet so naturally as by throwing it into the sea for a
retriever.’
‘I begin to see what you mean,’ admitted Fiennes, ‘but even if a sword-stick was used, I
have no guess of how it was used.’
‘I had a sort of guess,’ said Father Brown, ‘right at the beginning when you said the
word summer-house. And another when you said that Druce wore a white coat. As long
as everybody was looking for a short dagger, nobody thought of it; but if we admit a
rather long blade like a rapier, it’s not so impossible.’
He was leaning back, looking at the ceiling, and began like one going back to his own
first thoughts and fundamentals.
‘All that discussion about detective stories like the Yellow Room, about a man found
dead in sealed chambers which no one could enter, does not apply to the present case,
because it is a summer-house. When we talk of a Yellow Room, or any room, we imply
walls that are really homogeneous and impenetrable. But a summer-house is not made

like that; it is often made, as it was in this case, of closely interlaced but separate boughs
and strips of wood, in which there are chinks here and there. There was one of them just
behind Druce’s back as he sat in his chair up against the wall. But just as the room was
a summer-house, so the chair was a basket-chair. That also was a lattice of loopholes.
Lastly, the summer-house was close up under the hedge; and you have just told me that
it was really a thin hedge. A man standing outside it could easily see, amid a network of
twigs and branches and canes, one white spot of the Colonel’s coat as plain as the white
of a target.
‘Now, you left the geography a little vague; but it was possible to put two and two
together. You said the Rock of Fortune was not really high; but you also said it could be
seen dominating the garden like a mountain-peak. In other words, it was very near the
end of the garden, though your walk had taken you a long way round to it. Also, it isn’t
likely the young lady really howled so as to be heard half a mile. She gave an ordinary
involuntary cry, and yet you heard it on the shore. And among other interesting things
that you told me, may I remind you that you said Harry Druce had fallen behind to light
his pipe under a hedge.’
Fiennes shuddered slightly. ‘You mean he drew his blade there and sent it through the
hedge at the white spot. But surely it was a very odd chance and a very sudden choice.
Besides, he couldn’t be certain the old man’s money had passed to him, and as a fact it
hadn’t.’
Father Brown’s face became animated. ‘You misunderstand the man’s character,’ he
said, as if he himself had known the man all his life. ‘A curious but not unknown type
of character. If he had really known the money would come to him, I seriously believe
he wouldn’t have done it. He would have seen it as the dirty thing it was.’
‘Isn’t that rather paradoxical?’ asked the other.
‘This man was a gambler,’ said the priest, ‘and a man in disgrace for having taken risks
and anticipated orders. It was probably for something pretty unscrupulous, for every
imperial police is more like a Russian secret police than we like to think. But he had
gone beyond the line and failed. Now, the temptation of that type of man is to do a mad
thing precisely because the risk will be wonderful in retrospect. He wants to say,
‘Nobody but I could have seized that chance or seen that it was then or never. What a
wild and wonderful guess it was, when I put all those things together; Donald in
disgrace; and the lawyer being sent for; and Herbert and I sent for at the same time —
and then nothing more but the way the old man grinned at me and shook hands.
Anybody would say I was mad to risk it; but that is how fortunes are made, by the man
mad enough to have a little foresight.’ In short, it is the vanity of guessing. It is the
megalomania of the gambler. The more incongruous the coincidence, the more
instantaneous the decision, the more likely he is to snatch the chance. The accident, the
very triviality of the white speck and the hole in the hedge intoxicated him like a vision
of the world’s desire. Nobody clever enough to see such a combination of accidents
could be cowardly enough not to use them! That is how the devil talks to the gambler.
But the devil himself would hardly have induced that unhappy man to go down in a
dull, deliberate way and kill an old uncle from whom he’d always had expectations. It
would be too respectable.’

He paused a moment, and then went on with a certain quiet emphasis.
‘And now try to call up the scene, even as you saw it yourself. As he stood there, dizzy
with his diabolical opportunity, he looked up and saw that strange outline that might
have been the image of his own tottering soul; the one great crag poised perilously on
the other like a pyramid on its point, and remembered that it was called the Rock of
Fortune. Can you guess how such a man at such a moment would read such a signal? I
think it strung him up to action and even to vigilance. He who would be a tower must
not fear to be a toppling tower. Anyhow, he acted; his next difficulty was to cover his
tracks. To be found with a sword-stick, let alone a blood-stained sword-stick, would be
fatal in the search that was certain to follow. If he left it anywhere, it would be found
and probably traced. Even if he threw it into the sea the action might be noticed, and
thought noticeable — unless indeed he could think of some more natural way of
covering the action. As you know, he did think of one, and a very good one. Being the
only one of you with a watch, he told you it was not yet time to return, strolled a little
farther, and started the game of throwing in sticks for the retriever. But how his eyes
must have rolled darkly over all that desolate sea-shore before they alighted on the dog!’
Fiennes nodded, gazing thoughtfully into space. His mind seemed to have drifted back
to a less practical part of the narrative.
‘It’s queer,’ he said, ‘that the dog really was in the story after all.’
‘The dog could almost have told you the story, if he could talk,’ said the priest. ‘All I
complain of is that because he couldn’t talk you made up his story for him, and made
him talk with the tongues of men and angels. It’s part of something I’ve noticed more
and more in the modern world, appearing in all sorts of newspaper rumours and
conversational catchwords; something that’s arbitrary without being authoritative.
People readily swallow the untested claims of this, that, or the other. It’s drowning all
your old rationalism and scepticism, it’s coming in like a sea; and the name of it is
superstition.’ He stood up abruptly, his face heavy with a sort of frown, and went on
talking almost as if he were alone. ‘It’s the first effect of not believing in God that you
lose your common sense and can’t see things as they are. Anything that anybody talks
about, and says there’s a good deal in it, extends itself indefinitely like a vista in a
nightmare. And a dog is an omen, and a cat is a mystery, and a pig is a mascot, and a
beetle is a scarab, calling up all the menagerie of polytheism from Egypt and old India;
Dog Anubis and great green-eyed Pasht and all the holy howling Bulls of Bashan;
reeling back to the bestial gods of the beginning, escaping into elephants and snakes and
crocodiles; and all because you are frightened of four words:
‘He was made Man’.’
The young man got up with a little embarrassment, almost as if he had overheard a
soliloquy. He called to the dog and left the room with vague but breezy farewells. But
he had to call the dog twice, for the dog had remained behind quite motionless for a
moment, looking up steadily at Father Brown as the wolf looked at St Francis.

The Miracle of Moon Crescent

MOON CRESCENT was meant in a sense to be as romantic as its name; and the things
that happened there were romantic enough in their way. At least it had been an
expression of that genuine element of sentiment — historic and almost heroic — which
manages to remain side by side with commercialism in the elder cities on the eastern
coast of America. It was originally a curve of classical architecture really recalling that
eighteenth-century atmosphere in which men like Washington and Jefferson had seemed
to be all the more republicans for being aristocrats. Travellers faced with the recurrent
query of what they thought of our city were understood to be specially answerable for
what they thought of our Moon Crescent. The very contrasts that confuse its original
harmony were characteristic of its survival. At one extremity or horn of the crescent its
last windows looked over an enclosure like a strip of a gentleman’s park, with trees and
hedges as formal as a Queen Anne garden. But immediately round the corner, the other
windows, even of the same rooms, or rather ‘apartments’, looked out on the blank,
unsightly wall of a huge warehouse attached to some ugly industry. The apartments of
Moon Crescent itself were at that end remodelled on the monotonous pattern of an
American hotel, and rose to a height, which, though lower than the colossal warehouse,
would have been called a skyscraper in London. But the colonnade that ran round the
whole frontage upon the street had a grey and weather-stained stateliness suggesting
that the ghosts of the Fathers of the Republic might still be walking to and fro in it. The
insides of the rooms, however, were as neat and new as the last New York fittings could
make them, especially at the northern end between the neat garden and the blank
warehouse wall. They were a system of very small flats, as we should say in England,
each consisting of a sitting-room, bedroom, and bathroom, as identical as the hundred
cells of a hive. In one of these the celebrated Warren Wynd sat at his desk sorting letters
and scattering orders with wonderful rapidity and exactitude. He could only be
compared to a tidy whirlwind.
Warren Wynd was a very little man with loose grey hair and a pointed beard, seemingly
frail but fierily active. He had very wonderful eyes, brighter than stars and stronger than
magnets, which nobody who had ever seen them could easily forget. And indeed in his
work as a reformer and regulator of many good works he had shown at least that he had
a pair of eyes in his head. All sorts of stories and even legends were told of the
miraculous rapidity with which he could form a sound judgement, especially of human
character. It was said that he selected the wife who worked with him so long in so
charitable a fashion, by picking her out of a whole regiment of women in uniform
marching past at some official celebration, some said of the Girl Guides and some of the
Women Police. Another story was told of how three tramps, indistinguishable from
each other in their community of filth and rags, had presented themselves before him
asking for charity. Without a moment’s hesitation he had sent one of them to a
particular hospital devoted to a certain nervous disorder, had recommended the second
to an inebriates’ home, and had engaged the third at a handsome salary as his own
private servant, a position which he filled successfully for years afterwards. There were,
of course, the inevitable anecdotes of his prompt criticisms and curt repartees when
brought in contact with Roosevelt, with Henry Ford, and with Mrs Asquith and all other
persons with whom an American public man ought to have a historic interview, if only
in the newspapers. Certainly he was not likely to be overawed by such personages; and
at the moment here in question he continued very calmly his centrifugal whirl of papers,
though the man confronting him was a personage of almost equal importance.

Silas T. Vandam, the millionaire and oil magnate, was a lean man with a long, yellow
face and blue-black hair, colours which were the less conspicuous yet somehow the
more sinister because his face and figure showed dark against the window and the white
warehouse wall outside it; he was buttoned up tight in an elegant overcoat with strips of
astrakhan. The eager face and brilliant eyes of Wynd, on the other hand, were in the full
light from the other window over-looking the little garden, for his chair and desk stood
facing it; and though the face was preoccupied, it did not seem unduly preoccupied
about the millionaire. Wynd’s valet or personal servant, a big, powerful man with flat
fair hair, was standing behind his master’s desk holding a sheaf of letters; and Wynd’s
private secretary, a neat, red-haired youth with a sharp face, had his hand already on the
door handle, as if guessing some purpose or obeying some gesture of his employer. The
room was not only neat, but austere to the point of emptiness; for Wynd, with
characteristic thoroughness, had rented the whole floor above, and turned it into a loft or
storeroom, where all his other papers and possessions were stacked in boxes and corded
bales.
‘Give these to the floor-clerk, Wilson,’ said Wynd to the servant holding the letters,
‘and then get me the pamphlet on the Minneapolis Night Clubs; you’ll find it in the
bundle marked ‘G’. I shall want it in half an hour, but don’t disturb me till then. Well,
Mr Vandam, I think your proposition sounds very promising; but I can’t give a final
answer till I’ve seen the report. It ought to reach me to-morrow afternoon, and I’ll
phone you at once. I’m sorry I can’t say anything more definite just now.’
Mr Vandam seemed to feel that this was something like a polite dismissal; and his
sallow, saturnine face suggested that he found a certain irony in the fact.
‘Well, I suppose I must be going,’ he said.
‘Very good of you to call, Mr Vandam,’ said Wynd, politely; ‘you will excuse my not
coming out, as I’ve something here I must fix at once. Fenner,’ he added to the
secretary,’ show Mr Vandam to his car, and don’t come back again for half an hour.
I’ve something here I want to work out by myself; after that I shall want you.’
The three men went out into the hallway together, closing the door behind them. The
big servant, Wilson, was turning down the hallway in the direction of the floor-clerk,
and the other two moving in the opposite direction towards the lift; for Wynd’s
apartment was high up on the fourteenth floor. They had hardly gone a yard from the
closed door when they became conscious that the corridor was filled with a marching
and even magnificent figure. The man was very tall and broad-shouldered, his bulk
being the more conspicuous for being clad in white, or a light grey that looked like it,
with a very wide white panama hat and an almost equally wide fringe or halo of almost
equally white hair. Set in this aureole his face was strong and handsome, like that of a
Roman emperor, save that there was something more than boyish, something a little
childish, about the brightness of his eyes and the beatitude of his smile. ‘Mr Warren
Wynd in?’ he asked, in hearty tones.
‘Mr Warren Wynd is engaged,’ said Fenner; ‘he must not be disturbed on any account. I
may say I am his secretary and can take any message.’

‘Mr Warren Wynd is not at home to the Pope or the Crowned Heads,’ said Vandam, the
oil magnate, with sour satire. ‘Mr Warren Wynd is mighty particular. I went in there to
hand him over a trifle of twenty thousand dollars on certain conditions, and, he told me
to call again like as if I was a call-boy.’
‘It’s a fine thing to be a boy,’ said the stranger, ‘and a finer to have a call; and I’ve got a
call he’s just got to listen to. It’s a call of the great good country out West, where the
real American is being made while you’re all snoring. Just tell him that Art Alboin of
Oklahoma City has come to convert him.’
‘I tell you nobody can see him,’ said the red-haired secretary sharply. ‘He has given
orders that he is not to be disturbed for half an hour.’
‘You folks down East are all against being disturbed,’ said the breezy Mr Alboin, ‘but I
calculate there’s a big breeze getting up in the West that will have to disturb you. He’s
been figuring out how much money must go to this and that stuffy old religion; but I tell
you any scheme that leaves out the new Great Spirit movement in Texas and Oklahoma,
is leaving out the religion of the future.’
‘Oh; I’ve sized up those religions of the future,’ said the millionaire, contemptuously.
‘I’ve been through them with a tooth-comb and they’re as mangy as yellow dogs. There
was that woman called herself Sophia: ought to have called herself Sapphira, I reckon.
Just a plum fraud. Strings tied to all the tables and tambourines. Then there were the
Invisible Life bunch; said they could vanish when they liked, and they did vanish, too,
and a hundred thousand of my dollars vanished with them. I knew Jupiter Jesus out in
Denver; saw him for weeks on end; and he was just a common crook. So was the
Patagonian Prophet; you bet he’s made a bolt for Patagonia. No, I’m through with all
that; from now on I only believe what I see. I believe they call it being an atheist.’
‘I guess you got me wrong,’ said the man from Oklahoma, almost eagerly. ‘I guess I’m
as much of an atheist as you are. No supernatural or superstitious stuff in our
movement; just plain science. The only real right science is just health, and the only real
right health is just breathing. Fill your lungs with the wide air of the prairie and you
could blow all your old eastern cities into the sea. You could just puff away their
biggest men like thistledown. That’s what we do in the new movement out home: we
breathe. We don’t pray; we breathe.’
‘Well, I suppose you do,’ said the secretary, wearily. He had a keen, intelligent face
which could hardly conceal the weariness; but he had listened to the two monologues
with the admirable patience and politeness (so much in contrast with the legends of
impatience and insolence) with which such monologues are listened to in America.
‘Nothing supernatural,’ continued Alboin, ‘just the great natural fact behind all the
supernatural fancies. What did the Jews want with a God except to breathe into man’s
nostrils the breath of life? We do the breathing into our own nostrils out in Oklahoma.
What’s the meaning of the very word Spirit? It’s just the Greek for breathing exercises.
Life, progress, prophecy; it’s all breath.’
‘Some would allow it’s all wind,’ said Vandam; ‘but I’m glad you’ve got rid of the
divinity stunt, anyhow.’

The keen face of the secretary, rather pale against his red hair, showed a flicker of some
odd feeling suggestive of a secret bitterness.
‘I’m not glad,’ he said, ‘I’m just sure. You seem to like being atheists; so you may be
just believing what you like to believe. But. I wish to God there were a God; and there
ain’t. It’s just my luck.’
Without a sound or stir they all became almost creepily conscious at this moment that
the group, halted outside Wynd’s door, had silently grown from three figures to four.
How long the fourth figure had stood there none of the earnest disputants could tell, but
he had every appearance of waiting respectfully and even timidly for the opportunity to
say something urgent. But to their nervous sensibility he seemed to have sprung up
suddenly and silently like a mushroom. And indeed, he looked rather like a big, black
mushroom, for he was quite short and his small, stumpy figure was eclipsed by his big,
black clerical hat; the resemblance might have been more complete if mushrooms were
in the habit of carrying umbrellas, even of a shabby and shapeless sort.
Fenner, the secretary, was conscious of a curious additional surprise at recognizing the
figure of a priest; but when the priest turned up a round face under the round hat and
innocently asked for Mr Warren Wynd, he gave the regular negative answer rather more
curtly than before. But the priest stood his ground.
‘I do really want to see Mr Wynd,’ he said. ‘It seems odd, but that’s exactly what I do
want to do. I don’t want to speak to him. I just want to see him. I just want to see if he’s
there to be seen.’
‘Well, I tell you he’s there and can’t be seen,’ said Fenner, with increasing annoyance.
‘What do you mean by saying you want to see if he’s there to be seen? Of course he’s
there. We all left him there five minutes ago, and we’ve stood outside this door ever
since.’
‘Well, I want to see if he’s all right,’ said the priest.
‘Why?’ demanded the secretary, in exasperation. ‘Because I have a serious, I might say
solemn, reason,’ said the cleric, gravely, ’for doubting whether he is all right.’
‘Oh, Lord!’ cried Vandam, in a sort of fury; ‘not more superstitions.’
‘I see I shall have to give my reasons,’ observed the little cleric, gravely. ‘I suppose I
can’t expect you even to let me look through the crack of a door till I tell you the whole
story.’ He was silent a moment as in reflection, and then went on without noticing the
wondering faces around him. ‘I was walking outside along the front of the colonnade
when I saw a very ragged man running hard round the corner at the end of the crescent.
He came pounding along the pavement towards me, revealing a great raw-boned figure
and a face I knew. It was the face of a wild Irish fellow I once helped a little; I will not
tell you his name. When he saw me he staggered, calling me by mine and saying,
‘Saints alive, it’s Father Brown; you’re the only man whose face could frighten me today.’

‘I knew he meant he’d been doing some wild thing or other, and I don’t think my face
frightened him much, for he was soon telling me about it. And a very strange thing it
was. He asked me if I knew Warren Wynd, and I said no, though I knew he lived near
the top of these flats. He said, ‘That’s a man who thinks he’s a saint of God; but if he
knew what I was saying of him he should be ready to hang himself.’ And he repeated
hysterically more than once, ‘Yes, ready to hang himself.’ I asked him if he’d done any
harm to Wynd, and his answer was rather a queer one. He said: ‘I took a pistol and I
loaded it with neither shot nor slug, but only with a curse.’ As far as I could make out,
all he had done was to go down that little alley between this building and the big
warehouse, with an old pistol loaded with a blank charge, and merely fire it against the
wall, as if that would bring down the building. ‘But as I did it,’ he said, ‘I cursed him
with the great curse, that the justice of God should take him by the hair and the
vengeance of hell by the heels, and he should be torn asunder like Judas and the world
know him no more.’
‘Well, it doesn’t matter now what else I said to the poor, crazy fellow; he went away
quieted down a little, and I went round to the back of the building to inspect. And sure
enough, in the little alley at the foot of this wall there lay a rusty antiquated pistol; I
know enough about pistols to know it had been loaded only with a little powder, there
were the black marks of powder and smoke on the wall, and even the mark of the
muzzle, but not even a dent of any bullet. He had left no trace of destruction; he had left
no trace of anything, except those black marks and that black curse he had hurled into
heaven. So I came back here to ask for this Warren Wynd and find out if he’s all right.’
Fenner the secretary laughed. ‘I can soon settle that difficulty for you. I assure you he’s
quite all right; we left him writing at his desk only a few minutes ago. He was alone in
his flat; it’s a hundred feet up from the street, and so placed that no shot could have
reached him, even if your friend hadn’t fired blank. There’s no other entrance to this
place but this door, and we’ve been standing outside it ever since.’
‘All the same,’ said Father Brown, gravely, ‘I should like to look in and see.’
‘Well, you can’t,’ retorted the other. ‘Good Lord, you don’t tell me you think anything
of the curse.’
‘You forget,’ said the millionaire, with a slight sneer, ‘the reverend gentleman’s whole
business is blessings and cursings. Come, sir, if he’s been cursed to hell, why don’t you
bless him back again? What’s the good of your blessings if they can’t beat an Irish
larrykin’s curse?’
‘Does anybody believe such things now?’ protested the Westerner.
‘Father Brown believes a good number of things, I take it,’ said Vandam, whose temper
was suffering from the past snub and the present bickering. ’Father Brown believes a
hermit crossed a river on a crocodile conjured out of nowhere, and then he told the
crocodile to die, and it sure did. Father Brown believes that some blessed saint or other
died, and had his dead body turned into three dead bodies, to be served out to three
parishes that were all intent on figuring as his home-town. Father Brown believes that a
saint hung his cloak on a sunbeam, and another used his for a boat to cross the Atlantic.
Father Brown believes the holy donkey had six legs and the house of Loretto flew

through the air. He believes in hundreds of stone virgins winking and weeping all day
long. It’s nothing to him to believe that a man might escape through the keyhole or
vanish out of a locked room. I reckon he doesn’t take much stock of the laws of nature.’
‘Anyhow, I have to take stock in the laws of Warren Wynd,’ said the secretary, wearily,
‘and it’s his rule that he’s to be left alone when he says so. Wilson will tell you just the
same,’ for the large servant who had been sent for the pamphlet, passed placidly down
the corridor even as he spoke, carrying the pamphlet, but serenely passing the door.
‘He’ll go and sit on the bench by the floor-clerk and twiddle his thumbs till he’s wanted;
but he won’t go in before then; and nor will I. I reckon we both know which side our
bread is buttered, and it’d take a good many of Father Brown’s saints and angels to
make us forget it.’
‘As for saints and angels — ’ began the priest.
‘It’s all nonsense,’ repeated Fenner. ‘I don’t want to say anything offensive, but that sort
of thing may be very well for crypts and cloisters and all sorts of moonshiny places. But
ghosts can’t get through a closed door in an American hotel.’
‘But men can open a door, even in an American hotel,’ replied Father Brown, patiently.
‘And it seems to me the simplest thing would be to open it.’
‘It would be simple enough to lose me my job,’ answered the secretary, ‘and Warren
Wynd doesn’t like his secretaries so simple as that. Not simple enough to believe in the
sort of fairy tales you seem to believe in.’
‘Well,’ said the priest gravely, ‘it is true enough that I believe in a good many things
that you probably don’t. But it would take a considerable time to explain all the things I
believe in, and all the reasons I have for thinking I’m right. It would take about two
seconds to open that door and prove I am wrong.’
Something in the phrase seemed to please the more wild and restless spirit of the man
from the West.
‘I’ll allow I’d love to prove you wrong,’ said Alboin, striding suddenly past them, ‘and I
will.’
He threw open the door of the flat and looked in. The first glimpse showed that Warren
Wynd’s chair was empty. The second glance showed that his room was empty also.
Fenner, electrified with energy in his turn, dashed past the other into the apartment.
‘He’s in his bedroom,’ he said curtly, ‘he must be.’
As he disappeared into the inner chamber the other men stood in the empty outer room
staring about them. The severity and simplicity of its fittings, which had already been
noted, returned on them with a rigid challenge. Certainly in this room there was no
question of hiding a mouse, let alone a man. There were no curtains and, what is rare in
American arrangements, no cupboards. Even the desk was no more than a plain table
with a shallow drawer and a tilted lid. The chairs were hard and high-backed skeletons.

A moment after the secretary reappeared at the inner door, having searched the two
inner rooms. A staring negation stood in his eyes, and his mouth seemed to move in a
mechanical detachment from it as he said sharply: ‘He didn’t come out through here?’
Somehow the others did not even think it necessary to answer that negation in the
negative. Their minds had come up against something like the blank wall of the
warehouse that stared in at the opposite window, gradually turning from white to grey
as dusk slowly descended with the advancing afternoon. Vandam walked over to the
window-sill against which he had leant half an hour before and looked out of the open
window. There was no pipe or fire-escape, no shelf or foothold of any kind on the sheer
fall to the little by-street below, there was nothing on the similar expanse of wall that
rose many stories above. There was even less variation on the other side of the street;
there was nothing whatever but the wearisome expanse of whitewashed wall. He peered
downwards, as if expecting to see the vanished philanthropist lying in a suicidal wreck
on the path. He could see nothing but one small dark object which, though diminished
by distance, might well be the pistol that the priest had found lying there. Meanwhile,
Fenner had walked to the other window, which looked out from a wall equally blank
and inaccessible, but looking out over a small ornamental park instead of a side street.
Here a clump of trees interrupted the actual view of the ground; but they reached but a
little way up the huge human cliff. Both turned back into the room and faced each other
in the gathering twilight where the last silver gleams of daylight on the shiny tops of
desks and tables were rapidly turning grey. As if the twilight itself irritated him, Fenner
touched the switch and the scene sprang into the startling distinctness of electric light.
‘As you said just now,’ said Vandam grimly, ‘there’s no shot from down there could hit
him, even if there was a shot in the gun. But even if he was hit with a bullet he wouldn’t
have just burst like a bubble.’
The secretary, who was paler than ever, glanced irritably at the bilious visage of the
millionaire. ‘What’s got you started on those morbid notions? Who’s talking about
bullets and bubbles? Why shouldn’t he be alive?’
‘Why not indeed?’ replied Vandam smoothly. ‘If you’ll tell me where he is, I’ll tell you
how he got there.’
After a pause the secretary muttered, rather sulkily: ‘I suppose you’re right. We’re right
up against the very thing we were talking about. It’d be a queer thing if you or I ever
came to think there was anything in cursing. But who could have harmed Wynd shut up
in here?’
Mr Alboin, of Oklahoma, had been standing rather astraddle in the middle of the room,
his white, hairy halo as well as his round eyes seeming to radiate astonishment. At this
point he said, abstractedly, with something of the irrelevant impudence of an enfant
terrible: ‘You didn’t cotton to him much, did you, Mr Vandam?’
Mr Vandam’s long yellow face seemed to grow longer as it grew more sinister, while he
smiled and answered quietly: ‘If it comes to these coincidences, it was you, I think, who
said that a wind from the West would blow away our big men like thistledown.’

‘I know I said it would,’ said the Westerner, with candour; ’but all the same, how the
devil could it?’
The silence was broken by Fenner saying with an abruptness amounting to violence:
‘There’s only one thing to say about this affair. It simply hasn’t happened. It can’t have
happened.’
‘Oh, yes,’ said Father Brown out of the corner; ‘it has happened all right.’
They all jumped; for the truth was they had all forgotten the insignificant little man who
had originally induced them to open the door. And the recovery of memory went with a
sharp reversal of mood; it came back to them with a rush that they had all dismissed him
as a superstitious dreamer for even hinting at the very thing that had since happened
before their eyes.
‘Snakes!’ cried the impetuous Westerner, like one speaking before he could stop
himself; ’suppose there were something in it, after all!’
‘I must confess,’ said Fenner, frowning at the table, ‘that his reverence’s anticipations
were apparently well founded. I don’t know whether he has anything else to tell us.’
‘He might possibly tell us,’ said Vandam, sardonically, ‘what the devil we are to do
now.’
The little priest seemed to accept the position in a modest, but matter-of-fact manner.
‘The only thing I can think of,’ he said, ‘is first to tell the authorities of this place, and
then to see if there were any more traces of my man who let off the pistol. He vanished
round the other end of the Crescent where the little garden is. There are seats there, and
it’s a favourite place for tramps.’
Direct consultations with the headquarters of the hotel, leading to indirect consultations
with the authorities of the police, occupied them for a considerable time; and it was
already nightfall when they went out under the long, classical curve of the colonnade.
The crescent looked as cold and hollow as the moon after which it was named, and the
moon itself was rising luminous but spectral behind the black tree-tops when they
turned the corner by the little public garden. Night veiled much of what was merely
urban and artificial about the place, and as they melted into the shadows of the trees
they had a strange feeling of having suddenly travelled many hundred miles from their
homes. When they had walked in silence for a little, Alboin, who had something
elemental about him, suddenly exploded.
‘I give up,’ he cried; ‘I hand in my checks. I never thought I should come to such
things; but what happens when the things come to you? I beg your pardon, Father
Brown; I reckon I’ll just come across, so far as you and your fairy-tales are concerned.
After this, it’s me for the fairy-tales. Why, you said yourself, Mr Vandam, that you’re
an atheist and only believe what you see. Well, what was it you did see? Or rather, what
was it you didn’t see?’
‘I know,’ said Vandam and nodded in a gloomy fashion.

‘Oh, it’s partly all this moon and trees that get on one’s nerves,’ said Fenner obstinately.
‘Trees always look queer by moonlight, with their branches crawling about. Look at that
—’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, standing still and peering at the moon through a tangle of
trees. ‘That’s a very queer branch up there.’
When he spoke again he only said: ‘I thought it was a broken branch.’
But this time there was a catch in his voice that unaccountably turned his hearers cold.
Something that looked rather like a dead branch was certainly dependent in a limp
fashion from the tree that showed dark against the moon; but it was not a dead branch.
When they came close to it to see what it was Fenner sprang away again with a ringing
oath. Then he ran in again and loosened a rope from the neck of the dingy little body
dangling with drooping plumes of grey hair. Somehow he knew that the body was a
dead body before he managed to take it down from the tree. A very long coil of rope
was wrapped round and round the branches, and a comparatively short length of it hung
from the fork of the branch to the body. A long garden tub was rolled a yard or so from
under the feet, like the stool kicked away from the feet of a suicide.
‘Oh, my God!’ said Alboin, so that it seemed as much a prayer as an oath. ‘What was it
that man said about him? — “If he knew, he would be ready to hang himself.” Wasn’t
that what he said, Father Brown?’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown.
‘Well,’ said Vandam in a hollow voice, ‘I never thought to see or say such a thing. But
what can one say except that the curse has worked?’
Fenner was standing with hands covering his face; and the priest laid a hand on his arm
and said, gently, ’Were you very fond of him?’
The secretary dropped his hands and his white face was ghastly under the moon.
‘I hated him like hell,’ he said; ‘and if he died by a curse it might have been mine.’
The pressure of the priest’s hand on his arm tightened; and the priest said, with an
earnestness he had hardly yet shown: ‘It wasn’t your curse; pray be comforted.’
The police of the district had considerable difficulty in dealing with the four witnesses
who were involved in the case. All of them were reputable, and even reliable people in
the ordinary sense; and one of them was a person of considerable power and
importance: Silas Vandam of the Oil Trust. The first police-officer who tried to express
scepticism about his story struck sparks from the steel of that magnate’s mind very
rapidly indeed.
‘Don’t you talk to me about sticking to the facts,’ said the millionaire with asperity.
‘I’ve stuck to a good many facts before you were born and a few of the facts have stuck
to me. I’ll give you the facts all right if you’ve got the sense to take ’em down
correctly.’

The policeman in question was youthful and subordinate, and had a hazy idea that the
millionaire was too political to be treated as an ordinary citizen; so he passed him and
his companions on to a more stolid superior, one Inspector Collins, a grizzled man with
a grimly comfortable way of talking; as one who was genial but would stand no
nonsense.
‘Well, well,’ he said, looking at the three figures before him with twinkling eyes, ‘this
seems to be a funny sort of a tale.’
Father Brown had already gone about his daily business; but Silas Vandam had
suspended even the gigantic business of the markets for an hour or so to testify to his
remarkable experience. Fenner’s business as secretary had ceased in a sense with his
employer’s life; and the great Art Alboin, having no business in New York or anywhere
else, except the spreading of the Breath of Life religion or the Great Spirit, had nothing
to draw him away at the moment from the immediate affair. So they stood in a row in
the inspector’s office, prepared to corroborate each other.
‘Now I’d better tell you to start with,’ said the inspector cheerfully, ‘that it’s no good
for anybody to come to me with any miraculous stuff. I’m a practical man and a
policeman, and that sort of thing is all very well for priests and parsons. This priest of
yours seems to have got you all worked up about some story of a dreadful death and
judgement; but I’m going to leave him and his religion out of it altogether. If Wynd
came out of that room, somebody let him out. And if Wynd was found hanging on that
tree, somebody hung him there.’
‘Quite so,’ said Fenner; ‘but as our evidence is that nobody let him out, the question is
how could anybody have hung him there?’
‘How could anybody have a nose on his face?’ asked the inspector. ‘He had a nose on
his face, and he had a noose round his neck. Those are facts; and, as I say, I’m a
practical man and go by the facts. It can’t have been done by a miracle, so it must have
been done by a man.’
Alboin had been standing rather in the background; and indeed his broad figure seemed
to form a natural background to the leaner and more vivacious men in front of him. His
white head was bowed with a certain abstraction; but as the inspector said the last
sentence, he lifted it, shaking his hoary mane in a leonine fashion, and looking dazed
but awakened. He moved forward into the centre of the group, and they had a vague
feeling that he was even vaster than before. They had been only too prone to take him
for a fool or a mountebank; but he was not altogether wrong when he said that there was
in him a certain depth of lungs and life, like a west wind stored up in its strength, which
might some day puff lighter things away.
‘So you’re a practical man, Mr Collins,’ he said, in a voice at once soft and heavy. ‘It
must be the second or third time you’ve mentioned in this little conversation that you
are a practical man; so I can’t be mistaken about that. And a very interesting little fact it
is for anybody engaged in writing your life, letters, and table-talk, with portrait at the
age of five, daguerreotype of your grandmother and views of the old home-town; and
I’m sure your biographer won’t forget to mention it along with the fact that you had a
pug nose with a pimple on it, and were nearly too fat to walk. And as you’re a practical

man, perhaps you would just go on practising till you’ve brought Warren Wynd to life
again, and found out exactly how a practical man gets through a steel door. But I think
you’ve got it wrong. You’re not a practical man. You’re a practical joke; that’s what
you are. The Almighty was having a bit of fun with us when he thought of you.’
With a characteristic sense of drama he went sailing towards the door before the
astonished inspector could reply; and no after-recriminations could rob him of a certain
appearance of triumph.
‘I think you were perfectly right,’ said Fenner. ‘If those are practical men, give me
priests.’
Another attempt was made to reach an official version of the event when the authorities
fully realized who were the backers of the story, and what were the implications of it.
Already it had broken out in the Press in its most sensationally and even shamelessly
psychic form. Interviews with Vandam on his marvellous adventure, articles about
Father Brown and his mystical intuitions, soon led those who feel responsible for
guiding the public, to wish to guide it into a wiser channel. Next time the inconvenient
witnesses were approached in a more indirect and tactful manner. They were told,
almost in an airy fashion, that Professor Vair was very much interested in such
abnormal experiences; was especially interested in their own astonishing case. Professor
Vair was a psychologist of great distinction; he had been known to take a detached
interest in criminology; it was only some little time afterwards that they discovered that
he was in any way connected with the police.
Professor Vair was a courteous gentleman, quietly dressed in pale grey clothes, with an
artistic tie and a fair, pointed beard; he looked more like a landscape painter to anyone
not acquainted with a certain special type of don. He had an air not only of courtesy, but
of frankness.
‘Yes, yes, I know,’ he said smiling; ‘I can guess what you must have gone through. The
police do not shine in inquiries of a psychic sort, do they? Of course, dear old Collins
said he only wanted the facts. What an absurd blunder! In a case of this kind we
emphatically do not only want the facts. It is even more essential to have the fancies.’
‘Do you mean,’ asked Vandam gravely, ‘that all that we thought facts were merely
fancies?’
‘Not at all,’ said the professor; ‘I only mean that the police are stupid in thinking they
can leave out the psychological element in these things. Well, of course, the
psychological element is everything in everything, though it is only just beginning to be
understood. To begin with, take the element called personality. Now I have heard of this
priest, Father Brown, before; and he is one of the most remarkable men of our time.
Men of that sort carry a sort of atmosphere with them; and nobody knows how much his
nerves and even his very senses are affected by it for the time being. People are
hypnotized — yes, hypnotized; for hypnotism, like everything else, is a matter of
degree; it enters slightly into all daily conversation: it is not necessarily conducted by a
man in evening-dress on a platform in a public hall. Father Brown’s religion has always
understood the psychology of atmospheres, and knows how to appeal to everything

simultaneously; even, for instance, to the sense of smell. It understands those curious
effects produced by music on animals and human beings; it can — ’
‘Hang it,’ protested Fenner, ‘you don’t think he walked down the corridor carrying a
church organ?’
‘He knows better than to do that,’ said Professor Vair laughing. ‘He knows how to
concentrate the essence of all these spiritual sounds and sights, and even smells, in a
few restrained gestures; in an art or school of manners. He could contrive so to
concentrate your minds on the supernatural by his mere presence, that natural things
slipped off your minds to left and right unnoticed. Now you know,’ he proceeded with a
return to cheerful good sense, ‘that the more we study it the more queer the whole
question of human evidence becomes. There is not one man in twenty who really
observes things at all. There is not one man in a hundred who observes them with real
precision; certainly not one in a hundred who can first observe, then remember, and
finally describe. Scientific experiments have been made again and again showing that
men under strain have thought a door was shut when it was open, or open when it was
shut. Men have differed about the number of doors or windows in a wall just in front of
them. They have suffered optical illusions in broad daylight. They have done this even
without the hypnotic effect of personality; but here we have a very powerful and
persuasive personality bent upon fixing only one picture on your minds; the picture of
the wild Irish rebel shaking his pistol at the sky and firing that vain volley, whose
echoes were the thunders of heaven.’
‘Professor,’ cried Fenner, ‘I’d swear on my deathbed that door never opened.’
‘Recent experiments,’ went on the professor, quietly, ‘have suggested that our
consciousness is not continuous, but is a succession of very rapid impressions like a
cinema; it is possible that somebody or something may, so to speak, slip in or out
between the scenes. It acts only in the instant while the curtain is down. Probably the
patter of conjurors and all forms of sleight of hand depend on what we may call these
black flashes of blindness between the flashes of sight. Now this priest and preacher of
transcendental notions had filled you with a transcendental imagery; the image of the
Celt like a Titan shaking the tower with his curse. Probably he accompanied it with
some slight but compelling gesture, pointing your eyes and minds in the direction of the
unknown destroyer below. Or perhaps something else happened, or somebody else
passed by.’
‘Wilson, the servant,’ grunted Alboin, ‘went down the hallway to wait on the bench, but
I guess he didn’t distract us much.’
‘You never know how much,’ replied Vair; ‘it might have been that or more likely your
eyes following some gesture of the priest as he told his tale of magic. It was in one of
those black flashes that Mr Warren Wynd slipped out of his door and went to his death.
That is the most probable explanation. It is an illustration of the new discovery. The
mind is not a continuous line, but rather a dotted line.’
‘Very dotted,’ said Fenner feebly. ‘Not to say dotty.’

‘You don’t really believe,’ asked Vair, ’that your employer was shut up in a room like a
box?’
‘It’s better than believing that I ought to be shut up in a room like a padded cell,’
answered Fenner. ‘That’s what I complain of in your suggestions, professor. I’d as soon
believe in a priest who believes in a miracle, as disbelieve in any man having any right
to believe in a fact. The priest tells me that a man can appeal to a God I know nothing
about to avenge him by the laws of some higher justice that I know nothing about.
There’s nothing for me to say except that I know nothing about it. But, at least, if the
poor Paddy’s prayer and pistol could be heard in a higher world, that higher world
might act in some way that seems odd to us. But you ask me to disbelieve the facts of
this world as they appear to my own five wits. According to you, a whole procession of
Irishmen carrying blunderbusses may have walked through this room while we were
talking, so long as they took care to tread on the blind spots in our minds. Miracles of
the monkish sort, like materializing a crocodile or hanging a cloak on a sunbeam, seem
quite sane compared to you.’
‘Oh, well,’ said Professor Vair, rather curtly, ‘if you are resolved to believe in your
priest and his miraculous Irishman I can say no more. I’m afraid you have not had an
opportunity of studying psychology.’
‘No,’ said Fenner dryly; ‘but I’ve had an opportunity of studying psychologists.’
And, bowing politely, he led his deputation out of the room and did not speak till he got
into the street; then he addressed them rather explosively.
‘Raving lunatics!’ cried Fenner in a fume. ‘What the devil do they think is to happen to
the world if nobody knows whether he’s seen anything or not? I wish I’d blown his silly
head off with a blank charge, and then explained that I did it in a blind flash. Father
Brown’s miracle may be miraculous or no, but he said it would happen and it did
happen. All these blasted cranks can do is to see a thing happen and then say it didn’t.
Look here, I think we owe it to the padre to testify to his little demonstration. We’re all
sane, solid men who never believed in anything. We weren’t drunk. We weren’t devout.
It simply happened just as he said it would.’
‘I quite agree,’ said the millionaire. ‘It may be the beginning of mighty big things in the
spiritual line; but anyhow, the man who’s in the spiritual line himself, Father Brown,
has certainly scored over this business.’
A few days afterwards Father Brown received a very polite note signed Silas T.
Vandam, and asking him if he would attend at a stated hour at the apartment which was
the scene of the disappearance, in order to take steps for the establishment of that
marvellous occurrence. The occurrence itself had already begun to break out in the
newspapers, and was being taken up everywhere by the enthusiasts of occultism. Father
Brown saw the flaring posters inscribed ‘Suicide of Vanishing Man’, and ‘Man’s Curse
Hangs Philanthropist’, as he passed towards Moon Crescent and mounted the steps on
the way to the elevator. He found the little group much as he left it, Vandam, Alboin,
and the secretary; but there was an entirely new respectfulness and even reverence in
their tone towards himself. They were standing by Wynd’s desk, on which lay a large
paper and writing materials; they turned to greet him.

‘Father Brown,’ said the spokesman, who was the white-haired Westerner, somewhat
sobered with his responsibility, ‘we asked you here in the first place to offer our
apologies and our thanks. We recognize that it was you that spotted the spiritual
manifestation from the first. We were hard-shell sceptics, all of us; but we realize now
that a man must break that shell to get at the great things behind the world. You stand
for those things; you stand for the super-normal explanation of things; and we have to
hand it to you. And in the second place, we feel that this document would not be
complete without your signature. We are notifying the exact facts to the Psychical
Research Society, because the newspaper accounts are not what you might call exact.
We’ve stated how the curse was spoken out in the street; how the man was sealed up
here in a room like a box; how the curse dissolved him straight into thin air, and in some
unthinkable way materialized him as a suicide hoisted on a gallows. That’s all we can
say about it; but all that we know, and have seen with our own eyes. And as you were
the first to believe in the miracle, we all feel that you ought to be the first to sign.’
‘No, really,’ said Father Brown, in embarrassment. ‘I don’t think I should like to do
that.’
‘You mean you’d rather not sign first?’
‘I mean I’d rather not sign at all,’ said Father Brown, modestly. ‘You see, it doesn’t
quite do for a man in my position to joke about miracles.’
‘But it was you who said it was a miracle,’ said Alboin, staring.
‘I’m so sorry,’ said Father Brown; ‘I’m afraid there’s some mistake. I don’t think I ever
said it was a miracle. All I said was that it might happen. What you said was that it
couldn’t happen, because it would be a miracle if it did. And then it did. And so you
said it was a miracle. But I never said a word about miracles or magic, or anything of
the sort from beginning to end.’
‘But I thought you believed in miracles,’ broke out the secretary.
‘Yes,’ answered Father Brown, ‘I believe in miracles. I believe in man-eating tigers, but
I don’t see them running about everywhere. If I want any miracles, I know where to get
them.’
‘I can’t understand your taking this line, Father Brown,’ said Vandam, earnestly. ‘It
seems so narrow; and you don’t look narrow to me, though you are a parson. Don’t you
see, a miracle like this will knock all materialism endways? It will just tell the whole
world in big print that spiritual powers can work and do work. You’ll be serving
religion as no parson ever served it yet.’
The priest had stiffened a little and seemed in some strange way clothed with
unconscious and impersonal dignity, for all his stumpy figure. ‘Well,’ he said, ‘you
wouldn’t suggest I should serve religion by what I know to be a lie? I don’t know
precisely what you mean by the phrase; and, to be quite candid, I’m not sure you do.
Lying may be serving religion; I’m sure it’s not serving God. And since you are harping
so insistently on what I believe, wouldn’t it be as well if you had some sort of notion of
what it is?’

‘I don’t think I quite understand,’ observed the millionaire, curiously.
‘I don’t think you do,’ said Father Brown, with simplicity. ‘You say this thing was done
by spiritual powers. What spiritual powers? You don’t think the holy angels took him
and hung him on a garden tree, do you? And as for the unholy angels — no, no, no. The
men who did this did a wicked thing, but they went no further than their own
wickedness; they weren’t wicked enough to be dealing with spiritual powers. I know
something about Satanism, for my sins; I’ve been forced to know. I know what it is,
what it practically always is. It’s proud and it’s sly. It likes to be superior; it loves to
horrify the innocent with things half understood, to make children’s flesh creep. That’s
why it’s so fond of mysteries and initiations and secret societies and all the rest of it. Its
eyes are turned inwards, and however grand and grave it may look, it’s always hiding a
small, mad smile.’ He shuddered suddenly, as if caught in an icy draught of air. ‘Never
mind about them; they’ve got nothing to do with this, believe me. Do you think that
poor, wild Irishman of mine, who ran raving down the street, who blurted out half of it
when he first saw my face, and ran away for fear he should blurt out more, do you think
Satan confides any secrets to him? I admit he joined in a plot, probably in a plot with
two other men worse than himself; but for all that, he was just in an everlasting rage
when he rushed down the lane and let off his pistol and his curse.’
‘But what on earth does all this mean?’ demanded Vandam. ‘Letting off a toy pistol and
a twopenny curse wouldn’t do what was done, except by a miracle. It wouldn’t make
Wynd disappear like a fairy. It wouldn’t make him reappear a quarter of a mile away
with a rope round his neck.’
‘No,’ said Father Brown sharply; ‘but what would it do?’
‘And still I don’t follow you,’ said the millionaire gravely.
‘I say, what would it do?’ repeated the priest; showing, for the first time, a sort of
animation verging on annoyance. ‘You keep on repeating that a blank pistol-shot
wouldn’t do this and wouldn’t do that; that if that was all, the murder wouldn’t happen
or the miracle wouldn’t happen. It doesn’t seem to occur to you to ask what would
happen. What would happen to you if a lunatic let off a firearm without rhyme or reason
right under your window? What’s the very first thing that would happen?’
Vandam looked thoughtful. ‘I guess I should look out of the window,’ he said.
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘you’d look out of the window. That’s the whole story. It’s a
sad story, but it’s finished now; and there were extenuating circumstances.’
‘Why should looking out of the window hurt him?’ asked Alboin. ‘He didn’t fall out, or
he’d have been found in the lane.’
‘No,’ said Father Brown, in a low voice. ‘He didn’t fall. He rose.’
There was something in his voice like the groan of a gong, a note of doom, but
otherwise he went on steadily: ‘He rose, but not on wings; not on the wings of any holy
or unholy angels. He rose at the end of a rope, exactly as you saw him in the garden; a
noose dropped over his head the moment it was poked out of the window. Don’t you

remember Wilson, that big servant of his, a man of huge strength, while Wynd was the
lightest of little shrimps? Didn’t Wilson go to the floor above to get a pamphlet, to a
room full of luggage corded in coils and coils of rope? Has Wilson been seen since that
day? I fancy not.’
‘Do you mean,’ asked the secretary, ‘that Wilson whisked him clean out of his own
window like a trout on a line?’
‘Yes,’ said the other, ‘and let him down again out of the other window into the park,
where the third accomplice hooked him on to a tree. Remember the lane was always
empty; remember the wall opposite was quite blank; remember it was all over in five
minutes after the Irishman gave the signal with the pistol. There were three of them in it
of course; and I wonder whether you can all guess who they were.’
They were all three staring at the plain, square window and the blank, white wall
beyond; and nobody answered.
‘By the way,’ went on Father Brown, ‘don’t think I blame you for jumping to
preternatural conclusions. The reason’s very simple, really. You all swore you were
hard-shelled materialists; and as a matter of fact you were all balanced on the very edge
of belief — of belief in almost anything. There are thousands balanced on it today; but
it’s a sharp, uncomfortable edge to sit on. You won’t rest till you believe something;
that’s why Mr Vandam went through new religions with a tooth-comb, and Mr Alboin
quotes Scripture for his religion of breathing exercises, and Mr Fenner grumbles at the
very God he denies. That’s where you all split; it’s natural to believe in the supernatural.
It never feels natural to accept only natural things. But though it wanted only a touch to
tip you into preternaturalism about these things, these things really were only natural
things. They were not only natural, they were almost unnaturally simple. I suppose there
never was quite so simple a story as this.’
Fenner laughed and then looked puzzled. ‘I don’t understand one thing,’ he said. ‘If it
was Wilson, how did Wynd come to have a man like that on such intimate terms? How
did he come to be killed by a man he’d seen every day for years? He was famous as
being a judge of men.’
Father Brown thumped his umbrella on the ground with an emphasis he rarely showed.
‘Yes,’ he said, almost fiercely; ‘that was how he came to be killed. He was killed for
just that. He was killed for being a judge of men.’
They all stared at him, but he went on, almost as if they were not there.
‘What is any man that he should be a judge of men?’ he demanded. ‘These three were
the tramps that once stood before him and were dismissed rapidly right and left to one
place or another; as if for them there were no cloak of courtesy, no stages of intimacy,
no free-will in friendship. And twenty years has not exhausted the indignation born of
that unfathomable insult in that moment when he dared to know them at a glance.’
‘Yes,’ said the secretary; ‘I understand ... and I understand how it is that you understand
— all sorts of things.’

‘Well, I’m blamed if I understand,’ cried the breezy Western gentleman boisterously.
‘Your Wilson and your Irishman seem to be just a couple of cut-throat murderers who
killed their benefactor. I’ve no use for a black and bloody assassin of that sort, in my
morality, whether it’s religion or not.’
‘He was a black and bloody assassin, no doubt,’ said Fenner quietly. ‘I’m not defending
him; but I suppose it’s Father Brown’s business to pray for all men, even for a man like
—’
‘Yes,’ assented Father Brown, ‘it’s my business to pray for all men, even for a man like
Warren Wynd.’

The Curse of the Golden Cross
Six people sat around a small table, seeming almost as incongruous and accidental as if
they had been shipwrecked separately on the same small desert island. At least the sea
surrounded them; for in one sense their island was enclosed in another island, a large
and flying island like Laputa. For the little table was one of many little tables dotted
about in the dining saloon of that monstrous ship the Moravia, speeding through the
night and the everlasting emptiness of the Atlantic. The little company had nothing in
common except that all were travelling from America to England. Two of them at least
might be called celebrities; others might be called obscure, and in one or two cases even
dubious.
The first was the famous Professor Smaill, an authority on certain archaeological studies
touching the later Byzantine Empire. His lectures, delivered in an American University,
were accepted as of the first authority even in the most authoritative seats of learning in
Europe. His literary works were so steeped in a mellow and imaginative sympathy with
the European past, that it often gave strangers a start to hear him speak with an
American accent. Yet he was, in his way, very American; he had long fair hair brushed
back from a big square forehead, long straight features and a curious mixture of
preoccupation with a poise of potential swiftness, like a lion pondering absent-mindedly
on his next leap.
There was only one lady in the group; and she was (as the journalists often said of her) a
host in herself; being quite prepared to play hostess, not to say empress, at that or any
other table. She was Lady Diana Wales, the celebrated lady traveller in tropical and
other countries; but there was nothing rugged or masculine about her appearance at
dinner. She was herself handsome in an almost tropical fashion, with a mass of hot and
heavy red hair; she was dressed in what the journalists call a daring fashion, but her face
was intelligent and her eyes had that bright and rather prominent appearance which
belongs to the eyes of ladies who ask questions at political meetings.
The other four figures seemed at first like shadows in this shining presence; but they
showed differences on a close view. One of them was a young man entered on the
ship’s register as Paul T. Tarrant. He was an American type which might be more truly
called an American antitype. Every nation probably has an antitype; a sort of extreme
exception that proves the national rule. Americans really respect work, rather as
Europeans respect war. There is a halo of heroism about it; and he who shrinks from it
is less than a man. The antitype is evident through being exceedingly rare. He is the

dandy or dude: the wealthy waster who makes a weak villain for so many American
novels. Paul Tarrant seemed to have nothing whatever to do but change his clothes,
which he did about six times a day; passing into paler or richer shades of his suit of
exquisite light grey, like the delicate silver changes of the twilight. Unlike most
Americans, he cultivated very carefully a short, curly beard; and unlike most dandies,
even of his own type, he seemed rather sulky than showy. Perhaps there was something
almost Byronic about his silence and his gloom.
The next two travellers were naturally classed together; merely because they were both
English lecturers returning from an American tour. One of them was described as
Leonard Smyth, apparently a minor poet, but something of a major journalist; longheaded, light-haired, perfectly dressed, and perfectly capable of looking after himself.
The other was a rather comic contrast, being short and broad, with a black, walrus
moustache, and as taciturn as the other was talkative. But as he had been both charged
with robbing and praised for rescuing a Roumanian Princess threatened by a jaguar in
his travelling menagerie, and had thus figured in a fashionable case, it was naturally felt
that his views on God, progress, his own early life, and the future of Anglo-American
relations would be of great interest and value to the inhabitants of Minneapolis and
Omaha. The sixth and most insignificant figure was that of a little English priest going
by the name of Brown. He listened to the conversation with respectful attention, and he
was at that moment forming the impression that there was one rather curious thing
about it.
‘I suppose those Byzantine studies of yours, Professor,’ Leonard Smyth was saying,
‘would throw some light on this story of a tomb found somewhere on the south coast;
near Brighton, isn’t it? Brighton’s a long way from Byzantium, of course. But I read
something about the style of burying or embalming or something being supposed to be
Byzantine.’
‘Byzantine studies certainly have to reach a long way,’ replied the Professor dryly.
‘They talk about specialists; but I think the hardest thing on earth is to specialize. In this
case, for instance: how can a man know anything about Byzantium till he knows
everything about Rome before it and about Islam after it? Most Arab arts were old
Byzantine arts. Why, take algebra — ’
‘But I won’t take algebra,’ cried the lady decisively. ‘I never did, and I never do. But
I’m awfully interested in embalming. I was with Gatton, you know, when he opened the
Babylonian tombs. Ever since then I found mummies and preserved bodies and all that
perfectly thrilling. Do tell us about this one.’
‘Gatton was an interesting man,’ said the Professor. ‘They were an interesting family.
That brother of his who went into Parliament was much more than an ordinary
politician. I never understood the Fascisti till he made that speech about Italy.’
‘Well, we’re not going to Italy on this trip,’ said Lady Diana persistently, ‘and I believe
you’re going to that little place where they’ve found the tomb. In Sussex, isn’t it?’
‘Sussex is pretty large, as these little English sections go,’ replied the Professor. ‘One
might wander about in it for a goodish time; and it’s a good place to wander in. It’s
wonderful how large those low hills seem when you’re on them.’

There was an abrupt accidental silence; and then the lady said, ‘Oh, I’m going on deck,’
and rose, the men rising with her. But the Professor lingered and the little priest was the
last to leave the table, carefully folding up his napkin. And as they were thus left alone
together the Professor said suddenly to his companion:
‘What would you say was the point of that little talk?’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, smiling, ‘since you ask me, there was something that
amused me a little. I may be wrong; but it seemed to me that the company made three
attempts to get you to talk about an embalmed body said to be found in Sussex. And
you, on your side, very courteously offered to talk — first about algebra, and then about
the Fascisti, and then about the landscape of the Downs.’
‘In short,’ replied the Professor, ‘you thought I was ready to talk about any subject but
that one. You were quite right.’
The Professor was silent for a little time, looking down at the tablecloth; then he looked
up and spoke with that swift impulsiveness that suggested the lion’s leap.
‘See here. Father Brown,’ he said, ‘I consider you about the wisest and whitest man I
ever met.’
Father Brown was very English. He had all the normal national helplessness about what
to do with a serious and sincere compliment suddenly handed to him to his face in the
American manner. His reply was a meaningless murmur; and it was the Professor who
proceeded, with the same staccato earnestness: ‘You see, up to a point it’s all simple
enough. A Christian tomb of the Dark Ages, apparently that of a bishop, has been found
under a little church at Dulham on the Sussex coast. The Vicar happens to be a good bit
of an archaeologist himself and has been able to find a good deal more than I know yet.
There was a rumour of the corpse being embalmed in a way peculiar to Greeks and
Egyptians but unknown in the West, especially at that date. So Mr Walters (that is the
Vicar) naturally wonders about Byzantine influences. But he also mentions something
else, that is of even more personal interest to me.’
His long grave face seemed to grow even longer and graver as he frowned down at the
tablecloth. His long finger seemed to be tracing patterns on it like the plans of dead
cities and their temples and tombs.
‘So I’m going to tell you, and nobody else, why it is I have to be careful about
mentioning that matter in mixed company; and why, the more eager they are to talk
about it, the more cautious I have to be. It is also stated that in the coffin is a chain with
a cross, common enough to look at, but with a certain secret symbol on the back found
on only one other cross in the world. It is from the arcana of the very earliest Church,
and is supposed to indicate St Peter setting up his See at Antioch before he came to
Rome. Anyhow, I believe there is but one other like it, and it belongs to me. I hear there
is some story about a curse on it; but I take no notice of that. But whether or no there is
a curse, there really is, in one sense, a conspiracy; though the conspiracy should only
consist of one man.’
‘Of one man?’ repeated Father Brown almost mechanically.

‘Of one madman, for all I know,’ said Professor Smaill. ‘It’s a long story and in some
ways a silly one.’
He paused again, tracing plans like architectural drawings with his finger on the cloth,
and then resumed: ‘Perhaps I had better tell you about it from the beginning, in case you
see some little point in the story that is meaningless to me. It began years and years ago,
when I was conducting some investigations on my own account in the antiquities of
Crete and the Greek islands. I did a great deal of it practically single-handed; sometimes
with the most rude and temporary help from the inhabitants of the place, and sometimes
literally alone. It was under the latter circumstances that I found a maze of subterranean
passages which led at last to a heap of rich refuse, broken ornaments and scattered gems
which I took to be the ruins of some sunken altar, and in which I found the curious gold
cross. I turned it over, and on the back of it I saw the Ichthus or fish, which was an early
Christian symbol, but of a shape and pattern rather different from that commonly found;
and, as it seemed to me, more realistic — more as if the archaic designer had meant it to
be not merely a conventional enclosure or nimbus, but to look a little more like a real
fish. It seemed to me that there was a flattening towards one end of it that was not like
mere mathematical decoration, but rather like a sort of rude or even savage zoology.
‘In order to explain very briefly why I thought this find important, I must tell you the
point of the excavation. For one thing, it had something of the nature of an excavation
of an excavation. We were on the track not only of antiquities, but of the antiquarians of
antiquity. We had reason to believe, or some of us thought we had reason to believe,
that these underground passages, mostly of the Minoan period, like that famous one
which is actually identified with the labyrinth of the Minotaur, had not really been lost
and left undisturbed for all the ages between the Minotaur and the modern explorer. We
believed that these underground places, I might almost say these underground towns
and villages, had already been penetrated during the intervening period by some persons
prompted by some motive. About the motive there were different schools of thought:
some holding that the Emperors had ordered an official exploration out of mere
scientific curiosity; others that the furious fashion in the later Roman Empire for all
sorts of lurid Asiatic superstitions had started some nameless Manichaean sect or other
rioting in the caverns in orgies that had to be hidden from the face of the sun. I belong
to the group which believed that these caverns had been used in the same way as the
catacombs. That is, we believed that, during some of the persecutions which spread like
a fire over the whole Empire, the Christians had concealed themselves in these ancient
pagan labyrinths of stone. It was therefore with a thrill as sharp as a thunderclap that I
found and picked up the fallen golden cross and saw the design upon it; and it was with
still more of a shock of felicity that, on turning to make my way once more outwards
and upwards into the light of day, I looked up at the walls of bare rock that extended
endlessly along the low passages, and saw scratched in yet ruder outline, but if possible
more unmistakable, the shape of the Fish.
‘Something about it made it seem as if it might be a fossil fish or some rudimentary
organism fixed for ever in a frozen sea. I could not analyse this analogy, otherwise
unconnected with a mere drawing scratched upon the stone, till I realized that I was
saying in my sub-conscious mind that the first Christians must have seemed something
like fish, dumb and dwelling in a fallen world of twilight and silence, dropped far below
the feet of men and moving in dark and twilight and a soundless world.

‘Everyone walking along stone passages knows what it is to be followed by phantom
feet. The echo follows flapping or clapping behind or in front, so that it is almost
impossible for the man who is really lonely to believe in his loneliness. I had got used to
the effects of this echo and had not noticed it much for some time past, when I caught
sight of the symbolical shape scrawled on the wall of rock. I stopped, and at the same
instant it seemed as if my heart stopped, too; for my own feet had halted, but the echo
went marching on.
‘I ran forward, and it seemed as if the ghostly footsteps ran also, but not with that exact
imitation which marks the material reverberation of a sound. I stopped again, and the
steps stopped also; but I could have sworn they stopped an instant too late; I called out a
question; and my cry was answered; but the voice was not my own.
‘It came round the corner of a rock just in front of me; and throughout that uncanny
chase I noticed that it was always at some such angle of the crooked path that it paused
and spoke. The little space in front of me that could be illuminated by my small electric
torch was always as empty as an empty room. Under these conditions I had a
conversation with I know not whom, which lasted all the way to the first white gleam of
daylight, and even there I could not see in what fashion he vanished into the light of
day. But the mouth of the labyrinth was full of many openings and cracks and chasms,
and it would not have been difficult for him to have somehow darted back and
disappeared again into the underworld of the caves. I only know that I came out on the
lonely steps of a great mountain like a marble terrace, varied only with a green
vegetation that seemed somehow more tropical than the purity of the rock, like the
Oriental invasion that has spread sporadically over the fall of classic Hellas. I looked
out on a sea of stainless blue, and the sun shone steadily on utter loneliness and silence;
and there was not a blade of grass stirred with a whisper of flight nor the shadow of a
shadow of man.
‘It had been a terrible conversation; so intimate and so individual and in a sense so
casual. This being, bodiless, faceless, nameless and yet calling me by my name, had
talked to me in those crypts and cracks where we were buried alive with no more
passion or melodrama than if we had been sitting in two armchairs at a club. But he had
told me also that he would unquestionably kill me or any other man who came into the
possession of the cross with the mark of the fish. He told me frankly he was not fool
enough to attack me there in the labyrinth, knowing I had a loaded revolver, and that he
ran as much risk as I. But he told me, equally calmly, that he would plan my murder
with the certainty of success, with every detail developed and every danger warded off,
with the sort of artistic perfection that a Chinese craftsman or an Indian embroiderer
gives to the artistic work of a life-time. Yet he was no Oriental; I am certain he was a
white man. I suspect that he was a countryman of my own.
‘Since then I have received from time to time signs and symbols and queer impersonal
messages that have made me certain, at least, that if the man is a maniac he is a
monomaniac. He is always telling me, in this airy and detached way, that the
preparations for my death and burial are proceeding satisfactorily; and that the only way
in which I can prevent their being crowned with a comfortable success is to give up the
relic in my possession — the unique cross that I found in the cavern. He does not seem
to have any religious sentiment or fanaticism on the point; he seems to have no passion
but the passion of a collector of curiosities. That is one of the things that makes me feel

sure he is a man of the West and not of the East. But this particular curiosity seems to
have driven him quite crazy.
‘And then came this report, as yet unsubstantiated, about the duplicate relic found on an
embalmed body in a Sussex tomb. If he had been a maniac before, this news turned him
into a demoniac possessed of seven devils. That there should be one of them belonging
to another man was bad enough, but that there should be two of them and neither
belonging to him was a torture not to be borne. His mad messages began to come thick
and fast like showers of poisoned arrows, and each cried out more confidently than the
last that death would strike me at the moment when I stretched out my unworthy hand
towards the cross in the tomb.
‘‘You will never know me,’ he wrote, ‘you will never say my name; you will never see
my face; you will die, and never know who has killed you. I may be in any form among
those about you; but I shall be in that alone at which you have forgotten to look.’
‘From those threats I deduce that he is quite likely to shadow me on this expedition; and
try to steal the relic or do me some mischief for possessing it. But as I never saw the
man in my life, he may be almost any man I meet. Logically speaking, he may be any of
the waiters who wait on me at table. He may be any of the passengers who sit with me
at table.’
‘He may be me,’ said Father Brown, with cheerful contempt for grammar.
‘He may be anybody else,’ answered Smaill seriously. ‘That is what I meant by what I
said just now. You are the only man I feel sure is not the enemy.’
Father Brown again looked embarrassed; then he smiled and said: ‘Well, oddly enough,
I’m not. What we have to consider is any chance of finding out if he really is here
before he — before he makes himself unpleasant.’
‘There is one chance of finding out, I think,’ remarked the Professor rather grimly.
‘When we get to Southampton I shall take a car at once along the coast; I should be glad
if you would come with me, but in the ordinary sense, of course, our little party will
break up. If any one of them turns up again in that little churchyard on the Sussex coast,
we shall know who he really is.’
The Professor’s programme was duly carried out, at least to the extent of the car and its
cargo in the form of Father Brown. They coasted along the road with the sea on one side
and the hills of Hampshire and Sussex on the other; nor was there visible to the eye any
shadow of pursuit. As they approached the village of Dulham only one man crossed
their path who had any connexion with the matter in hand; a journalist who had just
visited the church and been courteously escorted by the vicar through the new excavated
chapel; but his remarks and notes seemed to be of the ordinary newspaper sort. But
Professor Smaill was perhaps a little fanciful, and could not dismiss the sense of
something odd and discouraging in the attitude and appearance of the man, who was tall
and shabby, hook-nosed and hollow-eyed, with moustaches that drooped with
depression. He seemed anything but enlivened by his late experiment as a sightseer;
indeed, he seemed to be striding as fast as possible from the sight, when they stopped
him with a question.

‘It’s all about a curse,’ he said; ‘a curse on the place, according to the guide-book or the
parson, or the oldest inhabitant or whoever is the authority; and really, it feels jolly like
it. Curse or curse, I’m glad to have got out of it.’
‘Do you believe in curses?’ asked Smaill curiously.
‘I don’t believe in anything; I’m a journalist,’ answered the melancholy being — ‘Boon,
of the Daily Wire. But there’s a something creepy about that crypt; and I’ll never deny I
felt a chill.’ And he strode on towards the railway station with a further accelerated
pace.
‘Looks like a raven or a crow, that fellow,’ observed Smaill as they turned towards the
churchyard. ‘What is it they say about a bird of ill omen?’
They entered the churchyard slowly, the eyes of the American antiquary lingering
luxuriantly over the isolated roof of the lynch-gate and the large unfathomable black
growth of the yew looking like night itself defying the broad daylight. The path climbed
up amid heaving levels of turf in which the gravestones were tilted at all angles like
stone rafts tossed on a green sea, till it came to the ridge beyond which the great sea
itself ran like an iron bar, with pale lights in it like steel. Almost at their feet the tough
rank grass turned into a tuft of sea-holly and ended in grey and yellow sand; and a foot
or two from the holly, and outlined darkly against the steely sea, stood a motionless
figure. But for its dark-grey clothing it might almost have been the statue on some
sepulchral monument. But Father Brown instantly recognized something in the elegant
stoop of the shoulders and the rather sullen outward thrust of the short beard.
‘Gee!’ exclaimed the professor of archaeology; ‘it’s that man Tarrant, if you call him a
man. Did you think, when I spoke on the boat, that I should ever get so quick an answer
to my question?’
‘I thought you might get too many answers to it,’ answered Father Brown.
‘Why, how do you mean?’ inquired the Professor, darting a look at him over his
shoulder.
‘I mean,’ answered the other mildly, ‘that I thought I heard voices behind the yew-tree. I
don’t think Mr Tarrant is so solitary as he looks; I might even venture to say, so solitary
as he likes to look.’
Even as Tarrant turned slowly round in his moody manner, the confirmation came.
Another voice, high and rather hard, but none the less feminine, was saying with
experienced raillery: ‘And how was I to know he would be here?’ It was borne in upon
Professor Smaill that this gay observation was not addressed to him; so he was forced to
conclude in some bewilderment, that yet a third person was present. As Lady Diana
Wales came out, radiant and resolute as ever, from the shadow of the yew, he noted
grimly that she had a living shadow of her own. The lean dapper figure of Leonard
Smyth, that insinuating man of letters, appeared immediately behind her own
flamboyant form, smiling, his head a little on one side like a dog’s.

‘Snakes!’ muttered Smaill; ‘why, they’re all here! Or all except that little showman with
the walrus whiskers.’
He heard Father Brown laughing softly beside him; and indeed the situation was
becoming something more than laughable. It seemed to be turning topsy-turvy and
tumbling about their ears like a pantomime trick; for even while the Professor had been
speaking, his words had received the most comical contradiction. The round head with
the grotesque black crescent of moustache had appeared suddenly and seemingly out of
a hole in the ground. An instant afterwards they realized that the hole was in fact a very
large hole, leading to a ladder which descended into the bowels of the earth; that it was
in fact the entrance to the subterranean scene they had come to visit. The little man had
been the first to find the entrance and had already descended a rung or two of the ladder
before he put his head out again to address his fellow-travellers. He looked like some
particularly preposterous Grave-digger in a burlesque of Hamlet. He only said thickly
behind his thick moustaches, ‘It is down here.’ But it came to the rest of the company
with a start of realization that, though they had sat opposite him at meal-times for a
week, they had hardly ever heard him speak before; and that though he was supposed to
be an English lecturer, he spoke with a rather occult foreign accent.
‘You see, my dear Professor,’ cried Lady Diana with trenchant cheerfulness, ‘your
Byzantine mummy was simply too exciting to be missed. I simply had to come along
and see it; and I’m sure the gentlemen felt just the same. Now you must tell us all about
it.’
‘I do not know all about it,’ said the Professor gravely, not to say grimly, ‘In some
respects I don’t even know what it’s all about. It certainly seems odd that we should
have all met again so soon, but I suppose there are no limits to the modern thirst for
information. But if we are all to visit the place it must be done in a responsible way and,
if you will forgive me, under responsible leadership. We must notify whoever is in
charge of the excavations; we shall probably at least have to put our names in a book.’
Something rather like a wrangle followed on this collision between the impatience of
the lady and the suspicions of the archaeologist; but the latter’s insistence on the official
rights of the Vicar and the local investigation ultimately prevailed; the little man with
the moustaches came reluctantly out of his grave again and silently acquiesced in a less
impetuous descent. Fortunately, the clergyman himself appeared at this stage — a greyhaired, good-looking gentleman with a droop accentuated by doublet eyeglasses; and
while rapidly establishing sympathetic relations with the Professor as a fellowantiquarian, he did not seem to regard his rather motley group of companions with
anything more hostile than amusement.
‘I hope you are none of you superstitious,’ he said pleasantly. ‘I ought to tell you, to
start with, that there are supposed to be all sorts of bad omens and curses hanging over
our devoted heads in this business. I have just been deciphering a Latin inscription
which was found over the entrance to the chapel; and it would seem that there are no
less than three curses involved; a curse for entering the sealed chamber, a double curse
for opening the coffin, and a triple and most terrible curse for touching the gold relic
found inside it. The two first maledictions I have already incurred myself,’ he added
with a smile; ‘but I fear that even you will have to incur the first and mildest of them if
you are to see anything at all. According to the story, the curses descend in a rather

lingering fashion, at long intervals and on later occasions. I don’t know whether that is
any comfort to you.’ And the Reverend Mr Walters smiled once more in his drooping
and benevolent manner.
‘Story,’ repeated Professor Smaill, ‘why, what story is that?’
‘It is rather a long story and varies, like other local legends,’ answered the Vicar. ‘But it
is undoubtedly contemporary with the time of the tomb; and the substance of it is
embodied in the inscription and is roughly this: Guy de Gisors, a lord of the manor here
early in the thirteenth century, had set his heart on a beautiful black horse in the
possession of an envoy from Genoa, which that practical merchant prince would not sell
except for a huge price. Guy was driven by avarice to the crime of pillaging the shrine
and, according to one story, even killing the bishop, who was then resident there.
Anyhow, the bishop uttered a curse which was to fall on anybody who should continue
to withhold the gold cross from its resting-place in his tomb, or should take steps to
disturb it when it had returned there. The feudal lord raised the money for the horse by
selling the gold relic to a goldsmith in the town; but on the first day he mounted the
horse the animal reared and threw him in front of the church porch, breaking his neck.
Meanwhile the goldsmith, hitherto wealthy and prosperous, was ruined by a series of
inexplicable accidents, and fell into the power of a Jew money-lender living in the
manor. Eventually the unfortunate goldsmith, faced with nothing but starvation, hanged
himself on an apple-tree. The gold cross with all his other goods, his house, shop, and
tools, had long ago passed into the possession of the money-lender. Meanwhile, the son
and heir of the feudal lord, shocked by the judgement on his blasphemous sire, had
become a religious devotee in the dark and stern spirit of those times, and conceived it
his duty to persecute all heresy and unbelief among his vassals. Thus the Jew, in his
turn, who had been cynically tolerated by the father, was ruthlessly burnt by order of the
son; so that he, in his turn, suffered for the possession of the relic; and after these three
judgements, it was returned to the bishop’s tomb; since when no eye has seen and no
hand has touched it.’
Lady Diana Wales seemed to be more impressed than might have been expected. ‘It
really gives one rather a shiver,’ she said, ‘to think that we are going to be the first,
except the vicar.’
The pioneer with the big moustaches and the broken English did not descend after all by
his favourite ladder, which indeed had only been used by some of the workmen
conducting the excavation; for the clergyman led them round to a larger and more
convenient entrance about a hundred yards away, out of which he himself had just
emerged from his investigations underground. Here the descent was by a fairly gradual
slope with no difficulties save the increasing darkness; for they soon found themselves
moving in single file down a tunnel as black as pitch, and it was some little time before
they saw a glimmer of light ahead of them. Once during that silent march there was a
sound like a catch in somebody’s breath, it was impossible to say whose; and once there
was an oath like a dull explosion, and it was in an unknown tongue.
They came out in a circular chamber like a basilica in a ring of round arches; for that
chapel had been built before the first pointed arch of the Gothic had pierced our
civilization like a spear. A glimmer of greenish light between some of the pillars
marked the place of the other opening into the world above, and gave a vague sense of

being under the sea, which was intensified by one or two other incidental and perhaps
fanciful resemblances. For the dog-tooth pattern of the Norman was faintly traceable
round all the arches, giving them, above the cavernous darkness, something of the look
of the mouths of monstrous sharks. And in the centre the dark bulk of the tomb itself,
with its lifted lid of stone, might almost have been the jaws of some such leviathan.
Whether out of the sense of fitness or from the lack of more modern appliances, the
clerical antiquary had arranged for the illumination of the chapel only by four tall
candles in big wooden candlesticks standing on the floor. Of these only one was alight
when they entered, casting a faint glimmer over the mighty architectural forms. When
they had all assembled, the clergyman proceeded to light the three others, and the
appearance and contents of the great sarcophagus came more clearly into view.
All eyes went first to the face of the dead, preserved across all those ages in the lines of
life by some secret Eastern process, it was said, inherited from heathen antiquity and
unknown to the simple graveyards of our own island. The Professor could hardly
repress an exclamation of wonder; for, though the face was as pale as a mask of wax, it
looked otherwise like a sleeping man, who had but that moment closed his eyes. The
face was of the ascetic, perhaps even the fanatical type, with a high framework of
bones; the figure was clad in a golden cope and gorgeous vestments, and high up on the
breast, at the base of the throat, glittered the famous gold cross upon a short gold chain,
or rather necklace. The stone coffin had been opened by lifting the lid of it at the head
and propping it aloft upon two strong wooden shafts or poles, hitched above under the
edge of the upper slab and wedged below into the corners of the coffin behind the head
of the corpse. Less could therefore be seen of the feet or the lower part of the figure, but
the candle-light shone full on the face; and in contrast with its tones of dead ivory the
cross of gold seemed to stir and sparkle like a fire.
Professor Smaill’s big forehead had carried a big furrow of reflection, or possibly of
worry, ever since the clergyman had told the story of the curse. But feminine intuition,
not untouched by feminine hysteria, understood the meaning of his brooding immobility
better than did the men around him. In the silence of that candle-lit cavern Lady Diana
cried out suddenly: ‘Don’t touch it, I tell you!’
But the man had already made one of his swift leonine movements, leaning forward
over the body. The next instant they all darted, some forward and some backward, but
all with a dreadful ducking motion as if the sky were falling.
As the Professor laid a finger on the gold cross, the wooden props, that bent very
slightly in supporting the lifted lid of stone, seemed to jump and straighten themselves
with a jerk. The lip of the stone slab slipped from its wooden perch; and in all their
souls and stomachs came a sickening sense of down-rushing ruin, as if they had all been
flung off a precipice. Smaill had withdrawn his head swiftly, but not in time; and he lay
senseless beside the coffin, in a red puddle of blood from scalp or skull. And the old
stone coffin was once more closed as it had been for centuries; save that one or two
sticks or splinters stuck in the crevice, horribly suggestive of bones crunched by an
ogre. The leviathan had snapped its jaws of stone.
Lady Diana was looking at the wreck with eyes that had an electric glare as of lunacy;
her red hair looked scarlet against the pallor of her face in the greenish twilight. Smyth

was looking at her, still with something dog-like in the turn of his head; but it was the
expression of a dog who looks at a master whose catastrophe he can only partly
understand. Tarrant and the foreigner had stiffened in their usual sullen attitudes, but
their faces had turned the colour of clay. The Vicar seemed to have fainted. Father
Brown was kneeling beside the fallen figure, trying to test its condition.
Rather to the general surprise, the Byronic lounger, Paul Tarrant, came forward to help
him.
‘He’d better be carried up into the air,’ he said. ‘I suppose there’s just a chance for him.’
‘He isn’t dead,’ said Father Brown in a low voice, ‘but I think it’s pretty bad; you aren’t
a doctor by any chance?’
‘No; but I’ve had to pick up a good many things in my time,’ said the other. ‘But never
mind about me just now. My real profession would probably surprise you.’
‘I don’t think so,’ replied Father Brown, with a slight smile. ‘I thought of it about
halfway through the voyage. You are a detective shadowing somebody. Well, the cross
is safe from thieves now, anyhow.’
While they were speaking Tarrant had lifted the frail figure of the fallen man with easy
strength and dexterity, and was carefully carrying him towards the exit. He answered
over his shoulder:
‘Yes, the cross is safe enough.’
‘You mean that nobody else is,’ replied Brown. ‘Are you thinking of the curse, too?’
Father Brown went about for the next hour or two under a burden of frowning
perplexity that was something beyond the shock of the tragic accident. He assisted in
carrying the victim to the little inn opposite the church, interviewed the doctor, who
reported the injury as serious and threatening, though not certainly fatal, and carried the
news to the little group of travellers who had gathered round the table in the inn parlour.
But wherever he went the cloud of mystification rested on him and seemed to grow
darker the more deeply he pondered. For the central mystery was growing more and
more mysterious, actually in proportion as many of the minor mysteries began to clear
themselves up in his mind. Exactly in proportion as the meaning of individual figures in
that motley group began to explain itself, the thing that had happened grew more and
more difficult to explain. Leonard Smyth had come merely because Lady Diana had
come; and Lady Diana had come merely because she chose. They were engaged in one
of those floating Society flirtations that are all the more silly for being semi-intellectual.
But the lady’s romanticism had a superstitious side to it; and she was pretty well
prostrated by the terrible end of her adventure. Paul Tarrant was a private detective,
possibly watching the flirtation, for some wife or husband; possibly shadowing the
foreign lecturer with the moustaches, who had much the air of an undesirable alien. But
if he or anybody else had intended to steal the relic, the intention had been finally
frustrated. And to all mortal appearance, what had frustrated it was either an incredible
coincidence or the intervention of the ancient curse.

As he stood in unusual perplexity in the middle of the village street, between the inn and
the church, he felt a mild shock of surprise at seeing a recently familiar but rather
unexpected figure advancing up the street. Mr Boon, the journalist, looking very
haggard in the sunshine, which showed up his shabby raiment like that of a scarecrow,
had his dark and deep-set eyes (rather close together on either side of the long drooping
nose) fixed on the priest. The latter looked twice before he realized that the heavy dark
moustache hid something like a grin or at least a grim smile.
‘I thought you were going away,’ said Father Brown a little sharply. ‘I thought you left
by that train two hours ago.’
‘Well, you see I didn’t,’ said Boon.
‘Why have you come back?’ asked the priest almost sternly.
‘This is not the sort of little rural paradise for a journalist to leave in a hurry,’ replied the
other. ‘Things happen too fast here to make it worth while to go back to a dull place like
London. Besides, they can’t keep me out of the affair — I mean this second affair. It
was I that found the body, or at any rate the clothes. Quite suspicious conduct on my
part, wasn’t it? Perhaps you think I wanted to dress up in his clothes. Shouldn’t I make a
lovely parson?’
And the lean and long-nosed mountebank suddenly made an extravagant gesture in the
middle of the market-place, stretching out his arms and spreading out his dark-gloved
hands in a sort of burlesque benediction and saying: ‘Oh, my dear brethren and sisters,
for I would embrace you all....’
‘What on earth are you talking about?’ cried Father Brown, and rapped the stones
slightly with his stumpy umbrella, for he was a little less patient than usual.
‘Oh, you’ll find out all about it if you ask that picnic party of yours at the inn,’ replied
Boon scornfully. ‘That man Tarrant seems to suspect me merely because I found the
clothes; though he only came up a minute too late to find them himself. But there are all
sorts of mysteries in this business. The little man with the big moustaches may have
more in him than meets the eye. For that matter I don’t see why you shouldn’t have
killed the poor fellow yourself.’
Father Brown did not seem in the least annoyed at the suggestion, but he seemed
exceedingly bothered and bewildered by the remark. ‘Do you mean,’ he asked with
simplicity, ‘that it was I who tried to kill Professor Smaill?’
‘Not at all,’ said the other, waving his hand with the air of one making a handsome
concession. ‘Plenty of dead people for you to choose among. Not limited to Professor
Smaill. Why, didn’t you know somebody else had turned up, a good deal deader than
Professor Smaill? And I don’t see why you shouldn’t have done him in, in a quiet way.
Religious differences, you know... lamentable disunion of Christendom. ... I suppose
you’ve always wanted to get the English parishes back.’
‘I’m going back to the inn,’ said the priest quietly; ‘you say the people there know what
you mean, and perhaps they may be able to say it.’

In truth, just afterwards his private perplexities suffered a momentary dispersal at the
news of a new calamity. The moment he entered the little parlour where the rest of the
company were collected, something in their pale faces told him they were shaken by
something yet more recent than the accident at the tomb. Even as he entered, Leonard
Smyth was saying: ‘Where is all this going to end?’
‘It will never end, I tell you,’ repeated Lady Diana, gazing into vacancy with glassy
eyes; ‘it will never end till we all end. One after another the curse will take us; perhaps
slowly, as the poor vicar said; but it will take us all as it has taken him.’
‘What in the world has happened now?’ asked Father Brown.
There was a silence, and then Tarrant said in a voice that sounded a little hollow: ‘Mr
Walters, the Vicar, has committed suicide. I suppose it was the shock unhinged him.
But I fear there can be no doubt about it. We’ve just found his black hat and clothes on
a rock jutting out from the shore. He seems to have jumped into the sea. I thought he
looked as if it had knocked him half-witted, and perhaps we ought to have looked after
him; but there was so much to look after.’
‘You could have done nothing,’ said the lady. ‘Don’t you see the thing is dealing doom
in a sort of dreadful order? The Professor touched the cross, and he went first; the Vicar
had opened the tomb, and he went second; we only entered the chapel, and we — ’
‘Hold on,’ said Father Brown, in a sharp voice he very seldom used; ‘this has got to
stop.’
He still wore a heavy though unconscious frown, but in his eyes was no longer the cloud
of mystification, but a light of almost terrible understanding. ‘What a fool I am!’ he
muttered. ‘I ought to have seen it long ago. The tale of the curse ought to have told me.’
‘Do you mean to say,’ demanded Tarrant, ‘that we can really be killed now by
something that happened in the thirteenth century?’
Father Brown shook his head and answered with quiet emphasis: ‘I won’t discuss
whether we can be killed by something that happened in the thirteenth century; but I’m
jolly certain that we can’t be killed by something that never happened in the thirteenth
century, something that never happened at all.’
‘Well,’ said Tarrant, ‘it’s refreshing to find a priest so sceptical of the supernatural as all
that.’
‘Not at all,’ replied the priest calmly; ‘it’s not the supernatural part I doubt. It’s the
natural part. I’m exactly in the position of the man who said, ‘I can believe the
impossible, but not the improbable.’’
‘That’s what you call a paradox, isn’t it?’ asked the other.
‘It’s what I call common sense, properly understood,’ replied Father Brown. ’It really is
more natural to believe a preternatural story, that deals with things we don’t understand,
than a natural story that contradicts things we do understand. Tell me that the great Mr

Gladstone, in his last hours, was haunted by the ghost of Parnell, and I will be agnostic
about it. But tell me that Mr Gladstone, when first presented to Queen Victoria, wore
his hat in her drawing-room and slapped her on the back and offered her a cigar, and I
am not agnostic at all. That is not impossible; it’s only incredible. But I’m much more
certain it didn’t happen than that Parnell’s ghost didn’t appear; because it violates the
laws of the world I do understand. So it is with that tale of the curse. It isn’t the legend
that I disbelieve — it’s the history.’
Lady Diana had recovered a little from her trance of Cassandra, and her perennial
curiosity about new things began to peer once more out of her bright and prominent
eyes.
‘What a curious man you are!’ she said. ‘Why should you disbelieve the history?’
‘I disbelieve the history because it isn’t history,’ answered Father Brown. ‘To anybody
who happens to know a little about the Middle Ages, the whole story was about as
probable as Gladstone offering Queen Victoria a cigar. But does anybody know
anything about the Middle Ages? Do you know what a Guild was? Have you ever heard
of salvo managio suo? Do you know what sort of people were Servi Regis?
‘No, of course I don’t,’ said the lady, rather crossly. ‘What a lot of Latin words!’
‘No, of course,’ said Father Brown. ‘If it had been Tutankhamen and a set of dried-up
Africans preserved, Heaven knows why, at the other end of the world; if it had been
Babylonia or China; if it had been some race as remote and mysterious as the Man in
the Moon, your newspapers would have told you all about it, down to the last discovery
of a tooth-brush or a collar-stud. But the men who built your own parish churches, and
gave the names to your own towns and trades, and the very roads you walk on — it has
never occurred to you to know anything about them. I don’t claim to know a lot myself;
but I know enough to see that story is stuff and nonsense from beginning to end. It was
illegal for a money-lender to distrain on a man’s shop and tools. It’s exceedingly
unlikely that the Guild would not have saved a man from such utter ruin, especially if he
were ruined by a Jew. Those people had vices and tragedies of their own; they
sometimes tortured and burned people. But that idea of a man, without God or hope in
the world, crawling away to die because nobody cared whether he lived — that isn’t a
medieval idea. That’s a product of our economic science and progress. The Jew
wouldn’t have been a vassal of the feudal lord. The Jews normally had a special
position as servants of the King. Above all, the Jew couldn’t possibly have been burned
for his religion.’
‘The paradoxes are multiplying,’ observed Tarrant; ’but surely, you won’t deny that
Jews were persecuted in the Middle Ages?’
‘It would be nearer the truth,’ said Father Brown, ’to say they were the only people who
weren’t persecuted in the Middle Ages. If you want to satirize medievalism, you could
make a good case by saying that some poor Christian might be burned alive for ‘making
a mistake about the Homoousion, while a rich Jew might walk down the street openly
sneering at Christ and the Mother of God. Well, that’s what the story is like. It was
never a story of the Middle Ages; it was never even a legend about the Middle Ages. It

was made up by somebody whose notions came from novels and newspapers, and
probably made up on the spur of the moment.’
The others seemed a little dazed by the historical digression, and seemed to wonder
vaguely why the priest emphasized it and made it so important a part of the puzzle. But
Tarrant, whose trade it was to pick the practical detail out of many tangles of digression,
had suddenly become alert. His bearded chin was thrust forward farther than ever, but
his sullen eyes were wide awake. ‘Ah,’ he said; ‘made up on the spur of the moment!’
‘Perhaps that is an exaggeration,’ admitted Father Brown calmly. ‘I should rather say
made up more casually and carelessly than the rest of an uncommonly careful plot. But
the plotter did not think the details of medieval history would matter much to anybody.
And his calculation in a general way was pretty nearly right, like most of his other
calculations.’
‘Whose calculations? Who was right?’ demanded the lady with a sudden passion of
impatience. ‘Who is this person you are talking about? Haven’t we gone through
enough, without your making our flesh creep with your he’s and him’s?’
‘I am talking about the murderer,’ said Father Brown.
‘What murderer?’ she asked sharply. ‘Do you mean that the poor Professor was
murdered?’
‘Well,’ said the staring Tarrant gruffly into his beard, ‘we can’t say ‘murdered’, for we
don’t know he’s killed.’
‘The murderer killed somebody else, who was not Professor Smaill,’ said the priest
gravely.
‘Why, whom else could he kill?’ asked the other. ‘He killed the Reverend John Walters,
the Vicar of Dulham,’ replied Father Brown with precision. ‘He only wanted to kill
those two, because they both had got hold of relics of one rare pattern. The murderer
was a sort of monomaniac on the point.’
‘It all sounds very strange,’ muttered Tarrant. ‘Of course we can’t swear that the Vicar’s
really dead either. We haven’t seen his body.’
‘Oh yes, you have,’ said Father Brown.
There was a silence as sudden as the stroke of a gong; a silence in which that subconscious guesswork that was so active and accurate in the woman moved her almost to
a shriek.
‘That is exactly what you have seen,’ went on the priest. ‘You have seen his body. You
haven’t seen him — the real living man; but you have seen his body all right. You have
stared at it hard by the light of four great candles; and it was not tossing suicidally in the
sea but lying in state like a Prince of the Church in a shrine built before the Crusade.’

‘In plain words,’ said Tarrant, ‘you actually ask us to believe that the embalmed body
was really the corpse of a murdered man.’
Father Brown was silent for a moment; then he said almost with an air of irrelevance:
‘The first thing I noticed about it was the cross; or rather the string suspending the cross.
Naturally, for most of you, it was only a string of beads and nothing else in particular;
but, naturally also, it was rather more in my line than yours. You remember it lay close
up to the chin, with only a few beads showing, as if the whole necklet were quite short.
But the beads that showed were arranged in a special way, first one and then three, and
so on; in fact, I knew at a glance that it was a rosary, an ordinary rosary with a cross at
the end of it. But a rosary has at least five decades and additional beads as well; and I
naturally wondered where all the rest of it was. It would go much more than once round
the old man’s neck. I couldn’t understand it at the time; and it was only afterwards I
guessed where the extra length had gone to. It was coiled round and round the foot of
the wooden prop that was fixed in the corner of the coffin, holding up the lid. So that
when poor Smaill merely plucked at the cross it jerked the prop out of its place and the
lid fell on his skull like a club of stone.’
‘By George!’ said Tarrant; ‘I’m beginning to think there’s something in what you say.
This is a queer story if it’s true.’
‘When I realized that,’ went on Father Brown, ‘I could manage more or less to guess the
rest. Remember, first of all, that there never was any responsible archaeological
authority for anything more than investigation. Poor old Walters was an honest
antiquary, who was engaged in opening the tomb to find out if there was any truth in the
legend about embalmed bodies. The rest was all rumour, of the sort that often
anticipates or exaggerates such finds. As a fact, he found the body had not been
embalmed, but had fallen into dust long ago. Only while he was working there by the
light of his lonely candle in that sunken chapel, the candlelight threw another shadow
that was not his own.’
‘Ah!’ cried Lady Diana with a catch in her breath; ’and I know what you mean now.
You mean to tell us we have met the murderer, talked and joked with the murderer, let
him tell us a romantic tale, and let him depart untouched.’
‘Leaving his clerical disguise on a rock,’ assented Brown. ‘It is all dreadfully simple.
This man got ahead of the Professor in the race to the churchyard and chapel, possibly
while the Professor was talking to that lugubrious journalist. He came on the old
clergyman beside the empty coffin and killed him. Then he dressed himself in the black
clothes from the corpse, wrapped it in an old cope which had been among the real finds
of the exploration, and put it in the coffin, arranging the rosary and the wooden support
as I have described. Then, having thus set the trap for his second enemy, he went up
into the daylight and greeted us all with the most amiable politeness of a country
clergyman.’
‘He ran a considerable risk,’ objected Tarrant, ‘of somebody knowing Walters by sight.’
‘I admit he was half-mad,’ agreed Father Brown; ‘and I think you will admit that the
risk was worth taking, for he has got off, after all.’

‘I’ll admit he was very lucky,’ growled Tarrant. ‘And who the devil was he?’
‘As you say, he was very lucky,’ answered Father Brown, ‘and not least in that respect.
For that is the one thing we may never know.’ He frowned at the table for a moment and
then went on: ‘This fellow has been hovering round and threatening for years, but the
one thing he was careful of was to keep the secret of who he was; and he has kept it
still. But if poor Smaill recovers, as I think he will, it is pretty safe to say that you will
hear more of it.’
‘Why, what will Professor Smaill do, do you think?’ asked Lady Diana.
‘I should think the first thing he would do,’ said Tarrant, ‘would be to put the detectives
on like dogs after this murdering devil. I should like to have a go at him myself.’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, smiling suddenly after his long fit of frowning perplexity, ‘I
think I know the very first thing he ought to do.’
‘And what is that?’ asked Lady Diana with graceful eagerness.
‘He ought to apologize to all of you,’ said Father Brown.
It was not upon this point, however, that Father Brown found himself talking to
Professor Smaill as he sat by the bedside during the slow convalescence of that eminent
archaeologist. Nor, indeed, was it chiefly Father Brown who did the talking; for though
the Professor was limited to small doses of the stimulant of conversation, he
concentrated most of it upon these interviews with his clerical friend. Father Brown had
a talent for being silent in an encouraging way and Smaill was encouraged by it to talk
about many strange things not always easy to talk about; such as the morbid phases of
recovery and the monstrous dreams that often accompany delirium. It is often rather an
unbalancing business to recover slowly from a bad knock on the head; and when the
head is as interesting a head as that of Professor Smaill even its disturbances and
distortions are apt to be original and curious. His dreams were like bold and big designs
rather out of drawing, as they can be seen in the strong but stiff archaic arts that he had
studied; they were full of strange saints with square and triangular haloes, of golden outstanding crowns and glories round dark and flattened faces, of eagles out of the east and
the high headdresses of bearded men with their hair bound like women. Only, as he told
his friend, there was one much simpler and less entangled type, that continually recurred
to his imaginative memory. Again and again all these Byzantine patterns would fade
away like the fading gold on which they were traced as upon fire; and nothing remained
but the dark bare wall of rock on which the shining shape of the fish was traced as with
a finger dipped in the phosphorescence of fishes. For that was the sign which he once
looked up and saw, in the moment when he first heard round the corner of the dark
passage the voice of his enemy.
‘And at last,’ he said, ‘I think I have seen a meaning in the picture and the voice; and
one that I never understood before. Why should I worry because one madman among a
million of sane men, leagued in a great society against him, chooses to brag of
persecuting me or pursuing me to death? The man who drew in the dark catacomb the
secret symbol of Christ was persecuted in a very different fashion. He was the solitary
madman; the whole sane society was leagued together not to save but to slay him. I

have sometimes fussed and fidgeted and wondered whether this or that man was my
persecutor; whether it was Tarrant; whether it was Leonard Smyth; whether it was any
one of them. Suppose it had been all of them? Suppose it had been all the men on the
boat and the men on the train and the men in the village. Suppose, so far as I was
concerned, they were all murderers. I thought I had a right to be alarmed because I was
creeping through the bowels of the earth in the dark and there was a man who would
destroy me. What would it have been like, if the destroyer had been up in the daylight
and had owned all the earth and commanded all the armies and the crowds? How if he
had been able to stop all the earths or smoke me out of my hole, or kill me the moment I
put my nose out in the daylight? What was it like to deal with murder on that scale? The
world has forgotten these things, as until a little while ago it had forgotten war.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘but the war came. The fish may be driven underground
again, but it will come up into the daylight once more. As St Antony of Padua
humorously remarked, ‘It is only fishes who survive the Deluge.’’

The Dagger with Wings
FATHER BROWN, at one period of his life, found it difficult to hang his hat on a hatpeg without repressing a slight shudder. The origin of this idiosyncrasy was indeed a
mere detail in much more complicated events; but it was perhaps the only detail that
remained to him in his busy life to remind him of the whole business. Its remote origin
was to be found in the facts which led Dr Boyne, the medical officer attached to the
police force, to send for the priest on a particular frosty morning in December.
Dr Boyne was a big dark Irishman, one of those rather baffling Irishmen to be found all
over the world, who will talk scientific scepticism, materialism, and cynicism at length
and at large, but who never dream of referring anything touching the ritual of religion to
anything except the traditional religion of their native land. It would be hard to say
whether their creed is a very superficial varnish or a very fundamental substratum; but
most probably it is both, with a mass of materialism in between. Anyhow, when he
thought that matters of that sort might be involved, he asked Father Brown to call,
though he made no pretence of preference for that aspect of them.
‘I’m not sure I want you, you know,’ was his greeting. ‘I’m not sure about anything yet.
I’m hanged if I can make out whether it’s a case for a doctor, or a policeman, or a
priest.’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown with a smile, ‘as I suppose you’re both a policeman and a
doctor, I seem to be rather in a minority.’
‘I admit you’re what politicians call an instructed minority,’ replied the doctor. ‘I mean,
I know you’ve had to do a little in our line as well as your own. But it’s precious hard to
say whether this business is in your line or ours, or merely in the line of the
Commissioners in Lunacy. We’ve just had a message from a man living near here, in
that white house on the hill, asking for protection against a murderous persecution.
We’ve gone into the facts as far as we could, and perhaps I’d better tell you the story as
it is supposed to have happened, from the beginning.

‘It seems that a man named Aylmer, who was a wealthy landowner in the West
Country, married rather late in life and had three sons, Philip, Stephen, and Arnold. But
in his bachelor days, when he thought he would have no heir, he had adopted a boy
whom he thought very brilliant and promising, who went by the name of John Strake.
His origin seems to be vague; they say he was a foundling; some say he was a gipsy. I
think the last notion is mixed up with the fact that Aylmer in his old age dabbled in all
sorts of dingy occultism, including palmistry and astrology, and his three sons say that
Strake encouraged him in it. But they said a great many other things besides that. They
said Strake was an amazing scoundrel, and especially an amazing liar; a genius in
inventing lies on the spur of the moment, and telling them so as to deceive a detective.
But that might very well be a natural prejudice, in the light of what happened.
Perhaps you can more or less imagine what happened. The old man left practically
everything to the adopted son; and when he died the three real sons disputed the will.
They said their father had been frightened into surrender and, not to put too fine a point
on it, into gibbering idiocy. They said Strake had the strangest and most cunning ways
of getting at him, in spite of the nurses and the family, and terrorizing him on his deathbed. Anyhow, they seemed to have proved something about the dead man’s mental
condition, for the courts set aside the will and the sons inherited. Strake is said to have
broken out in the most dreadful fashion, and sworn he would kill all three of them, one
after another, and that nothing could hide them from his vengeance. It is the third or last
of the brothers, Arnold Aylmer, who is asking for police protection.’
‘Third and last,’ said the priest, looking at him gravely.
‘Yes,’ said Boyne. ‘The other two are dead.’ There was a silence before he continued.
‘That is where the doubt comes in. There is no proof they were murdered, but they
might possibly have been. The eldest, who took up his position as squire, was supposed
to have committed suicide in his garden. The second, who went into trade as a
manufacturer, was knocked on the head by the machinery in his factory; he might very
well have taken a false step and fallen. But if Strake did kill them, he is certainly very
cunning in his way of getting to work and getting away. On the other hand, it’s more
than likely that the whole thing is a mania of conspiracy founded on a coincidence.
Look here, what I want is this. I want somebody of sense, who isn’t an official, to go up
and have a talk with this Mr Arnold Aylmer and form an impression of him. You know
what a man with a delusion is like, and how a man looks when he is telling the truth. I
want you to be the advance guard, before we take the matter up.’
‘It seems rather odd,’ said Father Brown, ‘that you haven’t had to take it up before. If
there is anything in this business, it seems to have been going on for a good time. Is
there any particular reason why he should send for you just now, any more than any
other time?’
‘That had occurred to me, as you may imagine,’ answered Dr Boyne. ‘He does give a
reason, but I confess it is one of the things that make me wonder whether the whole
thing isn’t only the whim of some half-witted crank. He declared that all his servants
have suddenly gone on strike and left him, so that he is obliged to call on the police to
look after his house. And on making inquiries, I certainly do find that there has been a
general exodus of servants from that house on the hill; and of course the town is full of
tales, very one-sided tales I dare say. Their account of it seems to be that their employer

had become quite impossible in his fidgets and fears and exactions; that he wanted them
to guard the house like sentries, or sit up like night nurses in a hospital; that they could
never be left alone because he must never be left alone. So they all announced in a loud
voice that he was a lunatic, and left. Of course that does not prove he is a lunatic; but it
seems rather rum nowadays for a man to expect his valet or his parlour-maid to act as an
armed guard.’
‘And so,’ said the priest with a smile, ‘he wants a policeman to act as his parlour-maid
because his parlour-maid won’t act as a policeman.’
‘I thought that rather thick, too,’ agreed the doctor; ‘but I can’t take the responsibility of
a flat refusal till I’ve tried a compromise. You are the compromise.’
‘Very well,’ said Father Brown simply. ‘I’ll go and call on him now if you like.’
The rolling country round the little town was sealed and bound with frost, and the sky
was as clear and cold as steel, except in the north-east where clouds with lurid haloes
were beginning to climb up the sky. It was against these darker and more sinister
colours that the house on the hill gleamed with a row of pale pillars, forming a short
colonnade of the classical sort. A winding road led up to it across the curve of the down,
and plunged into a mass of dark bushes. Just before it reached the bushes the air seemed
to grow colder and colder, as if he were approaching an ice-house or the North Pole. But
he was a highly practical person, never entertaining such fancies except as fancies. And
he merely cocked his eye at the great livid cloud crawling up over the house, and
remarked cheerfully: ‘It’s going to snow.’
Through a low ornamental iron gateway of the Italianate pattern he entered a garden
having something of that desolation which only belongs to the disorder of orderly
things. Deep-green growths were grey with the faint powder of the frost, large weeds —
had fringed the fading pattern of the flower-beds as if in a ragged frame; and the house
stood as if waist-high in a stunted forest of shrubs and bushes. The vegetation consisted
largely of evergreens or very hardy plants; and though it was thus thick and heavy, it
was too northern to be called luxuriant. It might be described as an Arctic jungle. So it
was in some sense with the house itself, which had a row of columns and a classical
facade, which might have looked out on the Mediterranean; but which seemed now to
be withering in the wind of the North Sea. Classical ornament here and there
accentuated the contrast; caryatides and carved masks of comedy or tragedy looked
down from corners of the building upon the grey confusion of the garden paths; but the
faces seemed to be frost-bitten. The very volutes of the capitals might have curled up
with the cold.
Father Brown went up the grassy steps to a square porch flanked by big pillars and
knocked at the door. About four minutes afterwards he knocked again. Then he stood
still patiently waiting with his back to the door and looked out on the slowly darkening
landscape. It was darkening under the shadow of that one great continent of cloud that
had come flying out of the north; and even as he looked out beyond the pillars of the
porch, which seemed huge and black above him in the twilight, he saw the opalescent
crawling rim of the great cloud as it sailed over the roof and bowed over the porch like a
canopy. The great canopy with its faintly coloured fringes seemed to sink lower and
lower upon the garden beyond, until what had recently been a clear and pale-hued

winter sky was left in a few silver ribbons and rags like a sickly sunset. Father Brown
waited, and there was no sound within.
Then he betook himself briskly down the steps and round the house to look for another
entrance. He eventually found one, a side door in the flat wall, and on this also he
hammered and outside this also he waited. Then he tried the handle and found the door
apparently bolted or fastened in some fashion; and then he moved along that side of the
house, musing on the possibilities of the position, and wondering whether the eccentric
Mr Aylmer had barricaded himself too deep in the house to hear any kind of summons;
or whether perhaps he would barricade himself all the more, on the assumption that any
summons must be the challenge of the avenging Strake. It might be that the decamping
servants had only unlocked one door when they left in the morning, and that their
master had locked that; but whatever he might have done it was unlikely that they, in
the mood of that moment, had looked so carefully to the defences. He continued his
prowl round the place: it was not really a large place, though perhaps a little pretentious;
and in a few moments he found he had made the complete circuit. A moment after he
found what he suspected and sought. The french window of one room, curtained and
shadowed with creeper, stood open by a crack, doubtless accidentally left ajar, and he
found himself in a central room, comfortably upholstered in a rather old-fashioned way,
with a staircase leading up from it on one side and a door leading out of it on the other.
Immediately opposite him was another door with red glass let into it, a little gaudily for
later tastes; something that looked like a red-robed figure in cheap stained glass. On a
round table to the right stood a sort of aquarium — a great bowl full of greenish water,
in which fishes and similar things moved about as in a tank; and just opposite it a plant
of the palm variety with very large green leaves. All this looked so very dusty and Early
Victorian that the telephone, visible in the curtained alcove, was almost a surprise.
‘Who is that?’ a voice called out sharply and rather suspiciously from behind the
stained-glass door.
‘Could I see Mr Aylmer?’ asked the priest apologetically.
The door opened and a gentleman in a peacock-green dressing-gown came out with an
inquiring look. His hair was rather rough and untidy, as if he had been in bed or lived in
a state of slowly getting up, but his eyes were not only awake but alert, and some would
have said alarmed. Father Brown knew that the contradiction was likely enough in a
man who had rather run to seed under the shadow either of a delusion or a danger. He
had a fine aquiline face when seen in profile, but when seen full face the first
impression was that of the untidiness and even the wilderness of his loose brown beard.
‘I am Mr Aylmer,’ he said, ‘but I’ve got out of the way of expecting visitors.’
Something about Mr Aylmer’s unrestful eye prompted the priest to go straight to the
point. If the man’s persecution was only a monomania, he would be the less likely to
resent it.
‘I was wondering,’ said Father Brown softly, ‘whether it is quite true that you never
expect visitors.’

‘You are right,’ replied his host steadily. ‘I always expect one visitor. And he may be
the last.’
‘I hope not,’ said Father Brown, ‘but at least I am relieved to infer that I do not look
very like him.’
Mr Aylmer shook himself with a sort of savage laugh. ‘You certainly do not,’ he said.
‘Mr Aylmer,’ said Father Brown frankly, ‘I apologize for the liberty, but some friends
of mine have told me about your trouble, and asked me to see if I could do anything for
you. The truth is, I have some little experience in affairs like this.’
‘There are no affairs like this,’ said Aylmer.
‘You mean,’ observed Father Brown, ‘that the tragedies in your unfortunate family were
not normal deaths?’
‘I mean they were not even normal murders,’ answered the other. ‘The man who is
hounding us all to death is a hell-hound, and his power is from hell.’
‘All evil has one origin,’ said the priest gravely. ‘But how do you know they were not
normal murders?’
Aylmer answered with a gesture which offered his guest a chair; then he seated himself
slowly in another, frowning, with his hands on his knees; but when he looked up his
expression had grown milder and more thoughtful, and his voice was quite cordial and
composed.
‘Sir,’ he said, ‘I don’t want you to imagine that I’m in the least an unreasonable person.
I have come to these conclusions by reason, because unfortunately reason really leads
there. I have read a great deal on these subjects; for I was the only one who inherited my
father’s scholarship in somewhat obscure matters, and I have since inherited his library.
But what I tell you does not rest on what I have read but on what I have seen.’
Father Brown nodded, and the other proceeded, as if picking his words: ‘In my elder
brother’s case I was not certain at first. There were no marks or footprints where he was
found shot, and the pistol was left beside him. But he had just received a threatening
letter certainly from our enemy, for it was marked with a sign like a winged dagger,
which was one of his infernal cabalistic tricks. And a servant said she had seen
something moving along the garden wall in the twilight that was much too large to be a
cat. I leave it there; all I can say is that if the murderer came, he managed to leave no
traces of his coming. But when my brother Stephen died it was different; and since then
I have known. A machine was working in an open scaffolding under the factory tower; I
scaled the platform a moment after he had fallen under the iron hammer that struck him;
I did not see anything else strike him, but I saw what I saw.
‘A great drift of factory smoke was rolling between me and the factory tower; but
through a rift of it I saw on the top of it a dark human figure wrapped in what looked
like a black cloak. Then the sulphurous smoke drove between us again; and when it
cleared I looked up at the distant chimney — there was nobody there. I am a rational

man, and I will ask all rational men how he had reached that dizzy unapproachable
turret, and how he left it.’
He stared across at the priest with a sphinx-like challenge; then after a silence he said
abruptly: ‘My brother’s brains were knocked out, but his body was not much damaged.
And in his pocket we found one of those warning messages dated the day before and
stamped with the flying dagger.
‘I am sure,’ he went on gravely, ‘that the symbol of the winged dagger is not merely
arbitrary or accidental. Nothing about that abominable man is accidental. He is all
design; though it is indeed a most dark and intricate design. His mind is woven not only
out of elaborate schemes but out of all sorts of secret languages and signs, and dumb
signals and wordless pictures which are the names of nameless things. He is the worst
sort of man that the world knows: he is the wicked mystic. Now, I don’t pretend to
penetrate all that is conveyed by this symbol; but it seems surely that it must have a
relation to all that was most remarkable, or even incredible, in his movements as he had
hovered round my unfortunate family. Is there no connexion between the idea of a
winged weapon and the mystery by which Philip was struck dead on his own lawn
without the lightest touch of any footprint having disturbed the dust or grass? Is there no
connexion between the plumed poignard flying like a feathered arrow and that figure
which hung on the far top of the toppling chimney, clad in a cloak for pinions?’
‘You mean,’ said Father Brown thoughtfully, ‘that he is in a perpetual state of
levitation.’
‘Simon Magus did it,’ replied Aylmer, ‘and it was one of the commonest predictions of
the Dark Ages that Antichrist would be able to fly. Anyhow, there was the flying dagger
on the document; and whether or no it could fly, it could certainly strike.’
‘Did you notice what sort of paper it was on?’ asked Father Brown. ’Common paper?’
The sphinx-like face broke abruptly into a harsh laugh.
‘You can see what they’re like,’ said Aylmer grimly, ‘for I got one myself this
morning.’
He was leaning back in his chair now, with his long legs thrust out from under the green
dressing-gown, which was a little short for him, and his bearded chin pillowed on his
chest. Without moving otherwise, he thrust his hand deep in the dressing-gown pocket
and held out a fluttering scrap of paper at the end of a rigid arm. His whole attitude was
suggestive of a sort of paralysis, that was both rigidity and collapse. But the next remark
of the priest had a curious effect of rousing him.
Father Brown was blinking in his short-sighted way at the paper presented to him. It
was a singular sort of paper, rough without being common, as from an artist’s sketchbook; and on it was drawn boldly in red ink a dagger decorated with wings like the rod
of Hermes, with the written words, ‘Death comes the day after this, as it came to your
brothers.’
Father Brown tossed the paper on the floor and sat bolt upright in his chair.

‘You mustn’t let that sort of stuff stupefy you,’ he said sharply. ‘These devils always try
to make us helpless by making us hopeless.’
Rather to his surprise, an awakening wave went over the prostrate figure, which sprang
from its chair as if startled out of a dream.
‘You’re right, you’re right!’ cried Aylmer with a rather uncanny animation; ‘and the
devils shall find that I’m not so hopeless after all, nor so helpless either. Perhaps I have
more hope and better help than you fancy.’
He stood with his hands in his pockets, frowning down at the priest, who had a
momentary doubt, during that strained silence, about whether the man’s long peril had
not touched his brain. But when he spoke it was quite soberly.
‘I believe my unfortunate brothers failed because they used the wrong weapons. Philip
carried a revolver, and that was how his death came to be called suicide. Stephen had
police protection, but he also had a sense of what made him ridiculous; and he could not
allow a policeman to climb up a ladder after him to a scaffolding where he stood only a
moment. They were both scoffers, reacting into scepticism from the strange mysticism
of my father’s last days. But I always knew there was more in my father than they
understood. It is true that by studying magic he fell at last under the blight of black
magic; the black magic of this scoundrel Strake. But my brothers were wrong about the
antidote. The antidote to black magic is not brute materialism or worldly wisdom. The
antidote to black magic is white magic.’
‘It rather depends,’ said Father Brown, ‘what you mean by white magic.’
‘I mean silver magic,’ said the other, in a low voice, like one speaking of a secret
revelation. Then after a silence he said: ‘Do you know what I mean by silver magic?
Excuse me a moment.’
He turned and opened the central door with the red glass and went into a passage
beyond it. The house had less depth than Brown had supposed; instead of the door
opening into interior rooms, the corridor it revealed ended in another door on the
garden. The door of one room was on one side of the passage; doubtless, the priest told
himself, the proprietor’s bedroom whence he had rushed out in his dressing-gown.
There was nothing else on that side but an ordinary hat-stand with the ordinary dingy
cluster of old hats and overcoats; but on the other side was something more interesting:
a very dark old oak sideboard laid out with some old silver, and overhung by a trophy or
ornament of old weapons. It was by that that Arnold Aylmer halted, looking up at a long
antiquated pistol with a bell-shaped mouth.
The door at the end of the passage was barely open, and through the crack came a streak
of white daylight. The priest had very quick instincts about natural things, and
something in the unusual brilliancy of that white line told him what had happened
outside. It was indeed what he had prophesied when he was approaching the house. He
ran past his rather startled host and opened the door, to face something that was at once
a blank and a blaze. What he had seen shining through the crack was not only the most
negative whiteness of daylight but the positive whiteness of snow. All round, the

sweeping fall of the country was covered with that shining pallor that seems at once
hoary and innocent.
‘Here is white magic anyhow,’ said Father Brown in his cheerful voice. Then, as he
turned back into the hall, he murmured, ‘And silver magic too, I suppose,’ for the white
lustre touched the silver with splendour and lit up the old steel here and there in the
darkling armoury. The shaggy head of the brooding Aylmer seemed to have a halo of
silver fire, as he turned with his face in shadow and the outlandish pistol in his hand.
‘Do you know why I chose this sort of old blunderbuss?’ he asked. ‘Because I can load
it with this sort of bullet.’
He had picked up a small apostle spoon from the sideboard and by sheer violence broke
off the small figure at the top. ‘Let us go back into the other room,’ he added.
‘Did you ever read about the death of Dundee?’ he asked when they had reseated
themselves. He had recovered from his momentary annoyance at the priest’s
restlessness. ‘Graham of Claverhouse, you know, who persecuted the Covenanters and
had a black horse that could ride straight up a precipice. Don’t you know he could only
be shot with a silver bullet, because he had sold himself to the Devil? That’s one
comfort about you; at least you know enough to believe in the Devil.’
‘Oh, yes,’ replied Father Brown, ‘I believe in the Devil. What I don’t believe in is the
Dundee. I mean the Dundee of Covenanting legends, with his nightmare of a horse.
John Graham was simply a seventeenth-century professional soldier, rather better than
most. If he dragooned them it was because he was a dragoon, but not a dragon. Now my
experience is that it’s not that sort of swaggering blade who sells himself to the Devil.
The devil-worshippers I’ve known were quite different. Not to mention names, which
might cause a social flutter, I’ll take a man in Dundee’s own day. Have you ever heard
of Dalrymple of Stair?’
‘No,’ replied the other gruffly.
‘You’ve heard of what he did,’ said Father Brown, ‘and it was worse than anything
Dundee ever did; yet he escapes the infamy by oblivion. He was the man who made the
Massacre of Glencoe. He was a very learned man and lucid lawyer, a statesman with
very serious and enlarged ideas of statesmanship, a quiet man with a very refined and
intellectual face. That’s the sort of man who sells himself to the Devil.’
Aylmer half started from his chair with an enthusiasm of eager assent.
‘By God! you are right,’ he cried. ‘A refined intellectual face! That is the face of John
Strake.’
Then he raised himself and stood looking at the priest with a curious concentration. ‘If
you will wait here a little while,’ he said, ‘I will show you something.’
He went back through the central door, closing it after him; going, the priest presumed,
to the old sideboard or possibly to his bedroom. Father Brown remained seated, gazing
abstractedly at the carpet, where a faint red glimmer shone from the glass in the

doorway. Once it seemed to brighten like a ruby and then darkened again, as if the sun
of that stormy day had passed from cloud to cloud. Nothing moved except the aquatic
creatures which floated to and fro in the dim green bowl. Father Brown was thinking
hard.
A minute or two afterwards he got up and slipped quietly to the alcove of the telephone,
where he rang up his friend Dr Boyne, at the official headquarters. ‘I wanted to tell you
about Aylmer and his affairs,’ he said quietly. ‘It’s a queer story, but I rather think
there’s something in it. If I were you I’d send some men up here straight away; four or
five men, I think, and surround the house. If anything does happen there’ll probably be
something startling in the way of an escape.’
Then he went back and sat down again, staring at the dark carpet, which again glowed
blood-red with the light from the glass door. Something in the filtered light set his mind
drifting on certain borderlands of thought, with the first white daybreak before the
coming of colour, and all that mystery which is alternately veiled and revealed in the
symbol of windows and of doors.
An inhuman howl in a human voice came from beyond the closed doors, almost
simultaneously with the noise of firing. Before the echoes of the shot had died away the
door was violently flung open and his host staggered into the room, the dressing-gown
half torn from his shoulder and the long pistol smoking in his hand. He seemed to be
shaking in every limb, yet he was shaken in part with an unnatural laughter.
‘Glory be to the White Magic!’ he cried. ‘Glory be to the silver bullet! The hell-hound
had hunted once too often, and my brothers are avenged at last.’
He sank into a chair and the pistol slid from his hand and fell on the floor. Father Brown
darted past him, slipped through the glass door and went down the passage. As he did so
he put his hand on the handle of the bedroom door, as if half intending to enter; then he
stooped a moment, as if examining something — and then he ran to the outer door and
opened it.
On the field of snow, which had been so blank a little while before, lay one black
object. At the first glance it looked a little like an enormous bat. A second glance
showed that it was, after all, a human figure; fallen on its face, the whole head covered
by a broad black hat having something of a Latin-American look; while the appearance
of black wings came from the two flaps or loose sleeves of a very vast black cloak
spread out, perhaps by accident, to their utmost length on either side. Both the hands
were hidden, though Father Brown thought he could detect the position of one of them,
and saw close to it, under the edge of the cloak, the glimmer of some metallic weapon.
The main effect, however, was curiously like that of the simple extravagances of
heraldry; like a black eagle displayed on a white ground. But by walking round it and
peering under the hat the priest got a glimpse of the face, which was indeed what his
host had called refined and intellectual; even sceptical and austere: the face of John
Strake.
‘Well, I’m jiggered,’ muttered Father Brown. ‘It really does look like some vast
vampire that has swooped down like a bird.’

‘How else could he have come?’ came a voice from the doorway, and Father Brown
looked up to see Aylmer once more standing there.
‘Couldn’t he have walked?’ replied Father Brown evasively.
Aylmer stretched out his arm and swept the white landscape with a gesture.
‘Look at the snow,’ he said in a deep voice that had a sort of roll and thrill in it. ‘Is not
the snow unspotted — pure as the white magic you yourself called it? Is there a speck
on it for miles, save that one foul black blot that has fallen there? There are no
footprints, but a few of yours and mine; there are none approaching the house from
anywhere.’
Then he looked at the little priest for a moment with a concentrated and curious
expression, and said: ‘I will tell you something else. That cloak he flies with is too long
to walk with. He was not a very tall man, and it would trail behind him like a royal
train. Stretch it out over his body, if you like, and see.’
‘What happened to you both?’ asked Father Brown abruptly.
‘It was too swift to describe,’ answered Aylmer. ‘I had looked out of the door and was
turning back when there came a kind of rushing of wind all around me, as if I were
being buffeted by a wheel revolving in mid-air. I spun round somehow and fired
blindly; and then I saw nothing but what you see now. But I am morally certain that you
wouldn’t see it if I had not had a silver shot in my gun. It would have been a different
body lying there in the snow.’
‘By the way,’ remarked Father Brown, ‘shall we leave it lying there in the snow? Or
would you like it taken into your room — I suppose that’s your bedroom in the
passage?’
‘No, no,’ replied Aylmer hastily, ‘we must leave it here till the police have seen it.
Besides, I’ve had as much of such things as I can stand for the moment. Whatever else
happens, I’m going to have a drink. After that, they can hang me if they like.’
Inside the central apartment, between the palm plant and the bowl of fishes, Aylmer
tumbled into a chair. He had nearly knocked the bowl over as he lurched into the room,
but he had managed to find the decanter of brandy after plunging his hand rather blindly
into several cupboards and corners. He did not at any time look like a methodical
person, but at this moment his distraction must have been extreme. He drank with a long
gulp and began to talk rather feverishly, as if to fill up a silence.
‘I see you are still doubtful,’ he said, ‘though you have seen the thing with your own
eyes. Believe me, there was something more behind the quarrel between the spirit of
Strake and the spirit of the house of Aylmer. Besides, you have no business to be an
unbeliever. You ought to stand for all the things these stupid people call superstitions.
Come now, don’t you think there’s a lot in those old wives’ tales about luck and charms
and so on, silver bullets included? What do you say about them as a Catholic?’
‘I say I’m an agnostic,’ replied Father Brown, smiling.

‘Nonsense,’ said Aylmer impatiently. ‘It’s your business to believe things.’
‘Well, I do believe some things, of course,’ conceded Father Brown; ‘and therefore, of
course, I don’t believe other things.’
Aylmer was leaning forward, and looking at him with a strange intensity that was
almost like that of a mesmerist.
‘You do believe it,’ he said. ‘You do believe everything. We all believe everything,
even when we deny everything. The denyers believe. The unbelievers believe. Don’t
you feel in your heart that these contradictions do not really contradict: that there is a
cosmos that contains them all? The soul goes round upon a wheel of stars and all things
return; perhaps Strake and I have striven in many shapes, beast against beast and bird
against bird, and perhaps we shall strive for ever. But since we seek and need each
other, even that eternal hatred is an eternal love. Good and evil go round in a wheel that
is one thing and not many. Do you not realize in your heart, do you not believe behind
all your beliefs, that there is but one reality and we are its shadows; and that all things
are but aspects of one thing: a centre where men melt into Man and Man into God?’
‘No,’ said Father Brown.
Outside, twilight had begun to fall, in that phase of such a snow-laden evening when the
land looks brighter than the sky. In the porch of the main entrance, visible through a
half-curtained window, Father Brown could dimly see a bulky figure standing. He
glanced casually at the french windows through which he had originally entered, and
saw they were darkened with two equally motionless figures. The inner door with the
coloured glass stood slightly ajar; and he could see in the short corridor beyond, the
ends of two long shadows, exaggerated and distorted by the level light of evening, but
still like grey caricatures of the figures of men. Dr Boyne had already obeyed the
telephone message. The house was surrounded.
‘What is the good of saying no?’ insisted his host, still with the same hypnotic stare.
‘You have seen part of that eternal drama with your own eyes. You have seen the threat
of John Strake to slay Arnold Aylmer by black magic. You have seen Arnold Aylmer
slay John Strake by white magic. You see Arnold Aylmer alive and talking to you now.
And yet you don’t believe it.’
‘No, I do not believe it,’ said Father Brown, and rose from his chair like one terminating
a visit.
‘Why not?’ asked the other.
The priest only lifted his voice a little, but it sounded in every corner of the room like a
bell. ‘Because you are not Arnold Aylmer,’ he said. ‘I know who you are. Your name is
John Strake; and you have murdered the last of the brothers, who is lying outside in the
snow.’
A ring of white showed round the iris of the other man’s eyes; he seemed to be making,
with bursting eyeballs, a last effort to mesmerize and master his companion. Then he
made a sudden movement sideways; and even as he did so the door behind him opened

and a big detective in plain clothes put one hand quietly on his shoulder. The other hand
hung down, but it held a revolver. The man looked wildly round, and saw plain-clothes
men in all corners of the quiet room.
That evening Father Brown had another and longer conversation with Dr Boyne about
the tragedy of the Aylmer family. By that time there was no longer any doubt of the
central fact of the case, for John Strake had confessed his identity and even confessed
his crimes; only it would be truer to say that he boasted of his victories. Compared to
the fact that he had rounded off his life’s work with the last Aylmer lying dead,
everything else, including existence itself, seemed to be indifferent to him.
‘The man is a sort of monomaniac,’ said Father Brown. ‘He is not interested in any
other matter; not even in any other murder. I owe him something for that; for I had to
comfort myself with the reflection a good many times this afternoon. As has doubtless
occurred to you, instead of weaving all that wild but ingenious romance about winged
vampires and silver bullets, he might have put an ordinary leaden bullet into me, and
walked out of the house. I assure you it occurred quite frequently to me.’
‘I wonder why he didn’t,’ observed Boyne. ‘I don’t understand it; but I don’t understand
anything yet. How on earth did you discover it, and what in the world did you
discover?’
‘Oh, you provided me with very valuable information,’ replied Father Brown modestly,
‘especially the one piece of information that really counted. I mean the statement that
Strake was a very inventive and imaginative liar, with great presence of mind in
producing his lies. This afternoon he needed it; but he rose to the occasion. Perhaps his
only mistake was in choosing a preternatural story; he had the notion that because I am
a clergyman I should believe anything. Many people have little notions of that kind.’
‘But I can’t make head or tail of it,’ said the doctor. ‘You must really begin at the
beginning.’
‘The beginning of it was a dressing-gown,’ said Father Brown simply. ‘It was the one
really good disguise I’ve ever known. When you meet a man in a house with a dressinggown on, you assume quite automatically that he’s in his own house. I assumed it
myself; but afterwards queer little things began to happen. When he took the pistol
down he clicked it at arm’s length, as a man does to make sure a strange weapon isn’t
loaded; of course he would know whether the pistols in his own hall were loaded or not.
I didn’t like the way he looked for the brandy, or the way he nearly barged into the bowl
of fishes. For a man who has a fragile thing of that sort as a fixture in his rooms gets a
quite mechanical habit of avoiding it. But these things might possibly have been
fancies; the first real point was this. He came out from the little passage between the
two doors; and in that passage there’s only one other door leading to a room; so I
assumed it was the bedroom he had just come from. I tried the handle; but it was locked.
I thought this odd; and looked through the keyhole. It was an utterly bare room,
obviously deserted; no bed, no anything. Therefore he had not come from inside any
room, but from outside the house. And when I saw that, I think I saw the whole picture.
‘Poor Arnold Aylmer doubtless slept and perhaps lived upstairs, and came down in his
dressing-gown and passed through the red glass door. At the end of the passage, black

against the winter daylight, he saw the enemy of his house. He saw a tall bearded man
in a broad-brimmed black hat and a large flapping black cloak. He did not see much
more in this world. Strake sprang at him, throttling or stabbing him; we cannot be sure
till the inquest. Then Strake, standing in the narrow passage between the hat-stand and
the old sideboard, and looking down in triumph on the last of his foes heard something
he had not expected. He heard footsteps in the parlour beyond. It was myself entering
by the french windows.
‘His masquerade was a miracle of promptitude. It involved not only a disguise but a
romance — an impromptu romance. He took off his big black hat and cloak and put on
the dead man’s dressing-gown. Then he did a rather grisly thing; at least a thing that
affects my fancy as more grisly than the rest. He hung the corpse like a coat on one of
the hat pegs. He draped it in his own long cloak, and found it hung well below the heels;
he covered the head entirely with his own wide hat. It was the only possible way of
hiding it in that little passage with the locked door; but it was really a very clever one. I
myself walked past the hat-stand once without knowing it was anything but a hat-stand.
I think that unconsciousness of mine will always give me a shiver.
‘He might perhaps have left it at that; but I might have discovered the corpse at any
minute; and, hung where it was, it was a corpse calling for what you might call an
explanation. He adopted the bolder stroke of discovering it himself and explaining it
himself.
‘Then there dawned on this strange and frightfully fertile mind the conception of a story
of substitution; the reversal of the parts. He had already assumed the part of Arnold
Aylmer. Why should not his dead enemy assume the part of John Strake? There must
have been something in that topsy-turvydom to take the fancy of that darkly fanciful
man. It was like some frightful fancy-dress ball to which the two mortal enemies were
to go dressed up as each other. Only, the fancy-dress ball was to be a dance of death:
and one of the dancers would be dead. That is why I can imagine that man putting it in
his own mind, and I can imagine him smiling.’
Father Brown was gazing into vacancy with his large grey eyes, which, when not
blurred by his trick of blinking, were the one notable thing in his face. He went on
speaking simply and seriously: ‘All things are from God; and above all, reason and
imagination and the great gifts of the mind. They are good in themselves; and we must
not altogether forget their origin even in their perversion. Now this man had in him a
very noble power to be perverted; the power of telling stories. He was a great novelist;
only he had twisted his fictive power to practical and to evil ends; to deceiving men
with false fact instead of with true fiction. It began with his deceiving old Aylmer with
elaborate excuses and ingeniously detailed lies; but even that may have been, at the
beginning, little more than the tall stories and tarradiddles of the child who may say
equally he has seen the King of England or the King of the Fairies. It grew strong in him
through the vice that perpetuates all vices, pride; he grew more and more vain of his
promptitude in producing stories of his originality, and subtlety in developing them.
That is what the young Aylmers meant by saying that he could always cast a spell over
their father; and it was true. It was the sort of spell that the storyteller cast over the
tyrant in the Arabian Nights. And to the last he walked the world with the pride of a
poet, and with the false yet unfathomable courage of a great liar. He could always

produce more Arabian Nights if ever his neck was in danger. And today his neck was in
danger.
‘But I am sure, as I say, that he enjoyed it as a fantasy as well as a conspiracy. He set
about the task of telling the true story the wrong way round: of treating the dead man as
living and the live man as dead. He had already got into Aylmer’s dressing-gown; he
proceeded to get into Aylmer’s body and soul. He looked at the corpse as if it were his
own corpse lying cold in the snow. Then he spread-eagled it in that strange fashion to
suggest the sweeping descent of a bird of prey, and decked it out not only in his own
dark and flying garments but in a whole dark fairy-tale about the black bird that could
only fall by the silver bullet. I do not know whether it was the silver glittering on the
sideboard or the snow shining beyond the door that suggested to his intensely artistic
temperament the theme of white magic and the white metal used against magicians. But
whatever its origin, he made it his own like a poet; and did it very promptly, like a
practical man. He completed the exchange and reversal of parts by flinging the corpse
out on to the snow as the corpse of Strake. He did his best to work up a creepy
conception of Strake as something hovering in the air everywhere, a harpy with wings
of speed and claws of death; to explain the absence of footprints and other things. For
one piece of artistic impudence I hugely admire him. He actually turned one of the
contradictions in his case into an argument for it; and said that the man’s cloak being
too long for him proved that he never walked on the ground like an ordinary mortal. But
he looked at me very hard while he said that; and something told me that he was at that
moment trying a very big bluff.’
Dr Boyne looked thoughtful. ‘Had you discovered the truth by then?’ he asked. ‘There
is something very queer and close to the nerves, I think, about notions affecting identity.
I don’t know whether it would be more weird to get a guess like that swiftly or slowly. I
wonder when you suspected and when you were sure.’
‘I think I really suspected when I telephoned to you,’ replied his friend. ‘And it was
nothing more than the red light from the closed door brightening and darkening on the
carpet. It looked like a splash of blood that grew vivid as it cried for vengeance. Why
should it change like that? I knew the sun had not come out; it could only be because
the second door behind it had been opened and shut on the garden. But if he had gone
out and seen his enemy then, he would have raised the alarm then; and it was some time
afterwards that the fracas occurred. I began to feel he had gone out to do something ... to
prepare something ... but as to when I was certain, that is a different matter. I knew that
right at the end he was trying to hypnotize me, to master me by the black art of eyes like
talismans and a voice like an incantation. That’s what he used to do with old Aylmer, no
doubt. But it wasn’t only the way he said it, it was what he said. It was the religion and
philosophy of it.’
‘I’m afraid I’m a practical man,’ said the doctor with gruff humour, ‘and I don’t bother
much about religion and philosophy.’
‘You’ll never be a practical man till you do,’ said Father Brown. ‘Look here, doctor;
you know me pretty well; I think you know I’m not a bigot. You know I know there are
all sorts in all religions; good men in bad ones and bad men in good ones. But there’s
just one little fact I’ve learned simply as a practical man, an entirely practical point, that
I’ve picked up by experience, like the tricks of an animal or the trade-mark of a good

wine. I’ve scarcely ever met a criminal who philosophized at all, who didn’t
philosophize along those lines of orientalism and recurrence and reincarnation, and the
wheel of destiny and the serpent biting its own tail. I have found merely in practice that
there is a curse on the servants of that serpent; on their belly shall they go and the dust
shall they eat; and there was never a blackguard or a profligate born who could not talk
that sort of spirituality. It may not be like that in its real religious origins; but here in our
working world it is the religion of rascals; and I knew it was a rascal who was
speaking.’
‘Why,’ said Boyne, ‘I should have thought that a rascal could pretty well profess any
religion he chose.’
‘Yes,’ assented the other; ‘he could profess any religion; that is he could pretend to any
religion, if it was all a pretence. If it was mere mechanical hypocrisy and nothing else,
no doubt it could be done by a mere mechanical hypocrite. Any sort of mask can be put
on any sort of face. Anybody can learn certain phrases or state verbally that he holds
certain views. I can go out into the street and state that I am a Wesleyan Methodist or a
Sandemanian, though I fear in no very convincing accent. But we are talking about an
artist; and for the enjoyment of the artist the mask must be to some extent moulded on
the face. What he makes outside him must correspond to something inside him; he can
only make his effects out of some of the materials of his soul. I suppose he could have
said he was a Wesleyan Methodist; but he could never be an eloquent Methodist as he
can be an eloquent mystic and fatalist. I am talking of the sort of ideal such a man thinks
of if he really tries to be idealistic. It was his whole game with me to be as idealistic as
possible; and whenever that is attempted by that sort of man, you will generally find it is
that sort of ideal. That sort of man may be dripping with gore; but he will always be
able to tell you quite sincerely that Buddhism is better than Christianity. Nay, he will
tell you quite sincerely that Buddhism is more Christian than Christianity. That alone is
enough to throw a hideous and ghastly ray of light on his notion of Christianity.’
‘Upon my soul,’ said the doctor, laughing, ‘I can’t make out whether you’re denouncing
or defending him.’
‘It isn’t defending a man to say he is a genius,’ said Father Brown. ‘Far from it. And it
is simply a psychological fact that an artist will betray himself by some sort of sincerity.
Leonardo da Vinci cannot draw as if he couldn’t draw. Even if he tried, it will always be
a strong parody of a weak thing. This man would have made something much too
fearful and wonderful out of the Wesleyan Methodist.’
When the priest went forth again and set his face homeward, the cold had grown more
intense and yet was somehow intoxicating. The trees stood up like silver candelabra of
some incredible cold candlemas of purification. It was a piercing cold, like that silver
sword of pure pain that once pierced the very heart of purity. But it was not a killing
cold, save in the sense of seeming to kill all the mortal obstructions to our immortal and
immeasurable vitality. The pale green sky of twilight, with one star like the star of
Bethlehem, seemed by some strange contradiction to be a cavern of clarity. It was as if
there could be a green furnace of cold which wakened all things to life like warmth, and
that the deeper they went into those cold crystalline colours the more were they light
like winged creatures and clear like coloured glass! It tingled with truth and it divided
truth from error with a blade like ice; but all that was left had never felt so much alive. It

was as if all joy were a jewel in the heart of an iceberg. The priest hardly understood his
own mood as he advanced deeper and deeper into the green gloaming, drinking deeper
and deeper draughts of that virginal vivacity of the air. Some forgotten muddle and
morbidity seemed to be left behind, or wiped out as the snow had painted out the
footprints of the man of blood. As he shuffled homewards through the snow, he
muttered to himself: ‘And yet he is right enough about there being a white magic, if he
only knows where to look for it.’

The Doom of the Darnaways
Two landscape-painters stood looking at one landscape, which was also a seascape, and
both were curiously impressed by it, though their impressions were not exactly the
same. To one of them, who was a rising artist from London, it was new as well as
strange. To the other, who was a local artist but with something more than a local
celebrity, it was better known; but perhaps all the more strange for what he knew of it.
In terms of tone and form, as these men saw it, it was a stretch of sands against a stretch
of sunset, the whole scene lying in strips of sombre colour, dead green and bronze and
brown and a drab that was not merely dull but in that gloaming in some way more
mysterious than gold. All that broke these level lines was a long building which ran out
from the fields into the sands of the sea, so that its fringe of dreary weeds and rushes
seemed almost to meet the seaweed. But its most singular feature was that the upper
part of it had the ragged outlines of a ruin, pierced by so many wide windows and large
rents as to be a mere dark skeleton against the dying light; while the lower bulk of the
building had hardly any windows at all, most of them being blind and bricked up and
their outlines only faintly traceable in the twilight. But one window at least was still a
window; and it seemed strangest of all that it showed a light.
‘Who on earth can live in that old shell?’ exclaimed the Londoner, who was a big,
bohemian-looking man, young but with a shaggy red beard that made him look older;
Chelsea knew him familiarly as Harry Payne.
‘Ghosts, you might suppose,’ replied his friend Martin Wood. ‘Well, the people who
live there really are rather like ghosts.’
It was perhaps rather a paradox that the London artist seemed almost bucolic in his
boisterous freshness and wonder, while the local artist seemed a more shrewd and
experienced person, regarding him with mature and amiable amusement; indeed, the
latter was altogether a quieter and more conventional figure, wearing darker clothes and
with his square and stolid face clean shaven.
‘It is only a sign of the times, of course,’ he went on,’ or of the passing of old times and
old families with them. The last of the great Darnaways live in that house, and not many
of the new poor are as poor as they are. They can’t even afford to make their own topstorey habitable; but have to live in the lower rooms of a ruin, like bats and owls. Yet
they have family portraits that go back to the Wars of the Roses and the first portraitpainting in England, and very fine some of them are; I happen to know, because they
asked for my professional advice in overhauling them. There’s one of them especially,
and one of the earliest, but it’s so good that it gives you the creeps.’

‘The whole place gives you the creeps, I should think by the look of it,’ replied Payne.
‘Well,’ said his friend, ‘to tell you the truth, it does.’
The silence that followed was stirred by a faint rustle among the rushes by the moat;
and it gave them, rationally enough, a slight nervous start when a dark figure brushed
along the bank, moving rapidly and almost like a startled bird. But it was only a man
walking briskly with a black bag in his hand: a man with a long sallow face and sharp
eyes that glanced at the London stranger in a slightly darkling and suspicious manner.
‘It’s only Dr Barnet,’ said Wood with a sort of relief. ’Good evening, Doctor. Are you
going up to the house? I hope nobody’s ill.’
‘Everybody’s always ill in a place like that,’ growled the doctor; ‘only sometimes
they’re too ill to know it. The very air of the place is a blight and a pestilence. I don’t
envy the young man from Australia.’
‘And who,’ asked Payne abruptly and rather absently, ‘may the young man from
Australia be?’
‘Ah!’ snorted the doctor; ‘hasn’t your friend told you about him? As a matter of fact I
believe he is arriving today. Quite a romance in the old style of melodrama: the heir
back from the colonies to his ruined castle, all complete even down to an old family
compact for his marrying the lady watching in the ivied tower. Queer old stuff, isn’t it?
but it really happens sometimes. He’s even got a little money, which is the only bright
spot there ever was in this business.’
‘What does Miss Darnaway herself, in her ivied tower, think of the business?’ asked
Martin Wood dryly.
‘What she thinks of everything else by this time,’ replied the doctor. ‘They don’t think
in this weedy old den of superstitions, they only dream and drift. I think she accepts the
family contract and the colonial husband as part of the Doom of the Darnaways, don’t
you know. I really think that if he turned out to be a humpbacked Negro with one eye
and a homicidal mania, she would only think it added a finishing touch and fitted in
with the twilight scenery.’
‘You’re not giving my friend from London a very lively picture of my friends in the
country,’ said Wood, laughing. ‘I had intended taking him there to call; no artist ought
to miss those Darnaway portraits if he gets the chance. But perhaps I’d better postpone
it if they’re in the middle of the Australian invasion.’
‘Oh, do go in and see them, for the Lord’s sake,’ said Dr Barnet warmly. ‘Anything that
will brighten their blighted lives will make my task easier. It will need a good many
colonial cousins to cheer things up, I should think; and the more the merrier. Come, I’ll
take you in myself.’
As they drew nearer to the house it was seen to be isolated like an island in a moat of
brackish water which they crossed by a bridge. On the other side spread a fairly wide
stony floor or embankment with great cracks across it, in which little tufts of weed and

thorn sprouted here and there. This rock platform looked large and bare in the grey
twilight, and Payne could hardly have believed that such a corner of space could have
contained so much of the soul of a wilderness. This platform only jutted out on one side,
like a giant door-step and beyond it was the door; a very low-browed Tudor archway
standing open, but dark like a cave.
When the brisk doctor led them inside without ceremony, Payne had, as it were, another
shock of depression. He could have expected to find himself mounting to a very ruinous
tower, by very narrow winding staircases; but in this case the first steps into the house
were actually steps downwards. They went down several short and broken stairways
into large twilit rooms which but for their lines of dark pictures and dusty bookshelves,
might have been the traditional dungeons beneath the castle moat. Here and there a
candle in an old candlestick lit up some dusty accidental detail of a dead elegance; but
the visitor was not so much impressed or depressed by this artificial light as by the one
pale gleam of natural light. As he passed down the long room he saw the only window
in that wall — a curious low oval window of a late-seventeenth-century fashion. But the
strange thing about it was that it did not look out directly on any space of sky but only
on a reflection of sky; a pale strip of daylight merely mirrored in the moat, under the
hanging shadow of the bank. Payne had a memory of the Lady of Shallot who never
saw the world outside except in a mirror. The lady of this Shallot not only in some sense
saw the world in a mirror, but even saw the world upside-down.
‘It’s as if the house of Darnaway were falling literally as well as metaphorically,’ said
Wood in a low voice; ‘as if it were sinking slowly into a swamp or a quicksand, until
the sea goes over it like a green roof.’
Even the sturdy Dr Barnet started a little at the silent approach of the figure that came to
receive them. Indeed, the room was so silent that they were all startled to realize that it
was not empty. There were three people in it when they entered: three dim figures
motionless in the dim room; all three dressed in black and looking like dark shadows.
As the foremost figure drew nearer the grey light from the window, he showed a face
that looked almost as grey as its frame of hair. This was old Vine, the steward, long left
in loco parentis since the death of that eccentric parent, the last Lord Darnaway. He
would have been a handsome old man if he had had no teeth. As it was, he had one
which showed every now and then and gave him a rather sinister appearance. He
received the doctor and his friends with a fine courtesy and escorted them to where the
other two figures in black were seated. One of them seemed to Payne to give another
appropriate touch of gloomy antiquity to the castle by the mere fact of being a Roman
Catholic priest, who might have come out of a priest’s hole in the dark old days. Payne
could imagine him muttering prayers or telling beads, or tolling bells or doing a number
of indistinct and melancholy things in that melancholy place. Just then he might be
supposed to have been giving religious consolation to the lady; but it could hardly be
supposed that the consolation was very consoling, or at any rate that it was very
cheering. For the rest, the priest was personally insignificant enough, with plain and
rather expressionless features; but the lady was a very different matter. Her face was
very far from being plain or insignificant; it stood out from the darkness of her dress
and hair and background with a pallor that was almost awful, but a beauty that was
almost awfully alive. Payne looked at it as long as he dared; and he was to look at it a
good deal longer before he died.

Wood merely exchanged with his friends such pleasant and polite phrases as would lead
up to his purpose of revisiting the portraits. He apologized for calling on the day which
he heard was to be one of family welcome; but he was soon convinced that the family
was rather mildly relieved to have visitors to distract them or break the shock. He did
not hesitate, therefore, to lead Payne through the central reception-room into the library
beyond, where hung the portrait, for there was one which he was especially bent on
showing, not only as a picture but almost as a puzzle. The little priest trudged along
with them; he seemed to know something about old pictures as well as about old
prayers.
‘I’m rather proud of having spotted this,’ said Wood. ‘I believe it’s a Holbein. If it isn’t,
there was somebody living in Holbein’s time who was as great as Holbein.’
It was a portrait in the hard but sincere and living fashion of the period, representing a
man clad in black trimmed with gold and fur, with a heavy, full, rather pale face but
watchful eyes.
‘What a pity art couldn’t have stopped for ever at just that transition stage,’ cried Wood,
‘and never transitioned any more. Don’t you see it’s just realistic enough to be real?
Don’t you see the face speaks all the more because it stands out from a rather stiffer
framework of less essential things? And the eyes are even more real than the face. On
my soul, I think the eyes are too real for the face! It’s just as if those sly, quick eyeballs
were protruding out of a great pale mask.’
‘The stiffness extends to the figure a little, I think,’ said Payne. ‘They hadn’t quite
mastered anatomy when medievalism ended, at least in the north. That left leg looks to
me a good deal out of drawing.’
‘I’m not so sure,’ replied Wood quietly. ‘Those fellows who painted just when realism
began to be done, and before it began to be overdone, were often more realistic than we
think. They put real details of portraiture into things that are thought merely
conventional. You might say this fellow’s eyebrows or eye-sockets are a little lop-sided;
but I bet if you knew him you’d find that one of his eyebrows did really stick up more
than the other. And I shouldn’t wonder if he was lame or something, and that black leg
was meant to be crooked.’
‘What an old devil he looks!’ burst out Payne suddenly. ‘I trust his reverence will
excuse my language.’
‘I believe in the devil, thank you,’ said the priest with an inscrutable face. ‘Curiously
enough there was a legend that the devil was lame.’
‘I say,’ protested Payne, ‘you can’t really mean that he was the devil; but who the devil
was he?’
‘He was the Lord Darnaway under Henry VII and Henry VIII,’ replied his companion.
‘But there are curious legends about him, too; one of them is referred to in that
inscription round the frame, and further developed in some notes left by somebody in a
book I found here. They are both rather curious reading.’

Payne leaned forward, craning his head so as to follow the archaic inscription round the
frame. Leaving out the antiquated lettering and spelling, it seemed to be a sort of rhyme
running somewhat thus:
In the seventh hour I shall return:
In the seventh hour I shall depart:
None in that hour shall hold my hand:
And woe to her that holds my heart.
‘It sounds creepy somehow,’ said Payne, ‘but that may be partly because I don’t
understand a word of it.’
‘It’s pretty creepy even when you do,’ said Wood in a low voice. ‘The record made at a
later date, in the old book I found, is all about how this beauty deliberately killed
himself in such a way that his wife was executed for his murder. Another note
commemorates a later tragedy, seven successions later — under the Georges — in
which another Darnaway committed suicide, having first thoughtfully left poison in his
wife’s wine. It’s said that both suicides took place at seven in the evening. I suppose the
inference is that he does really return with every seventh inheritor and makes things
unpleasant, as the rhyme suggests, for any lady unwise enough to marry him.’
‘On that argument,’ replied Payne, ‘it would be a trifle uncomfortable for the next
seventh gentleman.’
Wood’s voice was lower still as he said: ‘The new heir will be the seventh.’
Harry Payne suddenly heaved up his great chest and shoulders like a man flinging off a
burden.
‘What crazy stuff are we all talking?’ he cried. ‘We’re all educated men in an
enlightened age, I suppose. Before I came into this damned dank atmosphere I’d never
have believed I should be talking of such things, except to laugh at them.’
‘You are right,’ said Wood. ‘If you lived long enough in this underground palace you’d
begin to feel differently about things. I’ve begun to feel very curiously about that
picture, having had so much to do with handling and hanging it. It sometimes seems to
me that the painted face is more alive than the dead faces of the people living here; that
it is a sort of talisman or magnet: that it commands the elements and draws out the
destinies of men and things. I suppose you would call it very fanciful.’
‘What is that noise?’ cried Payne suddenly.
They all listened, and there seemed to be no noise except the dull boom of the distant
sea; then they began to have the sense of something mingling with it; something like a
voice calling through the sound of the surf, dulled by it at first, but coming nearer and
nearer. The next moment they were certain: someone was shouting outside in the dusk.
Payne turned to the low window behind him and bent to look out. It was the window
from which nothing could be seen except the moat with its reflection of bank and sky.
But that inverted vision was not the same that he had seen before. From the hanging

shadow of the bank in the water depended two dark shadows reflected from the feet and
legs of a figure standing above upon the bank. Through that limited aperture they could
see nothing but the two legs black against the reflection of a pale and livid sunset. But
somehow that very fact of the head being invisible, as if in the clouds, gave something
dreadful to the sound that followed; the voice of a man crying aloud what they could not
properly hear or understand. Payne especially was peering out of the little window with
an altered face, and he spoke with an altered voice:
’How queerly he’s standing!’
‘No, no,’ said Wood, in a sort of soothing whisper. ‘Things often look like that in
reflection. It’s the wavering of the water that makes you think that.’
‘Think what?’ asked the priest shortly.
‘That his left leg is crooked,’ said Wood.
Payne had thought of the oval window as a sort of mystical mirror; and it seemed to him
that there were in it other inscrutable images of doom. There was something else beside
the figure that he did not understand; three thinner legs showing in dark lines against the
light, as if some monstrous three-legged spider or bird were standing beside the
stranger. Then he had the less crazy thought of a tripod like that of the heathen oracles;
and the next moment the thing had vanished and the legs of the human figure passed out
of the picture.
He turned to meet the pale face of old Vine, the steward, with his mouth open, eager to
speak, and his single tooth showing. ‘He has come,’ he said. ‘The boat arrived from
Australia this morning.’
Even as they went back out of the library into the central salon they heard the footsteps
of the newcomer clattering down the entrance steps, with various items of light luggage
trailed behind him. When Payne saw one of them, he laughed with a reaction of relief.
His tripod was nothing but the telescopic legs of a portable camera, easily packed and
unpacked; and the man who was carrying it seemed so far to take on equally solid and
normal qualities. He was dressed in dark clothes, but of a careless and holiday sort; his
shirt was of grey flannel, and his boots echoed uncompromisingly enough in those still
chambers. As he strode forward to greet his new circle his stride had scarcely more than
the suggestion of a limp. But Payne and his companions were looking at his face, and
could scarcely take their eyes from it.
He evidently felt there was something curious and uncomfortable about his reception;
but they could have sworn that he did not himself know the cause of it. The lady,
supposed to be in some sense already betrothed to him, was certainly beautiful enough
to attract him; but she evidently also frightened him. The old steward brought him a sort
of feudal homage, yet treated him as if he were the family ghost. The priest still looked
at him with a face which was quite indecipherable, and therefore perhaps all the more
unnerving. A new sort of irony, more like the Greek irony, began to pass over Payne’s
mind. He had dreamed of the stranger as a devil, but it seemed almost worse that he was
an unconscious destiny. He seemed to march towards crime with the monstrous
innocence of Oedipus. He had approached the family mansion in so blindly buoyant a

spirit as to have set up his camera to photograph his first sight of it; and even the camera
had taken on the semblance of the tripod of a tragic pythoness.
Payne was surprised, when taking his leave a little while after, at something which
showed that the Australian was already less unconscious of his surroundings. He said in
a low voice:
‘Don’t go ... or come again soon. You look like a human being. This place fairly gives
me the jumps.’
When Payne emerged out of those almost subterranean halls and came into the night air
and the smell of the sea, he felt as if he had come out of that underworld of dreams in
which events jumble on top of each other in a way at once unrestful and unreal.
The arrival of the strange relative had been somehow unsatisfying and, as it were,
unconvincing. The doubling of the same face in the old portrait and the new arrival
troubled him like a two headed monster. And yet it was not altogether a nightmare; nor
was it that face, perhaps, that he saw most vividly.
‘Did you say?’ he asked of the doctor, as they strode together across the striped dark
sands by the darkening sea; ‘did you say that young man was betrothed to Miss
Darnaway by a family compact or something? Sounds rather like a novel.’
‘But an historical novel,’ answered Dr Barnet. ‘The Darnaways all went to sleep a few
centuries ago, when things were really done that we only read of in romances. Yes; I
believe there’s some family tradition by which second or third cousins always marry
when they stand in a certain relation of age, in order to unite the property. A damned
silly tradition, I should say; and if they often married in and in, in that fashion, it may
account on principles of heredity for their having gone so rotten.’
‘I should hardly say,’ answered Payne a little stuffily, ‘that they had all gone rotten.’
‘Well,’ replied the doctor, ‘the young man doesn’t look rotten, of course, though he’s
certainly lame.’
‘The young man!’ cried Payne, who was suddenly and unreasonably angry. ‘Well, if
you think the young lady looks rotten, I think it’s you who have rotten taste.’
The doctor’s face grew dark and bitter. ‘I fancy I know more about it than you do,’ he
snapped.
They completed the walk in silence, each feeling that he had been irrationally rude and
had suffered equally irrational rudeness; and Payne was left to brood alone on the
matter, for his friend Wood had remained behind to attend to some of his business in
connexion with the pictures.
Payne took very full advantage of the invitation extended by the colonial cousin, who
wanted somebody to cheer him up. During the next few weeks he saw a good deal of
the dark interior of the Darnaway home; though it might be said that he did not confine
himself entirely to cheering up the colonial cousin. The lady’s melancholy was of

longer standing and perhaps needed more lifting; anyhow, he showed a laborious
readiness to lift it. He was not without a conscience, however, and the situation made
him doubtful and uncomfortable. Weeks went by and nobody could discover from the
demeanour of the new Darnaway whether he considered himself engaged according to
the old compact or no. He went mooning about the dark galleries and stood staring
vacantly at the dark and sinister picture. The shades of that prison-house were certainly
beginning to close on him, and there was little of his Australian assurance left. But
Payne could discover nothing upon the point that concerned him most. Once he
attempted to confide in his friend Martin Wood, as he was pottering about in his
capacity of picture-hanger; but even out of him he got very little satisfaction.
‘It seems to me you can’t butt in,’ said Wood shortly, ‘because of the engagement.’
‘Of course I shan’t butt in if there is an engagement,’ retorted his friend; ‘but is there? I
haven’t said a word to her of course; but I’ve seen enough of her to be pretty certain she
doesn’t think there is, even if she thinks there may be. He doesn’t say there is, or even
hint that there ought to be. It seems to me this shillyshallying is rather unfair on
everybody.’
‘Especially on you, I suppose,’ said Wood a little harshly. ‘But if you ask me, I’ll tell
you what I think — I think he’s afraid.’
‘Afraid of being refused?’ asked Payne.
‘No; afraid of being accepted,’ answered the other. ‘Don’t bite my head off — I don’t
mean afraid of the lady. I mean afraid of the picture.’
‘Afraid of the picture!’ repeated Payne.
‘I mean afraid of the curse,’ said Wood. ‘Don’t you remember the rhyme about the
Darnaway doom falling on him and her.’
‘Yes, but look here,’ cried Payne; ‘even the Darnaway doom can’t have it both ways.
You tell me first that I mustn’t have my own way because of the compact, and then that
the compact mustn’t have its own way because of the curse. But if the curse can destroy
the compact, why should she be tied to the compact? If they’re frightened of marrying
each other, they’re free to marry anybody else, and there’s an end of it. Why should I
suffer for the observance of something they don’t propose to observe? It seems to me
your position is very unreasonable.’
‘Of course it’s all a tangle,’ said Wood rather crossly, and went on hammering at the
frame of a canvas.
Suddenly, one morning, the new heir broke his long and baffling silence. He did it in a
curious fashion, a little crude, as was his way, but with an obvious anxiety to do the
right thing. He asked frankly for advice, not of this or that individual as Payne had done,
but collectively as of a crowd. When he did speak he threw himself on the whole
company like a statesman going to the country. He called it ‘a show-down’. Fortunately
the lady was not included in this large gesture; and Payne shuddered when he thought of
her feelings. But the Australian was quite honest; he thought the natural thing was to

ask for help and for information, calling a sort of family council at which he put his
cards on the table. It might be said that he flung down his cards on the table, for he did
it with a rather desperate air, like one who had been harassed for days and nights by the
increasing pressure of a problem. In that short time the shadows of that place of low
windows and sinking pavements had curiously changed him, and increased a certain
resemblance that crept through all their memories.
The five men, including the doctor, were sitting round a table; and Payne was idly
reflecting that his own light tweeds and red hair must be the only colours in the room,
for the priest and the steward were in black, and Wood and Darnaway habitually wore
dark grey suits that looked almost like black. Perhaps this incongruity had been what the
young man had meant by calling him a human being. At that moment the young man
himself turned abruptly in his chair and began to talk. A moment after the dazed artist
knew that he was talking about the most tremendous thing in the world.
‘Is there anything in it?’ he was saying. ’That is what I’ve come to asking myself till
I’m nearly crazy. I’d never have believed I should come to thinking of such things; but I
think of the portrait and the rhyme and the coincidences or whatever you call them, and
I go cold. Is there anything in it? Is there any Doom of the Darnaways or only a damned
queer accident? Have I got a right to marry, or shall I bring something big and black out
of the sky, that I know nothing about, on myself and somebody else?’
His rolling eye had roamed round the table and rested on the plain face of the priest, to
whom he now seemed to be speaking. Payne’s submerged practicality rose in protest
against the problem of superstition being brought before that supremely superstitious
tribunal. He was sitting next to Darnaway and struck in before the priest could answer.
‘Well, the coincidences are curious, I admit,’ he said, rather forcing a note of
cheerfulness; ‘but surely we — ’ and then he stopped as if he had been struck by
lightning. For Darnaway had turned his head sharply over his shoulder at the
interruption, and with the movement, his left eyebrow jerked up far above its fellow and
for an instant the face of the portrait glared at him with a ghastly exaggeration of
exactitude. The rest saw it; and all had the air of having been dazzled by an instant of
light. The old steward gave a hollow groan.
‘It is no good,’ he said hoarsely;’ we are dealing with something too terrible.’
‘Yes,’ assented the priest in a low voice, ‘we are dealing with something terrible; with
the most terrible thing I know, and the name of it is nonsense.’
‘What did you say?’ said Darnaway, still looking towards him.
‘I said nonsense,’ repeated the priest. ‘I have not said anything in particular up to now,
for it was none of my business; I was only taking temporary duty in the neighbourhood
and Miss Darnaway wanted to see me. But since you’re asking me personally and pointblank, why, it’s easy enough to answer. Of course there’s no Doom of the Darnaways to
prevent your marrying anybody you have any decent reason for marrying. A man isn’t
fated to fall into the smallest venial sin, let alone into crimes like suicide and murder.
You can’t be made to do wicked things against your will because your name is

Darnaway, any more than I can because my name is Brown. The Doom of the Browns,’
he added with relish — ‘the Weird of the Browns would sound even better.’
‘And you of all people,’ repeated the Australian, staring, ‘tell me to think like that about
it.’
‘I tell you to think about something else,’ replied the priest cheerfully. ‘What has
become of the rising art of photography? How is the camera getting on? I know it’s
rather dark downstairs, but those hollow arches on the floor above could easily be
turned into a first-rate photographic studio. A few workmen could fit it out with a glass
roof in no time.’
‘Really,’ protested Martin Wood, ‘I do think you should be the last man in the world to
tinker about with those beautiful Gothic arches, which are about the best work your own
religion has ever done in the world. I should have thought you’d have had some feeling
for that sort of art; but I can’t see why you should be so uncommonly keen on
photography.’
‘I’m uncommonly keen on daylight,’ answered Father Brown, ‘especially in this dingy
business; and photography has the virtue of depending on daylight. And if you don’t
know that I would grind all the Gothic arches in the world to powder to save the sanity
of a single human soul, you don’t know so much about my religion as you think you
do.’
The young Australian had sprung to his feet like a man rejuvenated. ‘By George! that’s
the talk,’ he cried; ‘though I never thought to hear it from that quarter. I’ll tell you what,
reverend sir, I’ll do something that will show I haven’t lost my courage after all.’
The old steward was still looking at him with quaking watchfulness, as if he felt
something fey about the young man’s defiance. ‘Oh,’ he cried, ‘what are you going to
do now?’
‘I am going to photograph the portrait,’ replied Darnaway.
Yet it was barely a week afterwards that the storm of the catastrophe seemed to stoop
out of the sky, darkening that sun of sanity to which the priest had appealed in vain, and
plunging the mansion once more in the darkness of the Darnaway doom. It had been
easy enough to fit up the new studio; and seen from inside it looked very like any other
such studio, empty except for the fullness of the white light. A man coming from the
gloomy rooms below had more than normally the sense of stepping into a more than
modern brilliancy, as blank as the future. At the suggestion of Wood, who knew the
castle well and had got over his first aesthetic grumblings, a small room remaining
intact in the upper ruins was easily turned into a dark room, into which Darnaway went
out of the white daylight to grope by the crimson gleams of a red lamp. Wood said,
laughing, that the red lamp had reconciled him to the vandalism; as that bloodshot
darkness was as romantic as an alchemist’s cave.
Darnaway had risen at daybreak on the day that he meant to photograph the mysterious
portrait, and had it carried up from the library by the single corkscrew staircase that
connected the two floors. There he had set it up in the wide white daylight on a sort of

easel and planted his photographic tripod in front of it. He said he was anxious to send a
reproduction of it to a great antiquary who had written on the antiquities of the house;
but the others knew that this was an excuse covering much deeper things. It was, if not
exactly a spiritual duel between Darnaway and the demoniac picture, at least a duel
between Darnaway and his own doubts. He wanted to bring the daylight of photography
face to face with that dark masterpiece of painting; and to see whether the sunshine of
the new art would not drive out the shadows of the old.
Perhaps this was why he preferred to do it by himself, even if some of the details
seemed to take longer and involve more than normal delay. Anyhow, he rather
discouraged the few who visited his studio during the day of the experiment, and who
found him focusing and fussing about in a very isolated and impenetrable fashion. The
steward had left a meal for him, as he refused to come down; the old gentleman also
returned some hours afterwards and found the meal more or less normally disposed of;
but when he brought it he got no more gratitude than a grunt. Payne went up once to see
how he was getting on, but finding the photographer disinclined for conversation came
down again. Father Brown had wandered that way in an unobtrusive style to take
Darnaway a letter from the expert to whom the photograph was to be sent. But he left
the letter on a tray, and whatever he thought of that great glasshouse full of daylight and
devotion to a hobby, a world he had himself in some sense created, he kept it to himself
and came down. He had reason to remember very soon that he was the last to come
down the solitary staircase connecting the floors, leaving a lonely man and an empty
room behind him. The others were standing in the salon that led into the library, just
under the great black ebony clock that looked like a titanic coffin.
‘How was Darnaway getting on,’ asked Payne, a little later, ‘when you last went up?’
The priest passed a hand over his forehead. ‘Don’t tell me I’m getting psychic,’ he said
with a sad smile. ‘I believe I’m quite dazzled with daylight up in that room and couldn’t
see things straight. Honestly, I felt for a flash as if there were something uncanny about
Darnaway’s figure standing before that portrait.’
‘Oh, that’s the lame leg,’ said Barnet promptly. ‘We know all about that.’
‘Do you know,’ said Payne abruptly, but lowering his voice, ‘l don’t think we do know
all about it or anything about it. What’s the matter with his leg? What was the matter
with his ancestor’s leg?’
‘Oh, there’s something about that in the book I was reading in there, in the family
archives,’ said Wood; ‘I’ll fetch it for you.’ And he stepped into the library just beyond.
‘I think,’ said Father Brown quietly, ‘Mr Payne must have some particular reason for
asking that.’
‘I may as well blurt it out once and for all,’ said Payne, but in a yet lower voice. ‘After
all, there is a rational explanation. A man from anywhere might have made up to look
like the portrait. What do we know about Darnaway? He is behaving rather oddly — ’
The others were staring at him in a rather startled fashion; but the priest seemed to take
it very calmly.

‘I don’t think the old portrait’s ever been photographed,’ he said. ‘That’s why he wants
to do it. I don’t think there’s anything odd about that.’
‘Quite an ordinary state of things, in fact,’ said Wood with a smile; he had just returned
with the book in his hand. And even as he spoke there was a stir in the clockwork of the
great dark clock behind him and successive strokes thrilled through the room up to the
number of seven. With the last stroke there came a crash from the floor above that
shook the house like a thunderbolt; and Father Brown was already two steps up the
winding staircase before the sound had ceased.
‘My God!’ cried Payne involuntarily; ‘he is alone up there.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown without turning, as he vanished up the stairway. ‘We shall
find him alone.’
When the rest recovered from their first paralysis and ran helter-skelter up the stone
steps and found their way to the new studio, it was true in that sense that they found him
alone. They found him lying in a wreck of his tall camera, with its long splintered legs
standing out grotesquely at three different angles; and Darnaway had fallen on top of it
with one black crooked leg lying at a fourth angle along the floor. For the moment the
dark heap looked as if he were entangled with some huge and horrible spider. Little
more than a glance and a touch were needed to tell them that he was dead. Only the
portrait stood untouched upon the easel, and one could fancy the smiling eyes shone.
An hour afterwards Father Brown in helping to calm the confusion of the stricken
household, came upon the old steward muttering almost as mechanically as the clock
had ticked and struck the terrible hour. Almost without hearing them, he knew what the
muttered words must be.
In the seventh heir I shall return
In the seventh hour I shall depart.
As he was about to say something soothing, the old man seemed suddenly to start
awake and stiffen into anger; his mutterings changed to a fierce cry.
‘You!’ he cried; ‘you and your daylight! Even you won’t say now there is no Doom for
the Darnaways.’
‘My opinion about that is unchanged,’ said Father Brown mildly. Then after a pause he
added: ‘I hope you will observe poor Darnaway’s last wish, and see the photograph is
sent off.’
‘The photograph!’ cried the doctor sharply. ‘What’s the good of that? As a matter of
fact, it’s rather curious; but there isn’t any photograph. It seems he never took it after
all, after pottering about all day.’
Father Brown swung round sharply. ‘Then take it yourselves,’ he said. ’Poor Darnaway
was perfectly right. It’s most important that the photograph should be taken.’

As all the visitors, the doctor, the priest, and the two artists trailed away in a black and
dismal procession across the brown and yellow sands, they were at first more or less
silent, rather as if they had been stunned. And certainly there had been something like a
crack of thunder in a clear sky about the fulfilment of that forgotten superstition at the
very time when they had most forgotten it; when the doctor and the priest had both
filled their minds with rationalism as the photographer had filled his rooms with
daylight. They might be as rationalistic as they liked; but in broad daylight the seventh
heir had returned, and in broad daylight at the seventh hour he had perished.
‘I’m afraid everybody will always believe in the Darnaway superstition now,’ said
Martin Wood.
‘I know one who won’t,’ said the doctor sharply. ‘Why should I indulge in superstition
because somebody else indulges in suicide?’
‘You think poor Mr Darnaway committed suicide?’ asked the priest.
‘I’m sure he committed suicide,’ replied the doctor.
‘It is possible,’ agreed the other.
‘He was quite alone up there, and he had a whole drug-store of poisons in the dark
room. Besides, it’s just the sort of thing that Darnaways do.’
‘You don’t think there’s anything in the fulfilment of the family curse?’
‘Yes,’ said the doctor; ‘I believe in one family curse, and that is the family constitution.
I told you it was heredity, and they are all half mad. If you stagnate and breed in and
brood in your own swamp like that, you’re bound to degenerate whether you like it or
not. The laws of heredity can’t be dodged; the truths of science can’t be denied. The
minds of the Darnaways are falling to pieces, as their blighted old sticks and stones are
falling to pieces, eaten away by the sea and the salt air. Suicide — of course he
committed suicide; I dare say all the rest will commit suicide. Perhaps the best thing
they could do.’
As the man of science spoke there sprang suddenly and with startling clearness into
Payne’s memory the face of the daughter of the Darnaways, a tragic mask pale against
an unfathomable blackness, but itself of a blinding and more than mortal beauty. He
opened his mouth to speak and found himself speechless.
‘I see,’ said Father Brown to the doctor; ‘so you do believe in the superstition after all?’
‘What do you mean — believe in the superstition? I believe in the suicide as a matter of
scientific necessity.’
‘Well,’ replied the priest, ‘I don’t see a pin to choose between your scientific
superstition and the other magical superstition. They both seem to end in turning people
into paralytics, who can’t move their own legs or arms or save their own lives or souls.
The rhyme said it was the Doom of the Darnaways to be killed, and the scientific

textbook says it is the Doom of the Darnaways to kill themselves. Both ways they seem
to be slaves.’
‘But I thought you said you believed in rational views of these things,’ said Dr Barnet.
‘Don’t you believe in heredity?’
‘I said I believed in daylight,’ replied the priest in a loud and clear voice, ‘and I won’t
choose between two tunnels of subterranean superstition that both end in the dark. And
the proof of it is this: that you are all entirely in the dark about what really happened in
that house.’
‘Do you mean about the suicide?’ asked Payne.
‘I mean about the murder,’ said Father Brown; and his voice, though only slightly lifted
to a louder note, seemed somehow to resound over the whole shore. ‘It was murder; but
murder is of the will, which God made free.’
What the other said at the moment in answer to it Payne never knew. For the word had a
rather curious effect on him; stirring him like the blast of a trumpet and yet bringing
him to a halt. He stood still in the middle of the sandy waste and let the others go on in
front of him; he felt the blood crawling through all his veins and the sensation that is
called the hair standing on end; and yet he felt a new and unnatural happiness. A
psychological process too quick and too complicated for himself to follow had already
reached a conclusion that he could not analyse; but the conclusion was one of relief.
After standing still for a moment he turned and went back slowly across the sands to the
house of the Darnaways.
He crossed the moat with a stride that shook the bridge, descended the stairs and
traversed the long rooms with a resounding tread, till he came to the place where
Adelaide Darnaway sat haloed with the low light of the oval window, almost like some
forgotten saint left behind in the land of death. She looked up, and an expression of
wonder made her face yet more wonderful.
‘What is it?’ she said.’ Why have you come back?’
‘I have come for the Sleeping Beauty,’ he said in a tone that had the resonance of a
laugh. ’This old house went to sleep long ago, as the doctor said; but it is silly for you to
pretend to be old. Come up into the daylight and hear the truth. I have brought you a
word; it is a terrible word, but it breaks the spell of your captivity.’
She did not understand a word he said, but something made her rise and let him lead her
down the long hall and up the stairs and out under the evening sky. The ruins of a dead
garden stretched towards the sea, and an old fountain with the figure of a triton, green
with rust, remained poised there, pouring nothing out of a dried horn into an empty
basin. He had often seen that desolate outline against the evening sky as he passed, and
it had seemed to him a type of fallen fortunes in more ways than one. Before long,
doubtless, those hollow fonts would be filled, but it would be with the pale green bitter
waters of the sea and the flowers would be drowned and strangled in seaweed. So, he
had told himself, the daughter of the Darnaways might indeed be wedded; but she
would be wedded to death and a doom as deaf and ruthless as the sea. But now he laid a

hand on the bronze triton that was like the hand of a giant, and shook it as if he meant to
hurl it over like an idol or an evil god of the garden.
‘What do you mean?’ she asked steadily. ‘What is this word that will set us free?’
‘The word is murder,’ he said, ‘and the freedom it brings is as fresh as the flowers of
spring. No; I do not mean I have murdered anybody. But the fact that anybody can be
murdered is itself good news, after the evil dreams you have been living in. Don’t you
understand? In that dream of yours everything that happened to you came from inside
you; the Doom of the Darnaways was stored up in the Darnaways; it unfolded itself like
a horrible flower. There was no escape even by happy accident; it was all inevitable;
whether it was Vine and his old wives’ tales, or Barnet and his new-fangled heredity.
But this man who died was not the victim of a magic curse or an inherited madness. He
was murdered; and for us that murder is simply an accident; yes, requiescat in pace: but
a happy accident. It is a ray of daylight, because it comes from outside.’
She suddenly smiled. ‘Yes, I believe I understand. I suppose you are talking like a
lunatic, but I understand. But who murdered him?’
‘I do not know,’ he answered calmly, ‘but Father Brown knows. And as Father Brown
says, murder is at least done by the will, free as that wind from the sea.’
‘Father Brown is a wonderful person,’ she said after a pause; ‘he was the only person
who ever brightened my existence in any way at all until — ’
‘Until what?’ asked Payne, and made a movement almost impetuous, leaning towards
her and thrusting away the bronze monster so that it seemed to rock on its pedestal.
‘Well, until you did,’ she said and smiled again.
So was the sleeping palace awakened, and it is no part of this story to describe the
stages of its awakening, though much of it had come to pass before the dark of that
evening had fallen upon the shore. As Harry Payne strode homewards once more, across
those dark sands that he had crossed in so many moods, he was at the highest turn of
happiness that is given in this mortal life, — and the whole red sea within him was at
the top of its tide. He would have had no difficulty in picturing all that place again in
flower, and the bronze triton bright as a golden god and the fountain flowing with water
or with wine. But all this brightness and blossoming had been unfolded for him by the
one word ‘murder’, and it was still a word that he did not understand. He had taken it on
trust, and he was not unwise; for he was one of those who have a sense of the sound of
truth.
It was more than a month later that Payne returned to his London house to keep an
appointment with Father Brown, taking the required photograph with him. His personal
romance had prospered as well as was fitting under the shadow of such a tragedy, and
the shadow itself therefore lay rather more lightly on him; but it was hard to view it as
anything but the shadow of a family fatality. In many ways he had been much occupied;
and it was not until the Darnaway household had resumed its somewhat stern routine,
and the portrait had long been restored to its place in the library, that he had managed to

photograph it with a magnesium flare. Before sending it to the antiquary, as originally
arranged, he brought it to the priest who had so pressingly demanded it.
‘I can’t understand your attitude about all this. Father Brown,’ he said.’ You act as if
you had already solved the problem in some way of your own.’
The priest shook his head mournfully. ‘Not a bit of it,’ he answered. ‘I must be very
stupid, but I’m quite stuck; stuck about the most practical point of all. It’s a queer
business; so simple up to a point and then — Let me have a look at that photograph, will
you?’
He held it close to his screwed, short-sighted eyes for a moment, and then said: ‘Have
you got a magnifying glass?’
Payne produced one, and the priest looked through it intently for some time and then
said: ‘Look at the title of that book at the edge of the bookshelf beside the frame; it’s
‘The History of Pope Joan’. Now, I wonder ... yes, by George; and the one above is
something or other of Iceland. Lord! what a queer way to find it out! What a dolt and
donkey I was not to notice it when I was there!’
‘But what have you found out?’ asked Payne impatiently.
‘The last link,’ said Father Brown, ‘and I’m not stuck any longer. Yes; I think I know
how that unhappy story went from first to last now.’
‘But why?’ insisted the other.
‘Why, because,’ said the priest with a smile, ‘the Darnaway library contained books
about Pope Joan and Iceland, not to mention another I see with the title beginning ‘The
Religion of Frederick’, which is not so very hard to fill up.’ Then, seeing the other’s
annoyance, his smile faded and he said more earnestly: ‘As a matter of fact, this last
point, though it is the last link, is not the main business. There were much more curious
things in the case than that. One of them is rather a curiosity of evidence. Let me begin
by saying something that may surprise you. Darnaway did not die at seven o’clock that
evening. He had been already dead for a whole day.’
‘Surprise is rather a mild word,’ said Payne grimly, ‘since you and I both saw him
walking about afterwards.’
‘No, we did not,’ replied Father Brown quietly. ‘I think we both saw him, or thought we
saw him, fussing about with the focusing of his camera. Wasn’t his head under that
black cloak when you passed through the room? It was when I did. And that’s why I felt
there was something queer about the room and the figure. It wasn’t that the leg was
crooked, but rather that it wasn’t crooked. It was dressed in the same sort of dark
clothes; but if you see what you believe to be one man standing in the way that another
man stands, you will think he’s in a strange and strained attitude.’
‘Do you really mean,’ cried Payne with something like a shudder, ‘that it was some
unknown man?’

‘It was the murderer,’ said Father Brown. ‘He had already killed Darnaway at daybreak
and hid the corpse and himself in the dark room — an excellent hiding-place, because
nobody normally goes into it or can see much if he does. But he let it fall out on the
floor at seven o’clock, of course, that the whole thing might be explained by the curse.’
‘But I don’t understand’ observed Payne. ‘Why didn’t he kill him at seven o’clock then,
instead of loading himself with a corpse for fourteen hours?’
‘Let me ask you another question,’ said the priest. ‘Why was there no photograph
taken? Because the murderer made sure of killing him when he first got up, and before
he could take it. It was essential to the murderer to prevent that photograph reaching the
expert on the Darnaway antiquities.’
There was a sudden silence for a moment, and then the priest went on in a lower tone:
‘Don’t you see how simple it is? Why, you yourself saw one side of the possibility; but
it’s simpler even than you thought. You said a man might be faked to resemble an old
picture. Surely it’s simpler that a picture should be faked to resemble a man. In plain
words, it’s true in a rather special way that there was no Doom of the Darnaways. There
was no old picture; there was no old rhyme; there was no legend of a man who caused
his wife’s death. But there was a very wicked and a very clever man who was willing to
cause another man’s death in order to rob him of his promised wife.’
The priest suddenly gave Payne a sad smile, as if in reassurance. ‘For the moment I
believe you thought I meant you,’ he said,’ but you were not the only person who
haunted that house for sentimental reasons. You know the man, or rather you think you
do. But there were depths in the man called Martin Wood, artist and antiquary, which
none of his mere artistic acquaintances were likely to guess. Remember that he was
called in to criticize and catalogue the pictures; in an aristocratic dustbin of that sort that
practically means simply to tell the Darnaways what art treasures they had got. They
would not be surprised at things turning up they had never noticed before. It had to be
done well, and it was; perhaps he was right when he said that if it wasn’t Holbein it was
somebody of the same genius.’
‘I feel rather stunned,’ said Payne; ‘and there are twenty things I don’t see yet. How did
he know what Darnaway looked like? How did he actually kill him? The doctors seem
rather puzzled at present.’
‘I saw a photograph the lady had which the Australian sent on before him,’ said the
priest, ‘and there are several ways in which he could have learned things when the new
heir was once recognized. We may not know these details; but they are not difficulties.
You remember he used to help in the dark room; it seems to me an ideal place, say, to
prick a man with a poisoned pin, with the poison’s all handy. No; I say these were not
difficulties. The difficulty that stumped me was how Wood could be in two places at
once. How could he take the corpse from the dark-room and prop it against the camera
so that it would fall in a few seconds, without coming downstairs, when he was in the
library looking out a book? And I was such a fool that I never looked at the books in the
library; and it was only in this photograph, by very undeserved good luck, that I saw the
simple fact of a book about Pope Joan.’

‘You’ve kept your best riddle for the end,’ said Payne grimly. ‘What on earth can Pope
Joan have to do with it?’
‘Don’t forget the book about the Something of Iceland,’ advised the priest, ‘or the
religion of somebody called Frederick. It only remains to ask what sort of man was the
late Lord Darnaway.’
‘Oh, does it?’ observed Payne heavily.
‘He was a cultivated, humorous sort of eccentric, I believe,’ went on Father Brown.
‘Being cultivated, he knew there was no such person as Pope Joan. Being humorous, he
was very likely to have thought of the title of ‘The Snakes of Iceland’ or something else
that didn’t exist. I venture to reconstruct the third title as ‘The Religion of Frederick the
Great’ — which also doesn’t exist. Now, doesn’t it strike you that those would be just
the titles to put on the backs of books that didn’t exist; or in other words on a bookcase
that wasn’t a book-case?’
‘Ah!’ cried Payne; ‘I see what you mean now. There was some hidden staircase — ’
‘Up to the room Wood himself selected as a dark room,’ said the priest nodding. ‘I’m
sorry. It couldn’t be helped. It’s dreadfully banal and stupid, as stupid as I have been on
this pretty banal case. But we were mixed up in a real musty old romance of decayed
gentility and a fallen family mansion; and it was too much to hope that we could escape
having a secret passage. It was a priest’s hole; and I deserve to be put in it.’

The Ghost of Gideon Wise
FATHER BROWN always regarded the case as the queerest example of the theory of
an alibi: the theory by which it is maintained, in defiance of the mythological Irish bird,
that it is impossible for anybody to be in two places at once. To begin with, James
Byrne, being an Irish journalist, was perhaps the nearest approximation to the Irish bird.
He came as near as anybody could to being in two places at once: for he was in two
places at the opposite extremes of the social and political world within the space of
twenty minutes. The first was in the Babylonian halls of the big hotel, which was the
meeting place of the three commercial magnates concerned with arranging for a coal
lock-out and denouncing it as a coal-strike, the second was in a curious tavern, having
the facade of a grocery store, where met the more subterranean triumvirate of those who
would have been very glad to turn the lock-out into a strike — and the strike into a
revolution. The reporter passed to and fro between the three millionaires and the three
Bolshevist leaders with the immunity of the modern herald or the new ambassador.
He found the three mining magnates hidden in a jungle of flowering plants and a forest
of fluted and florid columns of gilded plaster; gilded birdcages hung high under the
painted domes amid the highest leaves of the palms; and in them were birds of motley
colours and varied cries. No bird in the wilderness ever sang more unheeded, and no
flower ever wasted its sweetness on the desert air more completely than the blossoms of
those tall plants wasted theirs upon the brisk and breathless business men, mostly
American, who talked and ran to and fro in that place. And there, amid a riot of rococo
ornament that nobody ever looked at, and a chatter of expensive foreign birds that
nobody ever heard, and a mass of gorgeous upholstery and a labyrinth of luxurious

architecture, the three men sat and talked of how success was founded on thought and
thrift and a vigilance of economy and self-control.
One of them indeed did not talk so much as the others; but he watched with very bright
and motionless eyes, which seemed to be pinched together by his pince-nez, and the
permanent smile under his small black moustache was rather like a permanent sneer.
This was the famous Jacob P. Stein, and he did not speak till he had something to say.
But his companion, old Gallup the Pennsylvanian, a huge fat fellow with reverend grey
hair but a face like a pugilist, talked a great deal. He was in a jovial mood and was half
rallying, half bullying the third millionaire, Gideon Wise — a hard, dried, angular old
bird of the type that his countrymen compare to hickory, with a stiff grey chin-beard
and the manners and clothes of any old farmer from the central plains. There was an old
argument between Wise and Gallup about combination and competition. For old Wise
still retained, with the manners of the old backwoodsman, something of his opinions of
the old individualist; he belonged, as we should say in England, to the Manchester
School; and Gallup was always trying to persuade him to cut out competition and pool
the resources of the world.
‘You’ll have to come in, old fellow, sooner or later,’ Gallup was saying genially as
Byrne entered. ‘It’s the way the world is going, and we can’t go back to the one-manbusiness now. We’ve all got to stand together.’
‘If I might say a word,’ said Stein, in his tranquil way, ‘I would say there is something a
little more urgent even than standing together commercially. Anyhow, we must stand
together politically; and that’s why I’ve asked Mr Byrne to meet us here today. On the
political issue we must combine; for the simple reason that all our most dangerous
enemies are already combined.’
‘Oh, I quite agree about political combination,’ grumbled Gideon Wise.
‘See here,’ said Stein to the journalist; ‘I know you have the run of these queer places,
Mr Byrne, and I want you to do something for us unofficially. You know where these
men meet; there are only two or three of them that count, John Elias and Jake Halket,
who does all the spouting, and perhaps that poet fellow Home.’
‘Why Home used to be a friend of Gideon,’ said the jeering Mr Gallup; ‘used to be in
his Sunday School class or something.’
‘He was a Christian, then,’ said old Gideon solemnly; ‘but when a man takes up with
atheists you never know. I still meet him now and then. I was quite ready to back him
against war and conscription and all that, of course, but when it comes to all the goddam
bolshies in creation — ’
‘Excuse me,’ interposed Stein, ‘the matter is rather urgent, so I hope you will excuse me
putting it before Mr Byrne at once. Mr Byrne, I may tell you in confidence that I hold
information, or rather evidence that would land at least two of those men in prison for
long terms, in connexion with conspiracies during the late war. I don’t want to use that
evidence. But I want you to go to them quietly and tell them that I shall use it, and use it
tomorrow, unless they alter their attitude.’

‘Well,’ replied Byrne, ‘what you propose would certainly be called compounding a
felony and might be called blackmail, Don’t you think it is rather dangerous?’
‘I think it is rather dangerous for them,’ said Stein with a snap; ‘and I want you to go
and tell them so.’
‘Oh, very well,’ said Byrne standing up, with a half humorous sigh. ‘It’s all in the day’s
work; but if I get into trouble, I warn you I shall try to drag you into it.’
‘You will try, boy,’ said old Gallup with a hearty laugh.
For so much still lingers of that great dream of Jefferson and, the thing that men have
called Democracy that in his country, while the rich rule like tyrants, the poor do not
talk like slaves; but there is candour between the oppressor and the oppressed.
The meeting-place of the revolutionists was a queer, bare, whitewashed place, on the
walls of which were one or two distorted uncouth sketches in black and white, in the
style of something that was supposed to be Proletarian Art, of which not one proletarian
in a million could have made head or tail. Perhaps the one point in common to the two
council chambers was that both violated the American Constitution by the display of
strong drink. Cocktails of various colours had stood before the three millionaires.
Halket, the most violent of the Bolshevists, thought it only appropriate to drink vodka.
He was a long, hulking fellow with a menacing stoop, and his very profile was
aggressive like a dog’s, the nose and lips thrust out together, the latter carrying a ragged
red moustache and the whole curling outwards with perpetual scorn. John Elias was a
dark watchful man in spectacles, with a black pointed beard; and he had learnt in many
European cafes a taste for absinthe. The journalist’s first and last feeling was how very
like each other, after all, were John Elias and Jacob P. Stein. They were so like in face
and mind and manner, that the millionaire might have disappeared down a trap-door in
the Babylon Hotel and come up again in the stronghold of the Bolshevists.
The third man also had a curious taste in drinks, and his drink was symbolic of him. For
what stood in front of the poet Home was a glass of milk, and its very mildness seemed
in that setting to have something sinister about it, as if its opaque and colourless colour
were of some leprous paste more poisonous than the dead sick green of absinthe. Yet in
truth the mildness was so far genuine enough; for Henry Home came to the camp of
revolution along a very different road and from very different origins from those of
Jake, the common tub-thumper, and Elias, the cosmopolitan wire-puller. He had had
what is called a careful upbringing, had gone to chapel in his childhood, and carried
through life a teetotalism which he could not shake off when he cast away such trifles as
Christianity and marriage. He had fair hair and a fine face that might have looked like
Shelley, if he had not weakened the chin with a little foreign fringe of beard. Somehow
the beard made him look more like a woman; it was as if those few golden hairs were
all he could do.
When the journalist entered, the notorious Jake was talking, as he generally was. Home
had uttered some casual and conventional phrase about ‘Heaven forbid’ something or
other, and this was quite enough to set Jake off with a torrent of profanity.

‘Heaven forbid! and that’s about all it bally well does do,’ he said. ‘Heaven never does
anything but forbid this, that and the other; forbids us to strike, and forbids us to fight,
and forbids us to shoot the damned usurers and blood-suckers where they sit. Why
doesn’t Heaven forbid them something for a bit? Why don’t the damned priests and
parsons stand up and tell the truth about those brutes for a change? Why doesn’t their
precious God — ’
Elias allowed a gentle sigh, as of faint fatigue, to escape him.
‘Priests,’ he said, ‘belonged, as Marx has shown, to the feudal stage of economic
development and are therefore no longer really any part of the problem. The part once
played by the priest is now played by the capitalist expert and — ’
‘Yes,’ interrupted the journalist, with his grim and ironic implacability, ‘and it’s about
time you knew that some of them are jolly expert in playing it.’ And without moving his
own eyes from the bright but dead eyes of Elias, he told him of the threat of Stein.
‘I was prepared for something of that sort,’ said the smiling Elias without moving; ‘I
may say quite prepared.’
‘Dirty dogs!’ exploded Jake. ‘If a poor man said a thing like that he’d go to penal
servitude. But I reckon they’ll go somewhere worse before they guess. If they don’t go
to hell, I don’t know where the hell they’ll go to — ’
Home made a movement of protest, perhaps not so much at what the man was saying as
at what he was going to say, and Elias cut the speech short with cold exactitude.
‘It is quite unnecessary for us,’ he said, looking at Byrne steadily through his spectacles,
‘to bandy threats with the other side. It is quite sufficient that their threats are quite
ineffective so far as we are concerned. We also have made all our own arrangements,
and some of them will not appear until they appear in motion. So far as we are
concerned, an immediate rupture and an extreme trial of strength will be quite according
to plan.’
As he spoke in a quite quiet and dignified fashion, something in his motionless yellow
face and his great goggles started a faint fear creeping up the journalist’s spine. Halket’s
savage face might seem to have a snarl in its very silhouette when seen sideways; but
when seen face to face, the smouldering rage in his eyes had also something of anxiety,
as if the ethical and economic riddle were after all a little too much for him; and Home
seemed even more hanging on wires of worry and self-criticism. But about this third
man with the goggles, who spoke so sensibly and simply, there was something uncanny;
it was like a dead man talking at the table.
As Byrne went out with his message of defiance, and passed along the very narrow
passage beside the grocery store, he found the end of it blocked by a strange though
strangely familiar figure: short and sturdy, and looking rather quaint when seen in dark
outline with its round head and wide hat.
‘Father Brown!’ cried the astonished journalist. ‘I think you must have come into the
wrong door. You’re not likely to be in this little conspiracy.’

‘Mine is a rather older conspiracy,’ replied Father Brown smiling,’ but it is quite a
widespread conspiracy.’
‘Well,’ replied Byrne,’ you can’t imagine any of the people here being within a
thousand miles of your concern.’
‘It is not always easy to tell,’ replied the priest equably; ‘but as a matter of fact, there is
one person here who’s within an inch of it.’
He disappeared into the dark entrance and the journalist went on his way very much
puzzled. He was still more puzzled by a small incident that happened to him as he
turned into the hotel to make his report to his capitalist clients. The bower of blossoms
and bird-cages in which those crabbed old gentlemen were embosomed was approached
by a flight of marble steps, flanked by gilded nymphs and tritons. Down these steps ran
an active young man with black hair, a snub nose, and a flower in his buttonhole, who
seized him and drew him aside before he could ascend the stair.
‘I say,’ whispered the young man, ‘I’m Potter — old Gid’s secretary, you know: now,
between ourselves, there is a sort of a thunderbolt being forged, isn’t there, now?’
‘I came to the conclusion,’ replied Byrne cautiously, ‘that the Cyclops had something
on the anvil. But always remember that the Cyclops is a giant, but he has only one eye. I
think Bolshevism is — ’
While he was speaking the secretary listened with a face that had a certain almost
Mongolian immobility, despite the liveliness of his legs and his attire. But when Byrne
said the word ‘Bolshevism’, the young man’s sharp eyes shifted and he said quickly:
‘What has that — oh yes, that sort of thunderbolt; so sorry, my mistake. So easy to say
anvil when you mean ice-box.’
With which the extraordinary young man disappeared down the steps and Byrne
continued to mount them, more and more mystification clouding his mind.
He found the group of three augmented to four by the presence of a hatchet-faced
person with very thin straw-coloured hair and a monocle, who appeared to be a sort of
adviser to old Gallup, possibly his solicitor, though he was not definitely so called. His
name was Nares, and the questions which he directed towards Byrne referred chiefly,
for some reason or other, to the number of those probably enrolled in the revolutionary
organization. Of this, as Byrne knew little, he said less; and the four men eventually
rose from their seats, the last word being with the man who had been most silent.
‘Thank you, Mr Byrne,’ said Stein, folding up his eyeglasses. ‘It only remains to say
that everything is ready; on that point I quite agree with Mr Elias. Tomorrow, before
noon, the police will have arrested Mr Elias, on evidence I shall by then have put before
them, and those three at least will be in jail before night. As you know, I attempted to
avoid this course. I think that is all, gentlemen.’
But Mr Jacob P. Stein did not lay his formal information next day, for a reason that has
often interrupted the activities of such industrious characters. He did not do it because

he happened to be dead; and none of the rest of the programme was carried out, for a
reason which Byrne found displayed in gigantic letters when he opened his morning
paper: ‘Terrific Triple Murder: Three Millionaires Slain in One Night.’ Other
exclamatory phrases followed in smaller letters, only about four times the size of
normal type, which insisted on the special feature of the mystery: the fact that the three
men had been killed not only simultaneously but in three widely separated places —
Stein in his artistic and luxurious country seat a hundred miles inland, Wise outside the
little bungalow on the coast where he lived on sea breezes and the simple life, and old
Gallup in a thicket just outside the lodge-gates of his great house at the other end of the
county. In all three cases there could be no doubt about the scenes of violence that had
preceded death, though the actual body of Gallup was not found till the second day,
where it hung, huge and horrible, amid the broken forks and branches of the little wood
into which its weight had crashed, like a bison rushing on the spears: while Wise had
clearly been flung over the cliff into the sea, not without a struggle, for his scraping and
slipping footprints could still be traced upon the very brink. But the first signal of the
tragedy had been the sight of his large limp straw hat, floating far out upon the waves
and conspicuous from the cliffs above. Stein’s body also had at first eluded search, till a
faint trail of blood led the investigators to a bath on the ancient Roman model he had
been constructing in his garden; for he had been a man of an experimental turn of mind
with a taste for antiquities.
Whatever he might think, Byrne was bound to admit that there was no legal evidence
against anybody as things stood. A motive for murder was not enough. Even a moral
aptitude for murder was not enough. And he could not conceive that pale young pacifist,
Henry Home, butchering another man by brutal violence, though he might imagine the
blaspheming Jake and even the sneering Jew as capable of anything. The police, and the
man who appeared to be assisting them (who was no other than the rather mysterious
man with the monocle, who had been introduced as Mr Nares), realized the position
quite as clearly as the journalist.
They knew that at the moment the Bolshevist conspirators could not be prosecuted and
convicted, and that it would be a highly sensational failure if they were prosecuted and
acquitted. Nares started with an artful candour by calling them in some sense to the
council, inviting them to a private conclave and asking them to give their opinions
freely in the interests of humanity. He had started his investigations at the nearest scene
of tragedy, the bungalow by the sea; and Byrne was permitted to be present at a curious
scene, which was at once a peaceful parley of diplomatists and a veiled inquisition or
putting of suspects to the question. Rather to Byrne’s surprise the incongruous
company, seated round the table in the seaside bungalow, included the dumpy figure
and owlish head of Father Brown, though his connexion with the affair did not appear
until some time afterwards. The presence of young Potter, the dead man’s secretary, was
more natural; yet somehow his demeanour was not quite so natural. He alone was quite
familiar with their meeting-place, and was even in some grim sense their host; yet he
offered little assistance or information. His round snub-nosed face wore an expression
more like sulks than sorrow.
Jake Halket as usual talked most; and a man of his type could not be expected to keep
up the polite fiction that he and his friends were not accused. Young Home, in his more
refined way, tried to restrain him when he began to abuse the men who had been
murdered; but Jake was always quite as ready to roar down his friends as his foes. In a

spout of blasphemies he relieved his soul of a very unofficial obituary notice of the late
Gideon Wise. Elias sat quite still and apparently indifferent behind those spectacles that
masked his eyes.
‘It would be useless, I suppose,’ said Nares coldly, ‘to tell you that your remarks are
indecent. It may affect you more if I tell you they are imprudent. You practically admit
that you hated the dead man.’
‘Going to put me in quod for that, are you?’ jeered the demagogue. ‘All right. Only
you’ll have to build a prison for a million men if you’re going to jail all the poor people
who had reason to hate Gid Wise. And you know it’s God truth as well as I do.’
Nares was silent; and nobody spoke until Elias interposed with his clear though faintly
lisping drawl.
‘This appears to me to be a highly unprofitable discussion on both sides,’ he said. ‘You
have summoned us here either to ask us for information or to subject us to crossexamination. If you trust us, we tell you we have no information. If you distrust us, you
must tell us of what we are accused, or have the politeness to keep the fact to
yourselves. Nobody has been able to suggest the faintest trace of evidence connecting
any one of us with these tragedies any more than with the murder of Julius Caesar. You
dare not arrest us, and you will not believe us. What is the good of our remaining here?’
And he rose, calmly buttoning his coat, his friends following his example. As they went
towards the door, young Home turned back and faced the investigators for a moment
with his pale fanatical face.
‘I wish to say,’ he said, ‘that I went to a filthy jail during the whole war because I would
not consent to kill a man.’
With that they passed out, and the members of the group remaining looked grimly at
each other.
‘I hardly think,’ said Father Brown, ‘that we remain entirely victorious, in spite of the
retreat.’
‘I don’t mind anything,’ said Nares, ‘except being bullyragged by that blasphemous
blackguard Halket. Home is a gentleman, anyhow. But whatever they say, I am dead
certain they know; they are in it, or most of them are. They almost admitted it. They
taunted us with not being able to prove we’re right, much more than with being wrong.
What do you think, Father Brown?’
The person addressed looked across at Nares with a gaze almost disconcertingly mild
and meditative.
‘It is quite true,’ he said, ‘that I have formed an idea that one particular person knows
more than he has told us. But I think it would be well if I did not mention his name just
yet.’

Nares’ eyeglass dropped from his eye, and he looked up sharply. ‘This is unofficial so
far,’ he said. ‘I suppose you know that at a later stage if you withhold information, your
position may be serious.’
‘My position is simple,’ replied the priest. ‘I am here to look after the legitimate
interests of my friend Halket. I think it will be in his interest, under the circumstances, if
I tell you I think he will before long sever his connexion with this organization, and
cease to be a Socialist in that sense. I have every reason to believe he will probably end
as a Catholic.’
‘Halket!’ exploded the other incredulously. ‘Why he curses priests from morning till
night!’
‘I don’t think you quite understand that kind of man,’ said Father Brown mildly. ’He
curses priests for failing (in his opinion) to defy the whole world for justice. Why
should he expect them to defy the whole world for justice, unless he had already begun
to assume they were — what they are? But we haven’t met here to discuss the
psychology of conversion. I only mention this because it may simplify your task —
perhaps narrow your search.’
‘If it is true, it would jolly well narrow it to that narrow-faced rascal Elias — and I
shouldn’t wonder, for a more creepy, coldblooded, sneering devil I never saw.’
Father Brown sighed. ‘He always reminded me of poor Stein,’ he said, ’in fact I think
he was some relation.’
‘Oh, I say,’ began Nares, when his protest was cut short by the door being flung open,
revealing once more the long loose figure and pale face of young Home; but it seemed
as if he had not merely his natural, but a new and unnatural pallor.
‘Hullo,’ cried Nares, putting up his single eyeglass, ‘why have you come back again?’
Home crossed the room rather shakily without a word and sat down heavily in a chair.
Then he said, as in a sort of daze: ‘I missed the others ... I lost my way. I thought I’d
better come back.’
The remains of evening refreshments were on the table, and Henry Home, that lifelong
Prohibitionist, poured himself out a wine-glassful of liqueur brandy and drank it at a
gulp. ‘You seem upset,’ said Father Brown.
Home had put his hands to his forehead and spoke as from under the shadow of it: he
seemed to be speaking to the priest only, in a low voice.
‘I may as well tell you. I have seen a ghost.’
‘A ghost!’ repeated Nares in astonishment. ‘Whose ghost?’
‘The ghost of Gideon Wise, the master of this house,’ answered Home more firmly,
‘standing over the abyss into which he fell.’

‘Oh, nonsense!’ said Nares; ‘no sensible person believes in ghosts.’
‘That is hardly exact,’ said Father Brown, smiling a little. ‘There is really quite as good
evidence for many ghosts as there is for most crimes.’
‘Well, it’s my business to run after the criminals,’ said Nares rather roughly, ‘and I will
leave other people to run away from the ghosts. If anybody at this time of day chooses
to be frightened of ghosts it’s his affair.’
‘I didn’t say I was frightened of them, though I dare say I might be,’ said Father Brown.
‘Nobody knows till he tries. I said I believed in them, at any rate, enough to want to
hear more about this one. What, exactly, did you see, Mr Home?’
‘It was over there on the brink of those crumbling cliffs; you know there is a sort of gap
or crevice just about the spot where he was thrown over. The others had gone on ahead,
and I was crossing the moor towards the path along the cliff. I often went that way, for I
liked seeing the high seas dash up against the crags. I thought little of it to-night,
beyond wondering that the sea should be so rough on this sort of clear moonlight night.
I could see the pale crests of spray appear and disappear as the great waves leapt up at
the headland. Thrice I saw the momentary flash of foam in the moonlight and then I saw
something inscrutable. The fourth flash of the silver foam seemed to be fixed in the sky.
It did not fall; I waited with insane intensity for it to fall. I fancied I was mad, and that
time had been for me mysteriously arrested or prolonged. Then I drew nearer, and then I
think I screamed aloud. For that suspended spray, like unfallen snowflakes, had fitted
together into a face and a figure, white as the shining leper in a legend, and terrible as
the fixed lightning.’
‘And it was Gideon Wise, you say?’
Home nodded without speech. There was a silence broken abruptly by Nares rising to
his feet; so abruptly indeed that he knocked a chair over.
‘Oh, this is all nonsense,’ he said, ‘but we’d better go out and see.’
‘I won’t go,’ said Home with sudden violence. ‘I’ll never walk by that path again.’
‘I think we must all walk by that path tonight,’ said the priest gravely; ’though I will
never deny it has been a perilous path ... to more people than one.’
‘I will not... God, how you all goad me,’ cried Home, and his eyes began to roll in a
strange fashion. He had risen with the rest, but he made no motion towards the door.
‘Mr Home,’ said Nares firmly, ‘I am a police-officer, and this house, though you may
not know it, is surrounded by the police. I have tried to investigate in a friendly fashion,
but I must investigate everything, even anything so silly as a ghost. I must ask you to
take me to the spot you speak of.’
There was another silence while Home stood heaving and panting as with indescribable
fears. Then he suddenly sat down on his chair again and said with an entirely new and
much more composed voice:

‘I can’t do it. You may just as well know why. You will know it sooner or later. I killed
him.’
For an instant there was the stillness of a house struck by a thunderbolt and full of
corpses. Then the voice of Father Brown sounded in that enormous silence strangely
small like the squeak of a mouse.
‘Did you kill him deliberately?’ he asked.
‘How can one answer such a question?’ answered the man in the chair, moodily
gnawing his finger. ‘I was mad, I suppose. He was intolerable and insolent, I know. I
was on his land and I believe he struck me; anyhow, we came to a grapple and he went
over the cliff. When I was well away from the scene it burst upon me that I had done a
crime that cut me off from men; the brand of Cain throbbed on my brow and my very
brain; I realized for the first time that I had indeed killed a man. I knew I should have to
confess it sooner or later.’ He sat suddenly erect in his chair. ‘But I will say nothing
against anybody else. It is no use asking me about plots or accomplices — I will say
nothing.’
‘In the light of the other murders,’ said Nares, ‘it is difficult to believe that the quarrel
was quite so unpremeditated. Surely somebody sent you there?’
‘I will say nothing against anybody I worked with,’ said Home proudly. ‘I am a
murderer, but I will not be a traitor.’
Nares stepped between the man and the door and called out in an official fashion to
someone outside.
‘We will all go to the place, anyhow,’ he said in a low voice to the secretary; ’but this
man must go in custody.’
The company generally felt that to go spook-hunting on a seacliff was a very silly anticlimax after the confession of the murderer. But Nares, though the most sceptical and
scornful of all, thought it his duty to leave no stone unturned; as one might say, no
gravestone unturned. For, after all, that crumbling cliff was the only gravestone over the
watery grave of poor Gideon Wise. Nares locked the door, being the last out of the
house, and followed the rest across the moor to the cliff, when he was astonished to see
young Potter, the secretary, coming back quickly towards them, his face in the
moonlight looking white as a moon.
‘By God, sir,’ he said, speaking for the first time that night, ‘there really is something
there. It — it’s just like him.’
‘Why, you’re raving,’ gasped the detective. ‘Everybody’s raving.’
‘Do you think I don’t know him when I see him?’ cried the secretary with singular
bitterness. ‘I have reason to.’
‘Perhaps,’ said the detective sharply, ‘you are one of those who had reason to hate him,
as Halket said.’

‘Perhaps,’ said the secretary; ‘anyhow, I know him, and I tell you I can see him standing
there stark and staring under this hellish moon.’
And he pointed towards the crack in the cliffs, where they could already see something
that might have been a moonbeam or a streak of foam, but which was already beginning
to look a little more solid. They had crept a hundred yards nearer, and it was still
motionless; but it looked like a statue in silver.
Nares himself looked a little pale and seemed to stand debating what to do. Potter was
frankly as much frightened as Home himself; and even Byrne, who was a hardened
reporter, was rather reluctant to go any nearer if he could help it. He could not help
considering it a little quaint, therefore, that the only man who did not seem to be
frightened of a ghost was the man who had said openly that he might be. For Father
Brown was advancing as steadily, at his stumping pace, as if he were going to consult a
notice-board.
‘It don’t seem to bother you much,’ said Byrne to the priest; ‘and yet I thought you were
the only one who believed in spooks.’
‘If it comes to that,’ replied Father Brown, ‘I thought you were one who didn’t believe
in them. But believing in ghosts is one thing, and believing in a ghost is quite another.’
Byrne looked rather ashamed of himself, and glanced almost covertly at the crumbling
headlands in the cold moonlight which were the haunts of the vision or delusion. ‘I
didn’t believe in it till I saw it,’ he said.
‘And I did believe in it till I saw it,’ said Father Brown. The journalist stared after him
as he went stumping across the great waste ground that rose towards the cloven
headland like the sloping side of a hill cut in two. Under the discolouring moon the
grass looked like long grey hair all combed one way by the wind, and seeming to point
towards the place where the breaking cliff showed pale gleams of chalk in the greygreen turf, and where stood the pale figure or shining shade that none could yet
understand. As yet that pale figure dominated a desolate landscape that was empty
except for the black square back and business-like figure of the priest advancing alone
towards it. Then the prisoner Home broke suddenly from his captors with a piercing cry
and ran ahead of the priest, falling on his knees before the spectre.
‘I have confessed,’ they heard him crying. ‘Why have you come to tell them I killed
you?’
‘I have come to tell them you did not,’ said the ghost, and stretched forth a hand to him.
Then the kneeling man sprang up with quite a new kind of scream; and they knew it was
the hand of flesh.
It was the most remarkable escape from death in recent records, said the experienced
detective and the no less experienced journalist. Yet, in a sense, it had been very simple
after all. Flakes and shards of the cliff were continually falling away, and some had
caught in the gigantic crevice, so as to form what was really a ledge or pocket in what
was supposed to be a sheer drop through darkness to the sea. The old man, who was a
very tough and wiry old man, had fallen on this lower shoulder of rock and had passed a

pretty terrible twenty-four hours in trying to climb back by crags that constantly
collapsed under him, but at length formed by their very ruins a sort of stairway of
escape. This might be the explanation of Home’s optical illusion about a white wave
that appeared and disappeared, and finally came to stay. But anyhow there was Gideon
Wise, solid in bone and sinew, with his white hair and white dusty country clothes and
harsh country features, which were, however, a great deal less harsh than usual. Perhaps
it is good for millionaires to spend twenty-four hours on a ledge of rock within a foot of
eternity. Anyhow, he not only disclaimed all malice against the criminal, but gave an
account of the matter which considerably modified the crime. He declared that Home
had not thrown him over at all; that the continually breaking ground had given way
under him, and that Home had even made some movement as of attempted rescue.
‘On that providential bit of rock down there,’ he said solemnly, ‘I promised the Lord to
forgive my enemies; and the Lord would think it mighty mean if I didn’t forgive a little
accident like that.’
Home had to depart under police supervision, of course, but the detective did not
disguise from himself that the prisoner’s detention would probably be short, and his
punishment, if any, trifling. It is not every murderer who can put the murdered man in
the witness-box to give him a testimonial.
‘It’s a strange case,’ said Byrne, as the detective and the others hastened along the cliff
path towards the town.
‘It is,’ said Father Brown. ‘It’s no business of ours; but I wish you’d stop with me and
talk it over.’
There was a silence and then Byrne complied by saying suddenly: ‘I suppose you were
thinking of Home already, when you said somebody wasn’t telling all he knew.’
‘When I said that,’ replied his friend, ‘I was thinking of the exceedingly silent Mr
Potter, the secretary of the no longer late or (shall we say) lamented Mr Gideon Wise.’
‘Well, the only time Potter ever spoke to me I thought he was a lunatic,’ said Byrne,
staring, ‘but I never thought of his being a criminal. He said something about it all
having to do with an icebox.’
‘Yes, I thought he knew something about it,’ said Father Brown reflectively. ‘I never
said he had anything to do with it ... I suppose old Wise really is strong enough to have
climbed out of that chasm.’
‘What do you mean?’ asked the astonished reporter. ‘Why, of course he got out of that
chasm; for there he is.’
The priest did not answer the question but asked abruptly: ‘What do you think of
Home?’
‘Well, one can’t call him a criminal exactly,’ answered Byrne. ‘He never was at all like
any criminal I ever knew, and I’ve had some experience; and, of course, Nares has had
much more. I don’t think we ever quite believed him a criminal.’

‘And I never believed in him in another capacity,’ said the priest quietly. ‘You may
know more about criminals. But there’s one class of people I probably do know more
about than you do, or even Nares for that matter. I’ve known quite a lot of them, and I
know their little ways.’
‘Another class of people,’ repeated Byrne, mystified. ‘Why, what class do you know
about?’
‘Penitents,’ said Father Brown.
‘I don’t quite understand,’ objected Byrne. ‘Do you mean you don’t believe in his
crime?’
‘I don’t believe in his confession,’ said Father Brown. ‘I’ve heard a good many
confessions, and there was never a genuine one like that. It was romantic; it was all out
of books. Look how he talked about having the brand of Cain. That’s out of books. It’s
not what anyone would feel who had in his own person done a thing hitherto horrible to
him. Suppose you were an honest clerk or shop-boy shocked to feel that for the first
time you’d stolen money. Would you immediately reflect that your action was the same
as that of Barabbas? Suppose you’d killed a child in some ghastly anger. Would you go
back through history, till you could identify your action with that of an Idumean
potentate named Herod? Believe me, our own crimes are far too hideously private and
prosaic to make our first thoughts turn towards historical parallels, however apt. And
why did he go out of his way to say he would not give his colleagues away? Even in
saying so, he was giving them away. Nobody had asked him so far to give away
anything or anybody. No; I don’t think he was genuine, and I wouldn’t give him
absolution. A nice state of things, if people started getting absolved for what they hadn’t
done.’ And Father Brown, his head turned away, looked steadily out to sea.
‘But I don’t understand what you’re driving at,’ cried Byrne. ‘What’s the good of
buzzing round him with suspicions when he’s pardoned? He’s out of it anyhow. He’s
quite safe.’
Father Brown spun round like a teetotum and caught his friend by the coat with
unexpected and inexplicable excitement.
‘That’s it,’ he cried emphatically.’ Freeze on to that! He’s quite safe. He’s out of it.
That’s why he’s the key of the whole puzzle.’
‘Oh, help,’ said Byrne feebly.
‘I mean,’ persisted the little priest, ‘he’s in it because he’s out of it. That’s the whole
explanation.’
‘And a very lucid explanation too,’ said the journalist with feeling.
They stood looking out to sea for a time in silence, and then Father Brown said
cheerfully: ‘And so we come back to the ice-box. Where you have all gone wrong from
the first in this business is where a good many of the papers and the public men do go
wrong. It’s because you assumed that there is nothing whatever in the modern world to

fight about except Bolshevism. This story has nothing whatever to do with Bolshevism;
except perhaps as a blind.’
‘I don’t see how that can be,’ remonstrated Byrne. ‘Here you have the three millionaires
in that one business murdered — ’
‘No!’ said the priest in a sharp ringing voice. ‘You do not. That is just the point. You do
not have three millionaires murdered. You have two millionaires murdered; and you
have the third millionaire very much alive and kicking and quite ready to kick. And you
have that third millionaire freed for ever from the threat that was thrown at his head
before your very face, in playfully polite terms, and in that conversation you described
as taking place in the hotel. Gallup and Stein threatened the more old-fashioned and
independent old huckster that if he would not come into their combine they would
freeze him out. Hence the ice-box, of course.’
After a pause he went on. ‘There is undoubtedly a Bolshevist movement in the modern
world, and it must undoubtedly be resisted, though I do not believe very much in your
way of resisting it. But what nobody notices is that there is another movement equally
modern and equally moving: the great movement towards monopoly or the turning of
all trades into trusts. That also is a revolution. That also produces what all revolutions
produce. Men will kill for that and against that, as they do for and against Bolshevism.
It has its ultimatums and its invasions and its executions. These trust magnates have
their courts like kings; they have their bodyguard and bravos; they have their spies in
the enemy camp. Home was one of old Gideon’s spies in one of the enemy camps; but
he was used here against another enemy: the rivals who were ruining him for standing
out.’
‘I still don’t quite see how he was used,’ said Byrne, ‘or what was the good of it.’
‘Don’t you see,’ cried Father Brown sharply, ‘that they gave each other an alibi?’
Byrne still looked at him a little doubtfully, though understanding was dawning on his
face.
‘That’s what I mean,’ continued the other, ‘when I say they were in it because they were
out of it. Most people would say they must be out of the other two crimes, because they
were in this one. As a fact, they were in the other two because they were out of this one;
because this one never happened at all. A very queer, improbable sort of alibi, of course;
improbable and therefore impenetrable. Most people would say a man who confesses a
murder must be sincere; a man who forgives his murderer must be sincere. Nobody
would think of the notion that the thing never happened, so that one man had nothing to
forgive and the other nothing to fear. They were fixed here for that night by a story
against themselves. But they were not here that night; for Home was murdering old
Gallup in the Wood, while Wise was strangling that little Jew in his Roman bath. That’s
why I ask whether Wise was really strong enough for the climbing adventure.’
‘It was quite a good adventure,’ said Byrne regretfully. ‘It fitted into the landscape, and
was really very convincing.’

‘Too convincing to convince,’ said Father Brown, shaking his head. ‘How very vivid
was that moonlit foam flung up and turning to a ghost. And how very literary! Home is
a sneak and a skunk, but do not forget that, like many other sneaks and skunks in
history, he is also a poet.’

The Secret of Father Brown
To father John O’Connor, of St. Cuthbert’s Bradford, whose truth is stranger than
fiction, with a gratitude greater than the world

The Secret of Father Brown
FLAMBEAU, once the most famous criminal in France and later a very private
detective in England, had long retired from both professions. Some say a career of crime
had left him with too many scruples for a career of detection. Anyhow, after a life of
romantic escapes and tricks of evasion, he had ended at what some might consider an
appropriate address: in a castle in Spain. The castle, however, was solid though
relatively small; and the black vineyard and green stripes of kitchen garden covered a
respectable square on the brown hillside. For Flambeau, after all his violent adventures,
still possessed what is possessed by so many Latins, what is absent (for instance) in so
many Americans, the energy to retire. It can be seen in many a large hotel-proprietor
whose one ambition is to be a small peasant. It can be seen in many a French provincial
shopkeeper, who pauses at the moment when he might develop into a detestable
millionaire and buy a street of shops, to fall back quietly and comfortably on
domesticity and dominoes. Flambeau had casually and almost abruptly fallen in love
with a Spanish Lady, married and brought up a large family on a Spanish estate, without
displaying any apparent desire to stray again beyond its borders. But on one particular
morning he was observed by his family to be unusually restless and excited; and he
outran the little boys and descended the greater part of the long mountain slope to meet
the visitor who was coming across the valley; even when the visitor was still a black dot
in the distance.
The black dot gradually increased in size without very much altering in the shape; for it
continued, roughly speaking, to be both round and black. The black clothes of clerics
were not unknown upon those hills; but these clothes, however clerical, had about them
something at once commonplace and yet almost jaunty in comparison with the cassock
or soutane, and marked the wearer as a man from the northwestern islands, as clearly as
if he had been labelled Clapham Junction. He carried a short thick umbrella with a knob
like a club, at the sight of which his Latin friend almost shed tears of sentiment; for it
had figured in many adventures that they shared long ago. For this was the Frenchman’s
English friend, Father Brown, paying a long-desired but long-delayed visit. They had
corresponded constantly, but they had not met for years.
Father Brown was soon established in the family circle, which was quite large enough
to give the general sense of company or a community. He was introduced to the big
wooden images of the Three Kings, of painted and gilded wood, who bring the gifts to
the children at Christmas; for Spain is a country where the affairs of the children bulk
large in the life of the home. He was introduced to the dog and the cat and the live-stock
on the farm. But he was also, as it happened, introduced to one neighbour who, like
himself, had brought into that valley the garb and manners of distant lands.

It was on the third night of the priest’s stay at the little chateau that he beheld a stately
stranger who paid his respects to the Spanish household with bows that no Spanish
grandee could emulate. He was a tall, thin grey-haired and very handsome gentleman,
and his hands, cuffs and cuff-links had something overpowering in their polish. But his
long face had nothing of that languor which is associated with long cuffs and
manicuring in the caricatures of our own country. It was rather arrestingly alert and
keen; and the eyes had an innocent intensity of inquiry that does not go often with grey
hairs. That alone might have marked the man’s nationality, as well the nasal note in his
refined voice and his rather too ready assumption of the vast antiquity of all the
European things around him. This was, indeed, no less a person than Mr. Grandison
Chace, of Boston, an American traveller who had halted for a time in his American
travels by taking a lease of the adjoining estate; a somewhat similar castle on a
somewhat similar hill. He delighted in his old castle, and he regarded his friendly
neighbour as a local antiquity of the same type. For Flambeau managed, as we have
said, really to look retired in the sense of rooted. He might have grown there with his
own vine and fig-tree for ages. He had resumed his real family name of Duroc; for the
other title of “The Torch” had only been a title de guerre, like that under which such a
man will often wage war on society. He was fond of his wife and family; he never went
farther afield than was needed for a little shooting; and he seemed, to the American
globe-trotter, the embodiment of that cult of a sunny respectability and a temperate
luxury, which the American was wise enough to see and admire in the Mediterranean
peoples. The rolling stone from the West was glad to rest for a moment on this rock in
the South that had gathered so very much moss. But Mr. Chace had heard of Father
Brown, and his tone faintly changed, as towards a celebrity. The interviewing instinct
awoke, tactful but tense. If he did try to draw Father Brown, as if he were a tooth, it was
done with the most dexterous and painless American dentistry.
They were sitting in a sort of partly unroofed outer court of the house, such as often
forms the entrance to Spanish houses. It was dusk turning to dark; and as all that
mountain air sharpens suddenly after sunset, a small stove stood on the flagstones,
glowing with red eyes like a goblin, and painting a red pattern on the pavement; but
scarcely a ray of it reached the lower bricks of the great bare, brown brick wall that
went soaring up above them into the deep blue night. Flambeau’s big broad-shouldered
figure and great moustaches, like sabres, could be traced dimly in the twilight, as he
moved about, drawing dark wine from a great cask and handing it round. In his shadow,
the priest looked very shrunken and small, as if huddled over the stove; but the
American visitor leaned forward elegantly with his elbow on his knee and his fine
pointed features in the full light; his eyes shone with inquisitive intelligence.
“I can assure you, sir,” he was saying, “we consider your achievement in the matter of
the Moonshine Murder the most remarkable triumph in the history of detective science.”
Father Brown murmured something; some might have imagined that the murmur was a
little like a moan.
“We are well acquainted,” went on the stranger firmly, “with the alleged achievements
of Dupin and others; and with those of Lecoq, Sherlock Holmes, Nicholas Carter, and
other imaginative incarnations of the craft. But we observe there is in many ways, a
marked difference between your own method of approach and that of these other

thinkers, whether fictitious or actual. Some have spec’lated, sir, as to whether the
difference of method may perhaps involve rather the absence of method.”
Father Brown was silent; then he started a little, almost as if he had been nodding over
the stove, and said: “I beg your pardon. Yes. . .. Absence of method. . . . Absence of
mind, too, I’m afraid.”
“I should say of strictly tabulated scientific method,” went on the inquirer. “Edgar Poe
throws off several little essays in a conversational form, explaining Dupin’s method,
with its fine links of logic. Dr. Watson had to listen to some pretty exact expositions of
Holmes’s method with its observation of material details. But nobody seems to have got
on to any full account of your method, Father Brown, and I was informed you declined
the offer to give a series of lectures in the States on the matter.”
“Yes,” said the priest, frowning at the stove; “I declined.”
“Your refusal gave rise to a remarkable lot of interesting talk,” remarked Chace. “I may
say that some of our people are saying your science can’t be expounded, because it’s
something more than just natural science. They say your secret’s not to be divulged, as
being occult in its character.”
“Being what?” asked Father Brown, rather sharply.
“Why, kind of esoteric,” replied the other. “I can tell you, people got considerably
worked up about Gallup’s murder, and Stein’s murder, and then old man Merton’s
murder, and now Judge Gwynne’s murder, and a double murder by Dalmon, who was
well known in the States. And there were you, on the spot every time, slap in the middle
of it; telling everybody how it was done and never telling anybody how you knew. So
some people got to think you knew without looking, so to speak. And Carlotta
Brownson gave a lecture on Thought-Forms with illustrations from these cases of yours.
The Second Sight Sisterhood of Indianapolis — — ”
Father Brown, was still staring at the stove; then he said quite loud yet as if hardly
aware that anyone heard him: “Oh, I say. This will never do.”
“I don’t exactly know how it’s to be helped,” said Mr. Chace humorously. “The Second
Sight Sisterhood want a lot of holding down. The only way I can think of stopping it is
for you to tell us the secret after all.”
Father Brown groaned. He put his head on his hands and remained a moment, as if full
of a silent convulsion of thought. Then he lifted his head and said in a dull voice:
“Very well. I must tell the secret.”
His eyes rolled darkly over the whole darkling scene, from the red eyes of the little
stove to the stark expanse of the ancient wall, over which were standing out, more and
more brightly, the strong stars of the south.
“The secret is,” he said; and then stopped as if unable to go on. Then he began again and
said:

“You see, it was I who killed all those people.”
“What?” repeated the other, in a small voice out of a vast silence.
“You see, I had murdered them all myself,” explained Father Brown patiently. “So, of
course, I knew how it was done.”
Grandison Chace had risen to his great height like a man lifted to the ceiling by a sort of
slow explosion. Staring down at the other he repeated his incredulous question.
“I had planned out each of the crimes very carefully,” went on Father Brown, “I had
thought out exactly how a thing like that could be done, and in what style or state of
mind a man could really do it. And when I was quite sure that I felt exactly like the
murderer myself, of course I knew who he was.”
Chace gradually released a sort of broken sigh.
“You frightened me all right,” he said. “For the minute I really did think you meant you
were the murderer. Just for the minute I kind of saw it splashed over all the papers in the
States: ‘Saintly Sleuth Exposed as Killer: Hundred Crimes of Father Brown.’ Why, of
course, if it’s just a figure of speech and means you tried to reconstruct the psychogy —
”
Father Brown rapped sharply on the stove with the short pipe he was about to fill; one
of his very rare spasms of annoyance contracted his face.
“No, no, no,” he said, almost angrily; “I don’t mean just a figure of speech. This is what
comes of trying to talk about deep things. . . . What’s the good of words . . .? If you try
to talk about a truth that’s merely moral, people always think it’s merely metaphorical.
A real live man with two legs once said to me: ‘I only believe in the Holy Ghost in a
spiritual sense.’ Naturally, I said: ‘In what other sense could you believe it?’ And then
he thought I meant he needn’t believe in anything except evolution, or ethical
fellowship, or some bilge. . . . I mean that I really did see myself, and my real self,
committing the murders. I didn’t actually kill the men by material means; but that’s not
the point. Any brick or bit of machinery might have killed them by material means. I
mean that I thought and thought about how a man might come to be like that, until I
realized that I really was like that, in everything except actual final consent to the
action. It was once suggested to me by a friend of mine, as a sort of religious exercise. I
believe he got it from Pope Leo XIII, who was always rather a hero of mine.”
“I’m afraid,” said the American, in tones that were still doubtful, and keeping his eye on
the priest rather as if he were a wild animal, “that you’d have to explain a lot to me
before I knew what you were talking about. The science of detection — — ”
Father Brown snapped his fingers with the same animated annoyance. “That’s it,” he
cried; “that’s just where we part company. Science is a grand thing when you can get it;
in its real sense one of the grandest words in the world. But what do these men mean,
nine times out of ten, when they use it nowadays? When they say detection is a science?
When they say criminology is a science? They mean getting outside a man and studying
him as if he were a gigantic insect: in what they would call a dry impartial light, in what

I should call a dead and dehumanized light. They mean getting a long way off him, as if
he were a distant prehistoric monster; staring at the shape of his ‘criminal skull’ as if it
were a sort of eerie growth, like the horn on a rhinoceros’s nose. When the scientist
talks about a type, he never means himself, but always his neighbour; probably his
poorer neighbour. I don’t deny the dry light may sometimes do good; though in one
sense it’s the very reverse of science. So far from being knowledge, it’s actually
suppression of what we know. It’s treating a friend as a stranger, and pretending that
something familiar is really remote and mysterious. It’s like saying that a man has a
proboscis between the eyes, or that he falls down in a fit of insensibility once every
twenty-four hours. Well, what you call ‘the secret’ is exactly the opposite. I don’t try to
get outside the man. I try to get inside the murderer. . . . Indeed it’s much more than
that, don’t you see? I am inside a man. I am always inside a man, moving his arms and
legs; but I wait till I know I am inside a murderer, thinking his thoughts, wrestling with
his passions; till I have bent myself into the posture of his hunched and peering hatred;
till I see the world with his bloodshot and squinting eyes, looking between the blinkers
of his half-witted concentration; looking up the short and sharp perspective of a straight
road to a pool of blood. Till I am really a murderer.”
“Oh,” said Mr. Chace, regarding him with a long, grim face, and added: “And that is
what you call a religious exercise.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown; “that is what I call a religious exercise.”
After an instant’s silence he resumed: “It’s so real a religious exercise that I’d rather not
have said anything about it. But I simply couldn’t have you going off and telling all
your countrymen that I had a secret magic connected with Thought-Forms, could I? I’ve
put it badly, but it’s true. No man’s really any good till he knows how bad he is, or
might be; till he’s realized exactly how much right he has to all this snobbery, and
sneering, and talking about ‘criminals,’ as if they were apes in a forest ten thousand
miles away; till he’s got rid of all the dirty self-deception of talking about low types and
deficient skulls; till he’s squeezed out of his soul the last drop of the oil of the Pharisees;
till his only hope is somehow or other to have captured one criminal, and kept him safe
and sane under his own hat.”
Flambeau came forward and filled a great goblet with Spanish wine and set it before his
friend, as he had already set one before his fellow guest. Then he himself spoke for the
first time:
“I believe Father Brown has had a new batch of mysteries. We were talking about them
the other day, I fancy. He has been dealing with some queer people since we last met.”
“Yes; I know the stories more or less — but not the application,” said Chace, lifting his
glass thoughtfully. “Can you give me any examples, I wonder. ... I mean, did you deal
with this last batch in that introspective style?”
Father Brown also lifted his glass, and the glow of the fire turned the red wine
transparent, like the glorious blood-red glass of a martyr’s window. The red flame
seemed to hold his eyes and absorb his gaze that sank deeper and deeper into it, as if
that single cup held a red sea of the blood of all men, and his soul were a diver, ever
plunging in dark humility and inverted imagination, lower than its lowest monsters and

its most ancient slime. In that cup, as in a red mirror, he saw many things; the doings of
his last days moved in crimson shadows; the examples that his companions demanded
danced in symbolic shapes; and there passed before him all the stories that are told here.
Now, the luminous wine was like a vast red sunset upon dark red sands, where stood
dark figures of men; one was fallen and another running towards him. Then the sunset
seemed to break up into patches: red lanterns swinging from garden trees and a pond
gleaming red with reflection; and then all the colour seemed to cluster again into a great
rose of red crystal, a jewel that irradiated the world like a red sun, save for the shadow
of a tall figure with a high head-dress as of some prehistoric priest; and then faded again
till nothing was left but a flame of wild red beard blowing in the wind upon a wild grey
moor. All these things, which may be seen later from other angles and in other moods
than his own, rose up in his memory at the challenge and began to form themselves into
anecdotes and arguments.
“Yes,” he said, as he raised the wine cup slowly to his lips, “I can remember pretty well
——”

The Mirror of the Magistrate
JAMES BAGSHAW and Wilfred Underhill were old friends, and were fond of
rambling through the streets at night, talking interminably as they turned corner after
corner in the silent and seemingly lifeless labyrinth of the large suburb in which they
lived. The former, a big, dark, good-humoured man with a strip of black moustache,
was a professional police detective; the latter, a sharp-faced, sensitive-looking
gentleman with light hair, was an amateur interested in detection. It will come as a
shock to the readers of the best scientific romance to learn that it was the policeman
who was talking and the amateur who was listening, even with a certain respect.
“Ours is the only trade,” said Bagshaw, “in which the professional is always supposed
to be wrong. After all, people don’t write stories in which hairdressers can’t cut hair and
have to be helped by a customer; or in which a cabman can’t drive a cab until his fare
explains to him the philosophy of cab-driving. For all that, I’d never deny that we often
tend to get into a rut: or, in other words, have the disadvantages of going by a rule.
Where the romancers are wrong is, that they don’t allow us even the advantages of
going by a rule.”
“Surely,” said Underhill, “Sherlock Holmes would say that he went by a logical rule.”
“He may be right,” answered the other; “but I mean a collective rule. It’s like the staff
work of an army. We pool our information.”
“And you don’t think detective stories allow for that?” asked his friend.
“Well, let’s take any imaginary case of Sherlock Holmes, and Lestrade, the official
detective. Sherlock Holmes, let us say, can guess that a total stranger crossing the street
is a foreigner, merely because he seems to look for the traffic to go to the right instead
of the left. I’m quite ready to admit Holmes might guess that. I’m quite sure Lestrade
wouldn’t guess anything of the kind. But what they leave out is the fact that the
policeman, who couldn’t guess, might very probably know. Lestrade might know the
man was a foreigner merely because his department has to keep an eye on all foreigners;

some would say on all natives, too. As a policeman I’m glad the police know so much;
for every man wants to do his own job well. But as a citizen, I sometimes wonder
whether they don’t know too much.”
“You don’t seriously mean to say,” cried Underhill incredulously, “that you know
anything about strange people in a strange street. That if a man walked out of that house
over there, you would know anything about him?”
“I should if he was the householder,” answered Bagshaw. “That house is rented by a
literary man of Anglo-Roumanian extraction, who generally lives in Paris, but is over
here in connexion with some poetical play of his. His name’s Osric Orm, one of the new
poets, and pretty steep to read, I believe.”
“But I mean all the people down the road,” said his companion. “I was thinking how
strange and new and nameless everything looks, with these high blank walls and these
houses lost in large gardens. You can’t know all of them.”
“I know a few,” answered Bagshaw. “This garden wall we’re walking under is at the
end of the grounds of Sir Humphrey Gwynne, better known as Mr. Justice Gwynne, the
old judge who made such a row about spying during the war. The house next door to it
belongs to a wealthy cigar merchant. He comes from Spanish-America and looks very
swarthy and Spanish himself; but he bears the very English name of Buller. The house
beyond that — did you hear that noise?”
“I heard something,” said Underhill, “but I really don’t know what it was.”
“I know what it was,” replied the detective, “it was a rather heavy revolver, fired twice,
followed by a cry for help. And it came straight out of the back garden of Mr. Justice
Gwynne, that paradise of peace and legality.”
He looked up and down the street sharply and then added:
“And the only gate of the back garden is half a mile round on the other side. I wish this
wall were a little lower, or I were a little lighter; but it’s got to be tried.”
“It is lower a little farther on,” said Underhill, “and there seems to be a tree that looks
helpful.”
They moved hastily along and found a place where the wall seemed to stoop abruptly,
almost as if it had half-sunk into the earth; and a garden tree, flamboyant with the gayest
garden blossom, straggled out of the dark enclosure and was gilded by the gleam of a
solitary street-lamp. Bagshaw caught the crooked branch and threw one leg over the low
wall; and the next moment they stood knee-deep amid the snapping plants of a garden
border.
The garden of Mr. Justice Gwynne by night was rather a singular spectacle. It was large
and lay on the empty edge of the suburb, in the shadow of a tall, dark house that was the
last in its line of houses. The house was literally dark, being shuttered and unlighted, at
least on the side overlooking the garden. But the garden itself, which lay in its shadow,
and should have been a tract of absolute darkness, showed a random glitter, like that of

fading fireworks; as if a giant rocket had fallen in fire among the trees. As they
advanced they were able to locate it as the light of several coloured lamps, entangled in
the trees like the jewel fruits of Aladdin, and especially as the light from a small, round
lake or pond, which gleamed, with pale colours as if a lamp were kindled under it.
“Is he having a party?” asked Underhill. “The garden seems to be illuminated.”
“No,” answered Bagshaw. “It’s a hobby of his, and I believe he prefers to do it when
he’s alone. He likes playing with a little plant of electricity that he works from that
bungalow or hut over there, where he does his work and keeps his papers. Buller, who
knows him very well, says the coloured lamps are rather more often a sign he’s not to
be disturbed.”
“Sort of red danger signals,” suggested the other.
“Good Lord! I’m afraid they are danger signals!” and he began suddenly to run.
A moment after Underhill saw what he had seen. The opalescent ring of light, like the
halo of the moon, round the sloping sides of the pond, was broken by two black stripes
or streaks which soon proved themselves to be the long, black legs of a figure fallen
head downwards into the hollow, with the head in the pond.
“Come on,” cried the detective sharply, “that looks to me like — — ”
His voice was lost, as he ran on across the wide lawn, faintly luminous in the artificial
light, making a bee-line across the big garden for the pool and the fallen figure.
Underhill was trotting steadily in that straight track, when something happened that
startled him for the moment. Bagshaw, who was travelling as steadily as a bullet
towards the black figure by the luminous pool, suddenly turned at a sharp angle and
began to run even more rapidly towards the shadow of the house. Underhill could not
imagine what he meant by the altered direction. The next moment, when the detective
had vanished into the shadow of the house, there came out of that obscurity the sound of
a scuffle and a curse; and Bagshaw returned lugging with him a little struggling man
with red hair. The captive had evidently been escaping under the shelter of the building,
when the quicker ears of the detective had heard him rustling like a bird among the
bushes.
“Underhill,” said the detective, “I wish you’d run on and see what’s up by the pool. And
now, who are you?” he asked, coming to a halt. “What’s your name?”
“Michael Flood,” said the stranger in a snappy fashion. He was an unnaturally lean little
man, with a hooked nose too large for his face, which was colourless, like parchment, in
contrast with the ginger colour of his hair. “I’ve got nothing to do with this. I found him
lying dead and I was scared; but I only came to interview him for a paper.”
“When you interview celebrities for the Press,” said Bagshaw, “do you generally climb
over the garden wall?”
And he pointed grimly to a trail of footprints coming and going along the path towards
the flower bed.

The man calling himself Flood wore an expression equally grim.
“An interviewer might very well get over the wall,” he said, “for I couldn’t make
anybody hear at the front door. The servant had gone out.”
“How do you know he’d gone out?” asked the detective suspiciously.
“Because,” said Flood, with an almost unnatural calm, “I’m not the only person who
gets over garden walls. It seems just possible that you did it yourself. But, anyhow, the
servant did; for I’ve just this moment seen him drop over the wall, away on the other
side of the garden, just by the garden door.”
“Then why didn’t he use the garden door?” demanded the cross-examiner.
“How should I know?” retorted Flood. “Because it was shut, I suppose. But you’d better
ask him, not me; he’s coming towards the house at this minute.”
There was, indeed, another shadowy figure beginning to be visible through the fire-shot
gloaming, a squat, square-headed figure, wearing a red waistcoat as the most
conspicuous part of a rather shabby livery. He appeared to be making with unobtrusive
haste towards a side-door in the house, until Bagshaw halloed to him to halt. He drew
nearer to them very reluctantly, revealing a heavy, yellow face, with a touch of
something Asiatic which was consonant with his flat, blue-black hair.
Bagshaw turned abruptly to the man called Flood. “Is there anybody in this place,” he
said, “who can testify to your identity?”
“Not many, even in this country,” growled Flood. “I’ve only just come from Ireland; the
only man I know round here is the priest at St. Dominic’s Church — Father Brown.”
“Neither of you must leave this place,” said Bagshaw, and then added to the servant:
“But you can go into the house and ring up St. Dominic’s Presbytery and ask Father
Brown if he would mind coming round here at once. No tricks, mind.”
While the energetic detective was securing the potential fugitives, his companion, at his
direction, had hastened on to the actual scene of the tragedy. It was a strange enough
scene; and, indeed, if the tragedy had not been tragic it would have been highly
fantastic. The dead man (for the briefest examination proved him to be dead) lay with
his head in the pond, where the glow of the artificial illumination encircled the head
with something of the appearance of an unholy halo. The face was gaunt and rather
sinister, the brow bald, and the scanty curls dark grey, like iron rings; and, despite the
damage done by the bullet wound in the temple, Underhill had no difficulty in
recognizing the features he had seen in the many portraits of Sir Humphrey Gwynne.
The dead man was in evening-dress, and his long, black legs, so thin as to be almost
spidery, were sprawling at different angles up the steep bank from which he had fallen.
As by some weird whim of diabolical arabesque, blood was eddying out, very slowly,
into the luminous water in snaky rings, like the transparent crimson of sunset clouds.
Underhill did not know how long he stood staring down at this macabre figure, when he
looked up and saw a group of four figures standing above him on the bank. He was

prepared for Bagshaw and his Irish captive, and he had no difficulty in guessing the
status of the servant in the red waistcoat. But the fourth figure had a sort of grotesque
solemnity that seemed strangely congruous to that incongruity. It was a stumpy figure
with a round face and a hat like a black halo. He realized that it was, in fact, a priest; but
there was something about it that reminded him of some quaint old black woodcut at the
end of a Dance of Death.
Then he heard Bagshaw saying to the priest:
“I’m glad you can identify this man; but you must realize that he’s to some extent under
suspicion. Of course, he may be innocent; but he did enter the garden in an irregular
fashion.”
“Well, I think he’s innocent myself,” said the little priest in a colourless voice. “But, of
course, I may be wrong.”
“Why do you think he is innocent?”
“Because he entered the garden in an irregular fashion,” answered the cleric. “You see, I
entered it in a regular fashion myself. But I seem to be almost the only person who did.
All the best people seem to get over garden walls nowadays.”
“What do you mean by a regular fashion?” asked the detective.
“Well,” said Father Brown, looking at him with limpid gravity, “I came in by the front
door. I often come into houses that way.”
“Excuse me,” said Bagshaw, “but does it matter very much how you came in, unless
you propose to confess to the murder?”
“Yes, I think it does,” said the priest mildly. “The truth is, that when I came in at the
front door I saw something I don’t think any of the rest of you have seen. It seems to me
it might have something to do with it.”
“What did you see?”
“I saw a sort of general smash-up,” said Father Brown in his mild voice. “A big
looking-glass broken, and a small palm tree knocked over, and the pot smashed all over
the floor. Somehow, it looked to me as if something had happened.”
“You are right,” said Bagshaw after a pause. “If you saw that, it certainly looks as if it
had something to do with it.”
“And if it had anything to do with it,” said the priest very gently, “it looks as if there
was one person who had nothing to do with it; and that is Mr. Michael Flood, who
entered the garden over the wall in an irregular fashion, and then tried to leave it in the
same irregular fashion. It is his irregularity that makes me believe in his innocence.”
“Let us go into the house,” said Bagshaw abruptly.

As they passed in at the side-door, the servant leading the way, Bagshaw fell back a
pace or two and spoke to his friend.
“Something odd about that servant,” he said. “Says his name is Green, though he
doesn’t look it; but there seems no doubt he’s really Gwynne’s servant, apparently the
only regular servant he had. But the queer thing is, that he flatly denied that his master
was in the garden at all, dead or alive. Said the old judge had gone out to a grand legal
dinner and couldn’t be home for hours, and gave that as his excuse for slipping out.”
“Did he,” asked Underhill, “give any excuse for his curious way of slipping in?”
“No, none that I can make sense of,” answered the detective. “I can’t make him out. He
seems to be scared of something.”
Entering by the side-door, they found themselves at the inner end of the entrance hall,
which ran along the side of the house and ended with the front door, surmounted by a
dreary fanlight of the old-fashioned pattern. A faint, grey light was beginning to outline
its radiation upon the darkness, like some dismal and discoloured sunrise; but what light
there was in the hall came from a single, shaded lamp, also of an antiquated sort, that
stood on a bracket in a corner. By the light of this Bagshaw could distinguish the debris
of which Brown had spoken. A tall palm, with long sweeping leaves, had fallen full
length, and its dark red pot was shattered into shards. They lay littered on the carpet,
along with pale and gleaming fragments of a broken mirror, of which the almost empty
frame hung behind them on the wall at the end of the vestibule. At right angles to this
entrance, and directly opposite the side-door as they entered, was another and similar
passage leading into the rest of the house. At the other end of it could be seen the
telephone which the servant had used to summon the priest; and a half-open door,
showing, even through the crack, the serried ranks of great leather-bound books, marked
the entrance to the judge’s study.
Bagshaw stood looking down at the fallen pot and the mingled fragments at his feet.
“You’re quite right,” he said to the priest; “there’s been a struggle here. And it must
have been a struggle between Gwynne and his murderer.”
“It seemed to me,” said Father Brown modestly, “that something had happened here.”
“Yes; it’s pretty clear what happened,” assented the detective. “The murderer entered by
the front door and found Gwynne; probably Gwynne let him in. There was a death
grapple, possibly a chance shot, that hit the glass, though they might have broken it with
a stray kick or anything. Gwynne managed to free himself and fled into the garden,
where he was pursued and shot finally by the pond. I fancy that’s the whole story of the
crime itself; but, of course, I must look round the other rooms.”
The other rooms, however, revealed very little, though Bagshaw pointed significantly to
the loaded automatic pistol that he found in a drawer of the library desk.
“Looks as if he was expecting this,” he said; “yet it seems queer he didn’t take it with
him when he went out into the hall.”

Eventually they returned to the hall, making their way towards the front door. Father
Brown letting his eye rove around in a rather absent-minded fashion. The two corridors,
monotonously papered in the same grey and faded pattern, seemed to emphasize the
dust and dingy floridity of the few early Victorian ornaments, the green rust that
devoured the bronze of the lamp, the dull gold that glimmered in the frame of the
broken mirror.
“They say it’s bad luck to break a looking-glass,” he said. “This looks like the very
house of ill-luck. There’s something about the very furniture — ”
“That’s rather odd,” said Bagshaw sharply. “I thought the front door would be shut, but
it’s left on the latch.”
There was no reply; and they passed out of the front door into the front garden, a
narrower and more formal plot of flowers, having at one end a curiously clipped hedge
with a hole in it, like a green cave, under the shadow of which some broken steps
peeped out.
Father Brown strolled up to the hole and ducked his head under it. A few moments after
he had disappeared they were astonished to hear his quiet voice in conversation above
their heads, as if he were talking to somebody at the top of a tree. The detective
followed, and found that the curious covered stairway led to what looked like a broken
bridge, over-hanging the darker and emptier spaces of the garden. It just curled round
the corner of the house, bringing in sight the field of coloured lights beyond and
beneath. Probably it was the relic of some abandoned architectural fancy of building a
sort of terrace on arches across the lawn. Bagshaw thought it a curious cul-de-sac in
which to find anybody in the small hours between night and morning; but he was not
looking at the details of it just then. He was looking at the man who was found.
As the man stood with his back turned — a small man in light grey clothes — the one
outstanding feature about him was a wonderful head of hair, as yellow and radiant as the
head of a huge dandelion. It was literally outstanding like a halo, and something in that
association made the face, when it was slowly and sulkily turned on them, rather a
shock of contrast. That halo should have enclosed an oval face of the mildly angelic
sort; but the face was crabbed and elderly with a powerful jowl and a short nose that
somehow suggested the broken nose of a pugilist.
“This is Mr. Orm, the celebrated poet, I understand,” said Father Brown, as calmly as if
he were introducing two people in a drawing-room.
“Whoever he is,” said Bagshaw, “I must trouble him to come with me and answer a few
questions.”
Mr. Osric Orm, the poet, was not a model of self-expression when it came to the
answering of questions. There, in that corner of the old garden, as the grey twilight
before dawn began to creep over the heavy hedges and the broken bridge, and
afterwards in a succession of circumstances and stages of legal inquiry that grew more
and more ominous, he refused to say anything except that he had intended to call on Sir
Humphrey Gwynne, but had not done so because he could not get anyone to answer the
bell. When it was pointed out that the door was practically open, he snorted. When it

was hinted that the hour was somewhat late, he snarled. The little that he said was
obscure, either because he really knew hardly any English, or because he knew better
than to know any. His opinions seemed to be of a nihilistic and destructive sort, as was
indeed the tendency of his poetry for those who could follow it; and it seemed possible
that his business with the judge, and perhaps his quarrel with the judge, had been
something in the anarchist line. Gwynne was known to have had something of a mania
about Bolshevist spies, as he had about German spies. Anyhow, one coincidence, only a
few moments after his capture, confirmed Bagshaw in the impression that the case must
be taken seriously. As they went out of the front gate into the street, they so happened to
encounter yet another neighbour, Duller, the cigar merchant from next door,
conspicuous by his brown, shrewd face and the unique orchid in his buttonhole; for he
had a name in that branch of horticulture. Rather to the surprise of the rest, he hailed his
neighbour, the poet, in a matter-of-fact manner, almost as if he had expected to see him.
“Hallo, here we are again,” he said. “Had a long talk with old Gwynne, I suppose?”
“Sir Humphrey Gwynne is dead,” said Bagshaw. “I am investigating the case and I must
ask you to explain.”
Buller stood as still as the lamp-post beside him, possibly stiffened with surprise. The
red end of his cigar brightened and darkened rhythmically, but his brown face was in
shadow; when he spoke it was with quite a new voice.
“I only mean,” he said, “that when I passed two hours ago Mr. Orm was going in at this
gate to see Sir Humphrey.”
“He says he hasn’t seen him yet,” observed Bagshaw, “or even been into the house.”
“It’s a long time to stand on the door-step,” observed Buller.
“Yes,” said Father Brown; “it’s rather a long time to stand in the street.”
“I’ve been home since then,” said the cigar merchant. “Been writing letters and came
out again to post them.”
“You’ll have to tell all that later,” said Bagshaw. “Good night — or good morning.”
The trial of Osric Orm for the murder of Sir Humphrey Gwynne, which filled the
newspapers for so many weeks, really turned entirely on the same crux as that little talk
under the lamp-post, when the grey-green dawn was breaking about the dark streets and
gardens. Everything came back to the enigma of those two empty hours between the
time when Buller saw Orm going in at the garden gate, and the time when Father Brown
found him apparently still lingering in the garden. He had certainly had the time to
commit six murders, and might almost have committed them for want of something to
do; for he could give no coherent account of what he was doing. It was argued by the
prosecution that he had also the opportunity, as the front door was unlatched, and the
side-door into the larger garden left standing open. The court followed, with
considerable interest, Bagshaw’s clear reconstruction of the struggle in the passage, of
which the traces were so evident; indeed, the police had since found the shot that had
shattered the glass. Finally, the hole in the hedge to which he had been tracked, had very

much the appearance of a hiding-place. On the other hand. Sir Matthew Blake, the very
able counsel for the defence, turned this last argument the other way: asking why any
man should entrap himself in a place without possible exit, when it would obviously be
much more sensible to slip out into the street. Sir Matthew Blake also made effective
use of the mystery that still rested upon the motive for the murder. Indeed, upon this
point, the passages between Sir Matthew Blake and Sir Arthur Travers, the equally
brilliant advocate for the prosecution, turned rather to the advantage of the prisoner. Sir
Arthur could only throw out suggestions about a Bolshevist conspiracy which sounded a
little thin. But when it came to investigating the facts of Orm’s mysterious behaviour
that night he was considerably more effective.
The prisoner went into the witness-box, chiefly because his astute counsel calculated
that it would create a bad impression if he did not. But he was almost as
uncommunicative to his own counsel as to the prosecuting counsel. Sir Arthur Travers
made all possible capital out of his stubborn silence, but did not succeed in breaking it.
Sir Arthur was a long, gaunt man, with a long, cadaverous face, in striking contrast to
the sturdy figure and bright, bird-like eye of Sir Matthew Blake. But if Sir Matthew
suggested a very cocksure sort of cock-sparrow, Sir Arthur might more truly have been
compared to a crane or stork; as he leaned forward, prodding the poet with questions,
his long nose might have been a long beak.
“Do you mean to tell the jury,” he asked, in tones of grating incredulity, “that you never
went in to see the deceased gentleman at all?”
“No!” replied Orm shortly.
“You wanted to see him, I suppose. You must have been very anxious to see him.
Didn’t you wait two whole hours in front of his front door?”
“Yes,” replied the other.
“And yet you never even noticed the door was open?”
“No,” said Orm.
“What in the world were you doing for two hours in somebody’s else’s front garden?”
insisted the barrister; “You were doing something, I suppose?”
“Yes.”
“Is it a secret?” asked Sir Arthur, with adamantine jocularity.
“It’s a secret from you,” answered the poet.
It was upon this suggestion of a secret that Sir Arthur seized in developing his line of
accusation. With a boldness which some thought unscrupulous, he turned the very
mystery of the motive, which was the strongest part of his opponent’s case, into an
argument for his own. He gave it as the first fragmentary hint of some far-flung and
elaborate conspiracy, in which a patriot had perished like one caught in the coils of an
octopus.

“Yes,” he cried in a vibrating voice, “my learned friend is perfectly right! We do not
know the exact reason why this honourable public servant was murdered. We shall not
know the reason why the next public servant is murdered. If my learned friend himself
falls a victim to his eminence, and the hatred which the hellish powers of destruction
feel for the guardians of law, he will be murdered, and he will not know the reason. Half
the decent people in this court will be butchered in their beds, and we shall not know the
reason. And we shall never know the reason and never arrest the massacre, until it has
depopulated our country, so long as the defence is permitted to stop all proceedings with
this stale tag about ‘motive,’ when every other fact in the case, every glaring
incongruity, every gaping silence, tells us that we stand in the presence of Cain.”
“I never knew Sir Arthur so excited,” said Bagshaw to his group of companions
afterwards. “Some people are saying he went beyond the usual limit and that the
prosecutor in a murder case oughtn’t to be so vindictive. But I must say there was
something downright creepy about that little goblin with the yellow hair, that seemed to
play up to the impression. I was vaguely recalling, all the time, something that De
Quincey says about Mr. Williams, that ghastly criminal who slaughtered two whole
families almost in silence. I think he says that Williams had hair of a vivid unnatural
yellow; and that he thought it had been dyed by a trick learned in India, where they dye
horses green or blue. Then there was his queer, stony silence, like a troglodyte’s; I’ll
never deny that it all worked me up until I felt there was a sort of monster in the dock. If
that was only Sir Arthur’s eloquence, then he certainly took a heavy responsibility in
putting so much passion into it.”
“He was a friend of poor Gwynne’s, as a matter of fact,” said Underhill, more gently; “a
man I know saw them hobnobbing together after a great legal dinner lately. I dare say
that’s why he feels so strongly in this case. I suppose it’s doubtful whether a man ought
to act in such a case on mere personal feeling.”
“He wouldn’t,” said Bagshaw. “I bet Sir Arthur Travers wouldn’t act only on feeling,
however strongly he felt. He’s got a very stiff sense of his own professional position.
He’s one of those men who are ambitious even when they’ve satisfied their ambition. I
know nobody who’d take more trouble to keep his position in the world. No; you’ve got
hold of the wrong moral to his rather thundering sermon. If he lets himself go like that,
it’s because he thinks he can get a conviction, anyhow, and wants to put himself at the
head of some political movement against the conspiracy he talks about. He must have
some very good reason for wanting to convict Orm and some very good reason for
thinking he can do it. That means that the facts will support him. His confidence doesn’t
look well for the prisoner.” He became conscious of an insignificant figure in the group.
“Well, Father Brown,” he said with a smile; “what do you think of our judicial
procedure?”
“Well,” replied the priest rather absently, “I think the thing that struck me most was
how different men look in their wigs. You talk about the prosecuting barrister being so
tremendous. But I happened to see him take his wig off for a minute, and he really looks
quite a different man. He’s quite bald, for one thing.”
“I’m afraid that won’t prevent his being tremendous,” answered Bagshaw. “You don’t
propose to found the defence on the fact that the prosecuting counsel is bald, do you?”

“Not exactly,” said Father Brown good-humouredly. “To tell the truth, I was thinking
how little some kinds of people know about other kinds of people. Suppose I went
among some remote people who had never even heard of England. Suppose I told them
that there is a man in my country who won’t ask a question of life and death, until he
has put an erection made of horse-hair on the top of his head, with little tails behind, and
grey corkscrew curls at the side, like an Early Victorian old woman. They would think
he must be rather eccentric; but he isn’t at all eccentric, he’s only conventional. They
would think so, because they don’t know anything about English barristers; because
they don’t know what a barrister is. Well, that barrister doesn’t know what a poet is. He
doesn’t understand that a poet’s eccentricities wouldn’t seem eccentric to other poets.
He thinks it odd that Orm should walk about in a beautiful garden for two hours, with
nothing to do. God bless my soul! a poet would think nothing of walking about in the
same backyard for ten hours if he had a poem to do. Orm’s own counsel was quite as
stupid. It never occurred to him to ask Orm the obvious question.”
“What question do you mean?” asked the other.
“Why, what poem he was making up, of course,” said Father Brown rather impatiently.
“What line he was stuck at, what epithet he was looking for, what climax he was trying
to work up to. If there were any educated people in court, who know what literature is,
they would have known well enough whether he had had anything genuine to do. You’d
have asked a manufacturer about the conditions of his factory; but nobody seems to
consider the conditions under which poetry is manufactured. It’s done by doing
nothing.”
“That’s all very well,” replied the detective; “but why did he hide? Why did he climb up
that crooked little stairway and stop there; it led nowhere.”
“Why, because it led nowhere, of course,” cried Father Brown explosively. “Anybody
who clapped eyes on that blind alley ending in mid-air might have known an artist
would want to go there, just as a child would.”
He stood blinking for a moment, and then said apologetically: “I beg your pardon; but it
seems odd that none of them understand these things. And then there was another thing.
Don’t you know that everything has, for an artist, one aspect or angle that is exactly
right? A tree, a cow, and a cloud, in a certain relation only, mean something; as three
letters, in one order only, mean a word. Well, the view of that illuminated garden from
that unfinished bridge was the right view of it. It was as unique as the fourth dimension.
It was a sort of fairy foreshortening; it was like looking down at heaven and seeing all
the stars growing on trees and that luminous pond like a moon fallen flat on the fields in
some happy nursery tale. He could have looked at it for ever. If you told him the path
led nowhere, he would tell you it had led him to the country at the end of the world. But
do you expect him to tell you that in the witness-box? What would you say to him if he
did? You talk about a man having a jury of his peers. Why don’t you have a jury of
poets?”
“You talk as if you were a poet yourself,” said Bagshaw.
“Thank your stars I’m not,” said Father Brown. “Thank your lucky stars a priest has to
be more charitable than a poet. Lord have mercy on us, if you knew what a crushing,

what a cruel contempt he feels for the lot of you, you’d feel as if you were under
Niagara.”
“You may know more about the artistic temperament than I do,” said Bagshaw after a
pause; “but, after all, the answer is simple. You can only show that he might have done
what he did, without committing the crime. But it’s equally true that he might have
committed the crime. And who else could have committed it?”
“Have you thought about the servant, Green?” asked Father Brown, reflectively. “He
told a rather queer story.”
“Ah,” cried Bagshaw quickly, “you think Green did it, after all.”
“I’m quite sure he didn’t,” replied the other. “I only asked if you’d thought about his
queer story. He only went out for some trifle, a drink or an assignation or what not. But
he went out by the garden door and came back over the garden wall. In other words, he
left the door open, but he came back to find it shut. Why? Because Somebody Else had
already passed out that way.”
“The murderer,” muttered the detective doubtfully. “Do you know who he was?”
“I know what he looked like,” answered Father Brown quietly. “That’s the only thing I
do know. I can almost see him as he came in at the front door, in the gleam of the hall
lamp; his figure, his clothes, even his face!”
“What’s all this?”
“He looked like Sir Humphrey Gwynne,” said the priest.
“What the devil do you mean?” demanded Bagshaw. “Gwynne was lying dead with his
head in the pond.”
“Oh, yes,” said Father Brown.
After a moment he went on: “Let’s go back to that theory of yours, which was a very
good one, though I don’t quite agree with it. You suppose the murderer came in at the
front door, met the Judge in the front hall, struggling with him and breaking the mirror;
that the judge then retreated into the garden, where he was finally shot. Somehow, it
doesn’t sound natural to me. Granted he retreated down the hall, there are two exits at
the end, one into the garden and one into the house. Surely, he would be more likely to
retreat into the house? His gun was there; his telephone was there; his servant, so far as
he knew, was there. Even the nearest neighbours were in that direction. Why should he
stop to open the garden door and go out alone on the deserted side of the house?”
“But we know he did go out of the house,” replied his companion, puzzled. “We know
he went out of the house, because he was found in the garden.”
“He never went out of the house, because he never was in the house,” said Father
Brown. “Not that evening, I mean. He was sitting in that bungalow. I read that lesson in
the dark, at the beginning, in red and golden stars across the garden. They were worked

from the hut; they wouldn’t have been burning at all if he hadn’t been in the hut. He was
trying to run across to the house and the telephone, when the murderer shot him beside
the pond.”
“But what about the pot and the palm and the broken mirror?” cried Bagshaw. “Why, it
was you who found them! It was you yourself who said there must have been a struggle
in the hall.”
The priest blinked rather painfully. “Did I?” he muttered. “Surely, I didn’t say that. I
never thought that. What I think I said, was that something had happened in the hall.
And something did happen; but it wasn’t a struggle.”
“Then what broke the mirror?” asked Bagshaw shortly.
“A bullet broke the mirror,” answered Father Brown gravely; “a bullet fired by the
criminal. The big fragments of falling glass were quite enough to knock over the pot
and the palm.”
“Well, what else could he have been firing at except Gwynne?” asked the detective.
“It’s rather a fine metaphysical point,” answered his clerical companion almost
dreamily. “In one sense, of course, he was firing at Gwynne. But Gwynne wasn’t there
to be fired at. The criminal was alone in the hall.”
He was silent for a moment, and then went on quietly. “Imagine the looking-glass at the
end of the passage, before it was broken, and the tall palm arching over it. In the halflight, reflecting these monochrome walls, it would look like the end of the passage. A
man reflected in it would look like a man coming from inside the house. It would look
like the master of the house — if only the reflection were a little like him.”
“Stop a minute,” cried Bagshaw. “I believe I begin — — ”
“You begin to see,” said Father Brown. “You begin to see why all the suspects in this
case must be innocent. Not one of them could possibly have mistaken his own reflection
for old Gwynne. Orm would have known at once that his bush of yellow hair was not a
bald head. Flood would have seen his own red head, and Green his own red waistcoat.
Besides, they’re all short and shabby; none of them could have thought his own image
was a tall, thin, old gentleman in evening-dress. We want another, equally tall and thin,
to match him. That’s what I meant by saying that I knew what the murderer looked
like.”
“And what do you argue from that?” asked Bagshaw, looking at him steadily.
The priest uttered a sort of sharp, crisp laugh, oddly different from his ordinary mild
manner of speech.
“I am going to argue,” he said, “the very thing that you said was so ludicrous and
impossible.”
“What do you mean?”

“I’m going to base the defence,” said Father Brown, “on the fact that the prosecuting
counsel has a bald head.”
“Oh, my God!” said the detective quietly, and got to his feet, staring.
Father Brown had resumed his monologue in an unruffled manner.
“You’ve been following the movements of a good many people in this business; you
policemen were prodigiously interested in the movements of the poet, and the servant,
and the Irishman. The man whose movements seem to have been rather forgotten is the
dead man himself. His servant was quite honestly astonished at finding his master had
returned. His master had gone to a great dinner of all the leaders of the legal profession,
but had left it abruptly and come home. He was not ill, for he summoned no assistance;
he had almost certainly quarrelled with some leader of the legal profession. It’s among
the leaders of that profession that we should have looked first for his enemy. He
returned, and shut himself up in the bungalow, where he kept all his private documents
about treasonable practices. But the leader of the legal profession, who knew there was
something against him in those documents, was thoughtful enough to follow his accuser
home; he also being in evening-dress, but with a pistol in his pocket. That is all; and
nobody could ever have guessed it except for the mirror.”
He seemed to be gazing into vacancy for a moment, and then added:
“A queer thing is a mirror; a picture frame that holds hundreds of different pictures, all
vivid and all vanished for ever. Yet, there was something specially strange about the
glass that hung at the end of that grey corridor under that green palm. It is as if it was a
magic glass and had a different fate from others, as if its picture could somehow survive
it, hanging in the air of that twilight house like a spectre; or at least like an abstract
diagram, the skeleton of an argument. We could, at least, conjure out of the void the
thing that Sir Arthur Travers saw. And by the way, there was one very true thing that
you said about him.”
“I’m glad to hear it,” said Bagshaw with grim good-nature. “what was it?”
“You said,” observed the priest, “that Sir Arthur must have some good reason for
wanting to get Orm hanged.”
A week later the priest met the police detective once more, and learned that the
authorities had already been moving on the new lines of inquiry when they were
interrupted by a sensational event.
“Sir Arthur Travers,” began Father Brown.
“Sir Arthur Travers is dead,” said Bagshaw, briefly.
“Ah!” said the other, with a little catch in his voice; “you mean that he — ”
“Yes,” said Bagshaw, “he shot at the same man again, but not in a mirror.”

The Man With Two Beards

THIS tale was told by Father Brown to Professor Crake, the celebrated criminologist,
after dinner at a club, where the two were introduced to each other as sharing a harmless
hobby of murder and robbery. But, as Father Brown’s version rather minimized his own
part in the matter, it is here re-told in a more impartial style. It arose out of a playful
passage of arms, in which the professor was very scientific and the priest rather
sceptical.
“My good sir,” said the professor in remonstrance, “don’t you believe that criminology
is a science?”
“I’m not sure,” replied Father Brown. “Do you believe that hagiology is a science?”
“What’s that?” asked the specialist sharply.
“No; it’s not the study of hags, and has nothing to do with burning witches,” said the
priest, smiling. “It’s the study of holy things, saints and so on. You see, the Dark Ages
tried to make a science about good people. But our own humane and enlightened age is
only interested in a science about bad ones. Yet I think our general experience is that
every conceivable sort of man has been a saint. And I suspect you will find, too, that
every conceivable sort of man has been a murderer.”
“Well, we believe murderers can be pretty well classified,” observed Crake. “The list
sounds rather long and dull; but I think it’s exhaustive. First, all killing can be divided
into rational and irrational, and we’ll take the last first, because they are much fewer.
There is such a thing as homicidal mania, or love of butchery in the abstract. There is
such a thing as irrational antipathy, though it’s very seldom homicidal. Then we come
to the true motives: of these, some are less rational in the sense of being merely
romantic and retrospective. Acts of pure revenge are acts of hopeless revenge. Thus a
lover will sometimes kill a rival he could never supplant, or a rebel assassinate a tyrant
after the conquest is complete. But, more often, even these acts have a rational
explanation. They are hopeful murders. They fall into the larger section of the second
division, of what we may call prudential crimes. These, again, fall chiefly under two
descriptions. A man kills either in order to obtain what the other man possesses, either
by theft or inheritance, or to stop the other man from acting in some way: as in the case
of killing a blackmailer or a political opponent; or, in the case of a rather more passive
obstacle, a husband or wife whose continued functioning, as such, interferes with other
things. We believe that classification is pretty thoroughly thought out and, properly
applied, covers the whole ground — But I’m afraid that it perhaps sounds rather dull; I
hope I’m not boring you.”
“Not at all,” said Father Brown. “If I seemed a little absent-minded I must apologize;
the truth is, I was thinking of a man I once knew. He was a murderer; but I can’t see
where he fits into your museum of murderers. He was not mad, nor did he like killing.
He did not hate the man he killed; he hardly knew him, and certainly had nothing to
avenge on him. The other man did not possess anything that he could possibly want.
The other man was not behaving in any way which the murderer wanted to stop. The
murdered man was not in a position to hurt, or hinder, or even affect the murderer in
any way. There was no woman in the case. There were no politics in the case. This man
killed a fellow-creature who was practically a stranger, and that for a very strange
reason; which is possibly unique in human history.”

And so, in his own more conversational fashion, he told the story. The story may well
begin in a sufficiently respectable setting, at the breakfast table of a worthy though
wealthy suburban family named Bankes, where the normal discussion of the newspaper
had, for once, been silenced by the discussion about a mystery nearer home. Such
people are sometimes accused of gossip about their neighbours, but they are in that
matter almost inhumanly innocent. Rustic villagers tell tales about their neighbours, true
and false; but the curious culture of the modern suburb will believe anything it is told in
the papers about the wickedness of the Pope, or the martyrdom of the King of the
Cannibal Islands, and, in the excitement of these topics, never knows what is happening
next door. In this case, however, the two forms of interest actually coincided in a
coincidence of thrilling intensity. Their own suburb had actually been mentioned in
their favourite newspaper. It seemed to them like a new proof of their own existence
when they saw the name in print. It was almost as if they had been unconscious and
invisible before; and now they were as real as the King of the Cannibal Islands.
It was stated in the paper that a once famous criminal, known as Michael Moonshine,
and many other names that were presumably not his own, had recently been released
after a long term of imprisonment for his numerous burglaries; that his whereabouts was
being kept quiet, but that he was believed to have settled down in the suburb in
question, which we will call for convenience Chisham. A resume of some of his famous
and daring exploits and escapes was given in the same issue. For it is a character of that
kind of press, intended for that kind of public, that it assumes that its reader have no
memories. While the peasant will remember an outlaw like Robin Hood or Rob Roy for
centuries, the clerk will hardly remember the name of the criminal about whom he
argued in trams and tubes two years before. Yet, Michael Moonshine had really shown
some of the heroic rascality of Rob Roy or Robin Hood. He was worthy to be turned
into legend and not merely into news. He was far too capable a burglar to be a murderer.
But his terrific strength and the ease with which he knocked policemen over like
ninepins, stunned people, and bound and gagged them, gave something almost like a
final touch of fear or mystery to the fact that he never killed them. People almost felt
that he would have been more human if he had.
Mr. Simon Bankes, the father of the family, was at once better read and more oldfashioned than the rest. He was a sturdy man, with a short grey beard and a brow barred
with wrinkles. He had a turn for anecdotes and reminiscence, and he distinctly
remembered the days when Londoners had lain awake listening for Mike Moonshine as
they did for Spring-heeled Jack. Then there was his wife, a thin, dark lady. There was a
sort of acid elegance about her, for her family had much more money than her
husband’s, if rather less education; and she even possessed a very valuable emerald
necklace upstairs, that gave her a right to prominence in a discussion about thieves.
There was his daughter, Opal, who was also thin and dark and supposed to be psychic
— at any rate, by herself; for she had little domestic encouragement. Spirits of an
ardently astral turn will be well advised not to materialize as members of a large family.
There was her brother John, a burly youth, particularly boisterous in his indifference to
her spiritual development; and otherwise distinguishable only by his interest in motorcars. He seemed to be always in the act of selling one car and buying another; and by
some process, hard for the economic theorist to follow, it was always possible to buy a
much better article by selling the one that was damaged or discredited. There was his
brother Philip, a young man with dark curly hair, distinguished by his attention to dress;
which is doubtless part of the duty of a stockbroker’s clerk, but, as the stockbroker was

prone to hint, hardly the whole of it. Finally, there was present at this family scene his
friend, Daniel Devine, who was also dark and exquisitely dressed, but bearded in a
fashion that was somewhat foreign, and therefore, for many, slightly menacing.
It was Devine who had introduced the topic of the newspaper paragraph, tactfully
insinuating so effective an instrument of distraction at what looked like the beginning of
a small family quarrel; for the psychic lady had begun the description of a vision she
had had of pale faces floating in empty night outside her window, and John Bankes was
trying to roar down this revelation of a higher state with more than his usual heartiness.
But the newspaper reference to their new and possibly alarming neighbour soon put
both controversialists out of court.
“How frightful,” cried Mrs. Bankes. “He must be quite a new-comer; but who can he
possibly be?”
“I don’t know any particularly new-comers,” said her husband, “except Sir Leopold
Pulman, at Beechwood House.”
“My dear,” said the lady, “how absurd you are — Sir Leopold!” Then, after a pause, she
added: “If anybody suggested his secretary now — that man with the whiskers; I’ve
always said, ever since he got the place Philip ought to have had — — ”
“Nothing doing,” said Philip languidly, making his sole contribution to the
conversation. “Not good enough.”
“The only one I know,” observed Devine, “is that man called Carver, who is stopping at
Smith’s Farm. He lives a very quiet life, but he’s quite interesting to talk to. I think John
has had some business with him.”
“Knows a bit about cars,” conceded the monomaniac John. “He’ll know a bit more
when he’s been in my new car.”
Devine smiled slightly; everybody had been threatened with the hospitality of John’s
new car. Then he added reflectively:
“That’s a little what I feel about him. He knows a lot about motoring and travelling, and
the active ways of the world, and yet he always stays at home pottering about round old
Smith’s beehives. Says he’s only interested in bee culture, and that’s why he’s staying
with Smith. It seems a very quiet hobby for a man of his sort. However, I’ve no doubt
John’s car will shake him up a bit.”
As Devine walked away from the house that evening his dark face wore an expression
of concentrated thought. His thoughts would, perhaps, have been worthy of our
attention, even at this stage; but it is enough to say that their practical upshot was a
resolution to pay an immediate visit to Mr. Carver at the house of Mr. Smith. As he was
making his way thither he encountered Barnard, the secretary at Beechwood House,
conspicuous by his lanky figure and the large side whiskers which Mrs. Bankes counted
among her private wrongs. Their acquaintance was slight, and their conversation brief
and casual; but Devine seemed to find in it food for further cogitation.

“Look here,” he said abruptly, “excuse my asking, but is it true that Lady Pulman has
some very famous jewellery up at the House? I’m not a professional thief, but I’ve just
heard there’s one hanging about.”
“I’ll get her to give an eye to them,” answered the secretary. “To tell the truth, I’ve
ventured to warn her about them already myself. I hope she has attended to it.”
As they spoke, there came the hideous cry of a motor-horn just behind, and John Bankes
came to a stop beside them, radiant at his own steering-wheel. When he heard of
Devine’s destination he claimed it as his own, though his tone suggested rather an
abstract relish for offering people a ride. The ride was consumed in continuous praises
of the car, now mostly in the matter of its adaptability to weather.
“Shuts up as tight as a box,” he said, “and opens as easy — as easy as opening your
mouth.”
Devine’s mouth, at the moment, did not seem so easy to open, and they arrived at
Smith’s farm to the sound of a soliloquy. Passing the outer gate, Devine found the man
he was looking for without going into the house. The man was walking about in the
garden, with his hands in his pockets, wearing a large, limp straw hat; a man with a long
face and a large chin. The wide brim cut off the upper part of his face with a shadow
that looked a little like a mask. In the background was a row of sunny beehives, along
which an elderly man, presumably Mr. Smith, was moving accompanied by a short,
commonplace-looking companion in black clerical costume.
“I say,” burst in the irrepressible John, before Devine could offer any polite greeting,
“I’ve brought her round to give you a little run. You see if she isn’t better than a
‘Thunderbolt.’”
Mr Carver’s mouth set into a smile that may have been meant to be gracious, but looked
rather grim. “I’m afraid I shall be too busy for pleasure this evening,” he said.
“How doth the little busy bee,” observed Devine, equally enigmatically. “Your bees
must be very busy if they keep you at it all night. I was wondering if — — ”
“Well,” demanded Carver, with a certain cool defiance.
“Well, they say we should make hay while the sun shines,” said Devine. “Perhaps you
make honey while the moon shines.”
There came a flash from the shadow of the broad-brimmed hat, as the whites of the
man’s eyes shifted and shone.
“Perhaps there is a good deal of moonshine in the business,” he said: “but I warn you
my bees do not only make honey. They sting.”
“Are you coming along in the car?” insisted the staring John. But Carver, though he
threw off the momentary air of sinister significance with which he had been answering
Devine, was still positive in his polite refusal.

“I can’t possibly go,” he said. “Got a lot of writing to do. Perhaps you’d be kind enough
to give some of my friends a run, if you want a companion. This is my friend, Mr.
Smith, Father Brown — ”
“Of course,” cried Bankes; “let ’em all come.”
“Thank you very much,” said Father Brown. “I’m afraid I shall have to decline; I’ve got
to go on to Benediction in a few minutes.”
“Mr. Smith is your man, then,” said Carver, with something almost like impatience.
“I’m sure Smith is longing for a motor ride.”
Smith, who wore a broad grin, bore no appearance of longing for anything. He was an
active little old man with a very honest wig; one of those wigs that look no more natural
than a hat. Its tinge of yellow was out of keeping with his colourless complexion. He
shook his head and answered with amiable obstinacy:
“I remember I went over this road ten years ago — in one of those contraptions. Came
over in it from my sister’s place at Holmgate, and never been over that road in a car
since. It was rough going I can tell you,”
“Ten years ago!” scoffed John Bankes. “Two thousand years ago you went in an ox
wagon. Do you think cars haven’t changed in ten years — and roads, too, for that
matter? In my little bus you don’t know the wheels are going round. You think you’re
just flying.”
“I’m sure Smith wants to go flying,” urged Carver. “It’s the dream of his life. Come,
Smith, go over to Holmgate and see your sister. You know you ought to go and see your
sister. Go over and stay the night if you like.”
“Well, I generally walk over, so I generally do stay the night,” said old Smith. “No need
to trouble the gentleman to-day, particularly.”
“But think what fun it will be for your sister to see you arrive in a car!” cried Carver.
“You really ought to go. Don’t be so selfish.”
“That’s it,” assented Bankes, with buoyant benevolence. “Don’t you be selfish. It won’t
hurt you. You aren’t afraid of it, are you?”
“Well,” said Mr. Smith, blinking thoughtfully, “I don’t want to be selfish, and I don’t
think I’m afraid — I’ll come with you if you put it that way.”
The pair drove off, amid waving salutations that seemed somehow to give the little
group the appearance of a cheering crowd. Yet Devine and the priest only joined in out
of courtesy, and they both felt it was the dominating gesture of their host that gave it its
final air of farewell. The detail gave them a curious sense of the pervasive force of his
personality.
The moment the car was out of sight he turned to them with a sort of boisterous apology
and said: “Well!”

He said it with that curious heartiness which is the reverse of hospitality. That extreme
geniality is the same as a dismissal.
“I must be going,” said Devine. “We must not interrupt the busy bee. I’m afraid I know
very little about bees; sometimes I can hardly tell a bee from a wasp.”
“I’ve kept wasps, too,” answered the mysterious Mr. Carver. When his guests were a
few yards down the street, Devine said rather impulsively to his companion: “Rather an
odd scene that, don’t you think?”
“Yes,” replied Father Brown. “And what do you think about it?”
Devine looked at the little man in black, and something in the gaze of his great, grey
eyes seemed to renew his impulse.
“I think,” he said, “that Carver was very anxious to have the house to himself tonight. I
don’t know whether you had any such suspicions?”
“I may have my suspicions,” replied the priest, “but I’m not sure whether they’re the
same as yours.”
That evening, when the last dusk was turning into dark in the gardens round the family
mansion, Opal Bankes was moving through some of the dim and empty rooms with
even more than her usual abstraction; and anyone who had looked at her closely would
have noted that her pale face had more than its usual pallor. Despite its bourgeois
luxury, the house as a whole had a rather unique shade of melancholy. It was the sort of
immediate sadness that belongs to things that are old rather than ancient. It was full of
faded fashions, rather than historic customs; of the order and ornament that is just recent
enough to be recognized as dead. Here and there, Early Victorian coloured glass tinted
the twilight; the high ceilings made the long rooms look narrow; and at the end of the
long room down which she was walking was one of those round windows, to be found
in the buildings of its period. As she came to about the middle of the room, she stopped,
and then suddenly swayed a little, as if some invisible hand had struck her on the face.
An instant after there was the noise or knocking on the front door, dulled by the closed
doors between. She knew that the rest of the household were in the upper parts of the
house, but she could not have analysed the motive that made her go to the front door
herself. On the doorstep stood a dumpy and dingy figure in black, which she recognized
as the Roman Catholic priest, whose name was Brown. She knew him only slightly; but
she liked him. He did not encourage her psychic views; quite the contrary; but he
discouraged them as if they mattered and not as if they did not matter. It was not so
much that he did not sympathize with her opinions, as that he did sympathize but did
not agree. All this was in some sort of chaos in her mind as she found herself saying,
without greeting, or waiting to hear his business:
“I’m so glad you’ve come. I’ve seen a ghost.”
“There’s no need to be distressed about that,” he said. “It often happens. Most of the
ghosts aren’t ghosts, and the few that may be won’t do you any harm. Was it any ghost
in particular?”

“No,” she admitted, with a vague feeling of relief, “it wasn’t so much the thing itself as
an atmosphere of awful decay, a sort of luminous ruin. It was a face. A face at the
window. But it was pale and goggling, and looked like the picture of Judas.”
“Well, some people do look like that,” reflected the priest, “and I dare say they look in
at windows, sometimes. May I come in and see where it happened?”
When she returned to the room with the visitor, however, other members of the family
had assembled, and those of a less psychic habit had thought it convenient to light the
lamps. In the presence of Mrs. Bankes, Father Brown assumed a more conventional
civility, and apologized for his intrusion.
“I’m afraid it is taking a liberty with your house, Mrs. Bankes,” he said. “But I think I
can explain how the business happens to concern you. I was up at the Pulmans’ place
just now, when I was rung up and asked to come round here to meet a man who is
coming to communicate something that may be of some moment to you. I should not
have added myself to the party, only I am wanted, apparently, because I am a witness to
what has happened up at Beechwood. In fact, it was I who had to give the alarm.”
“What has happened?” repeated the lady.
“There has been a robbery up, at Beechwood House,” said Father Brown, gravely; “a
robbery, and what I fear is worse, Lady Pulman’s jewels have gone; and her unfortunate
secretary, Mr. Barnard, was picked up in the garden, having evidently been shot by the
escaping burglar.”
“That man,” ejaculated the lady of the house. “I believe he was — — ”
She encountered the grave gaze of the priest, and her words suddenly went from her;
she never knew why.
“I communicated with the police,” he went on, “and with another authority interested in
this case; and they say that even a superficial examination has revealed foot-prints and
finger-prints and other indications of a well-known criminal.”
At this point, the conference was for a moment disturbed, by the return of John Bankes,
from what appeared to be an abortive expedition in the car. Old Smith seemed to have
been a disappointing passenger, after all.
“Funked it, after all, at the last minute,” he announced with noisy disgust. “Bolted off
while I was looking at what I thought was a puncture. Last time I’ll take one of these
yokels — — ”
But his complaints received small attention in the general excitement that gathered
round Father Brown and his news.
“Somebody will arrive in a moment,” went on the priest, with the same air of weighty
reserve, “who will relieve me of this responsibility. When I have confronted you with
him I shall have done my duty as a witness in a serious business. It only remains for me

to say that a servant up at Beechwood House told me that she had seen a face at one of
the windows — — ”
“I saw a face,” said Opal, “at one of our windows.”
“Oh, you are always seeing faces,” said her brother John roughly.
“It is as well to see facts even if they are faces,” said Father Brown equably, “and I
think the face you saw — — ”
Another knock at the front door sounded through the house, and a minute afterwards the
door of the room opened and another figure appeared. Devine half-rose from his chair at
the sight of it.
It was a tall, erect figure, with a long, rather cadaverous face, ending in a formidable
chin. The brow was rather bald, and the eyes bright and blue, which Devine had last
seen obscured with a broad straw hat.
“Pray don’t let anybody move,” said the man called Carver, in clear and courteous
tones. But to Devine’s disturbed mind the courtesy had an ominous resemblance to that
of a brigand who holds a company motionless with a pistol.
“Please sit down, Mr. Devine,” said Carver; “and, with Mrs. Bankes’s permission, I will
follow your example. My presence here necessitates an explanation. I rather fancy you
suspected me of being an eminent and distinguished burglar.”
“I did,” said Devine grimly.
“As you remarked,” said Carver, “it is not always easy to know a wasp from a bee.”
After a pause, he continued: “I can claim to be one of the more useful, though equally
annoying, insects. I am a detective, and I have come down to investigate an alleged
renewal of the activities of the criminal calling himself Michael Moonshine. Jewel
robberies were his speciality; and there has just been one of them at Beechwood House,
which, by all the technical tests, is obviously his work. Not only do the prints
correspond, but you may possibly know that when he was last arrested, and it is
believed on other occasions also, he wore a simple but effective disguise of a red beard
and a pair of large horn-rimmed spectacles.”
Opal Bankes leaned forward fiercely.
“That was it,” she cried in excitement, “that was the face I saw, with great goggles and a
red, ragged beard like Judas. I thought it was a ghost.”
“That was also the ghost the servant at Beechwood saw,” said Carver dryly.
He laid some papers and packages on the table, and began carefully to unfold them. “As
I say,” he continued, “I was sent down here to make inquiries about the criminal plans
of this man, Moonshine. That is why I interested myself in bee-keeping and went to stay
with Mr. Smith.”

There was a silence, and then Devine started and spoke: “You don’t seriously mean to
say that nice old man — — ”
“Come, Mr. Devine,” said Carver, with a smile, “you believed a beehive was only a
hiding-place for me. Why shouldn’t it be a hiding-place for him?”
Devine nodded gloomily, and the detective turned back to his papers. “Suspecting
Smith, I wanted to get him out of the way and go through his belongings; so I took
advantage of Mr. Bankes’s kindness in giving him a joy ride. Searching his house, I
found some curious things to be owned by an innocent old rustic interested only in bees.
This is one of them.”
From the unfolded paper he lifted a long, hairy object almost scarlet in colour — the
sort of sham beard that is worn in theatricals.
Beside it lay an old pair of heavy horn-rimmed spectacles.
“But I also found something,” continued Carver, “that more directly concerns this
house, and must be my excuse for intruding to-night. I found a memorandum, with
notes of the names and conjectural value of various pieces of jewellery in the
neighbourhood. Immediately after the note of Lady Pulman’s tiara was the mention of
an emerald necklace belonging to Mrs. Bankes.”
Mrs. Bankes, who had hitherto regarded the invasion of her house with an air of
supercilious bewilderment, suddenly grew attentive. Her face suddenly looked ten years
older and much more intelligent. But before she could speak the impetuous John had
risen to his full height like a trumpeting elephant.
“And the tiara’s gone already,” he roared; “and the necklace — I’m going to see about
that necklace!”
“Not a bad idea,” said Carver, as the young man rushed from the room; “though, of
course, we’ve been keeping our eyes open since we’ve been here. Well, it took me a
little time to make out the memorandum, which was in cipher, and Father Brown’s
telephone message from the House came as I was near the end. I asked him to run round
here first with the news, and I would follow; and so — — ”
His speech was sundered by a scream. Opal was standing up and pointing rigidly at the
round window.
“There it is again!” she cried.
For a moment they all saw something — something that cleared the lady of the charges
of lying and hysteria not uncommonly brought against her. Thrust out of the slate-blue
darkness without, the face was pale, or, perhaps, blanched by pressure against the glass;
and the great, glaring eyes, encircled as with rings, gave it rather the look of a great fish
out of the dark-blue sea nosing at the port-hole of a ship. But the gills or fins of the fish
were a coppery red; they were, in truth, fierce red whiskers and the upper part of a red
beard. The next moment it had vanished.

Devine had taken a single stride towards the window when a shout resounded through
the house, a shout that seemed to shake it. It seemed almost too deafening to be
distinguishable as words; yet it was enough to stop Devine in his stride, and he knew
what had happened.
“Necklace gone!” shouted John Bankes, appearing huge and heaving in the doorway,
and almost instantly vanishing again with the plunge of a pursuing hound.
“Thief was at the window just now!” cried the detective, who had already darted to the
door, following the headlong John, who was already in the garden.
“Be careful,” wailed the lady, “they have pistols and things.”
“So have I,” boomed the distant voice of the dauntless John out of the dark garden.
Devine had, indeed, noticed as the young man plunged past him that he was defiantly
brandishing a revolver, and hoped there would be no need for him to so defend himself.
But even as he had the thought, came the shock of two shots, as if one answered the
other, and awakened a wild flock of echoes in that still suburban garden. They flapped
into silence.
“Is John dead?” asked Opal in a low, shuddering voice.
Father Brown had already advanced deeper into the darkness, and stood with his back to
them, looking down at something. It was he who answered her.
“No,” he said; “it is the other.”
Carver had joined him, and for a moment the two figures, the tall and the short, blocked
out what view the fitful and stormy moonlight would allow. Then they moved to one
side and, the others saw the small, wiry figure lying slightly twisted, as if with its last
struggle. The false red beard was thrust upwards, as if scornfully at the sky, and the
moon shone on the great sham spectacles of the man who had been called Moonshine.
“What an end,” muttered the detective, Carver. “After all his adventures, to be shot
almost by accident by a stockbroker in a suburban garden.”
The stockbroker himself naturally regarded his own triumph with more solemnity,
though not without nervousness.
“I had to do it,” he gasped, still panting with exertion. “I’m sorry, he fired at me.”
“There will have to be an inquest, of course,” said Carver, gravely. “But I think there
will be nothing for you to worry about. There’s a revolver fallen from his hand with one
shot discharged; and he certainly didn’t fire after he’d got yours.”
By this time they had assembled again in the room, and the detective was getting his
papers together for departure. Father Brown was standing opposite to him, looking
down at the table, as if in a brown study. Then he spoke abruptly:

“Mr. Carver, you have certainly worked out a very complete case in a very masterly
way. I rather suspected your professional business; but I never guessed you would link
everything up together so quickly — the bees and the beard and the spectacles and the
cipher and the necklace and everything.”
“Always satisfactory to get a case really rounded off.” said Carver.
“Yes,” said Father Brown, still looking at the table. “I admire it very much.” Then he
added with a modesty verging on nervousness: “It’s only fair to you to say that I don’t
believe a word of it.”
Devine leaned forward with sudden interest. “Do you mean you don’t believe he is
Moonshine, the burglar?”
“I know he is the burglar, but he didn’t burgle,” answered Father Brown. “I know he
didn’t come here, or to the great house, to steal jewels, or get shot getting away with
them. Where are the jewels?”
“Where they generally are in such cases,” said Carver. “He’s either hidden them or
passed them on to a confederate. This was not a one-man job. Of course, my people are
searching the garden and warning the district.”
“Perhaps,” suggested Mrs. Bankes, “the confederate stole the necklace while
Moonshine was looking in at the window.”
“Why was Moonshine looking in at the window?” asked Father Brown quietly. “Why
should he want to look in at the window?”
“Well, what do you think?” cried the cheery John.
“I think,” said Father Brown, “that he never did want to look in at the window.”
“Then why did he do it?” demanded Carver. “What’s the good of talking in the air like
that? We’ve seen the whole thing acted before our very eyes.”
“I’ve seen a good many things acted before my eyes that I didn’t believe in,” replied the
priest. “So have you, on the stage and off.”
“Father Brown,” said Devine, with a certain respect in his tones, “will you tell us why
you can’t believe your eyes?”
“Yes, I will try to tell you,” answered the priest. Then he said gently:
“You know what I am and what we are. We don’t bother you much. We try to be friends
with all our neighbours. But you can’t think we do nothing. You can’t think we know
nothing. We mind our own business; but we know our own people. I knew this dead
man very well indeed; I was his confessor, and his friend. So far as a man can, I knew
his mind when he left that garden to-day; and his mind was like a glass hive full of
golden bees. It’s an under-statement to say his reformation was sincere. He was one of
those great penitents who manage to make more out of penitence than others can make

out of virtue. I say I was his confessor; but, indeed, it was I who went to him for
comfort. It did me good to be near so good a man. And when I saw him lying there dead
in the garden, it seemed to me as if certain strange words that were said of old were
spoken over him aloud in my ear. They might well be; for if ever a man went straight to
heaven, it might be he.”
“Hang it all,” said John Bankes restlessly, “after all, he was a convicted thief.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown; “and only a convicted thief has ever in this world heard that
assurance: ‘This night shalt thou be with Me in Paradise.’”
Nobody seemed to know what to do with the silence that followed, until Devine said,
abruptly, at last:
“Then how in the world would you explain it all?”
The priest shook his head. “I can’t explain it at all, just yet,” he said, simply. “I can see
one or two odd things, but I don’t understand them. As yet I’ve nothing to go on to
prove the man’s innocence, except the man. But I’m quite sure I’m right.”
He sighed, and put out his hand for his big, black hat. As he removed it he remained
gazing at the table with rather a new expression, his round, straight-haired head cocked
at a new angle. It was rather as if some curious animal had come out of his hat, as out of
the hat of a conjurer. But the others, looking at the table, could see nothing there but the
detective’s documents and the tawdry old property beard and spectacles.
“Lord bless us,” muttered Father Brown, “and he’s lying outside dead, in a beard and
spectacles.” He swung round suddenly upon Devine. “Here’s something to follow up, if
you want to know. Why did he have two beards?”
With that he bustled in his undignified way out of the room; but Devine was now
devoured with curiosity, and pursued him into the front garden.
“I can’t tell you now,” — said Father Brown. “I’m not sure, and I’m bothered about
what to do. Come round and see me to-morrow, and I may be able to tell you the whole
thing. It may already be settled for me, and — did you hear that noise?”
“A motor-car starting,” remarked Devine.
“Mr. John Bankes’s motor-car,” said the priest. “I believe it goes very fast.”
“He certainly is of that opinion.” said Devine, with a smile.
“It will go far, as well as fast, to-night,” said Father Brown.
“And what do you mean by that?” demanded the other.
“I mean it will not return,” replied the priest. “John Bankes suspected something of
what I knew from what I said. John Bankes has gone and the emeralds and all the other
jewels with him.”

Next day, Devine found Father Brown moving to and fro in front of the row of
beehives, sadly, but with a certain serenity.
“I’ve been telling the bees,” he said. “You know one has to tell the bees! ‘Those singing
masons building roofs of gold.’ What a line!” Then more abruptly. “He would like the
bees looked after.”
“I hope he doesn’t want the human beings neglected, when the whole swarm is buzzing
with curiosity,” observed the young man. “You were quite right when you said that
Bankes was gone with the jewels; but I don’t know how you knew, or even what there
was to be known.”
Father Brown blinked benevolently at the bee-hives and said:
“One sort of stumbles on things, and there was one stumbling-block at the start. I was
puzzled by poor Barnard being shot up at Beechwood House. Now, even when Michael
was a master criminal, he made it a point of honour, even a point of vanity, to succeed
without any killing. It seemed extraordinary that when he had become a sort of saint he
should go out of his way to commit the sin he had despised when he was a sinner. The
rest of the business puzzled me to the last; I could make nothing out of it, except that it
wasn’t true. Then I had a belated gleam of sense when I saw the beard and goggles and
remembered the thief had come in another beard with other goggles. Now, of course, it
was just possible that he had duplicates; but it was at least a coincidence that he used
neither the old glasses nor the old beard, both in good repair. Again, it was just possible
that he went out without them and had to procure new ones; but it was unlikely. There
was nothing to make him go motoring with Bankes at all; if he was really going
burgling, he could have taken his outfit easily in his pocket. Besides, beards don’t grow
on bushes. He would have found it hard to get such things anywhere in the time.
“No, the more I thought of it the more I felt there was something funny about his having
a completely new outfit. And then the truth began to dawn on me by reason, which I
knew already by instinct. He never did go out with Bankes with any intention of putting
on the disguise. He never did put on the disguise. Somebody else manufactured the
disguise at leisure, and then put it on him.”
“Put it on him!” repeated Devine. “How the devil could they?”
“Let us go back,” said Father Brown, “and look at the thing through another window —
the window through which the young lady saw the ghost.”
“The ghost!” repeated the other, with a slight start.
“She called it the ghost,” said the little man, with composure, “and perhaps she was not
so far wrong. It’s quite true that she is what they call psychic. Her only mistake is in
thinking that being psychic is being spiritual. Some animals are psychic; anyhow, she is
a sensitive, and she was right when she felt that the face at the window had a sort of
horrible halo of deathly things.”
“You mean — — ” began Devine.

“I mean it was a dead man who looked in at the window,” said Father Brown. “It was a
dead man who crawled round more than one house, looking in at more than one
window. Creepy, wasn’t it? But in one way it was the reverse of a ghost; for it was not
the antic of the soul freed from the body. It was the antic of the body freed from the
soul.”
He blinked again at the beehive and continued: “But, I suppose, the shortest explanation
is to take it from the standpoint of the man who did it. You know the man who did it.
John Bankes.”
“The very last man I should have thought of,” said Devine.
“The very first man I thought of,” said Father Brown; “in so far as I had any right to
think of anybody. My friend, there are no good or bad social types or trades. Any man
can be a murderer like poor John; any man, even the same man, can be a saint like poor
Michael. But if there is one type that tends at times to be more utterly godless than
another, it is that rather brutal sort of business man. He has no social ideal, let alone
religion; he has neither the gentleman’s traditions nor the trade unionist’s class loyalty.
All his boasts about getting good bargains were practically boasts of having cheated
people. His snubbing of his sister’s poor little attempts at mysticism was detestable. Her
mysticism was all nonsense; but he only hated spiritualism because it was spirituality.
Anyhow, there’s no doubt he was the villain of the piece; the only interest is in a rather
original piece of villainy. It was really a new and unique motive for murder. It was the
motive of using the corpse as a stage property — a sort of hideous doll or dummy. At
the start he conceived a plan of killing Michael in the motor, merely to take him home
and pretend to have killed him in the garden. But all sorts of fantastic finishing touches
followed quite naturally from the primary fact; that he had at his disposal in a closed car
at night the dead body of a recognized and recognizable burglar. He could leave his
finger-prints and foot-prints; he could lean the familiar face against windows and take it
away. You will notice that Moonshine ostensibly appeared and vanished while Bankes
was ostensibly out of the room looking for the emerald necklace.
“Finally, he had only to tumble the corpse on to the lawn, fire a shot from each pistol,
and there he was. It might never have been found out but for a guess about the two
beards.”
“Why had your friend Michael kept the old beard?” Devine said thoughtfully. “That
seems to me questionable.”
“To me, who knew him, it seems quite inevitable,” replied Father Brown. “His whole
attitude was like that wig that he wore. There was no disguise about his disguises. He
didn’t want the old disguise any more, but he wasn’t frightened of it; he would have felt
it false to destroy the false beard. It would have been like hiding; and he was not hiding.
He was not hiding from God; he was not hiding from himself. He was in the broad
daylight. If they’d taken him back to prison, he’d still have been quite happy. He was
not whitewashed, but washed white. There was something very strange about him;
almost as strange as the grotesque dance of death through which he was dragged after
he was dead. When he moved to and fro smiling among these beehives, even then, in a
most radiant and shining sense, he was dead. He was out of the judgment of this world.”

There was a short pause, and then Devine shrugged his shoulders and said: “It all comes
back to bees and wasps looking very much alike in this world, doesn’t it?”

The Song of the Flying Fish
THE soul of Mr. Peregrine Smart hovered like a fly round one possession and one joke.
It might be considered a mild joke, for it consisted merely of asking people if they had
seen his goldfish. It might also be considered an expensive joke; but it is doubtful
whether he was not secretly more attached to the joke than to the evidence of
expenditure. In talking to his neighbours in the little group of new houses that had
grown up round the old village green, he lost no time in turning the conversation in the
direction of his hobby. To Dr. Burdock, a rising biologist with a resolute chin and hair
brushed back like a German’s, Mr. Smart made the easy transition. “You are interested
in natural history; have you seen my goldfish?” To so orthodox an evolutionist as Dr.
Burdock doubtless all nature was one; but at first sight the link was not close, as he was
a specialist who had concentrated entirely upon the primitive ancestry of the giraffe. To
Father Brown, from a church in the neighbouring provincial town, he traced a rapid
train of thought which touched on the topics of “Rome — St. Peter — fisherman — fish
— goldfish.” In talking to Mr. Imlack Smith, the bank manager, a slim and sallow
gentleman of dressy appearance but quiet demeanour, he violently wrenched the
conversation to the subject of the gold standard, from which it was merely a step to
goldfish. In talking to that brilliant Oriental traveller and scholar, Count Yvon de Lara
(whose title was French and his face rather Russian, not to say Tartar), the versatile
conversationalist showed an intense and intelligent interest in the Ganges and the Indian
Ocean, leading naturally to the possible presence of goldfish in those waters.
From Mr. Harry Hartopp, the very rich but very shy and silent young gentleman who
had recently come down from London, he had at last extorted the information that the
embarrassed youth in question was not interested in fishing, and had then added:
“Talking about fishing, have you seen my goldfish?”
The peculiar thing about the goldfish was that they were made of gold. They were part
of an eccentric but expensive toy, said to have been made by the freak of some rich
Eastern prince, and Mr. Smart had picked it up at some sale or in some curiosity shop,
such as he frequented for the purpose of lumbering up his house with unique and useless
things. From the other end of the room it looked like a rather unusually large bowl
containing rather unusually large living fish; a closer inspection showed it to be a huge
bubble of beautifully blown Venetian glass, very thin and delicately clouded with
faintly iridescent colour, in the tinted twilight of which hung grotesque golden fishes
with great rubies for eyes. The whole thing was undoubtedly worth a great deal in solid
material; how much more would depend upon the waves of lunacy passing over the
world of collectors. Mr. Smart’s new secretary, a young man named Francis Boyle,
though an Irishman and not credited with caution, was mildly surprised at his talking so
freely of the gems of his collection to the group of comparative strangers who happened
to have alighted in a rather nomadic fashion in the neighbourhood; for collectors are
commonly vigilant and sometimes secretive. In the course of settling down to his new
duties, Mr. Boyle found he was not alone in this sentiment, and that in others, it passed
from a mild wonder to a grave disapproval.

“It’s a wonder his throat isn’t cut,” said Mr. Smart’s valet, Harris, not without a
hypothetical relish, almost as if he had said, in a purely artistic sense: “It’s a pity.”
“It’s extraordinary how he leaves things about,” said Mr. Smart’s head clerk, Jameson,
who had come up from the office to assist the new secretary, “and he won’t even put up
those ramshackle old bars across his ramshackle old door.”
“It’s all very well with Father Brown and the doctor,” said Mr. Smart’s housekeeper,
with a certain vigorous vagueness that marked her opinions, “but when it comes to
foreigners, I call it tempting providence. It isn’t only the Count, either; that man at the
bank looks to me much too yellow to be English.”
“Well, that young Hartopp is English enough,” said Boyle good-humouredly, “to the
extent of not having a word to say for himself.”
“He thinks the more,” said the housekeeper. “He may not be exactly a foreigner, but he
is not such a fool as he looks. Foreign is as foreign does, I say,” she added darkly.
Her disapproval would probably have deepened if she had heard the conversation, in her
master’s drawing-room that afternoon, a conversation of which the goldfish were the
text, though the offensive foreigner tended more and more to be the central figure. It
was not that he spoke so very much; but even his silences had something positive about
them. He looked the more massive for sitting in a sort of heap on a heap of cushions,
and in the deepening twilight his wide Mongolian face seemed faintly luminous, like a
moon. Perhaps his background brought out something atmospherically Asiatic about his
face and figure, for the room was a chaos of more or less costly curiosities, amid which
could be seen the crooked curves and burning colours of countless Eastern weapons,
Eastern pipes and vessels, Eastern musical instruments and illuminated manuscripts.
Anyhow, as the conversation proceeded, Boyle felt more and more that the figure seated
on the cushions and dark against the twilight had the exact outline of a huge image of
Buddha.
The conversation was general enough, for all the little local group were present. They
were, indeed, often in the habit of dropping in at each other’s houses, and by this time
constituted a sort of club, of people coming from the four or five houses standing round
the green. Of these houses Peregrine Smart’s was the oldest, largest, and most
picturesque; it straggled down almost the whole of one side of the square, leaving only
room for a small villa, inhabited by a retired colonel named Varney, who was reported
to be an invalid, and certainly was never seen to go abroad. At right angles to these
stood two or three shops that served the simpler needs of the hamlet, and at the corner
the inn of the Blue Dragon, at which Mr. Hartopp, the stranger from London, was
staying. On the opposite side were three houses, one rented by the Count de Lara, one
by Dr. Burdock, and the third still standing empty. On the fourth side was the bank,
with an adjoining house for the bank manager, and a line of fence enclosing some land
that was let for building. It was thus a very self-contained group, and the comparative
emptiness of the open ground for miles round it threw the members more and more on
each other’s society. That afternoon, one stranger had indeed broken into the magic
circle: a hatchet-faced fellow with fierce tufts of eyebrows and moustache, and so
shabbily dressed that he must have been a millionaire or a duke if he had really (as was

alleged) come down to do business with the old collector. But he was known, at the
Blue Dragon at least, as Mr. Harmer.
To him had been recounted anew the glories of the gilded fish and the criticisms
regarding their custody.
“People are always telling me I ought to lock them up more carefully,” observed Mr.
Smart, cocking an eyebrow over his shoulder at the dependant who stood there holding
some papers from the office. Smart was a round-faced, round-bodied little old man
rather like a bald parrot. “Jameson and Harris and the rest are always at me to bar the
doors as if it were a mediaeval fortress, though really these rotten old rusty bars are too
mediaeval to keep anybody out, I should think. I prefer to trust to luck and the local
police.”
“It is not always the best bars that keep people out,” said the Count. “It all depends on
who’s trying to get in. There was an ancient Hindu hermit who lived naked in a cave
and passed through the three armies that encircled the Mogul and took the great ruby
out of the tyrant’s turban, and went back unscathed like a shadow. For he wished to
teach the great how small are the laws of space and time.”
“When we really study the small laws of space and time,” said Dr. Burdock dryly, “we
generally find out how those tricks are done. Western science has let in daylight on a
good deal of Eastern magic. Doubtless a great deal can be done with hypnotism and
suggestion, to say nothing of sleight-of-hand.”
“The ruby was not in the royal tent,” observed the Count in his dream fashion; “but he
found it among a hundred tents.”
“Can’t all that be explained by telepathy?” asked the doctor sharply. The question
sounded the sharper because it was followed by a heavy silence, almost as if the
distinguished Oriental traveller had, with imperfect politeness, gone to sleep.
“I beg your pardon,” he said rousing himself with a sudden smile. “I had forgotten we
were talking with words. In the east we talk with thoughts, and so we never
misunderstand each other. It is strange how you people worship words and are satisfied
with words. What difference does it make to a thing that you now call it telepathy, as
you once called it tomfoolery? If a man climbs into the sky on a mango-tree, how is it
altered by saying it is only levitation, instead of saying it is only lies. If a medieval
witch waved a wand and turned me into a blue baboon, you would say it was only
atavism.”
The doctor looked for a moment as if he might say that it would not be so great a
change after all. But before his irritation could find that or any other vent, the man
called Harmer interrupted gruffly:
“It’s true enough those Indian conjurers can do queer things, but I notice they generally
do them in India. Confederates, perhaps, or merely mass psychology. I don’t think those
tricks have ever been played in an English village, and I should say our friend’s goldfish
were quite safe.”

“I will tell you a story,” said de Lara, in his motionless way, “which happened not in
India, but outside an English barrack in the most modernized part of Cairo. A sentinel
was standing inside the grating of an iron gateway looking out between the bars on to
the street. There appeared outside the gate a beggar, barefoot and in native rags, who
asked him, in English that was startlingly distinct and refined, for a certain official
document kept in the building for safety. The soldier told the man, of course, that he
could not come inside; and the man answered, smiling: ‘What is inside and what is
outside?’ The soldier was still staring scornfully through the iron grating when he
gradually realized that, though neither he nor the gate had moved, he was actually
standing in the street and looking in at the barrack yard, where the beggar stood still and
smiling and equally motionless. Then, when the beggar turned towards the building, the
sentry awoke to such sense as he had left, and shouted a warning to all the soldiers
within the gated enclosure to hold the prisoner fast. ‘You won’t get out of there
anyhow,’ he said vindictively. Then the beggar said in his silvery voice: ‘What is
outside and what is inside?’ And the soldier, still glaring through the same bars, saw
that they were once more between him and the street, where the beggar stood free and
smiling with a paper in his hand.”
Mr. Imlack Smith, the bank manager, was looking at the carpet with his dark sleek head
bowed, and he spoke for the first time.
“Did anything happen about the paper?” he asked.
“Your professional instincts are correct, sir,” said the Count with grim affability. “It was
a paper of considerable financial importance. Its consequences were international.”
“I hope they don’t occur often,” said young Hartopp gloomily.
“I do not touch the political side,” said the Count serenely, “but only the philosophical.
It illustrates how the wise man can get behind time and space and turn the levers of
them, so to speak, so that the whole world turns round before our eyes. But is it so hard
for you people to believe that spiritual powers are really more powerful than material
ones.”
“Well,” said old Smart cheerfully, “I don’t profess to be an authority on spiritual
powers. What do you say, Father Brown?”
“The only thing that strikes me,” answered the little priest, “is that all the supernatural
acts we have yet heard of seem to be thefts. And stealing by spiritual methods seem to
me much the same as stealing by material ones.”
“Father Brown is a Philistine,” said the smiling Smith.
“I have a sympathy with the tribe,” said Father Brown. “A Philistine is only a man who
is right without knowing why.”
“All this is too clever for me,” said Hartopp heartily.

“Perhaps,” said Father Brown with a smile, “you would like to speak without words, as
the Count suggests. He would begin by saying nothing in a pointed fashion, and you
would retort with a burst of taciturnity.”
“Something might be done with music,” murmured the Count dreamily. “It would be
better than all these words.”
“Yes, I might understand that better,” said the young man in a low voice.
Boyle had followed the conversation with curious attention, for there was something in
the demeanour of more than one of the talkers that seemed to him significant or even
odd. As the talk drifted to music, with an appeal to the dapper bank manager (who was
an amateur musician of some merit), the young secretary awoke with a start to his
secretarial duties, and reminded his employer that the head clerk was still standing
patiently with the papers in his hand.
“Oh, never mind about those just now, Jameson,” said Smart rather hurriedly. “Only
something about my account; I’ll see Mr. Smith about it later. You were saying that the
‘cello, Mr. Smith — — ”
But the cold breath of business had sufficed to disperse the fumes of transcendental talk,
and the guests began one after another to say farewell. Only Mr. Imlack Smith, bank
manager and musician, remained to the last; and when the rest were gone he and his
host went into the inner room, where the goldfish were kept, and closed the door.
The house was long and narrow, with a covered balcony running along the first floor,
which consisted mostly of a sort of suite of rooms used by the householder himself, his
bedroom and dressing-room, and an inner room in which his very valuable treasures
were sometimes stored for the night instead of being left in the rooms below. This
balcony, like the insufficiently barred door below it, was a matter of concern to the
housekeeper and the head clerk and the others who lamented the carelessness of the
collector; but, in truth, that cunning old gentleman was more careful than he seemed. He
professed no great belief in the antiquated fastenings of the old house, which the
housekeeper lamented to see rusting in idleness, but he had an eye to the more
important point of strategy. He always put his favourite goldfish in the room at the back
of his bedroom for the night, and slept in front of it, as it were, with a pistol under his
pillow. And when Boyle and Jameson, awaiting his return from the tete-a-tete, at length
saw the door open and their employer reappear, he was carrying the great glass bowl as
reverently as if it had been the relic of a saint.
Outside, the last edges of the sunset still clung to the corners of the green square; but
inside, a lamp had already been kindled; and in the mingling of the two lights the
coloured globe glowed like some monstrous jewel, and the fantastic outlines of the fiery
fishes seemed to give it, indeed, something of the mystery of a talisman, like strange
shapes seen by a seer in the crystal of doom. Over the old man’s shoulder the olive face
of Imlack Smith stared like a sphinx.
“I am going up to London to-night, Mr. Boyle,” said old Smart, with more gravity than
he commonly showed. “Mr. Smith and I are catching the six-forty-five. I should prefer
you, Jameson, to sleep upstairs in my room to-night; if you put the bowl in the back

room as usual, it will be quite safe then. Not that I suppose anything could possibly
happen.”
“Anything may happen anywhere,” said the smiling Mr. Smith. “I think you generally
take a gun to bed with you. Perhaps you had better leave it behind in this case.”
Peregrine Smart did not reply, and they passed out of the house on to the road round the
village green.
The secretary and the head clerk slept that night as directed in their employer’s
bedroom. To speak more strictly, Jameson, the head clerk, slept in a bed in the dressingroom, but the door stood open between, and the two rooms running along the front were
practically one. Only the bedroom had a long French window giving on the balcony,
and an entrance at the back into the inner apartment where the goldfish bowl had been
placed for safety. Boyle dragged his bed right across so as to bar this entrance, put the
revolver under his pillow, and then undressed and went to bed, feeling that he had taken
all possible precautions against an impossible or improbable event. He did not see why
there should be any particular danger of normal burglary; and as for the spiritual
burglary that figured in the traveller’s tales of the Count de Lara, if his thoughts ran on
them so near to sleep it was because they were such stuff as dreams are made of. They
soon turned into dreams with intervals of dreamless slumber. The old clerk was a little
more restless as usual; but after fussing about a little longer and repeating some of his
favourite regrets and warnings, he also retired to his bed in the same manner and slept.
The moon brightened and grew dim again above the green square and the grey blocks of
houses in a solitude and silence that seemed to have no human witness; and it was when
the white cracks of daybreak had already appeared in the corners of the grey sky that the
thing happened.
Boyle, being young, was naturally both the healthier and the heavier sleeper of the two.
Though active enough when he was once awake, he always had a load to lift in waking.
Moreover, he had dreams of the sort that cling to the emerging minds like the dim
tentacles of an octopus. They were a medley of many things, including his last look
from the balcony across the four grey roads and the green square. But the pattern of
them changed and shifted and turned dizzily, to the accompaniment of a low grinding
noise, which sounded somehow like a subterranean river, and may have been no more
than old Mr. Jameson snoring in the dressing-room. But in the dreamer’s mind all that
murmur and motion was vaguely connected with the words of the Count de Lara, about
a wisdom that could hold the levers of time and space and turn the world. In the dream
it seemed as if a vast murmuring machinery under the world were really moving whole
landscapes hither and thither, so that the ends of the earth might appear in a man’s frontgarden, or his own front-garden be exiled beyond the sea.
The first complete impressions he had were the words of a song, with a rather thin
metallic accompaniment; they were sung in a foreign accent and a voice that was still
strange and yet faintly familiar. And yet he could hardly feel sure that he was not
making up poetry in his sleep.
Over the land and over the sea
My flying fishes will come to me,

For the note is not of the world that wakes them,
But in — —
He struggled to his feet and saw that his fellow-guardian was already out of bed;
Jameson was peering out of the long window on to the balcony and calling out sharply
to someone in the street below.
“Who’s that?” he called out sharply. “What do you want?”
He turned to Boyle in agitation, saying: “There’s somebody prowling about just outside.
I knew it wasn’t safe. I’m going down to bar that front door, whatever they say.”
He ran downstairs in a flutter and Boyle could hear the clattering of the bars upon the
front door; but Boyle himself stepped out upon the balcony and looked out on the long
grey road that led up to the house, and he thought he was still dreaming.
Upon that grey road leading across that empty moor and through that little English
hamlet, there had appeared a figure that might have stepped straight out of the jungle or
the bazaar — a figure out of one of the Count’s fantastic stories; a figure out of the
“Arabian Nights.” The rather ghostly grey twilight which begins to define and yet to
discolour everything when the light in the east has ceased to be localized, lifted slowly
like a veil of grey gauze and showed him a figure wrapped in outlandish raiment. A
scarf of a strange sea-blue, vast and voluminous, went round the head like a turban, and
then again round the chin, giving rather the general character of a hood; so far as the
face was concerned it had all the effects of a mask. For the raiment round the head was
drawn close as a veil; and the head itself was bowed over a queer-looking musical
instrument made of silver or steel, and shaped like a deformed or crooked violin. It was
played with something like a silver comb, and the notes were curiously thin and keen.
Before Boyle could open his mouth, the same haunting alien accent came from under
the shadow of the burnous, singing-words of the same sort:
As the golden birds go back to the tree
My golden fishes return to me.
Return — —
“You’ve no right here,” called out Boyle in exasperation, hardly knowing what he said.
“I have a right to the goldfish,” said the stranger, speaking more like King Solomon
than an unsandalled Bedouin in a ragged blue cloak. “And they will come to me.
Come!”
He struck his strange fiddle as his voice rose sharply on the word. There was a pang of
sound that seemed to pierce the mind, and then there came a fainter sound, like an
answer: a vibrant whisper. It came from the dark room behind where the bowl of
goldfish was standing.
Boyle turned towards it; and even as he turned the echo in the inner room changed to a
long tingling sound like an electric bell, and then to a faint crash. It was still a matter of

seconds since he had challenged the man from the balcony; but the old clerk had already
regained the top of the stairs, panting a little, for he was an elderly gentleman.
“I’ve locked up the door, anyhow,” he said.
“The stable door,” said Boyle out of the darkness of the inner room.
Jameson followed him into that apartment and found him staring down at the floor,
which was covered with a litter of coloured glass like the curved bits of a broken
rainbow.
“What do you mean by the stable door?” began Jameson.
“I mean that the steed is stolen,” answered Boyle. “The flying steeds. The flying fishes
our Arab friend outside has just whistled to like so many performing puppies.”
“But how could he?” exploded the old clerk, as if such events were hardly respectable.
“Well, they’re gone,” said Boyle shortly. “The broken bowl is here, which would have
taken a long time to open properly, but only a second to smash. But the fish are gone,
God knows how, though I think our friend ought to be asked.”
“We are wasting time,” said the distracted Jameson. “We ought to be after him at once.”
“Much better be telephoning the police at once,” answered Boyle. “They ought to
outstrip him in a flash with motors and telephones that go a good deal farther than we
should ever get, running through the village in our nightgowns. But it may be there are
things even the police cars and wires won’t outstrip.”
While Jameson was talking to the police-station through the telephone in an agitated
voice, Boyle went out again on to the balcony and hastily scanned that grey landscape
of daybreak. There was no trace of the man in the turban, and no other sign of life,
except some faint stirrings an expert might have recognized in the hotel of the Blue
Dragon. Only Boyle, for the first time, noted consciously something that he had all
along been noting unconsciously. It was like a fact struggling in the submerged mind
and demanding its own meaning. It was simply the fact that the grey landscape had
never been entirely grey; there was one gold spot amid its stripes of colourless colour, a
lamp lighted in one of the houses on the other side of the green — Something, perhaps
irrational, told him that it had been burning through all the hours of the darkness and
was only fading with the dawn. He counted the houses, and his calculation brought out a
result which seemed to fit in with something, he knew not what. Anyhow, it was
apparently the house of the Count Yvon de Lara.
Inspector Pinner had arrived with several policemen, and done several things of a rapid
and resolute sort, being conscious that the very absurdity of the costly trinkets might
give the case considerable prominence in the newspapers. He had examined everything,
measured everything, taken down everybody’s deposition, taken everybody’s fingerprints, put everybody’s back up, and found himself at the end left facing a fact which he
could not believe. An Arab from the desert had walked up the public road and stopped
in front of the house of Mr. Peregrine Smart, where a bowl of artificial goldfish was

kept in an inner room; he had then sung or recited a little poem, and the bowl had
exploded like a bomb and the fishes vanished into thin air. Nor did it soothe the
inspector to be told by a foreign Count — in a soft, purring voice — that the bounds of
experience were being enlarged.
Indeed, the attitude of each member of the little group was characteristic enough.
Peregrine Smart himself had come back from London the next morning to hear the news
of his loss. Naturally he admitted a shock; but it was typical of something sporting and
spirited in the little old gentleman, something that always made his small strutting
figure look like a cock-sparrow’s, that he showed more vivacity in the search than
depression at the loss. The man named Harmer, who had come to the village on purpose
to buy the goldfish, might be excused for being a little testy on learning they were not
there to be bought. But, in truth, his rather aggressive moustache and eyebrows seemed
to bristle with something more definite than disappointment, and the eyes that darted
over the company were bright with a vigilance that might well be suspicion. The sallow
face of the bank manager, who had also returned from London though by a later train,
seemed again and again to attract those shining and shifting eyes like a magnet. Of the
two remaining figures of the original circle, Father Brown was generally silent when he
was not spoken to, and the dazed Hartopp was often silent even when he was.
But the Count was not a man to let anything pass that gave an apparent advantage to his
views. He smiled at his rationalistic rival, the doctor, in the manner of one who knows
how it is possible to be irritating by being ingratiating.
“You will admit, doctor,” he said, “that at least some of the stories you thought so
improbable look a little more realistic to-day than they did yesterday. When a man as
ragged as those I described is able, by speaking a word, to dissolve a solid vessel inside
the four walls of the house he stands outside, it might perhaps be called an example of
what I said about spiritual powers and material barriers.”
“And it might be called an example of what I said,” said the doctor sharply, “about a
little scientific knowledge being enough to show how the tricks are done.”
“Do you really mean, doctor,” asked Smart in some excitement, “that you can throw any
scientific light on this mystery?”
“I can throw light on what the Count calls a mystery,” said the doctor, “because it is not
a mystery at all. That part of it is plain enough. A sound is only a wave of vibration, and
certain vibrations can break glass, if the sound is of a certain kind and the glass of a
certain kind. The man did not stand in the road and think, which the Count tells us is the
ideal method when Orientals want a little chat. He sang out what he wanted, quite loud,
and struck a shrill note on an instrument. It is similar to many experiments by which
glass of special composition has been cracked.”
“Such as the experiment,” said the Count lightly, “by which several lumps of solid gold
have suddenly ceased to exist.”
“Here comes Inspector Pinner,” said Boyle. “Between ourselves, I think he would
regard the doctor’s natural explanation as quite as much of a fairy tale as the Count’s

preternatural one. A very sceptical intellect, Mr. Pinner’s, especially about me. I rather
think I am under suspicion.”
“I think we are all under suspicion,” said the Count.
It was the presence of this suspicion in his own case that led Boyle to seek the personal
advice of Father Brown. They were walking round the village green together, some
hours later in the day, when the priest, who was frowning thoughtfully at the ground as
he listened, suddenly stopped.
“Do you see that?” he asked. “Somebody’s been washing the pavement here — just this
little strip of pavement outside Colonel Varney’s house. I wonder whether that was
done yesterday.”
Father Brown looked rather earnestly at the house, which was high and narrow, and
carried rows of striped sun-blinds of gay but already faded colours. The chinks or
crannies that gave glimpses of the interior looked all the darker; indeed, they looked
almost black in contrast with the facade thus golden in the morning light.
“That is Colonel Varney’s house, isn’t it?” he asked. “He comes from the East, too, I
fancy. What sort of man is he?”
“I’ve never even seen him,” answered Boyle. “I don’t think anybody’s seen him, except
Dr. Burdock, and I rather fancy the doctor doesn’t see him more than he need.”
“Well, I’m going to see him for a minute,” said Father Brown.
The big front door opened and swallowed the small priest, and his friend stood staring
at it in a dazed and irrational manner, as if wondering whether it would ever open again.
It opened in a few minutes, and Father Brown emerged, still smiling, and continued his
slow and pottering progress round the square of roads. Sometimes he seemed to have
forgotten the matter in hand altogether, for he would make passing remarks on historical
and social questions, or on the prospects of development in the district. He remarked on
the soil used for the beginning of a new road by the bank; he looked across the old
village green with a vague expression.
“Common land. I suppose people ought to feed their pigs and geese on it, if they had
any pigs or geese; as it is, it seems to feed nothing but nettles and thistles. What a pity
that what was supposed to be a sort of large meadow has been turned into a small and
petty wilderness. That’s Dr. Burdock’s house opposite, isn’t it?”
“Yes,” answered Boyle, almost jumping at this abrupt postscript.
“Very well,” answered Father Brown, “then I think we’ll go indoors again.”
As they opened the front door of Smart’s house and mounted the stairs, Boyle repeated
to his companion many details of the drama enacted there at daybreak.
“I suppose you didn’t doze off again?” asked Father Brown, “giving time for somebody
to scale the balcony while Jameson ran down to secure the door.”

“No,” answered Boyle; “I am sure of that. I woke up to hear Jameson challenging the
stranger from the balcony; then I heard him running downstairs and putting up the bars,
and then in two strides I was on the balcony myself.”
“Or could he have slipped in between you from another angle? Are there any other
entrances besides the front entrance?”
“Apparently there are not,” said Boyle gravely.
“I had better make sure, don’t you think?” asked Father Brown apologetically, and
scuttled softly downstairs again. Boyle remained in the front bedroom gazing rather
doubtfully after him. After a comparatively brief interval the round and rather rustic
visage appeared again at the head of the stairs, looking rather like a turnip ghost with a
broad grin.
“No; I think that settles the matter of entrances,” said the turnip ghost, cheerfully. “And
now, I think, having got everything in a tight box, so to speak, we can take stock of
what we’ve got. It’s rather a curious business.”
“Do you think,” asked Boyle, ‘that the Count or the colonel, or any of these Eastern
travellers have anything to do with it? Do you think it is — preternatural?”
“I will grant you this,” said the priest gravely, “if the Count, or the colonel, or any of
your neighbours did dress up in Arab masquerade and creep up to this house in the dark
— then it was preternatural.”
“What do you mean? Why?”
“Because the Arab left no footprints,” answered Father Brown. “The colonel on the one
side and the banker on the other are the nearest of your neighbours. That loose red soil
is between you and the bank, it would print off bare feet like a plaster cast and probably
leave red marks everywhere. I braved the colonel’s curry-seasoned temper to verify the
fact that the front pavement was washed yesterday and not to-day; it was wet enough to
make wet footprints all along the road. Now, if the visitor were the Count or the doctor
in the houses opposite, he might possibly, of course, have come across the common. But
he must have found it exceedingly uncomfortable with bare feet, for it is, as I remarked,
one mass of thorns and thistles and stinging nettles. He would surely have pricked
himself and probably left traces of it. Unless, as you say, he was a preternatural being.”
Boyle looked steadily at the grave and indecipherable face of his clerical friend.
“Do you mean that he was?” he asked, at length.
“There is one general truth to remember,” said Father Brown, after a pause. “A thing
can sometimes be too close to be seen, as, for instance, a man cannot see himself. There
was a man who had a fly in his eye when he looked through the telescope, and he
discovered that there was a most incredible dragon in the moon. And I am told that if a
man hears the exact reproduction of his own voice it sounds like the voice of a stranger.
In the same way, if anything is right in the foreground of our life we hardly see it, and if
we did we might think it quite odd. If the thing in the foreground got into the middle

distance, we should probably think it had come from the remote distance. Just come
outside the house again for a moment. I want to show you how it looks from another
standpoint.”
He had already risen, and as they descended the stairs he continued his remarks in a
rather groping fashion as if he were thinking aloud.
“The Count and the Asiatic atmosphere all come in, because, in a case like this,
everything depends on the preparation of the mind. A man can reach a condition in
which a brick, falling on his head, will seem to be a Babylonian brick carved with
cuneiform, and dropped from the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, so that he will never
even look at the brick and see it is of one pattern with the bricks of his own house. So in
your case — ”
“What does this mean?” interrupted Boyle, staring and pointing at the entrance. “What
in the name of wonder does it mean? The door is barred again.”
He was staring at the front door by which they had entered but a little while before, and
across which stood, once more, the great dark bands of rusty iron which had once, as he
had said, locked the stable door too late. There was something darkly and dumbly ironic
in those old fastenings closing behind them and imprisoning them as if of their own
motion.
“Oh those!” said Father Brown casually. “I put up those bars myself, just now. Didn’t
you hear me?”
“No,” answered Boyle, staring. “I heard nothing.”
“Well, I rather thought you wouldn’t,” said the other equably. “There’s really no reason
why anybody upstairs should hear those bars being put up. A sort of hook fits easily into
a sort of hole. When you’re quite close you hear a dull click; but that’s all. The only
thing that makes any noise a man could hear upstairs, is this.”
And he lifted the bar out of its socket and let it fall with a clang at the side of the door,
“It does make a noise if you unbar the door,” said Father Brown gravely, “even if you
do it pretty carefully.”
“You mean — ”
“I mean,” said Father Brown, “that what you heard upstairs was Jameson opening the
door and not shutting it. And now let’s open the door ourselves and go outside.”
When they stood outside in the street, under the balcony, the little priest resumed his
previous explanation as coolly as if it had been a chemical lecture.
“I was saying that a man may be in the mood to look for something very distant, and not
realize that it is something very close, something very close to himself, perhaps
something very like himself. It was a strange and outlandish thing that you saw when

you looked down at this road. I suppose it never occurred to you to consider what he
saw when he looked up at that balcony?”
Boyle was staring at the balcony and did not answer, and the other added:
“You thought it very wild and wonderful that an Arab should come through civilized
England with bare feet. You did not remember that at the same moment you had bare
feet yourself.”
Boyle at last found words, and it was to repeat words already spoken.
“Jameson opened the door,” he said mechanically.
“Yes,” assented, his friend. “Jameson opened the door and came out into the road in his
nightclothes, just as you came out on the balcony. He caught up two things that you had
seen a hundred times: the length of old blue curtain that he wrapped round his head, and
the Oriental musical instrument you must have often seen in that heap of Oriental
curiosities. The rest was atmosphere and acting, very fine acting, for he is a very fine
artist in crime.”
“Jameson!” exclaimed Boyle incredulously. “He was such a dull old stick that I never
even noticed him.”
“Precisely,” said the priest, “he was an artist. If he could act a wizard or a troubadour
for six minutes, do you think he could not act a clerk for six weeks?”
“I am still not quite sure of his object,” said Boyle.
“His object has been achieved,” replied Father Brown, “or very nearly achieved. He had
taken the goldfish already, of course, as he had twenty chances of doing. But if he had
simply taken them, everybody would have realized that he had twenty chances of doing
it. By creating a mysterious magician from the end of the earth, he set everybody’s
thoughts wandering far afield to Arabia and India, so that you yourself can hardly
believe that the whole thing was so near home. It was too close to you to be seen.”
“If this is true,” said Boyle, “it was an extraordinary risk to run, and he had to cut it very
fine. It’s true I never heard the man in the street say anything while Jameson was talking
from the balcony, so I suppose that was all a fake. And I suppose it’s true that there was
time for him to get outside before I had fully woken up and got out on to the balcony.”
“Every crime depends on somebody not waking up too soon,” replied Father Brown;
“and in every sense most of us wake up too late. I, for one, have woken up much too
late. For I imagine he’s bolted long ago, just before or just after they took his fingerprints.”
“You woke up before anybody else, anyhow,” said Boyle, “and I should never have
woken up in that sense. Jameson was so correct and colourless that I forgot all about
him.”

“Beware of the man you forget,” replied his friend; “he is the one man who has you
entirely at a disadvantage. But I did not suspect him, either, until you told me how you
had heard him barring the door.”
“Anyhow, we owe it all to you,” said Boyle warmly.
“You owe it all to Mrs. Robinson,” said Father Brown with a smile.
“Mrs. Robinson?” questioned the wondering secretary. “You don’t mean the
housekeeper?”
“Beware of the woman you forget, and even more,” answered the other. “This man was
a very high-class criminal; he had been an excellent actor, and therefore he was a good
psychologist. A man like the Count never hears any voice but his own; but this man
could listen, when you had all forgotten he was there, and gather exactly the right
materials for his romance and know exactly the right note to strike to lead you all astray.
But he made one bad mistake in the psychology of Mrs. Robinson, the housekeeper.”
“I don’t understand,” answered Boyle, “what she can have to do with it.”
“Jameson did not expect the doors to be barred,” said Father Brown. “He knew that a lot
of men, especially careless men like you and your employer, could go on saying for
days that something ought to be done, or might as well be done. But if you convey to a
woman that something ought to be done, there is always a dreadful danger that she will
suddenly do it.”

The Actor and the Alibi
MR. MUNDON MANDEVILLE, the theatrical manager, walked briskly through the
passages behind the scenes, or rather below the scenes. His attire was smart and festive,
perhaps a little too festive; the flower in his buttonhole was festive; the very varnish on
his boots was festive; but his face was not at all festive. He was a big, bull-necked,
black-browed man, and at the moment his brow was blacker than usual. He had in any
case, of course, the hundred botherations that besiege a man in such a position; and they
ranged from large to small and from new to old. It annoyed him to pass through the
passages where the old pantomime scenery was stacked; because he had successfully
begun his career at that theatre with very popular pantomimes, and had since been
induced to gamble in more serious and classical drama over which he had dropped a
good deal of money. Hence, to see the sapphire Gates of Bluebeard’s Blue Palace, or
portions of the Enchanted Grove of Golden Orange Trees, leaning up against the wall to
be festooned with cobwebs or nibbled by mice, did not give him that soothing sense of a
return to simplicity which we all ought to have when given a glimpse of that
wonderland of our childhood. Nor had he any time to drop a tear where he had dropped
the money, or to dream of this Paradise of Peter Pan; for he had been summoned
hurriedly to settle a practical problem, not of the past but of the moment. It was the sort
of thing that does sometimes happen in that strange world behind the scenes; but it was
big enough to be serious. Miss Maroni, the talented young actress of Italian parentage,
who had undertaken to act an important part in the play that was to be rehearsed that
afternoon and performed that evening, had abruptly and even violently refused at the
last moment to do anything of the kind. He had not even seen the exasperating lady yet;

and as she had locked herself up in her dressing-room and defied the world through the
door, it seemed unlikely, for the present, that he would. Mr. Mundon Mandeville was
sufficiently British to explain it by murmuring that all foreigners were mad; but the
thought of his good fortune in inhabiting the only sane island of the planet did not
suffice to soothe him any more than the memory of the Enchanted Grove. All these
things, and many more, were annoying; and yet a very intimate observer might have
suspected that something was wrong with Mr. Mandeville that went beyond annoyance.
If it be possible for a heavy and healthy man to look haggard, he looked haggard. His
face was full, but his eye-sockets were hollow; his mouth twitched as if it were always
trying to bite the black strip of moustache that was just too short to be bitten. He might
have been a man who had begun to take drugs; but even on that assumption there was
something that suggested that he had a reason for doing it; that the drug was not the
cause of the tragedy, but the tragedy the cause of the drug. Whatever was his deeper
secret, it seemed to inhabit that dark end of the long passage where was the entrance to
his own little study; and as he went along the empty corridor, he threw back a nervous
glance now and then.
However, business is business; and he made his way to the opposite end of the passage
where the blank green door of Miss Maroni defied the world. A group of actors and
other people involved were already standing in front of it, conferring and considering,
one might almost fancy, the advisability of a battering-ram. The group contained one
figure, at least, who was already well enough known; whose photograph was on many
mantelpieces and his autograph in many albums. For though Norman Knight was
playing the hero in a theatre that was still a little provincial and old-fashioned and
capable of calling him the first walking gentleman, he, at least, was certainly on the way
to wider triumphs. He was a good-looking man with a long cleft chin and fair hair low
on his forehead, giving him a rather Neronian look that did not altogether correspond to
his impulsive and plunging movements. The group also contained Ralph Randall, who
generally acted elderly character parts, and had a humorous hatchet face, blue with
shaving, and discoloured with grease paint. It contained Mandeville’s second walking
gentleman, carrying on the not yet wholly vanished tradition of Charles’s Friend, a dark,
curly-haired youth of somewhat Semitic profile bearing the name of Aubrey Vernon.
It included Mr. Mundon Mandeville’s wife’s maid or dresser, a very powerful-looking
person with tight red hair and a hard wooden face. It also, incidentally, included
Mandeville’s wife, a quiet woman in the background, with a pale, patient face, the lines
of which had not lost a classical symmetry and severity, but which looked all the paler
because her very eyes were pale, and her pale yellow hair lay in two plain bands like
some very archaic Madonna. Not everybody knew that she had once been a serious and
successful actress in Ibsen and the intellectual drama. But her husband did not think
much of problem plays; and certainly at the moment was more interested in the problem
of getting a foreign actress out of a locked room; a new version of the conjuring trick of
the Vanishing Lady.
“Hasn’t she come out yet?” he demanded, speaking to his wife’s business-like attendant
rather than to his wife.
“No, sir,” answered the woman — who was known as Mrs. Sands — in a sombre
manner.

“We are beginning to get a little alarmed,” said old Randall. “She seemed quite
unbalanced, and we’re afraid she might even do herself some mischief.”
“Hell!” said Mandeville in his simple and artless way. “Advertisement’s very good, but
we don’t want that sort of advertisement. Hasn’t she any friends here? Has nobody any
influence with her?”
“Jarvis thinks the only man who might manage her is her own priest round the corner,”
said Randall; “and in case she does start hanging herself on a hat peg, I really thought
perhaps he’d better be here. Jarvis has gone to fetch him … and, as a matter of fact, here
he comes.”
Two more figures appeared in that subterranean passage under the stage: the first was
Ashton Jarvis, a jolly fellow who generally acted villains, but who had surrendered that
high vocation for the moment to the curly-headed youth with the nose. The other figure
was short and square and clad all in black; it was Father Brown from the church round
the corner.
Father Brown seemed to take it quite naturally and even casually, that he should be
called in to consider the queer conduct of one of his flock, whether she was to be
regarded as a black sheep or only as a lost lamb. But he did not seem to think much of
the suggestion of suicide.
“I suppose there was some reason for her flying off the handle like that,” he said. “Does
anybody know what it was?”
“Dissatisfied with her part, I believe,” said the older actor.
“They always are,” growled Mr. Mundon Mandeville. “And I thought my wife would
look after those arrangements.”
“I can only say,” said Mrs. Mundon Mandeville rather wearily, “that I gave her what
ought to be the best part. It’s supposed to be what stage-struck young women want, isn’t
it — to act the beautiful young heroine and marry the beautiful young hero in a shower
of bouquets and cheers from the gallery? Women of my age naturally have to fall back
on acting respectable matrons, and I was careful to confine myself to that.”
“It would be devilish awkward to alter the parts now, anyhow,” said Randall.
“It’s not to be thought of,” declared Norman Knight firmly. “Why, I could hardly act —
but anyhow it’s much too late.”
Father Brown had slipped forward and was standing outside the locked door listening.
“Is there no sound?” asked the manager anxiously; and then added in a lower voice:
“Do you think she can have done herself in?”
“There is a certain sound,” replied Father Brown calmly. “I should be inclined to deduce
from the sound that she is engaged in breaking windows or looking-glasses, probably
with her feet. No; I do not think there is much danger of her going on to destroy herself.

Breaking looking-glasses with your feet is a very unusual prelude to suicide. If she had
been a German, gone away to think quietly about metaphysics and weltschmerz, I
should be all for breaking the door down. These Italians don’t really die so easily; and
are not liable to kill themselves in a rage. Somebody else, perhaps — yes, possibly — it
might be well to take ordinary precautions if she comes out with a leap.”
“So you’re not in favour of forcing the door?” asked Mandeville.
“Not if you want her to act in your play,” replied Father Brown. “If you do that, she’ll
raise the roof and refuse to stay in the place; if you leave her alone — she’ll probably
come out from mere curiosity. If I were you, I should just leave somebody to guard the
door, more or less, and trust to time for an hour or two.”
“In that case,” said Mandeville, “we can only get on with rehearsing the scenes where
she doesn’t appear. My wife will arrange all that is necessary for scenery just now.
After all, the fourth act is the main business. You had better get on with that.”
“Not a dress rehearsal,” said Mandeville’s wife to the others.
“Very well,” said Knight, “not a dress rehearsal, of course. I wish the dresses of the
infernal period weren’t so elaborate.”
“What is the play?” asked the priest with a touch of curiosity.
“The School for Scandal,” said Mandeville. “It may be literature, but I want plays. My
wife likes what she calls classical comedies. A long sight more classic than comic.”
At this moment, the old doorkeeper known as Sam, and the solitary inhabitant of the
theatre during off-hours, came waddling up to the manager with a card, to say that Lady
Miriam Marden wished to see him. He turned away, but Father Brown continued to
blink steadily for a few seconds in the direction of the manager’s wife, and saw that her
wan face wore a faint smile; not altogether a cheerful smile.
Father Brown moved off in company with the man who had brought him in, who
happened, indeed, to be a friend and person of a similar persuasion, which is not
uncommon among actors. As he moved off, however, he heard Mrs. Mandeville give
quiet directions to Mrs. Sands that she should take up the post of watcher beside the
closed door.
“Mrs. Mandeville seems to be an intelligent woman,” said the priest to his companion,
“though she keeps so much in the background.”
“She was once a highly intellectual woman,” said Jarvis sadly; “rather washed-out and
wasted, some would say, by marrying a bounder like Mandeville. She has the very
highest ideals of the drama, you know; but, of course, it isn’t often she can get her lord
and master to look at anything in that light. Do you know, he actually wanted a woman
like that to act as a pantomime boy? Admitted that she was a fine actress, but said
pantomimes paid better. That will give you about a measure of his psychological insight
and sensibility. But she never complained. As she said to me once: ‘Complaint always
comes back in an echo from the ends of the world; but silence strengthens us.’ If only

she were married to somebody who understood her ideas she might have been one of
the great actresses of the age; indeed, the highbrow critics still think a lot of her. As it is,
she is married to that.”
And he pointed to where the big black bulk of Mandeville stood with his back to them,
talking to the ladies who had summoned him forth into the vestibule. Lady Miriam was
a very long and languid and elegant lady, handsome in a recent fashion largely modelled
on Egyptian mummies; her dark hair cut low and square, like a sort of helmet, and her
lips very painted and prominent and giving her a permanent expression of contempt.
Her companion was a very vivacious lady with an ugly attractive face and hair
powdered with grey. She was a Miss Theresa Talbot and she talked a great deal, while
her companion seemed too tired to talk at all. Only, just as the two men passed. Lady
Miriam summoned up the energy to say:
“Plays are a bore; but I’ve never seen a rehearsal in ordinary clothes. Might be a bit
funny. Somehow, nowadays, one can never find a thing one’s never seen.”
“Now, Mr. Mandeville,” said Miss Talbot, tapping him on the arm with animated
persistence, “you simply must let us see that rehearsal. We can’t come to-night, and we
don’t want to. We want to see all the funny people in the wrong clothes.”
“Of course I can give you a box if you wish it,” said Mandeville hastily. “Perhaps your
ladyship would come this way.” And he led them off down another corridor.
“I wonder,” said Jarvis in a meditative manner, “whether even Mandeville prefers that
sort of woman.”
“Well,” asked his clerical companion, “have you any reason to suppose that Mandeville
does prefer her?”
Jarvis looked at him steadily for an instant before answering.
“Mandeville is a mystery,” he said gravely. “Oh, yes, I know that he looks about as
commonplace a cad as ever walked down Piccadilly. But he really is a mystery for all
that. There’s something on his conscience. There’s a shadow in his life. And I doubt
whether it has anything more to do with a few fashionable flirtations than it has with his
poor neglected wife. If it has, there’s something more in them than meets the eye. As a
matter of fact, I happen to know rather more about it than anyone else does, merely by
accident. But even I can’t make anything of what I know, except a mystery.”
He looked around him in the vestibule to see that they were alone and then added,
lowering his voice:
“I don’t mind telling you, because I know you are a tower of silence where secrets are
concerned. But I had a curious shock the other day; and it has been repeated several
times since. You know that Mandeville always works in that little room at the end of the
passage, just under the stage. Well, twice over I happened to pass by there when
everyone thought he was alone; and what’s more, when I myself happened to be able to
account for all the women in the company, and all the women likely to have to do with
him, being absent or at their usual posts.”

“All the women?” remarked Father Brown inquiringly.
“There was a woman with him,” said Jarvis almost in a whisper. “There is some woman
who is always visiting him; somebody that none of us knows. I don’t even know how
she comes there, since it isn’t down the passage to the door; but I think I once saw a
veiled or cloaked figure passing out into the twilight at the back of the theatre, like a
ghost. But she can’t be a ghost. And I don’t believe she’s even an ordinary ‘affair’. I
don’t think it’s love-making. I think it’s blackmail.”
“What makes you think that?” asked the other.
“Because,” said Jarvis, his face turning from grave to grim, “I once heard sounds like a
quarrel; and then the strange woman said in a metallic, menacing voice, four words: ‘I
am your wife.’”
“You think he’s a bigamist,” said Father Brown reflectively. “Well, bigamy and
blackmail often go together, of course. But she may be bluffing as well as blackmailing.
She may be mad. These theatrical people often have monomaniacs running after them.
You may be right, but I shouldn’t jump to conclusions. . . . And talking about theatrical
people, isn’t the rehearsal going to begin, and aren’t you a theatrical person?”
“I’m not on in this scene,” said Jarvis with a smile. “They’re only doing one act, you
know, until your Italian friend comes to her senses.”
“Talking about my Italian friend,” observed the priest, “I should rather like to know
whether she has come to her senses.”
“We can go back and see, if you like,” said Jarvis; and they descended again to the
basement and the long passage, at one end of which was Mandeville’s study and at the
other the closed door of Signora Maroni. The door seemed to be still closed; and Mrs.
Sands sat grimly outside it, as motionless as a wooden idol.
Near the other end of the passage they caught a glimpse of some of the other actors in
the scene mounting the stairs to the stage just above. Vernon and old Randall went
ahead, running rapidly up the stairs; but Mrs. Mandeville went more slowly, in her
quietly dignified fashion, and Norman Knight seemed to linger a little to speak to her. A
few words fell on the ears of the unintentional eavesdroppers as they passed.
“I tell you a woman visits him,” Knight was saying violently.
“Hush!” said the lady in her voice of silver that still had in it something of steel. “You
must not talk like this. Remember, he is my husband.”
“I wish to God I could forget it,” said Knight, and rushed up the stairs to the stage.
The lady followed him, still pale and calm, to take up her own position there.
“Somebody else knows it,” said the priest quietly; “but I doubt whether it is any
business of ours.”

“Yes,” muttered Jarvis; “it seems as if everybody knows it and nobody knows anything
about it.”
They proceeded along the passage to the other end, where the rigid attendant sat outside
the Italian’s door.
“No; she ain’t come out yet,” said the woman in her sullen way; “and she ain’t dead, for
I heard her moving about now and then. I dunno what tricks she’s up to.”
“Do you happen to know, ma’am,” said Father Brown with abrupt politeness, “where
Mr. Mandeville is just now?”
“Yes,” she replied promptly. “Saw him go into his little room at the end of the passage a
minute or two ago; just before the prompter called and the curtain went up — Must be
there still, for I ain’t seen him come out.”
“There’s no other door to his office, you mean,” said Father Brown in an off-hand way.
“Well, I suppose the rehearsal’s going in full swing now, for all the Signora’s sulking.”
“Yes,” said Jarvis after a moment’s silence; “I can just hear the voices on the stage from
here. Old Randall has a splendid carrying voice.”
They both remained for an instant in a listening attitude, so that the booming voice of
the actor on the stage could indeed be heard rolling faintly down the stairs and along the
passage. Before they had spoken again or resumed their normal poise, their ears were
filled with another sound. It was a dull but heavy crash and it came from behind the
closed door of Mundon Mandeville’s private room.
Father Brown went racing along the passage like an arrow from the bow and was
struggling with the door-handle before Jarvis had wakened with a start and begun to
follow him.
“The door is locked,” said the priest, turning a face that was a little pale. “And I am all
in favour of breaking down this door.”
“Do you mean,” asked Jarvis with a rather ghastly look, “that the unknown visitor has
got in here again? Do you think it’s anything serious?” After a moment he added: “I
may be able to push back the bolt; I know the fastening on these doors.”
He knelt down and pulled out a pocket-knife with a long steel implement, manipulated
it for a moment, and the door swung open on the manager’s study. Almost the first thing
they noticed was that there was no other door and even no window, but a great electric
lamp stood on the table. But it was not quite the first thing that they noticed; for even
before that they had seen that Mandeville was lying flat on his face in the middle of the
room and the blood was crawling out from under his fallen face like a pattern of scarlet
snakes that glittered evilly in that unnatural subterranean light.
They did not know how long they had been staring at each other when Jarvis said, like
one letting loose something that he had held back with his breath:

“If the stranger got in somehow, she has gone somehow.”
“Perhaps we think too much about the stranger,” said Father Brown. “There are so
many strange things in this strange theatre that you rather tend to forget some of them.”
“Why, which things do you mean?” asked his friend quickly.
“There are many,” said the priest. “There is the other locked door, for instance.”
“But the other door is locked,” cried Jarvis staring.
“But you forgot it all the same,” said Father Brown. A few moments afterwards he said
thoughtfully: “That Mrs. Sands is a grumpy and gloomy sort of card.”
“Do you mean,” asked the other in a lowered voice, “that she’s lying and the Italian did
come out?”
“No,” said the priest calmly; “I think I meant it more or less as a detached study of
character.”
“You can’t mean,” cried the actor, “that Mrs. Sands did it herself?”
“I didn’t mean a study of her character,” said Father Brown.
While they had been exchanging these abrupt reflections, Father Brown had knelt down
by the body and ascertained that it was beyond any hope or question a dead body. Lying
beside it, though not immediately visible from the doorway, was a dagger of the
theatrical sort; lying as if it had fallen from the wound or from the hand of the assassin.
According to Jarvis, who recognized the instrument, there was not very much to be
learned from it, unless the experts could find some finger-prints. It was a property
dagger; that is, it was nobody’s property; it had been kicking about the theatre for a long
time, and anybody might have picked it up. Then the priest rose and looked gravely
round the room.
“We must send for the police,” he said; “and for a doctor, though the doctor comes too
late. Looking at this room, by the way, I don’t see how our Italian friend could manage
it.”
“The Italian!” cried his friend; “I should think not. I should have thought she had an
alibi, if anybody had. Two separate rooms, both locked, at opposite ends of a long
passage, with a fixed witness watching it.”
“No,” said Father Brown. “Not quite. The difficulty is how she could have got in this
end. I think she might have got out the other end.”
“And why?” asked the other.
“I told you,” said Father Brown, “that it sounded as if she was breaking glass — mirrors
or windows. Stupidly enough I forgot something I knew quite well; that she is pretty
superstitious. She wouldn’t be likely to break a mirror; so I suspect she broke a window.

It’s true that all this is under the ground floor; but it might be a skylight or a window
opening on an area. But there don’t seem to be any skylights or areas here.” And he
stared at the ceiling very intently for a considerable time.
Suddenly he came back to conscious life again with a start. “We must go upstairs and
telephone and tell everybody. It is pretty painful ... My God, can you hear those actors
still shouting and ranting upstairs? The play is still going on. I suppose that’s what they
mean by tragic irony.”
When it was fated that the theatre should be turned into a house of mourning, an
opportunity was given to the actors to show many of the real virtues of their type and
trade. They did, as the phrase goes, behave like gentlemen; and not only like first
walking gentlemen. They had not all of them liked or trusted Mandeville, but they knew
exactly the right things to say about him; they showed not only sympathy but delicacy
in their attitude to his widow. She had become, in a new and very different sense, a
tragedy queen — her lightest word was law and while she moved about slowly and
sadly, they ran her many errands.
“She was always a strong character,” said old Randall rather huskily; “and had the best
brains of any of us. Of course poor Mandeville was never on her level in education and
so on; but she always did her duty splendidly. It was quite pathetic the way she would
sometimes say she wished she had more intellectual life; but Mandeville — well, nil
nisi bonum, as they say.” And the old gentleman went away wagging his head sadly.
“Nil nisi bonum indeed,” said Jarvis grimly. “I don’t think Randall at any rate has heard
of the story of the strange lady visitor. By the way, don’t you think it probably was the
strange woman?”
“It depends,” said the priest, “whom you mean by the strange woman.”
“Oh! I don’t mean the Italian woman,” said Jarvis hastily. “Though, as a matter of fact,
you were quite right about her, too. When they went in the skylight was smashed and
the room was empty; but so far as the police can discover, she simply went home in the
most harmless fashion. No, I mean the woman who was heard threatening him at that
secret meeting; the woman who said she was his wife. Do you think she really was his
wife?”
“It is possible,” said Father Brown, staring blankly into the void, “that she really was his
wife.”
“That would give us the motive of jealousy over his bigamous remarriage,” reflected
Jarvis, “for the body was not robbed in any way. No need to poke about for thieving
servants or even impecunious actors. But as for that, of course, you’ve noticed the
outstanding and peculiar thing about the case?”
“I have noticed several peculiar things,” said Father Brown. “Which one do you mean?”
“I mean the corporate alibi,” said Jarvis gravely. “It’s not often that practically a whole
company has a public alibi like that; an alibi on a lighted stage and all witnessing to
each other. As it turns out it is jolly lucky for our friends here that poor Mandeville did

put those two silly society women in the box to watch the rehearsal. They can bear
witness that the whole act was performed without a hitch, with the characters on the
stage all the time. They began long before Mandeville was last seen going into his
room. They went on at least five or ten minutes after you and I found his dead body.
And, by a lucky coincidence, the moment we actually heard him fall was during the
time when all the characters were on the stage together.”
“Yes, that is certainly very important and simplifies everything,” agreed Father Brown.
“Let us count the people covered by the alibi. There was Randall: I rather fancy Randall
practically hated the manager, though he is very properly covering his feelings just now.
But he is ruled out; it was his voice we heard thundering over our heads from the stage.
There is our jeune premier, Mr. Knight: I have rather good reason to suppose he was in
love with Mandeville’s wife and not concealing that sentiment so much as he might; but
he is out of it, for he was on the stage at the same time, being thundered at. There was
that amiable Jew who calls himself Aubrey Vernon, he’s out of it; and there’s Mrs.
Mandeville, she’s out of it. Their corporate alibi, as you say, depends chiefly on Lady
Miriam and her friend in the box; though there is the general common-sense
corroboration that the act had to be gone through and the routine of the theatre seems to
have suffered no interruption. The legal witnesses, however, are Lady Miriam and her
friend, Miss Talbot. I suppose you feel sure they are all right?”
“Lady Miriam?” said Jarvis in surprise. “Oh, yes. ... I suppose you mean that she looks
a queer sort of vamp. But you’ve no notion what even the ladies of the best families are
looking like nowadays. Besides, is there any particular reason for doubting their
evidence?”
“Only that it brings us up against a blank wall,” said Father Brown. “Don’t you see that
this collective alibi practically covers everybody? Those four were the only performers
in the theatre at the time; and there were scarcely any servants in the theatre; none
indeed, except old Sam, who guards the only regular entrance, and the woman who
guarded Miss Maroni’s door. There is nobody else left available but you and me. We
certainly might be accused of the crime, especially as we found the body. There seems
nobody else who can be accused. You didn’t happen to kill him when I wasn’t looking,
I suppose?”
Jarvis looked up with a slight start and stared a moment, then the broad grin returned to
his swarthy face. He shook his head.
“You didn’t do it,” said Father Brown; “and we will assume for the moment, merely for
the sake of argument, that I didn’t do it. The people on the stage being out of it, it really
leaves the Signora behind her locked door, the sentinel in front of her door, and old
Sam. Or are you thinking of the two ladies in the box? Of course they might have
slipped out of the box.”
“No,” said Jarvis; “I am thinking of the unknown woman who came and told
Mandeville she was his wife.”
“Perhaps she was,” said the priest; and this time there was a note in his steady voice that
made his companion start to his feet once more and lean across the table.

“We said,” he observed in a low, eager voice, “that this first wife might have been
jealous of the other wife.”
“No,” said Father Brown; “she might have been jealous of the Italian girl, perhaps, or of
Lady Miriam Marden. But she was not jealous of the other wife.”
“And why not?”
“Because there was no other wife,” said Father Brown. “So far from being a bigamist,
Mr. Mandeville seems to me to have been a highly monogamous person. His wife was
almost too much with him; so much with him that you all charitably suppose that she
must be somebody else. But I don’t see how she could have been with him when he was
killed, for we agree that she was acting all the time in front of the footlights. Acting an
important part, too. ...”
“Do you really mean,” cried Jarvis, “that the strange woman who haunted him like a
ghost was only the Mrs. Mandeville we know?” But he received no answer; for Father
Brown was staring into vacancy with a blank expression almost like an idiot’s. He
always did look most idiotic at the instant when he was most intelligent.
The next moment he scrambled to his feet, looking very harassed and distressed. “This
is awful,” he said. “I’m not sure it isn’t the worst business I ever had; but I’ve got to go
through with it. Would you go and ask Mrs. Mandeville if I may speak to her in
private?”
“Oh, certainly,” said Jarvis, as he turned towards the door. “But what’s the matter with
you?”
“Only being a born fool,” said Father Brown; “a very common complaint in this vale of
tears. I was fool enough to forget altogether that the play was The School For Scandal.”
He walked restlessly up and down the room until Jarvis re-appeared at the door with an
altered and even alarmed face.
“I can’t find her anywhere,” he said. “Nobody seems to have seen her.”
“They haven’t seen Norman Knight either, have they?” asked Father Brown dryly.
“Well, it saves me the most painful interview of my life. Saving the grace of God, I was
very nearly frightened of that woman. But she was frightened of me, too; frightened of
something I’d seen or said. Knight was always begging her to bolt with him. Now she’s
done it; and I’m devilish sorry for him.”
“For him?” inquired Jarvis.
“Well, it can’t be very nice to elope with a murderess,” said the other dispassionately.
“But as a matter of fact she was something very much worse than a murderess.”
“And what is that?”

“An egoist,” said Father Brown. “She was the sort of person who had looked in the
mirror before looking out of the window, and it is the worst calamity of mortal life. The
looking-glass was unlucky for her, all right; but rather because it wasn’t broken.”
“I can’t understand what all this means,” said Jarvis. “Everybody regarded her as a
person of the most exalted ideals, almost moving on a higher spiritual plane than the
rest of us. ...”
“She regarded herself in that light,” said the other; “and she knew how to hypnotize
everybody else into it. Perhaps I hadn’t known her long enough to be wrong about her.
But I knew the sort of person she was five minutes after I clapped eyes on her.”
“Oh, come.” cried Jarvis; “I’m sure her behaviour about the Italian was beautiful.”
“Her behaviour always was beautiful,” said the other. “I’ve heard from everybody here
all about her refinements and subtleties and spiritual soarings above poor Mandeville’s
head. But all these spiritualities and subtleties seem to me to boil themselves down to
the simple fact that she certainly was a lady and he most certainly was not a gentleman.
But, do you know, I have never felt quite sure that St. Peter will make that the only test
at the gate of heaven.
“As for the rest,” he went on with increasing animation, “I knew from the very first
words she said that she was not really being fair to the poor Italian, with all her fine airs
of frigid magnanimity. And again, I realized it when I knew that the play was The
School for Scandal.’
“You are going rather too fast for me,” said Jarvis in some bewilderment. “What does it
matter what the play was?”
“Well,” said the priest, “she said she had given the girl the part of the beautiful heroine
and had retired into the background herself with the older part of a matron. Now that
might have applied to almost any play; but it falsifies the facts about that particular
play. She can only have meant that she gave the other actress the part of Maria, which is
hardly a part at all. And the part of the obscure and self-effacing married woman, if you
please, must have been the part of Lady Teazle, which is the only part any actress wants
to act. If the Italian was a first-rate actress who had been promised a first-rate part, there
was really some excuse, or at least some cause, for her mad Italian rage. There generally
is for mad Italian rages: Latins are logical and have a reason for going mad. But that one
little thing let in daylight for me on the meaning of her magnanimity. And there was
another thing, even then. You laughed when I said that the sulky look of Mrs. Sands
was a study in character; but not in the character of Mrs. Sands. But it was true. If you
want to know what a lady is really like, don’t look at her; for she may be too clever for
you. Don’t look at the men round her, for they may be too silly about her. But look at
some other woman who is always near to her, and especially one who is under her. You
will see in that mirror her real face, and the face mirrored in Mrs. Sands was very ugly.
“And as for all the other impressions, what were they? I heard a lot about the
unworthiness of poor old Mandeville; but it was all about his being unworthy other, and
I am pretty certain it came indirectly from her. And, even so, it betrayed itself.
Obviously, from what every man said, she had confided in every man about her

confounded intellectual loneliness. You yourself said she never complained; and then
quoted her about how her uncomplaining silence strengthened her soul. And that is just
the note; that’s the unmistakable style. People who complain are just jolly, human
Christian nuisances; I don’t mind them. But people who complain that they never
complain are the devil. They are really the devil; isn’t that swagger of stoicism the
whole point of the Byronic cult of Satan? I heard all this; but for the life of me I
couldn’t hear of anything tangible she had to complain of. Nobody pretended that her
husband drank, or beat her, or left her without money, or even was unfaithful, until the
rumour about the secret meetings, which were simply her own melodramatic habit of
pestering him with curtain-lectures in his own business office. And when one looked at
the facts, apart from the atmospheric impression of martyrdom she contrived to spread,
the facts were really quite the other way. Mandeville left off making money on
pantomimes to please her; he started losing money on classical drama to please her. She
arranged the scenery and furniture as she liked. She wanted Sheridan’s play and she had
it; she wanted the part of Lady Teazle and she had it; she wanted a rehearsal without
costume at that particular hour and she had it. It may be worth remarking on the curious
fact that she wanted that.”
“But what is the use of all this tirade?” asked the actor, who had hardly ever heard his
clerical friend, make so long a speech before. “We seem to have got a long way from
the murder in all this psychological business. She may have eloped with Knight; she
may have bamboozled Randall; she may have bamboozled me. But she can’t have
murdered her husband — for everyone agrees she was on the stage through the whole
scene. She may be wicked; but she isn’t a witch.”
“Well, I wouldn’t be so sure,” said Father Brown, with a smile. “But she didn’t need to
use any witchcraft in this case. I know now that she did it, and very simply indeed.”
“Why are you so sure of that?” asked Jarvis, looking at him in a puzzled way.
“Because the play was The School for Scandal,” replied Father Brown, “and that
particular act of The School for Scandal. I should like to remind you, as I said just now,
that she always arranged the furniture how she liked. I should also like to remind you
that this stage was built and used for pantomimes; it would naturally have trap-doors
and trick exits of that sort. And when you say that witnesses could attest to having seen
all the performers on the stage, I should like to remind you that in the principal scene of
The School for Scandal one of the principal performers remains for a considerable time
on the stage, but is not seen. She is technically ‘on,’ but she might practically be very
much ‘off.’ That is the Screen of Lady Teazle and the Alibi of Mrs. Mandeville.”
There was a silence and then the actor said: “You think she slipped through a trap-door
behind a screen down to the floor below, where the manager’s room was?”
“She certainly slipped away in some fashion; and that is the most probable fashion,”
said the other. “I think it all the more probable because she took the opportunity of an
undress rehearsal, and even indeed arranged for one. It is a guess; but I fancy if it had
been a dress rehearsal it might have been more difficult to get through a trap-door in the
hoops of the eighteenth century. There are many little difficulties, of course, but I think
they could all be met in time and in turn.”

“What I can’t meet is the big difficulty,” said Jarvis, putting his head on his hand with a
sort of groan. “I simply can’t bring myself to believe that a radiant and serene creature
like that could so lose, so to speak, her bodily balance, to say nothing of her moral
balance. Was any motive strong enough? Was she very much in love with Knight?”
“I hope so,” replied his companion; “for really it would be the most human excuse. But
I’m sorry to say that I have my doubts. She wanted to get rid of her husband, who was
an old-fashioned, provincial hack, not even making much money. She wanted to have a
career as the brilliant wife of a brilliant and rapidly-rising actor. But she didn’t want in
that sense to act in The School for Scandal. She wouldn’t have run away with a man
except in the last resort. It wasn’t a human passion with her, but a sort of hellish
respectability. She was always dogging her husband in secret and badgering him to
divorce himself or otherwise get out of the way; and as he refused he paid at last for his
refusal. There’s another thing you’ve got to remember. You talk about these highbrows
having a higher art and a more philosophical drama. But remember what a lot of the
philosophy is! Remember what sort of conduct those highbrows often present to the
highest! All about the Will to Power and the Right to Live and the Right to Experience
— damned nonsense and more than damned nonsense — nonsense that can damn.”
Father Brown frowned, which he did very rarely; and there was still a cloud on his brow
as he put on his hat and went out into the night.

The Vanishing of Vaudrey
SIR ARTHUR VAUDREY, in his light-grey summer suit, and wearing on his grey head
the white hat which he so boldly affected, went walking briskly up the road by the river
from his own house to the little group of houses that were almost like outhouses to his
own, entered that little hamlet, and then vanished completely as if he had been carried
away by the fairies.
The disappearance seemed the more absolute and abrupt because of the familiarity of
the scene and the extreme simplicity of the conditions of the problem. The hamlet could
not be called a village; indeed, it was little more than a small and strangely-isolated
street. It stood in the middle of wide and open fields and plains, a mere string of the four
or five shops absolutely needed by the neighbours; that is, by a few farmers and the
family at the great house. There was a butcher’s at the corner, at which, it appeared, Sir
Arthur had last been seen. He was seen by two young men staying at his house — Evan
Smith, who was acting as his secretary, and John Dalmon, who was generally supposed
to be engaged to his ward. There was next to the butcher’s a small shop combining a
large number of functions, such as is found in villages, in which a little old woman sold
sweets, walking-sticks, golf-balls, gum, balls of string and a very faded sort of
stationery. Beyond this was the tobacconist, to which the two young men were betaking
themselves when they last caught a glimpse of their host standing in front of the
butcher’s shop; and beyond that was a dingy little dressmaker’s, kept by two ladies. A
pale and shiny shop, offering to the passer-by great goblets of very wan, green
lemonade, completed the block of buildings; for the only real and Christian inn in the
neighbourhood stood by itself some way, down the main road. Between the inn and the
hamlet was a cross-roads, at which stood a policeman and a uniformed official of a
motoring club; and both agreed that Sir Arthur had never passed that point on the road.

It had been at an early hour of a very brilliant summer day that the old gentleman had
gone gaily striding up the road, swinging his walking-stick and flapping his yellow
gloves. He was a good deal of a dandy, but one of a vigorous and virile sort, especially
for his age. His bodily strength and activity were still very remarkable, and his curly
hair might have been a yellow so pale as to look white instead of a white that was a
faded yellow. His clean-shaven face was handsome, with a high-bridged nose like the
Duke of Wellington’s; but the most outstanding features were his eyes. They were not
merely metaphorically outstanding; something prominent and almost bulging about
them was perhaps the only disproportion in his features; but his lips were sensitive and
set a little tightly, as if by an act of will. He was the squire of all that country and the
owner of the little hamlet. In that sort of place everybody not only knows everybody
else, but generally knows where anybody is at any given moment. The normal course
would have been for Sir Arthur to walk to the village, to say whatever he wanted to say
to the butcher or anybody else, and then walk back to his house again, all in the course
of about half an hour: as the two young men did when they had bought their cigarettes.
But they saw nobody on the road returning; indeed, there was nobody in sight except
the one other guest at the house, a certain Dr. Abbott, who was sitting with his broad
back to them on the river bank, very patiently fishing.
When all the three guests returned to breakfast, they seemed to think little or nothing of
the continued absence of the squire; but when the day wore on and he missed one meal
after another, they naturally began to be puzzled, and Sybil Rye, the lady of the
household, began to be seriously alarmed. Expeditions of discovery were dispatched to
the village again and again without finding any trace; and eventually, when darkness
fell, the house was full of a definite fear. Sybil had sent for Father Brown, who was a
friend of hers and had helped her out of a difficulty in the past; and under the pressure
of the apparent peril he had consented to remain at the house and see it through.
Thus it happened that when the new day’s dawn broke without news, Father Brown was
early afoot and on the look-out for anything; his black, stumpy figure could be seen
pacing the garden path where the garden was embanked along the river, as he scanned
the landscape up and down with his short-sighted and rather misty gaze.
He realized that another figure was moving even more restlessly along the embankment,
and saluted Evan Smith, the secretary, by name.
Evan Smith was a tall, fair-haired young man, looking rather harassed, as was perhaps
natural in that hour of distraction. But something of the sort hung about him at all times.
Perhaps it was more marked because he had the sort of athletic reach and poise and the
sort of leonine yellow hair and moustache which accompany (always in fiction and
sometimes in fact) a frank and cheerful demeanour of “English youth.” As in his case
they accompanied deep and cavernous eyes and a rather haggard look, the contrast with
the conventional tall figure and fair hair of romance may have had a touch of something
sinister. But Father Brown smiled at him amiably enough and then said more seriously:
“This is a trying business.”
“It’s a very trying business for Miss Rye,” answered the young man gloomily; “and I
don’t see why I should disguise what’s the worst part of it for me, even if she is engaged
to Dalmon. Shocked, I suppose?”

Father Brown did not look very much shocked, but his face was often rather
expressionless; he merely said, mildly:
“Naturally, we all sympathize with her anxiety. I suppose you haven’t any news or
views in the matter?”
“I haven’t any news exactly.” answered Smith; “no news from outside at least. As for
views. ...” And he relapsed into moody silence.
“I should be very glad to hear your views,” said the little priest pleasantly. “I hope you
don’t mind my saying that you seem to have something on your mind.”
The young man stirred rather than started and looked at the priest steadily, with a frown
that threw his hollow eyes into dense shadow.
“Well, you’re right enough,” he said at last. “I suppose I shall have to tell somebody.
And you seem a safe sort of person to tell.”
“Do you know what has happened to Sir Arthur?” asked Father Brown calmly, as if it
were the most casual matter in the world.
“Yes,” said the secretary harshly, “I think I know what has happened to Sir Arthur.”
“A beautiful morning,” said a bland voice in his ear; “a beautiful morning for a rather
melancholy meeting.”
This time the secretary jumped as if he had been shot, as the large shadow of Dr. Abbott
fell across his path in the already strong sunshine. Dr. Abbott was still in his dressinggown — a sumptuous oriental dressing-gown covered with coloured flowers and
dragons, looking rather like one of the most brilliant flower-beds that were growing
under the glowing sun. He also wore large, flat slippers, which was doubtless why he
had come so close to the others without being heard. He would normally have seemed
the last person for such a light and airy approach, for he was a very big, broad and
heavy man, with a powerful benevolent face very much sunburnt, in a frame of oldfashioned grey whiskers and chin beard, which hung about him luxuriantly, like the
long, grey curls of his venerable head. His long slits of eyes were rather sleepy and,
indeed, he was an elderly gentleman to be up so early; but he had a look at once robust
and weatherbeaten, as of an old farmer or sea captain who had once been out in all
weathers. He was the only old comrade and contemporary of the squire in the company
that met at the house.
“It seems truly extraordinary,” he said, shaking his head. “Those little houses are like
dolls’ houses, always open front and back, and there’s hardly room to hide anybody,
even if they wanted to hide him. And I’m sure they don’t. Dalmon and I cross-examined
them all yesterday; they’re mostly little old women that couldn’t hurt a fly. The men are
nearly all away harvesting, except the butcher; and Arthur was seen coming out of the
butcher’s. And nothing could have happened along that stretch by the river, for I was
fishing there all day.”

Then he looked at Smith and the look in his long eyes seemed for the moment not only
sleepy, but a little sly.
“I think you and Dalmon can testify,” he said, “that you saw me sitting there through
your whole journey there and back.”
“Yes,” said Evan Smith shortly, and seemed rather impatient at the long interruption.
“The only thing I can think of,” went on Dr. Abbott slowly; and then the interruption
was itself interrupted. A figure at once light and sturdy strode very rapidly across the
green lawn between the gay flowerbeds, and John Dalmon appeared among them,
holding a paper in his hand. He was neatly dressed and rather swarthy, with a very fine
square Napoleonic face and very sad eyes — eyes so sad that they looked almost dead.
He seemed to be still young, but his black hair had gone prematurely grey about the
temples.
“I’ve just had this telegram from the police,” he said “I wired to them last night and
they say they’re sending down a man at once. Do you know, Dr. Abbott, of anybody
else we ought to send for? Relations, I mean, and that sort of thing.”
“There is his nephew, Vernon Vaudrey, of course,” said the old man. “If you will come
with me, I think I can give you his address and — and tell you something rather special
about him.”
Dr. Abbott and Dalmon moved away in the direction of the house and, when they had
gone a certain distance, Father Brown said simply, as if there had been no interruption:
“You were saying?”
“You’re a cool hand,” said the secretary. “I suppose it comes of hearing confessions. I
feel rather as if I were going to make a confession. Some people would feel a bit jolted
out of the mood of confidence by that queer old elephant creeping up like a snake. But I
suppose I’d better stick to it, though it really isn’t my confession, but somebody else’s.”
He stopped a moment, frowning and pulling his moustache; then he said, abruptly:
“I believe Sir Arthur has bolted, and I believe I know why.”
There was a silence and then he exploded again.
“I’m in a damnable position, and most people would say I was doing a damnable thing.
I am now going to appear in the character of a sneak and a skunk and I believe I am
doing my duty.”
“You must be the judge,” said Father Brown gravely. “What is the matter with your
duty?”
“I’m in the perfectly foul position of telling tales against a rival, and a successful rival,
too,” said the young man bitterly; “and I don’t know what else in the world I can do.
You were asking what was the explanation of Vaudrey’s disappearance. I am absolutely
convinced that Dalmon is the explanation.”

“You mean,” said the priest, with composure, “that Dalmon has killed Sir Arthur?”
“No!” exploded Smith, with startling violence. “No, a hundred times! He hasn’t done
that, whatever else he’s done. He isn’t a murderer, whatever else he is. He has the best
of all alibis; the evidence of a man who hates him. I’m not likely to perjure myself for
love of Dalmon; and I could swear in any court he did nothing to the old man yesterday.
Dalmon and I were together all day, or all that part of the day, and he did nothing in the
village except buy cigarettes, and nothing here except smoke them and read in the
library. No; I believe he is a criminal, but he did not kill Vaudrey. I might even say
more; because he is a criminal he did not kill Vaudrey.”
“Yes,” said the other patiently, “and what does that mean?”
“It means,” replied the secretary, “that he is a criminal committing another crime: and
his crime depends on keeping Vaudrey alive.”
“Oh, I see,” said Father Brown.
“I know Sybil Rye pretty well, and her character is a great part of this story. It is a very
fine character in both senses: that is, it is of a noble quality and only too delicate a
texture. She is one of those people who are terribly conscientious, without any of that
armour of habit and hard common sense that many conscientious people get. She is
almost insanely sensitive and at the same time quite unselfish. Her history is curious:
she was left literally penniless like a foundling and Sir Arthur took her into his house
and treated her with consideration, which puzzled many; for, without being hard on the
old man, it was not much in his line. But, when she was about seventeen, the
explanation came to her with a shock; for her guardian asked her to marry him. Now I
come to the curious part of the story. Somehow or other, Sybil had heard from
somebody (I rather suspect from old Abbott) that Sir Arthur Vaudrey, in his wilder
youth, had committed some crime or, at least, done some great wrong to somebody,
which had got him into serious trouble. I don’t know what it was. But it was a sort of
nightmare to the girl at her crude sentimental age, and made him seem like a monster, at
least too much so for the close relation of marriage. What she did was incredibly typical
of her. With helpless terror and with heroic courage she told him the truth with her own
trembling lips. She admitted that her repulsion might be morbid; she confessed it like a
secret madness. To her relief and surprise he took it quietly and courteously, and
apparently said no more on the subject; and her sense of his generosity was greatly
increased by the next stage of the story. There came into her lonely life the influence of
an equally lonely man. He was camping-out like a sort of hermit on one of the islands in
the river; and I suppose the mystery made him attractive, though I admit he is attractive
enough; a gentleman, and quite witty, though very melancholy — which, I suppose,
increased the romance. It was this man, Dalmon, of course; and to this day I’m not sure
how far she really accepted him; but it got as far as his getting permission to see her
guardian. I can fancy her awaiting that interview in an agony of terror and wondering
how the old beau would take the appearance of a rival. But here, again, she found she
had apparently done him an injustice. He received the younger man with hearty
hospitality and seemed to be delighted with the prospects of the young couple. He and
Dalmon went shooting and fishing together and were the best of friends, when one day
she had another shock. Dalmon let slip in conversation some chance phrase that the old
man ‘had not changed much in thirty years,’ and the truth about the odd intimacy burst

upon her. All that introduction and hospitality had been a masquerade; the men had
obviously known each other before. That was why the younger man had come down
rather covertly to that district. That was why the elder man was lending himself so
readily to promote the match. I wonder what you are thinking?”
“I know what you are thinking,” said Father Brown, with a smile, “and it seems entirely
logical. Here we have Vaudrey, with some ugly story in his past — a mysterious
stranger come to haunt him, and getting whatever he wants out of him. In plain words,
you think Dalmon is a blackmailer.”
“I do,” said the other; “and a rotten thing to think, too.”
Father Brown reflected for a moment and then said: “I think I should like to go up to the
house now and have a talk to Dr. Abbott.”
When he came out of the house again an hour or two afterwards, he may have been
talking to Dr. Abbott, but he emerged in company with Sybil Rye, a pale girl with
reddish hair and a profile delicate and almost tremulous; at the sight of her, one could
instantly understand all the secretary’s story of her shuddering candour. It recalled
Godiva and certain tales of virgin martyrs; only the shy can be so shameless for
conscience’s sake. Smith came forward to meet them, and for a moment they stood
talking on the lawn. The day which had been brilliant from daybreak was now glowing
and even glaring; but Father Brown carried his black bundle of an umbrella as well as
wearing his black umbrella of a hat; and seemed, in a general way, buttoned up to breast
the storm. But perhaps it was only an unconscious effect of attitude; and perhaps the
storm was not a material storm.
“What I hate about it all,” Sybil was saying in a low voice, “is the talk that’s beginning
already; suspicions against everybody. John and Evan can answer for each other, I
suppose; but Dr. Abbott has had an awful scene with the butcher, who thinks he is
accused and is throwing accusations about in consequence.”
Evan Smith looked very uncomfortable; then blurted out: “Look here, Sybil, I can’t say
much, but we don’t believe there’s any need for all that. It’s all very beastly, but we
don’t think there’s been — any violence.”
“Have you got a theory, then?” said the girl, looking instantly at the priest.
“I have heard a theory,” he replied, “which seems to me very convincing.”
He stood looking rather dreamily towards the river; and Smith and Sybil began to talk to
each other swiftly, in lowered tones. The priest drifted along the river bank, ruminating,
and plunged into a plantation of thin trees on an almost overhanging bank. The strong
sun beat on the thin veil of little dancing leaves like small green flames, and all the birds
were singing as if the tree had a hundred tongues. A minute or two later, Evan Smith
heard his own name called cautiously and yet clearly from the green depths of the
thicket. He stepped rapidly in that direction and met Father Brown returning. The priest
said to him, in a very low voice:

“Don’t let the lady come down here. Can’t you get rid of her? Ask her to telephone or
something; and then come back here again.”
Evan Smith turned with a rather desperate appearance of carelessness and approached
the girl; but she was not the sort of person whom it is hard to make busy with small jobs
for others. In a very short time she had vanished into the house and Smith turned to find
that Father Brown had once more vanished into the thicket. Just beyond the clump of
trees was a sort of small chasm where the turf had subsided to the level of the sand by
the river. Father Brown was standing on the brink of this cleft, looking down; but, either
by accident or design, he was holding his hat in his hand, in spite of the strong sun
pouring on his head.
“You had better see this yourself,” he said, heavily, “as a matter of evidence. But I warn
you to be prepared.”
“Prepared for what?” asked the other
“Only for the most horrible thing I ever saw in my life,” said Father Brown.
Even Smith stepped to the brink of the bank of turf and with difficulty repressed a cry
rather like a scream.
Sir Arthur Vaudrey was glaring and grinning up at him; the face was turned up so that
he could have put his foot on it; the head was thrown back, with its wig of whitish
yellow hair towards him, so that he saw the face upside down. This made it seem all the
more like a part of a nightmare; as if a man were walking about with his head stuck on
the wrong way. What was he doing? Was it possible that Vaudrey was really creeping
about, hiding in the cracks of field and bank, and peering out at them in this unnatural
posture? The rest of the figure seemed hunched and almost crooked, as if it had been
crippled or deformed but on looking more closely, this seemed only the foreshortening
of limbs fallen in a heap. Was he mad? Was he? The more Smith looked at him the
stiffer the posture seemed.
“You can’t see it from here properly,” said Father Brown, “but his throat is cut.”
Smith shuddered suddenly. “I can well believe it’s the most horrible thing you’ve seen,”
he said. “I think it’s seeing the face upside down. I’ve seen that face at breakfast, or
dinner, every day for ten years; and it always looked quite pleasant and polite. You turn
it upside down and it looks like the face of a fiend.”
“The face really is smiling,” said Father Brown, soberly; “which is perhaps not the least
part of the riddle. Not many men smile while their throats are being cut, even if they do
it themselves. That smile, combined with those gooseberry eyes of his that always
seemed standing out of his head, is enough, no doubt, to explain the expression. But it’s
true, things look different upside down. Artists often turn their drawings upside down to
test their correctness. Sometimes, when it’s difficult to turn the object itself upside
down (as in the case of the Matterhorn, let us say), they have been known to stand on
their heads, or at least look between their legs.”

The priest, who was talking thus flippantly to steady the other man’s nerves, concluded
by saying, in a more serious tone: “I quite understand how it must have upset you.
Unfortunately, it also upset something else.”
“What do you mean?”
“It has upset the whole of our very complete theory,” replied the other; and he began
clambering down the bank on to the little strip of sand by the river.
“Perhaps he did it himself,” said Smith abruptly. “After all, that’s the most obvious sort
of escape, and fits in with our theory very well. He wanted a quiet place and he came
here and cut his throat.”
“He didn’t come here at all,” said Father Brown. “At least, not alive, and not by land.
He wasn’t killed here; there’s not enough blood. This sun has dried his hair and clothes
pretty well by now; but there are the traces of two trickles of water in the sand. Just
about here the tide comes up from the sea and makes an eddy that washed the body into
the creek and left it when the tide retired. But the body must first have been washed
down the river, presumably from the village, for the river runs just behind the row of
little houses and shops. Poor Vaudrey died up in the hamlet, somehow; after all, I don’t
think he committed suicide; but the trouble is who would, or could, have killed him up
in that potty little place?”
He began to draw rough designs with the point of his stumpy umbrella on the strip of
sand.
“Let’s see; how does the row of shops run? First, the butcher’s; well, of course, a
butcher would be an ideal performer with a large carving-knife. But you saw Vaudrey
come out, and it isn’t very probable that he stood in the outer shop while the butcher
said: ‘Good morning. Allow me to cut your throat! Thank you. And the next article,
please?’ Sir Arthur doesn’t strike me as the sort of man who’d have stood there with a
pleasant smile while this happened. He was a very strong and vigorous man, with rather
a violent temper. And who else, except the butcher, could have stood up to him? The
next shop is kept by an old woman. Then comes the tobacconist, who is certainly a man,
but I am told quite a small and timid one. Then there is the dressmaker’s, run by two
maiden ladies, and then a refreshment shop run by a man who happens to be in hospital
and who has left his wife in charge. There are two or three village lads, assistants and
errand boys, but they were away on a special job. The refreshment shop ends the street;
there is nothing beyond that but the inn, with the policeman between.”
He made a punch with the ferrule of his umbrella to represent the policeman, and
remained moodily staring up the river. Then he made a slight movement with his hand
and, stepping quickly across, stooped over the corpse.
“Ah,” he said, straightening himself and letting out a great breath. “The tobacconist!
Why in the world didn’t I remember that about the tobacconist?”
“What is the matter with you?” demanded Smith in some exasperation; for Father
Brown was rolling his eyes and muttering, and he had uttered the word “tobacconist” as
if it were a terrible word of doom.

“Did you notice,” said the priest, after a pause, “something rather curious about his
face?”
“Curious, my God!” said Evan, with a retrospective shudder. “Anyhow, his throat was
cut. ...”
“I said his face,” said the cleric quietly. “Besides, don’t you notice he has hurt his hand
and there’s a small bandage round it?”
“Oh, that has nothing to do with it,” said Evan hastily. “That happened before and was
quite an accident. He cut his hand with a broken ink-bottle while we were working
together.”
“It has something to do with it, for all that,” replied Father Brown.
There was a long silence, and the priest walked moodily along the sand, trailing his
umbrella and sometimes muttering the word “tobacconist,” till the very word chilled his
friend with fear. Then he suddenly lifted the umbrella and pointed to a boat-house
among the rushes.
“Is that the family boat?” he asked. “I wish you’d just scull me up the river; I want to
look at those houses from the back. There’s no time to lose. They may find the body;
but we must risk that.”
Smith was already pulling the little boat upstream towards the hamlet before Father
Brown spoke again. Then he said:
“By the way, I found out from old Abbott what was the real story about poor Vaudrey’s
misdemeanour. It was a rather curious story about an Egyptian official who had insulted
him by saying that a good Moslem would avoid swine and Englishmen, but preferred
swine; or some such tactful remark. Whatever happened at the time, the quarrel was
apparently renewed some years after, when the official visited England; and Vaudrey, in
his violent passion, dragged the man to a pig-sty on the farm attached to the country
house and threw him in, breaking his arm and leg and leaving him there till next
morning. There was rather a row about it, of course, but many people thought Vaudrey
had acted in a pardonable passion of patriotism. Anyhow, it seems not quite the thing
that would have kept a man silent under deadly blackmail for decades.”
“Then you don’t think it had anything to do with the story we are considering?” asked
the secretary, thoughtfully.
“I think it had a thundering lot to do with the story I am considering now,” said Father
Brown.
They were now floating past the low wall and the steep strips of back garden running
down from the back doors to the river. Father Brown counted them carefully, pointing
with his umbrella, and when he came to the third he said again:
“Tobacconist! Is the tobacconist by any chance... .? But I think I’ll act on my guess till I
know. Only, I’ll tell you what it was I thought odd about Sir Arthur’s face.”

“And what was that?” asked his companion, pausing and resting on his oars for an
instant.
“He was a great dandy,” said Father Brown, “and the face was only half-shaved. . . .
Could you stop here a moment? We could tie up the boat to that post.”
A minute or two afterwards they had clambered over the little wall and were mounting
the steep cobbled paths of the little garden, with its rectangular beds of vegetables and
flowers.
“You see, the tobacconist does grow potatoes,” said Father Brown. “Associations with
Sir Walter Raleigh, no doubt. Plenty of potatoes and plenty of potato sacks. These little
country people have not lost all the habits of peasants; they still run two or three jobs at
once. But country tobacconists very often do one odd job extra, that I never thought of
till I saw Vaudrey’s chin. Nine times out of ten you call the shop the tobacconist’s, but
it is also the barber’s. He’d cut his hand and couldn’t shave himself; so he came up here.
Does that suggest anything else to you?”
“It suggests a good deal,” replied Smith; “but I expect it will suggest a good deal more
to you.”
“Does it suggest, for instance,” observed Father Brown, “the only conditions in which a
vigorous and rather violent gentleman might be smiling pleasantly when his throat was
cut?”
The next moment they had passed through a dark passage or two at the back of the
house, and came into the back room of the shop, dimly lit by filtered light from beyond
and a dingy and cracked looking-glass. It seemed, somehow, like the green twilight of a
tank; but there was light enough to see the rough apparatus of a barber’s shop and the
pale and even panic-sticken face of a barber.
Father Brown’s eye roamed round the room, which seemed to have been just recently
cleaned and tidied, till his gaze found something in a dusty corner just behind the door.
It was a hat hanging on a hat-peg. It was a white hat, and one very well known to all
that village. And yet, conspicuous as it had always seemed in the street, it seemed only
an example of the sort of little thing a certain sort of man often entirely forgets, when he
has most carefully washed floors or destroyed stained rags.
“Sir Arthur Vaudrey was shaved here yesterday morning, I think,” said Father Brown in
a level voice.
To the barber, a small, bald-headed, spectacled man whose name was Wicks, the sudden
appearance of these two figures out of his own back premises was like the appearance
of two ghosts risen out of a grave under the floor. But it was at once apparent that he
had more to frighten him than any fancy of superstition. He shrank, we might almost
say that he shrivelled, into a corner of the dark room; and everything about him seemed
to dwindle, except his great goblin spectacles.
“Tell me one thing,” continued the priest, quietly. “You had a reason for hating the
squire?”

The man in the corner babbled something that Smith could not hear; but the priest
nodded.
“I know you had,” he said. “You hated him; and that’s how I know you didn’t kill him.
Will you tell us what happened, or shall I?”
There was a silence filled with the faint ticking of a clock in the back kitchen; and then
Father Brown went on.
“What happened was this. When Mr. Dalmon stepped inside your outer shop, he asked
for some cigarettes that were in the window. You stepped outside for a moment, as
shopmen often do, to make sure of what he meant; and in that moment of time he
perceived in the inner room the razor you had just laid down, and the yellow-white head
of Sir Arthur in the barber’s chair; probably both glimmering in the light of that little
window beyond. It took but an instant for him to pick up the razor and cut the throat and
come back to the counter. The victim would not even be alarmed at the razor and the
hand. He died smiling at his own thoughts. And what thoughts! Nor, I think, was
Dalmon alarmed. He had done it so quickly and quietly that Mr. Smith here could have
sworn in court that the two were together all the time. But there was somebody who was
alarmed, very legitimately, and that was you. You had quarrelled with your landlord
about arrears of rent and so on; you came back into your own shop and found your
enemy murdered in your own chair, with your own razor. It was not altogether
unnatural that you despaired of clearing yourself, and preferred to clear up the mess; to
clean the floor and throw the corpse into the river at night, in a potato sack rather
loosely tied. It was rather lucky that there were fixed hours after which your barber’s
shop was shut; so you had plenty of time. You seem to have remembered everything but
the hat. . . . Oh, don’t be frightened; I shall forget everything, including the hat.”
And he passed placidly through the outer shop into the street beyond, followed by the
wondering Smith, and leaving behind the barber stunned and staring.
“You see,” said Father Brown to his companion, “it was one of those cases where a
motive really is too weak to convict a man and yet strong enough to acquit him. A little
nervous fellow like that would be the last man really to kill a big strong man for a tiff
about money. But he would be the first man to fear that he would be accused of having
done it. ... Ah, there was a thundering difference in the motive of the man who did do
it.” And he relapsed into reflection, staring and almost glaring at vacancy.
“It is simply awful,” groaned Evan Smith. “I was abusing Dalmon as a blackmailer and
a blackguard an hour or two ago, and yet it breaks me all up to hear he really did this,
after all.”
The priest still seemed to be in a sort of trance, like a man staring down into an abyss.
At last his lips moved and he murmured, more as if it were a prayer than an oath:
“Merciful God, what a horrible revenge!”
His friend questioned him, but he continued as if talking to himself.
“What a horrible tale of hatred! What a vengeance for one mortal worm to take on
another! Shall we ever get to the bottom of this bottomless human heart, where such

abominable imaginations can abide? God save us all from pride; but I cannot yet make
any picture in my mind of hate and vengeance like that.”
“Yes,” said Smith; “and I can’t quite picture why he should kill Vaudrey at all. If
Dalmon was a blackmailer, it would seem more natural for Vaudrey to kill him. As you
say, the throat-cutting was a horrid business, but — — ”
Father Brown started, and blinked like a man awakened from sleep.
“Oh, that!” he corrected hastily. “I wasn’t thinking about that. I didn’t mean the murder
in the barber’s shop, when — when I said a horrible tale of vengeance. I was thinking of
a much more horrible tale than that; though, of course, that was horrible enough, in its
way. But that was much more comprehensible; almost anybody might have done it. In
fact, it was very nearly an act of self-defence.”
“What?” exclaimed the secretary incredulously. “A man creeps up behind another man
and cuts his throat, while he is smiling pleasantly at the ceiling in a barber’s chair, and
you say it was self-defence!”
“I do not say it was justifiable self-defence,” replied the other. “I only say that many a
man would have been driven to it, to defend himself against an appalling calamity —
which was also an appalling crime. It was that other crime that I was thinking about. To
begin with, about that question you asked just now — why should the blackmailer be
the murderer? Well, there are a good many conventional confusions and errors on a
point like that.” He paused, as if collecting his thoughts after his recent trance of horror,
and went on in ordinary tones.
“You observe that two men, an older and a younger, go about together and agree on a
matrimonial project; but the origin of their intimacy is old and concealed. One is rich
and the other poor; and you guess at blackmail. You are quite right, at least to that
extent. Where you are quite wrong is in guessing which is which. You assume that the
poor man was blackmailing the rich man. As a matter of fact, the rich man was
blackmailing the poor man.”
“But that seems nonsense,” objected the secretary.
“It is much worse than nonsense; but it is not at all uncommon,” replied the other. “Half
modern politics consists of rich men blackmailing people. Your notion that it’s
nonsense rests on two illusions which are both nonsensical. One is, that rich men never
want to be richer; the other is, that a man can only be blackmailed for money. It’s the
last that is in question here. Sir Arthur Vaudrey was acting not for avarice, but for
vengeance. And he planned the most hideous vengeance I ever heard of.”
“But why should he plan vengeance on John Dalmon?” inquired Smith.
“It wasn’t on John Dalmon that he planned vengeance,” replied the priest, gravely.
There was a silence; and he resumed, almost as if changing the subject. “When we
found the body, you remember, we saw the face upside down; and you said it looked

like the face of a fiend. Has it occurred to you that the murderer also saw the face upside
down, coming behind the barber’s chair?”
“But that’s all morbid extravagance,” remonstrated his companion. “I was quite used to
the face when it was the right way up.”
“Perhaps you have never seen it the right way up,” said Father Brown. “I told you that
artists turn a picture the wrong way up when they want to see it the right way up.
Perhaps, over all those breakfasts and tea-tables, you had got used to the face of a
fiend.”
“What on earth are you driving at?” demanded Smith, impatiently.
“I speak in parables,” replied the other in a rather sombre tone. “Of course, Sir Arthur
was not actually a fiend; he was a man with a character which he had made out of a
temperament that might also have been turned to good. But those goggling, suspicious
eyes; that tight, yet quivering mouth, might have told you something if you had not been
so used to them. You know, there are physical bodies on which a wound will not heal.
Sir Arthur had a mind of that sort. It was as if it lacked a skin; he had a feverish
vigilance of vanity; those strained eyes were open with an insomnia of egoism.
Sensibility need not be selfishness. Sybil Rye, for instance, has the same thin skin and
manages to be a sort of saint. But Vaudrey had turned it all to poisonous pride; a pride
that was not even secure and self-satisfied. Every scratch on the surface of his soul
festered. And that is the meaning of that old story about throwing the man into the pigsty. If he’d thrown him then and there, after being called a pig, it might have been a
pardonable burst of passion. But there was no pig-sty; and that is just the point. Vaudrey
remembered the silly insult for years and years, till he could get the Oriental into the
improbable neighbourhood of a pig-sty; and then he took, what he considered the only
appropriate and artistic revenge. . . . Oh, my God! he liked his revenges to be
appropriate and artistic.”
Smith looked at him curiously. “You are not thinking of the pig-sty story,” he said.
“No,” said Father Brown; “of the other story.” He controlled the shudder in his voice,
and went on:
“Remembering that story of a fantastic and yet patient plot to make the vengeance fit
the crime, consider the other story before us. Had anybody else, to your knowledge,
ever insulted Vaudrey, or offered him what he thought a mortal insult? Yes; a woman
insulted him.”
A sort of vague horror began to dawn in Evan’s eyes; he was listening intently.
“A girl, little more than a child, refused to marry him, because he had once been a sort
of criminal; had, indeed, been in prison for a short time for the outrage on the Egyptian.
And that madman said, in the hell of his heart: ‘She shall marry a murderer.’”
They took the road towards the great house and went along by the river for some time in
silence, before he resumed: “Vaudrey was in a position to blackmail Dalmon, who had
committed a murder long ago; probably he knew of several crimes among the wild

comrades of his youth. Probably it was a wild crime with some redeeming features; for
the wildest murders are never the worst. And Dalmon looks to me like a man who
knows remorse, even for killing Vaudrey. But he was in Vaudrey’s power and, between
them, they entrapped the girl very cleverly into an engagement; letting the lover try his
luck first, for instance, and the other only encouraging magnificently. But Dalmon
himself did not know, nobody but the Devil himself did know, what was really in that
old man’s mind.
“Then, a few days ago, Dalmon made a dreadful discovery. He had obeyed, not
altogether unwillingly; he had been a tool; and he suddenly found how the tool was to
be broken and thrown away. He came upon certain notes of Vaudrey’s in the library
which, disguised as they were, told of preparations for giving information to the police.
He understood the whole plot and stood stunned as I did when I first understood it. The
moment the bride and bridegroom were married, the bridegroom would be arrested and
hanged. The fastidious lady, who objected to a husband who had been in prison, should
have no husband except a husband on the gallows. That is what Sir Arthur Vaudrey
considered an artistic rounding off of the story.”
Evan Smith, deadly pale, was silent; and, far away, down the perspective of the road,
they saw the large figure and wide hat of Dr. Abbott advancing towards them; even in
the outline there was a certain agitation. But they were still shaken with their own
private apocalypse.
“As you say, hate is a hateful thing,” said Evan at last; “and, do you know, one thing
gives me a sort of relief. All my hatred of poor Dalmon is gone out of me — now I
know how he was twice a murderer.”
It was in silence that they covered the rest of the distance and met the big doctor coming
towards them, with his large gloved hands thrown out in a sort of despairing gesture and
his grey beard tossing in the wind.
“There is dreadful news,” he said. “Arthur’s body has been found. He seems to have
died in his garden.”
“Dear me,” said Father Brown, rather mechanically. “How dreadful!”
“And there is more,” cried the doctor breathlessly. “John Dalmon went off to see
Vernon Vaudrey, the nephew; but Vernon Vaudrey hasn’t heard of him and Dalmon
seems to have disappeared entirely.”
“Dear me,” said Father Brown. “How strange!”

The Worst Crime in the World
FATHER BROWN was wandering through a picture gallery with an expression that
suggested that he had not come there to look at the pictures. Indeed, he did not want to
look at the pictures, though he liked pictures well enough. Not that there was anything
immoral or improper about those highly modern pictorial designs. He would indeed be
of an inflammable temperament who was stirred to any of the more pagan passions by
the display of interrupted spirals, inverted cones and broken cylinders with which the art

of the future inspired or menaced mankind. The truth is that Father Brown was looking
for a young friend who had appointed that somewhat incongruous meeting-place, being
herself of a more futuristic turn. The young friend was also a young relative; one of the
few relatives that he had. Her name was Elizabeth Fane, simplified into Betty, and she
was the child of a sister who had married into a race of refined but impoverished
squires. As the squire was dead as well as impoverished, Father Brown stood in the
relation of a protector as well as a priest, and in some sense a guardian as well as an
uncle. At the moment, however, he was blinking about at the groups in the gallery
without catching sight of the familiar brown hair and bright face of his niece.
Nevertheless, he saw some people he knew and a number of people he did not know,
including some that, as a mere matter of taste, he did not much want to know.
Among the people the priest did not know and who yet aroused his interest was a lithe
and alert young man, very beautifully dressed and looking rather like a foreigner,
because, while his beard was cut in a spade shape like an old Spaniard’s, his dark hair
was cropped so close as to look like a tight black skull-cap. Among the people the priest
did not particularly want to know was a very dominant-looking lady, sensationally clad
in scarlet, with a mane of yellow hair too long to be called bobbed, but too loose to be
called anything else. She had a powerful and rather heavy face of a pale and rather
unwholesome complexion, and when she looked at anybody she cultivated the
fascinations of a basilisk. She towed in attendance behind her a short man with a big
beard and a very broad face, with long sleepy slits of eyes. The expression of his face
was beaming and benevolent, if only partially awake; but his bull neck, when seen from
behind, looked a little brutal.
Father Brown gazed at the lady, feeling that the appearance and approach of his niece
would be an agreeable contrast. Yet he continued to gaze, for some reason, until he
reached the point of feeling that the appearance of anybody would be an agreeable
contrast. It was therefore with a certain relief, though with a slight start as of awakening,
that he turned at the sound of his name and saw another face that he knew.
It was the sharp but not unfriendly face of a lawyer named Granby, whose patches of
grey hair might almost have been the powder from a wig, so incongruous were they
with his youthful energy of movement. He was one of those men in the City who run
about like schoolboys in and out of their offices. He could not run round the fashionable
picture gallery quite in that fashion; but he looked as if he wanted to, and fretted as he
glanced to left and right, seeking somebody he knew.
“I didn’t know,” said Father Brown, smiling, “that you were a patron of the New Art.”
“I didn’t know that you were,” retorted the other. “I came here to catch a man.”
“I hope you will have good sport,” answered the priest. “I’m doing much the same.”
“Said he was passing through to the Continent,” snorted the solicitor, “and could I meet
him in this cranky place.” He ruminated a moment, and said abruptly: “Look here, I
know you can keep a secret. Do you know Sir John Musgrave?”
“No,” answered the priest; “but I should hardly have thought he was a secret, though
they say he does hide himself in a castle. Isn’t he the old man they tell all those tales

about — how he lives in a tower with a real portcullis and drawbridge, and generally
refuses to emerge from the Dark Ages? Is he one of your clients?”
“No,” replied Granby shortly: “it’s his son, Captain Musgrave, who has come to us. But
the old man counts for a good deal in the affair, and I don’t know him; that’s the point.
Look here, this is confidential, as I say, but I can confide in you.“ He dropped his voice
and drew his friend apart into a side gallery containing representations of various real
objects, which was comparatively empty.
“This young Musgrave,” he said, “wants to raise a big sum from us on a post obit on his
old father in Northumberland. The old man’s long past seventy and presumably will
obit some time or other; but what about the post, so to speak? What will happen
afterwards to his cash and castles and portcullises and all the rest? It’s a very fine old
estate, and still worth a lot, but strangely enough it isn’t entailed. So you see how we
stand. The question is, as the man said in Dickens, is the old man friendly?”
“If he’s friendly to his son you’ll feel all the friendlier,” observed Father Brown. “No,
I’m afraid I can’t help you. I never met Sir John Musgrave, and I understand very few
people do meet him nowadays. But it seems obvious you have a right to an answer on
that point before you lend the young gentleman your firm’s money. Is he the sort that
people cut off with a shilling?”
“Well, I’m doubtful,” answered the other. “He’s very popular and brilliant and a great
figure in society; but he’s a great deal abroad, and he’s been a journalist.”
“Well,” said Father Brown, “that’s not a crime. At least not always.”
“Nonsense!” said Granby curtly. “You know what I mean — he’s rather a rolling stone,
who’s been a journalist and a lecturer and an actor, and all sorts of things. I’ve got to
know where I stand. . . . Why, there he is.”
And the solicitor, who had been stamping impatiently about the emptier gallery, turned
suddenly and darted into the more crowded room at a run. He was running towards the
tall and well-dressed young man with the short hair and the foreign-looking beard.
The two walked away together talking, and for some moments afterwards Father Brown
followed them with his screwed, short-sighted eyes. His gaze was shifted and recalled,
however, by the breathless and even boisterous arrival of his niece, Betty. Rather to the
surprise of her uncle, she led him back into the emptier room and planted him on a seat
that was like an island in that sea of floor.
“I’ve got something I must tell you,” she said. “It’s so silly that nobody else will
understand it.”
“You overwhelm me,” said Father Brown. “Is it about this business your mother started
telling me about? Engagements and all that; not what the military historians call a
general engagement.”
“You know,” she said, “that she wants me to be engaged to Captain Musgrave.”

“I didn’t,” said Father Brown with resignation; “but Captain Musgrave seems to be
quite a fashionable topic.”
“Of course we’re very poor,” she said, “and it’s no good saying it makes no difference.”
“Do you want to marry him?” asked Father Brown, looking at her through his halfclosed eyes.
She frowned at the floor, and answered in a lower tone:
“I thought I did. At least I think I thought I did. But I’ve just had rather a shock.”
“Then tell us all about it.”
“I heard him laugh,” she said.
“It is an excellent social accomplishment,” he replied.
“You don’t understand,” said the girl. “It wasn’t social at all. That was just the point of
it — that it wasn’t social.”
She paused a moment, and then went on firmly: “I came here quite early, and saw him
sitting quite alone in the middle of that gallery with the new pictures, that was quite
empty then. He had no idea I or anybody was near; he was sitting quite alone, and he
laughed.”
“Well, no wonder,” said Father Brown. “I’m not an art critic myself, but as a general
view of the pictures taken as a whole — — ”
“Oh, you won’t understand,” she said almost angrily. “It wasn’t a bit like that. He
wasn’t looking at the pictures. He was staring right up at the ceiling; but his eyes
seemed to be turned inwards, and he laughed so that my blood ran cold.”
The priest had risen and was pacing the room with his hands behind him. “You mustn’t
be hasty in a case of this sort,” he began. “There are two kinds of men — but we can
hardly discuss him just now, for here he is.”
Captain Musgrave entered the room swiftly and swept it with a smile. Granby, the
lawyer, was just behind him, and his legal face bore a new expression of relief and
satisfaction.
“I must apologize for everything I said about the Captain,” he said to the priest as they
drifted together towards the door. “He’s a thoroughly sensible fellow and quite sees my
point. He asked me himself why I didn’t go north and see his old father; I could hear
from the old man’s own lips how it stood about the inheritance. Well, he couldn’t say
fairer than that, could he? But he’s so anxious to get the thing settled that he offered to
take me up in his own car to Musgrave Moss. That’s the name of the estate. I suggested
that, if he was so kind, we might go together; and we’re starting to-morrow morning.”

As they spoke Betty and the Captain came through the doorway together, making in that
framework at least a sort of picture that some would be sentimental enough to prefer to
cones and cylinders. Whatever their other affinities, they were both very good-looking;
and the lawyer was moved to a remark on the fact, when the picture abruptly altered.
Captain James Musgrave looked out into the main gallery, and his laughing and
triumphant eyes were riveted on something that seemed to change him from head to
foot. Father Brown looked round as under an advancing shadow of premonition; and he
saw the lowering, almost livid face of the large woman in scarlet under its leonine
yellow hair. She always stood with a slight stoop, like a bull lowering its horns, and the
expression of her pale pasty face was so oppressive and hypnotic that they hardly saw
the little man with the large beard standing beside her.
Musgrave advanced into the centre of the room towards her, almost like a beautifully
dressed wax-work wound up to walk. He said a few words to her that could not be
heard. She did not answer; but they turned away together, walking down the long
gallery as if in debate, the short, bull-necked man with the beard bringing up the rear
like some grotesque goblin page.
“Heaven help us!” muttered Father Brown, frowning after them. “Who in the world is
that woman?”
“No pal of mine, I’m happy to say,” replied Granby with grim flippancy. “Looks as if a
little flirtation with her might end fatally, doesn’t it?”
“I don’t think he’s flirting with her,” said Father Brown.
Even as he spoke the group in question turned at the end of the gallery and broke up,
and Captain Musgrave came back to them in hasty strides.
“Look here,” he cried, speaking naturally enough, though they fancied his colour was
changed. “I’m awfully sorry, Mr. Granby, but I find I can’t come north with you tomorrow. Of course, you will take the car all the same. Please do; I shan’t want it. I — I
have to be in London for some days. Take a friend with you if you like.”
“My friend, Father Brown — — ” began the lawyer.
“If Captain Musgrave is really so kind,” said Father Brown gravely. “I may explain that
I have some status in Mr. Granby’s inquiry, and it would be a great relief to my mind if
I could go.”
Which was how it came about that a very elegant car, with an equally elegant chauffeur,
shot north the next day over the Yorkshire moors, bearing the incongruous burden of a
priest who looked rather like a black bundle, and a lawyer who had the habit of running
about on his feet instead of racing on somebody else’s wheels.
They broke their journey very agreeably in one of the great dales of the West Riding,
dining and sleeping at a comfortable inn, and starting early next day, began to run along
the Northumbrian coast till they reached a country that was a maze of sand dunes and
rank sea meadows, somewhere in the heart of which lay the old Border castle which had

remained so unique and yet so secretive a monument of the old Border wars. They
found it at last, by following a path running beside a long arm of the sea that ran inland,
and turned eventually into a sort of rude canal ending in the moat of the castle. The
castle really was a castle, of the square, embattled plan that the Normans built
everywhere from Galilee to the Grampians. It did really and truly have a portcullis and a
drawbridge, and they were very realistically reminded of the fact by an accident that
delayed their entrance.
They waded amid long coarse grass and thistle to the bank of the moat which ran in a
ribbon of black with dead leaves and scum upon it, like ebony inlaid with a pattern of
gold. Barely a yard or two beyond the black ribbon was the other green bank and the big
stone pillars of the gateway. But so little, it would seem, had this lonely fastness been
approached from outside that when the impatient Granby halloed across to the dim
figures behind the portcullis, they seemed, to have considerable difficulty even in
lowering the great rusty drawbridge. It started on its way, turning over like a great
falling tower above them, and then stuck, sticking out in mid-air at a threatening angle.
The impatient Granby, dancing upon the bank, called out to his companion:
“Oh, I can’t stand these stick-in-the-mud ways! Why, it’d be less trouble to jump.”
And with characteristic impetuosity he did jump, landing with a slight stagger in safety
on the inner shore. Father Brown’s short legs were not adapted to jumping. But his
temper was more adapted than most people’s to falling with a splash into very muddy
water. By the promptitude of his companion he escaped falling in very far. But as he
was being hauled up the green, slimy bank, he stopped with bent head, peering at a
particular point upon the grassy slope.
“Are you botanizing?” asked Granby irritably. “We’ve got no time for you to collect
rare plants after your last attempt as a diver among the wonders of the deep. Come on,
muddy or no, we’ve got to present ourselves before the baronet.”
When they had penetrated into the castle, they were received courteously enough by an
old servant, the only one in sight, and after indicating their business were shown into a
long oak-panelled room with latticed windows of antiquated pattern. Weapons of many
different centuries hung in balanced patterns on the dark walls, and a complete suit of
fourteenth-century armour stood like a sentinel beside the large fireplace. In another
long room beyond could be seen, through the half-open door, the dark colours of the
rows of family portraits.
“I feel as if I’d got into a novel instead of a house,” said the lawyer. “I’d no idea
anybody did really keep up the ‘Mysteries of Udolpho’ in this fashion.”
“Yes; the old gentleman certainly carries out his historical craze consistently,” answered
the priest; “and these things are not fakes, either. It’s not done by somebody who thinks
all mediaeval people lived at the same time. Sometimes they make up suits of armour
out of different bits; but that suit all covered one man, and covered him very
completely. You, see it’s the late sort of tilting-armour.”

“I think he’s a late sort of host, if it comes to that,” grumbled Granby. “He’s keeping us
waiting the devil of a time.”
“You must expect everything to go slowly in a place like this,” said Father Brown. “I
think it’s very decent of him to see us at all: two total strangers come to ask him highly
personal questions.”
And, indeed, when the master of the house appeared they had no reason to complain of
their reception; but rather became conscious of something genuine in the traditions of
breeding and behaviour that could retain their native dignity without difficulty in that
barbarous solitude, and after those long years of rustication and moping. The baronet
did not seem either surprised or embarrassed at the rare visitation; though they
suspected that he had not had a stranger in his house for a quarter of a life-time, he
behaved as if he had been bowing out duchesses a moment before. He showed neither
shyness nor impatience when they touched on the very private matter of their errand;
after a little leisurely reflection he seemed to recognize their curiosity as justified under
the circumstances. He was a thin, keen-looking old gentleman, with black eyebrows and
a long chin, and though the carefully-curled hair he wore was undoubtedly a wig, he had
the wisdom to wear the grey wig of an elderly man.
“As regards the question that immediately concerns you,” he said, “the answer is very
simple indeed. I do most certainly propose to hand on the whole of my property to my
son, as my father handed it on to me; and nothing — I say advisedly, nothing — would
induce me to take any other course.”
“I am most profoundly grateful for the information,” answered the lawyer. “But your
kindness encourages me to say that you are putting it very strongly. I would not suggest
that it is in the least likely that your son would do anything to make you doubt his
fitness for the charge. Still, he might — — ”
“Exactly,” said Sir John Musgrave dryly, “he might. It is rather an under-statement to
say that he might. Will you be good enough to step into the next room with me for a
moment.”
He led them into the further gallery, of which they had already caught a glimpse, and
gravely paused before a row of the blackened and lowering portraits.
“This is Sir Roger Musgrave,” he said, pointing to a long-faced person in a black
periwig. “He was one of the lowest liars and rascals in the rascally time of William of
Orange, a traitor to two kings and something like the murderer of two wives. That is his
father, Sir Robert, a perfectly honest old cavalier. That is his son, Sir James, one of the
noblest of the Jacobite martyrs and one of the first men to attempt some reparation to
the Church and the poor. Does it matter that the House of Musgrave, the power, the
honour, the authority, descended from one good man to another good man through the
interval of a bad one? Edward I governed England well. Edward III covered England
with glory. And yet the second glory came from the first glory through the infamy and
imbecility of Edward II, who fawned upon Gaveston and ran away from Bruce. Believe
me, Mr. Granby, the greatness of a great house and history is something more than these
accidental individuals who carry it on, even though they do not grace it. From father to
son our heritage has come down, and from father to son it shall continue. You may

assure yourselves, gentlemen, and you may assure my son, that I shall not leave my
money to a home for lost cats. Musgrave shall leave it to Musgrave till the heavens
fall.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown thoughtfully; “I see what you mean.”
“And we shall be only too glad,” said the solicitor, “to convey such a happy assurance
to your son.”
“You may convey the assurance,” said their host gravely, “He is secure in any event of
having the castle, the title, the land and the money. There is only a small and merely
private addition to that arrangement. Under no circumstances whatever will I ever speak
to him as long as I live.”
The lawyer remained in the same respectful attitude, but he was now respectfully
staring.
“Why, what on earth has he — — ”
“I am a private gentleman,” said Musgrave, “as well as the custodian of a great
inheritance. And my son did something so horrible that he has ceased to be — I will not
say a gentleman — but even a human being. It is the worst crime in the world. Do you
remember what Douglas said when Marmion, his guest, offered to shake hands with
him?”
“Yes,” said Father Brown.
“‘My castles are my king’s alone, from turret to foundation stone,’” said Musgrave.
“‘The hand of Douglas is his own.’”
He turned towards the other room and showed his rather dazed visitors back into it.
“I hope you will take some refreshment,” he said, in the same equable fashion. “If you
have any doubt about your movements, I should be delighted to offer you the hospitality
of the castle for the night.”
“Thank you, Sir John,” said the priest in a dull voice, “but I think we had better go.”
“I will have the bridge lowered at once,” said their host; and in a few moments the
creaking of that huge and absurdly antiquated apparatus filled the castle like the
grinding of a mill. Rusty as it was, however, it worked successfully this time, and they
found themselves standing once more on the grassy bank beyond the moat.
Granby was suddenly shaken by a shudder.
“What in hell was it that his son did?” he cried.
Father Brown made no answer. But when they had driven off again in their car and
pursued their journey to a village not far off, called Graystones, where they alighted at
the inn of the Seven Stars, the lawyer learned with a little mild surprise that the priest

did not propose to travel much farther; in other words, that he had apparently every
intention of remaining in the neighbourhood.
“I cannot bring myself to leave it like this,” he said gravely. “I will send back the car,
and you, of course, may very naturally want to go with it. Your question is answered; it
is simply whether your firm can afford to lend money on young Musgrave’s prospects.
But my question isn’t answered; it is whether he is a fit husband for Betty. I must try to
discover whether he’s really done something dreadful, or whether it’s the delusion of an
old lunatic.”
“But,” objected the lawyer, “if you want to find out about him, why don’t you go after
him? Why should you hang about in this desolate hole where he hardly ever comes?”
“What would be the use of my going after him?” asked the other. There’s no sense in
going up to a fashionable young man in Bond Street and saying: ‘Excuse me, but have
you committed a crime too horrible for a human being?’ If he’s bad enough to do it,
he’s certainly bad enough to deny it. And we don’t even know what it is. No, there’s
only one man that knows, and may tell, in some further outburst of dignified
eccentricity. I’m going to keep near him for the present.”
And in truth Father Brown did keep near the eccentric baronet, and did actually meet
him on more than one occasion, with the utmost politeness on both sides. For the
baronet, in spite of his years, was very vigorous and a great walker, and could often be
seen stumping through the village, and along the country lanes. Only the day after their
arrival, Father Brown, coming out of the inn on to the cobbled market-place, saw the
dark and distinguished figure stride past in the direction of the post office. He was very
quietly dressed in black, but his strong face was even more arresting in the strong
sunlight; with his silvery hair, swarthy eyebrows and long chin, he had something of a
reminiscence of Henry Irving, or some other famous actor. In spite of his hoary hair, his
figure as well as his face suggested strength, and he carried his stick more like a cudgel
than a crutch. He saluted the priest, and spoke with the same air of coming fearlessly to
the point which had marked his revelations of yesterday.
“If you are still interested in my son,” he said, using the term with an icy indifference,
“you will not see very much of him. He has just left the country. Between ourselves, I
might say fled the country.”
“Indeed,” said Father Brown with a grave stare.
“Some people I never heard of, called Grunov, have been pestering me, of all people,
about his whereabouts,” said Sir John; “and I’ve just come in to send off a wire to tell
them that, so far as I know, he’s living in the Poste Restante, Riga. Even that has been a
nuisance. I came in yesterday to do it, but was five minutes too late for the post office.
Are you staying long? I hope you will pay me another visit.”
When the priest recounted to the lawyer his little interview with old Musgrave in the
village, the lawyer was both puzzled and interested. “Why has the Captain bolted?” he
asked. “Who are the other people who want him? Who on earth are the Grunovs?”

“For the first, I don’t know,” replied Father Brown. “Possibly his mysterious sin has
come to light. I should rather guess that the other people are blackmailing him about it.
For the third, I think I do know. That horrible fat woman with yellow hair is called
Madame Grunov, and that little man passes as her husband.”
The next day Father Brown came in rather wearily, and threw down his black bundle of
an umbrella with the air of a pilgrim laying down his staff. He had an air of some
depression. But it was as it was so often in his criminal investigations. It was not the
depression of failure, but the depression of success.
“It’s rather a shock,” he said in a dull voice; “but I ought to have guessed it. I ought to
have guessed it when I first went in and saw the thing standing there.”
“When you saw what?” asked Granby impatiently.
“When I saw there was only one suit of armour,” answered Father Brown. There was a
silence during which the lawyer only stared at his friend, and then the friend resumed.
“Only the other day I was just going to tell my niece that there are two types of men
who can laugh when they are alone. One might almost say the man who does it is either
very good or very bad. You see, he is either confiding the joke to God or confiding it to
the Devil. But anyhow he has an inner life. Well, there really is a kind of man who
confides the joke to the Devil. He does not mind if nobody sees the joke; if nobody can
safely be allowed even to know the joke. The joke is enough in itself, if it is sufficiently
sinister and malignant.”
“But what are you talking about?” demanded Granby. “Whom are you talking about?
Which of them, I mean? Who is this person who is having a sinister joke with his
Satanic Majesty?”
Father Brown looked across at him with a ghastly smile.
“Ah,” he said, “that’s the joke.”
There was another silence, but this time the silence seemed to be rather full and
oppressive than merely empty; it seemed to settle down on them like the twilight that
was gradually turning from dusk to dark. Father Brown went on speaking in a level
voice, sitting stolidly with his elbows on the table.
“I’ve been looking up the Musgrave family,” he said. “They are vigorous and long-lived
stock, and even in the ordinary way I should think you would wait a good time for your
money.”
“We’re quite prepared for that,” answered the solicitor; “but anyhow it can’t last
indefinitely. The old man is nearly eighty, though he still walks about, and the people at
the inn here laugh and say they don’t believe he will ever die.”
Father Brown jumped up with one of his rare but rapid movements, but remained with
his hands on the table, leaning forward and looking his friend in the face.

“That’s it,” he cried in a low but excited voice. “That’s the only problem. That’s the
only real difficulty. How will he die? How on earth is he to die?”
“What on earth do you mean?” asked Granby.
“I mean,” came the voice of the priest out of the darkening room, “that I know the crime
that James Musgrave committed.”
His tones had such a chill in them that Granby could hardly repress a shiver; he
murmured a further question.
“It was really the worst crime in the world,” said Father Brown. “At least, many
communities and civilizations have accounted it so. It was always from the earliest
times marked out in tribe and village for tremendous punishment. But anyhow, I know
now what young Musgrave really did and why he did it.”
“And what did he do?” asked the lawyer.
“He killed his father,” answered the priest.
The lawyer in his turn rose from his seat and gazed across the table with wrinkled
brows.
“But his father is at the castle,” he cried in sharp tones.
“His father is in the moat,” said the priest, “and I was a fool not to have known it from
the first when something bothered me about that suit of armour. Don’t you remember
the look of that room? How very carefully it was arranged and decorated? There were
two crossed battle-axes hung on one side of the fire-place, two crossed battle-axes on
the other. There was a round Scottish shield on one wall, a round Scottish shield on the
other. And there was a stand of armour guarding one side of the hearth, and an empty
space on the other. Nothing will make me believe that a man who arranged all the rest
of that room with that exaggerated symmetry left that one feature of it lopsided. There
was almost certainly another man in armour. And what has become of him?”
He paused a moment, and then went on in a more matter-of-fact tone; “When you come
to think of it, it’s a very good plan for a murder, and meets the permanent problem of
the disposal of the body. The body could stand inside that complete tilting-armour for
hours, or even days, while servants came and went, until the murderer could simply
drag it out in the dead of night and lower it into the moat, without even crossing the
bridge. And then what a good chance he ran! As soon as the body was at all decayed in
the stagnant water there would sooner or later be nothing but a skeleton in fourteenthcentury armour, a thing very likely to be found in the moat of an old Border castle. It
was unlikely that anybody would look for anything there, but if they did, that would
soon be all they would find. And I got some confirmation of that. That was when you
said I was looking for a rare plant; it was a plant in a good many senses, if you’ll excuse
the jest. I saw the marks of two feet sunk so deep into the solid bank I was sure that the
man was either very heavy or was carrying something very heavy. Also, by the way,
there’s another moral from that little incident when I made my celebrated graceful and
cat-like leap.”

“My brain is rather reeling,” said Granby, “but I begin to have some notion of what all
this nightmare is about. What about you and your cat-like leap?”
“At the post office to-day,” said Father Brown, “I casually confirmed the statement the
baronet made to me yesterday, that he had been there just after closing-time on the day
previous — that is, not only on the very day we arrived, but at the very time we arrived.
Don’t you see what that means? It means that he was actually out when we called, and
came back while we were waiting; and that was why we had to wait so long. And when
I saw that, I suddenly saw a picture that told the whole story.”
“Well,” asked the other impatiently, “and what about it?”
“An old man of eighty can walk,” said Father Brown. “An old man can even walk a
good deal, pottering about in country lanes. But an old man can’t jump. He would be an
even less graceful jumper than I was. Yet, if the baronet came back while we were
waiting, he must have come in as we came in — by jumping the moat — for the bridge
wasn’t lowered till later. I rather guess he had hampered it himself to delay inconvenient
visitors, to judge by the rapidity with which it was repaired. But that doesn’t matter.
When I saw that fancy picture of the black figure with the grey hair taking a flying leap
across the moat I knew instantly that it was a young man dressed up as an old man. And
there you have the whole story.”
“You mean,” said Granby slowly, “that this pleasing youth killed his father, hid the
corpse first in the armour and then in the moat, disguised himself and so on?”
“They happened to be almost exactly alike,” said the priest. “You could see from the
family portraits how strong the likeness ran. And then you talk of his disguising
himself. But in a sense everybody’s dress is a disguise. The old man disguised himself
in a wig, and the young man in a foreign beard. When he shaved and put the wig on his
cropped head he was exactly like his father, with a little make-up. Of course, you
understand now why he was so very polite about getting you to come up next day here
by car. It was because he himself was coming up that night by train. He got in front of
you, committed his crime, assumed his disguise, and was ready for the legal
negotiations.”
“Ah,” said Granby thoughtfully, “the legal negotiations! You mean, of course, that the
real old baronet would have negotiated very differently.
“He would have told you plainly that the Captain would never get a penny,” said Father
Brown. “The plot, queer as it sounds, was really the only way of preventing his telling
you so. But I want you to appreciate the cunning of what the fellow did tell you. His
plan answered several purposes at once. He was being blackmailed by these Russians
for some villainy; I suspect for treason during the war. He escaped from them at a
stroke, and probably sent them chasing off to Riga after him. But the most beautiful
refinement of all was that theory he enunciated about recognizing his son as an heir, but
not as a human being. Don’t you see that while it secured the post obit, it also provided
some sort of answer to what would soon be the greatest difficulty of all?”
“I see several difficulties,” said Granby; “which one do you mean?”

“I mean that if the son was not even disinherited, it would look rather odd that the father
and son never met. The theory of a private repudiation answered that. So there only
remained one difficulty, as I say, which is probably perplexing the gentleman now. How
on earth is the old man to die?”
“I know how he ought to die,” said Granby.
Father Brown seemed to be a little bemused, and went on in a more abstracted fashion.
“And yet there is something more in it than that,” he said. “There was something about
that theory that he liked in a way that is more — well, more theoretical. It gave him an
insane intellectual pleasure to tell you in one character that he had committed a crime in
another character — when he really had. That is what I mean by the infernal irony; by
the joke shared with the Devil. Shall I tell you something that sounds like what they call
a paradox? Sometimes it is a joy in the very heart of hell to tell the truth. And above all,
to tell it so that everybody misunderstands it. That is why he liked that antic of
pretending to be somebody else, and then painting himself as black — as he was. And
that was why my niece heard him laughing to himself all alone in the picture gallery.”
Granby gave a slight start, like a person brought back to common things with a bump.
“Your niece,” he cried. “Didn’t her mother want her to marry Musgrave? A question of
wealth and position, I suppose.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown dryly; “her mother was all in favour of a prudent marriage.”

The Red Moon of Meru
EVERYONE agreed that the bazaar at Mallowood Abbey (by kind permission of Lady
Mounteagle) was a great success; there were roundabouts and swings and side-shows,
which the people greatly enjoyed; I would also mention the Charity, which was the
excellent object of the proceedings, if any of them could tell me what it was. However,
it is only with a few of them that we are here concerned; and especially with three of
them, a lady and two gentlemen, who passed between two of the principal tents or
pavilions, their voices high in argument. On their right was the tent of the Master of the
Mountain, that world-famous fortune-teller by crystals and chiromancy; a rich purple
tent, all over which were traced, in black and gold, the sprawling outlines of Asiatic
gods waving any number of arms like octopods. Perhaps they symbolized the readiness
of divine help to be had within; perhaps they merely implied that the ideal being of a
pious palmist would have as many hands as possible. On the other side stood the plainer
tent of Phroso the Phrenologist; more austerely decorated with diagrams of the heads of
Socrates and Shakespeare, which were apparently of a lumpy sort. But these were
presented merely in black and white, with numbers and notes, as became the rigid
dignity of a purely rationalistic science. The purple tent had an opening like a black
cavern, and all was fittingly silent within. But Phroso the Phrenologist, a lean, shabby,
sunburnt person, with an almost improbably fierce black moustache and whiskers, was
standing outside his own temple, and talking, at the top of his voice, to nobody in
particular, explaining that the head of any passer-by would doubtless prove, on
examination, to be every bit as knobbly as Shakespeare’s. Indeed, the moment the lady

appeared between the tents, the vigilant Phroso leapt on her and offered, with a
pantomime of old-world courtesy, to feel her bumps.
She refused with civility that was rather like rudeness; but she must be excused, because
she was in the middle of an argument. She also had to be excused, or at any rate was
excused, because she was Lady Mounteagle. She was not a nonentity, however, in any
sense; she was at once handsome and haggard, with a hungry look in her deep, dark
eyes and something eager and almost fierce about her smile. Her dress was bizarre for
the period; for it was before the Great War had left us in our present mood of gravity
and recollection. Indeed, the dress was rather like the purple tent; being of a semioriental sort, covered with exotic and esoteric emblems. But everyone knew that the
Mounteagles were mad; which was the popular way of saying that she and her husband
were interested in the creeds and culture of the East.
The eccentricity of the lady was a great contrast to the conventionality of the two
gentlemen, who were braced and buttoned up in all the stiffer fashion of that far-off day,
from the tips of their gloves to their bright top hats. Yet even here there was a
difference; for James Hardcastle managed at once to look correct and distinguished,
while Tommy Hunter only looked correct and commonplace. Hardcastle was a
promising politician; who seemed in society to be interested in everything except
politics. It may be answered gloomily that every politician is emphatically a promising
politician. But to do him justice, he had often exhibited himself as a performing
politician. No purple tent in the bazaar, however, had been provided for him to perform
in.
“For my part,” he said, screwing in the monocle that was the only gleam in his hard,
legal face, “I think we must exhaust the possibilities of mesmerism before we talk about
magic. Remarkable psychological powers undoubtedly exist, even in apparently
backward peoples. Marvellous things have been done by fakirs.”
“Did you say done by fakers?” asked the other young man, with doubtful innocence.
“Tommy, you are simply silly,” said the lady. “Why will you keep barging in on things
you don’t understand? You’re like a schoolboy screaming out that he knows how a
conjuring trick is done. It’s all so Early Victorian — that schoolboy scepticism. As for
mesmerism, I doubt whether you can stretch it to — — ”
At this point Lady Mounteagle seemed to catch sight of somebody she wanted; a black
stumpy figure standing at a booth where children were throwing hoops at hideous table
ornaments. She darted across and cried:
“Father Brown, I’ve been looking for you. I want to ask you something: Do you believe
in fortune-telling?”
The person addressed looked rather helplessly at the little hoop in his hand and said at
last:
“I wonder in which sense you’re using the word ‘believe.’ Of course, if it’s all a fraud
——”

“Oh, but the Master of the Mountain isn’t a bit of a fraud,” she cried. “He isn’t a
common conjurer or a fortune-teller at all. It’s really a great honour for him to
condescend to tell fortunes at my parties; he’s a great religious leader in his own
country; a Prophet and a Seer. And even his fortune-telling isn’t vulgar stuff about
coming into a fortune. He tells you great spiritual truths about yourself, about your
ideals.”
“Quite so,” said Father Brown. “That’s what I object to. I was just going to say that if
it’s all a fraud, I don’t mind it so much. It can’t be much more of a fraud than most
things at fancy bazaars; and there, in a way, it’s a sort of practical joke. But if it’s a
religion and reveals spiritual truths — then it’s all as false as hell and I wouldn’t touch it
with a bargepole.”
“That is something of a paradox,” said Hardcastle, with a smile.
“I wonder what a paradox is,” remarked the priest in a ruminant manner. “It seems to
me obvious enough. I suppose it wouldn’t do very much harm if somebody dressed up
as a German spy and pretended to have told all sorts of lies to the Germans. But if a
man is trading in the truth with the Germans — well! So I think if a fortune-teller is
trading in truth like that — — ”
“You really think,” began Hardcastle grimly.
“Yes,” said the other; “I think he is trading with the enemy.”
Tommy Hunter broke into a chuckle. “Well,” he said, “if Father Brown thinks they’re
good so long as they’re frauds, I should think he’d consider this copper-coloured
prophet a sort of saint.”
“My cousin Tom is incorrigible,” said Lady Mounteagle. “He’s always going about
showing up adepts, as he calls it. He only came down here in a hurry when he heard the
Master was to be here, I believe. He’d have tried to show up Buddha or Moses.”
“Thought you wanted looking after a bit,” said the young man, with a grin on his round
face. “So I toddled down. Don’t like this brown monkey crawling about.”
“There you go again!” said Lady Mounteagle. “Years ago, when I was in India, I
suppose we all had that sort of prejudice against brown people. But now I know
something about their wonderful spiritual powers, I’m glad to say I know better.”
“Our prejudices seem to cut opposite ways,” said Father Brown. “You excuse his being
brown because he is brahminical; and I excuse his being brahminical because he is
brown. Frankly, I don’t care for spiritual powers much myself. I’ve got much more
sympathy with spiritual weaknesses. But I can’t see why anybody should dislike him
merely because he is the same beautiful colour as copper, or coffee, or nut-brown ale, or
those jolly peat-streams in the North. But then,” he added, looking across at the lady
and screwing up his eyes, “I suppose I’m prejudiced in favour of anything that’s called
brown.”

“There now!” cried Lady Mounteagle with a sort of triumph. “I knew you were only
talking nonsense!”
“Well,” grumbled the aggrieved youth with the round face. “When anybody talks sense
you call it schoolboy scepticism. When’s the crystal-gazing going to begin?”
“Any time you like, I believe,” replied the lady. “It isn’t crystal-gazing, as a matter of
fact, but palmistry; I suppose you would say it was all the same sort of nonsense.”
“I think there is a via media between sense and nonsense,” said Hardcastle, smiling.
“There are explanations that are natural and not at all nonsensical; and yet the results are
very amazing. Are you coming in to be operated on? I confess I am full of curiosity.”
“Oh, I’ve no patience with such nonsense,” spluttered the sceptic, whose round face had
become rather a red face with the heat of his contempt and incredulity. “I’ll let you
waste your time on your mahogany mountebank; I’d rather go and throw at coco-nuts.”
The Phrenologist, still hovering near, darted at the opening.
“Heads, my dear sir,” he said, “human skulls are of a contour far more subtle than that
of coco-nuts. No coco-nut can compare with your own most — — ”
Hardcastle had already dived into the dark entry of the purple tent; and they heard a low
murmur of voices within. As Tom Hunter turned on the Phrenologist with an impatient
answer, in which he showed a regrettable indifference to the line between natural and
preternatural sciences, the lady was just about to continue her little argument with the
little priest, when she stopped in some surprise. James Hardcastle had come out of the
tent again, and in his grim face and glaring monocle, surprise was even more vividly
depicted. “He’s not there,” remarked the politician abruptly. “He’s gone. Some aged
nigger, who seems to constitute his suite, jabbered something to me to the effect that the
Master had gone forth rather than sell sacred secrets for gold.”
Lady Mounteagle turned radiantly to the rest. “There now,” she cried. “I told you he
was a cut above anything you fancied! He hates being here in a crowd; he’s gone back
to his solitude.”
“I am sorry,” said Father Brown gravely. “I may have done him an injustice. Do you
know where he has gone?”
“I think so,” said his hostess equally gravely. “When he wants to be alone, he always
goes to the cloisters, just at the end of the left wing, beyond my husband’s study and
private museum, you know. Perhaps you know this house was once an abbey.”
“I have heard something about it,” answered the priest, with a faint smile.
“We’ll go there, if you like,” said the lady, briskly. “You really ought to see my
husband’s collection; or the Red Moon at any rate. Haven’t you ever heard of the Red
Moon of Meru? Yes, it’s a ruby.”

“I should be delighted to see the collection,” said Hardcastle quietly, “including the
Master of the Mountain, if that prophet is one exhibit in the museum.” And they all
turned towards the path leading to the house.
“All the same,” muttered the sceptical Thomas, as he brought up the rear, “I should very
much like to know what the brown beast did come here for, if he didn’t come to tell
fortunes.”
As he disappeared, the indomitable Phroso made one more dart after him, almost
snatching at his coat-tails. “The bump — — ” he began.
“No bump,” said the youth, “only a hump. Hump I always have when I come down to
see Mounteagle.” And he took to his heels to escape the embrace of the man of science.
On their way to the cloisters the visitors had to pass through the long room that was
devoted by Lord Mounteagle to his remarkable private museum of Asiatic charms and
mascots. Through one open door, in the length of the wall opposite, they could see the
Gothic arches and the glimmer of daylight between them, marking the square open
space, round the roofed border of which the monks had walked in older days. But they
had to pass something that seemed at first sight rather more extraordinary than the ghost
of a monk.
It was an elderly gentleman, robed from head to foot in white, with a pale green turban,
but a very pink and white English complexion and the smooth white moustaches of
some amiable Anglo-Indian colonel. This was Lord Mounteagle, who had taken his
Oriental pleasures more sadly, or at least more seriously than his wife. He could talk of
nothing whatever, except Oriental religion and philosophy; and had thought it necessary
even to dress in the manner of an Oriental hermit. While he was delighted to show his
treasures, he seemed to treasure them much more for the truths supposed to be
symbolized in them than for their value in collections, let alone cash. Even when he
brought out the great ruby, perhaps the only thing of great value in the museum, in a
merely monetary sense, he seemed to be much more interested in its name than in its
size, let alone its price.
The others were all staring at what seemed a stupendously large red stone, burning like
a bonfire seen through a rain of blood. But Lord Mounteagle rolled it loosely in his
palm without looking at it; and staring at the ceiling, told them a long tale about the
legendary character of Mount Meru, and how, in the Gnostic mythology, it had been the
place of the wrestling of nameless primeval powers.
Towards the end of the lecture on the Demiurge of the Gnostics (not forgetting its
connexion with the parallel concept of Manichaeus), even the tactful Mr. Hardcastle
thought it time to create a diversion. He asked to be allowed to look at the stone; and as
evening was closing in, and the long room with its single door was steadily darkening,
he stepped out in the cloister beyond, to examine the jewel by a better light. It was then
that they first became conscious, slowly and almost creepily conscious, of the living
presence of the Master of the Mountain.
The cloister was on the usual plan, as regards its original structure; but the line of
Gothic pillars and pointed arches that formed the inner square was linked together all

along by a low wall, about waist high, turning the Gothic doors into Gothic windows
and giving each a sort of flat window-sill of stone. This alteration was probably of
ancient date; but there were other alterations of a quainter sort, which witnessed to the
rather unusual individual ideas of Lord and Lady Mounteagle. Between the pillars hung
thin curtains, or rather veils, made of beads or light canes, in a continental or southern
manner; and on these again could be traced the lines and colours of Asiatic dragons or
idols, that contrasted with the grey Gothic framework in which they were suspended.
But this, while it further troubled the dying light of the place, was the least of the
incongruities of which the company, with very varying feelings, became aware.
In the open space surrounded by the cloisters, there ran, like a circle in a square, a
circular path paved with pale stones and edged with some sort of green enamel like an
imitation lawn. Inside that, in the very centre, rose the basin of a dark-green fountain, or
raised pond, in which water-lilies floated and goldfish flashed to and fro; and high
above these, its outline dark against the dying light, was a great green image. Its back
was turned to them and its face so completely invisible in the hunched posture that the
statue might almost have been headless. But in that mere dark outline, in the dim
twilight, some of them could see instantly that it was the shape of no Christian thing.
A few yards away, on the circular path, and looking towards the great green god, stood
the man called the Master of the Mountain. His pointed and finely-finished features
seemed moulded by some skilful craftsman as a mask of copper. In contrast with this,
his dark-grey beard looked almost blue like indigo; it began in a narrow tuft on his chin,
and then spread outwards like a great fan or the tail of a bird. He was robed in peacock
green and wore on his bald head a high cap of uncommon outline: a head-dress none of
them had ever seen before; but it looked rather Egyptian than Indian. The man was
standing with staring eyes; wide open, fish-shaped eyes, so motionless that they looked
like the eyes painted on a mummy-case. But though the figure of the Master of the
Mountain was singular enough, some of the company, including Father Brown, did not
look at him; they still looked at the dark-green idol at which he himself was looking.
“This seems a queer thing,” said Hardcastle, frowning a little, “to set up in the middle of
an old abbey cloister.”
“Now, don’t tell me you’re going to be silly,” said Lady Mounteagle. “That’s just what
we meant; to link up the great religions of East and West; Buddha and Christ. Surely
you must understand that all religions are really the same.”
“If they are,” said Father Brown mildly, “it seems rather unnecessary to go into the
middle of Asia to get one.”
“Lady Mounteagle means that they are different aspects or facets, as there are of this
stone,” began Hardcastle; and becoming interested in the new topic, laid the great ruby
down on the stone sill or ledge under the Gothic arch. “But it does not follow that we
can mix the aspects in one artistic style. You may mix Christianity and Islam, but you
can’t mix Gothic and Saracenic, let alone real Indian.”
As he spoke, the Master of the Mountain seemed to come to life like a cataleptic, and
moved gravely round another quarter segment of the circle, and took up his position
outside their own row of arches, standing with his back to them and looking now

towards the idol’s back. It was obvious that he was moving by stages round the whole
circle, like a hand round a clock; but pausing for prayer or contemplation.
“What is his religion?” asked Hardcastle, with a faint touch of impatience.
“He says,” replied Lord Mounteagle, reverently, “that it is older than Brahminism and
purer than Buddhism.”
“Oh,” said Hardcastle, and continued to stare through his single eyeglass, standing with
both his hands in his pockets.
“They say,” observed the nobleman in his gentle but didactic voice, “that the deity
called the God of Gods is carved in a colossal form in the cavern of Mount Meru — —
”
Even his lordship’s lecturing serenity was broken abruptly by the voice that came over
his shoulder. It came out of the darkness of the museum they had just left, when they
stepped out into the cloister. At the sound of it the two younger men looked first
incredulous, then furious, and then almost collapsed into laughter.
“I hope I do not intrude,” said the urbane and seductive voice of Professor Phroso, that
unconquerable wrestler of the truth, “but it occurred to me that some of you might spare
a little time for that much despised science of Bumps, which — — ”
“Look here,” cried the impetuous Tommy Hunter, “I haven’t got any bumps; but you’ll
jolly well have some soon, you — — ”
Hardcastle mildly restrained him as he plunged back through the door; and for the
moment all the group had turned again and were looking back into the inner room.
It was at that moment that the thing happened. It was the impetuous Tommy, once
more, who was the first to move, and this time to better effect. Before anyone else had
seen anything, when Hardcastle had barely remembered with a jump that he had left the
gem on the stone sill, Tommy was across the cloister with the leap of a cat and, leaning
with his head and shoulders out of the aperture between two columns, had cried out in a
voice that rang down all the arches: “I’ve got him!”
In that instant of time, just after they turned, and just before they heard his triumphant
cry, they had all seen it happen. Round the corner of one of the two columns, there had
darted in and out again a brown or rather bronze-coloured hand, the colour of dead gold;
such as they had seen elsewhere. The hand had struck as straight as a striking snake; as
instantaneous as the flick of the long tongue of an ant-eater. But it had licked up the
jewel. The stone slab of the window-sill shone bare in the pale and fading light.
“I’ve got him,” gasped Tommy Hunter; “but he’s wriggling pretty hard. You fellows
run round him in front — he can’t have got rid of it, anyhow.”
The others obeyed, some racing down the corridor and some leaping over the low wall,
with the result that a little crowd, consisting of Hardcastle, Lord Mounteagle, Father
Brown, and even the undetachable Mr. Phroso of the bumps, had soon surrounded the

captive Master of the Mountain, whom Hunter was hanging on to desperately by the
collar with one hand, and shaking every now and then in a manner highly insensible to
the dignity of Prophets as a class.
“Now we’ve got him, anyhow,” said Hunter, letting go with a sigh. “We’ve only got to
search him. The thing must be here.”
Three-quarters of an hour later. Hunter and Hardcastle, their top-hats, ties, gloves, slips
and spats somewhat the worse for their recent activities, came face to face in the cloister
and gazed at each other.
“Well,” asked Hardcastle with restraint, “have you any views on the mystery?”
“Hang it all,” replied Hunter; “you can’t call it a mystery. Why, we all saw him take it
ourselves.”
“Yes,” replied the other, “but we didn’t all see him lose it ourselves. And the mystery is,
where has he lost it so that we can’t find it?”
“It must be somewhere,” said Hunter. “Have you searched the fountain and all round
that rotten old god there?”
“I haven’t dissected the little fishes,” said Hardcastle, lifting his eyeglass and surveying
the other. “Are you thinking of the ring of Polycrates?”
Apparently the survey, through the eye-glass, of the round face before him, convinced
him that it covered no such meditation on Greek legend.
“It’s not on him, I admit,” repeated Hunter, suddenly, “unless he’s swallowed it.”
“Are we to dissect the Prophet, too?” asked the other smiling. “But here comes our
host.”
“This is a most distressing matter,” said Lord Mounteagle, twisting his white moustache
with a nervous and even tremulous hand. “Horrible thing to have a theft in one’s house,
let alone connecting it with a man like the Master. But, I confess, I can’t quite make
head or tail of the way in which he is talking about it. I wish you’d come inside and see
what you think.”
They went in together, Hunter falling behind and dropping into conversation with
Father Brown, who was kicking his heels round the cloister.
“You must be very strong,” said the priest pleasantly. “You held him with one hand;
and he seemed pretty vigorous, even when we had eight hands to hold him, like one of
those Indian gods.”
They took a turn or two round the cloister, talking; and then they also went into the
inner room, where the Master of the Mountain was seated on a bench, in the capacity of
a captive, but with more of the air of a king.

It was true, as Lord Mounteagle said, that his air and tone were not very easy to
understand. He spoke with a serene, and yet secretive sense of power. He seemed rather
amused at their suggestions about trivial hiding-places for the gem; and certainly he
showed no resentment whatever. He seemed to be laughing, in a still unfathomable
fashion at their efforts to trace what they had all seen him take.
“You are learning a little,” he said, with insolent benevolence, “of the laws of time and
space; about which your latest science is a thousand years behind our oldest religion.
You do not even know what is really meant by hiding a thing. Nay, my poor little
friends, you do not even know what is meant by seeing a thing; or perhaps you would
see this as plainly as I do.”
“Do you mean it is here?” demanded Hardcastle harshly.
“Here is a word of many meanings, also,” replied the mystic. “But I did not say it was
here. I only said I could see it.”
There was an irritated silence, and he went on sleepily.
“If you were to be utterly, unfathomably, silent, do you think you might hear a cry from
the other end of the world? The cry of a worshipper alone in those mountains, where the
original image sits, itself like a mountain. Some say that even Jews and Moslems might
worship that image; because it was never made by man. Hark! Do you hear the cry with
which he lifts his head and sees in that socket of stone, that has been hollow for ages,
the one red and angry moon that is the eye of the mountain?”
“Do you really mean,” cried Lord Mounteagle, a little shaken, “that you could make it
pass from here to Mount Meru? I used to believe you had great spiritual powers, but —
—”
“Perhaps,” said the Master, “I have more than you will ever believe.”
Hardcastle rose impatiently and began to pace the room with his hands in his pockets.
“I never believed so much as you did; but I admit that powers of a — certain type may .
. . Good God!”
His high, hard voice had been cut off in mid-air, and he stopped staring; the eye-glass
fell out of his eye. They all turned their faces in the same direction; and on every face
there seemed to be the same suspended animation.
The Red Moon of Meru lay on the stone window-sill, exactly as they had last seen it. It
might have been a red spark blown there from a bonfire, or a red rose-petal tossed from
a broken rose; but it had fallen in precisely the same spot where Hardcastle had
thoughtlessly laid it down.
This time Hardcastle did not attempt to pick it up again; but his demeanour was
somewhat notable. He turned slowly and began to stride about the room again; but there
was in his movements something masterful, where before it had been only restless.

Finally, he brought himself to a standstill in front of the seated Master, and bowed with
a somewhat sardonic smile.
“Master,” he said, “we all owe you an apology and, what is more important, you have
taught us all a lesson. Believe me, it will serve as a lesson as well as a joke. I shall
always remember the very remarkable powers you really possess, and how harmlessly
you use them. Lady Mounteagle,” he went on, turning towards her, “you will forgive
me for having addressed the Master first; but it was to you I had the honour of offering
this explanation some time ago. I may say that I explained it before it had happened. I
told you that most of these things could be interpreted by some kind of hypnotism.
Many believe that this is the explanation of all those Indian stories about the mango
plant and the boy who climbs a rope thrown into the air. It does not really happen; but
the spectators are mesmerized into imagining that it happened. So we were all
mesmerized into imagining this theft had happened. That brown hand coming in at the
window, and whisking away the gem, was a momentary delusion; a hand in a dream.
Only, having seen the stone vanish, we never looked for it where it was before. We
plunged into the pond and turned every leaf of the water lilies; we were almost giving
emetics to the goldfish. But the ruby has been here all the time.”
And he glanced across at the opalescent eyes and smiling bearded mouth of the Master,
and saw that the smile was just a shade broader. There was something in it that made
the others jump to their feet with an air of sudden relaxation and general, gasping relief.
“This is a very fortunate escape for us all,” said Lord Mounteagle, smiling rather
nervously. “There cannot be the least doubt it is as you say. It has been a most painful
episode and I really don’t know what apologies — — ”
“I have no complaints,” said the Master or the Mountain, still smiling. “You have never
touched Me at all.”
While the rest went off rejoicing, with Hardcastle for the hero of the hour, the little
Phrenologist with the whiskers sauntered back towards his preposterous tent. Looking
over his shoulder he was surprised to find Father Brown following him.
“Can I feel your bumps?” asked the expert, in his mildly sarcastic tone.
“I don’t think you want to feel any more, do you?” said the priest good-humouredly.
“You’re a detective, aren’t you?”
“Yep,” replied the other. “Lady Mounteagle asked me to keep an eye on the Master,
being no fool, for all her mysticism; and when he left his tent, I could only follow by
behaving like a nuisance and a monomaniac. If anybody had come into my tent, I’d
have had to look up Bumps in an encyclopaedia.”
“Bumps, What Ho She; see Folk-Lore,” observed Father Brown, dreamily. “Well, you
were quite in the part in pestering people — at a bazaar.”
“Rum case, wasn’t it?” remarked the fallacious Phrenologist. “Queer to think the thing
was there all the time.”

“Very queer,” said the priest.
Something in his voice made the other man stop and stare.
“Look here!” he cried; “what’s the matter with you? What are you looking like that for!
Don’t you believe that it was there all the time?”
Father Brown blinked rather as if he had received a buffet; then he said slowly and with
hesitation: “No, the fact is ... I can’t — I can’t quite bring myself to believe it.”
“You’re not the sort of chap,” said the other shrewdly, “who’d say that without reason.
Why don’t you think the ruby had been there all the time?”
“Only because I put it back myself,” said Father Brown.
The other man stood rooted to the spot, like one whose hair was standing on end. He
opened his mouth without speech.
“Or rather,” went on the priest, “I persuaded the thief to let me put it back. I told him
what I’d guessed and showed him there was still time for repentance. I don’t mind
telling you in professional confidence; besides, I don’t think the Mounteagles would
prosecute, now they’ve got the thing back, especially considering who stole it.”
“Do you mean the Master?” asked the late Phroso.
“No,” said Father Brown, “the Master didn’t steal it.”
“But I don’t understand,” objected the other. “Nobody was outside the window except
the Master; and a hand certainly came from outside.”
“The hand came from outside, but the thief came from the inside,” said Father Brown.
“We seem to be back among the mystics again. Look here, I’m a practical man; I only
wanted to know if it is all right with the ruby — — ”
“I knew it was all wrong,” said Father Brown, “before I even knew there was a ruby.”
After a pause he went on thoughtfully. “Right away back in that argument of theirs, by
the tents, I knew things were going wrong. People will tell you that theories don’t
matter and that logic and philosophy aren’t practical. Don’t you believe them. Reason is
from God, and when things are unreasonable there is something the matter. Now, that
quite abstract argument ended with something funny. Consider what the theories were.
Hardcastle was a trifle superior and said that all things were perfectly possible; but they
were mostly done merely by mesmerism, or clairvoyance; scientific names for
philosophical puzzles, in the usual style. But Hunter thought it all sheer fraud and
wanted to show it up. By Lady Mounteagle’s testimony, he not only went about
showing up fortune-tellers and such like, but he had actually come down specially to
confront this one. He didn’t often come; he didn’t get on with Mounteagle, from whom,
being a spendthrift, he always tried to borrow; but when he heard the Master was
coming, he came hurrying down. Very well. In spite of that, it was Hardcastle who went

to consult the wizard and Hunter who refused. He said he’d waste no time on such
nonsense; having apparently wasted a lot of his life on proving it to be nonsense. That
seems inconsistent. He thought in this case it was crystal-gazing; but he found it was
palmistry.”
“Do you mean he made that an excuse?” asked his companion, puzzled.
“I thought so at first,” replied the priest; “but I know now it was not an excuse, but a
reason. He really was put off by finding it was a palmist, because — — ”
“Well,” demanded the other impatiently.
“Because he didn’t want to take his glove off,” said Father Brown.
“Take his glove off?” repeated the inquirer.
“If he had,” said Father Brown mildly, “we should all have seen that his hand was
painted pale brown already. ... Oh, yes, he did come down specially because the Master
was here. He came down very fully prepared.”
“You mean,” cried Phroso, “that it was Hunter’s hand, painted brown, that came in at
the window? Why, he was with us all the time!”
“Go and try it on the spot and you’ll find it’s quite possible,” said the priest. “Hunter
leapt forward and leaned out of the window; in a flash he could tear off his glove, tuck
up his sleeve, and thrust his hand back round the other side of the pillar, while he
gripped the Indian with the other hand and halloed out that he’d caught the thief. I
remarked at the time that he held the thief with one hand, where any sane man would
have used two. But the other hand was slipping the jewel into his trouser pocket.”
There was a long pause and then the ex-Phrenologist said slowly. “Well, that’s a
staggerer. But the thing stumps me still. For one thing, it doesn’t explain the queer
behaviour of the old magician himself. If he was entirely innocent, why the devil didn’t
he say so? Why wasn’t he indignant at being accused and searched? Why did he only sit
smiling and hinting in a sly way what wild and wonderful things he could do?”
“Ah!” cried Father Brown, with a sharp note in his voice: “there you come up against it!
Against everything these people don’t and won’t understand. All religions are the same,
says Lady Mounteagle. Are they, by George! I tell you some of them are so different
that the best man of one creed will be callous, where the worst man of another will be
sensitive. I told you I didn’t like spiritual power, because the accent is on the word
power. I don’t say the Master would steal a ruby, very likely he wouldn’t; very likely he
wouldn’t think it worth stealing. It wouldn’t be specially his temptation to take jewels;
but it would be his temptation to take credit for miracles that didn’t belong to him any
more than the jewels. It was to that sort of temptation, to that sort of stealing that he
yielded today. He liked us to think that he had marvellous mental powers that could
make a material object fly through space; and even when he hadn’t done it, he allowed
us to think he had. The point about private property wouldn’t occur primarily to him at
all. The question wouldn’t present itself in the form: ‘Shall I steal this pebble?’ but only
in the form: ‘Could I make a pebble vanish and re-appear on a distant mountain?’ The

question of whose pebble would strike him as irrelevant. That is what I mean by
religious being different. He is very proud of having what he calls spiritual powers. But
what he calls spiritual doesn’t mean what we call moral. It means rather mental; the
power of the mind over matter; the magician controlling the elements. Now we are not
like that, even when we are no better; even when we are worse. We, whose fathers at
least were Christians, who have grown up under those mediaeval arches even if we
bedizen them with all the demons in Asia — we have the very opposite ambition and
the very opposite shame. We should all be anxious that nobody should think we had
done it. He was actually anxious that everybody should think he had — even when he
hadn’t. He actually stole the credit of stealing. While we were all casting the crime from
us like a snake, he was actually luring it to him like a snake-charmer. But snakes are not
pets in this country! Here the traditions of Christendom tell at once under a test like this.
Look at old Mounteagle himself, for instance! Ah, you may be as Eastern and esoteric
as you like, and wear a turban and a long robe and live on messages from Mahatmas;
but if a bit of stone is stolen in your house, and your friends are suspected, you will jolly
soon find out that you’re an ordinary English gentleman in a fuss. The man who really
did it would never want us to think he did it, for he also was an English gentleman. He
was also something very much better; he was a Christian thief. I hope and believe he
was a penitent thief.”
“By your account,” said his companion laughing, “the Christian thief and the heathen
fraud went by contraries. One was sorry he’d done it and the other was sorry he hadn’t.”
“We mustn’t be too hard on either of them,” said Father Brown. “Other English
gentlemen have stolen before now, and been covered by legal and political protection;
and the West also has its own way of covering theft with sophistry. After all, the ruby is
not the only kind of valuable stone in the world that has changed owners; it is true of
other precious stones; often carved like cameos and coloured like flowers.” The other
looked at him inquiringly; and the priest’s finger was pointed to the Gothic outline of
the great Abbey. “A great graven stone,” he said, “and that was also stolen.”

The Chief Mourner of Marne
A BLAZE of lightning blanched the grey woods tracing all the wrinkled foliage down
to the last curled leaf, as if every detail were drawn in silverpoint or graven in silver.
The same strange trick of lightning by which it seems to record millions of minute
things in an instant of time, picked out everything, from the elegant litter of the picnic
spread under the spreading tree to the pale lengths of winding road, at the end of which
a white car was waiting. In the distance a melancholy mansion with four towers like a
castle, which in the grey evening had been but a dim and distant huddle of walls like a
crumbling cloud, seemed to spring into the foreground, and stood up with all its
embattled, roofs and blank and staring windows. And in this, at least, the light had
something in it of revelation. For to some of those grouped under the tree that castle
was, indeed, a thing faded and almost forgotten, which was to prove its power to spring
up again in the foreground of their lives.
The light also clothed for an instant, in the same silver splendour, at least one human
figure that stood up as motionless as one of the towers. It was that of a tall man standing
on a rise of ground above the rest, who were mostly sitting on the grass or stooping to
gather up the hamper and crockery. He wore a picturesque short cloak or cape clasped

with a silver clasp and chain, which blazed like a star when the flash touched it; and
something metallic in his motionless figure was emphasized by the fact that his closelycurled hair was of the burnished yellow that can be really called gold; and had the look
of being younger than his face, which was handsome in a hard aquiline fashion, but
looked, under the strong light, a little wrinkled and withered. Possibly it had suffered
from wearing a mask of make-up, for Hugo Romaine was the greatest actor of his day.
For that instant of illumination the golden curls and ivory mask and silver ornament
made his figure gleam like that of a man in armour; the next instant his figure was a
dark and even black silhouette against the sickly grey of the rainy evening sky.
But there was something about its stillness, like that of a statue, that distinguished it
from the group at his feet. All the other figures around him had made the ordinary
involuntary movement at the unexpected shock of light; for though the skies were rainy
it was the first flash of the storm. The only lady present, whose air of carrying grey hair
gracefully, as if she were really proud of it, marked her a matron of the United States,
unaffectedly shut her eyes and uttered a sharp cry. Her English husband, General
Outram, a very stolid Anglo-Indian, with a bald head and black moustache and whiskers
of antiquated pattern, looked up with one stiff movement and then resumed his
occupation of tidying up. A young man of the name of Mallow, very big and shy, with
brown eyes like a dog’s, dropped a cup and apologized awkwardly. A third man, much
more dressy, with a resolute head, like an inquisitive terrier’s, and grey hair brushed
stiffly back, was no other than the great newspaper proprietor, Sir John Cockspur; he
cursed freely, but not in an English idiom or accent, for he came from Toronto. But the
tall man in the short cloak stood up literally like a statue in the twilight; his eagle face
under the full glare had been like the bust of a Roman Emperor, and the carved eyelids
had not moved.
A moment after, the dark dome cracked across with thunder, and the statue seemed to
come to life. He turned his head over his shoulder and said casually;
“About a minute and half between the flash and the bang, but I think the storm’s coming
nearer. A tree is not supposed to be a good umbrella for the lightning, but we shall want
it soon for the rain. I think it will be a deluge.”
The young man glanced at the lady a little anxiously and said: “Can’t we get shelter
anywhere? There seems to be a house over there.”
“There is a house over there,” remarked the general, rather grimly; “but not quite what
you’d call a hospitable hotel.”
“It’s curious,” said his wife sadly, “that we should be caught in a storm with no house
near but that one, of all others.”
Something in her tone seemed to check the younger man, who was both sensitive and
comprehending; but nothing of that sort daunted the man from Toronto.
“What’s the matter with it?” he asked. “Looks rather like a ruin.”
“That place,” said the general dryly, “belongs to the Marquis of Marne.”

“Gee!” said Sir John Cockspur. “I’ve heard all about that bird, anyhow; and a queer
bird, too. Ran him as a front-page mystery in the Comet last year. ‘The Nobleman
Nobody Knows.’”
“Yes, I’ve heard of him, too,” said young Mallow in a low voice. “There seem to be all
sorts of weird stories about why he hides himself like that. I’ve heard that he wears a
mask because he’s a leper. But somebody else told me quite seriously that there’s a
curse on the family; a child born with some frightful deformity that’s kept in a dark
room.”
“The Marquis of Marne has three heads,” remarked Romaine quite gravely. “Once in
every three hundred years a three-headed nobleman adorns the family tree. No human
being dares approach the accursed house except a silent procession of hatters, sent to
provide an abnormal number of hats. But,” — and his voice took one of those deep and
terrible turns, that could cause such a thrill in the theatre — “my friends, those hats are
of no human shape.”
The American lady looked at him with a frown and a slight air of distrust, as if that trick
of voice had moved her in spite of herself.
“I don’t like your ghoulish jokes,” she said; “and I’d rather you didn’t joke about this,
anyhow.”
“I hear and obey,” replied the actor; “but am I, like the Light Brigade, forbidden even to
reason why?”
“The reason,” she replied, “is that he isn’t the Nobleman Nobody Knows. I know him
myself, or, at least, I knew him very well when he was an attache at Washington thirty
years ago, when we were all young. And he didn’t wear a mask, at least, he didn’t wear
it with me. He wasn’t a leper, though he may be almost as lonely. And he had only one
head and only one heart, and that was broken.”
“Unfortunate love affair, of course,” said Cockspur. “I should like that for the Comet.”
“I suppose it’s a compliment to us,” she replied thoughtfully, “that you always assume a
man’s heart is broken by a woman. But there are other kinds of love and bereavement.
Have you never read ‘In Memoriam’? Have you never heard of David and Jonathan?
What broke poor Marne up was the death of his brother; at least, he was really a first
cousin, but had been brought up with him like a brother, and was much nearer than most
brothers. James Mair, as the marquis was called when I knew him, was the elder of the
two, but he always played the part of worshipper, with Maurice Mair as a god. And, by
his account, Maurice Mair was certainly a wonder. James was no fool, and very good at
his own political job; but it seems that Maurice could do that and everything else; that
he was a brilliant artist and amateur actor and musician, and all the rest of it. James was
very good-looking himself, long and strong and strenuous, with a high-bridged nose;
though I suppose the young people would think he looked very quaint with his beard
divided into two bushy whiskers in the fashion of those Victorian times. But Maurice
was clean-shaven, and, by the portraits shown to me, certainly quite beautiful; though
he looked a little more like a tenor than a gentleman ought to look. James was always
asking me again and again whether his friend was not a marvel, whether any woman

wouldn’t fall in love with him, and so on, until it became rather a bore, except that it
turned so suddenly into a tragedy. His whole life seemed to be in that idolatry, and one
day the idol tumbled down, and was broken like any china doll. A chill caught at the
seaside, and it was all over.”
“And after that,” asked the young man, “did he shut himself up like this?”
“He went abroad at first,” she answered; “away to Asia and the Cannibal Islands and
Lord knows where. These deadly strokes take different people in different ways. It took
him in the way of an utter sundering or severance from everything, even from tradition
and as far as possible from memory. He could not bear a reference to the old tie; a
portrait or an anecdote or even an association. He couldn’t bear the business of a great
public funeral. He longed to get away. He stayed away for ten years. I heard some
rumour that he had begun to revive a little at the end of the exile; but when he came
back to his own home he relapsed completely. He settled down into religious
melancholia, and that’s practically madness.”
“The priests got hold of him, they say,” grumbled the old general. “I know he gave
thousands to found a monastery, and lives himself rather like a monk — or, at any rate,
a hermit. Can’t understand what good they think that will do.”
“Goddarned superstition,” snorted Cockspur; “that sort of thing ought to be shown up.
Here’s a man that might have been useful to the Empire and the world, and these
vampires get hold of him and suck him dry. I bet with their unnatural notions they
haven’t even let him marry.”
“No, he has never married,” said the lady. “He was engaged when I knew him, as a
matter of fact, but I don’t think it ever came first with him, and I think it went with the
rest when everything else went. Like Hamlet and Ophelia — he lost hold of love
because he lost hold of life. But I knew the girl; indeed, I know her still. Between
ourselves, it was Viola Grayson, daughter of the old admiral. She’s never married
either.”
“It’s infamous! It’s infernal!” cried Sir John, bounding up. “It’s not only a tragedy, but a
crime. I’ve got a duty to the public, and I mean to see all this nonsensical nightmare. In
the twentieth century — ”
He was almost choked with his own protest, and then, after a silence, the old soldier
said:
“Well, I don’t profess to know much about those things, but I think these religious
people need to study a text which says: ‘Let the dead bury their dead.’”
“Only, unfortunately, that’s just what it looks like,” said his wife with a sigh. “It’s just
like some creepy story of a dead man burying another dead man, over and over again
for ever.”
“The storm has passed over us,” said Romaine, with a rather inscrutable smile. “You
will not have to visit the inhospitable house after all.”

She suddenly shuddered.
“Oh, I’ll never do that again!” she exclaimed.
Mallow was staring at her.
“Again! Have you tried it before?” he cried.
“Well, I did once,” she said, with a lightness not without a touch of pride; “but we
needn’t go back on all that. It’s not raining now, but I think we’d better be moving back
to the car.”
As they moved off in procession, Mallow and the general brought up the rear; and the
latter said abruptly, lowering his voice:
“I don’t want that little cad Cockspur to hear but as you’ve asked you’d better know.
It’s the one thing I can’t forgive Marne; but I suppose these monks have drilled him that
way. My wife, who had been the best friend he ever had in America, actually came to
that house when he was walking in the garden. He was looking at the ground like a
monk, and hidden in a black hood that was really as ridiculous as any mask. She had
sent her card in, and stood there in his very path. And he walked past her without a
word or a glance, as if she had been a stone. He wasn’t human; he was like some
horrible automaton. She may well call him a dead man.”
“It’s all very strange,” said the young man rather vaguely. “It isn’t like — like what I
should have expected.”
Young Mr. Mallow, when he left that rather dismal picnic, took himself thoughtfully in
search of a friend. He did not know any monks, but he knew one priest, whom he was
very much concerned to confront with the curious revelations he had heard that
afternoon. He felt he would very much like to know the truth about the cruel
superstition that hung over the house of Marne, like the black thundercloud he had seen
hovering over it.
After being referred from one place to another, he finally ran his friend Father Brown to
earth in the house of another friend, a Roman Catholic friend, with a large family. He
entered somewhat abruptly to find Father Brown sitting on the floor with a serious
expression, and attempting to pin the somewhat florid hat belonging to a wax doll on to
the head of a teddy bear.
Mallow felt a faint sense of incongruity; but he was far too full of his problem to put off
the conversation if he could help it. He was staggering from a sort of set-back in a
subconscious process that had been going on for some time. He poured out the whole
tragedy of the house of Marne as he had heard it from the general’s wife, along with
most of the comments of the general and the newspaper proprietor. A new atmosphere
of attention seemed to be created with the mention of the newspaper proprietor.
Father Brown neither knew nor cared that his attitudes were comic or commonplace. He
continued to sit on the floor, where his large head and short legs made him look very
like a baby playing with toys. But there came into his great grey eyes a certain

expression that has been seen in the eyes of many men in many centuries through the
story of nineteen hundred years; only the men were not generally sitting on floors, but at
council tables, or on the seats of chapters, or the thrones of bishops and cardinals; a faroff, watchful look, heavy with the humility of a charge too great for men. Something of
that anxious and far-reaching look is found in the eyes of sailors and of those who have
steered through so many storms the ship of St. Peter.
“It’s very good of you to tell me this,” he said. “I’m really awfully grateful, for we may
have to do something about it. If it were only people like you and the general, it might
be only a private matter; but if Sir John Cockspur is going to spread some sort of scare
in his papers — well, he’s a Toronto Orangeman, and we can hardly keep out of it.”
“But what will you say about it?” asked Mallow anxiously.
“The first thing I should say about it,” said Father Brown, “is that, as you tell it, it
doesn’t sound like life. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that we are all pessimistic
vampires blighting all human happiness. Suppose I’m a pessimistic vampire.” He
scratched his nose with the teddy bear, became faintly conscious of the incongruity, and
put it down. “Suppose we do destroy all human and family ties. Why should we
entangle a man again in an old family tie just when he showed signs of getting loose
from it? Surely it’s a little unfair to charge us both with crushing such affection and
encouraging such infatuation. I don’t see why even a religious maniac should be that
particular sort of monomaniac, or how religion could increase that mania, except by
brightening it with a little hope.”
Then he said, after a pause: “I should like to talk to that general of yours.”
“It was his wife who told me,” said Mallow.
“Yes,” replied the other; “but I’m more interested in what he didn’t tell you than in what
she did.”
“You think he knows more than she does?”
“I think he knows more than she says,” answered Father Brown. “You tell me he used a
phrase about forgiving everything except the rudeness to his wife. After all, what else
was there to forgive?”
Father Brown had risen and shaken his shapeless clothes, and stood looking at the
young man with screwed up eyes and slightly quizzical expression. The next moment he
had turned, and picking up his equally shapeless umbrella and large shabby hat, went
stumping down the street.
He plodded through a variety of wide streets and squares till he came to a handsome
old-fashioned house in the West End, where he asked the servant if he could see
General Outram. After some little palaver he was shown into a study, fitted out less with
books than with maps and globes, where the bald-headed, black-whiskered AngloIndian sat smoking a long, thin, black cigar and playing with pins on a chart.

“I am sorry to intrude,” said the priest, “and all the more because I can’t help the
intrusion looking like interference. I want to speak to you about a private matter, but
only in the hope of keeping it private. Unfortunately, some people are likely to make it
public. I think, general, that you know Sir John Cockspur.”
The mass of black moustache and whisker served as a sort of mask for the lower half of
the old general’s face; it was always hard to see whether he smiled, but his brown eyes
often had a certain twinkle.
“Everybody knows him, I suppose,” he said. “I don’t know him very well.”
“Well, you know everybody knows whatever he knows,” said Father Brown, smiling,
“when he thinks it convenient to print it. And I understand from my friend Mr. Mallow,
whom, I think, you know, that Sir John is going to print some scorching anti-clerical
articles founded on what he would call the Marne Mystery. ‘Monks Drive Marquis
Mad,’ etc.”
“If he is,” replied the general, “I don’t see why you should come to me about it. I ought
to tell you I’m a strong Protestant.”
“I’m very fond of strong Protestants,” said Father Brown. “I came to you because I was
sure you would tell the truth. I hope it is not uncharitable to feel less sure of Sir John
Cockspur.”
The brown eyes twinkled again, but the general said nothing.
“General,” said Father Brown, “suppose Cockspur or his sort were going to make the
world ring with tales against your country and your flag. Suppose he said your regiment
ran away in battle, or your staff were in the pay of the enemy. Would you let anything
stand between you and the facts that would refute him? Wouldn’t you get on the track
of the truth at all costs to anybody? Well, I have a regiment, and I belong to an army. It
is being discredited by what I am certain is a fictitious story; but I don’t know the true
story. Can you blame me for trying to find it out?”
The soldier was silent, and the priest continued:
“I have heard the story Mallow was told yesterday, about Marne retiring with a broken
heart through the death of his more than brother. I am sure there was more in it than
that. I came to ask you if you know any more.”
“No,” said the general shortly; “I cannot tell you any more.”
“General,” said Father Brown with a broad grin, “you would have called me a Jesuit if I
had used that equivocation.”
The soldier laughed gruffly, and then growled with much greater hostility.
“Well, I won’t tell you, then,” he said. “What do you say to that?”
“I only say,” said the priest mildly, “that in that case I shall have to tell you.”

The brown eyes stared at him; but there was no twinkle in them now. He went on:
“You compel me to state, less sympathetically perhaps than you could, why it is
obvious that there is more behind. I am quite sure the marquis has better cause for his
brooding and secretiveness than merely having lost an old friend. I doubt whether
priests have anything to do with it; I don’t even know if he’s a convert or merely a man
comforting his conscience with charities; but I’m sure he’s something more than a chief
mourner. Since you insist, I will tell you one or two of the things that made me think so.
“First, it was stated that James Mair was engaged to be married, but somehow became
unattached again after the death of Maurice Mair. Why should an honourable man break
off his engagement merely because he was depressed by the death of a third party? He’s
much more likely to have turned for consolation to it; but, anyhow, he was bound in
decency to go through with it.”
The general was biting his black moustache, and his brown eyes had become very
watchful and even anxious, but he did not answer.
“A second point,” said Father Brown, frowning at the table. “James Mair was always
asking his lady friend whether his cousin Maurice was not very fascinating, and whether
women would not admire him. I don’t know if it occurred to the lady that there might be
another meaning to that inquiry.”
The general got to his feet and began to walk or stamp about the room.
“Oh, damn it all,” he said, but without any air of animosity.
“The third point,” went on Father Brown, “is James Mair’s curious manner of mourning
— destroying all relics, veiling all portraits, and so on. It does sometimes happen, I
admit; it might mean mere affectionate bereavement. But it might mean something
else.”
“Confound you,” said the other. “How long are you going on piling this up?”
“The fourth and fifth points are pretty conclusive,” said the priest calmly, “especially if
you take them together. The first is that Maurice Mair seems to have had no funeral in
particular, considering he was a cadet of a great family. He must have been buried
hurriedly; perhaps secretly. And the last point is, that James Mair instantly disappeared
to foreign parts; fled, in fact, to the ends of the earth.
“And so,” he went on, still in the same soft voice, “when you would blacken my
religion to brighten the story of the pure and perfect affection of two brothers, it seems
——”
“Stop!” cried Outram in a tone like a pistol shot. “I must tell you more, or you will
fancy worse. Let me tell you one thing to start with. It was a fair fight.”
“Ah,” said Father Brown, and seemed to exhale a huge breath.

“It was a duel,” said the other. “It was probably the last duel fought in England, and it is
long ago now.”
“That’s better,” said Father Brown. “Thank God; that’s a great deal better.”
“Better than the ugly things you thought of, I suppose?” said the general gruffly. “Well,
it’s all very well for you to sneer at the pure and perfect affection; but it was true for all
that. James Mair really was devoted to his cousin, who’d grown up with him like a
younger brother. Elder brothers and sisters do sometimes devote themselves to a child
like that, especially when he’s a sort of infant phenomenon. But James Mair was the
sort of simple character in whom even hate is in a sense unselfish. I mean that even
when his tenderness turns to rage it is still objective, directed outwards to its object; he
isn’t conscious of himself. Now poor Maurice Mair was just the opposite. He was far
more friendly and popular; but his success had made him live in a house of mirrors. He
was first in every sort of sport and art and accomplishment; he nearly always won and
took his winning amiably. But if ever, by any chance, he lost, there was just a glimpse
of something not so amiable; he was a little jealous. I needn’t tell you the whole
miserable story of how he was a little jealous of his cousin’s engagement; how he
couldn’t keep his restless vanity from interfering. It’s enough to say that one of the few
things in which James Mair was admittedly ahead of him was marksmanship with a
pistol; and with that the tragedy ended.”
“You mean the tragedy began,” replied the priest. “The tragedy of the survivor. I
thought he did not need any monkish vampires to make him miserable.”
“To my mind he’s more miserable than he need be,” said the general. “After all, as I
say, it was a ghastly tragedy, but it was a fair fight. And Jim had great provocation.”
“How do you know all this?” asked the priest.
“I know it because I saw it,” answered Outram stolidly. “I was James Mair’s second,
and I saw Maurice Mair shot dead on the sands before my very eyes.”
“I wish you would tell me more about it,” said Father Brown reflectively. “Who was
Maurice Mair’s second?”
“He had a more distinguished backing,” replied the general grimly. “Hugo Romaine
was his second; the great actor, you know. Maurice was mad on acting and had taken up
Romaine (who was then a rising but still a struggling man), and financed the fellow and
his ventures in return for taking lessons from the professional in his own hobby of
amateur acting. But Romaine was then, I suppose, practically dependent on his rich
friend; though he’s richer now than any aristocrat. So his serving as second proves very
little about what he thought of the quarrel. They fought in the English fashion, with only
one second apiece; I wanted at least to have a surgeon, but Maurice boisterously refused
it, saying the fewer people who knew, the better; and at the worst we could immediately
get help. ‘There’s a doctor in the village not half a mile away,’ he said; ‘I know him and
he’s got the fastest horse in the country. He could be brought here in no time; but
there’s no need to bring him here till we know.’ Well, we all knew that Maurice ran
most risk, as the pistol was not his weapon; so when he refused aid nobody liked to ask
for it. The duel was fought on a flat stretch of sand on the east coast of Scotland; and

both the sight and sound of it were masked from the hamlets inland by a long rampart of
sandhills patched with rank grass; probably part of the links, though in those days no
Englishman had heard of golf. There was one deep, crooked cranny in the sandhills
through which we came out on the sands. I can see them now; first a wide strip of dead
yellow, and beyond, a narrower strip of dark red; a dark red that seemed already like the
long shadow of a deed of blood.
“The thing itself seemed to happen with horrible speed; as if a whirlwind had struck the
sand. With the very crack of sound Maurice Mair seemed to spin like a teetotum and
pitch upon his face like a ninepin. And queerly enough, while I’d been worrying about
him up to that moment, the instant he was dead all my pity was for the man who killed
him; as it is to this day and hour. I knew that with that, the whole huge terrible
pendulum of my friend’s life-long love would swing back; and that whatever cause
others might find to pardon him, he would never pardon himself for ever and ever. And
so, somehow, the really vivid thing, the picture that burns in my memory so that I can’t
forget it, is not that of the catastrophe, the smoke and the flash and the falling figure.
That seemed to be all over, like the noise that wakes a man up. What I saw, what I shall
always see, is poor Jim hurrying across towards his fallen friend and foe; his brown
beard looking black against the ghastly pallor of his face, with its high features cut out
against the sea; and the frantic gestures with which he waved me to run for the surgeon
in the hamlet behind the sandhills. He had dropped his pistol as he ran; he had a glove in
one hand and the loose and fluttering fingers of it seemed to elongate and emphasize his
wild pantomime of pointing or hailing for help. That is the picture that really remains
with me; and there is nothing else in that picture, except the striped background of sands
and sea and the dark, dead body lying still as a stone, and the dark figure of the dead
man’s second standing grim and motionless against the horizon.”
“Did Romaine stand motionless?” asked the priest. “I should have thought he would
have run even quicker towards the corpse.”
“Perhaps he did when I had left,” replied the general. “I took in that undying picture in
an instant and the next instant I had dived among the sandhills, and was far out of sight
of the others. Well, poor Maurice had made a good choice in the matter of doctors;
though the doctor came too late, he came quicker than I should have thought possible.
This village surgeon was a very remarkable man, redhaired, irascible, but
extraordinarily strong in promptitude and presence of mind. I saw him but for a flash as
he leapt on his horse and went thundering away to the scene of death, leaving me far
behind. But in that flash I had so strong a sense of his personality that I wished to God
he had really been called in before the duel began; for I believe on my soul he would
have prevented it somehow. As it was, he cleaned up the mess with marvellous
swiftness; long before I could trail back to the sea-shore on my two feet his impetuous
practicality had managed everything; the corpse was temporarily buried in the sandhills
and the unhappy homicide had been persuaded to do the only thing he could do — to
flee for his life. He slipped along the coast till he came to a port and managed to get out
of the country. You know the rest; poor Jim remained abroad for many years; later,
when the whole thing had been hushed up or forgotten, he returned to his dismal castle
and automatically inherited the title. I have never seen him from that day to this, and yet
I know what is written in red letters in the inmost darkness of his brain.”
“I understand,” said Father Brown, “that some of you have made efforts to see him?”

“My wife never relaxed her efforts,” said the general. “She refuses to admit that such a
crime ought to cut a man off for ever; and I confess I am inclined to agree with her.
Eighty years before it would have been thought quite normal; and really it was
manslaughter rather than murder. My wife is a great friend of the unfortunate lady who
was the occasion of the quarrel and she has an idea that if Jim would consent to see
Viola Grayson once again, and receive her assurance that old quarrels are buried, it
might restore his sanity. My wife is calling a sort of council of old friends to-morrow, I
believe. She is very energetic.”
Father Brown was playing with the pins that lay beside the general’s map; he seemed to
listen rather absent-mindedly. He had the sort of mind that sees things in pictures; and
the picture which had coloured even the prosaic mind of the practical soldier took on
tints yet more significant and sinister in the more mystical mind of the priest. He saw
the dark-red desolation of sand, the very hue of Aceldama, and the dead man lying in a
dark heap, and the slayer, stooping as he ran, gesticulating with a glove in demented
remorse, and always his imagination came back to the third thing that he could not yet
fit into any human picture: the second of the slain man standing motionless and
mysterious, like a dark statue on the edge of the sea. It might seem to some a detail; but
for him it was that stiff figure that stood up like a standing note of interrogation.
Why had not Romaine moved instantly? It was the natural thing for a second to do, in
common humanity, let alone friendship. Even if there were some double-dealing or
darker motive not yet understood, one would think it would be done for the sake of
appearances. Anyhow, when the thing was all over, it would be natural for the second to
stir long before the other second had vanished beyond the sandhills.
“Does this man Romanic move very slowly?” he asked.
“It’s queer you should ask that,” answered. Outram, with a sharp glance. “No, as a
matter of fact he moves very quickly when he moves at all. But, curiously enough, I was
just thinking that only this afternoon I saw him stand exactly like that, during the
thunderstorm. He stood in that silver-clasped cape of his, and with one hand on his hip,
exactly and in every line as he stood on those bloody sands long ago. The lightning
blinded us all, but he did not blink. When it was dark again he was standing there still.”
“I suppose he isn’t standing there now?” inquired Father Brown. “I mean, I suppose he
moved sometime?”
“No, he moved quite sharply when the thunder came,” replied the other. “He seemed to
have been waiting for it, for he told us the exact time of the interval. Is anything the
matter?”
“I’ve pricked myself with one of your pins,” said Father Brown. “I hope I haven’t
damaged it.” But his eyes had snapped and his mouth abruptly shut.
“Are you ill?” inquired the general, staring at him.
“No,” answered the priest; “I’m only not quite so stoical as your friend Romaine. I can’t
help blinking when I see light.”

He turned to gather up his hat and umbrella; but when he had got to the door he seemed
to remember something and turned back. Coming up close to Outram, he gazed up into
his face with a rather helpless expression, as of a dying fish, and made a motion as if to
hold him by the waistcoat.
“General,” he almost whispered, “for God’s sake don’t let your wife and that other
woman insist on seeing Marne again. Let sleeping dogs lie, or you’ll unleash all the
hounds of hell.”
The general was left alone with a look of bewilderment in his brown eyes, as he sat
down again to play with his pins.
Even greater, however, was the bewilderment which attended the successive stages of
the benevolent conspiracy of the general’s wife, who had assembled her little group of
sympathizers to storm the castle of the misanthrope. The first surprise she encountered
was the unexplained absence of one of the actors in the ancient tragedy. When they
assembled by agreement at a quiet hotel quite near the castle, there was no sign of Hugo
Romaine, until a belated telegram from a lawyer told them that the great actor had
suddenly left the country. The second surprise, when they began the bombardment by
sending up word to the castle with an urgent request for an interview, was the figure
which came forth from those gloomy gates to receive the deputation in the name of the
noble owner. It was no such figure as they would have conceived suitable to those
sombre avenues or those almost feudal formalities. It was not some stately steward or
major-domo, nor even a dignified butler or tall and ornamental footman. The only figure
that came out of the cavernous castle doorway was the short and shabby figure of Father
Brown.
“Look here,” he said, in his simple, bothered fashion. “I told you you’d much better
leave him alone. He knows what he’s doing and it’ll only make everybody unhappy.”
Lady Outram, who was accompanied by a tall and quietly-dressed lady, still very
handsome, presumably the original Miss Grayson, looked at the little priest with cold
contempt.
“Really, sir,” she said; “this is a very private occasion, and I don’t understand what you
have to do with it.’
“Trust a priest to have to do with a private occasion,” snarled Sir John Cockspur. “Don’t
you know they live behind the scenes like rats behind a wainscot burrowing their way
into everybody’s private rooms. See how he’s already in possession of poor Marne.” Sir
John was slightly sulky, as his aristocratic friends had persuaded him to give up the
great scoop of publicity in return for the privilege of being really inside a Society secret.
It never occurred to him to ask himself whether he was at all like a rat in a wainscot.
“Oh, that’s all right,” said Father Brown, with the impatience of anxiety. “I’ve talked it
over with the marquis and the only priest he’s ever had anything to do with; his clerical
tastes have been much exaggerated. I tell you he knows what he’s about; and I do
implore you all to leave him alone.”

“You mean to leave him to this living death of moping and going mad in a ruin!” cried
Lady Outram, in a voice that shook a little. “And all because he had the bad luck to
shoot a man in a duel more than a quarter of a century ago. Is that what you call
Christian charity?”
“Yes,” answered the priest stolidly; “that is what I call Christian charity.”
“It’s about all the Christian charity you’ll ever get out of these priests,” cried Cockspur
bitterly. “That’s their only idea of pardoning a poor fellow for a piece of folly; to wall
him up alive and starve him to death with fasts and penances and pictures of hell-fire.
And all because a bullet went wrong.”
“Really, Father Brown,” said General Outram, “do you honestly think he deserves this?
Is that your Christianity?”
“Surely the true Christianity,” pleaded his wife more gently, “is that which knows all
and pardons all; the love that can remember — and forget.”
“Father Brown,” said young Mallow, very earnestly, “I generally agree with what you
say; but I’m hanged if I can follow you here. A shot in a duel, followed instantly by
remorse, is not such an awful offence.”
“I admit.” said Father Brown dully, “that I take a more serious view of his offence.”
“God soften your hard heart,” said the strange lady speaking for the first time. “I am
going to speak to my old friend.”
Almost as if her voice had raised a ghost in that great grey house, something stirred
within and a figure stood in the dark doorway at the top of the great stone flight of steps.
It was clad in dead black, but there was something wild about the blanched hair and
something in the pale features that was like the wreck of a marble statue.
Viola Grayson began calmly to move up the great flight of steps; and Outram muttered
in his thick black moustache: “He won’t cut her dead as he did my wife, I fancy.”
Father Brown, who seemed in a collapse of resignation, looked up at him for a moment.
“Poor Marne has enough on his conscience,” he said. “Let us acquit him of what we
can. At least he never cut your wife.”
“What do you mean by that?”
“He never knew her,” said Father Brown.
As they spoke, the tall lady proudly mounted the last step and came face to face with the
Marquis of Marne. His lips moved, but something happened before he could speak.
A scream rang across the open space and went wailing away in echoes along those
hollow walls. By the abruptness and agony with which it broke from the woman’s lips it

might have been a mere inarticulate cry. But it was an articulated word; and they all
heard it with a horrible distinctness.
“Maurice!”
“What is it, dear?” cried Lady Outram, and began to run up the steps; for the other
woman was swaying as if she might fall down the whole stone flight. Then she faced
about and began to descend, all bowed and shrunken and shuddering. “Oh, my God,”
she was saying. “Oh, my God, it isn’t Jim at all. it’s Maurice!”
“I think, Lady Outram,” said the priest gravely, “you had better go with your friend.”
As they turned, a voice fell on them like a stone from the top of the stone stair, a voice
that might have come out of an open grave. It was hoarse and unnatural, like the voices
of men who are left alone with wild birds on desert islands. It was the voice of the
Marquis of Marne, and it said: “Stop!”
“Father Brown,” he said, “before your friends disperse I authorize you to tell them all I
have told you. Whatever follows, I will hide from it no longer.”
“You are right,” said the priest, “and it shall be counted to you.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown quietly to the questioning company afterwards. “He has given
me the right to speak; but I will not tell it as he told me, but as I found it out for myself.
Well, I knew from the first that the blighting monkish influence was all nonsense out of
novels. Our people might possibly, in certain cases, encourage a man to go regularly
into a monastery, but certainly not to hang about in a mediaeval castle. In the same way,
they certainly wouldn’t want him to dress up as a monk when he wasn’t a monk. But it
struck me that he might himself want to wear a monk’s hood or even a mask. I had
heard of him as a mourner, and then as a murderer; but already I had hazy suspicions
that his reason for hiding might not only be concerned with what he was, but with who
he was.
“Then came the general’s vivid description of the duel; and the most vivid thing in it to
me was the figure of Mr. Romaine in the background; it was vivid because it was in the
background. Why did the general leave behind him on the sand a dead man, whose
friend stood yards away from him like a stock or a stone? Then I heard something, a
mere trifle, about a trick habit that Romaine has of standing quite still when he is
waiting for something to happen; as he waited for the thunder to follow the lightning.
Well, that automatic trick in this case betrayed everything. Hugo Romaine on that old
occasion, also, was waiting for something.”
“But it was all over,” said the general. “What could he have been waiting for?”
“He was waiting for the duel,” said Father Brown.
“But I tell you I saw the duel!” cried the general.
“And I tell you you didn’t see the duel,” said the priest.

“Are you mad?” demanded the other. “Or why should you think I am blind?”
“Because you were blinded — that you might not see,” said the priest. “Because you are
a good man and God had mercy on your innocence, and he turned your face away from
that unnatural strife. He set a wall of sand and silence between you and what really
happened on that horrible red shore, abandoned to the raging spirits of Judas and of
Cain.”
“Tell us what happened!” gasped the lady impatiently.
“I will tell it as I found it,” proceeded the priest. “The next thing I found was that
Romaine the actor had been training Maurice Mair in all the tricks of the trade of acting.
I once had a friend who went in for acting. He gave me a very amusing account of how
his first week’s training consisted entirely of falling down; of learning how to fall flat
without a stagger, as if he were stone dead.”
“God have mercy on us!” cried the general, and gripped the arms of his chair as if to
rise.
“Amen,” said Father Brown. “You told me how quickly it seemed to come; in fact,
Maurice fell before the bullet flew, and lay perfectly still, waiting. And his wicked
friend and teacher stood also in the background, waiting.”
“We are waiting,” said Cockspur, “and I feel as if I couldn’t wait.”
“James Mair, already broken with remorse, rushed across to the fallen man and bent
over to lift him up. He had thrown away his pistol like an unclean thing; but Maurice’s
pistol still lay under his hand and it was undischarged. Then as the elder man bent over
the younger, the younger lifted himself on his left arm and shot the elder through the
body. He knew he was not so good a shot, but there was no question of missing the
heart at that distance.”
The rest of the company had risen and stood staring down at the narrator with pale
faces. “Are you sure of this?” asked Sir John at last, in a thick voice.
“I am sure of it,” said Father Brown, “and now I leave Maurice Mair, the present
Marquis of Marne, to your Christian charity. You have told me something to-day about
Christian charity. You seemed to me to give it almost too large a place; but how
fortunate it is for poor sinners like this man that you err so much on the side of mercy,
and are ready to be reconciled to all mankind.”
“Hang it all,” exploded the general; “if you think I’m going to be reconciled to a filthy
viper like that, I tell you I wouldn’t say a word to save him from hell. I said I could
pardon a regular decent duel, but of all the treacherous assassins — — ”
“He ought to be lynched,” cried Cockspur excitedly. “He ought to burn alive like a
nigger in the States. And if there is such a thing as burning for ever, he jolly well — —
”
“I wouldn’t touch him with a barge-pole myself,” said Mallow.

“There is a limit to human charity,” said Lady Outram, trembling all over.
“There is,” said Father Brown dryly; “and that is the real difference between human
charity and Christian charity. You must forgive me if I was not altogether crushed by
your contempt for my uncharitableness to-day; or by the lectures you read me about
pardon for every sinner. For it seems to me that you only pardon the sins that you don’t
really think sinful. You only forgive criminals when they commit what you don’t regard
as crimes, but rather as conventions. So you tolerate a conventional duel, just as you
tolerate a conventional divorce. You forgive because there isn’t anything to be
forgiven.”
“But, hang it all,” cried Mallow, “you don’t expect us to be able to pardon a vile thing
like this?”
“No,” said the priest; “but we have to be able to pardon it.”
He stood up abruptly and looked round at them.
“We have to touch such men, not with a bargepole, but with a benediction,” he said.
“We have to say the word that will save them from hell. We alone are left to deliver
them from despair when your human charity deserts them. Go on your own primrose
path pardoning all your favourite vices and being generous to your fashionable crimes;
and leave us in the darkness, vampires of the night, to console those who really need
consolation; who do things really indefensible, things that neither the world nor they
themselves can defend; and none but a priest will pardon. Leave us with the men who
commit the mean and revolting and real crimes; mean as St. Peter when the cock crew,
and yet the dawn came.”
“The dawn,” repeated Mallow doubtfully. “You mean hope — for him?”
“Yes,” replied the other. “Let me ask you one question. You are great ladies and men of
honour and secure of yourselves; you would never, you can tell yourselves, stoop to
such squalid reason as that. But tell me this. If any of you had so stooped, which of you,
years afterwards, when you were old and rich and safe, would have been driven by
conscience or confessor to tell such a story of yourself? You say you could not commit
so base a crime. Could you confess so base a crime?” The others gathered their
possessions together and drifted by twos and threes out of the room in silence. And
Father Brown, also in silence, went back to the melancholy castle of Marne.

The Secret of Flambeau
“ — the sort of murders in which I played the part of the murderer,” said Father Brown,
putting down the wineglass. The row of red pictures of crime had passed before him in
that moment.
“It is true,” he resumed, after a momentary pause, “that somebody else had played the
part of the murderer before me and done me out of the actual experience. I was a sort of
understudy; always in a state of being ready to act the assassin. I always made it my
business, at least, to know the part thoroughly. What I mean is that, when I tried to
imagine the state of mind in which such a thing would be done, I always realized that I

might have done it myself under certain mental conditions, but not under others; and not
generally under the obvious ones. And then, of course, I knew who really had done it;
and he was not generally the obvious person.
“For instance, it seemed obvious to say that the revolutionary poet had killed the old
judge who saw red about red revolutionaries. But that isn’t really a reason for the
revolutionary poet killing him. It isn’t, if you think what it would really be like to be a
revolutionary poet. Now I set myself conscientiously down to be a revolutionary poet. I
mean that particular sort of pessimistic anarchial lover of revolt, not as reform, but
rather as destruction. I tried to clear my mind of such elements of sanity and
constructive common sense as I have had the luck to learn or inherit. I shut down and
darkened all the skylights through which comes the good daylight out of heaven; I
imagined a mind lit only by a red light from below; a fire rending rocks and cleaving
abysses upwards. And even with the vision at its wildest and worst, I could not see why
such a visionary should cut short his own career by colliding with a common policeman,
for killing one out of a million conventional old fools, as he would have called them. He
wouldn’t do it; however much he wrote songs of violence. He wouldn’t do it, because
he wrote songs of violence. A man who can express himself in song need not express
himself in suicide. A poem was an event to him; and he would want to have more of
them. Then I thought of another sort of heathen; the sort that is not destroying the world
but entirely depending on the world. I thought that, save for the grace of God, I might
have been a man for whom the world was a blaze of electric lights, with nothing but
utter darkness beyond and around it. The worldly man, who really lives only for this
world and believes in no other, whose worldly success and pleasure are all he can ever
snatch out of nothingness — that is the man who will really do anything, when he is in
danger of losing the whole world and saving nothing. It is not the revolutionary man but
the respectable man who would commit any crime — to save his respectability. Think
what exposure would mean to a man like that fashionable barrister; and exposure of the
one crime still really hated by his fashionable world — treason against patriotism. If I
had been in his position, and had nothing better than his philosophy, heaven alone
knows what I might have done. That is just where this little religious exercise is so
wholesome.”
“Some people would think it was rather morbid,” said Grandison Chace dubiously.
“Some people,” said Father Brown gravely, “undoubtedly do think that charity and
humility are morbid. Our friend the poet probably would. But I’m not arguing those
questions; I’m only trying to answer your question about how I generally go to work.
Some of your countrymen have apparently done me the honour to ask how I managed to
frustrate a few miscarriages of justice. Well, you can go back and tell them that I do it
by morbidity. But I most certainly don’t want them to think I do it by magic.”
Chace continued to look at him with a reflective frown; he was too intelligent not to
understand the idea; he would also have said that he was too healthy-minded to like it.
He felt as if he were talking to one man and yet to a hundred murderers. There was
something uncanny about that very small figure, perched like a goblin beside the goblin
stove; and the sense that its round head had held such a universe of wild unreason and
imaginative injustice. It was as if the vast void of dark behind it were a throng of dark
gigantic figures, the ghosts of great criminals held at bay by the magic circle of the red
stove, but ready to tear their master in pieces.

“Well, I’m afraid I do think it’s morbid,” he said frankly. “And I’m not sure it isn’t
almost as morbid as magic. But morbidity or no, there’s one thing to be said; it must be
an interesting experience.” Then he added, after reflection: “I don’t know whether you
would make a really good criminal. But you ought to make a rattling good novelist.”
“I only have to deal with real events,” said Father Brown. “But it’s sometimes harder to
imagine real things than unreal ones.”
“Especially,” said the other, “when they are the great crimes of the world.”
“It’s not the great crimes but the small crimes that are really hard to imagine,” replied
the priest.
“I don’t quite know what you mean by that,” said Chace.
“I mean commonplace crimes like stealing jewels,” said Father Brown; “like that affair
of the emerald necklace or the Ruby of Meru or the artificial goldfish. The difficulty in
those cases is that you’ve got to make your mind small. High and mighty humbugs, who
deal in big ideas, don’t do those obvious things. I was sure the Prophet hadn’t taken the
ruby; or the Count the goldfish; though a man like Bankes might easily take the
emeralds. For them, a jewel is a piece of glass: and they can see through the glass. But
the little, literal people take it at its market value.
“For that you’ve got to have a small mind. It’s awfully hard to get; like focusing smaller
and sharper in a wobbling camera. But some things helped; and they threw a lot of light
on the mystery, too. For instance, the sort of man who brags about having ‘shown up’
sham magicians or poor quacks of any sort — he’s always got a small mind. He is the
sort of man who ‘sees through’ tramps and trips them up in telling lies. I dare say it
might sometimes be a painful duty. It’s an uncommonly base pleasure. The moment I
realized what a small mind meant, I knew where to look for it — in the man who
wanted to expose the Prophet — and it was he that sneaked the ruby; in the man who
jeered at his sister’s psychic fancies — and it was he who nabbed the emeralds. Men
like that always have their eye on jewels; they never could rise, with the higher
humbugs, to despising jewels. Those criminals with small minds are always quite
conventional. They become criminals out of sheer conventionality.
“It takes you quite a long time to feel so crudely as that, though. It’s quite a wild effort
of imagination to be so conventional. To want one potty little object as seriously as all
that. But you can do it. ... You can get nearer to it. Begin by thinking of being a greedy
child; of how you might have stolen a sweet in a shop; of how there was one particular
sweet you wanted … then you must subtract the childish poetry; shut off the fairy light
that shone on the sweet-stuff shop; imagine you really think you know the world and the
market value of sweets … you contract your mind like the camera focus … the thing
shapes and then sharpens ... and then, suddenly, it comes!”
He spoke like a man who had once captured a divine vision. Grandison Chace was still
looking at him with a frown of mingled mystification and interest. It must be confessed
that there did flash once beneath his heavy frown a look of something almost like alarm.
It was as if the shock of the first strange confession of the priest still thrilled faintly
through him like the last vibration of a thunderclap in the room. Under the surface he

was saying to himself that the mistake had only been a temporary madness; that, of
course. Father Brown could not really be the monster and murderer he had beheld for
that blinding and bewildering instant. But was there not something wrong with the man
who talked in that calm way about being a murderer? Was it possible that the priest was
a little mad?
“Don’t you think,” he said, abruptly; “that this notion of yours, of a man trying to feel
like a criminal, might make him a little too tolerant of crime?”
Father Brown sat up and spoke in a more staccato style.
“I know it does just the opposite. It solves the whole problem of time and sin. It gives a
man his remorse beforehand.”
There was a silence; the American looked at the high and steep roof that stretched half
across the enclosure; his host gazed into the fire without moving; and then the priest’s
voice came on a different note, as if from lower down.
“There are two ways of renouncing the devil,” he said; “and the difference is perhaps
the deepest chasm in modern religion. One is to have a horror of him because he is so
far off; and the other to have it because he is so near. And no virtue and vice are so
much divided as those two virtues.”
They did not answer and he went on in the same heavy tone, as if he were dropping
words like molten lead.
“You may think a crime horrible because you could never commit it. I think it horrible
because I could commit it. You think of it as something like an eruption of Vesuvius;
but that would not really be so terrible as this house catching fire. If a criminal suddenly
appeared in this room — — ”
“If a criminal appeared in this room,” said Chace, smiling, “I think you would be a good
deal too favourable to him. Apparently you would start by telling him that you were a
criminal yourself and explaining how perfectly natural it was that he should have picked
his father’s pocket or cut his mother’s throat. Frankly, I don’t think it’s practical. I think
that the practical effect would be that no criminal would ever reform. It’s easy enough
to theorize and take hypothetical cases; but we all know we’re only talking in the air.
Sitting here in M. Duroc’s nice, comfortable house, conscious of our respectability and
all the rest of it, it just gives us a theatrical thrill to talk about thieves and murderers and
the mysteries of their souls. But the people who really have to deal with thieves and
murderers have to deal with them differently. We are safe by the fireside; and we know
the house is not on fire. We know there is not a criminal in the room.”
The M. Duroc to whom allusion had been made rose slowly from what had been called
his fireside, and his huge shadow flung from the fire seemed to cover everything and
darken even the very night above him.
“There is a criminal in this room,” he said. “I am one. I am Flambeau, and the police of
two hemispheres are still hunting for me.”

The American remained gazing at him with eyes of a stony brightness; he seemed
unable to speak or move.
“There is nothing mystical, or metaphorical, or vicarious about my confession,” said
Flambeau. “I stole for twenty years with these two hands; I fled from the police on these
two feet. I hope you will admit that my activities were practical. I hope you will admit
that my judges and pursuers really had to deal with crime. Do you think I do not know
all about their way of reprehending it? Have I not heard the sermons of the righteous
and seen the cold stare of the respectable; have I not been lectured in the lofty and
distant style, asked how it was possible for anyone to fall so low, told that no decent
person could ever have dreamed of such depravity? Do you think all that ever did
anything but make me laugh? Only my friend told me that he knew exactly why I stole;
and I have never stolen since.”
Father Brown made a gesture as of deprecation; and Grandison Chace at last let out a
long breath like a whistle.
“I have told you the exact truth,” said Flambeau; “and it is open to you to hand me over
to the police.”
There was an instant of profound stillness, in which could be faintly heard the belated
laughter of Flambeau’s children in the high, dark house above them, and the crunching
and snorting of the great, grey pigs in the twilight. And then it was cloven by a high
voice, vibrant and with a touch of offence, almost surprising for those who do not
understand the sensitive American spirit, and how near, in spite of commonplace
contrasts, it can sometimes come to the chivalry of Spain.
“Monsieur Duroc,” he said rather stiffly. “We have been friends, I hope, for some
considerable period; and I should be pretty much pained to suppose you thought me
capable of playing you such a trick while I was enjoying your hospitality and the society
of your family, merely because you chose to tell me a little of your own autobiography
of your own free will. And when you spoke merely in defence of your friend — no, sir,
I can’t imagine any gentleman double-crossing another under such circumstances; it
would be a damned sight better to be a dirty informer and sell men’s blood for money.
But in a case like this — — ! Could you conceive any man being such a Judas?”
“I could try.” said Father Brown.

The Scandal of Father Brown
The Scandal of Father Brown
It would not be fair to record the adventures of Father Brown, without admitting that he
was once involved in a grave scandal. There still are persons, perhaps even of his own
community, who would say that there was a sort of blot upon his name. It happened in a
picturesque Mexican road-house of rather loose repute, as appeared later; and to some it
seemed that for once the priest had allowed a romantic streak in him, and his sympathy
for human weakness, to lead him into loose and unorthodox action. The story in itself
was a simple one; and perhaps the whole surprise of it consisted in its simplicity.

Burning Troy began with Helen; this disgraceful story began with the beauty of Hypatia
Potter. Americans have a great power, which Europeans do not always appreciate, of
creating institutions from below; that is by popular initiative. Like every other good
thing, it has its lighter aspects; one of which, as has been remarked by Mr Wells and
others, is that a person may become a public institution without becoming an official
institution. A girl of great beauty or brilliancy will be a sort of uncrowned queen, even
if she is not a Film Star or the original of a Gibson Girl. Among those who had the
fortune, or misfortune, to exist beautifully in public in this manner, was a certain
Hypatia Hard, who had passed through the preliminary stage of receiving florid
compliments in society paragraphs of the local press, to the position of one who is
actually interviewed by real pressmen. On War and Peace and Patriotism and
Prohibition and Evolution and the Bible she had made her pronouncements with a
charming smile; and if none of them seemed very near to the real grounds of her own
reputation, it was almost equally hard to say what the grounds of her reputation really
were. Beauty, and being the daughter of a rich man, are things not rare in her country;
but to these she added whatever it is that attracts the wandering eye of journalism. Next
to none of her admirers had even seen her, or even hoped to do so; and none of them
could possibly derive any sordid benefit from her father’s wealth. It was simply a sort of
popular romance, the modern substitute for mythology; and it laid the first foundations
of the more turgid and tempestuous sort of romance in which she was to figure later on;
and in which many held that the reputation of Father Brown, as well as of others, had
been blown to rags.
It was accepted, sometimes romantically, sometimes resignedly, by those whom
American satire has named the Sob Sisters, that she had already married a very worthy
and respectable business man of the name of Potter. It was even possible to regard her
for a moment as Mrs Potter, on the universal understanding that her husband was only
the husband of Mrs Potter.
Then came the Great Scandal, by which her friends and enemies were horrified beyond
their wildest hopes. Her name was coupled (as the queer phrase goes) with a literary
man living in Mexico; in status an American, but in spirit a very Spanish American.
Unfortunately his vices resembled her virtues, in being good copy. He was no less a
person than the famous or infamous Rudel Romanes; the poet whose works had been so
universally popularized by being vetoed by libraries or prosecuted by the police.
Anyhow, her pure and placid star was seen in conjunction with this comet. He was of
the sort to be compared to a comet, being hairy and hot; the first in his portraits, the
second in his poetry. He was also destructive; the comet’s tail was a trail of divorces,
which some called his success as a lover and some his prolonged failure as a husband. It
was hard on Hypatia; there are disadvantages in conducting the perfect private life in
public; like a domestic interior in a shop-window. Interviewers reported doubtful
utterances about Love’s Larger Law of Supreme Self-Realization. The Pagans
applauded. The Sob Sisterhood permitted themselves a note of romantic regret; some
having even the hardened audacity to quote from the poem of Maud Mueller, to the
effect that of all the words of tongue or pen, the saddest are ‘It might have been.’ And
Mr Agar P. Rock, who hated the Sob Sisterhood with a holy and righteous hatred, said
that in this case he thoroughly agreed with Bret Harte’s emendation of the poem:
‘More sad are those we daily see; it is, but it hadn’t ought to be.’

For Mr Rock was very firmly and rightly convinced that a very large number of things
hadn’t ought to be. He was a slashing and savage critic of national degeneration, on the
Minneapolis Meteor, and a bold and honest man. He had perhaps come to specialize too
much in the spirit of indignation, but it had had a healthy enough origin in his reaction
against sloppy attempts to confuse right and wrong in modern journalism and gossip.
He expressed it first in the form of a protest against an unholy halo of romance being
thrown round the gunman and the gangster. Perhaps he was rather too much inclined to
assume, in robust impatience, that all gangsters were Dagos and that all Dagos were
gangsters. But his prejudices, even when they were a little provincial, were rather
refreshing after a certain sort of maudlin and unmanly hero-worship, which was ready to
regard a professional murderer as a leader of fashion, so long as the pressmen reported
that his smile was irresistible or his tuxedo was all right. Anyhow, the prejudices did not
boil the less in the bosom of Mr Rock, because he was actually in the land of the Dagos
when this story opens; striding furiously up a hill beyond the Mexican border, to the
white hotel, fringed with ornamental palms, in which it was supposed that the Potters
were staying and that the mysterious Hypatia now held her court. Agar Rock was a
good specimen of a Puritan, even to look at; he might even have been a virile Puritan of
the seventeenth century, rather than the softer and more sophisticated Puritan of the
twentieth. If you had told him that his antiquated black hat and habitual black frown,
and fine flinty features, cast a gloom over the sunny land of palms and vines, he would
have been very much gratified. He looked to right and left with eyes bright with
universal suspicions. And, as he did so, he saw two figures on the ridge above him,
outlined against the clear sub-tropical sunset; figures in a momentary posture which
might have made even a less suspicious man suspect something.
One of the figures was rather remarkable in itself. It was poised at the exact angle of the
turning road above the valley, as if by an instinct for the site as well as the attitude of
statuary. It was wrapt in a great black cloak, in the Byronic manner, and the head that
rose above it in swarthy beauty was remarkably like Byron’s. This man had the same
curling hair and curling nostrils; and he seemed to be snorting something of the same
scorn and indignation against the world. He grasped in his hand a rather long cane or
walking-stick, which having a spike of the sort used for mountaineering, carried at the
moment a fanciful suggestion of a spear. It was rendered all the more fanciful by
something comically contradictory in the figure of the other man, who carried an
umbrella. It was indeed a new and neatly-rolled umbrella, very different, for instance,
from Father Brown’s umbrella: and he was neatly clad like a clerk in light holiday
clothes; a stumpy stoutish bearded man; but the prosaic umbrella was raised and even
brandished at an acute angle of attack. The taller man thrust back at him, but in a hasty
defensive manner; and then the scene rather collapsed into comedy; for the umbrella
opened of itself and its owner almost seemed to sink behind it, while the other man had
the air of pushing his spear through a great grotesque shield. But the other man did not
push it, or the quarrel, very far; he plucked out the point, turned away impatiently and
strode down the road; while the other, rising and carefully refolding his umbrella, turned
in the opposite direction towards the hotel. Rock had not heard any of the words of the
quarrel, which must have immediately preceded this brief and rather absurd bodily
conflict; but as he went up the road in the track of the short man with the beard, he
revolved many things. And the romantic cloak and rather operatic good looks of the one
man, combined with the sturdy self-assertion of the other, fitted in with the whole story
which he had come to seek; and he knew that he could have fixed those two strange
figures with their names: Romanes and Potter.

His view was in every way confirmed when he entered the pillared porch; and heard the
voice of the bearded man raised high in altercation or command. He was evidently
speaking to the manager or staff of the hotel, and Rock heard enough to know that he
was warning them of a wild and dangerous character in the neighbourhood.
‘If he’s really been to the hotel already,’ the little man was saying, in answer to some
murmur, ‘all I can say is that you’d better not let him in again. Your police ought to be
looking after a fellow of that sort, but anyhow, I won’t have the lady pestered with him.’
Rock listened in grim silence and growing conviction; then he slid across the vestibule
to an alcove where he saw the hotel register and turning to the last page, saw ‘the
fellow’ had indeed been to the hotel already. There appeared the name of ‘Rudel
Romanes,’ that romantic public character, in very large and florid foreign lettering; and
after a space under it, rather close together, the names of Hypatia Potter and Ellis T.
Potter, in a correct and quite American handwriting.
Agar Rock looked moodily about him, and saw in the surroundings and even the small
decorations of the hotel everything that he hated most. It is perhaps unreasonable to
complain of oranges growing on orange-trees, even in small tubs; still more of their
only growing on threadbare curtains or faded wallpapers as a formal scheme of
ornament. But to him those red and golden moons, decoratively alternated with silver
moons, were in a queer way the quintessence of all moonshine. He saw in them all that
sentimental deterioration which his principles deplored in modern manners, and which
his prejudices vaguely connected with the warmth and softness of the South. It annoyed
him even to catch sight of a patch of dark canvas, half-showing a Watteau shepherd
with a guitar, or a blue tile with a common-place design of a Cupid on a dolphin. His
common sense would have told him that he might have seen these things in a shopwindow on Fifth Avenue; but where they were, they seemed like a taunting siren voice
of the Paganism of the Mediterranean. And then suddenly, the look of all these things
seemed to alter, as a still mirror will flicker when a figure has flashed past it for a
moment; and he knew the whole room was full of a challenging presence. He turned
almost stiffly, and with a sort of resistance, and knew that he was facing the famous
Hypatia, of whom he had read and heard for so many years.
Hypatia Potter, nee Hard, was one of those people to whom the word ‘radiant’ really
does apply definitely and derivatively. That is, she allowed what the papers called her
Personality to go out from her in rays. She would have been equally beautiful, and to
some tastes more attractive, if she had been self-contained; but she had always been
taught to believe that self-containment was only selfishness. She would have said that
she had lost Self in Service; it would perhaps be truer to say that she had asserted Self in
Service; but she was quite in good faith about the service. Therefore her outstanding
starry blue eyes really struck outwards, as in the old metaphor that made eyes like
Cupid’s darts, killing at a distance; but with an abstract conception of conquest beyond
any mere coquetry. Her pale fair hair, though arranged in a saintly halo, had a look of
almost electric radiation. And when she understood that the stranger before her was Mr
Agar Rock, of the Minneapolis Meteor, her eyes took on themselves the range of long
searchlights, sweeping the horizon of the States.
But in this the lady was mistaken; as she sometimes was. For Agar Rock was not Agar
Rock of the Minneapolis Meteor. He was at that moment merely Agar Rock; there had

surged up in him a great and sincere moral impulsion, beyond the coarse courage of the
interviewer. A feeling profoundly mixed of a chivalrous and national sensibility to
beauty, with an instant itch for moral action of some definite sort, which was also
national, nerved him to face a great scene; and to deliver a noble insult. He remembered
the original Hypatia, the beautiful Neo-Platonist, and how he had been thrilled as a boy
by Kingsley’s romance in which the young monk denounces her for harlotries and
idolatries. He confronted her with an iron gravity and said:
‘If you’ll pardon me. Madam, I should like to have a word with you in private.’
‘Well,’ she said, sweeping the room with her splendid gaze, ‘I don’t know whether you
consider this place private.’
Rock also gazed round the room and could see no sign of life less vegetable than the
orange trees, except what looked like a large black mushroom, which he recognized as
the hat of some native priest or other, stolidly smoking a black local cigar, and
otherwise as stagnant as any vegetable. He looked for a moment at the heavy,
expressionless features, noting the rudeness of that peasant type from which priests so
often come, in Latin and especially Latin-American countries; and lowered his voice a
little as he laughed.
‘I don’t imagine that Mexican padre knows our language,’ he said. ‘Catch those lumps
of laziness learning any language but their own. Oh, I can’t swear he’s a Mexican; he
might be anything; mongrel Indian or nigger, I suppose. But I’ll answer for it he’s not
an American. Our ministries don’t produce that debased type.’
‘As a matter of fact,’ said the debased type, removing his black cigar, ‘I’m English and
my name is Brown. But pray let me leave you if you wish to be private.’
‘If you’re English,’ said Rock warmly, ‘you ought to have some normal Nordic instinct
for protesting against all this nonsense. Well, it’s enough to say now that I’m in a
position to testify that there’s a pretty dangerous fellow hanging round this place; a tall
fellow in a cloak, like those pictures of crazy poets.’
‘Well, you can’t go much by that,’ said the priest mildly; ‘a lot of people round here use
those cloaks, because the chill strikes very suddenly after sunset.’
Rock darted a dark and doubtful glance at him; as if suspecting some evasion in the
interests of all that was symbolized to him by mushroom hats and moonshine. ‘It wasn’t
only the cloak,’ he growled, ‘though it was partly the way he wore it. The whole look of
the fellow was theatrical, down to his damned theatrical good looks. And if you’ll
forgive me, Madam, I strongly advise you to have nothing to do with him, if he comes
bothering here. Your husband has already told the hotel people to keep him out — ’
Hypatia sprang to her feet and, with a very unusual gesture, covered her face, thrusting
her fingers into her hair. She seemed to be shaken, possibly with sobs, but by the time
she had recovered they had turned into a sort of wild laughter.
‘Oh, you are all too funny,’ she said, and, in a way very unusual with her, ducked and
darted to the door and disappeared.

‘Bit hysterical when they laugh like that,’ said Rock uncomfortably; then, rather at a
loss, and turning to the little priest: ‘as I say, if you’re English, you ought really to be on
my side against these Dagos, anyhow. Oh, I’m not one of those who talk tosh about
Anglo-Saxons; but there is such a thing as history. You can always claim that America
got her civilization from England.’
‘Also, to temper our pride,’ said Father Brown, ‘we must always admit that England got
her civilization from Dagos.’
Again there glowed in the other’s mind the exasperated sense that his interlocutor was
fencing with him, and fencing on the wrong side, in some secret and evasive way; and
he curtly professed a failure to comprehend.
‘Well, there was a Dago, or possibly a Wop, called Julius Caesar,’ said Father Brown;
‘he was afterwards killed in a stabbing match; you know these Dagos always use
knives. And there was another one called Augustine, who brought Christianity to our
little island; and really, I don’t think we should have had much civilization without
those two.’
‘Anyhow, that’s all ancient history,’ said the somewhat irritated journalist, ‘and I’m
very much interested in modern history. What I see is that these scoundrels are bringing
Paganism to our country, and destroying all the Christianity there is. Also destroying all
the common sense there is. All settled habits, all solid social order, all the way in which
the farmers who were our fathers and grandfathers did manage to live in the world,
melted into a hot mush by sensations and sensualities about filmstars who divorced
every month or so, and make every silly girl think that marriage is only a way of getting
divorced.’
‘You are quite right,’ said Father Brown. ‘Of course I quite agree with you there. But
you must make some allowances. Perhaps these Southern people are a little prone to
that sort of fault. You must remember that Northern people have other kinds of faults.
Perhaps these surroundings do encourage people to give too rich an importance to mere
romance.’
The whole integral indignation of Agar Rock’s life rose up within him at the word.
‘I hate Romance,’ he said, hitting the little table before him. ‘I’ve fought the papers I
worked for for forty years about the infernal trash. Every blackguard bolting with a
barmaid is called a romantic elopement or something; and now our own Hypatia Hard, a
daughter of a decent people, may get dragged into some rotten romantic divorce case,
that will be trumpeted to the whole world as happily as a royal wedding. This mad poet
Romanes is hanging round her; and you bet the spotlight will follow him, as if he were
any rotten little Dago who is called the Great Lover on the films. I saw him outside; and
he’s got the regular spotlight face. Now my sympathies are with decency and common
sense. My sympathies are with poor Potter, a plain straightforward broker from
Pittsburgh, who thinks he has a right to his own home. And he’s making a fight for it,
too. I heard him hollering at the management, telling them to keep that rascal out; and
quite right too. The people here seem a sly and slinky lot; but I rather fancy he’s put the
fear of God into them already.’

‘As a matter of fact,’ said Father Brown, ‘I rather agree with you about the manager and
the men in this hotel; but you mustn’t judge all Mexicans by them. Also I fancy the
gentleman you speak of has not only hollered, but handed round dollars enough to get
the whole staff on his side. I saw them locking doors and whispering most excitedly. By
the way, your plain straightforward friend seems to have a lot of money.’
‘I’ve no doubt his business does well,’ said Rock. ‘He’s quite the best type of sound
business man. What do you mean?’
‘I fancied it might suggest another thought to you,’ said Father Brown; and, rising with
rather heavy civility, he left the room.
Rock watched the Potters very carefully that evening at dinner; and gained some new
impressions, though none that disturbed his deep sense of the wrong that probably
threatened the peace of the Potter home. Potter himself proved worthy of somewhat
closer study; though the journalist had at first accepted him as prosaic and
unpretentious, there was a pleasure in recognizing finer lines in what he considered the
hero or victim of a tragedy. Potter had really rather a thoughtful and distinguished face,
though worried and occasionally petulant. Rock got an impression that the man was
recovering from an illness; his faded hair was thin but rather long, as if it had been
lately neglected, and his rather unusual beard gave the onlooker the same notion.
Certainly he spoke once or twice to his wife in a rather sharp and acid manner, fussing
about tablets or some detail of digestive science; but his real worry was doubtless
concerned with the danger from without. His wife played up to him in the splendid if
somewhat condescending manner of a Patient Griselda; but her eyes also roamed
continually to the doors and shutters, as if in half-hearted fear of an invasion. Rock had
only too good reason to dread, after her curious outbreak, the fact that her fear might
turn out to be only half-hearted.
It was in the middle of the night that the extraordinary event occurred. Rock, imagining
himself to be the last to go up to bed, was surprised to find Father Brown still tucked
obscurely under an orange-tree in the hall, and placidly reading a book. He returned the
other’s farewell without further words, and the journalist had his foot on the lowest step
of the stair, when suddenly the outer door sprang on its hinges and shook and rattled
under the shock of blows planted from without; and a great voice louder than the blows
was heard violently demanding admission. Somehow the journalist was certain that the
blows had been struck with a pointed stick like an alpenstock. He looked back at the
darkened lower floor, and saw the servants of the hotel sliding here and there to see that
the doors were locked; and not unlocking them. Then he slowly mounted to his room,
and sat down furiously to write his report.
He described the siege of the hotel; the evil atmosphere; the shabby luxury of the place;
the shifty evasions of the priest; above all, that terrible voice crying without, like a wolf
prowling round the house. Then, as he wrote, he heard a new sound and sat up
suddenly. It was a long repeated whistle, and in his mood he hated it doubly, because it
was like the signal of a conspirator and like the love-call of a bird. There followed an
utter silence, in which he sat rigid; then he rose abruptly; for he had heard yet another
noise. It was a faint swish followed by a sharp rap or rattle; and he was almost certain
that somebody was throwing something at the window. He walked stiffly downstairs, to

the floor which was now dark and deserted; or nearly deserted. For the little priest was
still sitting under the orange shrub, lit by a low lamp; and still reading his book.
‘You seem to be sitting up late,’ he said harshly.
‘Quite a dissipated character,’ said Father Brown, looking up with a broad smile,
‘reading Economics of Usury at all wild hours of the night.’
‘The place is locked up,’ said Rock.
‘Very thoroughly locked up,’ replied the other. ‘Your friend with the beard seems to
have taken every precaution. By the way, your friend with the beard is a little rattled; I
thought he was rather cross at dinner.’
‘Natural enough,’ growled the other, ‘if he thinks savages in this savage place are out to
wreck his home life.’
‘Wouldn’t it be better,’ said Father Brown, ‘if a man tried to make his home life nice
inside, while he was protecting it from the things outside.’
‘Oh, I know you will work up all the casuistical excuses,’ said the other; ‘perhaps he
was rather snappy with his wife; but he’s got the right on his side. Look here, you seem
to me to be rather a deep dog. I believe you know more about this than you say. What
the devil is going on in this infernal place? Why are you sitting up all night to see it
through?’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown patiently, ‘I rather thought my bedroom might be wanted.’
‘Wanted by whom?’
‘As a matter of fact, Mrs Potter wanted another room,’ explained Father Brown with
limpid clearness. ‘I gave her mine, because I could open the window. Go and see, if you
like.’
‘I’ll see to something else first,’ said Rock grinding his teeth. ’You can play your
monkey tricks in this Spanish monkey-house, but I’m still in touch with civilization.’
He strode into the telephone-booth and rang up his paper; pouring out the whole tale of
the wicked priest who helped the wicked poet. Then he ran upstairs into the priest’s
room, in which the priest had just lit a short candle, showing the windows beyond wide
open.
He was just in time to see a sort of rude ladder unhooked from the window-sill and
rolled up by a laughing gentleman on the lawn below. The laughing gentleman was a
tall and swarthy gentleman, and was accompanied by a blonde but equally laughing
lady. This time, Mr Rock could not even comfort himself by calling her laughter
hysterical. It was too horribly genuine; and rang down the rambling garden-paths as she
and her troubadour disappeared into the dark thickets.
Agar Rock turned on his companion a face of final and awful justice; like the Day of
Judgement.

‘Well, all America is going to hear of this,’ he said. ‘In plain words, you helped her to
bolt with that curly-haired lover.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘I helped her to bolt with that curly-haired lover.’
‘You call yourself a minister of Jesus Christ,’ cried Rock, ‘and you boast of a crime.’
‘I have been mixed up with several crimes,’ said the priest gently. ‘Happily for once this
is a story without a crime. This is a simple fire-side idyll; that ends with a glow of
domesticity.’
‘And ends with a rope-ladder instead of a rope,’ said Rock. ’Isn’t she a married
woman?’
‘Oh, yes,’ said Father Brown.
‘Well, oughtn’t she to be with her husband?’ demanded Rock.
‘She is with her husband,’ said Father Brown.
The other was startled into anger. ‘You lie,’ he said. ‘The poor little man is still snoring
in bed.’
‘You seem to know a lot about his private affairs,’ said Father Brown plaintively. ‘You
could almost write a life of the Man with a Beard. The only thing you don’t seem ever
to have found out about him is his name.’
‘Nonsense,’ said Rock. ‘His name is in the hotel book.’
‘I know it is,’ answered the priest, nodding gravely, ‘in very large letters; the name of
Rudel Romanes. Hypatia Potter, who met him here, put her name boldly under his,
when she meant to elope with him; and her husband put his name under that, when he
pursued them to this place. He put it very close under hers, by way of protest. The
Romanes (who has pots of money, as a popular misanthrope despising men) bribed the
brutes in this hotel to bar and bolt it and keep the lawful husband out. And I, as you
truly say, helped him to get in.’
When a man is told something that turns things upside-down; that the tail wags the dog;
that the fish has caught the fisherman; that the earth goes round the moon; he takes
some little time before he even asks seriously if it is true. He is still content with the
consciousness that it is the opposite of the obvious truth. Rock said at last: ‘You don’t
mean that little fellow is the romantic Rudel we’re always reading about; and that curly
haired fellow is Mr Potter of Pittsburgh.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown. ‘I knew it the moment I clapped eyes on both of them. But I
verified it afterwards.’
Rock ruminated for a time and said at last: ‘I suppose it’s barely possible you’re right.
But how did you come to have such a notion, in the face of the facts?’

Father Brown looked rather abashed; subsided into a chair, and stared into vacancy,
until a faint smile began to dawn on his round and rather foolish face.
‘Well,’ he said, ‘you see — the truth is, I’m not romantic.’
‘I don’t know what the devil you are,’ said Rock roughly.
‘Now you are romantic,’ said Father Brown helpfully. ‘For instance, you see somebody
looking poetical, and you assume he is a poet. Do you know what the majority of poets
look like? What a wild confusion was created by that coincidence of three good-looking
aristocrats at the beginning of the nineteenth century: Byron and Goethe and Shelley!
Believe me, in the common way, a man may write: “Beauty has laid her flaming lips on
mine,” or whatever that chap wrote, without being himself particularly beautiful.
Besides, do you realize how old a man generally is by the time his fame has filled the
world? Watts painted Swinburne with a halo of hair; but Swinburne was bald before
most of his last American or Australian admirers had heard of his hyacinthine locks. So
was D’Annunzio. As a fact, Romanes still has rather a fine head, as you will see if you
look at it closely; he looks like an intellectual man; and he is. Unfortunately, like a good
many other intellectual men, he’s a fool. He’s let himself go to seed with selfishness and
fussing about his digestion. So that the ambitious American lady, who thought it would
be like soaring to Olympus with the Nine Muses to elope with a poet, found that a day
or so of it was about enough for her. So that when her husband came after her, and
stormed the place, she was delighted to go back to him.’
‘But her husband?’ queried Rock. ‘I am still rather puzzled about her husband.’
‘Ah, you’ve been reading too many of your erotic modern novels,’ said Father Brown;
and partly closed his eyes in answer to the protesting glare of the other. ‘I know a lot of
stories start with a wildly beautiful woman wedded to some elderly swine in the stock
market. But why? In that, as in most things, modern novels are the very reverse of
modern. I don’t say it never happens; but it hardly ever happens now except by her own
fault. Girls nowadays marry whom they like; especially spoilt girls like Hypatia. And
whom do they marry? A beautiful wealthy girl like that would have a ring of admirers;
and whom would she choose? The chances are a hundred to one that she’d marry very
young and choose the handsomest man she met at a dance or a tennis-party. Well,
ordinary business men are sometimes handsome. A young god appeared (called Potter)
and she wouldn’t care if he was a broker or a burglar. But, given the environment, you
will admit it’s more likely he would be a broker; also, it’s quite likely that he’d be
called Potter. You see, you are so incurably romantic that your whole case was founded
on the idea that a man looking like a young god couldn’t be called Potter. Believe me,
names are not so appropriately distributed.’
‘Well,’ said the other, after a short pause, ‘and what do you suppose happened after
that?’
Father Brown got up rather abruptly from the seat in which he had collapsed; the
candlelight threw the shadow of his short figure across the wall and ceiling, giving an
odd impression that the balance of the room had been altered.

‘Ah,’ he muttered, ‘that’s the devil of it. That’s the real devil. Much worse than the old
Indian demons in this jungle. You thought I was only making out a case for the loose
ways of these Latin Americans — well, the queer thing about you’ — and he blinked
owlishly at the other through his spectacles — ‘the queerest thing about you is that in a
way you’re right.
‘You say down with romance. I say I’d take my chance in fighting the genuine
romances — all the more because they are precious few, outside the first fiery days of
youth. I say — take away the Intellectual Friendships; take away the Platonic Unions;
take away the Higher Laws of Self-Fulfilment and the rest, and I’ll risk the normal
dangers of the job. Take away the love that isn’t love, but only pride and vainglory and
publicity and making a splash; and we’ll take our chance of fighting the love that is
love, when it has to be fought, as well as the love that is lust and lechery. Priests know
young people will have passions, as doctors know they will have measles. But Hypatia
Potter is forty if she is a day, and she cares no more for that little poet than if he were
her publisher or her publicity man. That’s just the point — he was her publicity man.
It’s your newspapers that have ruined her; it’s living in the limelight; it’s wanting to see
herself in the headlines, even in a scandal if it were only sufficiently psychic and
superior. It’s wanting to be George Sand, her name immortally linked with Alfred de
Musset. When her real romance of youth was over, it was the sin of middle age that got
hold of her; the sin of intellectual ambition. She hasn’t got any intellect to speak of; but
you don’t need any intellect to be an intellectual.’
‘I should say she was pretty brainy in one sense,’ observed Rock reflectively.
‘Yes, in one sense,’ said Father Brown. ‘In only one sense. In a business sense. Not in
any sense that has anything to do with these poor lounging Dagos down here. You curse
the Film Stars and tell me you hate romance. Do you suppose the Film Star, who is
married for the fifth time, is misled by any romance? Such people are very practical;
more practical than you are. You say you admire the simple solid Business Man. Do
you suppose that Rudel Romanes isn’t a Business Man? Can’t you see he knew, quite as
well as she did, the advertising advantages of this grand affair with a famous beauty. He
also knew very well that his hold on it was pretty insecure; hence his fussing about and
bribing servants to lock doors. But what I mean to say, first and last, is that there’d be a
lot less scandal if people didn’t idealize sin and pose as sinners. These poor Mexicans
may seem sometimes to live like beasts, or rather sin like men; but they don’t go in for
Ideals. You must at least give them credit for that.’
He sat down again, as abruptly as he had risen, and laughed apologetically. ‘Well, Mr
Rock,’ he said, ‘that is my complete confession; the whole horrible story of how I
helped a romantic elopement. You can do what you like with it.’
‘In that case,’ said Rock, rising, ‘I will go to my room and make a few alterations in my
report. But, first of all, I must ring up my paper and tell them I’ve been telling them a
pack of lies.’
Not much more than half an hour had passed, between the time when Rock had
telephoned to say the priest was helping the poet to run away with the lady, and the time
when he telephoned to say that the priest had prevented the poet from doing precisely
the same thing. But in that short interval of time was born and enlarged and scattered

upon the winds the Scandal of Father Brown. The truth is still half an hour behind the
slander; and nobody can be certain when or where it will catch up with it. The garrulity
of pressmen and the eagerness of enemies had spread the first story through the city,
even before it appeared in the first printed version. It was instantly corrected and
contradicted by Rock himself, in a second message stating how the story had really
ended; but it was by no means certain that the first story was killed. A positively
incredible number of people seemed to have read the first issue of the paper and not the
second. Again and again, in every corner of the world, like a flame bursting from
blackened ashes, there would appear the old tale of the Brown Scandal, or Priest Ruins
Potter Home. Tireless apologists of the priest’s party watched for it, and patiently
tagged after it with contradictions and exposures and letters of protest. Sometimes the
letters were published in the papers; and sometimes they were not. But still nobody
knew how many people had heard the story without hearing the contradiction. It was
possible to find whole blocks of blameless and innocent people who thought the
Mexican Scandal was an ordinary recorded historical incident like the Gunpowder Plot.
Then somebody would enlighten these simple people, only to discover that the old story
had started afresh among a few quite educated people, who would seem the last people
on earth to be duped by it. And so the two Father Browns chase each other round the
world for ever; the first a shameless criminal fleeing from justice; the second a martyr
broken by slander, in a halo of rehabilitation. But neither of them is very like the real
Father Brown, who is not broken at all; but goes stumping with his stout umbrella
through life, liking most of the people in it; accepting the world as his companion, but
never as his judge.

The Quick One
The strange story of the incongruous strangers is still remembered along that strip of the
Sussex coast, where the large and quiet hotel called the Maypole and Garland looks
across its own gardens to the sea. Two quaintly assorted figures did, indeed, enter that
quiet hotel on that sunny afternoon; one being conspicuous in the sunlight, and visible
over the whole shore, by the fact of wearing a lustrous green turban, surrounding a
brown face and a black beard; the other would have seemed to some even more wild
and weird, by reason of his wearing a soft black clergyman’s hat with a yellow
moustache and yellow hair of leonine length. He at least had often been seen preaching
on the sands or conducting Band of Hope services with a little wooden spade; only he
had certainly never been seen going into the bar of an hotel. The arrival of these quaint
companions was the climax of the story, but not the beginning of it; and, in order to
make a rather mysterious story as clear as possible, it is better to begin at the beginning.
Half an hour before those two conspicuous figures entered the hotel, and were noticed
by everybody, two other very inconspicuous figures had also entered it, and been
noticed by nobody. One was a large man, and handsome in a heavy style, but he had a
knack of taking up very little room, like a background; only an almost morbidly
suspicious examination of his boots would have told anybody that he was an Inspector
of Police in plain clothes; in very plain clothes. The other was a drab and insignificant
little man, also in plain clothes, only that they happened to be clerical clothes; but
nobody had ever seen him preaching on the sands.
These travellers also found themselves in a sort of large smoking-room with a bar, for a
reason which determined all the events of that tragic afternoon. The truth is that the

respectable hotel called the Maypole and Garland was being ‘done-up’. Those who had
liked it in the past were moved to say that it was being done down; or possibly done in.
This was the opinion of the local grumbler, Mr Raggley, the eccentric old gentleman
who drank cherry brandy in a corner and cursed. Anyhow, it was being carefully
stripped of all the stray indications that it had once been an English inn; and being
busily turned, yard by yard and room by room, into something resembling the sham
palace of a Levantine usurer in an American film. It was, in short, being ‘decorated’; but
the only part where the decoration was complete, and where customers could yet be
made comfortable, was this large room leading out of the hall. It had once been
honourably known as a Bar Parlour and was now mysteriously known as a Saloon
Lounge, and was newly ‘decorated’, in the manner of an Asiatic Divan. For Oriental
ornament pervaded the new scheme; and where there had once been a gun hung on
hooks, and sporting prints and a stuffed fish in a glass case, there were now festoons of
Eastern drapery and trophies of scimitars, tulwards and yataghans, as if in unconscious
preparation for the coming of the gentleman with the turban. The practical point was,
however, that the few guests who did arrive had to be shepherded into this lounge, now
swept and garnished, because all the more regular and refined parts of the hotel were
still in a state of transition. Perhaps that was also the reason why even those few guests
were somewhat neglected, the manager and others being occupied with explanations or
exhortations elsewhere. Anyhow, the first two travellers who arrived had to kick their
heels for some time unattended. The bar was at the moment entirely empty, and the
Inspector rang and rapped impatiently on the counter; but the little clergyman had
already dropped into a lounge seat and seemed in no hurry for anything. Indeed his
friend the policeman, turning his head, saw that the round face of the little cleric had
gone quite blank, as it had a way of doing sometimes; he seemed to be staring through
his moonlike spectacles at the newly decorated wall.
‘I may as well offer you a penny for your thoughts,’ said Inspector Greenwood, turning
from the counter with a sigh, ‘as nobody seems to want my pennies for anything else.
This seems to be the only room in the house that isn’t full of ladders and whitewash;
and this is so empty that there isn’t even a potboy to give me a pot of beer.’
‘Oh . . . my thoughts are not worth a penny, let alone a pot of beer,’ answered the cleric,
wiping his spectacles, ‘I don’t know why . . . but I was thinking how easy it would be to
commit a murder here.’
‘It’s all very well for you, Father Brown,’ said the Inspector good-humouredly. ‘You’ve
had a lot more murders than your fair share; and we poor policemen sit starving all our
lives, even for a little one. But why should you say . . . Oh I see, you’re looking at all
those Turkish daggers on the wall. There are plenty of things to commit a murder with,
if that’s what you mean. But not more than there are in any ordinary kitchen: carving
knives or pokers or what not. That isn’t where the snag of a murder comes in.’
Father Brown seemed to recall his rambling thoughts in some bewilderment; and said
that he supposed so.
‘Murder is always easy,’ said Inspector Greenwood. ‘There can’t possibly be anything
more easy than murder. I could murder you at this minute — more easily than I can get
a drink in this damned bar. The only difficulty is committing a murder without
committing oneself as a murderer. It’s this shyness about owning up to a murder; it’s

this silly modesty of murderers about their own masterpieces, that makes the trouble.
They will stick to this extraordinary fixed idea of killing people without being found
out; and that’s what restrains them, even in a room full of daggers. Otherwise every
cutler’s shop would be piled with corpses. And that, by the way, explains the one kind
of murder that really can’t be prevented. Which is why, of course, we poor bobbies are
always blamed for not preventing it. When a madman murders a King or a President, it
can’t be prevented. You can’t make a King live in a coal-cellar, or carry about a
President in a steel box. Anybody can murder him who does not mind being a murderer.
That is where the madman is like the martyr — sort of beyond this world. A real fanatic
can always kill anybody he likes.’
Before the priest could reply, a joyous band of bagmen rolled into the room like a shoal
of porpoises; and the magnificent bellow of a big, beaming man, with an equally big
and beaming tie-pin, brought the eager and obsequious manager running like a dog to
the whistle, with a rapidity which the police in plain clothes had failed to inspire.
‘I’m sure I’m very sorry, Mr Jukes,’ said the manager, who wore a rather agitated smile
and a wave or curl of very varnished hair across his forehead. ‘We’re rather
understaffed at present; and I had to attend to something in the hotel, Mr Jukes.’
Mr Jukes was magnanimous, but in a noisy way; and ordered drinks all round,
conceding one even to the almost cringing manager. Mr Jukes was a traveller for a very
famous and fashionable wine and spirits firm; and may have conceived himself as
lawfully the leader in such a place. Anyhow, he began a boisterous monologue, rather
tending to tell the manager how to manage his hotel; and the others seemed to accept
him as an authority. The policeman and the priest had retired to a low bench and small
table in the background, from which they watched events, up to that rather remarkable
moment when the policeman had very decisively to intervene.
For the next thing that happened, as already narrated, was the astonishing apparition of
a brown Asiatic in a green turban, accompanied by the (if possible) more astonishing
apparition of a Noncomformist minister; omens such as appear before a doom. In this
case there was no doubt about evidence for the portent. A taciturn but observant boy
cleaning the steps for the last hour (being a leisurely worker), the dark, fat, bulky barattendant, even the diplomatic but distracted manager, all bore witness to the miracle.
The apparitions, as the sceptics say, were due to perfectly natural causes. The man with
the mane of yellow hair and the semi-clerical clothes was not only familiar as a preacher
on the sands, but as a propagandist throughout the modern world. He was no less a
person than the Rev. David Pryce-Jones, whose far-resounding slogan was Prohibition
and Purification for Our Land and the Britains Overseas. He as an excellent public
speaker and organizer; and an idea had occurred to him that ought to have occurred to
Prohibitionists long ago. It was the simple idea that, if Prohibition is right, some honour
is due to the Prophet who was perhaps the first Prohibitionist. He had corresponded with
the leaders of Mahommedan religious thought, and had finally induced a distinguished
Moslem (one of whose names was Akbar and the rest an untranslatable ululation of
Allah with attributes) to come and lecture in England on the ancient Moslem veto on
wine. Neither of them certainly had been in a public-house bar before; but they had
come there by the process already described; driven from the genteel tea-rooms,
shepherded into the newly-decorated saloon. Probably all would have been well, if the

great Prohibitionist, in his innocence, had not advanced to the counter and asked for a
glass of milk.
The commercial travellers, though a kindly race, emitted involuntary noises of pain; a
murmur of suppressed jests was heard, as ‘Shun the bowl,’ or ‘Better bring out the
cow’. But the magnificent Mr Jukes, feeling it due to his wealth and tie-pin to produce
more refined humour, fanned himself as one about to faint, and said pathetically: ‘They
know they can knock me down with a feather. They know a breath will blow me away.
They know my doctor says I’m not to have these shocks. And they come and drink cold
milk in cold blood, before my very eyes.’
The Rev. David Pryce-Jones, accustomed to deal with hecklers at public meetings, was
so unwise as to venture on remonstrance and recrimination, in this very different and
much more popular atmosphere. The Oriental total abstainer abstained from speech as
well as spirits; and certainly gained in dignity by doing so. In fact, so far as he was
concerned, the Moslem culture certainly scored a silent victory; he was obviously so
much more of a gentleman than the commercial gentlemen, that a faint irritation began
to arise against his aristocratic aloofness; and when Mr Pryce-Jones began to refer in
argument to something of the kind, the tension became very acute indeed.
‘I ask you, friends,’ said Mr Pryce-Jones, with expansive platform gestures, ‘why does
our friend here set an example to us Christians in truly Christian self-control and
brotherhood? Why does he stand here as a model of true Christianity, of real refinement,
of genuine gentlemanly behaviour, amid all the quarrels and riots of such places as
these? Because, whatever the doctrinal differences between us, at least in his soil the
evil plant, the accursed hop or vine, has never — ’
At this crucial moment of the controversy it was that John Raggley, the stormy petrel of
a hundred storms of controversy, red-faced, white-haired, his antiquated top-hat on the
back of his head, his stick swinging like a club, entered the house like an invading army.
John Raggley was generally regarded as a crank. He was the sort of man who writes
letters to the newspaper, which generally do not appear in the newspaper; but which do
appear afterwards as pamphlets, printed (or misprinted) at his own expense; and
circulated to a hundred waste-paper baskets. He had quarrelled alike with the Tory
squires and the Radical County Councils; he hated Jews; and he distrusted nearly
everything that is sold in shops, or even in hotels. But there was a backing of facts
behind his fads; he knew the county in every corner and curious detail; and he was a
sharp observer. Even the manager, a Mr Wills, had a shadowy respect for Mr Raggley,
having a nose for the sort of lunacy allowed in the gentry; not indeed the prostrate
reverence which he had for the jovial magnificence of Mr Jukes, who was really good
for trade, but a least a disposition to avoid quarrelling with the old grumbler, partly
perhaps out of fear of the old grumbler’s tongue.
‘And you will have your usual, Sir,’ said Mr Wills, leaning and leering across the
counter.
‘It’s the only decent stuff you’ve still got,’ snorted Mr Raggley, slapping down his
queer and antiquated hat. ‘Damn it, I sometimes think the only English thing left in
England is cherry brandy. Cherry brandy does taste of cherries. Can you find me any

beer that tastes of hops, or any cider that tastes of apples, or any wine that has the
remotest indication of being made out of grapes? There’s an infernal swindle going on
now in every inn in the country, that would have raised a revolution in any other
country. I’ve found out a thing or two about it, I can tell you. You wait till I can get it
printed, and people will sit up. If I could stop our people being poisoned with all this
bad drink — ’
Here again the Rev. David Pryce-Jones showed a certain failure in tact; though it was a
virtue he almost worshipped. He was so unwise as to attempt to establish an alliance
with Mr Raggley, by a fine confusion between the idea of bad drink and the idea that
drink is bad. Once more he endeavoured to drag his stiff and stately Eastern friend into
the argument, as a refined foreigner superior to our rough English ways. He was even so
foolish as to talk of a broad theological outlook; and ultimately to mention the name of
Mahomet, which was echoed in a sort of explosion.
‘God damn your soul!’ roared Mr Raggley, with a less broad theological outlook. ‘Do
you mean that Englishmen mustn’t drink English beer, because wine was forbidden in a
damned desert by that dirty old humbug Mahomet?’
In an instant the Inspector of Police had reached the middle of the room with a stride.
For, the instant before that, a remarkable change had taken place in the demeanour of
the Oriental gentleman, who had hitherto stood perfectly still, with steady and shining
eyes. He now proceeded, as his friend had said, to set an example in truly Christian selfcontrol and brotherhood by reaching the wall with the bound of a tiger, tearing down
one of the heavy knives hanging there and sending it smack like a stone from a sling, so
that it stuck quivering in the wall exactly half an inch above Mr Raggley’s ear. It would
undoubtedly have stuck quivering in Mr Raggley, if Inspector Greenwood had not been
just in time to jerk the arm and deflect the aim. Father Brown continued in his seat,
watching the scene with screwed-up eyes and a screw of something almost like a smile
at the corners of his mouth, as if he saw something beyond the mere momentary
violence of the quarrel.
And then the quarrel took a curious turn; which may not be understood by everybody,
until men like Mr John Raggley are better understood than they are. For the red-faced
old fanatic was standing up and laughing uproariously as if it were the best joke he had
ever heard. All his snapping vituperation and bitterness seemed to have gone out of him;
and he regarded the other fanatic, who had just tried to murder him, with a sort of
boisterous benevolence.
‘Blast your eyes,’ he said, ‘you’re the first man I’ve met in twenty years!’
‘Do you charge this man, Sir?’ said the Inspector, looking doubtful.
‘Charge him, of course not,’ said Raggley. ‘I’d stand him a drink if he were allowed any
drinks. I hadn’t any business to insult his religion; and I wish to God all you skunks had
the guts to kill a man, I won’t say for insulting your religion, because you haven’t got
any, but for insulting anything — even your beer.’

‘Now he’s called us all skunks,’ said Father Brown to Greenwood, ‘peace and harmony
seem to be restored. I wish that teetotal lecturer could get himself impaled on his
friend’s knife; it was he who made all the mischief.’
As he spoke, the odd groups in the room were already beginning to break up; it had
been found possible to clear the commercial room for the commercial travellers, and
they adjourned to it, the potboy carrying a new round of drinks after them on a tray.
Father Brown stood for a moment gazing at the glasses left on the counter; recognizing
at once the ill-omened glass of milk, and another which smelt of whisky; and then
turned just in time to see the parting between those two quaint figures, fanatics of the
East and West. Raggley was still ferociously genial; there was still something a little
darkling and sinister about the Moslem, which was perhaps natural; but he bowed
himself out with grave gestures of dignified reconciliation; and there was every
indication that the trouble was really over.
Some importance, however, continued attached, in the mind of Father Brown at least, to
the memory and interpretation of those last courteous salutes between the combatants.
Because curiously enough, when Father Brown came down very early next morning, to
perform his religious duties in the neighbourhood, he found the long saloon bar, with its
fantastic Asiatic decoration, filled with a dead white light of daybreak in which every
detail was distinct; and one of the details was the dead body of John Raggley bent and
crushed into a corner of the room, with the heavy-hilted crooked dagger rammed
through his heart.
Father Brown went very softly upstairs again and summoned his friend the Inspector;
and the two stood beside the corpse, in a house in which no one else was as yet stirring.
‘We mustn’t either assume or avoid the obvious,’ said Greenwood after a silence, ‘but it
is well to remember, I think, what I was saying to you yesterday afternoon. It’s rather
odd, by the way, that I should have said it — yesterday afternoon.’
‘I know,’ said the priest, nodding with an owlish stare.
‘I said,’ observed Greenwood, ‘that the one sort of murder we can’t stop is murder by
somebody like a religious fanatic. That brown fellow probably thinks that if he’s
hanged, he’ll go straight to Paradise for defending the honour of the Prophet.’
‘There is that, of course,’ said Father Brown. ‘It would be very reasonable, so to speak,
of our Moslem friend to have stabbed him. And you may say we don’t know of anybody
else yet, who could at all reasonably have stabbed him. But . . . but I was thinking . . . ’
And his round face suddenly went blank again and all speech died on his lips.
‘What’s the matter now?’ asked the other.
‘Well, I know it sounds funny,’ said Father Brown in a forlorn voice. ‘But I was
thinking ... I was thinking, in a way, it doesn’t much matter who stabbed him.’
‘Is this the New Morality?’ asked his friend. ‘Or the old Casuistry, perhaps. Are the
Jesuits really going in for murder?’

‘I didn’t say it didn’t matter who murdered him,’ said Father Brown. ‘Of course the man
who stabbed him might possibly be the man who murdered him. But it might be quite a
different man. Anyhow, it was done at quite a different time. I suppose you’ll want to
work on the hilt for finger-prints; but don’t take too much notice of them. I can imagine
other reasons for other people sticking this knife in the poor old boy. Not very edifying
reasons, of course, but quite distinct from the murder. You’ll have to put some more
knives into him, before you find out about that.’
‘You mean — ’ began the other, watching him keenly.
‘I mean the autopsy,’ said the priest, ‘to find the real cause of death.’
‘You’re quite right, I believe,’ said the Inspector, ‘about the stabbing, anyhow. We must
wait for the doctor; but I’m pretty sure he’ll say you’re right. There isn’t blood enough.
This knife was stuck in the corpse when it had been cold for hours. But why?’
‘Possibly to put the blame on the Mahommedan,’ answered Father Brown. ‘Pretty
mean, I admit, but not necessarily murder. I fancy there are people in this place trying to
keep secrets, who are not necessarily murderers.’
‘I haven’t speculated on that line yet,’ said Greenwood. ‘What makes you think so?’
‘What I said yesterday, when we first came into this horrible room. I said it would be
easy to commit a murder here. But I wasn’t thinking about all those stupid weapons,
though you thought I was. About something quite different.’
For the next few hours the Inspector and his friend conducted a close and thorough
investigation into the goings and comings of everybody for the last twenty-four hours,
the way the drinks had been distributed, the glasses that were washed or unwashed, and
every detail about every individual involved, or apparently not involved. One might
have supposed they thought that thirty people had been poisoned, as well as one.
It seemed certain that nobody had entered the building except by the big entrance that
adjoined the bar; all the others were blocked in one way or another by the repairs. A boy
had been cleaning the steps outside this entrance; but he had nothing very clear to
report. Until the amazing entry of the Turk in the Turban, with his teetotal lecturer, there
did not seem to have been much custom of any kind, except for the commercial
travellers who came in to take what they called ‘quick ones’; and they seemed to have
moved together, like Wordsworth’s Cloud; there was a slight difference of opinion
between the boy outside and the men inside about whether one of them had not been
abnormally quick in obtaining a quick one, and come out on the doorstep by himself;
but the manager and the barman had no memory of any such independent individual.
The manager and the barman knew all the travellers quite well, and there was no doubt
about their movements as a whole. They had stood at the bar chaffing and drinking;
they had been involved, through their lordly leader, Mr Jukes, in a not very serious
altercation with Mr Pryce-Jones; and they had witnessed the sudden and very serious
altercation between Mr Akbar and Mr Raggley. Then they were told they could adjourn
to the Commercial Room and did so, their drinks being borne after them like a trophy.

‘There’s precious little to go on,’ said Inspector Greenwood. ‘Of course a lot of
officious servants must do their duty as usual, and wash out all the glasses; including
old Raggley’s glass. If it weren’t for everybody else’s efficiency, we detectives might
be quite efficient.’
‘I know,’ said Father Brown, and his mouth took on again the twisted smile. ‘I
sometimes think criminals invented hygiene. Or perhaps hygienic reformers invented
crime; they look like it, some of them. Everybody talks about foul dens and filthy slums
in which crime can run riot; but it’s just the other way. They are called foul, not because
crimes are committed, but because crimes are discovered. It’s in the neat, spotless, clean
and tidy places that crime can run riot; no mud to make footprints; no dregs to contain
poison; kind servants washing out all traces of the murder; and the murderer killing and
cremating six wives and all for want of a little Christian dirt. Perhaps I express myself
with too much warmth — but look here. As it happens, I do remember one glass, which
has doubtless been cleaned since, but I should like to know more about it.’
‘Do you mean Raggley’s glass?’ asked Greenwood.
‘No; I mean Nobody’s glass,’ replied the priest. ‘It stood near that glass of milk and it
still held an inch or two of whisky. Well, you and I had no whisky. I happen to
remember that the manager, when treated by the jovial Jukes, had “a drop of gin”. I
hope you don’t suggest that our Moslem was a whisky-drinker disguised in a green
turban; or that the Rev. David Pryce-Jones managed to drink whisky and milk together,
without noticing it.’
‘Most of the commercial travellers took whisky,’ said the Inspector. ‘They generally
do.’
‘Yes; and they generally see they get it too,’ answered Father Brown. ‘In this case, they
had it all carefully carted after them to their own room. But this glass was left behind.’
‘An accident, I suppose,’ said Greenwood doubtfully. ‘The man could easily get another
in the Commercial Room afterwards.’
Father Brown shook his head. ‘You’ve got to see people as they are. Now these sort of
men — well, some call them vulgar and some common; but that’s all likes and dislikes.
I’d be content to say that they are mostly simple men. Lots of them very good men, very
glad to go back to the missus and the kids; some of them might be blackguards; might
have had several missuses; or even murdered several missuses. But most of them are
simple men; and, mark you, just the least tiny bit drunk. Not much; there’s many a duke
or don at Oxford drunker; but when that sort of man is at that stage of conviviality, he
simply can’t help noticing things, and noticing them very loud. Don’t you observe that
the least little incident jerks them into speech; if the beer froths over, they froth over
with it, and have to say, “Whoa, Emma,” or “Doing me proud, aren’t you?” Now I
should say it’s flatly impossible for five of these festive beings to sit round a table in the
Commercial Room, and have only four glasses set before them, the fifth man being left
out, without making a shout about it. Probably they would make a shout about it.
Certainly he would make a shout about it. He wouldn’t wait, like an Englishman of
another class, till he could get a drink quietly later. The air would resound with things
like, “And what about little me?” or, “Here, George, have I joined the Band of Hope?”

or, “Do you see any green in my turban, George?” But the barman heard no such
complaints. I take it as certain that the glass of whisky left behind had been nearly
emptied by somebody else; somebody we haven’t thought about yet.’
‘But can you think of any such person?’ ask the other.
‘It’s because the manager and the barman won’t hear of any such person, that you
dismiss the one really independent piece of evidence; the evidence of that boy outside
cleaning the steps. He says that a man, who well may have been a bagman, but who did
not, in fact, stick to the other bagmen, went in and came out again almost immediately.
The manager and the barman never saw him; or say they never saw him. But he got a
glass of whisky from the bar somehow. Let us call him, for the sake of argument, The
Quick One. Now you know I don’t often interfere with your business, which I know you
do better than I should do it, or should want to do it. I’ve never had anything to do with
setting police machinery at work, or running down criminals, or anything like that. But,
for the first time in my life, I want to do it now. I want you to find The Quick One; to
follow The Quick One to the ends of the earth; to set the whole infernal official
machinery at work like a drag-net across the nations, and jolly well recapture The Quick
One. Because he is the man we want.’
Greenwood made a despairing gesture. ‘Has he face or form or any visible quality
except quickness?’ he inquired.
‘He was wearing a sort of Inverness cape,’ said Father Brown, ‘and he told the boy
outside he must reach Edinburgh by next morning. That’s all the boy outside
remembers. But I know your organization has got on to people with less clue than that.’
‘You seem very keen on this,’ said the Inspector, a little puzzled.
The priest looked puzzled also, as if at his own thoughts; he sat with knotted brow and
then said abruptly: ‘You see, it’s so easy to be misunderstood. All men matter. You
matter. I matter. It’s the hardest thing in theology to believe.’
The Inspector stared at him without comprehension; but he proceeded.
‘We matter to God — God only knows why. But that’s the only possible justification of
the existence of policemen.’ The policeman did not seem enlightened as to his own
cosmic justification. ‘Don’t you see, the law really is right in a way, after all. If all men
matter, all murders matter. That which He has so mysteriously created, we must not
suffer to be mysteriously destroyed. But — ’
He said the last word sharply, like one taking a new step in decision.
‘But, when once I step off that mystical level of equality, I don’t see that most of your
important murders are particularly important. You are always telling me that this case
and that is important. As a plain, practical man of the world, I must realize that it is the
Prime Minister who has been murdered. As a plain, practical man of the world, I don’t
think that the Prime Minister matters at all. As a mere matter of human importance, I
should say he hardly exists at all. Do you suppose if he and the other public men were
shot dead tomorrow, there wouldn’t be other people to stand up and say that every

avenue was being explored, or that the Government had the matter under the gravest
consideration? The masters of the modern world don’t matter. Even the real masters
don’t matter much. Hardly anybody you ever read about in a newspaper matters at all.’
He stood up, giving the table a small rap: one of his rare gestures; and his voice changed
again. ‘But Raggley did matter. He was one of a great line of some half a dozen men
who might have saved England. They stand up stark and dark like disregarded signposts, down all that smooth descending road which has ended in this swamp of merely
commercial collapse. Dean Swift and Dr Johnson and old William Cobbett; they had all
without exception the name of being surly or savage, and they were all loved by their
friends, and they all deserved to be. Didn’t you see how that old man, with the heart of a
lion, stood up and forgave his enemy as only fighters can forgive? He jolly well did do
what that temperance lecturer talked about; he set an example to us Christians and was a
model of Christianity. And when there is foul and secret murder of a man like that —
then I do think it matters, matters so much that even the modern machinery of police
will be a thing that any respectable person may make use of ... Oh, don’t mention it.
And so, for once in a way, I really do want to make use of you.’
And so, for some stretch of those strange days and nights, we might almost say that the
little figure of Father Brown drove before him into action all the armies and engines of
the police forces of the Crown, as the little figure of Napoleon drove the batteries and
the battle-lines of the vast strategy that covered Europe. Police stations and post offices
worked all night; traffic was stopped, correspondence was intercepted, inquiries were
made in a hundred places, in order to track the flying trail of that ghostly figure, without
face or name, with an Inverness cape and an Edinburgh ticket.
Meanwhile, of course, the other lines of investigation were not neglected. The full
report of the post-mortem had not yet come in; but everybody seemed certain that it was
a case of poisoning. This naturally threw the primary suspicion upon the cherry brandy;
and this again naturally threw the primary suspicion on the hotel.
‘Most probably on the manager of the hotel,’ said Greenwood gruffly. ‘He looks a nasty
little worm to me. Of course it might be something to do with some servant, like the
barman; he seems rather a sulky specimen, and Raggley might have cursed him a bit,
having a flaming temper, though he was generally generous enough afterwards. But,
after all, as I say, the primary responsibility, and therefore the primary suspicion, rests
on the manager.’
‘Oh, I knew the primary suspicion would rest on the manager,’ said Father Brown.
‘That was why I didn’t suspect him. You see, I rather fancied somebody else must have
known that the primary suspicion would rest on the manager; or the servants of the
hotel. That is why I said it would be easy to kill anybody in the hotel . . . But you’d
better go and have it out with him, I suppose.’
The Inspector went; but came back again after a surprisingly short interview, and found
his clerical friend turning over some papers that seemed to be a sort of dossier of the
stormy career of John Raggley.
‘This is a rum go,’ said the Inspector. ‘I thought I should spend hours cross-examining
that slippery little toad there, for we haven’t legally got a thing against him. And instead

of that, he went to pieces all at once, and I really think he’s told me all he knows in
sheer funk.’
‘I know,’ said Father Brown. ‘That’s the way he went to pieces when he found
Raggley’s corpse apparently poisoned in his hotel. That’s why he lost his head enough
to do such a clumsy thing as decorate the corpse with a Turkish knife, to put the blame
on the nigger, as he would say. There never is anything the matter with him but funk;
he’s the very last man that ever would really stick a knife into a live person. I bet he had
to nerve himself to stick it into a dead one. But he’s the very first person to be
frightened of being charged with what he didn’t do; and to make a fool of himself, as he
did.’
‘I suppose I must see the barman too,’ observed Greenwood.
‘I suppose so,’ answered the other. ‘I don’t believe myself it was any of the hotel people
— well, because it was made to look as if it must be the hotel people . . . But look here,
have you seen any of this stuff they’ve got together about Raggley? He had a jolly
interesting life; I wonder whether anyone will write his biography.’
‘I took a note of everything likely to affect an affair like this,’ answered the official. ‘He
was a widower; but he did once have a row with a man about his wife; a Scotch landagent then in these parts; and Raggley seems to have been pretty violent. They say he
hated Scotchmen; perhaps that’s the reason . . . Oh, I know what you are smiling grimly
about. A Scotchman . . . Perhaps an Edinburgh man.’
‘Perhaps,’ said Father Brown. ‘It’s quite likely, though, that he did dislike Scotchmen,
apart from private reasons. It’s an odd thing, but all that tribe of Tory Radicals, or
whatever you call them, who resisted the Whig mercantile movement, all of them did
dislike Scotchmen. Cobbett did; Dr Johnson did; Swift described their accent in one of
his deadliest passages; even Shakespeare has been accused of the prejudice. But the
prejudices of great men generally have something to do with principles. And there was a
reason, I fancy. The Scot came from a poor agricultural land, that became a rich
industrial land. He was able and active; he thought he was bringing industrial
civilization from the north; he simply didn’t know that there had been for centuries a
rural civilization in the south. His own grandfather’s land was highly rural but not
civilized . . . Well, well, I suppose we can only wait for more news.’
‘I hardly think you’ll get the latest news out of Shakespeare and Dr Johnson,’ grinned
the police officer. ‘What Shakespeare thought of Scotchmen isn’t exactly evidence.’
Father Brown cocked an eyebrow, as if a new thought had surprised him. ‘Why, now I
come to think of it,’ he said, ‘there might be better evidence, even out of Shakespeare.
He doesn’t often mention Scotchmen. But he was rather fond of making fun of
Welshmen.’
The Inspector was searching his friend’s face; for he fancied he recognized an alertness
behind its demure expression. ‘By Jove,’ he said. ‘Nobody thought of turning the
suspicions that way, anyhow.’

‘Well,’ said Father Brown, with broad-minded calm, ‘you started by talking about
fanatics; and how a fanatic could do anything. Well, I suppose we had the honour of
entertaining in this bar-parlour yesterday, about the biggest and loudest and most fatheaded fanatic in the modern world. If being a pig-headed idiot with one idea is the way
to murder, I put in a claim for my reverend brother Pryce-Jones, the Prohibitionist, in
preference to all the fakirs in Asia, and it’s perfectly true, as I told you, that his horrible
glass of milk was standing side by side on the counter with the mysterious glass of
whisky.’
‘Which you think was mixed up with the murder,’ said Greenwood, staring. ‘Look here,
I don’t know whether you’re really serious or not.’
Even as he was looking steadily in his friend’s face, finding something still inscrutable
in its expression, the telephone rang stridently behind the bar. Lifting the flap in the
counter Inspector Greenwood passed rapidly inside, unhooked the receiver, listened for
an instant, and then uttered a shout; not addressed to his interlocutor, but to the universe
in general. Then he listened still more attentively and said explosively at intervals, ‘Yes,
yes . . . Come round at once; bring him round if possible . . . Good piece of work . . .
Congratulate you.’
Then Inspector Greenwood came back into the outer lounge, like a man who has
renewed his youth, sat down squarely on his seat, with his hands planted on his knees,
stared at his friend, and said:
‘Father Brown, I don’t know how you do it. You seem to have known he was a
murderer before anybody else knew he was a man. He was nobody; he was nothing; he
was a slight confusion in the evidence; nobody in the hotel saw him; the boy on the
steps could hardly swear to him; he was just a fine shade of doubt founded on an extra
dirty glass. But we’ve got him, and he’s the man we want.’
Father Brown had risen with the sense of the crisis, mechanically clutching the papers
destined to be so valuable to the biographer of Mr Raggley; and stood staring at his
friend. Perhaps this gesture jerked his friend’s mind to fresh confirmations.
‘Yes, we’ve got The Quick One. And very quick he was, like quicksilver, in making his
get-away; we only just stopped him — off on a fishing trip to Orkney, he said. But he’s
the man, all right; he’s the Scotch land-agent who made love to Raggley’s wife; he’s the
man who drank Scotch whisky in this bar and then took a train to Edinburgh. And
nobody would have known it but for you.’
‘Well, what I meant,’ began Father Brown, in a rather dazed tone; and at that instant
there was a rattle and rumble of heavy vehicles outside the hotel; and two or three other
and subordinate policemen blocked the bar with their presence. One of them, invited by
his superior to sit down, did so in an expansive manner, like one at once happy and
fatigued; and he also regarded Father Brown with admiring eyes.
‘Got the murderer. Sir, oh yes,’ he said: ‘I know he’s a murderer, ‘cause he bally nearly
murdered me. I’ve captured some tough characters before now; but never one like this
— hit me in the stomach like the kick of a horse and nearly got away from five men.
Oh, you’ve got a real killer this time. Inspector.’

‘Where is he?’ asked Father Brown, staring.
‘Outside in the van, in handcuffs,’ replied the policeman, ‘and, if you’re wise, you’ll
leave him there — for the present.’
Father Brown sank into a chair in a sort of soft collapse; and the papers he had been
nervously clutching were shed around him, shooting and sliding about the floor like
sheets of breaking snow. Not only his face, but his whole body, conveyed the
impression of a punctured balloon.
‘Oh . . . Oh,’ he repeated, as if any further oath would be inadequate. ‘Oh . . .I’ve done
it again.’
‘If you mean you’ve caught the criminal again,’ began Greenwood. But his friend
stopped him with a feeble explosion, like that of expiring soda-water.
‘I mean,’ said Father Brown, ‘that it’s always happening; and really, I don’t know why.
I always try to say what I mean. But everybody else means such a lot by what I say.’
‘What in the world is the matter now?’ cried Greenwood, suddenly exasperated.
‘Well, I say things,’ said Father Brown in a weak voice, which could alone convey the
weakness of the words. ‘I say things, but everybody seems to know they mean more
than they say. Once I saw a broken mirror and said “Something has happened” and they
all answered, “Yes, yes, as you truly say, two men wrestled and one ran into the
garden,” and so on. I don’t understand it, “Something happened,” and “Two men
wrestled,” don’t seem to me at all the same; but I dare say I read old books of logic.
Well, it’s like that here. You seem to be all certain this man is a murderer. But I never
said he was a murderer. I said he was the man we wanted. He is. I want him very much.
I want him frightfully. I want him as the one thing we haven’t got in the whole of this
horrible case — a witness!’
They all stared at him, but in a frowning fashion, like men trying to follow a sharp new
turn of the argument; and it was he who resumed the argument.
‘From the first minute I entered that big empty bar or saloon, I knew what was the
matter with all this business was emptiness; solitude; too many chances for anybody to
be alone. In a word, the absence of witnesses. All we knew was that when we came in,
the manager and the barman were not in the bar. But when were they in the bar? What
chance was there of making any sort of time-table of when anybody was anywhere? The
whole thing was blank for want of witnesses. I rather fancy the barman or somebody
was in the bar just before we came; and that’s how the Scotchman got his Scotch
whisky. He certainly didn’t get it after we came. But we can’t begin to inquire whether
anybody in the hotel poisoned poor Raggley’s cherry brandy, till we really know who
was in the bar and when. Now I want you to do me another favour, in spite of this stupid
muddle, which is probably all my fault. I want you to collect all the people involved in
this room — I think they’re all still available, unless the Asiatic has gone back to Asia
— and then take the poor Scotchman out of his handcuffs, and bring him in here, and let
him tell us who did serve him with whisky, and who was in the bar, and who else was in

the room, and all the rest. He’s the only man whose evidence can cover just that period
when the crime was done. I don’t see the slightest reason for doubting his word.’
‘But look here,’ said Greenwood. ‘This brings it all back to the hotel authorities; and I
thought you agreed that the manager isn’t the murderer. Is it the barman, or what?’
‘I don’t know,’ said the priest blankly. ‘I don’t know for certain even about the
manager. I don’t know anything about the barman. I fancy the manager might be a bit of
a conspirator, even if he wasn’t a murderer. But I do know there’s one solitary witness
on earth who may have seen something; and that’s why I set all your police dogs on his
trail to the ends of the earth.’
The mysterious Scotchman, when he finally appeared before the company thus
assembled, was certainly a formidable figure; tall, with a hulking stride and a long
sardonic hatchet face, with tufts of red hair; and wearing not only an Inverness cape but
a Glengarry bonnet, he might well be excused for a somewhat acrid attitude; but
anybody could see he was of the sort to resist arrest, even with violence. It was not
surprising that he had come to blows with a fighting fellow like Raggley. It was not
even surprising that the police had been convinced, by the mere details of capture, that
he was a tough and a typical killer. But he claimed to be a perfectly respectable farmer,
in Aberdeenshire, his name being James Grant; and somehow not only Father Brown,
but Inspector Greenwood, a shrewd man with a great deal of experience, was pretty
soon convinced that the Scot’s ferocity was the fury of innocence rather than guilt.
‘Now what we want from you, Mr Grant,’ said the Inspector gravely, dropping without
further parley into tones of courtesy, ‘is simply your evidence on one very important
fact. I am greatly grieved at the misunderstanding by which you have suffered, but I am
sure you wish to serve the ends of justice. I believe you came into this bar just after it
opened, at half-past five, and were served with a glass of whisky. We are not certain
what servant of the hotel, whether the barman or the manager or some subordinate, was
in the bar at the time. Will you look round the room, and tell me whether the barattendant who served you is present here.’
‘Aye, he’s present,’ said Mr Grant, grimly smiling, having swept the group with a
shrewd glance. ‘I’d know him anywhere; and ye’ll agree he’s big enough to be seen. Do
ye have all your inn-servants as grand as yon?’
The Inspector’s eye remained hard and steady, and his voice colourless and continuous;
the face of Father Brown was a blank; but on many other faces there was a cloud; the
barman was not particularly big and not at all grand; and the manager was decidedly
small.
‘We only want the barman identified,’ said the Inspector calmly. ‘Of course we know
him; but we should like you to verify it independently. You mean . . .?’ And he stopped
suddenly.
‘Weel, there he is plain enough,’ said the Scotchman wearily; and made a gesture, and
with that gesture the gigantic Jukes, the prince of commercial travellers, rose like a
trumpeting elephant; and in a flash had three policemen fastened on him like hounds on
a wild beast.

‘Well, all that was simple enough,’ said Father Brown to his friend afterwards. ‘As I
told you, the instant I entered the empty bar-room, my first thought was that, if the
barman left the bar unguarded like that, there was nothing in the world to stop you or
me or anybody else lifting the flap and walking in, and putting poison in any of the
bottles standing waiting for customers. Of course, a practical poisoner would probably
do it as Jukes did, by substituting a poisoned bottle for the ordinary bottle; that could be
done in a flash. It was easy enough for him, as he travelled in bottles, to carry a flask of
cherry brandy prepared and of the same pattern. Of course, it requires one condition; but
it’s a fairly common condition. It would hardly do to start poisoning the beer or whisky
that scores of people drink; it would cause a massacre. But when a man is well known
as drinking only one special thing, like cherry brandy, that isn’t very widely drunk, it’s
just like poisoning him in his own home. Only it’s a jolly sight safer. For practically the
whole suspicion instantly falls on the hotel, or somebody to do with the hotel; and
there’s no earthly argument to show that it was done by anyone out of a hundred
customers that might come into the bar: even if people realized that a customer could do
it. It was about as absolutely anonymous and irresponsible a murder as a man could
commit.’
‘And why exactly did the murderer commit it?’ asked his friend.
Father Brown rose and gravely gathered the papers which he had previously scattered in
a moment of distraction.
‘May I recall your attention,’ he said smiling, ‘to the materials of the forthcoming Life
and Letters of the Late John Raggley? Or, for that matter, his own spoken words? He
said in this very bar that he was going to expose a scandal about the management of
hotels; and the scandal was the pretty common one of a corrupt agreement between
hotel proprietors and a salesman who took and gave secret commissions, so that his
business had a monopoly of all the drink sold in the place. It wasn’t even an open
slavery like an ordinary tied house; it was a swindle at the expense of everybody the
manager was supposed to serve. It was a legal offence. So the ingenious Jukes, taking
the first moment when the bar was empty, as it often was, stepped inside and made the
exchange of bottles; unfortunately at that very moment a Scotchman in an Inverness
cape came in harshly demanding whisky. Jukes saw his only chance was to pretend to
be the barman and serve the customer. He was very much relieved that the customer
was a Quick One.’
‘I think you’re rather a Quick One yourself,’ observed Greenwood; ‘if you say you
smelt something at the start, in the mere air of an empty room. Did you suspect Jukes at
all at the start?’
‘Well, he sounded rather rich somehow,’ answered Father Brown vaguely. ‘You know
when a man has a rich voice. And I did sort of ask myself why he should have such a
disgustingly rich voice, when all those honest fellows were fairly poor. But I think I
knew he was a sham when I saw that big shining breast-pin.’
‘You mean because it was sham?’ asked Greenwood doubtfully.
‘Oh, no; because it was genuine,’ said Father Brown.

The Blast of the Book
Professor Openshaw always lost his temper, with a loud bang, if anybody called him a
Spiritualist; or a believer in Spiritualism. This, however, did not exhaust his explosive
elements; for he also lost his temper if anybody called him a disbeliever in Spiritualism.
It was his pride to have given his whole life to investigating Psychic Phenomena; it was
also his pride never to have given a hint of whether he thought they were really psychic
or merely phenomenal. He enjoyed nothing so much as to sit in a circle of devout
Spiritualists and give devastating descriptions of how he had exposed medium after
medium and detected fraud after fraud; for indeed he was a man of much detective
talent and insight, when once he had fixed his eye on an object, and he always fixed his
eye on a medium, as a highly suspicious object. There was a story of his having spotted
the same Spiritualist mountebank under three different disguises: dressed as a woman, a
white-bearded old man, and a Brahmin of a rich chocolate brown. These recitals made
the true believers rather restless, as indeed they were intended to do; but they could
hardly complain, for no Spiritualist denies the existence of fraudulent mediums; only
the Professor’s flowing narrative might well seem to indicate that all mediums were
fraudulent.
But woe to the simple-minded and innocent Materialist (and Materialists as a race are
rather innocent and simple-minded) who, presuming on this narrative tendency, should
advance the thesis that ghosts were against the laws of nature, or that such things were
only old superstitions; or that it was all tosh, or, alternatively, bunk. Him would the
Professor, suddenly reversing all his scientific batteries, sweep from the field with a
cannonade of unquestionable cases and unexplained phenomena, of which the wretched
rationalist had never heard in his life, giving all the dates and details, stating all the
attempted and abandoned natural explanations; stating everything, indeed, except
whether he, John Oliver Openshaw, did or did not believe in Spirits, and that neither
Spiritualist nor Materialist could ever boast of finding out.
Professor Openshaw, a lean figure with pale leonine hair and hypnotic blue eyes, stood
exchanging a few words with Father Brown, who was a friend of his, on the steps
outside the hotel where both had been breakfasting that morning and sleeping the night
before. The Professor had come back rather late from one of this grand experiments, in
general exasperation, and was still tingling with the fight that he always waged alone
and against both sides.
‘Oh, I don’t mind you,’ he said laughing. ‘You don’t believe in it even if it’s true. But
all these people are perpetually asking me what I’m trying to prove. They don’t seem to
understand that I’m a man of science. A man of science isn’t trying to prove anything.
He’s trying to find out what will prove itself.’
‘But he hasn’t found out yet,’ said Father Brown.
‘Well, I have some little notions of my own, that are not quite so negative as most
people think,’ answered the Professor, after an instant of frowning silence; ‘anyhow,
I’ve begun to fancy that if there is something to be found, they’re looking for it along
the wrong line. It’s all too theatrical; it’s showing off, all their shiny ectoplasm and
trumpets and voices and the rest; all on the model of old melodramas and mouldy

historical novels about the Family Ghost. If they’d go to history instead of historical
novels, I’m beginning to think they’d really find something. But not Apparitions.’
‘After all,’ said Father Brown, ‘Apparitions are only Appearances. I suppose you’d say
the Family Ghost is only keeping up appearances.’
The Professor’s gaze, which had commonly a fine abstracted character, suddenly fixed
and focused itself as it did on a dubious medium. It had rather the air of a man screwing
a strong magnifying-glass into his eye. Not that he thought the priest was in the least
like a dubious medium; but he was startled into attention by his friend’s thought
following so closely on his own.
‘Appearances!’ he muttered, ‘crikey, but it’s odd you should say that just now. The
more I learn, the more I fancy they lose by merely looking for appearances. Now if
they’d look a little into Disappearances — ’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘after all, the real fairy legends weren’t so very much about
the appearance of famous fairies; calling up Titania or exhibiting Oberon by moonlight.
But there were no end of legends about people disappearing, because they were stolen
by the fairies. Are you on the track of Kilmeny or Thomas the Rhymer?’
‘I’m on the track of ordinary modern people you’ve read of in the newspapers,’
answered Openshaw. ‘You may well stare; but that’s my game just now; and I’ve been
on it for a long time. Frankly, I think a lot of psychic appearances could be explained
away. It’s the disappearances I can’t explain, unless they’re psychic. These people in the
newspaper who vanish and are never found — if you knew the details as I do ... and
now only this morning I got confirmation; an extraordinary letter from an old
missionary, quite a respectable old boy. He’s coming to see me at my office this
morning. Perhaps you’d lunch with me or something; and I’d tell the results — in
confidence.’
‘Thanks; I will — unless,’ said Father Brown modestly, ‘the fairies have stolen me by
then.’
With that they parted and Openshaw walked round the corner to a small office he rented
in the neighbourhood; chiefly for the publication of a small periodical, of psychical and
psychological notes of the driest and most agnostic sort. He had only one clerk, who sat
at a desk in the outer office, totting up figures and facts for the purposes of the printed
report; and the Professor paused to ask if Mr Pringle had called. The clerk answered
mechanically in the negative and went on mechanically adding up figures; and the
Professor turned towards the inner room that was his study. ‘Oh, by the way, Berridge,’
he added, without turning round, ‘if Mr Pringle comes, send him straight in to me. You
needn’t interrupt your work; I rather want those notes finished tonight if possible. You
might leave them on my desk tomorrow, if I am late.’
And he went into his private office, still brooding on the problem which the name of
Pringle had raised; or rather, perhaps, had ratified and confirmed in his mind. Even the
most perfectly balanced of agnostics is partially human; and it is possible that the
missionary’s letter seemed to have greater weight as promising to support his private
and still tentative hypothesis. He sat down in his large and comfortable chair, opposite

the engraving of Montaigne; and read once more the short letter from the Rev. Luke
Pringle, making the appointment for that morning. No man knew better than Professor
Openshaw the marks of the letter of the crank; the crowded details; the spidery
handwriting; the unnecessary length and repetition. There were none of these things in
this case; but a brief and businesslike typewritten statement that the writer had
encountered some curious cases of Disappearance, which seemed to fall within the
province of the Professor as a student of psychic problems. The Professor was
favourably impressed; nor had he any unfavourable impression, in spite of a slight
movement of surprise, when he looked up and saw that the Rev. Luke Pringle was
already in the room.
‘Your clerk told me to come straight in,’ said Mr Pringle apologetically, but with a
broad and rather agreeable grin. The grin was partly masked by masses of reddish-grey
beard and whiskers; a perfect jungle of a beard, such as is sometimes grown by white
men living in the jungles; but the eyes above the snub nose had nothing about them in
the least wild or outlandish. Openshaw had instantly turned on them that concentrated
spotlight or burning-glass of sceptical scrutiny which he turned on many men to see if
they were mountebanks or maniacs; and, in this case, he had a rather unusual sense of
reassurance. The wild beard might have belonged to a crank, but the eyes completely
contradicted the beard; they were full of that quite frank and friendly laughter which is
never found in the faces of those who are serious frauds or serious lunatics. He would
have expected a man with those eyes to be a Philistine, a jolly sceptic, a man who
shouted out shallow but hearty contempt of ghosts and spirits; but anyhow, no
professional humbug could afford to look as frivolous as that. The man was buttoned up
to the throat in a shabby old cape, and only his broad limp hat suggested the cleric; but
missionaries from wild places do not always bother to dress like clerics.
‘You probably think all this another hoax. Professor,’ said Mr Pringle, with a sort of
abstract enjoyment, ‘and I hope you will forgive my laughing at your very natural air of
disapproval. All the same, I’ve got to tell my story to somebody who knows, because
it’s true. And, all joking apart, it’s tragic as well as true. Well, to cut it short, I was
missionary in Nya-Nya, a station in West Africa, in the thick of the forests, where
almost the only other white man was the officer in command of the district, Captain
Wales; and he and I grew rather thick. Not that he liked missions; he was, if I may say
so, thick in many ways; one of those square-headed, square-shouldered men of action
who hardly need to think, let alone believe.
That’s what makes it all the queerer. One day he came back to his tent in the forest, after
a short leave, and said he had gone through a jolly rum experience, and didn’t know
what to do about it. He was holding a rusty old book in a leather binding, and he put it
down on a table beside his revolver and an old Arab sword he kept, probably as a
curiosity. He said this book had belonged to a man on the boat he had just come off; and
the man swore that nobody must open the book, or look inside it; or else they would be
carried off by the devil, or disappear, or something. Wales said this was all nonsense, of
course; and they had a quarrel; and the upshot seems to have been that this man, taunted
with cowardice or superstition, actually did look into the book; and instantly dropped it;
walked to the side of the boat — ’

‘One moment,’ said the Professor, who had made one or two notes. ‘Before you tell me
anything else. Did this man tell Wales where he had got the book, or who it originally
belonged to?’
‘Yes,’ replied Pringle, now entirely grave. ‘It seems he said he was bringing it back to
Dr Hankey, the Oriental traveller now in England, to whom it originally belonged, and
who had warned him of its strange properties. Well, Hankey is an able man and a rather
crabbed and sneering sort of man; which makes it queerer still. But the point of Wales’s
story is much simpler. It is that the man who had looked into the book walked straight
over the side of the ship, and was never seen again.’
‘Do you believe it yourself?’ asked Openshaw after a pause.
‘Well, I do,’ replied Pringle. ‘I believe it for two reasons. First, that Wales was an
entirely unimaginative man; and he added one touch that only an imaginative man could
have added. He said that the man walked straight over the side on a still and calm day;
but there was no splash.’
The Professor looked at his notes for some seconds in silence; and then said: ‘And your
other reason for believing it?’
‘My other reason,’ answered the Rev. Luke Pringle, ‘is what I saw myself.’
There was another silence; until he continued in the same matter-of-fact way. Whatever
he had, he had nothing of the eagerness with which the crank, or even the believer, tried
to convince others.
‘I told you that Wales put down the book on the table beside the sword. There was only
one entrance to the tent; and it happened that I was standing in it, looking out into the
forest, with my back to my companion. He was standing by the table grumbling and
growling about the whole business; saying it was tomfoolery in the twentieth century to
be frightened of opening a book; asking why the devil he shouldn’t open it himself.
Then some instinct stirred in me and I said he had better not do that, it had better be
returned to Dr Hankey. “What harm could it do?” he said restlessly. “What harm did it
do?” I answered obstinately. “What happened to your friend on the boat?” He didn’t
answer, indeed I didn’t know what he could answer; but I pressed my logical advantage
in mere vanity. “If it comes to that,” I said, “what is your version of what really
happened on the boat?” Still he didn’t answer; and I looked round and saw that he
wasn’t there.
‘The tent was empty. The book was lying on the table; open, but on its face, as if he had
turned it downwards. But the sword was lying on the ground near the other side of the
tent; and the canvas of the tent showed a great slash, as if somebody had hacked his way
out with the sword. The gash in the tent gaped at me; but showed only the dark glimmer
of the forest outside. And when I went across and looked through the rent I could not be
certain whether the tangle of the tall plants and the undergrowth had been bent or
broken; at least not farther than a few feet. I have never seen or heard of Captain Wales
from that day.

‘I wrapped the book up in brown paper, taking good care not to look at it; and I brought
it back to England, intending at first to return it to Dr Hankey. Then I saw some notes in
your paper suggesting a hypothesis about such things; and I decided to stop on the way
and put the matter before you; as you have a name for being balanced and having an
open mind.’
Professor Openshaw laid down his pen and looked steadily at the man on the other side
of the table; concentrating in that single stare all his long experience of many entirely
different types of humbug, and even some eccentric and extraordinary types of honest
men. In the ordinary way, he would have begun with the healthy hypothesis that the
story was a pack of lies. On the whole he did incline to assume that it was a pack of lies.
And yet he could not fit the man into his story; if it were only that he could not see that
sort of liar telling that sort of lie. The man was not trying to look honest on the surface,
as most quacks and impostors do; somehow, it seemed all the other way; as if the man
was honest, in spite of something else that was merely on the surface. He thought of a
good man with one innocent delusion; but again the symptoms were not the same; there
was even a sort of virile indifference; as if the man did not care much about his
delusion, if it was a delusion.
‘Mr Pringle,’ he said sharply, like a barrister making a witness jump, ‘where is this
book of yours now?’
The grin reappeared on the bearded face which had grown grave during the recital. ‘I
left it outside,’ said Mr Pringle. ‘I mean in the outer office. It was a risk, perhaps; but
the less risk of the two.’
‘What do you mean?’ demanded the Professor. ‘Why didn’t you bring it straight in
here?’
‘Because,’ answered the missionary, ‘I knew that as soon as you saw it, you’d open it
— before you had heard the story. I thought it possible you might think twice about
opening it — after you’d heard the story.’
Then after a silence he added: ‘There was nobody out there but your clerk; and he
looked a stolid steady-going specimen, immersed in business calculations.’
Openshaw laughed unaffectedly. ‘Oh, Babbage,’ he cried, ‘your magic tomes are safe
enough with him, I assure you. His name’s Berridge — but I often call him Babbage;
because he’s so exactly like a Calculating Machine. No human being, if you can call
him a human being, would be less likely to open other people’s brown paper parcels.
Well, we may as well go and bring it in now; though I assure you I will consider
seriously the course to be taken with it. Indeed, I tell you frankly,’ and he stared at the
man again, ‘that I’m not quite sure whether we ought to open it here and now, or send it
to this Dr Hankey.’
The two had passed together out of the inner into the outer office; and even as they did
so, Mr Pringle gave a cry and ran forward towards the clerk’s desk. For the clerk’s desk
was there; but not the clerk. On the clerk’s desk lay a faded old leather book, torn out of
its brown-paper wrappings, and lying closed, but as if it had just been opened. The
clerk’s desk stood against the wide window that looked out into the street; and the

window was shattered with a huge ragged hole in the glass; as if a human body had
been shot through it into the world without. There was no other trace of Mr Berridge.
Both the two men left in the office stood as still as statues; and then it was the Professor
who slowly came to life. He looked even more judicial than he had ever looked in his
life, as he slowly turned and held out his hand to the missionary.
‘Mr Pringle,’ he said, ‘I beg your pardon. I beg your pardon only for thoughts that I
have had; and half-thoughts at that. But nobody could call himself a scientific man and
not face a fact like this.’
‘I suppose,’ said Pringle doubtfully, ‘that we ought to make some inquiries. Can you
ring up his house and find out if he has gone home?’
‘I don’t know that he’s on the telephone,’ answered Openshaw, rather absently; ‘he
lives somewhere up Hampstead way, I think. But I suppose somebody will inquire here,
if his friends or family miss him.’
‘Could we furnish a description,’ asked the other, ‘if the police want it?’
‘The police!’ said the Professor, starting from his reverie. ‘A description . . . Well, he
looked awfully like everybody else, I’m afraid, except for goggles. One of those cleanshaven chaps. But the police . . . look here, what are we to do about this mad business?’
‘I know what I ought to do,’ said the Rev. Mr Pringle firmly, ‘I am going to take this
book straight to the only original Dr Hankey, and ask him what the devil it’s all about.
He lives not very far from here, and I’ll come straight back and tell you what he says.’
‘Oh, very well,’ said the Professor at last, as he sat down rather wearily; perhaps
relieved for the moment to be rid of the responsibility. But long after the brisk and
ringing footsteps of the little missionary had died away down the street, the Professor
sat in the same posture, staring into vacancy like a man in a trance.
He was still in the same seat and almost in the same attitude, when the same brisk
footsteps were heard on the pavement without and the missionary entered, this time, as
a glance assured him, with empty hands.
‘Dr Hankey,’ said Pringle gravely, ‘wants to keep the book for an hour and consider the
point. Then he asks us both to call, and he will give us his decision. He specially
desired, Professor, that you should accompany me on the second visit.’
Openshaw continued to stare in silence; then he said, suddenly: ‘Who the devil is Dr
Hankey?’
‘You sound rather as if you meant he was the devil,’ said Pringle smiling, ‘and I fancy
some people have thought so. He had quite a reputation in your own line; but he gained
it mostly in India, studying local magic and so on, so perhaps he’s not so well known
here. He is a yellow skinny little devil with a lame leg, and a doubtful temper; but he
seems to have set up in an ordinary respectable practice in these parts, and I don’t know

anything definitely wrong about him — unless it’s wrong to be the only person who can
possibly know anything about all this crazy affair.’
Professor Openshaw rose heavily and went to the telephone; he rang up Father Brown,
changing the luncheon engagement to a dinner, that he might hold himself free for the
expedition to the house of the Anglo-Indian doctor; after that he sat down again, lit a
cigar and sank once more into his own unfathomable thoughts.
Father Brown went round to the restaurant appointed for dinner, and kicked his heels for
some time in a vestibule full of mirrors and palms in pots; he had been informed of
Openshaw’s afternoon engagement, and, as the evening closed-in dark and stormy
round the glass and the green plants, guessed that it had produced something
unexpected and unduly prolonged. He even wondered for a moment whether the
Professor would turn up at all; but when the Professor eventually did, it was clear that
his own more general guesses had been justified. For it was a very wild-eyed and even
wild-haired Professor who eventually drove back with Mr Pringle from the expedition
to the North of London, where suburbs are still fringed with heathy wastes and scraps of
common, looking more sombre under the rather thunderstorm sunset. Nevertheless, they
had apparently found the house, standing a little apart though within hail of other
houses; they had verified the brass-plate duly engraved: ‘J. I. Hankey, MD, MRCS.’
Only they did not find J. I. Hankey, MD, MRCS. They found only what a nightmare
whisper had already subconsciously prepared them to find: a commonplace parlour with
the accursed volume lying on the table, as if it had just been read; and beyond, a back
door burst open and a faint trail of footsteps that ran a little way up so steep a gardenpath that it seemed that no lame man could have run up so lightly. But it was a lame
man who had run; for in those few steps there was the misshapen unequal mark of some
sort of surgical boot; then two marks of that boot alone (as if the creature had hopped)
and then nothing. There was nothing further to be learnt from Dr J. I. Hankey, except
that he had made his decision. He had read the oracle and received the doom.
When the two came into the entrance under the palms, Pringle put the book down
suddenly on a small table, as if it burned his fingers. The priest glanced at it curiously;
there was only some rude lettering on the front with a couplet:
They that looked into this book
Them the Flying Terror took;
and underneath, as he afterwards discovered, similar warnings in Greek, Latin and
French. The other two had turned away with a natural impulsion towards drinks, after
their exhaustion and bewilderment; and Openshaw had called to the waiter, who
brought cocktails on a tray.
‘You will dine with us, I hope,’ said the Professor to the missionary; but Mr Pringle
amiably shook his head.
‘If you’ll forgive me,’ he said, ‘I’m going off to wrestle with this book and this business
by myself somewhere. I suppose I couldn’t use your office for an hour or so?’
‘I suppose — I’m afraid it’s locked,’ said Openshaw in some surprise.

‘You forget there’s a hole in the window.’ The Rev. Luke Pringle gave the very
broadest of all broad grins and vanished into the darkness without.
‘A rather odd fellow, that, after all,’ said the Professor, frowning.
He was rather surprised to find Father Brown talking to the waiter who had brought the
cocktails, apparently about the waiter’s most private affairs; for there was some mention
of a baby who was now out of danger. He commented on the fact with some surprise,
wondering how the priest came to know the man; but the former only said, ‘Oh, I dine
here every two or three months, and I’ve talked to him now and then.’
The Professor, who himself dined there about five times a week, was conscious that he
had never thought of talking to the man; but his thoughts were interrupted by a strident
ringing and a summons to the telephone. The voice on the telephone said it was Pringle,
it was rather a muffled voice, but it might well be muffled in all those bushes of beard
and whisker. Its message was enough to establish identity.
‘Professor,’ said the voice, ‘I can’t stand it any longer. I’m going to look for myself. I’m
speaking from your office and the book is in front of me. If anything happens to me, this
is to say good-bye. No — it’s no good trying to stop me. You wouldn’t be in time
anyhow. I’m opening the book now. I . . . ’
Openshaw thought he heard something like a sort of thrilling or shivering yet almost
soundless crash; then he shouted the name of Pringle again and again; but he heard no
more. He hung up the receiver, and, restored to a superb academic calm, rather like the
calm of despair, went back and quietly took his seat at the dinner-table. Then, as coolly
as if he were describing the failure of some small silly trick at a seance, he told the
priest every detail of this monstrous mystery.
‘Five men have now vanished in this impossible way,’ he said. ‘Every one is
extraordinary; and yet the one case I simply can’t get over is my clerk, Berridge. It’s
just because he was the quietest creature that he’s the queerest case.’
‘Yes,’ replied Father Brown, ‘it was a queer thing for Berridge to do, anyway. He was
awfully conscientious. He was also so jolly careful to keep all the office business
separate from any fun of his own. Why, hardly anybody knew he was quite a humorist
at home and — ’
‘Berridge!’ cried the Professor. ‘What on earth are you talking about? Did you know
him?’
‘Oh no,’ said Father Brown carelessly, ‘only as you say I know the waiter. I’ve often
had to wait in your office, till you turned up; and of course I passed the time of day with
poor Berridge. He was rather a card. I remember he once said he would like to collect
valueless things, as collectors did the silly things they thought valuable. You know the
old story about the woman who collected valueless things.’
‘I’m not sure I know what you’re talking about,’ said Openshaw. ‘But even if my clerk
was eccentric (and I never knew a man I should have thought less so), it wouldn’t
explain what happened to him; and it certainly wouldn’t explain the others.’

‘What others?’ asked the priest.
The Professor stared at him and spoke distinctly, as if to a child: ‘My dear Father
Brown, Five Men have disappeared.’
‘My dear Professor Openshaw, no men have disappeared.’
Father Brown gazed back at his host with equal steadiness and spoke with equal
distinctness. Nevertheless, the Professor required the words repeated, and they were
repeated as distinctly. ‘I say that no men have disappeared.’
After a moment’s silence, he added, ‘I suppose the hardest thing is to convince anybody
that 0+0+0=0. Men believe the oddest things if they are in a series; that is why Macbeth
believed the three words of the three witches; though the first was something he knew
himself; and the last something he could only bring about himself. But in your case the
middle term is the weakest of all.’
‘What do you mean?’
‘You saw nobody vanish. You did not see the man vanish from the boat. You did not
see the man vanish from the tent. All that rests on the word of Mr Pringle, which I will
not discuss just now. But you’ll admit this; you would never have taken his word
yourself, unless you had seen it confirmed by your clerk’s disappearance; just as
Macbeth would never have believed he would be king, if he had not been confirmed in
believing he would be Cawdor.’
‘That may be true,’ said the Professor, nodding slowly. ‘But when it was confirmed, I
knew it was the truth. You say I saw nothing myself. But I did; I saw my own clerk
disappear. Berridge did disappear.’
‘Berridge did not disappear,’ said Father Brown. ‘On the contrary.’
‘What the devil do you mean by “on the contrary”?’
‘I mean,’ said Father Brown, ‘that he never disappeared. He appeared.’
Openshaw stared across at his friend, but the eyes had already altered in his head, as
they did when they concentrated on a new presentation of a problem. The priest went
on: ‘He appeared in your study, disguised in a bushy red beard and buttoned up in a
clumsy cape, and announced himself as the Rev. Luke Pringle. And you had never
noticed your own clerk enough to know him again, when he was in so rough-and-ready
a disguise.’
‘But surely,’ began the Professor.
‘Could you describe him for the police?’ asked Father Brown. ‘Not you. You probably
knew he was clean-shaven and wore tinted glasses; and merely taking off those glasses
was a better disguise than putting on anything else. You had never seen his eyes any
more than his soul; jolly laughing eyes. He had planted his absurd book and all the

properties; then he calmly smashed the window, put on the beard and cape and walked
into your study; knowing that you had never looked at him in your life.’
‘But why should he play me such an insane trick?’ demanded Openshaw.
‘Why, because you had never looked at him in your life,’ said Father Brown; and his
hand slightly curled and clinched, as if he might have struck the table, if he had been
given to gesture. ‘You called him the Calculating Machine, because that was all you
ever used him for. You never found out even what a stranger strolling into your office
could find out, in five minutes’ chat: that he was a character; that he was full of antics;
that he had all sorts of views on you and your theories and your reputation for
“spotting” people. Can’t you understand his itching to prove that you couldn’t spot your
own clerk? He has nonsense notions of all sorts. About collecting useless things, for
instance. Don’t you know the story of the woman who bought the two most useless
things: an old doctor’s brass-plate and a wooden leg? With those your ingenious clerk
created the character of the remarkable Dr Hankey; as easily as the visionary Captain
Wales. Planting them in his own house — ’
‘Do you mean that place we visited beyond Hampstead was Berridge’s own house?’
asked Openshaw.
‘Did you know his house — or even his address?’ retorted the priest. ‘Look here, don’t
think I’m speaking disrespectfully of you or your work. You are a great servant of truth
and you know I could never be disrespectful to that. You’ve seen through a lot of liars,
when you put your mind to it. But don’t only look at liars. Do, just occasionally, look at
honest men — like the waiter.’
‘Where is Berridge now?’ asked the Professor, after a long silence.
‘I haven’t the least doubt,’ said Father Brown, ‘that he is back in your office. In fact, he
came back into your office at the exact moment when the Rev. Luke Pringle read the
awful volume and faded into the void.’
There was another long silence and then Professor Openshaw laughed; with the laugh of
a great man who is great enough to look small. Then he said abruptly:
‘I suppose I do deserve it; for not noticing the nearest helpers I have. But you must
admit the accumulation of incidents was rather formidable. Did you never feel just a
momentary awe of the awful volume?’
‘Oh, that,’ said Father Brown. ‘I opened it as soon as I saw it lying there. It’s all blank
pages. You see, I am not superstitious.’

The Green Man
A young man in knickerbockers, with an eager sanguine profile, was playing golf
against himself on the links that lay parallel to the sand and sea, which were all growing
grey with twilight. He was not carelessly knocking a ball about, but rather practising
particular strokes with a sort of microscopic fury; like a neat and tidy whirlwind. He had
learned many games quickly, but he had a disposition to learn them a little more quickly

than they can be learnt. He was rather prone to be a victim of those remarkable
invitations by which a man may learn the Violin in Six Lessons — or acquire a perfect
French accent by a Correspondence Course. He lived in the breezy atmosphere of such
hopeful advertisement and adventure. He was at present the private secretary of Admiral
Sir Michael Craven, who owned the big house behind the park abutting on the links. He
was ambitious, and had no intention of continuing indefinitely to be private secretary to
anybody. But he was also reasonable; and he knew that the best way of ceasing to be a
secretary was to be a good secretary. Consequently he was a very good secretary;
dealing with the ever-accumulating arrears of the Admiral’s correspondence with the
same swift centripetal concentration with which he addressed the golf-ball. He had to
struggle with the correspondence alone and at his own discretion at present; for the
Admiral had been with his ship for the last six months, and, though now returning, was
not expected for hours, or possibly days.
With an athletic stride, the young man, whose name was Harold Harker, crested the rise
of turf that was the rampart of the links and, looking out across the sands to the sea, saw
a strange sight. He did not see it very clearly; for the dusk was darkening every minute
under stormy clouds; but it seemed to him, by a sort of momentary illusion, like a dream
of days long past or a drama played by ghosts, out of another age in history.
The last of the sunset lay in long bars of copper and gold above the last dark strip of sea
that seemed rather black than blue. But blacker still against this gleam in the west, there
passed in sharp outline, like figures in a shadow pantomime, two men with threecornered cocked hats and swords; as if they had just landed from one of the wooden
ships of Nelson. It was not at all the sort of hallucination that would have come natural
to Mr Harker, had he been prone to hallucinations. He was of the type that is at once
sanguine and scientific; and would be more likely to fancy the flying-ships of the future
than the fighting ships of the past. He therefore very sensibly came to the conclusion
that even a futurist can believe his eyes.
His illusion did not last more than a moment. On the second glance, what he saw was
unusual but not incredible. The two men who were striding in single file across the
sands, one some fifteen yards behind the other, were ordinary modern naval officers;
but naval officers wearing that almost extravagant full-dress uniform which naval
officers never do wear if they can possibly help it; only on great ceremonial occasions
such as the visits of Royalty. In the man walking in front, who seemed more or less
unconscious of the man walking behind, Harker recognized at once the high-bridged
nose and spike-shaped beard of his own employer the Admiral. The other man
following in his tracks he did not know. But he did know something about the
circumstances connected with the ceremonial occasion. He knew that when the
Admiral’s ship put in at the adjacent port, it was to be formally visited by a Great
Personage; which was enough, in that sense, to explain the officers being in full dress.
But he did also know the officers; or at any rate the Admiral. And what could have
possessed the Admiral to come on shore in that rig-out, when one could swear he would
seize five minutes to change into mufti or at least into undress uniform, was more than
his secretary could conceive. It seemed somehow to be the very last thing he would do.
It was indeed to remain for many weeks one of the chief mysteries of this mysterious
business. As it was, the outline of these fantastic court uniforms against the empty
scenery, striped with dark sea and sand, had something suggestive of comic opera; and
reminded the spectator of Pinafore.

The second figure was much more singular; somewhat singular in appearance, despite
his correct lieutenant’s uniform, and still more extraordinary in behaviour. He walked in
a strangely irregular and uneasy manner; sometimes quickly and sometimes slowly; as
if he could not make up his mind whether to overtake the Admiral or not. The Admiral
was rather deaf and certainly heard no footsteps behind him on the yielding sand; but
the footsteps behind him, if traced in the detective manner, would have given rise to
twenty conjectures from a limp to a dance. The man’s face was swarthy as well as
darkened with shadow, and every now and then the eyes in it shifted and shone, as if to
accent his agitation. Once he began to run and then abruptly relapsed into a swaggering
slowness and carelessness. Then he did something which Mr Harker could never have
conceived any normal naval officer in His Britannic Majesty’s Service doing, even in a
lunatic asylum. He drew his sword.
It was at this bursting-point of the prodigy that the two passing figures disappeared
behind a headland on the shore. The staring secretary had just time to notice the swarthy
stranger, with a resumption of carelessness, knock off a head of sea-holly with his
glittering blade. He seemed then to have abandoned all idea of catching the other man
up. But Mr Harold Harker’s face became very thoughtful indeed; and he stood there
ruminating for some time before he gravely took himself inland, towards the road that
ran past the gates of the great house and so by a long curve down to the sea.
It was up this curving road from the coast that the Admiral might be expected to come,
considering the direction in which he had been walking, and making the natural
assumption that he was bound for his own door. The path along the sands, under the
links, turned inland just beyond the headland and solidifying itself into a road, returned
towards Craven House. It was down this road, therefore, that the secretary darted, with
characteristic impetuosity, to meet his patron returning home. But the patron was
apparently not returning home. What was still more peculiar, the secretary was not
returning home either; at least until many hours later; a delay quite long enough to
arouse alarm and mystification at Craven House.
Behind the pillars and palms of that rather too palatial country house, indeed, there was
expectancy gradually changing to uneasiness. Gryce the butler, a big bilious man
abnormally silent below as well as above stairs, showed a certain restlessness as he
moved about the main front-hall and occasionally looked out of the side windows of the
porch, on the white road that swept towards the sea. The Admiral’s sister Marion, who
kept house for him, had her brother’s high nose with a more sniffy expression; she was
voluble, rather rambling, not without humour, and capable of sudden emphasis as shrill
as a cockatoo. The Admiral’s daughter Olive was dark, dreamy, and as a rule
abstractedly silent, perhaps melancholy; so that her aunt generally conducted most of
the conversation, and that without reluctance. But the girl also had a gift of sudden
laughter that was very engaging.
‘I can’t think why they’re not here already,’ said the elder lady. ‘The postman distinctly
told me he’d seen the Admiral coming along the beach; along with that dreadful
creature Rook. Why in the world they call him Lieutenant Rook — ’
‘Perhaps,’ suggested the melancholy young lady, with a momentary brightness,
‘perhaps they call him Lieutenant because he is a Lieutenant.’

‘I can’t think why the Admiral keeps him,’ snorted her aunt, as if she were talking of a
housemaid. She was very proud of her brother and always called him the Admiral; but
her notions of a commission in the Senior Service were inexact.
‘Well, Roger Rook is sulky and unsociable and all that,’ replied Olive, ‘but of course
that wouldn’t prevent him being a capable sailor.’
‘Sailor!’ cried her aunt with one of her rather startling cockatoo notes, ‘he isn’t my
notion of a sailor. The Lass that Loved a Sailor, as they used to sing when I was young .
. . Just think of it! He’s not gay and free and whats-its-name. He doesn’t sing chanties or
dance a hornpipe.’
‘Well,’ observed her niece with gravity. ‘The Admiral doesn’t very often dance a
hornpipe.’
‘Oh, you know what I mean — he isn’t bright or breezy or anything,’ replied the old
lady. ‘Why, that secretary fellow could do better than that.’
Olive’s rather tragic face was transfigured by one of her good and rejuvenating waves of
laughter.
‘I’m sure Mr Harker would dance a hornpipe for you,’ she said, ‘and say he had learnt it
in half an hour from the book of instructions. He’s always learning things of that sort.’
She stopped laughing suddenly and looked at her aunt’s rather strained face.
‘I can’t think why Mr Harker doesn’t come,’ she added.
‘I don’t care about Mr Harker,’ replied the aunt, and rose and looked out of the window.
The evening light had long turned from yellow to grey and was now turning almost to
white under the widening moonlight, over the large flat landscape by the coast;
unbroken by any features save a clump of sea-twisted trees round a pool and beyond,
rather gaunt and dark against the horizon, the shabby fishermen’s tavern on the shore
that bore the name of the Green Man. And all that road and landscape was empty of any
living thing. Nobody had seen the figure in the cocked hat that had been observed,
earlier in the evening, walking by the sea; or the other and stranger figure that had been
seen trailing after him. Nobody had even seen the secretary who saw them.
It was after midnight when the secretary at last burst in and aroused the household; and
his face, white as a ghost, looked all the paler against the background of the stolid face
and figure of a big Inspector of Police. Somehow that red, heavy, indifferent face
looked, even more than the white and harassed one, like a mask of doom. The news was
broken to the two women with such consideration or concealments as were possible.
But the news was that the body of Admiral Craven had been eventually fished out of the
foul weeds and scum of the pool under the trees; and that he was drowned and dead.
Anybody acquainted with Mr Harold Harker, secretary, will realize that, whatever his
agitation, he was by morning in a mood to be tremendously on the spot. He hustled the
Inspector, whom he had met the night before on the road down by the Green Man, into

another room for private and practical consultation. He questioned the Inspector rather
as the Inspector might have questioned a yokel. But Inspector Burns was a stolid
character; and was either too stupid or too clever to resent such trifles. It soon began to
look as if he were by no means so stupid as he looked; for he disposed of Harker’s eager
questions in a manner that was slow but methodical and rational.
‘Well,’ said Harker (his head full of many manuals with titles like ‘Be a Detective in
Ten Days’). ‘Well, it’s the old triangle, I suppose. Accident, Suicide or Murder.’
‘I don’t see how it could be accident,’ answered the policeman. ‘It wasn’t even dark yet
and the pool’s fifty yards from the straight road that he knew like his own doorstep.
He’d no more have got into that pond than he’d go and carefully lie down in a puddle in
the street. As for suicide, it’s rather a responsibility to suggest it, and rather improbable
too. The Admiral was a pretty spry and successful man and frightfully rich, nearly a
millionaire in fact; though of course that doesn’t prove anything. He seemed to be pretty
normal and comfortable in his private life too; he’s the last man I should suspect of
drowning himself.’
‘So that we come,’ said the secretary, lowering his voice with the thrill, ‘I suppose we
come to the third possibility.’
‘We won’t be in too much of a hurry about that,’ said the Inspector to the annoyance of
Harker, who was in a hurry about everything. ‘But naturally there are one or two things
one would like to know. One would like to know — about his property, for instance. Do
you know who’s likely to come in for it? You’re his private secretary; do you know
anything about his will?’
‘I’m not so private a secretary as all that,’ answered the young man. ‘His solicitors are
Messrs Willis, Hardman and Dyke, over in Suttford High Street; and I believe the will is
in their custody.’
‘Well, I’d better get round and see them pretty soon,’ said the Inspector.
‘Let’s get round and see them at once,’ said the impatient secretary.
He took a turn or two restlessly up and down the room and then exploded in a fresh
place.
‘What have you done about the body, Inspector?’ he asked.
‘Dr Straker is examining it now at the Police Station. His report ought to be ready in an
hour or so.’
‘It can’t be ready too soon,’ said Harker. ‘It would save time if we could meet him at the
lawyer’s.’ Then he stopped and his impetuous tone changed abruptly to one of some
embarrassment.
‘Look here,’ he said, ‘I want ... we want to consider the young lady, the poor Admiral’s
daughter, as much as possible just now. She’s got a notion that may be all nonsense; but
I wouldn’t like to disappoint her. There’s some friend of hers she wants to consult,

staying in the town at present. Man of the name of Brown; priest or parson of some sort
— she’s given me his address. I don’t take much stock in priests or parsons, but — ’
The Inspector nodded. ‘I don’t take any stock in priests or parsons; but I take a lot of
stock in Father Brown,’ he said. ‘I happened to have to do with him in a queer sort of
society jewel case. He ought to have been a policeman instead of parson.’
‘Oh, all right,’ said the breathless secretary as he vanished from the room. ‘Let him
come to the lawyer’s too.’
Thus it happened that, when they hurried across to the neighbouring town to meet Dr
Straker at the solicitor’s office, they found Father Brown already seated there, with his
hands folded on his heavy umbrella, chatting pleasantly to the only available member of
the firm. Dr Straker also had arrived, but apparently only at that moment, as he was
carefully placing his gloves in his top-hat and his top-hat on a side-table. And the mild
and beaming expression of the priest’s moonlike face and spectacles, together with the
silent chuckles of the jolly old grizzled lawyer, to whom he was talking, were enough to
show that the doctor had not yet opened his mouth to bring the news of death.
‘A beautiful morning after all,’ Father Brown was saying. ‘That storm seems to have
passed over us. There were some big black clouds, but I notice that not a drop of rain
fell.’
‘Not a drop,’ agreed the solicitor toying with a pen; he was the third partner, Mr. Dyke;
‘there’s not a cloud in the sky now. It’s the sort of day for a holiday.’ Then he realized
the newcomers and looked up, laying down the pen and rising. ‘Ah, Mr. Harker, how
are you? I hear the Admiral is expected home soon.’ Then Harker spoke, and his voice
rang hollow in the room.
‘I am sorry to say we are the bearers of bad news. Admiral Craven was drowned before
reaching home.’
There was a change in the very air of the still office, though not in the attitudes of the
motionless figures; both were staring at the speaker as if a joke had been frozen on their
lips. Both repeated the word ‘drowned’ and looked at each other, and then again at their
informant. Then there was a small hubbub of questions.
‘When did this happen?’ asked the priest.
‘Where was he found?’ asked the lawyer.
‘He was found,’ said the Inspector, ‘in that pool by the coast, not far from the Green
Man, and dragged out all covered with green scum and weeds so as to be almost
unrecognizable. But Dr Straker here has — What is the matter. Father Brown? Are you
ill?’
‘The Green Man,’ said Father Brown with a shudder. ‘I’m so sorry ... I beg your pardon
for being upset.’
‘Upset by what?’ asked the staring officer.

‘By his being covered with green scum, I suppose,’ said the priest, with a rather shaky
laugh. Then he added rather more firmly, ‘I thought it might have been seaweed.’
By this time everybody was looking at the priest, with a not unnatural suspicion that he
was mad; and yet the next crucial surprise was not to come from him. After a dead
silence, it was the doctor who spoke.
Dr Straker was a remarkable man, even to look at. He was very tall and angular, formal
and professional in his dress; yet retaining a fashion that has hardly been known since
Mid-Victorian times. Though comparatively young, he wore his brown beard, very long
and spreading over his waistcoat; in contrast with it, his features, which were both harsh
and handsome, looked singularly pale. His good looks were also diminished by
something in his deep eyes that was not squinting, but like the shadow of a squint.
Everybody noticed these things about him, because the moment he spoke, he gave forth
an indescribable air of authority. But all he said was:
‘There is one more thing to be said, if you come to details, about Admiral Craven being
drowned.’ Then he added reflectively, ‘Admiral Craven was not drowned.’
The Inspector turned with quite a new promptitude and shot a question at him.
‘I have just examined the body,’ said Dr Straker, ‘the cause of death was a stab through
the heart with some pointed blade like a stiletto. It was after death, and even some little
time after, that the body was hidden in the pool.’
Father Brown was regarding Dr Straker with a very lively eye, such as he seldom turned
upon anybody; and when the group in the office began to break up, he managed to
attach himself to the medical man for a little further conversation, as they went back
down the street. There had not been very much else to detain them except the rather
formal question of the will. The impatience of the young secretary had been somewhat
tried by the professional etiquette of the old lawyer. But the latter was ultimately
induced, rather by the tact of the priest than the authority of the policeman, to refrain
from making a mystery where there was no mystery at all. Mr Dyke admitted, with a
smile, that the Admiral’s will was a very normal and ordinary document, leaving
everything to his only child Olive; and that there really was no particular reason for
concealing the fact.
The doctor and the priest walked slowly down the street that struck out of the town in
the direction of Craven House. Harker had plunged on ahead of him with all his native
eagerness to get somewhere; but the two behind seemed more interested in their
discussion than their direction. It was in rather an enigmatic tone that the tall doctor said
to the short cleric beside him:
‘Well, Father Brown, what do you think of a thing like this?’
Father Brown looked at him rather intently for an instant, and then said:
‘Well, I’ve begun to think of one or two things; but my chief difficulty is that I only
knew the Admiral slightly; though I’ve seen something of his daughter.’

‘The Admiral,’ said the doctor with a grim immobility of feature, ‘was the sort of man
of whom it is said that he had not an enemy in the world.’
‘I suppose you mean,’ answered the priest, ‘that there’s something else that will not be
said.’
‘Oh, it’s no affair of mine,’ said Straker hastily but rather harshly. ‘He had his moods, I
suppose. He once threatened me with a legal action about an operation; but I think he
thought better of it. I can imagine his being rather rough with a subordinate.’
Father Brown’s eyes were fixed on the figure of the secretary striding far ahead; and as
he gazed he realized the special cause of his hurry. Some fifty yards farther ahead the
Admiral’s daughter was dawdling along the road towards the Admiral’s house. The
secretary soon came abreast of her; and for the remainder of the time Father Brown
watched the silent drama of two human backs as they diminished into the distance. The
secretary was evidently very much excited about something; but if the priest guessed
what it was, he kept it to himself. When he came to the corner leading to the doctor’s
house, he only said briefly: ‘I don’t know if you have anything more to tell us.’
‘Why should I?’ answered the doctor very abruptly; and striding off, left it uncertain
whether he was asking why he should have anything to tell, or why he should tell it.
Father Brown went stumping on alone, in the track of the two young people; but when
he came to the entrance and avenues of the Admiral’s park, he was arrested by the
action of the girl, who turned suddenly and came straight towards him; her face
unusually pale and her eyes bright with some new and as yet nameless emotion.
‘Father Brown,’ she said in a low voice, ‘I must talk to you as soon as possible. You
must listen to me, I can’t see any other way out.’
‘Why certainly,’ he replied, as coolly as if a gutter-boy had asked him the time. ‘Where
shall we go and talk?’
The girl led him at random to one of the rather tumbledown arbours in the grounds; and
they sat down behind a screen of large ragged leaves. She began instantly, as if she must
relieve her feelings or faint.
‘Harold Harker,’ she said, ‘has been talking to me about things. Terrible things.’
The priest nodded and the girl went on hastily. ‘About Roger Rook. Do you know about
Roger?’
‘I’ve been told,’ he answered, ‘that his fellow-seamen call him The Jolly Roger, because
he is never jolly; and looks like the pirate’s skull and crossbones.’
‘He was not always like that,’ said Olive in a low voice. ‘Something very queer must
have happened to him. I knew him well when we were children; we used to play over
there on the sands. He was harum-scarum and always talking about being a pirate; I dare
say he was the sort they say might take to crime through reading shockers; but there was
something poetical in his way of being piratical. He really was a Jolly Roger then. I

suppose he was the last boy who kept up the old legend of really running away to sea;
and at last his family had to agree to his joining the Navy. Well . . . ’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown patiently.
‘Well,’ she admitted, caught in one of her rare moments of mirth, ‘I suppose poor Roger
found it disappointing. Naval officers so seldom carry knives in their teeth or wave
bloody cutlasses and black flags. But that doesn’t explain the change in him. He just
stiffened; grew dull and dumb, like a dead man walking about. He always avoids me;
but that doesn’t matter. I supposed some great grief that’s no business of mine had
broken him up. And now — well, if what Harold says is true, the grief is neither more
nor less than going mad; or being possessed of a devil.’
‘And what does Harold say?’ asked the priest.
‘It’s so awful I can hardly say it,’ she answered. ‘He swears he saw Roger creeping
behind my father that night; hesitating and then drawing his sword . . . and the doctor
says father was stabbed with a steel point ... I can’t believe Roger Rook had anything to
do with it. His sulks and my father’s temper sometimes led to quarrels; but what are
quarrels? I can’t exactly say I’m standing up for an old friend; because he isn’t even
friendly. But you can’t help feeling sure of some things, even about an old
acquaintance. And yet Harold swears that he — ’
‘Harold seems to swear a great deal,’ said Father Brown.
There was a sudden silence; after which she said in a different tone: ‘Well, he does
swear other things too. Harold Harker proposed to me just now.’
‘Am I to congratulate you, or rather him?’ inquired her companion.
‘I told him he must wait. He isn’t good at waiting.’ She was caught again in a ripple of
her incongruous sense of the comic: ‘He said I was his ideal and his ambition and so on.
He has lived in the States; but somehow I never remember it when he is talking about
dollars; only when he is talking about ideals.’
‘And I suppose,’ said Father Brown very softy, ‘that it is because you have to decide
about Harold that you want to know the truth about Roger.’
She stiffened and frowned, and then equally abruptly smiled, saying: ‘Oh, you know too
much.’
‘I know very little, especially in this affair,’ said the priest gravely. ‘I only know who
murdered your father.’ She started up and stood staring down at him stricken white.
Father Brown made a wry face as he went on: ‘I made a fool of myself when I first
realized it; when they’d just been asking where he was found, and went on talking about
green scum and the Green Man.’
Then he also rose; clutching his clumsy umbrella with a new resolution, he addressed
the girl with a new gravity.

‘There is something else that I know, which is the key to all these riddles of yours; but I
won’t tell you yet. I suppose it’s bad news; but it’s nothing like so bad as the things you
have been fancying.’ He buttoned up his coat and turned towards the gate. ‘I’m going to
see this Mr Rook of yours. In a shed by the shore, near where Mr Harker saw him
walking. I rather think he lives there.’ And he went bustling off in the direction of the
beach.
Olive was an imaginative person; perhaps too imaginative to be safely left to brood over
such hints as her friend had thrown out; but he was in rather a hurry to find the best
relief for her broodings. The mysterious connection between Father Brown’s first shock
of enlightenment and the chance language about the pool and the inn, hag-rode her
fancy in a hundred forms of ugly symbolism. The Green Man became a ghost trailing
loathsome weeds and walking the countryside under the moon; the sign of the Green
Man became a human figure hanging as from a gibbet; and the tarn itself became a
tavern, a dark subaqueous tavern for the dead sailors. And yet he had taken the most
rapid method to overthrow all such nightmares, with a burst of blinding daylight which
seemed more mysterious than the night.
For before the sun had set, something had come back into her life that turned her whole
world topsy-turvy once more; something she had hardly known that she desired until it
was abruptly granted; something that was, like a dream, old and familiar, and yet
remained incomprehensible and incredible. For Roger Rook had come striding across
the sands, and even when he was a dot in the distance, she knew he was transfigured;
and as he came nearer and nearer, she saw that his dark face was alive with laughter and
exultation. He came straight toward her, as if they had never parted, and seized her
shoulders saying: ‘Now I can look after you, thank God.’
She hardly knew what she answered; but she heard herself questioning rather wildly
why he seemed so changed and so happy.
‘Because I am happy,’ he answered. ‘I have heard the bad news.’
All parties concerned, including some who seemed rather unconcerned, found
themselves assembled on the garden-path leading to Craven House, to hear the
formality, now truly formal, of the lawyer’s reading of the will; and the probable, and
more practical sequel of the lawyer’s advice upon the crisis. Besides the grey-haired
solicitor himself, armed with the testamentary document, there was the Inspector armed
with more direct authority touching the crime, and Lieutenant Rook in undisguised
attendance on the lady; some were rather mystified on seeing the tall figure of the
doctor, some smiled a little on seeing the dumpy figure of the priest. Mr Harker, that
Flying Mercury, had shot down to the lodge-gates to meet them, led them back on to the
lawn, and then dashed ahead of them again to prepare their reception. He said he would
be back in a jiffy; and anyone observing his piston-rod of energy could well believe it;
but, for the moment, they were left rather stranded on the lawn outside the house.
‘Reminds me of somebody making runs at cricket,’ said the Lieutenant.
‘That young man,’ said the lawyer, ‘is rather annoyed that the law cannot move quite so
quickly as he does. Fortunately Miss Craven understands our professional difficulties
and delays. She has kindly assured me that she still has confidence in my slowness.’

‘I wish,’ said the doctor, suddenly, ‘that I had as much confidence in his quickness.’
‘Why, what do you mean?’ asked Rook, knitting his brows; ‘do you mean that Harker is
too quick?’
‘Too quick and too slow,’ said Dr Straker, in his rather cryptic fashion. ‘I know one
occasion at least when he was not so very quick. Why was he hanging about half the
night by the pond and the Green Man, before the Inspector came down and found the
body? Why did he meet the Inspector? Why should he expect to meet the Inspector
outside the Green Man?’
‘I don’t understand you,’ said Rook. ‘Do you mean that Harker wasn’t telling the truth?’
Dr Straker was silent. The grizzled lawyer laughed with grim good humour. ‘I have
nothing more serious to say against the young man,’ he said, ‘than that he made a
prompt and praiseworthy attempt to teach me my own business.’
‘For that matter, he made an attempt to teach me mine,’ said the Inspector, who had just
joined the group in front. ‘But that doesn’t matter. If Dr Straker means anything by his
hints, they do matter. I must ask you to speak plainly, doctor. It may be my duty to
question him at once.’
‘Well, here he comes,’ said Rook, as the alert figure of the secretary appeared once
more in the doorway.
At this point Father Brown, who had remained silent and inconspicuous at the tail of the
procession, astonished everybody very much; perhaps especially those who knew him.
He not only walked rapidly to the front, but turned facing the whole group with an
arresting and almost threatening expression, like a sergeant bringing soldiers to the halt.
‘Stop!’ he said almost sternly. ‘I apologize to everybody; but it’s absolutely necessary
that I should see Mr Harker first. I’ve got to tell him something I know; and I don’t
think anybody else knows; something he’s got to hear. It may save a very tragic
misunderstanding with somebody later on.’
‘What on earth do you mean?’ asked old Dyke the lawyer.
‘I mean the bad news,’ said Father Brown.
‘Here, I say,’ began the Inspector indignantly; and then suddenly caught the priest’s eye
and remembered strange things he had seen in other days. ‘Well, if it were anyone in the
world but you I should say of all the infernal cheek — ’
But Father Brown was already out of hearing, and a moment afterwards was plunged in
talk with Harker in the porch. They walked to and fro together for a few paces and then
disappeared into the dark interior. It was about twelve minutes afterwards that Father
Brown came out alone.
To their surprise he showed no dispostion to re-enter the house, now that the whole
company were at last about to enter it. He threw himself down on the rather rickety seat

in the leafy arbour, and as the procession disappeared through the doorway, lit a pipe
and proceeded to stare vacantly at the long ragged leaves about his head and to listen to
the birds. There was no man who had a more hearty and enduring appetite for doing
nothing.
He was, apparently, in a cloud of smoke and a dream of abstraction, when the front
doors were once more flung open and two or three figures came out helter-skelter,
running towards him, the daughter of the house and her young admirer Mr Rook being
easily winners in the race. Their faces were alight with astonishment; and the face of
Inspector Burns, who advanced more heavily behind them, like an elephant shaking the
garden, was inflamed with some indignation as well.
‘What can all this mean?’ cried Olive, as she came panting to a halt. ‘He’s gone!’
‘Bolted!’ said the Lieutenant explosively. ‘Harker’s just managed to pack a suitcase and
bolted! Gone clean out of the back door and over the garden-wall to God knows where.
What did you say to him?’
‘Don’t be silly!’ said Olive, with a more worried expression. ‘Of course you told him
you’d found him out, and now he’s gone. I never could have believed he was wicked
like that!’
‘Well!’ gasped the Inspector, bursting into their midst. ‘What have you done now?
What have you let me down like this for?’
‘Well,’ repeated Father Brown, ‘what have I done?’
‘You have let a murderer escape,’ cried Burns, with a decision that was like a
thunderclap in the quiet garden; ‘you have helped a murderer to escape. Like a fool I let
you warn him; and now he is miles away.’
‘I have helped a few murderers in my time, it is true,’ said Father Brown; then he added,
in careful distinction, ‘not, you will understand, helped them to commit the murder.’
‘But you knew all the time,’ insisted Olive. ‘You guessed from the first that it must be
he. That’s what you meant about being upset by the business of finding the body. That’s
what the doctor meant by saying my father might be disliked by a subordinate.’
‘That’s what I complain of,’ said the official indignantly. ‘You knew even then that he
was the — ’
‘You knew even then,’ insisted Olive, ‘that the murderer was — ’
Father Brown nodded gravely. ‘Yes,’ he said. ‘I knew even then that the murderer was
old Dyke.’
‘Was who?’ repeated the Inspector and stopped amid, a dead silence; punctuated only
by the occasional pipe of birds.

‘I mean Mr Dyke, the solicitor,’ explained Father Brown, like one explaining something
elementary to an infant class. ‘That gentleman with grey hair who’s supposed to be
going to read the will.’
They all stood like statues staring at him, as he carefully filled his pipe again and struck
a match. At last Burns rallied his vocal powers to break the strangling silence with an
effort resembling violence.
‘But, in the name of heaven, why?’
‘Ah, why?’ said the priest and rose thoughtfully, puffing at his pipe. ‘As to why he did
it ... Well, I suppose the time has come to tell you, or those of you who don’t know, the
fact that is the key of all this business. It’s a great calamity; and it’s a great crime; but
it’s not the murder of Admiral Craven.’
He looked Olive full in the face and said very seriously: ‘I tell you the bad news bluntly
and in few words; because I think you are brave enough, and perhaps happy enough, to
take it well. You have the chance, and I think the power, to be something like a great
woman. You are not a great heiress.’
Amid the silence that followed it was he who resumed his explanation.
‘Most of your father’s money, I am sorry to say, has gone. It went by the financial
dexterity of the grey-haired gentleman named Dyke, who is (I grieve to say) a swindler.
Admiral Craven was murdered to silence him about the way in which he was swindled.
The fact that he was ruined and you were disinherited is the single simple clue, not only
to the murder, but to all the other mysteries in this business.’ He took a puff or two and
then continued.
‘I told Mr Rook you were disinherited and he rushed back to help you. Mr Rook is a
rather remarkable person.’
‘Oh, chuck it,’ said Mr Rook with a hostile air.
‘Mr Rook is a monster,’ said Father Brown with scientific calm. ‘He is an anachronism,
an atavism, a brute survival of the Stone Age. If there was one barbarous superstition
we all supposed to be utterly extinct and dead in these days, it was that notion about
honour and independence. But then I get mixed up with so many dead superstitions. Mr
Rook is an extinct animal. He is a plesiosaurus. He did not want to live on his wife or
have a wife who could call him a fortune-hunter. Therefore he sulked in a grotesque
manner and only came to life again when I brought him the good news that you were
ruined. He wanted to work for his wife and not be kept by her. Disgusting, isn’t it? Let
us turn to the brighter topic of Mr Harker.
‘I told Mr Harker you were disinherited and he rushed away in a sort of panic. Do not
be too hard on Mr Harker. He really had better as well as worse enthusiasms; but he had
them all mixed up. There is no harm in having ambitions; but he had ambitions and
called them ideals. The old sense of honour taught men to suspect success; to say, “This
is a benefit; it may be a bribe.” The new nine-times-accursed nonsense about Making
Good teaches men to identify being good with making money. That was all that was the

matter with him; in every other way he was a thoroughly good fellow, and there are
thousands like him. Gazing at the stars and rising in the world were all Uplift. Marrying
a good wife and marrying a rich wife were all Making Good. But he was not a cynical
scoundrel; or he would simply have come back and jilted or cut you as the case might
be. He could not face you; while you were there, half of his broken ideal was left.
‘I did not tell the Admiral; but somebody did. Word came to him somehow, during the
last grand parade on board, that his friend the family lawyer had betrayed him. He was
in such a towering passion that he did what he could never have done in his sense; came
straight on shore in his cocked hat and gold lace to catch the criminal; he wired to the
police station, and that was why the Inspector was wandering round the Green Man.
Lieutenant Rook followed him on shore because he suspected some family trouble and
had half a hope he might help and put himself right. Hence his hesitating behaviour. As
for his drawing his sword when he dropped behind and thought he was alone, well
that’s a matter of imagination. He was a romantic person who had dreamed of swords
and run away to sea; and found himself in a service where he wasn’t even allowed to
wear a sword except about once in three years. He thought he was quite alone on the
sands where he played as a boy. If you don’t understand what he did, I can only say,
like Stevenson, “you will never be a pirate.” Also you will never be a poet; and you
have never been a boy.’
‘I never have,’ answered Olive gravely, ‘and yet I think I understand.’
‘Almost every man,’ continued the priest musing, ‘will play with anything shaped like a
sword or dagger, even if it is a paper knife. That is why I thought it so odd when the
lawyer didn’t.’
‘What do you mean?’ asked Burns, ‘didn’t what?’
‘Why, didn’t you notice,’ answered Brown, ‘at that first meeting in the office, the
lawyer played with a pen and not with a paper-knife; though he had a beautiful bright
steel paper-knife in the pattern of a stiletto? The pens were dusty and splashed with ink;
but the knife had just been cleaned. But he did not play with it. There are limits to the
irony of assassins.’
After a silence the Inspector said, like one waking from a dream: ‘Look here ... I don’t
know whether I’m on my head or my heels; I don’t know whether you think you’ve got
to the end; but I haven’t got to the beginning. Where do you get all this lawyer stuff
from? What started you out on that trail?’
Father Brown laughed curtly and without mirth.
‘The murderer made a slip at the start,’ he said, ‘and I can’t think why nobody else
noticed it. When you brought the first news of the death to the solicitor’s office, nobody
was supposed to know anything there, except that the Admiral was expected home.
When you said he was drowned, I asked when it happened and Mr Dyke asked where
the corpse was found.’
He paused a moment to knock out his pipe and resumed reflectively: ‘Now when you
are simply told of a seaman, returning from the sea, that he had drowned, it is natural to

assume that he had been drowned at sea. At any rate, to allow that he may have been
drowned at sea. If he had been washed overboard, or gone down with his ship, or had
his body “committed to the deep”, there would be no reason to expect his body to be
found at all. The moment that man asked where it was found, I was sure he knew where
it was found. Because he had put it there. Nobody but the murderer need have thought
of anything so unlikely as a seaman being drowned in a landlocked pool a few hundred
yards from the sea. That is why I suddenly felt sick and turned green, I dare say; as
green as the Green Man. I never can get used to finding myself suddenly sitting beside a
murderer. So I had to turn it off by talking in parables; but the parable meant something,
after all. I said that the body was covered with green scum, but it might just as well have
been seaweed.’
It is fortunate that tragedy can never kill comedy and that the two can run side by side;
and that while the only acting partner of the business of Messrs Willis, Hardman and
Dyke blew his brains out when the Inspector entered the house to arrest him, Olive and
Roger were calling to each other across the sands at evening, as they did when they
were children together.

The Pursuit of Mr Blue
Along a seaside parade on a sunny afternoon, a person with the depressing name of
Muggleton was moving with suitable gloom. There was a horseshoe of worry in his
forehead, and the numerous groups and strings of entertainers stretched along the beach
below looked up to him in vain for applause. Pierrots turned up their pale moon faces,
like the white bellies of dead fish, without improving his spirits; niggers with faces
entirely grey with a sort of grimy soot were equally unsuccessful in filling his fancy
with brighter things. He was a sad and disappointed man. His other features, besides the
bald brow with its furrow, were retiring and almost sunken; and a certain dingy
refinement about them made more incongruous the one aggressive ornament of his face.
It was an outstanding and bristling military moustache; and it looked suspiciously like a
false moustache. It is possible, indeed, that it was a false moustache. It is possible, on
the other hand, that even if it was not false it was forced. He might almost have grown it
in a hurry, by a mere act of will; so much was it a part of his job rather than his
personality.
For the truth is that Mr Muggleton was a private detective in a small way, and the cloud
on his brow was due to a big blunder in his professional career; anyhow it was
connected with something darker than the mere possession of such a surname. He might
almost, in an obscure sort of way, have been proud of his surname; for he came of poor
but decent Nonconformist people who claimed some connection with the founder of the
Muggletonians; the only man who had hitherto had the courage to appear with that
name in human history.
The more legitimate cause of his annoyance (at least as he himself explained it) was that
he had just been present at the bloody murder of a world-famous millionaire, and had
failed to prevent it, though he had been engaged at a salary of five pounds a week to do
so. Thus we may explain the fact that even the languorous singing of the song entitled,
‘Won’t You Be My Loodah Doodah Day?’ failed to fill him with the joy of life.

For that matter, there were others on the beach, who might have had more sympathy
with his murderous theme and Muggletonian tradition. Seaside resorts are the chosen
pitches, not only of pierrots appealing to the amorous emotions, but also of preachers
who often seem to specialize in a correspondingly sombre and sulphurous style of
preaching. There was one aged ranter whom he could hardly help noticing, so piercing
were the cries, not to say shrieks of religious prophecy that rang above all the banjos
and castanets. This was a long, loose, shambling old man, dressed in something like a
fisherman’s jersey; but inappropriately equipped with a pair of those very long and
drooping whiskers which have never been seen since the disappearance of certain
sportive Mid-Victorian dandies. As it was the custom for all mountebanks on the beach
to display something, as if they were selling it, the old man displayed a rather rottenlooking fisherman’s net, which he generally spread out invitingly on the sands, as if it
were a carpet for queens; but occasionally whirled wildly round his head with a gesture
almost as terrific as that of the Roman Retiarius, ready to impale people on a trident.
Indeed, he might really have impaled people, if he had had a trident. His words were
always pointed towards punishment; his hearers heard nothing except threats to the
body or the soul; he was so far in the same mood as Mr. Muggleton, that he might
almost have been a mad hangman addressing a crowd of murderers. The boys called
him Old Brimstone; but he had other eccentricities besides the purely theological. One
of his eccentricities was to climb up into the nest of iron girders under the pier and trail
his net in the water, declaring that he got his living by fishing; though it is doubtful
whether anybody had ever seen him catching fish. Worldly trippers, however, would
sometimes start at a voice in their ear, threatening judgement as from a thundercloud,
but really coming from the perch under the iron roof where the old monomaniac sat
glaring, his fantastic whiskers hanging like grey seaweed.
The detective, however, could have put up with Old Brimstone much better than with
the other parson he was destined to meet. To explain this second and more momentous
meeting, it must be pointed out that Muggleton, after his remarkable experience in the
matter of the murder, had very properly put all his cards on the table. He told his story
to the police and to the only available representative of Braham Bruce, the dead
millionaire; that is, to his very dapper secretary, a Mr Anthony Taylor. The Inspector
was more sympathetic than the secretary; but the sequel of his sympathy was the last
thing Muggleton would normally have associated with police advice. The Inspector,
after some reflection, very much surprised Mr Muggleton by advising him to consult an
able amateur whom he knew to be staying in the town. Mr Muggleton had read reports
and romances about the Great Criminologist, who sits in his library like an intellectual
spider, and throws out theoretical filaments of a web as large as the world. He was
prepared to be led to the lonely chateau where the expert wore a purple dressing-gown,
to the attic where he lived on opium and acrostics, to the vast laboratory or the lonely
tower. To his astonishment he was led to the very edge of the crowded beach by the pier
to meet a dumpy little clergyman, with a broad hat and a broad grin, who was at that
moment hopping about on the sands with a crowd of poor children; and excitedly
waving a very little wooden spade.
When the criminologist clergyman, whose name appeared to be Brown, had at last been
detached from the children, though not from the spade, he seemed to Muggleton to
grow more and more unsatisfactory. He hung about helplessly among the idiotic sideshows of the seashore, talking about random topics and particularly attaching himself to
those rows of automatic machines which are set up in such places; solemnly spending

penny after penny in order to play vicarious games of golf, football, cricket, conducted
by clockwork figures; and finally contenting himself with the miniature exhibition of a
race, in which one metal doll appeared merely to run and jump after the other. And yet
all the time he was listening very carefully to the story which the defeated detective
poured out to him. Only his way of not letting his right hand know what his left hand
was doing, with pennies, got very much on the detective’s nerves.
‘Can’t we go and sit down somewhere,’ said Muggleton impatiently. ‘I’ve got a letter
you ought to see, if you’re to know anything at all of this business.’
Father Brown turned away with a sigh from the jumping dolls, and went and sat down
with his companion on an iron seat on the shore; his companion had already unfolded
the letter and handed it silently to him.
It was an abrupt and queer sort of letter, Father Brown thought. He knew that
millionaires did not always specialize in manners, especially in dealing with dependants
like detectives; but there seemed to be something more in the letter than mere
brusquerie.
DEAR MUGGLETON,
I never thought I should come down to wanting help of this sort; but I’m about through
with things. It’s been getting more and more intolerable for the last two years. I guess
all you need to know about the story is this. There is a dirty rascal who is a cousin of
mine, I’m ashamed to say. He’s been a tout, a tramp, a quack doctor, an actor, and all
that; even has the brass to act under our name and call himself Bertrand Bruce. I believe
he’s either got some potty job at the theatre here, or is looking for one. But you may
take it from me that the job isn’t his real job. His real job is running me down and
knocking me out for good, if he can. It’s an old story and no business of anybody’s;
there was a time when we started neck and neck and ran a race of ambition — and what
they call love as well. Was it my fault that he was a rotter and I was a man who
succeeds in things? But the dirty devil swears he’ll succeed yet; shoot me and run off
with my — never mind. I suppose he’s a sort of madman, but he’ll jolly soon try to be
some sort of murderer. I’ll give you £5 a week if you’ll meet me at the lodge at the end
of the pier, just after the pier closes tonight — and take on my job. It’s the only safe
place to meet — if anything is safe by this time.
J. BRAHAM BRUCE
‘Dear me,’ said Father Brown mildly. ‘Dear me. A rather hurried letter.’
Muggleton nodded; and after a pause began his own story; in an oddly refined voice
contrasting with his clumsy appearance. The priest knew well the hobbies of concealed
culture hidden in many dingy lower and middle class men; but even he was startled by
the excellent choice of words only a shade too pedantic; the man talked like a book.
‘I arrived at the little round-house at the end of the pier before there was any sign of my
distinguished client. I opened the door and went inside, feeling that he might prefer me,
as well as himself, to be as inconspicuous as possible. Not that it mattered very much;
for the pier was too long for anybody to have seen us from the beach or the parade, and,

on glancing at my watch, I saw by the time that the pier entrance must have already
closed. It was flattering, after a fashion, that he should thus ensure that we should be
alone together at the rendezvous, as showing that he did really rely on my assistance or
protection. Anyhow, it was his idea that we should meet on the pier after closing time,
so I fell in with it readily enough. There were two chairs inside the little round pavilion,
or whatever you call it; so I simply took one of them and waited. I did not have to wait
long. He was famous for his punctuality, and sure enough, as I looked up at the one
little round window opposite me I saw him pass slowly, as if making a preliminary
circuit of the place.
‘I had only seen portraits of him, and that was a long time ago; and naturally he was
rather older than the portraits, but there was no mistaking the likeness. The profile that
passed the window was of the sort called aquiline, after the beak of the eagle; but he
rather suggested a grey and venerable eagle; an eagle in repose; an eagle that has long
folded its wings. There was no mistaking, however, that look of authority, or silent
pride in the habit of command, that has always marked men who, like him, have
organized great systems and been obeyed. He was quietly dressed, what I could see of
him; especially as compared with the crowd of seaside trippers which had filled so
much of my day; but I fancied his overcoat was of that extra elegant sort that is cut to
follow the line of the figure, and it had a strip of astrakhan lining showing on the lapels.
All this, of course, I took in at a glance, for I had already got to my feet and gone to the
door. I put out my hand and received the first shock of that terrible evening. The door
was locked. Somebody had locked me in.
‘For a moment I stood stunned, and still staring at the round window, from which, of
course, the moving profile had already passed; and then I suddenly saw the explanation.
Another profile, pointed like that of a pursuing hound, flashed into the circle of vision,
as into a round mirror. The moment I saw it, I knew who it was. It was the Avenger; the
murderer or would-be murderer, who had trailed the old millionaire for so long across
land and sea, and had now tracked him to this blind-alley of an iron pier that hung
between sea and land. And I knew, of course, that it was the murderer who had locked
the door.
‘The man I saw first had been tall, but his pursuer was even taller; an effect that was
only lessened by his carrying his shoulders hunched very high and his neck and head
thrust forward like a true beast of the chase. The effect of the combination gave him
rather the look of a gigantic hunchback. But something of the blood relationship that
connected this ruffian with his famous kinsman showed in the two profiles as they
passed across the circle of glass. The pursuer also had a nose rather like the beak of a
bird; though his general air of ragged degradation suggested the vulture rather than the
eagle. He was unshaven to the point of being bearded, and the humped look of his
shoulders was increased by the coils of a coarse woollen scarf. All these are trivialities,
and can give no impression of the ugly energy of that outline, or the sense of avenging
doom in that stooping and striding figure. Have you ever seen William Blake’s design,
sometimes called with some levity, “The Ghost of a Flea,” but also called, with
somewhat greater lucidity, “A Vision of Blood Guilt,” or something of that kind? That
is just such a nightmare of a stealthy giant, with high shoulders, carrying a knife and
bowl. This man carried neither, but as he passed the window the second time, I saw with
my own eyes that he loosened a revolver from the folds of the scarf and held it gripped
and poised in his hand. The eyes in his head shifted and shone in the moonlight, and that

in a very creepy way; they shot forward and back with lightning leaps; almost as if he
could shoot them out like luminous horns, as do certain reptiles.
‘Three times the pursued and the pursuer passed in succession outside the window,
treading their narrow circle, before I fully awoke to the need of some action, however
desperate. I shook the door with rattling violence; when next I saw the face of the
unconscious victim I beat furiously on the window; then I tried to break the window.
But it was a double window of exceptionally thick glass, and so deep was the embrasure
that I doubted if I could properly reach the outer window at all. Anyhow, my dignified
client took no notice of my noise or signals; and the revolving shadow-pantomime of
those two masks of doom continued to turn round and round me, till I felt almost dizzy
as well as sick. Then they suddenly ceased to reappear. I waited; and I knew that they
would not come again. I knew that the crisis had come.
‘I need not tell you more. You can almost imagine the rest, even as I sat there helpless,
trying to imagine it; or trying not to imagine it. It is enough to say that in that awful
silence, in which all sounds of footsteps had died away, there were only two other
noises besides the rumbling undertones of the sea. The first was the loud noise of a shot
and the second the duller noise of a splash.
‘My client had been murdered within a few yards of me, and I could make no sign. I
will not trouble you with what I felt about that. But even if I could recover from the
murder, I am still confronted with the mystery.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown very gently, ‘which mystery?’
‘The mystery of how the murderer got away,’ answered the other. ‘The instant people
were admitted to the pier next morning, I was released from my prison and went racing
back to the entrance gates, to inquire who had left the pier since they were opened.
Without bothering you with details, I may explain that they were, by a rather unusual
arrangement, real full-size iron doors that would keep anybody out (or in) until they
were opened. The officials there had seen nobody in the least resembling the assassin
returning that way. And he was a rather unmistakable person. Even if he had disguised
himself somehow, he could hardly have disguised his extraordinary height or got rid of
the family nose. It is extraordinarily unlikely that he tried to swim ashore, for the sea
was very rough; and there are certainly no traces of any landing. And, somehow, having
seen the face of that fiend even once, let alone about six times, something gives me an
overwhelming conviction that he did not simply drown himself in the hour of triumph.’
‘I quite understand what you mean by that,’ replied Father Brown. ‘Besides, it would be
very inconsistent with the tone of his original threatening letter, in which he promised
himself all sorts of benefits after the crime . . . there’s another point it might be well to
verify. What about the structure of the pier underneath? Piers are very often made with a
whole network of iron supports, which a man might climb through as a monkey climbs
through a forest.’
‘Yes, I thought of that,’ replied the private investigator; ‘but unfortunately this pier is
oddly constructed in more ways than one. It’s quite unusually long, and there are iron
columns with all that tangle of iron girders; only they’re very far apart and I can’t see
any way a man could climb from one to the other.’

‘I only mentioned it,’ said Father Brown thoughtfully, ‘because that queer fish with the
long whiskers, the old man who preaches on the sand, often climbs up on to the nearest
girder. I believe he sits there fishing when the tide comes up. And he’s a very queer fish
to go fishing.’
‘Why, what do you mean?’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown very slowly, twiddling with a button and gazing abstractedly
out to the great green waters glittering in the last evening light after the sunset. ‘Well ...
I tried to talk to him in a friendly sort of way — friendly and not too funny, if you
understand, about his combining the ancient trades of fishing and preaching; I think I
made the obvious reference; the text that refers to fishing for living souls. And he said
quite queerly and harshly, as he jumped back on to his iron perch, ‘Well, at least I fish
for dead bodies.”’
‘Good God!’ exclaimed the detective, staring at him.
‘Yes,’ said the priest. ‘It seemed to me an odd remark to make in a chatty way, to a
stranger playing with children on the sands.’
After another staring silence his companion eventually ejaculated: ‘You don’t mean you
think he had anything to do with the death.’
‘I think,’ answered Father Brown, ‘that he might throw some light on it.’
‘Well, it’s beyond me now,’ said the detective. ‘It’s beyond me to believe that anybody
can throw any light on it. It’s like a welter of wild waters in the pitch dark; the sort of
waters that he ... that he fell into. It’s simply stark staring unreason; a big man vanishing
like a bubble; nobody could possibly ... Look here!’ He stopped suddenly, staring at the
priest, who had not moved, but was still twiddling with the button and staring at the
breakers. ‘What do you mean? What are you looking like that for? You don’t mean to
say that you . . . that you can make any sense of it?’
‘It would be much better if it remained nonsense,’ said Father Brown in a low voice.
‘Well, if you ask me right out — yes, I think I can make some sense of it.’
There was a long silence, and then the inquiry agent said with a rather singular
abruptness: ‘Oh, here comes the old man’s secretary from the hotel. I must be off. I
think I’ll go and talk to that mad fisherman of yours.’
‘Post hoc propter hoc?’ asked the priest with a smile.
‘Well,’ said the other, with jerky candour, ‘the secretary don’t like me and I don’t think
I like him. He’s been poking around with a lot of questions that didn’t seem to me to get
us any further, except towards a quarrel. Perhaps he’s jealous because the old man
called in somebody else, and wasn’t content with his elegant secretary’s advice. See you
later.’
And he turned away, ploughing through the sand to the place where the eccentric
preacher had already mounted his marine nest; and looked in the green gloaming rather

like some huge polyp or stinging jelly-fish trailing his poisonous filaments in the
phosphorescent sea.
Meanwhile the priest was serenely watching the serene approach of the secretary;
conspicuous even from afar, in that popular crowd, by the clerical neatness and sobriety
of his top-hat and tail-coat. Without feeling disposed to take part in any feuds between
the secretary and the inquiry agent, Father Brown had a faint feeling of irrational
sympathy with the prejudices of the latter. Mr Anthony Taylor, the secretary, was an
extremely presentable young man, in countenance, as well as costume; and the
countenance was firm and intellectual as well as merely good-looking. He was pale,
with dark hair coming down on the sides of his head, as if pointing towards possible
whiskers; he kept his lips compressed more tightly than most people. The only thing
that Father Brown’s fancy could tell itself in justification sounded queerer than it really
looked. He had a notion that the man talked with his nostrils. Anyhow, the strong
compression of his mouth brought out something abnormally sensitive and flexible in
these movements at the sides of his nose, so that he seemed to be communicating and
conducting life by snuffling and smelling, with his head up, as does a dog. It somehow
fitted in with the other features that, when he did speak, it was with a sudden rattling
rapidity like a gatling-gun, which sounded almost ugly from so smooth and polished a
figure.
For once he opened the conversation, by saying: ‘No bodies washed ashore, I imagine.’
‘None have been announced, certainly,’ said Father Brown.
‘No gigantic body of the murderer with the woollen scarf,’ said Mr Taylor.
‘No,’ said Father Brown.
Mr Taylor’s mouth did not move any more for the moment; but his nostrils spoke for
him with such quick and quivering scorn, that they might almost have been called
talkative.
When he did speak again, after some polite commonplaces from the priest, it was to say
curtly: ‘Here comes the Inspector; I suppose they’ve been scouring England for the
scarf.’
Inspector Grinstead, a brown-faced man with a grey pointed beard, addressed Father
Brown rather more respectfully than the secretary had done.
‘I thought you would like to know, sir,’ he said, ‘that there is absolutely no trace of the
man described as having escaped from the pier.’
‘Or rather not described as having escaped from the pier,’ said Taylor. ‘The pier
officials, the only people who could have described him, have never seen anybody to
describe.’
‘Well,’ said the Inspector, ‘we’ve telephoned all the stations and watched all the roads,
and it will be almost impossible for him to escape from England. It really seems to me
as if he couldn’t have got out that way. He doesn’t seem to be anywhere.’

‘He never was anywhere,’ said the secretary, with an abrupt grating voice, that sounded
like a gun going off on that lonely shore.
The Inspector looked blank; but a light dawned gradually on the face of the priest, who
said at last with almost ostentatious unconcern:
‘Do you mean that the man was a myth? Or possibly a lie?’
‘Ah,’ said the secretary, inhaling through his haughty nostrils, ‘you’ve thought of that at
last.’
‘I thought of that at first,’ said Father Brown. ‘It’s the first thing anybody would think
of, isn’t it, hearing an unsupported story from a stranger about a strange murderer on a
lonely pier. In plain words, you mean that little Muggleton never heard anybody
murdering the millionaire. Possibly you mean that little Muggleton murdered him
himself.’
‘Well,’ said the secretary, ‘Muggleton looks a dingy down-and-out sort of cove to me.
There’s no story but his about what happened on the pier, and his story consists of a
giant who vanished; quite a fairy-tale. It isn’t a very creditable tale, even as he tells it.
By his own account, he bungled his case and let his patron be killed a few yards away.
He’s a pretty rotten fool and failure, on his own confession.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown. ‘I’m rather fond of people who are fools and failures on their
own confession.’
‘I don’t know what you mean,’ snapped the other.
‘Perhaps,’ said Father Brown, wistfully, ‘it’s because so many people are fools and
failures without any confession.’
Then, after a pause, he went on: ‘But even if he is a fool and a failure, that doesn’t prove
he is a liar and a murderer. And you’ve forgotten that there is one piece of external
evidence that does really support history. I mean the letter from the millionaire, telling
the whole tale of his cousin and his vendetta. Unless you can prove that the document
itself is actually a forgery, you have to admit there was some probability of Bruce being
pursued by somebody who had a real motive. Or rather, I should say, the one actually
admitted and recorded motive.’
‘I’m not quite sure that I understand you,’ said the Inspector, ‘about the motive.’
‘My dear fellow,’ said Father Brown, for the first time stung by impatience into
familiarity, ‘everybody’s got a motive in a way. Considering the way that Bruce made
his money, considering the way that most millionaires make their money, almost
anybody in the world might have done such a perfectly natural thing as throw him into
the sea. In many, one might almost fancy, it would be almost automatic. To almost all it
must have occurred at some time or other. Mr Taylor might have done it.’
‘What’s that?’ snapped Mr Taylor, and his nostrils swelled visibly.

‘I might have done it,’ went on Father Brown, ‘nisi me constringeret ecclesiae
auctoritas. Anybody, but for the one true morality, might be tempted to accept so
obvious, so simple a social solution. I might have done it; you might have done it; the
Mayor or the muffin-man might have done it. The only person on this earth I can think
of, who probably would not have done it, is the private inquiry agent whom Bruce had
just engaged at five pounds a week, and who hadn’t yet had any of his money.’
The secretary was silent for a moment; then he snorted and said: ‘If that’s the offer in
the letter, we’d certainly better see whether it’s a forgery. For really, we don’t know that
the whole tale isn’t as false as a forgery. The fellow admits himself that the
disappearance of his hunch-backed giant is utterly incredible and inexplicable.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown; ‘that’s what I like about Muggleton. He admits things.’
‘All the same,’ insisted Taylor, his nostrils vibrant with excitement. ‘All the same, the
long and the short of it is that he can’t prove that his tall man in the scarf ever existed or
does exist; and every single fact found by the police and the witnesses proves that he
does not exist. No, Father Brown. There is only one way in which you can justify this
little scallywag you seem to be so fond of. And that is by producing his Imaginary Man.
And that is exactly what you can’t do.’
‘By the way,’ said the priest, absent-mindedly, ‘I suppose you come from the hotel
where Bruce has rooms, Mr Taylor?’
Taylor looked a little taken aback, and seemed almost to stammer. ‘Well, he always did
have those rooms; and they’re practically his. I haven’t actually seen him there this
time.’
‘I suppose you motored down with him,’ observed Brown; ‘or did you both come by
train?’
‘I came by train and brought the luggage,’ said the secretary impatiently. ‘Something
kept him, I suppose. I haven’t actually seen him since he left Yorkshire on his own a
week or two ago.’
‘So it seems,’ said the priest very softly, ‘that if Muggleton wasn’t the last to see Bruce
by the wild sea-waves, you were the last to see him, on the equally wild Yorkshire
moors.’
Taylor had turned quite white, but he forced his grating voice to composure: ‘I never
said Muggleton didn’t see Bruce on the pier.’
‘No; and why didn’t you?’ asked Father Brown. ‘If he made up one man on the pier,
why shouldn’t he make up two men on the pier? Of course we do know that Bruce did
exist; but we don’t seem to know what has happened to him for several weeks. Perhaps
he was left behind in Yorkshire.’
The rather strident voice of the secretary rose almost to a scream. All his veneer of
society suavity seemed to have vanished.

‘You’re simply shuffling! You’re simply shirking! You’re trying to drag in mad
insinuations about me, simply because you can’t answer my question.’
‘Let me see,’ said Father Brown reminiscently. ‘What was your question?’
‘You know well enough what it was; and you know you’re damned well stumped by it.
Where is the man with the scarf? Who has seen him? Whoever heard of him or spoke of
him, except that little liar of yours? If you want to convince us, you must produce him.
If he ever existed, he may be hiding in the Hebrides or off to Callao. But you’ve got to
produce him, though I know he doesn’t exist. Well then! Where is he?’
‘I rather think he is over there,’ said Father Brown, peering and blinking towards the
nearer waves that washed round the iron pillars of the pier; where the two figures of the
agent and the old fisher and preacher were still dark against the green glow of the water.
‘I mean in that sort of net thing that’s tossing about in the sea.’
With whatever bewilderment, Inspector Grinstead took the upper hand again with a
flash, and strode down the beach.
‘Do you mean to say,’ he cried, ‘that the murderer’s body is in the old boy’s net?’
Father Brown nodded as he followed down the shingly slope; and, even as they moved,
little Muggleton the agent turned and began to climb the same shore, his mere dark
outline a pantomime of amazement and discovery.
‘It’s true, for all we said,’ he gasped. ‘The murderer did try to swim ashore and was
drowned, of course, in that weather. Or else he did really commit suicide. Anyhow, he
drifted dead into Old Brimstone’s fishing-net, and that’s what the old maniac meant
when he said he fished for dead men.’
The Inspector ran down the shore with an agility that outstripped them all, and was
heard shouting out orders. In a few moments the fishermen and a few bystanders,
assisted by the policemen, had hauled the net into shore, and rolled it with its burden on
to the wet sands that still reflected the sunset. The secretary looked at what lay on the
sands and the words died on his lips. For what lay on the sands was indeed the body of a
gigantic man in rags, with the huge shoulders somewhat humped and bony eagle face;
and a great red ragged woollen scarf or comforter, sprawled along the sunset sands like
a great stain of blood. But Taylor was staring not at the gory scarf or the fabulous
stature, but at the face; and his own face was a conflict of incredulity and suspicion.
The Inspector instantly turned to Muggleton with a new air of civility.
‘This certainly confirms your story,’ he said. And until he heard the tone of those
words, Muggleton had never guessed how almost universally his story had been
disbelieved. Nobody had believed him. Nobody but Father Brown.
Therefore, seeing Father Brown edging away from the group, he made a movement to
depart in his company; but even then he was brought up rather short by the discovery
that the priest was once more being drawn away by the deadly attractions of the funny
little automatic machines. He even saw the reverend gentleman fumbling for a penny.

He stopped, however, with the penny poised in his finger and thumb, as the secretary
spoke for the last time in his loud discordant voice.
‘And I suppose we may add,’ he said, ‘that the monstrous and imbecile charges against
me are also at an end.’
‘My dear sir,’ said the priest, ‘I never made any charges against you. I’m not such a fool
as to suppose you were likely to murder your master in Yorkshire and then come down
here to fool about with his luggage. All I said was that I could make out a better case
against you than you were making out so vigorously against poor Mr Muggleton. All
the same, if you really want to learn the truth about his business (and I assure you the
truth isn’t generally grasped yet), I can give you a hint even from your own affairs. It is
rather a rum and significant thing that Mr Bruce the millionaire had been unknown to all
his usual haunts and habits for weeks before he was really killed. As you seem to be a
promising amateur detective, I advise you to work on that line.’
‘What do you mean?’ asked Taylor sharply.
But he got no answer out of Father Brown, who was once more completely concentrated
on jiggling the little handle of the machine, that made one doll jump out and then
another doll jump after it.
‘Father Brown,’ said Muggleton, his old annoyance faintly reviving: ‘Will you tell me
why you like that fool thing so much?’
‘For one reason,’ replied the priest, peering closely into the glass puppet-show.
‘Because it contains the secret of this tragedy.’
Then he suddenly straightened himself; and looked quite seriously at his companion.
‘I knew all along,’ he said, ‘that you were telling the truth and the opposite of the truth.’
Muggleton could only stare at a return of all the riddles.
‘It’s quite simple,’ added the priest, lowering his voice. ‘That corpse with the scarlet
scarf over there is the corpse of Braham Bruce the millionaire. There won’t be any
other.’
‘But the two men — ’ began Muggleton, and his mouth fell open.
‘Your description of the two men was quite admirably vivid,’ said Father Brown. ‘I
assure you I’m not at all likely to forget it. If I may say so, you have a literary talent;
perhaps journalism would give you more scope than detection. I believe I remember
practically each point about each person. Only, you see, queerly enough, each point
affected you in one way and me in exactly the opposite way. Let’s begin with the first
you mentioned. You said that the first man you saw had an indescribable air of authority
and dignity. And you said to yourself, “That’s the Trust Magnate, the great merchant
prince, the ruler of markets.” But when I heard about the air of dignity and authority, I
said to myself, “That’s the actor; everything about this is the actor, “ You don’t get that
look by being President of the Chain Store Amalgamation Company. You get that look

by being Hamlet’s Father’s Ghost, or Julius Caesar, or King Lear, and you never
altogether lose it. You couldn’t see enough of his clothes to tell whether they were
really seedy, but you saw a strip of fur and a sort of faintly fashionable cut; and I said to
myself again, “The actor.”
‘Next, before we go into details about the other man, notice one thing about him
evidently absent from the first man. You said the second man was not only ragged but
unshaven to the point of being bearded. Now we have all seen shabby actors, dirty
actors, drunken actors, utterly disreputable actors. But such a thing as a scrub-bearded
actor, in a job or even looking round for a job, has scarcely been seen in this world. On
the other hand, shaving is often almost the first thing to go, with a gentleman or a
wealthy eccentric who is really letting himself go to pieces. Now we have every reason
to believe that your friend the millionaire was letting himself go to pieces. His letter was
the letter of a man who had already gone to pieces. But it wasn’t only negligence that
made him look poor and shabby. Don’t you understand that the man was practically in
hiding? That was why he didn’t go to his hotel; and his own secretary hadn’t seen him
for weeks. He was a millionaire; but his whole object was to be a completely disguised
millionaire. Have you ever read “The Woman in White”? Don’t you remember that the
fashionable and luxurious Count Fosco, fleeing for his life before a secret society, was
found stabbed in the blue blouse of a common French workman? Then let us go back
for a moment to the demeanour of these men. You saw the first man calm and collected
and you said to yourself, “That’s the innocent victim”; though the innocent victim’s
own letter wasn’t at all calm and collected. I heard he was calm and collected; and I said
to myself, “That’s the murderer.” Why should he be anything else but calm and
collected? He knew what he was going to do. He had made up his mind to do it for a
long time; if he had ever had any hesitation or remorse he had hardened himself against
them before he came on the scene — in his case, we might say, on the stage. He wasn’t
likely to have any particular stage-fright. He didn’t pull out his pistol and wave it about;
why should he? He kept it in his pocket till he wanted it; very likely he fired from his
pocket. The other man fidgeted with his pistol because he was nervous as a cat, and very
probably had never had a pistol before. He did it for the same reason that he rolled his
eyes; and I remember that, even in your own unconscious evidence, it is particularly
stated that he rolled them backwards. In fact, he was looking behind him. In fact, he was
not the pursuer but the pursued. But because you happened to see the first man first, you
couldn’t help thinking of the other man as coming up behind him. In mere mathematics
and mechanics, each of them was running after the other — just like the others.’
‘What others?’ inquired the dazed detective.
‘Why, these,’ cried Father Brown, striking the automatic machine with the little wooden
spade, which had incongruously remained in his hand throughout these murderous
mysteries. ‘These little clockwork dolls that chase each other round and round for ever.
Let us call them Mr Blue and Mr Red, after the colour of their coats. I happened to start
off with Mr Blue, and so the children said that Mr Red was running after him; but it
would have looked exactly the contrary if I had started with Mr Red.’
‘Yes, I begin to see,’ said Muggleton; ‘and I suppose all the rest fits in. The family
likeness, of course, cuts both ways, and they never saw the murderer leaving the pier —
’

‘They never looked for the murderer leaving the pier,’ said the other. ‘Nobody told them
to look for a quiet clean-shaven gentleman in an astrakhan coat. All the mystery of his
vanishing revolved on your description of a hulking fellow in a red neckcloth. But the
simple truth was that the actor in the astrakhan coat murdered the millionaire with the
red rag, and there is the poor fellow’s body. It’s just like the red and blue dolls; only,
because you saw one first, you guessed wrong about which was red with vengeance and
which was blue with funk.’
At this point two or three children began to straggle across the sands, and the priest
waved them to him with the wooden spade, theatrically tapping the automatic machine.
Muggleton guessed that it was mainly to prevent their straying towards the horrible
heap on the shore.
‘One more penny left in the world,’ said Father Brown, ‘and then we must go home to
tea. Do you know, Doris, I rather like those revolving games, that just go round and
round like the Mulberry-Bush. After all, God made all the suns and stars to play
Mulberry-Bush. But those other games, where one must catch up with another, where
runners are rivals and run neck and neck and outstrip each other; well — much nastier
things seem to happen. I like to think of Mr Red and Mr Blue always jumping with
undiminished spirits; all free and equal; and never hurting each other. “Fond lover,
never, never, wilt thou kiss — or kill.” Happy, happy Mr Red!
He cannot change; though thou hast not thy bliss,
For ever will thou jump; and he be Blue.
Reciting this remarkable quotation from Keats, with some emotion, Father Brown
tucked the little spade under one arm, and giving a hand to two of the children, stumped
solemnly up the beach to tea.

The Crime of the Communist
Three men came out from under the lowbrowed Tudor arch in the mellow facade of
Mandeville College, into the strong evening sunlight of a summer day which seemed as
if it would never end; and in that sunlight they saw something that blasted like
lightning; well-fitted to be the shock of their lives.
Even before they had realized anything in the way of a catastrophe, they were conscious
of a contrast. They themselves, in a curious quiet way, were quite harmonious with their
surroundings. Though the Tudor arches that ran like a cloister round the College
gardens had been built four hundred years ago, at that moment when the Gothic fell
from heaven and bowed, or almost crouched, over the cosier chambers of Humanism
and the Revival of Learning — though they themselves were in modern clothes (that is
in clothes whose ugliness would have amazed any of the four centuries) yet something
in the spirit of the place made them all at one. The gardens had been tended so carefully
as to achieve the final triumph of looking careless; the very flowers seemed beautiful by
accident, like elegant weeds; and the modern costumes had at least any picturesqueness
that can be produced by being untidy. The first of the three, a tall, bald, bearded
maypole of a man, was a familiar figure in the Quad in cap and gown; the gown slipped
off one of his sloping shoulders. The second was very square-shouldered, short and
compact, with a rather jolly grin, commonly clad in a jacket, with his gown over his

arm. The third was even shorter and much shabbier, in black clerical clothes. But they
all seemed suitable to Mandeville College; and the indescribable atmosphere of the two
ancient and unique Universities of England. They fitted into it and they faded into it;
which is there regarded as most fitting.
The two men seated on garden chairs by a little table were a sort of brilliant blot on this
grey-green landscape. They were clad mostly in black and yet they glittered from head
to heel, from their burnished top-hats to their perfectly polished boots. It was dimly felt
as an outrage that anybody should be so well-dressed in the well-bred freedom of
Mandeville College. The only excuse was that they were foreigners. One was an
American, a millionaire named Hake, dressed in the spotlessly and sparklingly
gentlemanly manner known only to the rich of New York. The other, who added to all
these things the outrage of an astrakhan overcoat (to say nothing of a pair of florid
whiskers), was a German Count of great wealth, the shortest part of whose name was
Von Zimmern. The mystery of this story, however, is not the mystery of why they were
there. They were there for the reason that commonly explains the meeting of
incongruous things; they proposed to give the College some money. They had come in
support of a plan supported by several financiers and magnates of many countries, for
founding a new Chair of Economics at Mandeville College. They had inspected the
College with that tireless conscientious sightseeing of which no sons of Eve are capable
except the American and the German. And now they were resting from their labours and
looking solemnly at the College gardens. So far so good.
The three other men, who had already met them, passed with a vague salutation; but one
of them stopped; the smallest of the three, in the black clerical clothes.
‘I say,’ he said, with rather the air of a frightened rabbit, ‘I don’t like the look of those
men.’
‘Good God! Who could?’ ejaculated the tall man, who happened to be the Master of
Mandeville. ‘At least we have some rich men who don’t go about dressed up like
tailors’ dummies.’
‘Yes,’ hissed the little cleric, ‘that’s what I mean. Like tailors’ dummies.’
‘Why, what do you mean?’ asked the shorter of the other men, sharply.
‘I mean they’re like horrible waxworks,’ said the cleric in a faint voice. ‘I mean they
don’t move. Why don’t they move?’
Suddenly starting out of his dim retirement, he darted across the garden and touched the
German Baron on the elbow. The German Baron fell over, chair and all, and the
trousered legs that stuck up in the air were as stiff as the legs of the chair.
Mr Gideon P. Hake continued to gaze at the College gardens with glassy eyes; but the
parallel of a waxwork confirmed the impression that they were like eyes made of glass.
Somehow the rich sunlight and the coloured garden increased the creepy impression of
a stiffly dressed doll; a marionette on an Italian stage. The small man in black, who was
a priest named Brown, tentatively touched the millionaire on the shoulder, and the
millionaire fell sideways, but horribly all of a piece, like something carved in wood.

‘Rigor mortis,’ said Father Brown, ‘and so soon. But it does vary a good deal.’
The reason the first three men had joined the other two men so late (not to say too late)
will best be understood by noting what had happened just inside the building, behind the
Tudor archway, but a short time before they came out. They had all dined together in
Hall, at the High Table; but the two foreign philanthropists, slaves of duty in the matter
of seeing everything, had solemnly gone back to the chapel, of which one cloister and a
staircase remained unexamined; promising to rejoin the rest in the garden, to examine as
earnestly the College cigars. The rest, in a more reverent and right-minded spirit, had
adjourned as usual to the long narrow oak table, round which the after-dinner wine had
circulated, for all anybody knew, ever since the College had been founded in the Middle
Ages by Sir John Mandeville, for the encouragement of telling stories. The Master, with
the big fair beard and bald brow, took the head of the table, and the squat man in the
square jacket sat on his left; for he was the Bursar or business man of the College. Next
to him, on that side of the table, sat a queer-looking man with what could only be called
a crooked face; for its dark tufts of moustache and eyebrow, slanting at contrary angles,
made a sort of zig-zag, as if half his face were puckered or paralysed. His name was
Byles; he was the lecturer in Roman History, and his political opinions were founded on
those of Coriolanus, not to mention Tarquinius Superbus. This tart Toryism, and rabidly
reactionary view of all current problems, was not altogether unknown among the more
old-fashioned sort of dons; but in the case of Byles there was a suggestion that it was a
result rather than a cause of his acerbity. More than one sharp observer had received the
impression that there was something really wrong with Byles; that some secret or some
great misfortune had embittered him; as if that half-withered face had really been
blasted like a storm-stricken tree. Beyond him again sat Father Brown and at the end of
the table a Professor of Chemistry, large and blond and bland, with eyes that were
sleepy and perhaps a little sly. It was well known that this natural philosopher regarded
the other philosophers, of a more classical tradition, very much as old logics. On the
other side of the table, opposite Father Brown, was a very swarthy and silent young
man, with a black pointed beard, introduced because somebody had insisted on having a
Chair of Persian; opposite the sinister Byles was a very mild-looking little Chaplain,
with a head like an egg. Opposite the Bursar and at the right hand of the Master, was an
empty chair; and there were many there who were glad to see it empty.
‘I don’t know whether Craken is coming,’ said the Master, not without a nervous glance
at the chair, which contrasted with the usual languid freedom of his demeanour. ‘I
believe in giving people a lot of rope myself; but I confess I’ve reached the point of
being glad when he is here, merely because he isn’t anywhere else.’
‘Never know what he’ll be up to next,’ said the Bursar, cheerfully, ‘especially when
he’s instructing the young.’
‘A brilliant fellow, but fiery of course,’ said the Master, with a rather abrupt relapse into
reserve.
‘Fireworks are fiery, and also brilliant,’ growled old Byles, ‘but I don’t want to be
burned in my bed so that Craken can figure as a real Guy Fawkes.’
‘Do you really think he would join a physical force revolution, if there were one,’ asked
the Bursar smiling.

‘Well, he thinks he would,’ said Byles sharply. ‘Told a whole hall full of
undergraduates the other day that nothing now could avert the Class War turning into a
real war, with killing in the streets of the town; and it didn’t matter, so long as it ended
in Communism and the victory of the working-class.’
‘The Class War,’ mused the Master, with a sort of distaste mellowed by distance; for he
had known William Morris long ago and been familiar enough with the more artistic
and leisurely Socialists. ‘I never can understand all this about the Class War. When I
was young, Socialism was supposed to mean saying that there are no classes.’
‘Nother way of saying that Socialists are no class,’ said Byles with sour relish.
‘Of course, you’d be more against them than I should,’ said the Master thoughtfully,
‘but I suppose my Socialism is almost as old-fashioned as your Toryism. Wonder what
our young friends really think. What do you think, Baker?’ he said abruptly to the
Bursar on his left.
‘Oh, I don’t think, as the vulgar saying is,’ said the Bursar laughing. ‘You must
remember I’m a very vulgar person. I’m not a thinker. I’m only a business man; and as
a business man I think it’s all bosh. You can’t make men equal and it’s damned bad
business to pay them equal; especially a lot of them not worth paying for at all.
Whatever it is, you’ve got to take the practical way out, because it’s the only way out.
It’s not our fault if nature made everything a scramble.’
‘I agree with you there,’ said the Professor of Chemistry, speaking with a lisp that
seemed childish in so large a man. ‘Communism pretends to be oh so modern; but it is
not. Throwback to the superstitions of monks and primitive tribes. A scientific
government, with a really ethical responsibility to posterity, would be always looking
for the line of promise and progress; not levelling and flattening it all back into the mud
again. Socialism is sentimentalism; and more dangerous than a pestilence, for in that at
least the fittest would survive.’
The Master smiled a little sadly. ‘You know you and I will never feel quite the same
about differences of opinion. Didn’t somebody say up here, about walking with a friend
by the river, “Not differing much, except in opinion.” Isn’t that the motto of a
university? To have hundreds of opinions and not be opinionated. If people fall here,
it’s by what they are, not what they think. Perhaps I’m a relic of the eighteenth century;
but I incline to the old sentimental heresy, “For forms of faith let graceless zealots fight;
he can’t be wrong whose life is in the right.” What do you think about that, Father
Brown?’
He glanced a little mischievously across at the priest and was mildly startled. For he had
always found the priest very cheerful and amiable and easy to get on with; and his
round face was mostly solid with good humour. But for some reason the priest’s face at
this moment was knotted with a frown much more sombre than any the company had
ever seen on it; so that for an instant that commonplace countenance actually looked
darker and more ominous than the haggard face of Byles. An instant later the cloud
seemed to have passed; but Father Brown still spoke with a certain sobriety and
firmness.

‘I don’t believe in that, anyhow,’ he said shortly. ‘How can his life be in the right, if his
whole view of life is wrong? That’s a modern muddle that arose because people didn’t
know how much views of life can differ. Baptists and Methodists knew they didn’t
differ very much in morality; but then they didn’t differ very much in religion or
philosophy. It’s quite different when you pass from the Baptists to the Anabaptists; or
from the Theosophists to the Thugs. Heresy always does affect morality, if it’s heretical
enough. I suppose a man may honestly believe that thieving isn’t wrong. But what’s the
good of saying that he honestly believes in dishonesty?’
‘Damned good,’ said Byles with a ferocious contortion of feature, believed by many to
be meant for a friendly smile. ‘And that’s why I object to having a Chair of Theoretical
Thieving in this College.’
‘Well, you’re all very down on Communism, of course,’ said the Master, with a sigh.
‘But do you really think there’s so much of it to be down on? Are any of your heresies
really big enough to be dangerous?’
‘I think they have grown so big,’ said Father Brown gravely, ‘that in some circles they
are already taken for granted. They are actually unconscious. That is, without
conscience.’
‘And the end of it,’ said Byles, ‘will be the ruin of this country.’
‘The end will be something worse,’ said Father Brown.
A shadow shot or slid rapidly along the panelled wall opposite, as swiftly followed by
the figure that had flung it; a tall but stooping figure with a vague outline like a bird of
prey; accentuated by the fact that its sudden appearance and swift passage were like
those of a bird startled and flying from a bush. It was only the figure of a long-limbed,
high-shouldered man with long drooping moustaches, in fact, familiar enough to them
all; but something in the twilight and candlelight and the flying and streaking shadow
connected it strangely with the priest’s unconscious words of omen; for all the world, as
if those words had indeed been an augury, in the old Roman sense; and the sign of it the
flight of a bird. Perhaps Mr Byles might have given a lecture on such Roman augury;
and especially on that bird of ill-omen.
The tall man shot along the wall like his own shadow until he sank into the empty chair
on the Master’s right, and looked across at the Bursar and the rest with hollow and
cavernous eyes. His hanging hair and moustache were quite fair, but his eyes were so
deep-set that they might have been black. Everyone knew, or could guess, who the
newcomer was; but an incident instantly followed that sufficiently illuminated the
situation. The Professor of Roman History rose stiffly to his feet and stalked out of the
room, indicating with little finesse his feelings about sitting at the same table with the
Professor of Theoretical Thieving, otherwise the Communist, Mr Craken.
The Master of Mandeville covered the awkward situation with nervous grace. ‘I was
defending you, or some aspects of you, my dear Craken,’ he said smiling, ‘though I am
sure you would find me quite indefensible. After all, I can’t forget that the old Socialist
friends of my youth had a very fine ideal of fraternity and comradeship. William Morris
put it all in a sentence, “Fellowship is heaven; and lack of fellowship is hell.”

‘Dons as Democrats; see headline,’ said Mr Craken rather disagreeably. ‘And is HardCase Hake going to dedicate the new Commercial Chair to the memory of William
Morris?’
‘Well,’ said the Master, still maintaining a desperate geniality, ‘I hope we may say, in a
sense, that all our Chairs are Chairs of good-fellowship.’
‘Yes; that’s the academic version of the Morris maxim,’ growled Craken. ‘“A
Fellowship is heaven; and lack of a Fellowship is hell.”’
‘Don’t be so cross, Craken,’ interposed the Bursar briskly. ‘Take some port. Tenby,
pass the port to Mr Craken.’
‘Oh well, I’ll have a glass,’ said the Communist Professor a little less ungraciously. ‘I
really came down here to have a smoke in the garden. Then I looked out of the window
and saw your two precious millionaires were actually blooming in the garden; fresh,
innocent buds. After all, it might be worth while to give them a bit of my mind.’
The Master had risen under cover of his last conventional cordiality, and was only too
glad to leave the Bursar to do his best with the Wild Man. Others had risen, and the
groups at the table had begun to break up; and the Bursar and Mr Craken were left more
or less alone at the end of the long table. Only Father Brown continued to sit staring into
vacancy with a rather cloudy expression.
‘Oh, as to that,’ said the Bursar. ‘I’m pretty tired of them myself, to tell the truth; I’ve
been with them the best part of a day going into facts and figures and all the business of
this new Professorship. But look here, Craken,’ and he leaned across the table and spoke
with a sort of soft emphasis, ‘you really needn’t cut up so rough about this new
Professorship. It doesn’t really interfere with your subject. You’re the only Professor of
Political Economy at Mandeville and, though I don’t pretend to agree with your notions,
everybody knows you’ve got a European reputation. This is a special subject they call
Applied Economics. Well, even today, as I told you, I’ve had a hell of a lot of Applied
Economics. In other words, I’ve had to talk business with two business men. Would you
particularly want to do that? Would you envy it? Would you stand it? Isn’t that evidence
enough that there is a separate subject and may well be a separate Chair?’
‘Good God,’ cried Craken with the intense invocation of the atheist. ‘Do you think I
don’t want to apply Economics? Only, when we apply it, you call it red ruin and
anarchy; and when you apply it, I take the liberty of calling it exploitation. If only you
fellows would apply Economics, it’s just possible that people might get something to
eat. We are the practical people; and that’s why you’re afraid of us. That’s why you
have to get two greasy Capitalists to start another Lectureship; just because I’ve let the
cat out of the bag.’
‘Rather a wild cat, wasn’t it?’ said the Bursar smiling, ‘that you let out of the bag?’
‘And rather a gold-bag, wasn’t it,’ said Craken, ‘that you are tying the cat up in again?’
‘Well, I don’t suppose we shall ever agree about all that,’ said the other. ‘But those
fellows have come out of their chapel into the garden; and if you want to have your

smoke there, you’d better come.’ He watched with some amusement his companion
fumbling in all his pockets till he produced a pipe, and then, gazing at it with an
abstracted air, Craken rose to his feet, but even in doing so, seemed to be feeling all
over himself again. Mr Baker the Bursar ended the controversy with a happy laugh of
reconciliation. ‘You are the practical people, and you will blow up the town with
dynamite. Only you’ll probably forget the dynamite, as I bet you’ve forgotten the
tobacco. Never mind, take a fill of mine. Matches?’ He threw a tobacco-pouch and its
accessories across the table; to be caught by Mr Craken with that dexterity never
forgotten by a cricketer, even when he adopts opinions generally regarded as not
cricket. The two men rose together; but Baker could not forbear remarking, ‘Are you
really the only practical people? Isn’t there anything to be said for the Applied
Economics, that remembers to carry a tobacco-pouch as well as a pipe?’
Craken looked at him with smouldering eyes; and said at last, after slowly draining the
last of his wine: ‘Let’s say there’s another sort of practicality. I dare say I do forget
details and so on. What I want you to understand is this’ — he automatically returned
the pouch; but his eyes were far away and jet-burning, almost terrible — ‘because the
inside of our intellect has changed, because we really have a new idea of right, we shall
do things you think really wrong. And they will be very practical.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, suddenly coming out of his trance. ‘That’s exactly what I
said.’
He looked across at Craken with a glassy and rather ghastly smile, saying: ‘Mr Craken
and I are in complete agreement.’
‘Well,’ said Baker, ‘Craken is going out to smoke a pipe with the plutocrats; but I doubt
whether it will be a pipe of peace.’
He turned rather abruptly and called to an aged attendant in the background. Mandeville
was one of the last of the very old-fashioned Colleges; and even Craken was one of the
first of the Communists; before the Bolshevism of today. ‘That reminds me,’ the Bursar
was saying, ‘as you won’t hand round your peace pipe, we must send out the cigars to
our distinguished guests. If they’re smokers they must be longing for a smoke; for
they’ve been nosing about in the chapel since feeding-time.’
Craken exploded with a savage and jarring laugh. ‘Oh, I’ll take them their cigars,’ he
said. ‘I’m only a proletarian.’
Baker and Brown and the attendant were all witnesses to the fact that the Communist
strode furiously into the garden to confront the millionaires; but nothing more was seen
or heard of them until, as is already recorded, Father Brown found them dead in their
chairs.
It was agreed that the Master and the priest should remain to guard the scene of tragedy,
while the Bursar, younger and more rapid in his movements, ran off to fetch doctors and
policemen. Father Brown approached the table on which one of the cigars had burned
itself away all but an inch or two; the other had dropped from the hand and been dashed
out into dying sparks on the crazy-pavement. The Master of Mandeville sat down rather
shakily on a sufficiently distant seat and buried his bald brow in his hands. Then he

looked up at first rather wearily; and then he looked very startled indeed and broke the
stillness of the garden with a word like a small explosion of horror.
There was a certain quality about Father Brown which might sometimes be called
blood-curdling. He always thought about what he was doing and never about whether it
was done; he would do the most ugly or horrible or undignified or dirty things as calmly
as a surgeon. There was a certain blank, in his simple mind, of all those things
commonly associated with being superstitious or sentimental. He sat down on the chair
from which the corpse had fallen, picked up the cigar the corpse had partially smoked,
carefully detached the ash, examined the butt-end and then stuck it in his mouth and lit
it. It looked like some obscene and grotesque antic in derision of the dead; and it
seemed to him to be the most ordinary common sense. A cloud floated upwards like the
smoke of some savage sacrifice and idolatry; but to Father Brown it appeared a
perfectly self-evident fact that the only way to find out what a cigar is like is to smoke
it. Nor did it lessen the horror for his old friend, the Master of Mandeville, to have a dim
but shrewd guess that Father Brown was, upon the possibilities of the case, risking his
own life.
‘No; I think that’s all right,’ said the priest, putting the stump down again. ‘Jolly good
cigars. Your cigars. Not American or German. I don’t think there’s anything odd about
the cigar itself; but they’d better take care of the ashes. These men were poisoned
somehow with the sort of stuff that stiffens the body quickly ... By the way, there goes
somebody who knows more about it than we do.’
The Master sat up with a curiously uncomfortable jolt; for indeed the large shadow
which had fallen across the pathway preceded a figure which, however heavy, was
almost as soft-footed as a shadow. Professor Wadham, eminent occupant of the Chair of
Chemistry, always moved very quietly in spite of his size, and there was nothing odd
about his strolling in the garden; yet there seemed something unnaturally neat in his
appearing at the exact moment when chemistry was mentioned.
Professor Wadham prided himself on his quietude; some would say his insensibility. He
did not turn a hair on his flattened flaxen head, but stood looking down at the dead men
with a shade of something like indifference on his large froglike face. Only when he
looked at the cigar-ash, which the priest had preserved, he touched it with one finger;
then he seemed to stand even stiller than before; but in the shadow of his face his eyes
for an instant seemed to shoot out telescopically like one of his own microscopes. He
had certainly realized or recognized something; but he said nothing.
‘I don’t know where anyone is to begin in this business,’ said the Master.
‘I should begin,’ said Father Brown, ‘by asking where these unfortunate men had been
most of the time today.’
‘They were messing about in my laboratory for a good time,’ said Wadham, speaking
for the first time. ‘Baker often comes up to have a chat, and this time he brought his two
patrons to inspect my department. But I think they went everywhere; real tourists. I
know they went to the chapel and even into the tunnel under the crypt, where you have
to light candles; instead of digesting their food like sane men. Baker seems to have
taken them everywhere.’

‘Were they interested in anything particular in your department?’ asked the priest.
‘What were you doing there just then?’
The Professor of Chemistry murmured a chemical formula beginning with ‘sulphate’,
and ending with something that sounded like ‘silenium’; unintelligible to both his
hearers. He then wandered wearily away and sat on a remote bench in the sun, closing
his eyes, but turning up his large face with heavy forbearance.
At his point, by a sharp contrast, the lawns were crossed by a brisk figure travelling as
rapidly and as straight as a bullet; and Father Brown recognized the neat black clothes
and shrewd doglike face of a police-surgeon whom he had met in the poorer parts of
town. He was the first to arrive of the official contingent.
‘Look here,’ said the Master to the priest, before the doctor was within earshot. ‘I must
know something. Did you mean what you said about Communism being a real danger
and leading to crime?’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown smiling rather grimly, ‘I have really noticed the spread of
some Communist ways and influences; and, in one sense, this is a Communist crime.’
‘Thank you,’ said the Master. ‘Then I must go off and see to something at once. Tell the
authorities I’ll be back in ten minutes.’
The Master had vanished into one of the Tudor archways at just about the moment when
the police-doctor had reached the table and cheerfully recognized Father Brown. On the
latter’s suggestion that they should sit down at the tragic table, Dr Blake threw one
sharp and doubtful glance at the big, bland and seemingly somnolent chemist, who
occupied a more remote seat. He was duly informed of the Professor’s identity, and
what had so far been gathered of the Professor’s evidence; and listened to it silently
while conducting a preliminary examination of the dead bodies. Naturally, he seemed
more concentrated on the actual corpses than on the hearsay evidence, until one detail
suddenly distracted him entirely from the science of anatomy.
‘What did the Professor say he was working at?’ he inquired.
Father Brown patiently repeated the chemical formula he did not understand.
‘What?’ snapped Dr Blake, like a pistol-shot. ‘Gosh! This is pretty frightful!’
‘Because it’s poison?’ inquired Father Brown.
‘Because it’s piffle,’ replied Dr Blake. ‘It’s simply nonsense. The Professor is quite a
famous chemist. Why is a famous chemist deliberately talking nonsense?’
‘Well, I think I know that one,’ answered Father Brown mildly. ‘He is talking nonsense,
because he is telling lies. He is concealing something; and he wanted specially to
conceal it from these two men and their representatives.’
The doctor lifted his eyes from the two men and looked across at the almost unnaturally
immobile figure of the great chemist. He might almost have been asleep; a garden

butterfly had settled upon him and seemed to turn his stillness into that of a stone idol.
The large folds of his froglike face reminded the doctor of the hanging skins of a
rhinoceros.
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, in a very low voice. ‘He is a wicked man.’
‘God damn it all!’ cried the doctor, suddenly moved to his very depths. ‘Do you mean
that a great scientific man like that deals in murder?’
‘Fastidious critics would have complained of his dealing in murder,’ said the priest
dispassionately. ‘I don’t say I’m very fond of people dealing in murder in that way
myself. But what’s much more to the point — I’m sure that these poor fellows were
among his fastidious critics.’
‘You mean they found his secret and he silenced them?’ said Blake frowning. ‘But what
in hell was his secret? How could a man murder on a large scale in a place like this?’
‘I have told you his secret,’ said the priest. ‘It is a secret of the soul. He is a bad man.
For heaven’s sake don’t fancy I say that because he and I are of opposite schools or
traditions. I have a crowd of scientific friends; and most of them are heroically
disinterested. Even of the most sceptical, I would only say they are rather irrationally
disinterested. But now and then you do get a man who is a materialist, in the sense of a
beast. I repeat he’s a bad man. Much worse than — ’ And Father Brown seemed to
hesitate for a word.
‘You mean much worse than the Communist?’ suggested the other.
‘No; I mean much worse than the murderer,’ said Father Brown.
He got to his feet in an abstracted manner; and hardly realized that his companion was
staring at him.
‘But didn’t you mean,’ asked Blake at last, ‘that this Wadham is the murderer?’
‘Oh, no,’ said Father Brown more cheerfully. ‘The murderer is a much more
sympathetic and understandable person. He at least was desperate; and had the excuses
of sudden rage and despair.’
‘Why,’ cried the doctor, ‘do you mean it was the Communist after all?’
It was at this very moment, appropriately enough, that the police officials appeared with
an announcement that seemed to conclude the case in a most decisive and satisfactory
manner. They had been somewhat delayed in reaching the scene of the crime, by the
simple fact that they had already captured the criminal. Indeed, they had captured him
almost at the gates of their own official residence. They had already had reason to
suspect the activities of Craken the Communist during various disorders in the town;
when they heard of the outrage they felt it safe to arrest him; and found the arrest
thoroughly justified. For, as Inspector Cook radiantly explained to dons and doctors on
the lawn of Mandeville garden, no sooner was the notorious Communist searched, than
it was found that he was actually carrying a box of poisoned matches.

The moment Father Brown heard the word ‘matches’, he jumped from his seat as if a
match had been lighted under him.
‘Ah,’ he cried, with a sort of universal radiance, ‘and now it’s all clear.’
‘What do you mean by all clear?’ demanded the Master of Mandeville, who had
returned in all the pomp of his own officialism to match the pomp of the police officials
now occupying the College like a victorious army. ‘Do you mean you are convinced
now that the case against Craken is clear?’
‘I mean that Craken is cleared,’ said Father Brown firmly, ‘and the case against Craken
is cleared away. Do you really believe Craken is the kind of man who would go about
poisoning people with matches?’
‘That’s all very well,’ replied the Master, with the troubled expression he had never lost
since the first sensation occurred. ‘But it was you yourself who said that fanatics with
false principles may do wicked things. For that matter, it was you yourself who said that
Communism is creeping up everywhere and Communistic habits spreading.’
Father Brown laughed in a rather shamefaced manner.
‘As to the last point,’ he said, ‘I suppose I owe you all an apology. I seem to be always
making a mess of things with my silly little jokes.’
‘Jokes!’ repeated the Master, staring rather indignantly.
‘Well,’ explained the priest, rubbing his head. ‘When I talked about a Communist habit
spreading, I only meant a habit I happen to have noticed about two or three times even
today. It is a Communist habit by no means confined to Communists. It is the
extraordinary habit of so many men, especially Englishmen, of putting other people’s
matchboxes in their pockets without remembering to return them. Of course, it seems an
awfully silly little trifle to talk about. But it does happen to be the way the crime was
committed.’
‘It sounds to me quite crazy,’ said the doctor.
‘Well, if almost any man may forget to return matches, you can bet your boots that
Craken would forget to return them. So the poisoner who had prepared the matches got
rid of them on to Craken, by the simple process of lending them and not getting them
back. A really admirable way of shedding responsibility; because Craken himself would
be perfectly unable to imagine where he had got them from. But when he used them
quite innocently to light the cigars he offered to our two visitors, he was caught in an
obvious trap; one of those too obvious traps. He was the bold bad Revolutionist
murdering two millionaires.’
‘Well, who else would want to murder them?’ growled the doctor.
‘Ah, who indeed?’ replied the priest; and his voice changed to much greater gravity.
‘There we come to the other thing I told you; and that, let me tell you, was not a joke. I
told you that heresies and false doctrines had become common and conversational; that

everybody was used to them; that nobody really noticed them. Did you think I meant
Communism when I said that? Why, it was just the other way. You were all as nervous
as cats about Communism; and you watched Craken like a wolf. Of course.
Communism is a heresy; but it isn’t a heresy that you people take for granted. It is
Capitalism you take for granted; or rather the vices of Capitalism disguised as a dead
Darwinism. Do you recall what you were all saying in the Common Room, about life
being only a scramble, and nature demanding the survival of the fittest, and how it
doesn’t matter whether the poor are paid justly or not? Why, that is the heresy that you
have grown accustomed to, my friends; and it’s every bit as much a heresy as
Communism. That’s the anti-Christian morality or immorality that you take quite
naturally. And that’s the immorality that has made a man a murderer today.’
‘What man?’ cried the Master, and his voice cracked with a sudden weakness.
‘Let me approach it another way,’ said the priest placidly. ‘You all talk as if Craken ran
away; but he didn’t. When the two men toppled over, he ran down the street, summoned
the doctor merely by shouting through the window, and shortly afterwards was trying to
summon the police. That was how he was arrested. But doesn’t it strike you, now one
comes to think of it, that Mr Baker the Bursar is rather a long time looking for the
police?’
‘What is he doing then?’ asked the Master sharply.
‘I fancy he’s destroying papers; or perhaps ransacking these men’s rooms to see they
haven’t left us a letter. Or it may have something to do with our friend Wadham. Where
does he come in? That is really very simple and a sort of joke too. Mr Wadham is
experimenting in poisons for the next war; and has something of which a whiff of flame
will stiffen a man dead. Of course, he had nothing to do with killing these men; but he
did conceal his chemical secret for a very simple reason. One of them was a Puritan
Yankee and the other a cosmopolitan Jew; and those two types are often fanatical
Pacifists. They would have called it planning murder and probably refused to help the
College. But Baker was a friend of Wadham and it was easy for him to dip matches in
the new material.’
Another peculiarity of the little priest was that his mind was all of a piece, and he was
unconscious of many incongruities; he would change the note of his talk from
something quite public to something quite private, without any particular
embarrassment. On this occasion, he made most of the company stare with
mystification, by beginning to talk to one person when he had just been talking to ten;
quite indifferent to the fact that only the one could have any notion of what he was
talking about.
‘I’m sorry if I misled you, doctor, by that maundering metaphysical digression on the
man of sin,’ he said apologetically. ‘Of course it had nothing to do with the murder; but
the truth is I’d forgotten all about the murder for the moment. I’d forgotten everything,
you see, but a sort of vision of that fellow, with his vast unhuman face, squatting among
the flowers like some blind monster of the Stone Age. And I was thinking that some
men are pretty monstrous, like men of stone; but it was all irrelevant. Being bad inside
has very little to do with committing crimes outside. The worst criminals have
committed no crimes. The practical point is why did the practical criminal commit this

crime. Why did Baker the Bursar want to kill these men? That’s all that concerns us
now. The answer is the answer to the question I’ve asked twice. Where were these men
most of the time, apart from nosing in chapels or laboratories? By the Bursar’s own
account, they were talking business with the Bursar.
‘Now, with all respect to the dead, I do not exactly grovel before the intellect of these
two financiers. Their views on economics and ethics were heathen and heartless. Their
views on Peace were tosh. Their views on Port were even more deplorable. But one
thing they did understand; and that was business. And it took them a remarkably short
time to discover that the business man in charge of the funds of this College was a
swindler. Or shall I say, a true follower of the doctrine of the unlimited struggle for life
and the survival of the fittest.’
‘You mean they were going to expose him and he killed them before they could speak,’
said the doctor frowning. ‘There are a lot of details I don’t understand.’
‘There are some details I’m not sure of myself,’ said the priest frankly. ‘I suspect all that
business of candles underground had something to do with abstracting the millionaires’
own matches, or perhaps making sure they had no matches. But I’m sure of the main
gesture, the gay and careless gesture of Baker tossing his matches to the careless
Craken. That gesture was the murderous blow.’
‘There’s one thing I don’t understand,’ said the Inspector. ‘How did Baker know that
Craken wouldn’t light up himself then and there at the table and become an unwanted
corpse?’
The face of Father Brown became almost heavy with reproach; and his voice had a sort
of mournful yet generous warmth in it.
‘Well, hang it all,’ he said, ‘he was only an atheist.’
‘I’m afraid I don’t know what you mean,’ said the Inspector, politely.
‘He only wanted to abolish God,’ explained Father Brown in a temperate and reasonable
tone. ‘He only wanted to destroy the Ten Commandments and root up all the religion
and civilization that had made him, and wash out all the common sense of ownership
and honesty; and let his culture and his country be flattened out by savages from the
ends of the earth. That’s all he wanted. You have no right to accuse him of anything
beyond that. Hang it all, everybody draws the line somewhere! And you come here and
calmly suggest that a Mandeville Man of the old generation (for Craken was of the old
generation, whatever his views) would have begun to smoke, or even strike a match,
while he was still drinking the College Port, of the vintage of ’08 — no, no; men are not
so utterly without laws and limits as all that! I was there; I saw him; he had not finished
his wine, and you ask me why he did not smoke! No such anarchic question has ever
shaken the arches of Mandeville College Funny place, Mandeville College. Funny
place, Oxford. Funny place, England.’
‘But you haven’t anything particular to do with Oxford?’ asked the doctor curiously.

‘I have to do with England,’ said Father Brown. ‘I come from there. And the funniest
thing of all is that even if you love it and belong to it, you still can’t make head or tail of
it.’

The Point of a Pin
Father Brown always declared that he solved this problem in his sleep. And this was
true, though in rather an odd fashion; because it occurred at a time when his sleep was
rather disturbed. It was disturbed very early in the morning by the hammering that
began in the huge building, or half-building, that was in process of erection opposite to
his rooms; a colossal pile of flats still mostly covered with scaffolding and with boards
announcing Messrs Swindon & Sand as the builders and owners. The hammering was
renewed at regular intervals and was easily recognizable: because Messrs Swindon &
Sand specialized in some new American system of cement flooring which, in spite of its
subsequent smoothness, solidity, impenetrability and permanent comfort (as described
in the advertisements), had to be clamped down at certain points with heavy tools.
Father Brown endeavoured, however, to extract exiguous comfort from it; saying that it
always woke him up in time for the very earliest Mass, and was therefore something
almost in the nature of a carillon. After all, he said, it was almost as poetic that
Christians should be awakened by hammers as by bells. As a fact, however, the building
operations were a little on his nerves, for another reason. For there was hanging like a
cloud over the half-built skyscraper the possibility of a Labour crisis, which the
newspapers doggedly insisted on describing as a Strike. As a matter of fact, if it ever
happened, it would be a Lock-out. But he worried a good deal about whether it would
happen. And it might be questioned whether hammering is more of a strain on the
attention because it may go on for ever, or because it may stop at any minute.
‘As a mere matter of taste and fancy,’ said Father Brown, staring up at the edifice with
his owlish spectacles, ‘I rather wish it would stop. I wish all houses would stop while
they still have the scaffolding up. It seems almost a pity that houses are ever finished.
They look so fresh and hopeful with all that fairy filigree of white wood, all light and
bright in the sun; and a man so often only finishes a house by turning it into a tomb.’
As he turned away from the object of his scrutiny, he nearly ran into a man who had just
darted across the road towards him. It was a man whom he knew slightly, but
sufficiently to regard him (in the circumstances) as something of a bird of ill-omen. Mr
Mastyk was a squat man with a square head that looked hardly European, dressed with a
heavy dandyism that seemed rather too consciously Europeanized. But Brown had seen
him lately talking to young Sand of the building firm; and he did not like it. This man
Mastyk was the head of an organization rather new in English industrial politics;
produced by extremes at both ends; a definite army of non-Union and largely alien
labour hired out in gangs to various firms; and he was obviously hovering about in the
hope of hiring it out to this one. In short, he might negotiate some way of outmanoeuvring the Trade Union and flooding the works with blacklegs. Father Brown had
been drawn into some of the debates, being in some sense called in on both sides. And
as the Capitalists all reported that, to their positive knowledge, he was a Bolshevist; and
as the Bolshevists all testified that he was a reactionary rigidly attached to bourgeois
ideologies, it may be inferred that he talked a certain amount of sense without any
appreciable effect on anybody. The news brought by Mr Mastyk, however, was
calculated to jerk everybody out of the ordinary rut of the dispute.

‘They want you to go over there at once,’ said Mr Mastyk, in awkwardly accented
English. ‘There is a threat to murder.’
Father Brown followed his guide in silence up several stairways and ladders to a
platform of the unfinished building, on which were grouped the more or less familiar
figures of the heads of the building business. They included even what had once been
the head of it; though the head had been for some time rather a head in the clouds. It
was at least a head in a coronet, that hid it from human sight like a cloud. Lord Stanes,
in other words, had not only retired from the business but been caught up into the House
of Lords and disappeared. His rare reappearances were languid and somewhat dreary;
but this one, in conjunction with that of Mastyk, seemed none the less menacing. Lord
Stanes was a lean, long-headed, hollow-eyed man with very faint fair hair fading into
baldness; and he was the most evasive person the priest had ever met. He was unrivalled
in the true Oxford talent of saying, ‘No doubt you’re right,’ so as to sound like, ‘No
doubt you think you’re right,’ or of merely remarking, ‘You think so?’ so as to imply
the acid addition, ‘You would.’ But Father Brown fancied that the man was not merely
bored but faintly embittered, though whether at being called down from Olympus to
control such trade squabbles, or merely at not being really any longer in control of them,
it was difficult to guess.
On the whole, Father Brown rather preferred the more bourgeois group of partners. Sir
Hubert Sand and his nephew Henry; though he doubted privately whether they really
had very many ideologies. True, Sir Hubert Sand had obtained considerable celebrity in
the newspapers; both as a patron of sport and as a patriot in many crises during and after
the Great War. He had won notable distinction in France, for a man of his years, and
had afterwards been featured as a triumphant captain of industry overcoming difficulties
among the munition-workers. He had been called a Strong Man; but that was not his
fault. He was in fact a heavy, hearty Englishman; a great swimmer; a good squire; an
admirable amateur colonel. Indeed, something that can only be called a military makeup
pervaded his appearance. He was growing stout, but he kept his shoulders set back; his
curly hair and moustache were still brown while the colours of his face were already
somewhat withered and faded. His nephew was a burly youth of the pushing, or rather
shouldering, sort with a relatively small head thrust out on a thick neck, as if he went at
things with his head down; a gesture somehow rendered rather quaint and boyish by the
pince-nez that were balanced on his pugnacious pug-nose.
Father Brown had looked at all these things before; and at that moment everybody was
looking at something entirely new. In the centre of the wood-work there was nailed up a
large loose flapping piece of paper on which something was scrawled in crude and
almost crazy capital letters, as if the writer were either almost illiterate or were affecting
or parodying illiteracy. The words actually ran: ‘The Council of the Workers warns
Hubert Sand that he will lower wages and lock out workmen at his peril. If the notices
go out tomorrow, he will be dead by the justice of the people.’
Lord Stanes was just stepping back from his examination of the paper, and, looking
across at his partner, he said with rather a curious intonation: ‘Well, it’s you they want
to murder. Evidently I’m not considered worth murdering.’
One of those still electric shocks of fancy that sometimes thrilled Father Brown’s mind
in an almost meaningless way shot through him at that particular instant. He had a queer

notion that the man who was speaking could not now be murdered, because he was
already dead. It was, he cheerfully admitted, a perfectly senseless idea. But there was
something that always gave him the creeps about the cold disenchanted detachment of
the noble senior partner; about his cadaverous colour and inhospitable eyes. ‘The
fellow,’ he thought in the same perverse mood, ‘has green eyes and looks as if he had
green blood.’
Anyhow, it was certain that Sir Hubert Sand had not got green blood. His blood, which
was red enough in every sense, was creeping up into his withered or weather-beaten
cheeks with all the warm fullness of life that belongs to the natural and innocent
indignation of the good-natured.
‘In all my life,’ he said, in a strong voice and yet shakily, ‘I have never had such a thing
said or done about me. I may have differed — ’
‘We can none of us differ about this,’ struck in his nephew impetuously. ‘I’ve tried to
get on with them, but this is a bit too thick.’
‘You don’t really think,’ began Father Brown, ‘that your workmen — ’
‘I say we may have differed,’ said old Sand, still a little tremulously, ‘God knows I
never like the idea of threatening English workmen with cheaper labour — ’
‘We none of us liked it,’ said the young man, ‘but if I know you, uncle, this has about
settled it.’
Then after a pause he added, ‘I suppose, as you say, we did disagree about details; but
as to real policy — ’
‘My dear fellow,’ said his uncle, comfortably. ‘I hoped there would never be any real
disagreement.’ From which anybody who understands the English nation may rightly
infer that there had been very considerable disagreement. Indeed the uncle and nephew
differed almost as much as an Englishman and an American. The uncle had the English
ideal of getting outside the business, and setting up a sort of an alibi as a country
gentleman. The nephew had the American ideal of getting inside the business; of getting
inside the very mechanism like a mechanic. And, indeed, he had worked with most of
the mechanics and was familiar with most of the processes and tricks of the trade. And
he was American again, in the fact that he did this partly as an employer to keep his
men up to the mark, but in some vague way also as an equal, or at least with a pride in
showing himself also as a worker. For this reason he had often appeared almost as a
representative of the workers, on technical points which were a hundred miles away
from his uncle’s popular eminence in politics or sport. The memory of those many
occasions, when young Henry had practically come out of the workshop in his shirtsleeves, to demand some concession about the conditions of the work, lent a peculiar
force and even violence to his present reaction the other way.
‘Well, they’ve damned-well locked themselves out this time,’ he cried. ‘After a threat
like that there’s simply nothing left but to defy them. There’s nothing left but to sack
them all now; instanter; on the spot. Otherwise we’ll be the laughing-stock of the
world.’

Old Sand frowned with equal indignation, but began slowly: ‘I shall be very much
criticized — ’
‘Criticized!’ cried the young man shrilly. ‘Criticized if you defy a threat of murder!
Have you any notion how you’ll be criticized if you don’t defy it? Won’t you enjoy the
headlines? “Great Capitalist Terrorized” — “Employer Yields to Murder Threat.”
‘Particularly,’ said Lord Stanes, with something faintly unpleasant in his tone.
‘Particularly when he has been in so many headlines already as “The Strong Man of
Steel-Building.” ’
Sand had gone very red again and his voice came thickly from under his thick
moustache. ‘Of course you’re right there. If these brutes think I’m afraid — ’
At this point there was an interruption in the conversation of the group; and a slim
young man came towards them swiftly. The first notable thing about him was that he
was one of those whom men, and women too, think are just a little too nice-looking to
look nice. He had beautiful dark curly hair and a silken moustache and he spoke like a
gentleman, but with almost too refined and exactly modulated an accent. Father Brown
knew him at once as Rupert Rae, the secretary of Sir Hubert, whom he had often seen
pottering about in Sir Hubert’s house; but never with such impatience in his movements
or such a wrinkle on his brow.
‘I’m sorry, sir,’ he said to his employer, ‘but there’s a man been hanging about over
there. I’ve done my best to get rid of him. He’s only got a letter, but he swears he must
give it to you personally.’
‘You mean he went first to my house?’ said Sand, glancing swiftly at his secretary. ‘I
suppose you’ve been there all the morning.’
‘Yes, sir,’ said Mr Rupert Rae.
There was a short silence; and then Sir Hubert Sand curtly intimated that the man had
better be brought along; and the man duly appeared.
Nobody, not even the least fastidious lady, would have said that the newcomer was too
nice-looking. He had very large ears and a face like a frog, and he stared before him
with an almost ghastly fixity, which Father Brown attributed to his having a glass eye.
In fact, his fancy was tempted to equip the man with two glass eyes; with so glassy a
stare did he contemplate the company. But the priest’s experience, as distinct from his
fancy, was able to suggest several natural causes for that unnatural waxwork glare; one
of them being an abuse of the divine gift of fermented liquor. The man was short and
shabby and carried a large bowler hat in one hand and a large sealed letter in the other.
Sir Hubert Sand looked at him; and then said quietly enough, but in a voice that
somehow seemed curiously small, coming out of the fullness of his bodily presence:
‘Oh — it’s you.’
He held out his hand for the letter; and then looked around apologetically, with poised
finger, before ripping it open and reading it. When he had read it, he stuffed it into his

inside pocket and said hastily and a little harshly: ‘Well, I suppose all this business is
over, as you say. No more negotiations possible now; we couldn’t pay the wages they
want anyhow. But I shall want to see you again, Henry, about — about winding things
up generally.’
‘All right,’ said Henry, a little sulkily perhaps, as if he would have preferred to wind
them up by himself. ‘I shall be up in number 188 after lunch; got to know how far
they’ve got up there.’
The man with the glass eye, if it was a glass eye, stumped stiffly away; and the eye of
Father Brown (which was by no means a glass eye) followed him thoughtfully as he
threaded his way through the ladders and disappeared into the street.
It was on the following morning that Father Brown had the unusual experience of oversleeping himself; or at least of starting from sleep with a subjective conviction that he
must be late. This was partly due to his remembering, as a man may remember a dream,
the fact of having been half-awakened at a more regular hour and fallen asleep again; a
common enough occurrence with most of us, but a very uncommon occurrence with
Father Brown. And he was afterwards oddly convinced, with that mystic side of him
which was normally turned away from the world, that in that detached dark islet of
dreamland, between the two wakings, there lay like buried treasure the truth of this tale.
As it was, he jumped up with great promptitude, plunged into his clothes, seized his big
knobby umbrella and bustled out into the street, where the bleak white morning was
breaking like splintered ice about the huge black building facing him. He was surprised
to find that the streets shone almost empty in the cold crystalline light; the very look of
it told him it could hardly be so late as he had feared. Then suddenly the stillness was
cloven by the arrowlike swiftness of a long grey car which halted before the big
deserted flats. Lord Stanes unfolded himself from within and approached the door,
carrying (rather languidly) two large suitcases. At the same moment the door opened,
and somebody seemed to step back instead of stepping out into the street. Stanes called
twice to the man within, before that person seemed to complete his original gesture by
coming out on to the doorstep; then the two held a brief colloquy, ending in the
nobleman carrying his suitcases upstairs, and the other coming out into full daylight and
revealing the heavy shoulders and peering head of young Henry Sand.
Father Brown made no more of this rather odd meeting, until two days later the young
man drove up in his own car, and implored the priest to enter it. ‘Something awful has
happened,’ he said, ‘and I’d rather talk to you than Stanes. You know Stanes arrived the
other day with some mad idea of camping in one of the flats that’s just finished. That’s
why I had to go there early and open the door to him. But all that will keep. I want you
to come up to my uncle’s place at once.’
‘Is he ill?’ inquired the priest quickly.
‘I think he’s dead,’ answered the nephew.
‘What do you mean by saying you think he’s dead?’ asked Father Brown a little briskly.
‘Have you got a doctor?’

‘No,’ answered the other. ‘I haven’t got a doctor or a patient either . . .It’s no good
calling in doctors to examine the body; because the body has run away. But I’m afraid I
know where it has run to ... the truth is — we kept it dark for two days; but he’s
disappeared.’
‘Wouldn’t it be better,’ said Father Brown mildly, ‘if you told me what has really
happened from the beginning?’
‘I know,’ answered Henry Sand; ‘it’s an infernal shame to talk flippantly like this about
the poor old boy; but people get like that when they’re rattled. I’m not much good at
hiding things; the long and the short of it is — well, I won’t tell you the long of it now.
It’s what some people would call rather a long shot; shooting suspicions at random and
so on. But the short of it is that my unfortunate uncle has committed suicide.’
They were by this time skimming along in the car through the last fringes of the town
and the first fringes of the forest and park beyond it; the lodge gates of Sir Hubert
Sand’s small estate were about a half mile farther on amid the thickening throng of the
beeches. The estate consisted chiefly of a small park and a large ornamental garden,
which descended in terraces of a certain classical pomp to the very edge of the chief
river of the district. As soon as they arrived at the house, Henry took the priest
somewhat hastily through the old Georgian rooms and out upon the other side; where
they silently descended the slope, a rather steep slope embanked with flowers, from
which they could see the pale river spread out before them almost as flat as in a bird’seye view. They were just turning the corner of the path under an enormous classical urn
crowned with a somewhat incongruous garland of geraniums, when Father Brown saw a
movement in the bushes and thin trees just below him, that seemed as swift as a
movement of startled birds.
In the tangle of thin trees by the river two figures seemed to divide or scatter; one of
them glided swiftly into the shadows and the other came forward to face them; bringing
them to a halt and an abrupt and rather unaccountable silence. Then Henry Sand said in
his heavy way: ‘I think you know Father Brown . . . Lady Sand.’
Father Brown did know her; but at that moment he might almost have said that he did
not know her. The pallor and constriction of her face was like a mask of tragedy; she
was much younger than her husband, but at that moment she looked somehow older
than everything in that old house and garden. And the priest remembered, with a
subconscious thrill, that she was indeed older in type and lineage and was the true
possessor of the place. For her own family had owned it as impoverished aristocrats,
before she had restored its fortunes by marrying a successful business man. As she
stood there, she might have been a family picture, or even a family ghost. Her pale face
was of that pointed yet oval type seen in some old pictures of Mary Queen of Scots; and
its expression seemed almost to go beyond the natural unnaturalness of a situation, in
which her husband had vanished under suspicion of suicide. Father Brown, with the
same subconscious movement of the mind, wondered who it was with whom she had
been talking among the trees.
‘I suppose you know all this dreadful news,’ she said, with a comfortless composure.
‘Poor Hubert must have broken down under all this revolutionary persecution, and been

just maddened into taking his own life. I don’t know whether you can do anything; or
whether these horrible Bolsheviks can be made responsible for hounding him to death.’
‘I am terribly distressed, Lady Sand,’ said Father Brown. ‘And still, I must own, a little
bewildered. You speak of persecution; do you think that anybody could hound him to
death merely by pinning up that paper on the wall?’
‘I fancy,’ answered the lady, with a darkening brow, ‘that there were other persecutions
besides the paper.’
‘It shows what mistakes one may make,’ said the priest sadly. ‘I never should have
thought he would be so illogical as to die in order to avoid death.’
‘I know,’ she answered, gazing at him gravely. ‘I should never have believed it, if it
hadn’t been written with his own hand.’
‘What?’ cried Father Brown, with a little jump like a rabbit that has been shot at.
‘Yes,’ said Lady Sand calmly. ‘He left a confession of suicide; so I fear there is no
doubt about it.’ And she passed on up the slope alone, with all the inviolable isolation of
the family ghost.
The spectacles of Father Brown were turned in mute inquiry to the eyeglasses of Mr
Henry Sand. And the latter gentleman, after an instant’s hesitation, spoke again in his
rather blind and plunging fashion: ‘Yes, you see, it seems pretty clear now what he did.
He was always a great swimmer and used to come down in his dressing-gown every
morning for a dip in the river. Well, he came down as usual, and left his dressing-gown
on the bank; it’s lying there still. But he also left a message saying he was going for his
last swim and then death, or something like that.’
‘Where did he leave the message?’ asked Father Brown.
‘He scrawled it on that tree there, overhanging the water, I suppose the last thing he
took hold of; just below where the dressing-gown’s lying. Come and see for yourself.’
Father Brown ran down the last short slope to the shore and peered under the hanging
tree, whose plumes were almost dipping in the stream. Sure enough, he saw on the
smooth bark the words scratched conspicuously and unmistakably: ‘One more swim and
then drowning. Good-bye. Hubert Sand.’ Father Brown’s gaze travelled slowly up the
bank till it rested on a gorgeous rag of raiment, all red and yellow with gilded tassels. It
was the dressing-gown and the priest picked it up and began to turn it over. Almost as
he did so he was conscious that a figure had flashed across his field of vision; a tall dark
figure that slipped from one clump of trees to another, as if following the trail of the
vanishing lady. He had little doubt that it was the companion from whom she had lately
parted. He had still less doubt that it was the dead man’s secretary, Mr Rupert Rae.
‘Of course, it might be a final afterthought to leave the message,’ said Father Brown,
without looking up, his eye riveted on the red and gold garment. ‘We’ve all heard of
love-messages written on trees; and I suppose there might be death-messages written on
trees too.’

‘Well, he wouldn’t have anything in the pockets of his dressing-gown, I suppose,’ said
young Sand. ‘And a man might naturally scratch his message on a tree if he had no
pens, ink or paper.’
‘Sounds like French exercises,’ said the priest dismally. ‘But I wasn’t thinking of that.’
Then, after a silence, he said in a rather altered voice:
‘To tell the truth, I was thinking whether a man might not naturally scratch his message
on a tree, even if he had stacks of pens, and quarts of ink, and reams of paper.’
Henry was looking at him with a rather startled air, his eyeglasses crooked on his pugnose. ‘And what do you mean by that?’ he asked sharply.
‘Well,’ said Father Brown slowly, ‘I don’t exactly mean that postmen will carry letters
in the form of logs, or that you will ever drop a line to a friend by putting a postage
stamp on a pinetree. It would have to be a particular sort of position — in fact, it would
have to be a particular sort of person, who really preferred this sort of arboreal
correspondence. But, given the position and the person, I repeat what I said. He would
still write on a tree, as the song says, if all the world were paper and all the sea were ink;
if that river flowed with everlasting ink or all these woods were a forest of quills and
fountain-pens.’
It was evident that Sand felt something creepy about the priest’s fanciful imagery;
whether because he found it incomprehensible or because he was beginning to
comprehend.
‘You see,’ said Father Brown, turning the dressing-gown over slowly as he spoke, ‘a
man isn’t expected to write his very best handwriting when he chips it on a tree. And if
the man were not the man, if I make myself clear — Hullo!’
He was looking down at the red dressing-gown, and it seemed for the moment as if
some of the red had come off on his finger; but both the faces turned towards it were
already a shade paler.
‘Blood!’ said Father Brown; and for the instant there was a deadly stillness save for the
melodious noises of the river.
Henry Sand cleared his throat and nose with noises that were by no means melodious.
Then he said rather hoarsely: ‘Whose blood?’
‘Oh, mine,’ said Father Brown; but he did not smile.
A moment after he said: ‘There was a pin in this thing and I pricked myself. But I don’t
think you quite appreciate the point . . . the point of the pin. I do’; and he sucked his
finger like a child.
‘You see,’ he said after another silence, ‘the gown was folded up and pinned together;
nobody could have unfolded it — at least without scratching himself. In plain words,
Hubert Sand never wore this dressing-gown. Any more than Hubert Sand ever wrote on
that tree. Or drowned himself in that river.’

The pince-nez tilted on Henry’s inquiring nose fell off with a click; but he was
otherwise motionless, as if rigid with surprise.
‘Which brings us back,’ went on Father Brown cheerfully, ‘to somebody’s taste for
writing his private correspondence on trees, like Hiawatha and his picture-writing. Sand
had all the time there was, before drowning himself. Why didn’t he leave a note for his
wife like a sane man? Or, shall we say . . . Why didn’t the Other Man leave a note for
the wife like a sane man? Because he would have had to forge the husband’s
handwriting; always a tricky thing now that experts are so nosey about it. But nobody
can be expected to imitate even his own handwriting, let alone somebody else’s when
he carves capital letters in the bark of a tree. This is not a suicide, Mr Sand. If it’s
anything at all, it’s a murder.’
The bracken and bushes of the undergrowth snapped and crackled as the big young man
rose out of them like a leviathan, and stood lowering, with his thick neck thrust forward.
‘I’m no good at hiding things,’ he said, ‘and I half-suspected something like this —
expected it, you might say, for a long time. To tell the truth, I could hardly be civil to
the fellow — to either of them, for that matter.’
‘What exactly do you mean?’ asked the priest, looking him gravely full in the face.
‘I mean,’ said Henry Sand, ‘that you have shown me the murder and I think I could
show you the murderers.’
Father Brown was silent and the other went on rather jerkily.
‘You said people sometimes wrote love-messages on trees. Well, as a fact, there are
some of them on that tree; there are two sort of monograms twisted together up there
under the leaves — I suppose you know that Lady Sand was the heiress of this place
long before she married; and she knew that damned dandy of a secretary even in those
days. I guess they used to meet here and write their vows upon the trysting-tree. They
seem to have used the trysting-tree for another purpose later on. Sentiment, no doubt, or
economy.’
‘They must be very horrible people,’ said Father Brown.
‘Haven’t there been any horrible people in history or the police-news?’ demanded Sand
with some excitement. ‘Haven’t there been lovers who made love seem more horrible
than hate? Don’t you know about Bothwell and all the bloody legends of such lovers?’
‘I know the legend of Bothwell,’ answered the priest. ‘I also know it to be quite
legendary. But of course it’s true that husbands have been sometimes put away like that.
By the way, where was he put away? I mean, where did they hide the body?’
‘I suppose they drowned him, or threw him in the water when he was dead,’ snorted the
young man impatiently.
Father Brown blinked thoughtfully and then said: ‘A river is a good place to hide an
imaginary body. It’s a rotten bad place to hide a real one. I mean, it’s easy to say you’ve

thrown it in, because it might be washed away to sea. But if you really did throw it in,
it’s about a hundred to one it wouldn’t; the chances of it going ashore somewhere are
enormous. I think they must have had a better scheme for hiding the body than that —
or the body would have been found by now. And if there were any marks of violence —
’
‘Oh, bother hiding the body,’ said Henry, with some irritation; ‘haven’t we witness
enough in the writing on their own devilish tree?’
‘The body is the chief witness in every murder,’ answered the other. ‘The hiding of the
body, nine times out of ten, is the practical problem to be solved.’
There was a silence; and Father Brown continued to turn over the red dressing-gown
and spread it out on the shining grass of the sunny shore; he did not look up. But, for
some time past he had been conscious that the whole landscape had been changed for
him by the presence of a third party; standing as still as a statue in the garden.
‘By the way,’ he said, lowering his voice, ‘how do you explain that little guy with the
glass eye, who brought your poor uncle a letter yesterday? It seemed to me he was
entirely altered by reading it; that’s why I wasn’t surprised at the suicide, when I
thought it was a suicide. That chap was a rather low-down private detective, or I’m
much mistaken.’
‘Why,’ said Henry in a hesitating manner, ‘why, he might have been — husbands do
sometimes put on detectives in domestic tragedies like this, don’t they? I suppose he’d
got the proofs of their intrigue; and so they — ’
‘I shouldn’t talk too loud,’ said Father Brown, ‘because your detective is detecting us at
this moment, from about a yard beyond those bushes.’
They looked up, and sure enough the goblin with the glass eye was fixing them with
that disagreeable optic, looking all the more grotesque for standing among the white and
waxen blooms of the classical garden.
Henry Sand scrambled to his feet again with a rapidity that seemed breathless for one of
his bulk, and asked the man very angrily and abruptly what he was doing, at the same
time telling him to clear out at once.
‘Lord Stanes,’ said the goblin of the garden, ‘would be much obliged if Father Brown
would come up to the house and speak to him.’
Henry Sand turned away furiously; but the priest put down his fury to the dislike that
was known to exist between him and the nobleman in question. As they mounted the
slope, Father Brown paused a moment as if tracing patterns on the smooth tree-trunk,
glanced upwards once at the darker and more hidden hieroglyph said to be a record of
romance; and then stared at the wider and more sprawling letters of the confession, or
supposed confession of suicide.

‘Do those letters remind you of anything?’ he asked. And when his sulky companion
shook his head, he added: ‘They remind me of the writing on that placard that
threatened him with the vengeance of the strikers.’
‘This is the hardest riddle and the queerest tale I have ever tackled,’ said Father Brown,
a month later, as he sat opposite Lord Stanes in the recently furnished apartment of No.
188, the end flat which was the last to be finished before the interregnum of the
industrial dispute and the transfer of work from the Trade Union. It was comfortably
furnished; and Lord Stanes was presiding over grog and cigars, when the priest made
his confession with a grimace. Lord Stanes had become rather surprisingly friendly, in a
cool and casual way.
‘I know that is saying a good deal, with your record,’ said Stanes, ‘but certainly the
detectives, including our seductive friend with the glass eye, don’t seem at all able to
see the solution.’
Father Brown laid down his cigar and said carefully: ‘It isn’t that they can’t see the
solution. It is that they can’t see the problem.’
‘Indeed,’ said the other, ‘perhaps I can’t see the problem either.’
‘The problem is unlike all other problems, for this reason,’ said Father Brown. ‘It seems
as if the criminal deliberately did two different things, either of which might have been
successful; but which, when done together, could only defeat each other. I am assuming,
what I firmly believe, that the same murderer pinned up the proclamation threatening a
sort of Bolshevik murder, and also wrote on the tree confessing to an ordinary suicide.
Now you may say it is after all possible that the proclamation was a proletarian
proclamation; that some extremist workmen wanted to kill their employer, and killed
him. Even if that were true, it would still stick at the mystery of why they left, or why
anybody left, a contrary trail of private self-destruction. But it certainly isn’t true. None
of these workmen, however, bitter, would have done a thing like that. I know them
pretty well; I know their leaders quite well. To suppose that people like Tom Bruce or
Hogan would assassinate somebody they could go for in the newspapers, and damage in
all sorts of different ways, is the sort of psychology that sensible people call lunacy. No;
there was somebody, who was not an indignant workman, who first played the part of
an indignant workman, and then played the part of a suicidal employer. But, in the name
of wonder, why? If he thought he could pass it off smoothly as a suicide, why did he
first spoil it all by publishing a threat of murder? You might say it was an afterthought
to fix up the suicide story, as less provocative than the murder story. But it wasn’t less
provocative after the murder story. He must have known he had already turned our
thoughts towards murder, when it should have been his whole object to keep our
thoughts away from it. If it was an after-thought, it was the after-thought of a very
thoughtless person. And I have a notion that this assassin is a very thoughtful person.
Can you make anything of it?’
‘No; but I see what you mean,’ said Stanes, ‘by saying that I didn’t even see the
problem. It isn’t merely who killed Sand; it’s why anybody should accuse somebody
else of killing Sand and then accuse Sand of killing himself.’

Father Brown’s face was knotted and the cigar was clenched in his teeth; the end of it
plowed and darkened rhythmically like the signal of some burning pulse of the brain.
Then he spoke as if to himself:
‘We’ve got to follow very closely and very clearly. It’s like separating threads of
thought from each other; something like this. Because the murder charge really rather
spoilt the suicide charge, he wouldn’t normally have made the murder charge. But he
did make it; so he had some other reason for making it. It was so strong a reason that
perhaps it reconciled him even to weakening his other line of defence; that it was a
suicide. In other words, the murder charge wasn’t really a murder charge. I mean he
wasn’t using it as a murder charge; he wasn’t doing it so as to shift to somebody else the
guilt of murder; he was doing it for some other extraordinary reason of his own. His
plan had to contain a proclamation that Sand would be murdered; whether it threw
suspicion on other people or not. Somehow or other the mere proclamation itself was
necessary. But why?’
He smoked and smouldered away with the same volcanic concentration for five minutes
before he spoke again. ‘What could a murderous proclamation do, besides suggesting
that the strikers were the murderers? What did it do? One thing is obvious; it inevitably
did the opposite of what it said. It told Sand not to lock out his men; and it was perhaps
the only thing in the world that would really have made him do it. You’ve got to think
of the sort of man and the sort of reputation. When a man has been called a Strong Man
in our silly sensational newspapers, when he is fondly regarded as a Sportsman by all
the most distinguished asses in England, he simply can’t back down because he is
threatened with a pistol. It would be like walking about at Ascot with a white feather
stuck in his absurd white hat. It would break that inner idol or ideal of oneself, which
every man not a downright dastard does really prefer to life. And Sand wasn’t a dastard;
he was courageous; he was also impulsive. It acted instantly like a charm: his nephew,
who had been more or less mixed up with the workmen, cried out instantly that the
threat must be absolutely and instantly defied.’
‘Yes,’ said Lord Stanes, ‘I noticed that.’ They looked at each other for an instant, and
then Stanes added carelessly: ‘So you think the thing the criminal wanted was…’
‘The Lock-out!’ cried the priest energetically. ‘The Strike or whatever you call it; the
cessation of work, anyhow. He wanted the work to stop at once; perhaps the blacklegs
to come in at once; certainly the Trade Unionists to go out at once. That is what he
really wanted; God knows why. And he brought that off, I think, really without
bothering much about its other implication of the existence of Bolshevist assassins. But
then . . . then I think something went wrong. I’m only guessing and groping very slowly
here; but the only explanation I can think of is that something began to draw attention to
the real seat of the trouble; to the reason, whatever it was, of his wanting to bring the
building to a halt. And then belatedly, desperately, and rather inconsistently, he tried to
lay the other trail that led to the river, simply and solely because it led away from the
flats.’
He looked up through his moonlike spectacles, absorbing all the quality of the
background and furniture; the restrained luxury of a quiet man of the world; and
contrasting it with the two suitcases with which its occupant had arrived so recently in a
newly-finished and unfurnished flat. Then he said rather abruptly: ‘In short, the

murderer was frightened of something or somebody in the flats. By the way, why did
you come to live in the flats? . . . Also by the way, young Henry told me you made an
early appointment with him when you moved in. Is that true?’
‘Not in the least,’ said Stanes. ‘I got the key from his uncle the night before. I’ve no
notion why Henry came here that morning.’
‘Ah,’ said Father Brown, ‘then I think I have some notion of why he came . . . I thought
you startled him by coming in just when he was coming out.’
‘And yet,’ said Stanes, looking across with a glitter in his grey-green eyes, ‘you do
rather think that I also am a mystery.’
‘I think you are two mysteries,’ said Father Brown. ‘The first is why you originally
retired from Sand’s business. The second is why you have since come back to live in
Sand’s buildings.’
Stanes smoked reflectively, knocked out his ash, and rang a bell on the table before him.
‘If you’ll excuse me,’ he said, ‘I will summon two more to the council. Jackson, the
little detective you know of, will answer the bell; and I’ve asked Henry Sand to come in
a little later.’
Father Brown rose from his seat, walked across the room and looked down frowning
into the fire-place.
‘Meanwhile,’ continued Stanes, ‘I don’t mind answering both your questions. I left the
Sand business because I was sure there was some hanky-panky in it and somebody was
pinching all the money. I came back to it, and took this flat, because I wanted to watch
for the real truth about old Sand’s death — on the spot.’
Father Brown faced round as the detective entered the room; he stood staring at the
hearthrug and repeated: ‘On the spot.’
‘Mr Jackson will tell you,’ said Stanes, ‘that Sir Hubert commissioned him to find out
who was the thief robbing the firm; and he brought a note of his discoveries the day
before old Hubert disappeared.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘and I know now where he disappeared to. I know where the
body is.’
‘Do you mean — ?’ began his host hastily.
‘It is here,’ said Father Brown, and stamped on the hearthrug. ‘Here, under the elegant
Persian rug in this cosy and comfortable room.’
‘Where in the world did you find that?’
‘I’ve just remembered,’ said Father Brown, ‘that I found it in my sleep.’
He closed his eyes as if trying to picture a dream, and went on dreamily:

‘This is a murder story turning on the problem of How to Hide the Body; and I found it
in my sleep. I was always woken up every morning by hammering from this building.
On that morning I half-woke up, went to sleep again and woke once more, expecting to
find it late; but it wasn’t. Why? Because there had been hammering that morning,
though all the usual work had stopped; short, hurried hammering in the small hours
before dawn. Automatically a man sleeping stirs at such a familiar sound. But he goes to
sleep again, because the usual sound is not at the usual hour. Now why did a certain
secret criminal want all the work to cease suddenly; and only new workers come in?
Because, if the old workers had come in next day, they would have found a new piece
of work done in the night. The old workers would have known where they left off; and
they would have found the whole flooring of this room already nailed down. Nailed
down by a man who knew how to do it; having mixed a good deal with the workmen
and learned their ways.’
As he spoke, the door was pushed open and a head poked in with a thrusting motion; a
small head at the end of a thick neck and a face that blinked at them through glasses.
‘Henry Sand said,’ observed Father Brown, staring at the ceiling, ‘that he was no good
at hiding things. But I think he did himself an injustice.’
Henry Sand turned and moved swiftly away down the corridor.
‘He not only hid his thefts from the firm quite successfully for years,’ went on the priest
with an air of abstraction, ‘but when his uncle discovered them, he hid his uncle’s
corpse in an entirely new and original manner.’
At the same instant Stanes again rang a bell, with a long strident steady ringing; and the
little man with the glass eye was propelled or shot along the corridor after the fugitive,
with something of the rotatory motion of a mechanical figure in a zoetrope. At the same
moment, Father Brown looked out of the window, leaning over a small balcony, and
saw five or six men start from behind bushes and railings in the street below and spread
out equally mechanically like a fan or net; opening out after the fugitive who had shot
like a bullet out of the front door. Father Brown saw only the pattern of the story; which
had never strayed from that room; where Henry had strangled Hubert and hid his body
under impenetrable flooring, stopping the whole work on the building to do it. A pinprick had started his own suspicions; but only to tell him he had been led down the long
loop of a lie. The point of the pin was that it was pointless.
He fancied he understood Stanes at last, and he liked to collect queer people who were
difficult to understand. He realized that this tired gentleman, whom he had once accused
of having green blood, had indeed a sort of cold green flame of conscientiousness or
conventional honour, that had made him first shift out of a shady business, and then feel
ashamed of having shifted it on to others; and come back as a bored laborious detective;
pitching his camp on the very spot where the corpse had been buried; so that the
murderer, finding him sniffing so near the corpse, had wildly staged the alternative
drama of the dressing-gown and the drowned man. All that was plain enough, but,
before he withdrew his head from the night air and the stars, Father Brown threw one
glance upwards at the vast black bulk of the cyclopean building heaved far up into the
night, and remembered Egypt and Babylon, and all that is at once eternal and ephemeral
in the work of man.

‘I was right in what I said first of all,’ he said. ‘It reminds one of Coppee’s poem about
the Pharaoh and the Pyramid. This house is supposed to be a hundred houses; and yet
the whole mountain of building is only one man’s tomb.’

The Insoluble Problem
This queer incident, in some ways perhaps the queerest of the many that came his way,
happened to Father Brown at the time when his French friend Flambeau had retired
from the profession of crime and had entered with great energy and success on the
profession of crime investigator. It happened that both as a thief and a thief-taker,
Flambeau had rather specialized in the matter of jewel thefts, on which he was admitted
to be an expert, both in the matter of identifying jewels and the equally practical matter
of identifying jewel-thieves. And it was in connection with his special knowledge of
this subject, and a special commission which it had won for him, that he rang up his
friend the priest on the particular morning on which this story begins.
Father Brown was delighted to hear the voice of his old friend, even on the telephone;
but in a general way, and especially at that particular moment, Father Brown was not
very fond of the telephone. He was one who preferred to watch people’s faces and feel
social atmospheres, and he knew well that without these things, verbal messages are apt
to be very misleading, especially from total strangers. And it seemed as if, on that
particular morning, a swarm of total strangers had been buzzing in his ear with more or
less unenlightening verbal messages; the telephone seemed to be possessed of a demon
of triviality. Perhaps the most distinctive voice was one which asked him whether he did
not issue regular permits for murder and theft upon the payment of a regular tariff hung
up in his church; and as the stranger, on being informed that this was not the case,
concluded the colloquy with a hollow laugh, it may be presumed that he remained
unconvinced. Then an agitated, rather inconsequent female voice rang up requesting
him to come round at once to a certain hotel he had heard of some forty-five miles on
the road to a neighbouring cathedral town; the request being immediately followed by a
contradiction in the same voice, more agitated and yet more inconsequent, telling him
that it did not matter and that he was not wanted after all. Then came an interlude of a
Press agency asking him if he had anything to say on what a Film Actress had said
about Moustaches for Men; and finally yet a third return of the agitated and
inconsequent lady at the hotel, saying that he was wanted, after all. He vaguely
supposed that this marked some of the hesitations and panics not unknown among those
who are vaguely veering in the direction of Instruction, but he confessed to a
considerable relief when the voice of Flambeau wound up the series with a hearty threat
of immediately turning up for breakfast.
Father Brown very much preferred to talk to a friend sitting comfortably over a pipe,
but it soon appeared that his visitor was on the warpath and full of energy, having every
intention of carrying off the little priest captive on some important expedition of his
own. It was true that there was a special circumstance involved which might be
supposed to claim the priest’s attention. Flambeau had figured several times of late as
successfully thwarting a theft of famous precious stones; he had torn the tiara of the
Duchess of Dulwich out of the very hand of the bandit as he bolted through the garden.
He laid so ingenious a trap for the criminal who planned to carry off the celebrated
Sapphire Necklace that the artist in question actually carried off the copy which he had
himself planned to leave as a substitute.

Such were doubtless the reasons that had led to his being specially summoned to guard
the delivery of a rather different sort of treasure; perhaps even more valuable in its mere
materials, but possessing also another sort of value. A world-famous reliquary,
supposed to contain a relic of St. Dorothy the martyr, was to be delivered at the Catholic
monastery in a cathedral town; and one of the most famous of international jewelthieves was supposed to have an eye on it; or rather presumably on the gold and rubies
of its setting, rather than its purely hagiological importance. Perhaps there was
something in this association of ideas which made Flambeau feel that the priest would
be a particularly appropriate companion in his adventure; but anyhow, he descended on
him, breathing fire and ambition and very voluble about his plans for preventing the
theft.
Flambeau indeed bestrode the priest’s hearth gigantically and in the old swaggering
musketeer attitude, twirling his great moustaches.
‘You can’t,’ he cried, referring to the sixty-mile road to Casterbury. ‘You can’t allow a
profane robbery like that to happen under your very nose.’
The relic was not to reach the monastery till the evening; and there was no need for its
defenders to arrive earlier; for indeed a motor-journey would take them the greater part
of the day. Moreover, Father Brown casually remarked that there was an inn on the
road, at which he would prefer to lunch, as he had been already asked to look in there as
soon as was convenient.
As they drove along through a densely wooded but sparsely inhabited landscape, in
which inns and all other buildings seemed to grow rarer and rarer, the daylight began to
take on the character of a stormy twilight even in the heat of noon; and dark purple
clouds gathered over dark grey forests. As is common under the lurid quietude of that
kind of light, what colour there was in the landscape gained a sort of secretive glow
which is not found in objects under the full sunlight; and ragged red leaves or golden or
orange fungi seemed to burn with a dark fire of their own. Under such a half-light they
came to a break in the woods like a great rent in a grey wall, and saw beyond, standing
above the gap, the tall and rather outlandish-looking inn that bore the name of the Green
Dragon.
The two old companions had often arrived together at inns and other human habitations,
and found a somewhat singular state of things there; but the signs of singularity had
seldom manifested themselves so early. For while their car was still some hundreds of
yards from the dark green door, which matched the dark green shutters of the high and
narrow building, the door was thrown open with violence and a woman with a wild mop
of red hair rushed to meet them, as if she were ready to board the car in full career.
Flambeau brought the car to a standstill but almost before he had done so, she thrust her
white and tragic face into the window, crying:
‘Are you Father Brown?’ and then almost in the same breath; ‘who is this man?’
‘This gentleman’s name is Flambeau,’ said Father Brown in a tranquil manner, ‘and
what can I do for you?’

‘Come into the inn,’ she said, with extraordinary abruptness even under the
circumstances. ‘There’s been a murder done.’
They got out of the car in silence and followed her to the dark green door which opened
inwards on a sort of dark green alley, formed of stakes and wooden pillars, wreathed
with vine and ivy, showing square leaves of black and red and many sombre colours.
This again led through an inner door into a sort of large parlour hung with rusty trophies
of Cavalier arms, of which the furniture seemed to be antiquated and also in great
confusion, like the inside of a lumber-room. They were quite startled for the moment;
for it seemed as if one large piece of lumber rose and moved towards them; so dusty and
shabby and ungainly was the man who thus abandoned what seemed like a state of
permanent immobility.
Strangely enough, the man seemed to have a certain agility of politeness, when once he
did move; even if it suggested the wooden joints of a courtly step-ladder or an
obsequious towel-horse. Both Flambeau and Father Brown felt that they had hardly ever
clapped eyes on a man who was so difficult to place. He was not what is called a
gentleman; yet he had something of the dusty refinement of a scholar; there was
something faintly disreputable or declasse about him; and yet the smell of him was
rather bookish than Bohemian. He was thin and pale, with a pointed nose and a dark
pointed beard; his brow was bald, but his hair behind long and lank and stringy; and the
expression of his eyes was almost entirely masked by a pair of blue spectacles. Father
Brown felt that he had met something of the sort somewhere, and a long time ago; but
he could no longer put a name to it. The lumber he sat among was largely literary
lumber; especially bundles of seventeenth-century pamphlets.
‘Do I understand the lady to say,’ asked Flambeau gravely, ‘that there is a murder
here?’
The lady nodded her red ragged head rather impatiently; except for those flaming elflocks she had lost some of her look of wildness; her dark dress was of a certain dignity
and neatness; her features were strong and handsome; and there was something about
her suggesting that double strength of body and mind which makes women powerful,
particularly in contrast with men like the man in blue spectacles. Nevertheless, it was he
who gave the only articulate answer, intervening with a certain antic gallantry.
‘It is true that my unfortunate sister-in-law,’ he explained, ‘has almost this moment
suffered a most appalling shock which we should all have desired to spare her. I only
wish that I myself had made the discovery and suffered only the further distress of
bringing the terrible news. Unfortunately it was Mrs Flood herself who found her aged
grandfather, long sick and bedridden in this hotel, actually dead in the garden; in
circumstances which point only too plainly to violence and assault. Curious
circumstances, I may say, very curious circumstances indeed.’ And he coughed slightly,
as if apologizing for them.
Flambeau bowed to the lady and expressed his sincere sympathies; then he said to the
man: ‘I think you said, sir, that you are Mrs Flood’s brother-in-law.’
‘I am Dr Oscar Flood,’ replied the other. ‘My brother, this lady’s husband, is at present
away on the Continent on business, and she is running the hotel. Her grandfather was

partially paralysed and very far advanced in years. He was never known to leave his
bedroom; so that really these extraordinary circumstances . . .’
‘Have you sent for a doctor or the police?’ asked Flambeau.
‘Yes,’ replied Dr Flood, ‘we rang up after making the dreadful discovery; but they can
hardly be here for some hours. This roadhouse stands so very remote. It is only used by
people going to Casterbury or even beyond. So we thought we might ask for your
valuable assistance until — ’
‘If we are to be of any assistance,’ said Father Brown, interrupting in too abstracted a
manner to seem uncivil, ‘I should say we had better go and look at the circumstances at
once.’
He stepped almost mechanically towards the door; and almost ran into a man who was
shouldering his way in; a big, heavy young man with dark hair unbrushed and untidy,
who would nevertheless have been rather handsome save for a slight disfigurement of
one eye, which gave him rather a sinister appearance.
‘What the devil are you doing?’ he blurted out, ‘telling every Tom, Dick and Harry —
at least you ought to wait for the police.’
‘I will be answerable to the police,’ said Flambeau with a certain magnificence, and a
sudden air of having taken command of everything. He advanced to the doorway, and as
he was much bigger than the big young man, and his moustaches were as formidable as
the horns of a Spanish bull, the big young man backed before him and had an
inconsequent air of being thrown out and left behind, as the group swept out into the
garden and up the flagged path towards the mulberry plantation. Only Flambeau heard
the little priest say to the doctor: ‘He doesn’t seem to love us really, does he? By the
way, who is he?’
‘His name is Dunn,’ said the doctor, with a certain restraint of manner. ‘My sister-inlaw gave him the job of managing the garden, because he lost an eye in the War.’
As they went through the mulberry bushes, the landscape of the garden presented that
rich yet ominous effect which is found when the land is actually brighter than the sky.
In the broken sunlight from behind, the tree-tops in front of them stood up like pale
green flames against a sky steadily blackening with storm, through every shade of
purple and violet. The same light struck strips of the lawn and garden beds; and
whatever it illuminated seemed more mysteriously sombre and secret for the light. The
garden bed was dotted with tulips that looked like drops of dark blood, and some of
which one might have sworn were truly black; and the line ended appropriately with a
tulip tree; which Father Brown was disposed, if partly by some confused memory, to
identify with what is commonly called the Judas tree. What assisted the association was
the fact that there was hanging from one of the branches, like a dried fruit, the dry, thin
body of an old man, with a long beard that wagged grotesquely in the wind.
There lay on it something more than the horror of darkness, the horror of sunlight; for
the fitful sun painted tree and man in gay colours like a stage property; the tree was in
flower and the corpse was hung with a faded peacock-green dressing-gown, and wore

on its wagging head a scarlet smoking-cap. Also it had red bedroom-slippers, one of
which had fallen off and lay on the grass like a blot of blood.
But neither Flambeau or Father Brown was looking at these things as yet. They were
both staring at a strange object that seemed to stick out of the middle of the dead man’s
shrunken figure; and which they gradually perceived to be the black but rather rusty iron
hilt of a seventeenth-century sword, which had completely transfixed the body. They
both remained almost motionless as they gazed at it; until the restless Dr Flood seemed
to grow quite impatient with their stolidity.
‘What puzzles me most,’ he said, nervously snapping his fingers, ‘is the actual state of
the body. And yet it has given me an idea already.’
Flambeau had stepped up to the tree and was studying the sword-hilt through an eyeglass. But for some odd reason, it was at that very instant that the priest in sheer
perversity spun round like a teetotum, turned his back on the corpse, and looked
peeringly in the very opposite direction. He was just in time to see the red head of Mrs
Flood at the remote end of the garden, turned towards a dark young man, too dim with
distance to be identified, who was at that moment mounting a motor-bicycle; who
vanished, leaving behind him only the dying din of that vehicle. Then the woman turned
and began to walk towards them across the garden, just as Father Brown turned also and
began a careful inspection of the sword-hilt and the hanging corpse.
‘I understand you only found him about half an hour ago,’ said Flambeau. ‘Was there
anybody about here just before that? I mean anybody in his bedroom, or that part of the
house, or this part of the garden — say for an hour beforehand?’
‘No,’ said the doctor with precision. ‘That is the very tragic accident. My sister-in-law
was in the pantry, which is a sort of out-house on the other side; this man Dunn was in
the kitchen garden, which is also in that direction; and I myself was poking about
among the books, in a room just behind the one you found me in. There are two female
servants, but one had gone to the post and the other was in the attic.’
‘And were any of these people,’ asked Flambeau, very quietly, ‘I say any of these
people, at all on bad terms with the poor old gentleman?’
‘He was the object of almost universal affection,’ replied the doctor solemnly. ‘If there
were any misunderstandings, they were mild and of a sort common in modern times.
The old man was attached to the old religious habits; and perhaps his daughter and sonin-law had rather wider views. All that can have had nothing to do with a ghastly and
fantastic assassination like this.’
‘It depends on how wide the modern views were,’ said Father Brown, ‘or how narrow.’
At this moment they heard Mrs Flood hallooing across the garden as she came, and
calling her brother-in-law to her with a certain impatience. He hurried towards her and
was soon out of earshot; but as he went he waved his hand apologetically and then
pointed with a long finger to the ground.

‘You will find the footprints very intriguing,’ he said; with the same strange air, as of a
funereal showman.
The two amateur detectives looked across at each other. ‘I find several other things
intriguing,’ said Flambeau.
‘Oh, yes,’ said the priest, staring rather foolishly at the grass.
‘I was wondering,’ said Flambeau, ‘why they should hang a man by the neck till he was
dead, and then take the trouble to stick him with a sword.’
‘And I was wondering,’ said Father Brown, ‘why they should kill a man with a sword
thrust through his heart, and then take the trouble to hang him by the neck.’
‘Oh, you are simply being contrary,’ protested his friend. ‘I can see at a glance that they
didn’t stab him alive. The body would have bled more and the wound wouldn’t have
closed like that.’
‘And I could see at a glance,’ said Father Brown, peering up very awkwardly, with his
short stature and short sight, ‘that they didn’t hang him alive. If you’ll look at the knot
in the noose, you will see it’s tied so clumsily that a twist of rope holds it away from the
neck, so that it couldn’t throttle a man at all. He was dead before they put the rope on
him; and he was dead before they put the sword in him. And how was he really killed?’
‘I think,’ remarked the other, ‘that we’d better go back to the house and have a look at
his bedroom — and other things.’
‘So we will,’ said Father Brown. ‘But among other things perhaps we had better have a
look at these footprints. Better begin at the other end, I think, by his window. Well,
there are no footprints on the paved path, as there might be; but then again there
mightn’t be. Well, here is the lawn just under his bedroom window. And here are his
footprints plain enough.’
He blinked ominously at the footprints; and then began carefully retracing his path
towards the tree, every now and then ducking in an undignified manner to look at
something on the ground. Eventually he returned to Flambeau and said in a chatty
manner:
‘Well, do you know the story that is written there very plainly? Though it’s not exactly
a plain story.’
‘I wouldn’t be content to call it plain,’ said Flambeau. ‘I should call it quite ugly — ’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, ‘the story that is stamped quite plainly on the earth, with
exact moulds of the old man’s slippers, is this. The aged paralytic leapt from the
window and ran down the beds parallel to the path, quite eager for all the fun of being
strangled and stabbed; so eager that he hopped on one leg out of sheer lightheartedness;
and even occasionally turned cartwheels — ’
‘Stop!’ cried Flambeau, angrily. ‘What the hell is all this hellish pantomime?’

Father Brown merely raised his eyebrows and gestured mildly towards the hieroglyphs
in the dust. ‘About half the way there’s only the mark of one slipper; and in some places
the mark of a hand planted all by itself.’
‘Couldn’t he have limped and then fallen?’ asked Flambeau.
Father Brown shook his head. ‘At least he’d have tried to use his hands and feet, or
knees and elbows, in getting up. There are no other marks there of any kind. Of course
the flagged path is quite near, and there are no marks on that; though there might be on
the soil between the cracks; it’s a crazy pavement.’
‘By God, it’s a crazy pavement; and a crazy garden; and a crazy story!’ And Flambeau
looked gloomily across the gloomy and storm-stricken garden, across which the
crooked patchwork paths did indeed give a queer aptness to the quaint old English
adjective.
‘And now,’ said Father Brown, ‘let us go up and look at his room.’ They went in by a
door not far from the bedroom window; and the priest paused a moment to look at an
ordinary garden broomstick, for sweeping up leaves, that was leaning against the wall.
‘Do you see that?’
‘It’s a broomstick,’ said Flambeau, with solid irony.
‘It’s a blunder,’ said Father Brown; ‘the first blunder that I’ve seen in this curious plot.’
They mounted the stairs and entered the old man’s bedroom; and a glance at it made
fairly clear the main facts, both about the foundation and disunion of the family. Father
Brown had felt from the first that he was in what was, or had been, a Catholic
household; but was, at least partly, inhabited by lapsed or very loose Catholics. The
pictures and images in the grandfather’s room made it clear that what positive piety
remained had been practically confined to him; and that his kindred had, for some
reason or other, gone Pagan. But he agreed that this was a hopelessly inadequate
explanation even of an ordinary murder; let alone such a very extraordinary murder as
this. ‘Hang it all,’ he muttered, ‘the murder is really the least extra-ordinary part of it.’
And even as he used the chance phrase, a slow light began to dawn upon his face.
Flambeau had seated himself on a chair by the little table which stood beside the dead
man’s bed. He was frowning thoughtfully at three or four white pills or pellets that lay
in a small tray beside a bottle of water.
‘The murderer or murderess,’ said Flambeau, ‘had some incomprehensible reason or
other for wanting us to think the dead man was strangled or stabbed or both. He was not
strangled or stabbed or anything of the kind. Why did they want to suggest it? The most
logical explanation is that he died in some particular way which would, in itself, suggest
a connection with some particular person. Suppose, for instance, he was poisoned. And
suppose somebody is involved who would naturally look more like a poisoner than
anybody else.’
‘After all,’ said Father Brown softly, ‘our friend in the blue spectacles is a doctor.’

‘I’m going to examine these pills pretty carefully,’ went on Flambeau. ‘I don’t want to
lose them, though. They look as if they were soluble in water.’
‘It may take you some time to do anything scientific with them,’ said the priest, ‘and the
police doctor may be here before that. So I should certainly advise you not to lose them.
That is, if you are going to wait for the police doctor.’
‘I am going to stay here till I have solved this problem,’ said Flambeau.
‘Then you will stay here for ever,’ said Father Brown, looking calmly out of the
window. ‘I don’t think I shall stay in this room, anyhow.’
‘Do you mean that I shan’t solve the problem?’ asked his friend. ‘Why shouldn’t I solve
the problem?’
‘Because it isn’t soluble in water. No, nor in blood,’ said the priest; and he went down
the dark stairs into the darkening garden. There he saw again what he had already seen
from the window.
The heat and weight and obscurity of the thunderous sky seemed to be pressing yet
more closely on the landscape; the clouds had conquered the sun which, above, in a
narrowing clearance, stood up paler than the moon. There was a thrill of thunder in the
air, but now no more stirring of wind or breeze; and even the colours of the garden
seemed only like richer shades of darkness. But one colour still glowed with a certain
dusky vividness; and that was the red hair of the woman of that house, who was
standing with a sort of rigidity, staring, with her hands thrust up into her hair. That
scene of eclipse, with something deeper in his own doubts about its significance,
brought to the surface the memory of haunting and mystical lines; and he found himself
murmuring: ‘A secret spot, as savage and enchanted as e’er beneath a waning moon was
haunted by woman wailing for her demon lover.’ His muttering became more agitated.
‘Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners . . . that’s what it is; that’s terribly like
what it is; woman wailing for her demon lover.’
He was hesitant and almost shaky as he approached the woman; but he spoke with his
common composure. He was gazing at her very steadily, as he told her earnestly that
she must not be morbid because of the mere accidental accessories of the tragedy, with
all their mad ugliness. ‘The pictures in your grandfather’s room were truer to him than
that ugly picture that we saw,’ he said gravely. ‘Something tells me he was a good man;
and it does not matter what his murderers did with his body.’
‘Oh, I am sick of his holy pictures and statues!’ she said, turning her head away. ‘Why
don’t they defend themselves, if they are what you say they are? But rioters can knock
off the Blessed Virgin’s head and nothing happens to them. Oh, what’s the good? You
can’t blame us, you daren’t blame us, if we’ve found out that Man is stronger than
God.’
‘Surely,’ said Father Brown very gently, ‘it is not generous to make even God’s
patience with us a point against Him.’

‘God may be patient and Man impatient,’ she answered, ‘and suppose we like the
impatience better. You call it sacrilege; but you can’t stop it.’
Father Brown gave a curious little jump. ‘Sacrilege!’ he said; and suddenly turned back
to the doorway with a new brisk air of decision. At the same moment Flambeau
appeared in the doorway, pale with excitement, with a screw of paper in his hands.
Father Brown had already opened his mouth to speak, but his impetuous friend spoke
before him.
‘I’m on the track at last!’ cried Flambeau. ‘These pills look the same, but they’re really
different. And do you know that, at the very moment I spotted them, that one-eyed brute
of a gardener thrust his white face into the room; and he was carrying a horse-pistol. I
knocked it out of his hand and threw him down the stairs, but I begin to understand
everything. If I stay here another hour or two, I shall finish my job.’
‘Then you will not finish it,’ said the priest, with a ring in his voice very rare in him
indeed. ‘We shall not stay here another hour. We shall not stay here another minute. We
must leave this place at once!’
‘What!’ cried the astounded Flambeau. ‘Just when we are getting near the truth! Why,
you can tell that we’re getting near the truth because they are afraid of us.’
Father Brown looked at him with a stony and inscrutable face, and said: ‘They are not
afraid of us when we are here. They will only be afraid of us when we are not here.’
They had both become conscious that the rather fidgety figure of Dr Flood was
hovering in the lurid haze; now it precipitated itself forward with the wildest gestures.
‘Stop! Listen!’ cried the agitated doctor. ‘I have discovered the truth!’
‘Then you can explain it to your own police,’ said Father Brown, briefly. ‘They ought to
be coming soon. But we must be going.’
The doctor seemed thrown into a whirlpool of emotions, eventually rising to the surface
again with a despairing cry. He spread out his arms like a cross, barring their way.
‘Be it so!’ he cried. ‘I will not deceive you now, by saying I have discovered the truth. I
will only confess the truth.’
‘Then you can confess it to your own priest,’ said Father Brown, and strode towards the
garden gate, followed by his staring friend. Before he reached the gate, another figure
had rushed athwart him like the wind; and Dunn the gardener was shouting at him some
unintelligible derision at detectives who were running away from their job. Then the
priest ducked just in time to dodge a blow from the horse-pistol, wielded like a club.
But Dunn was just not in time to dodge a blow from the fist of Flambeau, which was
like the club of Hercules. The two left Mr Dunn spread flat behind them on the path,
and, passing out of the gate, went out and got into their car in silence. Flambeau only
asked one brief question and Father Brown only answered: ‘Casterbury.’

At last, after a long silence, the priest observed: ‘I could almost believe the storm
belonged only to that garden, and came out of a storm in the soul.’
‘My friend,’ said Flambeau. ‘I have known you a long time, and when you show certain
signs of certainty, I follow your lead. But I hope you are not going to tell me that you
took me away from that fascinating job, because you did not like the atmosphere.’
‘Well, it was certainly a terrible atmosphere,’ replied Father Brown, calmly. ‘Dreadful
and passionate and oppressive. And the most dreadful thing about it was this — that
there was no hate in it at all.’
‘Somebody,’ suggested Flambeau, ‘seems to have had a slight dislike of grandpapa.’
‘Nobody had any dislike of anybody,’ said Father Brown with a groan. ‘That was the
dreadful thing in that darkness. It was love.’
‘Curious way of expressing love — to strangle somebody and stick him with a sword,’
observed the other.
‘It was love,’ repeated the priest, ‘and it filled the house with terror.’
‘Don’t tell me,’ protested Flambeau, ‘that that beautiful woman is in love with that
spider in spectacles.’
‘No,’ said Father Brown and groaned again. ‘She is in love with her husband. It is
ghastly.’
‘It is a state of things that I have often heard you recommend,’ replied Flambeau. ‘You
cannot call that lawless love.’
‘Not lawless in that sense,’ answered Father Brown; then he turned sharply on his elbow
and spoke with a new warmth: ‘Do you think I don’t know that the love of a man and a
woman was the first command of God and is glorious for ever? Are you one of those
idiots who think we don’t admire love and marriage? Do I need to be told of the Garden
of Eden or the wine of Cana? It is just because the strength in the thing was the strength
of God, that it rages with that awful energy even when it breaks loose from God. When
the Garden becomes a jungle, but still a glorious jungle; when the second fermentation
turns the wine of Cana into the vinegar of Calvary. Do you think I don’t know all that?’
‘I’m sure you do,’ said Flambeau, ‘but I don’t yet know much about my problem of the
murder.’
‘The murder cannot be solved,’ said Father Brown.
‘And why not?’ demanded his friend.
‘Because there is no murder to solve,’ said Father Brown.
Flambeau was silent with sheer surprise; and it was his friend who resumed in a quiet
tone:

‘I’ll tell you a curious thing. I talked with that woman when she was wild with grief; but
she never said anything about the murder. She never mentioned murder, or even alluded
to murder. What she did mention repeatedly was sacrilege.’ Then, with another jerk of
verbal disconnection, he added: ‘Have you ever heard of Tiger Tyrone?’
‘Haven’t I!’ cried Flambeau. ‘Why, that’s the very man who’s supposed to be after the
reliquary, and whom I’ve been commissioned specially to circumvent. He’s the most
violent and daring gangster who ever visited this country; Irish, of course, but the sort
that goes quite crazily anti-clerical. Perhaps he’s dabbled in a little diabolism in these
secret societies; anyhow, he has a macabre taste for playing all sorts of wild tricks that
look wickeder than they are. Otherwise he’s not the wickedest; he seldom kills, and
never for cruelty; but he loves doing anything to shock people, especially his own
people; robbing churches or digging up skeletons or what not.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘it all fits in. I ought to have seen it all long before.’
‘I don’t see how we could have seen anything, after only an hour’s investigation,’ said
the detective defensively.
‘I ought to have seen it before there was anything to investigate,’ said the priest. ‘I
ought to have known it before you arrived this morning.’
‘What on earth do you mean?’
‘It only shows how wrong voices sound on the telephone,’ said Father Brown
reflectively. ‘I heard all three stages of the thing this morning; and I thought they were
trifles. First, a woman rang me up and asked me to go to that inn as soon as possible.
What did that mean? Of course it meant that the old grandfather was dying. Then she
rang up to say that I needn’t go, after all. What did that mean? Of course it meant that
the old grandfather was dead. He had died quite peaceably in his bed; probably heart
failure from sheer old age. And then she rang up a third time and said I was to go, after
all. What did that mean? Ah, that is rather more interesting!’
He went on after a moment’s pause: ‘Tiger Tyrone, whose wife worships him, took hold
of one of his mad ideas, and yet it was a crafty idea, too. He had just heard that you
were tracking him down, that you knew him and his methods and were coming to save
the reliquary; he may have heard that I have sometimes been of some assistance. He
wanted to stop us on the road; and his trick for doing it was to stage a murder. It was a
pretty horrible thing to do; but it wasn’t a murder. Probably he bullied his wife with an
air of brutal common sense, saying he could only escape penal servitude by using a
dead body that couldn’t suffer anything from such use. Anyhow, his wife would do
anything for him; but she felt all the unnatural hideousness of that hanging masquerade;
and that’s why she talked about sacrilege. She was thinking of the desecration of the
relic; but also of the desecration of the death-bed. The brother’s one of those shoddy
“scientific” rebels who tinker with dud bombs; an idealist run to seed. But he’s devoted
to Tiger; and so is the gardener. Perhaps it’s a point in his favour that so many people
seem devoted to him.
‘There was one little point that set me guessing very early. Among the old books the
doctor was turning over, was a bundle of seventeeth-century pamphlets; and I caught

one title: True Declaration of the Trial and Execution of My Lord Stafford. Now
Stafford was executed in the Popish Plot business, which began with one of history’s
detective stories; the death of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey. Godfrey was found dead in a
ditch, and part of the mystery was that he had marks of strangulation, but was also
transfixed with his own sword. I thought at once that somebody in the house might have
got the idea from here. But he couldn’t have wanted it as a way of committing a murder.
He can only have wanted it as a way of creating a mystery. Then I saw that this applied
to all the other outrageous details. They were devilish enough; but it wasn’t mere
devilry; there was a rag of excuse; because they had to make the mystery as
contradictory and complicated as possible, to make sure that we should be a long time
solving it — or rather seeing through it. So they dragged the poor old man off his
deathbed and made the corpse hop and turn cartwheels and do everything that it
couldn’t have done. They had to give us an Insoluble Problem. They swept their own
tracks off the path, leaving the broom. Fortunately we did see through it in time.’
‘You saw through it in time,’ said Flambeau. ‘I might have lingered a little longer over
the second trail they left, sprinkled with assorted pills.’
‘Well, anyhow, we got away,’ said Father Brown, comfortably.
‘And that, I presume,’ said Flambeau, ‘is the reason I am driving at this rate along the
road to Casterbury.’
That night in the monastery and church at Casterbury there were events calculated to
stagger monastic seclusion. The reliquary of St Dorothy, in a casket gorgeous with gold
and rubies, was temporarily placed in a side room near the chapel of the monastery, to
be brought in with a procession for a special service at the end of Benediction. It was
guarded for the moment by one monk, who watched it in a tense and vigilant manner;
for he and his brethren knew all about the shadow of peril from the prowling of Tiger
Tyrone. Thus it was that the monk was on his feet in a flash, when he saw one of the
low-latticed windows beginning to open and a dark object crawling like a black serpent
through the crack. Rushing across, he gripped it and found it was the arm and sleeve of
a man, terminating with a handsome cuff and a smart dark-grey glove. Laying hold of it,
he shouted for help, and even as he did so, a man darted into the room through the door
behind his back and snatched the casket he had left behind him on the table. Almost at
the same instant, the arm wedged in the window came away in his hand, and he stood
holding the stuffed limb of a dummy.
Tiger Tyrone had played that trick before, but to the monk it was a novelty. Fortunately,
there was at least one person to whom the Tiger’s tricks were not a novelty; and that
person appeared with militant moustaches, gigantically framed in the doorway, at the
very moment when the Tiger turned to escape by it. Flambeau and Tiger Tyrone looked
at each other with steady eyes and exchanged something that was almost like a military
salute.
Meanwhile Father Brown had slipped into the chapel, to say a prayer for several persons
involved in these unseemly events. But he was rather smiling than otherwise, and, to tell
the truth, he was not by any means hopeless about Mr Tyrone and his deplorable family;
but rather more hopeful than he was for many more respectable people. Then his
thoughts widened with the grander perspectives of the place and the occasion. Against

black and green marbles at the end of the rather rococo chapel, the dark-red vestments
of the festival of a martyr were in their turn a background for a fierier red; a red like
red-hot coals; the rubies of the reliquary; the roses of St Dorothy. And he had again a
thought to throw back to the strange events of that day, and the woman who had
shuddered at the sacrilege she had helped. After all, he thought, St Dorothy also had a
Pagan lover; but he had not dominated her or destroyed her faith. She had died free and
for the truth; and then had sent him roses from Paradise.
He raised his eyes and saw through the veil of incense smoke and of twinkling lights
that Benediction was drawing to its end while the procession waited. The sense of
accumulated riches of time and tradition pressed past him like a crowd moving in rank
after rank, through unending centuries; and high above them all, like a garland of
unfading flames, like the sun of our mortal midnight, the great monstrance blazed
against the darkness of the vaulted shadows, as it blazed against the black enigma of the
universe. For some are convinced that this enigma also is an Insoluble Problem. And
others have equal certitude that it has but one solution.

The Vampire of the Village
At the twist of a path in the hills, where two poplars stood up like pyramids dwarfing
the tiny village of Potter’s Pond, a mere huddle of houses, there once walked a man in a
costume of a very conspicuous cut and colour, wearing a vivid magenta coat and a white
hat tilted upon black ambrosial curls, which ended with a sort of Byronic flourish of
whisker.
The riddle of why he was wearing clothes of such fantastic antiquity, yet wearing them
with an air of fashion and even swagger, was but one of the many riddles that were
eventually solved in solving the mystery of his fate. The point here is that when he had
passed the poplars he seemed to have vanished; as if he had faded into the wan and
widening dawn or been blown away upon the wind of morning.
It was only about a week afterwards that his body was found a quarter of a mile away,
broken upon the steep rockeries of a terraced garden leading up to a gaunt and shuttered
house called The Grange. Just before he had vanished, he had been accidentally
overheard apparently quarrelling with some bystanders, and especially abusing their
village as ‘a wretched little hamlet’; and it was supposed that he had aroused some
extreme passions of local patriotism and eventually been their victim. At least the local
doctor testified that the skull had suffered a crushing blow that might have caused death,
though probably only inflicted with some sort of club or cudgel. This fitted in well
enough with the notion of an attack by rather savage yokels. But nobody ever found any
means of tracing any particular yokel; and the inquest returned a verdict of murder by
some persons unknown.
A year or two afterwards the question was re-opened in a curious way; a series of events
which led a certain Dr Mulborough, called by his intimates Mulberry in apt allusion to
something rich and fruity about his dark rotundity and rather empurpled visage,
travelling by train down to Potter’s Pond, with a friend whom he had often consulted
upon problems of the kind. In spite of the somewhat port-winy and ponderous exterior
of the doctor, he had a shrewd eye and was really a man of very remarkable sense;
which he considered that he showed in consulting a little priest named Brown, whose

acquaintance he had made over a poisoning case long ago. The little priest was sitting
opposite to him, with the air of a patient baby absorbing instruction; and the doctor was
explaining at length the real reasons for the journey.
‘I cannot agree with the gentleman in the magenta coat that Potter’s Pond is only a
wretched little hamlet. But it is certainly a very remote and secluded village; so that it
seems quite outlandish, like a village of a hundred years ago. The spinsters are really
spinsters — damn it, you could almost imagine you saw them spin. The ladies are not
just ladies. They are gentlewomen; and their chemist is not a chemist, but an
apothecary; pronounced potecary. They do just admit the existence of an ordinary
doctor like myself to assist the apothecary. But I am considered rather a juvenile
innovation, because I am only fifty-seven years old and have only been in the county for
twenty-eight years. The solicitor looks as if he had known it for twenty-eight thousand
years. Then there is the old Admiral, who is just like a Dickens illustration; with a house
full of cutlasses and cuttle-fish and equipped with a telescope.’
‘I suppose,’ said Father Brown, ‘there are always a certain number of Admirals washed
up on the shore. But I never understood why they get stranded so far inland.’
‘Certainly no dead-alive place in the depths of the country is complete without one of
these little creatures,’ said the doctor. ‘And then, of course, there is the proper sort of
clergyman; Tory and High Church in a dusty fashion dating from Archbishop Laud;
more of an old woman than any of the old women. He’s a white-haired studious old
bird, more easily shocked than the spinsters. Indeed, the gentlewomen, though Puritan
in their principles, are sometimes pretty plain in their speech; as the real Puritans were.
Once or twice I have known old Miss Carstairs-Carew use expressions as lively as
anything in the Bible. The dear old clergyman is assiduous in reading the Bible; but I
almost fancy he shuts his eyes when he comes to those words. Well, you know I’m not
particularly modern. I don’t enjoy this jazzing and joy-riding of the Bright Young
Things — ’
‘The Bright Young Things don’t enjoy it,’ said Father Brown. ‘That is the real tragedy.’
‘But I am naturally rather more in touch with the world than the people in this
prehistoric village,’ pursued the doctor. ‘And I had reached a point when I almost
welcomed the Great Scandal.’
‘Don’t say the Bright Young Things have found Potter’s Pond after all,’ observed the
priest, smiling.
‘Oh, even our scandal is on old-established melodramatic lines. Need I say that the
clergyman’s son promises to be our problem? It would be almost irregular, if the
clergyman’s son were quite regular. So far as I can see, he is very mildly and almost
feebly irregular. He was first seen drinking ale outside the Blue Lion. Only it seems he
is a poet, which in those parts is next door to being a poacher.’
‘Surely,’ said Father Brown, ‘even in Potter’s Pond that cannot be the Great Scandal.’
‘No,’ replied the doctor gravely. ‘The Great Scandal began thus. In the house called The
Grange, situated at the extreme end of The Grove, there lives a lady. A Lonely Lady.

She calls herself Mrs Maltravers (that is how we put it); but she only came a year or two
ago and nobody knows anything about her. “I can’t think why she wants to live here,”
said Miss Carstairs-Carew; “we do not visit her.”’
‘Perhaps that’s why she wants to live there,’ said Father Brown.
‘Well, her seclusion is considered suspicious. She annoys them by being good-looking
and even what is called good style. And all the young men are warned against her as a
vamp.’
‘People who lose all their charity generally lose all their logic,’ remarked Father Brown.
‘It’s rather ridiculous to complain that she keeps to herself; and then accuse her of
vamping the whole male population.’
‘That is true,’ said the doctor. ‘And yet she is really rather a puzzling person. I saw her
and found her intriguing; one of those brown women, long and elegant and beautifully
ugly, if you know what I mean. She is rather witty, and though young enough certainly
gives me an impression of what they call — well, experience. What the old ladies call a
Past.’
‘All the old ladies having been born this very minute,’ observed Father Brown. ‘I think I
can assume she is supposed to have vamped the parson’s son.’
‘Yes, and it seems to be a very awful problem to the poor old parson. She is supposed to
be a widow.’
Father Brown’s face had a flash and spasm of his rare irritation. ‘She is supposed to be a
widow, as the parson’s son is supposed to be the parson’s son, and the solicitor is
supposed to be a solicitor and you are supposed to be a doctor. Why in thunder
shouldn’t she be a widow? Have they one speck of prima facie evidence for doubting
that she is what she says she is?’
Dr Mulborough abruptly squared his broad shoulders and sat up. ‘Of course you’re right
again,’ he said. ‘But we haven’t come to the scandal yet. Well, the scandal is that she is
a widow.’
‘Oh,’ said Father Brown; and his face altered and he said something soft and faint, that
might almost have been ‘My God!’
‘First of all,’ said the doctor, ‘they have made one discovery about Mrs Maltravers. She
is an actress.’
‘I fancied so,’ said Father Brown. ‘Never mind why. I had another fancy about her, that
would seem even more irrelevant.’
‘Well, at that instant it was scandal enough that she was an actress. The dear old
clergyman of course is heartbroken, to think that his white hairs should be brought in
sorrow to the grave by an actress and adventuress. The spinsters shriek in chorus. The
Admiral admits he has sometimes been to a theatre in town; but objects to such things in
what he calls “our midst”. Well, of course I’ve no particular objections of that kind.

This actress is certainly a lady, if a bit of a Dark Lady, in the manner of the Sonnets; the
young man is very much in love with her; and I am no doubt a sentimental old fool in
having a sneaking sympathy with the misguided youth who is sneaking round the
Moated Grange; and I was getting into quite a pastoral frame of mind about this idyll,
when suddenly the thunderbolt fell. And I, who am the only person who ever had any
sympathy with these people, am sent down to be the messenger of doom.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘and why were you sent down?’
The doctor answered with a sort of groan:
‘Mrs Maltravers is not only a widow, but she is the widow of Mr Maltravers.’
‘It sounds like a shocking revelation, as you state it,’ acknowledged the priest seriously.
‘And Mr Maltravers,’ continued his medical friend, ‘was the man who was apparently
murdered in this very village a year or two ago; supposed to have been bashed on the
head by one of the simple villagers.’
‘I remember you told me,’ said Father Brown. ‘The doctor, or some doctor, said he had
probably died of being clubbed on the head with a cudgel.’
Dr Mulborough was silent for a moment in frowning embarrassment, and then said
curtly:
‘Dog doesn’t eat dog, and doctors don’t bite doctors, not even when they are mad
doctors. I shouldn’t care to cast any reflection on my eminent predecessor in Potter’s
Pond, if I could avoid it; but I know you are really safe for secrets. And, speaking in
confidence, my eminent predecessor at Potter’s Pond was a blasted fool; a drunken old
humbug and absolutely incompetent. I was asked, originally by the Chief Constable of
the County (for I’ve lived a long time in the county, though only recently in the village),
to look into the whole business; the depositions and reports of the inquest and so on.
And there simply isn’t any question about it. Maltravers may have been hit on the head;
he was a strolling actor passing through the place; and Potter’s Pond probably thinks it
is all in the natural order that such people should be hit on the head. But whoever hit
him on the head did not kill him; it is simply impossible for the injury, as described, to
do more than knock him out for a few hours. But lately I have managed to turn up some
other facts bearing on the matter; and the result of it is pretty grim.’
He sat louring at the landscape as it slid past the window, and then said more curtly: ‘I
am coming down here, and asking your help, because there’s going to be an
exhumation. There is very strong suspicion of poison.’
‘And here we are at the station,’ said Father Brown cheerfully. ‘I suppose your idea is
that poisoning the poor man would naturally fall among the household duties of his
wife.’
‘Well, there never seems to have been anyone else here who had any particular
connection with him,’ replied Mulborough, as they alighted from the train. ‘At least
there is one queer old crony of his, a broken-down actor, hanging around; but the police

and the local solicitor seem convinced he is an unbalanced busybody; with some idee
fixe about a quarrel with an actor who was his enemy; but who certainly wasn’t
Maltravers. A wandering accident, I should say, and certainly nothing to do with the
problem of the poison.’
Father Brown had heard the story. But he knew that he never knew a story until he
knew the characters in the story. He spent the next two or three days in going the
rounds, on one polite excuse or another, to visit the chief actors of the drama. His first
interview with the mysterious widow was brief but bright. He brought away from it at
least two facts; one that Mrs Maltravers sometimes talked in a way which the Victorian
village would call cynical; and, second, that like not a few actresses, she happened to
belong to his own religious communion.
He was not so illogical (nor so unorthodox) as to infer from this alone that she was
innocent of the alleged crime. He was well aware that his old religious communion
could boast of several distinguished poisoners. But he had no difficulty in understanding
its connection, in this sort of case, with a certain intellectual liberty which these Puritans
would call laxity; and which would certainly seem to this parochial patch of an older
England to be almost cosmopolitan. Anyhow, he was sure she could count for a great
deal, whether for good or evil. Her brown eyes were brave to the point of battle, and her
enigmatic mouth, humorous and rather large, suggested that her purposes touching the
parson’s poetical son, whatever they might be, were planted pretty deep.
The parson’s poetical son himself, interviewed amid vast village scandal on a bench
outside the Blue Lion, gave an impression of pure sulks. Hurrel Horner, a son of the
Rev. Samuel Horner, was a square-built young man in a pale grey suit with a touch of
something arty in a pale green tie, otherwise mainly notable for a mane of auburn hair
and a permanent scowl. But Father Brown had a way with him in getting people to
explain at considerable length why they refused to say a single word. About the general
scandalmongering in the village, the young man began to curse freely. He even added a
little scandalmongering of his own. He referred bitterly to alleged past flirtations
between the Puritan Miss Carstairs-Carew and Mr Carver the solicitor. He even accused
that legal character of having attempted to force himself upon the acquaintance of Mrs
Maltravers. But when he came to speak of his own father, whether out of an acid
decency or piety, or because his anger was too deep for speech, he snapped out only a
few words.
‘Well, there it is. He denounces her day and night as a painted adventuress; a sort of
barmaid with gilt hair. I tell him she’s not; you’ve met her yourself, and you know she’s
not. But he won’t even meet her. He won’t even see her in the street or look at her out of
a window. An actress would pollute his house and even his holy presence. If he is called
a Puritan he says he’s proud to be a Puritan.’
‘Your father,’ said Father Brown, ‘is entitled to have his views respected, whatever they
are; they are not views I understand very well myself. But I agree he is not entitled to
lay down the law about a lady he has never seen and then refuse even to look at her, to
see if he is right. That is illogical.’
‘That’s his very stiffest point,’ replied the youth. ‘Not even one momentary meeting. Of
course, he thunders against my other theatrical tastes as well.’

Father Brown swiftly followed up the new opening, and learnt much that he wanted to
know. The alleged poetry, which was such a blot on the young man’s character, was
almost entirely dramatic poetry. He had written tragedies in verse which had been
admired by good judges. He was no mere stage-struck fool; indeed he was no fool of
any kind. He had some really original ideas about acting Shakespeare; it was easy to
understand his having been dazzled and delighted by finding the brilliant lady at the
Grange. And even the priest’s intellectual sympathy so far mellowed the rebel of
Potter’s Pond that at their parting he actually smiled.
It was that smile which suddenly revealed to Father Brown that the young man was
really miserable. So long as he frowned, it might well have been only sulks; but when
he smiled it was somehow a more real revelation of sorrow.
Something continued to haunt the priest about that interview with the poet. An inner
instinct certified that the sturdy young man was eaten from within, by some grief greater
even than the conventional story of conventional parents being obstacles to the course
of true love. It was all the more so, because there were not any obvious alternative
causes. The boy was already rather a literary and dramatic success; his books might be
said to be booming. Nor did he drink or dissipate his well-earned wealth. His notorious
revels at the Blue Lion reduced themselves to one glass of light ale; and he seemed to be
rather careful with his money. Father Brown thought of another possible complication
in connection with Hurrel’s large resources and small expenditure; and his brow
darkened.
The conversation of Miss Carstairs-Carew, on whom he called next, was certainly
calculated to paint the parson’s son in the darkest colours. But as it was devoted to
blasting him with all the special vices which Father Brown was quite certain the young
man did not exhibit, he put it down to a common combination of Puritanism and gossip.
The lady, though lofty, was quite gracious, however, and offered the visitor a small
glass of port-wine and a slice of seed-cake, in the manner of everybody’s most ancient
great-aunts, before he managed to escape from a sermon on the general decay of morals
and manners.
His next port of call was very much of a contrast; for he disappeared down a dark and
dirty alley, where Miss Carstairs-Carew would have refused to follow him even in
thought; and then into a narrow tenement made noisier by a high and declamatory voice
in an attic . . . From this he re-emerged, with a rather dazed expression, pursued on to
the pavement by a very excited man with a blue chin and a black frock-coat faded to
bottle-green, who was shouting argumentatively: ‘He did not disappear! Maltravers
never disappeared! He appeared: he appeared dead and I’ve appeared alive. But where’s
all the rest of the company? Where’s that man, that monster, who deliberately stole my
lines, crabbed my best scenes and ruined my career? I was the finest Tubal that ever
trod the boards. He acted Shylock — he didn’t need to act much for that! And so with
the greatest opportunity of my whole career. I could show you press-cuttings on my
renderings of Fortinbras — ’
‘I’m quite sure they were splendid and very well-deserved,’ gasped the little priest. ‘I
understood the company had left the village before Maltravers died. But it’s all right.
It’s quite all right.’ And he began to hurry down the street again.

‘He was to act Polonius,’ continued the unquenchable orator behind him. Father Brown
suddenly stopped dead.
‘Oh,’ he said very slowly, ‘he was to act Polonius.’
‘That villain Hankin!’ shrieked the actor. ‘Follow his trail. Follow him to the ends of the
earth! Of course he’d left the village; trust him for that. Follow him — find him; and
may the curses — ’ But the priest was again hurrying away down the street.
Two much more prosaic and perhaps more practical interviews followed this
melodramatic scene. First the priest went into the bank, where he was closeted for ten
minutes with the manager; and then paid a very proper call on the aged and amiable
clergyman. Here again all seemed very much as described, unaltered and seemingly
unalterable; a touch or two of devotion from more austere traditions, in the narrow
crucifix on the wall, the big Bible on the bookstand and the old gentleman’s opening
lament over the increasing disregard of Sunday; but all with a flavour of gentility that
was not without its little refinements and faded luxuries.
The clergyman also gave his guest a glass of port; but accompanied by an ancient
British biscuit instead of seedcake. The priest had again the weird feeling that
everything was almost too perfect, and that he was living a century before his time.
Only on one point the amiable old parson refused to melt into any further amiability; he
meekly but firmly maintained that his conscience would not allow him to meet a stage
player. However, Father Brown put down his glass of port with expressions of
appreciation and thanks; and went off to meet his friend the doctor by appointment at
the corner of the street; whence they were to go together to the offices of Mr Carver, the
solicitor.
‘I suppose you’ve gone the dreary round,’ began the doctor, ‘and found it a very dull
village.’
Father Brown’s reply was sharp and almost shrill. ‘Don’t call your village dull. I assure
you it’s a very extraordinary village indeed.’
‘I’ve been dealing with the only extraordinary thing that ever happened here, I should
think,’ observed Dr Mulborough. ‘And even that happened to somebody from outside. I
may tell you they managed the exhumation quietly last night; and I did the autopsy this
morning. In plain words we’ve been digging up a corpse that’s simply stuffed with
poison.’
‘A corpse stuffed with poison,’ repeated Father Brown rather absently. ‘Believe me,
your village contains something much more extraordinary than that.’
There was abrupt silence, followed by the equally abrupt pulling of the antiquated bellpull in the porch of the solicitor’s house; and they were soon brought into the presence
of that legal gentleman, who presented them in turn to a white-haired, yellow-faced
gentleman with a scar, who appeared to be the Admiral.
By this time the atmosphere of the village had sunk almost into the subconsciousness of
the little priest; but he was conscious that the lawyer was indeed the sort of lawyer to be

the adviser of people like Miss Carstairs-Carew. But though he was an archaic old bird,
he seemed something more than a fossil. Perhaps it was the uniformity of the
background; but the priest had again the curious feeling that he himself was transplanted
back into the early nineteenth century, rather than that the solicitor had survived into the
early twentieth. His collar and cravat contrived to look almost like a stock as he settled
his long chin into them; but they were clean as well as clean-cut; and there was even
something about him of a very dry old dandy. In short, he was what is called well
preserved, even if partly by being petrified.
The lawyer and the Admiral, and even the doctor, showed some surprise on finding that
Father Brown was rather disposed to defend the parson’s son against the local
lamentations on behalf of the parson.
‘I thought our young friend rather attractive, myself,’ he said. ‘He’s a good talker and I
should guess a good poet; and Mrs Maltravers, who is serious about that at least, says
he’s quite a good actor.’
‘Indeed,’ said the lawyer. ‘Potter’s Pond, outside Mrs Maltravers, is rather more
inclined to ask if he is a good son.’
‘He is a good son,’ said Father Brown. ‘That’s the extraordinary thing.’
‘Damn it all,’ said the Admiral. ‘Do you mean he’s really fond of his father?’
The priest hesitated. Then he said, ‘I’m not quite so sure about that. That’s the other
extraordinary thing.’
‘What the devil do you mean?’ demanded the sailor with nautical profanity.
‘I mean,’ said Father Brown, ‘that the son still speaks of his father in a hard unforgiving
way; but he seems after all to have done more than his duty by him. I had a talk with the
bank manager, and as we were inquiring in confidence into a serious crime, under
authority from the police, he told me the facts. The old clergyman has retired from
parish work; indeed, this was never actually his parish. Such of the populace, which is
pretty pagan, as goes to church at all, goes to Dutton-Abbot, not a mile away. The old
man has no private means, but his son is earning good money; and the old man is well
looked after. He gave me some port of absolutely first-class vintage; I saw rows of
dusty old bottles of it; and I left him sitting down to a little lunch quite recherche in an
old-fashioned style. It must be done on the young man’s money.’
‘Quite a model son,’ said Carver with a slight sneer.
Father Brown nodded, frowning, as if revolving a riddle of his own; and then said: ‘A
model son. But rather a mechanical model.’
At this moment a clerk brought in an unstamped letter for the lawyer; a letter which the
lawyer tore impatiently across after a single glance. As it fell apart, the priest saw a
spidery, crazy crowded sort of handwriting and the signature of ‘Phoenix Fitzgerald’;
and made a guess which the other curtly confirmed.

‘It’s that melodramatic actor that’s always pestering us,’ he said. ‘He’s got some fixed
feud with some dead and gone fellow mummer of his, which can’t have anything to do
with the case. We all refuse to see him, except the doctor, who did see him; and the
doctor says he’s mad.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, pursing his lips thoughtfully. ‘I should say he’s mad. But of
course there can’t be any doubt that he’s right.’
‘Right?’ cried Carver sharply. ‘Right about what?’
‘About this being connected with the old theatrical company,’ said Father Brown. ‘Do
you know the first thing that stumped me about this story? It was that notion that
Maltravers was killed by villagers because he insulted their village. It’s extraordinary
what coroners can get jurymen to believe; and journalists, of course, are quite incredibly
credulous. They can’t know much about English rustics. I’m an English rustic myself; at
least I was grown, with other turnips, in Essex. Can you imagine an English agricultural
labourer idealizing and personifying his village, like the citizen of an old Greek city
state; drawing the sword for its sacred banner, like a man in the tiny medieval republic
of an Italian town? Can you hear a jolly old gaffer saying, “Blood alone can wipe out
one spot on the escutcheon of Potter’s Pond”? By St George and the Dragon, I only
wish they would! But, as a matter of fact, I have a more practical argument for the other
notion.’
He paused for a moment, as if collecting his thoughts, and then went on: ‘They
misunderstood the meaning of those few last words poor Maltravers was heard to say.
He wasn’t telling the villagers that the village was only a hamlet. He was talking to an
actor; they were going to put on a performance in which Fitzgerald was to be
Fortinbras, the unknown Hankin to be Polonius, and Maltravers, no doubt, the Prince of
Denmark. Perhaps somebody else wanted the part or had views on the part; and
Maltravers said angrily, “You’d be a miserable little Hamlet”; that’s all.’
Dr Mulborough was staring; he seemed to be digesting the suggestion slowly but
without difficulty. At last he said, before the others could speak: ‘And what do you
suggest that we should do now?’
Father Brown arose rather abruptly; but he spoke civilly enough. ‘If these gentlemen
will excuse us for a moment, I propose that you and I, doctor, should go round at once
to the Horners. I know the parson and his son will both be there just now. And what I
want to do, doctor, is this. Nobody in the village knows yet, I think, about your autopsy
and its result. I want you simply to tell both the clergyman and his son, while they are
there together, the exact fact of the case; that Maltravers died by poison and not by a
blow.’
Dr Mulborough had reason to reconsider his incredulity when told that it was an
extraordinary village. The scene which ensued, when he actually carried out the priest’s
programme, was certainly of the sort in which a man, as the saying is, can hardly
believe his eyes.
The Rev. Samuel Horner was standing in his black cassock, which threw up the silver of
his venerable head; his hand rested at the moment on the lectern at which he often stood

to study the Scripture, now possibly by accident only; but it gave him a greater look of
authority. And opposite to him his mutinous son was sitting asprawl in a chair, smoking
a cheap cigarette with an exceptionally heavy scowl; a lively picture of youthful
impiety.
The old man courteously waved Father Brown to a seat, which he took and sat there
silent, staring blandly at the ceiling. But something made Mulborough feel that he could
deliver his important news more impressively standing up.
‘I feel,’ he said, ‘that you ought to be informed, as in some sense the spiritual father of
this community, that one terrible tragedy in its record has taken on a new significance;
possibly even more terrible. You will recall the sad business of the death of Maltravers;
who was adjudged to have been killed with the blow of a stick, probably wielded by
some rustic enemy.’
The clergyman made a gesture with a wavering hand. ‘God forbid,’ he said, ‘that I
should say anything that might seem to palliate murderous violence in any case. But
when an actor brings his wickedness into this innocent village, he is challenging the
judgement of God.’
‘Perhaps,’ said the doctor gravely. ‘But anyhow it was not so that the judgement fell. I
have just been commissioned to conduct a post-mortem on the body; and I can assure
you, first, that the blow on the head could not conceivably have caused the death; and,
second, that the body was full of poison, which undoubtedly caused death.’
Young Hurrel Horner sent his cigarette flying and was on his feet with the lightness and
swiftness of a cat. His leap landed him within a yard of the reading-desk.
‘Are you certain of this?’ he gasped. ‘Are you absolutely certain that that blow could
not cause death?’
‘Absolutely certain,’ said the doctor.
‘Well,’ said Hurrel, ‘I almost wish this one could.’
In a flash, before anyone could move a finger, he had struck the parson a stunning crack
on the mouth, dashing him backwards like a disjointed black doll against the door.
‘What are you doing?’ cried Mulborough, shaken from head to foot with the shock and
mere sound of the blow. ‘Father Brown, what is this madman doing?’
But Father Brown had not stirred; he was still staring serenely at the ceiling.
‘I was waiting for him to do that,’ said the priest placidly. ‘I rather wonder he hasn’t
done it before.’
‘Good God,’ cried the doctor. ‘I know we thought he was wronged in some ways; but to
strike his father; to strike a clergyman and a non-combatant — ’

‘He has not struck his father; and he has not struck a clergyman,’ said Father Brown.
‘He has struck a blackmailing blackguard of an actor dressed up as a clergyman, who
has lived on him like a leech for years. Now he knows he is free of the blackmail, he
lets fly; and I can’t say I blame him much. More especially as I have very strong
suspicions that the blackmailer is a poisoner as well. I think, Mulborough, you had
better ring up the police.’
They passed out of the room uninterrupted by the two others, the one dazed and
staggered, the other still blind and snorting and panting with passions of relief and rage.
But as they passed, Father Brown once turned his face to the young man; and the young
man was one of the very few human beings who have seen that face implacable.
‘He was right there,’ said Father Brown. ‘When an actor brings his wickedness into this
innocent village, he challenges the judgement of God.’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, as he and the doctor again settled themselves in a railway
carriage standing in the station of Potter’s Pond. ‘As you say, it’s a strange story; but I
don’t think it’s any longer a mystery story. Anyhow, the story seems to me to have been
roughly this. Maltravers came here, with part of his touring company; some of them
went straight to Dutton-Abbot, where they were all presenting some melodrama about
the early nineteenth century; he himself happened to be hanging about in his stage dress,
the very distinctive dress of a dandy of that time. Another character was an oldfashioned parson, whose dark dress was less distinctive and might pass as being merely
old-fashioned. This part was taken by a man who mostly acted old men; had acted
Shylock and was afterwards going to act Polonius.
‘A third figure in the drama was our dramatic poet, who was also a dramatic performer,
and quarrelled with Maltravers about how to present Hamlet, but more about personal
things, too. I think it likely that he was in love with Mrs Maltravers even then; I don’t
believe there was anything wrong with them; and I hope it may now be all right with
them. But he may very well have resented Maltravers in his conjugal capacity; for
Maltravers was a bully and likely to raise rows. In some such row they fought with
sticks, and the poet hit Maltravers very hard on the head, and, in the light of the inquest,
had every reason to suppose he had killed him.
‘A third person was present or privy to the incident, the man acting the old parson; and
he proceeded to blackmail the alleged murderer, forcing from him the cost of his upkeep
in some luxury as a retired clergyman. It was the obvious masquerade for such a man in
such a place, simply to go on wearing his stage clothes as a retired clergyman. But he
had his own reason for being a very retired clergyman. For the true story of Maltravers’
death was that he rolled into a deep undergrowth of bracken, gradually recovered, tried
to walk towards a house, and was eventually overcome, not by the blow, but by the fact
that the benevolent clergyman had given him poison an hour before, probably in a glass
of port. I was beginning to think so, when I drank a glass of the parson’s port. It made
me a little nervous. The police are working on that theory now; but whether they will be
able to prove that part of the story, I don’t know. They will have to find the exact
motive; but it’s obvious that this bunch of actors was buzzing with quarrels and
Maltravers was very much hated.’

‘The police may prove something now they have got the suspicion,’ said Dr
Mulborough. ‘What I don’t understand is why you ever began to suspect. Why in the
world should you suspect that very blameless black-coated gentleman?’
Father Brown smiled faintly. ‘I suppose in one sense,’ he said, ‘it was a matter of
special knowledge; almost a professional matter, but in a peculiar sense. You know our
controversialists often complain that there is a great deal of ignorance about what our
religion is really like. But it is really more curious than that. It is true, and it is not at all
unnatural, that England does not know much about the Church of Rome. But England
does not know much about the Church of England. Not even as much as I do. You
would be astonished at how little the average public grasps about the Anglican
controversies; lots of them don’t really know what is meant by a High Churchman or a
Low Churchman, even on the particular points of practice, let alone the two theories of
history and philosophy behind them. You can see this ignorance in any newspaper; in
any merely popular novel or play.
‘Now the first thing that struck me was that this venerable cleric had got the whole thing
incredibly mixed up. No Anglican parson could be so wrong about every Anglican
problem. He was supposed to be an old Tory High Churchman; and then he boasted of
being a Puritan. A man like that might personally be rather Puritanical; but he would
never call it being a Puritan. He professed a horror of the stage; he didn’t know that
High Churchmen generally don’t have that special horror, though Low Churchmen do.
He talked like a Puritan about the Sabbath; and then he had a crucifix in his room. He
evidently had no notion of what a very pious parson ought to be, except that he ought to
be very solemn and venerable and frown upon the pleasures of the world.
‘All this time there was a subconscious notion running in my head; something I couldn’t
fix in my memory; and then it came to me suddenly. This is a Stage Parson. That is
exactly the vague venerable old fool who would be the nearest notion a popular
playwright or play-actor of the old school had of anything so odd as a religious man.’
‘To say nothing of a physician of the old school,’ said Mulborough good-humouredly,
‘who does not set up to know much about being a religious man.’
‘As a matter of fact,’ went on Father Brown, ‘there was a plainer and more glaring
cause for suspicion. It concerned the Dark Lady of the Grange, who was supposed to be
the Vampire of the Village.
I very early formed the impression that this black blot was rather the bright spot of the
village. She was treated as a mystery; but there was really nothing mysterious about her.
She had come down here quite recently, quite openly, under her own name, to help the
new inquiries to be made about her own husband. He hadn’t treated her too well; but
she had principles, suggesting that something was due to her married name and to
common justice. For the same reason, she went to live in the house outside which her
husband had been found dead. The other innocent and straightforward case, besides the
Vampire of the Village, was the Scandal of the Village, the parson’s profligate son. He
also made no disguise of his profession or past connection with the acting world. That’s
why I didn’t suspect him as I did the parson. But you’ll already have guessed a real and
relevant reason for suspecting the parson.’

‘Yes, I think I see,’ said the doctor, ‘that’s why you bring in the name of the actress.’
‘Yes, I mean his fanatical fixity about not seeing the actress,’ remarked the priest. ‘But
he didn’t really object to seeing her. He objected to her seeing him.’
‘Yes, I see that,’ assented the other. ‘If she had seen the Rev. Samuel Horner, she would
instantly have recognized the very unreverend actor Hankin, disguised as a sham parson
with a pretty bad character behind the disguise. Well, that is the whole of this simple
village idyll, I think. But you will admit I kept my promise; I have shown you
something in the village considerably more creepy than a corpse; even a corpse stuffed
with poison. The black coat of a parson stuffed with a blackmailer is at least worth
noticing and my live man is much deadlier than your dead one.’
‘Yes,’ said the doctor, settling himself back comfortably in the cushions. ‘If it comes to
a little cosy company on a railway journey, I should prefer the corpse.’
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The Blue Cross
Between the silver ribbon of morning and the green glittering ribbon of sea, the
boat touched Harwich and let loose a swarm of folk like flies, among whom the
man we must follow was by no means conspicuous — nor wished to be. There was
nothing notable about him, except a slight contrast between the holiday gaiety of
his clothes and the official gravity of his face. His clothes included a slight, pale
grey jacket, a white waistcoat, and a silver straw hat with a grey-blue ribbon. His
lean face was dark by contrast, and ended in a curt black beard that looked Spanish
and suggested an Elizabethan ruff. He was smoking a cigarette with the
seriousness of an idler. There was nothing about him to indicate the fact that the
grey jacket covered a loaded revolver, that the white waistcoat covered a police
card, or that the straw hat covered one of the most powerful intellects in Europe.
For this was Valentin himself, the head of the Paris police and the most famous
investigator of the world; and he was coming from Brussels to London to make the
greatest arrest of the century.
Flambeau was in England. The police of three countries had tracked the great
criminal at last from Ghent to Brussels, from Brussels to the Hook of Holland; and
it was conjectured that he would take some advantage of the unfamiliarity and
confusion of the Eucharistic Congress, then taking place in London. Probably he
would travel as some minor clerk or secretary connected with it; but, of course,
Valentin could not be certain; nobody could be certain about Flambeau.
It is many years now since this colossus of crime suddenly ceased keeping the
world in a turmoil; and when he ceased, as they said after the death of Roland,
there was a great quiet upon the earth. But in his best days (I mean, of course, his
worst) Flambeau was a figure as statuesque and international as the Kaiser. Almost
every morning the daily paper announced that he had escaped the consequences of
one extraordinary crime by committing another. He was a Gascon of gigantic
stature and bodily daring; and the wildest tales were told of his outbursts of
athletic humour; how he turned the juge d’instruction upside down and stood him
on his head, “to clear his mind”; how he ran down the Rue de Rivoli with a
policeman under each arm. It is due to him to say that his fantastic physical
strength was generally employed in such bloodless though undignified scenes; his
real crimes were chiefly those of ingenious and wholesale robbery. But each of his
thefts was almost a new sin, and would make a story by itself. It was he who ran
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the great Tyrolean Dairy Company in London, with no dairies, no cows, no carts,
no milk, but with some thousand subscribers. These he served by the simple
operation of moving the little milk cans outside people’s doors to the doors of his
own customers. It was he who had kept up an unaccountable and close
correspondence with a young lady whose whole letter-bag was intercepted, by the
extraordinary trick of photographing his messages infinitesimally small upon the
slides of a microscope. A sweeping simplicity, however, marked many of his
experiments. It is said that he once repainted all the numbers in a street in the dead
of night merely to divert one traveller into a trap. It is quite certain that he invented
a portable pillar-box, which he put up at corners in quiet suburbs on the chance of
strangers dropping postal orders into it. Lastly, he was known to be a startling
acrobat; despite his huge figure, he could leap like a grasshopper and melt into the
tree-tops like a monkey. Hence the great Valentin, when he set out to find
Flambeau, was perfectly aware that his adventures would not end when he had
found him.
But how was he to find him? On this the great Valentin’s ideas were still in
process of settlement.
There was one thing which Flambeau, with all his dexterity of disguise, could not
cover, and that was his singular height. If Valentin’s quick eye had caught a tall
apple-woman, a tall grenadier, or even a tolerably tall duchess, he might have
arrested them on the spot. But all along his train there was nobody that could be a
disguised Flambeau, any more than a cat could be a disguised giraffe. About the
people on the boat he had already satisfied himself; and the people picked up at
Harwich or on the journey limited themselves with certainty to six. There was a
short railway official travelling up to the terminus, three fairly short market
gardeners picked up two stations afterwards, one very short widow lady going up
from a small Essex town, and a very short Roman Catholic priest going up from a
small Essex village. When it came to the last case, Valentin gave it up and almost
laughed. The little priest was so much the essence of those Eastern flats; he had a
face as round and dull as a Norfolk dumpling; he had eyes as empty as the North
Sea; he had several brown paper parcels, which he was quite incapable of
collecting. The Eucharistic Congress had doubtless sucked out of their local
stagnation many such creatures, blind and helpless, like moles disinterred.
Valentin was a sceptic in the severe style of France, and could have no love for
priests. But he could have pity for them, and this one might have provoked pity in
anybody. He had a large, shabby umbrella, which constantly fell on the floor. He
did not seem to know which was the right end of his return ticket. He explained
with a moon-calf simplicity to everybody in the carriage that he had to be careful,
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because he had something made of real silver “with blue stones” in one of his
brown-paper parcels. His quaint blending of Essex flatness with saintly simplicity
continuously amused the Frenchman till the priest arrived (somehow) at
Tottenham with all his parcels, and came back for his umbrella. When he did the
last, Valentin even had the good nature to warn him not to take care of the silver
by telling everybody about it. But to whomever he talked, Valentin kept his eye
open for someone else; he looked out steadily for anyone, rich or poor, male or
female, who was well up to six feet; for Flambeau was four inches above it.
He alighted at Liverpool Street, however, quite conscientiously secure that he had
not missed the criminal so far. He then went to Scotland Yard to regularise his
position and arrange for help in case of need; he then lit another cigarette and went
for a long stroll in the streets of London. As he was walking in the streets and
squares beyond Victoria, he paused suddenly and stood. It was a quaint, quiet
square, very typical of London, full of an accidental stillness. The tall, flat houses
round looked at once prosperous and uninhabited; the square of shrubbery in the
centre looked as deserted as a green Pacific islet. One of the four sides was much
higher than the rest, like a dais; and the line of this side was broken by one of
London’s admirable accidents — a restaurant that looked as if it had strayed from
Soho. It was an unreasonably attractive object, with dwarf plants in pots and long,
striped blinds of lemon yellow and white. It stood specially high above the street,
and in the usual patchwork way of London, a flight of steps from the street ran up
to meet the front door almost as a fire-escape might run up to a first-floor window.
Valentin stood and smoked in front of the yellow-white blinds and considered
them long.
The most incredible thing about miracles is that they happen. A few clouds in
heaven do come together into the staring shape of one human eye. A tree does
stand up in the landscape of a doubtful journey in the exact and elaborate shape of
a note of interrogation. I have seen both these things myself within the last few
days. Nelson does die in the instant of victory; and a man named Williams does
quite accidentally murder a man named Williamson; it sounds like a sort of
infanticide. In short, there is in life an element of elfin coincidence which people
reckoning on the prosaic may perpetually miss. As it has been well expressed in
the paradox of Poe, wisdom should reckon on the unforeseen.
Aristide Valentin was unfathomably French; and the French intelligence is
intelligence specially and solely. He was not “a thinking machine”; for that is a
brainless phrase of modern fatalism and materialism. A machine only is a machine
because it cannot think. But he was a thinking man, and a plain man at the same
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time. All his wonderful successes, that looked like conjuring, had been gained by
plodding logic, by clear and commonplace French thought. The French electrify
the world not by starting any paradox, they electrify it by carrying out a truism.
They carry a truism so far — as in the French Revolution. But exactly because
Valentin understood reason, he understood the limits of reason. Only a man who
knows nothing of motors talks of motoring without petrol; only a man who knows
nothing of reason talks of reasoning without strong, undisputed first principles.
Here he had no strong first principles. Flambeau had been missed at Harwich; and
if he was in London at all, he might be anything from a tall tramp on Wimbledon
Common to a tall toast-master at the Hotel Metropole. In such a naked state of
nescience, Valentin had a view and a method of his own.
In such cases he reckoned on the unforeseen. In such cases, when he could not
follow the train of the reasonable, he coldly and carefully followed the train of the
unreasonable. Instead of going to the right places — banks, police stations,
rendezvous — he systematically went to the wrong places; knocked at every
empty house, turned down every cul de sac, went up every lane blocked with
rubbish, went round every crescent that led him uselessly out of the way. He
defended this crazy course quite logically. He said that if one had a clue this was
the worst way; but if one had no clue at all it was the best, because there was just
the chance that any oddity that caught the eye of the pursuer might be the same
that had caught the eye of the pursued. Somewhere a man must begin, and it had
better be just where another man might stop. Something about that flight of steps
up to the shop, something about the quietude and quaintness of the restaurant,
roused all the detective’s rare romantic fancy and made him resolve to strike at
random. He went up the steps, and sitting down at a table by the window, asked for
a cup of black coffee.
It was half-way through the morning, and he had not breakfasted; the slight litter
of other breakfasts stood about on the table to remind him of his hunger; and
adding a poached egg to his order, he proceeded musingly to shake some white
sugar into his coffee, thinking all the time about Flambeau. He remembered how
Flambeau had escaped, once by a pair of nail scissors, and once by a house on fire;
once by having to pay for an unstamped letter, and once by getting people to look
through a telescope at a comet that might destroy the world. He thought his
detective brain as good as the criminal’s, which was true. But he fully realised the
disadvantage. “The criminal is the creative artist; the detective only the critic,” he
said with a sour smile, and lifted his coffee cup to his lips slowly, and put it down
very quickly. He had put salt in it.
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He looked at the vessel from which the silvery powder had come; it was certainly a
sugar-basin; as unmistakably meant for sugar as a champagne-bottle for
champagne. He wondered why they should keep salt in it. He looked to see if there
were any more orthodox vessels. Yes; there were two salt-cellars quite full.
Perhaps there was some speciality in the condiment in the salt-cellars. He tasted it;
it was sugar. Then he looked round at the restaurant with a refreshed air of interest,
to see if there were any other traces of that singular artistic taste which puts the
sugar in the salt-cellars and the salt in the sugar-basin. Except for an odd splash of
some dark fluid on one of the white-papered walls, the whole place appeared neat,
cheerful and ordinary. He rang the bell for the waiter.
When that official hurried up, fuzzy-haired and somewhat blear-eyed at that early
hour, the detective (who was not without an appreciation of the simpler forms of
humour) asked him to taste the sugar and see if it was up to the high reputation of
the hotel. The result was that the waiter yawned suddenly and woke up.
“Do you play this delicate joke on your customers every morning?” inquired
Valentin. “Does changing the salt and sugar never pall on you as a jest?”
The waiter, when this irony grew clearer, stammeringly assured him that the
establishment had certainly no such intention; it must be a most curious mistake.
He picked up the sugar-basin and looked at it; he picked up the salt-cellar and
looked at that, his face growing more and more bewildered. At last he abruptly
excused himself, and hurrying away, returned in a few seconds with the proprietor.
The proprietor also examined the sugar-basin and then the salt-cellar; the
proprietor also looked bewildered.
Suddenly the waiter seemed to grow inarticulate with a rush of words.
“I zink,” he stuttered eagerly, “I zink it is those two clergy-men.”
“What two clergymen?”
“The two clergymen,” said the waiter, “that threw soup at the wall.”
“Threw soup at the wall?” repeated Valentin, feeling sure this must be some
singular Italian metaphor.
“Yes, yes,” said the attendant excitedly, and pointed at the dark splash on the white
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paper; “threw it over there on the wall.”
Valentin looked his query at the proprietor, who came to his rescue with fuller
reports.
“Yes, sir,” he said, “it’s quite true, though I don’t suppose it has anything to do
with the sugar and salt. Two clergymen came in and drank soup here very early, as
soon as the shutters were taken down. They were both very quiet, respectable
people; one of them paid the bill and went out; the other, who seemed a slower
coach altogether, was some minutes longer getting his things together. But he went
at last. Only, the instant before he stepped into the street he deliberately picked up
his cup, which he had only half emptied, and threw the soup slap on the wall. I was
in the back room myself, and so was the waiter; so I could only rush out in time to
find the wall splashed and the shop empty. It don’t do any particular damage, but it
was confounded cheek; and I tried to catch the men in the street. They were too far
off though; I only noticed they went round the next corner into Carstairs Street.”
The detective was on his feet, hat settled and stick in hand. He had already decided
that in the universal darkness of his mind he could only follow the first odd finger
that pointed; and this finger was odd enough. Paying his bill and clashing the glass
doors behind him, he was soon swinging round into the other street.
It was fortunate that even in such fevered moments his eye was cool and quick.
Something in a shop-front went by him like a mere flash; yet he went back to look
at it. The shop was a popular greengrocer and fruiterer’s, an array of goods set out
in the open air and plainly ticketed with their names and prices. In the two most
prominent compartments were two heaps, of oranges and of nuts respectively. On
the heap of nuts lay a scrap of cardboard, on which was written in bold, blue chalk,
“Best tangerine oranges, two a penny.” On the oranges was the equally clear and
exact description, “Finest Brazil nuts, 4d. a lb.” M. Valentin looked at these two
placards and fancied he had met this highly subtle form of humour before, and that
somewhat recently. He drew the attention of the red-faced fruiterer, who was
looking rather sullenly up and down the street, to this inaccuracy in his
advertisements. The fruiterer said nothing, but sharply put each card into its proper
place. The detective, leaning elegantly on his walking-cane, continued to scrutinise
the shop. At last he said, “Pray excuse my apparent irrelevance, my good sir, but I
should like to ask you a question in experimental psychology and the association
of ideas.”
The red-faced shopman regarded him with an eye of menace; but he continued
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gaily, swinging his cane, “Why,” he pursued, “why are two tickets wrongly placed
in a greengrocer’s shop like a shovel hat that has come to London for a holiday?
Or, in case I do not make myself clear, what is the mystical association which
connects the idea of nuts marked as oranges with the idea of two clergymen, one
tall and the other short?”
The eyes of the tradesman stood out of his head like a snail’s; he really seemed for
an instant likely to fling himself upon the stranger. At last he stammered angrily:
“I don’t know what you ‘ave to do with it, but if you’re one of their friends, you
can tell ’em from me that I’ll knock their silly ‘eads off, parsons or no parsons, if
they upset my apples again.”
“Indeed?” asked the detective, with great sympathy. “Did they upset your apples?”
“One of ’em did,” said the heated shopman; “rolled ’em all over the street. I’d ‘ave
caught the fool but for havin’ to pick ’em up.”
“Which way did these parsons go?” asked Valentin.
“Up that second road on the left-hand side, and then across the square,” said the
other promptly.
“Thanks,” replied Valentin, and vanished like a fairy. On the other side of the
second square he found a policeman, and said: “This is urgent, constable; have you
seen two clergymen in shovel hats?”
The policeman began to chuckle heavily. “I ‘ave, sir; and if you arst me, one of
’em was drunk. He stood in the middle of the road that bewildered that — ”
“Which way did they go?” snapped Valentin.
“They took one of them yellow buses over there,” answered the man; “them that
go to Hampstead.”
Valentin produced his official card and said very rapidly: “Call up two of your
men to come with me in pursuit,” and crossed the road with such contagious
energy that the ponderous policeman was moved to almost agile obedience. In a
minute and a half the French detective was joined on the opposite pavement by an
inspector and a man in plain clothes.
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“Well, sir,” began the former, with smiling importance, “and what may — ?”
Valentin pointed suddenly with his cane. “I’ll tell you on the top of that omnibus,”
he said, and was darting and dodging across the tangle of the traffic. When all
three sank panting on the top seats of the yellow vehicle, the inspector said: “We
could go four times as quick in a taxi.”
“Quite true,” replied their leader placidly, “if we only had an idea of where we
were going.”
“Well, where are you going?” asked the other, staring.
Valentin smoked frowningly for a few seconds; then, removing his cigarette, he
said: “If you know what a man’s doing, get in front of him; but if you want to
guess what he’s doing, keep behind him. Stray when he strays; stop when he stops;
travel as slowly as he. Then you may see what he saw and may act as he acted. All
we can do is to keep our eyes skinned for a queer thing.”
“What sort of queer thing do you mean?” asked the inspector.
“Any sort of queer thing,” answered Valentin, and relapsed into obstinate silence.
The yellow omnibus crawled up the northern roads for what seemed like hours on
end; the great detective would not explain further, and perhaps his assistants felt a
silent and growing doubt of his errand. Perhaps, also, they felt a silent and growing
desire for lunch, for the hours crept long past the normal luncheon hour, and the
long roads of the North London suburbs seemed to shoot out into length after
length like an infernal telescope. It was one of those journeys on which a man
perpetually feels that now at last he must have come to the end of the universe, and
then finds he has only come to the beginning of Tufnell Park. London died away in
draggled taverns and dreary scrubs, and then was unaccountably born again in
blazing high streets and blatant hotels. It was like passing through thirteen separate
vulgar cities all just touching each other. But though the winter twilight was
already threatening the road ahead of them, the Parisian detective still sat silent
and watchful, eyeing the frontage of the streets that slid by on either side. By the
time they had left Camden Town behind, the policemen were nearly asleep; at
least, they gave something like a jump as Valentin leapt erect, struck a hand on
each man’s shoulder, and shouted to the driver to stop.
They tumbled down the steps into the road without realising why they had been
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dislodged; when they looked round for enlightenment they found Valentin
triumphantly pointing his finger towards a window on the left side of the road. It
was a large window, forming part of the long facade of a gilt and palatial publichouse; it was the part reserved for respectable dining, and labelled “Restaurant.”
This window, like all the rest along the frontage of the hotel, was of frosted and
figured glass; but in the middle of it was a big, black smash, like a star in the ice.
“Our cue at last,” cried Valentin, waving his stick; “the place with the broken
window.”
“What window? What cue?” asked his principal assistant. “Why, what proof is
there that this has anything to do with them?”
Valentin almost broke his bamboo stick with rage.
“Proof!” he cried. “Good God! the man is looking for proof! Why, of course, the
chances are twenty to one that it has nothing to do with them. But what else can
we do? Don’t you see we must either follow one wild possibility or else go home
to bed?” He banged his way into the restaurant, followed by his companions, and
they were soon seated at a late luncheon at a little table, and looked at the star of
smashed glass from the inside. Not that it was very informative to them even then.
“Got your window broken, I see,” said Valentin to the waiter as he paid the bill.
“Yes, sir,” answered the attendant, bending busily over the change, to which
Valentin silently added an enormous tip. The waiter straightened himself with mild
but unmistakable animation.
“Ah, yes, sir,” he said. “Very odd thing, that, sir.”
“Indeed?” Tell us about it,” said the detective with careless curiosity.
“Well, two gents in black came in,” said the waiter; “two of those foreign parsons
that are running about. They had a cheap and quiet little lunch, and one of them
paid for it and went out. The other was just going out to join him when I looked at
my change again and found he’d paid me more than three times too much. ‘Here,’
I says to the chap who was nearly out of the door, ‘you’ve paid too much.’ ‘Oh,’
he says, very cool, ‘have we?’ ‘Yes,’ I says, and picks up the bill to show him.
Well, that was a knock-out.”
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“What do you mean?” asked his interlocutor.
“Well, I’d have sworn on seven Bibles that I’d put 4s. on that bill. But now I saw
I’d put 14s., as plain as paint.”
“Well?” cried Valentin, moving slowly, but with burning eyes, “and then?”
“The parson at the door he says all serene, ‘Sorry to confuse your accounts, but
it’ll pay for the window.’ ‘What window?’ I says. ‘The one I’m going to break,’ he
says, and smashed that blessed pane with his umbrella.”
All three inquirers made an exclamation; and the inspector said under his breath,
“Are we after escaped lunatics?” The waiter went on with some relish for the
ridiculous story:
“I was so knocked silly for a second, I couldn’t do anything. The man marched out
of the place and joined his friend just round the corner. Then they went so quick up
Bullock Street that I couldn’t catch them, though I ran round the bars to do it.”
“Bullock Street,” said the detective, and shot up that thoroughfare as quickly as the
strange couple he pursued.
Their journey now took them through bare brick ways like tunnels; streets with
few lights and even with few windows; streets that seemed built out of the blank
backs of everything and everywhere. Dusk was deepening, and it was not easy
even for the London policemen to guess in what exact direction they were
treading. The inspector, however, was pretty certain that they would eventually
strike some part of Hampstead Heath. Abruptly one bulging gas-lit window broke
the blue twilight like a bull’s-eye lantern; and Valentin stopped an instant before a
little garish sweetstuff shop. After an instant’s hesitation he went in; he stood amid
the gaudy colours of the confectionery with entire gravity and bought thirteen
chocolate cigars with a certain care. He was clearly preparing an opening; but he
did not need one.
An angular, elderly young woman in the shop had regarded his elegant appearance
with a merely automatic inquiry; but when she saw the door behind him blocked
with the blue uniform of the inspector, her eyes seemed to wake up.
“Oh,” she said, “if you’ve come about that parcel, I’ve sent it off already.”
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“Parcel?” repeated Valentin; and it was his turn to look inquiring.
“I mean the parcel the gentleman left — the clergyman gentleman.”
“For goodness’ sake,” said Valentin, leaning forward with his first real confession
of eagerness, “for Heaven’s sake tell us what happened exactly.”
“Well,” said the woman a little doubtfully, “the clergymen came in about half an
hour ago and bought some peppermints and talked a bit, and then went off towards
the Heath. But a second after, one of them runs back into the shop and says, ‘Have
I left a parcel!’ Well, I looked everywhere and couldn’t see one; so he says, ‘Never
mind; but if it should turn up, please post it to this address,’ and he left me the
address and a shilling for my trouble. And sure enough, though I thought I’d
looked everywhere, I found he’d left a brown paper parcel, so I posted it to the
place he said. I can’t remember the address now; it was somewhere in
Westminster. But as the thing seemed so important, I thought perhaps the police
had come about it.”
“So they have,” said Valentin shortly. “Is Hampstead Heath near here?”
“Straight on for fifteen minutes,” said the woman, “and you’ll come right out on
the open.” Valentin sprang out of the shop and began to run. The other detectives
followed him at a reluctant trot.
The street they threaded was so narrow and shut in by shadows that when they
came out unexpectedly into the void common and vast sky they were startled to
find the evening still so light and clear. A perfect dome of peacock-green sank into
gold amid the blackening trees and the dark violet distances. The glowing green
tint was just deep enough to pick out in points of crystal one or two stars. All that
was left of the daylight lay in a golden glitter across the edge of Hampstead and
that popular hollow which is called the Vale of Health. The holiday makers who
roam this region had not wholly dispersed; a few couples sat shapelessly on
benches; and here and there a distant girl still shrieked in one of the swings. The
glory of heaven deepened and darkened around the sublime vulgarity of man; and
standing on the slope and looking across the valley, Valentin beheld the thing
which he sought.
Among the black and breaking groups in that distance was one especially black
which did not break — a group of two figures clerically clad. Though they seemed
as small as insects, Valentin could see that one of them was much smaller than the
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other. Though the other had a student’s stoop and an inconspicuous manner, he
could see that the man was well over six feet high. He shut his teeth and went
forward, whirling his stick impatiently. By the time he had substantially
diminished the distance and magnified the two black figures as in a vast
microscope, he had perceived something else; something which startled him, and
yet which he had somehow expected. Whoever was the tall priest, there could be
no doubt about the identity of the short one. It was his friend of the Harwich train,
the stumpy little cure of Essex whom he had warned about his brown paper parcels.
Now, so far as this went, everything fitted in finally and rationally enough.
Valentin had learned by his inquiries that morning that a Father Brown from Essex
was bringing up a silver cross with sapphires, a relic of considerable value, to
show some of the foreign priests at the congress. This undoubtedly was the “silver
with blue stones”; and Father Brown undoubtedly was the little greenhorn in the
train. Now there was nothing wonderful about the fact that what Valentin had
found out Flambeau had also found out; Flambeau found out everything. Also
there was nothing wonderful in the fact that when Flambeau heard of a sapphire
cross he should try to steal it; that was the most natural thing in all natural history.
And most certainly there was nothing wonderful about the fact that Flambeau
should have it all his own way with such a silly sheep as the man with the umbrella
and the parcels. He was the sort of man whom anybody could lead on a string to
the North Pole; it was not surprising that an actor like Flambeau, dressed as
another priest, could lead him to Hampstead Heath. So far the crime seemed clear
enough; and while the detective pitied the priest for his helplessness, he almost
despised Flambeau for condescending to so gullible a victim. But when Valentin
thought of all that had happened in between, of all that had led him to his triumph,
he racked his brains for the smallest rhyme or reason in it. What had the stealing of
a blue-and-silver cross from a priest from Essex to do with chucking soup at wall
paper? What had it to do with calling nuts oranges, or with paying for windows
first and breaking them afterwards? He had come to the end of his chase; yet
somehow he had missed the middle of it. When he failed (which was seldom), he
had usually grasped the clue, but nevertheless missed the criminal. Here he had
grasped the criminal, but still he could not grasp the clue.
The two figures that they followed were crawling like black flies across the huge
green contour of a hill. They were evidently sunk in conversation, and perhaps did
not notice where they were going; but they were certainly going to the wilder and
more silent heights of the Heath. As their pursuers gained on them, the latter had to
use the undignified attitudes of the deer-stalker, to crouch behind clumps of trees
and even to crawl prostrate in deep grass. By these ungainly ingenuities the
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hunters even came close enough to the quarry to hear the murmur of the
discussion, but no word could be distinguished except the word “reason” recurring
frequently in a high and almost childish voice. Once over an abrupt dip of land and
a dense tangle of thickets, the detectives actually lost the two figures they were
following. They did not find the trail again for an agonising ten minutes, and then
it led round the brow of a great dome of hill overlooking an amphitheatre of rich
and desolate sunset scenery. Under a tree in this commanding yet neglected spot
was an old ramshackle wooden seat. On this seat sat the two priests still in serious
speech together. The gorgeous green and gold still clung to the darkening horizon;
but the dome above was turning slowly from peacock-green to peacock-blue, and
the stars detached themselves more and more like solid jewels. Mutely motioning
to his followers, Valentin contrived to creep up behind the big branching tree, and,
standing there in deathly silence, heard the words of the strange priests for the first
time.
After he had listened for a minute and a half, he was gripped by a devilish doubt.
Perhaps he had dragged the two English policemen to the wastes of a nocturnal
heath on an errand no saner than seeking figs on its thistles. For the two priests
were talking exactly like priests, piously, with learning and leisure, about the most
aerial enigmas of theology. The little Essex priest spoke the more simply, with his
round face turned to the strengthening stars; the other talked with his head bowed,
as if he were not even worthy to look at them. But no more innocently clerical
conversation could have been heard in any white Italian cloister or black Spanish
cathedral.
The first he heard was the tail of one of Father Brown’s sentences, which ended:
“. . . what they really meant in the Middle Ages by the heavens being
incorruptible.”
The taller priest nodded his bowed head and said:
“Ah, yes, these modern infidels appeal to their reason; but who can look at those
millions of worlds and not feel that there may well be wonderful universes above
us where reason is utterly unreasonable?”
“No,” said the other priest; “reason is always reasonable, even in the last limbo, in
the lost borderland of things. I know that people charge the Church with lowering
reason, but it is just the other way. Alone on earth, the Church makes reason really
supreme. Alone on earth, the Church affirms that God himself is bound by reason.”
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The other priest raised his austere face to the spangled sky and said:
“Yet who knows if in that infinite universe — ?”
“Only infinite physically,” said the little priest, turning sharply in his seat, “not
infinite in the sense of escaping from the laws of truth.”
Valentin behind his tree was tearing his fingernails with silent fury. He seemed
almost to hear the sniggers of the English detectives whom he had brought so far
on a fantastic guess only to listen to the metaphysical gossip of two mild old
parsons. In his impatience he lost the equally elaborate answer of the tall cleric,
and when he listened again it was again Father Brown who was speaking:
“Reason and justice grip the remotest and the loneliest star. Look at those stars.
Don’t they look as if they were single diamonds and sapphires? Well, you can
imagine any mad botany or geology you please. Think of forests of adamant with
leaves of brilliants. Think the moon is a blue moon, a single elephantine sapphire.
But don’t fancy that all that frantic astronomy would make the smallest difference
to the reason and justice of conduct. On plains of opal, under cliffs cut out of pearl,
you would still find a notice-board, ‘Thou shalt not steal.’”
Valentin was just in the act of rising from his rigid and crouching attitude and
creeping away as softly as might be, felled by the one great folly of his life. But
something in the very silence of the tall priest made him stop until the latter spoke.
When at last he did speak, he said simply, his head bowed and his hands on his
knees:
“Well, I think that other worlds may perhaps rise higher than our reason. The
mystery of heaven is unfathomable, and I for one can only bow my head.”
Then, with brow yet bent and without changing by the faintest shade his attitude or
voice, he added:
“Just hand over that sapphire cross of yours, will you? We’re all alone here, and I
could pull you to pieces like a straw doll.”
The utterly unaltered voice and attitude added a strange violence to that shocking
change of speech. But the guarder of the relic only seemed to turn his head by the
smallest section of the compass. He seemed still to have a somewhat foolish face
turned to the stars. Perhaps he had not understood. Or, perhaps, he had understood
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and sat rigid with terror.
“Yes,” said the tall priest, in the same low voice and in the same still posture, “yes,
I am Flambeau.”
Then, after a pause, he said:
“Come, will you give me that cross?”
“No,” said the other, and the monosyllable had an odd sound.
Flambeau suddenly flung off all his pontifical pretensions. The great robber leaned
back in his seat and laughed low but long.
“No,” he cried, “you won’t give it me, you proud prelate. You won’t give it me,
you little celibate simpleton. Shall I tell you why you won’t give it me? Because
I’ve got it already in my own breast-pocket.”
The small man from Essex turned what seemed to be a dazed face in the dusk, and
said, with the timid eagerness of “The Private Secretary”:
“Are — are you sure?”
Flambeau yelled with delight.
“Really, you’re as good as a three-act farce,” he cried. “Yes, you turnip, I am quite
sure. I had the sense to make a duplicate of the right parcel, and now, my friend,
you’ve got the duplicate and I’ve got the jewels. An old dodge, Father Brown — a
very old dodge.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown, and passed his hand through his hair with the same
strange vagueness of manner. “Yes, I’ve heard of it before.”
The colossus of crime leaned over to the little rustic priest with a sort of sudden
interest.
“You have heard of it?” he asked. “Where have you heard of it?”
“Well, I mustn’t tell you his name, of course,” said the little man simply. “He was
a penitent, you know. He had lived prosperously for about twenty years entirely on
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duplicate brown paper parcels. And so, you see, when I began to suspect you, I
thought of this poor chap’s way of doing it at once.”
“Began to suspect me?” repeated the outlaw with increased intensity. “Did you
really have the gumption to suspect me just because I brought you up to this bare
part of the heath?”
“No, no,” said Brown with an air of apology. “You see, I suspected you when we
first met. It’s that little bulge up the sleeve where you people have the spiked
bracelet.”
“How in Tartarus,” cried Flambeau, “did you ever hear of the spiked bracelet?”
“Oh, one’s little flock, you know!” said Father Brown, arching his eyebrows rather
blankly. “When I was a curate in Hartlepool, there were three of them with spiked
bracelets. So, as I suspected you from the first, don’t you see, I made sure that the
cross should go safe, anyhow. I’m afraid I watched you, you know. So at last I saw
you change the parcels. Then, don’t you see, I changed them back again. And then
I left the right one behind.”
“Left it behind?” repeated Flambeau, and for the first time there was another note
in his voice beside his triumph.
“Well, it was like this,” said the little priest, speaking in the same unaffected way.
“I went back to that sweet-shop and asked if I’d left a parcel, and gave them a
particular address if it turned up. Well, I knew I hadn’t; but when I went away
again I did. So, instead of running after me with that valuable parcel, they have
sent it flying to a friend of mine in Westminster.” Then he added rather sadly: “I
learnt that, too, from a poor fellow in Hartlepool. He used to do it with handbags
he stole at railway stations, but he’s in a monastery now. Oh, one gets to know,
you know,” he added, rubbing his head again with the same sort of desperate
apology. “We can’t help being priests. People come and tell us these things.”
Flambeau tore a brown-paper parcel out of his inner pocket and rent it in pieces.
There was nothing but paper and sticks of lead inside it. He sprang to his feet with
a gigantic gesture, and cried:
“I don’t believe you. I don’t believe a bumpkin like you could manage all that. I
believe you’ve still got the stuff on you, and if you don’t give it up — why, we’re
all alone, and I’ll take it by force!”
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“No,” said Father Brown simply, and stood up also, “you won’t take it by force.
First, because I really haven’t still got it. And, second, because we are not alone.”
Flambeau stopped in his stride forward.
“Behind that tree,” said Father Brown, pointing, “are two strong policemen and the
greatest detective alive. How did they come here, do you ask? Why, I brought
them, of course! How did I do it? Why, I’ll tell you if you like! Lord bless you, we
have to know twenty such things when we work among the criminal classes! Well,
I wasn’t sure you were a thief, and it would never do to make a scandal against one
of our own clergy. So I just tested you to see if anything would make you show
yourself. A man generally makes a small scene if he finds salt in his coffee; if he
doesn’t, he has some reason for keeping quiet. I changed the salt and sugar, and
you kept quiet. A man generally objects if his bill is three times too big. If he pays
it, he has some motive for passing unnoticed. I altered your bill, and you paid it.”
The world seemed waiting for Flambeau to leap like a tiger. But he was held back
as by a spell; he was stunned with the utmost curiosity.
“Well,” went on Father Brown, with lumbering lucidity, “as you wouldn’t leave
any tracks for the police, of course somebody had to. At every place we went to, I
took care to do something that would get us talked about for the rest of the day. I
didn’t do much harm — a splashed wall, spilt apples, a broken window; but I
saved the cross, as the cross will always be saved. It is at Westminster by now. I
rather wonder you didn’t stop it with the Donkey’s Whistle.”
“With the what?” asked Flambeau.
“I’m glad you’ve never heard of it,” said the priest, making a face. “It’s a foul
thing. I’m sure you’re too good a man for a Whistler. I couldn’t have countered it
even with the Spots myself; I’m not strong enough in the legs.”
“What on earth are you talking about?” asked the other.
“Well, I did think you’d know the Spots,” said Father Brown, agreeably surprised.
“Oh, you can’t have gone so very wrong yet!”
“How in blazes do you know all these horrors?” cried Flambeau.
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The shadow of a smile crossed the round, simple face of his clerical opponent.
“Oh, by being a celibate simpleton, I suppose,” he said. “Has it never struck you
that a man who does next to nothing but hear men’s real sins is not likely to be
wholly unaware of human evil? But, as a matter of fact, another part of my trade,
too, made me sure you weren’t a priest.”
“What?” asked the thief, almost gaping.
“You attacked reason,” said Father Brown. “It’s bad theology.”
And even as he turned away to collect his property, the three policemen came out
from under the twilight trees. Flambeau was an artist and a sportsman. He stepped
back and swept Valentin a great bow.
“Do not bow to me, mon ami,” said Valentin with silver clearness. “Let us both
bow to our master.”
And they both stood an instant uncovered while the little Essex priest blinked
about for his umbrella.

The Secret Garden
Aristide Valentin, Chief of the Paris Police, was late for his dinner, and some of
his guests began to arrive before him. These were, however, reassured by his
confidential servant, Ivan, the old man with a scar, and a face almost as grey as his
moustaches, who always sat at a table in the entrance hall — a hall hung with
weapons. Valentin’s house was perhaps as peculiar and celebrated as its master. It
was an old house, with high walls and tall poplars almost overhanging the Seine;
but the oddity — and perhaps the police value — of its architecture was this: that
there was no ultimate exit at all except through this front door, which was guarded
by Ivan and the armoury. The garden was large and elaborate, and there were
many exits from the house into the garden. But there was no exit from the garden
into the world outside; all round it ran a tall, smooth, unscalable wall with special
spikes at the top; no bad garden, perhaps, for a man to reflect in whom some
hundred criminals had sworn to kill.
As Ivan explained to the guests, their host had telephoned that he was detained for
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ten minutes. He was, in truth, making some last arrangements about executions
and such ugly things; and though these duties were rootedly repulsive to him, he
always performed them with precision. Ruthless in the pursuit of criminals, he was
very mild about their punishment. Since he had been supreme over French — and
largely over European — policial methods, his great influence had been
honourably used for the mitigation of sentences and the purification of prisons. He
was one of the great humanitarian French freethinkers; and the only thing wrong
with them is that they make mercy even colder than justice.
When Valentin arrived he was already dressed in black clothes and the red rosette
— an elegant figure, his dark beard already streaked with grey. He went straight
through his house to his study, which opened on the grounds behind. The garden
door of it was open, and after he had carefully locked his box in its official place,
he stood for a few seconds at the open door looking out upon the garden. A sharp
moon was fighting with the flying rags and tatters of a storm, and Valentin
regarded it with a wistfulness unusual in such scientific natures as his. Perhaps
such scientific natures have some psychic prevision of the most tremendous
problem of their lives. From any such occult mood, at least, he quickly recovered,
for he knew he was late, and that his guests had already begun to arrive. A glance
at his drawing-room when he entered it was enough to make certain that his
principal guest was not there, at any rate. He saw all the other pillars of the little
party; he saw Lord Galloway, the English Ambassador — a choleric old man with
a russet face like an apple, wearing the blue ribbon of the Garter. He saw Lady
Galloway, slim and threadlike, with silver hair and a face sensitive and superior.
He saw her daughter, Lady Margaret Graham, a pale and pretty girl with an elfish
face and copper-coloured hair. He saw the Duchess of Mont St. Michel, blackeyed and opulent, and with her her two daughters, black-eyed and opulent also. He
saw Dr. Simon, a typical French scientist, with glasses, a pointed brown beard, and
a forehead barred with those parallel wrinkles which are the penalty of
superciliousness, since they come through constantly elevating the eyebrows. He
saw Father Brown, of Cobhole, in Essex, whom he had recently met in England.
He saw — perhaps with more interest than any of these — a tall man in uniform,
who had bowed to the Galloways without receiving any very hearty
acknowledgment, and who now advanced alone to pay his respects to his host.
This was Commandant O’Brien, of the French Foreign Legion. He was a slim yet
somewhat swaggering figure, clean-shaven, dark-haired, and blue-eyed, and, as
seemed natural in an officer of that famous regiment of victorious failures and
successful suicides, he had an air at once dashing and melancholy. He was by birth
an Irish gentleman, and in boyhood had known the Galloways — especially
Margaret Graham. He had left his country after some crash of debts, and now
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expressed his complete freedom from British etiquette by swinging about in
uniform, sabre and spurs. When he bowed to the Ambassador’s family, Lord and
Lady Galloway bent stiffly, and Lady Margaret looked away.
But for whatever old causes such people might be interested in each other, their
distinguished host was not specially interested in them. No one of them at least
was in his eyes the guest of the evening. Valentin was expecting, for special
reasons, a man of world-wide fame, whose friendship he had secured during some
of his great detective tours and triumphs in the United States. He was expecting
Julius K. Brayne, that multi-millionaire whose colossal and even crushing
endowments of small religions have occasioned so much easy sport and easier
solemnity for the American and English papers. Nobody could quite make out
whether Mr. Brayne was an atheist or a Mormon or a Christian Scientist; but he
was ready to pour money into any intellectual vessel, so long as it was an untried
vessel. One of his hobbies was to wait for the American Shakespeare — a hobby
more patient than angling. He admired Walt Whitman, but thought that Luke P.
Tanner, of Paris, Pa., was more “progressive” than Whitman any day. He liked
anything that he thought “progressive.” He thought Valentin “progressive,”
thereby doing him a grave injustice.
The solid appearance of Julius K. Brayne in the room was as decisive as a dinner
bell. He had this great quality, which very few of us can claim, that his presence
was as big as his absence. He was a huge fellow, as fat as he was tall, clad in
complete evening black, without so much relief as a watch-chain or a ring. His hair
was white and well brushed back like a German’s; his face was red, fierce and
cherubic, with one dark tuft under the lower lip that threw up that otherwise
infantile visage with an effect theatrical and even Mephistophelean. Not long,
however, did that salon merely stare at the celebrated American; his lateness had
already become a domestic problem, and he was sent with all speed into the diningroom with Lady Galloway on his arm.
Except on one point the Galloways were genial and casual enough. So long as
Lady Margaret did not take the arm of that adventurer O’Brien, her father was
quite satisfied; and she had not done so, she had decorously gone in with Dr.
Simon. Nevertheless, old Lord Galloway was restless and almost rude. He was
diplomatic enough during dinner, but when, over the cigars, three of the younger
men — Simon the doctor, Brown the priest, and the detrimental O’Brien, the exile
in a foreign uniform — all melted away to mix with the ladies or smoke in the
conservatory, then the English diplomatist grew very undiplomatic indeed. He was
stung every sixty seconds with the thought that the scamp O’Brien might be
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signalling to Margaret somehow; he did not attempt to imagine how. He was left
over the coffee with Brayne, the hoary Yankee who believed in all religions, and
Valentin, the grizzled Frenchman who believed in none. They could argue with
each other, but neither could appeal to him. After a time this “progressive”
logomachy had reached a crisis of tedium; Lord Galloway got up also and sought
the drawing-room. He lost his way in long passages for some six or eight minutes:
till he heard the high-pitched, didactic voice of the doctor, and then the dull voice
of the priest, followed by general laughter. They also, he thought with a curse,
were probably arguing about “science and religion.” But the instant he opened the
salon door he saw only one thing — he saw what was not there. He saw that
Commandant O’Brien was absent, and that Lady Margaret was absent too.
Rising impatiently from the drawing-room, as he had from the dining-room, he
stamped along the passage once more. His notion of protecting his daughter from
the Irish-Algerian n’er-do-weel had become something central and even mad in his
mind. As he went towards the back of the house, where was Valentin’s study, he
was surprised to meet his daughter, who swept past with a white, scornful face,
which was a second enigma. If she had been with O’Brien, where was O’Brien! If
she had not been with O’Brien, where had she been? With a sort of senile and
passionate suspicion he groped his way to the dark back parts of the mansion, and
eventually found a servants’ entrance that opened on to the garden. The moon with
her scimitar had now ripped up and rolled away all the storm-wrack. The argent
light lit up all four corners of the garden. A tall figure in blue was striding across
the lawn towards the study door; a glint of moonlit silver on his facings picked him
out as Commandant O’Brien.
He vanished through the French windows into the house, leaving Lord Galloway
in an indescribable temper, at once virulent and vague. The blue-and-silver garden,
like a scene in a theatre, seemed to taunt him with all that tyrannic tenderness
against which his worldly authority was at war. The length and grace of the
Irishman’s stride enraged him as if he were a rival instead of a father; the
moonlight maddened him. He was trapped as if by magic into a garden of
troubadours, a Watteau fairyland; and, willing to shake off such amorous
imbecilities by speech, he stepped briskly after his enemy. As he did so he tripped
over some tree or stone in the grass; looked down at it first with irritation and then
a second time with curiosity. The next instant the moon and the tall poplars looked
at an unusual sight — an elderly English diplomatist running hard and crying or
bellowing as he ran.
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His hoarse shouts brought a pale face to the study door, the beaming glasses and
worried brow of Dr. Simon, who heard the nobleman’s first clear words. Lord
Galloway was crying: “A corpse in the grass — a blood-stained corpse.” O’Brien
at last had gone utterly out of his mind.
“We must tell Valentin at once,” said the doctor, when the other had brokenly
described all that he had dared to examine. “It is fortunate that he is here”; and
even as he spoke the great detective entered the study, attracted by the cry. It was
almost amusing to note his typical transformation; he had come with the common
concern of a host and a gentleman, fearing that some guest or servant was ill.
When he was told the gory fact, he turned with all his gravity instantly bright and
businesslike; for this, however abrupt and awful, was his business.
“Strange, gentlemen,” he said as they hurried out into the garden, “that I should
have hunted mysteries all over the earth, and now one comes and settles in my
own back-yard. But where is the place?” They crossed the lawn less easily, as a
slight mist had begun to rise from the river; but under the guidance of the shaken
Galloway they found the body sunken in deep grass — the body of a very tall and
broad-shouldered man. He lay face downwards, so they could only see that his big
shoulders were clad in black cloth, and that his big head was bald, except for a
wisp or two of brown hair that clung to his skull like wet seaweed. A scarlet
serpent of blood crawled from under his fallen face.
“At least,” said Simon, with a deep and singular intonation, “he is none of our
party.”
“Examine him, doctor,” cried Valentin rather sharply. “He may not be dead.”
The doctor bent down. “He is not quite cold, but I am afraid he is dead enough,”
he answered. “Just help me to lift him up.”
They lifted him carefully an inch from the ground, and all doubts as to his being
really dead were settled at once and frightfully. The head fell away. It had been
entirely sundered from the body; whoever had cut his throat had managed to sever
the neck as well. Even Valentin was slightly shocked. “He must have been as
strong as a gorilla,” he muttered.
Not without a shiver, though he was used to anatomical abortions, Dr. Simon lifted
the head. It was slightly slashed about the neck and jaw, but the face was
substantially unhurt. It was a ponderous, yellow face, at once sunken and swollen,
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with a hawk-like nose and heavy lids — a face of a wicked Roman emperor, with,
perhaps, a distant touch of a Chinese emperor. All present seemed to look at it with
the coldest eye of ignorance. Nothing else could be noted about the man except
that, as they had lifted his body, they had seen underneath it the white gleam of a
shirt-front defaced with a red gleam of blood. As Dr. Simon said, the man had
never been of their party. But he might very well have been trying to join it, for he
had come dressed for such an occasion.
Valentin went down on his hands and knees and examined with his closest
professional attention the grass and ground for some twenty yards round the body,
in which he was assisted less skillfully by the doctor, and quite vaguely by the
English lord. Nothing rewarded their grovellings except a few twigs, snapped or
chopped into very small lengths, which Valentin lifted for an instant’s examination
and then tossed away.
“Twigs,” he said gravely; “twigs, and a total stranger with his head cut off; that is
all there is on this lawn.”
There was an almost creepy stillness, and then the unnerved Galloway called out
sharply:
“Who’s that! Who’s that over there by the garden wall!”
A small figure with a foolishly large head drew waveringly near them in the
moonlit haze; looked for an instant like a goblin, but turned out to be the harmless
little priest whom they had left in the drawing-room.
“I say,” he said meekly, “there are no gates to this garden, do you know.”
Valentin’s black brows had come together somewhat crossly, as they did on
principle at the sight of the cassock. But he was far too just a man to deny the
relevance of the remark. “You are right,” he said. “Before we find out how he
came to be killed, we may have to find out how he came to be here. Now listen to
me, gentlemen. If it can be done without prejudice to my position and duty, we
shall all agree that certain distinguished names might well be kept out of this.
There are ladies, gentlemen, and there is a foreign ambassador. If we must mark it
down as a crime, then it must be followed up as a crime. But till then I can use my
own discretion. I am the head of the police; I am so public that I can afford to be
private. Please Heaven, I will clear everyone of my own guests before I call in my
men to look for anybody else. Gentlemen, upon your honour, you will none of you
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leave the house till tomorrow at noon; there are bedrooms for all. Simon, I think
you know where to find my man, Ivan, in the front hall; he is a confidential man.
Tell him to leave another servant on guard and come to me at once. Lord
Galloway, you are certainly the best person to tell the ladies what has happened,
and prevent a panic. They also must stay. Father Brown and I will remain with the
body.”
When this spirit of the captain spoke in Valentin he was obeyed like a bugle. Dr.
Simon went through to the armoury and routed out Ivan, the public detective’s
private detective. Galloway went to the drawing-room and told the terrible news
tactfully enough, so that by the time the company assembled there the ladies were
already startled and already soothed. Meanwhile the good priest and the good
atheist stood at the head and foot of the dead man motionless in the moonlight, like
symbolic statues of their two philosophies of death.
Ivan, the confidential man with the scar and the moustaches, came out of the house
like a cannon ball, and came racing across the lawn to Valentin like a dog to his
master. His livid face was quite lively with the glow of this domestic detective
story, and it was with almost unpleasant eagerness that he asked his master’s
permission to examine the remains.
“Yes; look, if you like, Ivan,” said Valentin, “but don’t be long. We must go in and
thrash this out in the house.”
Ivan lifted the head, and then almost let it drop.
“Why,” he gasped, “it’s — no, it isn’t; it can’t be. Do you know this man, sir?”
“No,” said Valentin indifferently; “we had better go inside.”
Between them they carried the corpse to a sofa in the study, and then all made their
way to the drawing-room.
The detective sat down at a desk quietly, and even without hesitation; but his eye
was the iron eye of a judge at assize. He made a few rapid notes upon paper in
front of him, and then said shortly: “Is everybody here?”
“Not Mr. Brayne,” said the Duchess of Mont St. Michel, looking round.
“No,” said Lord Galloway in a hoarse, harsh voice. “And not Mr. Neil O’Brien, I
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fancy. I saw that gentleman walking in the garden when the corpse was still warm.”
“Ivan,” said the detective, “go and fetch Commandant O’Brien and Mr. Brayne.
Mr. Brayne, I know, is finishing a cigar in the dining-room; Commandant O’Brien,
I think, is walking up and down the conservatory. I am not sure.”
The faithful attendant flashed from the room, and before anyone could stir or
speak Valentin went on with the same soldierly swiftness of exposition.
“Everyone here knows that a dead man has been found in the garden, his head cut
clean from his body. Dr. Simon, you have examined it. Do you think that to cut a
man’s throat like that would need great force? Or, perhaps, only a very sharp
knife?”
“I should say that it could not be done with a knife at all,” said the pale doctor.
“Have you any thought,” resumed Valentin, “of a tool with which it could be
done?”
“Speaking within modern probabilities, I really haven’t,” said the doctor, arching
his painful brows. “It’s not easy to hack a neck through even clumsily, and this
was a very clean cut. It could be done with a battle-axe or an old headsman’s axe,
or an old two-handed sword.”
“But, good heavens!” cried the Duchess, almost in hysterics, “there aren’t any twohanded swords and battle-axes round here.”
Valentin was still busy with the paper in front of him. “Tell me,” he said, still
writing rapidly, “could it have been done with a long French cavalry sabre?”
A low knocking came at the door, which, for some unreasonable reason, curdled
everyone’s blood like the knocking in Macbeth. Amid that frozen silence Dr.
Simon managed to say: “A sabre — yes, I suppose it could.”
“Thank you,” said Valentin. “Come in, Ivan.”
The confidential Ivan opened the door and ushered in Commandant Neil O’Brien,
whom he had found at last pacing the garden again.
The Irish officer stood up disordered and defiant on the threshold. “What do you
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want with me?” he cried.
“Please sit down,” said Valentin in pleasant, level tones. “Why, you aren’t wearing
your sword. Where is it?”
“I left it on the library table,” said O’Brien, his brogue deepening in his disturbed
mood. “It was a nuisance, it was getting — ”
“Ivan,” said Valentin, “please go and get the Commandant’s sword from the
library.” Then, as the servant vanished, “Lord Galloway says he saw you leaving
the garden just before he found the corpse. What were you doing in the garden?”
The Commandant flung himself recklessly into a chair. “Oh,” he cried in pure
Irish, “admirin’ the moon. Communing with Nature, me bhoy.”
A heavy silence sank and endured, and at the end of it came again that trivial and
terrible knocking. Ivan reappeared, carrying an empty steel scabbard. “This is all I
can find,” he said.
“Put it on the table,” said Valentin, without looking up.
There was an inhuman silence in the room, like that sea of inhuman silence round
the dock of the condemned murderer. The Duchess’s weak exclamations had long
ago died away. Lord Galloway’s swollen hatred was satisfied and even sobered.
The voice that came was quite unexpected.
“I think I can tell you,” cried Lady Margaret, in that clear, quivering voice with
which a courageous woman speaks publicly. “I can tell you what Mr. O’Brien was
doing in the garden, since he is bound to silence. He was asking me to marry him.
I refused; I said in my family circumstances I could give him nothing but my
respect. He was a little angry at that; he did not seem to think much of my respect.
I wonder,” she added, with rather a wan smile, “if he will care at all for it now. For
I offer it him now. I will swear anywhere that he never did a thing like this.”
Lord Galloway had edged up to his daughter, and was intimidating her in what he
imagined to be an undertone. “Hold your tongue, Maggie,” he said in a thunderous
whisper. “Why should you shield the fellow? Where’s his sword? Where’s his
confounded cavalry — ”
He stopped because of the singular stare with which his daughter was regarding
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him, a look that was indeed a lurid magnet for the whole group.
“You old fool!” she said in a low voice without pretence of piety, “what do you
suppose you are trying to prove? I tell you this man was innocent while with me.
But if he wasn’t innocent, he was still with me. If he murdered a man in the
garden, who was it who must have seen — who must at least have known? Do you
hate Neil so much as to put your own daughter — ”
Lady Galloway screamed. Everyone else sat tingling at the touch of those satanic
tragedies that have been between lovers before now. They saw the proud, white
face of the Scotch aristocrat and her lover, the Irish adventurer, like old portraits in
a dark house. The long silence was full of formless historical memories of
murdered husbands and poisonous paramours.
In the centre of this morbid silence an innocent voice said: “Was it a very long
cigar?”
The change of thought was so sharp that they had to look round to see who had
spoken.
“I mean,” said little Father Brown, from the corner of the room, “I mean that cigar
Mr. Brayne is finishing. It seems nearly as long as a walking-stick.”
Despite the irrelevance there was assent as well as irritation in Valentin’s face as
he lifted his head.
“Quite right,” he remarked sharply. “Ivan, go and see about Mr. Brayne again, and
bring him here at once.”
The instant the factotum had closed the door, Valentin addressed the girl with an
entirely new earnestness.
“Lady Margaret,” he said, “we all feel, I am sure, both gratitude and admiration for
your act in rising above your lower dignity and explaining the Commandant’s
conduct. But there is a hiatus still. Lord Galloway, I understand, met you passing
from the study to the drawing-room, and it was only some minutes afterwards that
he found the garden and the Commandant still walking there.”
“You have to remember,” replied Margaret, with a faint irony in her voice, “that I
had just refused him, so we should scarcely have come back arm in arm. He is a
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gentleman, anyhow; and he loitered behind — and so got charged with murder.”
“In those few moments,” said Valentin gravely, “he might really — ”
The knock came again, and Ivan put in his scarred face.
“Beg pardon, sir,” he said, “but Mr. Brayne has left the house.”
“Left!” cried Valentin, and rose for the first time to his feet.
“Gone. Scooted. Evaporated,” replied Ivan in humorous French. “His hat and coat
are gone, too, and I’ll tell you something to cap it all. I ran outside the house to
find any traces of him, and I found one, and a big trace, too.”
“What do you mean?” asked Valentin.
“I’ll show you,” said his servant, and reappeared with a flashing naked cavalry
sabre, streaked with blood about the point and edge. Everyone in the room eyed it
as if it were a thunderbolt; but the experienced Ivan went on quite quietly:
“I found this,” he said, “flung among the bushes fifty yards up the road to Paris. In
other words, I found it just where your respectable Mr. Brayne threw it when he
ran away.”
There was again a silence, but of a new sort. Valentin took the sabre, examined it,
reflected with unaffected concentration of thought, and then turned a respectful
face to O’Brien. “Commandant,” he said, “we trust you will always produce this
weapon if it is wanted for police examination. Meanwhile,” he added, slapping the
steel back in the ringing scabbard, “let me return you your sword.”
At the military symbolism of the action the audience could hardly refrain from
applause.
For Neil O’Brien, indeed, that gesture was the turning-point of existence. By the
time he was wandering in the mysterious garden again in the colours of the
morning the tragic futility of his ordinary mien had fallen from him; he was a man
with many reasons for happiness. Lord Galloway was a gentleman, and had
offered him an apology. Lady Margaret was something better than a lady, a
woman at least, and had perhaps given him something better than an apology, as
they drifted among the old flowerbeds before breakfast. The whole company was
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more lighthearted and humane, for though the riddle of the death remained, the
load of suspicion was lifted off them all, and sent flying off to Paris with the
strange millionaire — a man they hardly knew. The devil was cast out of the house
— he had cast himself out.
Still, the riddle remained; and when O’Brien threw himself on a garden seat beside
Dr. Simon, that keenly scientific person at once resumed it. He did not get much
talk out of O’Brien, whose thoughts were on pleasanter things.
“I can’t say it interests me much,” said the Irishman frankly, “especially as it
seems pretty plain now. Apparently Brayne hated this stranger for some reason;
lured him into the garden, and killed him with my sword. Then he fled to the city,
tossing the sword away as he went. By the way, Ivan tells me the dead man had a
Yankee dollar in his pocket. So he was a countryman of Brayne’s, and that seems
to clinch it. I don’t see any difficulties about the business.”
“There are five colossal difficulties,” said the doctor quietly; “like high walls
within walls. Don’t mistake me. I don’t doubt that Brayne did it; his flight, I fancy,
proves that. But as to how he did it. First difficulty: Why should a man kill another
man with a great hulking sabre, when he can almost kill him with a pocket knife
and put it back in his pocket? Second difficulty: Why was there no noise or
outcry? Does a man commonly see another come up waving a scimitar and offer
no remarks? Third difficulty: A servant watched the front door all the evening; and
a rat cannot get into Valentin’s garden anywhere. How did the dead man get into
the garden? Fourth difficulty: Given the same conditions, how did Brayne get out
of the garden?”
“And the fifth,” said Neil, with eyes fixed on the English priest who was coming
slowly up the path.
“Is a trifle, I suppose,” said the doctor, “but I think an odd one. When I first saw
how the head had been slashed, I supposed the assassin had struck more than once.
But on examination I found many cuts across the truncated section; in other words,
they were struck after the head was off. Did Brayne hate his foe so fiendishly that
he stood sabring his body in the moonlight?”
“Horrible!” said O’Brien, and shuddered.
The little priest, Brown, had arrived while they were talking, and had waited, with
characteristic shyness, till they had finished. Then he said awkwardly:
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“I say, I’m sorry to interrupt. But I was sent to tell you the news!”
“News?” repeated Simon, and stared at him rather painfully through his glasses.
“Yes, I’m sorry,” said Father Brown mildly. “There’s been another murder, you
know.”
Both men on the seat sprang up, leaving it rocking.
“And, what’s stranger still,” continued the priest, with his dull eye on the
rhododendrons, “it’s the same disgusting sort; it’s another beheading. They found
the second head actually bleeding into the river, a few yards along Brayne’s road
to Paris; so they suppose that he — ”
“Great Heaven!” cried O’Brien. “Is Brayne a monomaniac?”
“There are American vendettas,” said the priest impassively. Then he added:
“They want you to come to the library and see it.”
Commandant O’Brien followed the others towards the inquest, feeling decidedly
sick. As a soldier, he loathed all this secretive carnage; where were these
extravagant amputations going to stop? First one head was hacked off, and then
another; in this case (he told himself bitterly) it was not true that two heads were
better than one. As he crossed the study he almost staggered at a shocking
coincidence. Upon Valentin’s table lay the coloured picture of yet a third bleeding
head; and it was the head of Valentin himself. A second glance showed him it was
only a Nationalist paper, called The Guillotine, which every week showed one of
its political opponents with rolling eyes and writhing features just after execution;
for Valentin was an anti-clerical of some note. But O’Brien was an Irishman, with
a kind of chastity even in his sins; and his gorge rose against that great brutality of
the intellect which belongs only to France. He felt Paris as a whole, from the
grotesques on the Gothic churches to the gross caricatures in the newspapers. He
remembered the gigantic jests of the Revolution. He saw the whole city as one
ugly energy, from the sanguinary sketch lying on Valentin’s table up to where,
above a mountain and forest of gargoyles, the great devil grins on Notre Dame.
The library was long, low, and dark; what light entered it shot from under low
blinds and had still some of the ruddy tinge of morning. Valentin and his servant
Ivan were waiting for them at the upper end of a long, slightly-sloping desk, on
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which lay the mortal remains, looking enormous in the twilight. The big black
figure and yellow face of the man found in the garden confronted them essentially
unchanged. The second head, which had been fished from among the river reeds
that morning, lay streaming and dripping beside it; Valentin’s men were still
seeking to recover the rest of this second corpse, which was supposed to be afloat.
Father Brown, who did not seem to share O’Brien’s sensibilities in the least, went
up to the second head and examined it with his blinking care. It was little more
than a mop of wet white hair, fringed with silver fire in the red and level morning
light; the face, which seemed of an ugly, empurpled and perhaps criminal type,
had been much battered against trees or stones as it tossed in the water.
“Good morning, Commandant O’Brien,” said Valentin, with quiet cordiality. “You
have heard of Brayne’s last experiment in butchery, I suppose?”
Father Brown was still bending over the head with white hair, and he said, without
looking up:
“I suppose it is quite certain that Brayne cut off this head, too.”
“Well, it seems common sense,” said Valentin, with his hands in his pockets.
“Killed in the same way as the other. Found within a few yards of the other. And
sliced by the same weapon which we know he carried away.”
“Yes, yes; I know,” replied Father Brown submissively. “Yet, you know, I doubt
whether Brayne could have cut off this head.”
“Why not?” inquired Dr. Simon, with a rational stare.
“Well, doctor,” said the priest, looking up blinking, “can a man cut off his own
head? I don’t know.”
O’Brien felt an insane universe crashing about his ears; but the doctor sprang
forward with impetuous practicality and pushed back the wet white hair.
“Oh, there’s no doubt it’s Brayne,” said the priest quietly. “He had exactly that
chip in the left ear.”
The detective, who had been regarding the priest with steady and glittering eyes,
opened his clenched mouth and said sharply: “You seem to know a lot about him,
Father Brown.”
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“I do,” said the little man simply. “I’ve been about with him for some weeks. He
was thinking of joining our church.”
The star of the fanatic sprang into Valentin’s eyes; he strode towards the priest
with clenched hands. “And, perhaps,” he cried, with a blasting sneer, “perhaps he
was also thinking of leaving all his money to your church.”
“Perhaps he was,” said Brown stolidly; “it is possible.”
“In that case,” cried Valentin, with a dreadful smile, “you may indeed know a
great deal about him. About his life and about his — ”
Commandant O’Brien laid a hand on Valentin’s arm. “Drop that slanderous
rubbish, Valentin,” he said, “or there may be more swords yet.”
But Valentin (under the steady, humble gaze of the priest) had already recovered
himself. “Well,” he said shortly, “people’s private opinions can wait. You
gentlemen are still bound by your promise to stay; you must enforce it on
yourselves — and on each other. Ivan here will tell you anything more you want to
know; I must get to business and write to the authorities. We can’t keep this quiet
any longer. I shall be writing in my study if there is any more news.”
“Is there any more news, Ivan?” asked Dr. Simon, as the chief of police strode out
of the room.
“Only one more thing, I think, sir,” said Ivan, wrinkling up his grey old face, “but
that’s important, too, in its way. There’s that old buffer you found on the lawn,”
and he pointed without pretence of reverence at the big black body with the yellow
head. “We’ve found out who he is, anyhow.”
“Indeed!” cried the astonished doctor, “and who is he?”
“His name was Arnold Becker,” said the under-detective, “though he went by
many aliases. He was a wandering sort of scamp, and is known to have been in
America; so that was where Brayne got his knife into him. We didn’t have much to
do with him ourselves, for he worked mostly in Germany. We’ve communicated,
of course, with the German police. But, oddly enough, there was a twin brother of
his, named Louis Becker, whom we had a great deal to do with. In fact, we found
it necessary to guillotine him only yesterday. Well, it’s a rum thing, gentlemen, but
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when I saw that fellow flat on the lawn I had the greatest jump of my life. If I
hadn’t seen Louis Becker guillotined with my own eyes, I’d have sworn it was
Louis Becker lying there in the grass. Then, of course, I remembered his twin
brother in Germany, and following up the clue — ”
The explanatory Ivan stopped, for the excellent reason that nobody was listening to
him. The Commandant and the doctor were both staring at Father Brown, who had
sprung stiffly to his feet, and was holding his temples tight like a man in sudden
and violent pain.
“Stop, stop, stop!” he cried; “stop talking a minute, for I see half. Will God give
me strength? Will my brain make the one jump and see all? Heaven help me! I
used to be fairly good at thinking. I could paraphrase any page in Aquinas once.
Will my head split — or will it see? I see half — I only see half.”
He buried his head in his hands, and stood in a sort of rigid torture of thought or
prayer, while the other three could only go on staring at this last prodigy of their
wild twelve hours.
When Father Brown’s hands fell they showed a face quite fresh and serious, like a
child’s. He heaved a huge sigh, and said: “Let us get this said and done with as
quickly as possible. Look here, this will be the quickest way to convince you all of
the truth.” He turned to the doctor. “Dr. Simon,” he said, “you have a strong headpiece, and I heard you this morning asking the five hardest questions about this
business. Well, if you will ask them again, I will answer them.”
Simon’s pince-nez dropped from his nose in his doubt and wonder, but he
answered at once. “Well, the first question, you know, is why a man should kill
another with a clumsy sabre at all when a man can kill with a bodkin?”
“A man cannot behead with a bodkin,” said Brown calmly, “and for this murder
beheading was absolutely necessary.”
“Why?” asked O’Brien, with interest.
“And the next question?” asked Father Brown.
“Well, why didn’t the man cry out or anything?” asked the doctor; “sabres in
gardens are certainly unusual.”
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“Twigs,” said the priest gloomily, and turned to the window which looked on the
scene of death. “No one saw the point of the twigs. Why should they lie on that
lawn (look at it) so far from any tree? They were not snapped off; they were
chopped off. The murderer occupied his enemy with some tricks with the sabre,
showing how he could cut a branch in mid-air, or what-not. Then, while his enemy
bent down to see the result, a silent slash, and the head fell.”
“Well,” said the doctor slowly, “that seems plausible enough. But my next two
questions will stump anyone.”
The priest still stood looking critically out of the window and waited.
“You know how all the garden was sealed up like an air-tight chamber,” went on
the doctor. “Well, how did the strange man get into the garden?”
Without turning round, the little priest answered: “There never was any strange
man in the garden.”
There was a silence, and then a sudden cackle of almost childish laughter relieved
the strain. The absurdity of Brown’s remark moved Ivan to open taunts.
“Oh!” he cried; “then we didn’t lug a great fat corpse on to a sofa last night? He
hadn’t got into the garden, I suppose?”
“Got into the garden?” repeated Brown reflectively. “No, not entirely.”
“Hang it all,” cried Simon, “a man gets into a garden, or he doesn’t.”
“Not necessarily,” said the priest, with a faint smile. “What is the nest question,
doctor?”
“I fancy you’re ill,” exclaimed Dr. Simon sharply; “but I’ll ask the next question if
you like. How did Brayne get out of the garden?”
“He didn’t get out of the garden,” said the priest, still looking out of the window.
“Didn’t get out of the garden?” exploded Simon.
“Not completely,” said Father Brown.
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Simon shook his fists in a frenzy of French logic. “A man gets out of a garden, or
he doesn’t,” he cried.
“Not always,” said Father Brown.
Dr. Simon sprang to his feet impatiently. “I have no time to spare on such
senseless talk,” he cried angrily. “If you can’t understand a man being on one side
of a wall or the other, I won’t trouble you further.”
“Doctor,” said the cleric very gently, “we have always got on very pleasantly
together. If only for the sake of old friendship, stop and tell me your fifth question.”
The impatient Simon sank into a chair by the door and said briefly: “The head and
shoulders were cut about in a queer way. It seemed to be done after death.”
“Yes,” said the motionless priest, “it was done so as to make you assume exactly
the one simple falsehood that you did assume. It was done to make you take for
granted that the head belonged to the body.”
The borderland of the brain, where all the monsters are made, moved horribly in
the Gaelic O’Brien. He felt the chaotic presence of all the horse-men and fishwomen that man’s unnatural fancy has begotten. A voice older than his first
fathers seemed saying in his ear: “Keep out of the monstrous garden where grows
the tree with double fruit. Avoid the evil garden where died the man with two
heads.” Yet, while these shameful symbolic shapes passed across the ancient
mirror of his Irish soul, his Frenchified intellect was quite alert, and was watching
the odd priest as closely and incredulously as all the rest.
Father Brown had turned round at last, and stood against the window, with his face
in dense shadow; but even in that shadow they could see it was pale as ashes.
Nevertheless, he spoke quite sensibly, as if there were no Gaelic souls on earth.
“Gentlemen,” he said, “you did not find the strange body of Becker in the garden.
You did not find any strange body in the garden. In face of Dr. Simon’s
rationalism, I still affirm that Becker was only partly present. Look
here!” (pointing to the black bulk of the mysterious corpse) “you never saw that
man in your lives. Did you ever see this man?”
He rapidly rolled away the bald, yellow head of the unknown, and put in its place
the white-maned head beside it. And there, complete, unified, unmistakable, lay
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Julius K. Brayne.
“The murderer,” went on Brown quietly, “hacked off his enemy’s head and flung
the sword far over the wall. But he was too clever to fling the sword only. He flung
the head over the wall also. Then he had only to clap on another head to the
corpse, and (as he insisted on a private inquest) you all imagined a totally new
man.”
“Clap on another head!” said O’Brien staring. “What other head? Heads don’t
grow on garden bushes, do they?”
“No,” said Father Brown huskily, and looking at his boots; “there is only one place
where they grow. They grow in the basket of the guillotine, beside which the chief
of police, Aristide Valentin, was standing not an hour before the murder. Oh, my
friends, hear me a minute more before you tear me in pieces. Valentin is an honest
man, if being mad for an arguable cause is honesty. But did you never see in that
cold, grey eye of his that he is mad! He would do anything, anything, to break
what he calls the superstition of the Cross. He has fought for it and starved for it,
and now he has murdered for it. Brayne’s crazy millions had hitherto been
scattered among so many sects that they did little to alter the balance of things. But
Valentin heard a whisper that Brayne, like so many scatter-brained sceptics, was
drifting to us; and that was quite a different thing. Brayne would pour supplies into
the impoverished and pugnacious Church of France; he would support six
Nationalist newspapers like The Guillotine. The battle was already balanced on a
point, and the fanatic took flame at the risk. He resolved to destroy the millionaire,
and he did it as one would expect the greatest of detectives to commit his only
crime. He abstracted the severed head of Becker on some criminological excuse,
and took it home in his official box. He had that last argument with Brayne, that
Lord Galloway did not hear the end of; that failing, he led him out into the sealed
garden, talked about swordsmanship, used twigs and a sabre for illustration, and —
”
Ivan of the Scar sprang up. “You lunatic,” he yelled; “you’ll go to my master now,
if I take you by — ”
“Why, I was going there,” said Brown heavily; “I must ask him to confess, and all
that.”
Driving the unhappy Brown before them like a hostage or sacrifice, they rushed
together into the sudden stillness of Valentin’s study.
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The great detective sat at his desk apparently too occupied to hear their turbulent
entrance. They paused a moment, and then something in the look of that upright
and elegant back made the doctor run forward suddenly. A touch and a glance
showed him that there was a small box of pills at Valentin’s elbow, and that
Valentin was dead in his chair; and on the blind face of the suicide was more than
the pride of Cato.

The Queer Feet
If you meet a member of that select club, “The Twelve True Fishermen,” entering
the Vernon Hotel for the annual club dinner, you will observe, as he takes off his
overcoat, that his evening coat is green and not black. If (supposing that you have
the star-defying audacity to address such a being) you ask him why, he will
probably answer that he does it to avoid being mistaken for a waiter. You will then
retire crushed. But you will leave behind you a mystery as yet unsolved and a tale
worth telling.
If (to pursue the same vein of improbable conjecture) you were to meet a mild,
hard-working little priest, named Father Brown, and were to ask him what he
thought was the most singular luck of his life, he would probably reply that upon
the whole his best stroke was at the Vernon Hotel, where he had averted a crime
and, perhaps, saved a soul, merely by listening to a few footsteps in a passage. He
is perhaps a little proud of this wild and wonderful guess of his, and it is possible
that he might refer to it. But since it is immeasurably unlikely that you will ever
rise high enough in the social world to find “The Twelve True Fishermen,” or that
you will ever sink low enough among slums and criminals to find Father Brown, I
fear you will never hear the story at all unless you hear it from me.
The Vernon Hotel at which The Twelve True Fishermen held their annual dinners
was an institution such as can only exist in an oligarchical society which has
almost gone mad on good manners. It was that topsy-turvy product — an
“exclusive” commercial enterprise. That is, it was a thing which paid not by
attracting people, but actually by turning people away. In the heart of a plutocracy
tradesmen become cunning enough to be more fastidious than their customers.
They positively create difficulties so that their wealthy and weary clients may
spend money and diplomacy in overcoming them. If there were a fashionable hotel
in London which no man could enter who was under six foot, society would
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meekly make up parties of six-foot men to dine in it. If there were an expensive
restaurant which by a mere caprice of its proprietor was only open on Thursday
afternoon, it would be crowded on Thursday afternoon. The Vernon Hotel stood,
as if by accident, in the corner of a square in Belgravia. It was a small hotel; and a
very inconvenient one. But its very inconveniences were considered as walls
protecting a particular class. One inconvenience, in particular, was held to be of
vital importance: the fact that practically only twenty-four people could dine in the
place at once. The only big dinner table was the celebrated terrace table, which
stood open to the air on a sort of veranda overlooking one of the most exquisite old
gardens in London. Thus it happened that even the twenty-four seats at this table
could only be enjoyed in warm weather; and this making the enjoyment yet more
difficult made it yet more desired. The existing owner of the hotel was a Jew
named Lever; and he made nearly a million out of it, by making it difficult to get
into. Of course he combined with this limitation in the scope of his enterprise the
most careful polish in its performance. The wines and cooking were really as good
as any in Europe, and the demeanour of the attendants exactly mirrored the fixed
mood of the English upper class. The proprietor knew all his waiters like the
fingers on his hand; there were only fifteen of them all told. It was much easier to
become a Member of Parliament than to become a waiter in that hotel. Each waiter
was trained in terrible silence and smoothness, as if he were a gentleman’s servant.
And, indeed, there was generally at least one waiter to every gentleman who dined.
The club of The Twelve True Fishermen would not have consented to dine
anywhere but in such a place, for it insisted on a luxurious privacy; and would
have been quite upset by the mere thought that any other club was even dining in
the same building. On the occasion of their annual dinner the Fishermen were in
the habit of exposing all their treasures, as if they were in a private house,
especially the celebrated set of fish knives and forks which were, as it were, the
insignia of the society, each being exquisitely wrought in silver in the form of a
fish, and each loaded at the hilt with one large pearl. These were always laid out
for the fish course, and the fish course was always the most magnificent in that
magnificent repast. The society had a vast number of ceremonies and observances,
but it had no history and no object; that was where it was so very aristocratic. You
did not have to be anything in order to be one of the Twelve Fishers; unless you
were already a certain sort of person, you never even heard of them. It had been in
existence twelve years. Its president was Mr. Audley. Its vice-president was the
Duke of Chester.
If I have in any degree conveyed the atmosphere of this appalling hotel, the reader
may feel a natural wonder as to how I came to know anything about it, and may
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even speculate as to how so ordinary a person as my friend Father Brown came to
find himself in that golden galley. As far as that is concerned, my story is simple,
or even vulgar. There is in the world a very aged rioter and demagogue who breaks
into the most refined retreats with the dreadful information that all men are
brothers, and wherever this leveller went on his pale horse it was Father Brown’s
trade to follow. One of the waiters, an Italian, had been struck down with a
paralytic stroke that afternoon; and his Jewish employer, marvelling mildly at such
superstitions, had consented to send for the nearest Popish priest. With what the
waiter confessed to Father Brown we are not concerned, for the excellent reason
that that cleric kept it to himself; but apparently it involved him in writing out a
note or statement for the conveying of some message or the righting of some
wrong. Father Brown, therefore, with a meek impudence which he would have
shown equally in Buckingham Palace, asked to be provided with a room and
writing materials. Mr. Lever was torn in two. He was a kind man, and had also that
bad imitation of kindness, the dislike of any difficulty or scene. At the same time
the presence of one unusual stranger in his hotel that evening was like a speck of
dirt on something just cleaned. There was never any borderland or anteroom in the
Vernon Hotel, no people waiting in the hall, no customers coming in on chance.
There were fifteen waiters. There were twelve guests. It would be as startling to
find a new guest in the hotel that night as to find a new brother taking breakfast or
tea in one’s own family. Moreover, the priest’s appearance was second-rate and
his clothes muddy; a mere glimpse of him afar off might precipitate a crisis in the
club. Mr. Lever at last hit on a plan to cover, since he might not obliterate, the
disgrace. When you enter (as you never will) the Vernon Hotel, you pass down a
short passage decorated with a few dingy but important pictures, and come to the
main vestibule and lounge which opens on your right into passages leading to the
public rooms, and on your left to a similar passage pointing to the kitchens and
offices of the hotel. Immediately on your left hand is the corner of a glass office,
which abuts upon the lounge — a house within a house, so to speak, like the old
hotel bar which probably once occupied its place.
In this office sat the representative of the proprietor (nobody in this place ever
appeared in person if he could help it), and just beyond the office, on the way to
the servants’ quarters, was the gentlemen’s cloak room, the last boundary of the
gentlemen’s domain. But between the office and the cloak room was a small
private room without other outlet, sometimes used by the proprietor for delicate
and important matters, such as lending a duke a thousand pounds or declining to
lend him sixpence. It is a mark of the magnificent tolerance of Mr. Lever that he
permitted this holy place to be for about half an hour profaned by a mere priest,
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scribbling away on a piece of paper. The story which Father Brown was writing
down was very likely a much better story than this one, only it will never be
known. I can merely state that it was very nearly as long, and that the last two or
three paragraphs of it were the least exciting and absorbing.
For it was by the time that he had reached these that the priest began a little to
allow his thoughts to wander and his animal senses, which were commonly keen,
to awaken. The time of darkness and dinner was drawing on; his own forgotten
little room was without a light, and perhaps the gathering gloom, as occasionally
happens, sharpened the sense of sound. As Father Brown wrote the last and least
essential part of his document, he caught himself writing to the rhythm of a
recurrent noise outside, just as one sometimes thinks to the tune of a railway train.
When he became conscious of the thing he found what it was: only the ordinary
patter of feet passing the door, which in an hotel was no very unlikely matter.
Nevertheless, he stared at the darkened ceiling, and listened to the sound. After he
had listened for a few seconds dreamily, he got to his feet and listened intently,
with his head a little on one side. Then he sat down again and buried his brow in
his hands, now not merely listening, but listening and thinking also.
The footsteps outside at any given moment were such as one might hear in any
hotel; and yet, taken as a whole, there was something very strange about them.
There were no other footsteps. It was always a very silent house, for the few
familiar guests went at once to their own apartments, and the well-trained waiters
were told to be almost invisible until they were wanted. One could not conceive
any place where there was less reason to apprehend anything irregular. But these
footsteps were so odd that one could not decide to call them regular or irregular.
Father Brown followed them with his finger on the edge of the table, like a man
trying to learn a tune on the piano.
First, there came a long rush of rapid little steps, such as a light man might make in
winning a walking race. At a certain point they stopped and changed to a sort of
slow, swinging stamp, numbering not a quarter of the steps, but occupying about
the same time. The moment the last echoing stamp had died away would come
again the run or ripple of light, hurrying feet, and then again the thud of the
heavier walking. It was certainly the same pair of boots, partly because (as has
been said) there were no other boots about, and partly because they had a small but
unmistakable creak in them. Father Brown had the kind of head that cannot help
asking questions; and on this apparently trivial question his head almost split. He
had seen men run in order to jump. He had seen men run in order to slide. But why
on earth should a man run in order to walk? Or, again, why should he walk in
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order to run? Yet no other description would cover the antics of this invisible pair
of legs. The man was either walking very fast down one-half of the corridor in
order to walk very slow down the other half; or he was walking very slow at one
end to have the rapture of walking fast at the other. Neither suggestion seemed to
make much sense. His brain was growing darker and darker, like his room.
Yet, as he began to think steadily, the very blackness of his cell seemed to make
his thoughts more vivid; he began to see as in a kind of vision the fantastic feet
capering along the corridor in unnatural or symbolic attitudes. Was it a heathen
religious dance? Or some entirely new kind of scientific exercise? Father Brown
began to ask himself with more exactness what the steps suggested. Taking the
slow step first: it certainly was not the step of the proprietor. Men of his type walk
with a rapid waddle, or they sit still. It could not be any servant or messenger
waiting for directions. It did not sound like it. The poorer orders (in an oligarchy)
sometimes lurch about when they are slightly drunk, but generally, and especially
in such gorgeous scenes, they stand or sit in constrained attitudes. No; that heavy
yet springy step, with a kind of careless emphasis, not specially noisy, yet not
caring what noise it made, belonged to only one of the animals of this earth. It was
a gentleman of western Europe, and probably one who had never worked for his
living.
Just as he came to this solid certainty, the step changed to the quicker one, and ran
past the door as feverishly as a rat. The listener remarked that though this step was
much swifter it was also much more noiseless, almost as if the man were walking
on tiptoe. Yet it was not associated in his mind with secrecy, but with something
else — something that he could not remember. He was maddened by one of those
half-memories that make a man feel half-witted. Surely he had heard that strange,
swift walking somewhere. Suddenly he sprang to his feet with a new idea in his
head, and walked to the door. His room had no direct outlet on the passage, but let
on one side into the glass office, and on the other into the cloak room beyond. He
tried the door into the office, and found it locked. Then he looked at the window,
now a square pane full of purple cloud cleft by livid sunset, and for an instant he
smelt evil as a dog smells rats.
The rational part of him (whether the wiser or not) regained its supremacy. He
remembered that the proprietor had told him that he should lock the door, and
would come later to release him. He told himself that twenty things he had not
thought of might explain the eccentric sounds outside; he reminded himself that
there was just enough light left to finish his own proper work. Bringing his paper
to the window so as to catch the last stormy evening light, he resolutely plunged
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once more into the almost completed record. He had written for about twenty
minutes, bending closer and closer to his paper in the lessening light; then
suddenly he sat upright. He had heard the strange feet once more.
This time they had a third oddity. Previously the unknown man had walked, with
levity indeed and lightning quickness, but he had walked. This time he ran. One
could hear the swift, soft, bounding steps coming along the corridor, like the pads
of a fleeing and leaping panther. Whoever was coming was a very strong, active
man, in still yet tearing excitement. Yet, when the sound had swept up to the office
like a sort of whispering whirlwind, it suddenly changed again to the old slow,
swaggering stamp.
Father Brown flung down his paper, and, knowing the office door to be locked,
went at once into the cloak room on the other side. The attendant of this place was
temporarily absent, probably because the only guests were at dinner and his office
was a sinecure. After groping through a grey forest of overcoats, he found that the
dim cloak room opened on the lighted corridor in the form of a sort of counter or
half-door, like most of the counters across which we have all handed umbrellas
and received tickets. There was a light immediately above the semicircular arch of
this opening. It threw little illumination on Father Brown himself, who seemed a
mere dark outline against the dim sunset window behind him. But it threw an
almost theatrical light on the man who stood outside the cloak room in the corridor.
He was an elegant man in very plain evening dress; tall, but with an air of not
taking up much room; one felt that he could have slid along like a shadow where
many smaller men would have been obvious and obstructive. His face, now flung
back in the lamplight, was swarthy and vivacious, the face of a foreigner. His
figure was good, his manners good humoured and confident; a critic could only
say that his black coat was a shade below his figure and manners, and even bulged
and bagged in an odd way. The moment he caught sight of Brown’s black
silhouette against the sunset, he tossed down a scrap of paper with a number and
called out with amiable authority: “I want my hat and coat, please; I find I have to
go away at once.”
Father Brown took the paper without a word, and obediently went to look for the
coat; it was not the first menial work he had done in his life. He brought it and laid
it on the counter; meanwhile, the strange gentleman who had been feeling in his
waistcoat pocket, said laughing: “I haven’t got any silver; you can keep this.” And
he threw down half a sovereign, and caught up his coat.
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Father Brown’s figure remained quite dark and still; but in that instant he had lost
his head. His head was always most valuable when he had lost it. In such moments
he put two and two together and made four million. Often the Catholic Church
(which is wedded to common sense) did not approve of it. Often he did not
approve of it himself. But it was real inspiration — important at rare crises —
when whosoever shall lose his head the same shall save it.
“I think, sir,” he said civilly, “that you have some silver in your pocket.”
The tall gentleman stared. “Hang it,” he cried, “if I choose to give you gold, why
should you complain?”
“Because silver is sometimes more valuable than gold,” said the priest mildly;
“that is, in large quantities.”
The stranger looked at him curiously. Then he looked still more curiously up the
passage towards the main entrance. Then he looked back at Brown again, and then
he looked very carefully at the window beyond Brown’s head, still coloured with
the after-glow of the storm. Then he seemed to make up his mind. He put one hand
on the counter, vaulted over as easily as an acrobat and towered above the priest,
putting one tremendous hand upon his collar.
“Stand still,” he said, in a hacking whisper. “I don’t want to threaten you, but — ”
“I do want to threaten you,” said Father Brown, in a voice like a rolling drum, “I
want to threaten you with the worm that dieth not, and the fire that is not
quenched.”
“You’re a rum sort of cloak-room clerk,” said the other.
“I am a priest, Monsieur Flambeau,” said Brown, “and I am ready to hear your
confession.”
The other stood gasping for a few moments, and then staggered back into a chair.
The first two courses of the dinner of The Twelve True Fishermen had proceeded
with placid success. I do not possess a copy of the menu; and if I did it would not
convey anything to anybody. It was written in a sort of super-French employed by
cooks, but quite unintelligible to Frenchmen. There was a tradition in the club that
the hors d’oeuvres should be various and manifold to the point of madness. They
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were taken seriously because they were avowedly useless extras, like the whole
dinner and the whole club. There was also a tradition that the soup course should
be light and unpretending — a sort of simple and austere vigil for the feast of fish
that was to come. The talk was that strange, slight talk which governs the British
Empire, which governs it in secret, and yet would scarcely enlighten an ordinary
Englishman even if he could overhear it. Cabinet ministers on both sides were
alluded to by their Christian names with a sort of bored benignity. The Radical
Chancellor of the Exchequer, whom the whole Tory party was supposed to be
cursing for his extortions, was praised for his minor poetry, or his saddle in the
hunting field. The Tory leader, whom all Liberals were supposed to hate as a
tyrant, was discussed and, on the whole, praised — as a Liberal. It seemed
somehow that politicians were very important. And yet, anything seemed
important about them except their politics. Mr. Audley, the chairman, was an
amiable, elderly man who still wore Gladstone collars; he was a kind of symbol of
all that phantasmal and yet fixed society. He had never done anything — not even
anything wrong. He was not fast; he was not even particularly rich. He was simply
in the thing; and there was an end of it. No party could ignore him, and if he had
wished to be in the Cabinet he certainly would have been put there. The Duke of
Chester, the vice-president, was a young and rising politician. That is to say, he
was a pleasant youth, with flat, fair hair and a freckled face, with moderate
intelligence and enormous estates. In public his appearances were always
successful and his principle was simple enough. When he thought of a joke he
made it, and was called brilliant. When he could not think of a joke he said that
this was no time for trifling, and was called able. In private, in a club of his own
class, he was simply quite pleasantly frank and silly, like a schoolboy. Mr. Audley,
never having been in politics, treated them a little more seriously. Sometimes he
even embarrassed the company by phrases suggesting that there was some
difference between a Liberal and a Conservative. He himself was a Conservative,
even in private life. He had a roll of grey hair over the back of his collar, like
certain old-fashioned statesmen, and seen from behind he looked like the man the
empire wants. Seen from the front he looked like a mild, self-indulgent bachelor,
with rooms in the Albany — which he was.
As has been remarked, there were twenty-four seats at the terrace table, and only
twelve members of the club. Thus they could occupy the terrace in the most
luxurious style of all, being ranged along the inner side of the table, with no one
opposite, commanding an uninterrupted view of the garden, the colours of which
were still vivid, though evening was closing in somewhat luridly for the time of
year. The chairman sat in the centre of the line, and the vice-president at the right-
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hand end of it. When the twelve guests first trooped into their seats it was the
custom (for some unknown reason) for all the fifteen waiters to stand lining the
wall like troops presenting arms to the king, while the fat proprietor stood and
bowed to the club with radiant surprise, as if he had never heard of them before.
But before the first chink of knife and fork this army of retainers had vanished,
only the one or two required to collect and distribute the plates darting about in
deathly silence. Mr. Lever, the proprietor, of course had disappeared in
convulsions of courtesy long before. It would be exaggerative, indeed irreverent,
to say that he ever positively appeared again. But when the important course, the
fish course, was being brought on, there was — how shall I put it? — a vivid
shadow, a projection of his personality, which told that he was hovering near. The
sacred fish course consisted (to the eyes of the vulgar) in a sort of monstrous
pudding, about the size and shape of a wedding cake, in which some considerable
number of interesting fishes had finally lost the shapes which God had given to
them. The Twelve True Fishermen took up their celebrated fish knives and fish
forks, and approached it as gravely as if every inch of the pudding cost as much as
the silver fork it was eaten with. So it did, for all I know. This course was dealt
with in eager and devouring silence; and it was only when his plate was nearly
empty that the young duke made the ritual remark: “They can’t do this anywhere
but here.”
“Nowhere,” said Mr. Audley, in a deep bass voice, turning to the speaker and
nodding his venerable head a number of times. “Nowhere, assuredly, except here.
It was represented to me that at the Cafe Anglais — ”
Here he was interrupted and even agitated for a moment by the removal of his
plate, but he recaptured the valuable thread of his thoughts. “It was represented to
me that the same could be done at the Cafe Anglais. Nothing like it, sir,” he said,
shaking his head ruthlessly, like a hanging judge. “Nothing like it.”
“Overrated place,” said a certain Colonel Pound, speaking (by the look of him) for
the first time for some months.
“Oh, I don’t know,” said the Duke of Chester, who was an optimist, “it’s jolly
good for some things. You can’t beat it at — ”
A waiter came swiftly along the room, and then stopped dead. His stoppage was as
silent as his tread; but all those vague and kindly gentlemen were so used to the
utter smoothness of the unseen machinery which surrounded and supported their
lives, that a waiter doing anything unexpected was a start and a jar. They felt as
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you and I would feel if the inanimate world disobeyed — if a chair ran away from
us.
The waiter stood staring a few seconds, while there deepened on every face at
table a strange shame which is wholly the product of our time. It is the
combination of modern humanitarianism with the horrible modern abyss between
the souls of the rich and poor. A genuine historic aristocrat would have thrown
things at the waiter, beginning with empty bottles, and very probably ending with
money. A genuine democrat would have asked him, with comrade-like clearness
of speech, what the devil he was doing. But these modern plutocrats could not bear
a poor man near to them, either as a slave or as a friend. That something had gone
wrong with the servants was merely a dull, hot embarrassment. They did not want
to be brutal, and they dreaded the need to be benevolent. They wanted the thing,
whatever it was, to be over. It was over. The waiter, after standing for some
seconds rigid, like a cataleptic, turned round and ran madly out of the room.
When he reappeared in the room, or rather in the doorway, it was in company with
another waiter, with whom he whispered and gesticulated with southern fierceness.
Then the first waiter went away, leaving the second waiter, and reappeared with a
third waiter. By the time a fourth waiter had joined this hurried synod, Mr. Audley
felt it necessary to break the silence in the interests of Tact. He used a very loud
cough, instead of a presidential hammer, and said: “Splendid work young
Moocher’s doing in Burmah. Now, no other nation in the world could have — ”
A fifth waiter had sped towards him like an arrow, and was whispering in his ear:
“So sorry. Important! Might the proprietor speak to you?”
The chairman turned in disorder, and with a dazed stare saw Mr. Lever coming
towards them with his lumbering quickness. The gait of the good proprietor was
indeed his usual gait, but his face was by no means usual. Generally it was a genial
copper-brown; now it was a sickly yellow.
“You will pardon me, Mr. Audley,” he said, with asthmatic breathlessness. “I have
great apprehensions. Your fish-plates, they are cleared away with the knife and
fork on them!”
“Well, I hope so,” said the chairman, with some warmth.
“You see him?” panted the excited hotel keeper; “you see the waiter who took
them away? You know him?”
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“Know the waiter?” answered Mr. Audley indignantly. “Certainly not!”
Mr. Lever opened his hands with a gesture of agony. “I never send him,” he said.
“I know not when or why he come. I send my waiter to take away the plates, and
he find them already away.”
Mr. Audley still looked rather too bewildered to be really the man the empire
wants; none of the company could say anything except the man of wood —
Colonel Pound — who seemed galvanised into an unnatural life. He rose rigidly
from his chair, leaving all the rest sitting, screwed his eyeglass into his eye, and
spoke in a raucous undertone as if he had half-forgotten how to speak. “Do you
mean,” he said, “that somebody has stolen our silver fish service?”
The proprietor repeated the open-handed gesture with even greater helplessness
and in a flash all the men at the table were on their feet.
“Are all your waiters here?” demanded the colonel, in his low, harsh accent.
“Yes; they’re all here. I noticed it myself,” cried the young duke, pushing his
boyish face into the inmost ring. “Always count ’em as I come in; they look so
queer standing up against the wall.”
“But surely one cannot exactly remember,” began Mr. Audley, with heavy
hesitation.
“I remember exactly, I tell you,” cried the duke excitedly. “There never have been
more than fifteen waiters at this place, and there were no more than fifteen tonight,
I’ll swear; no more and no less.”
The proprietor turned upon him, quaking in a kind of palsy of surprise. “You say
— you say,” he stammered, “that you see all my fifteen waiters?”
“As usual,” assented the duke. “What is the matter with that!”
“Nothing,” said Lever, with a deepening accent, “only you did not. For one of zem
is dead upstairs.”
There was a shocking stillness for an instant in that room. It may be (so
supernatural is the word death) that each of those idle men looked for a second at
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his soul, and saw it as a small dried pea. One of them — the duke, I think — even
said with the idiotic kindness of wealth: “Is there anything we can do?”
“He has had a priest,” said the Jew, not untouched.
Then, as to the clang of doom, they awoke to their own position. For a few weird
seconds they had really felt as if the fifteenth waiter might be the ghost of the dead
man upstairs. They had been dumb under that oppression, for ghosts were to them
an embarrassment, like beggars. But the remembrance of the silver broke the spell
of the miraculous; broke it abruptly and with a brutal reaction. The colonel flung
over his chair and strode to the door. “If there was a fifteenth man here, friends,”
he said, “that fifteenth fellow was a thief. Down at once to the front and back
doors and secure everything; then we’ll talk. The twenty-four pearls of the club are
worth recovering.”
Mr. Audley seemed at first to hesitate about whether it was gentlemanly to be in
such a hurry about anything; but, seeing the duke dash down the stairs with
youthful energy, he followed with a more mature motion.
At the same instant a sixth waiter ran into the room, and declared that he had found
the pile of fish plates on a sideboard, with no trace of the silver.
The crowd of diners and attendants that tumbled helter-skelter down the passages
divided into two groups. Most of the Fishermen followed the proprietor to the
front room to demand news of any exit. Colonel Pound, with the chairman, the
vice-president, and one or two others darted down the corridor leading to the
servants’ quarters, as the more likely line of escape. As they did so they passed the
dim alcove or cavern of the cloak room, and saw a short, black-coated figure,
presumably an attendant, standing a little way back in the shadow of it.
“Hallo, there!” called out the duke. “Have you seen anyone pass?”
The short figure did not answer the question directly, but merely said: “Perhaps I
have got what you are looking for, gentlemen.”
They paused, wavering and wondering, while he quietly went to the back of the
cloak room, and came back with both hands full of shining silver, which he laid
out on the counter as calmly as a salesman. It took the form of a dozen quaintly
shaped forks and knives.
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“You — you — ” began the colonel, quite thrown off his balance at last. Then he
peered into the dim little room and saw two things: first, that the short, black-clad
man was dressed like a clergyman; and, second, that the window of the room
behind him was burst, as if someone had passed violently through. “Valuable
things to deposit in a cloak room, aren’t they?” remarked the clergyman, with
cheerful composure.
“Did — did you steal those things?” stammered Mr. Audley, with staring eyes.
“If I did,” said the cleric pleasantly, “at least I am bringing them back again.”
“But you didn’t,” said Colonel Pound, still staring at the broken window.
“To make a clean breast of it, I didn’t,” said the other, with some humour. And he
seated himself quite gravely on a stool. “But you know who did,” said the colonel.
“I don’t know his real name,” said the priest placidly, “but I know something of
his fighting weight, and a great deal about his spiritual difficulties. I formed the
physical estimate when he was trying to throttle me, and the moral estimate when
he repented.”
“Oh, I say — repented!” cried young Chester, with a sort of crow of laughter.
Father Brown got to his feet, putting his hands behind him. “Odd, isn’t it,” he said,
“that a thief and a vagabond should repent, when so many who are rich and secure
remain hard and frivolous, and without fruit for God or man? But there, if you will
excuse me, you trespass a little upon my province. If you doubt the penitence as a
practical fact, there are your knives and forks. You are The Twelve True Fishers,
and there are all your silver fish. But He has made me a fisher of men.”
“Did you catch this man?” asked the colonel, frowning.
Father Brown looked him full in his frowning face. “Yes,” he said, “I caught him,
with an unseen hook and an invisible line which is long enough to let him wander
to the ends of the world, and still to bring him back with a twitch upon the thread.”
There was a long silence. All the other men present drifted away to carry the
recovered silver to their comrades, or to consult the proprietor about the queer
condition of affairs. But the grim-faced colonel still sat sideways on the counter,
swinging his long, lank legs and biting his dark moustache.
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At last he said quietly to the priest: “He must have been a clever fellow, but I think
I know a cleverer.”
“He was a clever fellow,” answered the other, “but I am not quite sure of what
other you mean.”
“I mean you,” said the colonel, with a short laugh. “I don’t want to get the fellow
jailed; make yourself easy about that. But I’d give a good many silver forks to
know exactly how you fell into this affair, and how you got the stuff out of him. I
reckon you’re the most up-to-date devil of the present company.”
Father Brown seemed rather to like the saturnine candour of the soldier. “Well,” he
said, smiling, “I mustn’t tell you anything of the man’s identity, or his own story,
of course; but there’s no particular reason why I shouldn’t tell you of the mere
outside facts which I found out for myself.”
He hopped over the barrier with unexpected activity, and sat beside Colonel
Pound, kicking his short legs like a little boy on a gate. He began to tell the story
as easily as if he were telling it to an old friend by a Christmas fire.
“You see, colonel,” he said, “I was shut up in that small room there doing some
writing, when I heard a pair of feet in this passage doing a dance that was as queer
as the dance of death. First came quick, funny little steps, like a man walking on
tiptoe for a wager; then came slow, careless, creaking steps, as of a big man
walking about with a cigar. But they were both made by the same feet, I swear,
and they came in rotation; first the run and then the walk, and then the run again. I
wondered at first idly and then wildly why a man should act these two parts at
once. One walk I knew; it was just like yours, colonel. It was the walk of a wellfed gentleman waiting for something, who strolls about rather because he is
physically alert than because he is mentally impatient. I knew that I knew the other
walk, too, but I could not remember what it was. What wild creature had I met on
my travels that tore along on tiptoe in that extraordinary style? Then I heard a clink
of plates somewhere; and the answer stood up as plain as St. Peter’s. It was the
walk of a waiter — that walk with the body slanted forward, the eyes looking
down, the ball of the toe spurning away the ground, the coat tails and napkin
flying. Then I thought for a minute and a half more. And I believe I saw the
manner of the crime, as clearly as if I were going to commit it.”
Colonel Pound looked at him keenly, but the speaker’s mild grey eyes were fixed
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upon the ceiling with almost empty wistfulness.
“A crime,” he said slowly, “is like any other work of art. Don’t look surprised;
crimes are by no means the only works of art that come from an infernal
workshop. But every work of art, divine or diabolic, has one indispensable mark
— I mean, that the centre of it is simple, however much the fulfilment may be
complicated. Thus, in Hamlet, let us say, the grotesqueness of the grave-digger, the
flowers of the mad girl, the fantastic finery of Osric, the pallor of the ghost and the
grin of the skull are all oddities in a sort of tangled wreath round one plain tragic
figure of a man in black. Well, this also,” he said, getting slowly down from his
seat with a smile, “this also is the plain tragedy of a man in black. Yes,” he went
on, seeing the colonel look up in some wonder, “the whole of this tale turns on a
black coat. In this, as in Hamlet, there are the rococo excrescences — yourselves,
let us say. There is the dead waiter, who was there when he could not be there.
There is the invisible hand that swept your table clear of silver and melted into air.
But every clever crime is founded ultimately on some one quite simple fact —
some fact that is not itself mysterious. The mystification comes in covering it up,
in leading men’s thoughts away from it. This large and subtle and (in the ordinary
course) most profitable crime, was built on the plain fact that a gentleman’s
evening dress is the same as a waiter’s. All the rest was acting, and thundering
good acting, too.”
“Still,” said the colonel, getting up and frowning at his boots, “I am not sure that I
understand.”
“Colonel,” said Father Brown, “I tell you that this archangel of impudence who
stole your forks walked up and down this passage twenty times in the blaze of all
the lamps, in the glare of all the eyes. He did not go and hide in dim corners where
suspicion might have searched for him. He kept constantly on the move in the
lighted corridors, and everywhere that he went he seemed to be there by right.
Don’t ask me what he was like; you have seen him yourself six or seven times
tonight. You were waiting with all the other grand people in the reception room at
the end of the passage there, with the terrace just beyond. Whenever he came
among you gentlemen, he came in the lightning style of a waiter, with bent head,
flapping napkin and flying feet. He shot out on to the terrace, did something to the
table cloth, and shot back again towards the office and the waiters’ quarters. By
the time he had come under the eye of the office clerk and the waiters he had
become another man in every inch of his body, in every instinctive gesture. He
strolled among the servants with the absent-minded insolence which they have all
seen in their patrons. It was no new thing to them that a swell from the dinner
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party should pace all parts of the house like an animal at the Zoo; they know that
nothing marks the Smart Set more than a habit of walking where one chooses.
When he was magnificently weary of walking down that particular passage he
would wheel round and pace back past the office; in the shadow of the arch just
beyond he was altered as by a blast of magic, and went hurrying forward again
among the Twelve Fishermen, an obsequious attendant. Why should the gentlemen
look at a chance waiter? Why should the waiters suspect a first-rate walking
gentleman? Once or twice he played the coolest tricks. In the proprietor’s private
quarters he called out breezily for a syphon of soda water, saying he was thirsty.
He said genially that he would carry it himself, and he did; he carried it quickly
and correctly through the thick of you, a waiter with an obvious errand. Of course,
it could not have been kept up long, but it only had to be kept up till the end of the
fish course.
“His worst moment was when the waiters stood in a row; but even then he
contrived to lean against the wall just round the corner in such a way that for that
important instant the waiters thought him a gentleman, while the gentlemen
thought him a waiter. The rest went like winking. If any waiter caught him away
from the table, that waiter caught a languid aristocrat. He had only to time himself
two minutes before the fish was cleared, become a swift servant, and clear it
himself. He put the plates down on a sideboard, stuffed the silver in his breast
pocket, giving it a bulgy look, and ran like a hare (I heard him coming) till he
came to the cloak room. There he had only to be a plutocrat again — a plutocrat
called away suddenly on business. He had only to give his ticket to the cloak-room
attendant, and go out again elegantly as he had come in. Only — only I happened
to be the cloak-room attendant.”
“What did you do to him?” cried the colonel, with unusual intensity. “What did he
tell you?”
“I beg your pardon,” said the priest immovably, “that is where the story ends.”
“And the interesting story begins,” muttered Pound. “I think I understand his
professional trick. But I don’t seem to have got hold of yours.”
“I must be going,” said Father Brown.
They walked together along the passage to the entrance hall, where they saw the
fresh, freckled face of the Duke of Chester, who was bounding buoyantly along
towards them.
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“Come along, Pound,” he cried breathlessly. “I’ve been looking for you
everywhere. The dinner’s going again in spanking style, and old Audley has got to
make a speech in honour of the forks being saved. We want to start some new
ceremony, don’t you know, to commemorate the occasion. I say, you really got the
goods back, what do you suggest?”
“Why,” said the colonel, eyeing him with a certain sardonic approval, “I should
suggest that henceforward we wear green coats, instead of black. One never knows
what mistakes may arise when one looks so like a waiter.”
“Oh, hang it all!” said the young man, “a gentleman never looks like a waiter.”
“Nor a waiter like a gentleman, I suppose,” said Colonel Pound, with the same
lowering laughter on his face. “Reverend sir, your friend must have been very
smart to act the gentleman.”
Father Brown buttoned up his commonplace overcoat to the neck, for the night
was stormy, and took his commonplace umbrella from the stand.
“Yes,” he said; “it must be very hard work to be a gentleman; but, do you know, I
have sometimes thought that it may be almost as laborious to be a waiter.”
And saying “Good evening,” he pushed open the heavy doors of that palace of
pleasures. The golden gates closed behind him, and he went at a brisk walk
through the damp, dark streets in search of a penny omnibus.

The Flying Stars
“The most beautiful crime I ever committed,” Flambeau would say in his highly
moral old age, “was also, by a singular coincidence, my last. It was committed at
Christmas. As an artist I had always attempted to provide crimes suitable to the
special season or landscapes in which I found myself, choosing this or that terrace
or garden for a catastrophe, as if for a statuary group. Thus squires should be
swindled in long rooms panelled with oak; while Jews, on the other hand, should
rather find themselves unexpectedly penniless among the lights and screens of the
Cafe Riche. Thus, in England, if I wished to relieve a dean of his riches (which is
not so easy as you might suppose), I wished to frame him, if I make myself clear,
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in the green lawns and grey towers of some cathedral town. Similarly, in France,
when I had got money out of a rich and wicked peasant (which is almost
impossible), it gratified me to get his indignant head relieved against a grey line of
clipped poplars, and those solemn plains of Gaul over which broods the mighty
spirit of Millet.
“Well, my last crime was a Christmas crime, a cheery, cosy, English middle-class
crime; a crime of Charles Dickens. I did it in a good old middle-class house near
Putney, a house with a crescent of carriage drive, a house with a stable by the side
of it, a house with the name on the two outer gates, a house with a monkey tree.
Enough, you know the species. I really think my imitation of Dickens’s style was
dexterous and literary. It seems almost a pity I repented the same evening.”
Flambeau would then proceed to tell the story from the inside; and even from the
inside it was odd. Seen from the outside it was perfectly incomprehensible, and it
is from the outside that the stranger must study it. From this standpoint the drama
may be said to have begun when the front doors of the house with the stable
opened on the garden with the monkey tree, and a young girl came out with bread
to feed the birds on the afternoon of Boxing Day. She had a pretty face, with brave
brown eyes; but her figure was beyond conjecture, for she was so wrapped up in
brown furs that it was hard to say which was hair and which was fur. But for the
attractive face she might have been a small toddling bear.
The winter afternoon was reddening towards evening, and already a ruby light was
rolled over the bloomless beds, filling them, as it were, with the ghosts of the dead
roses. On one side of the house stood the stable, on the other an alley or cloister of
laurels led to the larger garden behind. The young lady, having scattered bread for
the birds (for the fourth or fifth time that day, because the dog ate it), passed
unobutrusively down the lane of laurels and into a glimmering plantation of
evergreens behind. Here she gave an exclamation of wonder, real or ritual, and
looking up at the high garden wall above her, beheld it fantastically bestridden by
a somewhat fantastic figure.
“Oh, don’t jump, Mr. Crook,” she called out in some alarm; “it’s much too high.”
The individual riding the party wall like an aerial horse was a tall, angular young
man, with dark hair sticking up like a hair brush, intelligent and even distinguished
lineaments, but a sallow and almost alien complexion. This showed the more
plainly because he wore an aggressive red tie, the only part of his costume of
which he seemed to take any care. Perhaps it was a symbol. He took no notice of
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the girl’s alarmed adjuration, but leapt like a grasshopper to the ground beside her,
where he might very well have broken his legs.
“I think I was meant to be a burglar,” he said placidly, “and I have no doubt I
should have been if I hadn’t happened to be born in that nice house next door. I
can’t see any harm in it, anyhow.”
“How can you say such things!” she remonstrated.
“Well,” said the young man, “if you’re born on the wrong side of the wall, I can’t
see that it’s wrong to climb over it.”
“I never know what you will say or do next,” she said.
“I don’t often know myself,” replied Mr. Crook; “but then I am on the right side of
the wall now.”
“And which is the right side of the wall?” asked the young lady, smiling.
“Whichever side you are on,” said the young man named Crook.
As they went together through the laurels towards the front garden a motor horn
sounded thrice, coming nearer and nearer, and a car of splendid speed, great
elegance, and a pale green colour swept up to the front doors like a bird and stood
throbbing.
“Hullo, hullo!” said the young man with the red tie, “here’s somebody born on the
right side, anyhow. I didn’t know, Miss Adams, that your Santa Claus was so
modern as this.”
“Oh, that’s my godfather, Sir Leopold Fischer. He always comes on Boxing Day.”
Then, after an innocent pause, which unconsciously betrayed some lack of
enthusiasm, Ruby Adams added:
“He is very kind.”
John Crook, journalist, had heard of that eminent City magnate; and it was not his
fault if the City magnate had not heard of him; for in certain articles in The Clarion
or The New Age Sir Leopold had been dealt with austerely. But he said nothing
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and grimly watched the unloading of the motor-car, which was rather a long
process. A large, neat chauffeur in green got out from the front, and a small, neat
manservant in grey got out from the back, and between them they deposited Sir
Leopold on the doorstep and began to unpack him, like some very carefully
protected parcel. Rugs enough to stock a bazaar, furs of all the beasts of the forest,
and scarves of all the colours of the rainbow were unwrapped one by one, till they
revealed something resembling the human form; the form of a friendly, but foreignlooking old gentleman, with a grey goat-like beard and a beaming smile, who
rubbed his big fur gloves together.
Long before this revelation was complete the two big doors of the porch had
opened in the middle, and Colonel Adams (father of the furry young lady) had
come out himself to invite his eminent guest inside. He was a tall, sunburnt, and
very silent man, who wore a red smoking-cap like a fez, making him look like one
of the English Sirdars or Pashas in Egypt. With him was his brother-in-law, lately
come from Canada, a big and rather boisterous young gentleman-farmer, with a
yellow beard, by name James Blount. With him also was the more insignificant
figure of the priest from the neighbouring Roman Church; for the colonel’s late
wife had been a Catholic, and the children, as is common in such cases, had been
trained to follow her. Everything seemed undistinguished about the priest, even
down to his name, which was Brown; yet the colonel had always found something
companionable about him, and frequently asked him to such family gatherings.
In the large entrance hall of the house there was ample room even for Sir Leopold
and the removal of his wraps. Porch and vestibule, indeed, were unduly large in
proportion to the house, and formed, as it were, a big room with the front door at
one end, and the bottom of the staircase at the other. In front of the large hall fire,
over which hung the colonel’s sword, the process was completed and the
company, including the saturnine Crook, presented to Sir Leopold Fischer. That
venerable financier, however, still seemed struggling with portions of his welllined attire, and at length produced from a very interior tail-coat pocket, a black
oval case which he radiantly explained to be his Christmas present for his goddaughter. With an unaffected vain-glory that had something disarming about it he
held out the case before them all; it flew open at a touch and half-blinded them. It
was just as if a crystal fountain had spurted in their eyes. In a nest of orange velvet
lay like three eggs, three white and vivid diamonds that seemed to set the very air
on fire all round them. Fischer stood beaming benevolently and drinking deep of
the astonishment and ecstasy of the girl, the grim admiration and gruff thanks of
the colonel, the wonder of the whole group.
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“I’ll put ’em back now, my dear,” said Fischer, returning the case to the tails of his
coat. “I had to be careful of ’em coming down. They’re the three great African
diamonds called ‘The Flying Stars,’ because they’ve been stolen so often. All the
big criminals are on the track; but even the rough men about in the streets and
hotels could hardly have kept their hands off them. I might have lost them on the
road here. It was quite possible.”
“Quite natural, I should say,” growled the man in the red tie. “I shouldn’t blame
’em if they had taken ’em. When they ask for bread, and you don’t even give them
a stone, I think they might take the stone for themselves.”
“I won’t have you talking like that,” cried the girl, who was in a curious glow.
“You’ve only talked like that since you became a horrid what’s-his-name. You
know what I mean. What do you call a man who wants to embrace the chimneysweep?”
“A saint,” said Father Brown.
“I think,” said Sir Leopold, with a supercilious smile, “that Ruby means a
Socialist.”
“A radical does not mean a man who lives on radishes,” remarked Crook, with
some impatience; and a Conservative does not mean a man who preserves jam.
Neither, I assure you, does a Socialist mean a man who desires a social evening
with the chimney-sweep. A Socialist means a man who wants all the chimneys
swept and all the chimney-sweeps paid for it.”
“But who won’t allow you,” put in the priest in a low voice, “to own your own
soot.”
Crook looked at him with an eye of interest and even respect. “Does one want to
own soot?” he asked.
“One might,” answered Brown, with speculation in his eye. “I’ve heard that
gardeners use it. And I once made six children happy at Christmas when the
conjuror didn’t come, entirely with soot — applied externally.”
“Oh, splendid,” cried Ruby. “Oh, I wish you’d do it to this company.”
The boisterous Canadian, Mr. Blount, was lifting his loud voice in applause, and
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the astonished financier his (in some considerable deprecation), when a knock
sounded at the double front doors. The priest opened them, and they showed again
the front garden of evergreens, monkey-tree and all, now gathering gloom against
a gorgeous violet sunset. The scene thus framed was so coloured and quaint, like a
back scene in a play, that they forgot a moment the insignificant figure standing in
the door. He was dusty-looking and in a frayed coat, evidently a common
messenger. “Any of you gentlemen Mr. Blount?” he asked, and held forward a
letter doubtfully. Mr. Blount started, and stopped in his shout of assent. Ripping up
the envelope with evident astonishment he read it; his face clouded a little, and
then cleared, and he turned to his brother-in-law and host.
“I’m sick at being such a nuisance, colonel,” he said, with the cheery colonial
conventions; “but would it upset you if an old acquaintance called on me here
tonight on business? In point of fact it’s Florian, that famous French acrobat and
comic actor; I knew him years ago out West (he was a French-Canadian by birth),
and he seems to have business for me, though I hardly guess what.”
“Of course, of course,” replied the colonel carelessly — “My dear chap, any friend
of yours. No doubt he will prove an acquisition.”
“He’ll black his face, if that’s what you mean,” cried Blount, laughing. “I don’t
doubt he’d black everyone else’s eyes. I don’t care; I’m not refined. I like the jolly
old pantomime where a man sits on his top hat.”
“Not on mine, please,” said Sir Leopold Fischer, with dignity.
“Well, well,” observed Crook, airily, “don’t let’s quarrel. There are lower jokes
than sitting on a top hat.”
Dislike of the red-tied youth, born of his predatory opinions and evident intimacy
with the pretty godchild, led Fischer to say, in his most sarcastic, magisterial
manner: “No doubt you have found something much lower than sitting on a top
hat. What is it, pray?”
“Letting a top hat sit on you, for instance,” said the Socialist.
“Now, now, now,” cried the Canadian farmer with his barbarian benevolence,
“don’t let’s spoil a jolly evening. What I say is, let’s do something for the
company tonight. Not blacking faces or sitting on hats, if you don’t like those —
but something of the sort. Why couldn’t we have a proper old English pantomime
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— clown, columbine, and so on. I saw one when I left England at twelve years old,
and it’s blazed in my brain like a bonfire ever since. I came back to the old country
only last year, and I find the thing’s extinct. Nothing but a lot of snivelling fairy
plays. I want a hot poker and a policeman made into sausages, and they give me
princesses moralising by moonlight, Blue Birds, or something. Blue Beard’s more
in my line, and him I like best when he turned into the pantaloon.”
“I’m all for making a policeman into sausages,” said John Crook. “It’s a better
definition of Socialism than some recently given. But surely the get-up would be
too big a business.”
“Not a scrap,” cried Blount, quite carried away. “A harlequinade’s the quickest
thing we can do, for two reasons. First, one can gag to any degree; and, second, all
the objects are household things — tables and towel-horses and washing baskets,
and things like that.”
“That’s true,” admitted Crook, nodding eagerly and walking about. “But I’m afraid
I can’t have my policeman’s uniform? Haven’t killed a policeman lately.”
Blount frowned thoughtfully a space, and then smote his thigh. “Yes, we can!” he
cried. “I’ve got Florian’s address here, and he knows every costumier in London.
I’ll phone him to bring a police dress when he comes.” And he went bounding
away to the telephone.
“Oh, it’s glorious, godfather,” cried Ruby, almost dancing. “I’ll be columbine and
you shall be pantaloon.”
The millionaire held himself stiff with a sort of heathen solemnity. “I think, my
dear,” he said, “you must get someone else for pantaloon.”
“I will be pantaloon, if you like,” said Colonel Adams, taking his cigar out of his
mouth, and speaking for the first and last time.
“You ought to have a statue,” cried the Canadian, as he came back, radiant, from
the telephone. “There, we are all fitted. Mr. Crook shall be clown; he’s a journalist
and knows all the oldest jokes. I can be harlequin, that only wants long legs and
jumping about. My friend Florian ‘phones he’s bringing the police costume; he’s
changing on the way. We can act it in this very hall, the audience sitting on those
broad stairs opposite, one row above another. These front doors can be the back
scene, either open or shut. Shut, you see an English interior. Open, a moonlit
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garden. It all goes by magic.” And snatching a chance piece of billiard chalk from
his pocket, he ran it across the hall floor, half-way between the front door and the
staircase, to mark the line of the footlights.
How even such a banquet of bosh was got ready in the time remained a riddle. But
they went at it with that mixture of recklessness and industry that lives when youth
is in a house; and youth was in that house that night, though not all may have
isolated the two faces and hearts from which it flamed. As always happens, the
invention grew wilder and wilder through the very tameness of the bourgeois
conventions from which it had to create. The columbine looked charming in an
outstanding skirt that strangely resembled the large lamp-shade in the drawingroom. The clown and pantaloon made themselves white with flour from the cook,
and red with rouge from some other domestic, who remained (like all true
Christian benefactors) anonymous. The harlequin, already clad in silver paper out
of cigar boxes, was, with difficulty, prevented from smashing the old Victorian
lustre chandeliers, that he might cover himself with resplendent crystals. In fact he
would certainly have done so, had not Ruby unearthed some old pantomime paste
jewels she had worn at a fancy dress party as the Queen of Diamonds. Indeed, her
uncle, James Blount, was getting almost out of hand in his excitement; he was like
a schoolboy. He put a paper donkey’s head unexpectedly on Father Brown, who
bore it patiently, and even found some private manner of moving his ears. He even
essayed to put the paper donkey’s tail to the coat-tails of Sir Leopold Fischer. This,
however, was frowned down. “Uncle is too absurd,” cried Ruby to Crook, round
whose shoulders she had seriously placed a string of sausages. “Why is he so
wild?”
“He is harlequin to your columbine,” said Crook. “I am only the clown who makes
the old jokes.”
“I wish you were the harlequin,” she said, and left the string of sausages swinging.
Father Brown, though he knew every detail done behind the scenes, and had even
evoked applause by his transformation of a pillow into a pantomime baby, went
round to the front and sat among the audience with all the solemn expectation of a
child at his first matinee. The spectators were few, relations, one or two local
friends, and the servants; Sir Leopold sat in the front seat, his full and still furcollared figure largely obscuring the view of the little cleric behind him; but it has
never been settled by artistic authorities whether the cleric lost much. The
pantomime was utterly chaotic, yet not contemptible; there ran through it a rage of
improvisation which came chiefly from Crook the clown. Commonly he was a
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clever man, and he was inspired tonight with a wild omniscience, a folly wiser
than the world, that which comes to a young man who has seen for an instant a
particular expression on a particular face. He was supposed to be the clown, but he
was really almost everything else, the author (so far as there was an author), the
prompter, the scene-painter, the scene-shifter, and, above all, the orchestra. At
abrupt intervals in the outrageous performance he would hurl himself in full
costume at the piano and bang out some popular music equally absurd and
appropriate.
The climax of this, as of all else, was the moment when the two front doors at the
back of the scene flew open, showing the lovely moonlit garden, but showing more
prominently the famous professional guest; the great Florian, dressed up as a
policeman. The clown at the piano played the constabulary chorus in the “Pirates
of Penzance,” but it was drowned in the deafening applause, for every gesture of
the great comic actor was an admirable though restrained version of the carriage
and manner of the police. The harlequin leapt upon him and hit him over the
helmet; the pianist playing “Where did you get that hat?” he faced about in
admirably simulated astonishment, and then the leaping harlequin hit him again
(the pianist suggesting a few bars of “Then we had another one”). Then the
harlequin rushed right into the arms of the policeman and fell on top of him, amid
a roar of applause. Then it was that the strange actor gave that celebrated imitation
of a dead man, of which the fame still lingers round Putney. It was almost
impossible to believe that a living person could appear so limp.
The athletic harlequin swung him about like a sack or twisted or tossed him like an
Indian club; all the time to the most maddeningly ludicrous tunes from the piano.
When the harlequin heaved the comic constable heavily off the floor the clown
played “I arise from dreams of thee.” When he shuffled him across his back, “With
my bundle on my shoulder,” and when the harlequin finally let fall the policeman
with a most convincing thud, the lunatic at the instrument struck into a jingling
measure with some words which are still believed to have been, “I sent a letter to
my love and on the way I dropped it.”
At about this limit of mental anarchy Father Brown’s view was obscured
altogether; for the City magnate in front of him rose to his full height and thrust his
hands savagely into all his pockets. Then he sat down nervously, still fumbling,
and then stood up again. For an instant it seemed seriously likely that he would
stride across the footlights; then he turned a glare at the clown playing the piano;
and then he burst in silence out of the room.
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The priest had only watched for a few more minutes the absurd but not inelegant
dance of the amateur harlequin over his splendidly unconscious foe. With real
though rude art, the harlequin danced slowly backwards out of the door into the
garden, which was full of moonlight and stillness. The vamped dress of silver
paper and paste, which had been too glaring in the footlights, looked more and
more magical and silvery as it danced away under a brilliant moon. The audience
was closing in with a cataract of applause, when Brown felt his arm abruptly
touched, and he was asked in a whisper to come into the colonel’s study.
He followed his summoner with increasing doubt, which was not dispelled by a
solemn comicality in the scene of the study. There sat Colonel Adams, still
unaffectedly dressed as a pantaloon, with the knobbed whalebone nodding above
his brow, but with his poor old eyes sad enough to have sobered a Saturnalia. Sir
Leopold Fischer was leaning against the mantelpiece and heaving with all the
importance of panic.
“This is a very painful matter, Father Brown,” said Adams. “The truth is, those
diamonds we all saw this afternoon seem to have vanished from my friend’s tailcoat pocket. And as you — ”
“As I,” supplemented Father Brown, with a broad grin, “was sitting just behind
him — ”
“Nothing of the sort shall be suggested,” said Colonel Adams, with a firm look at
Fischer, which rather implied that some such thing had been suggested. “I only ask
you to give me the assistance that any gentleman might give.”
“Which is turning out his pockets,” said Father Brown, and proceeded to do so,
displaying seven and sixpence, a return ticket, a small silver crucifix, a small
breviary, and a stick of chocolate.
The colonel looked at him long, and then said, “Do you know, I should like to see
the inside of your head more than the inside of your pockets. My daughter is one
of your people, I know; well, she has lately — ” and he stopped.
“She has lately,” cried out old Fischer, “opened her father’s house to a cut-throat
Socialist, who says openly he would steal anything from a richer man. This is the
end of it. Here is the richer man — and none the richer.”
“If you want the inside of my head you can have it,” said Brown rather wearily.
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“What it’s worth you can say afterwards. But the first thing I find in that disused
pocket is this: that men who mean to steal diamonds don’t talk Socialism. They are
more likely,” he added demurely, “to denounce it.”
Both the others shifted sharply and the priest went on:
“You see, we know these people, more or less. That Socialist would no more steal
a diamond than a Pyramid. We ought to look at once to the one man we don’t
know. The fellow acting the policeman — Florian. Where is he exactly at this
minute, I wonder.”
The pantaloon sprang erect and strode out of the room. An interlude ensued,
during which the millionaire stared at the priest, and the priest at his breviary; then
the pantaloon returned and said, with staccato gravity, “The policeman is still lying
on the stage. The curtain has gone up and down six times; he is still lying there.”
Father Brown dropped his book and stood staring with a look of blank mental ruin.
Very slowly a light began to creep in his grey eyes, and then he made the scarcely
obvious answer.
“Please forgive me, colonel, but when did your wife die?”
“Wife!” replied the staring soldier, “she died this year two months. Her brother
James arrived just a week too late to see her.”
The little priest bounded like a rabbit shot. “Come on!” he cried in quite unusual
excitement. “Come on! We’ve got to go and look at that policeman!”
They rushed on to the now curtained stage, breaking rudely past the columbine and
clown (who seemed whispering quite contentedly), and Father Brown bent over
the prostrate comic policeman.
“Chloroform,” he said as he rose; “I only guessed it just now.”
There was a startled stillness, and then the colonel said slowly, “Please say
seriously what all this means.”
Father Brown suddenly shouted with laughter, then stopped, and only struggled
with it for instants during the rest of his speech. “Gentlemen,” he gasped, “there’s
not much time to talk. I must run after the criminal. But this great French actor
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who played the policeman — this clever corpse the harlequin waltzed with and
dandled and threw about — he was — ” His voice again failed him, and he turned
his back to run.
“He was?” called Fischer inquiringly.
“A real policeman,” said Father Brown, and ran away into the dark.
There were hollows and bowers at the extreme end of that leafy garden, in which
the laurels and other immortal shrubs showed against sapphire sky and silver
moon, even in that midwinter, warm colours as of the south. The green gaiety of
the waving laurels, the rich purple indigo of the night, the moon like a monstrous
crystal, make an almost irresponsible romantic picture; and among the top
branches of the garden trees a strange figure is climbing, who looks not so much
romantic as impossible. He sparkles from head to heel, as if clad in ten million
moons; the real moon catches him at every movement and sets a new inch of him
on fire. But he swings, flashing and successful, from the short tree in this garden to
the tall, rambling tree in the other, and only stops there because a shade has slid
under the smaller tree and has unmistakably called up to him.
“Well, Flambeau,” says the voice, “you really look like a Flying Star; but that
always means a Falling Star at last.”
The silver, sparkling figure above seems to lean forward in the laurels and,
confident of escape, listens to the little figure below.
“You never did anything better, Flambeau. It was clever to come from Canada
(with a Paris ticket, I suppose) just a week after Mrs. Adams died, when no one
was in a mood to ask questions. It was cleverer to have marked down the Flying
Stars and the very day of Fischer’s coming. But there’s no cleverness, but mere
genius, in what followed. Stealing the stones, I suppose, was nothing to you. You
could have done it by sleight of hand in a hundred other ways besides that pretence
of putting a paper donkey’s tail to Fischer’s coat. But in the rest you eclipsed
yourself.”
The silvery figure among the green leaves seems to linger as if hypnotised, though
his escape is easy behind him; he is staring at the man below.
“Oh, yes,” says the man below, “I know all about it. I know you not only forced
the pantomime, but put it to a double use. You were going to steal the stones
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quietly; news came by an accomplice that you were already suspected, and a
capable police officer was coming to rout you up that very night. A common thief
would have been thankful for the warning and fled; but you are a poet. You
already had the clever notion of hiding the jewels in a blaze of false stage
jewellery. Now, you saw that if the dress were a harlequin’s the appearance of a
policeman would be quite in keeping. The worthy officer started from Putney
police station to find you, and walked into the queerest trap ever set in this world.
When the front door opened he walked straight on to the stage of a Christmas
pantomime, where he could be kicked, clubbed, stunned and drugged by the
dancing harlequin, amid roars of laughter from all the most respectable people in
Putney. Oh, you will never do anything better. And now, by the way, you might
give me back those diamonds.”
The green branch on which the glittering figure swung, rustled as if in
astonishment; but the voice went on:
“I want you to give them back, Flambeau, and I want you to give up this life.
There is still youth and honour and humour in you; don’t fancy they will last in
that trade. Men may keep a sort of level of good, but no man has ever been able to
keep on one level of evil. That road goes down and down. The kind man drinks
and turns cruel; the frank man kills and lies about it. Many a man I’ve known
started like you to be an honest outlaw, a merry robber of the rich, and ended
stamped into slime. Maurice Blum started out as an anarchist of principle, a father
of the poor; he ended a greasy spy and tale-bearer that both sides used and
despised. Harry Burke started his free money movement sincerely enough; now
he’s sponging on a half-starved sister for endless brandies and sodas. Lord Amber
went into wild society in a sort of chivalry; now he’s paying blackmail to the
lowest vultures in London. Captain Barillon was the great gentleman-apache
before your time; he died in a madhouse, screaming with fear of the “narks” and
receivers that had betrayed him and hunted him down. I know the woods look very
free behind you, Flambeau; I know that in a flash you could melt into them like a
monkey. But some day you will be an old grey monkey, Flambeau. You will sit up
in your free forest cold at heart and close to death, and the tree-tops will be very
bare.”
Everything continued still, as if the small man below held the other in the tree in
some long invisible leash; and he went on:
“Your downward steps have begun. You used to boast of doing nothing mean, but
you are doing something mean tonight. You are leaving suspicion on an honest
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boy with a good deal against him already; you are separating him from the woman
he loves and who loves him. But you will do meaner things than that before you
die.”
Three flashing diamonds fell from the tree to the turf. The small man stooped to
pick them up, and when he looked up again the green cage of the tree was emptied
of its silver bird.
The restoration of the gems (accidentally picked up by Father Brown, of all
people) ended the evening in uproarious triumph; and Sir Leopold, in his height of
good humour, even told the priest that though he himself had broader views, he
could respect those whose creed required them to be cloistered and ignorant of this
world.

The Invisible Man
In the cool blue twilight of two steep streets in Camden Town, the shop at the
corner, a confectioner’s, glowed like the butt of a cigar. One should rather say,
perhaps, like the butt of a firework, for the light was of many colours and some
complexity, broken up by many mirrors and dancing on many gilt and gailycoloured cakes and sweetmeats. Against this one fiery glass were glued the noses
of many gutter-snipes, for the chocolates were all wrapped in those red and gold
and green metallic colours which are almost better than chocolate itself; and the
huge white wedding-cake in the window was somehow at once remote and
satisfying, just as if the whole North Pole were good to eat. Such rainbow
provocations could naturally collect the youth of the neighbourhood up to the ages
of ten or twelve. But this corner was also attractive to youth at a later stage; and a
young man, not less than twenty-four, was staring into the same shop window. To
him, also, the shop was of fiery charm, but this attraction was not wholly to be
explained by chocolates; which, however, he was far from despising.
He was a tall, burly, red-haired young man, with a resolute face but a listless
manner. He carried under his arm a flat, grey portfolio of black-and-white
sketches, which he had sold with more or less success to publishers ever since his
uncle (who was an admiral) had disinherited him for Socialism, because of a
lecture which he had delivered against that economic theory. His name was John
Turnbull Angus.
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Entering at last, he walked through the confectioner’s shop to the back room,
which was a sort of pastry-cook restaurant, merely raising his hat to the young lady
who was serving there. She was a dark, elegant, alert girl in black, with a high
colour and very quick, dark eyes; and after the ordinary interval she followed him
into the inner room to take his order.
His order was evidently a usual one. “I want, please,” he said with precision, “one
halfpenny bun and a small cup of black coffee.” An instant before the girl could
turn away he added, “Also, I want you to marry me.”
The young lady of the shop stiffened suddenly and said, “Those are jokes I don’t
allow.”
The red-haired young man lifted grey eyes of an unexpected gravity.
“Really and truly,” he said, “it’s as serious — as serious as the halfpenny bun. It is
expensive, like the bun; one pays for it. It is indigestible, like the bun. It hurts.”
The dark young lady had never taken her dark eyes off him, but seemed to be
studying him with almost tragic exactitude. At the end of her scrutiny she had
something like the shadow of a smile, and she sat down in a chair.
“Don’t you think,” observed Angus, absently, “that it’s rather cruel to eat these
halfpenny buns? They might grow up into penny buns. I shall give up these brutal
sports when we are married.”
The dark young lady rose from her chair and walked to the window, evidently in a
state of strong but not unsympathetic cogitation. When at last she swung round
again with an air of resolution she was bewildered to observe that the young man
was carefully laying out on the table various objects from the shop-window. They
included a pyramid of highly coloured sweets, several plates of sandwiches, and
the two decanters containing that mysterious port and sherry which are peculiar to
pastry-cooks. In the middle of this neat arrangement he had carefully let down the
enormous load of white sugared cake which had been the huge ornament of the
window.
“What on earth are you doing?” she asked.
“Duty, my dear Laura,” he began.
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“Oh, for the Lord’s sake, stop a minute,” she cried, “and don’t talk to me in that
way. I mean, what is all that?”
“A ceremonial meal, Miss Hope.”
“And what is that?” she asked impatiently, pointing to the mountain of sugar.
“The wedding-cake, Mrs. Angus,” he said.
The girl marched to that article, removed it with some clatter, and put it back in the
shop window; she then returned, and, putting her elegant elbows on the table,
regarded the young man not unfavourably but with considerable exasperation.
“You don’t give me any time to think,” she said.
“I’m not such a fool,” he answered; “that’s my Christian humility.”
She was still looking at him; but she had grown considerably graver behind the
smile.
“Mr. Angus,” she said steadily, “before there is a minute more of this nonsense I
must tell you something about myself as shortly as I can.’”
“Delighted,” replied Angus gravely. “You might tell me something about myself,
too, while you are about it.”
“Oh, do hold your tongue and listen,” she said. “It’s nothing that I’m ashamed of,
and it isn’t even anything that I’m specially sorry about. But what would you say if
there were something that is no business of mine and yet is my nightmare?”
“In that case,” said the man seriously, “I should suggest that you bring back the
cake.”
“Well, you must listen to the story first,” said Laura, persistently. “To begin with, I
must tell you that my father owned the inn called the ‘Red Fish’ at Ludbury, and I
used to serve people in the bar.”
“I have often wondered,” he said, “why there was a kind of a Christian air about
this one confectioner’s shop.”
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“Ludbury is a sleepy, grassy little hole in the Eastern Counties, and the only kind
of people who ever came to the ‘Red Fish’ were occasional commercial travellers,
and for the rest, the most awful people you can see, only you’ve never seen them. I
mean little, loungy men, who had just enough to live on and had nothing to do but
lean about in bar-rooms and bet on horses, in bad clothes that were just too good
for them. Even these wretched young rotters were not very common at our house;
but there were two of them that were a lot too common — common in every sort
of way. They both lived on money of their own, and were wearisomely idle and
over-dressed. But yet I was a bit sorry for them, because I half believe they slunk
into our little empty bar because each of them had a slight deformity; the sort of
thing that some yokels laugh at. It wasn’t exactly a deformity either; it was more
an oddity. One of them was a surprisingly small man, something like a dwarf, or at
least like a jockey. He was not at all jockeyish to look at, though; he had a round
black head and a well-trimmed black beard, bright eyes like a bird’s; he jingled
money in his pockets; he jangled a great gold watch chain; and he never turned up
except dressed just too much like a gentleman to be one. He was no fool though,
though a futile idler; he was curiously clever at all kinds of things that couldn’t be
the slightest use; a sort of impromptu conjuring; making fifteen matches set fire to
each other like a regular firework; or cutting a banana or some such thing into a
dancing doll. His name was Isidore Smythe; and I can see him still, with his little
dark face, just coming up to the counter, making a jumping kangaroo out of five
cigars.
“The other fellow was more silent and more ordinary; but somehow he alarmed me
much more than poor little Smythe. He was very tall and slight, and light-haired;
his nose had a high bridge, and he might almost have been handsome in a spectral
sort of way; but he had one of the most appalling squints I have ever seen or heard
of. When he looked straight at you, you didn’t know where you were yourself, let
alone what he was looking at. I fancy this sort of disfigurement embittered the
poor chap a little; for while Smythe was ready to show off his monkey tricks
anywhere, James Welkin (that was the squinting man’s name) never did anything
except soak in our bar parlour, and go for great walks by himself in the flat, grey
country all round. All the same, I think Smythe, too, was a little sensitive about
being so small, though he carried it off more smartly. And so it was that I was
really puzzled, as well as startled, and very sorry, when they both offered to marry
me in the same week.
“Well, I did what I’ve since thought was perhaps a silly thing. But, after all, these
freaks were my friends in a way; and I had a horror of their thinking I refused them
for the real reason, which was that they were so impossibly ugly. So I made up
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some gas of another sort, about never meaning to marry anyone who hadn’t carved
his way in the world. I said it was a point of principle with me not to live on
money that was just inherited like theirs. Two days after I had talked in this wellmeaning sort of way, the whole trouble began. The first thing I heard was that both
of them had gone off to seek their fortunes, as if they were in some silly fairy tale.
“Well, I’ve never seen either of them from that day to this. But I’ve had two letters
from the little man called Smythe, and really they were rather exciting.”
“Ever heard of the other man?” asked Angus.
“No, he never wrote,” said the girl, after an instant’s hesitation. “Smythe’s first
letter was simply to say that he had started out walking with Welkin to London;
but Welkin was such a good walker that the little man dropped out of it, and took a
rest by the roadside. He happened to be picked up by some travelling show, and,
partly because he was nearly a dwarf, and partly because he was really a clever
little wretch, he got on quite well in the show business, and was soon sent up to the
Aquarium, to do some tricks that I forget. That was his first letter. His second was
much more of a startler, and I only got it last week.”
The man called Angus emptied his coffee-cup and regarded her with mild and
patient eyes. Her own mouth took a slight twist of laughter as she resumed, “I
suppose you’ve seen on the hoardings all about this ‘Smythe’s Silent Service’? Or
you must be the only person that hasn’t. Oh, I don’t know much about it, it’s some
clockwork invention for doing all the housework by machinery. You know the sort
of thing: ‘Press a Button — A Butler who Never Drinks.’ ‘Turn a Handle — Ten
Housemaids who Never Flirt.’ You must have seen the advertisements. Well,
whatever these machines are, they are making pots of money; and they are making
it all for that little imp whom I knew down in Ludbury. I can’t help feeling pleased
the poor little chap has fallen on his feet; but the plain fact is, I’m in terror of his
turning up any minute and telling me he’s carved his way in the world — as he
certainly has.”
“And the other man?” repeated Angus with a sort of obstinate quietude.
Laura Hope got to her feet suddenly. “My friend,” she said, “I think you are a
witch. Yes, you are quite right. I have not seen a line of the other man’s writing;
and I have no more notion than the dead of what or where he is. But it is of him
that I am frightened. It is he who is all about my path. It is he who has half driven
me mad. Indeed, I think he has driven me mad; for I have felt him where he could
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not have been, and I have heard his voice when he could not have spoken.”
“Well, my dear,” said the young man, cheerfully, “if he were Satan himself, he is
done for now you have told somebody. One goes mad all alone, old girl. But when
was it you fancied you felt and heard our squinting friend?”
“I heard James Welkin laugh as plainly as I hear you speak,” said the girl, steadily.
“There was nobody there, for I stood just outside the shop at the corner, and could
see down both streets at once. I had forgotten how he laughed, though his laugh
was as odd as his squint. I had not thought of him for nearly a year. But it’s a
solemn truth that a few seconds later the first letter came from his rival.”
“Did you ever make the spectre speak or squeak, or anything?” asked Angus, with
some interest.
Laura suddenly shuddered, and then said, with an unshaken voice, “Yes. Just when
I had finished reading the second letter from Isidore Smythe announcing his
success. Just then, I heard Welkin say, ‘He shan’t have you, though.’ It was quite
plain, as if he were in the room. It is awful, I think I must be mad.”
“If you really were mad,” said the young man, “you would think you must be sane.
But certainly there seems to me to be something a little rum about this unseen
gentleman. Two heads are better than one — I spare you allusions to any other
organs and really, if you would allow me, as a sturdy, practical man, to bring back
the wedding-cake out of the window — ”
Even as he spoke, there was a sort of steely shriek in the street outside, and a small
motor, driven at devilish speed, shot up to the door of the shop and stuck there. In
the same flash of time a small man in a shiny top hat stood stamping in the outer
room.
Angus, who had hitherto maintained hilarious ease from motives of mental
hygiene, revealed the strain of his soul by striding abruptly out of the inner room
and confronting the new-comer. A glance at him was quite sufficient to confirm
the savage guesswork of a man in love. This very dapper but dwarfish figure, with
the spike of black beard carried insolently forward, the clever unrestful eyes, the
neat but very nervous fingers, could be none other than the man just described to
him: Isidore Smythe, who made dolls out of banana skins and match-boxes;
Isidore Smythe, who made millions out of undrinking butlers and unflirting
housemaids of metal. For a moment the two men, instinctively understanding each
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other’s air of possession, looked at each other with that curious cold generosity
which is the soul of rivalry.
Mr. Smythe, however, made no allusion to the ultimate ground of their
antagonism, but said simply and explosively, “Has Miss Hope seen that thing on
the window?”
“On the window?” repeated the staring Angus.
“There’s no time to explain other things,” said the small millionaire shortly.
“There’s some tomfoolery going on here that has to be investigated.”
He pointed his polished walking-stick at the window, recently depleted by the
bridal preparations of Mr. Angus; and that gentleman was astonished to see along
the front of the glass a long strip of paper pasted, which had certainly not been on
the window when he looked through it some time before. Following the energetic
Smythe outside into the street, he found that some yard and a half of stamp paper
had been carefully gummed along the glass outside, and on this was written in
straggly characters, “If you marry Smythe, he will die.”
“Laura,” said Angus, putting his big red head into the shop, “you’re not mad.”
“It’s the writing of that fellow Welkin,” said Smythe gruffly. “I haven’t seen him
for years, but he’s always bothering me. Five times in the last fortnight he’s had
threatening letters left at my flat, and I can’t even find out who leaves them, let
alone if it is Welkin himself. The porter of the flats swears that no suspicious
characters have been seen, and here he has pasted up a sort of dado on a public
shop window, while the people in the shop — ”
“Quite so,” said Angus modestly, “while the people in the shop were having tea.
Well, sir, I can assure you I appreciate your common sense in dealing so directly
with the matter. We can talk about other things afterwards. The fellow cannot be
very far off yet, for I swear there was no paper there when I went last to the
window, ten or fifteen minutes ago. On the other hand, he’s too far off to be
chased, as we don’t even know the direction. If you’ll take my advice, Mr.
Smythe, you’ll put this at once in the hands of some energetic inquiry man, private
rather than public. I know an extremely clever fellow, who has set up in business
five minutes from here in your car. His name’s Flambeau, and though his youth
was a bit stormy, he’s a strictly honest man now, and his brains are worth money.
He lives in Lucknow Mansions, Hampstead.”
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“That is odd,” said the little man, arching his black eyebrows. “I live, myself, in
Himylaya Mansions, round the corner. Perhaps you might care to come with me; I
can go to my rooms and sort out these queer Welkin documents, while you run
round and get your friend the detective.”
“You are very good,” said Angus politely. “Well, the sooner we act the better.”
Both men, with a queer kind of impromptu fairness, took the same sort of formal
farewell of the lady, and both jumped into the brisk little car. As Smythe took the
handles and they turned the great corner of the street, Angus was amused to see a
gigantesque poster of “Smythe’s Silent Service,” with a picture of a huge headless
iron doll, carrying a saucepan with the legend, “A Cook Who is Never Cross.”
“I use them in my own flat,” said the little black-bearded man, laughing, “partly
for advertisements, and partly for real convenience. Honestly, and all above board,
those big clockwork dolls of mine do bring your coals or claret or a timetable
quicker than any live servants I’ve ever known, if you know which knob to press.
But I’ll never deny, between ourselves, that such servants have their
disadvantages, too.
“Indeed?” said Angus; “is there something they can’t do?”
“Yes,” replied Smythe coolly; “they can’t tell me who left those threatening letters
at my flat.”
The man’s motor was small and swift like himself; in fact, like his domestic
service, it was of his own invention. If he was an advertising quack, he was one
who believed in his own wares. The sense of something tiny and flying was
accentuated as they swept up long white curves of road in the dead but open
daylight of evening. Soon the white curves came sharper and dizzier; they were
upon ascending spirals, as they say in the modern religions. For, indeed, they were
cresting a corner of London which is almost as precipitous as Edinburgh, if not
quite so picturesque. Terrace rose above terrace, and the special tower of flats they
sought, rose above them all to almost Egyptian height, gilt by the level sunset. The
change, as they turned the corner and entered the crescent known as Himylaya
Mansions, was as abrupt as the opening of a window; for they found that pile of
flats sitting above London as above a green sea of slate. Opposite to the mansions,
on the other side of the gravel crescent, was a bushy enclosure more like a steep
hedge or dyke than a garden, and some way below that ran a strip of artificial
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water, a sort of canal, like the moat of that embowered fortress. As the car swept
round the crescent it passed, at one corner, the stray stall of a man selling
chestnuts; and right away at the other end of the curve, Angus could see a dim blue
policeman walking slowly. These were the only human shapes in that high
suburban solitude; but he had an irrational sense that they expressed the speechless
poetry of London. He felt as if they were figures in a story.
The little car shot up to the right house like a bullet, and shot out its owner like a
bomb shell. He was immediately inquiring of a tall commissionaire in shining
braid, and a short porter in shirt sleeves, whether anybody or anything had been
seeking his apartments. He was assured that nobody and nothing had passed these
officials since his last inquiries; whereupon he and the slightly bewildered Angus
were shot up in the lift like a rocket, till they reached the top floor.
“Just come in for a minute,” said the breathless Smythe. “I want to show you those
Welkin letters. Then you might run round the corner and fetch your friend.” He
pressed a button concealed in the wall, and the door opened of itself.
It opened on a long, commodious ante-room, of which the only arresting features,
ordinarily speaking, were the rows of tall half-human mechanical figures that
stood up on both sides like tailors’ dummies. Like tailors’ dummies they were
headless; and like tailors’ dummies they had a handsome unnecessary humpiness
in the shoulders, and a pigeon-breasted protuberance of chest; but barring this,
they were not much more like a human figure than any automatic machine at a
station that is about the human height. They had two great hooks like arms, for
carrying trays; and they were painted pea-green, or vermilion, or black for
convenience of distinction; in every other way they were only automatic machines
and nobody would have looked twice at them. On this occasion, at least, nobody
did. For between the two rows of these domestic dummies lay something more
interesting than most of the mechanics of the world. It was a white, tattered scrap
of paper scrawled with red ink; and the agile inventor had snatched it up almost as
soon as the door flew open. He handed it to Angus without a word. The red ink on
it actually was not dry, and the message ran, “If you have been to see her today, I
shall kill you.”
There was a short silence, and then Isidore Smythe said quietly, “Would you like a
little whiskey? I rather feel as if I should.”
“Thank you; I should like a little Flambeau,” said Angus, gloomily. “This business
seems to me to be getting rather grave. I’m going round at once to fetch him.”
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“Right you are,” said the other, with admirable cheerfulness. “Bring him round
here as quick as you can.”
But as Angus closed the front door behind him he saw Smythe push back a button,
and one of the clockwork images glided from its place and slid along a groove in
the floor carrying a tray with syphon and decanter. There did seem something a
trifle weird about leaving the little man alone among those dead servants, who
were coming to life as the door closed.
Six steps down from Smythe’s landing the man in shirt sleeves was doing
something with a pail. Angus stopped to extract a promise, fortified with a
prospective bribe, that he would remain in that place until the return with the
detective, and would keep count of any kind of stranger coming up those stairs.
Dashing down to the front hall he then laid similar charges of vigilance on the
commissionaire at the front door, from whom he learned the simplifying
circumstances that there was no back door. Not content with this, he captured the
floating policeman and induced him to stand opposite the entrance and watch it;
and finally paused an instant for a pennyworth of chestnuts, and an inquiry as to
the probable length of the merchant’s stay in the neighbourhood.
The chestnut seller, turning up the collar of his coat, told him he should probably
be moving shortly, as he thought it was going to snow. Indeed, the evening was
growing grey and bitter, but Angus, with all his eloquence, proceeded to nail the
chestnut man to his post.
“Keep yourself warm on your own chestnuts,” he said earnestly. “Eat up your
whole stock; I’ll make it worth your while. I’ll give you a sovereign if you’ll wait
here till I come back, and then tell me whether any man, woman, or child has gone
into that house where the commissionaire is standing.”
He then walked away smartly, with a last look at the besieged tower.
“I’ve made a ring round that room, anyhow,” he said. “They can’t all four of them
be Mr. Welkin’s accomplices.”
Lucknow Mansions were, so to speak, on a lower platform of that hill of houses, of
which Himylaya Mansions might be called the peak. Mr. Flambeau’s semi-official
flat was on the ground floor, and presented in every way a marked contrast to the
American machinery and cold hotel-like luxury of the flat of the Silent Service.
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Flambeau, who was a friend of Angus, received him in a rococo artistic den behind
his office, of which the ornaments were sabres, harquebuses, Eastern curiosities,
flasks of Italian wine, savage cooking-pots, a plumy Persian cat, and a small dustylooking Roman Catholic priest, who looked particularly out of place.
“This is my friend Father Brown,” said Flambeau. “I’ve often wanted you to meet
him. Splendid weather, this; a little cold for Southerners like me.”
“Yes, I think it will keep clear,” said Angus, sitting down on a violet-striped
Eastern ottoman.
“No,” said the priest quietly, “it has begun to snow.”
And, indeed, as he spoke, the first few flakes, foreseen by the man of chestnuts,
began to drift across the darkening windowpane.
“Well,” said Angus heavily. “I’m afraid I’ve come on business, and rather jumpy
business at that. The fact is, Flambeau, within a stone’s throw of your house is a
fellow who badly wants your help; he’s perpetually being haunted and threatened
by an invisible enemy — a scoundrel whom nobody has even seen.” As Angus
proceeded to tell the whole tale of Smythe and Welkin, beginning with Laura’s
story, and going on with his own, the supernatural laugh at the corner of two
empty streets, the strange distinct words spoken in an empty room, Flambeau grew
more and more vividly concerned, and the little priest seemed to be left out of it,
like a piece of furniture. When it came to the scribbled stamp-paper pasted on the
window, Flambeau rose, seeming to fill the room with his huge shoulders.
“If you don’t mind,” he said, “I think you had better tell me the rest on the nearest
road to this man’s house. It strikes me, somehow, that there is no time to be lost.”
“Delighted,” said Angus, rising also, “though he’s safe enough for the present, for
I’ve set four men to watch the only hole to his burrow.”
They turned out into the street, the small priest trundling after them with the
docility of a small dog. He merely said, in a cheerful way, like one making
conversation, “How quick the snow gets thick on the ground.”
As they threaded the steep side streets already powdered with silver, Angus
finished his story; and by the time they reached the crescent with the towering
flats, he had leisure to turn his attention to the four sentinels. The chestnut seller,
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both before and after receiving a sovereign, swore stubbornly that he had watched
the door and seen no visitor enter. The policeman was even more emphatic. He
said he had had experience of crooks of all kinds, in top hats and in rags; he wasn’t
so green as to expect suspicious characters to look suspicious; he looked out for
anybody, and, so help him, there had been nobody. And when all three men
gathered round the gilded commissionaire, who still stood smiling astride of the
porch, the verdict was more final still.
“I’ve got a right to ask any man, duke or dustman, what he wants in these flats,”
said the genial and gold-laced giant, “and I’ll swear there’s been nobody to ask
since this gentleman went away.”
The unimportant Father Brown, who stood back, looking modestly at the
pavement, here ventured to say meekly, “Has nobody been up and down stairs,
then, since the snow began to fall? It began while we were all round at
Flambeau’s.”
“Nobody’s been in here, sir, you can take it from me,” said the official, with
beaming authority.
“Then I wonder what that is?” said the priest, and stared at the ground blankly like
a fish.
The others all looked down also; and Flambeau used a fierce exclamation and a
French gesture. For it was unquestionably true that down the middle of the
entrance guarded by the man in gold lace, actually between the arrogant, stretched
legs of that colossus, ran a stringy pattern of grey footprints stamped upon the
white snow.
“God!” cried Angus involuntarily, “the Invisible Man!”
Without another word he turned and dashed up the stairs, with Flambeau
following; but Father Brown still stood looking about him in the snow-clad street
as if he had lost interest in his query.
Flambeau was plainly in a mood to break down the door with his big shoulders;
but the Scotchman, with more reason, if less intuition, fumbled about on the frame
of the door till he found the invisible button; and the door swung slowly open.
It showed substantially the same serried interior; the hall had grown darker, though
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it was still struck here and there with the last crimson shafts of sunset, and one or
two of the headless machines had been moved from their places for this or that
purpose, and stood here and there about the twilit place. The green and red of their
coats were all darkened in the dusk; and their likeness to human shapes slightly
increased by their very shapelessness. But in the middle of them all, exactly where
the paper with the red ink had lain, there lay something that looked like red ink
spilt out of its bottle. But it was not red ink.
With a French combination of reason and violence Flambeau simply said
“Murder!” and, plunging into the flat, had explored, every corner and cupboard of
it in five minutes. But if he expected to find a corpse he found none. Isidore
Smythe was not in the place, either dead or alive. After the most tearing search the
two men met each other in the outer hall, with streaming faces and staring eyes.
“My friend,” said Flambeau, talking French in his excitement, “not only is your
murderer invisible, but he makes invisible also the murdered man.”
Angus looked round at the dim room full of dummies, and in some Celtic corner of
his Scotch soul a shudder started. One of the life-size dolls stood immediately
overshadowing the blood stain, summoned, perhaps, by the slain man an instant
before he fell. One of the high-shouldered hooks that served the thing for arms,
was a little lifted, and Angus had suddenly the horrid fancy that poor Smythe’s
own iron child had struck him down. Matter had rebelled, and these machines had
killed their master. But even so, what had they done with him?
“Eaten him?” said the nightmare at his ear; and he sickened for an instant at the
idea of rent, human remains absorbed and crushed into all that acephalous
clockwork.
He recovered his mental health by an emphatic effort, and said to Flambeau,
“Well, there it is. The poor fellow has evaporated like a cloud and left a red streak
on the floor. The tale does not belong to this world.”
“There is only one thing to be done,” said Flambeau, “whether it belongs to this
world or the other. I must go down and talk to my friend.”
They descended, passing the man with the pail, who again asseverated that he had
let no intruder pass, down to the commissionaire and the hovering chestnut man,
who rigidly reasserted their own watchfulness. But when Angus looked round for
his fourth confirmation he could not see it, and called out with some nervousness,
“Where is the policeman?”
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“I beg your pardon,” said Father Brown; “that is my fault. I just sent him down the
road to investigate something — that I just thought worth investigating.”
“Well, we want him back pretty soon,” said Angus abruptly, “for the wretched
man upstairs has not only been murdered, but wiped out.”
“How?” asked the priest.
“Father,” said Flambeau, after a pause, “upon my soul I believe it is more in your
department than mine. No friend or foe has entered the house, but Smythe is gone,
as if stolen by the fairies. If that is not supernatural, I — ”
As he spoke they were all checked by an unusual sight; the big blue policeman
came round the corner of the crescent, running. He came straight up to Brown.
“You’re right, sir,” he panted, “they’ve just found poor Mr. Smythe’s body in the
canal down below.”
Angus put his hand wildly to his head. “Did he run down and drown himself?” he
asked.
“He never came down, I’ll swear,” said the constable, “and he wasn’t drowned
either, for he died of a great stab over the heart.”
“And yet you saw no one enter?” said Flambeau in a grave voice.
“Let us walk down the road a little,” said the priest.
As they reached the other end of the crescent he observed abruptly, “Stupid of me!
I forgot to ask the policeman something. I wonder if they found a light brown
sack.”
“Why a light brown sack?” asked Angus, astonished.
“Because if it was any other coloured sack, the case must begin over again,” said
Father Brown; “but if it was a light brown sack, why, the case is finished.”
“I am pleased to hear it,” said Angus with hearty irony. “It hasn’t begun, so far as I
am concerned.”
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“You must tell us all about it,” said Flambeau with a strange heavy simplicity, like
a child.
Unconsciously they were walking with quickening steps down the long sweep of
road on the other side of the high crescent, Father Brown leading briskly, though
in silence. At last he said with an almost touching vagueness, “Well, I’m afraid
you’ll think it so prosy. We always begin at the abstract end of things, and you
can’t begin this story anywhere else.
“Have you ever noticed this — that people never answer what you say? They
answer what you mean — or what they think you mean. Suppose one lady says to
another in a country house, ‘Is anybody staying with you?’ the lady doesn’t answer
‘Yes; the butler, the three footmen, the parlourmaid, and so on,’ though the
parlourmaid may be in the room, or the butler behind her chair. She says ‘There is
nobody staying with us,’ meaning nobody of the sort you mean. But suppose a
doctor inquiring into an epidemic asks, ‘Who is staying in the house?’ then the
lady will remember the butler, the parlourmaid, and the rest. All language is used
like that; you never get a question answered literally, even when you get it
answered truly. When those four quite honest men said that no man had gone into
the Mansions, they did not really mean that no man had gone into them. They
meant no man whom they could suspect of being your man. A man did go into the
house, and did come out of it, but they never noticed him.”
“An invisible man?” inquired Angus, raising his red eyebrows. “A mentally
invisible man,” said Father Brown.
A minute or two after he resumed in the same unassuming voice, like a man
thinking his way. “Of course you can’t think of such a man, until you do think of
him. That’s where his cleverness comes in. But I came to think of him through two
or three little things in the tale Mr. Angus told us. First, there was the fact that this
Welkin went for long walks. And then there was the vast lot of stamp paper on the
window. And then, most of all, there were the two things the young lady said —
things that couldn’t be true. Don’t get annoyed,” he added hastily, noting a sudden
movement of the Scotchman’s head; “she thought they were true. A person can’t
be quite alone in a street a second before she receives a letter. She can’t be quite
alone in a street when she starts reading a letter just received. There must be
somebody pretty near her; he must be mentally invisible.”
“Why must there be somebody near her?” asked Angus.
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“Because,” said Father Brown, “barring carrier-pigeons, somebody must have
brought her the letter.”
“Do you really mean to say,” asked Flambeau, with energy, “that Welkin carried
his rival’s letters to his lady?”
“Yes,” said the priest. “Welkin carried his rival’s letters to his lady. You see, he
had to.”
“Oh, I can’t stand much more of this,” exploded Flambeau. “Who is this fellow?
What does he look like? What is the usual get-up of a mentally invisible man?”
“He is dressed rather handsomely in red, blue and gold,” replied the priest
promptly with precision, “and in this striking, and even showy, costume he entered
Himylaya Mansions under eight human eyes; he killed Smythe in cold blood, and
came down into the street again carrying the dead body in his arms — ”
“Reverend sir,” cried Angus, standing still, “are you raving mad, or am I?”
“You are not mad,” said Brown, “only a little unobservant. You have not noticed
such a man as this, for example.”
He took three quick strides forward, and put his hand on the shoulder of an
ordinary passing postman who had bustled by them unnoticed under the shade of
the trees.
“Nobody ever notices postmen somehow,” he said thoughtfully; “yet they have
passions like other men, and even carry large bags where a small corpse can be
stowed quite easily.”
The postman, instead of turning naturally, had ducked and tumbled against the
garden fence. He was a lean fair-bearded man of very ordinary appearance, but as
he turned an alarmed face over his shoulder, all three men were fixed with an
almost fiendish squint.

*
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Flambeau went back to his sabres, purple rugs and Persian cat, having many things
to attend to. John Turnbull Angus went back to the lady at the shop, with whom
that imprudent young man contrives to be extremely comfortable. But Father
Brown walked those snow-covered hills under the stars for many hours with a
murderer, and what they said to each other will never be known.

The Honour of Israel Gow
A stormy evening of olive and silver was closing in, as Father Brown, wrapped in
a grey Scotch plaid, came to the end of a grey Scotch valley and beheld the strange
castle of Glengyle. It stopped one end of the glen or hollow like a blind alley; and
it looked like the end of the world. Rising in steep roofs and spires of seagreen
slate in the manner of the old French-Scotch chateaux, it reminded an Englishman
of the sinister steeple-hats of witches in fairy tales; and the pine woods that rocked
round the green turrets looked, by comparison, as black as numberless flocks of
ravens. This note of a dreamy, almost a sleepy devilry, was no mere fancy from
the landscape. For there did rest on the place one of those clouds of pride and
madness and mysterious sorrow which lie more heavily on the noble houses of
Scotland than on any other of the children of men. For Scotland has a double dose
of the poison called heredity; the sense of blood in the aristocrat, and the sense of
doom in the Calvinist.
The priest had snatched a day from his business at Glasgow to meet his friend
Flambeau, the amateur detective, who was at Glengyle Castle with another more
formal officer investigating the life and death of the late Earl of Glengyle. That
mysterious person was the last representative of a race whose valour, insanity, and
violent cunning had made them terrible even among the sinister nobility of their
nation in the sixteenth century. None were deeper in that labyrinthine ambition, in
chamber within chamber of that palace of lies that was built up around Mary
Queen of Scots.
The rhyme in the country-side attested the motive and the result of their
machinations candidly:
As green sap to the simmer trees
Is red gold to the Ogilvies.
For many centuries there had never been a decent lord in Glengyle Castle; and
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with the Victorian era one would have thought that all eccentricities were
exhausted. The last Glengyle, however, satisfied his tribal tradition by doing the
only thing that was left for him to do; he disappeared. I do not mean that he went
abroad; by all accounts he was still in the castle, if he was anywhere. But though
his name was in the church register and the big red Peerage, nobody ever saw him
under the sun.
If anyone saw him it was a solitary man-servant, something between a groom and
a gardener. He was so deaf that the more business-like assumed him to be dumb;
while the more penetrating declared him to be half-witted. A gaunt, red-haired
labourer, with a dogged jaw and chin, but quite blank blue eyes, he went by the
name of Israel Gow, and was the one silent servant on that deserted estate. But the
energy with which he dug potatoes, and the regularity with which he disappeared
into the kitchen gave people an impression that he was providing for the meals of a
superior, and that the strange earl was still concealed in the castle. If society
needed any further proof that he was there, the servant persistently asserted that he
was not at home. One morning the provost and the minister (for the Glengyles
were Presbyterian) were summoned to the castle. There they found that the
gardener, groom and cook had added to his many professions that of an
undertaker, and had nailed up his noble master in a coffin. With how much or how
little further inquiry this odd fact was passed, did not as yet very plainly appear;
for the thing had never been legally investigated till Flambeau had gone north two
or three days before. By then the body of Lord Glengyle (if it was the body) had
lain for some time in the little churchyard on the hill.
As Father Brown passed through the dim garden and came under the shadow of
the chateau, the clouds were thick and the whole air damp and thundery. Against
the last stripe of the green-gold sunset he saw a black human silhouette; a man in a
chimney-pot hat, with a big spade over his shoulder. The combination was queerly
suggestive of a sexton; but when Brown remembered the deaf servant who dug
potatoes, he thought it natural enough. He knew something of the Scotch peasant;
he knew the respectability which might well feel it necessary to wear “blacks” for
an official inquiry; he knew also the economy that would not lose an hour’s
digging for that. Even the man’s start and suspicious stare as the priest went by
were consonant enough with the vigilance and jealousy of such a type.
The great door was opened by Flambeau himself, who had with him a lean man
with iron-grey hair and papers in his hand: Inspector Craven from Scotland Yard.
The entrance hall was mostly stripped and empty; but the pale, sneering faces of
one or two of the wicked Ogilvies looked down out of black periwigs and
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blackening canvas.
Following them into an inner room, Father Brown found that the allies had been
seated at a long oak table, of which their end was covered with scribbled papers,
flanked with whisky and cigars. Through the whole of its remaining length it was
occupied by detached objects arranged at intervals; objects about as inexplicable as
any objects could be. One looked like a small heap of glittering broken glass.
Another looked like a high heap of brown dust. A third appeared to be a plain stick
of wood.
“You seem to have a sort of geological museum here,” he said, as he sat down,
jerking his head briefly in the direction of the brown dust and the crystalline
fragments.
“Not a geological museum,” replied Flambeau; “say a psychological museum.”
“Oh, for the Lord’s sake,” cried the police detective laughing, “don’t let’s begin
with such long words.”
“Don’t you know what psychology means?” asked Flambeau with friendly
surprise. “Psychology means being off your chump.”
“Still I hardly follow,” replied the official.
“Well,” said Flambeau, with decision, “I mean that we’ve only found out one thing
about Lord Glengyle. He was a maniac.”
The black silhouette of Gow with his top hat and spade passed the window, dimly
outlined against the darkening sky. Father Brown stared passively at it and
answered:
“I can understand there must have been something odd about the man, or he
wouldn’t have buried himself alive — nor been in such a hurry to bury himself
dead. But what makes you think it was lunacy?”
“Well,” said Flambeau, “you just listen to the list of things Mr. Craven has found
in the house.”
“We must get a candle,” said Craven, suddenly. “A storm is getting up, and it’s too
dark to read.”
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“Have you found any candles,” asked Brown smiling, “among your oddities?”
Flambeau raised a grave face, and fixed his dark eyes on his friend.
“That is curious, too,” he said. “Twenty-five candles, and not a trace of a
candlestick.”
In the rapidly darkening room and rapidly rising wind, Brown went along the table
to where a bundle of wax candles lay among the other scrappy exhibits. As he did
so he bent accidentally over the heap of red-brown dust; and a sharp sneeze
cracked the silence.
“Hullo!” he said, “snuff!”
He took one of the candles, lit it carefully, came back and stuck it in the neck of
the whisky bottle. The unrestful night air, blowing through the crazy window,
waved the long flame like a banner. And on every side of the castle they could
hear the miles and miles of black pine wood seething like a black sea around a
rock.
“I will read the inventory,” began Craven gravely, picking up one of the papers,
“the inventory of what we found loose and unexplained in the castle. You are to
understand that the place generally was dismantled and neglected; but one or two
rooms had plainly been inhabited in a simple but not squalid style by somebody;
somebody who was not the servant Gow. The list is as follows:
“First item. A very considerable hoard of precious stones, nearly all diamonds, and
all of them loose, without any setting whatever. Of course, it is natural that the
Ogilvies should have family jewels; but those are exactly the jewels that are almost
always set in particular articles of ornament. The Ogilvies would seem to have
kept theirs loose in their pockets, like coppers.
“Second item. Heaps and heaps of loose snuff, not kept in a horn, or even a pouch,
but lying in heaps on the mantelpieces, on the sideboard, on the piano, anywhere.
It looks as if the old gentleman would not take the trouble to look in a pocket or
lift a lid.
“Third item. Here and there about the house curious little heaps of minute pieces
of metal, some like steel springs and some in the form of microscopic wheels. As
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if they had gutted some mechanical toy.
“Fourth item. The wax candles, which have to be stuck in bottle necks because
there is nothing else to stick them in. Now I wish you to note how very much
queerer all this is than anything we anticipated. For the central riddle we are
prepared; we have all seen at a glance that there was something wrong about the
last earl. We have come here to find out whether he really lived here, whether he
really died here, whether that red-haired scarecrow who did his burying had
anything to do with his dying. But suppose the worst in all this, the most lurid or
melodramatic solution you like. Suppose the servant really killed the master, or
suppose the master isn’t really dead, or suppose the master is dressed up as the
servant, or suppose the servant is buried for the master; invent what Wilkie
Collins’ tragedy you like, and you still have not explained a candle without a
candlestick, or why an elderly gentleman of good family should habitually spill
snuff on the piano. The core of the tale we could imagine; it is the fringes that are
mysterious. By no stretch of fancy can the human mind connect together snuff and
diamonds and wax and loose clockwork.”
“I think I see the connection,” said the priest. “This Glengyle was mad against the
French Revolution. He was an enthusiast for the ancien regime, and was trying to
re-enact literally the family life of the last Bourbons. He had snuff because it was
the eighteenth century luxury; wax candles, because they were the eighteenth
century lighting; the mechanical bits of iron represent the locksmith hobby of
Louis XVI; the diamonds are for the Diamond Necklace of Marie Antoinette.”
Both the other men were staring at him with round eyes. “What a perfectly
extraordinary notion!” cried Flambeau. “Do you really think that is the truth?”
“I am perfectly sure it isn’t,” answered Father Brown, “only you said that nobody
could connect snuff and diamonds and clockwork and candles. I give you that
connection off-hand. The real truth, I am very sure, lies deeper.”
He paused a moment and listened to the wailing of the wind in the turrets. Then he
said, “The late Earl of Glengyle was a thief. He lived a second and darker life as a
desperate housebreaker. He did not have any candlesticks because he only used
these candles cut short in the little lantern he carried. The snuff he employed as the
fiercest French criminals have used pepper: to fling it suddenly in dense masses in
the face of a captor or pursuer. But the final proof is in the curious coincidence of
the diamonds and the small steel wheels. Surely that makes everything plain to
you? Diamonds and small steel wheels are the only two instruments with which
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you can cut out a pane of glass.”
The bough of a broken pine tree lashed heavily in the blast against the
windowpane behind them, as if in parody of a burglar, but they did not turn round.
Their eyes were fastened on Father Brown.
“Diamonds and small wheels,” repeated Craven ruminating. “Is that all that makes
you think it the true explanation?”
“I don’t think it the true explanation,” replied the priest placidly; “but you said that
nobody could connect the four things. The true tale, of course, is something much
more humdrum. Glengyle had found, or thought he had found, precious stones on
his estate. Somebody had bamboozled him with those loose brilliants, saying they
were found in the castle caverns. The little wheels are some diamond-cutting
affair. He had to do the thing very roughly and in a small way, with the help of a
few shepherds or rude fellows on these hills. Snuff is the one great luxury of such
Scotch shepherds; it’s the one thing with which you can bribe them. They didn’t
have candlesticks because they didn’t want them; they held the candles in their
hands when they explored the caves.”
“Is that all?” asked Flambeau after a long pause. “Have we got to the dull truth at
last?”
“Oh, no,” said Father Brown.
As the wind died in the most distant pine woods with a long hoot as of mockery
Father Brown, with an utterly impassive face, went on:
“I only suggested that because you said one could not plausibly connect snuff with
clockwork or candles with bright stones. Ten false philosophies will fit the
universe; ten false theories will fit Glengyle Castle. But we want the real
explanation of the castle and the universe. But are there no other exhibits?”
Craven laughed, and Flambeau rose smiling to his feet and strolled down the long
table.
“Items five, six, seven, etc.,” he said, “and certainly more varied than instructive.
A curious collection, not of lead pencils, but of the lead out of lead pencils. A
senseless stick of bamboo, with the top rather splintered. It might be the instrument
of the crime. Only, there isn’t any crime. The only other things are a few old
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missals and little Catholic pictures, which the Ogilvies kept, I suppose, from the
Middle Ages — their family pride being stronger than their Puritanism. We only
put them in the museum because they seem curiously cut about and defaced.”
The heady tempest without drove a dreadful wrack of clouds across Glengyle and
threw the long room into darkness as Father Brown picked up the little illuminated
pages to examine them. He spoke before the drift of darkness had passed; but it
was the voice of an utterly new man.
“Mr. Craven,” said he, talking like a man ten years younger, “you have got a legal
warrant, haven’t you, to go up and examine that grave? The sooner we do it the
better, and get to the bottom of this horrible affair. If I were you I should start
now.”
“Now,” repeated the astonished detective, “and why now?”
“Because this is serious,” answered Brown; “this is not spilt snuff or loose pebbles,
that might be there for a hundred reasons. There is only one reason I know of for
this being done; and the reason goes down to the roots of the world. These
religious pictures are not just dirtied or torn or scrawled over, which might be done
in idleness or bigotry, by children or by Protestants. These have been treated very
carefully — and very queerly. In every place where the great ornamented name of
God comes in the old illuminations it has been elaborately taken out. The only
other thing that has been removed is the halo round the head of the Child Jesus.
Therefore, I say, let us get our warrant and our spade and our hatchet, and go up
and break open that coffin.”
“What do you mean?” demanded the London officer.
“I mean,” answered the little priest, and his voice seemed to rise slightly in the roar
of the gale. “I mean that the great devil of the universe may be sitting on the top
tower of this castle at this moment, as big as a hundred elephants, and roaring like
the Apocalypse. There is black magic somewhere at the bottom of this.”
“Black magic,” repeated Flambeau in a low voice, for he was too enlightened a
man not to know of such things; “but what can these other things mean?”
“Oh, something damnable, I suppose,” replied Brown impatiently. “How should I
know? How can I guess all their mazes down below? Perhaps you can make a
torture out of snuff and bamboo. Perhaps lunatics lust after wax and steel filings.
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Perhaps there is a maddening drug made of lead pencils! Our shortest cut to the
mystery is up the hill to the grave.”
His comrades hardly knew that they had obeyed and followed him till a blast of the
night wind nearly flung them on their faces in the garden. Nevertheless they had
obeyed him like automata; for Craven found a hatchet in his hand, and the warrant
in his pocket; Flambeau was carrying the heavy spade of the strange gardener;
Father Brown was carrying the little gilt book from which had been torn the name
of God.
The path up the hill to the churchyard was crooked but short; only under that stress
of wind it seemed laborious and long. Far as the eye could see, farther and farther
as they mounted the slope, were seas beyond seas of pines, now all aslope one way
under the wind. And that universal gesture seemed as vain as it was vast, as vain as
if that wind were whistling about some unpeopled and purposeless planet. Through
all that infinite growth of grey-blue forests sang, shrill and high, that ancient
sorrow that is in the heart of all heathen things. One could fancy that the voices
from the under world of unfathomable foliage were cries of the lost and wandering
pagan gods: gods who had gone roaming in that irrational forest, and who will
never find their way back to heaven.
“You see,” said Father Brown in low but easy tone, “Scotch people before
Scotland existed were a curious lot. In fact, they’re a curious lot still. But in the
prehistoric times I fancy they really worshipped demons. That,” he added genially,
“is why they jumped at the Puritan theology.”
“My friend,” said Flambeau, turning in a kind of fury, “what does all that snuff
mean?”
“My friend,” replied Brown, with equal seriousness, “there is one mark of all
genuine religions: materialism. Now, devil-worship is a perfectly genuine religion.”
They had come up on the grassy scalp of the hill, one of the few bald spots that
stood clear of the crashing and roaring pine forest. A mean enclosure, partly timber
and partly wire, rattled in the tempest to tell them the border of the graveyard. But
by the time Inspector Craven had come to the corner of the grave, and Flambeau
had planted his spade point downwards and leaned on it, they were both almost as
shaken as the shaky wood and wire. At the foot of the grave grew great tall
thistles, grey and silver in their decay. Once or twice, when a ball of thistledown
broke under the breeze and flew past him, Craven jumped slightly as if it had been
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an arrow.
Flambeau drove the blade of his spade through the whistling grass into the wet
clay below. Then he seemed to stop and lean on it as on a staff.
“Go on,” said the priest very gently. “We are only trying to find the truth. What are
you afraid of?”
“I am afraid of finding it,” said Flambeau.
The London detective spoke suddenly in a high crowing voice that was meant to
be conversational and cheery. “I wonder why he really did hide himself like that.
Something nasty, I suppose; was he a leper?”
“Something worse than that,” said Flambeau.
“And what do you imagine,” asked the other, “would be worse than a leper?”
“I don’t imagine it,” said Flambeau.
He dug for some dreadful minutes in silence, and then said in a choked voice, “I’m
afraid of his not being the right shape.”
“Nor was that piece of paper, you know,” said Father Brown quietly, “and we
survived even that piece of paper.”
Flambeau dug on with a blind energy. But the tempest had shouldered away the
choking grey clouds that clung to the hills like smoke and revealed grey fields of
faint starlight before he cleared the shape of a rude timber coffin, and somehow
tipped it up upon the turf. Craven stepped forward with his axe; a thistle-top
touched him, and he flinched. Then he took a firmer stride, and hacked and
wrenched with an energy like Flambeau’s till the lid was torn off, and all that was
there lay glimmering in the grey starlight.
“Bones,” said Craven; and then he added, “but it is a man,” as if that were
something unexpected.
“Is he,” asked Flambeau in a voice that went oddly up and down, “is he all right?”
“Seems so,” said the officer huskily, bending over the obscure and decaying
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skeleton in the box. “Wait a minute.”
A vast heave went over Flambeau’s huge figure. “And now I come to think of it,”
he cried, “why in the name of madness shouldn’t he be all right? What is it gets
hold of a man on these cursed cold mountains? I think it’s the black, brainless
repetition; all these forests, and over all an ancient horror of unconsciousness. It’s
like the dream of an atheist. Pine-trees and more pine-trees and millions more pinetrees — ”
“God!” cried the man by the coffin, “but he hasn’t got a head.”
While the others stood rigid the priest, for the first time, showed a leap of startled
concern.
“No head!” he repeated. “No head?” as if he had almost expected some other
deficiency.
Half-witted visions of a headless baby born to Glengyle, of a headless youth
hiding himself in the castle, of a headless man pacing those ancient halls or that
gorgeous garden, passed in panorama through their minds. But even in that
stiffened instant the tale took no root in them and seemed to have no reason in it.
They stood listening to the loud woods and the shrieking sky quite foolishly, like
exhausted animals. Thought seemed to be something enormous that had suddenly
slipped out of their grasp.
“There are three headless men,” said Father Brown, “standing round this open
grave.”
The pale detective from London opened his mouth to speak, and left it open like a
yokel, while a long scream of wind tore the sky; then he looked at the axe in his
hands as if it did not belong to him, and dropped it.
“Father,” said Flambeau in that infantile and heavy voice he used very seldom,
“what are we to do?”
His friend’s reply came with the pent promptitude of a gun going off.
“Sleep!” cried Father Brown. “Sleep. We have come to the end of the ways. Do
you know what sleep is? Do you know that every man who sleeps believes in
God? It is a sacrament; for it is an act of faith and it is a food. And we need a
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sacrament, if only a natural one. Something has fallen on us that falls very seldom
on men; perhaps the worst thing that can fall on them.”
Craven’s parted lips came together to say, “What do you mean?”
The priest had turned his face to the castle as he answered: “We have found the
truth; and the truth makes no sense.”
He went down the path in front of them with a plunging and reckless step very rare
with him, and when they reached the castle again he threw himself upon sleep with
the simplicity of a dog.
Despite his mystic praise of slumber, Father Brown was up earlier than anyone
else except the silent gardener; and was found smoking a big pipe and watching
that expert at his speechless labours in the kitchen garden. Towards daybreak the
rocking storm had ended in roaring rains, and the day came with a curious
freshness. The gardener seemed even to have been conversing, but at sight of the
detectives he planted his spade sullenly in a bed and, saying something about his
breakfast, shifted along the lines of cabbages and shut himself in the kitchen.
“He’s a valuable man, that,” said Father Brown. “He does the potatoes amazingly.
Still,” he added, with a dispassionate charity, “he has his faults; which of us
hasn’t? He doesn’t dig this bank quite regularly. There, for instance,” and he
stamped suddenly on one spot. “I’m really very doubtful about that potato.”
“And why?” asked Craven, amused with the little man’s hobby.
“I’m doubtful about it,” said the other, “because old Gow was doubtful about it
himself. He put his spade in methodically in every place but just this. There must
be a mighty fine potato just here.”
Flambeau pulled up the spade and impetuously drove it into the place. He turned
up, under a load of soil, something that did not look like a potato, but rather like a
monstrous, over-domed mushroom. But it struck the spade with a cold click; it
rolled over like a ball, and grinned up at them.
“The Earl of Glengyle,” said Brown sadly, and looked down heavily at the skull.
Then, after a momentary meditation, he plucked the spade from Flambeau, and,
saying “We must hide it again,” clamped the skull down in the earth. Then he
leaned his little body and huge head on the great handle of the spade, that stood up
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stiffly in the earth, and his eyes were empty and his forehead full of wrinkles. “If
one could only conceive,” he muttered, “the meaning of this last monstrosity.”
And leaning on the large spade handle, he buried his brows in his hands, as men do
in church.
All the corners of the sky were brightening into blue and silver; the birds were
chattering in the tiny garden trees; so loud it seemed as if the trees themselves
were talking. But the three men were silent enough.
“Well, I give it all up,” said Flambeau at last boisterously. “My brain and this
world don’t fit each other; and there’s an end of it. Snuff, spoilt Prayer Books, and
the insides of musical boxes — what — ”
Brown threw up his bothered brow and rapped on the spade handle with an
intolerance quite unusual with him. “Oh, tut, tut, tut, tut!” he cried. “All that is as
plain as a pikestaff. I understood the snuff and clockwork, and so on, when I first
opened my eyes this morning. And since then I’ve had it out with old Gow, the
gardener, who is neither so deaf nor so stupid as he pretends. There’s nothing
amiss about the loose items. I was wrong about the torn mass-book, too; there’s no
harm in that. But it’s this last business. Desecrating graves and stealing dead men’s
heads — surely there’s harm in that? Surely there’s black magic still in that? That
doesn’t fit in to the quite simple story of the snuff and the candles.” And, striding
about again, he smoked moodily.
“My friend,” said Flambeau, with a grim humour, “you must be careful with me
and remember I was once a criminal. The great advantage of that estate was that I
always made up the story myself, and acted it as quick as I chose. This detective
business of waiting about is too much for my French impatience. All my life, for
good or evil, I have done things at the instant; I always fought duels the next
morning; I always paid bills on the nail; I never even put off a visit to the dentist
—”
Father Brown’s pipe fell out of his mouth and broke into three pieces on the gravel
path. He stood rolling his eyes, the exact picture of an idiot. “Lord, what a turnip I
am!” he kept saying. “Lord, what a turnip!” Then, in a somewhat groggy kind of
way, he began to laugh.
“The dentist!” he repeated. “Six hours in the spiritual abyss, and all because I
never thought of the dentist! Such a simple, such a beautiful and peaceful thought!
Friends, we have passed a night in hell; but now the sun is risen, the birds are
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singing, and the radiant form of the dentist consoles the world.”
“I will get some sense out of this,” cried Flambeau, striding forward, “if I use the
tortures of the Inquisition.”
Father Brown repressed what appeared to be a momentary disposition to dance on
the now sunlit lawn and cried quite piteously, like a child, “Oh, let me be silly a
little. You don’t know how unhappy I have been. And now I know that there has
been no deep sin in this business at all. Only a little lunacy, perhaps — and who
minds that?”
He spun round once more, then faced them with gravity.
“This is not a story of crime,” he said; “rather it is the story of a strange and
crooked honesty. We are dealing with the one man on earth, perhaps, who has
taken no more than his due. It is a study in the savage living logic that has been the
religion of this race.
“That old local rhyme about the house of Glengyle —
As green sap to the simmer trees
Is red gold to the Ogilvies —
was literal as well as metaphorical. It did not merely mean that the Glengyles
sought for wealth; it was also true that they literally gathered gold; they had a huge
collection of ornaments and utensils in that metal. They were, in fact, misers
whose mania took that turn. In the light of that fact, run through all the things we
found in the castle. Diamonds without their gold rings; candles without their gold
candlesticks; snuff without the gold snuff-boxes; pencil-leads without the gold
pencil-cases; a walking stick without its gold top; clockwork without the gold
clocks — or rather watches. And, mad as it sounds, because the halos and the
name of God in the old missals were of real gold; these also were taken away.”
The garden seemed to brighten, the grass to grow gayer in the strengthening sun,
as the crazy truth was told. Flambeau lit a cigarette as his friend went on.
“Were taken away,” continued Father Brown; “were taken away — but not stolen.
Thieves would never have left this mystery. Thieves would have taken the gold
snuff-boxes, snuff and all; the gold pencil-cases, lead and all. We have to deal with
a man with a peculiar conscience, but certainly a conscience. I found that mad
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moralist this morning in the kitchen garden yonder, and I heard the whole story.
“The late Archibald Ogilvie was the nearest approach to a good man ever born at
Glengyle. But his bitter virtue took the turn of the misanthrope; he moped over the
dishonesty of his ancestors, from which, somehow, he generalised a dishonesty of
all men. More especially he distrusted philanthropy or free-giving; and he swore if
he could find one man who took his exact rights he should have all the gold of
Glengyle. Having delivered this defiance to humanity he shut himself up, without
the smallest expectation of its being answered. One day, however, a deaf and
seemingly senseless lad from a distant village brought him a belated telegram; and
Glengyle, in his acrid pleasantry, gave him a new farthing. At least he thought he
had done so, but when he turned over his change he found the new farthing still
there and a sovereign gone. The accident offered him vistas of sneering
speculation. Either way, the boy would show the greasy greed of the species.
Either he would vanish, a thief stealing a coin; or he would sneak back with it
virtuously, a snob seeking a reward. In the middle of that night Lord Glengyle was
knocked up out of his bed — for he lived alone — and forced to open the door to
the deaf idiot. The idiot brought with him, not the sovereign, but exactly nineteen
shillings and eleven-pence three-farthings in change.
“Then the wild exactitude of this action took hold of the mad lord’s brain like fire.
He swore he was Diogenes, that had long sought an honest man, and at last had
found one. He made a new will, which I have seen. He took the literal youth into
his huge, neglected house, and trained him up as his solitary servant and — after
an odd manner — his heir. And whatever that queer creature understands, he
understood absolutely his lord’s two fixed ideas: first, that the letter of right is
everything; and second, that he himself was to have the gold of Glengyle. So far,
that is all; and that is simple. He has stripped the house of gold, and taken not a
grain that was not gold; not so much as a grain of snuff. He lifted the gold leaf off
an old illumination, fully satisfied that he left the rest unspoilt. All that I
understood; but I could not understand this skull business. I was really uneasy
about that human head buried among the potatoes. It distressed me — till
Flambeau said the word.
“It will be all right. He will put the skull back in the grave, when he has taken the
gold out of the tooth.”
And, indeed, when Flambeau crossed the hill that morning, he saw that strange
being, the just miser, digging at the desecrated grave, the plaid round his throat
thrashing out in the mountain wind; the sober top hat on his head.
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The Wrong Shape
Certain of the great roads going north out of London continue far into the country
a sort of attenuated and interrupted spectre of a street, with great gaps in the
building, but preserving the line. Here will be a group of shops, followed by a
fenced field or paddock, and then a famous public-house, and then perhaps a
market garden or a nursery garden, and then one large private house, and then
another field and another inn, and so on. If anyone walks along one of these roads
he will pass a house which will probably catch his eye, though he may not be able
to explain its attraction. It is a long, low house, running parallel with the road,
painted mostly white and pale green, with a veranda and sun-blinds, and porches
capped with those quaint sort of cupolas like wooden umbrellas that one sees in
some old-fashioned houses. In fact, it is an old-fashioned house, very English and
very suburban in the good old wealthy Clapham sense. And yet the house has a
look of having been built chiefly for the hot weather. Looking at its white paint
and sun-blinds one thinks vaguely of pugarees and even of palm trees. I cannot
trace the feeling to its root; perhaps the place was built by an Anglo-Indian.
Anyone passing this house, I say, would be namelessly fascinated by it; would feel
that it was a place about which some story was to be told. And he would have been
right, as you shall shortly hear. For this is the story — the story of the strange
things that did really happen in it in the Whitsuntide of the year 18 — :
Anyone passing the house on the Thursday before WhitSunday at about half-past
four p.m. would have seen the front door open, and Father Brown, of the small
church of St. Mungo, come out smoking a large pipe in company with a very tall
French friend of his called Flambeau, who was smoking a very small cigarette.
These persons may or may not be of interest to the reader, but the truth is that they
were not the only interesting things that were displayed when the front door of the
white-and-green house was opened. There are further peculiarities about this
house, which must be described to start with, not only that the reader may
understand this tragic tale, but also that he may realise what it was that the opening
of the door revealed.
The whole house was built upon the plan of a T, but a T with a very long cross
piece and a very short tail piece. The long cross piece was the frontage that ran
along in face of the street, with the front door in the middle; it was two stories
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high, and contained nearly all the important rooms. The short tail piece, which ran
out at the back immediately opposite the front door, was one story high, and
consisted only of two long rooms, the one leading into the other. The first of these
two rooms was the study in which the celebrated Mr. Quinton wrote his wild
Oriental poems and romances. The farther room was a glass conservatory full of
tropical blossoms of quite unique and almost monstrous beauty, and on such
afternoons as these glowing with gorgeous sunlight. Thus when the hall door was
open, many a passer-by literally stopped to stare and gasp; for he looked down a
perspective of rich apartments to something really like a transformation scene in a
fairy play: purple clouds and golden suns and crimson stars that were at once
scorchingly vivid and yet transparent and far away.
Leonard Quinton, the poet, had himself most carefully arranged this effect; and it
is doubtful whether he so perfectly expressed his personality in any of his poems.
For he was a man who drank and bathed in colours, who indulged his lust for
colour somewhat to the neglect of form — even of good form. This it was that had
turned his genius so wholly to eastern art and imagery; to those bewildering
carpets or blinding embroideries in which all the colours seem fallen into a
fortunate chaos, having nothing to typify or to teach. He had attempted, not
perhaps with complete artistic success, but with acknowledged imagination and
invention, to compose epics and love stories reflecting the riot of violent and even
cruel colour; tales of tropical heavens of burning gold or blood-red copper; of
eastern heroes who rode with twelve-turbaned mitres upon elephants painted
purple or peacock green; of gigantic jewels that a hundred negroes could not carry,
but which burned with ancient and strange-hued fires.
In short (to put the matter from the more common point of view), he dealt much in
eastern heavens, rather worse than most western hells; in eastern monarchs, whom
we might possibly call maniacs; and in eastern jewels which a Bond Street jeweller
(if the hundred staggering negroes brought them into his shop) might possibly not
regard as genuine. Quinton was a genius, if a morbid one; and even his morbidity
appeared more in his life than in his work. In temperament he was weak and
waspish, and his health had suffered heavily from oriental experiments with
opium. His wife — a handsome, hard-working, and, indeed, over-worked woman
objected to the opium, but objected much more to a live Indian hermit in white and
yellow robes, whom her husband insisted on entertaining for months together, a
Virgil to guide his spirit through the heavens and the hells of the east.
It was out of this artistic household that Father Brown and his friend stepped on to
the door-step; and to judge from their faces, they stepped out of it with much
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relief. Flambeau had known Quinton in wild student days in Paris, and they had
renewed the acquaintance for a week-end; but apart from Flambeau’s more
responsible developments of late, he did not get on well with the poet now.
Choking oneself with opium and writing little erotic verses on vellum was not his
notion of how a gentleman should go to the devil. As the two paused on the doorstep, before taking a turn in the garden, the front garden gate was thrown open
with violence, and a young man with a billycock hat on the back of his head
tumbled up the steps in his eagerness. He was a dissipated-looking youth with a
gorgeous red necktie all awry, as if he had slept in it, and he kept fidgeting and
lashing about with one of those little jointed canes.
“I say,” he said breathlessly, “I want to see old Quinton. I must see him. Has he
gone?”
“Mr. Quinton is in, I believe,” said Father Brown, cleaning his pipe, “but I do not
know if you can see him. The doctor is with him at present.”
The young man, who seemed not to be perfectly sober, stumbled into the hall; and
at the same moment the doctor came out of Quinton’s study, shutting the door and
beginning to put on his gloves.
“See Mr. Quinton?” said the doctor coolly. “No, I’m afraid you can’t. In fact, you
mustn’t on any account. Nobody must see him; I’ve just given him his sleeping
draught.”
“No, but look here, old chap,” said the youth in the red tie, trying affectionately to
capture the doctor by the lapels of his coat. “Look here. I’m simply sewn up, I tell
you. I — ”
“It’s no good, Mr. Atkinson,” said the doctor, forcing him to fall back; “when you
can alter the effects of a drug I’ll alter my decision,” and, settling on his hat, he
stepped out into the sunlight with the other two. He was a bull-necked, goodtempered little man with a small moustache, inexpressibly ordinary, yet giving an
impression of capacity.
The young man in the billycock, who did not seem to be gifted with any tact in
dealing with people beyond the general idea of clutching hold of their coats, stood
outside the door, as dazed as if he had been thrown out bodily, and silently
watched the other three walk away together through the garden.
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“That was a sound, spanking lie I told just now,” remarked the medical man,
laughing. “In point of fact, poor Quinton doesn’t have his sleeping draught for
nearly half an hour. But I’m not going to have him bothered with that little beast,
who only wants to borrow money that he wouldn’t pay back if he could. He’s a
dirty little scamp, though he is Mrs. Quinton’s brother, and she’s as fine a woman
as ever walked.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown. “She’s a good woman.”
“So I propose to hang about the garden till the creature has cleared off,” went on
the doctor, “and then I’ll go in to Quinton with the medicine. Atkinson can’t get in,
because I locked the door.”
“In that case, Dr. Harris,” said Flambeau, “we might as well walk round at the
back by the end of the conservatory. There’s no entrance to it that way, but it’s
worth seeing, even from the outside.”
“Yes, and I might get a squint at my patient,” laughed the doctor, “for he prefers to
lie on an ottoman right at the end of the conservatory amid all those blood-red
poinsettias; it would give me the creeps. But what are you doing?”
Father Brown had stopped for a moment, and picked up out of the long grass,
where it had almost been wholly hidden, a queer, crooked Oriental knife, inlaid
exquisitely in coloured stones and metals.
“What is this?” asked Father Brown, regarding it with some disfavour.
“Oh, Quinton’s, I suppose,” said Dr. Harris carelessly; “he has all sorts of Chinese
knickknacks about the place. Or perhaps it belongs to that mild Hindoo of his
whom he keeps on a string.”
“What Hindoo?” asked Father Brown, still staring at the dagger in his hand.
“Oh, some Indian conjuror,” said the doctor lightly; “a fraud, of course.”
“You don’t believe in magic?” asked Father Brown, without looking up.
“O crickey! magic!” said the doctor.
“It’s very beautiful,” said the priest in a low, dreaming voice; “the colours are very
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beautiful. But it’s the wrong shape.”
“What for?” asked Flambeau, staring.
“For anything. It’s the wrong shape in the abstract. Don’t you ever feel that about
Eastern art? The colours are intoxicatingly lovely; but the shapes are mean and bad
— deliberately mean and bad. I have seen wicked things in a Turkey carpet.”
“Mon Dieu!” cried Flambeau, laughing.
“They are letters and symbols in a language I don’t know; but I know they stand
for evil words,” went on the priest, his voice growing lower and lower. “The lines
go wrong on purpose — like serpents doubling to escape.”
“What the devil are you talking about?” said the doctor with a loud laugh.
Flambeau spoke quietly to him in answer. “The Father sometimes gets this
mystic’s cloud on him,” he said; “but I give you fair warning that I have never
known him to have it except when there was some evil quite near.”
“Oh, rats!” said the scientist.
“Why, look at it,” cried Father Brown, holding out the crooked knife at arm’s
length, as if it were some glittering snake. “Don’t you see it is the wrong shape?
Don’t you see that it has no hearty and plain purpose? It does not point like a
spear. It does not sweep like a scythe. It does not look like a weapon. It looks like
an instrument of torture.”
“Well, as you don’t seem to like it,” said the jolly Harris, “it had better be taken
back to its owner. Haven’t we come to the end of this confounded conservatory
yet? This house is the wrong shape, if you like.”
“You don’t understand,” said Father Brown, shaking his head. “The shape of this
house is quaint — it is even laughable. But there is nothing wrong about it.”
As they spoke they came round the curve of glass that ended the conservatory, an
uninterrupted curve, for there was neither door nor window by which to enter at
that end. The glass, however, was clear, and the sun still bright, though beginning
to set; and they could see not only the flamboyant blossoms inside, but the frail
figure of the poet in a brown velvet coat lying languidly on the sofa, having,
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apparently, fallen half asleep over a book. He was a pale, slight man, with loose,
chestnut hair and a fringe of beard that was the paradox of his face, for the beard
made him look less manly. These traits were well known to all three of them; but
even had it not been so, it may be doubted whether they would have looked at
Quinton just then. Their eyes were riveted on another object.
Exactly in their path, immediately outside the round end of the glass building, was
standing a tall man, whose drapery fell to his feet in faultless white, and whose
bare, brown skull, face, and neck gleamed in the setting sun like splendid bronze.
He was looking through the glass at the sleeper, and he was more motionless than
a mountain.
“Who is that?” cried Father Brown, stepping back with a hissing intake of his
breath.
“Oh, it is only that Hindoo humbug,” growled Harris; “but I don’t know what the
deuce he’s doing here.”
“It looks like hypnotism,” said Flambeau, biting his black moustache.
“Why are you unmedical fellows always talking bosh about hypnotism?” cried the
doctor. “It looks a deal more like burglary.”
“Well, we will speak to it, at any rate,” said Flambeau, who was always for action.
One long stride took him to the place where the Indian stood. Bowing from his
great height, which overtopped even the Oriental’s, he said with placid impudence:
“Good evening, sir. Do you want anything?”
Quite slowly, like a great ship turning into a harbour, the great yellow face turned,
and looked at last over its white shoulder. They were startled to see that its yellow
eyelids were quite sealed, as in sleep. “Thank you,” said the face in excellent
English. “I want nothing.” Then, half opening the lids, so as to show a slit of
opalescent eyeball, he repeated, “I want nothing.” Then he opened his eyes wide
with a startling stare, said, “I want nothing,” and went rustling away into the
rapidly darkening garden.
“The Christian is more modest,” muttered Father Brown; “he wants something.”
“What on earth was he doing?” asked Flambeau, knitting his black brows and
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lowering his voice.
“I should like to talk to you later,” said Father Brown.
The sunlight was still a reality, but it was the red light of evening, and the bulk of
the garden trees and bushes grew blacker and blacker against it. They turned round
the end of the conservatory, and walked in silence down the other side to get round
to the front door. As they went they seemed to wake something, as one startles a
bird, in the deeper corner between the study and the main building; and again they
saw the white-robed fakir slide out of the shadow, and slip round towards the front
door. To their surprise, however, he had not been alone. They found themselves
abruptly pulled up and forced to banish their bewilderment by the appearance of
Mrs. Quinton, with her heavy golden hair and square pale face, advancing on them
out of the twilight. She looked a little stern, but was entirely courteous.
“Good evening, Dr. Harris,” was all she said.
“Good evening, Mrs. Quinton,” said the little doctor heartily. “I am just going to
give your husband his sleeping draught.”
“Yes,” she said in a clear voice. “I think it is quite time.” And she smiled at them,
and went sweeping into the house.
“That woman’s over-driven,” said Father Brown; “that’s the kind of woman that
does her duty for twenty years, and then does something dreadful.”
The little doctor looked at him for the first time with an eye of interest. “Did you
ever study medicine?” he asked.
“You have to know something of the mind as well as the body,” answered the
priest; “we have to know something of the body as well as the mind.”
“Well,” said the doctor, “I think I’ll go and give Quinton his stuff.”
They had turned the corner of the front facade, and were approaching the front
doorway. As they turned into it they saw the man in the white robe for the third
time. He came so straight towards the front door that it seemed quite incredible
that he had not just come out of the study opposite to it. Yet they knew that the
study door was locked.
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Father Brown and Flambeau, however, kept this weird contradiction to themselves,
and Dr. Harris was not a man to waste his thoughts on the impossible. He
permitted the omnipresent Asiatic to make his exit, and then stepped briskly into
the hall. There he found a figure which he had already forgotten. The inane
Atkinson was still hanging about, humming and poking things with his knobby
cane. The doctor’s face had a spasm of disgust and decision, and he whispered
rapidly to his companion: “I must lock the door again, or this rat will get in. But I
shall be out again in two minutes.”
He rapidly unlocked the door and locked it again behind him, just balking a
blundering charge from the young man in the billycock. The young man threw
himself impatiently on a hall chair. Flambeau looked at a Persian illumination on
the wall; Father Brown, who seemed in a sort of daze, dully eyed the door. In
about four minutes the door was opened again. Atkinson was quicker this time. He
sprang forward, held the door open for an instant, and called out: “Oh, I say,
Quinton, I want — ”
From the other end of the study came the clear voice of Quinton, in something
between a yawn and a yell of weary laughter.
“Oh, I know what you want. Take it, and leave me in peace. I’m writing a song
about peacocks.”
Before the door closed half a sovereign came flying through the aperture; and
Atkinson, stumbling forward, caught it with singular dexterity.
“So that’s settled,” said the doctor, and, locking the door savagely, he led the way
out into the garden.
“Poor Leonard can get a little peace now,” he added to Father Brown; “he’s locked
in all by himself for an hour or two.”
“Yes,” answered the priest; “and his voice sounded jolly enough when we left
him.” Then he looked gravely round the garden, and saw the loose figure of
Atkinson standing and jingling the half-sovereign in his pocket, and beyond, in the
purple twilight, the figure of the Indian sitting bolt upright upon a bank of grass
with his face turned towards the setting sun. Then he said abruptly: “Where is Mrs.
Quinton!”
“She has gone up to her room,” said the doctor. “That is her shadow on the blind.”
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Father Brown looked up, and frowningly scrutinised a dark outline at the gas-lit
window.
“Yes,” he said, “that is her shadow,” and he walked a yard or two and threw
himself upon a garden seat.
Flambeau sat down beside him; but the doctor was one of those energetic people
who live naturally on their legs. He walked away, smoking, into the twilight, and
the two friends were left together.
“My father,” said Flambeau in French, “what is the matter with you?”
Father Brown was silent and motionless for half a minute, then he said:
“Superstition is irreligious, but there is something in the air of this place. I think
it’s that Indian — at least, partly.”
He sank into silence, and watched the distant outline of the Indian, who still sat
rigid as if in prayer. At first sight he seemed motionless, but as Father Brown
watched him he saw that the man swayed ever so slightly with a rhythmic
movement, just as the dark tree-tops swayed ever so slightly in the wind that was
creeping up the dim garden paths and shuffling the fallen leaves a little.
The landscape was growing rapidly dark, as if for a storm, but they could still see
all the figures in their various places. Atkinson was leaning against a tree with a
listless face; Quinton’s wife was still at her window; the doctor had gone strolling
round the end of the conservatory; they could see his cigar like a will-o’-the-wisp;
and the fakir still sat rigid and yet rocking, while the trees above him began to rock
and almost to roar. Storm was certainly coming.
“When that Indian spoke to us,” went on Brown in a conversational undertone, “I
had a sort of vision, a vision of him and all his universe. Yet he only said the same
thing three times. When first he said ‘I want nothing,’ it meant only that he was
impenetrable, that Asia does not give itself away. Then he said again, ‘I want
nothing,’ and I knew that he meant that he was sufficient to himself, like a cosmos,
that he needed no God, neither admitted any sins. And when he said the third time,
‘I want nothing,’ he said it with blazing eyes. And I knew that he meant literally
what he said; that nothing was his desire and his home; that he was weary for
nothing as for wine; that annihilation, the mere destruction of everything or
anything — ”
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Two drops of rain fell; and for some reason Flambeau started and looked up, as if
they had stung him. And the same instant the doctor down by the end of the
conservatory began running towards them, calling out something as he ran.
As he came among them like a bombshell the restless Atkinson happened to be
taking a turn nearer to the house front; and the doctor clutched him by the collar in
a convulsive grip. “Foul play!” he cried; “what have you been doing to him, you
dog?”
The priest had sprung erect, and had the voice of steel of a soldier in command.
“No fighting,” he cried coolly; “we are enough to hold anyone we want to. What is
the matter, doctor?”
“Things are not right with Quinton,” said the doctor, quite white. “I could just see
him through the glass, and I don’t like the way he’s lying. It’s not as I left him,
anyhow.”
“Let us go in to him,” said Father Brown shortly. “You can leave Mr. Atkinson
alone. I have had him in sight since we heard Quinton’s voice.”
“I will stop here and watch him,” said Flambeau hurriedly. “You go in and see.”
The doctor and the priest flew to the study door, unlocked it, and fell into the
room. In doing so they nearly fell over the large mahogany table in the centre at
which the poet usually wrote; for the place was lit only by a small fire kept for the
invalid. In the middle of this table lay a single sheet of paper, evidently left there
on purpose. The doctor snatched it up, glanced at it, handed it to Father Brown,
and crying, “Good God, look at that!” plunged toward the glass room beyond,
where the terrible tropic flowers still seemed to keep a crimson memory of the
sunset.
Father Brown read the words three times before he put down the paper. The words
were: “I die by my own hand; yet I die murdered!” They were in the quite
inimitable, not to say illegible, handwriting of Leonard Quinton.
Then Father Brown, still keeping the paper in his hand, strode towards the
conservatory, only to meet his medical friend coming back with a face of
assurance and collapse. “He’s done it,” said Harris.
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They went together through the gorgeous unnatural beauty of cactus and azalea
and found Leonard Quinton, poet and romancer, with his head hanging downward
off his ottoman and his red curls sweeping the ground. Into his left side was thrust
the queer dagger that they had picked up in the garden, and his limp hand still
rested on the hilt.
Outside the storm had come at one stride, like the night in Coleridge, and garden
and glass roof were darkened with driving rain. Father Brown seemed to be
studying the paper more than the corpse; he held it close to his eyes; and seemed
trying to read it in the twilight. Then he held it up against the faint light, and, as he
did so, lightning stared at them for an instant so white that the paper looked black
against it.
Darkness full of thunder followed, and after the thunder Father Brown’s voice said
out of the dark: “Doctor, this paper is the wrong shape.”
“What do you mean?” asked Doctor Harris, with a frowning stare.
“It isn’t square,” answered Brown. “It has a sort of edge snipped off at the corner.
What does it mean?”
“How the deuce should I know?” growled the doctor. “Shall we move this poor
chap, do you think? He’s quite dead.”
“No,” answered the priest; “we must leave him as he lies and send for the police.”
But he was still scrutinising the paper.
As they went back through the study he stopped by the table and picked up a small
pair of nail scissors. “Ah,” he said, with a sort of relief, “this is what he did it with.
But yet — ” And he knitted his brows.
“Oh, stop fooling with that scrap of paper,” said the doctor emphatically. “It was a
fad of his. He had hundreds of them. He cut all his paper like that,” as he pointed
to a stack of sermon paper still unused on another and smaller table. Father Brown
went up to it and held up a sheet. It was the same irregular shape.
“Quite so,” he said. “And here I see the corners that were snipped off.” And to the
indignation of his colleague he began to count them.
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“That’s all right,” he said, with an apologetic smile. “Twenty-three sheets cut and
twenty-two corners cut off them. And as I see you are impatient we will rejoin the
others.”
“Who is to tell his wife?” asked Dr. Harris. “Will you go and tell her now, while I
send a servant for the police?”
“As you will,” said Father Brown indifferently. And he went out to the hall door.
Here also he found a drama, though of a more grotesque sort. It showed nothing
less than his big friend Flambeau in an attitude to which he had long been
unaccustomed, while upon the pathway at the bottom of the steps was sprawling
with his boots in the air the amiable Atkinson, his billycock hat and walking cane
sent flying in opposite directions along the path. Atkinson had at length wearied of
Flambeau’s almost paternal custody, and had endeavoured to knock him down,
which was by no means a smooth game to play with the Roi des Apaches, even
after that monarch’s abdication.
Flambeau was about to leap upon his enemy and secure him once more, when the
priest patted him easily on the shoulder.
“Make it up with Mr. Atkinson, my friend,” he said. “Beg a mutual pardon and say
‘Good night.’ We need not detain him any longer.” Then, as Atkinson rose
somewhat doubtfully and gathered his hat and stick and went towards the garden
gate, Father Brown said in a more serious voice: “Where is that Indian?”
They all three (for the doctor had joined them) turned involuntarily towards the
dim grassy bank amid the tossing trees purple with twilight, where they had last
seen the brown man swaying in his strange prayers. The Indian was gone.
“Confound him,” cried the doctor, stamping furiously. “Now I know that it was
that nigger that did it.”
“I thought you didn’t believe in magic,” said Father Brown quietly.
“No more I did,” said the doctor, rolling his eyes. “I only know that I loathed that
yellow devil when I thought he was a sham wizard. And I shall loathe him more if
I come to think he was a real one.”
“Well, his having escaped is nothing,” said Flambeau. “For we could have proved
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nothing and done nothing against him. One hardly goes to the parish constable
with a story of suicide imposed by witchcraft or auto-suggestion.”
Meanwhile Father Brown had made his way into the house, and now went to break
the news to the wife of the dead man.
When he came out again he looked a little pale and tragic, but what passed
between them in that interview was never known, even when all was known.
Flambeau, who was talking quietly with the doctor, was surprised to see his friend
reappear so soon at his elbow; but Brown took no notice, and merely drew the
doctor apart. “You have sent for the police, haven’t you?” he asked.
“Yes,” answered Harris. “They ought to be here in ten minutes.”
“Will you do me a favour?” said the priest quietly. “The truth is, I make a
collection of these curious stories, which often contain, as in the case of our
Hindoo friend, elements which can hardly be put into a police report. Now, I want
you to write out a report of this case for my private use. Yours is a clever trade,”
he said, looking the doctor gravely and steadily in the face. “I sometimes think that
you know some details of this matter which you have not thought fit to mention.
Mine is a confidential trade like yours, and I will treat anything you write for me in
strict confidence. But write the whole.”
The doctor, who had been listening thoughtfully with his head a little on one side,
looked the priest in the face for an instant, and said: “All right,” and went into the
study, closing the door behind him.
“Flambeau,” said Father Brown, “there is a long seat there under the veranda,
where we can smoke out of the rain. You are my only friend in the world, and I
want to talk to you. Or, perhaps, be silent with you.”
They established themselves comfortably in the veranda seat; Father Brown,
against his common habit, accepted a good cigar and smoked it steadily in silence,
while the rain shrieked and rattled on the roof of the veranda.
“My friend,” he said at length, “this is a very queer case. A very queer case.”
“I should think it was,” said Flambeau, with something like a shudder.
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“You call it queer, and I call it queer,” said the other, “and yet we mean quite
opposite things. The modern mind always mixes up two different ideas: mystery in
the sense of what is marvellous, and mystery in the sense of what is complicated.
That is half its difficulty about miracles. A miracle is startling; but it is simple. It is
simple because it is a miracle. It is power coming directly from God (or the devil)
instead of indirectly through nature or human wills. Now, you mean that this
business is marvellous because it is miraculous, because it is witchcraft worked by
a wicked Indian. Understand, I do not say that it was not spiritual or diabolic.
Heaven and hell only know by what surrounding influences strange sins come into
the lives of men. But for the present my point is this: If it was pure magic, as you
think, then it is marvellous; but it is not mysterious — that is, it is not complicated.
The quality of a miracle is mysterious, but its manner is simple. Now, the manner
of this business has been the reverse of simple.”
The storm that had slackened for a little seemed to be swelling again, and there
came heavy movements as of faint thunder. Father Brown let fall the ash of his
cigar and went on:
“There has been in this incident,” he said, “a twisted, ugly, complex quality that
does not belong to the straight bolts either of heaven or hell. As one knows the
crooked track of a snail, I know the crooked track of a man.”
The white lightning opened its enormous eye in one wink, the sky shut up again,
and the priest went on:
“Of all these crooked things, the crookedest was the shape of that piece of paper. It
was crookeder than the dagger that killed him.”
“You mean the paper on which Quinton confessed his suicide,” said Flambeau.
“I mean the paper on which Quinton wrote, ‘I die by my own hand,’” answered
Father Brown. “The shape of that paper, my friend, was the wrong shape; the
wrong shape, if ever I have seen it in this wicked world.”
“It only had a corner snipped off,” said Flambeau, “and I understand that all
Quinton’s paper was cut that way.”
“It was a very odd way,” said the other, “and a very bad way, to my taste and
fancy. Look here, Flambeau, this Quinton — God receive his soul! — was perhaps
a bit of a cur in some ways, but he really was an artist, with the pencil as well as
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the pen. His handwriting, though hard to read, was bold and beautiful. I can’t
prove what I say; I can’t prove anything. But I tell you with the full force of
conviction that he could never have cut that mean little piece off a sheet of paper.
If he had wanted to cut down paper for some purpose of fitting in, or binding up,
or what not, he would have made quite a different slash with the scissors. Do you
remember the shape? It was a mean shape. It was a wrong shape. Like this. Don’t
you remember?”
And he waved his burning cigar before him in the darkness, making irregular
squares so rapidly that Flambeau really seemed to see them as fiery hieroglyphics
upon the darkness — hieroglyphics such as his friend had spoken of, which are
undecipherable, yet can have no good meaning.
“But,” said Flambeau, as the priest put his cigar in his mouth again and leaned
back, staring at the roof, “suppose somebody else did use the scissors. Why should
somebody else, cutting pieces off his sermon paper, make Quinton commit
suicide?”
Father Brown was still leaning back and staring at the roof, but he took his cigar
out of his mouth and said: “Quinton never did commit suicide.”
Flambeau stared at him. “Why, confound it all,” he cried, “then why did he
confess to suicide?”
The priest leant forward again, settled his elbows on his knees, looked at the
ground, and said, in a low, distinct voice: “He never did confess to suicide.”
Flambeau laid his cigar down. “You mean,” he said, “that the writing was forged?”
“No,” said Father Brown. “Quinton wrote it all right.”
“Well, there you are,” said the aggravated Flambeau; “Quinton wrote, ‘I die by my
own hand,’ with his own hand on a plain piece of paper.”
“Of the wrong shape,” said the priest calmly.
“Oh, the shape be damned!” cried Flambeau. “What has the shape to do with it?”
“There were twenty-three snipped papers,” resumed Brown unmoved, “and only
twenty-two pieces snipped off. Therefore one of the pieces had been destroyed,
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probably that from the written paper. Does that suggest anything to you?”
A light dawned on Flambeau’s face, and he said: “There was something else
written by Quinton, some other words. ‘They will tell you I die by my own hand,’
or ‘Do not believe that — ’”
“Hotter, as the children say,” said his friend. “But the piece was hardly half an
inch across; there was no room for one word, let alone five. Can you think of
anything hardly bigger than a comma which the man with hell in his heart had to
tear away as a testimony against him?”
“I can think of nothing,” said Flambeau at last.
“What about quotation marks?” said the priest, and flung his cigar far into the
darkness like a shooting star.
All words had left the other man’s mouth, and Father Brown said, like one going
back to fundamentals:
“Leonard Quinton was a romancer, and was writing an Oriental romance about
wizardry and hypnotism. He — ”
At this moment the door opened briskly behind them, and the doctor came out with
his hat on. He put a long envelope into the priest’s hands.
“That’s the document you wanted,” he said, “and I must be getting home. Good
night.”
“Good night,” said Father Brown, as the doctor walked briskly to the gate. He had
left the front door open, so that a shaft of gaslight fell upon them. In the light of
this Brown opened the envelope and read the following words:
DEAR FATHER BROWN, — Vicisti Galilee. Otherwise, damn your eyes,
which are very penetrating ones. Can it be possible that there is something in
all that stuff of yours after all?
I am a man who has ever since boyhood believed in Nature and in all natural
functions and instincts, whether men called them moral or immoral. Long
before I became a doctor, when I was a schoolboy keeping mice and spiders,
I believed that to be a good animal is the best thing in the world. But just
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now I am shaken; I have believed in Nature; but it seems as if Nature could
betray a man. Can there be anything in your bosh? I am really getting
morbid.
I loved Quinton’s wife. What was there wrong in that? Nature told me to,
and it’s love that makes the world go round. I also thought quite sincerely
that she would be happier with a clean animal like me than with that
tormenting little lunatic. What was there wrong in that? I was only facing
facts, like a man of science. She would have been happier.
According to my own creed I was quite free to kill Quinton, which was the
best thing for everybody, even himself. But as a healthy animal I had no
notion of killing myself. I resolved, therefore, that I would never do it until I
saw a chance that would leave me scot free. I saw that chance this morning.
I have been three times, all told, into Quinton’s study today. The first time I
went in he would talk about nothing but the weird tale, called “The Cure of a
Saint,” which he was writing, which was all about how some Indian hermit
made an English colonel kill himself by thinking about him. He showed me
the last sheets, and even read me the last paragraph, which was something
like this:
“The conqueror of the Punjab, a mere yellow skeleton, but still gigantic,
managed to lift himself on his elbow and gasp in his nephew’s ear: ‘I die by
my own hand, yet I die murdered!’” It so happened by one chance out of a
hundred, that those last words were written at the top of a new sheet of
paper. I left the room, and went out into the garden intoxicated with a
frightful opportunity.
We walked round the house; and two more things happened in my favour.
You suspected an Indian, and you found a dagger which the Indian might
most probably use. Taking the opportunity to stuff it in my pocket I went
back to Quinton’s study, locked the door, and gave him his sleeping draught.
He was against answering Atkinson at all, but I urged him to call out and
quiet the fellow, because I wanted a clear proof that Quinton was alive when
I left the room for the second time. Quinton lay down in the conservatory,
and I came through the study. I am a quick man with my hands, and in a
minute and a half I had done what I wanted to do. I had emptied all the first
part of Quinton’s romance into the fireplace, where it burnt to ashes. Then I
saw that the quotation marks wouldn’t do, so I snipped them off, and to
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make it seem likelier, snipped the whole quire to match. Then I came out
with the knowledge that Quinton’s confession of suicide lay on the front
table, while Quinton lay alive but asleep in the conservatory beyond.
The last act was a desperate one; you can guess it: I pretended to have seen
Quinton dead and rushed to his room. I delayed you with the paper, and,
being a quick man with my hands, killed Quinton while you were looking at
his confession of suicide. He was half-asleep, being drugged, and I put his
own hand on the knife and drove it into his body. The knife was of so queer
a shape that no one but an operator could have calculated the angle that
would reach his heart. I wonder if you noticed this.
When I had done it, the extraordinary thing happened. Nature deserted me. I
felt ill. I felt just as if I had done something wrong. I think my brain is
breaking up; I feel some sort of desperate pleasure in thinking I have told the
thing to somebody; that I shall not have to be alone with it if I marry and
have children. What is the matter with me? . . . Madness . . . or can one have
remorse, just as if one were in Byron’s poems! I cannot write any more.
James Erskine Harris.
Father Brown carefully folded up the letter, and put it in his breast pocket just as
there came a loud peal at the gate bell, and the wet waterproofs of several
policemen gleamed in the road outside.

The Sins of Prince Saradine
When Flambeau took his month’s holiday from his office in Westminster he took
it in a small sailing-boat, so small that it passed much of its time as a rowing-boat.
He took it, moreover, in little rivers in the Eastern counties, rivers so small that the
boat looked like a magic boat, sailing on land through meadows and cornfields.
The vessel was just comfortable for two people; there was room only for
necessities, and Flambeau had stocked it with such things as his special philosophy
considered necessary. They reduced themselves, apparently, to four essentials: tins
of salmon, if he should want to eat; loaded revolvers, if he should want to fight; a
bottle of brandy, presumably in case he should faint; and a priest, presumably in
case he should die. With this light luggage he crawled down the little Norfolk
rivers, intending to reach the Broads at last, but meanwhile delighting in the
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overhanging gardens and meadows, the mirrored mansions or villages, lingering to
fish in the pools and corners, and in some sense hugging the shore.
Like a true philosopher, Flambeau had no aim in his holiday; but, like a true
philosopher, he had an excuse. He had a sort of half purpose, which he took just so
seriously that its success would crown the holiday, but just so lightly that its failure
would not spoil it. Years ago, when he had been a king of thieves and the most
famous figure in Paris, he had often received wild communications of approval,
denunciation, or even love; but one had, somehow, stuck in his memory. It
consisted simply of a visiting-card, in an envelope with an English postmark. On
the back of the card was written in French and in green ink: “If you ever retire and
become respectable, come and see me. I want to meet you, for I have met all the
other great men of my time. That trick of yours of getting one detective to arrest
the other was the most splendid scene in French history.” On the front of the card
was engraved in the formal fashion, “Prince Saradine, Reed House, Reed Island,
Norfolk.”
He had not troubled much about the prince then, beyond ascertaining that he had
been a brilliant and fashionable figure in southern Italy. In his youth, it was said,
he had eloped with a married woman of high rank; the escapade was scarcely
startling in his social world, but it had clung to men’s minds because of an
additional tragedy: the alleged suicide of the insulted husband, who appeared to
have flung himself over a precipice in Sicily. The prince then lived in Vienna for a
time, but his more recent years seemed to have been passed in perpetual and
restless travel. But when Flambeau, like the prince himself, had left European
celebrity and settled in England, it occurred to him that he might pay a surprise
visit to this eminent exile in the Norfolk Broads. Whether he should find the place
he had no idea; and, indeed, it was sufficiently small and forgotten. But, as things
fell out, he found it much sooner than he expected.
They had moored their boat one night under a bank veiled in high grasses and
short pollarded trees. Sleep, after heavy sculling, had come to them early, and by a
corresponding accident they awoke before it was light. To speak more strictly,
they awoke before it was daylight; for a large lemon moon was only just setting in
the forest of high grass above their heads, and the sky was of a vivid violet-blue,
nocturnal but bright. Both men had simultaneously a reminiscence of childhood, of
the elfin and adventurous time when tall weeds close over us like woods. Standing
up thus against the large low moon, the daisies really seemed to be giant daisies,
the dandelions to be giant dandelions. Somehow it reminded them of the dado of a
nursery wall-paper. The drop of the river-bed sufficed to sink them under the roots
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of all shrubs and flowers and make them gaze upwards at the grass. “By Jove!”
said Flambeau, “it’s like being in fairyland.”
Father Brown sat bolt upright in the boat and crossed himself. His movement was
so abrupt that his friend asked him, with a mild stare, what was the matter.
“The people who wrote the mediaeval ballads,” answered the priest, “knew more
about fairies than you do. It isn’t only nice things that happen in fairyland.”
“Oh, bosh!” said Flambeau. “Only nice things could happen under such an
innocent moon. I am for pushing on now and seeing what does really come. We
may die and rot before we ever see again such a moon or such a mood.”
“All right,” said Father Brown. “I never said it was always wrong to enter
fairyland. I only said it was always dangerous.”
They pushed slowly up the brightening river; the glowing violet of the sky and the
pale gold of the moon grew fainter and fainter, and faded into that vast colourless
cosmos that precedes the colours of the dawn. When the first faint stripes of red
and gold and grey split the horizon from end to end they were broken by the black
bulk of a town or village which sat on the river just ahead of them. It was already
an easy twilight, in which all things were visible, when they came under the
hanging roofs and bridges of this riverside hamlet. The houses, with their long,
low, stooping roofs, seemed to come down to drink at the river, like huge grey and
red cattle. The broadening and whitening dawn had already turned to working
daylight before they saw any living creature on the wharves and bridges of that
silent town. Eventually they saw a very placid and prosperous man in his shirt
sleeves, with a face as round as the recently sunken moon, and rays of red whisker
around the low arc of it, who was leaning on a post above the sluggish tide. By an
impulse not to be analysed, Flambeau rose to his full height in the swaying boat
and shouted at the man to ask if he knew Reed Island or Reed House. The
prosperous man’s smile grew slightly more expansive, and he simply pointed up
the river towards the next bend of it. Flambeau went ahead without further speech.
The boat took many such grassy corners and followed many such reedy and silent
reaches of river; but before the search had become monotonous they had swung
round a specially sharp angle and come into the silence of a sort of pool or lake,
the sight of which instinctively arrested them. For in the middle of this wider piece
of water, fringed on every side with rushes, lay a long, low islet, along which ran a
long, low house or bungalow built of bamboo or some kind of tough tropic cane.
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The upstanding rods of bamboo which made the walls were pale yellow, the
sloping rods that made the roof were of darker red or brown, otherwise the long
house was a thing of repetition and monotony. The early morning breeze rustled
the reeds round the island and sang in the strange ribbed house as in a giant panpipe.
“By George!” cried Flambeau; “here is the place, after all! Here is Reed Island, if
ever there was one. Here is Reed House, if it is anywhere. I believe that fat man
with whiskers was a fairy.”
“Perhaps,” remarked Father Brown impartially. “If he was, he was a bad fairy.”
But even as he spoke the impetuous Flambeau had run his boat ashore in the
rattling reeds, and they stood in the long, quaint islet beside the odd and silent
house.
The house stood with its back, as it were, to the river and the only landing-stage;
the main entrance was on the other side, and looked down the long island garden.
The visitors approached it, therefore, by a small path running round nearly three
sides of the house, close under the low eaves. Through three different windows on
three different sides they looked in on the same long, well-lit room, panelled in
light wood, with a large number of looking-glasses, and laid out as for an elegant
lunch. The front door, when they came round to it at last, was flanked by two
turquoise-blue flower pots. It was opened by a butler of the drearier type — long,
lean, grey and listless — who murmured that Prince Saradine was from home at
present, but was expected hourly; the house being kept ready for him and his
guests. The exhibition of the card with the scrawl of green ink awoke a flicker of
life in the parchment face of the depressed retainer, and it was with a certain shaky
courtesy that he suggested that the strangers should remain. “His Highness may be
here any minute,” he said, “and would be distressed to have just missed any
gentleman he had invited. We have orders always to keep a little cold lunch for
him and his friends, and I am sure he would wish it to be offered.”
Moved with curiosity to this minor adventure, Flambeau assented gracefully, and
followed the old man, who ushered him ceremoniously into the long, lightly
panelled room. There was nothing very notable about it, except the rather unusual
alternation of many long, low windows with many long, low oblongs of lookingglass, which gave a singular air of lightness and unsubstantialness to the place. It
was somehow like lunching out of doors. One or two pictures of a quiet kind hung
in the corners, one a large grey photograph of a very young man in uniform,
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another a red chalk sketch of two long-haired boys. Asked by Flambeau whether
the soldierly person was the prince, the butler answered shortly in the negative; it
was the prince’s younger brother, Captain Stephen Saradine, he said. And with that
the old man seemed to dry up suddenly and lose all taste for conversation.
After lunch had tailed off with exquisite coffee and liqueurs, the guests were
introduced to the garden, the library, and the housekeeper — a dark, handsome
lady, of no little majesty, and rather like a plutonic Madonna. It appeared that she
and the butler were the only survivors of the prince’s original foreign menage the
other servants now in the house being new and collected in Norfolk by the
housekeeper. This latter lady went by the name of Mrs. Anthony, but she spoke
with a slight Italian accent, and Flambeau did not doubt that Anthony was a
Norfolk version of some more Latin name. Mr. Paul, the butler, also had a faintly
foreign air, but he was in tongue and training English, as are many of the most
polished men-servants of the cosmopolitan nobility.
Pretty and unique as it was, the place had about it a curious luminous sadness.
Hours passed in it like days. The long, well-windowed rooms were full of daylight,
but it seemed a dead daylight. And through all other incidental noises, the sound of
talk, the clink of glasses, or the passing feet of servants, they could hear on all
sides of the house the melancholy noise of the river.
“We have taken a wrong turning, and come to a wrong place,” said Father Brown,
looking out of the window at the grey-green sedges and the silver flood. “Never
mind; one can sometimes do good by being the right person in the wrong place.”
Father Brown, though commonly a silent, was an oddly sympathetic little man, and
in those few but endless hours he unconsciously sank deeper into the secrets of
Reed House than his professional friend. He had that knack of friendly silence
which is so essential to gossip; and saying scarcely a word, he probably obtained
from his new acquaintances all that in any case they would have told. The butler
indeed was naturally uncommunicative. He betrayed a sullen and almost animal
affection for his master; who, he said, had been very badly treated. The chief
offender seemed to be his highness’s brother, whose name alone would lengthen
the old man’s lantern jaws and pucker his parrot nose into a sneer. Captain Stephen
was a ne’er-do-weel, apparently, and had drained his benevolent brother of
hundreds and thousands; forced him to fly from fashionable life and live quietly in
this retreat. That was all Paul, the butler, would say, and Paul was obviously a
partisan.
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The Italian housekeeper was somewhat more communicative, being, as Brown
fancied, somewhat less content. Her tone about her master was faintly acid; though
not without a certain awe. Flambeau and his friend were standing in the room of
the looking-glasses examining the red sketch of the two boys, when the
housekeeper swept in swiftly on some domestic errand. It was a peculiarity of this
glittering, glass-panelled place that anyone entering was reflected in four or five
mirrors at once; and Father Brown, without turning round, stopped in the middle of
a sentence of family criticism. But Flambeau, who had his face close up to the
picture, was already saying in a loud voice, “The brothers Saradine, I suppose.
They both look innocent enough. It would be hard to say which is the good brother
and which the bad.” Then, realising the lady’s presence, he turned the conversation
with some triviality, and strolled out into the garden. But Father Brown still gazed
steadily at the red crayon sketch; and Mrs. Anthony still gazed steadily at Father
Brown.
She had large and tragic brown eyes, and her olive face glowed darkly with a
curious and painful wonder — as of one doubtful of a stranger’s identity or
purpose. Whether the little priest’s coat and creed touched some southern
memories of confession, or whether she fancied he knew more than he did, she
said to him in a low voice as to a fellow plotter, “He is right enough in one way,
your friend. He says it would be hard to pick out the good and bad brothers. Oh, it
would be hard, it would be mighty hard, to pick out the good one.”
“I don’t understand you,” said Father Brown, and began to move away.
The woman took a step nearer to him, with thunderous brows and a sort of savage
stoop, like a bull lowering his horns.
“There isn’t a good one,” she hissed. “There was badness enough in the captain
taking all that money, but I don’t think there was much goodness in the prince
giving it. The captain’s not the only one with something against him.”
A light dawned on the cleric’s averted face, and his mouth formed silently the
word “blackmail.” Even as he did so the woman turned an abrupt white face over
her shoulder and almost fell. The door had opened soundlessly and the pale Paul
stood like a ghost in the doorway. By the weird trick of the reflecting walls, it
seemed as if five Pauls had entered by five doors simultaneously.
“His Highness,” he said, “has just arrived.”
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In the same flash the figure of a man had passed outside the first window, crossing
the sunlit pane like a lighted stage. An instant later he passed at the second
window and the many mirrors repainted in successive frames the same eagle
profile and marching figure. He was erect and alert, but his hair was white and his
complexion of an odd ivory yellow. He had that short, curved Roman nose which
generally goes with long, lean cheeks and chin, but these were partly masked by
moustache and imperial. The moustache was much darker than the beard, giving
an effect slightly theatrical, and he was dressed up to the same dashing part,
having a white top hat, an orchid in his coat, a yellow waistcoat and yellow gloves
which he flapped and swung as he walked. When he came round to the front door
they heard the stiff Paul open it, and heard the new arrival say cheerfully, “Well,
you see I have come.” The stiff Mr. Paul bowed and answered in his inaudible
manner; for a few minutes their conversation could not be heard. Then the butler
said, “Everything is at your disposal”; and the glove-flapping Prince Saradine
came gaily into the room to greet them. They beheld once more that spectral scene
— five princes entering a room with five doors.
The prince put the white hat and yellow gloves on the table and offered his hand
quite cordially.
“Delighted to see you here, Mr. Flambeau,” he said. “Knowing you very well by
reputation, if that’s not an indiscreet remark.”
“Not at all,” answered Flambeau, laughing. “I am not sensitive. Very few
reputations are gained by unsullied virtue.”
The prince flashed a sharp look at him to see if the retort had any personal point;
then he laughed also and offered chairs to everyone, including himself.
“Pleasant little place, this, I think,” he said with a detached air. “Not much to do, I
fear; but the fishing is really good.”
The priest, who was staring at him with the grave stare of a baby, was haunted by
some fancy that escaped definition. He looked at the grey, carefully curled hair,
yellow white visage, and slim, somewhat foppish figure. These were not unnatural,
though perhaps a shade prononce, like the outfit of a figure behind the footlights.
The nameless interest lay in something else, in the very framework of the face;
Brown was tormented with a half memory of having seen it somewhere before.
The man looked like some old friend of his dressed up. Then he suddenly
remembered the mirrors, and put his fancy down to some psychological effect of
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that multiplication of human masks.
Prince Saradine distributed his social attentions between his guests with great
gaiety and tact. Finding the detective of a sporting turn and eager to employ his
holiday, he guided Flambeau and Flambeau’s boat down to the best fishing spot in
the stream, and was back in his own canoe in twenty minutes to join Father Brown
in the library and plunge equally politely into the priest’s more philosophic
pleasures. He seemed to know a great deal both about the fishing and the books,
though of these not the most edifying; he spoke five or six languages, though
chiefly the slang of each. He had evidently lived in varied cities and very motley
societies, for some of his cheerfullest stories were about gambling hells and opium
dens, Australian bushrangers or Italian brigands. Father Brown knew that the oncecelebrated Saradine had spent his last few years in almost ceaseless travel, but he
had not guessed that the travels were so disreputable or so amusing.
Indeed, with all his dignity of a man of the world, Prince Saradine radiated to such
sensitive observers as the priest, a certain atmosphere of the restless and even the
unreliable. His face was fastidious, but his eye was wild; he had little nervous
tricks, like a man shaken by drink or drugs, and he neither had, nor professed to
have, his hand on the helm of household affairs. All these were left to the two old
servants, especially to the butler, who was plainly the central pillar of the house.
Mr. Paul, indeed, was not so much a butler as a sort of steward or, even,
chamberlain; he dined privately, but with almost as much pomp as his master; he
was feared by all the servants; and he consulted with the prince decorously, but
somewhat unbendingly — rather as if he were the prince’s solicitor. The sombre
housekeeper was a mere shadow in comparison; indeed, she seemed to efface
herself and wait only on the butler, and Brown heard no more of those volcanic
whispers which had half told him of the younger brother who blackmailed the
elder. Whether the prince was really being thus bled by the absent captain, he
could not be certain, but there was something insecure and secretive about
Saradine that made the tale by no means incredible.
When they went once more into the long hall with the windows and the mirrors,
yellow evening was dropping over the waters and the willowy banks; and a bittern
sounded in the distance like an elf upon his dwarfish drum. The same singular
sentiment of some sad and evil fairyland crossed the priest’s mind again like a
little grey cloud. “I wish Flambeau were back,” he muttered.
“Do you believe in doom?” asked the restless Prince Saradine suddenly.
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“No,” answered his guest. “I believe in Doomsday.”
The prince turned from the window and stared at him in a singular manner, his
face in shadow against the sunset. “What do you mean?” he asked.
“I mean that we here are on the wrong side of the tapestry,” answered Father
Brown. “The things that happen here do not seem to mean anything; they mean
something somewhere else. Somewhere else retribution will come on the real
offender. Here it often seems to fall on the wrong person.”
The prince made an inexplicable noise like an animal; in his shadowed face the
eyes were shining queerly. A new and shrewd thought exploded silently in the
other’s mind. Was there another meaning in Saradine’s blend of brilliancy and
abruptness? Was the prince — Was he perfectly sane? He was repeating, “The
wrong person — the wrong person,” many more times than was natural in a social
exclamation.
Then Father Brown awoke tardily to a second truth. In the mirrors before him he
could see the silent door standing open, and the silent Mr. Paul standing in it, with
his usual pallid impassiveness.
“I thought it better to announce at once,” he said, with the same stiff respectfulness
as of an old family lawyer, “a boat rowed by six men has come to the landingstage, and there’s a gentleman sitting in the stern.”
“A boat!” repeated the prince; “a gentleman?” and he rose to his feet.
There was a startled silence punctuated only by the odd noise of the bird in the
sedge; and then, before anyone could speak again, a new face and figure passed in
profile round the three sunlit windows, as the prince had passed an hour or two
before. But except for the accident that both outlines were aquiline, they had little
in common. Instead of the new white topper of Saradine, was a black one of
antiquated or foreign shape; under it was a young and very solemn face, clean
shaven, blue about its resolute chin, and carrying a faint suggestion of the young
Napoleon. The association was assisted by something old and odd about the whole
get-up, as of a man who had never troubled to change the fashions of his fathers.
He had a shabby blue frock coat, a red, soldierly looking waistcoat, and a kind of
coarse white trousers common among the early Victorians, but strangely
incongruous today. From all this old clothes-shop his olive face stood out strangely
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young and monstrously sincere.
“The deuce!” said Prince Saradine, and clapping on his white hat he went to the
front door himself, flinging it open on the sunset garden.
By that time the new-comer and his followers were drawn up on the lawn like a
small stage army. The six boatmen had pulled the boat well up on shore, and were
guarding it almost menacingly, holding their oars erect like spears. They were
swarthy men, and some of them wore earrings. But one of them stood forward
beside the olive-faced young man in the red waistcoat, and carried a large black
case of unfamiliar form.
“Your name,” said the young man, “is Saradine?”
Saradine assented rather negligently.
The new-comer had dull, dog-like brown eyes, as different as possible from the
restless and glittering grey eyes of the prince. But once again Father Brown was
tortured with a sense of having seen somewhere a replica of the face; and once
again he remembered the repetitions of the glass-panelled room, and put down the
coincidence to that. “Confound this crystal palace!” he muttered. “One sees
everything too many times. It’s like a dream.”
“If you are Prince Saradine,” said the young man, “I may tell you that my name is
Antonelli.”
“Antonelli,” repeated the prince languidly. “Somehow I remember the name.”
“Permit me to present myself,” said the young Italian.
With his left hand he politely took off his old-fashioned top-hat; with his right he
caught Prince Saradine so ringing a crack across the face that the white top hat
rolled down the steps and one of the blue flower-pots rocked upon its pedestal.
The prince, whatever he was, was evidently not a coward; he sprang at his
enemy’s throat and almost bore him backwards to the grass. But his enemy
extricated himself with a singularly inappropriate air of hurried politeness.
“That is all right,” he said, panting and in halting English. “I have insulted. I will
give satisfaction. Marco, open the case.”
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The man beside him with the earrings and the big black case proceeded to unlock
it. He took out of it two long Italian rapiers, with splendid steel hilts and blades,
which he planted point downwards in the lawn. The strange young man standing
facing the entrance with his yellow and vindictive face, the two swords standing
up in the turf like two crosses in a cemetery, and the line of the ranked towers
behind, gave it all an odd appearance of being some barbaric court of justice. But
everything else was unchanged, so sudden had been the interruption. The sunset
gold still glowed on the lawn, and the bittern still boomed as announcing some
small but dreadful destiny.
“Prince Saradine,” said the man called Antonelli, “when I was an infant in the
cradle you killed my father and stole my mother; my father was the more
fortunate. You did not kill him fairly, as I am going to kill you. You and my
wicked mother took him driving to a lonely pass in Sicily, flung him down a cliff,
and went on your way. I could imitate you if I chose, but imitating you is too vile.
I have followed you all over the world, and you have always fled from me. But
this is the end of the world — and of you. I have you now, and I give you the
chance you never gave my father. Choose one of those swords.”
Prince Saradine, with contracted brows, seemed to hesitate a moment, but his ears
were still singing with the blow, and he sprang forward and snatched at one of the
hilts. Father Brown had also sprung forward, striving to compose the dispute; but
he soon found his personal presence made matters worse. Saradine was a French
freemason and a fierce atheist, and a priest moved him by the law of contraries.
And for the other man neither priest nor layman moved him at all. This young man
with the Bonaparte face and the brown eyes was something far sterner than a
puritan — a pagan. He was a simple slayer from the morning of the earth; a man of
the stone age — a man of stone.
One hope remained, the summoning of the household; and Father Brown ran back
into the house. He found, however, that all the under servants had been given a
holiday ashore by the autocrat Paul, and that only the sombre Mrs. Anthony moved
uneasily about the long rooms. But the moment she turned a ghastly face upon
him, he resolved one of the riddles of the house of mirrors. The heavy brown eyes
of Antonelli were the heavy brown eyes of Mrs. Anthony; and in a flash he saw
half the story.
“Your son is outside,” he said without wasting words; “either he or the prince will
be killed. Where is Mr. Paul?”
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“He is at the landing-stage,” said the woman faintly. “He is — he is — signalling
for help.”
“Mrs. Anthony,” said Father Brown seriously, “there is no time for nonsense. My
friend has his boat down the river fishing. Your son’s boat is guarded by your
son’s men. There is only this one canoe; what is Mr. Paul doing with it?”
“Santa Maria! I do not know,” she said; and swooned all her length on the matted
floor.
Father Brown lifted her to a sofa, flung a pot of water over her, shouted for help,
and then rushed down to the landing-stage of the little island. But the canoe was
already in mid-stream, and old Paul was pulling and pushing it up the river with an
energy incredible at his years.
“I will save my master,” he cried, his eyes blazing maniacally. “I will save him
yet!”
Father Brown could do nothing but gaze after the boat as it struggled up-stream
and pray that the old man might waken the little town in time.
“A duel is bad enough,” he muttered, rubbing up his rough dust-coloured hair, “but
there’s something wrong about this duel, even as a duel. I feel it in my bones. But
what can it be?”
As he stood staring at the water, a wavering mirror of sunset, he heard from the
other end of the island garden a small but unmistakable sound — the cold
concussion of steel. He turned his head.
Away on the farthest cape or headland of the long islet, on a strip of turf beyond
the last rank of roses, the duellists had already crossed swords. Evening above
them was a dome of virgin gold, and, distant as they were, every detail was picked
out. They had cast off their coats, but the yellow waistcoat and white hair of
Saradine, the red waistcoat and white trousers of Antonelli, glittered in the level
light like the colours of the dancing clockwork dolls. The two swords sparkled
from point to pommel like two diamond pins. There was something frightful in the
two figures appearing so little and so gay. They looked like two butterflies trying
to pin each other to a cork.
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Father Brown ran as hard as he could, his little legs going like a wheel. But when
he came to the field of combat he found he was born too late and too early — too
late to stop the strife, under the shadow of the grim Sicilians leaning on their oars,
and too early to anticipate any disastrous issue of it. For the two men were
singularly well matched, the prince using his skill with a sort of cynical
confidence, the Sicilian using his with a murderous care. Few finer fencing
matches can ever have been seen in crowded amphitheatres than that which tinkled
and sparkled on that forgotten island in the reedy river. The dizzy fight was
balanced so long that hope began to revive in the protesting priest; by all common
probability Paul must soon come back with the police. It would be some comfort
even if Flambeau came back from his fishing, for Flambeau, physically speaking,
was worth four other men. But there was no sign of Flambeau, and, what was
much queerer, no sign of Paul or the police. No other raft or stick was left to float
on; in that lost island in that vast nameless pool, they were cut off as on a rock in
the Pacific.
Almost as he had the thought the ringing of the rapiers quickened to a rattle, the
prince’s arms flew up, and the point shot out behind between his shoulder-blades.
He went over with a great whirling movement, almost like one throwing the half of
a boy’s cart-wheel. The sword flew from his hand like a shooting star, and dived
into the distant river. And he himself sank with so earth-shaking a subsidence that
he broke a big rose-tree with his body and shook up into the sky a cloud of red
earth — like the smoke of some heathen sacrifice. The Sicilian had made bloodoffering to the ghost of his father.
The priest was instantly on his knees by the corpse; but only to make too sure that
it was a corpse. As he was still trying some last hopeless tests he heard for the first
time voices from farther up the river, and saw a police boat shoot up to the landingstage, with constables and other important people, including the excited Paul. The
little priest rose with a distinctly dubious grimace.
“Now, why on earth,” he muttered, “why on earth couldn’t he have come before?”
Some seven minutes later the island was occupied by an invasion of townsfolk and
police, and the latter had put their hands on the victorious duellist, ritually
reminding him that anything he said might be used against him.
“I shall not say anything,” said the monomaniac, with a wonderful and peaceful
face. “I shall never say anything more. I am very happy, and I only want to be
hanged.”
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Then he shut his mouth as they led him away, and it is the strange but certain truth
that he never opened it again in this world, except to say “Guilty” at his trial.
Father Brown had stared at the suddenly crowded garden, the arrest of the man of
blood, the carrying away of the corpse after its examination by the doctor, rather as
one watches the break-up of some ugly dream; he was motionless, like a man in a
nightmare. He gave his name and address as a witness, but declined their offer of a
boat to the shore, and remained alone in the island garden, gazing at the broken
rose bush and the whole green theatre of that swift and inexplicable tragedy. The
light died along the river; mist rose in the marshy banks; a few belated birds flitted
fitfully across.
Stuck stubbornly in his sub-consciousness (which was an unusually lively one)
was an unspeakable certainty that there was something still unexplained. This
sense that had clung to him all day could not be fully explained by his fancy about
“looking-glass land.” Somehow he had not seen the real story, but some game or
masque. And yet people do not get hanged or run through the body for the sake of
a charade.
As he sat on the steps of the landing-stage ruminating he grew conscious of the
tall, dark streak of a sail coming silently down the shining river, and sprang to his
feet with such a backrush of feeling that he almost wept.
“Flambeau!” he cried, and shook his friend by both hands again and again, much
to the astonishment of that sportsman, as he came on shore with his fishing tackle.
“Flambeau,” he said, “so you’re not killed?”
“Killed!” repeated the angler in great astonishment. “And why should I be killed?”
“Oh, because nearly everybody else is,” said his companion rather wildly.
“Saradine got murdered, and Antonelli wants to be hanged, and his mother’s
fainted, and I, for one, don’t know whether I’m in this world or the next. But,
thank God, you’re in the same one.” And he took the bewildered Flambeau’s arm.
As they turned from the landing-stage they came under the eaves of the low
bamboo house, and looked in through one of the windows, as they had done on
their first arrival. They beheld a lamp-lit interior well calculated to arrest their
eyes. The table in the long dining-room had been laid for dinner when Saradine’s
destroyer had fallen like a stormbolt on the island. And the dinner was now in
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placid progress, for Mrs. Anthony sat somewhat sullenly at the foot of the table,
while at the head of it was Mr. Paul, the major domo, eating and drinking of the
best, his bleared, bluish eyes standing queerly out of his face, his gaunt
countenance inscrutable, but by no means devoid of satisfaction.
With a gesture of powerful impatience, Flambeau rattled at the window, wrenched
it open, and put an indignant head into the lamp-lit room.
“Well,” he cried. “I can understand you may need some refreshment, but really to
steal your master’s dinner while he lies murdered in the garden — ”
“I have stolen a great many things in a long and pleasant life,” replied the strange
old gentleman placidly; “this dinner is one of the few things I have not stolen. This
dinner and this house and garden happen to belong to me.”
A thought flashed across Flambeau’s face. “You mean to say,” he began, “that the
will of Prince Saradine — ”
“I am Prince Saradine,” said the old man, munching a salted almond.
Father Brown, who was looking at the birds outside, jumped as if he were shot,
and put in at the window a pale face like a turnip.
“You are what?” he repeated in a shrill voice.
“Paul, Prince Saradine, A vos ordres,” said the venerable person politely, lifting a
glass of sherry. “I live here very quietly, being a domestic kind of fellow; and for
the sake of modesty I am called Mr. Paul, to distinguish me from my unfortunate
brother Mr. Stephen. He died, I hear, recently — in the garden. Of course, it is not
my fault if enemies pursue him to this place. It is owing to the regrettable
irregularity of his life. He was not a domestic character.”
He relapsed into silence, and continued to gaze at the opposite wall just above the
bowed and sombre head of the woman. They saw plainly the family likeness that
had haunted them in the dead man. Then his old shoulders began to heave and
shake a little, as if he were choking, but his face did not alter.
“My God!” cried Flambeau after a pause, “he’s laughing!”
“Come away,” said Father Brown, who was quite white. “Come away from this
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house of hell. Let us get into an honest boat again.”
Night had sunk on rushes and river by the time they had pushed off from the
island, and they went down-stream in the dark, warming themselves with two big
cigars that glowed like crimson ships’ lanterns. Father Brown took his cigar out of
his mouth and said:
“I suppose you can guess the whole story now? After all, it’s a primitive story. A
man had two enemies. He was a wise man. And so he discovered that two enemies
are better than one.”
“I do not follow that,” answered Flambeau.
“Oh, it’s really simple,” rejoined his friend. “Simple, though anything but
innocent. Both the Saradines were scamps, but the prince, the elder, was the sort of
scamp that gets to the top, and the younger, the captain, was the sort that sinks to
the bottom. This squalid officer fell from beggar to blackmailer, and one ugly day
he got his hold upon his brother, the prince. Obviously it was for no light matter,
for Prince Paul Saradine was frankly ‘fast,’ and had no reputation to lose as to the
mere sins of society. In plain fact, it was a hanging matter, and Stephen literally
had a rope round his brother’s neck. He had somehow discovered the truth about
the Sicilian affair, and could prove that Paul murdered old Antonelli in the
mountains. The captain raked in the hush money heavily for ten years, until even
the prince’s splendid fortune began to look a little foolish.
“But Prince Saradine bore another burden besides his blood-sucking brother. He
knew that the son of Antonelli, a mere child at the time of the murder, had been
trained in savage Sicilian loyalty, and lived only to avenge his father, not with the
gibbet (for he lacked Stephen’s legal proof), but with the old weapons of vendetta.
The boy had practised arms with a deadly perfection, and about the time that he
was old enough to use them Prince Saradine began, as the society papers said, to
travel. The fact is that he began to flee for his life, passing from place to place like
a hunted criminal; but with one relentless man upon his trail. That was Prince
Paul’s position, and by no means a pretty one. The more money he spent on
eluding Antonelli the less he had to silence Stephen. The more he gave to silence
Stephen the less chance there was of finally escaping Antonelli. Then it was that
he showed himself a great man — a genius like Napoleon.
“Instead of resisting his two antagonists, he surrendered suddenly to both of them.
He gave way like a Japanese wrestler, and his foes fell prostrate before him. He
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gave up the race round the world, and he gave up his address to young Antonelli;
then he gave up everything to his brother. He sent Stephen money enough for
smart clothes and easy travel, with a letter saying roughly: ‘This is all I have left.
You have cleaned me out. I still have a little house in Norfolk, with servants and a
cellar, and if you want more from me you must take that. Come and take
possession if you like, and I will live there quietly as your friend or agent or
anything.’ He knew that the Sicilian had never seen the Saradine brothers save,
perhaps, in pictures; he knew they were somewhat alike, both having grey, pointed
beards. Then he shaved his own face and waited. The trap worked. The unhappy
captain, in his new clothes, entered the house in triumph as a prince, and walked
upon the Sicilian’s sword.
“There was one hitch, and it is to the honour of human nature. Evil spirits like
Saradine often blunder by never expecting the virtues of mankind. He took it for
granted that the Italian’s blow, when it came, would be dark, violent and nameless,
like the blow it avenged; that the victim would be knifed at night, or shot from
behind a hedge, and so die without speech. It was a bad minute for Prince Paul
when Antonelli’s chivalry proposed a formal duel, with all its possible
explanations. It was then that I found him putting off in his boat with wild eyes.
He was fleeing, bareheaded, in an open boat before Antonelli should learn who he
was.
“But, however agitated, he was not hopeless. He knew the adventurer and he knew
the fanatic. It was quite probable that Stephen, the adventurer, would hold his
tongue, through his mere histrionic pleasure in playing a part, his lust for clinging
to his new cosy quarters, his rascal’s trust in luck, and his fine fencing. It was
certain that Antonelli, the fanatic, would hold his tongue, and be hanged without
telling tales of his family. Paul hung about on the river till he knew the fight was
over. Then he roused the town, brought the police, saw his two vanquished
enemies taken away forever, and sat down smiling to his dinner.”
“Laughing, God help us!” said Flambeau with a strong shudder. “Do they get such
ideas from Satan?”
“He got that idea from you,” answered the priest.
“God forbid!” ejaculated Flambeau. “From me! What do you mean!”
The priest pulled a visiting-card from his pocket and held it up in the faint glow of
his cigar; it was scrawled with green ink.
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“Don’t you remember his original invitation to you?” he asked, “and the
compliment to your criminal exploit? ‘That trick of yours,’ he says, ‘of getting one
detective to arrest the other’? He has just copied your trick. With an enemy on
each side of him, he slipped swiftly out of the way and let them collide and kill
each other.”
Flambeau tore Prince Saradine’s card from the priest’s hands and rent it savagely
in small pieces.
“There’s the last of that old skull and crossbones,” he said as he scattered the
pieces upon the dark and disappearing waves of the stream; “but I should think it
would poison the fishes.”
The last gleam of white card and green ink was drowned and darkened; a faint and
vibrant colour as of morning changed the sky, and the moon behind the grasses
grew paler. They drifted in silence.
“Father,” said Flambeau suddenly, “do you think it was all a dream?”
The priest shook his head, whether in dissent or agnosticism, but remained mute.
A smell of hawthorn and of orchards came to them through the darkness, telling
them that a wind was awake; the next moment it swayed their little boat and
swelled their sail, and carried them onward down the winding river to happier
places and the homes of harmless men.

The Hammer of God
The little village of Bohun Beacon was perched on a hill so steep that the tall spire
of its church seemed only like the peak of a small mountain. At the foot of the
church stood a smithy, generally red with fires and always littered with hammers
and scraps of iron; opposite to this, over a rude cross of cobbled paths, was “The
Blue Boar,” the only inn of the place. It was upon this crossway, in the lifting of a
leaden and silver daybreak, that two brothers met in the street and spoke; though
one was beginning the day and the other finishing it. The Rev. and Hon. Wilfred
Bohun was very devout, and was making his way to some austere exercises of
prayer or contemplation at dawn. Colonel the Hon. Norman Bohun, his elder
brother, was by no means devout, and was sitting in evening dress on the bench
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outside “The Blue Boar,” drinking what the philosophic observer was free to
regard either as his last glass on Tuesday or his first on Wednesday. The colonel
was not particular.
The Bohuns were one of the very few aristocratic families really dating from the
Middle Ages, and their pennon had actually seen Palestine. But it is a great
mistake to suppose that such houses stand high in chivalric tradition. Few except
the poor preserve traditions. Aristocrats live not in traditions but in fashions. The
Bohuns had been Mohocks under Queen Anne and Mashers under Queen Victoria.
But like more than one of the really ancient houses, they had rotted in the last two
centuries into mere drunkards and dandy degenerates, till there had even come a
whisper of insanity. Certainly there was something hardly human about the
colonel’s wolfish pursuit of pleasure, and his chronic resolution not to go home till
morning had a touch of the hideous clarity of insomnia. He was a tall, fine animal,
elderly, but with hair still startlingly yellow. He would have looked merely blonde
and leonine, but his blue eyes were sunk so deep in his face that they looked black.
They were a little too close together. He had very long yellow moustaches; on each
side of them a fold or furrow from nostril to jaw, so that a sneer seemed cut into
his face. Over his evening clothes he wore a curious pale yellow coat that looked
more like a very light dressing gown than an overcoat, and on the back of his head
was stuck an extraordinary broad-brimmed hat of a bright green colour, evidently
some oriental curiosity caught up at random. He was proud of appearing in such
incongruous attires — proud of the fact that he always made them look congruous.
His brother the curate had also the yellow hair and the elegance, but he was
buttoned up to the chin in black, and his face was clean-shaven, cultivated, and a
little nervous. He seemed to live for nothing but his religion; but there were some
who said (notably the blacksmith, who was a Presbyterian) that it was a love of
Gothic architecture rather than of God, and that his haunting of the church like a
ghost was only another and purer turn of the almost morbid thirst for beauty which
sent his brother raging after women and wine. This charge was doubtful, while the
man’s practical piety was indubitable. Indeed, the charge was mostly an ignorant
misunderstanding of the love of solitude and secret prayer, and was founded on his
being often found kneeling, not before the altar, but in peculiar places, in the
crypts or gallery, or even in the belfry. He was at the moment about to enter the
church through the yard of the smithy, but stopped and frowned a little as he saw
his brother’s cavernous eyes staring in the same direction. On the hypothesis that
the colonel was interested in the church he did not waste any speculations. There
only remained the blacksmith’s shop, and though the blacksmith was a Puritan and
none of his people, Wilfred Bohun had heard some scandals about a beautiful and
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rather celebrated wife. He flung a suspicious look across the shed, and the colonel
stood up laughing to speak to him.
“Good morning, Wilfred,” he said. “Like a good landlord I am watching
sleeplessly over my people. I am going to call on the blacksmith.”
Wilfred looked at the ground, and said: “The blacksmith is out. He is over at
Greenford.”
“I know,” answered the other with silent laughter; “that is why I am calling on
him.”
“Norman,” said the cleric, with his eye on a pebble in the road, “are you ever
afraid of thunderbolts?”
“What do you mean?” asked the colonel. “Is your hobby meteorology?”
“I mean,” said Wilfred, without looking up, “do you ever think that God might
strike you in the street?”
“I beg your pardon,” said the colonel; “I see your hobby is folk-lore.”
“I know your hobby is blasphemy,” retorted the religious man, stung in the one
live place of his nature. “But if you do not fear God, you have good reason to fear
man.”
The elder raised his eyebrows politely. “Fear man?” he said.
“Barnes the blacksmith is the biggest and strongest man for forty miles round,”
said the clergyman sternly. “I know you are no coward or weakling, but he could
throw you over the wall.”
This struck home, being true, and the lowering line by mouth and nostril darkened
and deepened. For a moment he stood with the heavy sneer on his face. But in an
instant Colonel Bohun had recovered his own cruel good humour and laughed,
showing two dog-like front teeth under his yellow moustache. “In that case, my
dear Wilfred,” he said quite carelessly, “it was wise for the last of the Bohuns to
come out partially in armour.”
And he took off the queer round hat covered with green, showing that it was lined
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within with steel. Wilfred recognised it indeed as a light Japanese or Chinese
helmet torn down from a trophy that hung in the old family hall.
“It was the first hat to hand,” explained his brother airily; “always the nearest hat
— and the nearest woman.”
“The blacksmith is away at Greenford,” said Wilfred quietly; “the time of his
return is unsettled.”
And with that he turned and went into the church with bowed head, crossing
himself like one who wishes to be quit of an unclean spirit. He was anxious to
forget such grossness in the cool twilight of his tall Gothic cloisters; but on that
morning it was fated that his still round of religious exercises should be
everywhere arrested by small shocks. As he entered the church, hitherto always
empty at that hour, a kneeling figure rose hastily to its feet and came towards the
full daylight of the doorway. When the curate saw it he stood still with surprise.
For the early worshipper was none other than the village idiot, a nephew of the
blacksmith, one who neither would nor could care for the church or for anything
else. He was always called “Mad Joe,” and seemed to have no other name; he was
a dark, strong, slouching lad, with a heavy white face, dark straight hair, and a
mouth always open. As he passed the priest, his moon-calf countenance gave no
hint of what he had been doing or thinking of. He had never been known to pray
before. What sort of prayers was he saying now? Extraordinary prayers surely.
Wilfred Bohun stood rooted to the spot long enough to see the idiot go out into the
sunshine, and even to see his dissolute brother hail him with a sort of avuncular
jocularity. The last thing he saw was the colonel throwing pennies at the open
mouth of Joe, with the serious appearance of trying to hit it.
This ugly sunlit picture of the stupidity and cruelty of the earth sent the ascetic
finally to his prayers for purification and new thoughts. He went up to a pew in the
gallery, which brought him under a coloured window which he loved and always
quieted his spirit; a blue window with an angel carrying lilies. There he began to
think less about the half-wit, with his livid face and mouth like a fish. He began to
think less of his evil brother, pacing like a lean lion in his horrible hunger. He sank
deeper and deeper into those cold and sweet colours of silver blossoms and
sapphire sky.
In this place half an hour afterwards he was found by Gibbs, the village cobbler,
who had been sent for him in some haste. He got to his feet with promptitude, for
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he knew that no small matter would have brought Gibbs into such a place at all.
The cobbler was, as in many villages, an atheist, and his appearance in church was
a shade more extraordinary than Mad Joe’s. It was a morning of theological
enigmas.
“What is it?” asked Wilfred Bohun rather stiffly, but putting out a trembling hand
for his hat.
The atheist spoke in a tone that, coming from him, was quite startlingly respectful,
and even, as it were, huskily sympathetic.
“You must excuse me, sir,” he said in a hoarse whisper, “but we didn’t think it
right not to let you know at once. I’m afraid a rather dreadful thing has happened,
sir. I’m afraid your brother — ”
Wilfred clenched his frail hands. “What devilry has he done now?” he cried in
voluntary passion.
“Why, sir,” said the cobbler, coughing, “I’m afraid he’s done nothing, and won’t
do anything. I’m afraid he’s done for. You had really better come down, sir.”
The curate followed the cobbler down a short winding stair which brought them
out at an entrance rather higher than the street. Bohun saw the tragedy in one
glance, flat underneath him like a plan. In the yard of the smithy were standing
five or six men mostly in black, one in an inspector’s uniform. They included the
doctor, the Presbyterian minister, and the priest from the Roman Catholic chapel,
to which the blacksmith’s wife belonged. The latter was speaking to her, indeed,
very rapidly, in an undertone, as she, a magnificent woman with red-gold hair, was
sobbing blindly on a bench. Between these two groups, and just clear of the main
heap of hammers, lay a man in evening dress, spread-eagled and flat on his face.
From the height above Wilfred could have sworn to every item of his costume and
appearance, down to the Bohun rings upon his fingers; but the skull was only a
hideous splash, like a star of blackness and blood.
Wilfred Bohun gave but one glance, and ran down the steps into the yard. The
doctor, who was the family physician, saluted him, but he scarcely took any notice.
He could only stammer out: “My brother is dead. What does it mean? What is this
horrible mystery?” There was an unhappy silence; and then the cobbler, the most
outspoken man present, answered: “Plenty of horror, sir,” he said; “but not much
mystery.”
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“What do you mean?” asked Wilfred, with a white face.
“It’s plain enough,” answered Gibbs. “There is only one man for forty miles round
that could have struck such a blow as that, and he’s the man that had most reason
to.”
“We must not prejudge anything,” put in the doctor, a tall, black-bearded man,
rather nervously; “but it is competent for me to corroborate what Mr. Gibbs says
about the nature of the blow, sir; it is an incredible blow. Mr. Gibbs says that only
one man in this district could have done it. I should have said myself that nobody
could have done it.”
A shudder of superstition went through the slight figure of the curate. “I can hardly
understand,” he said.
“Mr. Bohun,” said the doctor in a low voice, “metaphors literally fail me. It is
inadequate to say that the skull was smashed to bits like an eggshell. Fragments of
bone were driven into the body and the ground like bullets into a mud wall. It was
the hand of a giant.”
He was silent a moment, looking grimly through his glasses; then he added: “The
thing has one advantage — that it clears most people of suspicion at one stroke. If
you or I or any normally made man in the country were accused of this crime, we
should be acquitted as an infant would be acquitted of stealing the Nelson column.”
“That’s what I say,” repeated the cobbler obstinately; “there’s only one man that
could have done it, and he’s the man that would have done it. Where’s Simeon
Barnes, the blacksmith?”
“He’s over at Greenford,” faltered the curate.
“More likely over in France,” muttered the cobbler.
“No; he is in neither of those places,” said a small and colourless voice, which
came from the little Roman priest who had joined the group. “As a matter of fact,
he is coming up the road at this moment.”
The little priest was not an interesting man to look at, having stubbly brown hair
and a round and stolid face. But if he had been as splendid as Apollo no one would
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have looked at him at that moment. Everyone turned round and peered at the
pathway which wound across the plain below, along which was indeed walking, at
his own huge stride and with a hammer on his shoulder, Simeon the smith. He was
a bony and gigantic man, with deep, dark, sinister eyes and a dark chin beard. He
was walking and talking quietly with two other men; and though he was never
specially cheerful, he seemed quite at his ease.
“My God!” cried the atheistic cobbler, “and there’s the hammer he did it with.”
“No,” said the inspector, a sensible-looking man with a sandy moustache, speaking
for the first time. “There’s the hammer he did it with over there by the church wall.
We have left it and the body exactly as they are.”
All glanced round and the short priest went across and looked down in silence at
the tool where it lay. It was one of the smallest and the lightest of the hammers,
and would not have caught the eye among the rest; but on the iron edge of it were
blood and yellow hair.
After a silence the short priest spoke without looking up, and there was a new note
in his dull voice. “Mr. Gibbs was hardly right,” he said, “in saying that there is no
mystery. There is at least the mystery of why so big a man should attempt so big a
blow with so little a hammer.”
“Oh, never mind that,” cried Gibbs, in a fever. “What are we to do with Simeon
Barnes?”
“Leave him alone,” said the priest quietly. “He is coming here of himself. I know
those two men with him. They are very good fellows from Greenford, and they
have come over about the Presbyterian chapel.”
Even as he spoke the tall smith swung round the corner of the church, and strode
into his own yard. Then he stood there quite still, and the hammer fell from his
hand. The inspector, who had preserved impenetrable propriety, immediately went
up to him.
“I won’t ask you, Mr. Barnes,” he said, “whether you know anything about what
has happened here. You are not bound to say. I hope you don’t know, and that you
will be able to prove it. But I must go through the form of arresting you in the
King’s name for the murder of Colonel Norman Bohun.”
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“You are not bound to say anything,” said the cobbler in officious excitement.
“They’ve got to prove everything. They haven’t proved yet that it is Colonel
Bohun, with the head all smashed up like that.”
“That won’t wash,” said the doctor aside to the priest. “That’s out of the detective
stories. I was the colonel’s medical man, and I knew his body better than he did.
He had very fine hands, but quite peculiar ones. The second and third fingers were
the same length. Oh, that’s the colonel right enough.”
As he glanced at the brained corpse upon the ground the iron eyes of the
motionless blacksmith followed them and rested there also.
“Is Colonel Bohun dead?” said the smith quite calmly. “Then he’s damned.”
“Don’t say anything! Oh, don’t say anything,” cried the atheist cobbler, dancing
about in an ecstasy of admiration of the English legal system. For no man is such a
legalist as the good Secularist.
The blacksmith turned on him over his shoulder the august face of a fanatic.
“It’s well for you infidels to dodge like foxes because the world’s law favours
you,” he said; “but God guards His own in His pocket, as you shall see this day.”
Then he pointed to the colonel and said: “When did this dog die in his sins?”
“Moderate your language,” said the doctor.
“Moderate the Bible’s language, and I’ll moderate mine. When did he die?”
“I saw him alive at six o’clock this morning,” stammered Wilfred Bohun.
“God is good,” said the smith. “Mr. Inspector, I have not the slightest objection to
being arrested. It is you who may object to arresting me. I don’t mind leaving the
court without a stain on my character. You do mind perhaps leaving the court with
a bad set-back in your career.”
The solid inspector for the first time looked at the blacksmith with a lively eye; as
did everybody else, except the short, strange priest, who was still looking down at
the little hammer that had dealt the dreadful blow.
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“There are two men standing outside this shop,” went on the blacksmith with
ponderous lucidity, “good tradesmen in Greenford whom you all know, who will
swear that they saw me from before midnight till daybreak and long after in the
committee room of our Revival Mission, which sits all night, we save souls so fast.
In Greenford itself twenty people could swear to me for all that time. If I were a
heathen, Mr. Inspector, I would let you walk on to your downfall. But as a
Christian man I feel bound to give you your chance, and ask you whether you will
hear my alibi now or in court.”
The inspector seemed for the first time disturbed, and said, “Of course I should be
glad to clear you altogether now.”
The smith walked out of his yard with the same long and easy stride, and returned
to his two friends from Greenford, who were indeed friends of nearly everyone
present. Each of them said a few words which no one ever thought of disbelieving.
When they had spoken, the innocence of Simeon stood up as solid as the great
church above them.
One of those silences struck the group which are more strange and insufferable
than any speech. Madly, in order to make conversation, the curate said to the
Catholic priest:
“You seem very much interested in that hammer, Father Brown.”
“Yes, I am,” said Father Brown; “why is it such a small hammer?”
The doctor swung round on him.
“By George, that’s true,” he cried; “who would use a little hammer with ten larger
hammers lying about?”
Then he lowered his voice in the curate’s ear and said: “Only the kind of person
that can’t lift a large hammer. It is not a question of force or courage between the
sexes. It’s a question of lifting power in the shoulders. A bold woman could
commit ten murders with a light hammer and never turn a hair. She could not kill a
beetle with a heavy one.”
Wilfred Bohun was staring at him with a sort of hypnotised horror, while Father
Brown listened with his head a little on one side, really interested and attentive.
The doctor went on with more hissing emphasis:
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“Why do these idiots always assume that the only person who hates the wife’s
lover is the wife’s husband? Nine times out of ten the person who most hates the
wife’s lover is the wife. Who knows what insolence or treachery he had shown her
— look there!”
He made a momentary gesture towards the red-haired woman on the bench. She
had lifted her head at last and the tears were drying on her splendid face. But the
eyes were fixed on the corpse with an electric glare that had in it something of
idiocy.
The Rev. Wilfred Bohun made a limp gesture as if waving away all desire to
know; but Father Brown, dusting off his sleeve some ashes blown from the
furnace, spoke in his indifferent way.
“You are like so many doctors,” he said; “your mental science is really suggestive.
It is your physical science that is utterly impossible. I agree that the woman wants
to kill the co-respondent much more than the petitioner does. And I agree that a
woman will always pick up a small hammer instead of a big one. But the difficulty
is one of physical impossibility. No woman ever born could have smashed a man’s
skull out flat like that.” Then he added reflectively, after a pause: “These people
haven’t grasped the whole of it. The man was actually wearing an iron helmet, and
the blow scattered it like broken glass. Look at that woman. Look at her arms.”
Silence held them all up again, and then the doctor said rather sulkily: “Well, I
may be wrong; there are objections to everything. But I stick to the main point. No
man but an idiot would pick up that little hammer if he could use a big hammer.”
With that the lean and quivering hands of Wilfred Bohun went up to his head and
seemed to clutch his scanty yellow hair. After an instant they dropped, and he
cried: “That was the word I wanted; you have said the word.”
Then he continued, mastering his discomposure: “The words you said were, ‘No
man but an idiot would pick up the small hammer.’”
“Yes,” said the doctor. “Well?”
“Well,” said the curate, “no man but an idiot did.” The rest stared at him with eyes
arrested and riveted, and he went on in a febrile and feminine agitation.
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“I am a priest,” he cried unsteadily, “and a priest should be no shedder of blood. I
— I mean that he should bring no one to the gallows. And I thank God that I see
the criminal clearly now — because he is a criminal who cannot be brought to the
gallows.”
“You will not denounce him?” inquired the doctor.
“He would not be hanged if I did denounce him,” answered Wilfred with a wild
but curiously happy smile. “When I went into the church this morning I found a
madman praying there — that poor Joe, who has been wrong all his life. God
knows what he prayed; but with such strange folk it is not incredible to suppose
that their prayers are all upside down. Very likely a lunatic would pray before
killing a man. When I last saw poor Joe he was with my brother. My brother was
mocking him.”
“By Jove!” cried the doctor, “this is talking at last. But how do you explain — ”
The Rev. Wilfred was almost trembling with the excitement of his own glimpse of
the truth. “Don’t you see; don’t you see,” he cried feverishly; “that is the only
theory that covers both the queer things, that answers both the riddles. The two
riddles are the little hammer and the big blow. The smith might have struck the big
blow, but would not have chosen the little hammer. His wife would have chosen
the little hammer, but she could not have struck the big blow. But the madman
might have done both. As for the little hammer — why, he was mad and might
have picked up anything. And for the big blow, have you never heard, doctor, that
a maniac in his paroxysm may have the strength of ten men?”
The doctor drew a deep breath and then said, “By golly, I believe you’ve got it.”
Father Brown had fixed his eyes on the speaker so long and steadily as to prove
that his large grey, ox-like eyes were not quite so insignificant as the rest of his
face. When silence had fallen he said with marked respect: “Mr. Bohun, yours is
the only theory yet propounded which holds water every way and is essentially
unassailable. I think, therefore, that you deserve to be told, on my positive
knowledge, that it is not the true one.” And with that the old little man walked
away and stared again at the hammer.
“That fellow seems to know more than he ought to,” whispered the doctor
peevishly to Wilfred. “Those popish priests are deucedly sly.”
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“No, no,” said Bohun, with a sort of wild fatigue. “It was the lunatic. It was the
lunatic.”
The group of the two clerics and the doctor had fallen away from the more official
group containing the inspector and the man he had arrested. Now, however, that
their own party had broken up, they heard voices from the others. The priest
looked up quietly and then looked down again as he heard the blacksmith say in a
loud voice:
“I hope I’ve convinced you, Mr. Inspector. I’m a strong man, as you say, but I
couldn’t have flung my hammer bang here from Greenford. My hammer hasn’t got
wings that it should come flying half a mile over hedges and fields.”
The inspector laughed amicably and said: “No, I think you can be considered out
of it, though it’s one of the rummiest coincidences I ever saw. I can only ask you
to give us all the assistance you can in finding a man as big and strong as yourself.
By George! you might be useful, if only to hold him! I suppose you yourself have
no guess at the man?”
“I may have a guess,” said the pale smith, “but it is not at a man.” Then, seeing the
scared eyes turn towards his wife on the bench, he put his huge hand on her
shoulder and said: “Nor a woman either.”
“What do you mean?” asked the inspector jocularly. “You don’t think cows use
hammers, do you?”
“I think no thing of flesh held that hammer,” said the blacksmith in a stifled voice;
“mortally speaking, I think the man died alone.”
Wilfred made a sudden forward movement and peered at him with burning eyes.
“Do you mean to say, Barnes,” came the sharp voice of the cobbler, “that the
hammer jumped up of itself and knocked the man down?”
“Oh, you gentlemen may stare and snigger,” cried Simeon; “you clergymen who
tell us on Sunday in what a stillness the Lord smote Sennacherib. I believe that
One who walks invisible in every house defended the honour of mine, and laid the
defiler dead before the door of it. I believe the force in that blow was just the force
there is in earthquakes, and no force less.”
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Wilfred said, with a voice utterly undescribable: “I told Norman myself to beware
of the thunderbolt.”
“That agent is outside my jurisdiction,” said the inspector with a slight smile.
“You are not outside His,” answered the smith; “see you to it,” and, turning his
broad back, he went into the house.
The shaken Wilfred was led away by Father Brown, who had an easy and friendly
way with him. “Let us get out of this horrid place, Mr. Bohun,” he said. “May I
look inside your church? I hear it’s one of the oldest in England. We take some
interest, you know,” he added with a comical grimace, “in old English churches.”
Wilfred Bohun did not smile, for humour was never his strong point. But he
nodded rather eagerly, being only too ready to explain the Gothic splendours to
someone more likely to be sympathetic than the Presbyterian blacksmith or the
atheist cobbler.
“By all means,” he said; “let us go in at this side.” And he led the way into the
high side entrance at the top of the flight of steps. Father Brown was mounting the
first step to follow him when he felt a hand on his shoulder, and turned to behold
the dark, thin figure of the doctor, his face darker yet with suspicion.
“Sir,” said the physician harshly, “you appear to know some secrets in this black
business. May I ask if you are going to keep them to yourself?”
“Why, doctor,” answered the priest, smiling quite pleasantly, “there is one very
good reason why a man of my trade should keep things to himself when he is not
sure of them, and that is that it is so constantly his duty to keep them to himself
when he is sure of them. But if you think I have been discourteously reticent with
you or anyone, I will go to the extreme limit of my custom. I will give you two
very large hints.”
“Well, sir?” said the doctor gloomily.
“First,” said Father Brown quietly, “the thing is quite in your own province. It is a
matter of physical science. The blacksmith is mistaken, not perhaps in saying that
the blow was divine, but certainly in saying that it came by a miracle. It was no
miracle, doctor, except in so far as man is himself a miracle, with his strange and
wicked and yet half-heroic heart. The force that smashed that skull was a force
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well known to scientists — one of the most frequently debated of the laws of
nature.”
The doctor, who was looking at him with frowning intentness, only said: “And the
other hint?”
“The other hint is this,” said the priest. “Do you remember the blacksmith, though
he believes in miracles, talking scornfully of the impossible fairy tale that his
hammer had wings and flew half a mile across country?”
“Yes,” said the doctor, “I remember that.”
“Well,” added Father Brown, with a broad smile, “that fairy tale was the nearest
thing to the real truth that has been said today.” And with that he turned his back
and stumped up the steps after the curate.
The Reverend Wilfred, who had been waiting for him, pale and impatient, as if this
little delay were the last straw for his nerves, led him immediately to his favourite
corner of the church, that part of the gallery closest to the carved roof and lit by the
wonderful window with the angel. The little Latin priest explored and admired
everything exhaustively, talking cheerfully but in a low voice all the time. When in
the course of his investigation he found the side exit and the winding stair down
which Wilfred had rushed to find his brother dead, Father Brown ran not down but
up, with the agility of a monkey, and his clear voice came from an outer platform
above.
“Come up here, Mr. Bohun,” he called. “The air will do you good.”
Bohun followed him, and came out on a kind of stone gallery or balcony outside
the building, from which one could see the illimitable plain in which their small
hill stood, wooded away to the purple horizon and dotted with villages and farms.
Clear and square, but quite small beneath them, was the blacksmith’s yard, where
the inspector still stood taking notes and the corpse still lay like a smashed fly.
“Might be the map of the world, mightn’t it?” said Father Brown.
“Yes,” said Bohun very gravely, and nodded his head.
Immediately beneath and about them the lines of the Gothic building plunged
outwards into the void with a sickening swiftness akin to suicide. There is that
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element of Titan energy in the architecture of the Middle Ages that, from whatever
aspect it be seen, it always seems to be rushing away, like the strong back of some
maddened horse. This church was hewn out of ancient and silent stone, bearded
with old fungoids and stained with the nests of birds. And yet, when they saw it
from below, it sprang like a fountain at the stars; and when they saw it, as now,
from above, it poured like a cataract into a voiceless pit. For these two men on the
tower were left alone with the most terrible aspect of Gothic; the monstrous
foreshortening and disproportion, the dizzy perspectives, the glimpses of great
things small and small things great; a topsy-turvydom of stone in the mid-air.
Details of stone, enormous by their proximity, were relieved against a pattern of
fields and farms, pygmy in their distance. A carved bird or beast at a corner
seemed like some vast walking or flying dragon wasting the pastures and villages
below. The whole atmosphere was dizzy and dangerous, as if men were upheld in
air amid the gyrating wings of colossal genii; and the whole of that old church, as
tall and rich as a cathedral, seemed to sit upon the sunlit country like a cloudburst.
“I think there is something rather dangerous about standing on these high places
even to pray,” said Father Brown. “Heights were made to be looked at, not to be
looked from.”
“Do you mean that one may fall over,” asked Wilfred.
“I mean that one’s soul may fall if one’s body doesn’t,” said the other priest.
“I scarcely understand you,” remarked Bohun indistinctly.
“Look at that blacksmith, for instance,” went on Father Brown calmly; “a good
man, but not a Christian — hard, imperious, unforgiving. Well, his Scotch religion
was made up by men who prayed on hills and high crags, and learnt to look down
on the world more than to look up at heaven. Humility is the mother of giants. One
sees great things from the valley; only small things from the peak.”
“But he — he didn’t do it,” said Bohun tremulously.
“No,” said the other in an odd voice; “we know he didn’t do it.”
After a moment he resumed, looking tranquilly out over the plain with his pale
grey eyes. “I knew a man,” he said, “who began by worshipping with others before
the altar, but who grew fond of high and lonely places to pray from, corners or
niches in the belfry or the spire. And once in one of those dizzy places, where the
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whole world seemed to turn under him like a wheel, his brain turned also, and he
fancied he was God. So that, though he was a good man, he committed a great
crime.”
Wilfred’s face was turned away, but his bony hands turned blue and white as they
tightened on the parapet of stone.
“He thought it was given to him to judge the world and strike down the sinner. He
would never have had such a thought if he had been kneeling with other men upon
a floor. But he saw all men walking about like insects. He saw one especially
strutting just below him, insolent and evident by a bright green hat — a poisonous
insect.”
Rooks cawed round the corners of the belfry; but there was no other sound till
Father Brown went on.
“This also tempted him, that he had in his hand one of the most awful engines of
nature; I mean gravitation, that mad and quickening rush by which all earth’s
creatures fly back to her heart when released. See, the inspector is strutting just
below us in the smithy. If I were to toss a pebble over this parapet it would be
something like a bullet by the time it struck him. If I were to drop a hammer —
even a small hammer — ”
Wilfred Bohun threw one leg over the parapet, and Father Brown had him in a
minute by the collar.
“Not by that door,” he said quite gently; “that door leads to hell.”
Bohun staggered back against the wall, and stared at him with frightful eyes.
“How do you know all this?” he cried. “Are you a devil?”
“I am a man,” answered Father Brown gravely; “and therefore have all devils in
my heart. Listen to me,” he said after a short pause. “I know what you did — at
least, I can guess the great part of it. When you left your brother you were racked
with no unrighteous rage, to the extent even that you snatched up a small hammer,
half inclined to kill him with his foulness on his mouth. Recoiling, you thrust it
under your buttoned coat instead, and rushed into the church. You pray wildly in
many places, under the angel window, upon the platform above, and a higher
platform still, from which you could see the colonel’s Eastern hat like the back of
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a green beetle crawling about. Then something snapped in your soul, and you let
God’s thunderbolt fall.”
Wilfred put a weak hand to his head, and asked in a low voice: “How did you
know that his hat looked like a green beetle?”
“Oh, that,” said the other with the shadow of a smile, “that was common sense.
But hear me further. I say I know all this; but no one else shall know it. The next
step is for you; I shall take no more steps; I will seal this with the seal of
confession. If you ask me why, there are many reasons, and only one that concerns
you. I leave things to you because you have not yet gone very far wrong, as
assassins go. You did not help to fix the crime on the smith when it was easy; or
on his wife, when that was easy. You tried to fix it on the imbecile because you
knew that he could not suffer. That was one of the gleams that it is my business to
find in assassins. And now come down into the village, and go your own way as
free as the wind; for I have said my last word.”
They went down the winding stairs in utter silence, and came out into the sunlight
by the smithy. Wilfred Bohun carefully unlatched the wooden gate of the yard, and
going up to the inspector, said: “I wish to give myself up; I have killed my
brother.”

The Eye of Apollo
That singular smoky sparkle, at once a confusion and a transparency, which is the
strange secret of the Thames, was changing more and more from its grey to its
glittering extreme as the sun climbed to the zenith over Westminster, and two men
crossed Westminster Bridge. One man was very tall and the other very short; they
might even have been fantastically compared to the arrogant clock-tower of
Parliament and the humbler humped shoulders of the Abbey, for the short man was
in clerical dress. The official description of the tall man was M. Hercule Flambeau,
private detective, and he was going to his new offices in a new pile of flats facing
the Abbey entrance. The official description of the short man was the Reverend J.
Brown, attached to St. Francis Xavier’s Church, Camberwell, and he was coming
from a Camberwell deathbed to see the new offices of his friend.
The building was American in its sky-scraping altitude, and American also in the
oiled elaboration of its machinery of telephones and lifts. But it was barely
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finished and still understaffed; only three tenants had moved in; the office just
above Flambeau was occupied, as also was the office just below him; the two
floors above that and the three floors below were entirely bare. But the first glance
at the new tower of flats caught something much more arresting. Save for a few
relics of scaffolding, the one glaring object was erected outside the office just
above Flambeau’s. It was an enormous gilt effigy of the human eye, surrounded
with rays of gold, and taking up as much room as two or three of the office
windows.
“What on earth is that?” asked Father Brown, and stood still. “Oh, a new religion,”
said Flambeau, laughing; “one of those new religions that forgive your sins by
saying you never had any. Rather like Christian Science, I should think. The fact is
that a fellow calling himself Kalon (I don’t know what his name is, except that it
can’t be that) has taken the flat just above me. I have two lady typewriters
underneath me, and this enthusiastic old humbug on top. He calls himself the New
Priest of Apollo, and he worships the sun.”
“Let him look out,” said Father Brown. “The sun was the cruellest of all the gods.
But what does that monstrous eye mean?”
“As I understand it, it is a theory of theirs,” answered Flambeau, “that a man can
endure anything if his mind is quite steady. Their two great symbols are the sun
and the open eye; for they say that if a man were really healthy he could stare at
the sun.”
“If a man were really healthy,” said Father Brown, “he would not bother to stare at
it.”
“Well, that’s all I can tell you about the new religion,” went on Flambeau
carelessly. “It claims, of course, that it can cure all physical diseases.”
“Can it cure the one spiritual disease?” asked Father Brown, with a serious
curiosity.
“And what is the one spiritual disease?” asked Flambeau, smiling.
“Oh, thinking one is quite well,” said his friend.
Flambeau was more interested in the quiet little office below him than in the
flamboyant temple above. He was a lucid Southerner, incapable of conceiving
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himself as anything but a Catholic or an atheist; and new religions of a bright and
pallid sort were not much in his line. But humanity was always in his line,
especially when it was good-looking; moreover, the ladies downstairs were
characters in their way. The office was kept by two sisters, both slight and dark,
one of them tall and striking. She had a dark, eager and aquiline profile, and was
one of those women whom one always thinks of in profile, as of the clean-cut edge
of some weapon. She seemed to cleave her way through life. She had eyes of
startling brilliancy, but it was the brilliancy of steel rather than of diamonds; and
her straight, slim figure was a shade too stiff for its grace. Her younger sister was
like her shortened shadow, a little greyer, paler, and more insignificant. They both
wore a business-like black, with little masculine cuffs and collars. There are
thousands of such curt, strenuous ladies in the offices of London, but the interest
of these lay rather in their real than their apparent position.
For Pauline Stacey, the elder, was actually the heiress of a crest and half a county,
as well as great wealth; she had been brought up in castles and gardens, before a
frigid fierceness (peculiar to the modern woman) had driven her to what she
considered a harsher and a higher existence. She had not, indeed, surrendered her
money; in that there would have been a romantic or monkish abandon quite alien
to her masterful utilitarianism. She held her wealth, she would say, for use upon
practical social objects. Part of it she had put into her business, the nucleus of a
model typewriting emporium; part of it was distributed in various leagues and
causes for the advancement of such work among women. How far Joan, her sister
and partner, shared this slightly prosaic idealism no one could be very sure. But
she followed her leader with a dog-like affection which was somehow more
attractive, with its touch of tragedy, than the hard, high spirits of the elder. For
Pauline Stacey had nothing to say to tragedy; she was understood to deny its
existence.
Her rigid rapidity and cold impatience had amused Flambeau very much on the
first occasion of his entering the flats. He had lingered outside the lift in the
entrance hall waiting for the lift-boy, who generally conducts strangers to the
various floors. But this bright-eyed falcon of a girl had openly refused to endure
such official delay. She said sharply that she knew all about the lift, and was not
dependent on boys — or men either. Though her flat was only three floors above,
she managed in the few seconds of ascent to give Flambeau a great many of her
fundamental views in an off-hand manner; they were to the general effect that she
was a modern working woman and loved modern working machinery. Her bright
black eyes blazed with abstract anger against those who rebuke mechanic science
and ask for the return of romance. Everyone, she said, ought to be able to manage
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machines, just as she could manage the lift. She seemed almost to resent the fact of
Flambeau opening the lift-door for her; and that gentleman went up to his own
apartments smiling with somewhat mingled feelings at the memory of such spitfire self-dependence.
She certainly had a temper, of a snappy, practical sort; the gestures of her thin,
elegant hands were abrupt or even destructive. Once Flambeau entered her office
on some typewriting business, and found she had just flung a pair of spectacles
belonging to her sister into the middle of the floor and stamped on them. She was
already in the rapids of an ethical tirade about the “sickly medical notions” and the
morbid admission of weakness implied in such an apparatus. She dared her sister
to bring such artificial, unhealthy rubbish into the place again. She asked if she
was expected to wear wooden legs or false hair or glass eyes; and as she spoke her
eyes sparkled like the terrible crystal.
Flambeau, quite bewildered with this fanaticism, could not refrain from asking
Miss Pauline (with direct French logic) why a pair of spectacles was a more
morbid sign of weakness than a lift, and why, if science might help us in the one
effort, it might not help us in the other.
“That is so different,” said Pauline Stacey, loftily. “Batteries and motors and all
those things are marks of the force of man — yes, Mr. Flambeau, and the force of
woman, too! We shall take our turn at these great engines that devour distance and
defy time. That is high and splendid — that is really science. But these nasty props
and plasters the doctors sell — why, they are just badges of poltroonery. Doctors
stick on legs and arms as if we were born cripples and sick slaves. But I was freeborn, Mr. Flambeau! People only think they need these things because they have
been trained in fear instead of being trained in power and courage, just as the silly
nurses tell children not to stare at the sun, and so they can’t do it without blinking.
But why among the stars should there be one star I may not see? The sun is not my
master, and I will open my eyes and stare at him whenever I choose.”
“Your eyes,” said Flambeau, with a foreign bow, “will dazzle the sun.” He took
pleasure in complimenting this strange stiff beauty, partly because it threw her a
little off her balance. But as he went upstairs to his floor he drew a deep breath and
whistled, saying to himself: “So she has got into the hands of that conjurer upstairs
with his golden eye.” For, little as he knew or cared about the new religion of
Kalon, he had heard of his special notion about sun-gazing.
He soon discovered that the spiritual bond between the floors above and below
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him was close and increasing. The man who called himself Kalon was a
magnificent creature, worthy, in a physical sense, to be the pontiff of Apollo. He
was nearly as tall even as Flambeau, and very much better looking, with a golden
beard, strong blue eyes, and a mane flung back like a lion’s. In structure he was the
blonde beast of Nietzsche, but all this animal beauty was heightened, brightened
and softened by genuine intellect and spirituality. If he looked like one of the great
Saxon kings, he looked like one of the kings that were also saints. And this despite
the cockney incongruity of his surroundings; the fact that he had an office halfway up a building in Victoria Street; that the clerk (a commonplace youth in cuffs
and collars) sat in the outer room, between him and the corridor; that his name was
on a brass plate, and the gilt emblem of his creed hung above his street, like the
advertisement of an oculist. All this vulgarity could not take away from the man
called Kalon the vivid oppression and inspiration that came from his soul and
body. When all was said, a man in the presence of this quack did feel in the
presence of a great man. Even in the loose jacket-suit of linen that he wore as a
workshop dress in his office he was a fascinating and formidable figure; and when
robed in the white vestments and crowned with the golden circlet, in which he
daily saluted the sun, he really looked so splendid that the laughter of the street
people sometimes died suddenly on their lips. For three times in the day the new
sun-worshipper went out on his little balcony, in the face of all Westminster, to say
some litany to his shining lord: once at daybreak, once at sunset, and once at the
shock of noon. And it was while the shock of noon still shook faintly from the
towers of Parliament and parish church that Father Brown, the friend of Flambeau,
first looked up and saw the white priest of Apollo.
Flambeau had seen quite enough of these daily salutations of Phoebus, and
plunged into the porch of the tall building without even looking for his clerical
friend to follow. But Father Brown, whether from a professional interest in ritual
or a strong individual interest in tomfoolery, stopped and stared up at the balcony
of the sun-worshipper, just as he might have stopped and stared up at a Punch and
Judy. Kalon the Prophet was already erect, with argent garments and uplifted
hands, and the sound of his strangely penetrating voice could be heard all the way
down the busy street uttering his solar litany. He was already in the middle of it;
his eyes were fixed upon the flaming disc. It is doubtful if he saw anything or
anyone on this earth; it is substantially certain that he did not see a stunted, roundfaced priest who, in the crowd below, looked up at him with blinking eyes. That
was perhaps the most startling difference between even these two far divided men.
Father Brown could not look at anything without blinking; but the priest of Apollo
could look on the blaze at noon without a quiver of the eyelid.
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“O sun,” cried the prophet, “O star that art too great to be allowed among the stars!
O fountain that flowest quietly in that secret spot that is called space. White Father
of all white unwearied things, white flames and white flowers and white peaks.
Father, who art more innocent than all thy most innocent and quiet children;
primal purity, into the peace of which — ”
A rush and crash like the reversed rush of a rocket was cloven with a strident and
incessant yelling. Five people rushed into the gate of the mansions as three people
rushed out, and for an instant they all deafened each other. The sense of some
utterly abrupt horror seemed for a moment to fill half the street with bad news —
bad news that was all the worse because no one knew what it was. Two figures
remained still after the crash of commotion: the fair priest of Apollo on the
balcony above, and the ugly priest of Christ below him.
At last the tall figure and titanic energy of Flambeau appeared in the doorway of
the mansions and dominated the little mob. Talking at the top of his voice like a
fog-horn, he told somebody or anybody to go for a surgeon; and as he turned back
into the dark and thronged entrance his friend Father Brown dipped in
insignificantly after him. Even as he ducked and dived through the crowd he could
still hear the magnificent melody and monotony of the solar priest still calling on
the happy god who is the friend of fountains and flowers.
Father Brown found Flambeau and some six other people standing round the
enclosed space into which the lift commonly descended. But the lift had not
descended. Something else had descended; something that ought to have come by
a lift.
For the last four minutes Flambeau had looked down on it; had seen the brained
and bleeding figure of that beautiful woman who denied the existence of tragedy.
He had never had the slightest doubt that it was Pauline Stacey; and, though he had
sent for a doctor, he had not the slightest doubt that she was dead.
He could not remember for certain whether he had liked her or disliked her; there
was so much both to like and dislike. But she had been a person to him, and the
unbearable pathos of details and habit stabbed him with all the small daggers of
bereavement. He remembered her pretty face and priggish speeches with a sudden
secret vividness which is all the bitterness of death. In an instant like a bolt from
the blue, like a thunderbolt from nowhere, that beautiful and defiant body had been
dashed down the open well of the lift to death at the bottom. Was it suicide? With
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so insolent an optimist it seemed impossible. Was it murder? But who was there in
those hardly inhabited flats to murder anybody? In a rush of raucous words, which
he meant to be strong and suddenly found weak, he asked where was that fellow
Kalon. A voice, habitually heavy, quiet and full, assured him that Kalon for the
last fifteen minutes had been away up on his balcony worshipping his god. When
Flambeau heard the voice, and felt the hand of Father Brown, he turned his
swarthy face and said abruptly:
“Then, if he has been up there all the time, who can have done it?”
“Perhaps,” said the other, “we might go upstairs and find out. We have half an
hour before the police will move.”
Leaving the body of the slain heiress in charge of the surgeons, Flambeau dashed
up the stairs to the typewriting office, found it utterly empty, and then dashed up to
his own. Having entered that, he abruptly returned with a new and white face to his
friend.
“Her sister,” he said, with an unpleasant seriousness, “her sister seems to have
gone out for a walk.”
Father Brown nodded. “Or, she may have gone up to the office of that sun man,”
he said. “If I were you I should just verify that, and then let us all talk it over in
your office. No,” he added suddenly, as if remembering something, “shall I ever
get over that stupidity of mine? Of course, in their office downstairs.”
Flambeau stared; but he followed the little father downstairs to the empty flat of
the Staceys, where that impenetrable pastor took a large red-leather chair in the
very entrance, from which he could see the stairs and landings, and waited. He did
not wait very long. In about four minutes three figures descended the stairs, alike
only in their solemnity. The first was Joan Stacey, the sister of the dead woman —
evidently she had been upstairs in the temporary temple of Apollo; the second was
the priest of Apollo himself, his litany finished, sweeping down the empty stairs in
utter magnificence — something in his white robes, beard and parted hair had the
look of Dore’s Christ leaving the Pretorium; the third was Flambeau, black browed
and somewhat bewildered.
Miss Joan Stacey, dark, with a drawn face and hair prematurely touched with grey,
walked straight to her own desk and set out her papers with a practical flap. The
mere action rallied everyone else to sanity. If Miss Joan Stacey was a criminal, she
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was a cool one. Father Brown regarded her for some time with an odd little smile,
and then, without taking his eyes off her, addressed himself to somebody else.
“Prophet,” he said, presumably addressing Kalon, “I wish you would tell me a lot
about your religion.”
“I shall be proud to do it,” said Kalon, inclining his still crowned head, “but I am
not sure that I understand.”
“Why, it’s like this,” said Father Brown, in his frankly doubtful way: “We are
taught that if a man has really bad first principles, that must be partly his fault. But,
for all that, we can make some difference between a man who insults his quite
clear conscience and a man with a conscience more or less clouded with
sophistries. Now, do you really think that murder is wrong at all?”
“Is this an accusation?” asked Kalon very quietly.
“No,” answered Brown, equally gently, “it is the speech for the defence.”
In the long and startled stillness of the room the prophet of Apollo slowly rose; and
really it was like the rising of the sun. He filled that room with his light and life in
such a manner that a man felt he could as easily have filled Salisbury Plain. His
robed form seemed to hang the whole room with classic draperies; his epic gesture
seemed to extend it into grander perspectives, till the little black figure of the
modern cleric seemed to be a fault and an intrusion, a round, black blot upon some
splendour of Hellas.
“We meet at last, Caiaphas,” said the prophet. “Your church and mine are the only
realities on this earth. I adore the sun, and you the darkening of the sun; you are
the priest of the dying and I of the living God. Your present work of suspicion and
slander is worthy of your coat and creed. All your church is but a black police; you
are only spies and detectives seeking to tear from men confessions of guilt,
whether by treachery or torture. You would convict men of crime, I would convict
them of innocence. You would convince them of sin, I would convince them of
virtue.
“Reader of the books of evil, one more word before I blow away your baseless
nightmares for ever. Not even faintly could you understand how little I care
whether you can convict me or no. The things you call disgrace and horrible
hanging are to me no more than an ogre in a child’s toy-book to a man once grown
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up. You said you were offering the speech for the defence. I care so little for the
cloudland of this life that I will offer you the speech for the prosecution. There is
but one thing that can be said against me in this matter, and I will say it myself.
The woman that is dead was my love and my bride; not after such manner as your
tin chapels call lawful, but by a law purer and sterner than you will ever
understand. She and I walked another world from yours, and trod palaces of crystal
while you were plodding through tunnels and corridors of brick. Well, I know that
policemen, theological and otherwise, always fancy that where there has been love
there must soon be hatred; so there you have the first point made for the
prosecution. But the second point is stronger; I do not grudge it you. Not only is it
true that Pauline loved me, but it is also true that this very morning, before she
died, she wrote at that table a will leaving me and my new church half a million.
Come, where are the handcuffs? Do you suppose I care what foolish things you do
with me? Penal servitude will only be like waiting for her at a wayside station. The
gallows will only be going to her in a headlong car.”
He spoke with the brain-shaking authority of an orator, and Flambeau and Joan
Stacey stared at him in amazed admiration. Father Brown’s face seemed to express
nothing but extreme distress; he looked at the ground with one wrinkle of pain
across his forehead. The prophet of the sun leaned easily against the mantelpiece
and resumed:
“In a few words I have put before you the whole case against me — the only
possible case against me. In fewer words still I will blow it to pieces, so that not a
trace of it remains. As to whether I have committed this crime, the truth is in one
sentence: I could not have committed this crime. Pauline Stacey fell from this floor
to the ground at five minutes past twelve. A hundred people will go into the
witness-box and say that I was standing out upon the balcony of my own rooms
above from just before the stroke of noon to a quarter-past — the usual period of
my public prayers. My clerk (a respectable youth from Clapham, with no sort of
connection with me) will swear that he sat in my outer office all the morning, and
that no communication passed through. He will swear that I arrived a full ten
minutes before the hour, fifteen minutes before any whisper of the accident, and
that I did not leave the office or the balcony all that time. No one ever had so
complete an alibi; I could subpoena half Westminster. I think you had better put
the handcuffs away again. The case is at an end.
“But last of all, that no breath of this idiotic suspicion remain in the air, I will tell
you all you want to know. I believe I do know how my unhappy friend came by
her death. You can, if you choose, blame me for it, or my faith and philosophy at
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least; but you certainly cannot lock me up. It is well known to all students of the
higher truths that certain adepts and illuminati have in history attained the power
of levitation — that is, of being self-sustained upon the empty air. It is but a part of
that general conquest of matter which is the main element in our occult wisdom.
Poor Pauline was of an impulsive and ambitious temper. I think, to tell the truth,
she thought herself somewhat deeper in the mysteries than she was; and she has
often said to me, as we went down in the lift together, that if one’s will were strong
enough, one could float down as harmlessly as a feather. I solemnly believe that in
some ecstasy of noble thoughts she attempted the miracle. Her will, or faith, must
have failed her at the crucial instant, and the lower law of matter had its horrible
revenge. There is the whole story, gentlemen, very sad and, as you think, very
presumptuous and wicked, but certainly not criminal or in any way connected with
me. In the short-hand of the police-courts, you had better call it suicide. I shall
always call it heroic failure for the advance of science and the slow scaling of
heaven.”
It was the first time Flambeau had ever seen Father Brown vanquished. He still sat
looking at the ground, with a painful and corrugated brow, as if in shame. It was
impossible to avoid the feeling which the prophet’s winged words had fanned, that
here was a sullen, professional suspecter of men overwhelmed by a prouder and
purer spirit of natural liberty and health. At last he said, blinking as if in bodily
distress: “Well, if that is so, sir, you need do no more than take the testamentary
paper you spoke of and go. I wonder where the poor lady left it.”
“It will be over there on her desk by the door, I think,” said Kalon, with that
massive innocence of manner that seemed to acquit him wholly. “She told me
specially she would write it this morning, and I actually saw her writing as I went
up in the lift to my own room.”
“Was her door open then?” asked the priest, with his eye on the corner of the
matting.
“Yes,” said Kalon calmly.
“Ah! it has been open ever since,” said the other, and resumed his silent study of
the mat.
“There is a paper over here,” said the grim Miss Joan, in a somewhat singular
voice. She had passed over to her sister’s desk by the doorway, and was holding a
sheet of blue foolscap in her hand. There was a sour smile on her face that seemed
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unfit for such a scene or occasion, and Flambeau looked at her with a darkening
brow.
Kalon the prophet stood away from the paper with that loyal unconsciousness that
had carried him through. But Flambeau took it out of the lady’s hand, and read it
with the utmost amazement. It did, indeed, begin in the formal manner of a will,
but after the words “I give and bequeath all of which I die possessed” the writing
abruptly stopped with a set of scratches, and there was no trace of the name of any
legatee. Flambeau, in wonder, handed this truncated testament to his clerical
friend, who glanced at it and silently gave it to the priest of the sun.
An instant afterwards that pontiff, in his splendid sweeping draperies, had crossed
the room in two great strides, and was towering over Joan Stacey, his blue eyes
standing from his head.
“What monkey tricks have you been playing here?” he cried. “That’s not all
Pauline wrote.”
They were startled to hear him speak in quite a new voice, with a Yankee
shrillness in it; all his grandeur and good English had fallen from him like a cloak.
“That is the only thing on her desk,” said Joan, and confronted him steadily with
the same smile of evil favour.
Of a sudden the man broke out into blasphemies and cataracts of incredulous
words. There was something shocking about the dropping of his mask; it was like
a man’s real face falling off.
“See here!” he cried in broad American, when he was breathless with cursing, “I
may be an adventurer, but I guess you’re a murderess. Yes, gentlemen, here’s your
death explained, and without any levitation. The poor girl is writing a will in my
favour; her cursed sister comes in, struggles for the pen, drags her to the well, and
throws her down before she can finish it. Sakes! I reckon we want the handcuffs
after all.”
“As you have truly remarked,” replied Joan, with ugly calm, “your clerk is a very
respectable young man, who knows the nature of an oath; and he will swear in any
court that I was up in your office arranging some typewriting work for five
minutes before and five minutes after my sister fell. Mr. Flambeau will tell you
that he found me there.”
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There was a silence.
“Why, then,” cried Flambeau, “Pauline was alone when she fell, and it was
suicide!”
“She was alone when she fell,” said Father Brown, “but it was not suicide.”
“Then how did she die?” asked Flambeau impatiently.
“She was murdered.”
“But she was alone,” objected the detective.
“She was murdered when she was all alone,” answered the priest.
All the rest stared at him, but he remained sitting in the same old dejected attitude,
with a wrinkle in his round forehead and an appearance of impersonal shame and
sorrow; his voice was colourless and sad.
“What I want to know,” cried Kalon, with an oath, “is when the police are coming
for this bloody and wicked sister. She’s killed her flesh and blood; she’s robbed
me of half a million that was just as sacredly mine as — ”
“Come, come, prophet,” interrupted Flambeau, with a kind of sneer; “remember
that all this world is a cloudland.”
The hierophant of the sun-god made an effort to climb back on his pedestal. “It is
not the mere money,” he cried, “though that would equip the cause throughout the
world. It is also my beloved one’s wishes. To Pauline all this was holy. In
Pauline’s eyes — ”
Father Brown suddenly sprang erect, so that his chair fell over flat behind him. He
was deathly pale, yet he seemed fired with a hope; his eyes shone.
“That’s it!” he cried in a clear voice. “That’s the way to begin. In Pauline’s eyes
—”
The tall prophet retreated before the tiny priest in an almost mad disorder. “What
do you mean? How dare you?” he cried repeatedly.
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“In Pauline’s eyes,” repeated the priest, his own shining more and more. “Go on
— in God’s name, go on. The foulest crime the fiends ever prompted feels lighter
after confession; and I implore you to confess. Go on, go on — in Pauline’s eyes
—”
“Let me go, you devil!” thundered Kalon, struggling like a giant in bonds. “Who
are you, you cursed spy, to weave your spiders’ webs round me, and peep and
peer? Let me go.”
“Shall I stop him?” asked Flambeau, bounding towards the exit, for Kalon had
already thrown the door wide open.
“No; let him pass,” said Father Brown, with a strange deep sigh that seemed to
come from the depths of the universe. “Let Cain pass by, for he belongs to God.”
There was a long-drawn silence in the room when he had left it, which was to
Flambeau’s fierce wits one long agony of interrogation. Miss Joan Stacey very
coolly tidied up the papers on her desk.
“Father,” said Flambeau at last, “it is my duty, not my curiosity only — it is my
duty to find out, if I can, who committed the crime.”
“Which crime?” asked Father Brown.
“The one we are dealing with, of course,” replied his impatient friend.
“We are dealing with two crimes,” said Brown, “crimes of very different weight
— and by very different criminals.”
Miss Joan Stacey, having collected and put away her papers, proceeded to lock up
her drawer. Father Brown went on, noticing her as little as she noticed him.
“The two crimes,” he observed, “were committed against the same weakness of
the same person, in a struggle for her money. The author of the larger crime found
himself thwarted by the smaller crime; the author of the smaller crime got the
money.”
“Oh, don’t go on like a lecturer,” groaned Flambeau; “put it in a few words.”
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“I can put it in one word,” answered his friend.
Miss Joan Stacey skewered her business-like black hat on to her head with a
business-like black frown before a little mirror, and, as the conversation
proceeded, took her handbag and umbrella in an unhurried style, and left the room.
“The truth is one word, and a short one,” said Father Brown. “Pauline Stacey was
blind.”
“Blind!” repeated Flambeau, and rose slowly to his whole huge stature.
“She was subject to it by blood,” Brown proceeded. “Her sister would have started
eyeglasses if Pauline would have let her; but it was her special philosophy or fad
that one must not encourage such diseases by yielding to them. She would not
admit the cloud; or she tried to dispel it by will. So her eyes got worse and worse
with straining; but the worst strain was to come. It came with this precious
prophet, or whatever he calls himself, who taught her to stare at the hot sun with
the naked eye. It was called accepting Apollo. Oh, if these new pagans would only
be old pagans, they would be a little wiser! The old pagans knew that mere naked
Nature-worship must have a cruel side. They knew that the eye of Apollo can blast
and blind.”
There was a pause, and the priest went on in a gentle and even broken voice.
“Whether or no that devil deliberately made her blind, there is no doubt that he
deliberately killed her through her blindness. The very simplicity of the crime is
sickening. You know he and she went up and down in those lifts without official
help; you know also how smoothly and silently the lifts slide. Kalon brought the
lift to the girl’s landing, and saw her, through the open door, writing in her slow,
sightless way the will she had promised him. He called out to her cheerily that he
had the lift ready for her, and she was to come out when she was ready. Then he
pressed a button and shot soundlessly up to his own floor, walked through his own
office, out on to his own balcony, and was safely praying before the crowded street
when the poor girl, having finished her work, ran gaily out to where lover and lift
were to receive her, and stepped — ”
“Don’t!” cried Flambeau.
“He ought to have got half a million by pressing that button,” continued the little
father, in the colourless voice in which he talked of such horrors. “But that went
smash. It went smash because there happened to be another person who also
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wanted the money, and who also knew the secret about poor Pauline’s sight. There
was one thing about that will that I think nobody noticed: although it was
unfinished and without signature, the other Miss Stacey and some servant of hers
had already signed it as witnesses. Joan had signed first, saying Pauline could
finish it later, with a typical feminine contempt for legal forms. Therefore, Joan
wanted her sister to sign the will without real witnesses. Why? I thought of the
blindness, and felt sure she had wanted Pauline to sign in solitude because she had
wanted her not to sign at all.
“People like the Staceys always use fountain pens; but this was specially natural to
Pauline. By habit and her strong will and memory she could still write almost as
well as if she saw; but she could not tell when her pen needed dipping. Therefore,
her fountain pens were carefully filled by her sister — all except this fountain pen.
This was carefully not filled by her sister; the remains of the ink held out for a few
lines and then failed altogether. And the prophet lost five hundred thousand
pounds and committed one of the most brutal and brilliant murders in human
history for nothing.”
Flambeau went to the open door and heard the official police ascending the stairs.
He turned and said: “You must have followed everything devilish close to have
traced the crime to Kalon in ten minutes.”
Father Brown gave a sort of start.
“Oh! to him,” he said. “No; I had to follow rather close to find out about Miss Joan
and the fountain pen. But I knew Kalon was the criminal before I came into the
front door.”
“You must be joking!” cried Flambeau.
“I’m quite serious,” answered the priest. “I tell you I knew he had done it, even
before I knew what he had done.”
“But why?”
“These pagan stoics,” said Brown reflectively, “always fail by their strength. There
came a crash and a scream down the street, and the priest of Apollo did not start or
look round. I did not know what it was. But I knew that he was expecting it.”
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The Sign of the Broken Sword
The thousand arms of the forest were grey, and its million fingers silver. In a sky
of dark green-blue-like slate the stars were bleak and brilliant like splintered ice.
All that thickly wooded and sparsely tenanted countryside was stiff with a bitter
and brittle frost. The black hollows between the trunks of the trees looked like
bottomless, black caverns of that Scandinavian hell, a hell of incalculable cold.
Even the square stone tower of the church looked northern to the point of
heathenry, as if it were some barbaric tower among the sea rocks of Iceland. It was
a queer night for anyone to explore a churchyard. But, on the other hand, perhaps
it was worth exploring.
It rose abruptly out of the ashen wastes of forest in a sort of hump or shoulder of
green turf that looked grey in the starlight. Most of the graves were on a slant, and
the path leading up to the church was as steep as a staircase. On the top of the hill,
in the one flat and prominent place, was the monument for which the place was
famous. It contrasted strangely with the featureless graves all round, for it was the
work of one of the greatest sculptors of modern Europe; and yet his fame was at
once forgotten in the fame of the man whose image he had made. It showed, by
touches of the small silver pencil of starlight, the massive metal figure of a soldier
recumbent, the strong hands sealed in an everlasting worship, the great head
pillowed upon a gun. The venerable face was bearded, or rather whiskered, in the
old, heavy Colonel Newcome fashion. The uniform, though suggested with the
few strokes of simplicity, was that of modern war. By his right side lay a sword, of
which the tip was broken off; on the left side lay a Bible. On glowing summer
afternoons wagonettes came full of Americans and cultured suburbans to see the
sepulchre; but even then they felt the vast forest land with its one dumpy dome of
churchyard and church as a place oddly dumb and neglected. In this freezing
darkness of mid-winter one would think he might be left alone with the stars.
Nevertheless, in the stillness of those stiff woods a wooden gate creaked, and two
dim figures dressed in black climbed up the little path to the tomb.
So faint was that frigid starlight that nothing could have been traced about them
except that while they both wore black, one man was enormously big, and the
other (perhaps by contrast) almost startlingly small. They went up to the great
graven tomb of the historic warrior, and stood for a few minutes staring at it. There
was no human, perhaps no living, thing for a wide circle; and a morbid fancy
might well have wondered if they were human themselves. In any case, the
beginning of their conversation might have seemed strange. After the first silence
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the small man said to the other:
“Where does a wise man hide a pebble?”
And the tall man answered in a low voice: “On the beach.”
The small man nodded, and after a short silence said: “Where does a wise man
hide a leaf?”
And the other answered: “In the forest.”
There was another stillness, and then the tall man resumed: “Do you mean that
when a wise man has to hide a real diamond he has been known to hide it among
sham ones?”
“No, no,” said the little man with a laugh, “we will let bygones be bygones.”
He stamped his cold feet for a second or two, and then said: “I’m not thinking of
that at all, but of something else; something rather peculiar. Just strike a match,
will you?”
The big man fumbled in his pocket, and soon a scratch and a flare painted gold the
whole flat side of the monument. On it was cut in black letters the well-known
words which so many Americans had reverently read: “Sacred to the Memory of
General Sir Arthur St. Clare, Hero and Martyr, who Always Vanquished his
Enemies and Always Spared Them, and Was Treacherously Slain by Them At
Last. May God in Whom he Trusted both Reward and Revenge him.”
The match burnt the big man’s fingers, blackened, and dropped. He was about to
strike another, but his small companion stopped him. “That’s all right, Flambeau,
old man; I saw what I wanted. Or, rather, I didn’t see what I didn’t want. And now
we must walk a mile and a half along the road to the next inn, and I will try to tell
you all about it. For Heaven knows a man should have a fire and ale when he dares
tell such a story.”
They descended the precipitous path, they relatched the rusty gate, and set off at a
stamping, ringing walk down the frozen forest road. They had gone a full quarter
of a mile before the smaller man spoke again. He said: “Yes; the wise man hides a
pebble on the beach. But what does he do if there is no beach? Do you know
anything of that great St. Clare trouble?”
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“I know nothing about English generals, Father Brown,” answered the large man,
laughing, “though a little about English policemen. I only know that you have
dragged me a precious long dance to all the shrines of this fellow, whoever he is.
One would think he got buried in six different places. I’ve seen a memorial to
General St. Clare in Westminster Abbey. I’ve seen a ramping equestrian statue of
General St. Clare on the Embankment. I’ve seen a medallion of St. Clare in the
street he was born in, and another in the street he lived in; and now you drag me
after dark to his coffin in the village churchyard. I am beginning to be a bit tired of
his magnificent personality, especially as I don’t in the least know who he was.
What are you hunting for in all these crypts and effigies?”
“I am only looking for one word,” said Father Brown. “A word that isn’t there.”
“Well,” asked Flambeau; “are you going to tell me anything about it?”
“I must divide it into two parts,” remarked the priest. “First there is what
everybody knows; and then there is what I know. Now, what everybody knows is
short and plain enough. It is also entirely wrong.”
“Right you are,” said the big man called Flambeau cheerfully. “Let’s begin at the
wrong end. Let’s begin with what everybody knows, which isn’t true.”
“If not wholly untrue, it is at least very inadequate,” continued Brown; “for in
point of fact, all that the public knows amounts precisely to this: The public knows
that Arthur St. Clare was a great and successful English general. It knows that after
splendid yet careful campaigns both in India and Africa he was in command
against Brazil when the great Brazilian patriot Olivier issued his ultimatum. It
knows that on that occasion St. Clare with a very small force attacked Olivier with
a very large one, and was captured after heroic resistance. And it knows that after
his capture, and to the abhorrence of the civilised world, St. Clare was hanged on
the nearest tree. He was found swinging there after the Brazilians had retired, with
his broken sword hung round his neck.”
“And that popular story is untrue?” suggested Flambeau.
“No,” said his friend quietly, “that story is quite true, so far as it goes.”
“Well, I think it goes far enough!” said Flambeau; “but if the popular story is true,
what is the mystery?”
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They had passed many hundreds of grey and ghostly trees before the little priest
answered. Then he bit his finger reflectively and said: “Why, the mystery is a
mystery of psychology. Or, rather, it is a mystery of two psychologies. In that
Brazilian business two of the most famous men of modern history acted flat
against their characters. Mind you, Olivier and St. Clare were both heroes — the
old thing, and no mistake; it was like the fight between Hector and Achilles. Now,
what would you say to an affair in which Achilles was timid and Hector was
treacherous?”
“Go on,” said the large man impatiently as the other bit his finger again.
“Sir Arthur St. Clare was a soldier of the old religious type — the type that saved
us during the Mutiny,” continued Brown. “He was always more for duty than for
dash; and with all his personal courage was decidedly a prudent commander,
particularly indignant at any needless waste of soldiers. Yet in this last battle he
attempted something that a baby could see was absurd. One need not be a strategist
to see it was as wild as wind; just as one need not be a strategist to keep out of the
way of a motor-bus. Well, that is the first mystery; what had become of the
English general’s head? The second riddle is, what had become of the Brazilian
general’s heart? President Olivier might be called a visionary or a nuisance; but
even his enemies admitted that he was magnanimous to the point of knight
errantry. Almost every other prisoner he had ever captured had been set free or
even loaded with benefits. Men who had really wronged him came away touched
by his simplicity and sweetness. Why the deuce should he diabolically revenge
himself only once in his life; and that for the one particular blow that could not
have hurt him? Well, there you have it. One of the wisest men in the world acted
like an idiot for no reason. One of the best men in the world acted like a fiend for
no reason. That’s the long and the short of it; and I leave it to you, my boy.”
“No, you don’t,” said the other with a snort. “I leave it to you; and you jolly well
tell me all about it.”
“Well,” resumed Father Brown, “it’s not fair to say that the public impression is
just what I’ve said, without adding that two things have happened since. I can’t say
they threw a new light; for nobody can make sense of them. But they threw a new
kind of darkness; they threw the darkness in new directions. The first was this. The
family physician of the St. Clares quarrelled with that family, and began
publishing a violent series of articles, in which he said that the late general was a
religious maniac; but as far as the tale went, this seemed to mean little more than a
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religious man. Anyhow, the story fizzled out. Everyone knew, of course, that St.
Clare had some of the eccentricities of puritan piety. The second incident was
much more arresting. In the luckless and unsupported regiment which made that
rash attempt at the Black River there was a certain Captain Keith, who was at that
time engaged to St. Clare’s daughter, and who afterwards married her. He was one
of those who were captured by Olivier, and, like all the rest except the general,
appears to have been bounteously treated and promptly set free. Some twenty
years afterwards this man, then Lieutenant-Colonel Keith, published a sort of
autobiography called ‘A British Officer in Burmah and Brazil.’ In the place where
the reader looks eagerly for some account of the mystery of St. Clare’s disaster
may be found the following words: ‘Everywhere else in this book I have narrated
things exactly as they occurred, holding as I do the old-fashioned opinion that the
glory of England is old enough to take care of itself. The exception I shall make is
in this matter of the defeat by the Black River; and my reasons, though private, are
honourable and compelling. I will, however, add this in justice to the memories of
two distinguished men. General St. Clare has been accused of incapacity on this
occasion; I can at least testify that this action, properly understood, was one of the
most brilliant and sagacious of his life. President Olivier by similar report is
charged with savage injustice. I think it due to the honour of an enemy to say that
he acted on this occasion with even more than his characteristic good feeling. To
put the matter popularly, I can assure my countrymen that St. Clare was by no
means such a fool nor Olivier such a brute as he looked. This is all I have to say;
nor shall any earthly consideration induce me to add a word to it.’”
A large frozen moon like a lustrous snowball began to show through the tangle of
twigs in front of them, and by its light the narrator had been able to refresh his
memory of Captain Keith’s text from a scrap of printed paper. As he folded it up
and put it back in his pocket Flambeau threw up his hand with a French gesture.
“Wait a bit, wait a bit,” he cried excitedly. “I believe I can guess it at the first go.”
He strode on, breathing hard, his black head and bull neck forward, like a man
winning a walking race. The little priest, amused and interested, had some trouble
in trotting beside him. Just before them the trees fell back a little to left and right,
and the road swept downwards across a clear, moonlit valley, till it dived again
like a rabbit into the wall of another wood. The entrance to the farther forest
looked small and round, like the black hole of a remote railway tunnel. But it was
within some hundred yards, and gaped like a cavern before Flambeau spoke again.
“I’ve got it,” he cried at last, slapping his thigh with his great hand. “Four minutes’
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thinking, and I can tell your whole story myself.”
“All right,” assented his friend. “You tell it.”
Flambeau lifted his head, but lowered his voice. “General Sir Arthur St. Clare,” he
said, “came of a family in which madness was hereditary; and his whole aim was
to keep this from his daughter, and even, if possible, from his future son-in-law.
Rightly or wrongly, he thought the final collapse was close, and resolved on
suicide. Yet ordinary suicide would blazon the very idea he dreaded. As the
campaign approached the clouds came thicker on his brain; and at last in a mad
moment he sacrificed his public duty to his private. He rushed rashly into battle,
hoping to fall by the first shot. When he found that he had only attained capture
and discredit, the sealed bomb in his brain burst, and he broke his own sword and
hanged himself.”
He stared firmly at the grey facade of forest in front of him, with the one black gap
in it, like the mouth of the grave, into which their path plunged. Perhaps something
menacing in the road thus suddenly swallowed reinforced his vivid vision of the
tragedy, for he shuddered.
“A horrid story,” he said.
“A horrid story,” repeated the priest with bent head. “But not the real story.”
Then he threw back his head with a sort of despair and cried: “Oh, I wish it had
been.”
The tall Flambeau faced round and stared at him.
“Yours is a clean story,” cried Father Brown, deeply moved. “A sweet, pure,
honest story, as open and white as that moon. Madness and despair are innocent
enough. There are worse things, Flambeau.”
Flambeau looked up wildly at the moon thus invoked; and from where he stood
one black tree-bough curved across it exactly like a devil’s horn.
“Father — father,” cried Flambeau with the French gesture and stepping yet more
rapidly forward, “do you mean it was worse than that?”
“Worse than that,” said Paul like a grave echo. And they plunged into the black
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cloister of the woodland, which ran by them in a dim tapestry of trunks, like one of
the dark corridors in a dream.
They were soon in the most secret entrails of the wood, and felt close about them
foliage that they could not see, when the priest said again:
“Where does a wise man hide a leaf? In the forest. But what does he do if there is
no forest?”
“Well, well,” cried Flambeau irritably, “what does he do?”
“He grows a forest to hide it in,” said the priest in an obscure voice. “A fearful sin.”
“Look here,” cried his friend impatiently, for the dark wood and the dark saying
got a little on his nerves; will you tell me this story or not? What other evidence is
there to go on?”
“There are three more bits of evidence,” said the other, “that I have dug up in holes
and corners; and I will give them in logical rather than chronological order. First of
all, of course, our authority for the issue and event of the battle is in Olivier’s own
dispatches, which are lucid enough. He was entrenched with two or three
regiments on the heights that swept down to the Black River, on the other side of
which was lower and more marshy ground. Beyond this again was gently rising
country, on which was the first English outpost, supported by others which lay,
however, considerably in its rear. The British forces as a whole were greatly
superior in numbers; but this particular regiment was just far enough from its base
to make Olivier consider the project of crossing the river to cut it off. By sunset,
however, he had decided to retain his own position, which was a specially strong
one. At daybreak next morning he was thunderstruck to see that this stray handful
of English, entirely unsupported from their rear, had flung themselves across the
river, half by a bridge to the right, and the other half by a ford higher up, and were
massed upon the marshy bank below him.
“That they should attempt an attack with such numbers against such a position was
incredible enough; but Olivier noticed something yet more extraordinary. For
instead of attempting to seize more solid ground, this mad regiment, having put the
river in its rear by one wild charge, did nothing more, but stuck there in the mire
like flies in treacle. Needless to say, the Brazilians blew great gaps in them with
artillery, which they could only return with spirited but lessening rifle fire. Yet
they never broke; and Olivier’s curt account ends with a strong tribute of
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admiration for the mystic valour of these imbeciles. ‘Our line then advanced
finally,’ writes Olivier, ‘and drove them into the river; we captured General St.
Clare himself and several other officers. The colonel and the major had both fallen
in the battle. I cannot resist saying that few finer sights can have been seen in
history than the last stand of this extraordinary regiment; wounded officers picking
up the rifles of dead soldiers, and the general himself facing us on horseback
bareheaded and with a broken sword.’ On what happened to the general afterwards
Olivier is as silent as Captain Keith.”
“Well,” grunted Flambeau, “get on to the next bit of evidence.”
“The next evidence,” said Father Brown, “took some time to find, but it will not
take long to tell. I found at last in an almshouse down in the Lincolnshire Fens an
old soldier who not only was wounded at the Black River, but had actually knelt
beside the colonel of the regiment when he died. This latter was a certain Colonel
Clancy, a big bull of an Irishman; and it would seem that he died almost as much
of rage as of bullets. He, at any rate, was not responsible for that ridiculous raid; it
must have been imposed on him by the general. His last edifying words, according
to my informant, were these: ‘And there goes the damned old donkey with the end
of his sword knocked off. I wish it was his head.’ You will remark that everyone
seems to have noticed this detail about the broken sword blade, though most
people regard it somewhat more reverently than did the late Colonel Clancy. And
now for the third fragment.”
Their path through the woodland began to go upward, and the speaker paused a
little for breath before he went on. Then he continued in the same business-like
tone:
“Only a month or two ago a certain Brazilian official died in England, having
quarrelled with Olivier and left his country. He was a well-known figure both here
and on the Continent, a Spaniard named Espado; I knew him myself, a yellowfaced old dandy, with a hooked nose. For various private reasons I had permission
to see the documents he had left; he was a Catholic, of course, and I had been with
him towards the end. There was nothing of his that lit up any corner of the black
St. Clare business, except five or six common exercise books filled with the diary
of some English soldier. I can only suppose that it was found by the Brazilians on
one of those that fell. Anyhow, it stopped abruptly the night before the battle.
“But the account of that last day in the poor fellow’s life was certainly worth
reading. I have it on me; but it’s too dark to read it here, and I will give you a
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resume. The first part of that entry is full of jokes, evidently flung about among the
men, about somebody called the Vulture. It does not seem as if this person,
whoever he was, was one of themselves, nor even an Englishman; neither is he
exactly spoken of as one of the enemy. It sounds rather as if he were some local gobetween and non-combatant; perhaps a guide or a journalist. He has been closeted
with old Colonel Clancy; but is more often seen talking to the major. Indeed, the
major is somewhat prominent in this soldier’s narrative; a lean, dark-haired man,
apparently, of the name of Murray — a north of Ireland man and a Puritan. There
are continual jests about the contrast between this Ulsterman’s austerity and the
conviviality of Colonel Clancy. There is also some joke about the Vulture wearing
bright-coloured clothes.
“But all these levities are scattered by what may well be called the note of a bugle.
Behind the English camp and almost parallel to the river ran one of the few great
roads of that district. Westward the road curved round towards the river, which it
crossed by the bridge before mentioned. To the east the road swept backwards into
the wilds, and some two miles along it was the next English outpost. From this
direction there came along the road that evening a glitter and clatter of light
cavalry, in which even the simple diarist could recognise with astonishment the
general with his staff. He rode the great white horse which you have seen so often
in illustrated papers and Academy pictures; and you may be sure that the salute
they gave him was not merely ceremonial. He, at least, wasted no time on
ceremony, but, springing from the saddle immediately, mixed with the group of
officers, and fell into emphatic though confidential speech. What struck our friend
the diarist most was his special disposition to discuss matters with Major Murray;
but, indeed, such a selection, so long as it was not marked, was in no way
unnatural. The two men were made for sympathy; they were men who ‘read their
Bibles’; they were both the old Evangelical type of officer. However this may be,
it is certain that when the general mounted again he was still talking earnestly to
Murray; and that as he walked his horse slowly down the road towards the river,
the tall Ulsterman still walked by his bridle rein in earnest debate. The soldiers
watched the two until they vanished behind a clump of trees where the road turned
towards the river. The colonel had gone back to his tent, and the men to their
pickets; the man with the diary lingered for another four minutes, and saw a
marvellous sight.
“The great white horse which had marched slowly down the road, as it had
marched in so many processions, flew back, galloping up the road towards them as
if it were mad to win a race. At first they thought it had run away with the man on
its back; but they soon saw that the general, a fine rider, was himself urging it to
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full speed. Horse and man swept up to them like a whirlwind; and then, reining up
the reeling charger, the general turned on them a face like flame, and called for the
colonel like the trumpet that wakes the dead.
“I conceive that all the earthquake events of that catastrophe tumbled on top of
each other rather like lumber in the minds of men such as our friend with the diary.
With the dazed excitement of a dream, they found themselves falling — literally
falling — into their ranks, and learned that an attack was to be led at once across
the river. The general and the major, it was said, had found out something at the
bridge, and there was only just time to strike for life. The major had gone back at
once to call up the reserve along the road behind; it was doubtful if even with that
prompt appeal help could reach them in time. But they must pass the stream that
night, and seize the heights by morning. It is with the very stir and throb of that
romantic nocturnal march that the diary suddenly ends.”
Father Brown had mounted ahead; for the woodland path grew smaller, steeper,
and more twisted, till they felt as if they were ascending a winding staircase. The
priest’s voice came from above out of the darkness.
“There was one other little and enormous thing. When the general urged them to
their chivalric charge he half drew his sword from the scabbard; and then, as if
ashamed of such melodrama, thrust it back again. The sword again, you see.”
A half-light broke through the network of boughs above them, flinging the ghost
of a net about their feet; for they were mounting again to the faint luminosity of
the naked night. Flambeau felt truth all round him as an atmosphere, but not as an
idea. He answered with bewildered brain: “Well, what’s the matter with the
sword? Officers generally have swords, don’t they?”
“They are not often mentioned in modern war,” said the other dispassionately; “but
in this affair one falls over the blessed sword everywhere.”
“Well, what is there in that?” growled Flambeau; “it was a twopence coloured sort
of incident; the old man’s blade breaking in his last battle. Anyone might bet the
papers would get hold of it, as they have. On all these tombs and things it’s shown
broken at the point. I hope you haven’t dragged me through this Polar expedition
merely because two men with an eye for a picture saw St. Clare’s broken sword.”
“No,” cried Father Brown, with a sharp voice like a pistol shot; “but who saw his
unbroken sword?”
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“What do you mean?” cried the other, and stood still under the stars. They had
come abruptly out of the grey gates of the wood.
“I say, who saw his unbroken sword?” repeated Father Brown obstinately. “Not
the writer of the diary, anyhow; the general sheathed it in time.”
Flambeau looked about him in the moonlight, as a man struck blind might look in
the sun; and his friend went on, for the first time with eagerness:
“Flambeau,” he cried, “I cannot prove it, even after hunting through the tombs. But
I am sure of it. Let me add just one more tiny fact that tips the whole thing over.
The colonel, by a strange chance, was one of the first struck by a bullet. He was
struck long before the troops came to close quarters. But he saw St. Clare’s sword
broken. Why was it broken? How was it broken? My friend, it was broken before
the battle.”
“Oh!” said his friend, with a sort of forlorn jocularity; “and pray where is the other
piece?”
“I can tell you,” said the priest promptly. “In the northeast corner of the cemetery
of the Protestant Cathedral at Belfast.”
“Indeed?” inquired the other. “Have you looked for it?”
“I couldn’t,” replied Brown, with frank regret. “There’s a great marble monument
on top of it; a monument to the heroic Major Murray, who fell fighting gloriously
at the famous Battle of the Black River.”
Flambeau seemed suddenly galvanised into existence. “You mean,” he cried
hoarsely, “that General St. Clare hated Murray, and murdered him on the field of
battle because — ”
“You are still full of good and pure thoughts,” said the other. “It was worse than
that.”
“Well,” said the large man, “my stock of evil imagination is used up.”
The priest seemed really doubtful where to begin, and at last he said again:
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“Where would a wise man hide a leaf? In the forest.”
The other did not answer.
“If there were no forest, he would make a forest. And if he wished to hide a dead
leaf, he would make a dead forest.”
There was still no reply, and the priest added still more mildly and quietly:
“And if a man had to hide a dead body, he would make a field of dead bodies to
hide it in.”
Flambeau began to stamp forward with an intolerance of delay in time or space;
but Father Brown went on as if he were continuing the last sentence:
“Sir Arthur St. Clare, as I have already said, was a man who read his Bible. That
was what was the matter with him. When will people understand that it is useless
for a man to read his Bible unless he also reads everybody else’s Bible? A printer
reads a Bible for misprints. A Mormon reads his Bible, and finds polygamy; a
Christian Scientist reads his, and finds we have no arms and legs. St. Clare was an
old Anglo-Indian Protestant soldier. Now, just think what that might mean; and,
for Heaven’s sake, don’t cant about it. It might mean a man physically formidable
living under a tropic sun in an Oriental society, and soaking himself without sense
or guidance in an Oriental Book. Of course, he read the Old Testament rather than
the New. Of course, he found in the Old Testament anything that he wanted —
lust, tyranny, treason. Oh, I dare say he was honest, as you call it. But what is the
good of a man being honest in his worship of dishonesty?
“In each of the hot and secret countries to which the man went he kept a harem, he
tortured witnesses, he amassed shameful gold; but certainly he would have said
with steady eyes that he did it to the glory of the Lord. My own theology is
sufficiently expressed by asking which Lord? Anyhow, there is this about such
evil, that it opens door after door in hell, and always into smaller and smaller
chambers. This is the real case against crime, that a man does not become wilder
and wilder, but only meaner and meaner. St. Clare was soon suffocated by
difficulties of bribery and blackmail; and needed more and more cash. And by the
time of the Battle of the Black River he had fallen from world to world to that
place which Dante makes the lowest floor of the universe.”
“What do you mean?” asked his friend again.
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“I mean that,” retorted the cleric, and suddenly pointed at a puddle sealed with ice
that shone in the moon. “Do you remember whom Dante put in the last circle of
ice?”
“The traitors,” said Flambeau, and shuddered. As he looked around at the inhuman
landscape of trees, with taunting and almost obscene outlines, he could almost
fancy he was Dante, and the priest with the rivulet of a voice was, indeed, a Virgil
leading him through a land of eternal sins.
The voice went on: “Olivier, as you know, was quixotic, and would not permit a
secret service and spies. The thing, however, was done, like many other things,
behind his back. It was managed by my old friend Espado; he was the bright-clad
fop, whose hook nose got him called the Vulture. Posing as a sort of philanthropist
at the front, he felt his way through the English Army, and at last got his fingers on
its one corrupt man — please God! — and that man at the top. St. Clare was in
foul need of money, and mountains of it. The discredited family doctor was
threatening those extraordinary exposures that afterwards began and were broken
off; tales of monstrous and prehistoric things in Park Lane; things done by an
English Evangelist that smelt like human sacrifice and hordes of slaves. Money
was wanted, too, for his daughter’s dowry; for to him the fame of wealth was as
sweet as wealth itself. He snapped the last thread, whispered the word to Brazil,
and wealth poured in from the enemies of England. But another man had talked to
Espado the Vulture as well as he. Somehow the dark, grim young major from
Ulster had guessed the hideous truth; and when they walked slowly together down
that road towards the bridge Murray was telling the general that he must resign
instantly, or be court-martialled and shot. The general temporised with him till
they came to the fringe of tropic trees by the bridge; and there by the singing river
and the sunlit palms (for I can see the picture) the general drew his sabre and
plunged it through the body of the major.”
The wintry road curved over a ridge in cutting frost, with cruel black shapes of
bush and thicket; but Flambeau fancied that he saw beyond it faintly the edge of an
aureole that was not starlight and moonlight, but some fire such as is made by
men. He watched it as the tale drew to its close.
“St. Clare was a hell-hound, but he was a hound of breed. Never, I’ll swear, was he
so lucid and so strong as when poor Murray lay a cold lump at his feet. Never in
all his triumphs, as Captain Keith said truly, was the great man so great as he was
in this last world-despised defeat. He looked coolly at his weapon to wipe off the
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blood; he saw the point he had planted between his victim’s shoulders had broken
off in the body. He saw quite calmly, as through a club windowpane, all that must
follow. He saw that men must find the unaccountable corpse; must extract the
unaccountable sword-point; must notice the unaccountable broken sword — or
absence of sword. He had killed, but not silenced. But his imperious intellect rose
against the facer; there was one way yet. He could make the corpse less
unaccountable. He could create a hill of corpses to cover this one. In twenty
minutes eight hundred English soldiers were marching down to their death.”
The warmer glow behind the black winter wood grew richer and brighter, and
Flambeau strode on to reach it. Father Brown also quickened his stride; but he
seemed merely absorbed in his tale.
“Such was the valour of that English thousand, and such the genius of their
commander, that if they had at once attacked the hill, even their mad march might
have met some luck. But the evil mind that played with them like pawns had other
aims and reasons. They must remain in the marshes by the bridge at least till
British corpses should be a common sight there. Then for the last grand scene; the
silver-haired soldier-saint would give up his shattered sword to save further
slaughter. Oh, it was well organised for an impromptu. But I think (I cannot
prove), I think that it was while they stuck there in the bloody mire that someone
doubted — and someone guessed.”
He was mute a moment, and then said: “There is a voice from nowhere that tells
me the man who guessed was the lover . . . the man to wed the old man’s child.”
“But what about Olivier and the hanging?” asked Flambeau.
“Olivier, partly from chivalry, partly from policy, seldom encumbered his march
with captives,” explained the narrator. “He released everybody in most cases. He
released everybody in this case.
“Everybody but the general,” said the tall man.
“Everybody,” said the priest.
Flambeau knit his black brows. “I don’t grasp it all yet,” he said.
“There is another picture, Flambeau,” said Brown in his more mystical undertone.
“I can’t prove it; but I can do more — I can see it. There is a camp breaking up on
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the bare, torrid hills at morning, and Brazilian uniforms massed in blocks and
columns to march. There is the red shirt and long black beard of Olivier, which
blows as he stands, his broad-brimmed hat in his hand. He is saying farewell to the
great enemy he is setting free — the simple, snow-headed English veteran, who
thanks him in the name of his men. The English remnant stand behind at attention;
beside them are stores and vehicles for the retreat. The drums roll; the Brazilians
are moving; the English are still like statues. So they abide till the last hum and
flash of the enemy have faded from the tropic horizon. Then they alter their
postures all at once, like dead men coming to life; they turn their fifty faces upon
the general — faces not to be forgotten.”
Flambeau gave a great jump. “Ah,” he cried, “you don’t mean — ”
“Yes,” said Father Brown in a deep, moving voice. “It was an English hand that
put the rope round St. Clare’s neck; I believe the hand that put the ring on his
daughter’s finger. They were English hands that dragged him up to the tree of
shame; the hands of men that had adored him and followed him to victory. And
they were English souls (God pardon and endure us all!) who stared at him
swinging in that foreign sun on the green gallows of palm, and prayed in their
hatred that he might drop off it into hell.”
As the two topped the ridge there burst on them the strong scarlet light of a redcurtained English inn. It stood sideways in the road, as if standing aside in the
amplitude of hospitality. Its three doors stood open with invitation; and even where
they stood they could hear the hum and laughter of humanity happy for a night.
“I need not tell you more,” said Father Brown. “They tried him in the wilderness
and destroyed him; and then, for the honour of England and of his daughter, they
took an oath to seal up for ever the story of the traitor’s purse and the assassin’s
sword blade. Perhaps — Heaven help them — they tried to forget it. Let us try to
forget it, anyhow; here is our inn.”
“With all my heart,” said Flambeau, and was just striding into the bright, noisy bar
when he stepped back and almost fell on the road.
“Look there, in the devil’s name!” he cried, and pointed rigidly at the square
wooden sign that overhung the road. It showed dimly the crude shape of a sabre
hilt and a shortened blade; and was inscribed in false archaic lettering, “The Sign
of the Broken Sword.”
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“Were you not prepared?” asked Father Brown gently. “He is the god of this
country; half the inns and parks and streets are named after him and his story.”
“I thought we had done with the leper,” cried Flambeau, and spat on the road.
“You will never have done with him in England,” said the priest, looking down,
“while brass is strong and stone abides. His marble statues will erect the souls of
proud, innocent boys for centuries, his village tomb will smell of loyalty as of
lilies. Millions who never knew him shall love him like a father — this man whom
the last few that knew him dealt with like dung. He shall be a saint; and the truth
shall never be told of him, because I have made up my mind at last. There is so
much good and evil in breaking secrets, that I put my conduct to a test. All these
newspapers will perish; the anti-Brazil boom is already over; Olivier is already
honoured everywhere. But I told myself that if anywhere, by name, in metal or
marble that will endure like the pyramids, Colonel Clancy, or Captain Keith, or
President Olivier, or any innocent man was wrongly blamed, then I would speak.
If it were only that St. Clare was wrongly praised, I would be silent. And I will.”
They plunged into the red-curtained tavern, which was not only cosy, but even
luxurious inside. On a table stood a silver model of the tomb of St. Clare, the silver
head bowed, the silver sword broken. On the walls were coloured photographs of
the same scene, and of the system of wagonettes that took tourists to see it. They
sat down on the comfortable padded benches.
“Come, it’s cold,” cried Father Brown; “let’s have some wine or beer.”
“Or brandy,” said Flambeau.

The Three Tools of Death
Both by calling and conviction Father Brown knew better than most of us, that
every man is dignified when he is dead. But even he felt a pang of incongruity
when he was knocked up at daybreak and told that Sir Aaron Armstrong had been
murdered. There was something absurd and unseemly about secret violence in
connection with so entirely entertaining and popular a figure. For Sir Aaron
Armstrong was entertaining to the point of being comic; and popular in such a
manner as to be almost legendary. It was like hearing that Sunny Jim had hanged
himself; or that Mr. Pickwick had died in Hanwell. For though Sir Aaron was a
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philanthropist, and thus dealt with the darker side of our society, he prided himself
on dealing with it in the brightest possible style. His political and social speeches
were cataracts of anecdotes and “loud laughter”; his bodily health was of a
bursting sort; his ethics were all optimism; and he dealt with the Drink problem
(his favourite topic) with that immortal or even monotonous gaiety which is so
often a mark of the prosperous total abstainer.
The established story of his conversion was familiar on the more puritanic
platforms and pulpits, how he had been, when only a boy, drawn away from
Scotch theology to Scotch whisky, and how he had risen out of both and become
(as he modestly put it) what he was. Yet his wide white beard, cherubic face, and
sparkling spectacles, at the numberless dinners and congresses where they
appeared, made it hard to believe, somehow, that he had ever been anything so
morbid as either a dram-drinker or a Calvinist. He was, one felt, the most seriously
merry of all the sons of men.
He had lived on the rural skirt of Hampstead in a handsome house, high but not
broad, a modern and prosaic tower. The narrowest of its narrow sides overhung the
steep green bank of a railway, and was shaken by passing trains. Sir Aaron
Armstrong, as he boisterously explained, had no nerves. But if the train had often
given a shock to the house, that morning the tables were turned, and it was the
house that gave a shock to the train.
The engine slowed down and stopped just beyond that point where an angle of the
house impinged upon the sharp slope of turf. The arrest of most mechanical things
must be slow; but the living cause of this had been very rapid. A man clad
completely in black, even (it was remembered) to the dreadful detail of black
gloves, appeared on the ridge above the engine, and waved his black hands like
some sable windmill. This in itself would hardly have stopped even a lingering
train. But there came out of him a cry which was talked of afterwards as something
utterly unnatural and new. It was one of those shouts that are horridly distinct even
when we cannot hear what is shouted. The word in this case was “Murder!”
But the engine-driver swears he would have pulled up just the same if he had heard
only the dreadful and definite accent and not the word.
The train once arrested, the most superficial stare could take in many features of
the tragedy. The man in black on the green bank was Sir Aaron Armstrong’s manservant Magnus. The baronet in his optimism had often laughed at the black gloves
of this dismal attendant; but no one was likely to laugh at him just now.
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So soon as an inquirer or two had stepped off the line and across the smoky hedge,
they saw, rolled down almost to the bottom of the bank, the body of an old man in
a yellow dressing-gown with a very vivid scarlet lining. A scrap of rope seemed
caught about his leg, entangled presumably in a struggle. There was a smear or so
of blood, though very little; but the body was bent or broken into a posture
impossible to any living thing. It was Sir Aaron Armstrong. A few more
bewildered moments brought out a big fair-bearded man, whom some travellers
could salute as the dead man’s secretary, Patrick Royce, once well known in
Bohemian society and even famous in the Bohemian arts. In a manner more vague,
but even more convincing, he echoed the agony of the servant. By the time the
third figure of that household, Alice Armstrong, daughter of the dead man, had
come already tottering and waving into the garden, the engine-driver had put a
stop to his stoppage. The whistle had blown and the train had panted on to get help
from the next station.
Father Brown had been thus rapidly summoned at the request of Patrick Royce, the
big ex-Bohemian secretary. Royce was an Irishman by birth; and that casual kind
of Catholic that never remembers his religion until he is really in a hole. But
Royce’s request might have been less promptly complied with if one of the official
detectives had not been a friend and admirer of the unofficial Flambeau; and it was
impossible to be a friend of Flambeau without hearing numberless stories about
Father Brown. Hence, while the young detective (whose name was Merton) led the
little priest across the fields to the railway, their talk was more confidential than
could be expected between two total strangers.
“As far as I can see,” said Mr. Merton candidly, “there is no sense to be made of it
at all. There is nobody one can suspect. Magnus is a solemn old fool; far too much
of a fool to be an assassin. Royce has been the baronet’s best friend for years; and
his daughter undoubtedly adored him. Besides, it’s all too absurd. Who would kill
such a cheery old chap as Armstrong? Who could dip his hands in the gore of an
after-dinner speaker? It would be like killing Father Christmas.”
“Yes, it was a cheery house,” assented Father Brown. “It was a cheery house while
he was alive. Do you think it will be cheery now he is dead?”
Merton started a little and regarded his companion with an enlivened eye. “Now he
is dead?” he repeated.
“Yes,” continued the priest stolidly, “he was cheerful. But did he communicate his
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cheerfulness? Frankly, was anyone else in the house cheerful but he?”
A window in Merton’s mind let in that strange light of surprise in which we see for
the first time things we have known all along. He had often been to the
Armstrongs’, on little police jobs of the philanthropist; and, now he came to think
of it, it was in itself a depressing house. The rooms were very high and very cold;
the decoration mean and provincial; the draughty corridors were lit by electricity
that was bleaker than moonlight. And though the old man’s scarlet face and silver
beard had blazed like a bonfire in each room or passage in turn, it did not leave
any warmth behind it. Doubtless this spectral discomfort in the place was partly
due to the very vitality and exuberance of its owner; he needed no stoves or lamps,
he would say, but carried his own warmth with him. But when Merton recalled the
other inmates, he was compelled to confess that they also were as shadows of their
lord. The moody man-servant, with his monstrous black gloves, was almost a
nightmare; Royce, the secretary, was solid enough, a big bull of a man, in tweeds,
with a short beard; but the straw-coloured beard was startlingly salted with grey
like the tweeds, and the broad forehead was barred with premature wrinkles. He
was good-natured enough also, but it was a sad sort of good-nature, almost a heartbroken sort — he had the general air of being some sort of failure in life. As for
Armstrong’s daughter, it was almost incredible that she was his daughter; she was
so pallid in colour and sensitive in outline. She was graceful, but there was a
quiver in the very shape of her that was like the lines of an aspen. Merton had
sometimes wondered if she had learnt to quail at the crash of the passing trains.
“You see,” said Father Brown, blinking modestly, “I’m not sure that the
Armstrong cheerfulness is so very cheerful — for other people. You say that
nobody could kill such a happy old man, but I’m not sure; ne nos inducas in
tentationem. If ever I murdered somebody,” he added quite simply, “I dare say it
might be an Optimist.”
“Why?” cried Merton amused. “Do you think people dislike cheerfulness?”
“People like frequent laughter,” answered Father Brown, “but I don’t think they
like a permanent smile. Cheerfulness without humour is a very trying thing.”
They walked some way in silence along the windy grassy bank by the rail, and just
as they came under the far-flung shadow of the tall Armstrong house, Father
Brown said suddenly, like a man throwing away a troublesome thought rather than
offering it seriously: “Of course, drink is neither good nor bad in itself. But I can’t
help sometimes feeling that men like Armstrong want an occasional glass of wine
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to sadden them.”
Merton’s official superior, a grizzled and capable detective named Gilder, was
standing on the green bank waiting for the coroner, talking to Patrick Royce,
whose big shoulders and bristly beard and hair towered above him. This was the
more noticeable because Royce walked always with a sort of powerful stoop, and
seemed to be going about his small clerical and domestic duties in a heavy and
humbled style, like a buffalo drawing a go-cart.
He raised his head with unusual pleasure at the sight of the priest, and took him a
few paces apart. Meanwhile Merton was addressing the older detective
respectfully indeed, but not without a certain boyish impatience.
“Well, Mr. Gilder, have you got much farther with the mystery?”
“There is no mystery,” replied Gilder, as he looked under dreamy eyelids at the
rooks.
“Well, there is for me, at any rate,” said Merton, smiling.
“It is simple enough, my boy,” observed the senior investigator, stroking his grey,
pointed beard. “Three minutes after you’d gone for Mr. Royce’s parson the whole
thing came out. You know that pasty-faced servant in the black gloves who
stopped the train?”
“I should know him anywhere. Somehow he rather gave me the creeps.”
“Well,” drawled Gilder, “when the train had gone on again, that man had gone too.
Rather a cool criminal, don’t you think, to escape by the very train that went off
for the police?”
“You’re pretty sure, I suppose,” remarked the young man, “that he really did kill
his master?”
“Yes, my son, I’m pretty sure,” replied Gilder drily, “for the trifling reason that he
has gone off with twenty thousand pounds in papers that were in his master’s desk.
No, the only thing worth calling a difficulty is how he killed him. The skull seems
broken as with some big weapon, but there’s no weapon at all lying about, and the
murderer would have found it awkward to carry it away, unless the weapon was
too small to be noticed.”
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“Perhaps the weapon was too big to be noticed,” said the priest, with an odd little
giggle.
Gilder looked round at this wild remark, and rather sternly asked Brown what he
meant.
“Silly way of putting it, I know,” said Father Brown apologetically. “Sounds like a
fairy tale. But poor Armstrong was killed with a giant’s club, a great green club,
too big to be seen, and which we call the earth. He was broken against this green
bank we are standing on.”
“How do you mean?” asked the detective quickly.
Father Brown turned his moon face up to the narrow facade of the house and
blinked hopelessly up. Following his eyes, they saw that right at the top of this
otherwise blind back quarter of the building, an attic window stood open.
“Don’t you see,” he explained, pointing a little awkwardly like a child, “he was
thrown down from there?”
Gilder frowningly scrutinised the window, and then said: “Well, it is certainly
possible. But I don’t see why you are so sure about it.”
Brown opened his grey eyes wide. “Why,” he said, “there’s a bit of rope round the
dead man’s leg. Don’t you see that other bit of rope up there caught at the corner
of the window?”
At that height the thing looked like the faintest particle of dust or hair, but the
shrewd old investigator was satisfied. “You’re quite right, sir,” he said to Father
Brown; “that is certainly one to you.”
Almost as he spoke a special train with one carriage took the curve of the line on
their left, and, stopping, disgorged another group of policemen, in whose midst
was the hangdog visage of Magnus, the absconded servant.
“By Jove! they’ve got him,” cried Gilder, and stepped forward with quite a new
alertness.
“Have you got the money!” he cried to the first policeman.
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The man looked him in the face with a rather curious expression and said: “No.”
Then he added: “At least, not here.”
“Which is the inspector, please?” asked the man called Magnus.
When he spoke everyone instantly understood how this voice had stopped a train.
He was a dull-looking man with flat black hair, a colourless face, and a faint
suggestion of the East in the level slits in his eyes and mouth. His blood and name,
indeed, had remained dubious, ever since Sir Aaron had “rescued” him from a
waitership in a London restaurant, and (as some said) from more infamous things.
But his voice was as vivid as his face was dead. Whether through exactitude in a
foreign language, or in deference to his master (who had been somewhat deaf),
Magnus’s tones had a peculiarly ringing and piercing quality, and the whole group
quite jumped when he spoke.
“I always knew this would happen,” he said aloud with brazen blandness. “My
poor old master made game of me for wearing black; but I always said I should be
ready for his funeral.”
And he made a momentary movement with his two dark-gloved hands.
“Sergeant,” said Inspector Gilder, eyeing the black hands with wrath, “aren’t you
putting the bracelets on this fellow; he looks pretty dangerous.”
“Well, sir,” said the sergeant, with the same odd look of wonder, “I don’t know
that we can.”
“What do you mean?” asked the other sharply. “Haven’t you arrested him?”
A faint scorn widened the slit-like mouth, and the whistle of an approaching train
seemed oddly to echo the mockery.
“We arrested him,” replied the sergeant gravely, “just as he was coming out of the
police station at Highgate, where he had deposited all his master’s money in the
care of Inspector Robinson.”
Gilder looked at the man-servant in utter amazement. “Why on earth did you do
that?” he asked of Magnus.
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“To keep it safe from the criminal, of course,” replied that person placidly.
“Surely,” said Gilder, “Sir Aaron’s money might have been safely left with Sir
Aaron’s family.”
The tail of his sentence was drowned in the roar of the train as it went rocking and
clanking; but through all the hell of noises to which that unhappy house was
periodically subject, they could hear the syllables of Magnus’s answer, in all their
bell-like distinctness: “I have no reason to feel confidence in Sir Aaron’s family.”
All the motionless men had the ghostly sensation of the presence of some new
person; and Merton was scarcely surprised when he looked up and saw the pale
face of Armstrong’s daughter over Father Brown’s shoulder. She was still young
and beautiful in a silvery style, but her hair was of so dusty and hueless a brown
that in some shadows it seemed to have turned totally grey.
“Be careful what you say,” said Royce gruffly, “you’ll frighten Miss Armstrong.”
“I hope so,” said the man with the clear voice.
As the woman winced and everyone else wondered, he went on: “I am somewhat
used to Miss Armstrong’s tremors. I have seen her trembling off and on for years.
And some said she was shaking with cold and some she was shaking with fear, but
I know she was shaking with hate and wicked anger — fiends that have had their
feast this morning. She would have been away by now with her lover and all the
money but for me. Ever since my poor old master prevented her from marrying
that tipsy blackguard — ”
“Stop,” said Gilder very sternly. “We have nothing to do with your family fancies
or suspicions. Unless you have some practical evidence, your mere opinions — ”
“Oh! I’ll give you practical evidence,” cut in Magnus, in his hacking accent.
“You’ll have to subpoena me, Mr. Inspector, and I shall have to tell the truth. And
the truth is this: An instant after the old man was pitched bleeding out of the
window, I ran into the attic, and found his daughter swooning on the floor with a
red dagger still in her hand. Allow me to hand that also to the proper authorities.”
He took from his tail-pocket a long horn-hilted knife with a red smear on it, and
handed it politely to the sergeant. Then he stood back again, and his slits of eyes
almost faded from his face in one fat Chinese sneer.
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Merton felt an almost bodily sickness at the sight of him; and he muttered to
Gilder: “Surely you would take Miss Armstrong’s word against his?”
Father Brown suddenly lifted a face so absurdly fresh that it looked somehow as if
he had just washed it. “Yes,” he said, radiating innocence, “but is Miss
Armstrong’s word against his?”
The girl uttered a startled, singular little cry; everyone looked at her. Her figure
was rigid as if paralysed; only her face within its frame of faint brown hair was
alive with an appalling surprise. She stood like one of a sudden lassooed and
throttled.
“This man,” said Mr. Gilder gravely, “actually says that you were found grasping a
knife, insensible, after the murder.”
“He says the truth,” answered Alice.
The next fact of which they were conscious was that Patrick Royce strode with his
great stooping head into their ring and uttered the singular words: “Well, if I’ve
got to go, I’ll have a bit of pleasure first.”
His huge shoulder heaved and he sent an iron fist smash into Magnus’s bland
Mongolian visage, laying him on the lawn as flat as a starfish. Two or three of the
police instantly put their hands on Royce; but to the rest it seemed as if all reason
had broken up and the universe were turning into a brainless harlequinade.
“None of that, Mr. Royce,” Gilder had called out authoritatively. “I shall arrest you
for assault.”
“No, you won’t,” answered the secretary in a voice like an iron gong, “you will
arrest me for murder.”
Gilder threw an alarmed glance at the man knocked down; but since that outraged
person was already sitting up and wiping a little blood off a substantially uninjured
face, he only said shortly: “What do you mean?”
“It is quite true, as this fellow says,” explained Royce, “that Miss Armstrong
fainted with a knife in her hand. But she had not snatched the knife to attack her
father, but to defend him.”
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“To defend him,” repeated Gilder gravely. “Against whom?”
“Against me,” answered the secretary.
Alice looked at him with a complex and baffling face; then she said in a low voice:
“After it all, I am still glad you are brave.”
“Come upstairs,” said Patrick Royce heavily, “and I will show you the whole
cursed thing.”
The attic, which was the secretary’s private place (and rather a small cell for so
large a hermit), had indeed all the vestiges of a violent drama. Near the centre of
the floor lay a large revolver as if flung away; nearer to the left was rolled a
whisky bottle, open but not quite empty. The cloth of the little table lay dragged
and trampled, and a length of cord, like that found on the corpse, was cast wildly
across the windowsill. Two vases were smashed on the mantelpiece and one on the
carpet.
“I was drunk,” said Royce; and this simplicity in the prematurely battered man
somehow had the pathos of the first sin of a baby.
“You all know about me,” he continued huskily; “everybody knows how my story
began, and it may as well end like that too. I was called a clever man once, and
might have been a happy one; Armstrong saved the remains of a brain and body
from the taverns, and was always kind to me in his own way, poor fellow! Only he
wouldn’t let me marry Alice here; and it will always be said that he was right
enough. Well, you can form your own conclusions, and you won’t want me to go
into details. That is my whisky bottle half emptied in the corner; that is my
revolver quite emptied on the carpet. It was the rope from my box that was found
on the corpse, and it was from my window the corpse was thrown. You need not
set detectives to grub up my tragedy; it is a common enough weed in this world. I
give myself to the gallows; and, by God, that is enough!”
At a sufficiently delicate sign, the police gathered round the large man to lead him
away; but their unobtrusiveness was somewhat staggered by the remarkable
appearance of Father Brown, who was on his hands and knees on the carpet in the
doorway, as if engaged in some kind of undignified prayers. Being a person utterly
insensible to the social figure he cut, he remained in this posture, but turned a
bright round face up at the company, presenting the appearance of a quadruped
with a very comic human head.
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“I say,” he said good-naturedly, “this really won’t do at all, you know. At the
beginning you said we’d found no weapon. But now we’re finding too many;
there’s the knife to stab, and the rope to strangle, and the pistol to shoot; and after
all he broke his neck by falling out of a window! It won’t do. It’s not economical.”
And he shook his head at the ground as a horse does grazing.
Inspector Gilder had opened his mouth with serious intentions, but before he could
speak the grotesque figure on the floor had gone on quite volubly.
“And now three quite impossible things. First, these holes in the carpet, where the
six bullets have gone in. Why on earth should anybody fire at the carpet? A
drunken man lets fly at his enemy’s head, the thing that’s grinning at him. He
doesn’t pick a quarrel with his feet, or lay siege to his slippers. And then there’s
the rope” — and having done with the carpet the speaker lifted his hands and put
them in his pocket, but continued unaffectedly on his knees — “in what
conceivable intoxication would anybody try to put a rope round a man’s neck and
finally put it round his leg? Royce, anyhow, was not so drunk as that, or he would
be sleeping like a log by now. And, plainest of all, the whisky bottle. You suggest
a dipsomaniac fought for the whisky bottle, and then having won, rolled it away in
a corner, spilling one half and leaving the other. That is the very last thing a
dipsomaniac would do.”
He scrambled awkwardly to his feet, and said to the self-accused murderer in tones
of limpid penitence: “I’m awfully sorry, my dear sir, but your tale is really
rubbish.”
“Sir,” said Alice Armstrong in a low tone to the priest, “can I speak to you alone
for a moment?”
This request forced the communicative cleric out of the gangway, and before he
could speak in the next room, the girl was talking with strange incisiveness.
“You are a clever man,” she said, “and you are trying to save Patrick, I know. But
it’s no use. The core of all this is black, and the more things you find out the more
there will be against the miserable man I love.”
“Why?” asked Brown, looking at her steadily.
“Because,” she answered equally steadily, “I saw him commit the crime myself.”
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“Ah!” said the unmoved Brown, “and what did he do?”
“I was in this room next to them,” she explained; “both doors were closed, but I
suddenly heard a voice, such as I had never heard on earth, roaring ‘Hell, hell,
hell,’ again and again, and then the two doors shook with the first explosion of the
revolver. Thrice again the thing banged before I got the two doors open and found
the room full of smoke; but the pistol was smoking in my poor, mad Patrick’s
hand; and I saw him fire the last murderous volley with my own eyes. Then he
leapt on my father, who was clinging in terror to the window-sill, and, grappling,
tried to strangle him with the rope, which he threw over his head, but which
slipped over his struggling shoulders to his feet. Then it tightened round one leg
and Patrick dragged him along like a maniac. I snatched a knife from the mat, and,
rushing between them, managed to cut the rope before I fainted.”
“I see,” said Father Brown, with the same wooden civility. “Thank you.”
As the girl collapsed under her memories, the priest passed stiffly into the next
room, where he found Gilder and Merton alone with Patrick Royce, who sat in a
chair, handcuffed. There he said to the Inspector submissively:
“Might I say a word to the prisoner in your presence; and might he take off those
funny cuffs for a minute?”
“He is a very powerful man,” said Merton in an undertone. “Why do you want
them taken off?”
“Why, I thought,” replied the priest humbly, “that perhaps I might have the very
great honour of shaking hands with him.”
Both detectives stared, and Father Brown added: “Won’t you tell them about it,
sir?”
The man on the chair shook his tousled head, and the priest turned impatiently.
“Then I will,” he said. “Private lives are more important than public reputations. I
am going to save the living, and let the dead bury their dead.”
He went to the fatal window, and blinked out of it as he went on talking.
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“I told you that in this case there were too many weapons and only one death. I tell
you now that they were not weapons, and were not used to cause death. All those
grisly tools, the noose, the bloody knife, the exploding pistol, were instruments of
a curious mercy. They were not used to kill Sir Aaron, but to save him.”
“To save him!” repeated Gilder. “And from what?”
“From himself,” said Father Brown. “He was a suicidal maniac.”
“What?” cried Merton in an incredulous tone. “And the Religion of Cheerfulness
—”
“It is a cruel religion,” said the priest, looking out of the window. “Why couldn’t
they let him weep a little, like his fathers before him? His plans stiffened, his
views grew cold; behind that merry mask was the empty mind of the atheist. At
last, to keep up his hilarious public level, he fell back on that dram-drinking he had
abandoned long ago. But there is this horror about alcoholism in a sincere
teetotaler: that he pictures and expects that psychological inferno from which he
has warned others. It leapt upon poor Armstrong prematurely, and by this morning
he was in such a case that he sat here and cried he was in hell, in so crazy a voice
that his daughter did not know it. He was mad for death, and with the monkey
tricks of the mad he had scattered round him death in many shapes — a running
noose and his friend’s revolver and a knife. Royce entered accidentally and acted
in a flash. He flung the knife on the mat behind him, snatched up the revolver, and
having no time to unload it, emptied it shot after shot all over the floor. The
suicide saw a fourth shape of death, and made a dash for the window. The rescuer
did the only thing he could — ran after him with the rope and tried to tie him hand
and foot. Then it was that the unlucky girl ran in, and misunderstanding the
struggle, strove to slash her father free. At first she only slashed poor Royce’s
knuckles, from which has come all the little blood in this affair. But, of course, you
noticed that he left blood, but no wound, on that servant’s face? Only before the
poor woman swooned, she did hack her father loose, so that he went crashing
through that window into eternity.”
There was a long stillness slowly broken by the metallic noises of Gilder
unlocking the handcuffs of Patrick Royce, to whom he said: “I think I should have
told the truth, sir. You and the young lady are worth more than Armstrong’s
obituary notices.”
“Confound Armstrong’s notices,” cried Royce roughly. “Don’t you see it was
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because she mustn’t know?”
“Mustn’t know what?” asked Merton.
“Why, that she killed her father, you fool!” roared the other. “He’d have been alive
now but for her. It might craze her to know that.”
“No, I don’t think it would,” remarked Father Brown, as he picked up his hat. “I
rather think I should tell her. Even the most murderous blunders don’t poison life
like sins; anyhow, I think you may both be the happier now. I’ve got to go back to
the Deaf School.”
As he went out on to the gusty grass an acquaintance from Highgate stopped him
and said:
“The Coroner has arrived. The inquiry is just going to begin.”
“I’ve got to get back to the Deaf School,” said Father Brown. “I’m sorry I can’t
stop for the inquiry.”

The Wisdom of Father Brown
To
Lucian Oldershaw

The Absence of Mr Glass
THE consulting-rooms of Dr Orion Hood, the eminent criminologist and specialist
in certain moral disorders, lay along the sea-front at Scarborough, in a series of
very large and well-lighted french windows, which showed the North Sea like one
endless outer wall of blue-green marble. In such a place the sea had something of
the monotony of a blue-green dado: for the chambers themselves were ruled
throughout by a terrible tidiness not unlike the terrible tidiness of the sea. It must
not be supposed that Dr Hood’s apartments excluded luxury, or even poetry. These
things were there, in their place; but one felt that they were never allowed out of
their place. Luxury was there: there stood upon a special table eight or ten boxes of
the best cigars; but they were built upon a plan so that the strongest were always
nearest the wall and the mildest nearest the window. A tantalus containing three
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kinds of spirit, all of a liqueur excellence, stood always on this table of luxury; but
the fanciful have asserted that the whisky, brandy, and rum seemed always to stand
at the same level. Poetry was there: the left-hand corner of the room was lined with
as complete a set of English classics as the right hand could show of English and
foreign physiologists. But if one took a volume of Chaucer or Shelley from that
rank, its absence irritated the mind like a gap in a man’s front teeth. One could not
say the books were never read; probably they were, but there was a sense of their
being chained to their places, like the Bibles in the old churches. Dr Hood treated
his private book-shelf as if it were a public library. And if this strict scientific
intangibility steeped even the shelves laden with lyrics and ballads and the tables
laden with drink and tobacco, it goes without saying that yet more of such heathen
holiness protected the other shelves that held the specialist’s library, and the other
tables that sustained the frail and even fairylike instruments of chemistry or
mechanics.
Dr Hood paced the length of his string of apartments, bounded — as the boys’
geographies say — on the east by the North Sea and on the west by the serried
ranks of his sociological and criminologist library. He was clad in an artist’s
velvet, but with none of an artist’s negligence; his hair was heavily shot with grey,
but growing thick and healthy; his face was lean, but sanguine and expectant.
Everything about him and his room indicated something at once rigid and restless,
like that great northern sea by which (on pure principles of hygiene) he had built
his home.
Fate, being in a funny mood, pushed the door open and introduced into those long,
strict, sea-flanked apartments one who was perhaps the most startling opposite of
them and their master. In answer to a curt but civil summons, the door opened
inwards and there shambled into the room a shapeless little figure, which seemed
to find its own hat and umbrella as unmanageable as a mass of luggage. The
umbrella was a black and prosaic bundle long past repair; the hat was a broadcurved black hat, clerical but not common in England; the man was the very
embodiment of all that is homely and helpless.
The doctor regarded the new-comer with a restrained astonishment, not unlike that
he would have shown if some huge but obviously harmless sea-beast had crawled
into his room. The new-comer regarded the doctor with that beaming but
breathless geniality which characterizes a corpulent charwoman who has just
managed to stuff herself into an omnibus. It is a rich confusion of social selfcongratulation and bodily disarray. His hat tumbled to the carpet, his heavy
umbrella slipped between his knees with a thud; he reached after the one and
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ducked after the other, but with an unimpaired smile on his round face spoke
simultaneously as follows:
“My name is Brown. Pray excuse me. I’ve come about that business of the
MacNabs. I have heard, you often help people out of such troubles. Pray excuse
me if I am wrong.”
By this time he had sprawlingly recovered the hat, and made an odd little bobbing
bow over it, as if setting everything quite right.
“I hardly understand you,” replied the scientist, with a cold intensity of manner. “I
fear you have mistaken the chambers. I am Dr Hood, and my work is almost
entirely literary and educational. It is true that I have sometimes been consulted by
the police in cases of peculiar difficulty and importance, but — ”
“Oh, this is of the greatest importance,” broke in the little man called Brown.
“Why, her mother won’t let them get engaged.” And he leaned back in his chair in
radiant rationality.
The brows of Dr Hood were drawn down darkly, but the eyes under them were
bright with something that might be anger or might be amusement. “And still,” he
said, “I do not quite understand.”
“You see, they want to get married,” said the man with the clerical hat. “Maggie
MacNab and young Todhunter want to get married. Now, what can be more
important than that?”
The great Orion Hood’s scientific triumphs had deprived him of many things —
some said of his health, others of his God; but they had not wholly despoiled him
of his sense of the absurd. At the last plea of the ingenuous priest a chuckle broke
out of him from inside, and he threw himself into an arm-chair in an ironical
attitude of the consulting physician.
“Mr Brown,” he said gravely, “it is quite fourteen and a half years since I was
personally asked to test a personal problem: then it was the case of an attempt to
poison the French President at a Lord Mayor’s Banquet. It is now, I understand, a
question of whether some friend of yours called Maggie is a suitable fiancee for
some friend of hers called Todhunter. Well, Mr Brown, I am a sportsman. I will
take it on. I will give the MacNab family my best advice, as good as I gave the
French Republic and the King of England — no, better: fourteen years better. I
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have nothing else to do this afternoon. Tell me your story.”
The little clergyman called Brown thanked him with unquestionable warmth, but
still with a queer kind of simplicity. It was rather as if he were thanking a stranger
in a smoking-room for some trouble in passing the matches, than as if he were (as
he was) practically thanking the Curator of Kew Gardens for coming with him into
a field to find a four-leaved clover. With scarcely a semi-colon after his hearty
thanks, the little man began his recital:
“I told you my name was Brown; well, that’s the fact, and I’m the priest of the
little Catholic Church I dare say you’ve seen beyond those straggly streets, where
the town ends towards the north. In the last and straggliest of those streets which
runs along the sea like a sea-wall there is a very honest but rather sharp-tempered
member of my flock, a widow called MacNab. She has one daughter, and she lets
lodgings, and between her and the daughter, and between her and the lodgers —
well, I dare say there is a great deal to be said on both sides. At present she has
only one lodger, the young man called Todhunter; but he has given more trouble
than all the rest, for he wants to marry the young woman of the house.”
“And the young woman of the house,” asked Dr Hood, with huge and silent
amusement, “what does she want?”
“Why, she wants to marry him,” cried Father Brown, sitting up eagerly. “That is
just the awful complication.”
“It is indeed a hideous enigma,” said Dr Hood.
“This young James Todhunter,” continued the cleric, “is a very decent man so far
as I know; but then nobody knows very much. He is a bright, brownish little
fellow, agile like a monkey, clean-shaven like an actor, and obliging like a born
courtier. He seems to have quite a pocketful of money, but nobody knows what his
trade is. Mrs MacNab, therefore (being of a pessimistic turn), is quite sure it is
something dreadful, and probably connected with dynamite. The dynamite must be
of a shy and noiseless sort, for the poor fellow only shuts himself up for several
hours of the day and studies something behind a locked door. He declares his
privacy is temporary and justified, and promises to explain before the wedding.
That is all that anyone knows for certain, but Mrs MacNab will tell you a great
deal more than even she is certain of. You know how the tales grow like grass on
such a patch of ignorance as that. There are tales of two voices heard talking in the
room; though, when the door is opened, Todhunter is always found alone. There
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are tales of a mysterious tall man in a silk hat, who once came out of the sea-mists
and apparently out of the sea, stepping softly across the sandy fields and through
the small back garden at twilight, till he was heard talking to the lodger at his open
window. The colloquy seemed to end in a quarrel. Todhunter dashed down his
window with violence, and the man in the high hat melted into the sea-fog again.
This story is told by the family with the fiercest mystification; but I really think
Mrs MacNab prefers her own original tale: that the Other Man (or whatever it is)
crawls out every night from the big box in the corner, which is kept locked all day.
You see, therefore, how this sealed door of Todhunter’s is treated as the gate of all
the fancies and monstrosities of the ‘Thousand and One Nights’. And yet there is
the little fellow in his respectable black jacket, as punctual and innocent as a
parlour clock. He pays his rent to the tick; he is practically a teetotaller; he is
tirelessly kind with the younger children, and can keep them amused for a day on
end; and, last and most urgent of all, he has made himself equally popular with the
eldest daughter, who is ready to go to church with him tomorrow.”
A man warmly concerned with any large theories has always a relish for applying
them to any triviality. The great specialist having condescended to the priest’s
simplicity, condescended expansively. He settled himself with comfort in his armchair and began to talk in the tone of a somewhat absent-minded lecturer:
“Even in a minute instance, it is best to look first to the main tendencies of Nature.
A particular flower may not be dead in early winter, but the flowers are dying; a
particular pebble may never be wetted with the tide, but the tide is coming in. To
the scientific eye all human history is a series of collective movements,
destructions or migrations, like the massacre of flies in winter or the return of birds
in spring. Now the root fact in all history is Race. Race produces religion; Race
produces legal and ethical wars. There is no stronger case than that of the wild,
unworldly and perishing stock which we commonly call the Celts, of whom your
friends the MacNabs are specimens. Small, swarthy, and of this dreamy and
drifting blood, they accept easily the superstitious explanation of any incidents,
just as they still accept (you will excuse me for saying) that superstitious
explanation of all incidents which you and your Church represent. It is not
remarkable that such people, with the sea moaning behind them and the Church
(excuse me again) droning in front of them, should put fantastic features into what
are probably plain events. You, with your small parochial responsibilities, see only
this particular Mrs MacNab, terrified with this particular tale of two voices and a
tall man out of the sea. But the man with the scientific imagination sees, as it were,
the whole clans of MacNab scattered over the whole world, in its ultimate average
as uniform as a tribe of birds. He sees thousands of Mrs MacNabs, in thousands of
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houses, dropping their little drop of morbidity in the tea-cups of their friends; he
sees — ”
Before the scientist could conclude his sentence, another and more impatient
summons sounded from without; someone with swishing skirts was marshalled
hurriedly down the corridor, and the door opened on a young girl, decently dressed
but disordered and red-hot with haste. She had sea-blown blonde hair, and would
have been entirely beautiful if her cheek-bones had not been, in the Scotch
manner, a little high in relief as well as in colour. Her apology was almost as
abrupt as a command.
“I’m sorry to interrupt you, sir,” she said, “but I had to follow Father Brown at
once; it’s nothing less than life or death.”
Father Brown began to get to his feet in some disorder. “Why, what has happened,
Maggie?” he said.
“James has been murdered, for all I can make out,” answered the girl, still
breathing hard from her rush. “That man Glass has been with him again; I heard
them talking through the door quite plain. Two separate voices: for James speaks
low, with a burr, and the other voice was high and quavery.”
“That man Glass?” repeated the priest in some perplexity.
“I know his name is Glass,” answered the girl, in great impatience. “I heard it
through the door. They were quarrelling — about money, I think — for I heard
James say again and again, ‘That’s right, Mr Glass,’ or ‘No, Mr Glass,’ and then,
‘Two or three, Mr Glass.’ But we’re talking too much; you must come at once, and
there may be time yet.”
“But time for what?” asked Dr Hood, who had been studying the young lady with
marked interest. “What is there about Mr Glass and his money troubles that should
impel such urgency?”
“I tried to break down the door and couldn’t,” answered the girl shortly, “Then I
ran to the back-yard, and managed to climb on to the window-sill that looks into
the room. It was all dim, and seemed to be empty, but I swear I saw James lying
huddled up in a corner, as if he were drugged or strangled.”
“This is very serious,” said Father Brown, gathering his errant hat and umbrella
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and standing up; “in point of fact I was just putting your case before this
gentleman, and his view — ”
“Has been largely altered,” said the scientist gravely. “I do not think this young
lady is so Celtic as I had supposed. As I have nothing else to do, I will put on my
hat and stroll down town with you.”
In a few minutes all three were approaching the dreary tail of the MacNabs’ street:
the girl with the stern and breathless stride of the mountaineer, the criminologist
with a lounging grace (which was not without a certain leopard-like swiftness),
and the priest at an energetic trot entirely devoid of distinction. The aspect of this
edge of the town was not entirely without justification for the doctor’s hints about
desolate moods and environments. The scattered houses stood farther and farther
apart in a broken string along the seashore; the afternoon was closing with a
premature and partly lurid twilight; the sea was of an inky purple and murmuring
ominously. In the scrappy back garden of the MacNabs which ran down towards
the sand, two black, barren-looking trees stood up like demon hands held up in
astonishment, and as Mrs MacNab ran down the street to meet them with lean
hands similarly spread, and her fierce face in shadow, she was a little like a demon
herself. The doctor and the priest made scant reply to her shrill reiterations of her
daughter’s story, with more disturbing details of her own, to the divided vows of
vengeance against Mr Glass for murdering, and against Mr Todhunter for being
murdered, or against the latter for having dared to want to marry her daughter, and
for not having lived to do it. They passed through the narrow passage in the front
of the house until they came to the lodger’s door at the back, and there Dr Hood,
with the trick of an old detective, put his shoulder sharply to the panel and burst in
the door.
It opened on a scene of silent catastrophe. No one seeing it, even for a flash, could
doubt that the room had been the theatre of some thrilling collision between two,
or perhaps more, persons. Playing-cards lay littered across the table or fluttered
about the floor as if a game had been interrupted. Two wine glasses stood ready
for wine on a side-table, but a third lay smashed in a star of crystal upon the carpet.
A few feet from it lay what looked like a long knife or short sword, straight, but
with an ornamental and pictured handle, its dull blade just caught a grey glint from
the dreary window behind, which showed the black trees against the leaden level
of the sea. Towards the opposite corner of the room was rolled a gentleman’s silk
top hat, as if it had just been knocked off his head; so much so, indeed, that one
almost looked to see it still rolling. And in the corner behind it, thrown like a sack
of potatoes, but corded like a railway trunk, lay Mr James Todhunter, with a scarf
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across his mouth, and six or seven ropes knotted round his elbows and ankles. His
brown eyes were alive and shifted alertly.
Dr Orion Hood paused for one instant on the doormat and drank in the whole
scene of voiceless violence. Then he stepped swiftly across the carpet, picked up
the tall silk hat, and gravely put it upon the head of the yet pinioned Todhunter. It
was so much too large for him that it almost slipped down on to his shoulders.
“Mr Glass’s hat,” said the doctor, returning with it and peering into the inside with
a pocket lens. “How to explain the absence of Mr Glass and the presence of Mr
Glass’s hat? For Mr Glass is not a careless man with his clothes. That hat is of a
stylish shape and systematically brushed and burnished, though not very new. An
old dandy, I should think.”
“But, good heavens!” called out Miss MacNab, “aren’t you going to untie the man
first?”
“I say ‘old’ with intention, though not with certainty” continued the expositor; “my
reason for it might seem a little far-fetched. The hair of human beings falls out in
very varying degrees, but almost always falls out slightly, and with the lens I
should see the tiny hairs in a hat recently worn. It has none, which leads me to
guess that Mr Glass is bald. Now when this is taken with the high-pitched and
querulous voice which Miss MacNab described so vividly (patience, my dear lady,
patience), when we take the hairless head together with the tone common in senile
anger, I should think we may deduce some advance in years. Nevertheless, he was
probably vigorous, and he was almost certainly tall. I might rely in some degree on
the story of his previous appearance at the window, as a tall man in a silk hat, but I
think I have more exact indication. This wineglass has been smashed all over the
place, but one of its splinters lies on the high bracket beside the mantelpiece. No
such fragment could have fallen there if the vessel had been smashed in the hand
of a comparatively short man like Mr Todhunter.”
“By the way,” said Father Brown, “might it not be as well to untie Mr Todhunter?”
“Our lesson from the drinking-vessels does not end here,” proceeded the specialist.
“I may say at once that it is possible that the man Glass was bald or nervous
through dissipation rather than age. Mr Todhunter, as has been remarked, is a quiet
thrifty gentleman, essentially an abstainer. These cards and wine-cups are no part
of his normal habit; they have been produced for a particular companion. But, as it
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happens, we may go farther. Mr Todhunter may or may not possess this wineservice, but there is no appearance of his possessing any wine. What, then, were
these vessels to contain? I would at once suggest some brandy or whisky, perhaps
of a luxurious sort, from a flask in the pocket of Mr Glass. We have thus
something like a picture of the man, or at least of the type: tall, elderly,
fashionable, but somewhat frayed, certainly fond of play and strong waters,
perhaps rather too fond of them. Mr Glass is a gentleman not unknown on the
fringes of society.”
“Look here,” cried the young woman, “if you don’t let me pass to untie him I’ll
run outside and scream for the police.”
“I should not advise you, Miss MacNab,” said Dr Hood gravely, “to be in any
hurry to fetch the police. Father Brown, I seriously ask you to compose your flock,
for their sakes, not for mine. Well, we have seen something of the figure and
quality of Mr Glass; what are the chief facts known of Mr Todhunter? They are
substantially three: that he is economical, that he is more or less wealthy, and that
he has a secret. Now, surely it is obvious that there are the three chief marks of the
kind of man who is blackmailed. And surely it is equally obvious that the faded
finery, the profligate habits, and the shrill irritation of Mr Glass are the
unmistakable marks of the kind of man who blackmails him. We have the two
typical figures of a tragedy of hush money: on the one hand, the respectable man
with a mystery; on the other, the West-end vulture with a scent for a mystery.
These two men have met here today and have quarrelled, using blows and a bare
weapon.”
“Are you going to take those ropes off?” asked the girl stubbornly.
Dr Hood replaced the silk hat carefully on the side table, and went across to the
captive. He studied him intently, even moving him a little and half-turning him
round by the shoulders, but he only answered:
“No; I think these ropes will do very well till your friends the police bring the
handcuffs.”
Father Brown, who had been looking dully at the carpet, lifted his round face and
said: “What do you mean?”
The man of science had picked up the peculiar dagger-sword from the carpet and
was examining it intently as he answered:
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“Because you find Mr Todhunter tied up,” he said, “you all jump to the conclusion
that Mr Glass had tied him up; and then, I suppose, escaped. There are four
objections to this: First, why should a gentleman so dressy as our friend Glass
leave his hat behind him, if he left of his own free will? Second,” he continued,
moving towards the window, “this is the only exit, and it is locked on the inside.
Third, this blade here has a tiny touch of blood at the point, but there is no wound
on Mr Todhunter. Mr Glass took that wound away with him, dead or alive. Add to
all this primary probability. It is much more likely that the blackmailed person
would try to kill his incubus, rather than that the blackmailer would try to kill the
goose that lays his golden egg. There, I think, we have a pretty complete story.”
“But the ropes?” inquired the priest, whose eyes had remained open with a rather
vacant admiration.
“Ah, the ropes,” said the expert with a singular intonation. “Miss MacNab very
much wanted to know why I did not set Mr Todhunter free from his ropes. Well, I
will tell her. I did not do it because Mr Todhunter can set himself free from them
at any minute he chooses.”
“What?” cried the audience on quite different notes of astonishment.
“I have looked at all the knots on Mr Todhunter,” reiterated Hood quietly. “I
happen to know something about knots; they are quite a branch of criminal
science. Every one of those knots he has made himself and could loosen himself;
not one of them would have been made by an enemy really trying to pinion him.
The whole of this affair of the ropes is a clever fake, to make us think him the
victim of the struggle instead of the wretched Glass, whose corpse may be hidden
in the garden or stuffed up the chimney.”
There was a rather depressed silence; the room was darkening, the sea-blighted
boughs of the garden trees looked leaner and blacker than ever, yet they seemed to
have come nearer to the window. One could almost fancy they were sea-monsters
like krakens or cuttlefish, writhing polypi who had crawled up from the sea to see
the end of this tragedy, even as he, the villain and victim of it, the terrible man in
the tall hat, had once crawled up from the sea. For the whole air was dense with
the morbidity of blackmail, which is the most morbid of human things, because it
is a crime concealing a crime; a black plaster on a blacker wound.
The face of the little Catholic priest, which was commonly complacent and even
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comic, had suddenly become knotted with a curious frown. It was not the blank
curiosity of his first innocence. It was rather that creative curiosity which comes
when a man has the beginnings of an idea. “Say it again, please,” he said in a
simple, bothered manner; “do you mean that Todhunter can tie himself up all alone
and untie himself all alone?”
“That is what I mean,” said the doctor.
“Jerusalem!” ejaculated Brown suddenly, “I wonder if it could possibly be that!”
He scuttled across the room rather like a rabbit, and peered with quite a new
impulsiveness into the partially-covered face of the captive. Then he turned his
own rather fatuous face to the company. “Yes, that’s it!” he cried in a certain
excitement. “Can’t you see it in the man’s face? Why, look at his eyes!”
Both the Professor and the girl followed the direction of his glance. And though
the broad black scarf completely masked the lower half of Todhunter’s visage,
they did grow conscious of something struggling and intense about the upper part
of it.
“His eyes do look queer,” cried the young woman, strongly moved. “You brutes; I
believe it’s hurting him!”
“Not that, I think,” said Dr Hood; “the eyes have certainly a singular expression.
But I should interpret those transverse wrinkles as expressing rather such slight
psychological abnormality — ”
“Oh, bosh!” cried Father Brown: “can’t you see he’s laughing?”
“Laughing!” repeated the doctor, with a start; “but what on earth can he be
laughing at?”
“Well,” replied the Reverend Brown apologetically, “not to put too fine a point on
it, I think he is laughing at you. And indeed, I’m a little inclined to laugh at myself,
now I know about it.”
“Now you know about what?” asked Hood, in some exasperation.
“Now I know,” replied the priest, “the profession of Mr Todhunter.”
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He shuffled about the room, looking at one object after another with what seemed
to be a vacant stare, and then invariably bursting into an equally vacant laugh, a
highly irritating process for those who had to watch it. He laughed very much over
the hat, still more uproariously over the broken glass, but the blood on the sword
point sent him into mortal convulsions of amusement. Then he turned to the
fuming specialist.
“Dr Hood,” he cried enthusiastically, “you are a great poet! You have called an
uncreated being out of the void. How much more godlike that is than if you had
only ferreted out the mere facts! Indeed, the mere facts are rather commonplace
and comic by comparison.”
“I have no notion what you are talking about,” said Dr Hood rather haughtily; “my
facts are all inevitable, though necessarily incomplete. A place may be permitted
to intuition, perhaps (or poetry if you prefer the term), but only because the
corresponding details cannot as yet be ascertained. In the absence of Mr Glass — ”
“That’s it, that’s it,” said the little priest, nodding quite eagerly, “that’s the first
idea to get fixed; the absence of Mr Glass. He is so extremely absent. I suppose,”
he added reflectively, “that there was never anybody so absent as Mr Glass.”
“Do you mean he is absent from the town?” demanded the doctor.
“I mean he is absent from everywhere,” answered Father Brown; “he is absent
from the Nature of Things, so to speak.”
“Do you seriously mean,” said the specialist with a smile, “that there is no such
person?”
The priest made a sign of assent. “It does seem a pity,” he said.
Orion Hood broke into a contemptuous laugh. “Well,” he said, “before we go on to
the hundred and one other evidences, let us take the first proof we found; the first
fact we fell over when we fell into this room. If there is no Mr Glass, whose hat is
this?”
“It is Mr Todhunter’s,” replied Father Brown.
“But it doesn’t fit him,” cried Hood impatiently. “He couldn’t possibly wear it!”
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Father Brown shook his head with ineffable mildness. “I never said he could wear
it,” he answered. “I said it was his hat. Or, if you insist on a shade of difference, a
hat that is his.”
“And what is the shade of difference?” asked the criminologist with a slight sneer.
“My good sir,” cried the mild little man, with his first movement akin to
impatience, “if you will walk down the street to the nearest hatter’s shop, you will
see that there is, in common speech, a difference between a man’s hat and the hats
that are his.”
“But a hatter,” protested Hood, “can get money out of his stock of new hats. What
could Todhunter get out of this one old hat?”
“Rabbits,” replied Father Brown promptly.
“What?” cried Dr Hood.
“Rabbits, ribbons, sweetmeats, goldfish, rolls of coloured paper,” said the reverend
gentleman with rapidity. “Didn’t you see it all when you found out the faked
ropes? It’s just the same with the sword. Mr Todhunter hasn’t got a scratch on him,
as you say; but he’s got a scratch in him, if you follow me.”
“Do you mean inside Mr Todhunter’s clothes?” inquired Mrs MacNab sternly.
“I do not mean inside Mr Todhunter’s clothes,” said Father Brown. “I mean inside
Mr Todhunter.”
“Well, what in the name of Bedlam do you mean?”
“Mr Todhunter,” explained Father Brown placidly, “is learning to be a
professional conjurer, as well as juggler, ventriloquist, and expert in the rope trick.
The conjuring explains the hat. It is without traces of hair, not because it is worn
by the prematurely bald Mr Glass, but because it has never been worn by anybody.
The juggling explains the three glasses, which Todhunter was teaching himself to
throw up and catch in rotation. But, being only at the stage of practice, he smashed
one glass against the ceiling. And the juggling also explains the sword, which it
was Mr Todhunter’s professional pride and duty to swallow. But, again, being at
the stage of practice, he very slightly grazed the inside of his throat with the
weapon. Hence he has a wound inside him, which I am sure (from the expression
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on his face) is not a serious one. He was also practising the trick of a release from
ropes, like the Davenport Brothers, and he was just about to free himself when we
all burst into the room. The cards, of course, are for card tricks, and they are
scattered on the floor because he had just been practising one of those dodges of
sending them flying through the air. He merely kept his trade secret, because he
had to keep his tricks secret, like any other conjurer. But the mere fact of an idler
in a top hat having once looked in at his back window, and been driven away by
him with great indignation, was enough to set us all on a wrong track of romance,
and make us imagine his whole life overshadowed by the silk-hatted spectre of Mr
Glass.”
“But what about the two voices?” asked Maggie, staring.
“Have you never heard a ventriloquist?” asked Father Brown. “Don’t you know
they speak first in their natural voice, and then answer themselves in just that
shrill, squeaky, unnatural voice that you heard?”
There was a long silence, and Dr Hood regarded the little man who had spoken
with a dark and attentive smile. “You are certainly a very ingenious person,” he
said; “it could not have been done better in a book. But there is just one part of Mr
Glass you have not succeeded in explaining away, and that is his name. Miss
MacNab distinctly heard him so addressed by Mr Todhunter.”
The Rev. Mr Brown broke into a rather childish giggle. “Well, that,” he said,
“that’s the silliest part of the whole silly story. When our juggling friend here
threw up the three glasses in turn, he counted them aloud as he caught them, and
also commented aloud when he failed to catch them. What he really said was:
‘One, two and three — missed a glass one, two — missed a glass.’ And so on.”
There was a second of stillness in the room, and then everyone with one accord
burst out laughing. As they did so the figure in the corner complacently uncoiled
all the ropes and let them fall with a flourish. Then, advancing into the middle of
the room with a bow, he produced from his pocket a big bill printed in blue and
red, which announced that ZALADIN, the World’s Greatest Conjurer,
Contortionist, Ventriloquist and Human Kangaroo would be ready with an entirely
new series of Tricks at the Empire Pavilion, Scarborough, on Monday next at eight
o’clock precisely.
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The Paradise of Thieves
THE great Muscari, most original of the young Tuscan poets, walked swiftly into
his favourite restaurant, which overlooked the Mediterranean, was covered by an
awning and fenced by little lemon and orange trees. Waiters in white aprons were
already laying out on white tables the insignia of an early and elegant lunch; and
this seemed to increase a satisfaction that already touched the top of swagger.
Muscari had an eagle nose like Dante; his hair and neckerchief were dark and
flowing; he carried a black cloak, and might almost have carried a black mask, so
much did he bear with him a sort of Venetian melodrama. He acted as if a
troubadour had still a definite social office, like a bishop. He went as near as his
century permitted to walking the world literally like Don Juan, with rapier and
guitar.
For he never travelled without a case of swords, with which he had fought many
brilliant duels, or without a corresponding case for his mandolin, with which he
had actually serenaded Miss Ethel Harrogate, the highly conventional daughter of
a Yorkshire banker on a holiday. Yet he was neither a charlatan nor a child; but a
hot, logical Latin who liked a certain thing and was it. His poetry was as
straightforward as anyone else’s prose. He desired fame or wine or the beauty of
women with a torrid directness inconceivable among the cloudy ideals or cloudy
compromises of the north; to vaguer races his intensity smelt of danger or even
crime. Like fire or the sea, he was too simple to be trusted.
The banker and his beautiful English daughter were staying at the hotel attached to
Muscari’s restaurant; that was why it was his favourite restaurant. A glance flashed
around the room told him at once, however, that the English party had not
descended. The restaurant was glittering, but still comparatively empty. Two
priests were talking at a table in a corner, but Muscari (an ardent Catholic) took no
more notice of them than of a couple of crows. But from a yet farther seat, partly
concealed behind a dwarf tree golden with oranges, there rose and advanced
towards the poet a person whose costume was the most aggressively opposite to
his own.
This figure was clad in tweeds of a piebald check, with a pink tie, a sharp collar
and protuberant yellow boots. He contrived, in the true tradition of ‘Arry at
Margate, to look at once startling and commonplace. But as the Cockney
apparition drew nearer, Muscari was astounded to observe that the head was
distinctly different from the body. It was an Italian head: fuzzy, swarthy and very
vivacious, that rose abruptly out of the standing collar like cardboard and the
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comic pink tie. In fact it was a head he knew. He recognized it, above all the dire
erection of English holiday array, as the face of an old but forgotten friend name
Ezza. This youth had been a prodigy at college, and European fame was promised
him when he was barely fifteen; but when he appeared in the world he failed, first
publicly as a dramatist and a demagogue, and then privately for years on end as an
actor, a traveller, a commission agent or a journalist. Muscari had known him last
behind the footlights; he was but too well attuned to the excitements of that
profession, and it was believed that some moral calamity had swallowed him up.
“Ezza!” cried the poet, rising and shaking hands in a pleasant astonishment. “Well,
I’ve seen you in many costumes in the green room; but I never expected to see you
dressed up as an Englishman.”
“This,” answered Ezza gravely, “is not the costume of an Englishman, but of the
Italian of the future.”
“In that case,” remarked Muscari, “I confess I prefer the Italian of the past.”
“That is your old mistake, Muscari,” said the man in tweeds, shaking his head;
“and the mistake of Italy. In the sixteenth century we Tuscans made the morning:
we had the newest steel, the newest carving, the newest chemistry. Why should we
not now have the newest factories, the newest motors, the newest finance — the
newest clothes?”
“Because they are not worth having,” answered Muscari. “You cannot make
Italians really progressive; they are too intelligent. Men who see the short cut to
good living will never go by the new elaborate roads.”
“Well, to me Marconi, or D’Annunzio, is the star of Italy” said the other. “That is
why I have become a Futurist — and a courier.”
“A courier!” cried Muscari, laughing. “Is that the last of your list of trades? And
whom are you conducting?”
“Oh, a man of the name of Harrogate, and his family, I believe.”
“Not the banker in this hotel?” inquired the poet, with some eagerness.
“That’s the man,” answered the courier.
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“Does it pay well?” asked the troubadour innocently.
“It will pay me,” said Ezza, with a very enigmatic smile. “But I am a rather curious
sort of courier.” Then, as if changing the subject, he said abruptly: “He has a
daughter — and a son.”
“The daughter is divine,” affirmed Muscari, “the father and son are, I suppose,
human. But granted his harmless qualities doesn’t that banker strike you as a
splendid instance of my argument? Harrogate has millions in his safes, and I have
— the hole in my pocket. But you daren’t say — you can’t say — that he’s
cleverer than I, or bolder than I, or even more energetic. He’s not clever, he’s got
eyes like blue buttons; he’s not energetic, he moves from chair to chair like a
paralytic. He’s a conscientious, kindly old blockhead; but he’s got money simply
because he collects money, as a boy collects stamps. You’re too strong-minded for
business, Ezza. You won’t get on. To be clever enough to get all that money, one
must be stupid enough to want it.”
“I’m stupid enough for that,” said Ezza gloomily. “But I should suggest a
suspension of your critique of the banker, for here he comes.”
Mr Harrogate, the great financier, did indeed enter the room, but nobody looked at
him. He was a massive elderly man with a boiled blue eye and faded grey-sandy
moustaches; but for his heavy stoop he might have been a colonel. He carried
several unopened letters in his hand. His son Frank was a really fine lad, curlyhaired, sun-burnt and strenuous; but nobody looked at him either. All eyes, as
usual, were riveted, for the moment at least, upon Ethel Harrogate, whose golden
Greek head and colour of the dawn seemed set purposely above that sapphire sea,
like a goddess’s. The poet Muscari drew a deep breath as if he were drinking
something, as indeed he was. He was drinking the Classic; which his fathers made.
Ezza studied her with a gaze equally intense and far more baffling.
Miss Harrogate was specially radiant and ready for conversation on this occasion;
and her family had fallen into the easier Continental habit, allowing the stranger
Muscari and even the courier Ezza to share their table and their talk. In Ethel
Harrogate conventionality crowned itself with a perfection and splendour of its
own. Proud of her father’s prosperity, fond of fashionable pleasures, a fond
daughter but an arrant flirt, she was all these things with a sort of golden goodnature that made her very pride pleasing and her worldly respectability a fresh and
hearty thing.
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They were in an eddy of excitement about some alleged peril in the mountain path
they were to attempt that week. The danger was not from rock and avalanche, but
from something yet more romantic. Ethel had been earnestly assured that brigands,
the true cut-throats of the modern legend, still haunted that ridge and held that pass
of the Apennines.
“They say,” she cried, with the awful relish of a schoolgirl, “that all that country
isn’t ruled by the King of Italy, but by the King of Thieves. Who is the King of
Thieves?”
“A great man,” replied Muscari, “worthy to rank with your own Robin Hood,
signorina. Montano, the King of Thieves, was first heard of in the mountains some
ten years ago, when people said brigands were extinct. But his wild authority
spread with the swiftness of a silent revolution. Men found his fierce
proclamations nailed in every mountain village; his sentinels, gun in hand, in every
mountain ravine. Six times the Italian Government tried to dislodge him, and was
defeated in six pitched battles as if by Napoleon.”
“Now that sort of thing,” observed the banker weightily, “would never be allowed
in England; perhaps, after all, we had better choose another route. But the courier
thought it perfectly safe.”
“It is perfectly safe,” said the courier contemptuously. “I have been over it twenty
times. There may have been some old jailbird called a King in the time of our
grandmothers; but he belongs to history if not to fable. Brigandage is utterly
stamped out.”
“It can never be utterly stamped out,” Muscari answered; “because armed revolt is
a recreation natural to southerners. Our peasants are like their mountains, rich in
grace and green gaiety, but with the fires beneath. There is a point of human
despair where the northern poor take to drink — and our own poor take to
daggers.”
“A poet is privileged,” replied Ezza, with a sneer. “If Signor Muscari were English
he would still be looking for highwaymen in Wandsworth. Believe me, there is no
more danger of being captured in Italy than of being scalped in Boston.”
“Then you propose to attempt it?” asked Mr Harrogate, frowning.
“Oh, it sounds rather dreadful,” cried the girl, turning her glorious eyes on
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Muscari. “Do you really think the pass is dangerous?”
Muscari threw back his black mane. “I know it is dangerous:” he said. “I am
crossing it tomorrow.”
The young Harrogate was left behind for a moment emptying a glass of white wine
and lighting a cigarette, as the beauty retired with the banker, the courier and the
poet, distributing peals of silvery satire. At about the same instant the two priests
in the corner rose; the taller, a white-haired Italian, taking his leave. The shorter
priest turned and walked towards the banker’s son, and the latter was astonished to
realize that though a Roman priest the man was an Englishman. He vaguely
remembered meeting him at the social crushes of some of his Catholic friends. But
the man spoke before his memories could collect themselves.
“Mr Frank Harrogate, I think,” he said. “I have had an introduction, but I do not
mean to presume on it. The odd thing I have to say will come far better from a
stranger. Mr Harrogate, I say one word and go: take care of your sister in her great
sorrow.”
Even for Frank’s truly fraternal indifference the radiance and derision of his sister
still seemed to sparkle and ring; he could hear her laughter still from the garden of
the hotel, and he stared at his sombre adviser in puzzledom.
“Do you mean the brigands?” he asked; and then, remembering a vague fear of his
own, “or can you be thinking of Muscari?”
“One is never thinking of the real sorrow,” said the strange priest. “One can only
be kind when it comes.”
And he passed promptly from the room, leaving the other almost with his mouth
open.
A day or two afterwards a coach containing the company was really crawling and
staggering up the spurs of the menacing mountain range. Between Ezza’s cheery
denial of the danger and Muscari’s boisterous defiance of it, the financial family
were firm in their original purpose; and Muscari made his mountain journey
coincide with theirs. A more surprising feature was the appearance at the coasttown station of the little priest of the restaurant; he alleged merely that business led
him also to cross the mountains of the midland. But young Harrogate could not but
connect his presence with the mystical fears and warnings of yesterday.
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The coach was a kind of commodious wagonette, invented by the modernist talent
of the courier, who dominated the expedition with his scientific activity and breezy
wit. The theory of danger from thieves was banished from thought and speech;
though so far conceded in formal act that some slight protection was employed.
The courier and the young banker carried loaded revolvers, and Muscari (with
much boyish gratification) buckled on a kind of cutlass under his black cloak.
He had planted his person at a flying leap next to the lovely Englishwoman; on the
other side of her sat the priest, whose name was Brown and who was fortunately a
silent individual; the courier and the father and son were on the banc behind.
Muscari was in towering spirits, seriously believing in the peril, and his talk to
Ethel might well have made her think him a maniac. But there was something in
the crazy and gorgeous ascent, amid crags like peaks loaded with woods like
orchards, that dragged her spirit up along with his into purple preposterous
heavens with wheeling suns. The white road climbed like a white cat; it spanned
sunless chasms like a tight-rope; it was flung round far-off headlands like a lasso.
And yet, however high they went, the desert still blossomed like the rose. The
fields were burnished in sun and wind with the colour of kingfisher and parrot and
humming-bird, the hues of a hundred flowering flowers. There are no lovelier
meadows and woodlands than the English, no nobler crests or chasms than those
of Snowdon and Glencoe. But Ethel Harrogate had never before seen the southern
parks tilted on the splintered northern peaks; the gorge of Glencoe laden with the
fruits of Kent. There was nothing here of that chill and desolation that in Britain
one associates with high and wild scenery. It was rather like a mosaic palace, rent
with earthquakes; or like a Dutch tulip garden blown to the stars with dynamite.
“It’s like Kew Gardens on Beachy Head,” said Ethel.
“It is our secret,” answered he, “the secret of the volcano; that is also the secret of
the revolution — that a thing can be violent and yet fruitful.”
“You are rather violent yourself,” and she smiled at him.
“And yet rather fruitless,” he admitted; “if I die tonight I die unmarried and a fool.”
“It is not my fault if you have come,” she said after a difficult silence.
“It is never your fault,” answered Muscari; “it was not your fault that Troy fell.”
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As they spoke they came under overwhelming cliffs that spread almost like wings
above a corner of peculiar peril. Shocked by the big shadow on the narrow ledge,
the horses stirred doubtfully. The driver leapt to the earth to hold their heads, and
they became ungovernable. One horse reared up to his full height — the titanic and
terrifying height of a horse when he becomes a biped. It was just enough to alter
the equilibrium; the whole coach heeled over like a ship and crashed through the
fringe of bushes over the cliff. Muscari threw an arm round Ethel, who clung to
him, and shouted aloud. It was for such moments that he lived.
At the moment when the gorgeous mountain walls went round the poet’s head like
a purple windmill a thing happened which was superficially even more startling.
The elderly and lethargic banker sprang erect in the coach and leapt over the
precipice before the tilted vehicle could take him there. In the first flash it looked
as wild as suicide; but in the second it was as sensible as a safe investment. The
Yorkshireman had evidently more promptitude, as well as more sagacity, than
Muscari had given him credit for; for he landed in a lap of land which might have
been specially padded with turf and clover to receive him. As it happened, indeed,
the whole company were equally lucky, if less dignified in their form of ejection.
Immediately under this abrupt turn of the road was a grassy and flowery hollow
like a sunken meadow; a sort of green velvet pocket in the long, green, trailing
garments of the hills. Into this they were all tipped or tumbled with little damage,
save that their smallest baggage and even the contents of their pockets were
scattered in the grass around them. The wrecked coach still hung above, entangled
in the tough hedge, and the horses plunged painfully down the slope. The first to
sit up was the little priest, who scratched his head with a face of foolish wonder.
Frank Harrogate heard him say to himself: “Now why on earth have we fallen just
here?”
He blinked at the litter around him, and recovered his own very clumsy umbrella.
Beyond it lay the broad sombrero fallen from the head of Muscari, and beside it a
sealed business letter which, after a glance at the address, he returned to the elder
Harrogate. On the other side of him the grass partly hid Miss Ethel’s sunshade, and
just beyond it lay a curious little glass bottle hardly two inches long. The priest
picked it up; in a quick, unobtrusive manner he uncorked and sniffed it, and his
heavy face turned the colour of clay.
“Heaven deliver us!” he muttered; “it can’t be hers! Has her sorrow come on her
already?” He slipped it into his own waistcoat pocket. “I think I’m justified,” he
said, “till I know a little more.”
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He gazed painfully at the girl, at that moment being raised out of the flowers by
Muscari, who was saying: “We have fallen into heaven; it is a sign. Mortals climb
up and they fall down; but it is only gods and goddesses who can fall upwards.”
And indeed she rose out of the sea of colours so beautiful and happy a vision that
the priest felt his suspicion shaken and shifted. “After all,” he thought, “perhaps
the poison isn’t hers; perhaps it’s one of Muscari’s melodramatic tricks.”
Muscari set the lady lightly on her feet, made her an absurdly theatrical bow, and
then, drawing his cutlass, hacked hard at the taut reins of the horses, so that they
scrambled to their feet and stood in the grass trembling. When he had done so, a
most remarkable thing occurred. A very quiet man, very poorly dressed and
extremely sunburnt, came out of the bushes and took hold of the horses’ heads. He
had a queer-shaped knife, very broad and crooked, buckled on his belt; there was
nothing else remarkable about him, except his sudden and silent appearance. The
poet asked him who he was, and he did not answer.
Looking around him at the confused and startled group in the hollow, Muscari then
perceived that another tanned and tattered man, with a short gun under his arm,
was looking at them from the ledge just below, leaning his elbows on the edge of
the turf. Then he looked up at the road from which they had fallen and saw,
looking down on them, the muzzles of four other carbines and four other brown
faces with bright but quite motionless eyes.
“The brigands!” cried Muscari, with a kind of monstrous gaiety. “This was a trap.
Ezza, if you will oblige me by shooting the coachman first, we can cut our way out
yet. There are only six of them.”
“The coachman,” said Ezza, who was standing grimly with his hands in his
pockets, “happens to be a servant of Mr Harrogate’s.”
“Then shoot him all the more,” cried the poet impatiently; “he was bribed to upset
his master. Then put the lady in the middle, and we will break the line up there —
with a rush.”
And, wading in wild grass and flowers, he advanced fearlessly on the four
carbines; but finding that no one followed except young Harrogate, he turned,
brandishing his cutlass to wave the others on. He beheld the courier still standing
slightly astride in the centre of the grassy ring, his hands in his pockets; and his
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lean, ironical Italian face seemed to grow longer and longer in the evening light.
“You thought, Muscari, I was the failure among our schoolfellows,” he said, “and
you thought you were the success. But I have succeeded more than you and fill a
bigger place in history. I have been acting epics while you have been writing
them.”
“Come on, I tell you!” thundered Muscari from above. “Will you stand there
talking nonsense about yourself with a woman to save and three strong men to
help you? What do you call yourself?”
“I call myself Montano,” cried the strange courier in a voice equally loud and full.
“I am the King of Thieves, and I welcome you all to my summer palace.”
And even as he spoke five more silent men with weapons ready came out of the
bushes, and looked towards him for their orders. One of them held a large paper in
his hand.
“This pretty little nest where we are all picnicking,” went on the courier-brigand,
with the same easy yet sinister smile, “is, together with some caves underneath it,
known by the name of the Paradise of Thieves. It is my principal stronghold on
these hills; for (as you have doubtless noticed) the eyrie is invisible both from the
road above and from the valley below. It is something better than impregnable; it
is unnoticeable. Here I mostly live, and here I shall certainly die, if the gendarmes
ever track me here. I am not the kind of criminal that ‘reserves his defence,’ but
the better kind that reserves his last bullet.”
All were staring at him thunderstruck and still, except Father Brown, who heaved a
huge sigh as of relief and fingered the little phial in his pocket. “Thank God!” he
muttered; “that’s much more probable. The poison belongs to this robber-chief, of
course. He carries it so that he may never be captured, like Cato.”
The King of Thieves was, however, continuing his address with the same kind of
dangerous politeness. “It only remains for me,” he said, “to explain to my guests
the social conditions upon which I have the pleasure of entertaining them. I need
not expound the quaint old ritual of ransom, which it is incumbent upon me to
keep up; and even this only applies to a part of the company. The Reverend Father
Brown and the celebrated Signor Muscari I shall release tomorrow at dawn and
escort to my outposts. Poets and priests, if you will pardon my simplicity of
speech, never have any money. And so (since it is impossible to get anything out
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of them), let us, seize the opportunity to show our admiration for classic literature
and our reverence for Holy Church.”
He paused with an unpleasing smile; and Father Brown blinked repeatedly at him,
and seemed suddenly to be listening with great attention. The brigand captain took
the large paper from the attendant brigand and, glancing over it, continued: “My
other intentions are clearly set forth in this public document, which I will hand
round in a moment; and which after that will be posted on a tree by every village
in the valley, and every cross-road in the hills. I will not weary you with the
verbalism, since you will be able to check it; the substance of my proclamation is
this: I announce first that I have captured the English millionaire, the colossus of
finance, Mr Samuel Harrogate. I next announce that I have found on his person
notes and bonds for two thousand pounds, which he has given up to me. Now since
it would be really immoral to announce such a thing to a credulous public if it had
not occurred, I suggest it should occur without further delay. I suggest that Mr
Harrogate senior should now give me the two thousand pounds in his pocket.”
The banker looked at him under lowering brows, red-faced and sulky, but
seemingly cowed. That leap from the failing carriage seemed to have used up his
last virility. He had held back in a hang-dog style when his son and Muscari had
made a bold movement to break out of the brigand trap. And now his red and
trembling hand went reluctantly to his breast-pocket, and passed a bundle of
papers and envelopes to the brigand.
“Excellent!” cried that outlaw gaily; “so far we are all cosy. I resume the points of
my proclamation, so soon to be published to all Italy. The third item is that of
ransom. I am asking from the friends of the Harrogate family a ransom of three
thousand pounds, which I am sure is almost insulting to that family in its moderate
estimate of their importance. Who would not pay triple this sum for another day’s
association with such a domestic circle? I will not conceal from you that the
document ends with certain legal phrases about the unpleasant things that may
happen if the money is not paid; but meanwhile, ladies and gentlemen, let me
assure you that I am comfortably off here for accommodation, wine and cigars,
and bid you for the present a sportsman-like welcome to the luxuries of the
Paradise of Thieves.”
All the time that he had been speaking, the dubious-looking men with carbines and
dirty slouch hats had been gathering silently in such preponderating numbers that
even Muscari was compelled to recognize his sally with the sword as hopeless. He
glanced around him; but the girl had already gone over to soothe and comfort her
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father, for her natural affection for his person was as strong or stronger than her
somewhat snobbish pride in his success. Muscari, with the illogicality of a lover,
admired this filial devotion, and yet was irritated by it. He slapped his sword back
in the scabbard and went and flung himself somewhat sulkily on one of the green
banks. The priest sat down within a yard or two, and Muscari turned his aquiline
nose on him in an instantaneous irritation.
“Well,” said the poet tartly, “do people still think me too romantic? Are there, I
wonder, any brigands left in the mountains?”
“There may be,” said Father Brown agnostically.
“What do you mean?” asked the other sharply.
“I mean I am puzzled,” replied the priest. “I am puzzled about Ezza or Montano,
or whatever his name is. He seems to me much more inexplicable as a brigand
even than he was as a courier.”
“But in what way?” persisted his companion. “Santa Maria! I should have thought
the brigand was plain enough.”
“I find three curious difficulties,” said the priest in a quiet voice. “I should like to
have your opinion on them. First of all I must tell you I was lunching in that
restaurant at the seaside. As four of you left the room, you and Miss Harrogate
went ahead, talking and laughing; the banker and the courier came behind,
speaking sparely and rather low. But I could not help hearing Ezza say these words
— ‘Well, let her have a little fun; you know the blow may smash her any minute.’
Mr Harrogate answered nothing; so the words must have had some meaning. On
the impulse of the moment I warned her brother that she might be in peril; I said
nothing of its nature, for I did not know. But if it meant this capture in the hills, the
thing is nonsense. Why should the brigand-courier warn his patron, even by a hint,
when it was his whole purpose to lure him into the mountain-mousetrap? It could
not have meant that. But if not, what is this disaster, known both to courier and
banker, which hangs over Miss Harrogate’s head?”
“Disaster to Miss Harrogate!” ejaculated the poet, sitting up with some ferocity.
“Explain yourself; go on.”
“All my riddles, however, revolve round our bandit chief,” resumed the priest
reflectively. “And here is the second of them. Why did he put so prominently in
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his demand for ransom the fact that he had taken two thousand pounds from his
victim on the spot? It had no faintest tendency to evoke the ransom. Quite the
other way, in fact. Harrogate’s friends would be far likelier to fear for his fate if
they thought the thieves were poor and desperate. Yet the spoliation on the spot
was emphasized and even put first in the demand. Why should Ezza Montano want
so specially to tell all Europe that he had picked the pocket before he levied the
blackmail?”
“I cannot imagine,” said Muscari, rubbing up his black hair for once with an
unaffected gesture. “You may think you enlighten me, but you are leading me
deeper in the dark. What may be the third objection to the King of the Thieves?”
“The third objection,” said Father Brown, still in meditation, “is this bank we are
sitting on. Why does our brigand-courier call this his chief fortress and the
Paradise of Thieves? It is certainly a soft spot to fall on and a sweet spot to look at.
It is also quite true, as he says, that it is invisible from valley and peak, and is
therefore a hiding-place. But it is not a fortress. It never could be a fortress. I think
it would be the worst fortress in the world. For it is actually commanded from
above by the common high-road across the mountains — the very place where the
police would most probably pass. Why, five shabby short guns held us helpless
here about half an hour ago. The quarter of a company of any kind of soldiers
could have blown us over the precipice. Whatever is the meaning of this odd little
nook of grass and flowers, it is not an entrenched position. It is something else; it
has some other strange sort of importance; some value that I do not understand. It
is more like an accidental theatre or a natural green-room; it is like the scene for
some romantic comedy; it is like . . .”
As the little priest’s words lengthened and lost themselves in a dull and dreamy
sincerity, Muscari, whose animal senses were alert and impatient, heard a new
noise in the mountains. Even for him the sound was as yet very small and faint; but
he could have sworn the evening breeze bore with it something like the pulsation
of horses’ hoofs and a distant hallooing.
At the same moment, and long before the vibration had touched the lessexperienced English ears, Montano the brigand ran up the bank above them and
stood in the broken hedge, steadying himself against a tree and peering down the
road. He was a strange figure as he stood there, for he had assumed a flapped
fantastic hat and swinging baldric and cutlass in his capacity of bandit king, but the
bright prosaic tweed of the courier showed through in patches all over him.
The next moment he turned his olive, sneering face and made a movement with his
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hand. The brigands scattered at the signal, not in confusion, but in what was
evidently a kind of guerrilla discipline. Instead of occupying the road along the
ridge, they sprinkled themselves along the side of it behind the trees and the hedge,
as if watching unseen for an enemy. The noise beyond grew stronger, beginning to
shake the mountain road, and a voice could be clearly heard calling out orders. The
brigands swayed and huddled, cursing and whispering, and the evening air was full
of little metallic noises as they cocked their pistols, or loosened their knives, or
trailed their scabbards over the stones. Then the noises from both quarters seemed
to meet on the road above; branches broke, horses neighed, men cried out.
“A rescue!” cried Muscari, springing to his feet and waving his hat; “the
gendarmes are on them! Now for freedom and a blow for it! Now to be rebels
against robbers! Come, don’t let us leave everything to the police; that is so
dreadfully modern. Fall on the rear of these ruffians. The gendarmes are rescuing
us; come, friends, let us rescue the gendarmes!”
And throwing his hat over the trees, he drew his cutlass once more and began to
escalade the slope up to the road. Frank Harrogate jumped up and ran across to
help him, revolver in hand, but was astounded to hear himself imperatively
recalled by the raucous voice of his father, who seemed to be in great agitation.
“I won’t have it,” said the banker in a choking voice; “I command you not to
interfere.”
“But, father,” said Frank very warmly, “an Italian gentleman has led the way. You
wouldn’t have it said that the English hung back.”
“It is useless,” said the older man, who was trembling violently, “it is useless. We
must submit to our lot.”
Father Brown looked at the banker; then he put his hand instinctively as if on his
heart, but really on the little bottle of poison; and a great light came into his face
like the light of the revelation of death.
Muscari meanwhile, without waiting for support, had crested the bank up to the
road, and struck the brigand king heavily on the shoulder, causing him to stagger
and swing round. Montano also had his cutlass unsheathed, and Muscari, without
further speech, sent a slash at his head which he was compelled to catch and parry.
But even as the two short blades crossed and clashed the King of Thieves
deliberately dropped his point and laughed.
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“What’s the good, old man?” he said in spirited Italian slang; “this damned farce
will soon be over.”
“What do you mean, you shuffler?” panted the fire-eating poet. “Is your courage a
sham as well as your honesty?”
“Everything about me is a sham,” responded the ex-courier in complete good
humour. “I am an actor; and if I ever had a private character, I have forgotten it. I
am no more a genuine brigand than I am a genuine courier. I am only a bundle of
masks, and you can’t fight a duel with that.” And he laughed with boyish pleasure
and fell into his old straddling attitude, with his back to the skirmish up the road.
Darkness was deepening under the mountain walls, and it was not easy to discern
much of the progress of the struggle, save that tall men were pushing their horses’
muzzles through a clinging crowd of brigands, who seemed more inclined to
harass and hustle the invaders than to kill them. It was more like a town crowd
preventing the passage of the police than anything the poet had ever pictured as the
last stand of doomed and outlawed men of blood. Just as he was rolling his eyes in
bewilderment he felt a touch on his elbow, and found the odd little priest standing
there like a small Noah with a large hat, and requesting the favour of a word or
two.
“Signor Muscari,” said the cleric, “in this queer crisis personalities may be
pardoned. I may tell you without offence of a way in which you will do more good
than by helping the gendarmes, who are bound to break through in any case. You
will permit me the impertinent intimacy, but do you care about that girl? Care
enough to marry her and make her a good husband, I mean?”
“Yes,” said the poet quite simply.
“Does she care about you?”
“I think so,” was the equally grave reply.
“Then go over there and offer yourself,” said the priest: “offer her everything you
can; offer her heaven and earth if you’ve got them. The time is short.”
“Why?” asked the astonished man of letters.
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“Because,” said Father Brown, “her Doom is coming up the road.”
“Nothing is coming up the road,” argued Muscari, “except the rescue.”
“Well, you go over there,” said his adviser, “and be ready to rescue her from the
rescue.”
Almost as he spoke the hedges were broken all along the ridge by a rush of the
escaping brigands. They dived into bushes and thick grass like defeated men
pursued; and the great cocked hats of the mounted gendarmerie were seen passing
along above the broken hedge. Another order was given; there was a noise of
dismounting, and a tall officer with cocked hat, a grey imperial, and a paper in his
hand appeared in the gap that was the gate of the Paradise of Thieves. There was a
momentary silence, broken in an extraordinary way by the banker, who cried out
in a hoarse and strangled voice: “Robbed! I’ve been robbed!”
“Why, that was hours ago,” cried his son in astonishment: “when you were robbed
of two thousand pounds.”
“Not of two thousand pounds,” said the financier, with an abrupt and terrible
composure, “only of a small bottle.”
The policeman with the grey imperial was striding across the green hollow.
Encountering the King of the Thieves in his path, he clapped him on the shoulder
with something between a caress and a buffet and gave him a push that sent him
staggering away. “You’ll get into trouble, too,” he said, “if you play these tricks.”
Again to Muscari’s artistic eye it seemed scarcely like the capture of a great
outlaw at bay. Passing on, the policeman halted before the Harrogate group and
said: “Samuel Harrogate, I arrest you in the name of the law for embezzlement of
the funds of the Hull and Huddersfield Bank.”
The great banker nodded with an odd air of business assent, seemed to reflect a
moment, and before they could interpose took a half turn and a step that brought
him to the edge of the outer mountain wall. Then, flinging up his hands, he leapt
exactly as he leapt out of the coach. But this time he did not fall into a little
meadow just beneath; he fell a thousand feet below, to become a wreck of bones in
the valley.
The anger of the Italian policeman, which he expressed volubly to Father Brown,
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was largely mixed with admiration. “It was like him to escape us at last,” he said.
“He was a great brigand if you like. This last trick of his I believe to be absolutely
unprecedented. He fled with the company’s money to Italy, and actually got
himself captured by sham brigands in his own pay, so as to explain both the
disappearance of the money and the disappearance of himself. That demand for
ransom was really taken seriously by most of the police. But for years he’s been
doing things as good as that, quite as good as that. He will be a serious loss to his
family.”
Muscari was leading away the unhappy daughter, who held hard to him, as she did
for many a year after. But even in that tragic wreck he could not help having a
smile and a hand of half-mocking friendship for the indefensible Ezza Montano.
“And where are you going next?” he asked him over his shoulder.
“Birmingham,” answered the actor, puffing a cigarette. “Didn’t I tell you I was a
Futurist? I really do believe in those things if I believe in anything. Change, bustle
and new things every morning. I am going to Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Hull,
Huddersfield, Glasgow, Chicago — in short, to enlightened, energetic, civilized
society!”
“In short,” said Muscari, “to the real Paradise of Thieves.”

The Duel of Dr Hirsch
M. MAURICE BRUN and M. Armand Armagnac were crossing the sunlit Champs
Elysee with a kind of vivacious respectability. They were both short, brisk and
bold. They both had black beards that did not seem to belong to their faces, after
the strange French fashion which makes real hair look like artificial. M. Brun had
a dark wedge of beard apparently affixed under his lower lip. M. Armagnac, by
way of a change, had two beards; one sticking out from each corner of his
emphatic chin. They were both young. They were both atheists, with a depressing
fixity of outlook but great mobility of exposition. They were both pupils of the
great Dr Hirsch, scientist, publicist and moralist.
M. Brun had become prominent by his proposal that the common expression
“Adieu” should be obliterated from all the French classics, and a slight fine
imposed for its use in private life. “Then,” he said, “the very name of your
imagined God will have echoed for the last time in the ear of man.” M. Armagnac
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specialized rather in a resistance to militarism, and wished the chorus of the
Marseillaise altered from “Aux armes, citoyens” to “Aux greves, citoyens”. But
his antimilitarism was of a peculiar and Gallic sort. An eminent and very wealthy
English Quaker, who had come to see him to arrange for the disarmament of the
whole planet, was rather distressed by Armagnac’s proposal that (by way of
beginning) the soldiers should shoot their officers.
And indeed it was in this regard that the two men differed most from their leader
and father in philosophy. Dr Hirsch, though born in France and covered with the
most triumphant favours of French education, was temperamentally of another
type — mild, dreamy, humane; and, despite his sceptical system, not devoid of
transcendentalism. He was, in short, more like a German than a Frenchman; and
much as they admired him, something in the subconsciousness of these Gauls was
irritated at his pleading for peace in so peaceful a manner. To their party
throughout Europe, however, Paul Hirsch was a saint of science. His large and
daring cosmic theories advertised his austere life and innocent, if somewhat frigid,
morality; he held something of the position of Darwin doubled with the position of
Tolstoy. But he was neither an anarchist nor an antipatriot; his views on
disarmament were moderate and evolutionary — the Republican Government put
considerable confidence in him as to various chemical improvements. He had
lately even discovered a noiseless explosive, the secret of which the Government
was carefully guarding.
His house stood in a handsome street near the Elysee — a street which in that
strong summer seemed almost as full of foliage as the park itself; a row of
chestnuts shattered the sunshine, interrupted only in one place where a large cafe
ran out into the street. Almost opposite to this were the white and green blinds of
the great scientist’s house, an iron balcony, also painted green, running along in
front of the first-floor windows. Beneath this was the entrance into a kind of court,
gay with shrubs and tiles, into which the two Frenchmen passed in animated talk.
The door was opened to them by the doctor’s old servant, Simon, who might very
well have passed for a doctor himself, having a strict suit of black, spectacles, grey
hair, and a confidential manner. In fact, he was a far more presentable man of
science than his master, Dr Hirsch, who was a forked radish of a fellow, with just
enough bulb of a head to make his body insignificant. With all the gravity of a
great physician handling a prescription, Simon handed a letter to M. Armagnac.
That gentleman ripped it up with a racial impatience, and rapidly read the
following:
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I cannot come down to speak to you. There is a man in this house whom I
refuse to meet. He is a Chauvinist officer, Dubosc. He is sitting on the stairs.
He has been kicking the furniture about in all the other rooms; I have locked
myself in my study, opposite that cafe. If you love me, go over to the cafe
and wait at one of the tables outside. I will try to send him over to you. I
want you to answer him and deal with him. I cannot meet him myself. I
cannot: I will not.
There is going to be another Dreyfus case.
P. HIRSCH
M. Armagnac looked at M. Brun. M. Brun borrowed the letter, read it, and looked
at M. Armagnac. Then both betook themselves briskly to one of the little tables
under the chestnuts opposite, where they procured two tall glasses of horrible
green absinthe, which they could drink apparently in any weather and at any time.
Otherwise the cafe seemed empty, except for one soldier drinking coffee at one
table, and at another a large man drinking a small syrup and a priest drinking
nothing.
Maurice Brun cleared his throat and said: “Of course we must help the master in
every way, but — ”
There was an abrupt silence, and Armagnac said: “He may have excellent reasons
for not meeting the man himself, but — ”
Before either could complete a sentence, it was evident that the invader had been
expelled from the house opposite. The shrubs under the archway swayed and burst
apart, as that unwelcome guest was shot out of them like a cannon-ball.
He was a sturdy figure in a small and tilted Tyrolean felt hat, a figure that had
indeed something generally Tyrolean about it. The man’s shoulders were big and
broad, but his legs were neat and active in knee-breeches and knitted stockings.
His face was brown like a nut; he had very bright and restless brown eyes; his dark
hair was brushed back stiffly in front and cropped close behind, outlining a square
and powerful skull; and he had a huge black moustache like the horns of a bison.
Such a substantial head is generally based on a bull neck; but this was hidden by a
big coloured scarf, swathed round up the man’s ears and falling in front inside his
jacket like a sort of fancy waistcoat. It was a scarf of strong dead colours, dark red
and old gold and purple, probably of Oriental fabrication. Altogether the man had
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something a shade barbaric about him; more like a Hungarian squire than an
ordinary French officer. His French, however, was obviously that of a native; and
his French patriotism was so impulsive as to be slightly absurd. His first act when
he burst out of the archway was to call in a clarion voice down the street: “Are
there any Frenchmen here?” as if he were calling for Christians in Mecca.
Armagnac and Brun instantly stood up; but they were too late. Men were already
running from the street corners; there was a small but ever-clustering crowd. With
the prompt French instinct for the politics of the street, the man with the black
moustache had already run across to a corner of the cafe, sprung on one of the
tables, and seizing a branch of chestnut to steady himself, shouted as Camille
Desmoulins once shouted when he scattered the oak-leaves among the populace.
“Frenchmen!” he volleyed; “I cannot speak! God help me, that is why I am
speaking! The fellows in their filthy parliaments who learn to speak also learn to
be silent — silent as that spy cowering in the house opposite! Silent as he is when I
beat on his bedroom door! Silent as he is now, though he hears my voice across
this street and shakes where he sits! Oh, they can be silent eloquently — the
politicians! But the time has come when we that cannot speak must speak. You are
betrayed to the Prussians. Betrayed at this moment. Betrayed by that man. I am
Jules Dubosc, Colonel of Artillery, Belfort. We caught a German spy in the
Vosges yesterday, and a paper was found on him — a paper I hold in my hand.
Oh, they tried to hush it up; but I took it direct to the man who wrote it — the man
in that house! It is in his hand. It is signed with his initials. It is a direction for
finding the secret of this new Noiseless Powder. Hirsch invented it; Hirsch wrote
this note about it. This note is in German, and was found in a German’s pocket.
‘Tell the man the formula for powder is in grey envelope in first drawer to the left
of Secretary’s desk, War Office, in red ink. He must be careful. P.H.’”
He rattled short sentences like a quick-firing gun, but he was plainly the sort of
man who is either mad or right. The mass of the crowd was Nationalist, and
already in threatening uproar; and a minority of equally angry Intellectuals, led by
Armagnac and Brun, only made the majority more militant.
“If this is a military secret,” shouted Brun, “why do you yell about it in the street?”
“I will tell you why I do!” roared Dubosc above the roaring crowd. “I went to this
man in straight and civil style. If he had any explanation it could have been given
in complete confidence. He refuses to explain. He refers me to two strangers in a
cafe as to two flunkeys. He has thrown me out of the house, but I am going back
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into it, with the people of Paris behind me!”
A shout seemed to shake the very facade of mansions and two stones flew, one
breaking a window above the balcony. The indignant Colonel plunged once more
under the archway and was heard crying and thundering inside. Every instant the
human sea grew wider and wider; it surged up against the rails and steps of the
traitor’s house; it was already certain that the place would be burst into like the
Bastille, when the broken french window opened and Dr Hirsch came out on the
balcony. For an instant the fury half turned to laughter; for he was an absurd figure
in such a scene. His long bare neck and sloping shoulders were the shape of a
champagne bottle, but that was the only festive thing about him. His coat hung on
him as on a peg; he wore his carrot-coloured hair long and weedy; his cheeks and
chin were fully fringed with one of those irritating beards that begin far from the
mouth. He was very pale, and he wore blue spectacles.
Livid as he was, he spoke with a sort of prim decision, so that the mob fell silent in
the middle of his third sentence.
“. . . only two things to say to you now. The first is to my foes, the second to my
friends. To my foes I say: It is true I will not meet M. Dubosc, though he is
storming outside this very room. It is true I have asked two other men to confront
him for me. And I will tell you why! Because I will not and must not see him —
because it would be against all rules of dignity and honour to see him. Before I am
triumphantly cleared before a court, there is another arbitration this gentleman
owes me as a gentleman, and in referring him to my seconds I am strictly — ”
Armagnac and Brun were waving their hats wildly, and even the Doctor’s enemies
roared applause at this unexpected defiance. Once more a few sentences were
inaudible, but they could hear him say: “To my friends — I myself should always
prefer weapons purely intellectual, and to these an evolved humanity will certainly
confine itself. But our own most precious truth is the fundamental force of matter
and heredity. My books are successful; my theories are unrefuted; but I suffer in
politics from a prejudice almost physical in the French. I cannot speak like
Clemenceau and Deroulede, for their words are like echoes of their pistols. The
French ask for a duellist as the English ask for a sportsman. Well, I give my
proofs: I will pay this barbaric bribe, and then go back to reason for the rest of my
life.”
Two men were instantly found in the crowd itself to offer their services to Colonel
Dubosc, who came out presently, satisfied. One was the common soldier with the
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coffee, who said simply: “I will act for you, sir. I am the Duc de Valognes.” The
other was the big man, whom his friend the priest sought at first to dissuade; and
then walked away alone.
In the early evening a light dinner was spread at the back of the Cafe
Charlemagne. Though unroofed by any glass or gilt plaster, the guests were nearly
all under a delicate and irregular roof of leaves; for the ornamental trees stood so
thick around and among the tables as to give something of the dimness and the
dazzle of a small orchard. At one of the central tables a very stumpy little priest sat
in complete solitude, and applied himself to a pile of whitebait with the gravest
sort of enjoyment. His daily living being very plain, he had a peculiar taste for
sudden and isolated luxuries; he was an abstemious epicure. He did not lift his
eyes from his plate, round which red pepper, lemons, brown bread and butter, etc.,
were rigidly ranked, until a tall shadow fell across the table, and his friend
Flambeau sat down opposite. Flambeau was gloomy.
“I’m afraid I must chuck this business,” said he heavily. “I’m all on the side of the
French soldiers like Dubosc, and I’m all against the French atheists like Hirsch;
but it seems to me in this case we’ve made a mistake. The Duke and I thought it as
well to investigate the charge, and I must say I’m glad we did.”
“Is the paper a forgery, then?” asked the priest
“That’s just the odd thing,” replied Flambeau. “It’s exactly like Hirsch’s writing,
and nobody can point out any mistake in it. But it wasn’t written by Hirsch. If he’s
a French patriot he didn’t write it, because it gives information to Germany. And if
he’s a German spy he didn’t write it, well — because it doesn’t give information to
Germany.”
“You mean the information is wrong?” asked Father Brown.
“Wrong,” replied the other, “and wrong exactly where Dr Hirsch would have been
right — about the hiding-place of his own secret formula in his own official
department. By favour of Hirsch and the authorities, the Duke and I have actually
been allowed to inspect the secret drawer at the War Office where the Hirsch
formula is kept. We are the only people who have ever known it, except the
inventor himself and the Minister for War; but the Minister permitted it to save
Hirsch from fighting. After that we really can’t support Dubosc if his revelation is
a mare’s nest.”
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“And it is?” asked Father Brown.
“It is,” said his friend gloomily. “It is a clumsy forgery by somebody who knew
nothing of the real hiding-place. It says the paper is in the cupboard on the right of
the Secretary’s desk. As a fact the cupboard with the secret drawer is some way to
the left of the desk. It says the grey envelope contains a long document written in
red ink. It isn’t written in red ink, but in ordinary black ink. It’s manifestly absurd
to say that Hirsch can have made a mistake about a paper that nobody knew of but
himself; or can have tried to help a foreign thief by telling him to fumble in the
wrong drawer. I think we must chuck it up and apologize to old Carrots.”
Father Brown seemed to cogitate; he lifted a little whitebait on his fork. “You are
sure the grey envelope was in the left cupboard?” he asked.
“Positive,” replied Flambeau. “The grey envelope — it was a white envelope
really — was — ”
Father Brown put down the small silver fish and the fork and stared across at his
companion. “What?” he asked, in an altered voice.
“Well, what?” repeated Flambeau, eating heartily.
“It was not grey,” said the priest. “Flambeau, you frighten me.”
“What the deuce are you frightened of?”
“I’m frightened of a white envelope,” said the other seriously, “If it had only just
been grey! Hang it all, it might as well have been grey. But if it was white, the
whole business is black. The Doctor has been dabbling in some of the old
brimstone after all.”
“But I tell you he couldn’t have written such a note!” cried Flambeau. “The note is
utterly wrong about the facts. And innocent or guilty, Dr Hirsch knew all about the
facts.”
“The man who wrote that note knew all about the facts,” said his clerical
companion soberly. “He could never have got ’em so wrong without knowing
about ’em. You have to know an awful lot to be wrong on every subject — like the
devil.”
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“Do you mean — ?”
“I mean a man telling lies on chance would have told some of the truth,” said his
friend firmly. “Suppose someone sent you to find a house with a green door and a
blue blind, with a front garden but no back garden, with a dog but no cat, and
where they drank coffee but not tea. You would say if you found no such house
that it was all made up. But I say no. I say if you found a house where the door
was blue and the blind green, where there was a back garden and no front garden,
where cats were common and dogs instantly shot, where tea was drunk in quarts
and coffee forbidden — then you would know you had found the house. The man
must have known that particular house to be so accurately inaccurate.”
“But what could it mean?” demanded the diner opposite.
“I can’t conceive,” said Brown; “I don’t understand this Hirsch affair at all. As
long as it was only the left drawer instead of the right, and red ink instead of black,
I thought it must be the chance blunders of a forger, as you say. But three is a
mystical number; it finishes things. It finishes this. That the direction about the
drawer, the colour of ink, the colour of envelope, should none of them be right by
accident, that can’t be a coincidence. It wasn’t.”
“What was it, then? Treason?” asked Flambeau, resuming his dinner.
“I don’t know that either,” answered Brown, with a face of blank bewilderment.
“The only thing I can think of . . . Well, I never understood that Dreyfus case. I can
always grasp moral evidence easier than the other sorts. I go by a man’s eyes and
voice, don’t you know, and whether his family seems happy, and by what subjects
he chooses — and avoids. Well, I was puzzled in the Dreyfus case. Not by the
horrible things imputed both ways; I know (though it’s not modern to say so) that
human nature in the highest places is still capable of being Cenci or Borgia. No —
what puzzled me was the sincerity of both parties. I don’t mean the political
parties; the rank and file are always roughly honest, and often duped. I mean the
persons of the play. I mean the conspirators, if they were conspirators. I mean the
traitor, if he was a traitor. I mean the men who must have known the truth. Now
Dreyfus went on like a man who knew he was a wronged man. And yet the French
statesmen and soldiers went on as if they knew he wasn’t a wronged man but
simply a wrong ’un. I don’t mean they behaved well; I mean they behaved as if
they were sure. I can’t describe these things; I know what I mean.”
“I wish I did,” said his friend. “And what has it to do with old Hirsch?”
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“Suppose a person in a position of trust,” went on the priest, “began to give the
enemy information because it was false information. Suppose he even thought he
was saving his country by misleading the foreigner. Suppose this brought him into
spy circles, and little loans were made to him, and little ties tied on to him.
Suppose he kept up his contradictory position in a confused way by never telling
the foreign spies the truth, but letting it more and more be guessed. The better part
of him (what was left of it) would still say: ‘I have not helped the enemy; I said it
was the left drawer.’ The meaner part of him would already be saying: ‘But they
may have the sense to see that means the right.’ I think it is psychologically
possible — in an enlightened age, you know.”
“It may be psychologically possible,” answered Flambeau, “and it certainly would
explain Dreyfus being certain he was wronged and his judges being sure he was
guilty. But it won’t wash historically, because Dreyfus’s document (if it was his
document) was literally correct.”
“I wasn’t thinking of Dreyfus,” said Father Brown.
Silence had sunk around them with the emptying of the tables; it was already late,
though the sunlight still clung to everything, as if accidentally entangled in the
trees. In the stillness Flambeau shifted his seat sharply — making an isolated and
echoing noise — and threw his elbow over the angle of it. “Well,” he said, rather
harshly, “if Hirsch is not better than a timid treason-monger . . .”
“You mustn’t be too hard on them,” said Father Brown gently. “It’s not entirely
their fault; but they have no instincts. I mean those things that make a woman
refuse to dance with a man or a man to touch an investment. They’ve been taught
that it’s all a matter of degree.”
“Anyhow,” cried Flambeau impatiently, “he’s not a patch on my principal; and I
shall go through with it. Old Dubosc may be a bit mad, but he’s a sort of patriot
after all.”
Father Brown continued to consume whitebait.
Something in the stolid way he did so caused Flambeau’s fierce black eyes to
ramble over his companion afresh. “What’s the matter with you?” Flambeau
demanded. “Dubosc’s all right in that way. You don’t doubt him?”
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“My friend,” said the small priest, laying down his knife and fork in a kind of cold
despair, “I doubt everything. Everything, I mean, that has happened today. I doubt
the whole story, though it has been acted before my face. I doubt every sight that
my eyes have seen since morning. There is something in this business quite
different from the ordinary police mystery where one man is more or less lying
and the other man more or less telling the truth. Here both men . . . Well! I’ve told
you the only theory I can think of that could satisfy anybody. It doesn’t satisfy me.”
“Nor me either,” replied Flambeau frowning, while the other went on eating fish
with an air of entire resignation. “If all you can suggest is that notion of a message
conveyed by contraries, I call it uncommonly clever, but . . . well, what would you
call it?”
“I should call it thin,” said the priest promptly. “I should call it uncommonly thin.
But that’s the queer thing about the whole business. The lie is like a schoolboy’s.
There are only three versions, Dubosc’s and Hirsch’s and that fancy of mine.
Either that note was written by a French officer to ruin a French official; or it was
written by the French official to help German officers; or it was written by the
French official to mislead German officers. Very well. You’d expect a secret paper
passing between such people, officials or officers, to look quite different from that.
You’d expect, probably a cipher, certainly abbreviations; most certainly scientific
and strictly professional terms. But this thing’s elaborately simple, like a penny
dreadful: ‘In the purple grotto you will find the golden casket.’ It looks as if . . . as
if it were meant to be seen through at once.”
Almost before they could take it in a short figure in French uniform had walked up
to their table like the wind, and sat down with a sort of thump.
“I have extraordinary news,” said the Duc de Valognes. “I have just come from
this Colonel of ours. He is packing up to leave the country, and he asks us to make
his excuses sur le terrain.”
“What?” cried Flambeau, with an incredulity quite frightful — “apologize?”
“Yes,” said the Duke gruffly; “then and there — before everybody — when the
swords are drawn. And you and I have to do it while he is leaving the country.”
“But what can this mean?” cried Flambeau. “He can’t be afraid of that little
Hirsch! Confound it!” he cried, in a kind of rational rage; “nobody could be afraid
of Hirsch!”
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“I believe it’s some plot!” snapped Valognes — “some plot of the Jews and
Freemasons. It’s meant to work up glory for Hirsch . . .”
The face of Father Brown was commonplace, but curiously contented; it could
shine with ignorance as well as with knowledge. But there was always one flash
when the foolish mask fell, and the wise mask fitted itself in its place; and
Flambeau, who knew his friend, knew that his friend had suddenly understood.
Brown said nothing, but finished his plate of fish.
“Where did you last see our precious Colonel?” asked Flambeau, irritably.
“He’s round at the Hotel Saint Louis by the Elysee, where we drove with him.
He’s packing up, I tell you.”
“Will he be there still, do you think?” asked Flambeau, frowning at the table.
“I don’t think he can get away yet,” replied the Duke; “he’s packing to go a long
journey . . .”
“No,” said Father Brown, quite simply, but suddenly standing up, “for a very short
journey. For one of the shortest, in fact. But we may still be in time to catch him if
we go there in a motor-cab.”
Nothing more could be got out of him until the cab swept round the corner by the
Hotel Saint Louis, where they got out, and he led the party up a side lane already
in deep shadow with the growing dusk. Once, when the Duke impatiently asked
whether Hirsch was guilty of treason or not, he answered rather absently: “No;
only of ambition — like Caesar.” Then he somewhat inconsequently added: “He
lives a very lonely life; he has had to do everything for himself.”
“Well, if he’s ambitious, he ought to be satisfied now,” said Flambeau rather
bitterly. “All Paris will cheer him now our cursed Colonel has turned tail.”
“Don’t talk so loud,” said Father Brown, lowering his voice, “your cursed Colonel
is just in front.”
The other two started and shrank farther back into the shadow of the wall, for the
sturdy figure of their runaway principal could indeed be seen shuffling along in the
twilight in front, a bag in each hand. He looked much the same as when they first
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saw him, except that he had changed his picturesque mountaineering knickers for a
conventional pair of trousers. It was clear he was already escaping from the hotel.
The lane down which they followed him was one of those that seem to be at the
back of things, and look like the wrong side of the stage scenery. A colourless,
continuous wall ran down one flank of it, interrupted at intervals by dull-hued and
dirt-stained doors, all shut fast and featureless save for the chalk scribbles of some
passing gamin. The tops of trees, mostly rather depressing evergreens, showed at
intervals over the top of the wall, and beyond them in the grey and purple
gloaming could be seen the back of some long terrace of tall Parisian houses,
really comparatively close, but somehow looking as inaccessible as a range of
marble mountains. On the other side of the lane ran the high gilt railings of a
gloomy park.
Flambeau was looking round him in rather a weird way. “Do you know,” he said,
“there is something about this place that — ”
“Hullo!” called out the Duke sharply; “that fellow’s disappeared. Vanished, like a
blasted fairy!”
“He has a key,” explained their clerical friend. “He’s only gone into one of these
garden doors,” and as he spoke they heard one of the dull wooden doors close
again with a click in front of them.
Flambeau strode up to the door thus shut almost in his face, and stood in front of it
for a moment, biting his black moustache in a fury of curiosity. Then he threw up
his long arms and swung himself aloft like a monkey and stood on the top of the
wall, his enormous figure dark against the purple sky, like the dark tree-tops.
The Duke looked at the priest. “Dubosc’s escape is more elaborate than we
thought,” he said; “but I suppose he is escaping from France.”
“He is escaping from everywhere,” answered Father Brown.
Valognes’s eyes brightened, but his voice sank. “Do you mean suicide?” he asked.
“You will not find his body,” replied the other.
A kind of cry came from Flambeau on the wall above. “My God,” he exclaimed in
French, “I know what this place is now! Why, it’s the back of the street where old
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Hirsch lives. I thought I could recognize the back of a house as well as the back of
a man.”
“And Dubosc’s gone in there!” cried the Duke, smiting his hip. “Why, they’ll meet
after all!” And with sudden Gallic vivacity he hopped up on the wall beside
Flambeau and sat there positively kicking his legs with excitement. The priest
alone remained below, leaning against the wall, with his back to the whole theatre
of events, and looking wistfully across to the park palings and the twinkling, twilit
trees.
The Duke, however stimulated, had the instincts of an aristocrat, and desired rather
to stare at the house than to spy on it; but Flambeau, who had the instincts of a
burglar (and a detective), had already swung himself from the wall into the fork of
a straggling tree from which he could crawl quite close to the only illuminated
window in the back of the high dark house. A red blind had been pulled down over
the light, but pulled crookedly, so that it gaped on one side, and by risking his neck
along a branch that looked as treacherous as a twig, Flambeau could just see
Colonel Dubosc walking about in a brilliantly-lighted and luxurious bedroom. But
close as Flambeau was to the house, he heard the words of his colleagues by the
wall, and repeated them in a low voice.
“Yes, they will meet now after all!”
“They will never meet,” said Father Brown. “Hirsch was right when he said that in
such an affair the principals must not meet. Have you read a queer psychological
story by Henry James, of two persons who so perpetually missed meeting each
other by accident that they began to feel quite frightened of each other, and to
think it was fate? This is something of the kind, but more curious.”
“There are people in Paris who will cure them of such morbid fancies,” said
Valognes vindictively. “They will jolly well have to meet if we capture them and
force them to fight.”
“They will not meet on the Day of Judgement,” said the priest. “If God Almighty
held the truncheon of the lists, if St Michael blew the trumpet for the swords to
cross — even then, if one of them stood ready, the other would not come.”
“Oh, what does all this mysticism mean?” cried the Duc de Valognes, impatiently;
“why on earth shouldn’t they meet like other people?”
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“They are the opposite of each other,” said Father Brown, with a queer kind of
smile. “They contradict each other. They cancel out, so to speak.”
He continued to gaze at the darkening trees opposite, but Valognes turned his head
sharply at a suppressed exclamation from Flambeau. That investigator, peering
into the lighted room, had just seen the Colonel, after a pace or two, proceed to
take his coat off. Flambeau’s first thought was that this really looked like a fight;
but he soon dropped the thought for another. The solidity and squareness of
Dubosc’s chest and shoulders was all a powerful piece of padding and came off
with his coat. In his shirt and trousers he was a comparatively slim gentleman, who
walked across the bedroom to the bathroom with no more pugnacious purpose than
that of washing himself. He bent over a basin, dried his dripping hands and face on
a towel, and turned again so that the strong light fell on his face. His brown
complexion had gone, his big black moustache had gone; he — was clean-shaven
and very pale. Nothing remained of the Colonel but his bright, hawk-like, brown
eyes. Under the wall Father Brown was going on in heavy meditation, as if to
himself.
“It is all just like what I was saying to Flambeau. These opposites won’t do. They
don’t work. They don’t fight. If it’s white instead of black, and solid instead of
liquid, and so on all along the line — then there’s something wrong, Monsieur,
there’s something wrong. One of these men is fair and the other dark, one stout
and the other slim, one strong and the other weak. One has a moustache and no
beard, so you can’t see his mouth; the other has a beard and no moustache, so you
can’t see his chin. One has hair cropped to his skull, but a scarf to hide his neck;
the other has low shirt-collars, but long hair to hide his skull. It’s all too neat and
correct, Monsieur, and there’s something wrong. Things made so opposite are
things that cannot quarrel. Wherever the one sticks out the other sinks in. Like a
face and a mask, like a lock and a key . . .”
Flambeau was peering into the house with a visage as white as a sheet. The
occupant of the room was standing with his back to him, but in front of a lookingglass, and had already fitted round his face a sort of framework of rank red hair,
hanging disordered from the head and clinging round the jaws and chin while
leaving the mocking mouth uncovered. Seen thus in the glass the white face
looked like the face of Judas laughing horribly and surrounded by capering flames
of hell. For a spasm Flambeau saw the fierce, red-brown eyes dancing, then they
were covered with a pair of blue spectacles. Slipping on a loose black coat, the
figure vanished towards the front of the house. A few moments later a roar of
popular applause from the street beyond announced that Dr Hirsch had once more
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appeared upon the balcony.

The Man in the Passage
TWO men appeared simultaneously at the two ends of a sort of passage running
along the side of the Apollo Theatre in the Adelphi. The evening daylight in the
streets was large and luminous, opalescent and empty. The passage was
comparatively long and dark, so each man could see the other as a mere black
silhouette at the other end. Nevertheless, each man knew the other, even in that
inky outline; for they were both men of striking appearance and they hated each
other.
The covered passage opened at one end on one of the steep streets of the Adelphi,
and at the other on a terrace overlooking the sunset-coloured river. One side of the
passage was a blank wall, for the building it supported was an old unsuccessful
theatre restaurant, now shut up. The other side of the passage contained two doors,
one at each end. Neither was what was commonly called the stage door; they were
a sort of special and private stage doors used by very special performers, and in
this case by the star actor and actress in the Shakespearean performance of the day.
Persons of that eminence often like to have such private exits and entrances, for
meeting friends or avoiding them.
The two men in question were certainly two such friends, men who evidently
knew the doors and counted on their opening, for each approached the door at the
upper end with equal coolness and confidence. Not, however, with equal speed;
but the man who walked fast was the man from the other end of the tunnel, so they
both arrived before the secret stage door almost at the same instant. They saluted
each other with civility, and waited a moment before one of them, the sharper
walker who seemed to have the shorter patience, knocked at the door.
In this and everything else each man was opposite and neither could be called
inferior. As private persons both were handsome, capable and popular. As public
persons, both were in the first public rank. But everything about them, from their
glory to their good looks, was of a diverse and incomparable kind. Sir Wilson
Seymour was the kind of man whose importance is known to everybody who
knows. The more you mixed with the innermost ring in every polity or profession,
the more often you met Sir Wilson Seymour. He was the one intelligent man on
twenty unintelligent committees — on every sort of subject, from the reform of the
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Royal Academy to the project of bimetallism for Greater Britain. In the Arts
especially he was omnipotent. He was so unique that nobody could quite decide
whether he was a great aristocrat who had taken up Art, or a great artist whom the
aristocrats had taken up. But you could not meet him for five minutes without
realizing that you had really been ruled by him all your life.
His appearance was “distinguished” in exactly the same sense; it was at once
conventional and unique. Fashion could have found no fault with his high silk hat
— yet it was unlike anyone else’s hat — a little higher, perhaps, and adding
something to his natural height. His tall, slender figure had a slight stoop yet it
looked the reverse of feeble. His hair was silver-grey, but he did not look old; it
was worn longer than the common yet he did not look effeminate; it was curly but
it did not look curled. His carefully pointed beard made him look more manly and
militant than otherwise, as it does in those old admirals of Velazquez with whose
dark portraits his house was hung. His grey gloves were a shade bluer, his silverknobbed cane a shade longer than scores of such gloves and canes flapped and
flourished about the theatres and the restaurants.
The other man was not so tall, yet would have struck nobody as short, but merely
as strong and handsome. His hair also was curly, but fair and cropped close to a
strong, massive head — the sort of head you break a door with, as Chaucer said of
the Miller’s. His military moustache and the carriage of his shoulders showed him
a soldier, but he had a pair of those peculiar frank and piercing blue eyes which are
more common in sailors. His face was somewhat square, his jaw was square, his
shoulders were square, even his jacket was square. Indeed, in the wild school of
caricature then current, Mr Max Beerbohm had represented him as a proposition in
the fourth book of Euclid.
For he also was a public man, though with quite another sort of success. You did
not have to be in the best society to have heard of Captain Cutler, of the siege of
Hong-Kong, and the great march across China. You could not get away from
hearing of him wherever you were; his portrait was on every other postcard; his
maps and battles in every other illustrated paper; songs in his honour in every
other music-hall turn or on every other barrel-organ. His fame, though probably
more temporary, was ten times more wide, popular and spontaneous than the other
man’s. In thousands of English homes he appeared enormous above England, like
Nelson. Yet he had infinitely less power in England than Sir Wilson Seymour.
The door was opened to them by an aged servant or “dresser”, whose broken-down
face and figure and black shabby coat and trousers contrasted queerly with the
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glittering interior of the great actress’s dressing-room. It was fitted and filled with
looking-glasses at every angle of refraction, so that they looked like the hundred
facets of one huge diamond — if one could get inside a diamond. The other
features of luxury, a few flowers, a few coloured cushions, a few scraps of stage
costume, were multiplied by all the mirrors into the madness of the Arabian
Nights, and danced and changed places perpetually as the shuffling attendant
shifted a mirror outwards or shot one back against the wall.
They both spoke to the dingy dresser by name, calling him Parkinson, and asking
for the lady as Miss Aurora Rome. Parkinson said she was in the other room, but
he would go and tell her. A shade crossed the brow of both visitors; for the other
room was the private room of the great actor with whom Miss Aurora was
performing, and she was of the kind that does not inflame admiration without
inflaming jealousy. In about half a minute, however, the inner door opened, and
she entered as she always did, even in private life, so that the very silence seemed
to be a roar of applause, and one well-deserved. She was clad in a somewhat
strange garb of peacock green and peacock blue satins, that gleamed like blue and
green metals, such as delight children and aesthetes, and her heavy, hot brown hair
framed one of those magic faces which are dangerous to all men, but especially to
boys and to men growing grey. In company with her male colleague, the great
American actor, Isidore Bruno, she was producing a particularly poetical and
fantastic interpretation of Midsummer Night’s Dream: in which the artistic
prominence was given to Oberon and Titania, or in other words to Bruno and
herself. Set in dreamy and exquisite scenery, and moving in mystical dances, the
green costume, like burnished beetle-wings, expressed all the elusive individuality
of an elfin queen. But when personally confronted in what was still broad daylight,
a man looked only at the woman’s face.
She greeted both men with the beaming and baffling smile which kept so many
males at the same just dangerous distance from her. She accepted some flowers
from Cutler, which were as tropical and expensive as his victories; and another
sort of present from Sir Wilson Seymour, offered later on and more nonchalantly
by that gentleman. For it was against his breeding to show eagerness, and against
his conventional unconventionality to give anything so obvious as flowers. He had
picked up a trifle, he said, which was rather a curiosity, it was an ancient Greek
dagger of the Mycenaean Epoch, and might well have been worn in the time of
Theseus and Hippolyta. It was made of brass like all the Heroic weapons, but,
oddly enough, sharp enough to prick anyone still. He had really been attracted to it
by the leaf-like shape; it was as perfect as a Greek vase. If it was of any interest to
Miss Rome or could come in anywhere in the play, he hoped she would —
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The inner door burst open and a big figure appeared, who was more of a contrast
to the explanatory Seymour than even Captain Cutler. Nearly six-foot-six, and of
more than theatrical thews and muscles, Isidore Bruno, in the gorgeous leopard
skin and golden-brown garments of Oberon, looked like a barbaric god. He leaned
on a sort of hunting-spear, which across a theatre looked a slight, silvery wand, but
which in the small and comparatively crowded room looked as plain as a pike-staff
— and as menacing. His vivid black eyes rolled volcanically, his bronzed face,
handsome as it was, showed at that moment a combination of high cheekbones
with set white teeth, which recalled certain American conjectures about his origin
in the Southern plantations.
“Aurora,” he began, in that deep voice like a drum of passion that had moved so
many audiences, “will you — ”
He stopped indecisively because a sixth figure had suddenly presented itself just
inside the doorway — a figure so incongruous in the scene as to be almost comic.
It was a very short man in the black uniform of the Roman secular clergy, and
looking (especially in such a presence as Bruno’s and Aurora’s) rather like the
wooden Noah out of an ark. He did not, however, seem conscious of any contrast,
but said with dull civility: “I believe Miss Rome sent for me.”
A shrewd observer might have remarked that the emotional temperature rather rose
at so unemotional an interruption. The detachment of a professional celibate
seemed to reveal to the others that they stood round the woman as a ring of
amorous rivals; just as a stranger coming in with frost on his coat will reveal that a
room is like a furnace. The presence of the one man who did not care about her
increased Miss Rome’s sense that everybody else was in love with her, and each in
a somewhat dangerous way: the actor with all the appetite of a savage and a spoilt
child; the soldier with all the simple selfishness of a man of will rather than mind;
Sir Wilson with that daily hardening concentration with which old Hedonists take
to a hobby; nay, even the abject Parkinson, who had known her before her
triumphs, and who followed her about the room with eyes or feet, with the dumb
fascination of a dog.
A shrewd person might also have noted a yet odder thing. The man like a black
wooden Noah (who was not wholly without shrewdness) noted it with a
considerable but contained amusement. It was evident that the great Aurora,
though by no means indifferent to the admiration of the other sex, wanted at this
moment to get rid of all the men who admired her and be left alone with the man
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who did not — did not admire her in that sense at least; for the little priest did
admire and even enjoy the firm feminine diplomacy with which she set about her
task. There was, perhaps, only one thing that Aurora Rome was clever about, and
that was one half of humanity — the other half. The little priest watched, like a
Napoleonic campaign, the swift precision of her policy for expelling all while
banishing none. Bruno, the big actor, was so babyish that it was easy to send him
off in brute sulks, banging the door. Cutler, the British officer, was
pachydermatous to ideas, but punctilious about behaviour. He would ignore all
hints, but he would die rather than ignore a definite commission from a lady. As to
old Seymour, he had to be treated differently; he had to be left to the last. The only
way to move him was to appeal to him in confidence as an old friend, to let him
into the secret of the clearance. The priest did really admire Miss Rome as she
achieved all these three objects in one selected action.
She went across to Captain Cutler and said in her sweetest manner: “I shall value
all these flowers, because they must be your favourite flowers. But they won’t be
complete, you know, without my favourite flower. Do go over to that shop round
the corner and get me some lilies-of-the-valley, and then it will be quite lovely.”
The first object of her diplomacy, the exit of the enraged Bruno, was at once
achieved. He had already handed his spear in a lordly style, like a sceptre, to the
piteous Parkinson, and was about to assume one of the cushioned seats like a
throne. But at this open appeal to his rival there glowed in his opal eyeballs all the
sensitive insolence of the slave; he knotted his enormous brown fists for an instant,
and then, dashing open the door, disappeared into his own apartments beyond. But
meanwhile Miss Rome’s experiment in mobilizing the British Army had not
succeeded so simply as seemed probable. Cutler had indeed risen stiffly and
suddenly, and walked towards the door, hatless, as if at a word of command. But
perhaps there was something ostentatiously elegant about the languid figure of
Seymour leaning against one of the looking-glasses that brought him up short at
the entrance, turning his head this way and that like a bewildered bulldog.
“I must show this stupid man where to go,” said Aurora in a whisper to Seymour,
and ran out to the threshold to speed the parting guest.
Seymour seemed to be listening, elegant and unconscious as was his posture, and
he seemed relieved when he heard the lady call out some last instructions to the
Captain, and then turn sharply and run laughing down the passage towards the
other end, the end on the terrace above the Thames. Yet a second or two after
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Seymour’s brow darkened again. A man in his position has so many rivals, and he
remembered that at the other end of the passage was the corresponding entrance to
Bruno’s private room. He did not lose his dignity; he said some civil words to
Father Brown about the revival of Byzantine architecture in the Westminster
Cathedral, and then, quite naturally, strolled out himself into the upper end of the
passage. Father Brown and Parkinson were left alone, and they were neither of
them men with a taste for superfluous conversation. The dresser went round the
room, pulling out looking-glasses and pushing them in again, his dingy dark coat
and trousers looking all the more dismal since he was still holding the festive fairy
spear of King Oberon. Every time he pulled out the frame of a new glass, a new
black figure of Father Brown appeared; the absurd glass chamber was full of
Father Browns, upside down in the air like angels, turning somersaults like
acrobats, turning their backs to everybody like very rude persons.
Father Brown seemed quite unconscious of this cloud of witnesses, but followed
Parkinson with an idly attentive eye till he took himself and his absurd spear into
the farther room of Bruno. Then he abandoned himself to such abstract meditations
as always amused him — calculating the angles of the mirrors, the angles of each
refraction, the angle at which each must fit into the wall . . . when he heard a
strong but strangled cry.
He sprang to his feet and stood rigidly listening. At the same instant Sir Wilson
Seymour burst back into the room, white as ivory. “Who’s that man in the
passage?” he cried. “Where’s that dagger of mine?”
Before Father Brown could turn in his heavy boots Seymour was plunging about
the room looking for the weapon. And before he could possibly find that weapon
or any other, a brisk running of feet broke upon the pavement outside, and the
square face of Cutler was thrust into the same doorway. He was still grotesquely
grasping a bunch of lilies-of-the-valley. “What’s this?” he cried. “What’s that
creature down the passage? Is this some of your tricks?”
“My tricks!” hissed his pale rival, and made a stride towards him.
In the instant of time in which all this happened Father Brown stepped out into the
top of the passage, looked down it, and at once walked briskly towards what he
saw.
At this the other two men dropped their quarrel and darted after him, Cutler calling
out: “What are you doing? Who are you?”
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“My name is Brown,” said the priest sadly, as he bent over something and
straightened himself again. “Miss Rome sent for me, and I came as quickly as I
could. I have come too late.”
The three men looked down, and in one of them at least the life died in that late
light of afternoon. It ran along the passage like a path of gold, and in the midst of it
Aurora Rome lay lustrous in her robes of green and gold, with her dead face turned
upwards. Her dress was torn away as in a struggle, leaving the right shoulder bare,
but the wound from which the blood was welling was on the other side. The brass
dagger lay flat and gleaming a yard or so away.
There was a blank stillness for a measurable time, so that they could hear far off a
flower-girl’s laugh outside Charing Cross, and someone whistling furiously for a
taxicab in one of the streets off the Strand. Then the Captain, with a movement so
sudden that it might have been passion or play-acting, took Sir Wilson Seymour by
the throat.
Seymour looked at him steadily without either fight or fear. “You need not kill
me,” he said in a voice quite cold; “I shall do that on my own account.”
The Captain’s hand hesitated and dropped; and the other added with the same icy
candour: “If I find I haven’t the nerve to do it with that dagger I can do it in a
month with drink.”
“Drink isn’t good enough for me,” replied Cutler, “but I’ll have blood for this
before I die. Not yours — but I think I know whose.”
And before the others could appreciate his intention he snatched up the dagger,
sprang at the other door at the lower end of the passage, burst it open, bolt and all,
and confronted Bruno in his dressing-room. As he did so, old Parkinson tottered in
his wavering way out of the door and caught sight of the corpse lying in the
passage. He moved shakily towards it; looked at it weakly with a working face;
then moved shakily back into the dressing-room again, and sat down suddenly on
one of the richly cushioned chairs. Father Brown instantly ran across to him,
taking no notice of Cutler and the colossal actor, though the room already rang
with their blows and they began to struggle for the dagger. Seymour, who retained
some practical sense, was whistling for the police at the end of the passage.
When the police arrived it was to tear the two men from an almost ape-like
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grapple; and, after a few formal inquiries, to arrest Isidore Bruno upon a charge of
murder, brought against him by his furious opponent. The idea that the great
national hero of the hour had arrested a wrongdoer with his own hand doubtless
had its weight with the police, who are not without elements of the journalist. They
treated Cutler with a certain solemn attention, and pointed out that he had got a
slight slash on the hand. Even as Cutler bore him back across tilted chair and table,
Bruno had twisted the dagger out of his grasp and disabled him just below the
wrist. The injury was really slight, but till he was removed from the room the halfsavage prisoner stared at the running blood with a steady smile.
“Looks a cannibal sort of chap, don’t he?” said the constable confidentially to
Cutler.
Cutler made no answer, but said sharply a moment after: “We must attend to
the . . . the death . . .” and his voice escaped from articulation.
“The two deaths,” came in the voice of the priest from the farther side of the room.
“This poor fellow was gone when I got across to him.” And he stood looking down
at old Parkinson, who sat in a black huddle on the gorgeous chair. He also had paid
his tribute, not without eloquence, to the woman who had died.
The silence was first broken by Cutler, who seemed not untouched by a rough
tenderness. “I wish I was him,” he said huskily. “I remember he used to watch her
wherever she walked more than — anybody. She was his air, and he’s dried up.
He’s just dead.”
“We are all dead,” said Seymour in a strange voice, looking down the road.
They took leave of Father Brown at the corner of the road, with some random
apologies for any rudeness they might have shown. Both their faces were tragic,
but also cryptic.
The mind of the little priest was always a rabbit-warren of wild thoughts that
jumped too quickly for him to catch them. Like the white tail of a rabbit he had the
vanishing thought that he was certain of their grief, but not so certain of their
innocence.
“We had better all be going,” said Seymour heavily; “we have done all we can to
help.”
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“Will you understand my motives,” asked Father Brown quietly, “if I say you have
done all you can to hurt?”
They both started as if guiltily, and Cutler said sharply: “To hurt whom?”
“To hurt yourselves,” answered the priest. “I would not add to your troubles if it
weren’t common justice to warn you. You’ve done nearly everything you could do
to hang yourselves, if this actor should be acquitted. They’ll be sure to subpoena
me; I shall be bound to say that after the cry was heard each of you rushed into the
room in a wild state and began quarrelling about a dagger. As far as my words on
oath can go, you might either of you have done it. You hurt yourselves with that;
and then Captain Cutler must have hurt himself with the dagger.”
“Hurt myself!” exclaimed the Captain, with contempt. “A silly little scratch.”
“Which drew blood,” replied the priest, nodding. “We know there’s blood on the
brass now. And so we shall never know whether there was blood on it before.”
There was a silence; and then Seymour said, with an emphasis quite alien to his
daily accent: “But I saw a man in the passage.”
“I know you did,” answered the cleric Brown with a face of wood, “so did Captain
Cutler. That’s what seems so improbable.”
Before either could make sufficient sense of it even to answer, Father Brown had
politely excused himself and gone stumping up the road with his stumpy old
umbrella.
As modern newspapers are conducted, the most honest and most important news is
the police news. If it be true that in the twentieth century more space is given to
murder than to politics, it is for the excellent reason that murder is a more serious
subject. But even this would hardly explain the enormous omnipresence and
widely distributed detail of “The Bruno Case,” or “The Passage Mystery,” in the
Press of London and the provinces. So vast was the excitement that for some
weeks the Press really told the truth; and the reports of examination and crossexamination, if interminable, even if intolerable are at least reliable. The true
reason, of course, was the coincidence of persons. The victim was a popular
actress; the accused was a popular actor; and the accused had been caught redhanded, as it were, by the most popular soldier of the patriotic season. In those
extraordinary circumstances the Press was paralysed into probity and accuracy;
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and the rest of this somewhat singular business can practically be recorded from
reports of Bruno’s trial.
The trial was presided over by Mr Justice Monkhouse, one of those who are jeered
at as humorous judges, but who are generally much more serious than the serious
judges, for their levity comes from a living impatience of professional solemnity;
while the serious judge is really filled with frivolity, because he is filled with
vanity. All the chief actors being of a worldly importance, the barristers were well
balanced; the prosecutor for the Crown was Sir Walter Cowdray, a heavy, but
weighty advocate of the sort that knows how to seem English and trustworthy, and
how to be rhetorical with reluctance. The prisoner was defended by Mr Patrick
Butler, K.C., who was mistaken for a mere flaneur by those who misunderstood
the Irish character — and those who had not been examined by him. The medical
evidence involved no contradictions, the doctor, whom Seymour had summoned
on the spot, agreeing with the eminent surgeon who had later examined the body.
Aurora Rome had been stabbed with some sharp instrument such as a knife or
dagger; some instrument, at least, of which the blade was short. The wound was
just over the heart, and she had died instantly. When the doctor first saw her she
could hardly have been dead for twenty minutes. Therefore when Father Brown
found her she could hardly have been dead for three.
Some official detective evidence followed, chiefly concerned with the presence or
absence of any proof of a struggle; the only suggestion of this was the tearing of
the dress at the shoulder, and this did not seem to fit in particularly well with the
direction and finality of the blow. When these details had been supplied, though
not explained, the first of the important witnesses was called.
Sir Wilson Seymour gave evidence as he did everything else that he did at all —
not only well, but perfectly. Though himself much more of a public man than the
judge, he conveyed exactly the fine shade of self-effacement before the King’s
justice; and though everyone looked at him as they would at the Prime Minister or
the Archbishop of Canterbury, they could have said nothing of his part in it but
that it was that of a private gentleman, with an accent on the noun. He was also
refreshingly lucid, as he was on the committees. He had been calling on Miss
Rome at the theatre; he had met Captain Cutler there; they had been joined for a
short time by the accused, who had then returned to his own dressing-room; they
had then been joined by a Roman Catholic priest, who asked for the deceased lady
and said his name was Brown. Miss Rome had then gone just outside the theatre to
the entrance of the passage, in order to point out to Captain Cutler a flower-shop at
which he was to buy her some more flowers; and the witness had remained in the
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room, exchanging a few words with the priest. He had then distinctly heard the
deceased, having sent the Captain on his errand, turn round laughing and run down
the passage towards its other end, where was the prisoner’s dressing-room. In idle
curiosity as to the rapid movement of his friends, he had strolled out to the head of
the passage himself and looked down it towards the prisoner’s door. Did he see
anything in the passage? Yes; he saw something in the passage.
Sir Walter Cowdray allowed an impressive interval, during which the witness
looked down, and for all his usual composure seemed to have more than his usual
pallor. Then the barrister said in a lower voice, which seemed at once sympathetic
and creepy: “Did you see it distinctly?”
Sir Wilson Seymour, however moved, had his excellent brains in full workingorder. “Very distinctly as regards its outline, but quite indistinctly, indeed not at
all, as regards the details inside the outline. The passage is of such length that
anyone in the middle of it appears quite black against the light at the other end.”
The witness lowered his steady eyes once more and added: “I had noticed the fact
before, when Captain Cutler first entered it.” There was another silence, and the
judge leaned forward and made a note.
“Well,” said Sir Walter patiently, “what was the outline like? Was it, for instance,
like the figure of the murdered woman?”
“Not in the least,” answered Seymour quietly.
“What did it look like to you?”
“It looked to me,” replied the witness, “like a tall man.”
Everyone in court kept his eyes riveted on his pen, or his umbrella-handle, or his
book, or his boots or whatever he happened to be looking at. They seemed to be
holding their eyes away from the prisoner by main force; but they felt his figure in
the dock, and they felt it as gigantic. Tall as Bruno was to the eye, he seemed to
swell taller and taller when all eyes had been torn away from him.
Cowdray was resuming his seat with his solemn face, smoothing his black silk
robes, and white silk whiskers. Sir Wilson was leaving the witness-box, after a few
final particulars to which there were many other witnesses, when the counsel for
the defence sprang up and stopped him.
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“I shall only detain you a moment,” said Mr Butler, who was a rustic-looking
person with red eyebrows and an expression of partial slumber. “Will you tell his
lordship how you knew it was a man?”
A faint, refined smile seemed to pass over Seymour’s features. “I’m afraid it is the
vulgar test of trousers,” he said. “When I saw daylight between the long legs I was
sure it was a man, after all.”
Butler’s sleepy eyes opened as suddenly as some silent explosion. “After all!” he
repeated slowly. “So you did think at first it was a woman?”
Seymour looked troubled for the first time. “It is hardly a point of fact,” he said,
“but if his lordship would like me to answer for my impression, of course I shall
do so. There was something about the thing that was not exactly a woman and yet
was not quite a man; somehow the curves were different. And it had something
that looked like long hair.”
“Thank you,” said Mr Butler, K.C., and sat down suddenly, as if he had got what
he wanted.
Captain Cutler was a far less plausible and composed witness than Sir Wilson, but
his account of the opening incidents was solidly the same. He described the return
of Bruno to his dressing-room, the dispatching of himself to buy a bunch of liliesof-the-valley, his return to the upper end of the passage, the thing he saw in the
passage, his suspicion of Seymour, and his struggle with Bruno. But he could give
little artistic assistance about the black figure that he and Seymour had seen.
Asked about its outline, he said he was no art critic — with a somewhat too
obvious sneer at Seymour. Asked if it was a man or a woman, he said it looked
more like a beast — with a too obvious snarl at the prisoner. But the man was
plainly shaken with sorrow and sincere anger, and Cowdray quickly excused him
from confirming facts that were already fairly clear.
The defending counsel also was again brief in his cross-examination; although (as
was his custom) even in being brief, he seemed to take a long time about it. “You
used a rather remarkable expression,” he said, looking at Cutler sleepily. “What do
you mean by saying that it looked more like a beast than a man or a woman?”
Cutler seemed seriously agitated. “Perhaps I oughtn’t to have said that,” he said;
“but when the brute has huge humped shoulders like a chimpanzee, and bristles
sticking out of its head like a pig — ”
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Mr Butler cut short his curious impatience in the middle. “Never mind whether its
hair was like a pig’s,” he said, “was it like a woman’s?”
“A woman’s!” cried the soldier. “Great Scott, no!”
“The last witness said it was,” commented the counsel, with unscrupulous
swiftness. “And did the figure have any of those serpentine and semi-feminine
curves to which eloquent allusion has been made? No? No feminine curves? The
figure, if I understand you, was rather heavy and square than otherwise?”
“He may have been bending forward,” said Cutler, in a hoarse and rather faint
voice.
“Or again, he may not,” said Mr Butler, and sat down suddenly for the second time.
The third, witness called by Sir Walter Cowdray was the little Catholic clergyman,
so little, compared with the others, that his head seemed hardly to come above the
box, so that it was like cross-examining a child. But unfortunately Sir Walter had
somehow got it into his head (mostly by some ramifications of his family’s
religion) that Father Brown was on the side of the prisoner, because the prisoner
was wicked and foreign and even partly black. Therefore he took Father Brown up
sharply whenever that proud pontiff tried to explain anything; and told him to
answer yes or no, and tell the plain facts without any jesuitry. When Father Brown
began, in his simplicity, to say who he thought the man in the passage was, the
barrister told him that he did not want his theories.
“A black shape was seen in the passage. And you say you saw the black shape.
Well, what shape was it?”
Father Brown blinked as under rebuke; but he had long known the literal nature of
obedience. “The shape,” he said, “was short and thick, but had two sharp, black
projections curved upwards on each side of the head or top, rather like horns, and
—”
“Oh! the devil with horns, no doubt,” ejaculated Cowdray, sitting down in
triumphant jocularity. “It was the devil come to eat Protestants.”
“No,” said the priest dispassionately; “I know who it was.”
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Those in court had been wrought up to an irrational, but real sense of some
monstrosity. They had forgotten the figure in the dock and thought only of the
figure in the passage. And the figure in the passage, described by three capable and
respectable men who had all seen it, was a shifting nightmare: one called it a
woman, and the other a beast, and the other a devil . . .
The judge was looking at Father Brown with level and piercing eyes. “You are a
most extraordinary witness,” he said; “but there is something about you that makes
me think you are trying to tell the truth. Well, who was the man you saw in the
passage?”
“He was myself,” said Father Brown.
Butler, K.C., sprang to his feet in an extraordinary stillness, and said quite calmly:
“Your lordship will allow me to cross-examine?” And then, without stopping, he
shot at Brown the apparently disconnected question: “You have heard about this
dagger; you know the experts say the crime was committed with a short blade?”
“A short blade,” assented Brown, nodding solemnly like an owl, “but a very long
hilt.”
Before the audience could quite dismiss the idea that the priest had really seen
himself doing murder with a short dagger with a long hilt (which seemed somehow
to make it more horrible), he had himself hurried on to explain.
“I mean daggers aren’t the only things with short blades. Spears have short blades.
And spears catch at the end of the steel just like daggers, if they’re that sort of
fancy spear they had in theatres; like the spear poor old Parkinson killed his wife
with, just when she’d sent for me to settle their family troubles — and I came just
too late, God forgive me! But he died penitent — he just died of being penitent. He
couldn’t bear what he’d done.”
The general impression in court was that the little priest, who was gobbling away,
had literally gone mad in the box. But the judge still looked at him with bright and
steady eyes of interest; and the counsel for the defence went on with his questions
unperturbed.
“If Parkinson did it with that pantomime spear,” said Butler, “he must have thrust
from four yards away. How do you account for signs of struggle, like the dress
dragged off the shoulder?” He had slipped into treating his mere witness as an
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expert; but no one noticed it now.
“The poor lady’s dress was torn,” said the witness, “because it was caught in a
panel that slid to just behind her. She struggled to free herself, and as she did so
Parkinson came out of the prisoner’s room and lunged with the spear.”
“A panel?” repeated the barrister in a curious voice.
“It was a looking-glass on the other side,” explained Father Brown. “When I was
in the dressing-room I noticed that some of them could probably be slid out into
the passage.”
There was another vast and unnatural silence, and this time it was the judge who
spoke. “So you really mean that when you looked down that passage, the man you
saw was yourself — in a mirror?”
“Yes, my lord; that was what I was trying to say,” said Brown, “but they asked me
for the shape; and our hats have corners just like horns, and so I — ”
The judge leaned forward, his old eyes yet more brilliant, and said in specially
distinct tones: “Do you really mean to say that when Sir Wilson Seymour saw that
wild what-you-call-him with curves and a woman’s hair and a man’s trousers,
what he saw was Sir Wilson Seymour?”
“Yes, my lord,” said Father Brown.
“And you mean to say that when Captain Cutler saw that chimpanzee with humped
shoulders and hog’s bristles, he simply saw himself?”
“Yes, my lord.”
The judge leaned back in his chair with a luxuriance in which it was hard to
separate the cynicism and the admiration. “And can you tell us why,” he asked,
“you should know your own figure in a looking-glass, when two such
distinguished men don’t?”
Father Brown blinked even more painfully than before; then he stammered:
“Really, my lord, I don’t know unless it’s because I don’t look at it so often.”
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The Mistake of the Machine
FLAMBEAU and his friend the priest were sitting in the Temple Gardens about
sunset; and their neighbourhood or some such accidental influence had turned their
talk to matters of legal process. From the problem of the licence in crossexamination, their talk strayed to Roman and mediaeval torture, to the examining
magistrate in France and the Third Degree in America.
“I’ve been reading,” said Flambeau, “of this new psychometric method they talk
about so much, especially in America. You know what I mean; they put a
pulsometer on a man’s wrist and judge by how his heart goes at the pronunciation
of certain words. What do you think of it?”
“I think it very interesting,” replied Father Brown; “it reminds me of that
interesting idea in the Dark Ages that blood would flow from a corpse if the
murderer touched it.”
“Do you really mean,” demanded his friend, “that you think the two methods
equally valuable?”
“I think them equally valueless,” replied Brown. “Blood flows, fast or slow, in
dead folk or living, for so many more million reasons than we can ever know.
Blood will have to flow very funnily; blood will have to flow up the Matterhorn,
before I will take it as a sign that I am to shed it.”
“The method,” remarked the other, “has been guaranteed by some of the greatest
American men of science.”
“What sentimentalists men of science are!” exclaimed Father Brown, “and how
much more sentimental must American men of science be! Who but a Yankee
would think of proving anything from heart-throbs? Why, they must be as
sentimental as a man who thinks a woman is in love with him if she blushes.
That’s a test from the circulation of the blood, discovered by the immortal Harvey;
and a jolly rotten test, too.”
“But surely,” insisted Flambeau, “it might point pretty straight at something or
other.”
“There’s a disadvantage in a stick pointing straight,” answered the other. “What is
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it? Why, the other end of the stick always points the opposite way. It depends
whether you get hold of the stick by the right end. I saw the thing done once and
I’ve never believed in it since.” And he proceeded to tell the story of his
disillusionment.
It happened nearly twenty years before, when he was chaplain to his co-religionists
in a prison in Chicago — where the Irish population displayed a capacity both for
crime and penitence which kept him tolerably busy. The official second-incommand under the Governor was an ex-detective named Greywood Usher, a
cadaverous, careful-spoken Yankee philosopher, occasionally varying a very rigid
visage with an odd apologetic grimace. He liked Father Brown in a slightly
patronizing way; and Father Brown liked him, though he heartily disliked his
theories. His theories were extremely complicated and were held with extreme
simplicity.
One evening he had sent for the priest, who, according to his custom, took a seat in
silence at a table piled and littered with papers, and waited. The official selected
from the papers a scrap of newspaper cutting, which he handed across to the cleric,
who read it gravely. It appeared to be an extract from one of the pinkest of
American Society papers, and ran as follows:
“Society’s brightest widower is once more on the Freak Dinner stunt. All our
exclusive citizens will recall the Perambulator Parade Dinner, in which Last-Trick
Todd, at his palatial home at Pilgrim’s Pond, caused so many of our prominent
debutantes to look even younger than their years. Equally elegant and more
miscellaneous and large-hearted in social outlook was Last-Trick’s show the year
previous, the popular Cannibal Crush Lunch, at which the confections handed
round were sarcastically moulded in the forms of human arms and legs, and during
which more than one of our gayest mental gymnasts was heard offering to eat his
partner. The witticism which will inspire this evening is as yet in Mr Todd’s pretty
reticent intellect, or locked in the jewelled bosoms of our city’s gayest leaders; but
there is talk of a pretty parody of the simple manners and customs at the other end
of Society’s scale. This would be all the more telling, as hospitable Todd is
entertaining in Lord Falconroy, the famous traveller, a true-blooded aristocrat
fresh from England’s oak-groves. Lord Falconroy’s travels began before his
ancient feudal title was resurrected, he was in the Republic in his youth, and
fashion murmurs a sly reason for his return. Miss Etta Todd is one of our deepsouled New Yorkers, and comes into an income of nearly twelve hundred million
dollars.”
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“Well,” asked Usher, “does that interest you?”
“Why, words rather fail me,” answered Father Brown. “I cannot think at this
moment of anything in this world that would interest me less. And, unless the just
anger of the Republic is at last going to electrocute journalists for writing like that,
I don’t quite see why it should interest you either.”
“Ah!” said Mr Usher dryly, and handing across another scrap of newspaper. “Well,
does that interest you?”
The paragraph was headed “Savage Murder of a Warder. Convict Escapes,” and
ran: “Just before dawn this morning a shout for help was heard in the Convict
Settlement at Sequah in this State. The authorities, hurrying in the direction of the
cry, found the corpse of the warder who patrols the top of the north wall of the
prison, the steepest and most difficult exit, for which one man has always been
found sufficient. The unfortunate officer had, however, been hurled from the high
wall, his brains beaten out as with a club, and his gun was missing. Further
inquiries showed that one of the cells was empty; it had been occupied by a rather
sullen ruffian giving his name as Oscar Rian. He was only temporarily detained for
some comparatively trivial assault; but he gave everyone the impression of a man
with a black past and a dangerous future. Finally, when daylight had fully revealed
the scene of murder, it was found that he had written on the wall above the body a
fragmentary sentence, apparently with a finger dipped in blood: ‘This was selfdefence and he had the gun. I meant no harm to him or any man but one. I am
keeping the bullet for Pilgrim’s Pond — O.R.’ A man must have used most
fiendish treachery or most savage and amazing bodily daring to have stormed such
a wall in spite of an armed man.”
“Well, the literary style is somewhat improved,” admitted the priest cheerfully,
“but still I don’t see what I can do for you. I should cut a poor figure, with my
short legs, running about this State after an athletic assassin of that sort. I doubt
whether anybody could find him. The convict settlement at Sequah is thirty miles
from here; the country between is wild and tangled enough, and the country
beyond, where he will surely have the sense to go, is a perfect no-man’s land
tumbling away to the prairies. He may be in any hole or up any tree.”
“He isn’t in any hole,” said the governor; “he isn’t up any tree.”
“Why, how do you know?” asked Father Brown, blinking.
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“Would you like to speak to him?” inquired Usher.
Father Brown opened his innocent eyes wide. “He is here?” he exclaimed. “Why,
how did your men get hold of him?”
“I got hold of him myself,” drawled the American, rising and lazily stretching his
lanky legs before the fire. “I got hold of him with the crooked end of a walkingstick. Don’t look so surprised. I really did. You know I sometimes take a turn in
the country lanes outside this dismal place; well, I was walking early this evening
up a steep lane with dark hedges and grey-looking ploughed fields on both sides;
and a young moon was up and silvering the road. By the light of it I saw a man
running across the field towards the road; running with his body bent and at a good
mile-race trot. He appeared to be much exhausted; but when he came to the thick
black hedge he went through it as if it were made of spiders’ webs; — or rather
(for I heard the strong branches breaking and snapping like bayonets) as if he
himself were made of stone. In the instant in which he appeared up against the
moon, crossing the road, I slung my hooked cane at his legs, tripping him and
bringing him down. Then I blew my whistle long and loud, and our fellows came
running up to secure him.”
“It would have been rather awkward,” remarked Brown, “if you had found he was
a popular athlete practising a mile race.”
“He was not,” said Usher grimly. “We soon found out who he was; but I had
guessed it with the first glint of the moon on him.”
“You thought it was the runaway convict,” observed the priest simply, “because
you had read in the newspaper cutting that morning that a convict had run away.”
“I had somewhat better grounds,” replied the governor coolly. “I pass over the first
as too simple to be emphasized — I mean that fashionable athletes do not run
across ploughed fields or scratch their eyes out in bramble hedges. Nor do they run
all doubled up like a crouching dog. There were more decisive details to a fairly
well-trained eye. The man was clad in coarse and ragged clothes, but they were
something more than merely coarse and ragged. They were so ill-fitting as to be
quite grotesque; even as he appeared in black outline against the moonrise, the
coat-collar in which his head was buried made him look like a hunchback, and the
long loose sleeves looked as if he had no hands. It at once occurred to me that he
had somehow managed to change his convict clothes for some confederate’s
clothes which did not fit him. Second, there was a pretty stiff wind against which
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he was running; so that I must have seen the streaky look of blowing hair, if the
hair had not been very short. Then I remembered that beyond these ploughed fields
he was crossing lay Pilgrim’s Pond, for which (you will remember) the convict
was keeping his bullet; and I sent my walking-stick flying.”
“A brilliant piece of rapid deduction,” said Father Brown; “but had he got a gun?”
As Usher stopped abruptly in his walk the priest added apologetically: “I’ve been
told a bullet is not half so useful without it.”
“He had no gun,” said the other gravely; “but that was doubtless due to some very
natural mischance or change of plans. Probably the same policy that made him
change the clothes made him drop the gun; he began to repent the coat he had left
behind him in the blood of his victim.”
“Well, that is possible enough,” answered the priest.
“And it’s hardly worth speculating on,” said Usher, turning to some other papers,
“for we know it’s the man by this time.”
His clerical friend asked faintly: “But how?” And Greywood Usher threw down
the newspapers and took up the two press-cuttings again.
“Well, since you are so obstinate,” he said, “let’s begin at the beginning. You will
notice that these two cuttings have only one thing in common, which is the
mention of Pilgrim’s Pond, the estate, as you know, of the millionaire Ireton Todd.
You also know that he is a remarkable character; one of those that rose on
stepping-stones — ”
“Of our dead selves to higher things,” assented his companion. “Yes; I know that.
Petroleum, I think.”
“Anyhow,” said Usher, “Last-Trick Todd counts for a great deal in this rum affair.”
He stretched himself once more before the fire and continued talking in his
expansive, radiantly explanatory style.
“To begin with, on the face of it, there is no mystery here at all. It is not
mysterious, it is not even odd, that a jailbird should take his gun to Pilgrim’s Pond.
Our people aren’t like the English, who will forgive a man for being rich if he
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throws away money on hospitals or horses. Last-Trick Todd has made himself big
by his own considerable abilities; and there’s no doubt that many of those on
whom he has shown his abilities would like to show theirs on him with a shot-gun.
Todd might easily get dropped by some man he’d never even heard of; some
labourer he’d locked out, or some clerk in a business he’d busted. Last-Trick is a
man of mental endowments and a high public character; but in this country the
relations of employers and employed are considerably strained.
“That’s how the whole thing looks supposing this Rian made for Pilgrim’s Pond to
kill Todd. So it looked to me, till another little discovery woke up what I have of
the detective in me. When I had my prisoner safe, I picked up my cane again and
strolled down the two or three turns of country road that brought me to one of the
side entrances of Todd’s grounds, the one nearest to the pool or lake after which
the place is named. It was some two hours ago, about seven by this time; the
moonlight was more luminous, and I could see the long white streaks of it lying on
the mysterious mere with its grey, greasy, half-liquid shores in which they say our
fathers used to make witches walk until they sank. I’d forgotten the exact tale; but
you know the place I mean; it lies north of Todd’s house towards the wilderness,
and has two queer wrinkled trees, so dismal that they look more like huge fungoids
than decent foliage. As I stood peering at this misty pool, I fancied I saw the faint
figure of a man moving from the house towards it, but it was all too dim and
distant for one to be certain of the fact, and still less of the details. Besides, my
attention was very sharply arrested by something much closer. I crouched behind
the fence which ran not more than two hundred yards from one wing of the great
mansion, and which was fortunately split in places, as if specially for the
application of a cautious eye. A door had opened in the dark bulk of the left wing,
and a figure appeared black against the illuminated interior — a muffled figure
bending forward, evidently peering out into the night. It closed the door behind it,
and I saw it was carrying a lantern, which threw a patch of imperfect light on the
dress and figure of the wearer. It seemed to be the figure of a woman, wrapped up
in a ragged cloak and evidently disguised to avoid notice; there was something
very strange both about the rags and the furtiveness in a person coming out of
those rooms lined with gold. She took cautiously the curved garden path which
brought her within half a hundred yards of me — then she stood up for an instant
on the terrace of turf that looks towards the slimy lake, and holding her flaming
lantern above her head she deliberately swung it three times to and fro as for a
signal. As she swung it the second time a flicker of its light fell for a moment on
her own face, a face that I knew. She was unnaturally pale, and her head was
bundled in her borrowed plebeian shawl; but I am certain it was Etta Todd, the
millionaire’s daughter.
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“She retraced her steps in equal secrecy and the door closed behind her again. I
was about to climb the fence and follow, when I realized that the detective fever
that had lured me into the adventure was rather undignified; and that in a more
authoritative capacity I already held all the cards in my hand. I was just turning
away when a new noise broke on the night. A window was thrown up in one of the
upper floors, but just round the corner of the house so that I could not see it; and a
voice of terrible distinctness was heard shouting across the dark garden to know
where Lord Falconroy was, for he was missing from every room in the house.
There was no mistaking that voice. I have heard it on many a political platform or
meeting of directors; it was Ireton Todd himself. Some of the others seemed to
have gone to the lower windows or on to the steps, and were calling up to him that
Falconroy had gone for a stroll down to the Pilgrim’s Pond an hour before, and
could not be traced since. Then Todd cried ‘Mighty Murder!’ and shut down the
window violently; and I could hear him plunging down the stairs inside.
Repossessing myself of my former and wiser purpose, I whipped out of the way of
the general search that must follow; and returned here not later than eight o’clock.
“I now ask you to recall that little Society paragraph which seemed to you so
painfully lacking in interest. If the convict was not keeping the shot for Todd, as he
evidently wasn’t, it is most likely that he was keeping it for Lord Falconroy; and it
looks as if he had delivered the goods. No more handy place to shoot a man than in
the curious geological surroundings of that pool, where a body thrown down
would sink through thick slime to a depth practically unknown. Let us suppose,
then, that our friend with the cropped hair came to kill Falconroy and not Todd.
But, as I have pointed out, there are many reasons why people in America might
want to kill Todd. There is no reason why anybody in America should want to kill
an English lord newly landed, except for the one reason mentioned in the pink
paper — that the lord is paying his attentions to the millionaire’s daughter. Our
crop-haired friend, despite his ill-fitting clothes, must be an aspiring lover.
“I know the notion will seem to you jarring and even comic; but that’s because you
are English. It sounds to you like saying the Archbishop of Canterbury’s daughter
will be married in St George’s, Hanover Square, to a crossing-sweeper on ticket-ofleave. You don’t do justice to the climbing and aspiring power of our more
remarkable citizens. You see a good-looking grey-haired man in evening-dress
with a sort of authority about him, you know he is a pillar of the State, and you
fancy he had a father. You are in error. You do not realize that a comparatively
few years ago he may have been in a tenement or (quite likely) in a jail. You don’t
allow for our national buoyancy and uplift. Many of our most influential citizens
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have not only risen recently, but risen comparatively late in life. Todd’s daughter
was fully eighteen when her father first made his pile; so there isn’t really anything
impossible in her having a hanger-on in low life; or even in her hanging on to him,
as I think she must be doing, to judge by the lantern business. If so, the hand that
held the lantern may not be unconnected with the hand that held the gun. This
case, sir, will make a noise.”
“Well,” said the priest patiently, “and what did you do next?”
“I reckon you’ll be shocked,” replied Greywood Usher, “as I know you don’t
cotton to the march of science in these matters. I am given a good deal of
discretion here, and perhaps take a little more than I’m given; and I thought it was
an excellent opportunity to test that Psychometric Machine I told you about. Now,
in my opinion, that machine can’t lie.”
“No machine can lie,” said Father Brown; “nor can it tell the truth.”
“It did in this case, as I’ll show you,” went on Usher positively. “I sat the man in
the ill-fitting clothes in a comfortable chair, and simply wrote words on a
blackboard; and the machine simply recorded the variations of his pulse; and I
simply observed his manner. The trick is to introduce some word connected with
the supposed crime in a list of words connected with something quite different, yet
a list in which it occurs quite naturally. Thus I wrote ‘heron’ and ‘eagle’ and ‘owl’,
and when I wrote ‘falcon’ he was tremendously agitated; and when I began to
make an ‘r’ at the end of the word, that machine just bounded. Who else in this
republic has any reason to jump at the name of a newly-arrived Englishman like
Falconroy except the man who’s shot him? Isn’t that better evidence than a lot of
gabble from witnesses — if the evidence of a reliable machine?”
“You always forget,” observed his companion, “that the reliable machine always
has to be worked by an unreliable machine.”
“Why, what do you mean?” asked the detective.
“I mean Man,” said Father Brown, “the most unreliable machine I know of. I don’t
want to be rude; and I don’t think you will consider Man to be an offensive or
inaccurate description of yourself. You say you observed his manner; but how do
you know you observed it right? You say the words have to come in a natural way;
but how do you know that you did it naturally? How do you know, if you come to
that, that he did not observe your manner? Who is to prove that you were not
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tremendously agitated? There was no machine tied on to your pulse.”
“I tell you,” cried the American in the utmost excitement, “I was as cool as a
cucumber.”
“Criminals also can be as cool as cucumbers,” said Brown with a smile. “And
almost as cool as you.”
“Well, this one wasn’t,” said Usher, throwing the papers about. “Oh, you make me
tired!”
“I’m sorry,” said the other. “I only point out what seems a reasonable possibility.
If you could tell by his manner when the word that might hang him had come, why
shouldn’t he tell from your manner that the word that might hang him was
coming? I should ask for more than words myself before I hanged anybody.”
Usher smote the table and rose in a sort of angry triumph.
“And that,” he cried, “is just what I’m going to give you. I tried the machine first
just in order to test the thing in other ways afterwards and the machine, sir, is
right.”
He paused a moment and resumed with less excitement. “I rather want to insist, if
it comes to that, that so far I had very little to go on except the scientific
experiment. There was really nothing against the man at all. His clothes were illfitting, as I’ve said, but they were rather better, if anything, than those of the
submerged class to which he evidently belonged. Moreover, under all the stains of
his plunging through ploughed fields or bursting through dusty hedges, the man
was comparatively clean. This might mean, of course, that he had only just broken
prison; but it reminded me more of the desperate decency of the comparatively
respectable poor. His demeanour was, I am bound to confess, quite in accordance
with theirs. He was silent and dignified as they are; he seemed to have a big, but
buried, grievance, as they do. He professed total ignorance of the crime and the
whole question; and showed nothing but a sullen impatience for something
sensible that might come to take him out of his meaningless scrape. He asked me
more than once if he could telephone for a lawyer who had helped him a long time
ago in a trade dispute, and in every sense acted as you would expect an innocent
man to act. There was nothing against him in the world except that little finger on
the dial that pointed to the change of his pulse.
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“Then, sir, the machine was on its trial; and the machine was right. By the time I
came with him out of the private room into the vestibule where all sorts of other
people were awaiting examination, I think he had already more or less made up his
mind to clear things up by something like a confession. He turned to me and began
to say in a low voice: ‘Oh, I can’t stick this any more. If you must know all about
me — ’
“At the same instant one of the poor women sitting on the long bench stood up,
screaming aloud and pointing at him with her finger. I have never in my life heard
anything more demoniacally distinct. Her lean finger seemed to pick him out as if
it were a pea-shooter. Though the word was a mere howl, every syllable was as
clear as a separate stroke on the clock.
“‘Drugger Davis!’ she shouted. ‘They’ve got Drugger Davis!’
“Among the wretched women, mostly thieves and streetwalkers, twenty faces were
turned, gaping with glee and hate. If I had never heard the words, I should have
known by the very shock upon his features that the so-called Oscar Rian had heard
his real name. But I’m not quite so ignorant, you may be surprised to hear.
Drugger Davis was one of the most terrible and depraved criminals that ever
baffled our police. It is certain he had done murder more than once long before his
last exploit with the warder. But he was never entirely fixed for it, curiously
enough because he did it in the same manner as those milder — or meaner —
crimes for which he was fixed pretty often. He was a handsome, well-bred-looking
brute, as he still is, to some extent; and he used mostly to go about with barmaids
or shop-girls and do them out of their money. Very often, though, he went a good
deal farther; and they were found drugged with cigarettes or chocolates and their
whole property missing. Then came one case where the girl was found dead; but
deliberation could not quite be proved, and, what was more practical still, the
criminal could not be found. I heard a rumour of his having reappeared somewhere
in the opposite character this time, lending money instead of borrowing it; but still
to such poor widows as he might personally fascinate, but still with the same bad
result for them. Well, there is your innocent man, and there is his innocent record.
Even, since then, four criminals and three warders have identified him and
confirmed the story. Now what have you got to say to my poor little machine after
that? Hasn’t the machine done for him? Or do you prefer to say that the woman
and I have done for him?”
“As to what you’ve done for him,” replied Father Brown, rising and shaking
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himself in a floppy way, “you’ve saved him from the electrical chair. I don’t think
they can kill Drugger Davis on that old vague story of the poison; and as for the
convict who killed the warder, I suppose it’s obvious that you haven’t got him. Mr
Davis is innocent of that crime, at any rate.”
“What do you mean?” demanded the other. “Why should he be innocent of that
crime?”
“Why, bless us all!” cried the small man in one of his rare moments of animation,
“why, because he’s guilty of the other crimes! I don’t know what you people are
made of. You seem to think that all sins are kept together in a bag. You talk as if a
miser on Monday were always a spendthrift on Tuesday. You tell me this man you
have here spent weeks and months wheedling needy women out of small sums of
money; that he used a drug at the best, and a poison at the worst; that he turned up
afterwards as the lowest kind of moneylender, and cheated most poor people in the
same patient and pacific style. Let it be granted — let us admit, for the sake of
argument, that he did all this. If that is so, I will tell you what he didn’t do. He
didn’t storm a spiked wall against a man with a loaded gun. He didn’t write on the
wall with his own hand, to say he had done it. He didn’t stop to state that his
justification was self-defence. He didn’t explain that he had no quarrel with the
poor warder. He didn’t name the house of the rich man to which he was going with
the gun. He didn’t write his own, initials in a man’s blood. Saints alive! Can’t you
see the whole character is different, in good and evil? Why, you don’t seem to be
like I am a bit. One would think you’d never had any vices of your own.”
The amazed American had already parted his lips in protest when the door of his
private and official room was hammered and rattled in an unceremonious way to
which he was totally unaccustomed.
The door flew open. The moment before Greywood Usher had been coming to the
conclusion that Father Brown might possibly be mad. The moment after he began
to think he was mad himself. There burst and fell into his private room a man in
the filthiest rags, with a greasy squash hat still askew on his head, and a shabby
green shade shoved up from one of his eyes, both of which were glaring like a
tiger’s. The rest of his face was almost undiscoverable, being masked with a
matted beard and whiskers through which the nose could barely thrust itself, and
further buried in a squalid red scarf or handkerchief. Mr Usher prided himself on
having seen most of the roughest specimens in the State, but he thought he had
never seen such a baboon dressed as a scarecrow as this. But, above all, he had
never in all his placid scientific existence heard a man like that speak to him first.
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“See here, old man Usher,” shouted the being in the red handkerchief, “I’m getting
tired. Don’t you try any of your hide-and-seek on me; I don’t get fooled any.
Leave go of my guests, and I’ll let up on the fancy clockwork. Keep him here for a
split instant and you’ll feel pretty mean. I reckon I’m not a man with no pull.”
The eminent Usher was regarding the bellowing monster with an amazement
which had dried up all other sentiments. The mere shock to his eyes had rendered
his ears, almost useless. At last he rang a bell with a hand of violence. While the
bell was still strong and pealing, the voice of Father Brown fell soft but distinct.
“I have a suggestion to make,” he said, “but it seems a little confusing. I don’t
know this gentleman — but — but I think I know him. Now, you know him —
you know him quite well — but you don’t know him — naturally. Sounds
paradoxical, I know.”
“I reckon the Cosmos is cracked,” said Usher, and fell asprawl in his round office
chair.
“Now, see here,” vociferated the stranger, striking the table, but speaking in a
voice that was all the more mysterious because it was comparatively mild and
rational though still resounding. “I won’t let you in. I want — ”
“Who in hell are you?” yelled Usher, suddenly sitting up straight.
“I think the gentleman’s name is Todd,” said the priest.
Then he picked up the pink slip of newspaper.
“I fear you don’t read the Society papers properly,” he said, and began to read out
in a monotonous voice, “‘Or locked in the jewelled bosoms of our city’s gayest
leaders; but there is talk of a pretty parody of the manners and customs of the other
end of Society’s scale.’ There’s been a big Slum Dinner up at Pilgrim’s Pond
tonight; and a man, one of the guests, disappeared. Mr Ireton Todd is a good host,
and has tracked him here, without even waiting to take off his fancy-dress.”
“What man do you mean?”
“I mean the man with comically ill-fitting clothes you saw running across the
ploughed field. Hadn’t you better go and investigate him? He will be rather
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impatient to get back to his champagne, from which he ran away in such a hurry,
when the convict with the gun hove in sight.”
“Do you seriously mean — ” began the official.
“Why, look here, Mr Usher,” said Father Brown quietly, “you said the machine
couldn’t make a mistake; and in one sense it didn’t. But the other machine did; the
machine that worked it. You assumed that the man in rags jumped at the name of
Lord Falconroy, because he was Lord Falconroy’s murderer. He jumped at the
name of Lord Falconroy because he is Lord Falconroy.”
“Then why the blazes didn’t he say so?” demanded the staring Usher.
“He felt his plight and recent panic were hardly patrician,” replied the priest, “so
he tried to keep the name back at first. But he was just going to tell it you, when”
— and Father Brown looked down at his boots — “when a woman found another
name for him.”
“But you can’t be so mad as to say,” said Greywood Usher, very white, “that Lord
Falconroy was Drugger Davis.”
The priest looked at him very earnestly, but with a baffling and undecipherable
face.
“I am not saying anything about it,” he said. “I leave all the rest to you. Your pink
paper says that the title was recently revived for him; but those papers are very
unreliable. It says he was in the States in youth; but the whole story seems very
strange. Davis and Falconroy are both pretty considerable cowards, but so are lots
of other men. I would not hang a dog on my own opinion about this. But I think,”
he went on softly and reflectively, “I think you Americans are too modest. I think
you idealize the English aristocracy — even in assuming it to be so aristocratic.
You see a good-looking Englishman in evening-dress; you know he’s in the House
of Lords; and you fancy he has a father. You don’t allow for our national
buoyancy and uplift. Many of our most influential noblemen have not only risen
recently, but — ”
“Oh, stop it!” cried Greywood Usher, wringing one lean hand in impatience
against a shade of irony in the other’s face.
“Don’t stay talking to this lunatic!” cried Todd brutally. “Take me to my friend.”
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Next morning Father Brown appeared with the same demure expression, carrying
yet another piece of pink newspaper.
“I’m afraid you neglect the fashionable press rather,” he said, “but this cutting may
interest you.”
Usher read the headlines, “Last-Trick’s Strayed Revellers: Mirthful Incident near
Pilgrim’s Pond.” The paragraph went on: “A laughable occurrence took place
outside Wilkinson’s Motor Garage last night. A policeman on duty had his
attention drawn by larrikins to a man in prison dress who was stepping with
considerable coolness into the steering-seat of a pretty high-toned Panhard; he was
accompanied by a girl wrapped in a ragged shawl. On the police interfering, the
young woman threw back the shawl, and all recognized Millionaire Todd’s
daughter, who had just come from the Slum Freak Dinner at the Pond, where all
the choicest guests were in a similar deshabille. She and the gentleman who had
donned prison uniform were going for the customary joy-ride.”
Under the pink slip Mr Usher found a strip of a later paper, headed, “Astounding
Escape of Millionaire’s Daughter with Convict. She had Arranged Freak Dinner.
Now Safe in — ”
Mr Greenwood Usher lifted his eyes, but Father Brown was gone.

The Head of Caesar
THERE is somewhere in Brompton or Kensington an interminable avenue of tall
houses, rich but largely empty, that looks like a terrace of tombs. The very steps up
to the dark front doors seem as steep as the side of pyramids; one would hesitate to
knock at the door, lest it should be opened by a mummy. But a yet more
depressing feature in the grey facade is its telescopic length and changeless
continuity. The pilgrim walking down it begins to think he will never come to a
break or a corner; but there is one exception — a very small one, but hailed by the
pilgrim almost with a shout. There is a sort of mews between two of the tall
mansions, a mere slit like the crack of a door by comparison with the street, but
just large enough to permit a pigmy ale-house or eating-house, still allowed by the
rich to their stable-servants, to stand in the angle. There is something cheery in its
very dinginess, and something free and elfin in its very insignificance. At the feet
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of those grey stone giants it looks like a lighted house of dwarfs.
Anyone passing the place during a certain autumn evening, itself almost fairylike,
might have seen a hand pull aside the red half-blind which (along with some large
white lettering) half hid the interior from the street, and a face peer out not unlike a
rather innocent goblin’s. It was, in fact, the face of one with the harmless human
name of Brown, formerly priest of Cobhole in Essex, and now working in London.
His friend, Flambeau, a semi-official investigator, was sitting opposite him,
making his last notes of a case he had cleared up in the neighbourhood. They were
sitting at a small table, close up to the window, when the priest pulled the curtain
back and looked out. He waited till a stranger in the street had passed the window,
to let the curtain fall into its place again. Then his round eyes rolled to the large
white lettering on the window above his head, and then strayed to the next table, at
which sat only a navvy with beer and cheese, and a young girl with red hair and a
glass of milk. Then (seeing his friend put away the pocket-book), he said softly:
“If you’ve got ten minutes, I wish you’d follow that man with the false nose.”
Flambeau looked up in surprise; but the girl with the red hair also looked up, and
with something that was stronger than astonishment. She was simply and even
loosely dressed in light brown sacking stuff; but she was a lady, and even, on a
second glance, a rather needlessly haughty one. “The man with the false nose!”
repeated Flambeau. “Who’s he?”
“I haven’t a notion,” answered Father Brown. “I want you to find out; I ask it as a
favour. He went down there” — and he jerked his thumb over his shoulder in one
of his undistinguished gestures — “and can’t have passed three lamp-posts yet. I
only want to know the direction.”
Flambeau gazed at his friend for some time, with an expression between perplexity
and amusement; and then, rising from the table; squeezed his huge form out of the
little door of the dwarf tavern, and melted into the twilight.
Father Brown took a small book out of his pocket and began to read steadily; he
betrayed no consciousness of the fact that the red-haired lady had left her own
table and sat down opposite him. At last she leaned over and said in a low, strong
voice: “Why do you say that? How do you know it’s false?”
He lifted his rather heavy eyelids, which fluttered in considerable embarrassment.
Then his dubious eye roamed again to the white lettering on the glass front of the
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public-house. The young woman’s eyes followed his, and rested there also, but in
pure puzzledom.
“No,” said Father Brown, answering her thoughts. “It doesn’t say ‘Sela’, like the
thing in the Psalms; I read it like that myself when I was wool-gathering just now;
it says ‘Ales.’”
“Well?” inquired the staring young lady. “What does it matter what it says?”
His ruminating eye roved to the girl’s light canvas sleeve, round the wrist of which
ran a very slight thread of artistic pattern, just enough to distinguish it from a
working-dress of a common woman and make it more like the working-dress of a
lady art-student. He seemed to find much food for thought in this; but his reply
was very slow and hesitant. “You see, madam,” he said, “from outside the place
looks — well, it is a perfectly decent place — but ladies like you don’t — don’t
generally think so. They never go into such places from choice, except — ”
“Well?” she repeated.
“Except an unfortunate few who don’t go in to drink milk.”
“You are a most singular person,” said the young lady. “What is your object in all
this?”
“Not to trouble you about it,” he replied, very gently. “Only to arm myself with
knowledge enough to help you, if ever you freely ask my help.”
“But why should I need help?”
He continued his dreamy monologue. “You couldn’t have come in to see
protegees, humble friends, that sort of thing, or you’d have gone through into the
parlour . . . and you couldn’t have come in because you were ill, or you’d have
spoken to the woman of the place, who’s obviously respectable . . . besides, you
don’t look ill in that way, but only unhappy . . . This street is the only original long
lane that has no turning; and the houses on both sides are shut up . . . I could only
suppose that you’d seen somebody coming whom you didn’t want to meet; and
found the public-house was the only shelter in this wilderness of stone . . . I don’t
think I went beyond the licence of a stranger in glancing at the only man who
passed immediately after . . . And as I thought he looked like the wrong sort . . .
and you looked like the right sort. . . . I held myself ready to help if he annoyed
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you; that is all. As for my friend, he’ll be back soon; and he certainly can’t find out
anything by stumping down a road like this. . . . I didn’t think he could.”
“Then why did you send him out?” she cried, leaning forward with yet warmer
curiosity. She had the proud, impetuous face that goes with reddish colouring, and
a Roman nose, as it did in Marie Antoinette.
He looked at her steadily for the first time, and said: “Because I hoped you would
speak to me.”
She looked back at him for some time with a heated face, in which there hung a
red shadow of anger; then, despite her anxieties, humour broke out of her eyes and
the corners of her mouth, and she answered almost grimly: “Well, if you’re so
keen on my conversation, perhaps you’ll answer my question.” After a pause she
added: “I had the honour to ask you why you thought the man’s nose was false.”
“The wax always spots like that just a little in this weather,” answered Father
Brown with entire simplicity,
“But it’s such a crooked nose,” remonstrated the red-haired girl.
The priest smiled in his turn. “I don’t say it’s the sort of nose one would wear out
of mere foppery,” he admitted. “This man, I think, wears it because his real nose is
so much nicer.”
“But why?” she insisted.
“What is the nursery-rhyme?” observed Brown absent-mindedly. “There was a
crooked man and he went a crooked mile. . . . That man, I fancy, has gone a very
crooked road — by following his nose.”
“Why, what’s he done?” she demanded, rather shakily.
“I don’t want to force your confidence by a hair,” said Father Brown, very quietly.
“But I think you could tell me more about that than I can tell you.”
The girl sprang to her feet and stood quite quietly, but with clenched hands, like
one about to stride away; then her hands loosened slowly, and she sat down again.
“You are more of a mystery than all the others,” she said desperately, “but I feel
there might be a heart in your mystery.”
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“What we all dread most,” said the priest in a low voice, “is a maze with no centre.
That is why atheism is only a nightmare.” “I will tell you everything,” said the redhaired girl doggedly, “except why I am telling you; and that I don’t know.”
She picked at the darned table-cloth and went on: “You look as if you knew what
isn’t snobbery as well as what is; and when I say that ours is a good old family,
you’ll understand it is a necessary part of the story; indeed, my chief danger is in
my brother’s high-and-dry notions, noblesse oblige and all that. Well, my name is
Christabel Carstairs; and my father was that Colonel Carstairs you’ve probably
heard of, who made the famous Carstairs Collection of Roman coins. I could never
describe my father to you; the nearest I can say is that he was very like a Roman
coin himself. He was as handsome and as genuine and as valuable and as metallic
and as out-of-date. He was prouder of his Collection than of his coat-of-arms —
nobody could say more than that. His extraordinary character came out most in his
will. He had two sons and one daughter. He quarrelled with one son, my brother
Giles, and sent him to Australia on a small allowance. He then made a will leaving
the Carstairs Collection, actually with a yet smaller allowance, to my brother
Arthur. He meant it as a reward, as the highest honour he could offer, in
acknowledgement of Arthur’s loyalty and rectitude and the distinctions he had
already gained in mathematics and economics at Cambridge. He left me practically
all his pretty large fortune; and I am sure he meant it in contempt.
“Arthur, you may say, might well complain of this; but Arthur is my father over
again. Though he had some differences with my father in early youth, no sooner
had he taken over the Collection than he became like a pagan priest dedicated to a
temple. He mixed up these Roman halfpence with the honour of the Carstairs
family in the same stiff, idolatrous way as his father before him. He acted as if
Roman money must be guarded by all the Roman virtues. He took no pleasures; he
spent nothing on himself; he lived for the Collection. Often he would not trouble to
dress for his simple meals; but pattered about among the corded brown-paper
parcels (which no one else was allowed to touch) in an old brown dressing-gown.
With its rope and tassel and his pale, thin, refined face, it made him look like an
old ascetic monk. Every now and then, though, he would appear dressed like a
decidedly fashionable gentleman; but that was only when he went up to the
London sales or shops to make an addition to the Carstairs Collection.
“Now, if you’ve known any young people, you won’t be shocked if I say that I got
into rather a low frame of mind with all this; the frame of mind in which one
begins to say that the Ancient Romans were all very well in their way. I’m not like
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my brother Arthur; I can’t help enjoying enjoyment. I got a lot of romance and
rubbish where I got my red hair, from the other side of the family. Poor Giles was
the same; and I think the atmosphere of coins might count in excuse for him;
though he really did wrong and nearly went to prison. But he didn’t behave any
worse than I did; as you shall hear.
“I come now to the silly part of the story. I think a man as clever as you can guess
the sort of thing that would begin to relieve the monotony for an unruly girl of
seventeen placed in such a position. But I am so rattled with more dreadful things
that I can hardly read my own feeling; and don’t know whether I despise it now as
a flirtation or bear it as a broken heart. We lived then at a little seaside wateringplace in South Wales, and a retired sea-captain living a few doors off had a son
about five years older than myself, who had been a friend of Giles before he went
to the Colonies. His name does not affect my tale; but I tell you it was Philip
Hawker, because I am telling you everything. We used to go shrimping together,
and said and thought we were in love with each other; at least he certainly said he
was, and I certainly thought I was. If I tell you he had bronzed curly hair and a
falconish sort of face, bronzed by the sea also, it’s not for his sake, I assure you,
but for the story; for it was the cause of a very curious coincidence.
“One summer afternoon, when I had promised to go shrimping along the sands
with Philip, I was waiting rather impatiently in the front drawing-room, watching
Arthur handle some packets of coins he had just purchased and slowly shunt them,
one or two at a time, into his own dark study and museum which was at the back
of the house. As soon as I heard the heavy door close on him finally, I made a bolt
for my shrimping-net and tam-o’-shanter and was just going to slip out, when I
saw that my brother had left behind him one coin that lay gleaming on the long
bench by the window. It was a bronze coin, and the colour, combined with the
exact curve of the Roman nose and something in the very lift of the long, wiry
neck, made the head of Caesar on it the almost precise portrait of Philip Hawker.
Then I suddenly remembered Giles telling Philip of a coin that was like him, and
Philip wishing he had it. Perhaps you can fancy the wild, foolish thoughts with
which my head went round; I felt as if I had had a gift from the fairies. It seemed
to me that if I could only run away with this, and give it to Philip like a wild sort of
wedding-ring, it would be a bond between us for ever; I felt a thousand such things
at once. Then there yawned under me, like the pit, the enormous, awful notion of
what I was doing; above all, the unbearable thought, which was like touching hot
iron, of what Arthur would think of it. A Carstairs a thief; and a thief of the
Carstairs treasure! I believe my brother could see me burned like a witch for such a
thing, But then, the very thought of such fanatical cruelty heightened my old
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hatred of his dingy old antiquarian fussiness and my longing for the youth and
liberty that called to me from the sea. Outside was strong sunlight with a wind; and
a yellow head of some broom or gorse in the garden rapped against the glass of the
window. I thought of that living and growing gold calling to me from all the heaths
of the world — and then of that dead, dull gold and bronze and brass of my
brother’s growing dustier and dustier as life went by. Nature and the Carstairs
Collection had come to grips at last.
“Nature is older than the Carstairs Collection. As I ran down the streets to the sea,
the coin clenched tight in my fist, I felt all the Roman Empire on my back as well
as the Carstairs pedigree. It was not only the old lion argent that was roaring in my
ear, but all the eagles of the Caesars seemed flapping and screaming in pursuit of
me. And yet my heart rose higher and higher like a child’s kite, until I came over
the loose, dry sand-hills and to the flat, wet sands, where Philip stood already up to
his ankles in the shallow shining water, some hundred yards out to sea. There was
a great red sunset; and the long stretch of low water, hardly rising over the ankle
for half a mile, was like a lake of ruby flame. It was not till I had torn off my shoes
and stockings and waded to where he stood, which was well away from the dry
land, that I turned and looked round. We were quite alone in a circle of sea-water
and wet sand, and I gave him the head of Caesar.
“At the very instant I had a shock of fancy: that a man far away on the sand-hills
was looking at me intently. I must have felt immediately after that it was a mere
leap of unreasonable nerves; for the man was only a dark dot in the distance, and I
could only just see that he was standing quite still and gazing, with his head a little
on one side. There was no earthly logical evidence that he was looking at me; he
might have been looking at a ship, or the sunset, or the sea-gulls, or at any of the
people who still strayed here and there on the shore between us. Nevertheless,
whatever my start sprang from was prophetic; for, as I gazed, he started walking
briskly in a bee-line towards us across the wide wet sands. As he drew nearer and
nearer I saw that he was dark and bearded, and that his eyes were marked with
dark spectacles. He was dressed poorly but respectably in black, from the old black
top hat on his head to the solid black boots on his feet. In spite of these he walked
straight into the sea without a flash of hesitation, and came on at me with the
steadiness of a travelling bullet.
“I can’t tell you the sense of monstrosity and miracle I had when he thus silently
burst the barrier between land and water. It was as if he had walked straight off a
cliff and still marched steadily in mid-air. It was as if a house had flown up into
the sky or a man’s head had fallen off. He was only wetting his boots; but he
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seemed to be a demon disregarding a law of Nature. If he had hesitated an instant
at the water’s edge it would have been nothing. As it was, he seemed to look so
much at me alone as not to notice the ocean. Philip was some yards away with his
back to me, bending over his net. The stranger came on till he stood within two
yards of me, the water washing half-way up to his knees. Then he said, with a
clearly modulated and rather mincing articulation: ‘Would it discommode you to
contribute elsewhere a coin with a somewhat different superscription?’
“With one exception there was nothing definably abnormal about him. His tinted
glasses were not really opaque, but of a blue kind common enough, nor were the
eyes behind them shifty, but regarded me steadily. His dark beard was not really
long or wild — but he looked rather hairy, because the beard began very high up in
his face, just under the cheek-bones. His complexion was neither sallow nor livid,
but on the contrary rather clear and youthful; yet this gave a pink-and-white wax
look which somehow (I don’t know why) rather increased the horror. The only
oddity one could fix was that his nose, which was otherwise of a good shape, was
just slightly turned sideways at the tip; as if, when it was soft, it had been tapped
on one side with a toy hammer. The thing was hardly a deformity; yet I cannot tell
you what a living nightmare it was to me. As he stood there in the sunset-stained
water he affected me as some hellish sea-monster just risen roaring out of a sea
like blood. I don’t know why a touch on the nose should affect my imagination so
much. I think it seemed as if he could move his nose like a finger. And as if he had
just that moment moved it.
“‘Any little assistance,’ he continued with the same queer, priggish accent, ‘that
may obviate the necessity of my communicating with the family.’
“Then it rushed over me that I was being blackmailed for the theft of the bronze
piece; and all my merely superstitious fears and doubts were swallowed up in one
overpowering, practical question. How could he have found out? I had stolen the
thing suddenly and on impulse; I was certainly alone; for I always made sure of
being unobserved when I slipped out to see Philip in this way. I had not, to all
appearance, been followed in the street; and if I had, they could not ‘X-ray’ the
coin in my closed hand. The man standing on the sand-hills could no more have
seen what I gave Philip than shoot a fly in one eye, like the man in the fairy-tale.
“‘Philip,’ I cried helplessly, ‘ask this man what he wants.’
“When Philip lifted his head at last from mending his net he looked rather red, as if
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sulky or ashamed; but it may have been only the exertion of stooping and the red
evening light; I may have only had another of the morbid fancies that seemed to be
dancing about me. He merely said gruffly to the man: ‘You clear out of this.’ And,
motioning me to follow, set off wading shoreward without paying further attention
to him. He stepped on to a stone breakwater that ran out from among the roots of
the sand-hills, and so struck homeward, perhaps thinking our incubus would find it
less easy to walk on such rough stones, green and slippery with seaweed, than we,
who were young and used to it. But my persecutor walked as daintily as he talked;
and he still followed me, picking his way and picking his phrases. I heard his
delicate, detestable voice appealing to me over my shoulder, until at last, when we
had crested the sand-hills, Philip’s patience (which was by no means so
conspicuous on most occasions) seemed to snap. He turned suddenly, saying, ‘Go
back. I can’t talk to you now.’ And as the man hovered and opened his mouth,
Philip struck him a buffet on it that sent him flying from the top of the tallest sandhill to the bottom. I saw him crawling out below, covered with sand.
“This stroke comforted me somehow, though it might well increase my peril; but
Philip showed none of his usual elation at his own prowess. Though as affectionate
as ever, he still seemed cast down; and before I could ask him anything fully, he
parted with me at his own gate, with two remarks that struck me as strange. He
said that, all things considered, I ought to put the coin back in the Collection; but
that he himself would keep it ‘for the present’. And then he added quite suddenly
and irrelevantly:, ‘You know Giles is back from Australia?’”
The door of the tavern opened and the gigantic shadow of the investigator
Flambeau fell across the table. Father Brown presented him to the lady in his own
slight, persuasive style of speech, mentioning his knowledge and sympathy in such
cases; and almost without knowing, the girl was soon reiterating her story to two
listeners. But Flambeau, as he bowed and sat down, handed the priest a small slip
of paper. Brown accepted it with some surprise and read on it: “Cab to Wagga
Wagga, 379, Mafeking Avenue, Putney.” The girl was going on with her story.
“I went up the steep street to my own house with my head in a whirl; it had not
begun to clear when I came to the doorstep, on which I found a milk-can — and
the man with the twisted nose. The milk-can told me the servants were all out; for,
of course, Arthur, browsing about in his brown dressing-gown in a brown study,
would not hear or answer a bell. Thus there was no one to help me in the house,
except my brother, whose help must be my ruin. In desperation I thrust two
shillings into the horrid thing’s hand, and told him to call again in a few days,
when I had thought it out. He went off sulking, but more sheepishly than I had
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expected — perhaps he had been shaken by his fall — and I watched the star of
sand splashed on his back receding down the road with a horrid vindictive
pleasure. He turned a corner some six houses down.
“Then I let myself in, made myself some tea, and tried to think it out. I sat at the
drawing-room window looking on to the garden, which still glowed with the last
full evening light. But I was too distracted and dreamy to look at the lawns and
flower-pots and flower-beds with any concentration. So I took the shock the more
sharply because I’d seen it so slowly.
“The man or monster I’d sent away was standing quite still in the middle of the
garden. Oh, we’ve all read a lot about pale-faced phantoms in the dark; but this
was more dreadful than anything of that kind could ever be. Because, though he
cast a long evening shadow, he still stood in warm sunlight. And because his face
was not pale, but had that waxen bloom still upon it that belongs to a barber’s
dummy. He stood quite still, with his face towards me; and I can’t tell you how
horrid he looked among the tulips and all those tall, gaudy, almost hothouselooking flowers. It looked as if we’d stuck up a waxwork instead of a statue in the
centre of our garden.
“Yet almost the instant he saw me move in the window he turned and ran out of
the garden by the back gate, which stood open and by which he had undoubtedly
entered. This renewed timidity on his part was so different from the impudence
with which he had walked into the sea, that I felt vaguely comforted. I fancied,
perhaps, that he feared confronting Arthur more than I knew. Anyhow, I settled
down at last, and had a quiet dinner alone (for it was against the rules to disturb
Arthur when he was rearranging the museum), and, my thoughts, a little released,
fled to Philip and lost themselves, I suppose. Anyhow, I was looking blankly, but
rather pleasantly than otherwise, at another window, uncurtained, but by this time
black as a slate with the final night-fall. It seemed to me that something like a snail
was on the outside of the window-pane. But when I stared harder, it was more like
a man’s thumb pressed on the pane; it had that curled look that a thumb has. With
my fear and courage re-awakened together, I rushed at the window and then
recoiled with a strangled scream that any man but Arthur must have heard.
“For it was not a thumb, any more than it was a snail. It was the tip of a crooked
nose, crushed against the glass; it looked white with the pressure; and the staring
face and eyes behind it were at first invisible and afterwards grey like a ghost. I
slammed the shutters together somehow, rushed up to my room and locked myself
in. But, even as I passed, I could swear I saw a second black window with
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something on it that was like a snail.
“It might be best to go to Arthur after all. If the thing was crawling close all
around the house like a cat, it might have purposes worse even than blackmail. My
brother might cast me out and curse me for ever, but he was a gentleman, and
would defend me on the spot. After ten minutes’ curious thinking, I went down,
knocked on the door and then went in: to see the last and worst sight.
“My brother’s chair was empty, and he was obviously out. But the man with the
crooked nose was sitting waiting for his return, with his hat still insolently on his
head, and actually reading one of my brother’s books under my brother’s lamp.
His face was composed and occupied, but his nose-tip still had the air of being the
most mobile part of his face, as if it had just turned from left to right like an
elephant’s proboscis. I had thought him poisonous enough while he was pursuing
and watching me; but I think his unconsciousness of my presence was more
frightful still.
“I think I screamed loud and long; but that doesn’t matter. What I did next does
matter: I gave him all the money I had, including a good deal in paper which,
though it was mine, I dare say I had no right to touch. He went off at last, with
hateful, tactful regrets all in long words; and I sat down, feeling ruined in every
sense. And yet I was saved that very night by a pure accident. Arthur had gone off
suddenly to London, as he so often did, for bargains; and returned, late but radiant,
having nearly secured a treasure that was an added splendour even to the family
Collection. He was so resplendent that I was almost emboldened to confess the
abstraction of the lesser gem — but he bore down all other topics with his overpowering projects. Because the bargain might still misfire any moment, he insisted
on my packing at once and going up with him to lodgings he had already taken in
Fulham, to be near the curio-shop in question. Thus in spite of myself, I fled from
my foe almost in the dead of night — but from Philip also. . . . My brother was
often at the South Kensington Museum, and, in order to make some sort of
secondary life for myself, I paid for a few lessons at the Art Schools. I was coming
back from them this evening, when I saw the abomination of desolation walking
alive down the long straight street and the rest is as this gentleman has said.
“I’ve got only one thing to say. I don’t deserve to be helped; and I don’t question
or complain of my punishment; it is just, it ought to have happened. But I still
question, with bursting brains, how it can have happened. Am I punished by
miracle? or how can anyone but Philip and myself know I gave him a tiny coin in
the middle of the sea?”
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“It is an extraordinary problem,” admitted Flambeau.
“Not so extraordinary as the answer,” remarked Father Brown rather gloomily.
“Miss Carstairs, will you be at home if we call at your Fulham place in an hour
and a half hence?”
The girl looked at him, and then rose and put her gloves on. “Yes,” she said, “I’ll
be there”; and almost instantly left the place.
That night the detective and the priest were still talking of the matter as they drew
near the Fulham house, a tenement strangely mean even for a temporary residence
of the Carstairs family.
“Of course the superficial, on reflection,” said Flambeau, “would think first of this
Australian brother who’s been in trouble before, who’s come back so suddenly and
who’s just the man to have shabby confederates. But I can’t see how he can come
into the thing by any process of thought, unless . . .”
“Well?” asked his companion patiently.
Flambeau lowered his voice. “Unless the girl’s lover comes in, too, and he would
be the blacker villain. The Australian chap did know that Hawker wanted the coin.
But I can’t see how on earth he could know that Hawker had got it, unless Hawker
signalled to him or his representative across the shore.”
“That is true,” assented the priest, with respect.
“Have you noted another thing?” went on Flambeau eagerly. “this Hawker hears
his love insulted, but doesn’t strike till he’s got to the soft sand-hills, where he can
be victor in a mere sham-fight. If he’d struck amid rocks and sea, he might have
hurt his ally.”
“That is true again,” said Father Brown, nodding.
“And now, take it from the start. It lies between few people, but at least three. You
want one person for suicide; two people for murder; but at least three people for
blackmail”
“Why?” asked the priest softly.
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“Well, obviously,” cried his friend, “there must be one to be exposed; one to
threaten exposure; and one at least whom exposure would horrify.”
After a long ruminant pause, the priest said: “You miss a logical step. Three
persons are needed as ideas. Only two are needed as agents.”
“What can you mean?” asked the other.
“Why shouldn’t a blackmailer,” asked Brown, in a low voice, “threaten his victim
with himself? Suppose a wife became a rigid teetotaller in order to frighten her
husband into concealing his pub-frequenting, and then wrote him blackmailing
letters in another hand, threatening to tell his wife! Why shouldn’t it work?
Suppose a father forbade a son to gamble and then, following him in a good
disguise, threatened the boy with his own sham paternal strictness! Suppose —
but, here we are, my friend.”
“My God!” cried Flambeau; “you don’t mean — ”
An active figure ran down the steps of the house and showed under the golden
lamplight the unmistakable head that resembled the Roman coin. “Miss Carstairs,”
said Hawker without ceremony, “wouldn’t go in till you came.”
“Well,” observed Brown confidently, “don’t you think it’s the best thing she can
do to stop outside — with you to look after her? You see, I rather guess you have
guessed it all yourself.”
“Yes,” said the young man, in an undertone, “I guessed on the sands and now I
know; that was why I let him fall soft.”
Taking a latchkey from the girl and the coin from Hawker, Flambeau let himself
and his friend into the empty house and passed into the outer parlour. It was empty
of all occupants but one. The man whom Father Brown had seen pass the tavern
was standing against the wall as if at bay; unchanged, save that he had taken off
his black coat and was wearing a brown dressing-gown.
“We have come,” said Father Brown politely, “to give back this coin to its owner.”
And he handed it to the man with the nose.
Flambeau’s eyes rolled. “Is this man a coin-collector?” he asked.
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“This man is Mr Arthur Carstairs,” said the priest positively, “and he is a coincollector of a somewhat singular kind.”
The man changed colour so horribly that the crooked nose stood out on his face
like a separate and comic thing. He spoke, nevertheless, with a sort of despairing
dignity. “You shall see, then,” he said, “that I have not lost all the family
qualities.” And he turned suddenly and strode into an inner room, slamming the
door.
“Stop him!” shouted Father Brown, bounding and half falling over a chair; and,
after a wrench or two, Flambeau had the door open. But it was too late. In dead
silence Flambeau strode across and telephoned for doctor and police.
An empty medicine bottle lay on the floor. Across the table the body of the man in
the brown dressing-gown lay amid his burst and gaping brown-paper parcels; out
of which poured and rolled, not Roman, but very modern English coins.
The priest held up the bronze head of Caesar. “This,” he said, “was all that was left
of the Carstairs Collection.”
After a silence he went on, with more than common gentleness: “It was a cruel
will his wicked father made, and you see he did resent it a little. He hated the
Roman money he had, and grew fonder of the real money denied him. He not only
sold the Collection bit by bit, but sank bit by bit to the basest ways of making
money — even to blackmailing his own family in a disguise. He blackmailed his
brother from Australia for his little forgotten crime (that is why he took the cab to
Wagga Wagga in Putney), he blackmailed his sister for the theft he alone could
have noticed. And that, by the way, is why she had that supernatural guess when
he was away on the sand-dunes. Mere figure and gait, however distant, are more
likely to remind us of somebody than a well-made-up face quite close.”
There was another silence. “Well,” growled the detective, “and so this great
numismatist and coin-collector was nothing but a vulgar miser.”
“Is there so great a difference?” asked Father Brown, in the same strange,
indulgent tone. “What is there wrong about a miser that is not often as wrong
about a collector? What is wrong, except . . . thou shalt not make to thyself any
graven image; thou shalt not bow down to them nor serve them, for I . . . but we
must go and see how the poor young people are getting on.”
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“I think,” said Flambeau, “that in spite of everything, they are probably getting on
very well.”

The Purple Wig
MR EDWARD NUTT, the industrious editor of the Daily Reformer, sat at his
desk, opening letters and marking proofs to the merry tune of a typewriter, worked
by a vigorous young lady.
He was a stoutish, fair man, in his shirt-sleeves; his movements were resolute, his
mouth firm and his tones final; but his round, rather babyish blue eyes had a
bewildered and even wistful look that rather contradicted all this. Nor indeed was
the expression altogether misleading. It might truly be said of him, as for many
journalists in authority, that his most familiar emotion was one of continuous fear;
fear of libel actions, fear of lost advertisements, fear of misprints, fear of the sack.
His life was a series of distracted compromises between the proprietor of the paper
(and of him), who was a senile soap-boiler with three ineradicable mistakes in his
mind, and the very able staff he had collected to run the paper; some of whom
were brilliant and experienced men and (what was even worse) sincere enthusiasts
for the political policy of the paper.
A letter from one of these lay immediately before him, and rapid and resolute as he
was, he seemed almost to hesitate before opening it. He took up a strip of proof
instead, ran down it with a blue eye, and a blue pencil, altered the word “adultery”
to the word “impropriety,” and the word “Jew” to the word “Alien,” rang a bell
and sent it flying upstairs.
Then, with a more thoughtful eye, he ripped open the letter from his more
distinguished contributor, which bore a postmark of Devonshire, and read as
follows:
DEAR NUTT, — As I see you’re working Spooks and Dooks at the same
time, what about an article on that rum business of the Eyres of Exmoor; or
as the old women call it down here, the Devil’s Ear of Eyre? The head of the
family, you know, is the Duke of Exmoor; he is one of the few really stiff
old Tory aristocrats left, a sound old crusted tyrant it is quite in our line to
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make trouble about. And I think I’m on the track of a story that will make
trouble.
Of course I don’t believe in the old legend about James I; and as for you,
you don’t believe in anything, not even in journalism. The legend, you’ll
probably remember, was about the blackest business in English history —
the poisoning of Overbury by that witch’s cat Frances Howard, and the quite
mysterious terror which forced the King to pardon the murderers. There was
a lot of alleged witchcraft mixed up with it; and the story goes that a manservant listening at the keyhole heard the truth in a talk between the King
and Carr; and the bodily ear with which he heard grew large and monstrous
as by magic, so awful was the secret. And though he had to be loaded with
lands and gold and made an ancestor of dukes, the elf-shaped ear is still
recurrent in the family. Well, you don’t believe in black magic; and if you
did, you couldn’t use it for copy. If a miracle happened in your office, you’d
have to hush it up, now so many bishops are agnostics. But that is not the
point The point is that there really is something queer about Exmoor and his
family; something quite natural, I dare say, but quite abnormal. And the Ear
is in it somehow, I fancy; either a symbol or a delusion or disease or
something. Another tradition says that Cavaliers just after James I began to
wear their hair long only to cover the ear of the first Lord Exmoor. This also
is no doubt fanciful.
The reason I point it out to you is this: It seems to me that we make a
mistake in attacking aristocracy entirely for its champagne and diamonds.
Most men rather admire the nobs for having a good time, but I think we
surrender too much when we admit that aristocracy has made even the
aristocrats happy. I suggest a series of articles pointing out how dreary, how
inhuman, how downright diabolist, is the very smell and atmosphere of
some of these great houses. There are plenty of instances; but you couldn’t
begin with a better one than the Ear of the Eyres. By the end of the week I
think I can get you the truth about it. — Yours ever, FRANCIS FINN.
Mr Nutt reflected a moment, staring at his left boot; then he called out in a strong,
loud and entirely lifeless voice, in which every syllable sounded alike: “Miss
Barlow, take down a letter to Mr Finn, please.”
DEAR FINN, — I think it would do; copy should reach us second post
Saturday. — Yours, E. NUTT.
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This elaborate epistle he articulated as if it were all one word; and Miss Barlow
rattled it down as if it were all one word. Then he took up another strip of proof
and a blue pencil, and altered the word “supernatural” to the word “marvellous”,
and the expression “shoot down” to the expression “repress”.
In such happy, healthful activities did Mr Nutt disport himself, until the ensuing
Saturday found him at the same desk, dictating to the same typist, and using the
same blue pencil on the first instalment of Mr Finn’s revelations. The opening was
a sound piece of slashing invective about the evil secrets of princes, and despair in
the high places of the earth. Though written violently, it was in excellent English;
but the editor, as usual, had given to somebody else the task of breaking it up into
sub-headings, which were of a spicier sort, as “Peeress and Poisons”, and “The
Eerie Ear”, “The Eyres in their Eyrie”, and so on through a hundred happy
changes. Then followed the legend of the Ear, amplified from Finn’s first letter,
and then the substance of his later discoveries, as follows:
I know it is the practice of journalists to put the end of the story at the beginning
and call it a headline. I know that journalism largely consists in saying “Lord Jones
Dead” to people who never knew that Lord Jones was alive. Your present
correspondent thinks that this, like many other journalistic customs, is bad
journalism; and that the Daily Reformer has to set a better example in such things.
He proposes to tell his story as it occurred, step by step. He will use the real names
of the parties, who in most cases are ready to confirm his testimony. As for the
headlines, the sensational proclamations — they will come at the end.
I was walking along a public path that threads through a private Devonshire
orchard and seems to point towards Devonshire cider, when I came suddenly upon
just such a place as the path suggested. It was a long, low inn, consisting really of
a cottage and two barns; thatched all over with the thatch that looks like brown and
grey hair grown before history. But outside the door was a sign which called it the
Blue Dragon; and under the sign was one of those long rustic tables that used to
stand outside most of the free English inns, before teetotallers and brewers
between them destroyed freedom. And at this table sat three gentlemen, who might
have lived a hundred years ago.
Now that I know them all better, there is no difficulty about disentangling the
impressions; but just then they looked like three very solid ghosts. The dominant
figure, both because he was bigger in all three dimensions, and because he sat
centrally in the length of the table, facing me, was a tall, fat man dressed
completely in black, with a rubicund, even apoplectic visage, but a rather bald and
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rather bothered brow. Looking at him again, more strictly, I could not exactly say
what it was that gave me the sense of antiquity, except the antique cut of his white
clerical necktie and the barred wrinkles across his brow.
It was even less easy to fix the impression in the case of the man at the right end of
the table, who, to say truth, was as commonplace a person as could be seen
anywhere, with a round, brown-haired head and a round snub nose, but also clad in
clerical black, of a stricter cut. It was only when I saw his broad curved hat lying
on the table beside him that I realized why I connected him with anything ancient.
He was a Roman Catholic priest.
Perhaps the third man, at the other end of the table, had really more to do with it
than the rest, though he was both slighter in physical presence and more
inconsiderate in his dress. His lank limbs were clad, I might also say clutched, in
very tight grey sleeves and pantaloons; he had a long, sallow, aquiline face which
seemed somehow all the more saturnine because his lantern jaws were imprisoned
in his collar and neck-cloth more in the style of the old stock; and his hair (which
ought to have been dark brown) was of an odd dim, russet colour which, in
conjunction with his yellow face, looked rather purple than red. The unobtrusive
yet unusual colour was all the more notable because his hair was almost
unnaturally healthy and curling, and he wore it full. But, after all analysis, I incline
to think that what gave me my first old-fashioned impression was simply a set of
tall, old-fashioned wine-glasses, one or two lemons and two churchwarden pipes.
And also, perhaps, the old-world errand on which I had come.
Being a hardened reporter, and it being apparently a public inn, I did not need to
summon much of my impudence to sit down at the long table and order some
cider. The big man in black seemed very learned, especially about local
antiquities; the small man in black, though he talked much less, surprised me with
a yet wider culture. So we got on very well together; but the third man, the old
gentleman in the tight pantaloons, seemed rather distant and haughty, until I slid
into the subject of the Duke of Exmoor and his ancestry.
I thought the subject seemed to embarrass the other two a little; but it broke the
spell of the third man’s silence most successfully. Speaking with restraint and with
the accent of a highly educated gentleman, and puffing at intervals at his long
churchwarden pipe, he proceeded to tell me some of the most horrible stories I
have ever heard in my life: how one of the Eyres in the former ages had hanged his
own father; and another had his wife scourged at the cart tail through the village;
and another had set fire to a church full of children, and so on.
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Some of the tales, indeed, are not fit for public print — such as the story of the
Scarlet Nuns, the abominable story of the Spotted Dog, or the thing that was done
in the quarry. And all this red roll of impieties came from his thin, genteel lips
rather primly than otherwise, as he sat sipping the wine out of his tall, thin glass.
I could see that the big man opposite me was trying, if anything, to stop him; but
he evidently held the old gentleman in considerable respect, and could not venture
to do so at all abruptly. And the little priest at the other end of the table, though
free from any such air of embarrassment, looked steadily at the table, and seemed
to listen to the recital with great pain — as well as he might.
“You don’t seem,” I said to the narrator, “to be very fond of the Exmoor pedigree.”
He looked at me a moment, his lips still prim, but whitening and tightening; then
he deliberately broke his long pipe and glass on the table and stood up, the very
picture of a perfect gentleman with the framing temper of a fiend.
“These gentlemen,” he said, “will tell you whether I have cause to like it. The
curse of the Eyres of old has lain heavy on this country, and many have suffered
from it. They know there are none who have suffered from it as I have.” And with
that he crushed a piece of the fallen glass under his heel, and strode away among
the green twilight of the twinkling apple-trees.
“That is an extraordinary old gentleman,” I said to the other two; “do you happen
to know what the Exmoor family has done to him? Who is he?”
The big man in black was staring at me with the wild air of a baffled bull; he did
not at first seem to take it in. Then he said at last, “Don’t you know who he is?”
I reaffirmed my ignorance, and there was another silence; then the little priest said,
still looking at the table, “That is the Duke of Exmoor.”
Then, before I could collect my scattered senses, he added equally quietly, but
with an air of regularizing things: “My friend here is Doctor Mull, the Duke’s
librarian. My name is Brown.”
“But,” I stammered, “if that is the Duke, why does he damn all the old dukes like
that?”
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“He seems really to believe,” answered the priest called Brown, “that they have
left a curse on him.” Then he added, with some irrelevance, “That’s why he wears
a wig.”
It was a few moments before his meaning dawned on me. “You don’t mean that
fable about the fantastic ear?” I demanded. “I’ve heard of it, of course, but surely it
must be a superstitious yarn spun out of something much simpler. I’ve sometimes
thought it was a wild version of one of those mutilation stories. They used to crop
criminals’ ears in the sixteenth century.”
“I hardly think it was that,” answered the little man thoughtfully, “but it is not
outside ordinary science or natural law for a family to have some deformity
frequently reappearing — such as one ear bigger than the other.”
The big librarian had buried his big bald brow in his big red hands, like a man
trying to think out his duty. “No,” he groaned. “You do the man a wrong after all.
Understand, I’ve no reason to defend him, or even keep faith with him. He has
been a tyrant to me as to everybody else. Don’t fancy because you see him sitting
here that he isn’t a great lord in the worst sense of the word. He would fetch a man
a mile to ring a bell a yard off — if it would summon another man three miles to
fetch a matchbox three yards off. He must have a footman to carry his walkingstick; a body servant to hold up his opera-glasses — ”
“But not a valet to brush his clothes,” cut in the priest, with a curious dryness, “for
the valet would want to brush his wig, too.”
The librarian turned to him and seemed to forget my presence; he was strongly
moved and, I think, a little heated with wine. “I don’t know how you know it,
Father Brown,” he said, “but you are right. He lets the whole world do everything
for him — except dress him. And that he insists on doing in a literal solitude like a
desert. Anybody is kicked out of the house without a character who is so much as
found near his dressing-room door.
“He seems a pleasant old party,” I remarked.
“No,” replied Dr Mull quite simply; “and yet that is just what I mean by saying
you are unjust to him after all. Gentlemen, the Duke does really feel the bitterness
about the curse that he uttered just now. He does, with sincere shame and terror,
hide under that purple wig something he thinks it would blast the sons of man to
see. I know it is so; and I know it is not a mere natural disfigurement, like a
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criminal mutilation, or a hereditary disproportion in the features. I know it is worse
than that; because a man told me who was present at a scene that no man could
invent, where a stronger man than any of us tried to defy the secret, and was scared
away from it.”
I opened my mouth to speak, but Mull went on in oblivion of me, speaking out of
the cavern of his hands. “I don’t mind telling you, Father, because it’s really more
defending the poor Duke than giving him away. Didn’t you ever hear of the time
when he very nearly lost all the estates?”
The priest shook his head; and the librarian proceeded to tell the tale as he had
heard it from his predecessor in the same post, who had been his patron and
instructor, and whom he seemed to trust implicitly. Up to a certain point it was a
common enough tale of the decline of a great family’s fortunes — the tale of a
family lawyer. His lawyer, however, had the sense to cheat honestly, if the
expression explains itself. Instead of using funds he held in trust, he took
advantage of the Duke’s carelessness to put the family in a financial hole, in which
it might be necessary for the Duke to let him hold them in reality.
The lawyer’s name was Isaac Green, but the Duke always called him Elisha;
presumably in reference to the fact that he was quite bald, though certainly not
more than thirty. He had risen very rapidly, but from very dirty beginnings; being
first a “nark” or informer, and then a money-lender: but as solicitor to the Eyres he
had the sense, as I say, to keep technically straight until he was ready to deal the
final blow. The blow fell at dinner; and the old librarian said he should never
forget the very look of the lampshades and the decanters, as the little lawyer, with
a steady smile, proposed to the great landlord that they should halve the estates
between them. The sequel certainly could not be overlooked; for the Duke, in dead
silence, smashed a decanter on the man’s bald head as suddenly as I had seen him
smash the glass that day in the orchard. It left a red triangular scar on the scalp,
and the lawyer’s eyes altered, but not his smile.
He rose tottering to his feet, and struck back as such men do strike. “I am glad of
that,” he said, “for now I can take the whole estate. The law will give it to me.”
Exmoor, it seems, was white as ashes, but his eyes still blazed. “The law will give
it you,” he said; “but you will not take it. . . . Why not? Why? because it would
mean the crack of doom for me, and if you take it I shall take off my wig. . . .
Why, you pitiful plucked fowl, anyone can see your bare head. But no man shall
see mine and live.”
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Well, you may say what you like and make it mean what you like. But Mull
swears it is the solemn fact that the lawyer, after shaking his knotted fists in the air
for an instant, simply ran from the room and never reappeared in the countryside;
and since then Exmoor has been feared more for a warlock than even for a
landlord and a magistrate.
Now Dr Mull told his story with rather wild theatrical gestures, and with a passion
I think at least partisan. I was quite conscious of the possibility that the whole was
the extravagance of an old braggart and gossip. But before I end this half of my
discoveries, I think it due to Dr Mull to record that my two first inquiries have
confirmed his story. I learned from an old apothecary in the village that there was
a bald man in evening dress, giving the name of Green, who came to him one night
to have a three-cornered cut on his forehead plastered. And I learnt from the legal
records and old newspapers that there was a lawsuit threatened, and at least begun,
by one Green against the Duke of Exmoor.
Mr Nutt, of the Daily Reformer, wrote some highly incongruous words across the
top of the copy, made some highly mysterious marks down the side of it, and
called to Miss Barlow in the same loud, monotonous voice: “Take down a letter to
Mr Finn.”
DEAR FINN, — Your copy will do, but I have had to headline it a bit; and
our public would never stand a Romanist priest in the story — you must
keep your eye on the suburbs. I’ve altered him to Mr Brown, a Spiritualist.
Yours,
E. NUTT.
A day or two afterward found the active and judicious editor examining, with blue
eyes that seemed to grow rounder and rounder, the second instalment of Mr Finn’s
tale of mysteries in high life. It began with the words:
I have made an astounding discovery. I freely confess it is quite different from
anything I expected to discover, and will give a much more practical shock to the
public. I venture to say, without any vanity, that the words I now write will be read
all over Europe, and certainly all over America and the Colonies. And yet I heard
all I have to tell before I left this same little wooden table in this same little wood
of apple-trees.
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I owe it all to the small priest Brown; he is an extraordinary man. The big librarian
had left the table, perhaps ashamed of his long tongue, perhaps anxious about the
storm in which his mysterious master had vanished: anyway, he betook himself
heavily in the Duke’s tracks through the trees. Father Brown had picked up one of
the lemons and was eyeing it with an odd pleasure.
“What a lovely colour a lemon is!” he said. “There’s one thing I don’t like about
the Duke’s wig — the colour.”
“I don’t think I understand,” I answered.
“I dare say he’s got good reason to cover his ears, like King Midas,” went on the
priest, with a cheerful simplicity which somehow seemed rather flippant under the
circumstances. “I can quite understand that it’s nicer to cover them with hair than
with brass plates or leather flaps. But if he wants to use hair, why doesn’t he make
it look like hair? There never was hair of that colour in this world. It looks more
like a sunset-cloud coming through the wood. Why doesn’t he conceal the family
curse better, if he’s really so ashamed of it? Shall I tell you? It’s because he isn’t
ashamed of it. He’s proud of it”
“It’s an ugly wig to be proud of — and an ugly story,” I said.
“Consider,” replied this curious little man, “how you yourself really feel about
such things. I don’t suggest you’re either more snobbish or more morbid than the
rest of us: but don’t you feel in a vague way that a genuine old family curse is
rather a fine thing to have? Would you be ashamed, wouldn’t you be a little proud,
if the heir of the Glamis horror called you his friend? or if Byron’s family had
confided, to you only, the evil adventures of their race? Don’t be too hard on the
aristocrats themselves if their heads are as weak as ours would be, and they are
snobs about their own sorrows.”
“By Jove!” I cried; “and that’s true enough. My own mother’s family had a
banshee; and, now I come to think of it, it has comforted me in many a cold hour.”
“And think,” he went on, “of that stream of blood and poison that spurted from his
thin lips the instant you so much as mentioned his ancestors. Why should he show
every stranger over such a Chamber of Horrors unless he is proud of it? He doesn’t
conceal his wig, he doesn’t conceal his blood, he doesn’t conceal his family curse,
he doesn’t conceal the family crimes — but — ”
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The little man’s voice changed so suddenly, he shut his hand so sharply, and his
eyes so rapidly grew rounder and brighter like a waking owl’s, that it had all the
abruptness of a small explosion on the table.
“But,” he ended, “he does really conceal his toilet.”
It somehow completed the thrill of my fanciful nerves that at that instant the Duke
appeared again silently among the glimmering trees, with his soft foot and sunsethued hair, coming round the corner of the house in company with his librarian.
Before he came within earshot, Father Brown had added quite composedly, “Why
does he really hide the secret of what he does with the purple wig? Because it isn’t
the sort of secret we suppose.”
The Duke came round the corner and resumed his seat at the head of the table with
all his native dignity. The embarrassment of the librarian left him hovering on his
hind legs, like a huge bear. The Duke addressed the priest with great seriousness.
“Father Brown,” he said, “Doctor Mull informs me that you have come here to
make a request. I no longer profess an observance of the religion of my fathers; but
for their sakes, and for the sake of the days when we met before, I am very willing
to hear you. But I presume you would rather be heard in private.”
Whatever I retain of the gentleman made me stand up. Whatever I have attained of
the journalist made me stand still. Before this paralysis could pass, the priest had
made a momentarily detaining motion. “If,” he said, “your Grace will permit me
my real petition, or if I retain any right to advise you, I would urge that as many
people as possible should be present. All over this country I have found hundreds,
even of my own faith and flock, whose imaginations are poisoned by the spell
which I implore you to break. I wish we could have all Devonshire here to see you
do it.”
“To see me do what?” asked the Duke, arching his eyebrows.
“To see you take off your wig,” said Father Brown.
The Duke’s face did not move; but he looked at his petitioner with a glassy stare
which was the most awful expression I have ever seen on a human face. I could
see the librarian’s great legs wavering under him like the shadows of stems in a
pool; and I could not banish from my own brain the fancy that the trees all around
us were filling softly in the silence with devils instead of birds.
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“I spare you,” said the Duke in a voice of inhuman pity. “I refuse. If I gave you the
faintest hint of the load of horror I have to bear alone, you would lie shrieking at
these feet of mine and begging to know no more. I will spare you the hint. You
shall not spell the first letter of what is written on the altar of the Unknown God.”
“I know the Unknown God,” said the little priest, with an unconscious grandeur of
certitude that stood up like a granite tower. “I know his name; it is Satan. The true
God was made flesh and dwelt among us. And I say to you, wherever you find
men ruled merely by mystery, it is the mystery of iniquity. If the devil tells you
something is too fearful to look at, look at it. If he says something is too terrible to
hear, hear it. If you think some truth unbearable, bear it. I entreat your Grace to
end this nightmare now and here at this table.”
“If I did,” said the Duke in a low voice, “you and all you believe, and all by which
alone you live, would be the first to shrivel and perish. You would have an instant
to know the great Nothing before you died.”
“The Cross of Christ be between me and harm,” said Father Brown. “Take off
your wig.”
I was leaning over the table in ungovernable excitement; in listening to this
extraordinary duel half a thought had come into my head. “Your Grace,” I cried, “I
call your bluff. Take off that wig or I will knock it off.”
I suppose I can be prosecuted for assault, but I am very glad I did it. When he said,
in the same voice of stone, “I refuse,” I simply sprang on him. For three long
instants he strained against me as if he had all hell to help him; but I forced his
head until the hairy cap fell off it. I admit that, whilst wrestling, I shut my eyes as
it fell.
I was awakened by a cry from Mull, who was also by this time at the Duke’s side.
His head and mine were both bending over the bald head of the wigless Duke.
Then the silence was snapped by the librarian exclaiming: “What can it mean?
Why, the man had nothing to hide. His ears are just like everybody else’s.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown, “that is what he had to hide.”
The priest walked straight up to him, but strangely enough did not even glance at
his ears. He stared with an almost comical seriousness at his bald forehead, and
pointed to a three-cornered cicatrice, long healed, but still discernible. “Mr Green,
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I think.” he said politely, “and he did get the whole estate after all.”
And now let me tell the readers of the Daily Reformer what I think the most
remarkable thing in the whole affair. This transformation scene, which will seem
to you as wild and purple as a Persian fairy-tale, has been (except for my technical
assault) strictly legal and constitutional from its first beginnings. This man with the
odd scar and the ordinary ears is not an impostor. Though (in one sense) he wears
another man’s wig and claims another man’s ear, he has not stolen another man’s
coronet. He really is the one and only Duke of Exmoor. What happened was this.
The old Duke really had a slight malformation of the ear, which really was more or
less hereditary. He really was morbid about it; and it is likely enough that he did
invoke it as a kind of curse in the violent scene (which undoubtedly happened) in
which he struck Green with the decanter. But the contest ended very differently.
Green pressed his claim and got the estates; the dispossessed nobleman shot
himself and died without issue. After a decent interval the beautiful English
Government revived the “extinct” peerage of Exmoor, and bestowed it, as is usual,
on the most important person, the person who had got the property.
This man used the old feudal fables — properly, in his snobbish soul, really envied
and admired them. So that thousands of poor English people trembled before a
mysterious chieftain with an ancient destiny and a diadem of evil stars — when
they are really trembling before a guttersnipe who was a pettifogger and a
pawnbroker not twelve years ago. I think it very typical of the real case against our
aristocracy as it is, and as it will be till God sends us braver men.
Mr Nutt put down the manuscript and called out with unusual sharpness: “Miss
Barlow, please take down a letter to Mr Finn.”
DEAR FINN, — You must be mad; we can’t touch this. I wanted vampires
and the bad old days and aristocracy hand-in-hand with superstition. They
like that. But you must know the Exmoors would never forgive this. And
what would our people say then, I should like to know! Why, Sir Simon is
one of Exmoor’s greatest pals; and it would ruin that cousin of the Eyres
that’s standing for us at Bradford. Besides, old Soap-Suds was sick enough
at not getting his peerage last year; he’d sack me by wire if I lost him it with
such lunacy as this. And what about Duffey? He’s doing us some rattling
articles on “The Heel of the Norman.” And how can he write about Normans
if the man’s only a solicitor? Do be reasonable. — Yours, E. NUTT.
As Miss Barlow rattled away cheerfully, he crumpled up the copy and tossed it
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into the waste-paper basket; but not before he had, automatically and by force of
habit, altered the word “God” to the word “circumstances.”

The Perishing of the Pendragons
FATHER BROWN was in no mood for adventures. He had lately fallen ill with
over-work, and when he began to recover, his friend Flambeau had taken him on a
cruise in a small yacht with Sir Cecil Fanshaw, a young Cornish squire and an
enthusiast for Cornish coast scenery. But Brown was still rather weak; he was no
very happy sailor; and though he was never of the sort that either grumbles or
breaks down, his spirits did not rise above patience and civility. When the other
two men praised the ragged violet sunset or the ragged volcanic crags, he agreed
with them. When Flambeau pointed out a rock shaped like a dragon, he looked at it
and thought it very like a dragon. When Fanshaw more excitedly indicated a rock
that was like Merlin, he looked at it, and signified assent. When Flambeau asked
whether this rocky gate of the twisted river was not the gate of Fairyland, he said
“Yes.” He heard the most important things and the most trivial with the same
tasteless absorption. He heard that the coast was death to all but careful seamen; he
also heard that the ship’s cat was asleep. He heard that Fanshaw couldn’t find his
cigar-holder anywhere; he also heard the pilot deliver the oracle “Both eyes bright,
she’s all right; one eye winks, down she sinks.” He heard Flambeau say to
Fanshaw that no doubt this meant the pilot must keep both eyes open and be spry.
And he heard Fanshaw say to Flambeau that, oddly enough, it didn’t mean this: it
meant that while they saw two of the coast lights, one near and the other distant,
exactly side by side, they were in the right river-channel; but that if one light was
hidden behind the other, they were going on the rocks. He heard Fanshaw add that
his country was full of such quaint fables and idioms; it was the very home of
romance; he even pitted this part of Cornwall against Devonshire, as a claimant to
the laurels of Elizabethan seamanship. According to him there had been captains
among these coves and islets compared with whom Drake was practically a
landsman. He heard Flambeau laugh, and ask if, perhaps, the adventurous title of
“Westward Ho!” only meant that all Devonshire men wished they were living in
Cornwall. He heard Fanshaw say there was no need to be silly; that not only had
Cornish captains been heroes, but that they were heroes still: that near that very
spot there was an old admiral, now retired, who was scarred by thrilling voyages
full of adventures; and who had in his youth found the last group of eight Pacific
Islands that was added to the chart of the world. This Cecil Fanshaw was, in
person, of the kind that commonly urges such crude but pleasing enthusiasms; a
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very young man, light-haired, high-coloured, with an eager profile; with a boyish
bravado of spirits, but an almost girlish delicacy of tint and type. The big
shoulders, black brows and black mousquetaire swagger of Flambeau were a great
contrast.
All these trivialities Brown heard and saw; but heard them as a tired man hears a
tune in the railway wheels, or saw them as a sick man sees the pattern of his wallpaper. No one can calculate the turns of mood in convalescence: but Father
Brown’s depression must have had a great deal to do with his mere unfamiliarity
with the sea. For as the river mouth narrowed like the neck of a bottle, and the
water grew calmer and the air warmer and more earthly, he seemed to wake up and
take notice like a baby. They had reached that phase just after sunset when air and
water both look bright, but earth and all its growing things look almost black by
comparison. About this particular evening, however, there was something
exceptional. It was one of those rare atmospheres in which a smoked-glass slide
seems to have been slid away from between us and Nature; so that even dark
colours on that day look more gorgeous than bright colours on cloudier days. The
trampled earth of the river-banks and the peaty stain in the pools did not look drab
but glowing umber, and the dark woods astir in the breeze did not look, as usual,
dim blue with mere depth of distance, but more like wind-tumbled masses of some
vivid violet blossom. This magic clearness and intensity in the colours was further
forced on Brown’s slowly reviving senses by something romantic and even secret
in the very form of the landscape.
The river was still well wide and deep enough for a pleasure boat so small as
theirs; but the curves of the country-side suggested that it was closing in on either
hand; the woods seemed to be making broken and flying attempts at bridgebuilding — as if the boat were passing from the romance of a valley to the
romance of a hollow and so to the supreme romance of a tunnel. Beyond this mere
look of things there was little for Brown’s freshening fancy to feed on; he saw no
human beings, except some gipsies trailing along the river bank, with faggots and
osiers cut in the forest; and one sight no longer unconventional, but in such remote
parts still uncommon: a dark-haired lady, bare-headed, and paddling her own
canoe. If Father Brown ever attached any importance to either of these, he
certainly forgot them at the next turn of the river which brought in sight a singular
object.
The water seemed to widen and split, being cloven by the dark wedge of a fishshaped and wooded islet. With the rate at which they went, the islet seemed to
swim towards them like a ship; a ship with a very high prow — or, to speak more
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strictly, a very high funnel. For at the extreme point nearest them stood up an oddlooking building, unlike anything they could remember or connect with any
purpose. It was not specially high, but it was too high for its breadth to be called
anything but a tower. Yet it appeared to be built entirely of wood, and that in a
most unequal and eccentric way. Some of the planks and beams were of good,
seasoned oak; some of such wood cut raw and recent; some again of white
pinewood, and a great deal more of the same sort of wood painted black with tar.
These black beams were set crooked or crisscross at all kinds of angles, giving the
whole a most patchy and puzzling appearance. There were one or two windows,
which appeared to be coloured and leaded in an old-fashioned but more elaborate
style. The travellers looked at it with that paradoxical feeling we have when
something reminds us of something, and yet we are certain it is something very
different.
Father Brown, even when he was mystified, was clever in analysing his own
mystification. And he found himself reflecting that the oddity seemed to consist in
a particular shape cut out in an incongruous material; as if one saw a top-hat made
of tin, or a frock-coat cut out of tartan. He was sure he had seen timbers of
different tints arranged like that somewhere, but never in such architectural
proportions. The next moment a glimpse through the dark trees told him all he
wanted to know and he laughed. Through a gap in the foliage there appeared for a
moment one of those old wooden houses, faced with black beams, which are still
to be found here and there in England, but which most of us see imitated in some
show called “Old London” or “Shakespeare’s England’. It was in view only long
enough for the priest to see that, however old-fashioned, it was a comfortable and
well-kept country-house, with flower-beds in front of it. It had none of the piebald
and crazy look of the tower that seemed made out of its refuse.
“What on earth’s this?” said Flambeau, who was still staring at the tower.
Fanshaw’s eyes were shining, and he spoke triumphantly. “Aha! you’ve not seen a
place quite like this before, I fancy; that’s why I’ve brought you here, my friend.
Now you shall see whether I exaggerate about the mariners of Cornwall. This
place belongs to Old Pendragon, whom we call the Admiral; though he retired
before getting the rank. The spirit of Raleigh and Hawkins is a memory with the
Devon folk; it’s a modern fact with the Pendragons. If Queen Elizabeth were to
rise from the grave and come up this river in a gilded barge, she would be received
by the Admiral in a house exactly such as she was accustomed to, in every corner
and casement, in every panel on the wall or plate on the table. And she would find
an English Captain still talking fiercely of fresh lands to be found in little ships, as
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much as if she had dined with Drake.”
“She’d find a rum sort of thing in the garden,” said Father Brown, “which would
not please her Renaissance eye. That Elizabethan domestic architecture is
charming in its way; but it’s against the very nature of it to break out into turrets.”
“And yet,” answered Fanshaw, “that’s the most romantic and Elizabethan part of
the business. It was built by the Pendragons in the very days of the Spanish wars;
and though it’s needed patching and even rebuilding for another reason, it’s always
been rebuilt in the old way. The story goes that the lady of Sir Peter Pendragon
built it in this place and to this height, because from the top you can just see the
corner where vessels turn into the river mouth; and she wished to be the first to see
her husband’s ship, as he sailed home from the Spanish Main.”
“For what other reason,” asked Father Brown, “do you mean that it has been
rebuilt?”
“Oh, there’s a strange story about that, too,” said the young squire with relish.
“You are really in a land of strange stories. King Arthur was here and Merlin and
the fairies before him. The story goes that Sir Peter Pendragon, who (I fear) had
some of the faults of the pirates as well as the virtues of the sailor, was bringing
home three Spanish gentlemen in honourable captivity, intending to escort them to
Elizabeth’s court. But he was a man of flaming and tigerish temper, and coming to
high words with one of them, he caught him by the throat and flung him by
accident or design, into the sea. A second Spaniard, who was the brother of the
first, instantly drew his sword and flew at Pendragon, and after a short but furious
combat in which both got three wounds in as many minutes, Pendragon drove his
blade through the other’s body and the second Spaniard was accounted for. As it
happened the ship had already turned into the river mouth and was close to
comparatively shallow water. The third Spaniard sprang over the side of the ship,
struck out for the shore, and was soon near enough to it to stand up to his waist in
water. And turning again to face the ship, and holding up both arms to Heaven —
like a prophet calling plagues upon a wicked city — he called out to Pendragon in
a piercing and terrible voice, that he at least was yet living, that he would go on
living, that he would live for ever; and that generation after generation the house of
Pendragon should never see him or his, but should know by very certain signs that
he and his vengeance were alive. With that he dived under the wave, and was
either drowned or swam so long under water that no hair of his head was seen
afterwards.”
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“There’s that girl in the canoe again,” said Flambeau irrelevantly, for good-looking
young women would call him off any topic. “She seems bothered by the queer
tower just as we were.”
Indeed, the black-haired young lady was letting her canoe float slowly and silently
past the strange islet; and was looking intently up at the strange tower, with a
strong glow of curiosity on her oval and olive face.
“Never mind girls,” said Fanshaw impatiently, “there are plenty of them in the
world, but not many things like the Pendragon Tower. As you may easily suppose,
plenty of superstitions and scandals have followed in the track of the Spaniard’s
curse; and no doubt, as you would put it, any accident happening to this Cornish
family would be connected with it by rural credulity. But it is perfectly true that
this tower has been burnt down two or three times; and the family can’t be called
lucky, for more than two, I think, of the Admiral’s near kin have perished by
shipwreck; and one at least, to my own knowledge, on practically the same spot
where Sir Peter threw the Spaniard overboard.”
“What a pity!” exclaimed Flambeau. “She’s going.”
“When did your friend the Admiral tell you this family history?” asked Father
Brown, as the girl in the canoe paddled off, without showing the least intention of
extending her interest from the tower to the yacht, which Fanshaw had already
caused to lie alongside the island.
“Many years ago,” replied Fanshaw; “he hasn’t been to sea for some time now,
though he is as keen on it as ever. I believe there’s a family compact or something.
Well, here’s the landing stage; let’s come ashore and see the old boy.”
They followed him on to the island, just under the tower, and Father Brown,
whether from the mere touch of dry land, or the interest of something on the other
bank of the river (which he stared at very hard for some seconds), seemed
singularly improved in briskness. They entered a wooded avenue between two
fences of thin greyish wood, such as often enclose parks or gardens, and over the
top of which the dark trees tossed to and fro like black and purple plumes upon the
hearse of a giant. The tower, as they left it behind, looked all the quainter, because
such entrances are usually flanked by two towers; and this one looked lopsided.
But for this, the avenue had the usual appearance of the entrance to a gentleman’s
grounds; and, being so curved that the house was now out of sight, somehow
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looked a much larger park than any plantation on such an island could really be.
Father Brown was, perhaps, a little fanciful in his fatigue, but he almost thought
the whole place must be growing larger, as things do in a nightmare. Anyhow, a
mystical monotony was the only character of their march, until Fanshaw suddenly
stopped, and pointed to something sticking out through the grey fence —
something that looked at first rather like the imprisoned horn of some beast. Closer
observation showed that it was a slightly curved blade of metal that shone faintly
in the fading light.
Flambeau, who like all Frenchmen had been a soldier, bent over it and said in a
startled voice: “Why, it’s a sabre! I believe I know the sort, heavy and curved, but
shorter than the cavalry; they used to have them in artillery and the — ”
As he spoke the blade plucked itself out of the crack it had made and came down
again with a more ponderous slash, splitting the fissiparous fence to the bottom
with a rending noise. Then it was pulled out again, flashed above the fence some
feet further along, and again split it halfway down with the first stroke; and after
waggling a little to extricate itself (accompanied with curses in the darkness) split
it down to the ground with a second. Then a kick of devilish energy sent the whole
loosened square of thin wood flying into the pathway, and a great gap of dark
coppice gaped in the paling.
Fanshaw peered into the dark opening and uttered an exclamation of astonishment.
“My dear Admiral!” he exclaimed, “do you — er — do you generally cut out a
new front door whenever you want to go for a walk?”
The voice in the gloom swore again, and then broke into a jolly laugh. “No,” it
said; “I’ve really got to cut down this fence somehow; it’s spoiling all the plants,
and no one else here can do it. But I’ll only carve another bit off the front door,
and then come out and welcome you.”
And sure enough, he heaved up his weapon once more, and, hacking twice,
brought down another and similar strip of fence, making the opening about
fourteen feet wide in all. Then through this larger forest gateway he came out into
the evening light, with a chip of grey wood sticking to his sword-blade.
He momentarily fulfilled all Fanshaw’s fable of an old piratical Admiral; though
the details seemed afterwards to decompose into accidents. For instance, he wore a
broad-brimmed hat as protection against the sun; but the front flap of it was turned
up straight to the sky, and the two corners pulled down lower than the ears, so that
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it stood across his forehead in a crescent like the old cocked hat worn by Nelson.
He wore an ordinary dark-blue jacket, with nothing special about the buttons, but
the combination of it with white linen trousers somehow had a sailorish look. He
was tall and loose, and walked with a sort of swagger, which was not a sailor’s
roll, and yet somehow suggested it; and he held in his hand a short sabre which
was like a navy cutlass, but about twice as big. Under the bridge of the hat his
eagle face looked eager, all the more because it was not only clean-shaven, but
without eyebrows. It seemed almost as if all the hair had come off his face from
his thrusting it through a throng of elements. His eyes were prominent and
piercing. His colour was curiously attractive, while partly tropical; it reminded one
vaguely of a blood-orange. That is, that while it was ruddy and sanguine, there was
a yellow in it that was in no way sickly, but seemed rather to glow like gold apples
of the Hesperides — Father Brown thought he had never seen a figure so
expressive of all the romances about the countries of the Sun.
When Fanshaw had presented his two friends to their host he fell again into a tone
of rallying the latter about his wreckage of the fence and his apparent rage of
profanity. The Admiral pooh-poohed it at first as a piece of necessary but
annoying garden work; but at length the ring of real energy came back into his
laughter, and he cried with a mixture of impatience and good humour:
“Well, perhaps I do go at it a bit rabidly, and feel a kind of pleasure in smashing
anything. So would you if your only pleasure was in cruising about to find some
new Cannibal Islands, and you had to stick on this muddy little rockery in a sort of
rustic pond. When I remember how I’ve cut down a mile and a half of green
poisonous jungle with an old cutlass half as sharp as this; and then remember I
must stop here and chop this matchwood, because of some confounded old bargain
scribbled in a family Bible, why, I — ”
He swung up the heavy steel again; and this time sundered the wall of wood from
top to bottom at one stroke.
“I feel like that,” he said laughing, but furiously flinging the sword some yards
down the path, “and now let’s go up to the house; you must have some dinner.”
The semicircle of lawn in front of the house was varied by three circular garden
beds, one of red tulips, a second of yellow tulips, and the third of some white,
waxen-looking blossoms that the visitors did not know and presumed to be exotic.
A heavy, hairy and rather sullen-looking gardener was hanging up a heavy coil of
garden hose. The corners of the expiring sunset which seemed to cling about the
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corners of the house gave glimpses here and there of the colours of remoter
flowerbeds; and in a treeless space on one side of the house opening upon the river
stood a tall brass tripod on which was tilted a big brass telescope. Just outside the
steps of the porch stood a little painted green garden table, as if someone had just
had tea there. The entrance was flanked with two of those half-featured lumps of
stone with holes for eyes that are said to be South Sea idols; and on the brown oak
beam across the doorway were some confused carvings that looked almost as
barbaric.
As they passed indoors, the little cleric hopped suddenly on to the table, and
standing on it peered unaffectedly through his spectacles at the mouldings in the
oak. Admiral Pendragon looked very much astonished, though not particularly
annoyed; while Fanshaw was so amused with what looked like a performing
pigmy on his little stand, that he could not control his laughter. But Father Brown
was not likely to notice either the laughter or the astonishment.
He was gazing at three carved symbols, which, though very worn and obscure,
seemed still to convey some sense to him. The first seemed to be the outline of
some tower or other building, crowned with what looked like curly-pointed
ribbons. The second was clearer: an old Elizabethan galley with decorative waves
beneath it, but interrupted in the middle by a curious jagged rock, which was either
a fault in the wood or some conventional representation of the water coming in.
The third represented the upper half of a human figure, ending in an escalloped
line like the waves; the face was rubbed and featureless, and both arms were held
very stiffly up in the air.
“Well,” muttered Father Brown, blinking, “here is the legend of the Spaniard plain
enough. Here he is holding up his arms and cursing in the sea; and here are the two
curses: the wrecked ship and the burning of Pendragon Tower.”
Pendragon shook his head with a kind of venerable amusement. “And how many
other things might it not be?” he said. “Don’t you know that that sort of half-man,
like a half-lion or half-stag, is quite common in heraldry? Might not that line
through the ship be one of those parti-per-pale lines, indented, I think they call it?
And though the third thing isn’t so very heraldic, it would be more heraldic to
suppose it a tower crowned with laurel than with fire; and it looks just as like it.”
“But it seems rather odd,” said Flambeau, “that it should exactly confirm the old
legend.”
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“Ah,” replied the sceptical traveller, “but you don’t know how much of the old
legend may have been made up from the old figures. Besides, it isn’t the only old
legend. Fanshaw, here, who is fond of such things, will tell you there are other
versions of the tale, and much more horrible ones. One story credits my
unfortunate ancestor with having had the Spaniard cut in two; and that will fit the
pretty picture also. Another obligingly credits our family with the possession of a
tower full of snakes and explains those little, wriggly things in that way. And a
third theory supposes the crooked line on the ship to be a conventionalized
thunderbolt; but that alone, if seriously examined, would show what a very little
way these unhappy coincidences really go.”
“Why, how do you mean?” asked Fanshaw.
“It so happens,” replied his host coolly, “that there was no thunder and lightning at
all in the two or three shipwrecks I know of in our family.”
“Oh!” said Father Brown, and jumped down from the little table.
There was another silence in which they heard the continuous murmur of the river;
then Fanshaw said, in a doubtful and perhaps disappointed tone: “Then you don’t
think there is anything in the tales of the tower in flames?”
“There are the tales, of course,” said the Admiral, shrugging his shoulders; “and
some of them, I don’t deny, on evidence as decent as one ever gets for such things.
Someone saw a blaze hereabout, don’t you know, as he walked home through a
wood; someone keeping sheep on the uplands inland thought he saw a flame
hovering over Pendragon Tower. Well, a damp dab of mud like this confounded
island seems the last place where one would think of fires.”
“What is that fire over there?” asked Father Brown with a gentle suddenness,
pointing to the woods on the left river-bank. They were all thrown a little off their
balance, and the more fanciful Fanshaw had even some difficulty in recovering
his, as they saw a long, thin stream of blue smoke ascending silently into the end
of the evening light.
Then Pendragon broke into a scornful laugh again. “Gipsies!” he said; “they’ve
been camping about here for about a week. Gentlemen, you want your dinner,”
and he turned as if to enter the house.
But the antiquarian superstition in Fanshaw was still quivering, and he said hastily:
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“But, Admiral, what’s that hissing noise quite near the island? It’s very like fire.”
“It’s more like what it is,” said the Admiral, laughing as he led the way; “it’s only
some canoe going by.”
Almost as he spoke, the butler, a lean man in black, with very black hair and a
very long, yellow face, appeared in the doorway and told him that dinner was
served.
The dining-room was as nautical as the cabin of a ship; but its note was rather that
of the modern than the Elizabethan captain. There were, indeed, three antiquated
cutlasses in a trophy over the fireplace, and one brown sixteenth-century map with
Tritons and little ships dotted about a curly sea. But such things were less
prominent on the white panelling than some cases of quaint-coloured South
American birds, very scientifically stuffed, fantastic shells from the Pacific, and
several instruments so rude and queer in shape that savages might have used them
either to kill their enemies or to cook them. But the alien colour culminated in the
fact that, besides the butler, the Admiral’s only servants were two negroes,
somewhat quaintly clad in tight uniforms of yellow. The priest’s instinctive trick
of analysing his own impressions told him that the colour and the little neat coattails of these bipeds had suggested the word “Canary,” and so by a mere pun
connected them with southward travel. Towards the end of the dinner they took
their yellow clothes and black faces out of the room, leaving only the black clothes
and yellow face of the butler.
“I’m rather sorry you take this so lightly,” said Fanshaw to the host; “for the truth
is, I’ve brought these friends of mine with the idea of their helping you, as they
know a good deal of these things. Don’t you really believe in the family story at
all?”
“I don’t believe in anything,” answered Pendragon very briskly, with a bright eye
cocked at a red tropical bird. “I’m a man of science.”
Rather to Flambeau’s surprise, his clerical friend, who seemed to have entirely
woken up, took up the digression and talked natural history with his host with a
flow of words and much unexpected information, until the dessert and decanters
were set down and the last of the servants vanished. Then he said, without altering
his tone.
“Please don’t think me impertinent, Admiral Pendragon. I don’t ask for curiosity,
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but really for my guidance and your convenience. Have I made a bad shot if I
guess you don’t want these old things talked of before your butler?”
The Admiral lifted the hairless arches over his eyes and exclaimed: “Well, I don’t
know where you got it, but the truth is I can’t stand the fellow, though I’ve no
excuse for discharging a family servant. Fanshaw, with his fairy tales, would say
my blood moved against men with that black, Spanish-looking hair.”
Flambeau struck the table with his heavy fist. “By Jove!” he cried; “and so had
that girl!”
“I hope it’ll all end tonight,” continued the Admiral, “when my nephew comes
back safe from his ship. You looked surprised. You won’t understand, I suppose,
unless I tell you the story. You see, my father had two sons; I remained a bachelor,
but my elder brother married, and had a son who became a sailor like all the rest of
us, and will inherit the proper estate. Well, my father was a strange man; he
somehow combined Fanshaw’s superstition with a good deal of my scepticism —
they were always fighting in him; and after my first voyages, he developed a
notion which he thought somehow would settle finally whether the curse was truth
or trash. If all the Pendragons sailed about anyhow, he thought there would be too
much chance of natural catastrophes to prove anything. But if we went to sea one
at a time in strict order of succession to the property, he thought it might show
whether any connected fate followed the family as a family. It was a silly notion, I
think, and I quarrelled with my father pretty heartily; for I was an ambitious man
and was left to the last, coming, by succession, after my own nephew.”
“And your father and brother,” said the priest, very gently, “died at sea, I fear.”
“Yes,” groaned the Admiral; “by one of those brutal accidents on which are built
all the lying mythologies of mankind, they were both shipwrecked. My father,
coming up this coast out of the Atlantic, was washed up on these Cornish rocks.
My brother’s ship was sunk, no one knows where, on the voyage home from
Tasmania. His body was never found. I tell you it was from perfectly natural
mishap; lots of other people besides Pendragons were drowned; and both disasters
are discussed in a normal way by navigators. But, of course, it set this forest of
superstition on fire; and men saw the flaming tower everywhere. That’s why I say
it will be all right when Walter returns. The girl he’s engaged to was coming
today; but I was so afraid of some chance delay frightening her that I wired her not
to come till she heard from me. But he’s practically sure to be here some time
tonight, and then it’ll all end in smoke — tobacco smoke. We’ll crack that old lie
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when we crack a bottle of this wine.”
“Very good wine,” said Father Brown, gravely lifting his glass, “but, as you see, a
very bad wine-bibber. I most sincerely beg your pardon”: for he had spilt a small
spot of wine on the table-cloth. He drank and put down the glass with a composed
face; but his hand had started at the exact moment when he became conscious of a
face looking in through the garden window just behind the Admiral — the face of
a woman, swarthy, with southern hair and eyes, and young, but like a mask of
tragedy.
After a pause the priest spoke again in his mild manner. “Admiral,” he said, “will
you do me a favour? Let me, and my friends if they like, stop in that tower of
yours just for tonight? Do you know that in my business you’re an exorcist almost
before anything else?”
Pendragon sprang to his feet and paced swiftly to and fro across the window, from
which the face had instantly vanished. “I tell you there is nothing in it,” he cried,
with ringing violence. “There is one thing I know about this matter. You may call
me an atheist. I am an atheist.” Here he swung round and fixed Father Brown with
a face of frightful concentration. “This business is perfectly natural. There is no
curse in it at all.”
Father Brown smiled. “In that case,” he said, “there can’t be any objection to my
sleeping in your delightful summer-house.”
“The idea is utterly ridiculous,” replied the Admiral, beating a tattoo on the back
of his chair.
“Please forgive me for everything,” said Brown in his most sympathetic tone,
“including spilling the wine. But it seems to me you are not quite so easy about the
flaming tower as you try to be.”
Admiral Pendragon sat down again as abruptly as he had risen; but he sat quite
still, and when he spoke again it was in a lower voice. “You do it at your own
peril,” he said; “but wouldn’t you be an atheist to keep sane in all this devilry?”
Some three hours afterwards Fanshaw, Flambeau and the priest were still dawdling
about the garden in the dark; and it began to dawn on the other two that Father
Brown had no intention of going to bed either in the tower or the house.
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“I think the lawn wants weeding,” said he dreamily. “If I could find a spud or
something I’d do it myself.”
They followed him, laughing and half remonstrating; but he replied with the
utmost solemnity, explaining to them, in a maddening little sermon, that one can
always find some small occupation that is helpful to others. He did not find a spud;
but he found an old broom made of twigs, with which he began energetically to
brush the fallen leaves off the grass.
“Always some little thing to be done,” he said with idiotic cheerfulness; “as
George Herbert says: ‘Who sweeps an Admiral’s garden in Cornwall as for Thy
laws makes that and the action fine.’ And now,” he added, suddenly slinging the
broom away, “Let’s go and water the flowers.”
With the same mixed emotions they watched him uncoil some considerable
lengths of the large garden hose, saying with an air of wistful discrimination: “The
red tulips before the yellow, I think. Look a bit dry, don’t you think?”
He turned the little tap on the instrument, and the water shot out straight and solid
as a long rod of steel.
“Look out, Samson,” cried Flambeau; “why, you’ve cut off the tulip’s head.”
Father Brown stood ruefully contemplating the decapitated plant.
“Mine does seem to be a rather kill or cure sort of watering,” he admitted,
scratching his head. “I suppose it’s a pity I didn’t find the spud. You should have
seen me with the spud! Talking of tools, you’ve got that swordstick, Flambeau,
you always carry? That’s right; and Sir Cecil could have that sword the Admiral
threw away by the fence here. How grey everything looks!”
“The mist’s rising from the river,” said the staring Flambeau.
Almost as he spoke the huge figure of the hairy gardener appeared on a higher
ridge of the trenched and terraced lawn, hailing them with a brandished rake and a
horribly bellowing voice. “Put down that hose,” he shouted; “put down that hose
and go to your — ”
“I am fearfully clumsy,” replied the reverend gentleman weakly; “do you know, I
upset some wine at dinner.” He made a wavering half-turn of apology towards the
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gardener, with the hose still spouting in his hand. The gardener caught the cold
crash of the water full in his face like the crash of a cannon-ball; staggered, slipped
and went sprawling with his boots in the air.
“How very dreadful!” said Father Brown, looking round in a sort of wonder.
“Why, I’ve hit a man!”
He stood with his head forward for a moment as if looking or listening; and then
set off at a trot towards the tower, still trailing the hose behind him. The tower was
quite close, but its outline was curiously dim.
“Your river mist,” he said, “has a rum smell.”
“By the Lord it has,” cried Fanshaw, who was very white. “But you can’t mean —
”
“I mean,” said Father Brown, “that one of the Admiral’s scientific predictions is
coming true tonight. This story is going to end in smoke.”
As he spoke a most beautiful rose-red light seemed to burst into blossom like a
gigantic rose; but accompanied with a crackling and rattling noise that was like the
laughter of devils.
“My God! what is this?” cried Sir Cecil Fanshaw.
“The sign of the flaming tower,” said Father Brown, and sent the driving water
from his hose into the heart of the red patch.
“Lucky we hadn’t gone to bed!” ejaculated Fanshaw. “I suppose it can’t spread to
the house.”
“You may remember,” said the priest quietly, “that the wooden fence that might
have carried it was cut away.”
Flambeau turned electrified eyes upon his friend, but Fanshaw only said rather
absently: “Well, nobody can be killed, anyhow.”
“This is rather a curious kind of tower,” observed Father Brown, “when it takes to
killing people, it always kills people who are somewhere else.”
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At the same instant the monstrous figure of the gardener with the streaming beard
stood again on the green ridge against the sky, waving others to come on; but now
waving not a rake but a cutlass. Behind him came the two negroes, also with the
old crooked cutlasses out of the trophy. But in the blood-red glare, with their black
faces and yellow figures, they looked like devils carrying instruments of torture. In
the dim garden behind them a distant voice was heard calling out brief directions.
When the priest heard the voice, a terrible change came over his countenance.
But he remained composed; and never took his eye off the patch of flame which
had begun by spreading, but now seemed to shrink a little as it hissed under the
torch of the long silver spear of water. He kept his finger along the nozzle of the
pipe to ensure the aim, and attended to no other business, knowing only by the
noise and that semi-conscious corner of the eye, the exciting incidents that began
to tumble themselves about the island garden. He gave two brief directions to his
friends. One was: “Knock these fellows down somehow and tie them up, whoever
they are; there’s rope down by those faggots. They want to take away my nice
hose.” The other was: “As soon as you get a chance, call out to that canoeing girl;
she’s over on the bank with the gipsies. Ask her if they could get some buckets
across and fill them from the river.” Then he closed his mouth and continued to
water the new red flower as ruthlessly as he had watered the red tulip.
He never turned his head to look at the strange fight that followed between the foes
and friends of the mysterious fire. He almost felt the island shake when Flambeau
collided with the huge gardener; he merely imagined how it would whirl round
them as they wrestled. He heard the crashing fall; and his friend’s gasp of triumph
as he dashed on to the first negro; and the cries of both the blacks as Flambeau and
Fanshaw bound them. Flambeau’s enormous strength more than redressed the odds
in the fight, especially as the fourth man still hovered near the house, only a
shadow and a voice. He heard also the water broken by the paddles of a canoe; the
girl’s voice giving orders, the voices of gipsies answering and coming nearer, the
plumping and sucking noise of empty buckets plunged into a full stream; and
finally the sound of many feet around the fire. But all this was less to him than the
fact that the red rent, which had lately once more increased, had once more slightly
diminished.
Then came a cry that very nearly made him turn his head. Flambeau and Fanshaw,
now reinforced by some of the gipsies, had rushed after the mysterious man by the
house; and he heard from the other end of the garden the Frenchman’s cry of
horror and astonishment. It was echoed by a howl not to be called human, as the
being broke from their hold and ran along the garden. Three times at least it raced
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round the whole island, in a way that was as horrible as the chase of a lunatic, both
in the cries of the pursued and the ropes carried by the pursuers; but was more
horrible still, because it somehow suggested one of the chasing games of children
in a garden. Then, finding them closing in on every side, the figure sprang upon
one of the higher river banks and disappeared with a splash into the dark and
driving river.
“You can do no more, I fear,” said Brown in a voice cold with pain. “He has been
washed down to the rocks by now, where he has sent so many others. He knew the
use of a family legend.”
“Oh, don’t talk in these parables,” cried Flambeau impatiently. “Can’t you put it
simply in words of one syllable?”
“Yes,” answered Brown, with his eye on the hose. “‘Both eyes bright, she’s all
right; one eye blinks, down she sinks.’”
The fire hissed and shrieked more and more, like a strangled thing, as it grew
narrower and narrower under the flood from the pipe and buckets, but Father
Brown still kept his eye on it as he went on speaking:
“I thought of asking this young lady, if it were morning yet, to look through that
telescope at the river mouth and the river. She might have seen something to
interest her: the sign of the ship, or Mr Walter Pendragon coming home, and
perhaps even the sign of the half-man, for though he is certainly safe by now, he
may very well have waded ashore. He has been within a shave of another
shipwreck; and would never have escaped it, if the lady hadn’t had the sense to
suspect the old Admiral’s telegram and come down to watch him. Don’t let’s talk
about the old Admiral. Don’t let’s talk about anything. It’s enough to say that
whenever this tower, with its pitch and resin-wood, really caught fire, the spark on
the horizon always looked like the twin light to the coast light-house.”
“And that,” said Flambeau, “is how the father and brother died. The wicked uncle
of the legends very nearly got his estate after all.”
Father Brown did not answer; indeed, he did not speak again, save for civilities, till
they were all safe round a cigar-box in the cabin of the yacht. He saw that the
frustrated fire was extinguished; and then refused to linger, though he actually
heard young Pendragon, escorted by an enthusiastic crowd, come tramping up the
river bank; and might (had he been moved by romantic curiosities) have received
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the combined thanks of the man from the ship and the girl from the canoe. But his
fatigue had fallen on him once more, and he only started once, when Flambeau
abruptly told him he had dropped cigar-ash on his trousers.
“That’s no cigar-ash,” he said rather wearily. “That’s from the fire, but you don’t
think so because you’re all smoking cigars. That’s just the way I got my first faint
suspicion about the chart.”
“Do you mean Pendragon’s chart of his Pacific Islands?” asked Fanshaw.
“You thought it was a chart of the Pacific Islands,” answered Brown. “Put a
feather with a fossil and a bit of coral and everyone will think it’s a specimen. Put
the same feather with a ribbon and an artificial flower and everyone will think it’s
for a lady’s hat. Put the same feather with an ink-bottle, a book and a stack of
writing-paper, and most men will swear they’ve seen a quill pen. So you saw that
map among tropic birds and shells and thought it was a map of Pacific Islands. It
was the map of this river.”
“But how do you know?” asked Fanshaw.
“I saw the rock you thought was like a dragon, and the one like Merlin, and — ”
“You seem to have noticed a lot as we came in,” cried Fanshaw. “We thought you
were rather abstracted.”
“I was sea-sick,” said Father Brown simply. “I felt simply horrible. But feeling
horrible has nothing to do with not seeing things.” And he closed his eyes.
“Do you think most men would have seen that?” asked Flambeau. He received no
answer: Father Brown was asleep.

The God of the Gongs
IT was one of those chilly and empty afternoons in early winter, when the daylight
is silver rather than gold and pewter rather than silver. If it was dreary in a hundred
bleak offices and yawning drawing-rooms, it was drearier still along the edges of
the flat Essex coast, where the monotony was the more inhuman for being broken
at very long intervals by a lamp-post that looked less civilized than a tree, or a tree
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that looked more ugly than a lamp-post. A light fall of snow had half-melted into a
few strips, also looking leaden rather than silver, when it had been fixed again by
the seal of frost; no fresh snow had fallen, but a ribbon of the old snow ran along
the very margin of the coast, so as to parallel the pale ribbon of the foam.
The line of the sea looked frozen in the very vividness of its violet-blue, like the
vein of a frozen finger. For miles and miles, forward and back, there was no
breathing soul, save two pedestrians, walking at a brisk pace, though one had
much longer legs and took much longer strides than the other.
It did not seem a very appropriate place or time for a holiday, but Father Brown
had few holidays, and had to take them when he could, and he always preferred, if
possible, to take them in company with his old friend Flambeau, ex-criminal and
ex-detective. The priest had had a fancy for visiting his old parish at Cobhole, and
was going north-eastward along the coast.
After walking a mile or two farther, they found that the shore was beginning to be
formally embanked, so as to form something like a parade; the ugly lamp-posts
became less few and far between and more ornamental, though quite equally ugly.
Half a mile farther on Father Brown was puzzled first by little labyrinths of
flowerless flower-pots, covered with the low, flat, quiet-coloured plants that look
less like a garden than a tessellated pavement, between weak curly paths studded
with seats with curly backs. He faintly sniffed the atmosphere of a certain sort of
seaside town that he did not specially care about, and, looking ahead along the
parade by the sea, he saw something that put the matter beyond a doubt. In the
grey distance the big bandstand of a watering-place stood up like a giant
mushroom with six legs.
“I suppose,” said Father Brown, turning up his coat-collar and drawing a woollen
scarf rather closer round his neck, “that we are approaching a pleasure resort.”
“I fear,” answered Flambeau, “a pleasure resort to which few people just now have
the pleasure of resorting. They try to revive these places in the winter, but it never
succeeds except with Brighton and the old ones. This must be Seawood, I think —
Lord Pooley’s experiment; he had the Sicilian Singers down at Christmas, and
there’s talk about holding one of the great glove-fights here. But they’ll have to
chuck the rotten place into the sea; it’s as dreary as a lost railway-carriage.”
They had come under the big bandstand, and the priest was looking up at it with a
curiosity that had something rather odd about it, his head a little on one side, like a
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bird’s. It was the conventional, rather tawdry kind of erection for its purpose: a
flattened dome or canopy, gilt here and there, and lifted on six slender pillars of
painted wood, the whole being raised about five feet above the parade on a round
wooden platform like a drum. But there was something fantastic about the snow
combined with something artificial about the gold that haunted Flambeau as well
as his friend with some association he could not capture, but which he knew was at
once artistic and alien.
“I’ve got it,” he said at last. “It’s Japanese. It’s like those fanciful Japanese prints,
where the snow on the mountain looks like sugar, and the gilt on the pagodas is
like gilt on gingerbread. It looks just like a little pagan temple.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown. “Let’s have a look at the god.” And with an agility
hardly to be expected of him, he hopped up on to the raised platform.
“Oh, very well,” said Flambeau, laughing; and the next instant his own towering
figure was visible on that quaint elevation.
Slight as was the difference of height, it gave in those level wastes a sense of
seeing yet farther and farther across land and sea. Inland the little wintry gardens
faded into a confused grey copse; beyond that, in the distance, were long low barns
of a lonely farmhouse, and beyond that nothing but the long East Anglian plains.
Seawards there was no sail or sign of life save a few seagulls: and even they
looked like the last snowflakes, and seemed to float rather than fly.
Flambeau turned abruptly at an exclamation behind him. It seemed to come from
lower down than might have been expected, and to be addressed to his heels rather
than his head. He instantly held out his hand, but he could hardly help laughing at
what he saw. For some reason or other the platform had given way under Father
Brown, and the unfortunate little man had dropped through to the level of the
parade. He was just tall enough, or short enough, for his head alone to stick out of
the hole in the broken wood, looking like St John the Baptist’s head on a charger.
The face wore a disconcerted expression, as did, perhaps, that of St John the
Baptist.
In a moment he began to laugh a little. “This wood must be rotten,” said
Flambeau. “Though it seems odd it should bear me, and you go through the weak
place. Let me help you out.”
But the little priest was looking rather curiously at the corners and edges of the
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wood alleged to be rotten, and there was a sort of trouble on his brow.
“Come along,” cried Flambeau impatiently, still with his big brown hand
extended. “Don’t you want to get out?”
The priest was holding a splinter of the broken wood between his finger and
thumb, and did not immediately reply. At last he said thoughtfully: “Want to get
out? Why, no. I rather think I want to get in.” And he dived into the darkness
under the wooden floor so abruptly as to knock off his big curved clerical hat and
leave it lying on the boards above, without any clerical head in it.
Flambeau looked once more inland and out to sea, and once more could see
nothing but seas as wintry as the snow, and snows as level as the sea.
There came a scurrying noise behind him, and the little priest came scrambling out
of the hole faster than he had fallen in. His face was no longer disconcerted, but
rather resolute, and, perhaps only through the reflections of the snow, a trifle paler
than usual.
“Well?” asked his tall friend. “Have you found the god of the temple?”
“No,” answered Father Brown. “I have found what was sometimes more
important. The Sacrifice.”
“What the devil do you mean?” cried Flambeau, quite alarmed.
Father Brown did not answer. He was staring, with a knot in his forehead, at the
landscape; and he suddenly pointed at it. “What’s that house over there?” he asked.
Following his finger, Flambeau saw for the first time the corners of a building
nearer than the farmhouse, but screened for the most part with a fringe of trees. It
was not a large building, and stood well back from the shore — but a glint of
ornament on it suggested that it was part of the same watering-place scheme of
decoration as the bandstand, the little gardens and the curly-backed iron seats.
Father Brown jumped off the bandstand, his friend following; and as they walked
in the direction indicated the trees fell away to right and left, and they saw a small,
rather flashy hotel, such as is common in resorts — the hotel of the Saloon Bar
rather than the Bar Parlour. Almost the whole frontage was of gilt plaster and
figured glass, and between that grey seascape and the grey, witch-like trees, its
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gimcrack quality had something spectral in its melancholy. They both felt vaguely
that if any food or drink were offered at such a hostelry, it would be the pasteboard ham and empty mug of the pantomime.
In this, however, they were not altogether confirmed. As they drew nearer and
nearer to the place they saw in front of the buffet, which was apparently closed,
one of the iron garden-seats with curly backs that had adorned the gardens, but
much longer, running almost the whole length of the frontage. Presumably, it was
placed so that visitors might sit there and look at the sea, but one hardly expected
to find anyone doing it in such weather.
Nevertheless, just in front of the extreme end of the iron seat stood a small round
restaurant table, and on this stood a small bottle of Chablis and a plate of almonds
and raisins. Behind the table and on the seat sat a dark-haired young man,
bareheaded, and gazing at the sea in a state of almost astonishing immobility.
But though he might have been a waxwork when they were within four yards of
him, he jumped up like a jack-in-the-box when they came within three, and said in
a deferential, though not undignified, manner: “Will you step inside, gentlemen? I
have no staff at present, but I can get you anything simple myself.”
“Much obliged,” said Flambeau. “So you are the proprietor?”
“Yes,” said the dark man, dropping back a little into his motionless manner. “My
waiters are all Italians, you see, and I thought it only fair they should see their
countryman beat the black, if he really can do it. You know the great fight between
Malvoli and Nigger Ned is coming off after all?”
“I’m afraid we can’t wait to trouble your hospitality seriously,” said Father Brown.
“But my friend would be glad of a glass of sherry, I’m sure, to keep out the cold
and drink success to the Latin champion.”
Flambeau did not understand the sherry, but he did not object to it in the least. He
could only say amiably: “Oh, thank you very much.”
“Sherry, sir — certainly,” said their host, turning to his hostel. “Excuse me if I
detain you a few minutes. As I told you, I have no staff — ” And he went towards
the black windows of his shuttered and unlighted inn.
“Oh, it doesn’t really matter,” began Flambeau, but the man turned to reassure him.
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“I have the keys,” he said. “I could find my way in the dark.”
“I didn’t mean — ” began Father Brown.
He was interrupted by a bellowing human voice that came out of the bowels of the
uninhabited hotel. It thundered some foreign name loudly but inaudibly, and the
hotel proprietor moved more sharply towards it than he had done for Flambeau’s
sherry. As instant evidence proved, the proprietor had told, then and after, nothing
but the literal truth. But both Flambeau and Father Brown have often confessed
that, in all their (often outrageous) adventures, nothing had so chilled their blood
as that voice of an ogre, sounding suddenly out of a silent and empty inn.
“My cook!” cried the proprietor hastily. “I had forgotten my cook. He will be
starting presently. Sherry, sir?”
And, sure enough, there appeared in the doorway a big white bulk with white cap
and white apron, as befits a cook, but with the needless emphasis of a black face.
Flambeau had often heard that negroes made good cooks. But somehow something
in the contrast of colour and caste increased his surprise that the hotel proprietor
should answer the call of the cook, and not the cook the call of the proprietor. But
he reflected that head cooks are proverbially arrogant; and, besides, the host had
come back with the sherry, and that was the great thing.
“I rather wonder,” said Father Brown, “that there are so few people about the
beach, when this big fight is coming on after all. We only met one man for miles.”
The hotel proprietor shrugged his shoulders. “They come from the other end of the
town, you see — from the station, three miles from here. They are only interested
in the sport, and will stop in hotels for the night only. After all, it is hardly weather
for basking on the shore.”
“Or on the seat,” said Flambeau, and pointed to the little table.
“I have to keep a look-out,” said the man with the motionless face. He was a quiet,
well-featured fellow, rather sallow; his dark clothes had nothing distinctive about
them, except that his black necktie was worn rather high, like a stock, and secured
by a gold pin with some grotesque head to it. Nor was there anything notable in the
face, except something that was probably a mere nervous trick — a habit of
opening one eye more narrowly than the other, giving the impression that the other
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was larger, or was, perhaps, artificial.
The silence that ensued was broken by their host saying quietly: “Whereabouts did
you meet the one man on your march?”
“Curiously enough,” answered the priest, “close by here — just by that bandstand.”
Flambeau, who had sat on the long iron seat to finish his sherry, put it down and
rose to his feet, staring at his friend in amazement. He opened his mouth to speak,
and then shut it again.
“Curious,” said the dark-haired man thoughtfully. “What was he like?”
“It was rather dark when I saw him,” began Father Brown, “but he was — ”
As has been said, the hotel-keeper can be proved to have told the precise truth. His
phrase that the cook was starting presently was fulfilled to the letter, for the cook
came out, pulling his gloves on, even as they spoke.
But he was a very different figure from the confused mass of white and black that
had appeared for an instant in the doorway. He was buttoned and buckled up to his
bursting eyeballs in the most brilliant fashion. A tall black hat was tilted on his
broad black head — a hat of the sort that the French wit has compared to eight
mirrors. But somehow the black man was like the black hat. He also was black,
and yet his glossy skin flung back the light at eight angles or more. It is needless to
say that he wore white spats and a white slip inside his waistcoat. The red flower
stood up in his buttonhole aggressively, as if it had suddenly grown there. And in
the way he carried his cane in one hand and his cigar in the other there was a
certain attitude — an attitude we must always remember when we talk of racial
prejudices: something innocent and insolent — the cake walk.
“Sometimes,” said Flambeau, looking after him, “I’m not surprised that they lynch
them.”
“I am never surprised,” said Father Brown, “at any work of hell. But as I was
saying,” he resumed, as the negro, still ostentatiously pulling on his yellow gloves,
betook himself briskly towards the watering-place, a queer music-hall figure
against that grey and frosty scene — “as I was saying, I couldn’t describe the man
very minutely, but he had a flourish and old-fashioned whiskers and moustachios,
dark or dyed, as in the pictures of foreign financiers, round his neck was wrapped a
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long purple scarf that thrashed out in the wind as he walked. It was fixed at the
throat rather in the way that nurses fix children’s comforters with a safety-pin.
Only this,” added the priest, gazing placidly out to sea, “was not a safety-pin.”
The man sitting on the long iron bench was also gazing placidly out to sea. Now he
was once more in repose. Flambeau felt quite certain that one of his eyes was
naturally larger than the other. Both were now well opened, and he could almost
fancy the left eye grew larger as he gazed.
“It was a very long gold pin, and had the carved head of a monkey or some such
thing,” continued the cleric; “and it was fixed in a rather odd way — he wore
pince-nez and a broad black — ”
The motionless man continued to gaze at the sea, and the eyes in his head might
have belonged to two different men. Then he made a movement of blinding
swiftness.
Father Brown had his back to him, and in that flash might have fallen dead on his
face. Flambeau had no weapon, but his large brown hands were resting on the end
of the long iron seat. His shoulders abruptly altered their shape, and he heaved the
whole huge thing high over his head, like a headsman’s axe about to fall. The mere
height of the thing, as he held it vertical, looked like a long iron ladder by which
he was inviting men to climb towards the stars. But the long shadow, in the level
evening light, looked like a giant brandishing the Eiffel Tower. It was the shock of
that shadow, before the shock of the iron crash, that made the stranger quail and
dodge, and then dart into his inn, leaving the flat and shining dagger he had
dropped exactly where it had fallen.
“We must get away from here instantly,” cried Flambeau, flinging the huge seat
away with furious indifference on the beach. He caught the little priest by the
elbow and ran him down a grey perspective of barren back garden, at the end of
which there was a closed back garden door. Flambeau bent over it an instant in
violent silence, and then said: “The door is locked.”
As he spoke a black feather from one of the ornamental firs fell, brushing the brim
of his hat. It startled him more than the small and distant detonation that had come
just before. Then came another distant detonation, and the door he was trying to
open shook under the bullet buried in it. Flambeau’s shoulders again filled out and
altered suddenly. Three hinges and a lock burst at the same instant, and he went
out into the empty path behind, carrying the great garden door with him, as
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Samson carried the gates of Gaza.
Then he flung the garden door over the garden wall, just as a third shot picked up a
spurt of snow and dust behind his heel. Without ceremony he snatched up the little
priest, slung him astraddle on his shoulders, and went racing towards Seawood as
fast as his long legs could carry him. It was not until nearly two miles farther on
that he set his small companion down. It had hardly been a dignified escape, in
spite of the classic model of Anchises, but Father Brown’s face only wore a broad
grin.
“Well,” said Flambeau, after an impatient silence, as they resumed their more
conventional tramp through the streets on the edge of the town, where no outrage
need be feared, “I don’t know what all this means, but I take it I may trust my own
eyes that you never met the man you have so accurately described.”
“I did meet him in a way,” Brown said, biting his finger rather nervously — “I did
really. And it was too dark to see him properly, because it was under that
bandstand affair. But I’m afraid I didn’t describe him so very accurately after all,
for his pince-nez was broken under him, and the long gold pin wasn’t stuck
through his purple scarf but through his heart.”
“And I suppose,” said the other in a lower voice, “that glass-eyed guy had
something to do with it.”
“I had hoped he had only a little,” answered Brown in a rather troubled voice, “and
I may have been wrong in what I did. I acted on impulse. But I fear this business
has deep roots and dark.”
They walked on through some streets in silence. The yellow lamps were beginning
to be lit in the cold blue twilight, and they were evidently approaching the more
central parts of the town. Highly coloured bills announcing the glove-fight
between Nigger Ned and Malvoli were slapped about the walls.
“Well,” said Flambeau, “I never murdered anyone, even in my criminal days, but I
can almost sympathize with anyone doing it in such a dreary place. Of all Godforsaken dustbins of Nature, I think the most heart-breaking are places like that
bandstand, that were meant to be festive and are forlorn. I can fancy a morbid man
feeling he must kill his rival in the solitude and irony of such a scene. I remember
once taking a tramp in your glorious Surrey hills, thinking of nothing but gorse and
skylarks, when I came out on a vast circle of land, and over me lifted a vast,
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voiceless structure, tier above tier of seats, as huge as a Roman amphitheatre and
as empty as a new letter-rack. A bird sailed in heaven over it. It was the Grand
Stand at Epsom. And I felt that no one would ever be happy there again.”
“It’s odd you should mention Epsom,” said the priest. “Do you remember what
was called the Sutton Mystery, because two suspected men — ice-cream men, I
think — happened to live at Sutton? They were eventually released. A man was
found strangled, it was said, on the Downs round that part. As a fact, I know (from
an Irish policeman who is a friend of mine) that he was found close up to the
Epsom Grand Stand — in fact, only hidden by one of the lower doors being
pushed back.”
“That is queer,” assented Flambeau. “But it rather confirms my view that such
pleasure places look awfully lonely out of season, or the man wouldn’t have been
murdered there.”
“I’m not so sure he — ” began Brown, and stopped.
“Not so sure he was murdered?” queried his companion.
“Not so sure he was murdered out of the season,” answered the little priest, with
simplicity. “Don’t you think there’s something rather tricky about this solitude,
Flambeau? Do you feel sure a wise murderer would always want the spot to be
lonely? It’s very, very seldom a man is quite alone. And, short of that, the more
alone he is, the more certain he is to be seen. No; I think there must be some other
— Why, here we are at the Pavilion or Palace, or whatever they call it.”
They had emerged on a small square, brilliantly lighted, of which the principal
building was gay with gilding, gaudy with posters, and flanked with two giant
photographs of Malvoli and Nigger Ned.
“Hallo!” cried Flambeau in great surprise, as his clerical friend stumped straight up
the broad steps. “I didn’t know pugilism was your latest hobby. Are you going to
see the fight?”
“I don’t think there will be any fight,” replied Father Brown.
They passed rapidly through ante-rooms and inner rooms; they passed through the
hall of combat itself, raised, roped, and padded with innumerable seats and boxes,
and still the cleric did not look round or pause till he came to a clerk at a desk
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outside a door marked “Committee”. There he stopped and asked to see Lord
Pooley.
The attendant observed that his lordship was very busy, as the fight was coming on
soon, but Father Brown had a good-tempered tedium of reiteration for which the
official mind is generally not prepared. In a few moments the rather baffled
Flambeau found himself in the presence of a man who was still shouting directions
to another man going out of the room. “Be careful, you know, about the ropes after
the fourth — Well, and what do you want, I wonder!”
Lord Pooley was a gentleman, and, like most of the few remaining to our race, was
worried — especially about money. He was half grey and half flaxen, and he had
the eyes of fever and a high-bridged, frost-bitten nose.
“Only a word,” said Father Brown. “I have come to prevent a man being killed.”
Lord Pooley bounded off his chair as if a spring had flung him from it. “I’m
damned if I’ll stand any more of this!” he cried. “You and your committees and
parsons and petitions! Weren’t there parsons in the old days, when they fought
without gloves? Now they’re fighting with the regulation gloves, and there’s not
the rag of a possibility of either of the boxers being killed.”
“I didn’t mean either of the boxers,” said the little priest.
“Well, well, well!” said the nobleman, with a touch of frosty humour. “Who’s
going to be killed? The referee?”
“I don’t know who’s going to be killed,” replied Father Brown, with a reflective
stare. “If I did I shouldn’t have to spoil your pleasure. I could simply get him to
escape. I never could see anything wrong about prize-fights. As it is, I must ask
you to announce that the fight is off for the present.”
“Anything else?” jeered the gentleman with feverish eyes. “And what do you say
to the two thousand people who have come to see it?”
“I say there will be one thousand nine-hundred and ninety-nine of them left alive
when they have seen it,” said Father Brown.
Lord Pooley looked at Flambeau. “Is your friend mad?” he asked.
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“Far from it,” was the reply.
“And look here,” resumed Pooley in his restless way, “it’s worse than that. A
whole pack of Italians have turned up to back Malvoli — swarthy, savage fellows
of some country, anyhow. You know what these Mediterranean races are like. If I
send out word that it’s off we shall have Malvoli storming in here at the head of a
whole Corsican clan.”
“My lord, it is a matter of life and death,” said the priest. “Ring your bell. Give
your message. And see whether it is Malvoli who answers.”
The nobleman struck the bell on the table with an odd air of new curiosity. He said
to the clerk who appeared almost instantly in the doorway: “I have a serious
announcement to make to the audience shortly. Meanwhile, would you kindly tell
the two champions that the fight will have to be put off.”
The clerk stared for some seconds as if at a demon and vanished.
“What authority have you for what you say?” asked Lord Pooley abruptly. “Whom
did you consult?”
“I consulted a bandstand,” said Father Brown, scratching his head. “But, no, I’m
wrong; I consulted a book, too. I picked it up on a bookstall in London — very
cheap, too.”
He had taken out of his pocket a small, stout, leather-bound volume, and
Flambeau, looking over his shoulder, could see that it was some book of old
travels, and had a leaf turned down for reference.
“‘The only form in which Voodoo — ’” began Father Brown, reading aloud.
“In which what?” inquired his lordship.
“‘In which Voodoo,’” repeated the reader, almost with relish, “‘is widely
organized outside Jamaica itself is in the form known as the Monkey, or the God
of the Gongs, which is powerful in many parts of the two American continents,
especially among half-breeds, many of whom look exactly like white men. It
differs from most other forms of devil-worship and human sacrifice in the fact that
the blood is not shed formally on the altar, but by a sort of assassination among the
crowd. The gongs beat with a deafening din as the doors of the shrine open and the
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monkey-god is revealed; almost the whole congregation rivet ecstatic eyes on him.
But after — ’”
The door of the room was flung open, and the fashionable negro stood framed in it,
his eyeballs rolling, his silk hat still insolently tilted on his head. “Huh!” he cried,
showing his apish teeth. “What this? Huh! Huh! You steal a coloured gentleman’s
prize — prize his already — yo’ think yo’ jes’ save that white ‘Talian trash — ”
“The matter is only deferred,” said the nobleman quietly. “I will be with you to
explain in a minute or two.”
“Who you to — ” shouted Nigger Ned, beginning to storm.
“My name is Pooley,” replied the other, with a creditable coolness. “I am the
organizing secretary, and I advise you just now to leave the room.”
“Who this fellow?” demanded the dark champion, pointing to the priest
disdainfully.
“My name is Brown,” was the reply. “And I advise you just now to leave the
country.”
The prize-fighter stood glaring for a few seconds, and then, rather to the surprise
of Flambeau and the others, strode out, sending the door to with a crash behind
him.
“Well,” asked Father Brown rubbing his dusty hair up, “what do you think of
Leonardo da Vinci? A beautiful Italian head.”
“Look here,” said Lord Pooley, “I’ve taken a considerable responsibility, on your
bare word. I think you ought to tell me more about this.”
“You are quite right, my lord,” answered Brown. “And it won’t take long to tell.”
He put the little leather book in his overcoat pocket. “I think we know all that this
can tell us, but you shall look at it to see if I’m right. That negro who has just
swaggered out is one of the most dangerous men on earth, for he has the brains of
a European, with the instincts of a cannibal. He has turned what was clean,
common-sense butchery among his fellow-barbarians into a very modern and
scientific secret society of assassins. He doesn’t know I know it, nor, for the matter
of that, that I can’t prove it.”
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There was a silence, and the little man went on.
“But if I want to murder somebody, will it really be the best plan to make sure I’m
alone with him?”
Lord Pooley’s eyes recovered their frosty twinkle as he looked at the little
clergyman. He only said: “If you want to murder somebody, I should advise it.”
Father Brown shook his head, like a murderer of much riper experience. “So
Flambeau said,” he replied, with a sigh. “But consider. The more a man feels
lonely the less he can be sure he is alone. It must mean empty spaces round him,
and they are just what make him obvious. Have you never seen one ploughman
from the heights, or one shepherd from the valleys? Have you never walked along
a cliff, and seen one man walking along the sands? Didn’t you know when he’s
killed a crab, and wouldn’t you have known if it had been a creditor? No! No! No!
For an intelligent murderer, such as you or I might be, it is an impossible plan to
make sure that nobody is looking at you.”
“But what other plan is there?”
“There is only one,” said the priest. “To make sure that everybody is looking at
something else. A man is throttled close by the big stand at Epsom. Anybody
might have seen it done while the stand stood empty — any tramp under the
hedges or motorist among the hills. But nobody would have seen it when the stand
was crowded and the whole ring roaring, when the favourite was coming in first —
or wasn’t. The twisting of a neck-cloth, the thrusting of a body behind a door could
be done in an instant — so long as it was that instant. It was the same, of course,”
he continued turning to Flambeau, “with that poor fellow under the bandstand. He
was dropped through the hole (it wasn’t an accidental hole) just at some very
dramatic moment of the entertainment, when the bow of some great violinist or the
voice of some great singer opened or came to its climax. And here, of course,
when the knock-out blow came — it would not be the only one. That is the little
trick Nigger Ned has adopted from his old God of Gongs.”
“By the way, Malvoli — ” Pooley began.
“Malvoli,” said the priest, “has nothing to do with it. I dare say he has some
Italians with him, but our amiable friends are not Italians. They are octoroons and
African half-bloods of various shades, but I fear we English think all foreigners are
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much the same so long as they are dark and dirty. Also,” he added, with a smile, “I
fear the English decline to draw any fine distinction between the moral character
produced by my religion and that which blooms out of Voodoo.”
The blaze of the spring season had burst upon Seawood, littering its foreshore with
famines and bathing-machines, with nomadic preachers and nigger minstrels,
before the two friends saw it again, and long before the storm of pursuit after the
strange secret society had died away. Almost on every hand the secret of their
purpose perished with them. The man of the hotel was found drifting dead on the
sea like so much seaweed; his right eye was closed in peace, but his left eye was
wide open, and glistened like glass in the moon. Nigger Ned had been overtaken a
mile or two away, and murdered three policemen with his closed left hand. The
remaining officer was surprised — nay, pained — and the negro got away. But this
was enough to set all the English papers in a flame, and for a month or two the
main purpose of the British Empire was to prevent the buck nigger (who was so in
both senses) escaping by any English port. Persons of a figure remotely
reconcilable with his were subjected to quite extraordinary inquisitions, made to
scrub their faces before going on board ship, as if each white complexion were
made up like a mask, of greasepaint. Every negro in England was put under special
regulations and made to report himself; the outgoing ships would no more have
taken a nigger than a basilisk. For people had found out how fearful and vast and
silent was the force of the savage secret society, and by the time Flambeau and
Father Brown were leaning on the parade parapet in April, the Black Man meant in
England almost what he once meant in Scotland.
“He must be still in England,” observed Flambeau, “and horridly well hidden, too.
They must have found him at the ports if he had only whitened his face.”
“You see, he is really a clever man,” said Father Brown apologetically. “And I’m
sure he wouldn’t whiten his face.”
“Well, but what would he do?”
“I think,” said Father Brown, “he would blacken his face.”
Flambeau, leaning motionless on the parapet, laughed and said: “My dear fellow!”
Father Brown, also leaning motionless on the parapet, moved one finger for an
instant into the direction of the soot-masked niggers singing on the sands.
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The Salad of Colonel Cray
FATHER BROWN was walking home from Mass on a white weird morning when
the mists were slowly lifting — one of those mornings when the very element of
light appears as something mysterious and new. The scattered trees outlined
themselves more and more out of the vapour, as if they were first drawn in grey
chalk and then in charcoal. At yet more distant intervals appeared the houses upon
the broken fringe of the suburb; their outlines became clearer and clearer until he
recognized many in which he had chance acquaintances, and many more the
names of whose owners he knew. But all the windows and doors were sealed; none
of the people were of the sort that would be up at such a time, or still less on such
an errand. But as he passed under the shadow of one handsome villa with verandas
and wide ornate gardens, he heard a noise that made him almost involuntarily stop.
It was the unmistakable noise of a pistol or carbine or some light firearm
discharged; but it was not this that puzzled him most. The first full noise was
immediately followed by a series of fainter noises — as he counted them, about
six. He supposed it must be the echo; but the odd thing was that the echo was not
in the least like the original sound. It was not like anything else that he could think
of; the three things nearest to it seemed to be the noise made by siphons of sodawater, one of the many noises made by an animal, and the noise made by a person
attempting to conceal laughter. None of which seemed to make much sense.
Father Brown was made of two men. There was a man of action, who was as
modest as a primrose and as punctual as a clock; who went his small round of
duties and never dreamed of altering it. There was also a man of reflection, who
was much simpler but much stronger, who could not easily be stopped; whose
thought was always (in the only intelligent sense of the words) free thought. He
could not help, even unconsciously, asking himself all the questions that there
were to be asked, and answering as many of them as he could; all that went on like
his breathing or circulation. But he never consciously carried his actions outside
the sphere of his own duty; and in this case the two attitudes were aptly tested. He
was just about to resume his trudge in the twilight, telling himself it was no affair
of his, but instinctively twisting and untwisting twenty theories about what the odd
noises might mean. Then the grey sky-line brightened into silver, and in the
broadening light he realized that he had been to the house which belonged to an
Anglo-Indian Major named Putnam; and that the Major had a native cook from
Malta who was of his communion. He also began to remember that pistol-shots are
sometimes serious things; accompanied with consequences with which he was
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legitimately concerned. He turned back and went in at the garden gate, making for
the front door.
Half-way down one side of the house stood out a projection like a very low shed; it
was, as he afterwards discovered, a large dustbin. Round the corner of this came a
figure, at first a mere shadow in the haze, apparently bending and peering about.
Then, coming nearer, it solidified into a figure that was, indeed, rather unusually
solid. Major Putnam was a bald-headed, bull-necked man, short and very broad,
with one of those rather apoplectic faces that are produced by a prolonged attempt
to combine the oriental climate with the occidental luxuries. But the face was a
good-humoured one, and even now, though evidently puzzled and inquisitive,
wore a kind of innocent grin. He had a large palm-leaf hat on the back of his head
(suggesting a halo that was by no means appropriate to the face), but otherwise he
was clad only in a very vivid suit of striped scarlet and yellow pyjamas; which,
though glowing enough to behold, must have been, on a fresh morning, pretty
chilly to wear. He had evidently come out of his house in a hurry, and the priest
was not surprised when he called out without further ceremony: “Did you hear that
noise?”
“Yes,” answered Father Brown; “I thought I had better look in, in case anything
was the matter.”
The Major looked at him rather queerly with his good-humoured gooseberry eyes.
“What do you think the noise was?” he asked.
“It sounded like a gun or something,” replied the other, with some hesitation; “but
it seemed to have a singular sort of echo.”
The Major was still looking at him quietly, but with protruding eyes, when the
front door was flung open, releasing a flood of gaslight on the face of the fading
mist; and another figure in pyjamas sprang or tumbled out into the garden. The
figure was much longer, leaner, and more athletic; the pyjamas, though equally
tropical, were comparatively tasteful, being of white with a light lemon-yellow
stripe. The man was haggard, but handsome, more sunburned than the other; he
had an aquiline profile and rather deep-sunken eyes, and a slight air of oddity
arising from the combination of coal-black hair with a much lighter moustache. All
this Father Brown absorbed in detail more at leisure. For the moment he only saw
one thing about the man; which was the revolver in his hand.
“Cray!” exclaimed the Major, staring at him; “did you fire that shot?”
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“Yes, I did,” retorted the black-haired gentleman hotly; “and so would you in my
place. If you were chased everywhere by devils and nearly — ”
The Major seemed to intervene rather hurriedly. “This is my friend Father Brown,”
he said. And then to Brown: “I don’t know whether you’ve met Colonel Cray of
the Royal Artillery.”
“I have heard of him, of course,” said the priest innocently. “Did you — did you
hit anything?”
“I thought so,” answered Cray with gravity.
“Did he — ” asked Major Putnam in a lowered voice, “did he fall or cry out, or
anything?”
Colonel Cray was regarding his host with a strange and steady stare. “I’ll tell you
exactly what he did,” he said. “He sneezed.”
Father Brown’s hand went half-way to his head, with the gesture of a man
remembering somebody’s name. He knew now what it was that was neither sodawater nor the snorting of a dog.
“Well,” ejaculated the staring Major, “I never heard before that a service revolver
was a thing to be sneezed at.”
“Nor I,” said Father Brown faintly. “It’s lucky you didn’t turn your artillery on
him or you might have given him quite a bad cold.” Then, after a bewildered
pause, he said: “Was it a burglar?”
“Let us go inside,” said Major Putnam, rather sharply, and led the way into his
house.
The interior exhibited a paradox often to be marked in such morning hours: that
the rooms seemed brighter than the sky outside; even after the Major had turned
out the one gaslight in the front hall. Father Brown was surprised to see the whole
dining-table set out as for a festive meal, with napkins in their rings, and wineglasses of some six unnecessary shapes set beside every plate. It was common
enough, at that time of the morning, to find the remains of a banquet over-night;
but to find it freshly spread so early was unusual.
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While he stood wavering in the hall Major Putnam rushed past him and sent a
raging eye over the whole oblong of the tablecloth. At last he spoke, spluttering:
“All the silver gone!” he gasped. “Fish-knives and forks gone. Old cruet-stand
gone. Even the old silver cream-jug gone. And now, Father Brown, I am ready to
answer your question of whether it was a burglar.”
“They’re simply a blind,” said Cray stubbornly. “I know better than you why
people persecute this house; I know better than you why — ”
The Major patted him on the shoulder with a gesture almost peculiar to the
soothing of a sick child, and said: “It was a burglar. Obviously it was a burglar.”
“A burglar with a bad cold,” observed Father Brown, “that might assist you to
trace him in the neighbourhood.”
The Major shook his head in a sombre manner. “He must be far beyond trace now,
I fear,” he said.
Then, as the restless man with the revolver turned again towards the door in the
garden, he added in a husky, confidential voice: “I doubt whether I should send for
the police, for fear my friend here has been a little too free with his bullets, and got
on the wrong side of the law. He’s lived in very wild places; and, to be frank with
you, I think he sometimes fancies things.”
“I think you once told me,” said Brown, “that he believes some Indian secret
society is pursuing him.”
Major Putnam nodded, but at the same time shrugged his shoulders. “I suppose
we’d better follow him outside,” he said. “I don’t want any more — shall we say,
sneezing?”
They passed out into the morning light, which was now even tinged with sunshine,
and saw Colonel Cray’s tall figure bent almost double, minutely examining the
condition of gravel and grass. While the Major strolled unobtrusively towards him,
the priest took an equally indolent turn, which took him round the next corner of
the house to within a yard or two of the projecting dustbin.
He stood regarding this dismal object for some minute and a half — then he
stepped towards it, lifted the lid and put his head inside. Dust and other
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discolouring matter shook upwards as he did so; but Father Brown never observed
his own appearance, whatever else he observed. He remained thus for a
measurable period, as if engaged in some mysterious prayers. Then he came out
again, with some ashes on his hair, and walked unconcernedly away.
By the time he came round to the garden door again he found a group there which
seemed to roll away morbidities as the sunlight had already rolled away the mists.
It was in no way rationally reassuring; it was simply broadly comic, like a cluster
of Dickens’s characters. Major Putnam had managed to slip inside and plunge into
a proper shirt and trousers, with a crimson cummerbund, and a light square jacket
over all; thus normally set off, his red festive face seemed bursting with a
commonplace cordiality. He was indeed emphatic, but then he was talking to his
cook — the swarthy son of Malta, whose lean, yellow and rather careworn face
contrasted quaintly with his snow-white cap and costume. The cook might well be
careworn, for cookery was the Major’s hobby. He was one of those amateurs who
always know more than the professional. The only other person he even admitted
to be a judge of an omelette was his friend Cray — and as Brown remembered
this, he turned to look for the other officer. In the new presence of daylight and
people clothed and in their right mind, the sight of him was rather a shock. The
taller and more elegant man was still in his night-garb, with tousled black hair, and
now crawling about the garden on his hands and knees, still looking for traces of
the burglar; and now and again, to all appearance, striking the ground with his
hand in anger at not finding him. Seeing him thus quadrupedal in the grass, the
priest raised his eyebrows rather sadly; and for the first time guessed that “fancies
things” might be an euphemism.
The third item in the group of the cook and the epicure was also known to Father
Brown; it was Audrey Watson, the Major’s ward and housekeeper; and at this
moment, to judge by her apron, tucked-up sleeves and resolute manner, much
more the housekeeper than the ward.
“It serves you right,” she was saying: “I always told you not to have that oldfashioned cruet-stand.”
“I prefer it,” said Putnam, placably. “I’m old-fashioned myself; and the things
keep together.”
“And vanish together, as you see,” she retorted. “Well, if you are not going to
bother about the burglar, I shouldn’t bother about the lunch. It’s Sunday, and we
can’t send for vinegar and all that in the town; and you Indian gentlemen can’t
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enjoy what you call a dinner without a lot of hot things. I wish to goodness now
you hadn’t asked Cousin Oliver to take me to the musical service. It isn’t over till
half-past twelve, and the Colonel has to leave by then. I don’t believe you men can
manage alone.”
“Oh yes, we can, my dear,” said the Major, looking at her very amiably. “Marco
has all the sauces, and we’ve often done ourselves well in very rough places, as
you might know by now. And it’s time you had a treat, Audrey; you mustn’t be a
housekeeper every hour of the day; and I know you want to hear the music.”
“I want to go to church,” she said, with rather severe eyes.
She was one of those handsome women who will always be handsome, because
the beauty is not in an air or a tint, but in the very structure of the head and
features. But though she was not yet middle-aged and her auburn hair was of a
Titianesque fullness in form and colour, there was a look in her mouth and around
her eyes which suggested that some sorrows wasted her, as winds waste at last the
edges of a Greek temple. For indeed the little domestic difficulty of which she was
now speaking so decisively was rather comic than tragic. Father Brown gathered,
from the course of the conversation, that Cray, the other gourmet, had to leave
before the usual lunch-time; but that Putnam, his host, not to be done out of a final
feast with an old crony, had arranged for a special dejeuner to be set out and
consumed in the course of the morning, while Audrey and other graver persons
were at morning service. She was going there under the escort of a relative and old
friend of hers, Dr Oliver Oman, who, though a scientific man of a somewhat bitter
type, was enthusiastic for music, and would go even to church to get it. There was
nothing in all this that could conceivably concern the tragedy in Miss Watson’s
face; and by a half conscious instinct, Father Brown turned again to the seeming
lunatic grubbing about in the grass.
When he strolled across to him, the black, unbrushed head was lifted abruptly, as if
in some surprise at his continued presence. And indeed, Father Brown, for reasons
best known to himself, had lingered much longer than politeness required; or even,
in the ordinary sense, permitted.
“Well!” cried Cray, with wild eyes. “I suppose you think I’m mad, like the rest?”
“I have considered the thesis,” answered the little man, composedly. “And I incline
to think you are not.”
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“What do you mean?” snapped Cray quite savagely.
“Real madmen,” explained Father Brown, “always encourage their own morbidity.
They never strive against it. But you are trying to find traces of the burglar; even
when there aren’t any. You are struggling against it. You want what no madman
ever wants.”
“And what is that?”
“You want to be proved wrong,” said Brown.
During the last words Cray had sprung or staggered to his feet and was regarding
the cleric with agitated eyes. “By hell, but that is a true word!” he cried. “They are
all at me here that the fellow was only after the silver — as if I shouldn’t be only
too pleased to think so! She’s been at me,” and he tossed his tousled black head
towards Audrey, but the other had no need of the direction, “she’s been at me
today about how cruel I was to shoot a poor harmless house-breaker, and how I
have the devil in me against poor harmless natives. But I was a good-natured man
once — as good-natured as Putnam.”
After a pause he said: “Look here, I’ve never seen you before; but you shall judge
of the whole story. Old Putnam and I were friends in the same mess; but, owing to
some accidents on the Afghan border, I got my command much sooner than most
men; only we were both invalided home for a bit. I was engaged to Audrey out
there; and we all travelled back together. But on the journey back things happened.
Curious things. The result of them was that Putnam wants it broken off, and even
Audrey keeps it hanging on — and I know what they mean. I know what they
think I am. So do you.
“Well, these are the facts. The last day we were in an Indian city I asked Putnam if
I could get some Trichinopoli cigars, he directed me to a little place opposite his
lodgings. I have since found he was quite right; but ‘opposite’ is a dangerous word
when one decent house stands opposite five or six squalid ones; and I must have
mistaken the door. It opened with difficulty, and then only on darkness; but as I
turned back, the door behind me sank back and settled into its place with a noise as
of innumerable bolts. There was nothing to do but to walk forward; which I did
through passage after passage, pitch-dark. Then I came to a flight of steps, and
then to a blind door, secured by a latch of elaborate Eastern ironwork, which I
could only trace by touch, but which I loosened at last. I came out again upon
gloom, which was half turned into a greenish twilight by a multitude of small but
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steady lamps below. They showed merely the feet or fringes of some huge and
empty architecture. Just in front of me was something that looked like a mountain.
I confess I nearly fell on the great stone platform on which I had emerged, to
realize that it was an idol. And worst of all, an idol with its back to me.
“It was hardly half human, I guessed; to judge by the small squat head, and still
more by a thing like a tail or extra limb turned up behind and pointing, like a
loathsome large finger, at some symbol graven in the centre of the vast stone back.
I had begun, in the dim light, to guess at the hieroglyphic, not without horror,
when a more horrible thing happened. A door opened silently in the temple wall
behind me and a man came out, with a brown face and a black coat. He had a
carved smile on his face, of copper flesh and ivory teeth; but I think the most
hateful thing about him was that he was in European dress. I was prepared, I think,
for shrouded priests or naked fakirs. But this seemed to say that the devilry was
over all the earth. As indeed I found it to be.
“‘If you had only seen the Monkey’s Feet,’ he said, smiling steadily, and without
other preface, ‘we should have been very gentle — you would only be tortured and
die. If you had seen the Monkey’s Face, still we should be very moderate, very
tolerant — you would only be tortured and live. But as you have seen the
Monkey’s Tail, we must pronounce the worst sentence, which is — Go Free.’
“When he said the words I heard the elaborate iron latch with which I had
struggled, automatically unlock itself: and then, far down the dark passages I had
passed, I heard the heavy street-door shifting its own bolts backwards.
“‘It is vain to ask for mercy; you must go free,’ said the smiling man. ‘Henceforth
a hair shall slay you like a sword, and a breath shall bite you like an adder;
weapons shall come against you out of nowhere; and you shall die many times.’
And with that he was swallowed once more in the wall behind; and I went out into
the street.”
Cray paused; and Father Brown unaffectedly sat down on the lawn and began to
pick daisies.
Then the soldier continued: “Putnam, of course, with his jolly common sense,
pooh-poohed all my fears; and from that time dates his doubt of my mental
balance. Well, I’ll simply tell you, in the fewest words, the three things that have
happened since; and you shall judge which of us is right.
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“The first happened in an Indian village on the edge of the jungle, but hundreds of
miles from the temple, or town, or type of tribes and customs where the curse had
been put on me. I woke in black midnight, and lay thinking of nothing in
particular, when I felt a faint tickling thing, like a thread or a hair, trailed across
my throat. I shrank back out of its way, and could not help thinking of the words in
the temple. But when I got up and sought lights and a mirror, the line across my
neck was a line of blood.
“The second happened in a lodging in Port Said, later, on our journey home
together. It was a jumble of tavern and curiosity-shop; and though there was
nothing there remotely suggesting the cult of the Monkey, it is, of course, possible
that some of its images or talismans were in such a place. Its curse was there,
anyhow. I woke again in the dark with a sensation that could not be put in colder
or more literal words than that a breath bit like an adder. Existence was an agony
of extinction; I dashed my head against walls until I dashed it against a window;
and fell rather than jumped into the garden below. Putnam, poor fellow, who had
called the other thing a chance scratch, was bound to take seriously the fact of
finding me half insensible on the grass at dawn. But I fear it was my mental state
he took seriously; and not my story.
“The third happened in Malta. We were in a fortress there; and as it happened our
bedrooms overlooked the open sea, which almost came up to our window-sills,
save for a flat white outer wall as bare as the sea. I woke up again; but it was not
dark. There was a full moon, as I walked to the window; I could have seen a bird
on the bare battlement, or a sail on the horizon. What I did see was a sort of stick
or branch circling, self-supported, in the empty sky. It flew straight in at my
window and smashed the lamp beside the pillow I had just quitted. It was one of
those queer-shaped war-clubs some Eastern tribes use. But it had come from no
human hand.”
Father Brown threw away a daisy-chain he was making, and rose with a wistful
look. “Has Major Putnam,” he asked, “got any Eastern curios, idols, weapons and
so on, from which one might get a hint?”
“Plenty of those, though not much use, I fear,” replied Cray; “but by all means
come into his study.”
As they entered they passed Miss Watson buttoning her gloves for church, and
heard the voice of Putnam downstairs still giving a lecture on cookery to the cook.
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hatted and dressed for the street, who was poring over an open book on the
smoking-table — a book which he dropped rather guiltily, and turned.
Cray introduced him civilly enough, as Dr Oman, but he showed such disfavour in
his very face that Brown guessed the two men, whether Audrey knew it or not,
were rivals. Nor was the priest wholly unsympathetic with the prejudice. Dr Oman
was a very well-dressed gentleman indeed; well-featured, though almost dark
enough for an Asiatic. But Father Brown had to tell himself sharply that one
should be in charity even with those who wax their pointed beards, who have small
gloved hands, and who speak with perfectly modulated voices.
Cray seemed to find something specially irritating in the small prayer-book in
Oman’s dark-gloved hand. “I didn’t know that was in your line,” he said rather
rudely.
Oman laughed mildly, but without offence. “This is more so, I know,” he said,
laying his hand on the big book he had dropped, “a dictionary of drugs and such
things. But it’s rather too large to take to church.” Then he closed the larger book,
and there seemed again the faintest touch of hurry and embarrassment.
“I suppose,” said the priest, who seemed anxious to change the subject, “all these
spears and things are from India?”
“From everywhere,” answered the doctor. “Putnam is an old soldier, and has been
in Mexico and Australia, and the Cannibal Islands for all I know.”
“I hope it was not in the Cannibal Islands,” said Brown, “that he learnt the art of
cookery.” And he ran his eyes over the stew-pots or other strange utensils on the
wall.
At this moment the jolly subject of their conversation thrust his laughing,
lobsterish face into the room. “Come along, Cray,” he cried. “Your lunch is just
coming in. And the bells are ringing for those who want to go to church.”
Cray slipped upstairs to change; Dr Oman and Miss Watson betook themselves
solemnly down the street, with a string of other churchgoers; but Father Brown
noticed that the doctor twice looked back and scrutinized the house; and even
came back to the corner of the street to look at it again.
The priest looked puzzled. “He can’t have been at the dustbin,” he muttered. “Not
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in those clothes. Or was he there earlier today?”
Father Brown, touching other people, was as sensitive as a barometer; but today he
seemed about as sensitive as a rhinoceros. By no social law, rigid or implied, could
he be supposed to linger round the lunch of the Anglo-Indian friends; but he
lingered, covering his position with torrents of amusing but quite needless
conversation. He was the more puzzling because he did not seem to want any
lunch. As one after another of the most exquisitely balanced kedgerees of curries,
accompanied with their appropriate vintages, were laid before the other two, he
only repeated that it was one of his fast-days, and munched a piece of bread and
sipped and then left untasted a tumbler of cold water. His talk, however, was
exuberant.
“I’ll tell you what I’ll do for you,” he cried — “I’ll mix you a salad! I can’t eat it,
but I’ll mix it like an angel! You’ve got a lettuce there.”
“Unfortunately it’s the only thing we have got,” answered the good-humoured
Major. “You must remember that mustard, vinegar, oil and so on vanished with the
cruet and the burglar.”
“I know,” replied Brown, rather vaguely. “That’s what I’ve always been afraid
would happen. That’s why I always carry a cruet-stand about with me. I’m so fond
of salads.”
And to the amazement of the two men he took a pepper-pot out of his waistcoat
pocket and put it on the table.
“I wonder why the burglar wanted mustard, too,” he went on, taking a mustard-pot
from another pocket. “A mustard plaster, I suppose. And vinegar” — and
producing that condiment — “haven’t I heard something about vinegar and brown
paper? As for oil, which I think I put in my left — ”
His garrulity was an instant arrested; for lifting his eyes, he saw what no one else
saw — the black figure of Dr Oman standing on the sunlit lawn and looking
steadily into the room. Before he could quite recover himself Cray had cloven in.
“You’re an astounding card,” he said, staring. “I shall come and hear your
sermons, if they’re as amusing as your manners.” His voice changed a little, and he
leaned back in his chair.
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“Oh, there are sermons in a cruet-stand, too,” said Father Brown, quite gravely.
“Have you heard of faith like a grain of mustard-seed; or charity that anoints with
oil? And as for vinegar, can any soldiers forget that solitary soldier, who, when the
sun was darkened — ”
Colonel Cray leaned forward a little and clutched the tablecloth.
Father Brown, who was making the salad, tipped two spoonfuls of the mustard into
the tumbler of water beside him; stood up and said in a new, loud and sudden
voice — “Drink that!”
At the same moment the motionless doctor in the garden came running, and
bursting open a window cried: “Am I wanted? Has he been poisoned?”
“Pretty near,” said Brown, with the shadow of a smile; for the emetic had very
suddenly taken effect. And Cray lay in a deck-chair, gasping as for life, but alive.
Major Putnam had sprung up, his purple face mottled. “A crime!” he cried
hoarsely. “I will go for the police!”
The priest could hear him dragging down his palm-leaf hat from the peg and
tumbling out of the front door; he heard the garden gate slam. But he only stood
looking at Cray; and after a silence said quietly:
“I shall not talk to you much; but I will tell you what you want to know. There is
no curse on you. The Temple of the Monkey was either a coincidence or a part of
the trick; the trick was the trick of a white man. There is only one weapon that will
bring blood with that mere feathery touch: a razor held by a white man. There is
one way of making a common room full of invisible, overpowering poison: turning
on the gas — the crime of a white man. And there is only one kind of club that can
be thrown out of a window, turn in mid-air and come back to the window next to
it: the Australian boomerang. You’ll see some of them in the Major’s study.”
With that he went outside and spoke for a moment to the doctor. The moment
after, Audrey Watson came rushing into the house and fell on her knees beside
Cray’s chair. He could not hear what they said to each other; but their faces moved
with amazement, not unhappiness. The doctor and the priest walked slowly
towards the garden gate.
“I suppose the Major was in love with her, too,” he said with a sigh; and when the
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other nodded, observed: “You were very generous, doctor. You did a fine thing.
But what made you suspect?”
“A very small thing,” said Oman; “but it kept me restless in church till I came back
to see that all was well. That book on his table was a work on poisons; and was put
down open at the place where it stated that a certain Indian poison, though deadly
and difficult to trace, was particularly easily reversible by the use of the
commonest emetics. I suppose he read that at the last moment — ”
“And remembered that there were emetics in the cruet-stand,” said Father Brown.
“Exactly. He threw the cruet in the dustbin — where I found it, along with other
silver — for the sake of a burglary blind. But if you look at that pepper-pot I put
on the table, you’ll see a small hole. That’s where Cray’s bullet struck, shaking up
the pepper and making the criminal sneeze.”
There was a silence. Then Dr Oman said grimly: “The Major is a long time
looking for the police.”
“Or the police in looking for the Major?” said the priest. “Well, good-bye.”

The Strange Crime of John Boulnois
MR CALHOUN KIDD was a very young gentleman with a very old face, a face
dried up with its own eagerness, framed in blue-black hair and a black butterfly tie.
He was the emissary in England of the colossal American daily called the Western
Sun — also humorously described as the “Rising Sunset”. This was in allusion to a
great journalistic declaration (attributed to Mr Kidd himself) that “he guessed the
sun would rise in the west yet, if American citizens did a bit more hustling.”
Those, however, who mock American journalism from the standpoint of somewhat
mellower traditions forget a certain paradox which partly redeems it. For while the
journalism of the States permits a pantomimic vulgarity long past anything
English, it also shows a real excitement about the most earnest mental problems, of
which English papers are innocent, or rather incapable. The Sun was full of the
most solemn matters treated in the most farcical way. William James figured there
as well as “Weary Willie,” and pragmatists alternated with pugilists in the long
procession of its portraits.
Thus, when a very unobtrusive Oxford man named John Boulnois wrote in a very
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unreadable review called the Natural Philosophy Quarterly a series of articles on
alleged weak points in Darwinian evolution, it fluttered no corner of the English
papers; though Boulnois’s theory (which was that of a comparatively stationary
universe visited occasionally by convulsions of change) had some rather faddy
fashionableness at Oxford, and got so far as to be named “Catastrophism”. But
many American papers seized on the challenge as a great event; and the Sun threw
the shadow of Mr Boulnois quite gigantically across its pages. By the paradox
already noted, articles of valuable intelligence and enthusiasm were presented with
headlines apparently written by an illiterate maniac, headlines such as “Darwin
Chews Dirt; Critic Boulnois says He Jumps the Shocks” — or “Keep Catastrophic,
says Thinker Boulnois.” And Mr Calhoun Kidd, of the Western Sun, was bidden to
take his butterfly tie and lugubrious visage down to the little house outside Oxford
where Thinker Boulnois lived in happy ignorance of such a title.
That fated philosopher had consented, in a somewhat dazed manner, to receive the
interviewer, and had named the hour of nine that evening. The last of a summer
sunset clung about Cumnor and the low wooded hills; the romantic Yankee was
both doubtful of his road and inquisitive about his surroundings; and seeing the
door of a genuine feudal old-country inn, The Champion Arms, standing open, he
went in to make inquiries.
In the bar parlour he rang the bell, and had to wait some little time for a reply to it.
The only other person present was a lean man with close red hair and loose, horseylooking clothes, who was drinking very bad whisky, but smoking a very good
cigar. The whisky, of course, was the choice brand of The Champion Arms; the
cigar he had probably brought with him from London. Nothing could be more
different than his cynical negligence from the dapper dryness of the young
American; but something in his pencil and open notebook, and perhaps in the
expression of his alert blue eye, caused Kidd to guess, correctly, that he was a
brother journalist.
“Could you do me the favour,” asked Kidd, with the courtesy of his nation, “of
directing me to the Grey Cottage, where Mr Boulnois lives, as I understand?”
“It’s a few yards down the road,” said the red-haired man, removing his cigar; “I
shall be passing it myself in a minute, but I’m going on to Pendragon Park to try
and see the fun.”
“What is Pendragon Park?” asked Calhoun Kidd.
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“Sir Claude Champion’s place — haven’t you come down for that, too?” asked the
other pressman, looking up. “You’re a journalist, aren’t you?”
“I have come to see Mr Boulnois,” said Kidd.
“I’ve come to see Mrs Boulnois,” replied the other. “But I shan’t catch her at
home.” And he laughed rather unpleasantly.
“Are you interested in Catastrophism?” asked the wondering Yankee.
“I’m interested in catastrophes; and there are going to be some,” replied his
companion gloomily. “Mine’s a filthy trade, and I never pretend it isn’t.”
With that he spat on the floor; yet somehow in the very act and instant one could
realize that the man had been brought up as a gentleman.
The American pressman considered him with more attention. His face was pale
and dissipated, with the promise of formidable passions yet to be loosed; but it was
a clever and sensitive face; his clothes were coarse and careless, but he had a good
seal ring on one of his long, thin fingers. His name, which came out in the course
of talk, was James Dalroy; he was the son of a bankrupt Irish landlord, and
attached to a pink paper which he heartily despised, called Smart Society, in the
capacity of reporter and of something painfully like a spy.
Smart Society, I regret to say, felt none of that interest in Boulnois on Darwin
which was such a credit to the head and hearts of the Western Sun. Dalroy had
come down, it seemed, to snuff up the scent of a scandal which might very well
end in the Divorce Court, but which was at present hovering between Grey
Cottage and Pendragon Park.
Sir Claude Champion was known to the readers of the Western Sun as well as Mr
Boulnois. So were the Pope and the Derby Winner; but the idea of their intimate
acquaintanceship would have struck Kidd as equally incongruous. He had heard of
(and written about, nay, falsely pretended to know) Sir Claude Champion, as “one
of the brightest and wealthiest of England’s Upper Ten”; as the great sportsman
who raced yachts round the world; as the great traveller who wrote books about
the Himalayas, as the politician who swept constituencies with a startling sort of
Tory Democracy, and as the great dabbler in art, music, literature, and, above all,
acting. Sir Claude was really rather magnificent in other than American eyes.
There was something of the Renascence Prince about his omnivorous culture and
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restless publicity — he was not only a great amateur, but an ardent one. There was
in him none of that antiquarian frivolity that we convey by the word “dilettante”.
That faultless falcon profile with purple-black Italian eye, which had been snapshotted so often both for Smart Society and the Western Sun, gave everyone the
impression of a man eaten by ambition as by a fire, or even a disease. But though
Kidd knew a great deal about Sir Claude — a great deal more, in fact, than there
was to know — it would never have crossed his wildest dreams to connect so
showy an aristocrat with the newly-unearthed founder of Catastrophism, or to
guess that Sir Claude Champion and John Boulnois could be intimate friends.
Such, according to Dalroy’s account, was nevertheless the fact. The two had
hunted in couples at school and college, and, though their social destinies had been
very different (for Champion was a great landlord and almost a millionaire, while
Boulnois was a poor scholar and, until just lately, an unknown one), they still kept
in very close touch with each other. Indeed, Boulnois’s cottage stood just outside
the gates of Pendragon Park.
But whether the two men could be friends much longer was becoming a dark and
ugly question. A year or two before, Boulnois had married a beautiful and not
unsuccessful actress, to whom he was devoted in his own shy and ponderous style;
and the proximity of the household to Champion’s had given that flighty celebrity
opportunities for behaving in a way that could not but cause painful and rather
base excitement. Sir Claude had carried the arts of publicity to perfection; and he
seemed to take a crazy pleasure in being equally ostentatious in an intrigue that
could do him no sort of honour. Footmen from Pendragon were perpetually
leaving bouquets for Mrs Boulnois; carriages and motor-cars were perpetually
calling at the cottage for Mrs Boulnois; balls and masquerades perpetually filled
the grounds in which the baronet paraded Mrs Boulnois, like the Queen of Love
and Beauty at a tournament. That very evening, marked by Mr Kidd for the
exposition of Catastrophism, had been marked by Sir Claude Champion for an
open-air rendering of Romeo and Juliet, in which he was to play Romeo to a Juliet
it was needless to name.
“I don’t think it can go on without a smash,” said the young man with red hair,
getting up and shaking himself. “Old Boulnois may be squared — or he may be
square. But if he’s square he’s thick — what you might call cubic. But I don’t
believe it’s possible.”
“He is a man of grand intellectual powers,” said Calhoun Kidd in a deep voice.
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“Yes,” answered Dalroy; “but even a man of grand intellectual powers can’t be
such a blighted fool as all that. Must you be going on? I shall be following myself
in a minute or two.”
But Calhoun Kidd, having finished a milk and soda, betook himself smartly up the
road towards the Grey Cottage, leaving his cynical informant to his whisky and
tobacco. The last of the daylight had faded; the skies were of a dark, green-grey,
like slate, studded here and there with a star, but lighter on the left side of the sky,
with the promise of a rising moon.
The Grey Cottage, which stood entrenched, as it were, in a square of stiff, high
thorn-hedges, was so close under the pines and palisades of the Park that Kidd at
first mistook it for the Park Lodge. Finding the name on the narrow wooden gate,
however, and seeing by his watch that the hour of the “Thinker’s” appointment
had just struck, he went in and knocked at the front door. Inside the garden hedge,
he could see that the house, though unpretentious enough, was larger and more
luxurious than it looked at first, and was quite a different kind of place from a
porter’s lodge. A dog-kennel and a beehive stood outside, like symbols of old
English country-life; the moon was rising behind a plantation of prosperous pear
trees, the dog that came out of the kennel was reverend-looking and reluctant to
bark; and the plain, elderly man-servant who opened the door was brief but
dignified.
“Mr Boulnois asked me to offer his apologies, sir,” he said, “but he has been
obliged to go out suddenly.”
“But see here, I had an appointment,” said the interviewer, with a rising voice. “Do
you know where he went to?”
“To Pendragon Park, sir,” said the servant, rather sombrely, and began to close the
door.
Kidd started a little.
“Did he go with Mrs — with the rest of the party?” he asked rather vaguely.
“No, sir,” said the man shortly; “he stayed behind, and then went out alone.” And
he shut the door, brutally, but with an air of duty not done.
The American, that curious compound of impudence and sensitiveness, was
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annoyed. He felt a strong desire to hustle them all along a bit and teach them
business habits; the hoary old dog and the grizzled, heavy-faced old butler with his
prehistoric shirt-front, and the drowsy old moon, and above all the scatter-brained
old philosopher who couldn’t keep an appointment.
“If that’s the way he goes on he deserves to lose his wife’s purest devotion,” said
Mr Calhoun Kidd. “But perhaps he’s gone over to make a row. In that case I
reckon a man from the Western Sun will be on the spot.”
And turning the corner by the open lodge-gates, he set off, stumping up the long
avenue of black pine-woods that pointed in abrupt perspective towards the inner
gardens of Pendragon Park. The trees were as black and orderly as plumes upon a
hearse; there were still a few stars. He was a man with more literary than direct
natural associations; the word “Ravenswood” came into his head repeatedly. It was
partly the raven colour of the pine-woods; but partly also an indescribable
atmosphere almost described in Scott’s great tragedy; the smell of something that
died in the eighteenth century; the smell of dank gardens and broken urns, of
wrongs that will never now be righted; of something that is none the less incurably
sad because it is strangely unreal.
More than once, as he went up that strange, black road of tragic artifice, he
stopped, startled, thinking he heard steps in front of him. He could see nothing in
front but the twin sombre walls of pine and the wedge of starlit sky above them. At
first he thought he must have fancied it or been mocked by a mere echo of his own
tramp. But as he went on he was more and more inclined to conclude, with the
remains of his reason, that there really were other feet upon the road. He thought
hazily of ghosts; and was surprised how swiftly he could see the image of an
appropriate and local ghost, one with a face as white as Pierrot’s, but patched with
black. The apex of the triangle of dark-blue sky was growing brighter and bluer,
but he did not realize as yet that this was because he was coming nearer to the
lights of the great house and garden. He only felt that the atmosphere was growing
more intense, there was in the sadness more violence and secrecy — more — he
hesitated for the word, and then said it with a jerk of laughter — Catastrophism.
More pines, more pathway slid past him, and then he stood rooted as by a blast of
magic. It is vain to say that he felt as if he had got into a dream; but this time he
felt quite certain that he had got into a book. For we human beings are used to
inappropriate things; we are accustomed to the clatter of the incongruous; it is a
tune to which we can go to sleep. If one appropriate thing happens, it wakes us up
like the pang of a perfect chord. Something happened such as would have
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happened in such a place in a forgotten tale.
Over the black pine-wood came flying and flashing in the moon a naked sword —
such a slender and sparkling rapier as may have fought many an unjust duel in that
ancient park. It fell on the pathway far in front of him and lay there glistening like
a large needle. He ran like a hare and bent to look at it. Seen at close quarters it
had rather a showy look: the big red jewels in the hilt and guard were a little
dubious. But there were other red drops upon the blade which were not dubious.
He looked round wildly in the direction from which the dazzling missile had come,
and saw that at this point the sable facade of fir and pine was interrupted by a
smaller road at right angles; which, when he turned it, brought him in full view of
the long, lighted house, with a lake and fountains in front of it. Nevertheless, he
did not look at this, having something more interesting to look at.
Above him, at the angle of the steep green bank of the terraced garden, was one of
those small picturesque surprises common in the old landscape gardening; a kind
of small round hill or dome of grass, like a giant mole-hill, ringed and crowned
with three concentric fences of roses, and having a sundial in the highest point in
the centre. Kidd could see the finger of the dial stand up dark against the sky like
the dorsal fin of a shark and the vain moonlight clinging to that idle clock. But he
saw something else clinging to it also, for one wild moment — the figure of a man.
Though he saw it there only for a moment, though it was outlandish and incredible
in costume, being clad from neck to heel in tight crimson, with glints of gold, yet
he knew in one flash of moonlight who it was. That white face flung up to heaven,
clean-shaven and so unnaturally young, like Byron with a Roman nose, those
black curls already grizzled — he had seen the thousand public portraits of Sir
Claude Champion. The wild red figure reeled an instant against the sundial; the
next it had rolled down the steep bank and lay at the American’s feet, faintly
moving one arm. A gaudy, unnatural gold ornament on the arm suddenly reminded
Kidd of Romeo and Juliet; of course the tight crimson suit was part of the play.
But there was a long red stain down the bank from which the man had rolled —
that was no part of the play. He had been run through the body.
Mr Calhoun Kidd shouted and shouted again. Once more he seemed to hear
phantasmal footsteps, and started to find another figure already near him. He knew
the figure, and yet it terrified him. The dissipated youth who had called himself
Dalroy had a horribly quiet way with him; if Boulnois failed to keep appointments
that had been made, Dalroy had a sinister air of keeping appointments that hadn’t.
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The moonlight discoloured everything, against Dalroy’s red hair his wan face
looked not so much white as pale green.
All this morbid impressionism must be Kidd’s excuse for having cried out, brutally
and beyond all reason: “Did you do this, you devil?”
James Dalroy smiled his unpleasing smile; but before he could speak, the fallen
figure made another movement of the arm, waving vaguely towards the place
where the sword fell; then came a moan, and then it managed to speak.
“Boulnois . . . Boulnois, I say . . . Boulnois did it . . . jealous of me . . . he was
jealous, he was, he was . . .”
Kidd bent his head down to hear more, and just managed to catch the words:
“Boulnois . . . with my own sword . . . he threw it . . .”
Again the failing hand waved towards the sword, and then fell rigid with a thud. In
Kidd rose from its depth all that acrid humour that is the strange salt of the
seriousness of his race.
“See here,” he said sharply and with command, “you must fetch a doctor. This
man’s dead.”
“And a priest, too, I suppose,” said Dalroy in an undecipherable manner. “All
these Champions are papists.”
The American knelt down by the body, felt the heart, propped up the head and
used some last efforts at restoration; but before the other journalist reappeared,
followed by a doctor and a priest, he was already prepared to assert they were too
late.
“Were you too late also?” asked the doctor, a solid prosperous-looking man, with
conventional moustache and whiskers, but a lively eye, which darted over Kidd
dubiously.
“In one sense,” drawled the representative of the Sun. “I was too late to save the
man, but I guess I was in time to hear something of importance. I heard the dead
man denounce his assassin.”
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“And who was the assassin?” asked the doctor, drawing his eyebrows together.
“Boulnois,” said Calhoun Kidd, and whistled softly.
The doctor stared at him gloomily with a reddening brow — but he did not
contradict. Then the priest, a shorter figure in the background, said mildly: “I
understood that Mr Boulnois was not coming to Pendragon Park this evening.”
“There again,” said the Yankee grimly, “I may be in a position to give the old
country a fact or two. Yes, sir, John Boulnois was going to stay in all this evening;
he fixed up a real good appointment there with me. But John Boulnois changed his
mind; John Boulnois left his home abruptly and all alone, and came over to this
darned Park an hour or so ago. His butler told me so. I think we hold what the allwise police call a clue — have you sent for them?”
“Yes,” said the doctor, “but we haven’t alarmed anyone else yet.”
“Does Mrs Boulnois know?” asked James Dalroy, and again Kidd was conscious
of an irrational desire to hit him on his curling mouth.
“I have not told her,” said the doctor gruffly — “but here come the police.”
The little priest had stepped out into the main avenue, and now returned with the
fallen sword, which looked ludicrously large and theatrical when attached to his
dumpy figure, at once clerical and commonplace. “Just before the police come,” he
said apologetically, “has anyone got a light?”
The Yankee journalist took an electric torch from his pocket, and the priest held it
close to the middle part of the blade, which he examined with blinking care. Then,
without glancing at the point or pommel, he handed the long weapon to the doctor.
“I fear I’m no use here,” he said, with a brief sigh. “I’ll say good night to you,
gentlemen.” And he walked away up the dark avenue towards the house, his hands
clasped behind him and his big head bent in cogitation.
The rest of the group made increased haste towards the lodge-gates, where an
inspector and two constables could already be seen in consultation with the lodgekeeper. But the little priest only walked slower and slower in the dim cloister of
pine, and at last stopped dead, on the steps of the house. It was his silent way of
acknowledging an equally silent approach; for there came towards him a presence
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that might have satisfied even Calhoun Kidd’s demands for a lovely and
aristocratic ghost. It was a young woman in silvery satins of a Renascence design;
she had golden hair in two long shining ropes, and a face so startingly pale
between them that she might have been chryselephantine — made, that is, like
some old Greek statues, out of ivory and gold. But her eyes were very bright, and
her voice, though low, was confident.
“Father Brown?” she said.
“Mrs Boulnois?” he replied gravely. Then he looked at her and immediately said:
“I see you know about Sir Claude.”
“How do you know I know?” she asked steadily.
He did not answer the question, but asked another: “Have you seen your husband?”
“My husband is at home,” she said. “He has nothing to do with this.”
Again he did not answer; and the woman drew nearer to him, with a curiously
intense expression on her face.
“Shall I tell you something more?” she said, with a rather fearful smile. “I don’t
think he did it, and you don’t either.” Father Brown returned her gaze with a long,
grave stare, and then nodded, yet more gravely.
“Father Brown,” said the lady, “I am going to tell you all I know, but I want you to
do me a favour first. Will you tell me why you haven’t jumped to the conclusion of
poor John’s guilt, as all the rest have done? Don’t mind what you say: I — I know
about the gossip and the appearances that are against me.”
Father Brown looked honestly embarrassed, and passed his hand across his
forehead. “Two very little things,” he said. “At least, one’s very trivial and the
other very vague. But such as they are, they don’t fit in with Mr Boulnois being
the murderer.”
He turned his blank, round face up to the stars and continued absentmindedly: “To
take the vague idea first. I attach a good deal of importance to vague ideas. All
those things that ‘aren’t evidence’ are what convince me. I think a moral
impossibility the biggest of all impossibilities. I know your husband only slightly,
but I think this crime of his, as generally conceived, something very like a moral
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impossibility. Please do not think I mean that Boulnois could not be so wicked.
Anybody can be wicked — as wicked as he chooses. We can direct our moral
wills; but we can’t generally change our instinctive tastes and ways of doing
things. Boulnois might commit a murder, but not this murder. He would not snatch
Romeo’s sword from its romantic scabbard; or slay his foe on the sundial as on a
kind of altar; or leave his body among the roses, or fling the sword away among
the pines. If Boulnois killed anyone he’d do it quietly and heavily, as he’d do any
other doubtful thing — take a tenth glass of port, or read a loose Greek poet. No,
the romantic setting is not like Boulnois. It’s more like Champion.”
“Ah!” she said, and looked at him with eyes like diamonds.
“And the trivial thing was this,” said Brown. “There were finger-prints on that
sword; finger-prints can be detected quite a time after they are made if they’re on
some polished surface like glass or steel. These were on a polished surface. They
were half-way down the blade of the sword. Whose prints they were I have no
earthly clue; but why should anybody hold a sword half-way down? It was a long
sword, but length is an advantage in lunging at an enemy. At least, at most
enemies. At all enemies except one.”
“Except one,” she repeated.
“There is only one enemy,” said Father Brown, “whom it is easier to kill with a
dagger than a sword.”
“I know,” said the woman. “Oneself.”
There was a long silence, and then the priest said quietly but abruptly: “Am I right,
then? Did Sir Claude kill himself?”
“Yes” she said, with a face like marble. “I saw him do it.”
“He died,” said Father Brown, “for love of you?”
An extraordinary expression flashed across her face, very different from pity,
modesty, remorse, or anything her companion had expected: her voice became
suddenly strong and full. “I don’t believe,” she said, “he ever cared about me a rap.
He hated my husband.”
“Why?” asked the other, and turned his round face from the sky to the lady.
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“He hated my husband because . . . it is so strange I hardly know how to say it . . .
because . . .”
“Yes?” said Brown patiently.
“Because my husband wouldn’t hate him.”
Father Brown only nodded, and seemed still to be listening; he differed from most
detectives in fact and fiction in a small point — he never pretended not to
understand when he understood perfectly well.
Mrs Boulnois drew near once more with the same contained glow of certainty.
“My husband,” she said, “is a great man. Sir Claude Champion was not a great
man: he was a celebrated and successful man. My husband has never been
celebrated or successful; and it is the solemn truth that he has never dreamed of
being so. He no more expects to be famous for thinking than for smoking cigars.
On all that side he has a sort of splendid stupidity. He has never grown up. He still
liked Champion exactly as he liked him at school; he admired him as he would
admire a conjuring trick done at the dinner-table. But he couldn’t be got to
conceive the notion of envying Champion. And Champion wanted to be envied.
He went mad and killed himself for that.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown; “I think I begin to understand.”
“Oh, don’t you see?” she cried; “the whole picture is made for that — the place is
planned for it. Champion put John in a little house at his very door, like a
dependant — to make him feel a failure. He never felt it. He thinks no more about
such things than — than an absent-minded lion. Champion would burst in on
John’s shabbiest hours or homeliest meals with some dazzling present or
announcement or expedition that made it like the visit of Haroun Alraschid, and
John would accept or refuse amiably with one eye off, so to speak, like one lazy
schoolboy agreeing or disagreeing with another. After five years of it John had not
turned a hair; and Sir Claude Champion was a monomaniac.”
“And Haman began to tell them,” said Father Brown, “of all the things wherein the
king had honoured him; and he said: ‘All these things profit me nothing while I see
Mordecai the Jew sitting in the gate.’”
“The crisis came,” Mrs Boulnois continued, “when I persuaded John to let me take
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down some of his speculations and send them to a magazine. They began to attract
attention, especially in America, and one paper wanted to interview him. When
Champion (who was interviewed nearly every day) heard of this late little crumb
of success falling to his unconscious rival, the last link snapped that held back his
devilish hatred. Then he began to lay that insane siege to my own love and honour
which has been the talk of the shire. You will ask me why I allowed such atrocious
attentions. I answer that I could not have declined them except by explaining to my
husband, and there are some things the soul cannot do, as the body cannot fly.
Nobody could have explained to my husband. Nobody could do it now. If you said
to him in so many words, ‘Champion is stealing your wife,’ he would think the
joke a little vulgar: that it could be anything but a joke — that notion could find no
crack in his great skull to get in by. Well, John was to come and see us act this
evening, but just as we were starting he said he wouldn’t; he had got an interesting
book and a cigar. I told this to Sir Claude, and it was his death-blow. The
monomaniac suddenly saw despair. He stabbed himself, crying out like a devil that
Boulnois was slaying him; he lies there in the garden dead of his own jealousy to
produce jealousy, and John is sitting in the dining-room reading a book.”
There was another silence, and then the little priest said: “There is only one weak
point, Mrs Boulnois, in all your very vivid account. Your husband is not sitting in
the dining-room reading a book. That American reporter told me he had been to
your house, and your butler told him Mr Boulnois had gone to Pendragon Park
after all.”
Her bright eyes widened to an almost electric glare; and yet it seemed rather
bewilderment than confusion or fear. “Why, what can you mean?” she cried. “All
the servants were out of the house, seeing the theatricals. And we don’t keep a
butler, thank goodness!”
Father Brown started and spun half round like an absurd teetotum. “What, what?”
he cried seeming galvanized into sudden life. “Look here — I say — can I make
your husband hear if I go to the house?”
“Oh, the servants will be back by now,” she said, wondering.
“Right, right!” rejoined the cleric energetically, and set off scuttling up the path
towards the Park gates. He turned once to say: “Better get hold of that Yankee, or
‘Crime of John Boulnois’ will be all over the Republic in large letters.”
“You don’t understand,” said Mrs Boulnois. “He wouldn’t mind. I don’t think he
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imagines that America really is a place.”
When Father Brown reached the house with the beehive and the drowsy dog, a
small and neat maid-servant showed him into the dining-room, where Boulnois sat
reading by a shaded lamp, exactly as his wife described him. A decanter of port
and a wineglass were at his elbow; and the instant the priest entered he noted the
long ash stand out unbroken on his cigar.
“He has been here for half an hour at least,” thought Father Brown. In fact, he had
the air of sitting where he had sat when his dinner was cleared away.
“Don’t get up, Mr Boulnois,” said the priest in his pleasant, prosaic way. “I shan’t
interrupt you a moment. I fear I break in on some of your scientific studies.”
“No,” said Boulnois; “I was reading ‘The Bloody Thumb.’” He said it with neither
frown nor smile, and his visitor was conscious of a certain deep and virile
indifference in the man which his wife had called greatness. He laid down a gory
yellow “shocker” without even feeling its incongruity enough to comment on it
humorously. John Boulnois was a big, slow-moving man with a massive head,
partly grey and partly bald, and blunt, burly features. He was in shabby and very
old-fashioned evening-dress, with a narrow triangular opening of shirt-front: he
had assumed it that evening in his original purpose of going to see his wife act
Juliet.
“I won’t keep you long from ‘The Bloody Thumb’ or any other catastrophic
affairs,” said Father Brown, smiling. “I only came to ask you about the crime you
committed this evening.”
Boulnois looked at him steadily, but a red bar began to show across his broad
brow; and he seemed like one discovering embarrassment for the first time.
“I know it was a strange crime,” assented Brown in a low voice. “Stranger than
murder perhaps — to you. The little sins are sometimes harder to confess than the
big ones — but that’s why it’s so important to confess them. Your crime is
committed by every fashionable hostess six times a week: and yet you find it sticks
to your tongue like a nameless atrocity.”
“It makes one feel,” said the philosopher slowly, “such a damned fool.”
“I know,” assented the other, “but one often has to choose between feeling a
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damned fool and being one.”
“I can’t analyse myself well,” went on Boulnois; “but sitting in that chair with that
story I was as happy as a schoolboy on a half-holiday. It was security, eternity — I
can’t convey it . . . the cigars were within reach . . . the matches were within
reach . . . the Thumb had four more appearances to . . . it was not only a peace, but
a plenitude. Then that bell rang, and I thought for one long, mortal minute that I
couldn’t get out of that chair — literally, physically, muscularly couldn’t. Then I
did it like a man lifting the world, because I knew all the servants were out. I
opened the front door, and there was a little man with his mouth open to speak and
his notebook open to write in. I remembered the Yankee interviewer I had
forgotten. His hair was parted in the middle, and I tell you that murder — ”
“I understand,” said Father Brown. “I’ve seen him.”
“I didn’t commit murder,” continued the Catastrophist mildly, “but only perjury. I
said I had gone across to Pendragon Park and shut the door in his face. That is my
crime, Father Brown, and I don’t know what penance you would inflict for it.”
“I shan’t inflict any penance,” said the clerical gentleman, collecting his heavy hat
and umbrella with an air of some amusement; “quite the contrary. I came here
specially to let you off the little penance which would otherwise have followed
your little offence.”
“And what,” asked Boulnois, smiling, “is the little penance I have so luckily been
let off?”
“Being hanged,” said Father Brown.

The Fairy Tale of Father Brown
THE picturesque city and state of Heiligwaldenstein was one of those toy
kingdoms of which certain parts of the German Empire still consist. It had come
under the Prussian hegemony quite late in history — hardly fifty years before the
fine summer day when Flambeau and Father Brown found themselves sitting in its
gardens and drinking its beer. There had been not a little of war and wild justice
there within living memory, as soon will be shown. But in merely looking at it one
could not dismiss that impression of childishness which is the most charming side
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of Germany — those little pantomime, paternal monarchies in which a king seems
as domestic as a cook. The German soldiers by the innumerable sentry-boxes
looked strangely like German toys, and the clean-cut battlements of the castle,
gilded by the sunshine, looked the more like the gilt gingerbread. For it was
brilliant weather. The sky was as Prussian a blue as Potsdam itself could require,
but it was yet more like that lavish and glowing use of the colour which a child
extracts from a shilling paint-box. Even the grey-ribbed trees looked young, for the
pointed buds on them were still pink, and in a pattern against the strong blue
looked like innumerable childish figures.
Despite his prosaic appearance and generally practical walk of life, Father Brown
was not without a certain streak of romance in his composition, though he
generally kept his daydreams to himself, as many children do. Amid the brisk,
bright colours of such a day, and in the heraldic framework of such a town, he did
feel rather as if he had entered a fairy tale. He took a childish pleasure, as a
younger brother might, in the formidable sword-stick which Flambeau always
flung as he walked, and which now stood upright beside his tall mug of Munich.
Nay, in his sleepy irresponsibility, he even found himself eyeing the knobbed and
clumsy head of his own shabby umbrella, with some faint memories of the ogre’s
club in a coloured toy-book. But he never composed anything in the form of
fiction, unless it be the tale that follows:
“I wonder,” he said, “whether one would have real adventures in a place like this,
if one put oneself in the way? It’s a splendid back-scene for them, but I always
have a kind of feeling that they would fight you with pasteboard sabres more than
real, horrible swords.”
“You are mistaken,” said his friend. “In this place they not only fight with swords,
but kill without swords. And there’s worse than that.”
“Why, what do you mean?” asked Father Brown.
“Why,” replied the other, “I should say this was the only place in Europe where a
man was ever shot without firearms.”
“Do you mean a bow and arrow?” asked Brown in some wonder.
“I mean a bullet in the brain,” replied Flambeau. “Don’t you know the story of the
late Prince of this place? It was one of the great police mysteries about twenty
years ago. You remember, of course, that this place was forcibly annexed at the
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time of Bismarck’s very earliest schemes of consolidation — forcibly, that is, but
not at all easily. The empire (or what wanted to be one) sent Prince Otto of
Grossenmark to rule the place in the Imperial interests. We saw his portrait in the
gallery there — a handsome old gentleman if he’d had any hair or eyebrows, and
hadn’t been wrinkled all over like a vulture; but he had things to harass him, as I’ll
explain in a minute. He was a soldier of distinguished skill and success, but he
didn’t have altogether an easy job with this little place. He was defeated in several
battles by the celebrated Arnhold brothers — the three guerrilla patriots to whom
Swinburne wrote a poem, you remember:
Wolves with the hair of the ermine,
Crows that are crowned and kings —
These things be many as vermin,
Yet Three shall abide these things.
Or something of that kind. Indeed, it is by no means certain that the occupation
would ever have been successful had not one of the three brothers, Paul,
despicably, but very decisively declined to abide these things any longer, and, by
surrendering all the secrets of the insurrection, ensured its overthrow and his own
ultimate promotion to the post of chamberlain to Prince Otto. After this, Ludwig,
the one genuine hero among Mr Swinburne’s heroes, was killed, sword in hand, in
the capture of the city; and the third, Heinrich, who, though not a traitor, had
always been tame and even timid compared with his active brothers, retired into
something like a hermitage, became converted to a Christian quietism which was
almost Quakerish, and never mixed with men except to give nearly all he had to
the poor. They tell me that not long ago he could still be seen about the
neighbourhood occasionally, a man in a black cloak, nearly blind, with very wild,
white hair, but a face of astonishing softness.”
“I know,” said Father Brown. “I saw him once.”
His friend looked at him in some surprise. “I didn’t know you’d been here before,”
he said. “Perhaps you know as much about it as I do. Anyhow, that’s the story of
the Arnholds, and he was the last survivor of them. Yes, and of all the men who
played parts in that drama.”
“You mean that the Prince, too, died long before?”
“Died,” repeated Flambeau, “and that’s about as much as we can say. You must
understand that towards the end of his life he began to have those tricks of the
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nerves not uncommon with tyrants. He multiplied the ordinary daily and nightly
guard round his castle till there seemed to be more sentry-boxes than houses in the
town, and doubtful characters were shot without mercy. He lived almost entirely in
a little room that was in the very centre of the enormous labyrinth of all the other
rooms, and even in this he erected another sort of central cabin or cupboard, lined
with steel, like a safe or a battleship. Some say that under the floor of this again
was a secret hole in the earth, no more than large enough to hold him, so that, in
his anxiety to avoid the grave, he was willing to go into a place pretty much like it.
But he went further yet. The populace had been supposed to be disarmed ever
since the suppression of the revolt, but Otto now insisted, as governments very
seldom insist, on an absolute and literal disarmament. It was carried out, with
extraordinary thoroughness and severity, by very well-organized officials over a
small and familiar area, and, so far as human strength and science can be
absolutely certain of anything, Prince Otto was absolutely certain that nobody
could introduce so much as a toy pistol into Heiligwaldenstein.”
“Human science can never be quite certain of things like that,” said Father Brown,
still looking at the red budding of the branches over his head, “if only because of
the difficulty about definition and connotation. What is a weapon? People have
been murdered with the mildest domestic comforts; certainly with tea-kettles,
probably with tea-cosies. On the other hand, if you showed an Ancient Briton a
revolver, I doubt if he would know it was a weapon — until it was fired into him,
of course. Perhaps somebody introduced a firearm so new that it didn’t even look
like a firearm. Perhaps it looked like a thimble or something. Was the bullet at all
peculiar?”
“Not that I ever heard of,” answered Flambeau; “but my information is
fragmentary, and only comes from my old friend Grimm. He was a very able
detective in the German service, and he tried to arrest me; I arrested him instead,
and we had many interesting chats. He was in charge here of the inquiry about
Prince Otto, but I forgot to ask him anything about the bullet. According to
Grimm, what happened was this.” He paused a moment to drain the greater part of
his dark lager at a draught, and then resumed:
“On the evening in question, it seems, the Prince was expected to appear in one of
the outer rooms, because he had to receive certain visitors whom he really wished
to meet. They were geological experts sent to investigate the old question of the
alleged supply of gold from the rocks round here, upon which (as it was said) the
small city-state had so long maintained its credit and been able to negotiate with its
neighbours even under the ceaseless bombardment of bigger armies. Hitherto it
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had never been found by the most exacting inquiry which could — ”
“Which could be quite certain of discovering a toy pistol,” said Father Brown with
a smile. “But what about the brother who ratted? Hadn’t he anything to tell the
Prince?”
“He always asseverated that he did not know,” replied Flambeau; “that this was
the one secret his brothers had not told him. It is only right to say that it received
some support from fragmentary words — spoken by the great Ludwig in the hour
of death, when he looked at Heinrich but pointed at Paul, and said, ‘You have not
told him . . .’ and was soon afterwards incapable of speech. Anyhow, the
deputation of distinguished geologists and mineralogists from Paris and Berlin
were there in the most magnificent and appropriate dress, for there are no men who
like wearing their decorations so much as the men of science — as anybody knows
who has ever been to a soiree of the Royal Society. It was a brilliant gathering, but
very late, and gradually the Chamberlain — you saw his portrait, too: a man with
black eyebrows, serious eyes, and a meaningless sort of smile underneath — the
Chamberlain, I say, discovered there was everything there except the Prince
himself. He searched all the outer salons; then, remembering the man’s mad fits of
fear, hurried to the inmost chamber. That also was empty, but the steel turret or
cabin erected in the middle of it took some time to open. When it did open it was
empty, too. He went and looked into the hole in the ground, which seemed deeper
and somehow all the more like a grave — that is his account, of course. And even
as he did so he heard a burst of cries and tumult in the long rooms and corridors
without.
“First it was a distant din and thrill of something unthinkable on the horizon of the
crowd, even beyond the castle. Next it was a wordless clamour startlingly close,
and loud enough to be distinct if each word had not killed the other. Next came
words of a terrible clearness, coming nearer, and next one man, rushing into the
room and telling the news as briefly as such news is told.
“Otto, Prince of Heiligwaldenstein and Grossenmark, was lying in the dews of the
darkening twilight in the woods beyond the castle, with his arms flung out and his
face flung up to the moon. The blood still pulsed from his shattered temple and
jaw, but it was the only part of him that moved like a living thing. He was clad in
his full white and yellow uniform, as to receive his guests within, except that the
sash or scarf had been unbound and lay rather crumpled by his side. Before he
could be lifted he was dead. But, dead or alive, he was a riddle — he who had
always hidden in the inmost chamber out there in the wet woods, unarmed and
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alone.”
“Who found his body?” asked Father Brown.
“Some girl attached to the Court named Hedwig von something or other,” replied
his friend, “who had been out in the wood picking wild flowers.”
“Had she picked any?” asked the priest, staring rather vacantly at the veil of the
branches above him.
“Yes,” replied Flambeau. “I particularly remember that the Chamberlain, or old
Grimm or somebody, said how horrible it was, when they came up at her call, to
see a girl holding spring flowers and bending over that — that bloody collapse.
However, the main point is that before help arrived he was dead, and the news, of
course, had to be carried back to the castle. The consternation it created was
something beyond even that natural in a Court at the fall of a potentate. The
foreign visitors, especially the mining experts, were in the wildest doubt and
excitement, as well as many important Prussian officials, and it soon began to be
clear that the scheme for finding the treasure bulked much bigger in the business
than people had supposed. Experts and officials had been promised great prizes or
international advantages, and some even said that the Prince’s secret apartments
and strong military protection were due less to fear of the populace than to the
pursuit of some private investigation of — ”
“Had the flowers got long stalks?” asked Father Brown.
Flambeau stared at him. “What an odd person you are!” he said. “That’s exactly
what old Grimm said. He said the ugliest part of it, he thought — uglier than the
blood and bullet — was that the flowers were quite short, plucked close under the
head.”
“Of course,” said the priest, “when a grown up girl is really picking flowers, she
picks them with plenty of stalk. If she just pulled their heads off, as a child does, it
looks as if — ” And he hesitated.
“Well?” inquired the other.
“Well, it looks rather as if she had snatched them nervously, to make an excuse for
being there after — well, after she was there.”
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“I know what you’re driving at,” said Flambeau rather gloomily. “But that and
every other suspicion breaks down on the one point — the want of a weapon. He
could have been killed, as you say, with lots of other things — even with his own
military sash; but we have to explain not how he was killed, but how he was shot.
And the fact is we can’t. They had the girl most ruthlessly searched; for, to tell the
truth, she was a little suspect, though the niece and ward of the wicked old
Chamberlain, Paul Arnhold. But she was very romantic, and was suspected of
sympathy with the old revolutionary enthusiasm in her family. All the same,
however romantic you are, you can’t imagine a big bullet into a man’s jaw or brain
without using a gun or pistol. And there was no pistol, though there were two
pistol shots. I leave it to you, my friend.”
“How do you know there were two shots?” asked the little priest.
“There was only one in his head,” said his companion, “but there was another
bullet-hole in the sash.”
Father Brown’s smooth brow became suddenly constricted. “Was the other bullet
found?” he demanded.
Flambeau started a little. “I don’t think I remember,” he said.
“Hold on! Hold on! Hold on!” cried Brown, frowning more and more, with a quite
unusual concentration of curiosity. “Don’t think me rude. Let me think this out for
a moment.”
“All right,” said Flambeau, laughing, and finished his beer. A slight breeze stirred
the budding trees and blew up into the sky cloudlets of white and pink that seemed
to make the sky bluer and the whole coloured scene more quaint. They might have
been cherubs flying home to the casements of a sort of celestial nursery. The oldest
tower of the castle, the Dragon Tower, stood up as grotesque as the ale-mug, but as
homely. Only beyond the tower glimmered the wood in which the man had lain
dead.
“What became of this Hedwig eventually?” asked the priest at last.
“She is married to General Schwartz,” said Flambeau. “No doubt you’ve heard of
his career, which was rather romantic. He had distinguished himself even, before
his exploits at Sadowa and Gravelotte; in fact, he rose from the ranks, which is
very unusual even in the smallest of the German . . .”
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Father Brown sat up suddenly.
“Rose from the ranks!” he cried, and made a mouth as if to whistle. “Well, well,
what a queer story! What a queer way of killing a man; but I suppose it was the
only one possible. But to think of hate so patient — ”
“What do you mean?” demanded the other. “In what way did they kill the man?”
“They killed him with the sash,” said Brown carefully; and then, as Flambeau
protested: “Yes, yes, I know about the bullet. Perhaps I ought to say he died of
having a sash. I know it doesn’t sound like having a disease.”
“I suppose,” said Flambeau, “that you’ve got some notion in your head, but it
won’t easily get the bullet out of his. As I explained before, he might easily have
been strangled. But he was shot. By whom? By what?”
“He was shot by his own orders,” said the priest.
“You mean he committed suicide?”
“I didn’t say by his own wish,” replied Father Brown. “I said by his own orders.”
“Well, anyhow, what is your theory?”
Father Brown laughed. “I am only on my holiday,” he said. “I haven’t got any
theories. Only this place reminds me of fairy stories, and, if you like, I’ll tell you a
story.”
The little pink clouds, that looked rather like sweet-stuff, had floated up to crown
the turrets of the gilt gingerbread castle, and the pink baby fingers of the budding
trees seemed spreading and stretching to reach them; the blue sky began to take a
bright violet of evening, when Father Brown suddenly spoke again:
“It was on a dismal night, with rain still dropping from the trees and dew already
clustering, that Prince Otto of Grossenmark stepped hurriedly out of a side door of
the castle and walked swiftly into the wood. One of the innumerable sentries
saluted him, but he did not notice it. He had no wish to be specially noticed
himself. He was glad when the great trees, grey and already greasy with rain,
swallowed him up like a swamp. He had deliberately chosen the least frequented
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side of his palace, but even that was more frequented than he liked. But there was
no particular chance of officious or diplomatic pursuit, for his exit had been a
sudden impulse. All the full-dressed diplomatists he left behind were unimportant.
He had realized suddenly that he could do without them.
“His great passion was not the much nobler dread of death, but the strange desire
of gold. For this legend of the gold he had left Grossenmark and invaded
Heiligwaldenstein. For this and only this he had bought the traitor and butchered
the hero, for this he had long questioned and cross-questioned the false
Chamberlain, until he had come to the conclusion that, touching his ignorance, the
renegade really told the truth. For this he had, somewhat reluctantly, paid and
promised money on the chance of gaining the larger amount; and for this he had
stolen out of his palace like a thief in the rain, for he had thought of another way to
get the desire of his eyes, and to get it cheap.
“Away at the upper end of a rambling mountain path to which he was making his
way, among the pillared rocks along the ridge that hangs above the town, stood the
hermitage, hardly more than a cavern fenced with thorn, in which the third of the
great brethren had long hidden himself from the world. He, thought Prince Otto,
could have no real reason for refusing to give up the gold. He had known its place
for years, and made no effort to find it, even before his new ascetic creed had cut
him off from property or pleasures. True, he had been an enemy, but he now
professed a duty of having no enemies. Some concession to his cause, some appeal
to his principles, would probably get the mere money secret out of him. Otto was
no coward, in spite of his network of military precautions, and, in any case, his
avarice was stronger than his fears. Nor was there much cause for fear. Since he
was certain there were no private arms in the whole principality, he was a hundred
times more certain there were none in the Quaker’s little hermitage on the hill,
where he lived on herbs, with two old rustic servants, and with no other voice of
man for year after year. Prince Otto looked down with something of a grim smile
at the bright, square labyrinths of the lamp-lit city below him. For as far as the eye
could see there ran the rifles of his friends, and not one pinch of powder for his
enemies. Rifles ranked so close even to that mountain path that a cry from him
would bring the soldiers rushing up the hill, to say nothing of the fact that the
wood and ridge were patrolled at regular intervals; rifles so far away, in the dim
woods, dwarfed by distance, beyond the river, that an enemy could not slink into
the town by any detour. And round the palace rifles at the west door and the east
door, at the north door and the south, and all along the four facades linking them.
He was safe.
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“It was all the more clear when he had crested the ridge and found how naked was
the nest of his old enemy. He found himself on a small platform of rock, broken
abruptly by the three corners of precipice. Behind was the black cave, masked with
green thorn, so low that it was hard to believe that a man could enter it. In front
was the fall of the cliffs and the vast but cloudy vision of the valley. On the small
rock platform stood an old bronze lectern or reading-stand, groaning under a great
German Bible. The bronze or copper of it had grown green with the eating airs of
that exalted place, and Otto had instantly the thought, “Even if they had arms, they
must be rusted by now.” Moonrise had already made a deathly dawn behind the
crests and crags, and the rain had ceased.
“Behind the lectern, and looking across the valley, stood a very old man in a black
robe that fell as straight as the cliffs around him, but whose white hair and weak
voice seemed alike to waver in the wind. He was evidently reading some daily
lesson as part of his religious exercises. “They trust in their horses . . .”
“‘Sir,’ said the Prince of Heiligwaldenstein, with quite unusual courtesy, ‘I should
like only one word with you.’
“‘ . . . and in their chariots,’ went on the old man weakly, ‘but we will trust in the
name of the Lord of Hosts . . . .’ His last words were inaudible, but he closed the
book reverently and, being nearly blind, made a groping movement and gripped
the reading-stand. Instantly his two servants slipped out of the low-browed cavern
and supported him. They wore dull-black gowns like his own, but they had not the
frosty silver on the hair, nor the frost-bitten refinement of the features. They were
peasants, Croat or Magyar, with broad, blunt visages and blinking eyes. For the
first time something troubled the Prince, but his courage and diplomatic sense
stood firm.
“‘I fear we have not met,’ he said, ‘since that awful cannonade in which your poor
brother died.’
“‘All my brothers died,’ said the old man, still looking across the valley. Then, for
one instant turning on Otto his drooping, delicate features, and the wintry hair that
seemed to drip over his eyebrows like icicles, he added: ‘You see, I am dead, too.’
“‘I hope you’ll understand,’ said the Prince, controlling himself almost to a point
of conciliation, ‘that I do not come here to haunt you, as a mere ghost of those
great quarrels. We will not talk about who was right or wrong in that, but at least
there was one point on which we were never wrong, because you were always
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right. Whatever is to be said of the policy of your family, no one for one moment
imagines that you were moved by the mere gold; you have proved yourself above
the suspicion that . . .’
“The old man in the black gown had hitherto continued to gaze at him with watery
blue eyes and a sort of weak wisdom in his face. But when the word ‘gold’ was
said he held out his hand as if in arrest of something, and turned away his face to
the mountains.
“‘He has spoken of gold,’ he said. ‘He has spoken of things not lawful. Let him
cease to speak.’
“Otto had the vice of his Prussian type and tradition, which is to regard success not
as an incident but as a quality. He conceived himself and his like as perpetually
conquering peoples who were perpetually being conquered. Consequently, he was
ill acquainted with the emotion of surprise, and ill prepared for the next movement,
which startled and stiffened him. He had opened his mouth to answer the hermit,
when the mouth was stopped and the voice strangled by a strong, soft gag
suddenly twisted round his head like a tourniquet. It was fully forty seconds before
he even realized that the two Hungarian servants had done it, and that they had
done it with his own military scarf.
“The old man went again weakly to his great brazen-supported Bible, turned over
the leaves, with a patience that had something horrible about it, till he came to the
Epistle of St James, and then began to read: ‘The tongue is a little member, but — ’
“Something in the very voice made the Prince turn suddenly and plunge down the
mountain-path he had climbed. He was half-way towards the gardens of the palace
before he even tried to tear the strangling scarf from his neck and jaws. He tried
again and again, and it was impossible; the men who had knotted that gag knew
the difference between what a man can do with his hands in front of him and what
he can do with his hands behind his head. His legs were free to leap like an
antelope on the mountains, his arms were free to use any gesture or wave any
signal, but he could not speak. A dumb devil was in him.
“He had come close to the woods that walled in the castle before he had quite
realized what his wordless state meant and was meant to mean. Once more he
looked down grimly at the bright, square labyrinths of the lamp-lit city below him,
and he smiled no more. He felt himself repeating the phrases of his former mood
with a murderous irony. Far as the eye could see ran the rifles of his friends, every
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one of whom would shoot him dead if he could not answer the challenge. Rifles
were so near that the wood and ridge could be patrolled at regular intervals;
therefore it was useless to hide in the wood till morning. Rifles were ranked so far
away that an enemy could not slink into the town by any detour; therefore it was
vain to return to the city by any remote course. A cry from him would bring his
soldiers rushing up the hill. But from him no cry would come.
“The moon had risen in strengthening silver, and the sky showed in stripes of
bright, nocturnal blue between the black stripes of the pines about the castle.
Flowers of some wide and feathery sort — for he had never noticed such things
before — were at once luminous and discoloured by the moonshine, and seemed
indescribably fantastic as they clustered, as if crawling about the roots of the trees.
Perhaps his reason had been suddenly unseated by the unnatural captivity he
carried with him, but in that wood he felt something unfathomably German — the
fairy tale. He knew with half his mind that he was drawing near to the castle of an
ogre — he had forgotten that he was the ogre. He remembered asking his mother if
bears lived in the old park at home. He stooped to pick a flower, as if it were a
charm against enchantment. The stalk was stronger than he expected, and broke
with a slight snap. Carefully trying to place it in his scarf, he heard the halloo,
‘Who goes there?’ Then he remembered the scarf was not in its usual place.
“He tried to scream and was silent. The second challenge came; and then a shot
that shrieked as it came and then was stilled suddenly by impact. Otto of
Grossenmark lay very peacefully among the fairy trees, and would do no more
harm either with gold or steel; only the silver pencil of the moon would pick out
and trace here and there the intricate ornament of his uniform, or the old wrinkles
on his brow. May God have mercy on his soul.
“The sentry who had fired, according to the strict orders of the garrison, naturally
ran forward to find some trace of his quarry. He was a private named Schwartz,
since not unknown in his profession, and what he found was a bald man in
uniform, but with his face so bandaged by a kind of mask made of his own military
scarf that nothing but open, dead eyes could be seen, glittering stonily in the
moonlight. The bullet had gone through the gag into the jaw; that is why there was
a shot-hole in the scarf, but only one shot. Naturally, if not correctly, young
Schwartz tore off the mysterious silken mask and cast it on the grass; and then he
saw whom he had slain.
“We cannot be certain of the next phase. But I incline to believe that there was a
fairy tale, after all, in that little wood, horrible as was its occasion. Whether the
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young lady named Hedwig had any previous knowledge of the soldier she saved
and eventually married, or whether she came accidentally upon the accident and
their intimacy began that night, we shall probably never know. But we can know, I
fancy, that this Hedwig was a heroine, and deserved to marry a man who became
something of a hero. She did the bold and the wise thing. She persuaded the sentry
to go back to his post, in which place there was nothing to connect him with the
disaster; he was but one of the most loyal and orderly of fifty such sentries within
call. She remained by the body and gave the alarm; and there was nothing to
connect her with the disaster either, since she had not got, and could not have, any
firearms.
“Well,” said Father Brown rising cheerfully “I hope they’re happy.”
“Where are you going?” asked his friend.
“I’m going to have another look at that portrait of the Chamberlain, the Arnhold
who betrayed his brethren,” answered the priest. “I wonder what part — I wonder
if a man is less a traitor when he is twice a traitor?”
And he ruminated long before the portrait of a white-haired man with black
eyebrows and a pink, painted sort of smile that seemed to contradict the black
warning in his eyes.

The Incredulity of Father Brown

The Resurrection of Father Brown
THERE was a brief period during which Father Brown enjoyed, or rather did not
enjoy, something like fame. He was a nine days’ wonder in the newspapers; he
was even a common topic of controversy in the weekly reviews; his exploits were
narrated eagerly and inaccurately in any number of clubs and drawing-rooms,
especially in America. Incongruous and indeed incredible as it may seem to any
one who knew him, his adventures as a detective were even made the subject of
short stories appearing in magazines.
Strangely enough, this wandering limelight struck him in the most obscure, or at
least the most remote, of his many places of residence. He had been sent out to
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officiate, as something between a missionary and a parish priest, in one of those
sections of the northern coast of South America, where strips of country still cling
insecurely to European powers, or are continually threatening to become
independent republics, under the gigantic shadow of President Monroe. The
population was red and brown with pink spots; that is, it was Spanish-American,
and largely Spanish-American-Indian, but there was a considerable and increasing
infiltration of Americans of the northern sort — Englishmen, Germans, and the
rest. And the trouble seems to have begun when one of these visitors, very recently
landed and very much annoyed at having lost one of his bags, approached the first
building of which he came in sight — which happened to be the mission-house
and chapel attached to it, in front of which ran a long veranda and a long row of
stakes, up which were trained the black twisted vines, their square leaves red with
autumn. Behind them, also in a row, a number of human beings sat almost as rigid
as the stakes, and coloured in some fashion like the vines. For while their broadbrimmed hats were as black as their unblinking eyes, the complexions of many of
them might have been made out of the dark red timber of those transatlantic
forests. Many of them were smoking very long, thin black cigars; and in all that
group the smoke was almost the only moving thing. The visitor would probably
have described them as natives, though some of them were very proud of Spanish
blood. But he was not one to draw any fine distinction between Spaniards and Red
Indians, being rather disposed to dismiss people from the scene when once he had
convicted them of being native to it.
He was a newspaper man from Kansas City, a lean, light-haired man with what
Meredith called an adventurous nose; one could almost fancy it found its way by
feeling its way and moved like the proboscis of an ant-eater. His name was Snaith,
and his parents, after some obscure meditation, had called him Saul, a fact which
he had the good feeling to conceal as far as possible. Indeed, he had ultimately
compromised by calling himself Paul, though by no means for the same reason
that had affected the Apostle of the Gentiles. On the contrary, so far as he had any
views on such things, the name of the persecutor would have been more
appropriate; for he regarded organized religion with the conventional contempt
which can be learnt more easily from Ingersoll than from Voltaire. And this was,
as it happened, the not very important side of his character which he turned
towards the mission-station and the groups in front of the veranda. Something in
their shameless repose and indifference inflamed his own fury of efficiency; and,
as he could get no particular answer to his first questions, he began to do all the
talking himself.
Standing out there in the strong sunshine, a spick-and-span figure in his Panama
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hat and neat clothes, his grip-sack held in a steely grip, he began to shout at the
people in the shadow. He began to explain to them very loudly why they were lazy
and filthy, and bestially ignorant and lower than the beasts that perish, in case this
problem should have previously exercised their minds. In his opinion it was the
deleterious influence of priests that had made them so miserably poor and so
hopelessly oppressed that they were able to sit in the shade and smoke and do
nothing.
‘And a mighty soft crowd you must be at that,’ he said, ‘to be bullied by these
stuck-up josses because they walk about in their mitres and their tiaras and their
gold copes and other glad rags, looking down on everybody else like dirt — being
bamboozled by crowns and canopies and sacred umbrellas like a kid at a
pantomime; just because a pompous old High Priest of Mumbo-Jumbo looks as if
he was the lord of the earth. What about you? What do you look like, you poor
simps? I tell you, that’s why you’re way-back in barbarism and can’t read or write
and — ’
At this point the High Priest of Mumbo-Jumbo came in an undignified hurry out of
the door of the mission-house, not looking very like a lord of the earth, but rather
like a bundle of black second-hand clothes buttoned round a short bolster in the
semblance of a guy. He was not wearing his tiara, supposing him to possess one,
but a shabby broad hat not very dissimilar from those of the Spanish Indians, and it
was thrust to the back of his head with a gesture of botheration. He seemed just
about to speak to the motionless natives when he caught sight of the stranger and
said quickly:
‘Oh, can I be of any assistance? Would you like to come inside?’
Mr Paul Snaith came inside; and it was the beginning of a considerable increase of
that journalist’s information on many things. Presumably his journalistic instinct
was stronger than his prejudices, as, indeed, it often is in clever journalists; and he
asked a good many questions, the answers to which interested and surprised him.
He discovered that the Indians could read and write, for the simple reason that the
priest had taught them; but that they did not read or write any more than they could
help, from a natural preference for more direct communications. He learned that
these strange people, who sat about in heaps on the veranda without stirring a hair,
could work quite hard on their own patches of land; especially those of them who
were more than half Spanish; and he learned with still more astonishment that they
all had patches of land that were really their own. That much was part of a
stubborn tradition that seemed quite native to natives. But in that also the priest
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had played a certain part, and by doing so had taken perhaps what was his first and
last part in politics, if it was only local politics.
There had recently swept through that region one of those fevers of atheist and
almost anarchist Radicalism which break out periodically in countries of the Latin
culture, generally beginning in a secret society and generally ending in a civil war
and in very little else. The local leader of the iconoclastic party was a certain
Alvarez, a rather picturesque adventurer of Portuguese nationality but, as his
enemies said, of partly Negro origin, the head of any number of lodges and
temples of initiation of the sort that in such places clothe even atheism with
something mystical. The leader on the more conservative side was a much more
commonplace person, a very wealthy man named Mendoza, the owner of many
factories and quite respectable, but not very exciting. It was the general opinion
that the cause of law and order would have been entirely lost if it had not adopted a
more popular policy of its own, in the form of securing land for the peasants; and
this movement had mainly originated from the little mission-station of Father
Brown.
While he was talking to the journalist, Mendoza, the Conservative leader, came in.
He was a stout, dark man, with a bald head like a pear and a round body also like a
pear; he was smoking a very fragrant cigar, but he threw it away, perhaps a little
theatrically, when he came into the presence of the priest, as if he had been
entering church; and bowed with a curve that in so corpulent a gentleman seemed
quite improbable. He was always exceedingly serious in his social gestures,
especially towards religious institutions. He was one of those laymen who are
much more ecclesiastical than ecclesiastics. It embarrassed Father Brown a good
deal, especially when carried thus into private life.
‘I think I am an anti-clerical,’ Father Brown would say with a faint smile; ‘but
there wouldn’t be half so much clericalism if they would only leave things to the
clerics.’
‘Why Mr Mendoza,’ exclaimed the journalist with a new animation, ‘I think we
have met before. Weren’t you at the Trade Congress in Mexico last year?’
The heavy eyelids of Mr Mendoza showed a flutter of recognition, and he smiled
in his slow way. ‘I remember.’
‘Pretty big business done there in an hour or two,’ said Snaith with relish. ‘Made a
good deal of difference to you, too, I guess.’
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‘I have been very fortunate,’ said Mendoza modestly.
‘Don’t you believe it!’ cried the enthusiastic Snaith. ‘Good fortune comes to the
people who know when to catch hold; and you caught hold good and sure. But I
hope I’m not interrupting your business?’
‘Not at all,’ said the other. ‘I often have the honour of calling on the padre for a
little talk. Merely for a little talk.’
It seemed as if this familiarity between Father Brown and a successful and even
famous man of business completed the reconciliation between the priest and the
practical Mr Snaith. He felt, it might be supposed, a new respectability clothe the
station and the mission, and was ready to overlook such occasional reminders of
the existence of religion as a chapel and a presbytery can seldom wholly avoid. He
became quite enthusiastic about the priest’s programme — at least on its secular
and social side — and announced himself ready at any moment to act in the
capacity of a live wire for its communication to the world at large. And it was at
this point that Father Brown began to find the journalist rather more troublesome
in his sympathy than in his hostility.
Mr Paul Snaith set out vigorously to feature Father Brown. He sent long and loud
eulogies on him across the continent to his newspaper in the Middle West. He took
snapshots of the unfortunate cleric in the most commonplace occupations, and
exhibited them in gigantic photographs in the gigantic Sunday papers of the United
States. He turned his sayings into slogans, and was continually presenting the
world with ‘A message’ from the reverend gentleman in South America. Any
stock less strong and strenuously receptive than the American race would have
become very much bored with Father Brown. As it was, he received handsome and
eager offers to go on a lecturing tour in the States; and when he declined, the terms
were raised with expressions of respectful wonder. A series of stories about him,
like the stories of Sherlock Holmes, were, by the instrumentality of Mr Snaith,
planned out and put before the hero with requests for his assistance and
encouragement. As the priest found they had started, he could offer no suggestion
except that they should stop. And this in turn was taken by Mr Snaith as the text
for a discussion on whether Father Brown should disappear temporarily over a
cliff, in the manner of Dr Watson’s hero. To all these demands the priest had
patiently to reply in writing, saying that he would consent on such terms to the
temporary cessation of the stories and begging that a considerable interval might
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occur before they began again. The notes he wrote grew shorter and shorter; and as
he wrote the last of them, he sighed.
Needless to say, this strange boom in the North reacted on the little outpost in the
South where he had expected to live in so lonely an exile. The considerable
English and American population already on the spot began to be proud of
possessing so widely advertised a person. American tourists, of the sort who land
with a loud demand for Westminster Abbey, landed on that distant coast with a
loud demand for Father Brown. They were within measurable distance of running
excursion trains named after him, and bringing crowds to see him as if he were a
public monument. He was especially troubled by the active and ambitious new
traders and shopkeepers of the place, who were perpetually pestering him to try
their wares and to give them testimonials. Even if the testimonials were not
forthcoming, they would prolong the correspondence for the purpose of collecting
autographs. As he was a good-natured person they got a good deal of what they
wanted out of him; and it was in answer to a particular request from a Frankfort
wine-merchant named Eckstein that he wrote hastily a few words on a card, which
were to prove a terrible turning-point in his life.
Eckstein was a fussy little man with fuzzy hair and pince-nez, who was wildly
anxious that the priest should not only try some of his celebrated medicinal port,
but should let him know where and when he would drink it, in acknowledging its
receipt. The priest was not particularly surprised at the request, for he was long
past surprise at the lunacies of advertisement. So he scribbled something down and
turned to other business which seemed a little more sensible. He was again
interrupted, by a note from no less a person than his political enemy Alvarez,
asking him to come to a conference at which it was hoped that a compromise on an
outstanding question might be reached; and suggesting an appointment that
evening at a cafe just outside the walls of the little town. To this also he sent a
message of acceptance by the rather florid and military messenger who was
waiting for it; and then, having an hour or two before him, sat down to attempt to
get through a little of his own legitimate business. At the end of the time he poured
himself out a glass of Mr Eckstein’s remarkable wine and, glancing at the clock
with a humorous expression, drank it and went out into the night.
Strong moonlight lay on the little Spanish town, so that when he came to the
picturesque gateway, with its rather rococo arch and the fantastic fringe of palms
beyond it, it looked rather like a scene in a Spanish opera. One long leaf of palm
with jagged edges, black against the moon, hung down on the other side of the
arch, visible through the archway, and had something of the look of the jaw of a
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black crocodile. The fancy would not have lingered in his imagination but for
something else that caught his naturally alert eye. The air was deathly still, and
there was not a stir of wind; but he distinctly saw the pendent palm-leaf move.
He looked around him and realized that he was alone. He had left behind the last
houses, which were mostly closed and shuttered, and was walking between two
long blank walls built of large and shapeless but flattened stones, tufted here and
there with the queer prickly weeds of that region — walls which ran parallel all the
way to the gateway. He could not see the lights of the cafe outside the gate;
probably it was too far away. Nothing could be seen under the arch but a wider
expanse of large-flagged pavement, pale in the moon, with the straggling prickly
pear here and there. He had a strong sense of the smell of evil; he felt queer
physical oppression; but he did not think of stopping. His courage, which was
considerable, was perhaps even less strong a part of him than his curiosity. All his
life he had been led by an intellectual hunger for the truth, even of trifles. He often
controlled it in the name of proportion; but it was always there. He walked straight
through the gateway, and on the other side a man sprang like a monkey out of the
tree-top and struck at him with a knife. At the same moment another man came
crawling swiftly along the wall and, whirling a cudgel round his head, brought it
down. Father Brown turned, staggered, and sank in a heap, but as he sank there
dawned on his round face an expression of mild and immense surprise.
There was living in the same little town at this time another young American,
particularly different from Mr Paul Snaith. His name was John Adams Race, and
he was an electrical engineer, employed by Mendoza to fit out the old town with
all the new conveniences. He was a figure far less familiar in satire and
international gossip than that of the American journalist. Yet, as a matter of fact,
America contains a million men of the moral type of Race to one of the moral type
of Snaith. He was exceptional in being exceptionally good at his job, but in every
other way he was very simple. He had begun life as a druggist’s assistant in a
Western village, and risen by sheer work and merit; but he still regarded his home
town as the natural heart of the habitable world. He had been taught a very Puritan,
or purely Evangelical, sort of Christianity from the Family Bible at his mother’s
knee; and in so far as he had time to have any religion, that was still his religion.
Amid all the dazzling lights of the latest and even wildest discoveries, when he
was at the very edge and extreme of experiment, working miracles of light and
sound like a god creating new stars and solar systems, he never for a moment
doubted that the things ‘back home’ were the best things in the world; his mother
and the Family Bible and the quiet and quaint morality of his village. He had as
serious and noble a sense of the sacredness of his mother as if he had been a
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frivolous Frenchman. He was quite sure the Bible religion was really the right
thing; only he vaguely missed it wherever he went in the modern world. He could
hardly be expected to sympathize with the religious externals of Catholic
countries; and in a dislike of mitres and croziers he sympathized with Mr Snaith,
though not in so cocksure a fashion. He had no liking for the public bowings and
scrapings of Mendoza and certainly no temptation to the masonic mysticism of the
atheist Alvarez. Perhaps all that semi-tropical life was too coloured for him, shot
with Indian red and Spanish gold. Anyhow, when he said there was nothing to
touch his home town, he was not boasting. He really meant that there was
somewhere something plain and unpretentious and touching, which he really
respected more than anything else in the world. Such being the mental attitude of
John Adams Race in a South American station, there had been growing on him for
some time a curious feeling, which contradicted all his prejudices and for which he
could not account. For the truth was this: that the only thing he had ever met in his
travels that in the least reminded him of the old wood-pile and the provincial
proprieties and the Bible on his mother’s knee was (for some inscrutable reason)
the round face and black clumsy umbrella of Father Brown.
He found himself insensibly watching that commonplace and even comic black
figure as it went bustling about; watching it with an almost morbid fascination, as
if it were a walking riddle or contradiction. He had found something he could not
help liking in the heart of everything he hated; it was as if he had been horribly
tormented by lesser demons and then found that the Devil was quite an ordinary
person.
Thus it happened that, looking out of his window on that moonlit night, he saw the
Devil go by, the demon of unaccountable blamelessness, in his broad black hat and
long black coat, shuffling along the street towards the gateway, and saw it with an
interest which he could not himself understand. He wondered where the priest was
going, and what he was really up to; and remained gazing out into the moonlit
street long after the little black figure had passed. And then he saw something else
that intrigued him further. Two other men whom he recognized passed across his
window as across a lighted stage. A sort of blue limelight of the moon ran in a
spectral halo round the big bush of hair that stood erect on the head of little
Eckstein, the wine-seller, and it outlined a taller and darker figure with an eagle
profile and a queer old-fashioned and very top-heavy black hat, which seemed to
make the whole outline still more bizarre, like a shape in a shadow pantomime.
Race rebuked himself for allowing the moon to play such tricks with his fancy; for
on a second glance he recognized the black Spanish sidewhiskers and high-
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featured face of Dr Calderon, a worthy medical man of the town, whom he had
once found attending professionally on Mendoza. Still, there was something in the
way the men were whispering to each other and peering up the street that struck
him as peculiar. On a sudden impulse he leapt over the low window-sill and
himself went bareheaded up the road, following their trail. He saw them disappear
under the dark archway, and a moment after there came a dreadful cry from
beyond; curiously loud and piercing, and all the more blood-curdling to Race
because it said something very distinctly in some tongue that he did not know.
The next moment there was a rushing of feet, more cries, and then a confused roar
of rage or grief that shook the turrets and tall palm trees of the place; there was a
movement in the mob that had gathered, as if they were sweeping backwards
through the gateway. And then the dark archway resounded with a new voice, this
time intelligible to him and falling with the note of doom, as someone shouted
through the gateway:
‘Father Brown is dead!’
He never knew what prop gave way in his mind, or why something on which he
had been counting suddenly failed him; but he ran towards the gateway and was
just in time to meet his countryman, the journalist Snaith, coming out of the dark
entrance, deadly pale and snapping his fingers nervously.
‘It’s quite true,’ said Snaith, with something which for him approached to
reverence. ‘He’s a goner. The doctor’s been looking at him, and there’s no hope.
Some of these damned Dagos clubbed him as he came through the gate — God
knows why. It’ll be a great loss to the place.’
Race did not or perhaps could not reply, but ran on under the arch to the scene
beyond. The small black figure lay where it had fallen on the wilderness of wide
stones starred here and there with green thorn; and the great crowd was being kept
back, chiefly by the mere gestures of one gigantic figure in the foreground. For
there were many there who swayed hither and thither at the mere movement of his
hand, as if he had been a magician.
Alvarez, the dictator and demagogue, was a tall, swaggering figure, always rather
flamboyantly clad, and on this occasion he wore a green uniform with
embroideries like silver snakes crawling all over it, with an order round his neck
hung on a very vivid maroon ribbon. His close curling hair was already grey, and
in contrast his complexion, which his friends called olive and his foes octoroon,
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looked almost literally golden, as if it were a mask moulded in gold. But his largefeatured face, which was powerful and humorous, was at this moment properly
grave and grim. He had been waiting, he explained, for Father Brown at the cafe
when he had heard a rustle and a fall and, coming out, had found the corpse lying
on the flagstones.
‘I know what some of you are thinking,’ he said, looking round proudly, ‘and if
you are afraid of me — as you are — I will say it for you. I am an atheist; I have
no god to call on for those who will not take my word. But I tell you in the name
of every root of honour that may be left to a soldier and a man, that I had no part in
this. If I had the men here that did it, I would rejoice to hang them on that tree.’
‘Naturally we are glad to hear you say so,’ said old Mendoza stiffly and solemnly,
standing by the body of his fallen coadjutor. ‘This blow has been too appalling for
us to say what else we feel at present. I suggest that it will be more decent and
proper if we remove my friend’s body and break up this irregular meeting. I
understand,’ he added gravely to the doctor, ‘that there is unfortunately no doubt.’
‘There is no doubt,’ said Dr Calderon.
John Race went back to his lodgings sad and with a singular sense of emptiness. It
seemed impossible that he should miss a man whom he never knew. He learned
that the funeral was to take place next day; for all felt that the crisis should be past
as quickly as possible, for fear of riots that were hourly growing more probable.
When Snaith had seen the row of Red Indians sitting on the veranda, they might
have been a row of ancient Aztec images carved in red wood. But he had not seen
them as they were when they heard that the priest was dead.
Indeed they would certainly have risen in revolution and lynched the republican
leader, if they had not been immediately blocked by the direct necessity of
behaving respectfully to the coffin of their own religious leader. The actual
assassins, whom it would have been most natural to lynch, seemed to have
vanished into thin air. Nobody knew their names; and nobody would ever know
whether the dying man had even seen their faces. That strange look of surprise that
was apparently his last look on earth might have been the recognition of their
faces. Alvarez repeated violently that it was no work of his, and attended the
funeral, walking behind the coffin in his splendid silver and green uniform with a
sort of bravado of reverence.
Behind the veranda a flight of stone steps scaled a very steep green bank, fenced
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by a cactus-hedge, and up this the coffin was laboriously lifted to the ground
above, and placed temporarily at the foot of the great gaunt crucifix that dominated
the road and guarded the consecrated ground. Below in the road were great seas of
people lamenting and telling their beads — an orphan population that had lost a
father. Despite all these symbols that were provocative enough to him, Alvarez
behaved with restraint and respect; and all would have gone well — as Race told
himself — had the others only let him alone.
Race told himself bitterly that old Mendoza had always looked like an old fool and
had now very conspicuously and completely behaved like an old fool. By a custom
common in simpler societies, the coffin was left open and the face uncovered,
bringing the pathos to the point of agony for all those simple people. This, being
consonant to tradition, need have done no harm; but some officious person had
added to it the custom of the French freethinkers, of having speeches by the
graveside. Mendoza proceeded to make a speech — a rather long speech, and the
longer it was, the longer and lower sank John Race’s spirits and sympathies with
the religious ritual involved. A list of saintly attributes, apparently of the most
antiquated sort, was rolled out with the dilatory dullness of an after-dinner speaker
who does not know how to sit down. That was bad enough; but Mendoza had also
the ineffable stupidity to start reproaching and even taunting his political
opponents. In three minutes he had succeeded in making a scene, and a very
extraordinary scene it was.
‘We may well ask,’ he said, looking around him pompously; ‘we may well ask
where such virtues can be found among those who have madly abandoned the
creed of their fathers. It is when we have atheists among us, atheist leaders, nay
sometimes even atheist rulers, that we find their infamous philosophy bearing fruit
in crimes like this. If we ask who murdered this holy man, we shall assuredly find
—’
Africa of the forests looked out of the eyes of Alvarez the hybrid adventurer; and
Race fancied he could see suddenly that the man was after all a barbarian, who
could not control himself to the end; one might guess that all his ‘illuminated’
transcendentalism had a touch of Voodoo. Anyhow, Mendoza could not continue,
for Alvarez had sprung up and was shouting back at him and shouting him down,
with infinitely superior lungs.
‘Who murdered him?’ he roared. ‘Your God murdered him! His own God
murdered him! According to you, he murders all his faithful and foolish servants
— as he murdered that one,’ and he made a violent gesture, not towards the coffin
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but the crucifix. Seeming to control himself a little, he went on in a tone still angry
but more argumentative: ‘I don’t believe it, but you do. Isn’t it better to have no
God than one that robs you in this fashion? I, at least, am not afraid to say that
there is none. There is no power in all this blind and brainless universe that can
hear your prayer or return your friend. Though you beg Heaven to raise him, he
will not rise. Though I dare Heaven to raise him, he will not rise. Here and now I
will put it to the test — I defy the God who is not there to waken the man who
sleeps for ever.’
There was a shock of silence, and the demagogue had made his sensation.
‘We might have known,’ cried Mendoza in a thick gobbling voice, ‘when we
allowed such men as you — ’
A new voice cut into his speech; a high and shrill voice with a Yankee accent.
‘Stop! Stop!’ cried Snaith the journalist; ‘something’s up! I swear I saw him move.’
He went racing up the steps and rushed to the coffin, while the mob below swayed
with indescribable frenzies. The next moment he had turned a face of amazement
over his shoulder and made a signal with his finger to Dr Calderon, who hastened
forward to confer with him. When the two men stepped away again from the
coffin, all could see that the position of the head had altered. A roar of excitement
rose from the crowd and seemed to stop suddenly, as if cut off in mid-air; for the
priest in the coffin gave a groan and raised himself on one elbow, looking with
bleared and blinking eyes at the crowd.
John Adams Race, who had hitherto known only miracles of science, never found
himself able in after-years to describe the topsy-turvydom of the next few days. He
seemed to have burst out of the world of time and space, and to be living in the
impossible. In half an hour the whole of that town and district had been
transformed into something never known for a thousand years; a medieval people
turned to a mob of monks by a staggering miracle; a Greek city where the god had
descended among men. Thousands prostrated themselves in the road; hundreds
took vows on the spot; and even the outsiders, like the two Americans, were able
to think and speak of nothing but the prodigy. Alvarez himself was shaken, as well
he might be; and sat down, with his head upon his hands.
And in the midst of all this tornado of beatitude was a little man struggling to be
heard. His voice was small and faint, and the noise was deafening. He made weak
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little gestures that seemed more those of irritation than anything else. He came to
the edge of the parapet above the crowd, waving it to be quiet, with movements
rather like the flap of the short wings of a penguin. There was something a little
more like a lull in the noise; and then Father Brown for the first time reached the
utmost stretch of the indignation that he could launch against his children.
‘Oh, you silly people,’ he said in a high and quavering voice; ‘Oh, you silly, silly
people.’
Then he suddenly seemed to pull himself together, made a bolt for the steps with
his more normal gait, and began hurriedly to descend.
‘Where are you going, Father?’ said Mendoza, with more than his usual veneration.
‘To the telegraph office,’ said Father Brown hastily. ‘What? No; of course it’s not
a miracle. Why should there be a miracle? Miracles are not so cheap as all that.’
And he came tumbling down the steps, the people flinging themselves before him
to implore his blessing.
‘Bless you, bless you,’ said Father Brown hastily. ‘God bless you all and give you
more sense.’
And he scuttled away with extraordinary rapidity to the telegraph office, where he
wired to his Bishop’s secretary: ‘There is some mad story about a miracle here;
hope his lordship not give authority. Nothing in it.’
As he turned away from his effort, he tottered a little with the reaction, and John
Race caught him by the arm.
‘Let me see you home,’ he said; ‘you deserve more than these people are giving
you.’
John Race and the priest were seated in the presbytery; the table was still piled up
with the papers with which the latter had been wrestling the day before; the bottle
of wine and the emptied wine-glass still stood where he had left them.
‘And now,’ said Father Brown almost grimly, ‘I can begin to think.’
‘I shouldn’t think too hard just yet,’ said the American. ‘You must be wanting a
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rest. Besides, what are you going to think about?’
‘I have pretty often had the task of investigating murders, as it happens,’ said
Father Brown. ‘Now I have got to investigate my own murder.’
‘If I were you,’ said Race, ‘I should take a little wine first.’
Father Brown stood up and filled himself another glass, lifted it, looked
thoughtfully into vacancy, and put it down again. Then he sat down once more and
said:
‘Do you know what I felt like when I died? You may not believe it, but my feeling
was one of overwhelming astonishment.’
‘Well,’ answered Race, ‘I suppose you were astonished at being knocked on the
head.’
Father Brown leaned over to him and said in a low voice, ‘I was astonished at not
being knocked on the head.’
Race looked at him for a moment as if he thought the knock on the head had been
only too effective; but he only said: ‘What do you mean?’
‘I mean that when that man brought his bludgeon down with a great swipe, it
stopped at my head and did not even touch it. In the same way, the other fellow
made as if to strike me with a knife, but he never gave me a scratch. It was just like
play-acting. I think it was. But then followed the extraordinary thing.’
He looked thoughtfully at the papers on the table for a moment and then went on:
‘Though I had not even been touched with knife or stick, I began to feel my legs
doubling up under me and my very life failing. I knew I was being struck down by
something, but it was not by those weapons. Do you know what I think it was?’
And he pointed to the wine on the table.
Race picked up the wine-glass and looked at it and smelt it.
‘I think you are right,’ he said. ‘I began as a druggist and studied chemistry. I
couldn’t say for certain without an analysis; but I think there’s something very
unusual in this stuff. There are drugs by which the Asiatics produce a temporary
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sleep that looks like death.’
‘Quite so,’ said the priest calmly.’ The whole of this miracle was faked, for some
reason or other. That funeral scene was staged — and timed. I think it is part of
that raving madness of publicity that has got hold of Snaith; but I can hardly
believe he would go quite so far, merely for that. After all, it’s one thing to make
copy out of me and run me as a sort of sham Sherlock Holmes, and — ’
Even as the priest spoke his face altered. His blinking eyelids shut suddenly and he
stood up as if he were choking. Then he put one wavering hand as if groping his
way towards the door.
‘Where are you going?’ asked the other in some wonder.
‘If you ask me,’ said Father Brown, who was quite white, ‘I was going to pray. Or
rather, to praise.’
‘I’m not sure I understand. What is the matter with you?’
‘I was going to praise God for having so strangely and so incredibly saved me —
saved me by an inch.’
‘Of course,’ said Race, ‘I am not of your religion; but believe me, I have religion
enough to understand that. Of course, you would thank God for saving you from
death.’
‘No,’ said the priest. ‘Not from death. From disgrace.’
The other sat staring; and the priest’s next words broke out of him with a sort of
cry. ‘And if it had only been my disgrace! But it was the disgrace of all I stand for;
the disgrace of the Faith that they went about to encompass. What it might have
been! The most huge and horrible scandal ever launched against us since the last
lie was choked in the throat of Titus Oates.’
‘What on earth are you talking about?’ demanded his companion.
‘Well, I had better tell you at once,’ said the priest; and sitting down, he went on
more composedly: ‘It came to me in a flash when I happened to mention Snaith
and Sherlock Holmes. Now I happen to remember what I wrote about his absurd
scheme; it was the natural thing to write, and yet I think they had ingeniously
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manoeuvred me into writing just those words. They were something like ‘I am
ready to die and come to life again like Sherlock Holmes, if that is the best way.’
And the moment I thought of that, I realized that I had been made to write all sorts
of things of that kind, all pointing to the same idea. I wrote, as if to an accomplice,
saying that I would drink the drugged wine at a particular time. Now, don’t you
see?’
Race sprang to his feet still staring: ‘Yes,’ he said, ‘I think I began to see.’
‘They would have boomed the miracle. Then they would have bust up the miracle.
And what is the worst, they would have proved that I was in the conspiracy. It
would have been our sham miracle. That’s all there is to it; and about as near hell
as you and I will ever be, I hope.’
Then he said, after a pause, in quite a mild voice: ‘They certainly would have got
quite a lot of good copy out of me.’
Race looked at the table and said darkly: ‘How many of these brutes were in it?’
Father Brown shook his head. ‘More than I like to think of,’ he said; ‘but I hope
some of them were only tools. Alvarez might think that all’s fair in war, perhaps;
he has a queer mind. I’m very much afraid that Mendoza is an old hypocrite; I
never trusted him, and he hated my action in an industrial matter. But all that will
wait; I have only got to thank God for the escape. And especially that I wired at
once to the Bishop.’
John Race appeared to be very thoughtful. ‘You’ve told me a lot I didn’t know,’ he
said at last, ‘and I feel inclined to tell you the only thing you don’t know. I can
imagine how those fellows calculated well enough. They thought any man alive,
waking up in a coffin to find himself canonized like a saint, and made into a
walking miracle for everyone to admire, would be swept along with his
worshippers and accept the crown of glory that fell on him out the sky. And I
reckon their calculation was pretty practical psychology, as men go. I’ve seen all
sorts of men in all sorts of places; and I tell you frankly I don’t believe there’s one
man in a thousand who could wake up like that with all his wits about him; and
while he was still almost talking in his sleep, would have the sanity and the
simplicity and the humility to — ’ He was much surprised to find himself moved,
and his level voice wavering.
Father Brown was gazing abstractedly, and in a rather cockeyed fashion, at the
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bottle on the table. ‘Look here,’ he said, ‘what about a bottle of real wine?’

The Arrow of Heaven
IT is to be feared that about a hundred detective stories have begun with the
discovery that an American millionaire has been murdered; an event which is, for
some reason, treated as a sort of calamity. This story, I am happy to say, has to
begin with a murdered millionaire; in one sense, indeed, it has to begin with three
murdered millionaires, which some may regard as an embarras de richesse. But it
was chiefly this coincidence or continuity of criminal policy that took the whole
affair out of the ordinary run of criminal cases and made it the extraordinary
problem that it was.
It was very generally said that they had all fallen victims to some vendetta or curse
attaching to the possession of a relic of great value both intrinsically and
historically: a sort of chalice inlaid with precious stones and commonly called the
Coptic Cup. Its origin was obscure, but its use was conjectured to be religious; and
some attributed the fate that followed its possessors to the fanaticism of some
Oriental Christian horrified at its passing through such materialistic hands. But the
mysterious slayer, whether or no he was such a fanatic, was already a figure of
lurid and sensational interest in the world of journalism and gossip. The nameless
being was provided with a name, or a nickname. But it is only with the story of the
third victim that we are now concerned; for it was only in this case that a certain
Father Brown, who is the subject of these sketches, had an opportunity of making
his presence felt.
When Father Brown first stepped off an Atlantic liner on to American soil, he
discovered as many other Englishman has done, that he was a much more
important person than he had ever supposed. His short figure, his short-sighted and
undistinguished countenance, his rather rusty-black clerical clothes, could pass
through any crowd in his own country without being noticed as anything unusual,
except perhaps unusually insignificant. But America has a genius for the
encouragement of fame; and his appearance in one or two curious criminal
problems, together with his long association with Flambeau, the ex-criminal and
detective, had consolidated a reputation in America out of what was little more
than a rumour in England. His round face was blank with surprise when he found
himself held up on the quay by a group of journalists, as by a gang of brigands,
who asked him questions about all the subjects on which he was least likely to
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regard himself as an authority, such as the details of female dress and the criminal
statistics of the country that he had only that moment clapped his eyes on. Perhaps
it was the contrast with the black embattled solidarity of this group that made more
vivid another figure that stood apart from it, equally black against the burning
white daylight of that brilliant place and season, but entirely solitary; a tall, rather
yellow-faced man in great goggles, who arrested him with a gesture when the
journalists had finished and said: ‘Excuse me, but maybe you are looking for
Captain Wain.’
Some apology may be made for Father Brown; for he himself would have been
sincerely apologetic. It must be remembered that he had never seen America
before, and more especially that he had never seen that sort of tortoise-shell
spectacles before; for the fashion at this time had not spread to England. His first
sensation was that of gazing at some goggling sea-monster with a faint suggestion
of a diver’s helmet. Otherwise the man was exquisitely dressed; and to Brown, in
his innocence, the spectacles seemed the queerest disfigurement for a dandy. It
was as if a dandy had adorned himself with a wooden leg as an extra touch of
elegance. The question also embarrassed him. An American aviator of the name of
Wain, a friend of some friends of his own in France, was indeed one of a long list
of people he had some hope of seeing during his American visit; but he had never
expected to hear of him so soon.
‘I beg your pardon,’ he said doubtfully, ‘are you Captain Wain? Do you — do you
know him?’
‘Well, I’m pretty confident I’m not Captain Wain,’ said the man in goggles, with a
face of wood. ‘I was pretty clear about that when I saw him waiting for you over
there in the car. But the other question’s a bit more problematical. I reckon I know
Wain and his uncle, and old man Merton, too. I know old man Merton, but old
man Merton don’t know me. And he thinks he has the advantage, and I think I
have the advantage. See?’
Father Brown did not quite see. He blinked at the glittering seascape and the
pinnacles of the city, and then at the man in goggles. It was not only the masking
of the man’s eyes that produced the impression of something impenetrable.
Something in his yellow face was almost Asiatic, even Chinese; and his
conversation seemed to consist of stratified layers of irony. He was a type to be
found here and there in that hearty and sociable population; he was the inscrutable
American.
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‘My name’s Drage,’ he said, ‘Norman Drage, and I’m an American citizen, which
explains everything. At least I imagine your friend Wain would like to explain the
rest; so we’ll postpone The Fourth of July till another date.’
Father Brown was dragged in a somewhat dazed condition towards a car at some
little distance, in which a young man with tufts of untidy yellow hair and a rather
harassed and haggard expression, hailed him from afar, and presented himself as
Peter Wain. Before he knew where he was he was stowed in the car and travelling
with considerable speed through and beyond the city. He was unused to the
impetuous practicality of such American action, and felt about as bewildered as if
a chariot drawn by dragons had carried him away into fairyland. It was under these
disconcerting conditions that he heard for the first time, in long monologues from
Wain, and short sentences from Drage, the story of the Coptic Cup and the two
crimes already connected with it.
It seemed that Wain had an uncle named Crake who had a partner named Merton,
who was number three in the series of rich business men to whom the cup had
belonged. The first of them, Titus P. Trant, the Copper King, had received
threatening letters from somebody signing himself Daniel Doom. The name was
presumably a pseudonym, but it had come to stand for a very public if not a very
popular character; for somebody as well known as Robin Hood and Jack the
Ripper combined. For it soon became clear that the writer of the threatening letter
did not confine himself to threatening. Anyhow, the upshot was that old Trant was
found one morning with his head in his own lily-pond, and there was not the
shadow of a clue. The cup was, fortunately, safe in the bank; and it passed with the
rest of Trant’s property to his cousin, Brian Horder, who was also a man of great
wealth and who was also threatened by the nameless enemy. Brian Horder was
picked up dead at the foot of a cliff outside his seaside residence, at which there
was a burglary, this time on a large scale. For though the cup apparently again
escaped, enough bonds and securities were stolen to leave Horder’s financial
affairs in confusion.
‘Brian Horder’s widow,’ explained Wain, ‘had to sell most of his valuables, I
believe, and Brander Merton must have purchased the cup at that time, for he had
it when I first knew him. But you can guess for yourself that it’s not a very
comfortable thing to have.’
‘Has Mr Merton ever had any of the threatening letters?’ asked Father Brown,
after a pause.
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‘I imagine he has,’ said Mr Drage; and something in his voice made the priest look
at him curiously, until he realized that the man in goggles was laughing silently, in
a fashion that gave the newcomer something of a chill.
‘I’m pretty sure he has,’ said Peter Wain, frowning. ‘I’ve not seen the letters, only
his secretary sees any of his letters, for he is pretty reticent about business matters,
as big business men have to be. But I’ve seen him real upset and annoyed with
letters; and letters that he tore up, too, before even his secretary saw them. The
secretary himself is getting nervous and says he is sure somebody is laying for the
old man; and the long and the short of it is, that we’d be very grateful for a little
advice in the matter. Everybody knows your great reputation, Father Brown, and
the secretary asked me to see if you’d mind coming straight out to the Merton
house at once.’
‘Oh, I see,’ said Father Brown, on whom the meaning of this apparent kidnapping
began to dawn at last. ‘But, really, I don’t see that I can do any more than you can.
You’re on the spot, and must have a hundred times more data for a scientific
conclusion than a chance visitor.’
‘Yes,’ said Mr Drage dryly; ‘our conclusions are much too scientific to be true. I
reckon if anything hit a man like Titus P. Trant, it just came out of the sky without
waiting for any scientific explanation. What they call a bolt from the blue.’
‘You can’t possibly mean,’ cried Wain, ‘that it was supernatural!’
But it was by no means easy at any time to discover what Mr Drage could possibly
mean; except that if he said somebody was a real smart man, he very probably
meant he was a fool. Mr Drage maintained an Oriental immobility until the car
stopped, a little while after, at what was obviously their destination. It was rather a
singular place. They had been driving through a thinly-wooded country that
opened into a wide plain, and just in front of them was a building consisting of a
single wall or very high fence, round, like a Roman camp, and having rather the
appearance of an aerodrome. The barrier did not look like wood or stone, and
closer inspection proved it to be of metal.
They all alighted from the car, and one small door in the wall was slid open with
considerable caution, after manipulations resembling the opening of a safe. But,
much to Father Brown’s surprise, the man called Norman Drage showed no
disposition to enter, but took leave of them with sinister gaiety.
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‘I won’t come in,’ he said. ‘It ‘ud be too much pleasurable excitement for old man
Merton, I reckon. He loves the sight of me so much that he’d die of joy.’
And he strode away, while Father Brown, with increasing wonder, was admitted
through the steel door which instantly clicked behind him. Inside was a large and
elaborate garden of gay and varied colours, but entirely without any trees or tall
shrubs or flowers. In the centre of it rose a house of handsome and even striking
architecture, but so high and narrow as rather to resemble a tower. The burning
sunlight gleamed on glass roofing here and there at the top, but there seemed to be
no windows at all in the lower part of it. Over everything was that spotless and
sparkling cleanliness that seemed so native to the clear American air. When they
came inside the portal, they stood amid resplendent marble and metals and
enamels of brilliant colours, but there was no staircase. Nothing but a single shaft
for a lift went up the centre between the solid walls, and the approach to it was
guarded by heavy, powerful men like plain-clothes policemen.
‘Pretty elaborate protection, I know,’ said Wain. ‘Maybe it makes you smile a
little, Father Brown, to find Merton has to live in a fortress like this without even a
tree in the garden for anyone to hide behind. But you don’t know what sort of
proposition we’re up against in this country. And perhaps you don’t know just
what the name of Brander Merton means. He’s a quiet-looking man enough, and
anybody might pass him in the street; not that they get much chance nowadays, for
he can only go out now and then in a closed car. But if anything happened to
Brander Merton there’d be earthquakes from Alaska to the Cannibal Islands. I
fancy there was never a king or emperor who had such power over the nations as
he has. After all, I suppose if you’d been asked to visit the tsar, or the king of
England, you’d have had the curiosity to go. You mayn’t care much for tsars or
millionaires; but it just means that power like that is always interesting. And I hope
it’s not against your principles to visit a modern sort of emperor like Merton.’
‘Not at all,’ said Father Brown, quietly. ‘It is my duty to visit prisoners and all
miserable men in captivity.’
There was a silence, and the young man frowned with a strange and almost shifty
look on his lean face. Then he said, abruptly:
‘Well, you’ve got to remember it isn’t only common crooks or the Black Hand
that’s against him. This Daniel Doom is pretty much like the devil. Look how he
dropped Trant in his own gardens and Horder outside his house, and got away with
it.’
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The top floor of the mansion, inside the enormously thick walls, consisted of two
rooms; an outer room which they entered, and an inner room that was the great
millionaire’s sanctum. They entered the outer room just as two other visitors were
coming out of the inner one. One was hailed by Peter Wain as his uncle — a small
but very stalwart and active man with a shaven head that looked bald, and a brown
face that looked almost too brown to have ever been white. This was old Crake,
commonly called Hickory Crake in reminiscence of the more famous Old Hickory,
because of his fame in the last Red Indian wars. His companion was a singular
contrast — a very dapper gentleman with dark hair like a black varnish and a
broad, black ribbon to his monocle: Barnard Blake, who was old Merton’s lawyer
and had been discussing with the partners the business of the firm. The four men
met in the middle of the outer room and paused for a little polite conversation, in
the act of respectively going and coming. And through all goings and comings
another figure sat at the back of the room near the inner door, massive and
motionless in the half-light from the inner window; a man with a Negro face and
enormous shoulders. This was what the humorous self-criticism of America
playfully calls the Bad Man; whom his friends might call a bodyguard and his
enemies a bravo.
This man never moved or stirred to greet anybody; but the sight of him in the outer
room seemed to move Peter Wain to his first nervous query.
‘Is anybody with the chief?’ he asked.
‘Don’t get rattled, Peter,’ chuckled his uncle. ‘Wilton the secretary is with him,
and I hope that’s enough for anybody. I don’t believe Wilton ever sleeps for
watching Merton. He is better than twenty bodyguards. And he’s quick and quiet
as an Indian.’
‘Well, you ought to know,’ said his nephew, laughing. ‘I remember the Red Indian
tricks you used to teach me when I was a boy and liked to read Red Indian stories.
But in my Red Indian stories Red Indians seemed always to have the worst of it.’
‘They didn’t in real life,’ said the old frontiersman grimly.
‘Indeed?’ inquired the bland Mr Blake. ‘I should have thought they could do very
little against our firearms.’
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knife and kill a white man standing on the top of a fort,’ said Crake.
‘Why, what did he do with it?’ asked the other.
‘Threw it,’ replied Crake, ‘threw it in a flash before a shot could be fired. I don’t
know where he learnt the trick.’
‘Well, I hope you didn’t learn it,’ said his nephew, laughing.
‘It seems to me,’ said Father Brown, thoughtfully, ‘that the story might have a
moral.’
While they were speaking Mr Wilton, the secretary, had come out of the inner
room and stood waiting; a pale, fair-haired man with a square chin and steady eyes
with a look like a dog’s; it was not difficult to believe that he had the single — eye
of a watchdog.
He only said, ‘Mr Merton can see you in about ten minutes,’ but it served for a
signal to break up the gossiping group. Old Crake said he must be off, and his
nephew went out with him and his legal companion, leaving Father Brown for the
moment alone with his secretary; for the negroid giant at the other end of the room
could hardly be felt as if he were human or alive; he sat so motionless with his
broad back to them, staring towards the inner room.
‘Arrangements rather elaborate here, I’m afraid,’ said the secretary. ‘You’ve
probably heard all about this Daniel Doom, and why it isn’t safe to leave the boss
very much alone.’
‘But he is alone just now, isn’t he?’ said Father Brown.
The secretary looked at him with grave, grey eyes. ‘For fifteen minutes,’ he said.
‘For fifteen minutes out of the twenty-four hours. That is all the real solitude he
has; and that he insists on, for a pretty remarkable reason.’
‘And what is the reason?’ inquired the visitor. Wilton, the secretary, continued his
steady gaze, but his mouth, that had been merely grave, became grim.
‘The Coptic Cup,’ he said. ‘Perhaps you’ve forgotten the Coptic Cup; but he hasn’t
forgotten that or anything else. He doesn’t trust any of us about the Coptic Cup.
It’s locked up somewhere and somehow in that room so that only he can find it;
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and he won’t take it out till we’re all out of the way. So we have to risk that
quarter of an hour while he sits and worships it; I reckon it’s the only worshipping
he does. Not that there’s any risk really; for I’ve turned all this place into a trap I
don’t believe the devil himself could get into — or at any rate, get out of. If this
infernal Daniel Doom pays us a visit, he’ll stay to dinner and a good bit later, by
God! I sit here on hot bricks for the fifteen minutes, and the instant I heard a shot
or a sound of struggle I’d press this button and an electrocuting current would run
in a ring round that garden wall, so that it ‘ud be death to cross or climb it. Of
course, there couldn’t be a shot, for this is the only way in; and the only window
he sits at is away up on the top of a tower as smooth as a greasy pole. But,
anyhow, we’re all armed here, of course; and if Doom did get into that room he’d
be dead before he got out.’
Father Brown was blinking at the carpet in a brown study. Then he said suddenly,
with something like a jerk: ‘I hope you won’t mind my mentioning it, but a kind of
a notion came into my head just this minute. It’s about you.’
‘Indeed,’ remarked Wilton, ‘and what about me?’
‘I think you are a man of one idea,’ said Father Brown, ‘and you will forgive me
for saying that it seems to be even more the idea of catching Daniel Doom than of
defending Brander Merton.’
Wilton started a little and continued to stare at his companion; then very slowly his
grim mouth took on a rather curious smile. ‘How did you — what makes you think
that?’ he asked.
‘You said that if you heard a shot you could instantly electrocute the escaping
enemy,’ remarked the priest. ‘I suppose it occurred to you that the shot might be
fatal to your employer before the shock was fatal to his foe. I don’t mean that you
wouldn’t protect Mr Merton if you could, but it seems to come rather second in
your thoughts. The arrangements are very elaborate, as you say, and you seem to
have elaborated them. But they seem even more designed to catch a murderer than
to save a man.’
‘Father Brown,’ said the secretary, who had recovered his quiet tone, ‘you’re very
smart, but there’s something more to you than smartness. Somehow you’re the sort
of man to whom one wants to tell the truth; and besides, you’ll probably hear it,
anyhow, for in one way it’s a joke against me already. They all say I’m a
monomaniac about running down this big crook, and perhaps I am. But I’ll tell you
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one thing that none of them know. My full name is John Wilton Border.’ Father
Brown nodded as if he were completely enlightened, but the other went on.
‘This fellow who calls himself Doom killed my father and uncle and ruined my
mother. When Merton wanted a secretary I took the job, because I thought that
where the cup was the criminal might sooner or later be. But I didn’t know who
the criminal was and could only wait for him; and I meant to serve Merton
faithfully.’
‘I understand,’ said Father Brown gently; ‘and, by the way, isn’t it time that we
attended on him?’
‘Why, yes,’ answered Wilton, again starting a little out of his brooding so that the
priest concluded that his vindictive mania had again absorbed him for a moment.
‘Go in now by all means.’
Father Brown walked straight into the inner room. No sound of greetings followed,
but only a dead silence; and a moment after the priest reappeared in the doorway.
At the same moment the silent bodyguard sitting near the door moved suddenly;
and it was as if a huge piece of furniture had come to life. It seemed as though
something in the very attitude of the priest had been a signal; for his head was
against the light from the inner window and his face was in shadow.
‘I suppose you will press that button,’ he said with a sort of sigh.
Wilton seemed to awake from his savage brooding with a bound and leapt up with
a catch in his voice.
‘There was no shot,’ he cried.
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, ‘it depends what you mean by a shot.’
Wilton rushed forward, and they plunged into the inner room together. It was a
comparatively small room and simply though elegantly furnished. Opposite to
them one wide window stood open, over-looking the garden and the wooded plain.
Close up against the window stood a chair and a small table, as if the captive
desired as much air and light as was allowed him during his brief luxury of
loneliness.
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On the little table under the window stood the Coptic Cup; its owner had evidently
been looking at it in the best light. It was well worth looking at, for that white and
brilliant daylight turned its precious stones to many-coloured flames so that it
might have been a model of the Holy Grail. It was well worth looking at; but
Brander Merton was not looking at it. For his head had fallen back over his chair,
his mane of white hair hanging towards the floor, and his spike of grizzled beard
thrust up towards the ceiling, and out of his throat stood a long, brown painted
arrow with red feathers at the other end.
‘A silent shot,’ said Father Brown, in a low voice; ‘I was just wondering about
those new inventions for silencing firearms. But this is a very old invention, and
quite as silent.’
Then, after a moment, he added: ‘I’m afraid he is dead. What are you going to do?’
The pale secretary roused himself with abrupt resolution. ‘I’m going to press that
button, of course,’ he said, ‘and if that doesn’t do for Daniel Doom, I’m going to
hunt him through the world till I find him.’
‘Take care it doesn’t do for any of our friends,’ observed Father Brown; ‘they can
hardly be far off; we’d better call them.’
‘That lot know all about the wall,’ answered Wilton. ‘None of them will try to
climb it, unless one of them ... is in a great hurry.’
Father Brown went to the window by which the arrow had evidently entered and
looked out. The garden, with its flat flower-beds, lay far below like a delicately
coloured map of the world. The whole vista seemed so vast and empty, the tower
seemed set so far up in the sky that as he stared out a strange phrase came back to
his memory.
‘A bolt from the blue,’ he said. ‘What was that somebody said about a bolt from
the blue and death coming out of the sky? Look how far away everything looks; it
seems extraordinary that an arrow could come so far, unless it were an arrow from
heaven.’
Wilton had returned, but did not reply, and the priest went on as in soliloquy. ‘One
thinks of aviation. We must ask young Wain ... about aviation.’
‘There’s a lot of it round here,’ said the secretary.
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‘Case of very old or very new weapons,’ observed Father Brown. ‘Some would be
quite familiar to his old uncle, I suppose; we must ask him about arrows. This
looks rather like a Red Indian arrow. I don’t know where the Red Indian shot it
from; but you remember the story the old man told. I said it had a moral.’
‘If it had a moral,’ said Wilton warmly, ‘it was only that a real Red Indian might
shoot a thing farther than you’d fancy. It’s nonsense your suggesting a parallel.’
‘I don’t think you’ve got the moral quite right,’ said Father Brown.
Although the little priest appeared to melt into the millions of New York next day,
without any apparent attempt to be anything but a number in a numbered street, he
was, in fact, unobtrusively busy for the next fortnight with the commission that
had been given him, for he was filled with profound fear about a possible
miscarriage of justice. Without having any particular air of singling them out from
his other new acquaintances, he found it easy to fall into talk with the two or three
men recently involved in the mystery; and with old Hickory Crake especially he
had a curious and interesting conversation. It took place on a seat in Central Park,
where the veteran sat with his bony hands and hatchet face resting on the oddlyshaped head of a walking-stick of dark red wood, possibly modelled on a
tomahawk.
‘Well, it may be a long shot,’ he said, wagging his head, ‘but I wouldn’t advise
you to be too positive about how far an Indian arrow could go. I’ve known some
bow-shots that seemed to go straighter than any bullets, and hit the mark to
amazement, considering how long they had been travelling. Of course, you
practically never hear now of a Red Indian with a bow and arrows, still less of a
Red Indian hanging about here. But if by any chance there were one of the old
Indian marksmen, with one of the old Indian bows, hiding in those trees hundreds
of yards beyond the Merton outer wall — why, then I wouldn’t put it past the
noble savage to be able to send an arrow over the wall and into the top window of
Merton’s house; no, nor into Merton, either. I’ve seen things quite as wonderful as
that done in the old days.’
‘No doubt,’ said the priest, ‘you have done things quite as wonderful, as well as
seen them.’
Old Crake chuckled, and then said gruffly: ‘Oh, that’s all ancient history.’
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‘Some people have a way of studying ancient history,’ the priest said. ‘I suppose
we may take it there is nothing in your old record to make people talk unpleasantly
about this affair.’
‘What do you mean?’ demanded Crake, his eyes shifting sharply for the first time,
in his red, wooden face, that was rather like the head of a tomahawk.
‘Well, since you were so well acquainted with all the arts and crafts of the Redskin
— ’ began Father Brown slowly.
Crake had had a hunched and almost shrunken appearance as he sat with his chin
propped on its queer-shaped crutch. But the next instant he stood erect in the path
like a fighting bravo with the crutch clutched like a cudgel.
‘What?’ he cried — in something like a raucous screech — ‘what the hell! Are you
standing up to me to tell me I might happen to have murdered my own brother-inlaw?’
From a dozen seats dotted about the path people looked to-wards the disputants, as
they stood facing each other in the middle of the path, the bald-headed energetic
little man brandishing his outlandish stick like a club, and the black, dumpy figure
of the little cleric looking at him without moving a muscle, save for his hinging
eyelids. For a moment it looked as if the black, dumpy figure would be knocked on
the head, and laid out with true Red Indian promptitude and dispatch; and the large
form of an Irish policeman could be seen heaving up in the distance and bearing
down on the group. But the priest only said, quite placidly, like one answering an
ordinary query:
‘I have formed certain conclusions about it, but I do not think I will mention them
till I make my report.’
Whether under the influence of the footsteps of the policeman or of the eyes of the
priest, old Hickory tucked his stick under his arm and put his hat on again,
grunting. The priest bade him a placid good morning, and passed in an unhurried
fashion out of the park, making his way to the lounge of the hotel where he knew
that young Wain was to be found. The young man sprang up with a greeting; he
looked even more haggard and harassed than before, as if some worry were eating
him away; and the priest had a suspicion that his young friend had recently been
engaged, with only too conspicuous success, in evading the last Amendment to the
American Constitution. But at the first word about his hobby or favourite science
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he was vigilant and concentrated enough. For Father Brown had asked, in an idle
and conversational fashion, whether much flying was done in that district, and had
told how he had at first mistaken Mr Merton’s circular wall for an aerodrome.
‘It’s a wonder you didn’t see any while we were there,’ answered Captain Wain.
‘Sometimes they’re as thick as flies; that open plain is a great place for them, and I
shouldn’t wonder if it were the chief breeding-ground, so to speak, for my sort of
birds in the future. I’ve flown a good deal there myself, of course, and I know most
of the fellows about here who flew in the war; but there are a whole lot of people
taking to it out there now whom I never heard of in my life. I suppose it will be
like motoring soon, and every man in the States will have one.’
‘Being endowed by his Creator,’ said Father Brown with a smile, ’with the right to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of motoring — not to mention aviation. So I suppose
we may take it that one strange aeroplane passing over that house, at certain times,
wouldn’t be noticed much.’
‘No,’ replied the young man; ‘I don’t suppose it would.’
‘Or even if the man were known,’ went on the other, ‘I suppose he might get hold
of a machine that wouldn’t be recognized as his. If you, for instance, flew in the
ordinary way, Mr Merton and his friends might recognize the rig-out, perhaps; but
you might pass pretty near that window on a different pattern of plane, or whatever
you call it; near enough for practical purposes.’
‘Well, yes,’ began the young man, almost automatically, and then ceased, and
remained staring at the cleric with an open mouth and eyes standing out of his
head.
‘My God!’ he said, in a low voice; ‘my God!’
Then he rose from the lounge seat, pale and shaking from head to foot and still
staring at the priest.
‘Are you mad?’ he said; ‘are you raving mad?’
There was a silence and then he spoke again in a swift hissing fashion. ‘You
positively come here to suggest — ’
‘No; only to collect suggestions,’ said Father Brown, rising. ‘I may have formed
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some conclusions provisionally, but I had better reserve them for the present.’
And then saluting the other with the same stiff civility, he passed out of the hotel
to continue his curious peregrinations.
By the dusk of that day they had led him down the dingy streets and steps that
straggled and tumbled towards the river in the oldest and most irregular part of the
city. Immediately under the coloured lantern that marked the entrance to a rather
low Chinese restaurant he encountered a figure he had seen before, though by no
means presenting itself to the eye as he had seen it.
Mr Norman Drage still confronted the world grimly behind his great goggles,
which seemed somehow to cover his face like a dark musk of glass. But except for
the goggles, his appearance had undergone a strange transformation in the month
that had elapsed since the murder. He had then, as Father Brown had noted, been
dressed up to the nines — up to that point, indeed, where there begins to be too
fine a distinction between the dandy and the dummy outside a tailor’s shop. But
now all those externals were mysteriously altered for the worse; as if the tailor’s
dummy had been turned into a scarecrow. His top hat still existed, but it was
battered and shabby; his clothes were dilapidated; his watch-chain and minor
ornaments were gone. Father Brown, however, addressed him as if they had met
yesterday, and made no demur to sitting down with him on a bench in the cheap
eating-house whither he was bound. It was not he, however, who began the
conversation.
‘Well?’ growled Drage, ‘and have you succeeded in avenging your holy and
sainted millionaire? We know all millionaires are holy and sainted; you can find it
all in the papers next day, about how they lived by the light of the Family Bible
they read at their mother’s knee. Gee! if they’d only read out some of the things
there are in the Family Bible, the mother might have been startled some. And the
millionaire, too, I reckon. The old Book’s full of a lot of grand fierce old notions
they don’t grow nowadays; sort of wisdom of the Stone Age and buried under the
Pyramids. Suppose somebody had flung old man Merton from the top of that
tower of his, and let him be eaten by dogs at the bottom, it would be no worse than
what happened to Jezebel. Wasn’t Agag hacked into little pieces, for all he went
walking delicately? Merton walked delicately all his life, damn him — until he got
too delicate to walk at all. But the shaft of the Lord found him out, as it might have
done in the old Book, and struck him dead on the top of his tower to be a spectacle
to the people.
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‘The shaft was material, at least,’ said his companion.
‘The Pyramids are mighty material, and they hold down the dead kings all right,’
grinned the man in the goggles. ‘I think there’s a lot to be said for these old
material religions. There’s old carvings that have lasted for thousands of years,
showing their gods and emperors with bended bows; with hands that look as if
they could really bend bows of stone. Material, perhaps — but what materials!
Don’t you sometimes stand staring at those old Eastern patterns and things, till you
have a hunch that old Lord God is still driving like a dark Apollo, and shooting
black rays of death?’
‘If he is,’ replied Father Brown, ‘I might call him by another name. But I doubt
whether Merton died by a dark ray or even a stone arrow.’
‘I guess you think he’s St Sebastian,’ sneered Drage, ‘killed with an arrow. A
millionaire must be a martyr. How do you know he didn’t deserve it? You don’t
know much about your millionaire, I fancy. Well, let me tell you he deserved it a
hundred times over.’
‘Well,’ asked Father Brown gently, ‘why didn’t you murder him?’
‘You want to know why I didn’t?’ said the other, staring. ‘Well, you’re a nice sort
of clergyman.’
‘Not at all,’ said the other, as if waving away a compliment.
‘I suppose it’s your way of saying I did,’ snarled Drage. ‘Well, prove it, that’s all.
As for him, I reckon he was no loss.’
‘Yes, he was,’ said Father Brown, sharply. ‘He was a loss to you. That’s why you
didn’t kill him.’
And he walked out of the room, leaving the man in goggles gaping after him.
It was nearly a month later that Father Brown revisited the house where the third
millionaire had suffered from the vendetta of Daniel Doom. A sort of council was
held of the persons most interested. Old Crake sat at the head of the table with his
nephew at his right hand, the lawyer on his left; the big man with the African
features, whose name appeared to be Harris, was ponderously present, if only as a
material witness; a red-haired, sharp-nosed individual addressed as Dixon seemed
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to be the representative of Pinkerton’s or some such private agency; and Father
Brown slipped unobtrusively into an empty seat beside him.
Every newspaper in the world was full of the catastrophe of the colossus of
finance, of the great organizer of the Big Business that bestrides the modern world;
but from the tiny group that had been nearest to him at the very instant of his death
very little could be learned. The uncle, nephew, and attendant solicitor declared
they were well outside the outer wall before the alarm was raised; and inquiries of
the official guardians at both barriers brought answers that were rather confused,
but on the whole confirmatory. Only one other complication seemed to call for
consideration. It seemed that round about the time of the death, before or after, a
stranger had been found hanging mysteriously round the entrance and asking to
see Mr Merton. The servants had some difficulty in understanding what he meant,
for his language was very obscure; but it was afterwards considered to be also very
suspicious, since he had said something about a wicked man being destroyed by a
word out of the sky.
Peter Wain leaned forward, the eyes bright in his haggard face, and said:
‘I’ll bet on that, anyhow. Norman Drage.’
‘And who in the world is Norman Drage?’ asked his uncle.
‘That’s what I want to know,’ replied the young man. ‘I practically asked him, but
he has got a wonderful trick of twisting every straight question crooked; it’s like
lunging at a fencer. He hooked on to me with hints about the flying-ship of the
future; but I never trusted him much.’
‘But what sort of a man is he?’ asked Crake.
‘He’s a mystagogue,’ said Father Brown, with innocent promptitude. ‘There are
quite a lot of them about; the sort of men about town who hint to you in Paris cafes
and cabarets that they’ve lifted the veil of Isis or know the secret of Stonehenge. In
a case like this they’re sure to have some sort of mystical explanations.’
The smooth, dark head of Mr Barnard Blake, the lawyer, was inclined politely
towards the speaker, but his smile was faintly hostile.
‘I should hardly have thought, sir,’ he said, ‘that you had any quarrel with mystical
explanations.’
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‘On the contrary,’ replied Father Brown, blinking amiably at him. ‘That’s just why
I can quarrel with ’em. Any sham lawyer could bamboozle me, but he couldn’t
bamboozle you; because you’re a lawyer yourself. Any fool could dress up as a
Red Indian and I’d swallow him whole as the only original Hiawatha; but Mr
Crake would see through him at once. A swindler could pretend to me that he
knew all about aeroplanes, but not to Captain Wain. And it’s just the same with the
other, don’t you see? It’s just because I have picked up a little about mystics that I
have no use for mystagogues. Real mystics don’t hide mysteries, they reveal them.
They set a thing up in broad daylight, and when you’ve seen it it’s still a mystery.
But the mystagogues hide a thing in darkness and secrecy, and when you find it,
it’s a platitude. But in the case of Drage, I admit he had also another and more
practical notion in talking about fire from heaven or bolts from the blue.’
‘And what was his notion?’ asked Wain. ‘I think it wants watching whatever it is.’
‘Well,’ replied the priest, slowly, ‘he wanted us to think the murders were miracles
because . . . well, because he knew they weren’t.’
‘Ah,’ said Wain, with a sort of hiss, ‘I was waiting for that. In plain words, he is
the criminal.’
‘In plain words, he is the criminal who didn’t commit the crime,’ answered Father
Brown calmly.
‘Is that your conception of plain words?’ inquired Blake politely.
‘You’ll be saying I’m the mystagogue now,’ said Father Brown somewhat
abashed, but with a broad smile, ‘but it was really quite accidental. Drage didn’t
commit the crime — I mean this crime. His only crime was blackmailing
somebody, and he hung about here to do it; but he wasn’t likely to want the secret
to be public property or the whole business to be cut short by death. We can talk
about him afterwards. Just at the moment, I only want him cleared out of the way.’
‘Out of the way of what?’ asked the other.
‘Out of the way of the truth,’ replied the priest, looking at him tranquilly, with
level eyelids.
‘Do you mean,’ faltered the other, ‘that you know the truth?’
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‘I rather think so,’ said Father Brown modestly.
There was an abrupt silence, after which Crake cried out suddenly and irrelevantly
in a rasping voice:
‘Why, where is that secretary fellow? Wilton! He ought to be here.’
‘I am in communication with Mr Wilton,’ said Father Brown gravely; ‘in fact, I
asked him to ring me up here in a few minutes from now. I may say that we’ve
worked the thing out together, in a manner of speaking.’
‘If you’re working together, I suppose it’s all right,’ grumbled Crake. ‘I know he
was always a sort of bloodhound on the trail of his vanishing crook, so perhaps it
was well to hunt in couples with him. But if you know the truth about this, where
the devil did you get it from?’
‘I got it from you,’ answered the priest, quietly, and continued to gaze mildly at
the glaring veteran.’ I mean I made the first guess from a hint in a story of yours
about an Indian who threw a knife and hit a man on the top of a fortress.’
‘You’ve said that several times,’ said Wain, with a puzzled air; ‘but I can’t see any
inference, except that this murderer threw an arrow and hit a man on the top of a
house very like a fortress. But of course the arrow wasn’t thrown but shot, and
would go much further. Certainly it went uncommonly far; but I don’t see how it
brings us any farther.’
‘I’m afraid you missed the point of the story,’ said Father Brown. ‘It isn’t that if
one thing can go far another can go farther. It is that the wrong use of a tool can
cut both ways. The men on Crake’s fort thought of a knife as a thing for a hand-tohand fight and forgot that it could be a missile like a javelin. Some other people I
know thought of a thing as a missile like a javelin and forgot that, after all, it could
be used hand-to-hand as a spear. In short, the moral of the story is that since a
dagger can be turned into an arrow, so can an arrow be turned into a dagger.’
They were all looking at him now; but he continued in the same casual and
unconscious tone: ‘Naturally we wondered and worried a good deal about who
shot that arrow through the window and whether it came from far away, and so on.
But the truth is that nobody shot the arrow at all. It never came in at the window at
all.’
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‘Then how did it come there?’ asked the swarthy lawyer, with a rather lowering
face.
‘Somebody brought it with him, I suppose,’ said Father Brown; ‘it wouldn’t be
hard to carry or conceal. Somebody had it in his hand as he stood with Merton in
Merton’s own room. Somebody thrust it into Merton’s throat like a poignard, and
then had the highly intelligent idea of placing the whole thing at such a place and
angle that we all assumed in a flash that it had flown in at the window like a bird.’
‘Somebody,’ said old Crake, in a voice as heavy as stone.
The telephone bell rang with a strident and horrible clamour of insistence. It was in
the adjoining room, and Father Brown had darted there before anybody else could
move.
‘What the devil is it all about?’ cried Peter Wain, who seemed all shaken and
distracted.
‘He said he expected to be rung up by Wilton, the secretary,’ replied his uncle in
the same dead voice.
‘I suppose it is Wilton?’ observed the lawyer, like one speaking to fill up a silence.
But nobody answered the question until Father Brown reappeared suddenly and
silently in the room, bringing the answer.
‘Gentlemen,’ he said, when he had resumed his seat, ‘it was you who asked me to
look into the truth about this puzzle; and having found the truth, I must tell it,
without any pretence of softening the shock. I’m afraid anybody who pokes his
nose into things like this can’t afford to be a respecter of persons.’
‘I suppose,’ said Crake, breaking the silence that followed, ‘that means that some
of us are accused, or suspected.’
‘All of us are suspected,’ answered Father Brown. ‘I may be suspected myself, for
I found the body.’
‘Of course we’re suspected,’ snapped Wain. ‘Father Brown kindly explained to me
how I could have besieged the tower in a flying-machine.’
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‘No,’ replied the priest, with a smile; ‘you described to me how you could have
done it. That was just the interesting part of it.’
‘He seemed to think it likely,’ growled Crake, ‘that I killed him myself with a Red
Indian arrow.’
‘I thought it most unlikely,’ said Father Brown, making rather a wry face. I’m
sorry if I did wrong, but I couldn’t think of any other way of testing the matter. I
can hardly think of anything more improbable than the notion that Captain Wain
went careering in a huge machine past the window, at the very moment of the
murder, and nobody noticed it; unless, perhaps, it were the notion that a
respectable old gentleman should play at Red Indians with a bow and arrow behind
the bushes, to kill somebody he could have killed in twenty much simpler ways.
But I had to find out if they had had anything to do with it; and so I had to accuse
them in order to prove their innocence.’
‘And how have you proved their innocence?’ asked Blake the lawyer, leaning
forward eagerly.
‘Only by the agitation they showed when they were accused,’ answered the other.
‘What do you mean, exactly?’
‘If you will permit me to say so,’ remarked Father Brown, composedly enough, ‘I
did undoubtedly think it my duty to suspect them and everybody else. I did suspect
Mr Crake and I did suspect Captain Wain, in the sense that I considered the
possibility or probability of their guilt. I told them I had formed conclusions about
it; and I will now tell them what those conclusions were. I was sure they were
innocent, because of the manner and the moment in which they passed from
unconsciousness to indignation. So long as they never thought they were accused,
they went on giving me materials to support the accusation. They practically
explained to me how they might have committed the crime. Then they suddenly
realized with a shock and a shout of rage that they were accused; they realized it
long after they might well have expected to be accused, but long before I had
accused them. Now no guilty person could possibly do that. He might be snappy
and suspicious from the first; or he might simulate unconsciousness and innocence
up to the end. But he wouldn’t begin by making things worse for himself and then
give a great jump and begin furiously denying the notion he had himself helped to
suggest. That could only come by his having really failed to realize what he was
suggesting. The self-consciousness of a murderer would always be at least
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morbidly vivid enough to prevent him first forgetting his relation with the thing
and then remembering to deny it. So I ruled you both out and others for other
reasons I needn’t discuss now. For instance, there was the secretary —
‘But I’m not talking about that just now. Look here, I’ve just heard from Wilton on
the phone, and he’s given me permission to tell you some rather serious news.
Now I suppose you all know by this time who Wilton was, and what he was after.’
‘I know he was after Daniel Doom and wouldn’t be happy till he got him,’
answered Peter Wain; ‘and I’ve heard the story that he’s the son of old Horder, and
that’s why he’s the avenger of blood. Anyhow, he’s certainly looking for the man
called Doom.’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, ‘he has found him.’
Peter Wain sprang to his feet in excitement.
‘The murderer!’ he cried. ‘Is the murderer in the lock-up already?’
‘No,’ said Father Brown, gravely; ‘I said the news was serious, and it’s more
serious than that. I’m afraid poor Wilton has taken a terrible responsibility. I’m
afraid he’s going to put a terrible responsibility on us. He hunted the criminal
down, and just when he had him cornered at last — well, he has taken the law into
his own hands.’
‘You mean that Daniel Doom — ’ began the lawyer.
‘I mean that Daniel Doom is dead,’ said the priest. ‘There was some sort of wild
struggle, and Wilton killed him.’
‘Serve him right,’ growled Mr Hickory Crake.
‘Can’t blame Wilton for downing a crook like that, especially considering the
feud,’ assented Wain; ‘it was like stepping on a viper.’
‘I don’t agree with you,’ said Father Brown. ‘I suppose we all talk romantic stuff
at random in defence of lynching and lawlessness; but I have a suspicion that if we
lose our laws and liberties we shall regret it. Besides, it seems to me illogical to
say there is something to be said for Wilton committing murder, without even
inquiring whether there was anything to be said for Doom committing it. I rather
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doubt whether Doom was merely a vulgar assassin; he may have been a sort of
outlaw with a mania about the cup, demanding it with threats and only killing after
a struggle; both victims were thrown down just outside their houses. The objection
to Wilton’s way of doing it is that we shall never hear Doom’s side of the case.’
‘Oh, I’ve no patience with all this sentimental whitewashing of worthless,
murderous blackguards,’ cried Wain, heatedly. ‘If Wilton croaked the criminal he
did a jolly good day’s work, and there’s an end of it.’
‘Quite so, quite so,’ said his uncle, nodding vigorously.
Father Brown’s face had a yet heavier gravity as he looked slowly round the
semicircle of faces. ‘Is that really what you all think?’ he asked. Even as he did so
he realized that he was an Englishman and an exile. He realized that he was among
foreigners, even if he was among friends. Around that ring of foreigners ran a
restless fire that was not native to his own breed; the fiercer spirit of the western
nation that can rebel and lynch, and above all, combine. He knew that they had
already combined.
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, with a sigh, ‘I am to understand, then, that you do
definitely condone this unfortunate man’s crime, or act of private justice, or
whatever you call it. In that case it will not hurt him if I tell you a little more about
it.’
He rose suddenly to his feet; and though they saw no meaning in his movement, it
seemed in some way to change or chill the very air in the room.
‘Wilton killed Doom in a rather curious way,’ he began.
‘How did Wilton kill him?’ asked Crake, abruptly.
‘With an arrow,’ said Father Brown.
Twilight was gathering in the long room, and daylight dwindling to a gleam from
the great window in the inner room, where the great millionaire had died. Almost
automatically the eyes of the group turned slowly towards it, but as yet there was
no sound. Then the voice of Crake came cracked and high and senile in a sort of
crowing gabble.
‘What you mean? What you mean? Brander Merton killed by an arrow. This crook
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killed by an arrow — ’
‘By the same arrow,’ said the priest, ‘and at the same moment.’
Again there was a sort of strangled and yet swollen and bursting silence, and
young Wain began: ‘You mean — ’
‘I mean that your friend Merton was Daniel Doom,’ said Father Brown firmly;’
and the only Daniel Doom you’ll ever find. Your friend Merton was always crazy
after that Coptic Cup that he used to worship like an idol every day; and in his wild
youth he had really killed two men to get it, though I still think the deaths may
have been in a sense accidents of the robbery. Anyhow, he had it; and that man
Drage knew the story and was blackmailing him. But Wilton was after him for a
very different purpose; I fancy he only discovered the truth when he’d got into this
house. But anyhow, it was in this house, and in that room, that this hunt ended, and
he slew the slayer of his father.’
For a long time nobody answered. Then old Crake could be heard drumming with
his fingers on the table and muttering:
‘Brander must have been mad. He must have been mad.’
‘But, good Lord!’ burst out Peter Wain; ‘what are we to do? What are we to say?
Oh, it’s all quite different! What about the papers and the big business people?
Brander Merton is a thing like the President or the Pope of Rome.’
‘I certainly think it is rather different,’ began Barnard Blake, the lawyer, in a low
voice. ‘The difference involves a whole — ’
Father Brown struck the table so that the glasses on it rang; and they could almost
fancy a ghostly echo from the mysterious chalice that still stood in the room
beyond.
‘No!’ he cried, in a voice like a pistol-shot. ‘There shall be no difference. I gave
you your chance of pitying the poor devil when you thought he was a common
criminal. You wouldn’t listen then; you were all for private vengeance then. You
were all for letting him be butchered like a wild beast without a hearing or a public
trial, and said he had only got his deserts. Very well then, if Daniel Doom has got
his deserts, Brander Merton has got his deserts. If that was good enough for Doom,
by all that is holy it is good enough for Merton. Take your wild justice or our dull
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legality; but in the name of Almighty God, let there be an equal lawlessness or an
equal law.’
Nobody answered except the lawyer, and he answered with something like a snarl:
‘What will the police say if we tell them we mean to condone a crime?’
‘What will they say if I tell them you did condone it?’ replied Father Brown. ‘Your
respect for the law comes rather late, Mr Barnard Blake.’
After a pause he resumed in a milder tone: ’I, for one, am ready to tell the truth if
the proper authorities ask me; and the rest of you can do as you like. But as a fact,
it will make very little difference. Wilton only rang me up to tell me that I was
now free to lay his confession before you; for when you heard it, he would be
beyond pursuit.’
He walked slowly into the inner room and stood there by the little table beside
which the millionaire had died. The Coptic Cup still stood in the same place, and
he remained there for a space staring at its cluster of all the colours of the rainbow,
and beyond it into a blue abyss of sky.

The Oracle of the Dog
‘YES,’ said Father Brown, ‘I always like a dog, so long as he isn’t spelt
backwards.’
Those who are quick in talking are not always quick in listening. Sometimes even
their brilliancy produces a sort of stupidity. Father Brown’s friend and companion
was a young man with a stream of ideas and stories, an enthusiastic young man
named Fiennes, with eager blue eyes and blond hair that seemed to be brushed
back, not merely with a hair-brush but with the wind of the world as he rushed
through it. But he stopped in the torrent of his talk in a momentary bewilderment
before he saw the priest’s very simple meaning.
‘You mean that people make too much of them?’ he said. ‘Well, I don’t know.
They’re marvellous creatures. Sometimes I think they know a lot more than we do.’
Father Brown said nothing, but continued to stroke the head of the big retriever in
a half-abstracted but apparently soothing fashion.
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‘Why,’ said Fiennes, warming again to his monologue, ‘there was a dog in the case
I’ve come to see you about: what they call the ‘Invisible Murder Case’, you know.
It’s a strange story, but from my point of view the dog is about the strangest thing
in it. Of course, there’s the mystery of the crime itself, and how old Druce can
have been killed by somebody else when he was all alone in the summer-house — ’
The hand stroking the dog stopped for a moment in its rhythmic movement, and
Father Brown said calmly: ‘Oh, it was a summer-house, was it?’
‘I thought you’d read all about it in the papers,’ answered Fiennes.’ Stop a minute;
I believe I’ve got a cutting that will give you all the particulars.’ He produced a
strip of newspaper from his pocket and handed it to the priest, who began to read
it, holding it close to his blinking eyes with one hand while the other continued its
half-conscious caresses of the dog. It looked like the parable of a man not letting
his right hand know what his left hand did.

*

Many mystery stories, about men murdered behind locked doors and windows, and
murderers escaping without means of entrance and exit, have come true in the
course of the extraordinary events at Cranston on the coast of Yorkshire, where
Colonel Druce was found stabbed from behind by a dagger that has entirely
disappeared from the scene, and apparently even from the neighbourhood.
The summer-house in which he died was indeed accessible at one entrance, the
ordinary doorway which looked down the central walk of the garden towards the
house. But, by a combination of events almost to be called a coincidence, it
appears that both the path and the entrance were watched during the crucial time,
and there is a chain of witnesses who confirm each other. The summer-house
stands at the extreme end of the garden, where there is no exit or entrance of any
kind. The central garden path is a lane between two ranks of tall delphiniums,
planted so close that any stray step off the path would leave its traces; and both
path and plants run right up to the very mouth of the summer-house, so that no
straying from that straight path could fail to be observed, and no other mode of
entrance can be imagined.
Patrick Floyd, secretary of the murdered man, testified that he had been in a
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position to overlook the whole garden from the time when Colonel Druce last
appeared alive in the doorway to the time when he was found dead; as he, Floyd,
had been on the top of a step-ladder clipping the garden hedge. Janet Druce, the
dead man’s daughter, confirmed this, saying that she had sat on the terrace of the
house throughout that time and had seen Floyd at his work. Touching some part of
the time, this is again supported by Donald Druce, her brother — who overlooked
the garden — standing at his bedroom window in his dressing-gown, for he had
risen late. Lastly, the account is consistent with that given by Dr Valentine, a
neighbour, who called for a time to talk with Miss Druce on the terrace, and by the
Colonel’s solicitor, Mr Aubrey Traill, who was apparently the last to see the
murdered man alive — presumably with the exception of the murderer.
All are agreed that the course of events was as follows: About half past three in the
afternoon, Miss Druce went down the path to ask her father when he would like
tea; but he said he did not want any and was waiting to see Traill, his lawyer, who
was to be sent to him in the summer-house. The girl then came away and met
Traill coming down the path; she directed him to her father and he went in as
directed. About half an hour afterwards he came out again, the Colonel coming
with him to the door and showing himself to all appearance in health and even
high spirits. He had been somewhat annoyed earlier in the day by his son’s
irregular hours, but seemed to recover his temper in a perfectly normal fashion,
and had been rather markedly genial in receiving other visitors, including two of
his nephews, who came over for the day. But as these were out walking during the
whole period of the tragedy, they had no evidence to give. It is said, indeed, that
the Colonel was not on very good terms with Dr Valentine, but that gentleman
only had a brief interview with the daughter of the house, to whom he is supposed
to be paying serious attentions.
Traill, the solicitor, says he left the Colonel entirely alone in the summer-house,
and this is confirmed by Floyd’s bird’s-eye view of the garden, which showed
nobody else passing the only entrance. Ten minutes later, Miss Druce again went
down the garden and had not reached the end of the path when she saw her father,
who was conspicuous by his white linen coat, lying in a heap on the floor. She
uttered a scream which brought others to the spot, and on entering the place they
found the Colonel lying dead beside his basket-chair, which was also upset. Dr
Valentine, who was still in the immediate neighbourhood, testified that the wound
was made by some sort of stiletto, entering under the shoulder-blade and piercing
the heart. The police have searched the neighbourhood for such a weapon, but no
trace of it can be found.
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‘So Colonel Druce wore a white coat, did he?’ said Father Brown as he put down
the paper.
‘Trick he learnt in the tropics,’ replied Fiennes, with some wonder. ‘He’d had
some queer adventures there, by his own account; and I fancy his dislike of
Valentine was connected with the doctor coming from the tropics, too. But it’s all
an infernal puzzle. The account there is pretty accurate. I didn’t see the tragedy, in
the sense of the discovery; I was out walking with the young nephews and the dog
— the dog I wanted to tell you about. But I saw the stage set for it as described;
the straight lane between the blue flowers right up to the dark entrance, and the
lawyer going down it in his blacks and his silk hat, and the red head of the
secretary showing high above the green hedge as he worked on it with his shears.
Nobody could have mistaken that red head at any distance; and if people say they
saw it there all the time, you may be sure they did.
This red-haired secretary, Floyd, is quite a character; a breathless bounding sort of
fellow, always doing everybody’s work as he was doing the gardener’s. I think he
is an American; he’s certainly got the American view of life — what they call the
view-point, bless ’em.’
‘What about the lawyer?’ asked Father Brown. There was a silence and then
Fiennes spoke quite slowly for him. ‘Traill struck me as a singular man. In his fine
black clothes he was almost foppish, yet you can hardly call him fashionable. For
he wore a pair of long, luxuriant black whiskers such as haven’t been seen since
Victorian times. He had rather a fine grave face and a fine grave manner, but every
now and then he seemed to remember to smile. And when he showed his white
teeth he seemed to lose a little of his dignity, and there was something faintly
fawning about him. It may have been only embarrassment, for he would also fidget
with his cravat and his tie-pin, which were at once handsome and unusual, like
himself. If I could think of anybody — but what’s the good, when the whole
thing’s impossible? Nobody knows who did it. Nobody knows how it could be
done. At least there’s only one exception I’d make, and that’s why I really
mentioned the whole thing. The dog knows.’
Father Brown sighed and then said absently: ‘You were there as a friend of young
Donald, weren’t you? He didn’t go on your walk with you?’
‘No,’ replied Fiennes smiling. ‘The young scoundrel had gone to bed that morning
and got up that afternoon. I went with his cousins, two young officers from India,
and our conversation was trivial enough. I remember the elder, whose name I think
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is Herbert Druce and who is an authority on horse-breeding, talked about nothing
but a mare he had bought and the moral character of the man who sold her; while
his brother Harry seemed to be brooding on his bad luck at Monte Carlo. I only
mention it to show you, in the light of what happened on our walk, that there was
nothing psychic about us. The dog was the only mystic in our company.’
‘What sort of a dog was he?’ asked the priest.
‘Same breed as that one,’ answered Fiennes. ‘That’s what started me off on the
story, your saying you didn’t believe in believing in a dog. He’s a big black
retriever, named Nox, and a suggestive name, too; for I think what he did a darker
mystery than the murder. You know Druce’s house and garden are by the sea; we
walked about a mile from it along the sands and then turned back, going the other
way. We passed a rather curious rock called the Rock of Fortune, famous in the
neighbourhood because it’s one of those examples of one stone barely balanced on
another, so that a touch would knock it over. It is not really very high but the
hanging outline of it makes it look a little wild and sinister; at least it made it look
so to me, for I don’t imagine my jolly young companions were afflicted with the
picturesque. But it may be that I was beginning to feel an atmosphere; for just then
the question arose of whether it was time to go back to tea, and even then I think I
had a premonition that time counted for a good deal in the business. Neither
Herbert Druce nor I had a watch, so we called out to his brother, who was some
paces behind, having stopped to light his pipe under the hedge. Hence it happened
that he shouted out the hour, which was twenty past four, in his big voice through
the growing twilight; and somehow the loudness of it made it sound like the
proclamation of something tremendous. His unconsciousness seemed to make it all
the more so; but that was always the way with omens; and particular ticks of the
clock were really very ominous things that afternoon. According to Dr Valentine’s
testimony, poor Druce had actually died just about half past four.
‘Well, they said we needn’t go home for ten minutes, and we walked a little farther
along the sands, doing nothing in particular — throwing stones for the dog and
throwing sticks into the sea for him to swim after. But to me the twilight seemed to
grow oddly oppressive, and the very shadow of the top-heavy Rock of Fortune lay
on me like a load. And then the curious thing happened. Nox had just brought back
Herbert’s walking-stick out of the sea and his brother had thrown his in also. The
dog swam out again, but just about what must have been the stroke of the halfhour, he stopped swimming. He came back again on to the shore and stood in front
of us. Then he suddenly threw up his head and sent up a howl or wail of woe — if
ever I heard one in the world.
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‘‘What the devil’s the matter with the dog?’ asked Herbert; but none of us could
answer. There was a long silence after the brute’s wailing and whining died away
on the desolate shore; and then the silence was broken. As I live, it was broken by
a faint and far-off shriek, like the shriek of a woman from beyond the hedges
inland. We didn’t know what it was then; but we knew afterwards. It was the cry
the girl gave when she first saw the body of her father.’
‘You went back, I suppose,’ said Father Brown patiently. ‘What happened then?’
‘I’ll tell you what happened then,’ said Fiennes with a grim emphasis. ‘When we
got back into that garden the first thing we saw was Traill, the lawyer; I can see
him now with his black hat and black whiskers relieved against the perspective of
the blue flowers stretching down to the summer-house, with the sunset and the
strange outline of the Rock of Fortune in the distance. His face and figure were in
shadow against the sunset; but I swear the white teeth were showing in his head
and he was smiling. The moment Nox saw that man the dog dashed forward and
stood in the middle of the path barking at him madly, murderously, volleying out
curses that were almost verbal in their dreadful distinctness of hatred. And the man
doubled up and fled, along the path between the flowers.’
Father Brown sprang to his feet with a startling impatience. ‘So the dog denounced
him, did he?’ he cried. ‘The oracle of the dog condemned him. Did you see what
birds were flying, and are you sure whether they were on the right hand or the left?
Did you consult the augurs about the sacrifices? Surely you didn’t omit to cut open
the dog and examine his entrails. That is the sort of scientific test you heathen
humanitarians seem to trust when you are thinking of taking away the life and
honour of a man.’
Fiennes sat gaping for an instant before he found breath to say: ‘Why, what’s the
matter with you? What have I done now?’ A sort of anxiety came back into the
priest’s eyes — the anxiety of a man who has run against a post in the dark and
wonders for a moment whether he has hurt it.
‘I’m most awfully sorry,’ he said with sincere distress. ‘I beg your pardon for
being so rude; pray forgive me.’
Fiennes looked at him curiously. ‘I sometimes think you are more of a mystery
than any of the mysteries,’ he said. ‘But anyhow, if you don’t believe in the
mystery of the dog, at least you can’t get over the mystery of the man. You can’t
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deny that at the very moment when the beast came back from the sea and
bellowed, his master’s soul was driven out of his body by the blow of some unseen
power that no mortal man can trace or even imagine. And as for the lawyer — I
don’t go only by the dog — there are other curious details, too. He struck me as a
smooth, smiling, equivocal sort of person; and one of his tricks seemed like a sort
of hint. You know the doctor and the police were on the spot very quickly;
Valentine was brought back when walking away from the house, and he
telephoned instantly. That, with the secluded house, small numbers, and enclosed
space, made it pretty possible to search everybody who could have been near; and
everybody was thoroughly searched — for a weapon. The whole house, garden,
and shore were combed for a weapon. The disappearance of the dagger is almost
as crazy as the disappearance of the man.’
‘The disappearance of the dagger,’ said Father Brown, nodding. He seemed to
have become suddenly attentive.
‘Well,’ continued Fiennes, ‘I told you that man Traill had a trick of fidgeting with
his tie and tie-pin — especially his tie-pin. His pin, like himself, was at once
showy and old-fashioned. It had one of those stones with concentric coloured rings
that look like an eye; and his own concentration on it got on my nerves, as if he
had been a Cyclops with one eye in the middle of his body. But the pin was not
only large but long; and it occurred to me that his anxiety about its adjustment was
because it was even longer than it looked; as long as a stiletto in fact.’
Father Brown nodded thoughtfully. ‘Was any other instrument ever suggested?’ he
asked.
‘There was another suggestion,’ answered Fiennes, ‘from one of the young Druces
— the cousins, I mean. Neither Herbert nor Harry Druce would have struck one at
first as likely to be of assistance in scientific detection; but while Herbert was
really the traditional type of heavy Dragoon, caring for nothing but horses and
being an ornament to the Horse Guards, his younger brother Harry had been in the
Indian Police and knew something about such things. Indeed, in his own way he
was quite clever; and I rather fancy he had been too clever; I mean he had left the
police through breaking some red-tape regulations and taking some sort of risk and
responsibility of his own. Anyhow, he was in some sense a detective out of work,
and threw himself into this business with more than the ardour of an amateur. And
it was with him that I had an argument about the weapon — an argument that led
— to something new. It began by his countering my description of the dog barking
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at Traill; and he said that a dog at his worst didn’t bark, but growled.’
‘He was quite right there,’ observed the priest.
‘This young fellow went on to say that, if it came to that, he’d heard Nox growling
at other people before then; and among others at Floyd, the secretary. I retorted
that his own argument answered itself; for the crime couldn’t be brought home to
two or three people, and least of all to Floyd, who was as innocent as a harumscarum schoolboy, and had been seen by everybody all the time perched above the
garden hedge with his fan of red hair as conspicuous as a scarlet cockatoo.
‘I know there’s difficulties anyhow,’ said my colleague, ‘but I wish you’d come
with me down the garden a minute. I want to show you something I don’t think
any one else has seen.’ This was on the very day of the discovery, and the garden
was just as it had been. The step-ladder was still standing by the hedge, and just
under the hedge my guide stopped and disentangled something from the deep
grass. It was the sheers used for clipping the hedge, and on the point of one of
them was a smear of blood.
There was a short silence, and then Father Brown said suddenly; ‘What was the
lawyer there for?’
‘He told us the Colonel sent for him to alter his will,’ answered Fiennes. ‘And, by
the way, there was another thing about the business of the will that I ought to
mention. You see, the will wasn’t actually signed in the summer-house that
afternoon.’
‘I suppose not,’ said Father Brown; ‘there would have to be two witnesses.’
‘The lawyer actually came down the day before and it was signed then; but he was
sent for again next day because the old man had a doubt about one of the witnesses
and had to be reassured.’
‘Who were the witnesses?’ asked Father Brown.
‘That’s just the point,’ replied his informant eagerly, ‘the witnesses were Floyd,
the secretary, and this Dr Valentine, the foreign sort of surgeon or whatever he is;
and the two had a quarrel. Now I’m bound to say that the secretary is something of
a busybody. He’s one of those hot and headlong people whose warmth of
temperament has unfortunately turned mostly to pugnacity and bristling suspicion;
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to distrusting people instead of to trusting them. That sort of red-haired red-hot
fellow is always either universally credulous or universally incredulous; and
sometimes both. He was not only a Jack-of-all-trades, but he knew better than all
tradesmen. He not only knew everything, but he warned everybody against
everybody. All that must be taken into account in his suspicions about Valentine;
but in that particular case there seems to have been something behind it. He said
the name of Valentine was not really Valentine. He said he had seen him
elsewhere known by the name of De Villon. He said it would invalidate the will;
of course he was kind enough to explain to the lawyer what the law was on that
point. They were both in a frightful wax.’
Father Brown laughed. ‘People often are when they are to witness a will,’ he said;
‘for one thing, it means that they can’t have any legacy under it. But what did Dr
Valentine say? No doubt the universal secretary knew more about the doctor’s
name than the doctor did. But even the doctor might have some information about
his own name.’
Fiennes paused a moment before he replied. ‘Dr Valentine took it in a curious
way. Dr Valentine is a curious man. His appearance is rather striking but very
foreign. He is young but wears a beard cut square; and his face is very pale,
dreadfully pale — and dreadfully serious. His eyes have a sort of ache in them, as
if he ought to wear glasses, or had given himself a headache with thinking; but he
is quite handsome and always very formally dressed, with a top hat and a dark coat
and a little red rosette. His manner is rather cold and haughty, and he has a way of
staring at you which is very disconcerting. When thus charged with having
changed his name, he merely stared like a sphinx and then said with a little laugh
that he supposed Americans had no names to change. At that I think the Colonel
also got into a fuss and said all sorts of angry things to the doctor; all the more
angry because of the doctor’s pretensions to a future place in his family. But I
shouldn’t have thought much of that but for a few words that I happened to hear
later, early in the afternoon of the tragedy. I don’t want to make a lot of them, for
they weren’t the sort of words on which one would like, in the ordinary way, to
play the eavesdropper. As I was passing out towards the front gate with my two
companions and the dog, I heard voices which told me that Dr Valentine and Miss
Druce had withdrawn for a moment in the shadow of the house, in an angle behind
a row of flowering plants, and were talking to each other in passionate whisperings
— sometimes almost like hissings; for it was something of a lovers’ quarrel as
well as a lovers’ tryst. Nobody repeats the sort of things they said for the most
part; but in an unfortunate business like this I’m bound to say that there was
repeated more than once a phrase about killing somebody. In fact, the girl seemed
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to be begging him not to kill somebody, or saying that no provocation could justify
killing anybody; which seems an unusual sort of talk to address to a gentleman
who has dropped in to tea.’
‘Do you know,’ asked the priest, ‘whether Dr Valentine seemed to be very angry
after the scene with the secretary and the Colonel — I mean about witnessing the
will?’
‘By all accounts,’ replied the other, ‘he wasn’t half so angry as the secretary was.
It was the secretary who went away raging after witnessing the will.’
‘And now,’ said Father Brown, ‘what about the will itself?’
‘The Colonel was a very wealthy man, and his will was important. Traill wouldn’t
tell us the alteration at that stage, but I have since heard only this morning in fact
— that most of the money was transferred from the son to the daughter. I told you
that Druce was wild with my friend Donald over his dissipated hours.’
‘The question of motive has been rather over-shadowed by the question of
method,’ observed Father Brown thoughtfully. ‘At that moment, apparently, Miss
Druce was the immediate gainer by the death.’
‘Good God! What a cold-blooded way of talking,’ cried Fiennes, staring at him.
‘You don’t really mean to hint that she — ’
‘Is she going to marry that Dr Valentine?’ asked the other.
‘Some people are against it,’ answered his friend. ‘But he is liked and respected in
the place and is a skilled and devoted surgeon.’
‘So devoted a surgeon,’ said Father Brown, ‘that he had surgical instruments with
him when he went to call on the young lady at teatime. For he must have used a
lancet or something, and he never seems to have gone home.’
Fiennes sprang to his feet and looked at him in a heat of inquiry. ’You suggest he
might have used the very same lancet — ’
Father Brown shook his head. ‘All these suggestions are fancies just now,’ he said.
‘The problem is not who did it or what did it, but how it was done. We might find
many men and even many tools — pins and shears and lancets. But how did a man
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get into the room? How did even a pin get into it?’
He was staring reflectively at the ceiling as he spoke, but as he said the last words
his eye cocked in an alert fashion as if he had suddenly seen a curious fly on the
ceiling.
‘Well, what would you do about it?’ asked the young man. ‘You have a lot of
experience; what would you advise now?’
‘I’m afraid I’m not much use,’ said Father Brown with a sigh. ‘I can’t suggest very
much without having ever been near the place or the people. For the moment you
can only go on with local inquiries. I gather that your friend from the Indian Police
is more or less in charge of your inquiry down there. I should run down and see
how he is getting on. See what he’s been doing in the way of amateur detection.
There may be news already.’
As his guests, the biped and the quadruped, disappeared, Father Brown took up his
pen and went back to his interrupted occupation of planning a course of lectures on
the Encyclical Rerum Novarum. The subject was a large one and he had to recast it
more than once, so that he was somewhat similarly employed some two days later
when the big black dog again came bounding into the room and sprawled all over
him with enthusiasm and excitement. The master who followed the dog shared the
excitement if not the enthusiasm. He had been excited in a less pleasant fashion,
for his blue eyes seemed to start from his head and his eager face was even a little
pale.
‘You told me,’ he said abruptly and without preface, ‘to find out what Harry Druce
was doing. Do you know what he’s done?’ The priest did not reply, and the young
man went on in jerky tones: I’ll tell you what he’s done. He’s killed himself.’
Father Brown’s lips moved only faintly, and there was nothing practical about
what he was saying — nothing that has anything to do with this story or this world.
‘You give me the creeps sometimes,’ said Fiennes. ‘Did you — did you expect
this?’
‘I thought it possible,’ said Father Brown; ‘that was why I asked you to go and see
what he was doing. I hoped you might not be too late.’
‘It was I who found him,’ said Fiennes rather huskily. ‘It was the ugliest and most
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uncanny thing I ever knew. I went down that old garden again, and I knew there
was something new and unnatural about it besides the murder. The flowers still
tossed about in blue masses on each side of the black entrance into the old grey
summer-house; but to me the blue flowers looked like blue devils dancing before
some dark cavern of the underworld. I looked all round, everything seemed to be
in its ordinary place. But the queer notion grew on me that there was something
wrong with the very shape of the sky. And then I saw what it was. The Rock of
Fortune always rose in the background beyond the garden hedge and against the
sea. The Rock of Fortune was gone.’
Father Brown had lifted his head and was listening intently.
‘It was as if a mountain had walked away out of a landscape or a moon fallen from
the sky; though I knew, of course, that a touch at any time would have tipped the
thing over. Something possessed me and I rushed down that garden path like the
wind and went crashing through that hedge as if it were a spider’s web. It was a
thin hedge really, though its undisturbed trimness had made it serve all the
purposes of a wall. On the shore I found the loose rock fallen from its pedestal;
and poor Harry Druce lay like a wreck underneath it. One arm was thrown round it
in a sort of embrace as if he had pulled it down on himself; and on the broad
brown sands beside it, in large crazy lettering, he had scrawled the words: ‘The
Rock of Fortune falls on the Fool’.’ —
‘It was the Colonel’s will that did that,’ observed Father Brown. ‘The young man
had staked everything on profiting himself by Donald’s disgrace, especially when
his uncle sent for him on the same day as the lawyer, and welcomed him with so
much warmth. Otherwise he was done; he’d lost his police job; he was beggared at
Monte Carlo. And he killed himself when he found he’d killed his kinsman for
nothing.’
‘Here, stop a minute!’ cried the staring Fiennes. ‘You’re going too fast for me.’
‘Talking about the will, by the way,’ continued Father Brown calmly, ‘before I
forget it, or we go on to bigger things, there was a simple explanation, I think, of
all that business about the doctor’s name. I rather fancy I have heard both names
before somewhere. The doctor is really a French nobleman with the title of the
Marquis de Villon. But he is also an ardent Republican and has abandoned his title
and fallen back on the forgotten family surname. With your Citizen Riquetti you
have puzzled Europe for ten days.’
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‘What is that?’ asked the young man blankly.
‘Never mind,’ said the priest. ‘Nine times out of ten it is a rascally thing to change
one’s name; but this was a piece of fine fanaticism. That’s the point of his sarcasm
about Americans having no names — that is, no titles. Now in England the
Marquis of Hartington is never called Mr Hartington; but in France the Marquis de
Villon is called M. de Villon. So it might well look like a change of name. As for
the talk about killing, I fancy that also was a point of French etiquette. The doctor
was talking about challenging Floyd to a duel, and the girl was trying to dissuade
him.’
‘Oh, I see,’ cried Fiennes slowly. ‘Now I understand what she meant.’
‘And what is that about?’ asked his companion, smiling.
‘Well,’ said the young man, ‘it was something that happened to me just before I
found that poor fellow’s body; only the catastrophe drove it out of my head. I
suppose it’s hard to remember a little romantic idyll when you’ve just come on top
of a tragedy. But as I went down the lanes leading to the Colonel’s old place I met
his daughter walking with Dr Valentine. She was in mourning, of course, and he
always wore black as if he were going to a funeral; but I can’t say that their faces
were very funereal. Never have I seen two people looking in their own way more
respectably radiant and cheerful. They stopped and saluted me, and then she told
me they were married and living in a little house on the outskirts of the town,
where the doctor was continuing his practice. This rather surprised me, because I
knew that her old father’s will had left her his property; and I hinted at it delicately
by saying I was going along to her father’s old place and had half expected to meet
her there. But she only laughed and said: ‘Oh, we’ve given up all that. My husband
doesn’t like heiresses.’ And I discovered with some astonishment they really had
insisted on restoring the property to poor Donald; so I hope he’s had a healthy
shock and will treat it sensibly. There was never much really the matter with him;
he was very young and his father was not very wise. But it was in connexion with
that that she said something I didn’t understand at the time; but now I’m sure it
must be as you say. She said with a sort of sudden and splendid arrogance that was
entirely altruistic:
‘‘I hope it’ll stop that red-haired fool from fussing any more about the will. Does
he think my husband, who has given up a crest and a coronet as old as the
Crusades for his principles, would kill an old man in a summer-house for a legacy
like that?’ Then she laughed again and said, ‘My husband isn’t killing anybody
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except in the way of business. Why, he didn’t even ask his friends to call on the
secretary.’ Now, of course, I see what she meant.’
‘I see part of what she meant, of course,’ said Father Brown. ‘What did she mean
exactly by the secretary fussing about the will?’
Fiennes smiled as he answered, ‘I wish you knew the secretary, Father Brown. It
would be a joy to you to watch him make things hum, as he calls it. He made the
house of mourning hum. He filled the funeral with all the snap and zip of the
brightest sporting event. There was no holding him, after something had really
happened. I’ve told you how he used to oversee the gardener as he did the garden,
and how he instructed the lawyer in the law. Needless to say, he also instructed the
surgeon in the practice of surgery; and as the surgeon was Dr Valentine, you may
be sure it ended in accusing him of something worse than bad surgery. The
secretary got it fixed in his red head that the doctor had committed the crime, and
when the police arrived he was perfectly sublime. Need I say that he became, on
the spot, the greatest of all amateur detectives? Sherlock Holmes never towered
over Scotland Yard with more Titanic intellectual pride and scorn than Colonel
Druce’s private secretary over the police investigating Colonel Druce’s death. I tell
you it was a joy to see him. He strode about with an abstracted air, tossing his
scarlet crest of hair and giving curt impatient replies. Of course it was his
demeanour during these days that made Druce’s daughter so wild with him. Of
course he had a theory. It’s just the sort of theory a man would have in a book; and
Floyd is the sort of man who ought to be in a book. He’d be better fun and less
bother in a book.’
‘What was his theory?’ asked the other.
‘Oh, it was full of pep,’ replied Fiennes gloomily. ‘It would have been glorious
copy if it could have held together for ten minutes longer. He said the Colonel was
still alive when they found him in the summer-house, and the doctor killed him
with the surgical instrument on pretence of cutting the clothes.’
‘I see,’ said the priest. ‘I suppose he was lying flat on his face on the mud floor as
a form of siesta.’
‘It’s wonderful what hustle will do,’ continued his informant. ‘I believe Floyd
would have got his great theory into the papers at any rate, and perhaps had the
doctor attested, when all these things were blown sky high as if by dynamite by the
discovery of that dead body lying under the Rock of Fortune. And that’s what we
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come back to after all. I suppose the suicide is almost a confession. But nobody
will ever know the whole story.’
There was a silence, and then the priest said modestly: ‘I rather think I know the
whole story.’
Fiennes stared. ‘But look here,’ he cried; ‘how do you come to know the whole
story, or to be sure it’s the true story? You’ve been sitting here a hundred miles
away writing a sermon; do you mean to tell me you really know what happened
already? If you’ve really come to the end, where in the world do you begin? What
started you off with your own story?’
Father Brown jumped up with a very unusual excitement and his first exclamation
was like an explosion.
‘The dog!’ he cried. ‘The dog, of course! You had the whole story in your hands in
the business of the dog on the beach, if you’d only noticed the dog properly.’
Fiennes stared still more. ‘But you told me before that my feelings about the dog
were all nonsense, and the dog had nothing to do with it.’
‘The dog had everything to do with it,’ said Father Brown, ‘as you’d have found
out if you’d only treated the dog as a dog, and not as God Almighty judging the
souls of men.’
He paused in an embarrassed way for a moment, and then said, with a rather
pathetic air of apology: ‘The truth is, I happen to be awfully fond of dogs. And it
seemed to me that in all this lurid halo of dog superstitions nobody was really
thinking about the poor dog at all. To begin with a small point, about his barking at
the lawyer or growling at the secretary. You asked how I could guess things a
hundred miles away; but honestly it’s mostly to your credit, for you described
people so well that I know the types. A man like Traill, who frowns usually and
smiles suddenly, a man who fiddles with things, especially at his throat, is a
nervous, easily embarrassed man. I shouldn’t wonder if Floyd, the efficient
secretary, is nervy and jumpy, too; those Yankee hustlers often are. Otherwise he
wouldn’t have cut his fingers on the shears and dropped them when he heard Janet
Druce scream.
‘Now dogs hate nervous people. I don’t know whether they make the dog nervous,
too; or whether, being after all a brute, he is a bit of a bully; or whether his canine
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vanity (which is colossal) is simply offended at not being liked. But anyhow there
was nothing in poor Nox protesting against those people, except that he disliked
them for being afraid of him. Now I know you’re awfully clever, and nobody of
sense sneers at cleverness. But I sometimes fancy, for instance, that you are too
clever to understand animals. Sometimes you are too clever to understand men,
especially when they act almost as simply as animals. Animals are very literal;
they live in a world of truisms. Take this case: a dog barks at a man and a man
runs away from a dog. Now you do not seem to be quite simple enough to see the
fact: that the dog barked because he disliked the man and the man fled because he
was frightened of the dog. They had no other motives and they needed none; but
you must read psychological mysteries into it and suppose the dog had supernormal vision, and was a mysterious mouthpiece of doom. You must suppose the
man was running away, not from the dog but from the hangman. And yet, if you
come to think if it, all this deeper psychology is exceedingly improbable. If the
dog really could completely and consciously realize the murderer of his master he
wouldn’t stand yapping as he might at a curate at a tea-party; he’s much more
likely to fly at his throat. And on the other hand, do you really think a man who
had hardened his heart to murder an old friend and then walk about smiling at the
old friend’s family, under the eyes of his old friend’s daughter and post-mortem
doctor — do you think a man like that would be doubled up by mere remorse
because a dog barked? He might feel the tragic irony of it; it might shake his soul,
like any other tragic trifle. But he wouldn’t rush madly the length of a garden to
escape from the only witness whom he knew to be unable to talk. People have a
panic like that when they are frightened, not of tragic ironies, but of teeth. The
whole thing is simpler than you can understand.
‘But when we come to that business by the seashore, things are much more
interesting. As you stated them, they were much more puzzling. I didn’t
understand that tale of the dog going in and out of the water; it didn’t seem to me a
doggy thing to do. If Nox had been very much upset about something else, he
might possibly have refused to go after the stick at all. He’d probably go off
nosing in whatever direction he suspected the mischief. But when once a dog is
actually chasing a thing, a stone or a stick or a rabbit, my experience is that he
won’t stop for anything but the most peremptory command, and not always for
that. That he should turn round because his mood changed seems to me
unthinkable.’
‘But he did turn round,’ insisted Fiennes; ‘and came back without the stick.’
‘He came back without the stick for the best reason in the world,’ replied the
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priest. ‘He came back because he couldn’t find it. He whined because be couldn’t
find it. That’s the sort of thing a dog really does whine about. A dog is a devil of a
ritualist. He is as particular about the precise routine of a game as a child about the
precise repetition of a fairy-tale. In this case something had gone wrong with the
game. He came back to complain seriously of the conduct of the stick. Never had
such a thing happened before. Never had an eminent and distinguished dog been
so treated by a rotten old walking-stick.’
‘Why, what had the walking-stick done?’ inquired the young man.
‘It had sunk,’ said Father Brown.
Fiennes said nothing, but continued to stare; and it was the priest who continued:
‘It had sunk because it was not really a stick, but a rod of steel with a very thin
shell of cane and a sharp point. In other words, it was a sword stick. I suppose a
murderer never gets rid of a bloody weapon so oddly and yet so naturally as by
throwing it into the sea for a retriever.’
‘I begin to see what you mean,’ admitted Fiennes, ‘but even if a sword-stick was
used, I have no guess of how it was used.’
‘I had a sort of guess,’ said Father Brown, ‘right at the beginning when you said
the word summer-house. And another when you said that Druce wore a white coat.
As long as everybody was looking for a short dagger, nobody thought of it; but if
we admit a rather long blade like a rapier, it’s not so impossible.’
He was leaning back, looking at the ceiling, and began like one going back to his
own first thoughts and fundamentals.
‘All that discussion about detective stories like the Yellow Room, about a man
found dead in sealed chambers which no one could enter, does not apply to the
present case, because it is a summer-house. When we talk of a Yellow Room, or
any room, we imply walls that are really homogeneous and impenetrable. But a
summer-house is not made like that; it is often made, as it was in this case, of
closely interlaced but separate boughs and strips of wood, in which there are
chinks here and there. There was one of them just behind Druce’s back as he sat in
his chair up against the wall. But just as the room was a summer-house, so the
chair was a basket-chair. That also was a lattice of loopholes. Lastly, the summerhouse was close up under the hedge; and you have just told me that it was really a
thin hedge. A man standing outside it could easily see, amid a network of twigs
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and branches and canes, one white spot of the Colonel’s coat as plain as the white
of a target.
‘Now, you left the geography a little vague; but it was possible to put two and two
together. You said the Rock of Fortune was not really high; but you also said it
could be seen dominating the garden like a mountain-peak. In other words, it was
very near the end of the garden, though your walk had taken you a long way round
to it. Also, it isn’t likely the young lady really howled so as to be heard half a mile.
She gave an ordinary involuntary cry, and yet you heard it on the shore. And
among other interesting things that you told me, may I remind you that you said
Harry Druce had fallen behind to light his pipe under a hedge.’
Fiennes shuddered slightly. ‘You mean he drew his blade there and sent it through
the hedge at the white spot. But surely it was a very odd chance and a very sudden
choice. Besides, he couldn’t be certain the old man’s money had passed to him,
and as a fact it hadn’t.’
Father Brown’s face became animated. ‘You misunderstand the man’s character,’
he said, as if he himself had known the man all his life. ‘A curious but not
unknown type of character. If he had really known the money would come to him,
I seriously believe he wouldn’t have done it. He would have seen it as the dirty
thing it was.’
‘Isn’t that rather paradoxical?’ asked the other.
‘This man was a gambler,’ said the priest, ‘and a man in disgrace for having taken
risks and anticipated orders. It was probably for something pretty unscrupulous,
for every imperial police is more like a Russian secret police than we like to think.
But he had gone beyond the line and failed. Now, the temptation of that type of
man is to do a mad thing precisely because the risk will be wonderful in retrospect.
He wants to say, ‘Nobody but I could have seized that chance or seen that it was
then or never. What a wild and wonderful guess it was, when I put all those things
together; Donald in disgrace; and the lawyer being sent for; and Herbert and I sent
for at the same time — and then nothing more but the way the old man grinned at
me and shook hands. Anybody would say I was mad to risk it; but that is how
fortunes are made, by the man mad enough to have a little foresight.’ In short, it is
the vanity of guessing. It is the megalomania of the gambler. The more
incongruous the coincidence, the more instantaneous the decision, the more likely
he is to snatch the chance. The accident, the very triviality of the white speck and
the hole in the hedge intoxicated him like a vision of the world’s desire. Nobody
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clever enough to see such a combination of accidents could be cowardly enough
not to use them! That is how the devil talks to the gambler. But the devil himself
would hardly have induced that unhappy man to go down in a dull, deliberate way
and kill an old uncle from whom he’d always had expectations. It would be too
respectable.’
He paused a moment, and then went on with a certain quiet emphasis.
‘And now try to call up the scene, even as you saw it yourself. As he stood there,
dizzy with his diabolical opportunity, he looked up and saw that strange outline
that might have been the image of his own tottering soul; the one great crag poised
perilously on the other like a pyramid on its point, and remembered that it was
called the Rock of Fortune. Can you guess how such a man at such a moment
would read such a signal? I think it strung him up to action and even to vigilance.
He who would be a tower must not fear to be a toppling tower. Anyhow, he acted;
his next difficulty was to cover his tracks. To be found with a sword-stick, let
alone a blood-stained sword-stick, would be fatal in the search that was certain to
follow. If he left it anywhere, it would be found and probably traced. Even if he
threw it into the sea the action might be noticed, and thought noticeable — unless
indeed he could think of some more natural way of covering the action. As you
know, he did think of one, and a very good one. Being the only one of you with a
watch, he told you it was not yet time to return, strolled a little farther, and started
the game of throwing in sticks for the retriever. But how his eyes must have rolled
darkly over all that desolate sea-shore before they alighted on the dog!’
Fiennes nodded, gazing thoughtfully into space. His mind seemed to have drifted
back to a less practical part of the narrative.
‘It’s queer,’ he said, ‘that the dog really was in the story after all.’
‘The dog could almost have told you the story, if he could talk,’ said the priest.
‘All I complain of is that because he couldn’t talk you made up his story for him,
and made him talk with the tongues of men and angels. It’s part of something I’ve
noticed more and more in the modern world, appearing in all sorts of newspaper
rumours and conversational catchwords; something that’s arbitrary without being
authoritative. People readily swallow the untested claims of this, that, or the other.
It’s drowning all your old rationalism and scepticism, it’s coming in like a sea; and
the name of it is superstition.’ He stood up abruptly, his face heavy with a sort of
frown, and went on talking almost as if he were alone. ‘It’s the first effect of not
believing in God that you lose your common sense and can’t see things as they are.
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Anything that anybody talks about, and says there’s a good deal in it, extends itself
indefinitely like a vista in a nightmare. And a dog is an omen, and a cat is a
mystery, and a pig is a mascot, and a beetle is a scarab, calling up all the
menagerie of polytheism from Egypt and old India; Dog Anubis and great greeneyed Pasht and all the holy howling Bulls of Bashan; reeling back to the bestial
gods of the beginning, escaping into elephants and snakes and crocodiles; and all
because you are frightened of four words:
‘He was made Man’.’
The young man got up with a little embarrassment, almost as if he had overheard a
soliloquy. He called to the dog and left the room with vague but breezy farewells.
But he had to call the dog twice, for the dog had remained behind quite motionless
for a moment, looking up steadily at Father Brown as the wolf looked at St Francis.

The Miracle of Moon Crescent
MOON CRESCENT was meant in a sense to be as romantic as its name; and the
things that happened there were romantic enough in their way. At least it had been
an expression of that genuine element of sentiment — historic and almost heroic
— which manages to remain side by side with commercialism in the elder cities on
the eastern coast of America. It was originally a curve of classical architecture
really recalling that eighteenth-century atmosphere in which men like Washington
and Jefferson had seemed to be all the more republicans for being aristocrats.
Travellers faced with the recurrent query of what they thought of our city were
understood to be specially answerable for what they thought of our Moon
Crescent. The very contrasts that confuse its original harmony were characteristic
of its survival. At one extremity or horn of the crescent its last windows looked
over an enclosure like a strip of a gentleman’s park, with trees and hedges as
formal as a Queen Anne garden. But immediately round the corner, the other
windows, even of the same rooms, or rather ‘apartments’, looked out on the blank,
unsightly wall of a huge warehouse attached to some ugly industry. The
apartments of Moon Crescent itself were at that end remodelled on the
monotonous pattern of an American hotel, and rose to a height, which, though
lower than the colossal warehouse, would have been called a skyscraper in
London. But the colonnade that ran round the whole frontage upon the street had a
grey and weather-stained stateliness suggesting that the ghosts of the Fathers of the
Republic might still be walking to and fro in it. The insides of the rooms, however,
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were as neat and new as the last New York fittings could make them, especially at
the northern end between the neat garden and the blank warehouse wall. They
were a system of very small flats, as we should say in England, each consisting of
a sitting-room, bedroom, and bathroom, as identical as the hundred cells of a hive.
In one of these the celebrated Warren Wynd sat at his desk sorting letters and
scattering orders with wonderful rapidity and exactitude. He could only be
compared to a tidy whirlwind.
Warren Wynd was a very little man with loose grey hair and a pointed beard,
seemingly frail but fierily active. He had very wonderful eyes, brighter than stars
and stronger than magnets, which nobody who had ever seen them could easily
forget. And indeed in his work as a reformer and regulator of many good works he
had shown at least that he had a pair of eyes in his head. All sorts of stories and
even legends were told of the miraculous rapidity with which he could form a
sound judgement, especially of human character. It was said that he selected the
wife who worked with him so long in so charitable a fashion, by picking her out of
a whole regiment of women in uniform marching past at some official celebration,
some said of the Girl Guides and some of the Women Police. Another story was
told of how three tramps, indistinguishable from each other in their community of
filth and rags, had presented themselves before him asking for charity. Without a
moment’s hesitation he had sent one of them to a particular hospital devoted to a
certain nervous disorder, had recommended the second to an inebriates’ home, and
had engaged the third at a handsome salary as his own private servant, a position
which he filled successfully for years afterwards. There were, of course, the
inevitable anecdotes of his prompt criticisms and curt repartees when brought in
contact with Roosevelt, with Henry Ford, and with Mrs Asquith and all other
persons with whom an American public man ought to have a historic interview, if
only in the newspapers. Certainly he was not likely to be overawed by such
personages; and at the moment here in question he continued very calmly his
centrifugal whirl of papers, though the man confronting him was a personage of
almost equal importance.
Silas T. Vandam, the millionaire and oil magnate, was a lean man with a long,
yellow face and blue-black hair, colours which were the less conspicuous yet
somehow the more sinister because his face and figure showed dark against the
window and the white warehouse wall outside it; he was buttoned up tight in an
elegant overcoat with strips of astrakhan. The eager face and brilliant eyes of
Wynd, on the other hand, were in the full light from the other window overlooking the little garden, for his chair and desk stood facing it; and though the face
was preoccupied, it did not seem unduly preoccupied about the millionaire.
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Wynd’s valet or personal servant, a big, powerful man with flat fair hair, was
standing behind his master’s desk holding a sheaf of letters; and Wynd’s private
secretary, a neat, red-haired youth with a sharp face, had his hand already on the
door handle, as if guessing some purpose or obeying some gesture of his employer.
The room was not only neat, but austere to the point of emptiness; for Wynd, with
characteristic thoroughness, had rented the whole floor above, and turned it into a
loft or storeroom, where all his other papers and possessions were stacked in boxes
and corded bales.
‘Give these to the floor-clerk, Wilson,’ said Wynd to the servant holding the
letters, ‘and then get me the pamphlet on the Minneapolis Night Clubs; you’ll find
it in the bundle marked ‘G’. I shall want it in half an hour, but don’t disturb me till
then. Well, Mr Vandam, I think your proposition sounds very promising; but I
can’t give a final answer till I’ve seen the report. It ought to reach me to-morrow
afternoon, and I’ll phone you at once. I’m sorry I can’t say anything more definite
just now.’
Mr Vandam seemed to feel that this was something like a polite dismissal; and his
sallow, saturnine face suggested that he found a certain irony in the fact.
‘Well, I suppose I must be going,’ he said.
‘Very good of you to call, Mr Vandam,’ said Wynd, politely; ‘you will excuse my
not coming out, as I’ve something here I must fix at once. Fenner,’ he added to the
secretary,’ show Mr Vandam to his car, and don’t come back again for half an
hour. I’ve something here I want to work out by myself; after that I shall want you.’
The three men went out into the hallway together, closing the door behind them.
The big servant, Wilson, was turning down the hallway in the direction of the floorclerk, and the other two moving in the opposite direction towards the lift; for
Wynd’s apartment was high up on the fourteenth floor. They had hardly gone a
yard from the closed door when they became conscious that the corridor was filled
with a marching and even magnificent figure. The man was very tall and broadshouldered, his bulk being the more conspicuous for being clad in white, or a light
grey that looked like it, with a very wide white panama hat and an almost equally
wide fringe or halo of almost equally white hair. Set in this aureole his face was
strong and handsome, like that of a Roman emperor, save that there was something
more than boyish, something a little childish, about the brightness of his eyes and
the beatitude of his smile. ‘Mr Warren Wynd in?’ he asked, in hearty tones.
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‘Mr Warren Wynd is engaged,’ said Fenner; ‘he must not be disturbed on any
account. I may say I am his secretary and can take any message.’
‘Mr Warren Wynd is not at home to the Pope or the Crowned Heads,’ said
Vandam, the oil magnate, with sour satire. ‘Mr Warren Wynd is mighty particular.
I went in there to hand him over a trifle of twenty thousand dollars on certain
conditions, and, he told me to call again like as if I was a call-boy.’
‘It’s a fine thing to be a boy,’ said the stranger, ‘and a finer to have a call; and I’ve
got a call he’s just got to listen to. It’s a call of the great good country out West,
where the real American is being made while you’re all snoring. Just tell him that
Art Alboin of Oklahoma City has come to convert him.’
‘I tell you nobody can see him,’ said the red-haired secretary sharply. ‘He has
given orders that he is not to be disturbed for half an hour.’
‘You folks down East are all against being disturbed,’ said the breezy Mr Alboin,
‘but I calculate there’s a big breeze getting up in the West that will have to disturb
you. He’s been figuring out how much money must go to this and that stuffy old
religion; but I tell you any scheme that leaves out the new Great Spirit movement
in Texas and Oklahoma, is leaving out the religion of the future.’
‘Oh; I’ve sized up those religions of the future,’ said the millionaire,
contemptuously. ‘I’ve been through them with a tooth-comb and they’re as mangy
as yellow dogs. There was that woman called herself Sophia: ought to have called
herself Sapphira, I reckon. Just a plum fraud. Strings tied to all the tables and
tambourines. Then there were the Invisible Life bunch; said they could vanish
when they liked, and they did vanish, too, and a hundred thousand of my dollars
vanished with them. I knew Jupiter Jesus out in Denver; saw him for weeks on
end; and he was just a common crook. So was the Patagonian Prophet; you bet
he’s made a bolt for Patagonia. No, I’m through with all that; from now on I only
believe what I see. I believe they call it being an atheist.’
‘I guess you got me wrong,’ said the man from Oklahoma, almost eagerly. ‘I guess
I’m as much of an atheist as you are. No supernatural or superstitious stuff in our
movement; just plain science. The only real right science is just health, and the
only real right health is just breathing. Fill your lungs with the wide air of the
prairie and you could blow all your old eastern cities into the sea. You could just
puff away their biggest men like thistledown. That’s what we do in the new
movement out home: we breathe. We don’t pray; we breathe.’
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‘Well, I suppose you do,’ said the secretary, wearily. He had a keen, intelligent
face which could hardly conceal the weariness; but he had listened to the two
monologues with the admirable patience and politeness (so much in contrast with
the legends of impatience and insolence) with which such monologues are listened
to in America.
‘Nothing supernatural,’ continued Alboin, ‘just the great natural fact behind all the
supernatural fancies. What did the Jews want with a God except to breathe into
man’s nostrils the breath of life? We do the breathing into our own nostrils out in
Oklahoma. What’s the meaning of the very word Spirit? It’s just the Greek for
breathing exercises. Life, progress, prophecy; it’s all breath.’
‘Some would allow it’s all wind,’ said Vandam; ‘but I’m glad you’ve got rid of the
divinity stunt, anyhow.’
The keen face of the secretary, rather pale against his red hair, showed a flicker of
some odd feeling suggestive of a secret bitterness.
‘I’m not glad,’ he said, ‘I’m just sure. You seem to like being atheists; so you may
be just believing what you like to believe. But. I wish to God there were a God;
and there ain’t. It’s just my luck.’
Without a sound or stir they all became almost creepily conscious at this moment
that the group, halted outside Wynd’s door, had silently grown from three figures
to four. How long the fourth figure had stood there none of the earnest disputants
could tell, but he had every appearance of waiting respectfully and even timidly
for the opportunity to say something urgent. But to their nervous sensibility he
seemed to have sprung up suddenly and silently like a mushroom. And indeed, he
looked rather like a big, black mushroom, for he was quite short and his small,
stumpy figure was eclipsed by his big, black clerical hat; the resemblance might
have been more complete if mushrooms were in the habit of carrying umbrellas,
even of a shabby and shapeless sort.
Fenner, the secretary, was conscious of a curious additional surprise at recognizing
the figure of a priest; but when the priest turned up a round face under the round
hat and innocently asked for Mr Warren Wynd, he gave the regular negative
answer rather more curtly than before. But the priest stood his ground.
‘I do really want to see Mr Wynd,’ he said. ‘It seems odd, but that’s exactly what I
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do want to do. I don’t want to speak to him. I just want to see him. I just want to
see if he’s there to be seen.’
‘Well, I tell you he’s there and can’t be seen,’ said Fenner, with increasing
annoyance. ‘What do you mean by saying you want to see if he’s there to be seen?
Of course he’s there. We all left him there five minutes ago, and we’ve stood
outside this door ever since.’
‘Well, I want to see if he’s all right,’ said the priest.
‘Why?’ demanded the secretary, in exasperation. ‘Because I have a serious, I
might say solemn, reason,’ said the cleric, gravely, ’for doubting whether he is all
right.’
‘Oh, Lord!’ cried Vandam, in a sort of fury; ‘not more superstitions.’
‘I see I shall have to give my reasons,’ observed the little cleric, gravely. ‘I
suppose I can’t expect you even to let me look through the crack of a door till I tell
you the whole story.’ He was silent a moment as in reflection, and then went on
without noticing the wondering faces around him. ‘I was walking outside along the
front of the colonnade when I saw a very ragged man running hard round the
corner at the end of the crescent. He came pounding along the pavement towards
me, revealing a great raw-boned figure and a face I knew. It was the face of a wild
Irish fellow I once helped a little; I will not tell you his name. When he saw me he
staggered, calling me by mine and saying, ‘Saints alive, it’s Father Brown; you’re
the only man whose face could frighten me to-day.’
‘I knew he meant he’d been doing some wild thing or other, and I don’t think my
face frightened him much, for he was soon telling me about it. And a very strange
thing it was. He asked me if I knew Warren Wynd, and I said no, though I knew he
lived near the top of these flats. He said, ‘That’s a man who thinks he’s a saint of
God; but if he knew what I was saying of him he should be ready to hang himself.’
And he repeated hysterically more than once, ‘Yes, ready to hang himself.’ I asked
him if he’d done any harm to Wynd, and his answer was rather a queer one. He
said: ‘I took a pistol and I loaded it with neither shot nor slug, but only with a
curse.’ As far as I could make out, all he had done was to go down that little alley
between this building and the big warehouse, with an old pistol loaded with a
blank charge, and merely fire it against the wall, as if that would bring down the
building. ‘But as I did it,’ he said, ‘I cursed him with the great curse, that the
justice of God should take him by the hair and the vengeance of hell by the heels,
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and he should be torn asunder like Judas and the world know him no more.’
‘Well, it doesn’t matter now what else I said to the poor, crazy fellow; he went
away quieted down a little, and I went round to the back of the building to inspect.
And sure enough, in the little alley at the foot of this wall there lay a rusty
antiquated pistol; I know enough about pistols to know it had been loaded only
with a little powder, there were the black marks of powder and smoke on the wall,
and even the mark of the muzzle, but not even a dent of any bullet. He had left no
trace of destruction; he had left no trace of anything, except those black marks and
that black curse he had hurled into heaven. So I came back here to ask for this
Warren Wynd and find out if he’s all right.’
Fenner the secretary laughed. ‘I can soon settle that difficulty for you. I assure you
he’s quite all right; we left him writing at his desk only a few minutes ago. He was
alone in his flat; it’s a hundred feet up from the street, and so placed that no shot
could have reached him, even if your friend hadn’t fired blank. There’s no other
entrance to this place but this door, and we’ve been standing outside it ever since.’
‘All the same,’ said Father Brown, gravely, ‘I should like to look in and see.’
‘Well, you can’t,’ retorted the other. ‘Good Lord, you don’t tell me you think
anything of the curse.’
‘You forget,’ said the millionaire, with a slight sneer, ‘the reverend gentleman’s
whole business is blessings and cursings. Come, sir, if he’s been cursed to hell,
why don’t you bless him back again? What’s the good of your blessings if they
can’t beat an Irish larrykin’s curse?’
‘Does anybody believe such things now?’ protested the Westerner.
‘Father Brown believes a good number of things, I take it,’ said Vandam, whose
temper was suffering from the past snub and the present bickering. ’Father Brown
believes a hermit crossed a river on a crocodile conjured out of nowhere, and then
he told the crocodile to die, and it sure did. Father Brown believes that some
blessed saint or other died, and had his dead body turned into three dead bodies, to
be served out to three parishes that were all intent on figuring as his home-town.
Father Brown believes that a saint hung his cloak on a sunbeam, and another used
his for a boat to cross the Atlantic. Father Brown believes the holy donkey had six
legs and the house of Loretto flew through the air. He believes in hundreds of
stone virgins winking and weeping all day long. It’s nothing to him to believe that
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a man might escape through the keyhole or vanish out of a locked room. I reckon
he doesn’t take much stock of the laws of nature.’
‘Anyhow, I have to take stock in the laws of Warren Wynd,’ said the secretary,
wearily, ‘and it’s his rule that he’s to be left alone when he says so. Wilson will
tell you just the same,’ for the large servant who had been sent for the pamphlet,
passed placidly down the corridor even as he spoke, carrying the pamphlet, but
serenely passing the door. ‘He’ll go and sit on the bench by the floor-clerk and
twiddle his thumbs till he’s wanted; but he won’t go in before then; and nor will I.
I reckon we both know which side our bread is buttered, and it’d take a good many
of Father Brown’s saints and angels to make us forget it.’
‘As for saints and angels — ’ began the priest.
‘It’s all nonsense,’ repeated Fenner. ‘I don’t want to say anything offensive, but
that sort of thing may be very well for crypts and cloisters and all sorts of
moonshiny places. But ghosts can’t get through a closed door in an American
hotel.’
‘But men can open a door, even in an American hotel,’ replied Father Brown,
patiently. ‘And it seems to me the simplest thing would be to open it.’
‘It would be simple enough to lose me my job,’ answered the secretary, ‘and
Warren Wynd doesn’t like his secretaries so simple as that. Not simple enough to
believe in the sort of fairy tales you seem to believe in.’
‘Well,’ said the priest gravely, ‘it is true enough that I believe in a good many
things that you probably don’t. But it would take a considerable time to explain all
the things I believe in, and all the reasons I have for thinking I’m right. It would
take about two seconds to open that door and prove I am wrong.’
Something in the phrase seemed to please the more wild and restless spirit of the
man from the West.
‘I’ll allow I’d love to prove you wrong,’ said Alboin, striding suddenly past them,
‘and I will.’
He threw open the door of the flat and looked in. The first glimpse showed that
Warren Wynd’s chair was empty. The second glance showed that his room was
empty also.
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Fenner, electrified with energy in his turn, dashed past the other into the apartment.
‘He’s in his bedroom,’ he said curtly, ‘he must be.’
As he disappeared into the inner chamber the other men stood in the empty outer
room staring about them. The severity and simplicity of its fittings, which had
already been noted, returned on them with a rigid challenge. Certainly in this room
there was no question of hiding a mouse, let alone a man. There were no curtains
and, what is rare in American arrangements, no cupboards. Even the desk was no
more than a plain table with a shallow drawer and a tilted lid. The chairs were hard
and high-backed skeletons. A moment after the secretary reappeared at the inner
door, having searched the two inner rooms. A staring negation stood in his eyes,
and his mouth seemed to move in a mechanical detachment from it as he said
sharply: ‘He didn’t come out through here?’
Somehow the others did not even think it necessary to answer that negation in the
negative. Their minds had come up against something like the blank wall of the
warehouse that stared in at the opposite window, gradually turning from white to
grey as dusk slowly descended with the advancing afternoon. Vandam walked
over to the window-sill against which he had leant half an hour before and looked
out of the open window. There was no pipe or fire-escape, no shelf or foothold of
any kind on the sheer fall to the little by-street below, there was nothing on the
similar expanse of wall that rose many stories above. There was even less variation
on the other side of the street; there was nothing whatever but the wearisome
expanse of whitewashed wall. He peered downwards, as if expecting to see the
vanished philanthropist lying in a suicidal wreck on the path. He could see nothing
but one small dark object which, though diminished by distance, might well be the
pistol that the priest had found lying there. Meanwhile, Fenner had walked to the
other window, which looked out from a wall equally blank and inaccessible, but
looking out over a small ornamental park instead of a side street. Here a clump of
trees interrupted the actual view of the ground; but they reached but a little way up
the huge human cliff. Both turned back into the room and faced each other in the
gathering twilight where the last silver gleams of daylight on the shiny tops of
desks and tables were rapidly turning grey. As if the twilight itself irritated him,
Fenner touched the switch and the scene sprang into the startling distinctness of
electric light.
‘As you said just now,’ said Vandam grimly, ‘there’s no shot from down there
could hit him, even if there was a shot in the gun. But even if he was hit with a
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bullet he wouldn’t have just burst like a bubble.’
The secretary, who was paler than ever, glanced irritably at the bilious visage of
the millionaire. ‘What’s got you started on those morbid notions? Who’s talking
about bullets and bubbles? Why shouldn’t he be alive?’
‘Why not indeed?’ replied Vandam smoothly. ‘If you’ll tell me where he is, I’ll
tell you how he got there.’
After a pause the secretary muttered, rather sulkily: ‘I suppose you’re right. We’re
right up against the very thing we were talking about. It’d be a queer thing if you
or I ever came to think there was anything in cursing. But who could have harmed
Wynd shut up in here?’
Mr Alboin, of Oklahoma, had been standing rather astraddle in the middle of the
room, his white, hairy halo as well as his round eyes seeming to radiate
astonishment. At this point he said, abstractedly, with something of the irrelevant
impudence of an enfant terrible: ‘You didn’t cotton to him much, did you, Mr
Vandam?’
Mr Vandam’s long yellow face seemed to grow longer as it grew more sinister,
while he smiled and answered quietly: ‘If it comes to these coincidences, it was
you, I think, who said that a wind from the West would blow away our big men
like thistledown.’
‘I know I said it would,’ said the Westerner, with candour; ’but all the same, how
the devil could it?’
The silence was broken by Fenner saying with an abruptness amounting to
violence: ‘There’s only one thing to say about this affair. It simply hasn’t
happened. It can’t have happened.’
‘Oh, yes,’ said Father Brown out of the corner; ‘it has happened all right.’
They all jumped; for the truth was they had all forgotten the insignificant little man
who had originally induced them to open the door. And the recovery of memory
went with a sharp reversal of mood; it came back to them with a rush that they had
all dismissed him as a superstitious dreamer for even hinting at the very thing that
had since happened before their eyes.
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‘Snakes!’ cried the impetuous Westerner, like one speaking before he could stop
himself; ’suppose there were something in it, after all!’
‘I must confess,’ said Fenner, frowning at the table, ‘that his reverence’s
anticipations were apparently well founded. I don’t know whether he has anything
else to tell us.’
‘He might possibly tell us,’ said Vandam, sardonically, ‘what the devil we are to
do now.’
The little priest seemed to accept the position in a modest, but matter-of-fact
manner. ‘The only thing I can think of,’ he said, ‘is first to tell the authorities of
this place, and then to see if there were any more traces of my man who let off the
pistol. He vanished round the other end of the Crescent where the little garden is.
There are seats there, and it’s a favourite place for tramps.’
Direct consultations with the headquarters of the hotel, leading to indirect
consultations with the authorities of the police, occupied them for a considerable
time; and it was already nightfall when they went out under the long, classical
curve of the colonnade. The crescent looked as cold and hollow as the moon after
which it was named, and the moon itself was rising luminous but spectral behind
the black tree-tops when they turned the corner by the little public garden. Night
veiled much of what was merely urban and artificial about the place, and as they
melted into the shadows of the trees they had a strange feeling of having suddenly
travelled many hundred miles from their homes. When they had walked in silence
for a little, Alboin, who had something elemental about him, suddenly exploded.
‘I give up,’ he cried; ‘I hand in my checks. I never thought I should come to such
things; but what happens when the things come to you? I beg your pardon, Father
Brown; I reckon I’ll just come across, so far as you and your fairy-tales are
concerned. After this, it’s me for the fairy-tales. Why, you said yourself, Mr
Vandam, that you’re an atheist and only believe what you see. Well, what was it
you did see? Or rather, what was it you didn’t see?’
‘I know,’ said Vandam and nodded in a gloomy fashion.
‘Oh, it’s partly all this moon and trees that get on one’s nerves,’ said Fenner
obstinately. ‘Trees always look queer by moonlight, with their branches crawling
about. Look at that — ’
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‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, standing still and peering at the moon through a tangle
of trees. ‘That’s a very queer branch up there.’
When he spoke again he only said: ‘I thought it was a broken branch.’
But this time there was a catch in his voice that unaccountably turned his hearers
cold. Something that looked rather like a dead branch was certainly dependent in a
limp fashion from the tree that showed dark against the moon; but it was not a
dead branch. When they came close to it to see what it was Fenner sprang away
again with a ringing oath. Then he ran in again and loosened a rope from the neck
of the dingy little body dangling with drooping plumes of grey hair. Somehow he
knew that the body was a dead body before he managed to take it down from the
tree. A very long coil of rope was wrapped round and round the branches, and a
comparatively short length of it hung from the fork of the branch to the body. A
long garden tub was rolled a yard or so from under the feet, like the stool kicked
away from the feet of a suicide.
‘Oh, my God!’ said Alboin, so that it seemed as much a prayer as an oath. ‘What
was it that man said about him? — “If he knew, he would be ready to hang
himself.” Wasn’t that what he said, Father Brown?’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown.
‘Well,’ said Vandam in a hollow voice, ‘I never thought to see or say such a thing.
But what can one say except that the curse has worked?’
Fenner was standing with hands covering his face; and the priest laid a hand on his
arm and said, gently, ’Were you very fond of him?’
The secretary dropped his hands and his white face was ghastly under the moon.
‘I hated him like hell,’ he said; ‘and if he died by a curse it might have been mine.’
The pressure of the priest’s hand on his arm tightened; and the priest said, with an
earnestness he had hardly yet shown: ‘It wasn’t your curse; pray be comforted.’
The police of the district had considerable difficulty in dealing with the four
witnesses who were involved in the case. All of them were reputable, and even
reliable people in the ordinary sense; and one of them was a person of considerable
power and importance: Silas Vandam of the Oil Trust. The first police-officer who
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tried to express scepticism about his story struck sparks from the steel of that
magnate’s mind very rapidly indeed.
‘Don’t you talk to me about sticking to the facts,’ said the millionaire with
asperity. ‘I’ve stuck to a good many facts before you were born and a few of the
facts have stuck to me. I’ll give you the facts all right if you’ve got the sense to
take ’em down correctly.’
The policeman in question was youthful and subordinate, and had a hazy idea that
the millionaire was too political to be treated as an ordinary citizen; so he passed
him and his companions on to a more stolid superior, one Inspector Collins, a
grizzled man with a grimly comfortable way of talking; as one who was genial but
would stand no nonsense.
‘Well, well,’ he said, looking at the three figures before him with twinkling eyes,
‘this seems to be a funny sort of a tale.’
Father Brown had already gone about his daily business; but Silas Vandam had
suspended even the gigantic business of the markets for an hour or so to testify to
his remarkable experience. Fenner’s business as secretary had ceased in a sense
with his employer’s life; and the great Art Alboin, having no business in New
York or anywhere else, except the spreading of the Breath of Life religion or the
Great Spirit, had nothing to draw him away at the moment from the immediate
affair. So they stood in a row in the inspector’s office, prepared to corroborate
each other.
‘Now I’d better tell you to start with,’ said the inspector cheerfully, ‘that it’s no
good for anybody to come to me with any miraculous stuff. I’m a practical man
and a policeman, and that sort of thing is all very well for priests and parsons. This
priest of yours seems to have got you all worked up about some story of a dreadful
death and judgement; but I’m going to leave him and his religion out of it
altogether. If Wynd came out of that room, somebody let him out. And if Wynd
was found hanging on that tree, somebody hung him there.’
‘Quite so,’ said Fenner; ‘but as our evidence is that nobody let him out, the
question is how could anybody have hung him there?’
‘How could anybody have a nose on his face?’ asked the inspector. ‘He had a nose
on his face, and he had a noose round his neck. Those are facts; and, as I say, I’m a
practical man and go by the facts. It can’t have been done by a miracle, so it must
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have been done by a man.’
Alboin had been standing rather in the background; and indeed his broad figure
seemed to form a natural background to the leaner and more vivacious men in
front of him. His white head was bowed with a certain abstraction; but as the
inspector said the last sentence, he lifted it, shaking his hoary mane in a leonine
fashion, and looking dazed but awakened. He moved forward into the centre of the
group, and they had a vague feeling that he was even vaster than before. They had
been only too prone to take him for a fool or a mountebank; but he was not
altogether wrong when he said that there was in him a certain depth of lungs and
life, like a west wind stored up in its strength, which might some day puff lighter
things away.
‘So you’re a practical man, Mr Collins,’ he said, in a voice at once soft and heavy.
‘It must be the second or third time you’ve mentioned in this little conversation
that you are a practical man; so I can’t be mistaken about that. And a very
interesting little fact it is for anybody engaged in writing your life, letters, and
table-talk, with portrait at the age of five, daguerreotype of your grandmother and
views of the old home-town; and I’m sure your biographer won’t forget to mention
it along with the fact that you had a pug nose with a pimple on it, and were nearly
too fat to walk. And as you’re a practical man, perhaps you would just go on
practising till you’ve brought Warren Wynd to life again, and found out exactly
how a practical man gets through a steel door. But I think you’ve got it wrong.
You’re not a practical man. You’re a practical joke; that’s what you are. The
Almighty was having a bit of fun with us when he thought of you.’
With a characteristic sense of drama he went sailing towards the door before the
astonished inspector could reply; and no after-recriminations could rob him of a
certain appearance of triumph.
‘I think you were perfectly right,’ said Fenner. ‘If those are practical men, give me
priests.’
Another attempt was made to reach an official version of the event when the
authorities fully realized who were the backers of the story, and what were the
implications of it. Already it had broken out in the Press in its most sensationally
and even shamelessly psychic form. Interviews with Vandam on his marvellous
adventure, articles about Father Brown and his mystical intuitions, soon led those
who feel responsible for guiding the public, to wish to guide it into a wiser
channel. Next time the inconvenient witnesses were approached in a more indirect
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and tactful manner. They were told, almost in an airy fashion, that Professor Vair
was very much interested in such abnormal experiences; was especially interested
in their own astonishing case. Professor Vair was a psychologist of great
distinction; he had been known to take a detached interest in criminology; it was
only some little time afterwards that they discovered that he was in any way
connected with the police.
Professor Vair was a courteous gentleman, quietly dressed in pale grey clothes,
with an artistic tie and a fair, pointed beard; he looked more like a landscape
painter to anyone not acquainted with a certain special type of don. He had an air
not only of courtesy, but of frankness.
‘Yes, yes, I know,’ he said smiling; ‘I can guess what you must have gone through.
The police do not shine in inquiries of a psychic sort, do they? Of course, dear old
Collins said he only wanted the facts. What an absurd blunder! In a case of this
kind we emphatically do not only want the facts. It is even more essential to have
the fancies.’
‘Do you mean,’ asked Vandam gravely, ‘that all that we thought facts were merely
fancies?’
‘Not at all,’ said the professor; ‘I only mean that the police are stupid in thinking
they can leave out the psychological element in these things. Well, of course, the
psychological element is everything in everything, though it is only just beginning
to be understood. To begin with, take the element called personality. Now I have
heard of this priest, Father Brown, before; and he is one of the most remarkable
men of our time. Men of that sort carry a sort of atmosphere with them; and
nobody knows how much his nerves and even his very senses are affected by it for
the time being. People are hypnotized — yes, hypnotized; for hypnotism, like
everything else, is a matter of degree; it enters slightly into all daily conversation:
it is not necessarily conducted by a man in evening-dress on a platform in a public
hall. Father Brown’s religion has always understood the psychology of
atmospheres, and knows how to appeal to everything simultaneously; even, for
instance, to the sense of smell. It understands those curious effects produced by
music on animals and human beings; it can — ’
‘Hang it,’ protested Fenner, ‘you don’t think he walked down the corridor carrying
a church organ?’
‘He knows better than to do that,’ said Professor Vair laughing. ‘He knows how to
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concentrate the essence of all these spiritual sounds and sights, and even smells, in
a few restrained gestures; in an art or school of manners. He could contrive so to
concentrate your minds on the supernatural by his mere presence, that natural
things slipped off your minds to left and right unnoticed. Now you know,’ he
proceeded with a return to cheerful good sense, ‘that the more we study it the more
queer the whole question of human evidence becomes. There is not one man in
twenty who really observes things at all. There is not one man in a hundred who
observes them with real precision; certainly not one in a hundred who can first
observe, then remember, and finally describe. Scientific experiments have been
made again and again showing that men under strain have thought a door was shut
when it was open, or open when it was shut. Men have differed about the number
of doors or windows in a wall just in front of them. They have suffered optical
illusions in broad daylight. They have done this even without the hypnotic effect
of personality; but here we have a very powerful and persuasive personality bent
upon fixing only one picture on your minds; the picture of the wild Irish rebel
shaking his pistol at the sky and firing that vain volley, whose echoes were the
thunders of heaven.’
‘Professor,’ cried Fenner, ‘I’d swear on my deathbed that door never opened.’
‘Recent experiments,’ went on the professor, quietly, ‘have suggested that our
consciousness is not continuous, but is a succession of very rapid impressions like
a cinema; it is possible that somebody or something may, so to speak, slip in or out
between the scenes. It acts only in the instant while the curtain is down. Probably
the patter of conjurors and all forms of sleight of hand depend on what we may
call these black flashes of blindness between the flashes of sight. Now this priest
and preacher of transcendental notions had filled you with a transcendental
imagery; the image of the Celt like a Titan shaking the tower with his curse.
Probably he accompanied it with some slight but compelling gesture, pointing
your eyes and minds in the direction of the unknown destroyer below. Or perhaps
something else happened, or somebody else passed by.’
‘Wilson, the servant,’ grunted Alboin, ‘went down the hallway to wait on the
bench, but I guess he didn’t distract us much.’
‘You never know how much,’ replied Vair; ‘it might have been that or more likely
your eyes following some gesture of the priest as he told his tale of magic. It was
in one of those black flashes that Mr Warren Wynd slipped out of his door and
went to his death. That is the most probable explanation. It is an illustration of the
new discovery. The mind is not a continuous line, but rather a dotted line.’
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‘Very dotted,’ said Fenner feebly. ‘Not to say dotty.’
‘You don’t really believe,’ asked Vair, ’that your employer was shut up in a room
like a box?’
‘It’s better than believing that I ought to be shut up in a room like a padded cell,’
answered Fenner. ‘That’s what I complain of in your suggestions, professor. I’d as
soon believe in a priest who believes in a miracle, as disbelieve in any man having
any right to believe in a fact. The priest tells me that a man can appeal to a God I
know nothing about to avenge him by the laws of some higher justice that I know
nothing about. There’s nothing for me to say except that I know nothing about it.
But, at least, if the poor Paddy’s prayer and pistol could be heard in a higher
world, that higher world might act in some way that seems odd to us. But you ask
me to disbelieve the facts of this world as they appear to my own five wits.
According to you, a whole procession of Irishmen carrying blunderbusses may
have walked through this room while we were talking, so long as they took care to
tread on the blind spots in our minds. Miracles of the monkish sort, like
materializing a crocodile or hanging a cloak on a sunbeam, seem quite sane
compared to you.’
‘Oh, well,’ said Professor Vair, rather curtly, ‘if you are resolved to believe in your
priest and his miraculous Irishman I can say no more. I’m afraid you have not had
an opportunity of studying psychology.’
‘No,’ said Fenner dryly; ‘but I’ve had an opportunity of studying psychologists.’
And, bowing politely, he led his deputation out of the room and did not speak till
he got into the street; then he addressed them rather explosively.
‘Raving lunatics!’ cried Fenner in a fume. ‘What the devil do they think is to
happen to the world if nobody knows whether he’s seen anything or not? I wish I’d
blown his silly head off with a blank charge, and then explained that I did it in a
blind flash. Father Brown’s miracle may be miraculous or no, but he said it would
happen and it did happen. All these blasted cranks can do is to see a thing happen
and then say it didn’t. Look here, I think we owe it to the padre to testify to his
little demonstration. We’re all sane, solid men who never believed in anything. We
weren’t drunk. We weren’t devout. It simply happened just as he said it would.’
‘I quite agree,’ said the millionaire. ‘It may be the beginning of mighty big things
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in the spiritual line; but anyhow, the man who’s in the spiritual line himself, Father
Brown, has certainly scored over this business.’
A few days afterwards Father Brown received a very polite note signed Silas T.
Vandam, and asking him if he would attend at a stated hour at the apartment which
was the scene of the disappearance, in order to take steps for the establishment of
that marvellous occurrence. The occurrence itself had already begun to break out
in the newspapers, and was being taken up everywhere by the enthusiasts of
occultism. Father Brown saw the flaring posters inscribed ‘Suicide of Vanishing
Man’, and ‘Man’s Curse Hangs Philanthropist’, as he passed towards Moon
Crescent and mounted the steps on the way to the elevator. He found the little
group much as he left it, Vandam, Alboin, and the secretary; but there was an
entirely new respectfulness and even reverence in their tone towards himself. They
were standing by Wynd’s desk, on which lay a large paper and writing materials;
they turned to greet him.
‘Father Brown,’ said the spokesman, who was the white-haired Westerner,
somewhat sobered with his responsibility, ‘we asked you here in the first place to
offer our apologies and our thanks. We recognize that it was you that spotted the
spiritual manifestation from the first. We were hard-shell sceptics, all of us; but we
realize now that a man must break that shell to get at the great things behind the
world. You stand for those things; you stand for the super-normal explanation of
things; and we have to hand it to you. And in the second place, we feel that this
document would not be complete without your signature. We are notifying the
exact facts to the Psychical Research Society, because the newspaper accounts are
not what you might call exact. We’ve stated how the curse was spoken out in the
street; how the man was sealed up here in a room like a box; how the curse
dissolved him straight into thin air, and in some unthinkable way materialized him
as a suicide hoisted on a gallows. That’s all we can say about it; but all that we
know, and have seen with our own eyes. And as you were the first to believe in the
miracle, we all feel that you ought to be the first to sign.’
‘No, really,’ said Father Brown, in embarrassment. ‘I don’t think I should like to
do that.’
‘You mean you’d rather not sign first?’
‘I mean I’d rather not sign at all,’ said Father Brown, modestly. ‘You see, it
doesn’t quite do for a man in my position to joke about miracles.’
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‘But it was you who said it was a miracle,’ said Alboin, staring.
‘I’m so sorry,’ said Father Brown; ‘I’m afraid there’s some mistake. I don’t think I
ever said it was a miracle. All I said was that it might happen. What you said was
that it couldn’t happen, because it would be a miracle if it did. And then it did.
And so you said it was a miracle. But I never said a word about miracles or magic,
or anything of the sort from beginning to end.’
‘But I thought you believed in miracles,’ broke out the secretary.
‘Yes,’ answered Father Brown, ‘I believe in miracles. I believe in man-eating
tigers, but I don’t see them running about everywhere. If I want any miracles, I
know where to get them.’
‘I can’t understand your taking this line, Father Brown,’ said Vandam, earnestly.
‘It seems so narrow; and you don’t look narrow to me, though you are a parson.
Don’t you see, a miracle like this will knock all materialism endways? It will just
tell the whole world in big print that spiritual powers can work and do work.
You’ll be serving religion as no parson ever served it yet.’
The priest had stiffened a little and seemed in some strange way clothed with
unconscious and impersonal dignity, for all his stumpy figure. ‘Well,’ he said,
‘you wouldn’t suggest I should serve religion by what I know to be a lie? I don’t
know precisely what you mean by the phrase; and, to be quite candid, I’m not sure
you do. Lying may be serving religion; I’m sure it’s not serving God. And since
you are harping so insistently on what I believe, wouldn’t it be as well if you had
some sort of notion of what it is?’
‘I don’t think I quite understand,’ observed the millionaire, curiously.
‘I don’t think you do,’ said Father Brown, with simplicity. ‘You say this thing was
done by spiritual powers. What spiritual powers? You don’t think the holy angels
took him and hung him on a garden tree, do you? And as for the unholy angels —
no, no, no. The men who did this did a wicked thing, but they went no further than
their own wickedness; they weren’t wicked enough to be dealing with spiritual
powers. I know something about Satanism, for my sins; I’ve been forced to know.
I know what it is, what it practically always is. It’s proud and it’s sly. It likes to be
superior; it loves to horrify the innocent with things half understood, to make
children’s flesh creep. That’s why it’s so fond of mysteries and initiations and
secret societies and all the rest of it. Its eyes are turned inwards, and however
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grand and grave it may look, it’s always hiding a small, mad smile.’ He shuddered
suddenly, as if caught in an icy draught of air. ‘Never mind about them; they’ve
got nothing to do with this, believe me. Do you think that poor, wild Irishman of
mine, who ran raving down the street, who blurted out half of it when he first saw
my face, and ran away for fear he should blurt out more, do you think Satan
confides any secrets to him? I admit he joined in a plot, probably in a plot with two
other men worse than himself; but for all that, he was just in an everlasting rage
when he rushed down the lane and let off his pistol and his curse.’
‘But what on earth does all this mean?’ demanded Vandam. ‘Letting off a toy
pistol and a twopenny curse wouldn’t do what was done, except by a miracle. It
wouldn’t make Wynd disappear like a fairy. It wouldn’t make him reappear a
quarter of a mile away with a rope round his neck.’
‘No,’ said Father Brown sharply; ‘but what would it do?’
‘And still I don’t follow you,’ said the millionaire gravely.
‘I say, what would it do?’ repeated the priest; showing, for the first time, a sort of
animation verging on annoyance. ‘You keep on repeating that a blank pistol-shot
wouldn’t do this and wouldn’t do that; that if that was all, the murder wouldn’t
happen or the miracle wouldn’t happen. It doesn’t seem to occur to you to ask
what would happen. What would happen to you if a lunatic let off a firearm
without rhyme or reason right under your window? What’s the very first thing that
would happen?’
Vandam looked thoughtful. ‘I guess I should look out of the window,’ he said.
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘you’d look out of the window. That’s the whole story.
It’s a sad story, but it’s finished now; and there were extenuating circumstances.’
‘Why should looking out of the window hurt him?’ asked Alboin. ‘He didn’t fall
out, or he’d have been found in the lane.’
‘No,’ said Father Brown, in a low voice. ‘He didn’t fall. He rose.’
There was something in his voice like the groan of a gong, a note of doom, but
otherwise he went on steadily: ‘He rose, but not on wings; not on the wings of any
holy or unholy angels. He rose at the end of a rope, exactly as you saw him in the
garden; a noose dropped over his head the moment it was poked out of the
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window. Don’t you remember Wilson, that big servant of his, a man of huge
strength, while Wynd was the lightest of little shrimps? Didn’t Wilson go to the
floor above to get a pamphlet, to a room full of luggage corded in coils and coils of
rope? Has Wilson been seen since that day? I fancy not.’
‘Do you mean,’ asked the secretary, ‘that Wilson whisked him clean out of his
own window like a trout on a line?’
‘Yes,’ said the other, ‘and let him down again out of the other window into the
park, where the third accomplice hooked him on to a tree. Remember the lane was
always empty; remember the wall opposite was quite blank; remember it was all
over in five minutes after the Irishman gave the signal with the pistol. There were
three of them in it of course; and I wonder whether you can all guess who they
were.’
They were all three staring at the plain, square window and the blank, white wall
beyond; and nobody answered.
‘By the way,’ went on Father Brown, ‘don’t think I blame you for jumping to
preternatural conclusions. The reason’s very simple, really. You all swore you
were hard-shelled materialists; and as a matter of fact you were all balanced on the
very edge of belief — of belief in almost anything. There are thousands balanced
on it today; but it’s a sharp, uncomfortable edge to sit on. You won’t rest till you
believe something; that’s why Mr Vandam went through new religions with a
tooth-comb, and Mr Alboin quotes Scripture for his religion of breathing exercises,
and Mr Fenner grumbles at the very God he denies. That’s where you all split; it’s
natural to believe in the supernatural. It never feels natural to accept only natural
things. But though it wanted only a touch to tip you into preternaturalism about
these things, these things really were only natural things. They were not only
natural, they were almost unnaturally simple. I suppose there never was quite so
simple a story as this.’
Fenner laughed and then looked puzzled. ‘I don’t understand one thing,’ he said.
‘If it was Wilson, how did Wynd come to have a man like that on such intimate
terms? How did he come to be killed by a man he’d seen every day for years? He
was famous as being a judge of men.’
Father Brown thumped his umbrella on the ground with an emphasis he rarely
showed.
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‘Yes,’ he said, almost fiercely; ‘that was how he came to be killed. He was killed
for just that. He was killed for being a judge of men.’
They all stared at him, but he went on, almost as if they were not there.
‘What is any man that he should be a judge of men?’ he demanded. ‘These three
were the tramps that once stood before him and were dismissed rapidly right and
left to one place or another; as if for them there were no cloak of courtesy, no
stages of intimacy, no free-will in friendship. And twenty years has not exhausted
the indignation born of that unfathomable insult in that moment when he dared to
know them at a glance.’
‘Yes,’ said the secretary; ‘I understand ... and I understand how it is that you
understand — all sorts of things.’
‘Well, I’m blamed if I understand,’ cried the breezy Western gentleman
boisterously. ‘Your Wilson and your Irishman seem to be just a couple of cutthroat murderers who killed their benefactor. I’ve no use for a black and bloody
assassin of that sort, in my morality, whether it’s religion or not.’
‘He was a black and bloody assassin, no doubt,’ said Fenner quietly. ‘I’m not
defending him; but I suppose it’s Father Brown’s business to pray for all men,
even for a man like — ’
‘Yes,’ assented Father Brown, ‘it’s my business to pray for all men, even for a
man like Warren Wynd.’

The Curse of the Golden Cross
Six people sat around a small table, seeming almost as incongruous and accidental
as if they had been shipwrecked separately on the same small desert island. At
least the sea surrounded them; for in one sense their island was enclosed in another
island, a large and flying island like Laputa. For the little table was one of many
little tables dotted about in the dining saloon of that monstrous ship the Moravia,
speeding through the night and the everlasting emptiness of the Atlantic. The little
company had nothing in common except that all were travelling from America to
England. Two of them at least might be called celebrities; others might be called
obscure, and in one or two cases even dubious.
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The first was the famous Professor Smaill, an authority on certain archaeological
studies touching the later Byzantine Empire. His lectures, delivered in an
American University, were accepted as of the first authority even in the most
authoritative seats of learning in Europe. His literary works were so steeped in a
mellow and imaginative sympathy with the European past, that it often gave
strangers a start to hear him speak with an American accent. Yet he was, in his
way, very American; he had long fair hair brushed back from a big square
forehead, long straight features and a curious mixture of preoccupation with a
poise of potential swiftness, like a lion pondering absent-mindedly on his next leap.
There was only one lady in the group; and she was (as the journalists often said of
her) a host in herself; being quite prepared to play hostess, not to say empress, at
that or any other table. She was Lady Diana Wales, the celebrated lady traveller in
tropical and other countries; but there was nothing rugged or masculine about her
appearance at dinner. She was herself handsome in an almost tropical fashion, with
a mass of hot and heavy red hair; she was dressed in what the journalists call a
daring fashion, but her face was intelligent and her eyes had that bright and rather
prominent appearance which belongs to the eyes of ladies who ask questions at
political meetings.
The other four figures seemed at first like shadows in this shining presence; but
they showed differences on a close view. One of them was a young man entered
on the ship’s register as Paul T. Tarrant. He was an American type which might be
more truly called an American antitype. Every nation probably has an antitype; a
sort of extreme exception that proves the national rule. Americans really respect
work, rather as Europeans respect war. There is a halo of heroism about it; and he
who shrinks from it is less than a man. The antitype is evident through being
exceedingly rare. He is the dandy or dude: the wealthy waster who makes a weak
villain for so many American novels. Paul Tarrant seemed to have nothing
whatever to do but change his clothes, which he did about six times a day; passing
into paler or richer shades of his suit of exquisite light grey, like the delicate silver
changes of the twilight. Unlike most Americans, he cultivated very carefully a
short, curly beard; and unlike most dandies, even of his own type, he seemed
rather sulky than showy. Perhaps there was something almost Byronic about his
silence and his gloom.
The next two travellers were naturally classed together; merely because they were
both English lecturers returning from an American tour. One of them was
described as Leonard Smyth, apparently a minor poet, but something of a major
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journalist; long-headed, light-haired, perfectly dressed, and perfectly capable of
looking after himself. The other was a rather comic contrast, being short and
broad, with a black, walrus moustache, and as taciturn as the other was talkative.
But as he had been both charged with robbing and praised for rescuing a
Roumanian Princess threatened by a jaguar in his travelling menagerie, and had
thus figured in a fashionable case, it was naturally felt that his views on God,
progress, his own early life, and the future of Anglo-American relations would be
of great interest and value to the inhabitants of Minneapolis and Omaha. The sixth
and most insignificant figure was that of a little English priest going by the name
of Brown. He listened to the conversation with respectful attention, and he was at
that moment forming the impression that there was one rather curious thing about
it.
‘I suppose those Byzantine studies of yours, Professor,’ Leonard Smyth was
saying, ‘would throw some light on this story of a tomb found somewhere on the
south coast; near Brighton, isn’t it? Brighton’s a long way from Byzantium, of
course. But I read something about the style of burying or embalming or
something being supposed to be Byzantine.’
‘Byzantine studies certainly have to reach a long way,’ replied the Professor dryly.
‘They talk about specialists; but I think the hardest thing on earth is to specialize.
In this case, for instance: how can a man know anything about Byzantium till he
knows everything about Rome before it and about Islam after it? Most Arab arts
were old Byzantine arts. Why, take algebra — ’
‘But I won’t take algebra,’ cried the lady decisively. ‘I never did, and I never do.
But I’m awfully interested in embalming. I was with Gatton, you know, when he
opened the Babylonian tombs. Ever since then I found mummies and preserved
bodies and all that perfectly thrilling. Do tell us about this one.’
‘Gatton was an interesting man,’ said the Professor. ‘They were an interesting
family. That brother of his who went into Parliament was much more than an
ordinary politician. I never understood the Fascisti till he made that speech about
Italy.’
‘Well, we’re not going to Italy on this trip,’ said Lady Diana persistently, ‘and I
believe you’re going to that little place where they’ve found the tomb. In Sussex,
isn’t it?’
‘Sussex is pretty large, as these little English sections go,’ replied the Professor.
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‘One might wander about in it for a goodish time; and it’s a good place to wander
in. It’s wonderful how large those low hills seem when you’re on them.’
There was an abrupt accidental silence; and then the lady said, ‘Oh, I’m going on
deck,’ and rose, the men rising with her. But the Professor lingered and the little
priest was the last to leave the table, carefully folding up his napkin. And as they
were thus left alone together the Professor said suddenly to his companion:
‘What would you say was the point of that little talk?’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, smiling, ‘since you ask me, there was something that
amused me a little. I may be wrong; but it seemed to me that the company made
three attempts to get you to talk about an embalmed body said to be found in
Sussex. And you, on your side, very courteously offered to talk — first about
algebra, and then about the Fascisti, and then about the landscape of the Downs.’
‘In short,’ replied the Professor, ‘you thought I was ready to talk about any subject
but that one. You were quite right.’
The Professor was silent for a little time, looking down at the tablecloth; then he
looked up and spoke with that swift impulsiveness that suggested the lion’s leap.
‘See here. Father Brown,’ he said, ‘I consider you about the wisest and whitest
man I ever met.’
Father Brown was very English. He had all the normal national helplessness about
what to do with a serious and sincere compliment suddenly handed to him to his
face in the American manner. His reply was a meaningless murmur; and it was the
Professor who proceeded, with the same staccato earnestness: ‘You see, up to a
point it’s all simple enough. A Christian tomb of the Dark Ages, apparently that of
a bishop, has been found under a little church at Dulham on the Sussex coast. The
Vicar happens to be a good bit of an archaeologist himself and has been able to
find a good deal more than I know yet. There was a rumour of the corpse being
embalmed in a way peculiar to Greeks and Egyptians but unknown in the West,
especially at that date. So Mr Walters (that is the Vicar) naturally wonders about
Byzantine influences. But he also mentions something else, that is of even more
personal interest to me.’
His long grave face seemed to grow even longer and graver as he frowned down at
the tablecloth. His long finger seemed to be tracing patterns on it like the plans of
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dead cities and their temples and tombs.
‘So I’m going to tell you, and nobody else, why it is I have to be careful about
mentioning that matter in mixed company; and why, the more eager they are to
talk about it, the more cautious I have to be. It is also stated that in the coffin is a
chain with a cross, common enough to look at, but with a certain secret symbol on
the back found on only one other cross in the world. It is from the arcana of the
very earliest Church, and is supposed to indicate St Peter setting up his See at
Antioch before he came to Rome. Anyhow, I believe there is but one other like it,
and it belongs to me. I hear there is some story about a curse on it; but I take no
notice of that. But whether or no there is a curse, there really is, in one sense, a
conspiracy; though the conspiracy should only consist of one man.’
‘Of one man?’ repeated Father Brown almost mechanically.
‘Of one madman, for all I know,’ said Professor Smaill. ‘It’s a long story and in
some ways a silly one.’
He paused again, tracing plans like architectural drawings with his finger on the
cloth, and then resumed: ‘Perhaps I had better tell you about it from the beginning,
in case you see some little point in the story that is meaningless to me. It began
years and years ago, when I was conducting some investigations on my own
account in the antiquities of Crete and the Greek islands. I did a great deal of it
practically single-handed; sometimes with the most rude and temporary help from
the inhabitants of the place, and sometimes literally alone. It was under the latter
circumstances that I found a maze of subterranean passages which led at last to a
heap of rich refuse, broken ornaments and scattered gems which I took to be the
ruins of some sunken altar, and in which I found the curious gold cross. I turned it
over, and on the back of it I saw the Ichthus or fish, which was an early Christian
symbol, but of a shape and pattern rather different from that commonly found; and,
as it seemed to me, more realistic — more as if the archaic designer had meant it
to be not merely a conventional enclosure or nimbus, but to look a little more like
a real fish. It seemed to me that there was a flattening towards one end of it that
was not like mere mathematical decoration, but rather like a sort of rude or even
savage zoology.
‘In order to explain very briefly why I thought this find important, I must tell you
the point of the excavation. For one thing, it had something of the nature of an
excavation of an excavation. We were on the track not only of antiquities, but of
the antiquarians of antiquity. We had reason to believe, or some of us thought we
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had reason to believe, that these underground passages, mostly of the Minoan
period, like that famous one which is actually identified with the labyrinth of the
Minotaur, had not really been lost and left undisturbed for all the ages between the
Minotaur and the modern explorer. We believed that these underground places, I
might almost say these underground towns and villages, had already been
penetrated during the intervening period by some persons prompted by some
motive. About the motive there were different schools of thought: some holding
that the Emperors had ordered an official exploration out of mere scientific
curiosity; others that the furious fashion in the later Roman Empire for all sorts of
lurid Asiatic superstitions had started some nameless Manichaean sect or other
rioting in the caverns in orgies that had to be hidden from the face of the sun. I
belong to the group which believed that these caverns had been used in the same
way as the catacombs. That is, we believed that, during some of the persecutions
which spread like a fire over the whole Empire, the Christians had concealed
themselves in these ancient pagan labyrinths of stone. It was therefore with a thrill
as sharp as a thunderclap that I found and picked up the fallen golden cross and
saw the design upon it; and it was with still more of a shock of felicity that, on
turning to make my way once more outwards and upwards into the light of day, I
looked up at the walls of bare rock that extended endlessly along the low passages,
and saw scratched in yet ruder outline, but if possible more unmistakable, the
shape of the Fish.
‘Something about it made it seem as if it might be a fossil fish or some
rudimentary organism fixed for ever in a frozen sea. I could not analyse this
analogy, otherwise unconnected with a mere drawing scratched upon the stone, till
I realized that I was saying in my sub-conscious mind that the first Christians must
have seemed something like fish, dumb and dwelling in a fallen world of twilight
and silence, dropped far below the feet of men and moving in dark and twilight
and a soundless world.
‘Everyone walking along stone passages knows what it is to be followed by
phantom feet. The echo follows flapping or clapping behind or in front, so that it is
almost impossible for the man who is really lonely to believe in his loneliness. I
had got used to the effects of this echo and had not noticed it much for some time
past, when I caught sight of the symbolical shape scrawled on the wall of rock. I
stopped, and at the same instant it seemed as if my heart stopped, too; for my own
feet had halted, but the echo went marching on.
‘I ran forward, and it seemed as if the ghostly footsteps ran also, but not with that
exact imitation which marks the material reverberation of a sound. I stopped again,
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and the steps stopped also; but I could have sworn they stopped an instant too late;
I called out a question; and my cry was answered; but the voice was not my own.
‘It came round the corner of a rock just in front of me; and throughout that
uncanny chase I noticed that it was always at some such angle of the crooked path
that it paused and spoke. The little space in front of me that could be illuminated
by my small electric torch was always as empty as an empty room. Under these
conditions I had a conversation with I know not whom, which lasted all the way to
the first white gleam of daylight, and even there I could not see in what fashion he
vanished into the light of day. But the mouth of the labyrinth was full of many
openings and cracks and chasms, and it would not have been difficult for him to
have somehow darted back and disappeared again into the underworld of the
caves. I only know that I came out on the lonely steps of a great mountain like a
marble terrace, varied only with a green vegetation that seemed somehow more
tropical than the purity of the rock, like the Oriental invasion that has spread
sporadically over the fall of classic Hellas. I looked out on a sea of stainless blue,
and the sun shone steadily on utter loneliness and silence; and there was not a
blade of grass stirred with a whisper of flight nor the shadow of a shadow of man.
‘It had been a terrible conversation; so intimate and so individual and in a sense so
casual. This being, bodiless, faceless, nameless and yet calling me by my name,
had talked to me in those crypts and cracks where we were buried alive with no
more passion or melodrama than if we had been sitting in two armchairs at a club.
But he had told me also that he would unquestionably kill me or any other man
who came into the possession of the cross with the mark of the fish. He told me
frankly he was not fool enough to attack me there in the labyrinth, knowing I had a
loaded revolver, and that he ran as much risk as I. But he told me, equally calmly,
that he would plan my murder with the certainty of success, with every detail
developed and every danger warded off, with the sort of artistic perfection that a
Chinese craftsman or an Indian embroiderer gives to the artistic work of a lifetime. Yet he was no Oriental; I am certain he was a white man. I suspect that he
was a countryman of my own.
‘Since then I have received from time to time signs and symbols and queer
impersonal messages that have made me certain, at least, that if the man is a
maniac he is a monomaniac. He is always telling me, in this airy and detached
way, that the preparations for my death and burial are proceeding satisfactorily;
and that the only way in which I can prevent their being crowned with a
comfortable success is to give up the relic in my possession — the unique cross
that I found in the cavern. He does not seem to have any religious sentiment or
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fanaticism on the point; he seems to have no passion but the passion of a collector
of curiosities. That is one of the things that makes me feel sure he is a man of the
West and not of the East. But this particular curiosity seems to have driven him
quite crazy.
‘And then came this report, as yet unsubstantiated, about the duplicate relic found
on an embalmed body in a Sussex tomb. If he had been a maniac before, this news
turned him into a demoniac possessed of seven devils. That there should be one of
them belonging to another man was bad enough, but that there should be two of
them and neither belonging to him was a torture not to be borne. His mad
messages began to come thick and fast like showers of poisoned arrows, and each
cried out more confidently than the last that death would strike me at the moment
when I stretched out my unworthy hand towards the cross in the tomb.
‘‘You will never know me,’ he wrote, ‘you will never say my name; you will
never see my face; you will die, and never know who has killed you. I may be in
any form among those about you; but I shall be in that alone at which you have
forgotten to look.’
‘From those threats I deduce that he is quite likely to shadow me on this
expedition; and try to steal the relic or do me some mischief for possessing it. But
as I never saw the man in my life, he may be almost any man I meet. Logically
speaking, he may be any of the waiters who wait on me at table. He may be any of
the passengers who sit with me at table.’
‘He may be me,’ said Father Brown, with cheerful contempt for grammar.
‘He may be anybody else,’ answered Smaill seriously. ‘That is what I meant by
what I said just now. You are the only man I feel sure is not the enemy.’
Father Brown again looked embarrassed; then he smiled and said: ‘Well, oddly
enough, I’m not. What we have to consider is any chance of finding out if he really
is here before he — before he makes himself unpleasant.’
‘There is one chance of finding out, I think,’ remarked the Professor rather grimly.
‘When we get to Southampton I shall take a car at once along the coast; I should
be glad if you would come with me, but in the ordinary sense, of course, our little
party will break up. If any one of them turns up again in that little churchyard on
the Sussex coast, we shall know who he really is.’
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The Professor’s programme was duly carried out, at least to the extent of the car
and its cargo in the form of Father Brown. They coasted along the road with the
sea on one side and the hills of Hampshire and Sussex on the other; nor was there
visible to the eye any shadow of pursuit. As they approached the village of
Dulham only one man crossed their path who had any connexion with the matter
in hand; a journalist who had just visited the church and been courteously escorted
by the vicar through the new excavated chapel; but his remarks and notes seemed
to be of the ordinary newspaper sort. But Professor Smaill was perhaps a little
fanciful, and could not dismiss the sense of something odd and discouraging in the
attitude and appearance of the man, who was tall and shabby, hook-nosed and
hollow-eyed, with moustaches that drooped with depression. He seemed anything
but enlivened by his late experiment as a sightseer; indeed, he seemed to be
striding as fast as possible from the sight, when they stopped him with a question.
‘It’s all about a curse,’ he said; ‘a curse on the place, according to the guide-book
or the parson, or the oldest inhabitant or whoever is the authority; and really, it
feels jolly like it. Curse or curse, I’m glad to have got out of it.’
‘Do you believe in curses?’ asked Smaill curiously.
‘I don’t believe in anything; I’m a journalist,’ answered the melancholy being —
‘Boon, of the Daily Wire. But there’s a something creepy about that crypt; and I’ll
never deny I felt a chill.’ And he strode on towards the railway station with a
further accelerated pace.
‘Looks like a raven or a crow, that fellow,’ observed Smaill as they turned towards
the churchyard. ‘What is it they say about a bird of ill omen?’
They entered the churchyard slowly, the eyes of the American antiquary lingering
luxuriantly over the isolated roof of the lynch-gate and the large unfathomable
black growth of the yew looking like night itself defying the broad daylight. The
path climbed up amid heaving levels of turf in which the gravestones were tilted at
all angles like stone rafts tossed on a green sea, till it came to the ridge beyond
which the great sea itself ran like an iron bar, with pale lights in it like steel.
Almost at their feet the tough rank grass turned into a tuft of sea-holly and ended
in grey and yellow sand; and a foot or two from the holly, and outlined darkly
against the steely sea, stood a motionless figure. But for its dark-grey clothing it
might almost have been the statue on some sepulchral monument. But Father
Brown instantly recognized something in the elegant stoop of the shoulders and
the rather sullen outward thrust of the short beard.
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‘Gee!’ exclaimed the professor of archaeology; ‘it’s that man Tarrant, if you call
him a man. Did you think, when I spoke on the boat, that I should ever get so
quick an answer to my question?’
‘I thought you might get too many answers to it,’ answered Father Brown.
‘Why, how do you mean?’ inquired the Professor, darting a look at him over his
shoulder.
‘I mean,’ answered the other mildly, ‘that I thought I heard voices behind the yewtree. I don’t think Mr Tarrant is so solitary as he looks; I might even venture to
say, so solitary as he likes to look.’
Even as Tarrant turned slowly round in his moody manner, the confirmation came.
Another voice, high and rather hard, but none the less feminine, was saying with
experienced raillery: ‘And how was I to know he would be here?’ It was borne in
upon Professor Smaill that this gay observation was not addressed to him; so he
was forced to conclude in some bewilderment, that yet a third person was present.
As Lady Diana Wales came out, radiant and resolute as ever, from the shadow of
the yew, he noted grimly that she had a living shadow of her own. The lean dapper
figure of Leonard Smyth, that insinuating man of letters, appeared immediately
behind her own flamboyant form, smiling, his head a little on one side like a dog’s.
‘Snakes!’ muttered Smaill; ‘why, they’re all here! Or all except that little showman
with the walrus whiskers.’
He heard Father Brown laughing softly beside him; and indeed the situation was
becoming something more than laughable. It seemed to be turning topsy-turvy and
tumbling about their ears like a pantomime trick; for even while the Professor had
been speaking, his words had received the most comical contradiction. The round
head with the grotesque black crescent of moustache had appeared suddenly and
seemingly out of a hole in the ground. An instant afterwards they realized that the
hole was in fact a very large hole, leading to a ladder which descended into the
bowels of the earth; that it was in fact the entrance to the subterranean scene they
had come to visit. The little man had been the first to find the entrance and had
already descended a rung or two of the ladder before he put his head out again to
address his fellow-travellers. He looked like some particularly preposterous Gravedigger in a burlesque of Hamlet. He only said thickly behind his thick moustaches,
‘It is down here.’ But it came to the rest of the company with a start of realization
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that, though they had sat opposite him at meal-times for a week, they had hardly
ever heard him speak before; and that though he was supposed to be an English
lecturer, he spoke with a rather occult foreign accent.
‘You see, my dear Professor,’ cried Lady Diana with trenchant cheerfulness, ‘your
Byzantine mummy was simply too exciting to be missed. I simply had to come
along and see it; and I’m sure the gentlemen felt just the same. Now you must tell
us all about it.’
‘I do not know all about it,’ said the Professor gravely, not to say grimly, ‘In some
respects I don’t even know what it’s all about. It certainly seems odd that we
should have all met again so soon, but I suppose there are no limits to the modern
thirst for information. But if we are all to visit the place it must be done in a
responsible way and, if you will forgive me, under responsible leadership. We
must notify whoever is in charge of the excavations; we shall probably at least
have to put our names in a book.’
Something rather like a wrangle followed on this collision between the impatience
of the lady and the suspicions of the archaeologist; but the latter’s insistence on the
official rights of the Vicar and the local investigation ultimately prevailed; the
little man with the moustaches came reluctantly out of his grave again and silently
acquiesced in a less impetuous descent. Fortunately, the clergyman himself
appeared at this stage — a grey-haired, good-looking gentleman with a droop
accentuated by doublet eyeglasses; and while rapidly establishing sympathetic
relations with the Professor as a fellow-antiquarian, he did not seem to regard his
rather motley group of companions with anything more hostile than amusement.
‘I hope you are none of you superstitious,’ he said pleasantly. ‘I ought to tell you,
to start with, that there are supposed to be all sorts of bad omens and curses
hanging over our devoted heads in this business. I have just been deciphering a
Latin inscription which was found over the entrance to the chapel; and it would
seem that there are no less than three curses involved; a curse for entering the
sealed chamber, a double curse for opening the coffin, and a triple and most
terrible curse for touching the gold relic found inside it. The two first maledictions
I have already incurred myself,’ he added with a smile; ‘but I fear that even you
will have to incur the first and mildest of them if you are to see anything at all.
According to the story, the curses descend in a rather lingering fashion, at long
intervals and on later occasions. I don’t know whether that is any comfort to you.’
And the Reverend Mr Walters smiled once more in his drooping and benevolent
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manner.
‘Story,’ repeated Professor Smaill, ‘why, what story is that?’
‘It is rather a long story and varies, like other local legends,’ answered the Vicar.
‘But it is undoubtedly contemporary with the time of the tomb; and the substance
of it is embodied in the inscription and is roughly this: Guy de Gisors, a lord of the
manor here early in the thirteenth century, had set his heart on a beautiful black
horse in the possession of an envoy from Genoa, which that practical merchant
prince would not sell except for a huge price. Guy was driven by avarice to the
crime of pillaging the shrine and, according to one story, even killing the bishop,
who was then resident there. Anyhow, the bishop uttered a curse which was to fall
on anybody who should continue to withhold the gold cross from its resting-place
in his tomb, or should take steps to disturb it when it had returned there. The
feudal lord raised the money for the horse by selling the gold relic to a goldsmith
in the town; but on the first day he mounted the horse the animal reared and threw
him in front of the church porch, breaking his neck. Meanwhile the goldsmith,
hitherto wealthy and prosperous, was ruined by a series of inexplicable accidents,
and fell into the power of a Jew money-lender living in the manor. Eventually the
unfortunate goldsmith, faced with nothing but starvation, hanged himself on an
apple-tree. The gold cross with all his other goods, his house, shop, and tools, had
long ago passed into the possession of the money-lender. Meanwhile, the son and
heir of the feudal lord, shocked by the judgement on his blasphemous sire, had
become a religious devotee in the dark and stern spirit of those times, and
conceived it his duty to persecute all heresy and unbelief among his vassals. Thus
the Jew, in his turn, who had been cynically tolerated by the father, was ruthlessly
burnt by order of the son; so that he, in his turn, suffered for the possession of the
relic; and after these three judgements, it was returned to the bishop’s tomb; since
when no eye has seen and no hand has touched it.’
Lady Diana Wales seemed to be more impressed than might have been expected.
‘It really gives one rather a shiver,’ she said, ‘to think that we are going to be the
first, except the vicar.’
The pioneer with the big moustaches and the broken English did not descend after
all by his favourite ladder, which indeed had only been used by some of the
workmen conducting the excavation; for the clergyman led them round to a larger
and more convenient entrance about a hundred yards away, out of which he
himself had just emerged from his investigations underground. Here the descent
was by a fairly gradual slope with no difficulties save the increasing darkness; for
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they soon found themselves moving in single file down a tunnel as black as pitch,
and it was some little time before they saw a glimmer of light ahead of them. Once
during that silent march there was a sound like a catch in somebody’s breath, it
was impossible to say whose; and once there was an oath like a dull explosion, and
it was in an unknown tongue.
They came out in a circular chamber like a basilica in a ring of round arches; for
that chapel had been built before the first pointed arch of the Gothic had pierced
our civilization like a spear. A glimmer of greenish light between some of the
pillars marked the place of the other opening into the world above, and gave a
vague sense of being under the sea, which was intensified by one or two other
incidental and perhaps fanciful resemblances. For the dog-tooth pattern of the
Norman was faintly traceable round all the arches, giving them, above the
cavernous darkness, something of the look of the mouths of monstrous sharks.
And in the centre the dark bulk of the tomb itself, with its lifted lid of stone, might
almost have been the jaws of some such leviathan.
Whether out of the sense of fitness or from the lack of more modern appliances,
the clerical antiquary had arranged for the illumination of the chapel only by four
tall candles in big wooden candlesticks standing on the floor. Of these only one
was alight when they entered, casting a faint glimmer over the mighty architectural
forms. When they had all assembled, the clergyman proceeded to light the three
others, and the appearance and contents of the great sarcophagus came more
clearly into view.
All eyes went first to the face of the dead, preserved across all those ages in the
lines of life by some secret Eastern process, it was said, inherited from heathen
antiquity and unknown to the simple graveyards of our own island. The Professor
could hardly repress an exclamation of wonder; for, though the face was as pale as
a mask of wax, it looked otherwise like a sleeping man, who had but that moment
closed his eyes. The face was of the ascetic, perhaps even the fanatical type, with a
high framework of bones; the figure was clad in a golden cope and gorgeous
vestments, and high up on the breast, at the base of the throat, glittered the famous
gold cross upon a short gold chain, or rather necklace. The stone coffin had been
opened by lifting the lid of it at the head and propping it aloft upon two strong
wooden shafts or poles, hitched above under the edge of the upper slab and
wedged below into the corners of the coffin behind the head of the corpse. Less
could therefore be seen of the feet or the lower part of the figure, but the candlelight shone full on the face; and in contrast with its tones of dead ivory the cross of
gold seemed to stir and sparkle like a fire.
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Professor Smaill’s big forehead had carried a big furrow of reflection, or possibly
of worry, ever since the clergyman had told the story of the curse. But feminine
intuition, not untouched by feminine hysteria, understood the meaning of his
brooding immobility better than did the men around him. In the silence of that
candle-lit cavern Lady Diana cried out suddenly: ‘Don’t touch it, I tell you!’
But the man had already made one of his swift leonine movements, leaning
forward over the body. The next instant they all darted, some forward and some
backward, but all with a dreadful ducking motion as if the sky were falling.
As the Professor laid a finger on the gold cross, the wooden props, that bent very
slightly in supporting the lifted lid of stone, seemed to jump and straighten
themselves with a jerk. The lip of the stone slab slipped from its wooden perch;
and in all their souls and stomachs came a sickening sense of down-rushing ruin,
as if they had all been flung off a precipice. Smaill had withdrawn his head swiftly,
but not in time; and he lay senseless beside the coffin, in a red puddle of blood
from scalp or skull. And the old stone coffin was once more closed as it had been
for centuries; save that one or two sticks or splinters stuck in the crevice, horribly
suggestive of bones crunched by an ogre. The leviathan had snapped its jaws of
stone.
Lady Diana was looking at the wreck with eyes that had an electric glare as of
lunacy; her red hair looked scarlet against the pallor of her face in the greenish
twilight. Smyth was looking at her, still with something dog-like in the turn of his
head; but it was the expression of a dog who looks at a master whose catastrophe
he can only partly understand. Tarrant and the foreigner had stiffened in their usual
sullen attitudes, but their faces had turned the colour of clay. The Vicar seemed to
have fainted. Father Brown was kneeling beside the fallen figure, trying to test its
condition.
Rather to the general surprise, the Byronic lounger, Paul Tarrant, came forward to
help him.
‘He’d better be carried up into the air,’ he said. ‘I suppose there’s just a chance for
him.’
‘He isn’t dead,’ said Father Brown in a low voice, ‘but I think it’s pretty bad; you
aren’t a doctor by any chance?’
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‘No; but I’ve had to pick up a good many things in my time,’ said the other. ‘But
never mind about me just now. My real profession would probably surprise you.’
‘I don’t think so,’ replied Father Brown, with a slight smile. ‘I thought of it about
halfway through the voyage. You are a detective shadowing somebody. Well, the
cross is safe from thieves now, anyhow.’
While they were speaking Tarrant had lifted the frail figure of the fallen man with
easy strength and dexterity, and was carefully carrying him towards the exit. He
answered over his shoulder:
‘Yes, the cross is safe enough.’
‘You mean that nobody else is,’ replied Brown. ‘Are you thinking of the curse,
too?’
Father Brown went about for the next hour or two under a burden of frowning
perplexity that was something beyond the shock of the tragic accident. He assisted
in carrying the victim to the little inn opposite the church, interviewed the doctor,
who reported the injury as serious and threatening, though not certainly fatal, and
carried the news to the little group of travellers who had gathered round the table
in the inn parlour. But wherever he went the cloud of mystification rested on him
and seemed to grow darker the more deeply he pondered. For the central mystery
was growing more and more mysterious, actually in proportion as many of the
minor mysteries began to clear themselves up in his mind. Exactly in proportion as
the meaning of individual figures in that motley group began to explain itself, the
thing that had happened grew more and more difficult to explain. Leonard Smyth
had come merely because Lady Diana had come; and Lady Diana had come
merely because she chose. They were engaged in one of those floating Society
flirtations that are all the more silly for being semi-intellectual. But the lady’s
romanticism had a superstitious side to it; and she was pretty well prostrated by the
terrible end of her adventure. Paul Tarrant was a private detective, possibly
watching the flirtation, for some wife or husband; possibly shadowing the foreign
lecturer with the moustaches, who had much the air of an undesirable alien. But if
he or anybody else had intended to steal the relic, the intention had been finally
frustrated. And to all mortal appearance, what had frustrated it was either an
incredible coincidence or the intervention of the ancient curse.
As he stood in unusual perplexity in the middle of the village street, between the
inn and the church, he felt a mild shock of surprise at seeing a recently familiar but
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rather unexpected figure advancing up the street. Mr Boon, the journalist, looking
very haggard in the sunshine, which showed up his shabby raiment like that of a
scarecrow, had his dark and deep-set eyes (rather close together on either side of
the long drooping nose) fixed on the priest. The latter looked twice before he
realized that the heavy dark moustache hid something like a grin or at least a grim
smile.
‘I thought you were going away,’ said Father Brown a little sharply. ‘I thought you
left by that train two hours ago.’
‘Well, you see I didn’t,’ said Boon.
‘Why have you come back?’ asked the priest almost sternly.
‘This is not the sort of little rural paradise for a journalist to leave in a hurry,’
replied the other. ‘Things happen too fast here to make it worth while to go back to
a dull place like London. Besides, they can’t keep me out of the affair — I mean
this second affair. It was I that found the body, or at any rate the clothes. Quite
suspicious conduct on my part, wasn’t it? Perhaps you think I wanted to dress up
in his clothes. Shouldn’t I make a lovely parson?’
And the lean and long-nosed mountebank suddenly made an extravagant gesture in
the middle of the market-place, stretching out his arms and spreading out his darkgloved hands in a sort of burlesque benediction and saying: ‘Oh, my dear brethren
and sisters, for I would embrace you all....’
‘What on earth are you talking about?’ cried Father Brown, and rapped the stones
slightly with his stumpy umbrella, for he was a little less patient than usual.
‘Oh, you’ll find out all about it if you ask that picnic party of yours at the inn,’
replied Boon scornfully. ‘That man Tarrant seems to suspect me merely because I
found the clothes; though he only came up a minute too late to find them himself.
But there are all sorts of mysteries in this business. The little man with the big
moustaches may have more in him than meets the eye. For that matter I don’t see
why you shouldn’t have killed the poor fellow yourself.’
Father Brown did not seem in the least annoyed at the suggestion, but he seemed
exceedingly bothered and bewildered by the remark. ‘Do you mean,’ he asked
with simplicity, ‘that it was I who tried to kill Professor Smaill?’
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‘Not at all,’ said the other, waving his hand with the air of one making a handsome
concession. ‘Plenty of dead people for you to choose among. Not limited to
Professor Smaill. Why, didn’t you know somebody else had turned up, a good deal
deader than Professor Smaill? And I don’t see why you shouldn’t have done him
in, in a quiet way. Religious differences, you know... lamentable disunion of
Christendom. ... I suppose you’ve always wanted to get the English parishes back.’
‘I’m going back to the inn,’ said the priest quietly; ‘you say the people there know
what you mean, and perhaps they may be able to say it.’
In truth, just afterwards his private perplexities suffered a momentary dispersal at
the news of a new calamity. The moment he entered the little parlour where the
rest of the company were collected, something in their pale faces told him they
were shaken by something yet more recent than the accident at the tomb. Even as
he entered, Leonard Smyth was saying: ‘Where is all this going to end?’
‘It will never end, I tell you,’ repeated Lady Diana, gazing into vacancy with
glassy eyes; ‘it will never end till we all end. One after another the curse will take
us; perhaps slowly, as the poor vicar said; but it will take us all as it has taken him.’
‘What in the world has happened now?’ asked Father Brown.
There was a silence, and then Tarrant said in a voice that sounded a little hollow:
‘Mr Walters, the Vicar, has committed suicide. I suppose it was the shock
unhinged him. But I fear there can be no doubt about it. We’ve just found his black
hat and clothes on a rock jutting out from the shore. He seems to have jumped into
the sea. I thought he looked as if it had knocked him half-witted, and perhaps we
ought to have looked after him; but there was so much to look after.’
‘You could have done nothing,’ said the lady. ‘Don’t you see the thing is dealing
doom in a sort of dreadful order? The Professor touched the cross, and he went
first; the Vicar had opened the tomb, and he went second; we only entered the
chapel, and we — ’
‘Hold on,’ said Father Brown, in a sharp voice he very seldom used; ‘this has got
to stop.’
He still wore a heavy though unconscious frown, but in his eyes was no longer the
cloud of mystification, but a light of almost terrible understanding. ‘What a fool I
am!’ he muttered. ‘I ought to have seen it long ago. The tale of the curse ought to
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have told me.’
‘Do you mean to say,’ demanded Tarrant, ‘that we can really be killed now by
something that happened in the thirteenth century?’
Father Brown shook his head and answered with quiet emphasis: ‘I won’t discuss
whether we can be killed by something that happened in the thirteenth century; but
I’m jolly certain that we can’t be killed by something that never happened in the
thirteenth century, something that never happened at all.’
‘Well,’ said Tarrant, ‘it’s refreshing to find a priest so sceptical of the supernatural
as all that.’
‘Not at all,’ replied the priest calmly; ‘it’s not the supernatural part I doubt. It’s the
natural part. I’m exactly in the position of the man who said, ‘I can believe the
impossible, but not the improbable.’’
‘That’s what you call a paradox, isn’t it?’ asked the other.
‘It’s what I call common sense, properly understood,’ replied Father Brown. ’It
really is more natural to believe a preternatural story, that deals with things we
don’t understand, than a natural story that contradicts things we do understand.
Tell me that the great Mr Gladstone, in his last hours, was haunted by the ghost of
Parnell, and I will be agnostic about it. But tell me that Mr Gladstone, when first
presented to Queen Victoria, wore his hat in her drawing-room and slapped her on
the back and offered her a cigar, and I am not agnostic at all. That is not
impossible; it’s only incredible. But I’m much more certain it didn’t happen than
that Parnell’s ghost didn’t appear; because it violates the laws of the world I do
understand. So it is with that tale of the curse. It isn’t the legend that I disbelieve
— it’s the history.’
Lady Diana had recovered a little from her trance of Cassandra, and her perennial
curiosity about new things began to peer once more out of her bright and
prominent eyes.
‘What a curious man you are!’ she said. ‘Why should you disbelieve the history?’
‘I disbelieve the history because it isn’t history,’ answered Father Brown. ‘To
anybody who happens to know a little about the Middle Ages, the whole story was
about as probable as Gladstone offering Queen Victoria a cigar. But does anybody
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know anything about the Middle Ages? Do you know what a Guild was? Have you
ever heard of salvo managio suo? Do you know what sort of people were Servi
Regis?
‘No, of course I don’t,’ said the lady, rather crossly. ‘What a lot of Latin words!’
‘No, of course,’ said Father Brown. ‘If it had been Tutankhamen and a set of driedup Africans preserved, Heaven knows why, at the other end of the world; if it had
been Babylonia or China; if it had been some race as remote and mysterious as the
Man in the Moon, your newspapers would have told you all about it, down to the
last discovery of a tooth-brush or a collar-stud. But the men who built your own
parish churches, and gave the names to your own towns and trades, and the very
roads you walk on — it has never occurred to you to know anything about them. I
don’t claim to know a lot myself; but I know enough to see that story is stuff and
nonsense from beginning to end. It was illegal for a money-lender to distrain on a
man’s shop and tools. It’s exceedingly unlikely that the Guild would not have
saved a man from such utter ruin, especially if he were ruined by a Jew. Those
people had vices and tragedies of their own; they sometimes tortured and burned
people. But that idea of a man, without God or hope in the world, crawling away to
die because nobody cared whether he lived — that isn’t a medieval idea. That’s a
product of our economic science and progress. The Jew wouldn’t have been a
vassal of the feudal lord. The Jews normally had a special position as servants of
the King. Above all, the Jew couldn’t possibly have been burned for his religion.’
‘The paradoxes are multiplying,’ observed Tarrant; ’but surely, you won’t deny
that Jews were persecuted in the Middle Ages?’
‘It would be nearer the truth,’ said Father Brown, ’to say they were the only people
who weren’t persecuted in the Middle Ages. If you want to satirize medievalism,
you could make a good case by saying that some poor Christian might be burned
alive for ‘making a mistake about the Homoousion, while a rich Jew might walk
down the street openly sneering at Christ and the Mother of God. Well, that’s what
the story is like. It was never a story of the Middle Ages; it was never even a
legend about the Middle Ages. It was made up by somebody whose notions came
from novels and newspapers, and probably made up on the spur of the moment.’
The others seemed a little dazed by the historical digression, and seemed to
wonder vaguely why the priest emphasized it and made it so important a part of
the puzzle. But Tarrant, whose trade it was to pick the practical detail out of many
tangles of digression, had suddenly become alert. His bearded chin was thrust
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forward farther than ever, but his sullen eyes were wide awake. ‘Ah,’ he said;
‘made up on the spur of the moment!’
‘Perhaps that is an exaggeration,’ admitted Father Brown calmly. ‘I should rather
say made up more casually and carelessly than the rest of an uncommonly careful
plot. But the plotter did not think the details of medieval history would matter
much to anybody. And his calculation in a general way was pretty nearly right,
like most of his other calculations.’
‘Whose calculations? Who was right?’ demanded the lady with a sudden passion
of impatience. ‘Who is this person you are talking about? Haven’t we gone
through enough, without your making our flesh creep with your he’s and him’s?’
‘I am talking about the murderer,’ said Father Brown.
‘What murderer?’ she asked sharply. ‘Do you mean that the poor Professor was
murdered?’
‘Well,’ said the staring Tarrant gruffly into his beard, ‘we can’t say ‘murdered’,
for we don’t know he’s killed.’
‘The murderer killed somebody else, who was not Professor Smaill,’ said the
priest gravely.
‘Why, whom else could he kill?’ asked the other. ‘He killed the Reverend John
Walters, the Vicar of Dulham,’ replied Father Brown with precision. ‘He only
wanted to kill those two, because they both had got hold of relics of one rare
pattern. The murderer was a sort of monomaniac on the point.’
‘It all sounds very strange,’ muttered Tarrant. ‘Of course we can’t swear that the
Vicar’s really dead either. We haven’t seen his body.’
‘Oh yes, you have,’ said Father Brown.
There was a silence as sudden as the stroke of a gong; a silence in which that subconscious guesswork that was so active and accurate in the woman moved her
almost to a shriek.
‘That is exactly what you have seen,’ went on the priest. ‘You have seen his body.
You haven’t seen him — the real living man; but you have seen his body all right.
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You have stared at it hard by the light of four great candles; and it was not tossing
suicidally in the sea but lying in state like a Prince of the Church in a shrine built
before the Crusade.’
‘In plain words,’ said Tarrant, ‘you actually ask us to believe that the embalmed
body was really the corpse of a murdered man.’
Father Brown was silent for a moment; then he said almost with an air of
irrelevance: ‘The first thing I noticed about it was the cross; or rather the string
suspending the cross. Naturally, for most of you, it was only a string of beads and
nothing else in particular; but, naturally also, it was rather more in my line than
yours. You remember it lay close up to the chin, with only a few beads showing, as
if the whole necklet were quite short. But the beads that showed were arranged in a
special way, first one and then three, and so on; in fact, I knew at a glance that it
was a rosary, an ordinary rosary with a cross at the end of it. But a rosary has at
least five decades and additional beads as well; and I naturally wondered where all
the rest of it was. It would go much more than once round the old man’s neck. I
couldn’t understand it at the time; and it was only afterwards I guessed where the
extra length had gone to. It was coiled round and round the foot of the wooden
prop that was fixed in the corner of the coffin, holding up the lid. So that when
poor Smaill merely plucked at the cross it jerked the prop out of its place and the
lid fell on his skull like a club of stone.’
‘By George!’ said Tarrant; ‘I’m beginning to think there’s something in what you
say. This is a queer story if it’s true.’
‘When I realized that,’ went on Father Brown, ‘I could manage more or less to
guess the rest. Remember, first of all, that there never was any responsible
archaeological authority for anything more than investigation. Poor old Walters
was an honest antiquary, who was engaged in opening the tomb to find out if there
was any truth in the legend about embalmed bodies. The rest was all rumour, of
the sort that often anticipates or exaggerates such finds. As a fact, he found the
body had not been embalmed, but had fallen into dust long ago. Only while he was
working there by the light of his lonely candle in that sunken chapel, the
candlelight threw another shadow that was not his own.’
‘Ah!’ cried Lady Diana with a catch in her breath; ’and I know what you mean
now. You mean to tell us we have met the murderer, talked and joked with the
murderer, let him tell us a romantic tale, and let him depart untouched.’
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‘Leaving his clerical disguise on a rock,’ assented Brown. ‘It is all dreadfully
simple. This man got ahead of the Professor in the race to the churchyard and
chapel, possibly while the Professor was talking to that lugubrious journalist. He
came on the old clergyman beside the empty coffin and killed him. Then he
dressed himself in the black clothes from the corpse, wrapped it in an old cope
which had been among the real finds of the exploration, and put it in the coffin,
arranging the rosary and the wooden support as I have described. Then, having
thus set the trap for his second enemy, he went up into the daylight and greeted us
all with the most amiable politeness of a country clergyman.’
‘He ran a considerable risk,’ objected Tarrant, ‘of somebody knowing Walters by
sight.’
‘I admit he was half-mad,’ agreed Father Brown; ‘and I think you will admit that
the risk was worth taking, for he has got off, after all.’
‘I’ll admit he was very lucky,’ growled Tarrant. ‘And who the devil was he?’
‘As you say, he was very lucky,’ answered Father Brown, ‘and not least in that
respect. For that is the one thing we may never know.’ He frowned at the table for
a moment and then went on: ‘This fellow has been hovering round and threatening
for years, but the one thing he was careful of was to keep the secret of who he was;
and he has kept it still. But if poor Smaill recovers, as I think he will, it is pretty
safe to say that you will hear more of it.’
‘Why, what will Professor Smaill do, do you think?’ asked Lady Diana.
‘I should think the first thing he would do,’ said Tarrant, ‘would be to put the
detectives on like dogs after this murdering devil. I should like to have a go at him
myself.’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, smiling suddenly after his long fit of frowning
perplexity, ‘I think I know the very first thing he ought to do.’
‘And what is that?’ asked Lady Diana with graceful eagerness.
‘He ought to apologize to all of you,’ said Father Brown.
It was not upon this point, however, that Father Brown found himself talking to
Professor Smaill as he sat by the bedside during the slow convalescence of that
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eminent archaeologist. Nor, indeed, was it chiefly Father Brown who did the
talking; for though the Professor was limited to small doses of the stimulant of
conversation, he concentrated most of it upon these interviews with his clerical
friend. Father Brown had a talent for being silent in an encouraging way and
Smaill was encouraged by it to talk about many strange things not always easy to
talk about; such as the morbid phases of recovery and the monstrous dreams that
often accompany delirium. It is often rather an unbalancing business to recover
slowly from a bad knock on the head; and when the head is as interesting a head as
that of Professor Smaill even its disturbances and distortions are apt to be original
and curious. His dreams were like bold and big designs rather out of drawing, as
they can be seen in the strong but stiff archaic arts that he had studied; they were
full of strange saints with square and triangular haloes, of golden out-standing
crowns and glories round dark and flattened faces, of eagles out of the east and the
high headdresses of bearded men with their hair bound like women. Only, as he
told his friend, there was one much simpler and less entangled type, that
continually recurred to his imaginative memory. Again and again all these
Byzantine patterns would fade away like the fading gold on which they were
traced as upon fire; and nothing remained but the dark bare wall of rock on which
the shining shape of the fish was traced as with a finger dipped in the
phosphorescence of fishes. For that was the sign which he once looked up and
saw, in the moment when he first heard round the corner of the dark passage the
voice of his enemy.
‘And at last,’ he said, ‘I think I have seen a meaning in the picture and the voice;
and one that I never understood before. Why should I worry because one madman
among a million of sane men, leagued in a great society against him, chooses to
brag of persecuting me or pursuing me to death? The man who drew in the dark
catacomb the secret symbol of Christ was persecuted in a very different fashion.
He was the solitary madman; the whole sane society was leagued together not to
save but to slay him. I have sometimes fussed and fidgeted and wondered whether
this or that man was my persecutor; whether it was Tarrant; whether it was
Leonard Smyth; whether it was any one of them. Suppose it had been all of them?
Suppose it had been all the men on the boat and the men on the train and the men
in the village. Suppose, so far as I was concerned, they were all murderers. I
thought I had a right to be alarmed because I was creeping through the bowels of
the earth in the dark and there was a man who would destroy me. What would it
have been like, if the destroyer had been up in the daylight and had owned all the
earth and commanded all the armies and the crowds? How if he had been able to
stop all the earths or smoke me out of my hole, or kill me the moment I put my
nose out in the daylight? What was it like to deal with murder on that scale? The
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world has forgotten these things, as until a little while ago it had forgotten war.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘but the war came. The fish may be driven underground
again, but it will come up into the daylight once more. As St Antony of Padua
humorously remarked, ‘It is only fishes who survive the Deluge.’’

The Dagger with Wings
FATHER BROWN, at one period of his life, found it difficult to hang his hat on a
hat-peg without repressing a slight shudder. The origin of this idiosyncrasy was
indeed a mere detail in much more complicated events; but it was perhaps the only
detail that remained to him in his busy life to remind him of the whole business. Its
remote origin was to be found in the facts which led Dr Boyne, the medical officer
attached to the police force, to send for the priest on a particular frosty morning in
December.
Dr Boyne was a big dark Irishman, one of those rather baffling Irishmen to be
found all over the world, who will talk scientific scepticism, materialism, and
cynicism at length and at large, but who never dream of referring anything
touching the ritual of religion to anything except the traditional religion of their
native land. It would be hard to say whether their creed is a very superficial
varnish or a very fundamental substratum; but most probably it is both, with a
mass of materialism in between. Anyhow, when he thought that matters of that sort
might be involved, he asked Father Brown to call, though he made no pretence of
preference for that aspect of them.
‘I’m not sure I want you, you know,’ was his greeting. ‘I’m not sure about
anything yet. I’m hanged if I can make out whether it’s a case for a doctor, or a
policeman, or a priest.’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown with a smile, ‘as I suppose you’re both a policeman and
a doctor, I seem to be rather in a minority.’
‘I admit you’re what politicians call an instructed minority,’ replied the doctor. ‘I
mean, I know you’ve had to do a little in our line as well as your own. But it’s
precious hard to say whether this business is in your line or ours, or merely in the
line of the Commissioners in Lunacy. We’ve just had a message from a man living
near here, in that white house on the hill, asking for protection against a murderous
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persecution. We’ve gone into the facts as far as we could, and perhaps I’d better
tell you the story as it is supposed to have happened, from the beginning.
‘It seems that a man named Aylmer, who was a wealthy landowner in the West
Country, married rather late in life and had three sons, Philip, Stephen, and
Arnold. But in his bachelor days, when he thought he would have no heir, he had
adopted a boy whom he thought very brilliant and promising, who went by the
name of John Strake. His origin seems to be vague; they say he was a foundling;
some say he was a gipsy. I think the last notion is mixed up with the fact that
Aylmer in his old age dabbled in all sorts of dingy occultism, including palmistry
and astrology, and his three sons say that Strake encouraged him in it. But they
said a great many other things besides that. They said Strake was an amazing
scoundrel, and especially an amazing liar; a genius in inventing lies on the spur of
the moment, and telling them so as to deceive a detective. But that might very well
be a natural prejudice, in the light of what happened.
Perhaps you can more or less imagine what happened. The old man left practically
everything to the adopted son; and when he died the three real sons disputed the
will. They said their father had been frightened into surrender and, not to put too
fine a point on it, into gibbering idiocy. They said Strake had the strangest and
most cunning ways of getting at him, in spite of the nurses and the family, and
terrorizing him on his death-bed. Anyhow, they seemed to have proved something
about the dead man’s mental condition, for the courts set aside the will and the
sons inherited. Strake is said to have broken out in the most dreadful fashion, and
sworn he would kill all three of them, one after another, and that nothing could
hide them from his vengeance. It is the third or last of the brothers, Arnold
Aylmer, who is asking for police protection.’
‘Third and last,’ said the priest, looking at him gravely.
‘Yes,’ said Boyne. ‘The other two are dead.’ There was a silence before he
continued. ‘That is where the doubt comes in. There is no proof they were
murdered, but they might possibly have been. The eldest, who took up his position
as squire, was supposed to have committed suicide in his garden. The second, who
went into trade as a manufacturer, was knocked on the head by the machinery in
his factory; he might very well have taken a false step and fallen. But if Strake did
kill them, he is certainly very cunning in his way of getting to work and getting
away. On the other hand, it’s more than likely that the whole thing is a mania of
conspiracy founded on a coincidence. Look here, what I want is this. I want
somebody of sense, who isn’t an official, to go up and have a talk with this Mr
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Arnold Aylmer and form an impression of him. You know what a man with a
delusion is like, and how a man looks when he is telling the truth. I want you to be
the advance guard, before we take the matter up.’
‘It seems rather odd,’ said Father Brown, ‘that you haven’t had to take it up before.
If there is anything in this business, it seems to have been going on for a good
time. Is there any particular reason why he should send for you just now, any more
than any other time?’
‘That had occurred to me, as you may imagine,’ answered Dr Boyne. ‘He does
give a reason, but I confess it is one of the things that make me wonder whether
the whole thing isn’t only the whim of some half-witted crank. He declared that all
his servants have suddenly gone on strike and left him, so that he is obliged to call
on the police to look after his house. And on making inquiries, I certainly do find
that there has been a general exodus of servants from that house on the hill; and of
course the town is full of tales, very one-sided tales I dare say. Their account of it
seems to be that their employer had become quite impossible in his fidgets and
fears and exactions; that he wanted them to guard the house like sentries, or sit up
like night nurses in a hospital; that they could never be left alone because he must
never be left alone. So they all announced in a loud voice that he was a lunatic, and
left. Of course that does not prove he is a lunatic; but it seems rather rum
nowadays for a man to expect his valet or his parlour-maid to act as an armed
guard.’
‘And so,’ said the priest with a smile, ‘he wants a policeman to act as his parlourmaid because his parlour-maid won’t act as a policeman.’
‘I thought that rather thick, too,’ agreed the doctor; ‘but I can’t take the
responsibility of a flat refusal till I’ve tried a compromise. You are the
compromise.’
‘Very well,’ said Father Brown simply. ‘I’ll go and call on him now if you like.’
The rolling country round the little town was sealed and bound with frost, and the
sky was as clear and cold as steel, except in the north-east where clouds with lurid
haloes were beginning to climb up the sky. It was against these darker and more
sinister colours that the house on the hill gleamed with a row of pale pillars,
forming a short colonnade of the classical sort. A winding road led up to it across
the curve of the down, and plunged into a mass of dark bushes. Just before it
reached the bushes the air seemed to grow colder and colder, as if he were
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approaching an ice-house or the North Pole. But he was a highly practical person,
never entertaining such fancies except as fancies. And he merely cocked his eye at
the great livid cloud crawling up over the house, and remarked cheerfully: ‘It’s
going to snow.’
Through a low ornamental iron gateway of the Italianate pattern he entered a
garden having something of that desolation which only belongs to the disorder of
orderly things. Deep-green growths were grey with the faint powder of the frost,
large weeds — had fringed the fading pattern of the flower-beds as if in a ragged
frame; and the house stood as if waist-high in a stunted forest of shrubs and
bushes. The vegetation consisted largely of evergreens or very hardy plants; and
though it was thus thick and heavy, it was too northern to be called luxuriant. It
might be described as an Arctic jungle. So it was in some sense with the house
itself, which had a row of columns and a classical facade, which might have
looked out on the Mediterranean; but which seemed now to be withering in the
wind of the North Sea. Classical ornament here and there accentuated the contrast;
caryatides and carved masks of comedy or tragedy looked down from corners of
the building upon the grey confusion of the garden paths; but the faces seemed to
be frost-bitten. The very volutes of the capitals might have curled up with the cold.
Father Brown went up the grassy steps to a square porch flanked by big pillars and
knocked at the door. About four minutes afterwards he knocked again. Then he
stood still patiently waiting with his back to the door and looked out on the slowly
darkening landscape. It was darkening under the shadow of that one great
continent of cloud that had come flying out of the north; and even as he looked out
beyond the pillars of the porch, which seemed huge and black above him in the
twilight, he saw the opalescent crawling rim of the great cloud as it sailed over the
roof and bowed over the porch like a canopy. The great canopy with its faintly
coloured fringes seemed to sink lower and lower upon the garden beyond, until
what had recently been a clear and pale-hued winter sky was left in a few silver
ribbons and rags like a sickly sunset. Father Brown waited, and there was no sound
within.
Then he betook himself briskly down the steps and round the house to look for
another entrance. He eventually found one, a side door in the flat wall, and on this
also he hammered and outside this also he waited. Then he tried the handle and
found the door apparently bolted or fastened in some fashion; and then he moved
along that side of the house, musing on the possibilities of the position, and
wondering whether the eccentric Mr Aylmer had barricaded himself too deep in
the house to hear any kind of summons; or whether perhaps he would barricade
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himself all the more, on the assumption that any summons must be the challenge
of the avenging Strake. It might be that the decamping servants had only unlocked
one door when they left in the morning, and that their master had locked that; but
whatever he might have done it was unlikely that they, in the mood of that
moment, had looked so carefully to the defences. He continued his prowl round the
place: it was not really a large place, though perhaps a little pretentious; and in a
few moments he found he had made the complete circuit. A moment after he found
what he suspected and sought. The french window of one room, curtained and
shadowed with creeper, stood open by a crack, doubtless accidentally left ajar, and
he found himself in a central room, comfortably upholstered in a rather oldfashioned way, with a staircase leading up from it on one side and a door leading
out of it on the other. Immediately opposite him was another door with red glass
let into it, a little gaudily for later tastes; something that looked like a red-robed
figure in cheap stained glass. On a round table to the right stood a sort of aquarium
— a great bowl full of greenish water, in which fishes and similar things moved
about as in a tank; and just opposite it a plant of the palm variety with very large
green leaves. All this looked so very dusty and Early Victorian that the telephone,
visible in the curtained alcove, was almost a surprise.
‘Who is that?’ a voice called out sharply and rather suspiciously from behind the
stained-glass door.
‘Could I see Mr Aylmer?’ asked the priest apologetically.
The door opened and a gentleman in a peacock-green dressing-gown came out
with an inquiring look. His hair was rather rough and untidy, as if he had been in
bed or lived in a state of slowly getting up, but his eyes were not only awake but
alert, and some would have said alarmed. Father Brown knew that the
contradiction was likely enough in a man who had rather run to seed under the
shadow either of a delusion or a danger. He had a fine aquiline face when seen in
profile, but when seen full face the first impression was that of the untidiness and
even the wilderness of his loose brown beard.
‘I am Mr Aylmer,’ he said, ‘but I’ve got out of the way of expecting visitors.’
Something about Mr Aylmer’s unrestful eye prompted the priest to go straight to
the point. If the man’s persecution was only a monomania, he would be the less
likely to resent it.
‘I was wondering,’ said Father Brown softly, ‘whether it is quite true that you
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never expect visitors.’
‘You are right,’ replied his host steadily. ‘I always expect one visitor. And he may
be the last.’
‘I hope not,’ said Father Brown, ‘but at least I am relieved to infer that I do not
look very like him.’
Mr Aylmer shook himself with a sort of savage laugh. ‘You certainly do not,’ he
said.
‘Mr Aylmer,’ said Father Brown frankly, ‘I apologize for the liberty, but some
friends of mine have told me about your trouble, and asked me to see if I could do
anything for you. The truth is, I have some little experience in affairs like this.’
‘There are no affairs like this,’ said Aylmer.
‘You mean,’ observed Father Brown, ‘that the tragedies in your unfortunate family
were not normal deaths?’
‘I mean they were not even normal murders,’ answered the other. ‘The man who is
hounding us all to death is a hell-hound, and his power is from hell.’
‘All evil has one origin,’ said the priest gravely. ‘But how do you know they were
not normal murders?’
Aylmer answered with a gesture which offered his guest a chair; then he seated
himself slowly in another, frowning, with his hands on his knees; but when he
looked up his expression had grown milder and more thoughtful, and his voice was
quite cordial and composed.
‘Sir,’ he said, ‘I don’t want you to imagine that I’m in the least an unreasonable
person. I have come to these conclusions by reason, because unfortunately reason
really leads there. I have read a great deal on these subjects; for I was the only one
who inherited my father’s scholarship in somewhat obscure matters, and I have
since inherited his library. But what I tell you does not rest on what I have read but
on what I have seen.’
Father Brown nodded, and the other proceeded, as if picking his words: ‘In my
elder brother’s case I was not certain at first. There were no marks or footprints
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where he was found shot, and the pistol was left beside him. But he had just
received a threatening letter certainly from our enemy, for it was marked with a
sign like a winged dagger, which was one of his infernal cabalistic tricks. And a
servant said she had seen something moving along the garden wall in the twilight
that was much too large to be a cat. I leave it there; all I can say is that if the
murderer came, he managed to leave no traces of his coming. But when my
brother Stephen died it was different; and since then I have known. A machine was
working in an open scaffolding under the factory tower; I scaled the platform a
moment after he had fallen under the iron hammer that struck him; I did not see
anything else strike him, but I saw what I saw.
‘A great drift of factory smoke was rolling between me and the factory tower; but
through a rift of it I saw on the top of it a dark human figure wrapped in what
looked like a black cloak. Then the sulphurous smoke drove between us again; and
when it cleared I looked up at the distant chimney — there was nobody there. I am
a rational man, and I will ask all rational men how he had reached that dizzy
unapproachable turret, and how he left it.’
He stared across at the priest with a sphinx-like challenge; then after a silence he
said abruptly: ‘My brother’s brains were knocked out, but his body was not much
damaged. And in his pocket we found one of those warning messages dated the
day before and stamped with the flying dagger.
‘I am sure,’ he went on gravely, ‘that the symbol of the winged dagger is not
merely arbitrary or accidental. Nothing about that abominable man is accidental.
He is all design; though it is indeed a most dark and intricate design. His mind is
woven not only out of elaborate schemes but out of all sorts of secret languages
and signs, and dumb signals and wordless pictures which are the names of
nameless things. He is the worst sort of man that the world knows: he is the
wicked mystic. Now, I don’t pretend to penetrate all that is conveyed by this
symbol; but it seems surely that it must have a relation to all that was most
remarkable, or even incredible, in his movements as he had hovered round my
unfortunate family. Is there no connexion between the idea of a winged weapon
and the mystery by which Philip was struck dead on his own lawn without the
lightest touch of any footprint having disturbed the dust or grass? Is there no
connexion between the plumed poignard flying like a feathered arrow and that
figure which hung on the far top of the toppling chimney, clad in a cloak for
pinions?’
‘You mean,’ said Father Brown thoughtfully, ‘that he is in a perpetual state of
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levitation.’
‘Simon Magus did it,’ replied Aylmer, ‘and it was one of the commonest
predictions of the Dark Ages that Antichrist would be able to fly. Anyhow, there
was the flying dagger on the document; and whether or no it could fly, it could
certainly strike.’
‘Did you notice what sort of paper it was on?’ asked Father Brown. ’Common
paper?’
The sphinx-like face broke abruptly into a harsh laugh.
‘You can see what they’re like,’ said Aylmer grimly, ‘for I got one myself this
morning.’
He was leaning back in his chair now, with his long legs thrust out from under the
green dressing-gown, which was a little short for him, and his bearded chin
pillowed on his chest. Without moving otherwise, he thrust his hand deep in the
dressing-gown pocket and held out a fluttering scrap of paper at the end of a rigid
arm. His whole attitude was suggestive of a sort of paralysis, that was both rigidity
and collapse. But the next remark of the priest had a curious effect of rousing him.
Father Brown was blinking in his short-sighted way at the paper presented to him.
It was a singular sort of paper, rough without being common, as from an artist’s
sketch-book; and on it was drawn boldly in red ink a dagger decorated with wings
like the rod of Hermes, with the written words, ‘Death comes the day after this, as
it came to your brothers.’
Father Brown tossed the paper on the floor and sat bolt upright in his chair.
‘You mustn’t let that sort of stuff stupefy you,’ he said sharply. ‘These devils
always try to make us helpless by making us hopeless.’
Rather to his surprise, an awakening wave went over the prostrate figure, which
sprang from its chair as if startled out of a dream.
‘You’re right, you’re right!’ cried Aylmer with a rather uncanny animation; ‘and
the devils shall find that I’m not so hopeless after all, nor so helpless either.
Perhaps I have more hope and better help than you fancy.’
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He stood with his hands in his pockets, frowning down at the priest, who had a
momentary doubt, during that strained silence, about whether the man’s long peril
had not touched his brain. But when he spoke it was quite soberly.
‘I believe my unfortunate brothers failed because they used the wrong weapons.
Philip carried a revolver, and that was how his death came to be called suicide.
Stephen had police protection, but he also had a sense of what made him
ridiculous; and he could not allow a policeman to climb up a ladder after him to a
scaffolding where he stood only a moment. They were both scoffers, reacting into
scepticism from the strange mysticism of my father’s last days. But I always knew
there was more in my father than they understood. It is true that by studying magic
he fell at last under the blight of black magic; the black magic of this scoundrel
Strake. But my brothers were wrong about the antidote. The antidote to black
magic is not brute materialism or worldly wisdom. The antidote to black magic is
white magic.’
‘It rather depends,’ said Father Brown, ‘what you mean by white magic.’
‘I mean silver magic,’ said the other, in a low voice, like one speaking of a secret
revelation. Then after a silence he said: ‘Do you know what I mean by silver
magic? Excuse me a moment.’
He turned and opened the central door with the red glass and went into a passage
beyond it. The house had less depth than Brown had supposed; instead of the door
opening into interior rooms, the corridor it revealed ended in another door on the
garden. The door of one room was on one side of the passage; doubtless, the priest
told himself, the proprietor’s bedroom whence he had rushed out in his dressinggown. There was nothing else on that side but an ordinary hat-stand with the
ordinary dingy cluster of old hats and overcoats; but on the other side was
something more interesting: a very dark old oak sideboard laid out with some old
silver, and overhung by a trophy or ornament of old weapons. It was by that that
Arnold Aylmer halted, looking up at a long antiquated pistol with a bell-shaped
mouth.
The door at the end of the passage was barely open, and through the crack came a
streak of white daylight. The priest had very quick instincts about natural things,
and something in the unusual brilliancy of that white line told him what had
happened outside. It was indeed what he had prophesied when he was approaching
the house. He ran past his rather startled host and opened the door, to face
something that was at once a blank and a blaze. What he had seen shining through
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the crack was not only the most negative whiteness of daylight but the positive
whiteness of snow. All round, the sweeping fall of the country was covered with
that shining pallor that seems at once hoary and innocent.
‘Here is white magic anyhow,’ said Father Brown in his cheerful voice. Then, as
he turned back into the hall, he murmured, ‘And silver magic too, I suppose,’ for
the white lustre touched the silver with splendour and lit up the old steel here and
there in the darkling armoury. The shaggy head of the brooding Aylmer seemed to
have a halo of silver fire, as he turned with his face in shadow and the outlandish
pistol in his hand.
‘Do you know why I chose this sort of old blunderbuss?’ he asked. ‘Because I can
load it with this sort of bullet.’
He had picked up a small apostle spoon from the sideboard and by sheer violence
broke off the small figure at the top. ‘Let us go back into the other room,’ he added.
‘Did you ever read about the death of Dundee?’ he asked when they had reseated
themselves. He had recovered from his momentary annoyance at the priest’s
restlessness. ‘Graham of Claverhouse, you know, who persecuted the Covenanters
and had a black horse that could ride straight up a precipice. Don’t you know he
could only be shot with a silver bullet, because he had sold himself to the Devil?
That’s one comfort about you; at least you know enough to believe in the Devil.’
‘Oh, yes,’ replied Father Brown, ‘I believe in the Devil. What I don’t believe in is
the Dundee. I mean the Dundee of Covenanting legends, with his nightmare of a
horse. John Graham was simply a seventeenth-century professional soldier, rather
better than most. If he dragooned them it was because he was a dragoon, but not a
dragon. Now my experience is that it’s not that sort of swaggering blade who sells
himself to the Devil. The devil-worshippers I’ve known were quite different. Not
to mention names, which might cause a social flutter, I’ll take a man in Dundee’s
own day. Have you ever heard of Dalrymple of Stair?’
‘No,’ replied the other gruffly.
‘You’ve heard of what he did,’ said Father Brown, ‘and it was worse than anything
Dundee ever did; yet he escapes the infamy by oblivion. He was the man who
made the Massacre of Glencoe. He was a very learned man and lucid lawyer, a
statesman with very serious and enlarged ideas of statesmanship, a quiet man with
a very refined and intellectual face. That’s the sort of man who sells himself to the
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Devil.’
Aylmer half started from his chair with an enthusiasm of eager assent.
‘By God! you are right,’ he cried. ‘A refined intellectual face! That is the face of
John Strake.’
Then he raised himself and stood looking at the priest with a curious
concentration. ‘If you will wait here a little while,’ he said, ‘I will show you
something.’
He went back through the central door, closing it after him; going, the priest
presumed, to the old sideboard or possibly to his bedroom. Father Brown remained
seated, gazing abstractedly at the carpet, where a faint red glimmer shone from the
glass in the doorway. Once it seemed to brighten like a ruby and then darkened
again, as if the sun of that stormy day had passed from cloud to cloud. Nothing
moved except the aquatic creatures which floated to and fro in the dim green bowl.
Father Brown was thinking hard.
A minute or two afterwards he got up and slipped quietly to the alcove of the
telephone, where he rang up his friend Dr Boyne, at the official headquarters. ‘I
wanted to tell you about Aylmer and his affairs,’ he said quietly. ‘It’s a queer
story, but I rather think there’s something in it. If I were you I’d send some men up
here straight away; four or five men, I think, and surround the house. If anything
does happen there’ll probably be something startling in the way of an escape.’
Then he went back and sat down again, staring at the dark carpet, which again
glowed blood-red with the light from the glass door. Something in the filtered light
set his mind drifting on certain borderlands of thought, with the first white
daybreak before the coming of colour, and all that mystery which is alternately
veiled and revealed in the symbol of windows and of doors.
An inhuman howl in a human voice came from beyond the closed doors, almost
simultaneously with the noise of firing. Before the echoes of the shot had died
away the door was violently flung open and his host staggered into the room, the
dressing-gown half torn from his shoulder and the long pistol smoking in his hand.
He seemed to be shaking in every limb, yet he was shaken in part with an
unnatural laughter.
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hound had hunted once too often, and my brothers are avenged at last.’
He sank into a chair and the pistol slid from his hand and fell on the floor. Father
Brown darted past him, slipped through the glass door and went down the passage.
As he did so he put his hand on the handle of the bedroom door, as if half
intending to enter; then he stooped a moment, as if examining something — and
then he ran to the outer door and opened it.
On the field of snow, which had been so blank a little while before, lay one black
object. At the first glance it looked a little like an enormous bat. A second glance
showed that it was, after all, a human figure; fallen on its face, the whole head
covered by a broad black hat having something of a Latin-American look; while
the appearance of black wings came from the two flaps or loose sleeves of a very
vast black cloak spread out, perhaps by accident, to their utmost length on either
side. Both the hands were hidden, though Father Brown thought he could detect
the position of one of them, and saw close to it, under the edge of the cloak, the
glimmer of some metallic weapon. The main effect, however, was curiously like
that of the simple extravagances of heraldry; like a black eagle displayed on a
white ground. But by walking round it and peering under the hat the priest got a
glimpse of the face, which was indeed what his host had called refined and
intellectual; even sceptical and austere: the face of John Strake.
‘Well, I’m jiggered,’ muttered Father Brown. ‘It really does look like some vast
vampire that has swooped down like a bird.’
‘How else could he have come?’ came a voice from the doorway, and Father
Brown looked up to see Aylmer once more standing there.
‘Couldn’t he have walked?’ replied Father Brown evasively.
Aylmer stretched out his arm and swept the white landscape with a gesture.
‘Look at the snow,’ he said in a deep voice that had a sort of roll and thrill in it. ‘Is
not the snow unspotted — pure as the white magic you yourself called it? Is there
a speck on it for miles, save that one foul black blot that has fallen there? There are
no footprints, but a few of yours and mine; there are none approaching the house
from anywhere.’
Then he looked at the little priest for a moment with a concentrated and curious
expression, and said: ‘I will tell you something else. That cloak he flies with is too
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long to walk with. He was not a very tall man, and it would trail behind him like a
royal train. Stretch it out over his body, if you like, and see.’
‘What happened to you both?’ asked Father Brown abruptly.
‘It was too swift to describe,’ answered Aylmer. ‘I had looked out of the door and
was turning back when there came a kind of rushing of wind all around me, as if I
were being buffeted by a wheel revolving in mid-air. I spun round somehow and
fired blindly; and then I saw nothing but what you see now. But I am morally
certain that you wouldn’t see it if I had not had a silver shot in my gun. It would
have been a different body lying there in the snow.’
‘By the way,’ remarked Father Brown, ‘shall we leave it lying there in the snow?
Or would you like it taken into your room — I suppose that’s your bedroom in the
passage?’
‘No, no,’ replied Aylmer hastily, ‘we must leave it here till the police have seen it.
Besides, I’ve had as much of such things as I can stand for the moment. Whatever
else happens, I’m going to have a drink. After that, they can hang me if they like.’
Inside the central apartment, between the palm plant and the bowl of fishes,
Aylmer tumbled into a chair. He had nearly knocked the bowl over as he lurched
into the room, but he had managed to find the decanter of brandy after plunging
his hand rather blindly into several cupboards and corners. He did not at any time
look like a methodical person, but at this moment his distraction must have been
extreme. He drank with a long gulp and began to talk rather feverishly, as if to fill
up a silence.
‘I see you are still doubtful,’ he said, ‘though you have seen the thing with your
own eyes. Believe me, there was something more behind the quarrel between the
spirit of Strake and the spirit of the house of Aylmer. Besides, you have no
business to be an unbeliever. You ought to stand for all the things these stupid
people call superstitions. Come now, don’t you think there’s a lot in those old
wives’ tales about luck and charms and so on, silver bullets included? What do you
say about them as a Catholic?’
‘I say I’m an agnostic,’ replied Father Brown, smiling.
‘Nonsense,’ said Aylmer impatiently. ‘It’s your business to believe things.’
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‘Well, I do believe some things, of course,’ conceded Father Brown; ‘and
therefore, of course, I don’t believe other things.’
Aylmer was leaning forward, and looking at him with a strange intensity that was
almost like that of a mesmerist.
‘You do believe it,’ he said. ‘You do believe everything. We all believe
everything, even when we deny everything. The denyers believe. The unbelievers
believe. Don’t you feel in your heart that these contradictions do not really
contradict: that there is a cosmos that contains them all? The soul goes round upon
a wheel of stars and all things return; perhaps Strake and I have striven in many
shapes, beast against beast and bird against bird, and perhaps we shall strive for
ever. But since we seek and need each other, even that eternal hatred is an eternal
love. Good and evil go round in a wheel that is one thing and not many. Do you
not realize in your heart, do you not believe behind all your beliefs, that there is
but one reality and we are its shadows; and that all things are but aspects of one
thing: a centre where men melt into Man and Man into God?’
‘No,’ said Father Brown.
Outside, twilight had begun to fall, in that phase of such a snow-laden evening
when the land looks brighter than the sky. In the porch of the main entrance,
visible through a half-curtained window, Father Brown could dimly see a bulky
figure standing. He glanced casually at the french windows through which he had
originally entered, and saw they were darkened with two equally motionless
figures. The inner door with the coloured glass stood slightly ajar; and he could see
in the short corridor beyond, the ends of two long shadows, exaggerated and
distorted by the level light of evening, but still like grey caricatures of the figures
of men. Dr Boyne had already obeyed the telephone message. The house was
surrounded.
‘What is the good of saying no?’ insisted his host, still with the same hypnotic
stare. ‘You have seen part of that eternal drama with your own eyes. You have
seen the threat of John Strake to slay Arnold Aylmer by black magic. You have
seen Arnold Aylmer slay John Strake by white magic. You see Arnold Aylmer
alive and talking to you now. And yet you don’t believe it.’
‘No, I do not believe it,’ said Father Brown, and rose from his chair like one
terminating a visit.
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‘Why not?’ asked the other.
The priest only lifted his voice a little, but it sounded in every corner of the room
like a bell. ‘Because you are not Arnold Aylmer,’ he said. ‘I know who you are.
Your name is John Strake; and you have murdered the last of the brothers, who is
lying outside in the snow.’
A ring of white showed round the iris of the other man’s eyes; he seemed to be
making, with bursting eyeballs, a last effort to mesmerize and master his
companion. Then he made a sudden movement sideways; and even as he did so the
door behind him opened and a big detective in plain clothes put one hand quietly
on his shoulder. The other hand hung down, but it held a revolver. The man looked
wildly round, and saw plain-clothes men in all corners of the quiet room.
That evening Father Brown had another and longer conversation with Dr Boyne
about the tragedy of the Aylmer family. By that time there was no longer any
doubt of the central fact of the case, for John Strake had confessed his identity and
even confessed his crimes; only it would be truer to say that he boasted of his
victories. Compared to the fact that he had rounded off his life’s work with the last
Aylmer lying dead, everything else, including existence itself, seemed to be
indifferent to him.
‘The man is a sort of monomaniac,’ said Father Brown. ‘He is not interested in any
other matter; not even in any other murder. I owe him something for that; for I had
to comfort myself with the reflection a good many times this afternoon. As has
doubtless occurred to you, instead of weaving all that wild but ingenious romance
about winged vampires and silver bullets, he might have put an ordinary leaden
bullet into me, and walked out of the house. I assure you it occurred quite
frequently to me.’
‘I wonder why he didn’t,’ observed Boyne. ‘I don’t understand it; but I don’t
understand anything yet. How on earth did you discover it, and what in the world
did you discover?’
‘Oh, you provided me with very valuable information,’ replied Father Brown
modestly, ‘especially the one piece of information that really counted. I mean the
statement that Strake was a very inventive and imaginative liar, with great
presence of mind in producing his lies. This afternoon he needed it; but he rose to
the occasion. Perhaps his only mistake was in choosing a preternatural story; he
had the notion that because I am a clergyman I should believe anything. Many
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people have little notions of that kind.’
‘But I can’t make head or tail of it,’ said the doctor. ‘You must really begin at the
beginning.’
‘The beginning of it was a dressing-gown,’ said Father Brown simply. ‘It was the
one really good disguise I’ve ever known. When you meet a man in a house with a
dressing-gown on, you assume quite automatically that he’s in his own house. I
assumed it myself; but afterwards queer little things began to happen. When he
took the pistol down he clicked it at arm’s length, as a man does to make sure a
strange weapon isn’t loaded; of course he would know whether the pistols in his
own hall were loaded or not. I didn’t like the way he looked for the brandy, or the
way he nearly barged into the bowl of fishes. For a man who has a fragile thing of
that sort as a fixture in his rooms gets a quite mechanical habit of avoiding it. But
these things might possibly have been fancies; the first real point was this. He
came out from the little passage between the two doors; and in that passage there’s
only one other door leading to a room; so I assumed it was the bedroom he had just
come from. I tried the handle; but it was locked. I thought this odd; and looked
through the keyhole. It was an utterly bare room, obviously deserted; no bed, no
anything. Therefore he had not come from inside any room, but from outside the
house. And when I saw that, I think I saw the whole picture.
‘Poor Arnold Aylmer doubtless slept and perhaps lived upstairs, and came down in
his dressing-gown and passed through the red glass door. At the end of the
passage, black against the winter daylight, he saw the enemy of his house. He saw
a tall bearded man in a broad-brimmed black hat and a large flapping black cloak.
He did not see much more in this world. Strake sprang at him, throttling or
stabbing him; we cannot be sure till the inquest. Then Strake, standing in the
narrow passage between the hat-stand and the old sideboard, and looking down in
triumph on the last of his foes heard something he had not expected. He heard
footsteps in the parlour beyond. It was myself entering by the french windows.
‘His masquerade was a miracle of promptitude. It involved not only a disguise but
a romance — an impromptu romance. He took off his big black hat and cloak and
put on the dead man’s dressing-gown. Then he did a rather grisly thing; at least a
thing that affects my fancy as more grisly than the rest. He hung the corpse like a
coat on one of the hat pegs. He draped it in his own long cloak, and found it hung
well below the heels; he covered the head entirely with his own wide hat. It was
the only possible way of hiding it in that little passage with the locked door; but it
was really a very clever one. I myself walked past the hat-stand once without
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knowing it was anything but a hat-stand. I think that unconsciousness of mine will
always give me a shiver.
‘He might perhaps have left it at that; but I might have discovered the corpse at
any minute; and, hung where it was, it was a corpse calling for what you might call
an explanation. He adopted the bolder stroke of discovering it himself and
explaining it himself.
‘Then there dawned on this strange and frightfully fertile mind the conception of a
story of substitution; the reversal of the parts. He had already assumed the part of
Arnold Aylmer. Why should not his dead enemy assume the part of John Strake?
There must have been something in that topsy-turvydom to take the fancy of that
darkly fanciful man. It was like some frightful fancy-dress ball to which the two
mortal enemies were to go dressed up as each other. Only, the fancy-dress ball was
to be a dance of death: and one of the dancers would be dead. That is why I can
imagine that man putting it in his own mind, and I can imagine him smiling.’
Father Brown was gazing into vacancy with his large grey eyes, which, when not
blurred by his trick of blinking, were the one notable thing in his face. He went on
speaking simply and seriously: ‘All things are from God; and above all, reason and
imagination and the great gifts of the mind. They are good in themselves; and we
must not altogether forget their origin even in their perversion. Now this man had
in him a very noble power to be perverted; the power of telling stories. He was a
great novelist; only he had twisted his fictive power to practical and to evil ends; to
deceiving men with false fact instead of with true fiction. It began with his
deceiving old Aylmer with elaborate excuses and ingeniously detailed lies; but
even that may have been, at the beginning, little more than the tall stories and
tarradiddles of the child who may say equally he has seen the King of England or
the King of the Fairies. It grew strong in him through the vice that perpetuates all
vices, pride; he grew more and more vain of his promptitude in producing stories
of his originality, and subtlety in developing them. That is what the young
Aylmers meant by saying that he could always cast a spell over their father; and it
was true. It was the sort of spell that the storyteller cast over the tyrant in the
Arabian Nights. And to the last he walked the world with the pride of a poet, and
with the false yet unfathomable courage of a great liar. He could always produce
more Arabian Nights if ever his neck was in danger. And today his neck was in
danger.
‘But I am sure, as I say, that he enjoyed it as a fantasy as well as a conspiracy. He
set about the task of telling the true story the wrong way round: of treating the
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dead man as living and the live man as dead. He had already got into Aylmer’s
dressing-gown; he proceeded to get into Aylmer’s body and soul. He looked at the
corpse as if it were his own corpse lying cold in the snow. Then he spread-eagled it
in that strange fashion to suggest the sweeping descent of a bird of prey, and
decked it out not only in his own dark and flying garments but in a whole dark
fairy-tale about the black bird that could only fall by the silver bullet. I do not
know whether it was the silver glittering on the sideboard or the snow shining
beyond the door that suggested to his intensely artistic temperament the theme of
white magic and the white metal used against magicians. But whatever its origin,
he made it his own like a poet; and did it very promptly, like a practical man. He
completed the exchange and reversal of parts by flinging the corpse out on to the
snow as the corpse of Strake. He did his best to work up a creepy conception of
Strake as something hovering in the air everywhere, a harpy with wings of speed
and claws of death; to explain the absence of footprints and other things. For one
piece of artistic impudence I hugely admire him. He actually turned one of the
contradictions in his case into an argument for it; and said that the man’s cloak
being too long for him proved that he never walked on the ground like an ordinary
mortal. But he looked at me very hard while he said that; and something told me
that he was at that moment trying a very big bluff.’
Dr Boyne looked thoughtful. ‘Had you discovered the truth by then?’ he asked.
‘There is something very queer and close to the nerves, I think, about notions
affecting identity. I don’t know whether it would be more weird to get a guess like
that swiftly or slowly. I wonder when you suspected and when you were sure.’
‘I think I really suspected when I telephoned to you,’ replied his friend. ‘And it
was nothing more than the red light from the closed door brightening and
darkening on the carpet. It looked like a splash of blood that grew vivid as it cried
for vengeance. Why should it change like that? I knew the sun had not come out; it
could only be because the second door behind it had been opened and shut on the
garden. But if he had gone out and seen his enemy then, he would have raised the
alarm then; and it was some time afterwards that the fracas occurred. I began to
feel he had gone out to do something ... to prepare something ... but as to when I
was certain, that is a different matter. I knew that right at the end he was trying to
hypnotize me, to master me by the black art of eyes like talismans and a voice like
an incantation. That’s what he used to do with old Aylmer, no doubt. But it wasn’t
only the way he said it, it was what he said. It was the religion and philosophy of
it.’
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‘I’m afraid I’m a practical man,’ said the doctor with gruff humour, ‘and I don’t
bother much about religion and philosophy.’
‘You’ll never be a practical man till you do,’ said Father Brown. ‘Look here,
doctor; you know me pretty well; I think you know I’m not a bigot. You know I
know there are all sorts in all religions; good men in bad ones and bad men in good
ones. But there’s just one little fact I’ve learned simply as a practical man, an
entirely practical point, that I’ve picked up by experience, like the tricks of an
animal or the trade-mark of a good wine. I’ve scarcely ever met a criminal who
philosophized at all, who didn’t philosophize along those lines of orientalism and
recurrence and reincarnation, and the wheel of destiny and the serpent biting its
own tail. I have found merely in practice that there is a curse on the servants of
that serpent; on their belly shall they go and the dust shall they eat; and there was
never a blackguard or a profligate born who could not talk that sort of spirituality.
It may not be like that in its real religious origins; but here in our working world it
is the religion of rascals; and I knew it was a rascal who was speaking.’
‘Why,’ said Boyne, ‘I should have thought that a rascal could pretty well profess
any religion he chose.’
‘Yes,’ assented the other; ‘he could profess any religion; that is he could pretend to
any religion, if it was all a pretence. If it was mere mechanical hypocrisy and
nothing else, no doubt it could be done by a mere mechanical hypocrite. Any sort
of mask can be put on any sort of face. Anybody can learn certain phrases or state
verbally that he holds certain views. I can go out into the street and state that I am
a Wesleyan Methodist or a Sandemanian, though I fear in no very convincing
accent. But we are talking about an artist; and for the enjoyment of the artist the
mask must be to some extent moulded on the face. What he makes outside him
must correspond to something inside him; he can only make his effects out of
some of the materials of his soul. I suppose he could have said he was a Wesleyan
Methodist; but he could never be an eloquent Methodist as he can be an eloquent
mystic and fatalist. I am talking of the sort of ideal such a man thinks of if he
really tries to be idealistic. It was his whole game with me to be as idealistic as
possible; and whenever that is attempted by that sort of man, you will generally
find it is that sort of ideal. That sort of man may be dripping with gore; but he will
always be able to tell you quite sincerely that Buddhism is better than Christianity.
Nay, he will tell you quite sincerely that Buddhism is more Christian than
Christianity. That alone is enough to throw a hideous and ghastly ray of light on
his notion of Christianity.’
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‘Upon my soul,’ said the doctor, laughing, ‘I can’t make out whether you’re
denouncing or defending him.’
‘It isn’t defending a man to say he is a genius,’ said Father Brown. ‘Far from it.
And it is simply a psychological fact that an artist will betray himself by some sort
of sincerity. Leonardo da Vinci cannot draw as if he couldn’t draw. Even if he
tried, it will always be a strong parody of a weak thing. This man would have
made something much too fearful and wonderful out of the Wesleyan Methodist.’
When the priest went forth again and set his face homeward, the cold had grown
more intense and yet was somehow intoxicating. The trees stood up like silver
candelabra of some incredible cold candlemas of purification. It was a piercing
cold, like that silver sword of pure pain that once pierced the very heart of purity.
But it was not a killing cold, save in the sense of seeming to kill all the mortal
obstructions to our immortal and immeasurable vitality. The pale green sky of
twilight, with one star like the star of Bethlehem, seemed by some strange
contradiction to be a cavern of clarity. It was as if there could be a green furnace of
cold which wakened all things to life like warmth, and that the deeper they went
into those cold crystalline colours the more were they light like winged creatures
and clear like coloured glass! It tingled with truth and it divided truth from error
with a blade like ice; but all that was left had never felt so much alive. It was as if
all joy were a jewel in the heart of an iceberg. The priest hardly understood his
own mood as he advanced deeper and deeper into the green gloaming, drinking
deeper and deeper draughts of that virginal vivacity of the air. Some forgotten
muddle and morbidity seemed to be left behind, or wiped out as the snow had
painted out the footprints of the man of blood. As he shuffled homewards through
the snow, he muttered to himself: ‘And yet he is right enough about there being a
white magic, if he only knows where to look for it.’

The Doom of the Darnaways
Two landscape-painters stood looking at one landscape, which was also a
seascape, and both were curiously impressed by it, though their impressions were
not exactly the same. To one of them, who was a rising artist from London, it was
new as well as strange. To the other, who was a local artist but with something
more than a local celebrity, it was better known; but perhaps all the more strange
for what he knew of it.
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In terms of tone and form, as these men saw it, it was a stretch of sands against a
stretch of sunset, the whole scene lying in strips of sombre colour, dead green and
bronze and brown and a drab that was not merely dull but in that gloaming in some
way more mysterious than gold. All that broke these level lines was a long
building which ran out from the fields into the sands of the sea, so that its fringe of
dreary weeds and rushes seemed almost to meet the seaweed. But its most singular
feature was that the upper part of it had the ragged outlines of a ruin, pierced by so
many wide windows and large rents as to be a mere dark skeleton against the
dying light; while the lower bulk of the building had hardly any windows at all,
most of them being blind and bricked up and their outlines only faintly traceable in
the twilight. But one window at least was still a window; and it seemed strangest
of all that it showed a light.
‘Who on earth can live in that old shell?’ exclaimed the Londoner, who was a big,
bohemian-looking man, young but with a shaggy red beard that made him look
older; Chelsea knew him familiarly as Harry Payne.
‘Ghosts, you might suppose,’ replied his friend Martin Wood. ‘Well, the people
who live there really are rather like ghosts.’
It was perhaps rather a paradox that the London artist seemed almost bucolic in his
boisterous freshness and wonder, while the local artist seemed a more shrewd and
experienced person, regarding him with mature and amiable amusement; indeed,
the latter was altogether a quieter and more conventional figure, wearing darker
clothes and with his square and stolid face clean shaven.
‘It is only a sign of the times, of course,’ he went on,’ or of the passing of old
times and old families with them. The last of the great Darnaways live in that
house, and not many of the new poor are as poor as they are. They can’t even
afford to make their own top-storey habitable; but have to live in the lower rooms
of a ruin, like bats and owls. Yet they have family portraits that go back to the
Wars of the Roses and the first portrait-painting in England, and very fine some of
them are; I happen to know, because they asked for my professional advice in
overhauling them. There’s one of them especially, and one of the earliest, but it’s
so good that it gives you the creeps.’
‘The whole place gives you the creeps, I should think by the look of it,’ replied
Payne.
‘Well,’ said his friend, ‘to tell you the truth, it does.’
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The silence that followed was stirred by a faint rustle among the rushes by the
moat; and it gave them, rationally enough, a slight nervous start when a dark figure
brushed along the bank, moving rapidly and almost like a startled bird. But it was
only a man walking briskly with a black bag in his hand: a man with a long sallow
face and sharp eyes that glanced at the London stranger in a slightly darkling and
suspicious manner.
‘It’s only Dr Barnet,’ said Wood with a sort of relief. ’Good evening, Doctor. Are
you going up to the house? I hope nobody’s ill.’
‘Everybody’s always ill in a place like that,’ growled the doctor; ‘only sometimes
they’re too ill to know it. The very air of the place is a blight and a pestilence. I
don’t envy the young man from Australia.’
‘And who,’ asked Payne abruptly and rather absently, ‘may the young man from
Australia be?’
‘Ah!’ snorted the doctor; ‘hasn’t your friend told you about him? As a matter of
fact I believe he is arriving today. Quite a romance in the old style of melodrama:
the heir back from the colonies to his ruined castle, all complete even down to an
old family compact for his marrying the lady watching in the ivied tower. Queer
old stuff, isn’t it? but it really happens sometimes. He’s even got a little money,
which is the only bright spot there ever was in this business.’
‘What does Miss Darnaway herself, in her ivied tower, think of the business?’
asked Martin Wood dryly.
‘What she thinks of everything else by this time,’ replied the doctor. ‘They don’t
think in this weedy old den of superstitions, they only dream and drift. I think she
accepts the family contract and the colonial husband as part of the Doom of the
Darnaways, don’t you know. I really think that if he turned out to be a
humpbacked Negro with one eye and a homicidal mania, she would only think it
added a finishing touch and fitted in with the twilight scenery.’
‘You’re not giving my friend from London a very lively picture of my friends in
the country,’ said Wood, laughing. ‘I had intended taking him there to call; no
artist ought to miss those Darnaway portraits if he gets the chance. But perhaps I’d
better postpone it if they’re in the middle of the Australian invasion.’
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‘Oh, do go in and see them, for the Lord’s sake,’ said Dr Barnet warmly.
‘Anything that will brighten their blighted lives will make my task easier. It will
need a good many colonial cousins to cheer things up, I should think; and the more
the merrier. Come, I’ll take you in myself.’
As they drew nearer to the house it was seen to be isolated like an island in a moat
of brackish water which they crossed by a bridge. On the other side spread a fairly
wide stony floor or embankment with great cracks across it, in which little tufts of
weed and thorn sprouted here and there. This rock platform looked large and bare
in the grey twilight, and Payne could hardly have believed that such a corner of
space could have contained so much of the soul of a wilderness. This platform
only jutted out on one side, like a giant door-step and beyond it was the door; a
very low-browed Tudor archway standing open, but dark like a cave.
When the brisk doctor led them inside without ceremony, Payne had, as it were,
another shock of depression. He could have expected to find himself mounting to a
very ruinous tower, by very narrow winding staircases; but in this case the first
steps into the house were actually steps downwards. They went down several short
and broken stairways into large twilit rooms which but for their lines of dark
pictures and dusty bookshelves, might have been the traditional dungeons beneath
the castle moat. Here and there a candle in an old candlestick lit up some dusty
accidental detail of a dead elegance; but the visitor was not so much impressed or
depressed by this artificial light as by the one pale gleam of natural light. As he
passed down the long room he saw the only window in that wall — a curious low
oval window of a late-seventeenth-century fashion. But the strange thing about it
was that it did not look out directly on any space of sky but only on a reflection of
sky; a pale strip of daylight merely mirrored in the moat, under the hanging
shadow of the bank. Payne had a memory of the Lady of Shallot who never saw
the world outside except in a mirror. The lady of this Shallot not only in some
sense saw the world in a mirror, but even saw the world upside-down.
‘It’s as if the house of Darnaway were falling literally as well as metaphorically,’
said Wood in a low voice; ‘as if it were sinking slowly into a swamp or a
quicksand, until the sea goes over it like a green roof.’
Even the sturdy Dr Barnet started a little at the silent approach of the figure that
came to receive them. Indeed, the room was so silent that they were all startled to
realize that it was not empty. There were three people in it when they entered:
three dim figures motionless in the dim room; all three dressed in black and
looking like dark shadows. As the foremost figure drew nearer the grey light from
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the window, he showed a face that looked almost as grey as its frame of hair. This
was old Vine, the steward, long left in loco parentis since the death of that
eccentric parent, the last Lord Darnaway. He would have been a handsome old
man if he had had no teeth. As it was, he had one which showed every now and
then and gave him a rather sinister appearance. He received the doctor and his
friends with a fine courtesy and escorted them to where the other two figures in
black were seated. One of them seemed to Payne to give another appropriate touch
of gloomy antiquity to the castle by the mere fact of being a Roman Catholic
priest, who might have come out of a priest’s hole in the dark old days. Payne
could imagine him muttering prayers or telling beads, or tolling bells or doing a
number of indistinct and melancholy things in that melancholy place. Just then he
might be supposed to have been giving religious consolation to the lady; but it
could hardly be supposed that the consolation was very consoling, or at any rate
that it was very cheering. For the rest, the priest was personally insignificant
enough, with plain and rather expressionless features; but the lady was a very
different matter. Her face was very far from being plain or insignificant; it stood
out from the darkness of her dress and hair and background with a pallor that was
almost awful, but a beauty that was almost awfully alive. Payne looked at it as
long as he dared; and he was to look at it a good deal longer before he died.
Wood merely exchanged with his friends such pleasant and polite phrases as
would lead up to his purpose of revisiting the portraits. He apologized for calling
on the day which he heard was to be one of family welcome; but he was soon
convinced that the family was rather mildly relieved to have visitors to distract
them or break the shock. He did not hesitate, therefore, to lead Payne through the
central reception-room into the library beyond, where hung the portrait, for there
was one which he was especially bent on showing, not only as a picture but almost
as a puzzle. The little priest trudged along with them; he seemed to know
something about old pictures as well as about old prayers.
‘I’m rather proud of having spotted this,’ said Wood. ‘I believe it’s a Holbein. If it
isn’t, there was somebody living in Holbein’s time who was as great as Holbein.’
It was a portrait in the hard but sincere and living fashion of the period,
representing a man clad in black trimmed with gold and fur, with a heavy, full,
rather pale face but watchful eyes.
‘What a pity art couldn’t have stopped for ever at just that transition stage,’ cried
Wood, ‘and never transitioned any more. Don’t you see it’s just realistic enough to
be real? Don’t you see the face speaks all the more because it stands out from a
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rather stiffer framework of less essential things? And the eyes are even more real
than the face. On my soul, I think the eyes are too real for the face! It’s just as if
those sly, quick eyeballs were protruding out of a great pale mask.’
‘The stiffness extends to the figure a little, I think,’ said Payne. ‘They hadn’t quite
mastered anatomy when medievalism ended, at least in the north. That left leg
looks to me a good deal out of drawing.’
‘I’m not so sure,’ replied Wood quietly. ‘Those fellows who painted just when
realism began to be done, and before it began to be overdone, were often more
realistic than we think. They put real details of portraiture into things that are
thought merely conventional. You might say this fellow’s eyebrows or eye-sockets
are a little lop-sided; but I bet if you knew him you’d find that one of his eyebrows
did really stick up more than the other. And I shouldn’t wonder if he was lame or
something, and that black leg was meant to be crooked.’
‘What an old devil he looks!’ burst out Payne suddenly. ‘I trust his reverence will
excuse my language.’
‘I believe in the devil, thank you,’ said the priest with an inscrutable face.
‘Curiously enough there was a legend that the devil was lame.’
‘I say,’ protested Payne, ‘you can’t really mean that he was the devil; but who the
devil was he?’
‘He was the Lord Darnaway under Henry VII and Henry VIII,’ replied his
companion. ‘But there are curious legends about him, too; one of them is referred
to in that inscription round the frame, and further developed in some notes left by
somebody in a book I found here. They are both rather curious reading.’
Payne leaned forward, craning his head so as to follow the archaic inscription
round the frame. Leaving out the antiquated lettering and spelling, it seemed to be
a sort of rhyme running somewhat thus:
In the seventh hour I shall return:
In the seventh hour I shall depart:
None in that hour shall hold my hand:
And woe to her that holds my heart.
‘It sounds creepy somehow,’ said Payne, ‘but that may be partly because I don’t
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understand a word of it.’
‘It’s pretty creepy even when you do,’ said Wood in a low voice. ‘The record
made at a later date, in the old book I found, is all about how this beauty
deliberately killed himself in such a way that his wife was executed for his murder.
Another note commemorates a later tragedy, seven successions later — under the
Georges — in which another Darnaway committed suicide, having first
thoughtfully left poison in his wife’s wine. It’s said that both suicides took place at
seven in the evening. I suppose the inference is that he does really return with
every seventh inheritor and makes things unpleasant, as the rhyme suggests, for
any lady unwise enough to marry him.’
‘On that argument,’ replied Payne, ‘it would be a trifle uncomfortable for the next
seventh gentleman.’
Wood’s voice was lower still as he said: ‘The new heir will be the seventh.’
Harry Payne suddenly heaved up his great chest and shoulders like a man flinging
off a burden.
‘What crazy stuff are we all talking?’ he cried. ‘We’re all educated men in an
enlightened age, I suppose. Before I came into this damned dank atmosphere I’d
never have believed I should be talking of such things, except to laugh at them.’
‘You are right,’ said Wood. ‘If you lived long enough in this underground palace
you’d begin to feel differently about things. I’ve begun to feel very curiously about
that picture, having had so much to do with handling and hanging it. It sometimes
seems to me that the painted face is more alive than the dead faces of the people
living here; that it is a sort of talisman or magnet: that it commands the elements
and draws out the destinies of men and things. I suppose you would call it very
fanciful.’
‘What is that noise?’ cried Payne suddenly.
They all listened, and there seemed to be no noise except the dull boom of the
distant sea; then they began to have the sense of something mingling with it;
something like a voice calling through the sound of the surf, dulled by it at first,
but coming nearer and nearer. The next moment they were certain: someone was
shouting outside in the dusk.
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Payne turned to the low window behind him and bent to look out. It was the
window from which nothing could be seen except the moat with its reflection of
bank and sky. But that inverted vision was not the same that he had seen before.
From the hanging shadow of the bank in the water depended two dark shadows
reflected from the feet and legs of a figure standing above upon the bank. Through
that limited aperture they could see nothing but the two legs black against the
reflection of a pale and livid sunset. But somehow that very fact of the head being
invisible, as if in the clouds, gave something dreadful to the sound that followed;
the voice of a man crying aloud what they could not properly hear or understand.
Payne especially was peering out of the little window with an altered face, and he
spoke with an altered voice:
’How queerly he’s standing!’
‘No, no,’ said Wood, in a sort of soothing whisper. ‘Things often look like that in
reflection. It’s the wavering of the water that makes you think that.’
‘Think what?’ asked the priest shortly.
‘That his left leg is crooked,’ said Wood.
Payne had thought of the oval window as a sort of mystical mirror; and it seemed
to him that there were in it other inscrutable images of doom. There was something
else beside the figure that he did not understand; three thinner legs showing in dark
lines against the light, as if some monstrous three-legged spider or bird were
standing beside the stranger. Then he had the less crazy thought of a tripod like
that of the heathen oracles; and the next moment the thing had vanished and the
legs of the human figure passed out of the picture.
He turned to meet the pale face of old Vine, the steward, with his mouth open,
eager to speak, and his single tooth showing. ‘He has come,’ he said. ‘The boat
arrived from Australia this morning.’
Even as they went back out of the library into the central salon they heard the
footsteps of the newcomer clattering down the entrance steps, with various items
of light luggage trailed behind him. When Payne saw one of them, he laughed with
a reaction of relief. His tripod was nothing but the telescopic legs of a portable
camera, easily packed and unpacked; and the man who was carrying it seemed so
far to take on equally solid and normal qualities. He was dressed in dark clothes,
but of a careless and holiday sort; his shirt was of grey flannel, and his boots
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echoed uncompromisingly enough in those still chambers. As he strode forward to
greet his new circle his stride had scarcely more than the suggestion of a limp. But
Payne and his companions were looking at his face, and could scarcely take their
eyes from it.
He evidently felt there was something curious and uncomfortable about his
reception; but they could have sworn that he did not himself know the cause of it.
The lady, supposed to be in some sense already betrothed to him, was certainly
beautiful enough to attract him; but she evidently also frightened him. The old
steward brought him a sort of feudal homage, yet treated him as if he were the
family ghost. The priest still looked at him with a face which was quite
indecipherable, and therefore perhaps all the more unnerving. A new sort of irony,
more like the Greek irony, began to pass over Payne’s mind. He had dreamed of
the stranger as a devil, but it seemed almost worse that he was an unconscious
destiny. He seemed to march towards crime with the monstrous innocence of
Oedipus. He had approached the family mansion in so blindly buoyant a spirit as
to have set up his camera to photograph his first sight of it; and even the camera
had taken on the semblance of the tripod of a tragic pythoness.
Payne was surprised, when taking his leave a little while after, at something which
showed that the Australian was already less unconscious of his surroundings. He
said in a low voice:
‘Don’t go ... or come again soon. You look like a human being. This place fairly
gives me the jumps.’
When Payne emerged out of those almost subterranean halls and came into the
night air and the smell of the sea, he felt as if he had come out of that underworld
of dreams in which events jumble on top of each other in a way at once unrestful
and unreal.
The arrival of the strange relative had been somehow unsatisfying and, as it were,
unconvincing. The doubling of the same face in the old portrait and the new arrival
troubled him like a two headed monster. And yet it was not altogether a nightmare;
nor was it that face, perhaps, that he saw most vividly.
‘Did you say?’ he asked of the doctor, as they strode together across the striped
dark sands by the darkening sea; ‘did you say that young man was betrothed to
Miss Darnaway by a family compact or something? Sounds rather like a novel.’
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‘But an historical novel,’ answered Dr Barnet. ‘The Darnaways all went to sleep a
few centuries ago, when things were really done that we only read of in romances.
Yes; I believe there’s some family tradition by which second or third cousins
always marry when they stand in a certain relation of age, in order to unite the
property. A damned silly tradition, I should say; and if they often married in and
in, in that fashion, it may account on principles of heredity for their having gone so
rotten.’
‘I should hardly say,’ answered Payne a little stuffily, ‘that they had all gone
rotten.’
‘Well,’ replied the doctor, ‘the young man doesn’t look rotten, of course, though
he’s certainly lame.’
‘The young man!’ cried Payne, who was suddenly and unreasonably angry. ‘Well,
if you think the young lady looks rotten, I think it’s you who have rotten taste.’
The doctor’s face grew dark and bitter. ‘I fancy I know more about it than you do,’
he snapped.
They completed the walk in silence, each feeling that he had been irrationally rude
and had suffered equally irrational rudeness; and Payne was left to brood alone on
the matter, for his friend Wood had remained behind to attend to some of his
business in connexion with the pictures.
Payne took very full advantage of the invitation extended by the colonial cousin,
who wanted somebody to cheer him up. During the next few weeks he saw a good
deal of the dark interior of the Darnaway home; though it might be said that he did
not confine himself entirely to cheering up the colonial cousin. The lady’s
melancholy was of longer standing and perhaps needed more lifting; anyhow, he
showed a laborious readiness to lift it. He was not without a conscience, however,
and the situation made him doubtful and uncomfortable. Weeks went by and
nobody could discover from the demeanour of the new Darnaway whether he
considered himself engaged according to the old compact or no. He went mooning
about the dark galleries and stood staring vacantly at the dark and sinister picture.
The shades of that prison-house were certainly beginning to close on him, and
there was little of his Australian assurance left. But Payne could discover nothing
upon the point that concerned him most. Once he attempted to confide in his friend
Martin Wood, as he was pottering about in his capacity of picture-hanger; but even
out of him he got very little satisfaction.
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‘It seems to me you can’t butt in,’ said Wood shortly, ‘because of the engagement.’
‘Of course I shan’t butt in if there is an engagement,’ retorted his friend; ‘but is
there? I haven’t said a word to her of course; but I’ve seen enough of her to be
pretty certain she doesn’t think there is, even if she thinks there may be. He
doesn’t say there is, or even hint that there ought to be. It seems to me this
shillyshallying is rather unfair on everybody.’
‘Especially on you, I suppose,’ said Wood a little harshly. ‘But if you ask me, I’ll
tell you what I think — I think he’s afraid.’
‘Afraid of being refused?’ asked Payne.
‘No; afraid of being accepted,’ answered the other. ‘Don’t bite my head off — I
don’t mean afraid of the lady. I mean afraid of the picture.’
‘Afraid of the picture!’ repeated Payne.
‘I mean afraid of the curse,’ said Wood. ‘Don’t you remember the rhyme about the
Darnaway doom falling on him and her.’
‘Yes, but look here,’ cried Payne; ‘even the Darnaway doom can’t have it both
ways. You tell me first that I mustn’t have my own way because of the compact,
and then that the compact mustn’t have its own way because of the curse. But if
the curse can destroy the compact, why should she be tied to the compact? If
they’re frightened of marrying each other, they’re free to marry anybody else, and
there’s an end of it. Why should I suffer for the observance of something they
don’t propose to observe? It seems to me your position is very unreasonable.’
‘Of course it’s all a tangle,’ said Wood rather crossly, and went on hammering at
the frame of a canvas.
Suddenly, one morning, the new heir broke his long and baffling silence. He did it
in a curious fashion, a little crude, as was his way, but with an obvious anxiety to
do the right thing. He asked frankly for advice, not of this or that individual as
Payne had done, but collectively as of a crowd. When he did speak he threw
himself on the whole company like a statesman going to the country. He called it
‘a show-down’. Fortunately the lady was not included in this large gesture; and
Payne shuddered when he thought of her feelings. But the Australian was quite
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honest; he thought the natural thing was to ask for help and for information, calling
a sort of family council at which he put his cards on the table. It might be said that
he flung down his cards on the table, for he did it with a rather desperate air, like
one who had been harassed for days and nights by the increasing pressure of a
problem. In that short time the shadows of that place of low windows and sinking
pavements had curiously changed him, and increased a certain resemblance that
crept through all their memories.
The five men, including the doctor, were sitting round a table; and Payne was idly
reflecting that his own light tweeds and red hair must be the only colours in the
room, for the priest and the steward were in black, and Wood and Darnaway
habitually wore dark grey suits that looked almost like black. Perhaps this
incongruity had been what the young man had meant by calling him a human
being. At that moment the young man himself turned abruptly in his chair and
began to talk. A moment after the dazed artist knew that he was talking about the
most tremendous thing in the world.
‘Is there anything in it?’ he was saying. ’That is what I’ve come to asking myself
till I’m nearly crazy. I’d never have believed I should come to thinking of such
things; but I think of the portrait and the rhyme and the coincidences or whatever
you call them, and I go cold. Is there anything in it? Is there any Doom of the
Darnaways or only a damned queer accident? Have I got a right to marry, or shall I
bring something big and black out of the sky, that I know nothing about, on myself
and somebody else?’
His rolling eye had roamed round the table and rested on the plain face of the
priest, to whom he now seemed to be speaking. Payne’s submerged practicality
rose in protest against the problem of superstition being brought before that
supremely superstitious tribunal. He was sitting next to Darnaway and struck in
before the priest could answer.
‘Well, the coincidences are curious, I admit,’ he said, rather forcing a note of
cheerfulness; ‘but surely we — ’ and then he stopped as if he had been struck by
lightning. For Darnaway had turned his head sharply over his shoulder at the
interruption, and with the movement, his left eyebrow jerked up far above its
fellow and for an instant the face of the portrait glared at him with a ghastly
exaggeration of exactitude. The rest saw it; and all had the air of having been
dazzled by an instant of light. The old steward gave a hollow groan.
‘It is no good,’ he said hoarsely;’ we are dealing with something too terrible.’
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‘Yes,’ assented the priest in a low voice, ‘we are dealing with something terrible;
with the most terrible thing I know, and the name of it is nonsense.’
‘What did you say?’ said Darnaway, still looking towards him.
‘I said nonsense,’ repeated the priest. ‘I have not said anything in particular up to
now, for it was none of my business; I was only taking temporary duty in the
neighbourhood and Miss Darnaway wanted to see me. But since you’re asking me
personally and point-blank, why, it’s easy enough to answer. Of course there’s no
Doom of the Darnaways to prevent your marrying anybody you have any decent
reason for marrying. A man isn’t fated to fall into the smallest venial sin, let alone
into crimes like suicide and murder. You can’t be made to do wicked things
against your will because your name is Darnaway, any more than I can because my
name is Brown. The Doom of the Browns,’ he added with relish — ‘the Weird of
the Browns would sound even better.’
‘And you of all people,’ repeated the Australian, staring, ‘tell me to think like that
about it.’
‘I tell you to think about something else,’ replied the priest cheerfully. ‘What has
become of the rising art of photography? How is the camera getting on? I know
it’s rather dark downstairs, but those hollow arches on the floor above could easily
be turned into a first-rate photographic studio. A few workmen could fit it out with
a glass roof in no time.’
‘Really,’ protested Martin Wood, ‘I do think you should be the last man in the
world to tinker about with those beautiful Gothic arches, which are about the best
work your own religion has ever done in the world. I should have thought you’d
have had some feeling for that sort of art; but I can’t see why you should be so
uncommonly keen on photography.’
‘I’m uncommonly keen on daylight,’ answered Father Brown, ‘especially in this
dingy business; and photography has the virtue of depending on daylight. And if
you don’t know that I would grind all the Gothic arches in the world to powder to
save the sanity of a single human soul, you don’t know so much about my religion
as you think you do.’
The young Australian had sprung to his feet like a man rejuvenated. ‘By George!
that’s the talk,’ he cried; ‘though I never thought to hear it from that quarter. I’ll
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tell you what, reverend sir, I’ll do something that will show I haven’t lost my
courage after all.’
The old steward was still looking at him with quaking watchfulness, as if he felt
something fey about the young man’s defiance. ‘Oh,’ he cried, ‘what are you
going to do now?’
‘I am going to photograph the portrait,’ replied Darnaway.
Yet it was barely a week afterwards that the storm of the catastrophe seemed to
stoop out of the sky, darkening that sun of sanity to which the priest had appealed
in vain, and plunging the mansion once more in the darkness of the Darnaway
doom. It had been easy enough to fit up the new studio; and seen from inside it
looked very like any other such studio, empty except for the fullness of the white
light. A man coming from the gloomy rooms below had more than normally the
sense of stepping into a more than modern brilliancy, as blank as the future. At the
suggestion of Wood, who knew the castle well and had got over his first aesthetic
grumblings, a small room remaining intact in the upper ruins was easily turned
into a dark room, into which Darnaway went out of the white daylight to grope by
the crimson gleams of a red lamp. Wood said, laughing, that the red lamp had
reconciled him to the vandalism; as that bloodshot darkness was as romantic as an
alchemist’s cave.
Darnaway had risen at daybreak on the day that he meant to photograph the
mysterious portrait, and had it carried up from the library by the single corkscrew
staircase that connected the two floors. There he had set it up in the wide white
daylight on a sort of easel and planted his photographic tripod in front of it. He
said he was anxious to send a reproduction of it to a great antiquary who had
written on the antiquities of the house; but the others knew that this was an excuse
covering much deeper things. It was, if not exactly a spiritual duel between
Darnaway and the demoniac picture, at least a duel between Darnaway and his
own doubts. He wanted to bring the daylight of photography face to face with that
dark masterpiece of painting; and to see whether the sunshine of the new art would
not drive out the shadows of the old.
Perhaps this was why he preferred to do it by himself, even if some of the details
seemed to take longer and involve more than normal delay. Anyhow, he rather
discouraged the few who visited his studio during the day of the experiment, and
who found him focusing and fussing about in a very isolated and impenetrable
fashion. The steward had left a meal for him, as he refused to come down; the old
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gentleman also returned some hours afterwards and found the meal more or less
normally disposed of; but when he brought it he got no more gratitude than a
grunt. Payne went up once to see how he was getting on, but finding the
photographer disinclined for conversation came down again. Father Brown had
wandered that way in an unobtrusive style to take Darnaway a letter from the
expert to whom the photograph was to be sent. But he left the letter on a tray, and
whatever he thought of that great glasshouse full of daylight and devotion to a
hobby, a world he had himself in some sense created, he kept it to himself and
came down. He had reason to remember very soon that he was the last to come
down the solitary staircase connecting the floors, leaving a lonely man and an
empty room behind him. The others were standing in the salon that led into the
library, just under the great black ebony clock that looked like a titanic coffin.
‘How was Darnaway getting on,’ asked Payne, a little later, ‘when you last went
up?’
The priest passed a hand over his forehead. ‘Don’t tell me I’m getting psychic,’ he
said with a sad smile. ‘I believe I’m quite dazzled with daylight up in that room
and couldn’t see things straight. Honestly, I felt for a flash as if there were
something uncanny about Darnaway’s figure standing before that portrait.’
‘Oh, that’s the lame leg,’ said Barnet promptly. ‘We know all about that.’
‘Do you know,’ said Payne abruptly, but lowering his voice, ‘l don’t think we do
know all about it or anything about it. What’s the matter with his leg? What was
the matter with his ancestor’s leg?’
‘Oh, there’s something about that in the book I was reading in there, in the family
archives,’ said Wood; ‘I’ll fetch it for you.’ And he stepped into the library just
beyond.
‘I think,’ said Father Brown quietly, ‘Mr Payne must have some particular reason
for asking that.’
‘I may as well blurt it out once and for all,’ said Payne, but in a yet lower voice.
‘After all, there is a rational explanation. A man from anywhere might have made
up to look like the portrait. What do we know about Darnaway? He is behaving
rather oddly — ’
The others were staring at him in a rather startled fashion; but the priest seemed to
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take it very calmly.
‘I don’t think the old portrait’s ever been photographed,’ he said. ‘That’s why he
wants to do it. I don’t think there’s anything odd about that.’
‘Quite an ordinary state of things, in fact,’ said Wood with a smile; he had just
returned with the book in his hand. And even as he spoke there was a stir in the
clockwork of the great dark clock behind him and successive strokes thrilled
through the room up to the number of seven. With the last stroke there came a
crash from the floor above that shook the house like a thunderbolt; and Father
Brown was already two steps up the winding staircase before the sound had ceased.
‘My God!’ cried Payne involuntarily; ‘he is alone up there.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown without turning, as he vanished up the stairway. ‘We
shall find him alone.’
When the rest recovered from their first paralysis and ran helter-skelter up the
stone steps and found their way to the new studio, it was true in that sense that
they found him alone. They found him lying in a wreck of his tall camera, with its
long splintered legs standing out grotesquely at three different angles; and
Darnaway had fallen on top of it with one black crooked leg lying at a fourth angle
along the floor. For the moment the dark heap looked as if he were entangled with
some huge and horrible spider. Little more than a glance and a touch were needed
to tell them that he was dead. Only the portrait stood untouched upon the easel,
and one could fancy the smiling eyes shone.
An hour afterwards Father Brown in helping to calm the confusion of the stricken
household, came upon the old steward muttering almost as mechanically as the
clock had ticked and struck the terrible hour. Almost without hearing them, he
knew what the muttered words must be.
In the seventh heir I shall return
In the seventh hour I shall depart.
As he was about to say something soothing, the old man seemed suddenly to start
awake and stiffen into anger; his mutterings changed to a fierce cry.
‘You!’ he cried; ‘you and your daylight! Even you won’t say now there is no
Doom for the Darnaways.’
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‘My opinion about that is unchanged,’ said Father Brown mildly. Then after a
pause he added: ‘I hope you will observe poor Darnaway’s last wish, and see the
photograph is sent off.’
‘The photograph!’ cried the doctor sharply. ‘What’s the good of that? As a matter
of fact, it’s rather curious; but there isn’t any photograph. It seems he never took it
after all, after pottering about all day.’
Father Brown swung round sharply. ‘Then take it yourselves,’ he said. ’Poor
Darnaway was perfectly right. It’s most important that the photograph should be
taken.’
As all the visitors, the doctor, the priest, and the two artists trailed away in a black
and dismal procession across the brown and yellow sands, they were at first more
or less silent, rather as if they had been stunned. And certainly there had been
something like a crack of thunder in a clear sky about the fulfilment of that
forgotten superstition at the very time when they had most forgotten it; when the
doctor and the priest had both filled their minds with rationalism as the
photographer had filled his rooms with daylight. They might be as rationalistic as
they liked; but in broad daylight the seventh heir had returned, and in broad
daylight at the seventh hour he had perished.
‘I’m afraid everybody will always believe in the Darnaway superstition now,’ said
Martin Wood.
‘I know one who won’t,’ said the doctor sharply. ‘Why should I indulge in
superstition because somebody else indulges in suicide?’
‘You think poor Mr Darnaway committed suicide?’ asked the priest.
‘I’m sure he committed suicide,’ replied the doctor.
‘It is possible,’ agreed the other.
‘He was quite alone up there, and he had a whole drug-store of poisons in the dark
room. Besides, it’s just the sort of thing that Darnaways do.’
‘You don’t think there’s anything in the fulfilment of the family curse?’
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‘Yes,’ said the doctor; ‘I believe in one family curse, and that is the family
constitution. I told you it was heredity, and they are all half mad. If you stagnate
and breed in and brood in your own swamp like that, you’re bound to degenerate
whether you like it or not. The laws of heredity can’t be dodged; the truths of
science can’t be denied. The minds of the Darnaways are falling to pieces, as their
blighted old sticks and stones are falling to pieces, eaten away by the sea and the
salt air. Suicide — of course he committed suicide; I dare say all the rest will
commit suicide. Perhaps the best thing they could do.’
As the man of science spoke there sprang suddenly and with startling clearness
into Payne’s memory the face of the daughter of the Darnaways, a tragic mask pale
against an unfathomable blackness, but itself of a blinding and more than mortal
beauty. He opened his mouth to speak and found himself speechless.
‘I see,’ said Father Brown to the doctor; ‘so you do believe in the superstition after
all?’
‘What do you mean — believe in the superstition? I believe in the suicide as a
matter of scientific necessity.’
‘Well,’ replied the priest, ‘I don’t see a pin to choose between your scientific
superstition and the other magical superstition. They both seem to end in turning
people into paralytics, who can’t move their own legs or arms or save their own
lives or souls. The rhyme said it was the Doom of the Darnaways to be killed, and
the scientific textbook says it is the Doom of the Darnaways to kill themselves.
Both ways they seem to be slaves.’
‘But I thought you said you believed in rational views of these things,’ said Dr
Barnet. ‘Don’t you believe in heredity?’
‘I said I believed in daylight,’ replied the priest in a loud and clear voice, ‘and I
won’t choose between two tunnels of subterranean superstition that both end in the
dark. And the proof of it is this: that you are all entirely in the dark about what
really happened in that house.’
‘Do you mean about the suicide?’ asked Payne.
‘I mean about the murder,’ said Father Brown; and his voice, though only slightly
lifted to a louder note, seemed somehow to resound over the whole shore. ‘It was
murder; but murder is of the will, which God made free.’
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What the other said at the moment in answer to it Payne never knew. For the word
had a rather curious effect on him; stirring him like the blast of a trumpet and yet
bringing him to a halt. He stood still in the middle of the sandy waste and let the
others go on in front of him; he felt the blood crawling through all his veins and
the sensation that is called the hair standing on end; and yet he felt a new and
unnatural happiness. A psychological process too quick and too complicated for
himself to follow had already reached a conclusion that he could not analyse; but
the conclusion was one of relief. After standing still for a moment he turned and
went back slowly across the sands to the house of the Darnaways.
He crossed the moat with a stride that shook the bridge, descended the stairs and
traversed the long rooms with a resounding tread, till he came to the place where
Adelaide Darnaway sat haloed with the low light of the oval window, almost like
some forgotten saint left behind in the land of death. She looked up, and an
expression of wonder made her face yet more wonderful.
‘What is it?’ she said.’ Why have you come back?’
‘I have come for the Sleeping Beauty,’ he said in a tone that had the resonance of a
laugh. ’This old house went to sleep long ago, as the doctor said; but it is silly for
you to pretend to be old. Come up into the daylight and hear the truth. I have
brought you a word; it is a terrible word, but it breaks the spell of your captivity.’
She did not understand a word he said, but something made her rise and let him
lead her down the long hall and up the stairs and out under the evening sky. The
ruins of a dead garden stretched towards the sea, and an old fountain with the
figure of a triton, green with rust, remained poised there, pouring nothing out of a
dried horn into an empty basin. He had often seen that desolate outline against the
evening sky as he passed, and it had seemed to him a type of fallen fortunes in
more ways than one. Before long, doubtless, those hollow fonts would be filled,
but it would be with the pale green bitter waters of the sea and the flowers would
be drowned and strangled in seaweed. So, he had told himself, the daughter of the
Darnaways might indeed be wedded; but she would be wedded to death and a
doom as deaf and ruthless as the sea. But now he laid a hand on the bronze triton
that was like the hand of a giant, and shook it as if he meant to hurl it over like an
idol or an evil god of the garden.
‘What do you mean?’ she asked steadily. ‘What is this word that will set us free?’
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‘The word is murder,’ he said, ‘and the freedom it brings is as fresh as the flowers
of spring. No; I do not mean I have murdered anybody. But the fact that anybody
can be murdered is itself good news, after the evil dreams you have been living in.
Don’t you understand? In that dream of yours everything that happened to you
came from inside you; the Doom of the Darnaways was stored up in the
Darnaways; it unfolded itself like a horrible flower. There was no escape even by
happy accident; it was all inevitable; whether it was Vine and his old wives’ tales,
or Barnet and his new-fangled heredity. But this man who died was not the victim
of a magic curse or an inherited madness. He was murdered; and for us that
murder is simply an accident; yes, requiescat in pace: but a happy accident. It is a
ray of daylight, because it comes from outside.’
She suddenly smiled. ‘Yes, I believe I understand. I suppose you are talking like a
lunatic, but I understand. But who murdered him?’
‘I do not know,’ he answered calmly, ‘but Father Brown knows. And as Father
Brown says, murder is at least done by the will, free as that wind from the sea.’
‘Father Brown is a wonderful person,’ she said after a pause; ‘he was the only
person who ever brightened my existence in any way at all until — ’
‘Until what?’ asked Payne, and made a movement almost impetuous, leaning
towards her and thrusting away the bronze monster so that it seemed to rock on its
pedestal.
‘Well, until you did,’ she said and smiled again.
So was the sleeping palace awakened, and it is no part of this story to describe the
stages of its awakening, though much of it had come to pass before the dark of that
evening had fallen upon the shore. As Harry Payne strode homewards once more,
across those dark sands that he had crossed in so many moods, he was at the
highest turn of happiness that is given in this mortal life, — and the whole red sea
within him was at the top of its tide. He would have had no difficulty in picturing
all that place again in flower, and the bronze triton bright as a golden god and the
fountain flowing with water or with wine. But all this brightness and blossoming
had been unfolded for him by the one word ‘murder’, and it was still a word that
he did not understand. He had taken it on trust, and he was not unwise; for he was
one of those who have a sense of the sound of truth.
It was more than a month later that Payne returned to his London house to keep an
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appointment with Father Brown, taking the required photograph with him. His
personal romance had prospered as well as was fitting under the shadow of such a
tragedy, and the shadow itself therefore lay rather more lightly on him; but it was
hard to view it as anything but the shadow of a family fatality. In many ways he
had been much occupied; and it was not until the Darnaway household had
resumed its somewhat stern routine, and the portrait had long been restored to its
place in the library, that he had managed to photograph it with a magnesium flare.
Before sending it to the antiquary, as originally arranged, he brought it to the priest
who had so pressingly demanded it.
‘I can’t understand your attitude about all this. Father Brown,’ he said.’ You act as
if you had already solved the problem in some way of your own.’
The priest shook his head mournfully. ‘Not a bit of it,’ he answered. ‘I must be
very stupid, but I’m quite stuck; stuck about the most practical point of all. It’s a
queer business; so simple up to a point and then — Let me have a look at that
photograph, will you?’
He held it close to his screwed, short-sighted eyes for a moment, and then said:
‘Have you got a magnifying glass?’
Payne produced one, and the priest looked through it intently for some time and
then said: ‘Look at the title of that book at the edge of the bookshelf beside the
frame; it’s ‘The History of Pope Joan’. Now, I wonder ... yes, by George; and the
one above is something or other of Iceland. Lord! what a queer way to find it out!
What a dolt and donkey I was not to notice it when I was there!’
‘But what have you found out?’ asked Payne impatiently.
‘The last link,’ said Father Brown, ‘and I’m not stuck any longer. Yes; I think I
know how that unhappy story went from first to last now.’
‘But why?’ insisted the other.
‘Why, because,’ said the priest with a smile, ‘the Darnaway library contained
books about Pope Joan and Iceland, not to mention another I see with the title
beginning ‘The Religion of Frederick’, which is not so very hard to fill up.’ Then,
seeing the other’s annoyance, his smile faded and he said more earnestly: ‘As a
matter of fact, this last point, though it is the last link, is not the main business.
There were much more curious things in the case than that. One of them is rather a
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curiosity of evidence. Let me begin by saying something that may surprise you.
Darnaway did not die at seven o’clock that evening. He had been already dead for
a whole day.’
‘Surprise is rather a mild word,’ said Payne grimly, ‘since you and I both saw him
walking about afterwards.’
‘No, we did not,’ replied Father Brown quietly. ‘I think we both saw him, or
thought we saw him, fussing about with the focusing of his camera. Wasn’t his
head under that black cloak when you passed through the room? It was when I did.
And that’s why I felt there was something queer about the room and the figure. It
wasn’t that the leg was crooked, but rather that it wasn’t crooked. It was dressed in
the same sort of dark clothes; but if you see what you believe to be one man
standing in the way that another man stands, you will think he’s in a strange and
strained attitude.’
‘Do you really mean,’ cried Payne with something like a shudder, ‘that it was
some unknown man?’
‘It was the murderer,’ said Father Brown. ‘He had already killed Darnaway at
daybreak and hid the corpse and himself in the dark room — an excellent hidingplace, because nobody normally goes into it or can see much if he does. But he let
it fall out on the floor at seven o’clock, of course, that the whole thing might be
explained by the curse.’
‘But I don’t understand’ observed Payne. ‘Why didn’t he kill him at seven o’clock
then, instead of loading himself with a corpse for fourteen hours?’
‘Let me ask you another question,’ said the priest. ‘Why was there no photograph
taken? Because the murderer made sure of killing him when he first got up, and
before he could take it. It was essential to the murderer to prevent that photograph
reaching the expert on the Darnaway antiquities.’
There was a sudden silence for a moment, and then the priest went on in a lower
tone: ‘Don’t you see how simple it is? Why, you yourself saw one side of the
possibility; but it’s simpler even than you thought. You said a man might be faked
to resemble an old picture. Surely it’s simpler that a picture should be faked to
resemble a man. In plain words, it’s true in a rather special way that there was no
Doom of the Darnaways. There was no old picture; there was no old rhyme; there
was no legend of a man who caused his wife’s death. But there was a very wicked
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and a very clever man who was willing to cause another man’s death in order to
rob him of his promised wife.’
The priest suddenly gave Payne a sad smile, as if in reassurance. ‘For the moment
I believe you thought I meant you,’ he said,’ but you were not the only person who
haunted that house for sentimental reasons. You know the man, or rather you think
you do. But there were depths in the man called Martin Wood, artist and antiquary,
which none of his mere artistic acquaintances were likely to guess. Remember that
he was called in to criticize and catalogue the pictures; in an aristocratic dustbin of
that sort that practically means simply to tell the Darnaways what art treasures they
had got. They would not be surprised at things turning up they had never noticed
before. It had to be done well, and it was; perhaps he was right when he said that if
it wasn’t Holbein it was somebody of the same genius.’
‘I feel rather stunned,’ said Payne; ‘and there are twenty things I don’t see yet.
How did he know what Darnaway looked like? How did he actually kill him? The
doctors seem rather puzzled at present.’
‘I saw a photograph the lady had which the Australian sent on before him,’ said
the priest, ‘and there are several ways in which he could have learned things when
the new heir was once recognized. We may not know these details; but they are
not difficulties. You remember he used to help in the dark room; it seems to me an
ideal place, say, to prick a man with a poisoned pin, with the poison’s all handy.
No; I say these were not difficulties. The difficulty that stumped me was how
Wood could be in two places at once. How could he take the corpse from the darkroom and prop it against the camera so that it would fall in a few seconds, without
coming downstairs, when he was in the library looking out a book? And I was
such a fool that I never looked at the books in the library; and it was only in this
photograph, by very undeserved good luck, that I saw the simple fact of a book
about Pope Joan.’
‘You’ve kept your best riddle for the end,’ said Payne grimly. ‘What on earth can
Pope Joan have to do with it?’
‘Don’t forget the book about the Something of Iceland,’ advised the priest, ‘or the
religion of somebody called Frederick. It only remains to ask what sort of man was
the late Lord Darnaway.’
‘Oh, does it?’ observed Payne heavily.
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‘He was a cultivated, humorous sort of eccentric, I believe,’ went on Father
Brown. ‘Being cultivated, he knew there was no such person as Pope Joan. Being
humorous, he was very likely to have thought of the title of ‘The Snakes of
Iceland’ or something else that didn’t exist. I venture to reconstruct the third title
as ‘The Religion of Frederick the Great’ — which also doesn’t exist. Now, doesn’t
it strike you that those would be just the titles to put on the backs of books that
didn’t exist; or in other words on a bookcase that wasn’t a book-case?’
‘Ah!’ cried Payne; ‘I see what you mean now. There was some hidden staircase —
’
‘Up to the room Wood himself selected as a dark room,’ said the priest nodding.
‘I’m sorry. It couldn’t be helped. It’s dreadfully banal and stupid, as stupid as I
have been on this pretty banal case. But we were mixed up in a real musty old
romance of decayed gentility and a fallen family mansion; and it was too much to
hope that we could escape having a secret passage. It was a priest’s hole; and I
deserve to be put in it.’

The Ghost of Gideon Wise
FATHER BROWN always regarded the case as the queerest example of the theory
of an alibi: the theory by which it is maintained, in defiance of the mythological
Irish bird, that it is impossible for anybody to be in two places at once. To begin
with, James Byrne, being an Irish journalist, was perhaps the nearest
approximation to the Irish bird. He came as near as anybody could to being in two
places at once: for he was in two places at the opposite extremes of the social and
political world within the space of twenty minutes. The first was in the Babylonian
halls of the big hotel, which was the meeting place of the three commercial
magnates concerned with arranging for a coal lock-out and denouncing it as a coalstrike, the second was in a curious tavern, having the facade of a grocery store,
where met the more subterranean triumvirate of those who would have been very
glad to turn the lock-out into a strike — and the strike into a revolution. The
reporter passed to and fro between the three millionaires and the three Bolshevist
leaders with the immunity of the modern herald or the new ambassador.
He found the three mining magnates hidden in a jungle of flowering plants and a
forest of fluted and florid columns of gilded plaster; gilded birdcages hung high
under the painted domes amid the highest leaves of the palms; and in them were
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birds of motley colours and varied cries. No bird in the wilderness ever sang more
unheeded, and no flower ever wasted its sweetness on the desert air more
completely than the blossoms of those tall plants wasted theirs upon the brisk and
breathless business men, mostly American, who talked and ran to and fro in that
place. And there, amid a riot of rococo ornament that nobody ever looked at, and a
chatter of expensive foreign birds that nobody ever heard, and a mass of gorgeous
upholstery and a labyrinth of luxurious architecture, the three men sat and talked
of how success was founded on thought and thrift and a vigilance of economy and
self-control.
One of them indeed did not talk so much as the others; but he watched with very
bright and motionless eyes, which seemed to be pinched together by his pince-nez,
and the permanent smile under his small black moustache was rather like a
permanent sneer. This was the famous Jacob P. Stein, and he did not speak till he
had something to say. But his companion, old Gallup the Pennsylvanian, a huge fat
fellow with reverend grey hair but a face like a pugilist, talked a great deal. He was
in a jovial mood and was half rallying, half bullying the third millionaire, Gideon
Wise — a hard, dried, angular old bird of the type that his countrymen compare to
hickory, with a stiff grey chin-beard and the manners and clothes of any old farmer
from the central plains. There was an old argument between Wise and Gallup
about combination and competition. For old Wise still retained, with the manners
of the old backwoodsman, something of his opinions of the old individualist; he
belonged, as we should say in England, to the Manchester School; and Gallup was
always trying to persuade him to cut out competition and pool the resources of the
world.
‘You’ll have to come in, old fellow, sooner or later,’ Gallup was saying genially as
Byrne entered. ‘It’s the way the world is going, and we can’t go back to the oneman-business now. We’ve all got to stand together.’
‘If I might say a word,’ said Stein, in his tranquil way, ‘I would say there is
something a little more urgent even than standing together commercially. Anyhow,
we must stand together politically; and that’s why I’ve asked Mr Byrne to meet us
here today. On the political issue we must combine; for the simple reason that all
our most dangerous enemies are already combined.’
‘Oh, I quite agree about political combination,’ grumbled Gideon Wise.
‘See here,’ said Stein to the journalist; ‘I know you have the run of these queer
places, Mr Byrne, and I want you to do something for us unofficially. You know
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where these men meet; there are only two or three of them that count, John Elias
and Jake Halket, who does all the spouting, and perhaps that poet fellow Home.’
‘Why Home used to be a friend of Gideon,’ said the jeering Mr Gallup; ‘used to be
in his Sunday School class or something.’
‘He was a Christian, then,’ said old Gideon solemnly; ‘but when a man takes up
with atheists you never know. I still meet him now and then. I was quite ready to
back him against war and conscription and all that, of course, but when it comes to
all the goddam bolshies in creation — ’
‘Excuse me,’ interposed Stein, ‘the matter is rather urgent, so I hope you will
excuse me putting it before Mr Byrne at once. Mr Byrne, I may tell you in
confidence that I hold information, or rather evidence that would land at least two
of those men in prison for long terms, in connexion with conspiracies during the
late war. I don’t want to use that evidence. But I want you to go to them quietly
and tell them that I shall use it, and use it tomorrow, unless they alter their attitude.’
‘Well,’ replied Byrne, ‘what you propose would certainly be called compounding a
felony and might be called blackmail, Don’t you think it is rather dangerous?’
‘I think it is rather dangerous for them,’ said Stein with a snap; ‘and I want you to
go and tell them so.’
‘Oh, very well,’ said Byrne standing up, with a half humorous sigh. ‘It’s all in the
day’s work; but if I get into trouble, I warn you I shall try to drag you into it.’
‘You will try, boy,’ said old Gallup with a hearty laugh.
For so much still lingers of that great dream of Jefferson and, the thing that men
have called Democracy that in his country, while the rich rule like tyrants, the poor
do not talk like slaves; but there is candour between the oppressor and the
oppressed.
The meeting-place of the revolutionists was a queer, bare, whitewashed place, on
the walls of which were one or two distorted uncouth sketches in black and white,
in the style of something that was supposed to be Proletarian Art, of which not one
proletarian in a million could have made head or tail. Perhaps the one point in
common to the two council chambers was that both violated the American
Constitution by the display of strong drink. Cocktails of various colours had stood
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before the three millionaires. Halket, the most violent of the Bolshevists, thought it
only appropriate to drink vodka. He was a long, hulking fellow with a menacing
stoop, and his very profile was aggressive like a dog’s, the nose and lips thrust out
together, the latter carrying a ragged red moustache and the whole curling
outwards with perpetual scorn. John Elias was a dark watchful man in spectacles,
with a black pointed beard; and he had learnt in many European cafes a taste for
absinthe. The journalist’s first and last feeling was how very like each other, after
all, were John Elias and Jacob P. Stein. They were so like in face and mind and
manner, that the millionaire might have disappeared down a trap-door in the
Babylon Hotel and come up again in the stronghold of the Bolshevists.
The third man also had a curious taste in drinks, and his drink was symbolic of
him. For what stood in front of the poet Home was a glass of milk, and its very
mildness seemed in that setting to have something sinister about it, as if its opaque
and colourless colour were of some leprous paste more poisonous than the dead
sick green of absinthe. Yet in truth the mildness was so far genuine enough; for
Henry Home came to the camp of revolution along a very different road and from
very different origins from those of Jake, the common tub-thumper, and Elias, the
cosmopolitan wire-puller. He had had what is called a careful upbringing, had
gone to chapel in his childhood, and carried through life a teetotalism which he
could not shake off when he cast away such trifles as Christianity and marriage.
He had fair hair and a fine face that might have looked like Shelley, if he had not
weakened the chin with a little foreign fringe of beard. Somehow the beard made
him look more like a woman; it was as if those few golden hairs were all he could
do.
When the journalist entered, the notorious Jake was talking, as he generally was.
Home had uttered some casual and conventional phrase about ‘Heaven forbid’
something or other, and this was quite enough to set Jake off with a torrent of
profanity.
‘Heaven forbid! and that’s about all it bally well does do,’ he said. ‘Heaven never
does anything but forbid this, that and the other; forbids us to strike, and forbids us
to fight, and forbids us to shoot the damned usurers and blood-suckers where they
sit. Why doesn’t Heaven forbid them something for a bit? Why don’t the damned
priests and parsons stand up and tell the truth about those brutes for a change?
Why doesn’t their precious God — ’
Elias allowed a gentle sigh, as of faint fatigue, to escape him.
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‘Priests,’ he said, ‘belonged, as Marx has shown, to the feudal stage of economic
development and are therefore no longer really any part of the problem. The part
once played by the priest is now played by the capitalist expert and — ’
‘Yes,’ interrupted the journalist, with his grim and ironic implacability, ‘and it’s
about time you knew that some of them are jolly expert in playing it.’ And without
moving his own eyes from the bright but dead eyes of Elias, he told him of the
threat of Stein.
‘I was prepared for something of that sort,’ said the smiling Elias without moving;
‘I may say quite prepared.’
‘Dirty dogs!’ exploded Jake. ‘If a poor man said a thing like that he’d go to penal
servitude. But I reckon they’ll go somewhere worse before they guess. If they
don’t go to hell, I don’t know where the hell they’ll go to — ’
Home made a movement of protest, perhaps not so much at what the man was
saying as at what he was going to say, and Elias cut the speech short with cold
exactitude.
‘It is quite unnecessary for us,’ he said, looking at Byrne steadily through his
spectacles, ‘to bandy threats with the other side. It is quite sufficient that their
threats are quite ineffective so far as we are concerned. We also have made all our
own arrangements, and some of them will not appear until they appear in motion.
So far as we are concerned, an immediate rupture and an extreme trial of strength
will be quite according to plan.’
As he spoke in a quite quiet and dignified fashion, something in his motionless
yellow face and his great goggles started a faint fear creeping up the journalist’s
spine. Halket’s savage face might seem to have a snarl in its very silhouette when
seen sideways; but when seen face to face, the smouldering rage in his eyes had
also something of anxiety, as if the ethical and economic riddle were after all a
little too much for him; and Home seemed even more hanging on wires of worry
and self-criticism. But about this third man with the goggles, who spoke so
sensibly and simply, there was something uncanny; it was like a dead man talking
at the table.
As Byrne went out with his message of defiance, and passed along the very narrow
passage beside the grocery store, he found the end of it blocked by a strange
though strangely familiar figure: short and sturdy, and looking rather quaint when
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seen in dark outline with its round head and wide hat.
‘Father Brown!’ cried the astonished journalist. ‘I think you must have come into
the wrong door. You’re not likely to be in this little conspiracy.’
‘Mine is a rather older conspiracy,’ replied Father Brown smiling,’ but it is quite a
widespread conspiracy.’
‘Well,’ replied Byrne,’ you can’t imagine any of the people here being within a
thousand miles of your concern.’
‘It is not always easy to tell,’ replied the priest equably; ‘but as a matter of fact,
there is one person here who’s within an inch of it.’
He disappeared into the dark entrance and the journalist went on his way very
much puzzled. He was still more puzzled by a small incident that happened to him
as he turned into the hotel to make his report to his capitalist clients. The bower of
blossoms and bird-cages in which those crabbed old gentlemen were embosomed
was approached by a flight of marble steps, flanked by gilded nymphs and tritons.
Down these steps ran an active young man with black hair, a snub nose, and a
flower in his buttonhole, who seized him and drew him aside before he could
ascend the stair.
‘I say,’ whispered the young man, ‘I’m Potter — old Gid’s secretary, you know:
now, between ourselves, there is a sort of a thunderbolt being forged, isn’t there,
now?’
‘I came to the conclusion,’ replied Byrne cautiously, ‘that the Cyclops had
something on the anvil. But always remember that the Cyclops is a giant, but he
has only one eye. I think Bolshevism is — ’
While he was speaking the secretary listened with a face that had a certain almost
Mongolian immobility, despite the liveliness of his legs and his attire. But when
Byrne said the word ‘Bolshevism’, the young man’s sharp eyes shifted and he said
quickly:
‘What has that — oh yes, that sort of thunderbolt; so sorry, my mistake. So easy to
say anvil when you mean ice-box.’
With which the extraordinary young man disappeared down the steps and Byrne
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continued to mount them, more and more mystification clouding his mind.
He found the group of three augmented to four by the presence of a hatchet-faced
person with very thin straw-coloured hair and a monocle, who appeared to be a
sort of adviser to old Gallup, possibly his solicitor, though he was not definitely so
called. His name was Nares, and the questions which he directed towards Byrne
referred chiefly, for some reason or other, to the number of those probably enrolled
in the revolutionary organization. Of this, as Byrne knew little, he said less; and
the four men eventually rose from their seats, the last word being with the man
who had been most silent.
‘Thank you, Mr Byrne,’ said Stein, folding up his eyeglasses. ‘It only remains to
say that everything is ready; on that point I quite agree with Mr Elias. Tomorrow,
before noon, the police will have arrested Mr Elias, on evidence I shall by then
have put before them, and those three at least will be in jail before night. As you
know, I attempted to avoid this course. I think that is all, gentlemen.’
But Mr Jacob P. Stein did not lay his formal information next day, for a reason that
has often interrupted the activities of such industrious characters. He did not do it
because he happened to be dead; and none of the rest of the programme was
carried out, for a reason which Byrne found displayed in gigantic letters when he
opened his morning paper: ‘Terrific Triple Murder: Three Millionaires Slain in
One Night.’ Other exclamatory phrases followed in smaller letters, only about four
times the size of normal type, which insisted on the special feature of the mystery:
the fact that the three men had been killed not only simultaneously but in three
widely separated places — Stein in his artistic and luxurious country seat a
hundred miles inland, Wise outside the little bungalow on the coast where he lived
on sea breezes and the simple life, and old Gallup in a thicket just outside the
lodge-gates of his great house at the other end of the county. In all three cases
there could be no doubt about the scenes of violence that had preceded death,
though the actual body of Gallup was not found till the second day, where it hung,
huge and horrible, amid the broken forks and branches of the little wood into
which its weight had crashed, like a bison rushing on the spears: while Wise had
clearly been flung over the cliff into the sea, not without a struggle, for his
scraping and slipping footprints could still be traced upon the very brink. But the
first signal of the tragedy had been the sight of his large limp straw hat, floating far
out upon the waves and conspicuous from the cliffs above. Stein’s body also had at
first eluded search, till a faint trail of blood led the investigators to a bath on the
ancient Roman model he had been constructing in his garden; for he had been a
man of an experimental turn of mind with a taste for antiquities.
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Whatever he might think, Byrne was bound to admit that there was no legal
evidence against anybody as things stood. A motive for murder was not enough.
Even a moral aptitude for murder was not enough. And he could not conceive that
pale young pacifist, Henry Home, butchering another man by brutal violence,
though he might imagine the blaspheming Jake and even the sneering Jew as
capable of anything. The police, and the man who appeared to be assisting them
(who was no other than the rather mysterious man with the monocle, who had been
introduced as Mr Nares), realized the position quite as clearly as the journalist.
They knew that at the moment the Bolshevist conspirators could not be prosecuted
and convicted, and that it would be a highly sensational failure if they were
prosecuted and acquitted. Nares started with an artful candour by calling them in
some sense to the council, inviting them to a private conclave and asking them to
give their opinions freely in the interests of humanity. He had started his
investigations at the nearest scene of tragedy, the bungalow by the sea; and Byrne
was permitted to be present at a curious scene, which was at once a peaceful parley
of diplomatists and a veiled inquisition or putting of suspects to the question.
Rather to Byrne’s surprise the incongruous company, seated round the table in the
seaside bungalow, included the dumpy figure and owlish head of Father Brown,
though his connexion with the affair did not appear until some time afterwards.
The presence of young Potter, the dead man’s secretary, was more natural; yet
somehow his demeanour was not quite so natural. He alone was quite familiar with
their meeting-place, and was even in some grim sense their host; yet he offered
little assistance or information. His round snub-nosed face wore an expression
more like sulks than sorrow.
Jake Halket as usual talked most; and a man of his type could not be expected to
keep up the polite fiction that he and his friends were not accused. Young Home,
in his more refined way, tried to restrain him when he began to abuse the men who
had been murdered; but Jake was always quite as ready to roar down his friends as
his foes. In a spout of blasphemies he relieved his soul of a very unofficial
obituary notice of the late Gideon Wise. Elias sat quite still and apparently
indifferent behind those spectacles that masked his eyes.
‘It would be useless, I suppose,’ said Nares coldly, ‘to tell you that your remarks
are indecent. It may affect you more if I tell you they are imprudent. You
practically admit that you hated the dead man.’
‘Going to put me in quod for that, are you?’ jeered the demagogue. ‘All right.
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Only you’ll have to build a prison for a million men if you’re going to jail all the
poor people who had reason to hate Gid Wise. And you know it’s God truth as
well as I do.’
Nares was silent; and nobody spoke until Elias interposed with his clear though
faintly lisping drawl.
‘This appears to me to be a highly unprofitable discussion on both sides,’ he said.
‘You have summoned us here either to ask us for information or to subject us to
cross-examination. If you trust us, we tell you we have no information. If you
distrust us, you must tell us of what we are accused, or have the politeness to keep
the fact to yourselves. Nobody has been able to suggest the faintest trace of
evidence connecting any one of us with these tragedies any more than with the
murder of Julius Caesar. You dare not arrest us, and you will not believe us. What
is the good of our remaining here?’
And he rose, calmly buttoning his coat, his friends following his example. As they
went towards the door, young Home turned back and faced the investigators for a
moment with his pale fanatical face.
‘I wish to say,’ he said, ‘that I went to a filthy jail during the whole war because I
would not consent to kill a man.’
With that they passed out, and the members of the group remaining looked grimly
at each other.
‘I hardly think,’ said Father Brown, ‘that we remain entirely victorious, in spite of
the retreat.’
‘I don’t mind anything,’ said Nares, ‘except being bullyragged by that
blasphemous blackguard Halket. Home is a gentleman, anyhow. But whatever they
say, I am dead certain they know; they are in it, or most of them are. They almost
admitted it. They taunted us with not being able to prove we’re right, much more
than with being wrong. What do you think, Father Brown?’
The person addressed looked across at Nares with a gaze almost disconcertingly
mild and meditative.
‘It is quite true,’ he said, ‘that I have formed an idea that one particular person
knows more than he has told us. But I think it would be well if I did not mention
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his name just yet.’
Nares’ eyeglass dropped from his eye, and he looked up sharply. ‘This is unofficial
so far,’ he said. ‘I suppose you know that at a later stage if you withhold
information, your position may be serious.’
‘My position is simple,’ replied the priest. ‘I am here to look after the legitimate
interests of my friend Halket. I think it will be in his interest, under the
circumstances, if I tell you I think he will before long sever his connexion with this
organization, and cease to be a Socialist in that sense. I have every reason to
believe he will probably end as a Catholic.’
‘Halket!’ exploded the other incredulously. ‘Why he curses priests from morning
till night!’
‘I don’t think you quite understand that kind of man,’ said Father Brown mildly.
’He curses priests for failing (in his opinion) to defy the whole world for justice.
Why should he expect them to defy the whole world for justice, unless he had
already begun to assume they were — what they are? But we haven’t met here to
discuss the psychology of conversion. I only mention this because it may simplify
your task — perhaps narrow your search.’
‘If it is true, it would jolly well narrow it to that narrow-faced rascal Elias — and I
shouldn’t wonder, for a more creepy, coldblooded, sneering devil I never saw.’
Father Brown sighed. ‘He always reminded me of poor Stein,’ he said, ’in fact I
think he was some relation.’
‘Oh, I say,’ began Nares, when his protest was cut short by the door being flung
open, revealing once more the long loose figure and pale face of young Home; but
it seemed as if he had not merely his natural, but a new and unnatural pallor.
‘Hullo,’ cried Nares, putting up his single eyeglass, ‘why have you come back
again?’
Home crossed the room rather shakily without a word and sat down heavily in a
chair. Then he said, as in a sort of daze: ‘I missed the others ... I lost my way. I
thought I’d better come back.’
The remains of evening refreshments were on the table, and Henry Home, that
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lifelong Prohibitionist, poured himself out a wine-glassful of liqueur brandy and
drank it at a gulp. ‘You seem upset,’ said Father Brown.
Home had put his hands to his forehead and spoke as from under the shadow of it:
he seemed to be speaking to the priest only, in a low voice.
‘I may as well tell you. I have seen a ghost.’
‘A ghost!’ repeated Nares in astonishment. ‘Whose ghost?’
‘The ghost of Gideon Wise, the master of this house,’ answered Home more
firmly, ‘standing over the abyss into which he fell.’
‘Oh, nonsense!’ said Nares; ‘no sensible person believes in ghosts.’
‘That is hardly exact,’ said Father Brown, smiling a little. ‘There is really quite as
good evidence for many ghosts as there is for most crimes.’
‘Well, it’s my business to run after the criminals,’ said Nares rather roughly, ‘and I
will leave other people to run away from the ghosts. If anybody at this time of day
chooses to be frightened of ghosts it’s his affair.’
‘I didn’t say I was frightened of them, though I dare say I might be,’ said Father
Brown. ‘Nobody knows till he tries. I said I believed in them, at any rate, enough
to want to hear more about this one. What, exactly, did you see, Mr Home?’
‘It was over there on the brink of those crumbling cliffs; you know there is a sort
of gap or crevice just about the spot where he was thrown over. The others had
gone on ahead, and I was crossing the moor towards the path along the cliff. I
often went that way, for I liked seeing the high seas dash up against the crags. I
thought little of it to-night, beyond wondering that the sea should be so rough on
this sort of clear moonlight night. I could see the pale crests of spray appear and
disappear as the great waves leapt up at the headland. Thrice I saw the momentary
flash of foam in the moonlight and then I saw something inscrutable. The fourth
flash of the silver foam seemed to be fixed in the sky. It did not fall; I waited with
insane intensity for it to fall. I fancied I was mad, and that time had been for me
mysteriously arrested or prolonged. Then I drew nearer, and then I think I
screamed aloud. For that suspended spray, like unfallen snowflakes, had fitted
together into a face and a figure, white as the shining leper in a legend, and terrible
as the fixed lightning.’
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‘And it was Gideon Wise, you say?’
Home nodded without speech. There was a silence broken abruptly by Nares rising
to his feet; so abruptly indeed that he knocked a chair over.
‘Oh, this is all nonsense,’ he said, ‘but we’d better go out and see.’
‘I won’t go,’ said Home with sudden violence. ‘I’ll never walk by that path again.’
‘I think we must all walk by that path tonight,’ said the priest gravely; ’though I
will never deny it has been a perilous path ... to more people than one.’
‘I will not... God, how you all goad me,’ cried Home, and his eyes began to roll in
a strange fashion. He had risen with the rest, but he made no motion towards the
door.
‘Mr Home,’ said Nares firmly, ‘I am a police-officer, and this house, though you
may not know it, is surrounded by the police. I have tried to investigate in a
friendly fashion, but I must investigate everything, even anything so silly as a
ghost. I must ask you to take me to the spot you speak of.’
There was another silence while Home stood heaving and panting as with
indescribable fears. Then he suddenly sat down on his chair again and said with an
entirely new and much more composed voice:
‘I can’t do it. You may just as well know why. You will know it sooner or later. I
killed him.’
For an instant there was the stillness of a house struck by a thunderbolt and full of
corpses. Then the voice of Father Brown sounded in that enormous silence
strangely small like the squeak of a mouse.
‘Did you kill him deliberately?’ he asked.
‘How can one answer such a question?’ answered the man in the chair, moodily
gnawing his finger. ‘I was mad, I suppose. He was intolerable and insolent, I
know. I was on his land and I believe he struck me; anyhow, we came to a grapple
and he went over the cliff. When I was well away from the scene it burst upon me
that I had done a crime that cut me off from men; the brand of Cain throbbed on
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my brow and my very brain; I realized for the first time that I had indeed killed a
man. I knew I should have to confess it sooner or later.’ He sat suddenly erect in
his chair. ‘But I will say nothing against anybody else. It is no use asking me about
plots or accomplices — I will say nothing.’
‘In the light of the other murders,’ said Nares, ‘it is difficult to believe that the
quarrel was quite so unpremeditated. Surely somebody sent you there?’
‘I will say nothing against anybody I worked with,’ said Home proudly. ‘I am a
murderer, but I will not be a traitor.’
Nares stepped between the man and the door and called out in an official fashion
to someone outside.
‘We will all go to the place, anyhow,’ he said in a low voice to the secretary; ’but
this man must go in custody.’
The company generally felt that to go spook-hunting on a seacliff was a very silly
anti-climax after the confession of the murderer. But Nares, though the most
sceptical and scornful of all, thought it his duty to leave no stone unturned; as one
might say, no gravestone unturned. For, after all, that crumbling cliff was the only
gravestone over the watery grave of poor Gideon Wise. Nares locked the door,
being the last out of the house, and followed the rest across the moor to the cliff,
when he was astonished to see young Potter, the secretary, coming back quickly
towards them, his face in the moonlight looking white as a moon.
‘By God, sir,’ he said, speaking for the first time that night, ‘there really is
something there. It — it’s just like him.’
‘Why, you’re raving,’ gasped the detective. ‘Everybody’s raving.’
‘Do you think I don’t know him when I see him?’ cried the secretary with singular
bitterness. ‘I have reason to.’
‘Perhaps,’ said the detective sharply, ‘you are one of those who had reason to hate
him, as Halket said.’
‘Perhaps,’ said the secretary; ‘anyhow, I know him, and I tell you I can see him
standing there stark and staring under this hellish moon.’
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And he pointed towards the crack in the cliffs, where they could already see
something that might have been a moonbeam or a streak of foam, but which was
already beginning to look a little more solid. They had crept a hundred yards
nearer, and it was still motionless; but it looked like a statue in silver.
Nares himself looked a little pale and seemed to stand debating what to do. Potter
was frankly as much frightened as Home himself; and even Byrne, who was a
hardened reporter, was rather reluctant to go any nearer if he could help it. He
could not help considering it a little quaint, therefore, that the only man who did
not seem to be frightened of a ghost was the man who had said openly that he
might be. For Father Brown was advancing as steadily, at his stumping pace, as if
he were going to consult a notice-board.
‘It don’t seem to bother you much,’ said Byrne to the priest; ‘and yet I thought you
were the only one who believed in spooks.’
‘If it comes to that,’ replied Father Brown, ‘I thought you were one who didn’t
believe in them. But believing in ghosts is one thing, and believing in a ghost is
quite another.’
Byrne looked rather ashamed of himself, and glanced almost covertly at the
crumbling headlands in the cold moonlight which were the haunts of the vision or
delusion. ‘I didn’t believe in it till I saw it,’ he said.
‘And I did believe in it till I saw it,’ said Father Brown. The journalist stared after
him as he went stumping across the great waste ground that rose towards the
cloven headland like the sloping side of a hill cut in two. Under the discolouring
moon the grass looked like long grey hair all combed one way by the wind, and
seeming to point towards the place where the breaking cliff showed pale gleams of
chalk in the grey-green turf, and where stood the pale figure or shining shade that
none could yet understand. As yet that pale figure dominated a desolate landscape
that was empty except for the black square back and business-like figure of the
priest advancing alone towards it. Then the prisoner Home broke suddenly from
his captors with a piercing cry and ran ahead of the priest, falling on his knees
before the spectre.
‘I have confessed,’ they heard him crying. ‘Why have you come to tell them I
killed you?’
‘I have come to tell them you did not,’ said the ghost, and stretched forth a hand to
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him. Then the kneeling man sprang up with quite a new kind of scream; and they
knew it was the hand of flesh.
It was the most remarkable escape from death in recent records, said the
experienced detective and the no less experienced journalist. Yet, in a sense, it had
been very simple after all. Flakes and shards of the cliff were continually falling
away, and some had caught in the gigantic crevice, so as to form what was really a
ledge or pocket in what was supposed to be a sheer drop through darkness to the
sea. The old man, who was a very tough and wiry old man, had fallen on this
lower shoulder of rock and had passed a pretty terrible twenty-four hours in trying
to climb back by crags that constantly collapsed under him, but at length formed
by their very ruins a sort of stairway of escape. This might be the explanation of
Home’s optical illusion about a white wave that appeared and disappeared, and
finally came to stay. But anyhow there was Gideon Wise, solid in bone and sinew,
with his white hair and white dusty country clothes and harsh country features,
which were, however, a great deal less harsh than usual. Perhaps it is good for
millionaires to spend twenty-four hours on a ledge of rock within a foot of eternity.
Anyhow, he not only disclaimed all malice against the criminal, but gave an
account of the matter which considerably modified the crime. He declared that
Home had not thrown him over at all; that the continually breaking ground had
given way under him, and that Home had even made some movement as of
attempted rescue.
‘On that providential bit of rock down there,’ he said solemnly, ‘I promised the
Lord to forgive my enemies; and the Lord would think it mighty mean if I didn’t
forgive a little accident like that.’
Home had to depart under police supervision, of course, but the detective did not
disguise from himself that the prisoner’s detention would probably be short, and
his punishment, if any, trifling. It is not every murderer who can put the murdered
man in the witness-box to give him a testimonial.
‘It’s a strange case,’ said Byrne, as the detective and the others hastened along the
cliff path towards the town.
‘It is,’ said Father Brown. ‘It’s no business of ours; but I wish you’d stop with me
and talk it over.’
There was a silence and then Byrne complied by saying suddenly: ‘I suppose you
were thinking of Home already, when you said somebody wasn’t telling all he
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knew.’
‘When I said that,’ replied his friend, ‘I was thinking of the exceedingly silent Mr
Potter, the secretary of the no longer late or (shall we say) lamented Mr Gideon
Wise.’
‘Well, the only time Potter ever spoke to me I thought he was a lunatic,’ said
Byrne, staring, ‘but I never thought of his being a criminal. He said something
about it all having to do with an icebox.’
‘Yes, I thought he knew something about it,’ said Father Brown reflectively. ‘I
never said he had anything to do with it ... I suppose old Wise really is strong
enough to have climbed out of that chasm.’
‘What do you mean?’ asked the astonished reporter. ‘Why, of course he got out of
that chasm; for there he is.’
The priest did not answer the question but asked abruptly: ‘What do you think of
Home?’
‘Well, one can’t call him a criminal exactly,’ answered Byrne. ‘He never was at all
like any criminal I ever knew, and I’ve had some experience; and, of course, Nares
has had much more. I don’t think we ever quite believed him a criminal.’
‘And I never believed in him in another capacity,’ said the priest quietly. ‘You
may know more about criminals. But there’s one class of people I probably do
know more about than you do, or even Nares for that matter. I’ve known quite a
lot of them, and I know their little ways.’
‘Another class of people,’ repeated Byrne, mystified. ‘Why, what class do you
know about?’
‘Penitents,’ said Father Brown.
‘I don’t quite understand,’ objected Byrne. ‘Do you mean you don’t believe in his
crime?’
‘I don’t believe in his confession,’ said Father Brown. ‘I’ve heard a good many
confessions, and there was never a genuine one like that. It was romantic; it was all
out of books. Look how he talked about having the brand of Cain. That’s out of
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books. It’s not what anyone would feel who had in his own person done a thing
hitherto horrible to him. Suppose you were an honest clerk or shop-boy shocked to
feel that for the first time you’d stolen money. Would you immediately reflect that
your action was the same as that of Barabbas? Suppose you’d killed a child in
some ghastly anger. Would you go back through history, till you could identify
your action with that of an Idumean potentate named Herod? Believe me, our own
crimes are far too hideously private and prosaic to make our first thoughts turn
towards historical parallels, however apt. And why did he go out of his way to say
he would not give his colleagues away? Even in saying so, he was giving them
away. Nobody had asked him so far to give away anything or anybody. No; I don’t
think he was genuine, and I wouldn’t give him absolution. A nice state of things, if
people started getting absolved for what they hadn’t done.’ And Father Brown, his
head turned away, looked steadily out to sea.
‘But I don’t understand what you’re driving at,’ cried Byrne. ‘What’s the good of
buzzing round him with suspicions when he’s pardoned? He’s out of it anyhow.
He’s quite safe.’
Father Brown spun round like a teetotum and caught his friend by the coat with
unexpected and inexplicable excitement.
‘That’s it,’ he cried emphatically.’ Freeze on to that! He’s quite safe. He’s out of it.
That’s why he’s the key of the whole puzzle.’
‘Oh, help,’ said Byrne feebly.
‘I mean,’ persisted the little priest, ‘he’s in it because he’s out of it. That’s the
whole explanation.’
‘And a very lucid explanation too,’ said the journalist with feeling.
They stood looking out to sea for a time in silence, and then Father Brown said
cheerfully: ‘And so we come back to the ice-box. Where you have all gone wrong
from the first in this business is where a good many of the papers and the public
men do go wrong. It’s because you assumed that there is nothing whatever in the
modern world to fight about except Bolshevism. This story has nothing whatever
to do with Bolshevism; except perhaps as a blind.’
‘I don’t see how that can be,’ remonstrated Byrne. ‘Here you have the three
millionaires in that one business murdered — ’
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‘No!’ said the priest in a sharp ringing voice. ‘You do not. That is just the point.
You do not have three millionaires murdered. You have two millionaires
murdered; and you have the third millionaire very much alive and kicking and
quite ready to kick. And you have that third millionaire freed for ever from the
threat that was thrown at his head before your very face, in playfully polite terms,
and in that conversation you described as taking place in the hotel. Gallup and
Stein threatened the more old-fashioned and independent old huckster that if he
would not come into their combine they would freeze him out. Hence the ice-box,
of course.’
After a pause he went on. ‘There is undoubtedly a Bolshevist movement in the
modern world, and it must undoubtedly be resisted, though I do not believe very
much in your way of resisting it. But what nobody notices is that there is another
movement equally modern and equally moving: the great movement towards
monopoly or the turning of all trades into trusts. That also is a revolution. That also
produces what all revolutions produce. Men will kill for that and against that, as
they do for and against Bolshevism. It has its ultimatums and its invasions and its
executions. These trust magnates have their courts like kings; they have their
bodyguard and bravos; they have their spies in the enemy camp. Home was one of
old Gideon’s spies in one of the enemy camps; but he was used here against
another enemy: the rivals who were ruining him for standing out.’
‘I still don’t quite see how he was used,’ said Byrne, ‘or what was the good of it.’
‘Don’t you see,’ cried Father Brown sharply, ‘that they gave each other an alibi?’
Byrne still looked at him a little doubtfully, though understanding was dawning on
his face.
‘That’s what I mean,’ continued the other, ‘when I say they were in it because they
were out of it. Most people would say they must be out of the other two crimes,
because they were in this one. As a fact, they were in the other two because they
were out of this one; because this one never happened at all. A very queer,
improbable sort of alibi, of course; improbable and therefore impenetrable. Most
people would say a man who confesses a murder must be sincere; a man who
forgives his murderer must be sincere. Nobody would think of the notion that the
thing never happened, so that one man had nothing to forgive and the other
nothing to fear. They were fixed here for that night by a story against themselves.
But they were not here that night; for Home was murdering old Gallup in the
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Wood, while Wise was strangling that little Jew in his Roman bath. That’s why I
ask whether Wise was really strong enough for the climbing adventure.’
‘It was quite a good adventure,’ said Byrne regretfully. ‘It fitted into the landscape,
and was really very convincing.’
‘Too convincing to convince,’ said Father Brown, shaking his head. ‘How very
vivid was that moonlit foam flung up and turning to a ghost. And how very
literary! Home is a sneak and a skunk, but do not forget that, like many other
sneaks and skunks in history, he is also a poet.’

The Secret of Father Brown
To father John O’Connor, of St. Cuthbert’s Bradford, whose truth is stranger than
fiction, with a gratitude greater than the world

The Secret of Father Brown
FLAMBEAU, once the most famous criminal in France and later a very private
detective in England, had long retired from both professions. Some say a career of
crime had left him with too many scruples for a career of detection. Anyhow, after
a life of romantic escapes and tricks of evasion, he had ended at what some might
consider an appropriate address: in a castle in Spain. The castle, however, was
solid though relatively small; and the black vineyard and green stripes of kitchen
garden covered a respectable square on the brown hillside. For Flambeau, after all
his violent adventures, still possessed what is possessed by so many Latins, what is
absent (for instance) in so many Americans, the energy to retire. It can be seen in
many a large hotel-proprietor whose one ambition is to be a small peasant. It can
be seen in many a French provincial shopkeeper, who pauses at the moment when
he might develop into a detestable millionaire and buy a street of shops, to fall
back quietly and comfortably on domesticity and dominoes. Flambeau had
casually and almost abruptly fallen in love with a Spanish Lady, married and
brought up a large family on a Spanish estate, without displaying any apparent
desire to stray again beyond its borders. But on one particular morning he was
observed by his family to be unusually restless and excited; and he outran the little
boys and descended the greater part of the long mountain slope to meet the visitor
who was coming across the valley; even when the visitor was still a black dot in
the distance.
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The black dot gradually increased in size without very much altering in the shape;
for it continued, roughly speaking, to be both round and black. The black clothes
of clerics were not unknown upon those hills; but these clothes, however clerical,
had about them something at once commonplace and yet almost jaunty in
comparison with the cassock or soutane, and marked the wearer as a man from the
northwestern islands, as clearly as if he had been labelled Clapham Junction. He
carried a short thick umbrella with a knob like a club, at the sight of which his
Latin friend almost shed tears of sentiment; for it had figured in many adventures
that they shared long ago. For this was the Frenchman’s English friend, Father
Brown, paying a long-desired but long-delayed visit. They had corresponded
constantly, but they had not met for years.
Father Brown was soon established in the family circle, which was quite large
enough to give the general sense of company or a community. He was introduced
to the big wooden images of the Three Kings, of painted and gilded wood, who
bring the gifts to the children at Christmas; for Spain is a country where the affairs
of the children bulk large in the life of the home. He was introduced to the dog and
the cat and the live-stock on the farm. But he was also, as it happened, introduced
to one neighbour who, like himself, had brought into that valley the garb and
manners of distant lands.
It was on the third night of the priest’s stay at the little chateau that he beheld a
stately stranger who paid his respects to the Spanish household with bows that no
Spanish grandee could emulate. He was a tall, thin grey-haired and very handsome
gentleman, and his hands, cuffs and cuff-links had something overpowering in
their polish. But his long face had nothing of that languor which is associated with
long cuffs and manicuring in the caricatures of our own country. It was rather
arrestingly alert and keen; and the eyes had an innocent intensity of inquiry that
does not go often with grey hairs. That alone might have marked the man’s
nationality, as well the nasal note in his refined voice and his rather too ready
assumption of the vast antiquity of all the European things around him. This was,
indeed, no less a person than Mr. Grandison Chace, of Boston, an American
traveller who had halted for a time in his American travels by taking a lease of the
adjoining estate; a somewhat similar castle on a somewhat similar hill. He
delighted in his old castle, and he regarded his friendly neighbour as a local
antiquity of the same type. For Flambeau managed, as we have said, really to look
retired in the sense of rooted. He might have grown there with his own vine and
fig-tree for ages. He had resumed his real family name of Duroc; for the other title
of “The Torch” had only been a title de guerre, like that under which such a man
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will often wage war on society. He was fond of his wife and family; he never went
farther afield than was needed for a little shooting; and he seemed, to the American
globe-trotter, the embodiment of that cult of a sunny respectability and a temperate
luxury, which the American was wise enough to see and admire in the
Mediterranean peoples. The rolling stone from the West was glad to rest for a
moment on this rock in the South that had gathered so very much moss. But Mr.
Chace had heard of Father Brown, and his tone faintly changed, as towards a
celebrity. The interviewing instinct awoke, tactful but tense. If he did try to draw
Father Brown, as if he were a tooth, it was done with the most dexterous and
painless American dentistry.
They were sitting in a sort of partly unroofed outer court of the house, such as
often forms the entrance to Spanish houses. It was dusk turning to dark; and as all
that mountain air sharpens suddenly after sunset, a small stove stood on the
flagstones, glowing with red eyes like a goblin, and painting a red pattern on the
pavement; but scarcely a ray of it reached the lower bricks of the great bare, brown
brick wall that went soaring up above them into the deep blue night. Flambeau’s
big broad-shouldered figure and great moustaches, like sabres, could be traced
dimly in the twilight, as he moved about, drawing dark wine from a great cask and
handing it round. In his shadow, the priest looked very shrunken and small, as if
huddled over the stove; but the American visitor leaned forward elegantly with his
elbow on his knee and his fine pointed features in the full light; his eyes shone
with inquisitive intelligence.
“I can assure you, sir,” he was saying, “we consider your achievement in the
matter of the Moonshine Murder the most remarkable triumph in the history of
detective science.”
Father Brown murmured something; some might have imagined that the murmur
was a little like a moan.
“We are well acquainted,” went on the stranger firmly, “with the alleged
achievements of Dupin and others; and with those of Lecoq, Sherlock Holmes,
Nicholas Carter, and other imaginative incarnations of the craft. But we observe
there is in many ways, a marked difference between your own method of approach
and that of these other thinkers, whether fictitious or actual. Some have spec’lated,
sir, as to whether the difference of method may perhaps involve rather the absence
of method.”
Father Brown was silent; then he started a little, almost as if he had been nodding
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over the stove, and said: “I beg your pardon. Yes. . .. Absence of method. . . .
Absence of mind, too, I’m afraid.”
“I should say of strictly tabulated scientific method,” went on the inquirer. “Edgar
Poe throws off several little essays in a conversational form, explaining Dupin’s
method, with its fine links of logic. Dr. Watson had to listen to some pretty exact
expositions of Holmes’s method with its observation of material details. But
nobody seems to have got on to any full account of your method, Father Brown,
and I was informed you declined the offer to give a series of lectures in the States
on the matter.”
“Yes,” said the priest, frowning at the stove; “I declined.”
“Your refusal gave rise to a remarkable lot of interesting talk,” remarked Chace. “I
may say that some of our people are saying your science can’t be expounded,
because it’s something more than just natural science. They say your secret’s not
to be divulged, as being occult in its character.”
“Being what?” asked Father Brown, rather sharply.
“Why, kind of esoteric,” replied the other. “I can tell you, people got considerably
worked up about Gallup’s murder, and Stein’s murder, and then old man Merton’s
murder, and now Judge Gwynne’s murder, and a double murder by Dalmon, who
was well known in the States. And there were you, on the spot every time, slap in
the middle of it; telling everybody how it was done and never telling anybody how
you knew. So some people got to think you knew without looking, so to speak.
And Carlotta Brownson gave a lecture on Thought-Forms with illustrations from
these cases of yours. The Second Sight Sisterhood of Indianapolis — — ”
Father Brown, was still staring at the stove; then he said quite loud yet as if hardly
aware that anyone heard him: “Oh, I say. This will never do.”
“I don’t exactly know how it’s to be helped,” said Mr. Chace humorously. “The
Second Sight Sisterhood want a lot of holding down. The only way I can think of
stopping it is for you to tell us the secret after all.”
Father Brown groaned. He put his head on his hands and remained a moment, as if
full of a silent convulsion of thought. Then he lifted his head and said in a dull
voice:
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“Very well. I must tell the secret.”
His eyes rolled darkly over the whole darkling scene, from the red eyes of the little
stove to the stark expanse of the ancient wall, over which were standing out, more
and more brightly, the strong stars of the south.
“The secret is,” he said; and then stopped as if unable to go on. Then he began
again and said:
“You see, it was I who killed all those people.”
“What?” repeated the other, in a small voice out of a vast silence.
“You see, I had murdered them all myself,” explained Father Brown patiently.
“So, of course, I knew how it was done.”
Grandison Chace had risen to his great height like a man lifted to the ceiling by a
sort of slow explosion. Staring down at the other he repeated his incredulous
question.
“I had planned out each of the crimes very carefully,” went on Father Brown, “I
had thought out exactly how a thing like that could be done, and in what style or
state of mind a man could really do it. And when I was quite sure that I felt exactly
like the murderer myself, of course I knew who he was.”
Chace gradually released a sort of broken sigh.
“You frightened me all right,” he said. “For the minute I really did think you
meant you were the murderer. Just for the minute I kind of saw it splashed over all
the papers in the States: ‘Saintly Sleuth Exposed as Killer: Hundred Crimes of
Father Brown.’ Why, of course, if it’s just a figure of speech and means you tried
to reconstruct the psychogy — ”
Father Brown rapped sharply on the stove with the short pipe he was about to fill;
one of his very rare spasms of annoyance contracted his face.
“No, no, no,” he said, almost angrily; “I don’t mean just a figure of speech. This is
what comes of trying to talk about deep things. . . . What’s the good of words . . .?
If you try to talk about a truth that’s merely moral, people always think it’s merely
metaphorical. A real live man with two legs once said to me: ‘I only believe in the
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Holy Ghost in a spiritual sense.’ Naturally, I said: ‘In what other sense could you
believe it?’ And then he thought I meant he needn’t believe in anything except
evolution, or ethical fellowship, or some bilge. . . . I mean that I really did see
myself, and my real self, committing the murders. I didn’t actually kill the men by
material means; but that’s not the point. Any brick or bit of machinery might have
killed them by material means. I mean that I thought and thought about how a man
might come to be like that, until I realized that I really was like that, in everything
except actual final consent to the action. It was once suggested to me by a friend of
mine, as a sort of religious exercise. I believe he got it from Pope Leo XIII, who
was always rather a hero of mine.”
“I’m afraid,” said the American, in tones that were still doubtful, and keeping his
eye on the priest rather as if he were a wild animal, “that you’d have to explain a
lot to me before I knew what you were talking about. The science of detection
——”
Father Brown snapped his fingers with the same animated annoyance. “That’s it,”
he cried; “that’s just where we part company. Science is a grand thing when you
can get it; in its real sense one of the grandest words in the world. But what do
these men mean, nine times out of ten, when they use it nowadays? When they say
detection is a science? When they say criminology is a science? They mean getting
outside a man and studying him as if he were a gigantic insect: in what they would
call a dry impartial light, in what I should call a dead and dehumanized light. They
mean getting a long way off him, as if he were a distant prehistoric monster;
staring at the shape of his ‘criminal skull’ as if it were a sort of eerie growth, like
the horn on a rhinoceros’s nose. When the scientist talks about a type, he never
means himself, but always his neighbour; probably his poorer neighbour. I don’t
deny the dry light may sometimes do good; though in one sense it’s the very
reverse of science. So far from being knowledge, it’s actually suppression of what
we know. It’s treating a friend as a stranger, and pretending that something
familiar is really remote and mysterious. It’s like saying that a man has a proboscis
between the eyes, or that he falls down in a fit of insensibility once every twentyfour hours. Well, what you call ‘the secret’ is exactly the opposite. I don’t try to
get outside the man. I try to get inside the murderer. . . . Indeed it’s much more
than that, don’t you see? I am inside a man. I am always inside a man, moving his
arms and legs; but I wait till I know I am inside a murderer, thinking his thoughts,
wrestling with his passions; till I have bent myself into the posture of his hunched
and peering hatred; till I see the world with his bloodshot and squinting eyes,
looking between the blinkers of his half-witted concentration; looking up the short
and sharp perspective of a straight road to a pool of blood. Till I am really a
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murderer.”
“Oh,” said Mr. Chace, regarding him with a long, grim face, and added: “And that
is what you call a religious exercise.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown; “that is what I call a religious exercise.”
After an instant’s silence he resumed: “It’s so real a religious exercise that I’d
rather not have said anything about it. But I simply couldn’t have you going off
and telling all your countrymen that I had a secret magic connected with ThoughtForms, could I? I’ve put it badly, but it’s true. No man’s really any good till he
knows how bad he is, or might be; till he’s realized exactly how much right he has
to all this snobbery, and sneering, and talking about ‘criminals,’ as if they were
apes in a forest ten thousand miles away; till he’s got rid of all the dirty selfdeception of talking about low types and deficient skulls; till he’s squeezed out of
his soul the last drop of the oil of the Pharisees; till his only hope is somehow or
other to have captured one criminal, and kept him safe and sane under his own
hat.”
Flambeau came forward and filled a great goblet with Spanish wine and set it
before his friend, as he had already set one before his fellow guest. Then he
himself spoke for the first time:
“I believe Father Brown has had a new batch of mysteries. We were talking about
them the other day, I fancy. He has been dealing with some queer people since we
last met.”
“Yes; I know the stories more or less — but not the application,” said Chace,
lifting his glass thoughtfully. “Can you give me any examples, I wonder. ... I
mean, did you deal with this last batch in that introspective style?”
Father Brown also lifted his glass, and the glow of the fire turned the red wine
transparent, like the glorious blood-red glass of a martyr’s window. The red flame
seemed to hold his eyes and absorb his gaze that sank deeper and deeper into it, as
if that single cup held a red sea of the blood of all men, and his soul were a diver,
ever plunging in dark humility and inverted imagination, lower than its lowest
monsters and its most ancient slime. In that cup, as in a red mirror, he saw many
things; the doings of his last days moved in crimson shadows; the examples that
his companions demanded danced in symbolic shapes; and there passed before him
all the stories that are told here. Now, the luminous wine was like a vast red sunset
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upon dark red sands, where stood dark figures of men; one was fallen and another
running towards him. Then the sunset seemed to break up into patches: red
lanterns swinging from garden trees and a pond gleaming red with reflection; and
then all the colour seemed to cluster again into a great rose of red crystal, a jewel
that irradiated the world like a red sun, save for the shadow of a tall figure with a
high head-dress as of some prehistoric priest; and then faded again till nothing was
left but a flame of wild red beard blowing in the wind upon a wild grey moor. All
these things, which may be seen later from other angles and in other moods than
his own, rose up in his memory at the challenge and began to form themselves into
anecdotes and arguments.
“Yes,” he said, as he raised the wine cup slowly to his lips, “I can remember pretty
well — — ”

The Mirror of the Magistrate
JAMES BAGSHAW and Wilfred Underhill were old friends, and were fond of
rambling through the streets at night, talking interminably as they turned corner
after corner in the silent and seemingly lifeless labyrinth of the large suburb in
which they lived. The former, a big, dark, good-humoured man with a strip of
black moustache, was a professional police detective; the latter, a sharp-faced,
sensitive-looking gentleman with light hair, was an amateur interested in detection.
It will come as a shock to the readers of the best scientific romance to learn that it
was the policeman who was talking and the amateur who was listening, even with
a certain respect.
“Ours is the only trade,” said Bagshaw, “in which the professional is always
supposed to be wrong. After all, people don’t write stories in which hairdressers
can’t cut hair and have to be helped by a customer; or in which a cabman can’t
drive a cab until his fare explains to him the philosophy of cab-driving. For all
that, I’d never deny that we often tend to get into a rut: or, in other words, have the
disadvantages of going by a rule. Where the romancers are wrong is, that they
don’t allow us even the advantages of going by a rule.”
“Surely,” said Underhill, “Sherlock Holmes would say that he went by a logical
rule.”
“He may be right,” answered the other; “but I mean a collective rule. It’s like the
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staff work of an army. We pool our information.”
“And you don’t think detective stories allow for that?” asked his friend.
“Well, let’s take any imaginary case of Sherlock Holmes, and Lestrade, the official
detective. Sherlock Holmes, let us say, can guess that a total stranger crossing the
street is a foreigner, merely because he seems to look for the traffic to go to the
right instead of the left. I’m quite ready to admit Holmes might guess that. I’m
quite sure Lestrade wouldn’t guess anything of the kind. But what they leave out is
the fact that the policeman, who couldn’t guess, might very probably know.
Lestrade might know the man was a foreigner merely because his department has
to keep an eye on all foreigners; some would say on all natives, too. As a
policeman I’m glad the police know so much; for every man wants to do his own
job well. But as a citizen, I sometimes wonder whether they don’t know too much.”
“You don’t seriously mean to say,” cried Underhill incredulously, “that you know
anything about strange people in a strange street. That if a man walked out of that
house over there, you would know anything about him?”
“I should if he was the householder,” answered Bagshaw. “That house is rented by
a literary man of Anglo-Roumanian extraction, who generally lives in Paris, but is
over here in connexion with some poetical play of his. His name’s Osric Orm, one
of the new poets, and pretty steep to read, I believe.”
“But I mean all the people down the road,” said his companion. “I was thinking
how strange and new and nameless everything looks, with these high blank walls
and these houses lost in large gardens. You can’t know all of them.”
“I know a few,” answered Bagshaw. “This garden wall we’re walking under is at
the end of the grounds of Sir Humphrey Gwynne, better known as Mr. Justice
Gwynne, the old judge who made such a row about spying during the war. The
house next door to it belongs to a wealthy cigar merchant. He comes from SpanishAmerica and looks very swarthy and Spanish himself; but he bears the very
English name of Buller. The house beyond that — did you hear that noise?”
“I heard something,” said Underhill, “but I really don’t know what it was.”
“I know what it was,” replied the detective, “it was a rather heavy revolver, fired
twice, followed by a cry for help. And it came straight out of the back garden of
Mr. Justice Gwynne, that paradise of peace and legality.”
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He looked up and down the street sharply and then added:
“And the only gate of the back garden is half a mile round on the other side. I wish
this wall were a little lower, or I were a little lighter; but it’s got to be tried.”
“It is lower a little farther on,” said Underhill, “and there seems to be a tree that
looks helpful.”
They moved hastily along and found a place where the wall seemed to stoop
abruptly, almost as if it had half-sunk into the earth; and a garden tree, flamboyant
with the gayest garden blossom, straggled out of the dark enclosure and was gilded
by the gleam of a solitary street-lamp. Bagshaw caught the crooked branch and
threw one leg over the low wall; and the next moment they stood knee-deep amid
the snapping plants of a garden border.
The garden of Mr. Justice Gwynne by night was rather a singular spectacle. It was
large and lay on the empty edge of the suburb, in the shadow of a tall, dark house
that was the last in its line of houses. The house was literally dark, being shuttered
and unlighted, at least on the side overlooking the garden. But the garden itself,
which lay in its shadow, and should have been a tract of absolute darkness, showed
a random glitter, like that of fading fireworks; as if a giant rocket had fallen in fire
among the trees. As they advanced they were able to locate it as the light of several
coloured lamps, entangled in the trees like the jewel fruits of Aladdin, and
especially as the light from a small, round lake or pond, which gleamed, with pale
colours as if a lamp were kindled under it.
“Is he having a party?” asked Underhill. “The garden seems to be illuminated.”
“No,” answered Bagshaw. “It’s a hobby of his, and I believe he prefers to do it
when he’s alone. He likes playing with a little plant of electricity that he works
from that bungalow or hut over there, where he does his work and keeps his
papers. Buller, who knows him very well, says the coloured lamps are rather more
often a sign he’s not to be disturbed.”
“Sort of red danger signals,” suggested the other.
“Good Lord! I’m afraid they are danger signals!” and he began suddenly to run.
A moment after Underhill saw what he had seen. The opalescent ring of light, like
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the halo of the moon, round the sloping sides of the pond, was broken by two
black stripes or streaks which soon proved themselves to be the long, black legs of
a figure fallen head downwards into the hollow, with the head in the pond.
“Come on,” cried the detective sharply, “that looks to me like — — ”
His voice was lost, as he ran on across the wide lawn, faintly luminous in the
artificial light, making a bee-line across the big garden for the pool and the fallen
figure. Underhill was trotting steadily in that straight track, when something
happened that startled him for the moment. Bagshaw, who was travelling as
steadily as a bullet towards the black figure by the luminous pool, suddenly turned
at a sharp angle and began to run even more rapidly towards the shadow of the
house. Underhill could not imagine what he meant by the altered direction. The
next moment, when the detective had vanished into the shadow of the house, there
came out of that obscurity the sound of a scuffle and a curse; and Bagshaw
returned lugging with him a little struggling man with red hair. The captive had
evidently been escaping under the shelter of the building, when the quicker ears of
the detective had heard him rustling like a bird among the bushes.
“Underhill,” said the detective, “I wish you’d run on and see what’s up by the
pool. And now, who are you?” he asked, coming to a halt. “What’s your name?”
“Michael Flood,” said the stranger in a snappy fashion. He was an unnaturally lean
little man, with a hooked nose too large for his face, which was colourless, like
parchment, in contrast with the ginger colour of his hair. “I’ve got nothing to do
with this. I found him lying dead and I was scared; but I only came to interview
him for a paper.”
“When you interview celebrities for the Press,” said Bagshaw, “do you generally
climb over the garden wall?”
And he pointed grimly to a trail of footprints coming and going along the path
towards the flower bed.
The man calling himself Flood wore an expression equally grim.
“An interviewer might very well get over the wall,” he said, “for I couldn’t make
anybody hear at the front door. The servant had gone out.”
“How do you know he’d gone out?” asked the detective suspiciously.
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“Because,” said Flood, with an almost unnatural calm, “I’m not the only person
who gets over garden walls. It seems just possible that you did it yourself. But,
anyhow, the servant did; for I’ve just this moment seen him drop over the wall,
away on the other side of the garden, just by the garden door.”
“Then why didn’t he use the garden door?” demanded the cross-examiner.
“How should I know?” retorted Flood. “Because it was shut, I suppose. But you’d
better ask him, not me; he’s coming towards the house at this minute.”
There was, indeed, another shadowy figure beginning to be visible through the fireshot gloaming, a squat, square-headed figure, wearing a red waistcoat as the most
conspicuous part of a rather shabby livery. He appeared to be making with
unobtrusive haste towards a side-door in the house, until Bagshaw halloed to him
to halt. He drew nearer to them very reluctantly, revealing a heavy, yellow face,
with a touch of something Asiatic which was consonant with his flat, blue-black
hair.
Bagshaw turned abruptly to the man called Flood. “Is there anybody in this place,”
he said, “who can testify to your identity?”
“Not many, even in this country,” growled Flood. “I’ve only just come from
Ireland; the only man I know round here is the priest at St. Dominic’s Church —
Father Brown.”
“Neither of you must leave this place,” said Bagshaw, and then added to the
servant: “But you can go into the house and ring up St. Dominic’s Presbytery and
ask Father Brown if he would mind coming round here at once. No tricks, mind.”
While the energetic detective was securing the potential fugitives, his companion,
at his direction, had hastened on to the actual scene of the tragedy. It was a strange
enough scene; and, indeed, if the tragedy had not been tragic it would have been
highly fantastic. The dead man (for the briefest examination proved him to be
dead) lay with his head in the pond, where the glow of the artificial illumination
encircled the head with something of the appearance of an unholy halo. The face
was gaunt and rather sinister, the brow bald, and the scanty curls dark grey, like
iron rings; and, despite the damage done by the bullet wound in the temple,
Underhill had no difficulty in recognizing the features he had seen in the many
portraits of Sir Humphrey Gwynne. The dead man was in evening-dress, and his
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long, black legs, so thin as to be almost spidery, were sprawling at different angles
up the steep bank from which he had fallen. As by some weird whim of diabolical
arabesque, blood was eddying out, very slowly, into the luminous water in snaky
rings, like the transparent crimson of sunset clouds.
Underhill did not know how long he stood staring down at this macabre figure,
when he looked up and saw a group of four figures standing above him on the
bank. He was prepared for Bagshaw and his Irish captive, and he had no difficulty
in guessing the status of the servant in the red waistcoat. But the fourth figure had
a sort of grotesque solemnity that seemed strangely congruous to that incongruity.
It was a stumpy figure with a round face and a hat like a black halo. He realized
that it was, in fact, a priest; but there was something about it that reminded him of
some quaint old black woodcut at the end of a Dance of Death.
Then he heard Bagshaw saying to the priest:
“I’m glad you can identify this man; but you must realize that he’s to some extent
under suspicion. Of course, he may be innocent; but he did enter the garden in an
irregular fashion.”
“Well, I think he’s innocent myself,” said the little priest in a colourless voice.
“But, of course, I may be wrong.”
“Why do you think he is innocent?”
“Because he entered the garden in an irregular fashion,” answered the cleric. “You
see, I entered it in a regular fashion myself. But I seem to be almost the only
person who did. All the best people seem to get over garden walls nowadays.”
“What do you mean by a regular fashion?” asked the detective.
“Well,” said Father Brown, looking at him with limpid gravity, “I came in by the
front door. I often come into houses that way.”
“Excuse me,” said Bagshaw, “but does it matter very much how you came in,
unless you propose to confess to the murder?”
“Yes, I think it does,” said the priest mildly. “The truth is, that when I came in at
the front door I saw something I don’t think any of the rest of you have seen. It
seems to me it might have something to do with it.”
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“What did you see?”
“I saw a sort of general smash-up,” said Father Brown in his mild voice. “A big
looking-glass broken, and a small palm tree knocked over, and the pot smashed all
over the floor. Somehow, it looked to me as if something had happened.”
“You are right,” said Bagshaw after a pause. “If you saw that, it certainly looks as
if it had something to do with it.”
“And if it had anything to do with it,” said the priest very gently, “it looks as if
there was one person who had nothing to do with it; and that is Mr. Michael Flood,
who entered the garden over the wall in an irregular fashion, and then tried to
leave it in the same irregular fashion. It is his irregularity that makes me believe in
his innocence.”
“Let us go into the house,” said Bagshaw abruptly.
As they passed in at the side-door, the servant leading the way, Bagshaw fell back
a pace or two and spoke to his friend.
“Something odd about that servant,” he said. “Says his name is Green, though he
doesn’t look it; but there seems no doubt he’s really Gwynne’s servant, apparently
the only regular servant he had. But the queer thing is, that he flatly denied that his
master was in the garden at all, dead or alive. Said the old judge had gone out to a
grand legal dinner and couldn’t be home for hours, and gave that as his excuse for
slipping out.”
“Did he,” asked Underhill, “give any excuse for his curious way of slipping in?”
“No, none that I can make sense of,” answered the detective. “I can’t make him
out. He seems to be scared of something.”
Entering by the side-door, they found themselves at the inner end of the entrance
hall, which ran along the side of the house and ended with the front door,
surmounted by a dreary fanlight of the old-fashioned pattern. A faint, grey light
was beginning to outline its radiation upon the darkness, like some dismal and
discoloured sunrise; but what light there was in the hall came from a single, shaded
lamp, also of an antiquated sort, that stood on a bracket in a corner. By the light of
this Bagshaw could distinguish the debris of which Brown had spoken. A tall
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palm, with long sweeping leaves, had fallen full length, and its dark red pot was
shattered into shards. They lay littered on the carpet, along with pale and gleaming
fragments of a broken mirror, of which the almost empty frame hung behind them
on the wall at the end of the vestibule. At right angles to this entrance, and directly
opposite the side-door as they entered, was another and similar passage leading
into the rest of the house. At the other end of it could be seen the telephone which
the servant had used to summon the priest; and a half-open door, showing, even
through the crack, the serried ranks of great leather-bound books, marked the
entrance to the judge’s study.
Bagshaw stood looking down at the fallen pot and the mingled fragments at his
feet.
“You’re quite right,” he said to the priest; “there’s been a struggle here. And it
must have been a struggle between Gwynne and his murderer.”
“It seemed to me,” said Father Brown modestly, “that something had happened
here.”
“Yes; it’s pretty clear what happened,” assented the detective. “The murderer
entered by the front door and found Gwynne; probably Gwynne let him in. There
was a death grapple, possibly a chance shot, that hit the glass, though they might
have broken it with a stray kick or anything. Gwynne managed to free himself and
fled into the garden, where he was pursued and shot finally by the pond. I fancy
that’s the whole story of the crime itself; but, of course, I must look round the
other rooms.”
The other rooms, however, revealed very little, though Bagshaw pointed
significantly to the loaded automatic pistol that he found in a drawer of the library
desk.
“Looks as if he was expecting this,” he said; “yet it seems queer he didn’t take it
with him when he went out into the hall.”
Eventually they returned to the hall, making their way towards the front door.
Father Brown letting his eye rove around in a rather absent-minded fashion. The
two corridors, monotonously papered in the same grey and faded pattern, seemed
to emphasize the dust and dingy floridity of the few early Victorian ornaments, the
green rust that devoured the bronze of the lamp, the dull gold that glimmered in
the frame of the broken mirror.
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“They say it’s bad luck to break a looking-glass,” he said. “This looks like the very
house of ill-luck. There’s something about the very furniture — ”
“That’s rather odd,” said Bagshaw sharply. “I thought the front door would be
shut, but it’s left on the latch.”
There was no reply; and they passed out of the front door into the front garden, a
narrower and more formal plot of flowers, having at one end a curiously clipped
hedge with a hole in it, like a green cave, under the shadow of which some broken
steps peeped out.
Father Brown strolled up to the hole and ducked his head under it. A few moments
after he had disappeared they were astonished to hear his quiet voice in
conversation above their heads, as if he were talking to somebody at the top of a
tree. The detective followed, and found that the curious covered stairway led to
what looked like a broken bridge, over-hanging the darker and emptier spaces of
the garden. It just curled round the corner of the house, bringing in sight the field
of coloured lights beyond and beneath. Probably it was the relic of some
abandoned architectural fancy of building a sort of terrace on arches across the
lawn. Bagshaw thought it a curious cul-de-sac in which to find anybody in the
small hours between night and morning; but he was not looking at the details of it
just then. He was looking at the man who was found.
As the man stood with his back turned — a small man in light grey clothes — the
one outstanding feature about him was a wonderful head of hair, as yellow and
radiant as the head of a huge dandelion. It was literally outstanding like a halo, and
something in that association made the face, when it was slowly and sulkily turned
on them, rather a shock of contrast. That halo should have enclosed an oval face of
the mildly angelic sort; but the face was crabbed and elderly with a powerful jowl
and a short nose that somehow suggested the broken nose of a pugilist.
“This is Mr. Orm, the celebrated poet, I understand,” said Father Brown, as calmly
as if he were introducing two people in a drawing-room.
“Whoever he is,” said Bagshaw, “I must trouble him to come with me and answer
a few questions.”
Mr. Osric Orm, the poet, was not a model of self-expression when it came to the
answering of questions. There, in that corner of the old garden, as the grey twilight
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before dawn began to creep over the heavy hedges and the broken bridge, and
afterwards in a succession of circumstances and stages of legal inquiry that grew
more and more ominous, he refused to say anything except that he had intended to
call on Sir Humphrey Gwynne, but had not done so because he could not get
anyone to answer the bell. When it was pointed out that the door was practically
open, he snorted. When it was hinted that the hour was somewhat late, he snarled.
The little that he said was obscure, either because he really knew hardly any
English, or because he knew better than to know any. His opinions seemed to be of
a nihilistic and destructive sort, as was indeed the tendency of his poetry for those
who could follow it; and it seemed possible that his business with the judge, and
perhaps his quarrel with the judge, had been something in the anarchist line.
Gwynne was known to have had something of a mania about Bolshevist spies, as
he had about German spies. Anyhow, one coincidence, only a few moments after
his capture, confirmed Bagshaw in the impression that the case must be taken
seriously. As they went out of the front gate into the street, they so happened to
encounter yet another neighbour, Duller, the cigar merchant from next door,
conspicuous by his brown, shrewd face and the unique orchid in his buttonhole;
for he had a name in that branch of horticulture. Rather to the surprise of the rest,
he hailed his neighbour, the poet, in a matter-of-fact manner, almost as if he had
expected to see him.
“Hallo, here we are again,” he said. “Had a long talk with old Gwynne, I suppose?”
“Sir Humphrey Gwynne is dead,” said Bagshaw. “I am investigating the case and I
must ask you to explain.”
Buller stood as still as the lamp-post beside him, possibly stiffened with surprise.
The red end of his cigar brightened and darkened rhythmically, but his brown face
was in shadow; when he spoke it was with quite a new voice.
“I only mean,” he said, “that when I passed two hours ago Mr. Orm was going in
at this gate to see Sir Humphrey.”
“He says he hasn’t seen him yet,” observed Bagshaw, “or even been into the
house.”
“It’s a long time to stand on the door-step,” observed Buller.
“Yes,” said Father Brown; “it’s rather a long time to stand in the street.”
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“I’ve been home since then,” said the cigar merchant. “Been writing letters and
came out again to post them.”
“You’ll have to tell all that later,” said Bagshaw. “Good night — or good
morning.”
The trial of Osric Orm for the murder of Sir Humphrey Gwynne, which filled the
newspapers for so many weeks, really turned entirely on the same crux as that little
talk under the lamp-post, when the grey-green dawn was breaking about the dark
streets and gardens. Everything came back to the enigma of those two empty hours
between the time when Buller saw Orm going in at the garden gate, and the time
when Father Brown found him apparently still lingering in the garden. He had
certainly had the time to commit six murders, and might almost have committed
them for want of something to do; for he could give no coherent account of what
he was doing. It was argued by the prosecution that he had also the opportunity, as
the front door was unlatched, and the side-door into the larger garden left standing
open. The court followed, with considerable interest, Bagshaw’s clear
reconstruction of the struggle in the passage, of which the traces were so evident;
indeed, the police had since found the shot that had shattered the glass. Finally, the
hole in the hedge to which he had been tracked, had very much the appearance of a
hiding-place. On the other hand. Sir Matthew Blake, the very able counsel for the
defence, turned this last argument the other way: asking why any man should
entrap himself in a place without possible exit, when it would obviously be much
more sensible to slip out into the street. Sir Matthew Blake also made effective use
of the mystery that still rested upon the motive for the murder. Indeed, upon this
point, the passages between Sir Matthew Blake and Sir Arthur Travers, the equally
brilliant advocate for the prosecution, turned rather to the advantage of the
prisoner. Sir Arthur could only throw out suggestions about a Bolshevist
conspiracy which sounded a little thin. But when it came to investigating the facts
of Orm’s mysterious behaviour that night he was considerably more effective.
The prisoner went into the witness-box, chiefly because his astute counsel
calculated that it would create a bad impression if he did not. But he was almost as
uncommunicative to his own counsel as to the prosecuting counsel. Sir Arthur
Travers made all possible capital out of his stubborn silence, but did not succeed in
breaking it. Sir Arthur was a long, gaunt man, with a long, cadaverous face, in
striking contrast to the sturdy figure and bright, bird-like eye of Sir Matthew
Blake. But if Sir Matthew suggested a very cocksure sort of cock-sparrow, Sir
Arthur might more truly have been compared to a crane or stork; as he leaned
forward, prodding the poet with questions, his long nose might have been a long
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beak.
“Do you mean to tell the jury,” he asked, in tones of grating incredulity, “that you
never went in to see the deceased gentleman at all?”
“No!” replied Orm shortly.
“You wanted to see him, I suppose. You must have been very anxious to see him.
Didn’t you wait two whole hours in front of his front door?”
“Yes,” replied the other.
“And yet you never even noticed the door was open?”
“No,” said Orm.
“What in the world were you doing for two hours in somebody’s else’s front
garden?” insisted the barrister; “You were doing something, I suppose?”
“Yes.”
“Is it a secret?” asked Sir Arthur, with adamantine jocularity.
“It’s a secret from you,” answered the poet.
It was upon this suggestion of a secret that Sir Arthur seized in developing his line
of accusation. With a boldness which some thought unscrupulous, he turned the
very mystery of the motive, which was the strongest part of his opponent’s case,
into an argument for his own. He gave it as the first fragmentary hint of some farflung and elaborate conspiracy, in which a patriot had perished like one caught in
the coils of an octopus.
“Yes,” he cried in a vibrating voice, “my learned friend is perfectly right! We do
not know the exact reason why this honourable public servant was murdered. We
shall not know the reason why the next public servant is murdered. If my learned
friend himself falls a victim to his eminence, and the hatred which the hellish
powers of destruction feel for the guardians of law, he will be murdered, and he
will not know the reason. Half the decent people in this court will be butchered in
their beds, and we shall not know the reason. And we shall never know the reason
and never arrest the massacre, until it has depopulated our country, so long as the
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defence is permitted to stop all proceedings with this stale tag about ‘motive,’
when every other fact in the case, every glaring incongruity, every gaping silence,
tells us that we stand in the presence of Cain.”
“I never knew Sir Arthur so excited,” said Bagshaw to his group of companions
afterwards. “Some people are saying he went beyond the usual limit and that the
prosecutor in a murder case oughtn’t to be so vindictive. But I must say there was
something downright creepy about that little goblin with the yellow hair, that
seemed to play up to the impression. I was vaguely recalling, all the time,
something that De Quincey says about Mr. Williams, that ghastly criminal who
slaughtered two whole families almost in silence. I think he says that Williams had
hair of a vivid unnatural yellow; and that he thought it had been dyed by a trick
learned in India, where they dye horses green or blue. Then there was his queer,
stony silence, like a troglodyte’s; I’ll never deny that it all worked me up until I
felt there was a sort of monster in the dock. If that was only Sir Arthur’s
eloquence, then he certainly took a heavy responsibility in putting so much passion
into it.”
“He was a friend of poor Gwynne’s, as a matter of fact,” said Underhill, more
gently; “a man I know saw them hobnobbing together after a great legal dinner
lately. I dare say that’s why he feels so strongly in this case. I suppose it’s doubtful
whether a man ought to act in such a case on mere personal feeling.”
“He wouldn’t,” said Bagshaw. “I bet Sir Arthur Travers wouldn’t act only on
feeling, however strongly he felt. He’s got a very stiff sense of his own
professional position. He’s one of those men who are ambitious even when they’ve
satisfied their ambition. I know nobody who’d take more trouble to keep his
position in the world. No; you’ve got hold of the wrong moral to his rather
thundering sermon. If he lets himself go like that, it’s because he thinks he can get
a conviction, anyhow, and wants to put himself at the head of some political
movement against the conspiracy he talks about. He must have some very good
reason for wanting to convict Orm and some very good reason for thinking he can
do it. That means that the facts will support him. His confidence doesn’t look well
for the prisoner.” He became conscious of an insignificant figure in the group.
“Well, Father Brown,” he said with a smile; “what do you think of our judicial
procedure?”
“Well,” replied the priest rather absently, “I think the thing that struck me most
was how different men look in their wigs. You talk about the prosecuting barrister
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being so tremendous. But I happened to see him take his wig off for a minute, and
he really looks quite a different man. He’s quite bald, for one thing.”
“I’m afraid that won’t prevent his being tremendous,” answered Bagshaw. “You
don’t propose to found the defence on the fact that the prosecuting counsel is bald,
do you?”
“Not exactly,” said Father Brown good-humouredly. “To tell the truth, I was
thinking how little some kinds of people know about other kinds of people.
Suppose I went among some remote people who had never even heard of England.
Suppose I told them that there is a man in my country who won’t ask a question of
life and death, until he has put an erection made of horse-hair on the top of his
head, with little tails behind, and grey corkscrew curls at the side, like an Early
Victorian old woman. They would think he must be rather eccentric; but he isn’t at
all eccentric, he’s only conventional. They would think so, because they don’t
know anything about English barristers; because they don’t know what a barrister
is. Well, that barrister doesn’t know what a poet is. He doesn’t understand that a
poet’s eccentricities wouldn’t seem eccentric to other poets. He thinks it odd that
Orm should walk about in a beautiful garden for two hours, with nothing to do.
God bless my soul! a poet would think nothing of walking about in the same
backyard for ten hours if he had a poem to do. Orm’s own counsel was quite as
stupid. It never occurred to him to ask Orm the obvious question.”
“What question do you mean?” asked the other.
“Why, what poem he was making up, of course,” said Father Brown rather
impatiently. “What line he was stuck at, what epithet he was looking for, what
climax he was trying to work up to. If there were any educated people in court,
who know what literature is, they would have known well enough whether he had
had anything genuine to do. You’d have asked a manufacturer about the conditions
of his factory; but nobody seems to consider the conditions under which poetry is
manufactured. It’s done by doing nothing.”
“That’s all very well,” replied the detective; “but why did he hide? Why did he
climb up that crooked little stairway and stop there; it led nowhere.”
“Why, because it led nowhere, of course,” cried Father Brown explosively.
“Anybody who clapped eyes on that blind alley ending in mid-air might have
known an artist would want to go there, just as a child would.”
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He stood blinking for a moment, and then said apologetically: “I beg your pardon;
but it seems odd that none of them understand these things. And then there was
another thing. Don’t you know that everything has, for an artist, one aspect or
angle that is exactly right? A tree, a cow, and a cloud, in a certain relation only,
mean something; as three letters, in one order only, mean a word. Well, the view
of that illuminated garden from that unfinished bridge was the right view of it. It
was as unique as the fourth dimension. It was a sort of fairy foreshortening; it was
like looking down at heaven and seeing all the stars growing on trees and that
luminous pond like a moon fallen flat on the fields in some happy nursery tale. He
could have looked at it for ever. If you told him the path led nowhere, he would
tell you it had led him to the country at the end of the world. But do you expect
him to tell you that in the witness-box? What would you say to him if he did? You
talk about a man having a jury of his peers. Why don’t you have a jury of poets?”
“You talk as if you were a poet yourself,” said Bagshaw.
“Thank your stars I’m not,” said Father Brown. “Thank your lucky stars a priest
has to be more charitable than a poet. Lord have mercy on us, if you knew what a
crushing, what a cruel contempt he feels for the lot of you, you’d feel as if you
were under Niagara.”
“You may know more about the artistic temperament than I do,” said Bagshaw
after a pause; “but, after all, the answer is simple. You can only show that he might
have done what he did, without committing the crime. But it’s equally true that he
might have committed the crime. And who else could have committed it?”
“Have you thought about the servant, Green?” asked Father Brown, reflectively.
“He told a rather queer story.”
“Ah,” cried Bagshaw quickly, “you think Green did it, after all.”
“I’m quite sure he didn’t,” replied the other. “I only asked if you’d thought about
his queer story. He only went out for some trifle, a drink or an assignation or what
not. But he went out by the garden door and came back over the garden wall. In
other words, he left the door open, but he came back to find it shut. Why? Because
Somebody Else had already passed out that way.”
“The murderer,” muttered the detective doubtfully. “Do you know who he was?”
“I know what he looked like,” answered Father Brown quietly. “That’s the only
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thing I do know. I can almost see him as he came in at the front door, in the gleam
of the hall lamp; his figure, his clothes, even his face!”
“What’s all this?”
“He looked like Sir Humphrey Gwynne,” said the priest.
“What the devil do you mean?” demanded Bagshaw. “Gwynne was lying dead
with his head in the pond.”
“Oh, yes,” said Father Brown.
After a moment he went on: “Let’s go back to that theory of yours, which was a
very good one, though I don’t quite agree with it. You suppose the murderer came
in at the front door, met the Judge in the front hall, struggling with him and
breaking the mirror; that the judge then retreated into the garden, where he was
finally shot. Somehow, it doesn’t sound natural to me. Granted he retreated down
the hall, there are two exits at the end, one into the garden and one into the house.
Surely, he would be more likely to retreat into the house? His gun was there; his
telephone was there; his servant, so far as he knew, was there. Even the nearest
neighbours were in that direction. Why should he stop to open the garden door and
go out alone on the deserted side of the house?”
“But we know he did go out of the house,” replied his companion, puzzled. “We
know he went out of the house, because he was found in the garden.”
“He never went out of the house, because he never was in the house,” said Father
Brown. “Not that evening, I mean. He was sitting in that bungalow. I read that
lesson in the dark, at the beginning, in red and golden stars across the garden. They
were worked from the hut; they wouldn’t have been burning at all if he hadn’t
been in the hut. He was trying to run across to the house and the telephone, when
the murderer shot him beside the pond.”
“But what about the pot and the palm and the broken mirror?” cried Bagshaw.
“Why, it was you who found them! It was you yourself who said there must have
been a struggle in the hall.”
The priest blinked rather painfully. “Did I?” he muttered. “Surely, I didn’t say that.
I never thought that. What I think I said, was that something had happened in the
hall. And something did happen; but it wasn’t a struggle.”
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“Then what broke the mirror?” asked Bagshaw shortly.
“A bullet broke the mirror,” answered Father Brown gravely; “a bullet fired by the
criminal. The big fragments of falling glass were quite enough to knock over the
pot and the palm.”
“Well, what else could he have been firing at except Gwynne?” asked the detective.
“It’s rather a fine metaphysical point,” answered his clerical companion almost
dreamily. “In one sense, of course, he was firing at Gwynne. But Gwynne wasn’t
there to be fired at. The criminal was alone in the hall.”
He was silent for a moment, and then went on quietly. “Imagine the looking-glass
at the end of the passage, before it was broken, and the tall palm arching over it. In
the half-light, reflecting these monochrome walls, it would look like the end of the
passage. A man reflected in it would look like a man coming from inside the
house. It would look like the master of the house — if only the reflection were a
little like him.”
“Stop a minute,” cried Bagshaw. “I believe I begin — — ”
“You begin to see,” said Father Brown. “You begin to see why all the suspects in
this case must be innocent. Not one of them could possibly have mistaken his own
reflection for old Gwynne. Orm would have known at once that his bush of yellow
hair was not a bald head. Flood would have seen his own red head, and Green his
own red waistcoat. Besides, they’re all short and shabby; none of them could have
thought his own image was a tall, thin, old gentleman in evening-dress. We want
another, equally tall and thin, to match him. That’s what I meant by saying that I
knew what the murderer looked like.”
“And what do you argue from that?” asked Bagshaw, looking at him steadily.
The priest uttered a sort of sharp, crisp laugh, oddly different from his ordinary
mild manner of speech.
“I am going to argue,” he said, “the very thing that you said was so ludicrous and
impossible.”
“What do you mean?”
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“I’m going to base the defence,” said Father Brown, “on the fact that the
prosecuting counsel has a bald head.”
“Oh, my God!” said the detective quietly, and got to his feet, staring.
Father Brown had resumed his monologue in an unruffled manner.
“You’ve been following the movements of a good many people in this business;
you policemen were prodigiously interested in the movements of the poet, and the
servant, and the Irishman. The man whose movements seem to have been rather
forgotten is the dead man himself. His servant was quite honestly astonished at
finding his master had returned. His master had gone to a great dinner of all the
leaders of the legal profession, but had left it abruptly and come home. He was not
ill, for he summoned no assistance; he had almost certainly quarrelled with some
leader of the legal profession. It’s among the leaders of that profession that we
should have looked first for his enemy. He returned, and shut himself up in the
bungalow, where he kept all his private documents about treasonable practices.
But the leader of the legal profession, who knew there was something against him
in those documents, was thoughtful enough to follow his accuser home; he also
being in evening-dress, but with a pistol in his pocket. That is all; and nobody
could ever have guessed it except for the mirror.”
He seemed to be gazing into vacancy for a moment, and then added:
“A queer thing is a mirror; a picture frame that holds hundreds of different
pictures, all vivid and all vanished for ever. Yet, there was something specially
strange about the glass that hung at the end of that grey corridor under that green
palm. It is as if it was a magic glass and had a different fate from others, as if its
picture could somehow survive it, hanging in the air of that twilight house like a
spectre; or at least like an abstract diagram, the skeleton of an argument. We could,
at least, conjure out of the void the thing that Sir Arthur Travers saw. And by the
way, there was one very true thing that you said about him.”
“I’m glad to hear it,” said Bagshaw with grim good-nature. “what was it?”
“You said,” observed the priest, “that Sir Arthur must have some good reason for
wanting to get Orm hanged.”
A week later the priest met the police detective once more, and learned that the
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authorities had already been moving on the new lines of inquiry when they were
interrupted by a sensational event.
“Sir Arthur Travers,” began Father Brown.
“Sir Arthur Travers is dead,” said Bagshaw, briefly.
“Ah!” said the other, with a little catch in his voice; “you mean that he — ”
“Yes,” said Bagshaw, “he shot at the same man again, but not in a mirror.”

The Man With Two Beards
THIS tale was told by Father Brown to Professor Crake, the celebrated
criminologist, after dinner at a club, where the two were introduced to each other
as sharing a harmless hobby of murder and robbery. But, as Father Brown’s
version rather minimized his own part in the matter, it is here re-told in a more
impartial style. It arose out of a playful passage of arms, in which the professor
was very scientific and the priest rather sceptical.
“My good sir,” said the professor in remonstrance, “don’t you believe that
criminology is a science?”
“I’m not sure,” replied Father Brown. “Do you believe that hagiology is a
science?”
“What’s that?” asked the specialist sharply.
“No; it’s not the study of hags, and has nothing to do with burning witches,” said
the priest, smiling. “It’s the study of holy things, saints and so on. You see, the
Dark Ages tried to make a science about good people. But our own humane and
enlightened age is only interested in a science about bad ones. Yet I think our
general experience is that every conceivable sort of man has been a saint. And I
suspect you will find, too, that every conceivable sort of man has been a murderer.”
“Well, we believe murderers can be pretty well classified,” observed Crake. “The
list sounds rather long and dull; but I think it’s exhaustive. First, all killing can be
divided into rational and irrational, and we’ll take the last first, because they are
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much fewer. There is such a thing as homicidal mania, or love of butchery in the
abstract. There is such a thing as irrational antipathy, though it’s very seldom
homicidal. Then we come to the true motives: of these, some are less rational in
the sense of being merely romantic and retrospective. Acts of pure revenge are acts
of hopeless revenge. Thus a lover will sometimes kill a rival he could never
supplant, or a rebel assassinate a tyrant after the conquest is complete. But, more
often, even these acts have a rational explanation. They are hopeful murders. They
fall into the larger section of the second division, of what we may call prudential
crimes. These, again, fall chiefly under two descriptions. A man kills either in
order to obtain what the other man possesses, either by theft or inheritance, or to
stop the other man from acting in some way: as in the case of killing a blackmailer
or a political opponent; or, in the case of a rather more passive obstacle, a husband
or wife whose continued functioning, as such, interferes with other things. We
believe that classification is pretty thoroughly thought out and, properly applied,
covers the whole ground — But I’m afraid that it perhaps sounds rather dull; I
hope I’m not boring you.”
“Not at all,” said Father Brown. “If I seemed a little absent-minded I must
apologize; the truth is, I was thinking of a man I once knew. He was a murderer;
but I can’t see where he fits into your museum of murderers. He was not mad, nor
did he like killing. He did not hate the man he killed; he hardly knew him, and
certainly had nothing to avenge on him. The other man did not possess anything
that he could possibly want. The other man was not behaving in any way which
the murderer wanted to stop. The murdered man was not in a position to hurt, or
hinder, or even affect the murderer in any way. There was no woman in the case.
There were no politics in the case. This man killed a fellow-creature who was
practically a stranger, and that for a very strange reason; which is possibly unique
in human history.”
And so, in his own more conversational fashion, he told the story. The story may
well begin in a sufficiently respectable setting, at the breakfast table of a worthy
though wealthy suburban family named Bankes, where the normal discussion of
the newspaper had, for once, been silenced by the discussion about a mystery
nearer home. Such people are sometimes accused of gossip about their neighbours,
but they are in that matter almost inhumanly innocent. Rustic villagers tell tales
about their neighbours, true and false; but the curious culture of the modern suburb
will believe anything it is told in the papers about the wickedness of the Pope, or
the martyrdom of the King of the Cannibal Islands, and, in the excitement of these
topics, never knows what is happening next door. In this case, however, the two
forms of interest actually coincided in a coincidence of thrilling intensity. Their
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own suburb had actually been mentioned in their favourite newspaper. It seemed to
them like a new proof of their own existence when they saw the name in print. It
was almost as if they had been unconscious and invisible before; and now they
were as real as the King of the Cannibal Islands.
It was stated in the paper that a once famous criminal, known as Michael
Moonshine, and many other names that were presumably not his own, had recently
been released after a long term of imprisonment for his numerous burglaries; that
his whereabouts was being kept quiet, but that he was believed to have settled
down in the suburb in question, which we will call for convenience Chisham. A
resume of some of his famous and daring exploits and escapes was given in the
same issue. For it is a character of that kind of press, intended for that kind of
public, that it assumes that its reader have no memories. While the peasant will
remember an outlaw like Robin Hood or Rob Roy for centuries, the clerk will
hardly remember the name of the criminal about whom he argued in trams and
tubes two years before. Yet, Michael Moonshine had really shown some of the
heroic rascality of Rob Roy or Robin Hood. He was worthy to be turned into
legend and not merely into news. He was far too capable a burglar to be a
murderer. But his terrific strength and the ease with which he knocked policemen
over like ninepins, stunned people, and bound and gagged them, gave something
almost like a final touch of fear or mystery to the fact that he never killed them.
People almost felt that he would have been more human if he had.
Mr. Simon Bankes, the father of the family, was at once better read and more oldfashioned than the rest. He was a sturdy man, with a short grey beard and a brow
barred with wrinkles. He had a turn for anecdotes and reminiscence, and he
distinctly remembered the days when Londoners had lain awake listening for Mike
Moonshine as they did for Spring-heeled Jack. Then there was his wife, a thin,
dark lady. There was a sort of acid elegance about her, for her family had much
more money than her husband’s, if rather less education; and she even possessed a
very valuable emerald necklace upstairs, that gave her a right to prominence in a
discussion about thieves. There was his daughter, Opal, who was also thin and
dark and supposed to be psychic — at any rate, by herself; for she had little
domestic encouragement. Spirits of an ardently astral turn will be well advised not
to materialize as members of a large family. There was her brother John, a burly
youth, particularly boisterous in his indifference to her spiritual development; and
otherwise distinguishable only by his interest in motor-cars. He seemed to be
always in the act of selling one car and buying another; and by some process, hard
for the economic theorist to follow, it was always possible to buy a much better
article by selling the one that was damaged or discredited. There was his brother
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Philip, a young man with dark curly hair, distinguished by his attention to dress;
which is doubtless part of the duty of a stockbroker’s clerk, but, as the stockbroker
was prone to hint, hardly the whole of it. Finally, there was present at this family
scene his friend, Daniel Devine, who was also dark and exquisitely dressed, but
bearded in a fashion that was somewhat foreign, and therefore, for many, slightly
menacing.
It was Devine who had introduced the topic of the newspaper paragraph, tactfully
insinuating so effective an instrument of distraction at what looked like the
beginning of a small family quarrel; for the psychic lady had begun the description
of a vision she had had of pale faces floating in empty night outside her window,
and John Bankes was trying to roar down this revelation of a higher state with
more than his usual heartiness.
But the newspaper reference to their new and possibly alarming neighbour soon
put both controversialists out of court.
“How frightful,” cried Mrs. Bankes. “He must be quite a new-comer; but who can
he possibly be?”
“I don’t know any particularly new-comers,” said her husband, “except Sir
Leopold Pulman, at Beechwood House.”
“My dear,” said the lady, “how absurd you are — Sir Leopold!” Then, after a
pause, she added: “If anybody suggested his secretary now — that man with the
whiskers; I’ve always said, ever since he got the place Philip ought to have had
——”
“Nothing doing,” said Philip languidly, making his sole contribution to the
conversation. “Not good enough.”
“The only one I know,” observed Devine, “is that man called Carver, who is
stopping at Smith’s Farm. He lives a very quiet life, but he’s quite interesting to
talk to. I think John has had some business with him.”
“Knows a bit about cars,” conceded the monomaniac John. “He’ll know a bit more
when he’s been in my new car.”
Devine smiled slightly; everybody had been threatened with the hospitality of
John’s new car. Then he added reflectively:
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“That’s a little what I feel about him. He knows a lot about motoring and
travelling, and the active ways of the world, and yet he always stays at home
pottering about round old Smith’s beehives. Says he’s only interested in bee
culture, and that’s why he’s staying with Smith. It seems a very quiet hobby for a
man of his sort. However, I’ve no doubt John’s car will shake him up a bit.”
As Devine walked away from the house that evening his dark face wore an
expression of concentrated thought. His thoughts would, perhaps, have been
worthy of our attention, even at this stage; but it is enough to say that their
practical upshot was a resolution to pay an immediate visit to Mr. Carver at the
house of Mr. Smith. As he was making his way thither he encountered Barnard,
the secretary at Beechwood House, conspicuous by his lanky figure and the large
side whiskers which Mrs. Bankes counted among her private wrongs. Their
acquaintance was slight, and their conversation brief and casual; but Devine
seemed to find in it food for further cogitation.
“Look here,” he said abruptly, “excuse my asking, but is it true that Lady Pulman
has some very famous jewellery up at the House? I’m not a professional thief, but
I’ve just heard there’s one hanging about.”
“I’ll get her to give an eye to them,” answered the secretary. “To tell the truth, I’ve
ventured to warn her about them already myself. I hope she has attended to it.”
As they spoke, there came the hideous cry of a motor-horn just behind, and John
Bankes came to a stop beside them, radiant at his own steering-wheel. When he
heard of Devine’s destination he claimed it as his own, though his tone suggested
rather an abstract relish for offering people a ride. The ride was consumed in
continuous praises of the car, now mostly in the matter of its adaptability to
weather.
“Shuts up as tight as a box,” he said, “and opens as easy — as easy as opening
your mouth.”
Devine’s mouth, at the moment, did not seem so easy to open, and they arrived at
Smith’s farm to the sound of a soliloquy. Passing the outer gate, Devine found the
man he was looking for without going into the house. The man was walking about
in the garden, with his hands in his pockets, wearing a large, limp straw hat; a man
with a long face and a large chin. The wide brim cut off the upper part of his face
with a shadow that looked a little like a mask. In the background was a row of
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sunny beehives, along which an elderly man, presumably Mr. Smith, was moving
accompanied by a short, commonplace-looking companion in black clerical
costume.
“I say,” burst in the irrepressible John, before Devine could offer any polite
greeting, “I’ve brought her round to give you a little run. You see if she isn’t better
than a ‘Thunderbolt.’”
Mr Carver’s mouth set into a smile that may have been meant to be gracious, but
looked rather grim. “I’m afraid I shall be too busy for pleasure this evening,” he
said.
“How doth the little busy bee,” observed Devine, equally enigmatically. “Your
bees must be very busy if they keep you at it all night. I was wondering if — — ”
“Well,” demanded Carver, with a certain cool defiance.
“Well, they say we should make hay while the sun shines,” said Devine. “Perhaps
you make honey while the moon shines.”
There came a flash from the shadow of the broad-brimmed hat, as the whites of the
man’s eyes shifted and shone.
“Perhaps there is a good deal of moonshine in the business,” he said: “but I warn
you my bees do not only make honey. They sting.”
“Are you coming along in the car?” insisted the staring John. But Carver, though
he threw off the momentary air of sinister significance with which he had been
answering Devine, was still positive in his polite refusal.
“I can’t possibly go,” he said. “Got a lot of writing to do. Perhaps you’d be kind
enough to give some of my friends a run, if you want a companion. This is my
friend, Mr. Smith, Father Brown — ”
“Of course,” cried Bankes; “let ’em all come.”
“Thank you very much,” said Father Brown. “I’m afraid I shall have to decline;
I’ve got to go on to Benediction in a few minutes.”
“Mr. Smith is your man, then,” said Carver, with something almost like
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impatience. “I’m sure Smith is longing for a motor ride.”
Smith, who wore a broad grin, bore no appearance of longing for anything. He was
an active little old man with a very honest wig; one of those wigs that look no
more natural than a hat. Its tinge of yellow was out of keeping with his colourless
complexion. He shook his head and answered with amiable obstinacy:
“I remember I went over this road ten years ago — in one of those contraptions.
Came over in it from my sister’s place at Holmgate, and never been over that road
in a car since. It was rough going I can tell you,”
“Ten years ago!” scoffed John Bankes. “Two thousand years ago you went in an
ox wagon. Do you think cars haven’t changed in ten years — and roads, too, for
that matter? In my little bus you don’t know the wheels are going round. You think
you’re just flying.”
“I’m sure Smith wants to go flying,” urged Carver. “It’s the dream of his life.
Come, Smith, go over to Holmgate and see your sister. You know you ought to go
and see your sister. Go over and stay the night if you like.”
“Well, I generally walk over, so I generally do stay the night,” said old Smith. “No
need to trouble the gentleman to-day, particularly.”
“But think what fun it will be for your sister to see you arrive in a car!” cried
Carver. “You really ought to go. Don’t be so selfish.”
“That’s it,” assented Bankes, with buoyant benevolence. “Don’t you be selfish. It
won’t hurt you. You aren’t afraid of it, are you?”
“Well,” said Mr. Smith, blinking thoughtfully, “I don’t want to be selfish, and I
don’t think I’m afraid — I’ll come with you if you put it that way.”
The pair drove off, amid waving salutations that seemed somehow to give the little
group the appearance of a cheering crowd. Yet Devine and the priest only joined in
out of courtesy, and they both felt it was the dominating gesture of their host that
gave it its final air of farewell. The detail gave them a curious sense of the
pervasive force of his personality.
The moment the car was out of sight he turned to them with a sort of boisterous
apology and said: “Well!”
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He said it with that curious heartiness which is the reverse of hospitality. That
extreme geniality is the same as a dismissal.
“I must be going,” said Devine. “We must not interrupt the busy bee. I’m afraid I
know very little about bees; sometimes I can hardly tell a bee from a wasp.”
“I’ve kept wasps, too,” answered the mysterious Mr. Carver. When his guests were
a few yards down the street, Devine said rather impulsively to his companion:
“Rather an odd scene that, don’t you think?”
“Yes,” replied Father Brown. “And what do you think about it?”
Devine looked at the little man in black, and something in the gaze of his great,
grey eyes seemed to renew his impulse.
“I think,” he said, “that Carver was very anxious to have the house to himself
tonight. I don’t know whether you had any such suspicions?”
“I may have my suspicions,” replied the priest, “but I’m not sure whether they’re
the same as yours.”
That evening, when the last dusk was turning into dark in the gardens round the
family mansion, Opal Bankes was moving through some of the dim and empty
rooms with even more than her usual abstraction; and anyone who had looked at
her closely would have noted that her pale face had more than its usual pallor.
Despite its bourgeois luxury, the house as a whole had a rather unique shade of
melancholy. It was the sort of immediate sadness that belongs to things that are old
rather than ancient. It was full of faded fashions, rather than historic customs; of
the order and ornament that is just recent enough to be recognized as dead. Here
and there, Early Victorian coloured glass tinted the twilight; the high ceilings made
the long rooms look narrow; and at the end of the long room down which she was
walking was one of those round windows, to be found in the buildings of its
period. As she came to about the middle of the room, she stopped, and then
suddenly swayed a little, as if some invisible hand had struck her on the face.
An instant after there was the noise or knocking on the front door, dulled by the
closed doors between. She knew that the rest of the household were in the upper
parts of the house, but she could not have analysed the motive that made her go to
the front door herself. On the doorstep stood a dumpy and dingy figure in black,
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which she recognized as the Roman Catholic priest, whose name was Brown. She
knew him only slightly; but she liked him. He did not encourage her psychic
views; quite the contrary; but he discouraged them as if they mattered and not as if
they did not matter. It was not so much that he did not sympathize with her
opinions, as that he did sympathize but did not agree. All this was in some sort of
chaos in her mind as she found herself saying, without greeting, or waiting to hear
his business:
“I’m so glad you’ve come. I’ve seen a ghost.”
“There’s no need to be distressed about that,” he said. “It often happens. Most of
the ghosts aren’t ghosts, and the few that may be won’t do you any harm. Was it
any ghost in particular?”
“No,” she admitted, with a vague feeling of relief, “it wasn’t so much the thing
itself as an atmosphere of awful decay, a sort of luminous ruin. It was a face. A
face at the window. But it was pale and goggling, and looked like the picture of
Judas.”
“Well, some people do look like that,” reflected the priest, “and I dare say they
look in at windows, sometimes. May I come in and see where it happened?”
When she returned to the room with the visitor, however, other members of the
family had assembled, and those of a less psychic habit had thought it convenient
to light the lamps. In the presence of Mrs. Bankes, Father Brown assumed a more
conventional civility, and apologized for his intrusion.
“I’m afraid it is taking a liberty with your house, Mrs. Bankes,” he said. “But I
think I can explain how the business happens to concern you. I was up at the
Pulmans’ place just now, when I was rung up and asked to come round here to
meet a man who is coming to communicate something that may be of some
moment to you. I should not have added myself to the party, only I am wanted,
apparently, because I am a witness to what has happened up at Beechwood. In fact,
it was I who had to give the alarm.”
“What has happened?” repeated the lady.
“There has been a robbery up, at Beechwood House,” said Father Brown, gravely;
“a robbery, and what I fear is worse, Lady Pulman’s jewels have gone; and her
unfortunate secretary, Mr. Barnard, was picked up in the garden, having evidently
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been shot by the escaping burglar.”
“That man,” ejaculated the lady of the house. “I believe he was — — ”
She encountered the grave gaze of the priest, and her words suddenly went from
her; she never knew why.
“I communicated with the police,” he went on, “and with another authority
interested in this case; and they say that even a superficial examination has
revealed foot-prints and finger-prints and other indications of a well-known
criminal.”
At this point, the conference was for a moment disturbed, by the return of John
Bankes, from what appeared to be an abortive expedition in the car. Old Smith
seemed to have been a disappointing passenger, after all.
“Funked it, after all, at the last minute,” he announced with noisy disgust. “Bolted
off while I was looking at what I thought was a puncture. Last time I’ll take one of
these yokels — — ”
But his complaints received small attention in the general excitement that gathered
round Father Brown and his news.
“Somebody will arrive in a moment,” went on the priest, with the same air of
weighty reserve, “who will relieve me of this responsibility. When I have
confronted you with him I shall have done my duty as a witness in a serious
business. It only remains for me to say that a servant up at Beechwood House told
me that she had seen a face at one of the windows — — ”
“I saw a face,” said Opal, “at one of our windows.”
“Oh, you are always seeing faces,” said her brother John roughly.
“It is as well to see facts even if they are faces,” said Father Brown equably, “and I
think the face you saw — — ”
Another knock at the front door sounded through the house, and a minute
afterwards the door of the room opened and another figure appeared. Devine halfrose from his chair at the sight of it.
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It was a tall, erect figure, with a long, rather cadaverous face, ending in a
formidable chin. The brow was rather bald, and the eyes bright and blue, which
Devine had last seen obscured with a broad straw hat.
“Pray don’t let anybody move,” said the man called Carver, in clear and courteous
tones. But to Devine’s disturbed mind the courtesy had an ominous resemblance to
that of a brigand who holds a company motionless with a pistol.
“Please sit down, Mr. Devine,” said Carver; “and, with Mrs. Bankes’s permission,
I will follow your example. My presence here necessitates an explanation. I rather
fancy you suspected me of being an eminent and distinguished burglar.”
“I did,” said Devine grimly.
“As you remarked,” said Carver, “it is not always easy to know a wasp from a
bee.”
After a pause, he continued: “I can claim to be one of the more useful, though
equally annoying, insects. I am a detective, and I have come down to investigate
an alleged renewal of the activities of the criminal calling himself Michael
Moonshine. Jewel robberies were his speciality; and there has just been one of
them at Beechwood House, which, by all the technical tests, is obviously his work.
Not only do the prints correspond, but you may possibly know that when he was
last arrested, and it is believed on other occasions also, he wore a simple but
effective disguise of a red beard and a pair of large horn-rimmed spectacles.”
Opal Bankes leaned forward fiercely.
“That was it,” she cried in excitement, “that was the face I saw, with great goggles
and a red, ragged beard like Judas. I thought it was a ghost.”
“That was also the ghost the servant at Beechwood saw,” said Carver dryly.
He laid some papers and packages on the table, and began carefully to unfold
them. “As I say,” he continued, “I was sent down here to make inquiries about the
criminal plans of this man, Moonshine. That is why I interested myself in beekeeping and went to stay with Mr. Smith.”
There was a silence, and then Devine started and spoke: “You don’t seriously
mean to say that nice old man — — ”
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“Come, Mr. Devine,” said Carver, with a smile, “you believed a beehive was only
a hiding-place for me. Why shouldn’t it be a hiding-place for him?”
Devine nodded gloomily, and the detective turned back to his papers. “Suspecting
Smith, I wanted to get him out of the way and go through his belongings; so I took
advantage of Mr. Bankes’s kindness in giving him a joy ride. Searching his house,
I found some curious things to be owned by an innocent old rustic interested only
in bees. This is one of them.”
From the unfolded paper he lifted a long, hairy object almost scarlet in colour —
the sort of sham beard that is worn in theatricals.
Beside it lay an old pair of heavy horn-rimmed spectacles.
“But I also found something,” continued Carver, “that more directly concerns this
house, and must be my excuse for intruding to-night. I found a memorandum, with
notes of the names and conjectural value of various pieces of jewellery in the
neighbourhood. Immediately after the note of Lady Pulman’s tiara was the
mention of an emerald necklace belonging to Mrs. Bankes.”
Mrs. Bankes, who had hitherto regarded the invasion of her house with an air of
supercilious bewilderment, suddenly grew attentive. Her face suddenly looked ten
years older and much more intelligent. But before she could speak the impetuous
John had risen to his full height like a trumpeting elephant.
“And the tiara’s gone already,” he roared; “and the necklace — I’m going to see
about that necklace!”
“Not a bad idea,” said Carver, as the young man rushed from the room; “though,
of course, we’ve been keeping our eyes open since we’ve been here. Well, it took
me a little time to make out the memorandum, which was in cipher, and Father
Brown’s telephone message from the House came as I was near the end. I asked
him to run round here first with the news, and I would follow; and so — — ”
His speech was sundered by a scream. Opal was standing up and pointing rigidly
at the round window.
“There it is again!” she cried.
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For a moment they all saw something — something that cleared the lady of the
charges of lying and hysteria not uncommonly brought against her. Thrust out of
the slate-blue darkness without, the face was pale, or, perhaps, blanched by
pressure against the glass; and the great, glaring eyes, encircled as with rings, gave
it rather the look of a great fish out of the dark-blue sea nosing at the port-hole of a
ship. But the gills or fins of the fish were a coppery red; they were, in truth, fierce
red whiskers and the upper part of a red beard. The next moment it had vanished.
Devine had taken a single stride towards the window when a shout resounded
through the house, a shout that seemed to shake it. It seemed almost too deafening
to be distinguishable as words; yet it was enough to stop Devine in his stride, and
he knew what had happened.
“Necklace gone!” shouted John Bankes, appearing huge and heaving in the
doorway, and almost instantly vanishing again with the plunge of a pursuing
hound.
“Thief was at the window just now!” cried the detective, who had already darted to
the door, following the headlong John, who was already in the garden.
“Be careful,” wailed the lady, “they have pistols and things.”
“So have I,” boomed the distant voice of the dauntless John out of the dark garden.
Devine had, indeed, noticed as the young man plunged past him that he was
defiantly brandishing a revolver, and hoped there would be no need for him to so
defend himself. But even as he had the thought, came the shock of two shots, as if
one answered the other, and awakened a wild flock of echoes in that still suburban
garden. They flapped into silence.
“Is John dead?” asked Opal in a low, shuddering voice.
Father Brown had already advanced deeper into the darkness, and stood with his
back to them, looking down at something. It was he who answered her.
“No,” he said; “it is the other.”
Carver had joined him, and for a moment the two figures, the tall and the short,
blocked out what view the fitful and stormy moonlight would allow. Then they
moved to one side and, the others saw the small, wiry figure lying slightly twisted,
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as if with its last struggle. The false red beard was thrust upwards, as if scornfully
at the sky, and the moon shone on the great sham spectacles of the man who had
been called Moonshine.
“What an end,” muttered the detective, Carver. “After all his adventures, to be shot
almost by accident by a stockbroker in a suburban garden.”
The stockbroker himself naturally regarded his own triumph with more solemnity,
though not without nervousness.
“I had to do it,” he gasped, still panting with exertion. “I’m sorry, he fired at me.”
“There will have to be an inquest, of course,” said Carver, gravely. “But I think
there will be nothing for you to worry about. There’s a revolver fallen from his
hand with one shot discharged; and he certainly didn’t fire after he’d got yours.”
By this time they had assembled again in the room, and the detective was getting
his papers together for departure. Father Brown was standing opposite to him,
looking down at the table, as if in a brown study. Then he spoke abruptly:
“Mr. Carver, you have certainly worked out a very complete case in a very
masterly way. I rather suspected your professional business; but I never guessed
you would link everything up together so quickly — the bees and the beard and the
spectacles and the cipher and the necklace and everything.”
“Always satisfactory to get a case really rounded off.” said Carver.
“Yes,” said Father Brown, still looking at the table. “I admire it very much.” Then
he added with a modesty verging on nervousness: “It’s only fair to you to say that
I don’t believe a word of it.”
Devine leaned forward with sudden interest. “Do you mean you don’t believe he is
Moonshine, the burglar?”
“I know he is the burglar, but he didn’t burgle,” answered Father Brown. “I know
he didn’t come here, or to the great house, to steal jewels, or get shot getting away
with them. Where are the jewels?”
“Where they generally are in such cases,” said Carver. “He’s either hidden them or
passed them on to a confederate. This was not a one-man job. Of course, my
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people are searching the garden and warning the district.”
“Perhaps,” suggested Mrs. Bankes, “the confederate stole the necklace while
Moonshine was looking in at the window.”
“Why was Moonshine looking in at the window?” asked Father Brown quietly.
“Why should he want to look in at the window?”
“Well, what do you think?” cried the cheery John.
“I think,” said Father Brown, “that he never did want to look in at the window.”
“Then why did he do it?” demanded Carver. “What’s the good of talking in the air
like that? We’ve seen the whole thing acted before our very eyes.”
“I’ve seen a good many things acted before my eyes that I didn’t believe in,”
replied the priest. “So have you, on the stage and off.”
“Father Brown,” said Devine, with a certain respect in his tones, “will you tell us
why you can’t believe your eyes?”
“Yes, I will try to tell you,” answered the priest. Then he said gently:
“You know what I am and what we are. We don’t bother you much. We try to be
friends with all our neighbours. But you can’t think we do nothing. You can’t
think we know nothing. We mind our own business; but we know our own people.
I knew this dead man very well indeed; I was his confessor, and his friend. So far
as a man can, I knew his mind when he left that garden to-day; and his mind was
like a glass hive full of golden bees. It’s an under-statement to say his reformation
was sincere. He was one of those great penitents who manage to make more out of
penitence than others can make out of virtue. I say I was his confessor; but, indeed,
it was I who went to him for comfort. It did me good to be near so good a man.
And when I saw him lying there dead in the garden, it seemed to me as if certain
strange words that were said of old were spoken over him aloud in my ear. They
might well be; for if ever a man went straight to heaven, it might be he.”
“Hang it all,” said John Bankes restlessly, “after all, he was a convicted thief.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown; “and only a convicted thief has ever in this world heard
that assurance: ‘This night shalt thou be with Me in Paradise.’”
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Nobody seemed to know what to do with the silence that followed, until Devine
said, abruptly, at last:
“Then how in the world would you explain it all?”
The priest shook his head. “I can’t explain it at all, just yet,” he said, simply. “I can
see one or two odd things, but I don’t understand them. As yet I’ve nothing to go
on to prove the man’s innocence, except the man. But I’m quite sure I’m right.”
He sighed, and put out his hand for his big, black hat. As he removed it he
remained gazing at the table with rather a new expression, his round, straighthaired head cocked at a new angle. It was rather as if some curious animal had
come out of his hat, as out of the hat of a conjurer. But the others, looking at the
table, could see nothing there but the detective’s documents and the tawdry old
property beard and spectacles.
“Lord bless us,” muttered Father Brown, “and he’s lying outside dead, in a beard
and spectacles.” He swung round suddenly upon Devine. “Here’s something to
follow up, if you want to know. Why did he have two beards?”
With that he bustled in his undignified way out of the room; but Devine was now
devoured with curiosity, and pursued him into the front garden.
“I can’t tell you now,” — said Father Brown. “I’m not sure, and I’m bothered
about what to do. Come round and see me to-morrow, and I may be able to tell you
the whole thing. It may already be settled for me, and — did you hear that noise?”
“A motor-car starting,” remarked Devine.
“Mr. John Bankes’s motor-car,” said the priest. “I believe it goes very fast.”
“He certainly is of that opinion.” said Devine, with a smile.
“It will go far, as well as fast, to-night,” said Father Brown.
“And what do you mean by that?” demanded the other.
“I mean it will not return,” replied the priest. “John Bankes suspected something of
what I knew from what I said. John Bankes has gone and the emeralds and all the
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other jewels with him.”
Next day, Devine found Father Brown moving to and fro in front of the row of
beehives, sadly, but with a certain serenity.
“I’ve been telling the bees,” he said. “You know one has to tell the bees! ‘Those
singing masons building roofs of gold.’ What a line!” Then more abruptly. “He
would like the bees looked after.”
“I hope he doesn’t want the human beings neglected, when the whole swarm is
buzzing with curiosity,” observed the young man. “You were quite right when you
said that Bankes was gone with the jewels; but I don’t know how you knew, or
even what there was to be known.”
Father Brown blinked benevolently at the bee-hives and said:
“One sort of stumbles on things, and there was one stumbling-block at the start. I
was puzzled by poor Barnard being shot up at Beechwood House. Now, even
when Michael was a master criminal, he made it a point of honour, even a point of
vanity, to succeed without any killing. It seemed extraordinary that when he had
become a sort of saint he should go out of his way to commit the sin he had
despised when he was a sinner. The rest of the business puzzled me to the last; I
could make nothing out of it, except that it wasn’t true. Then I had a belated gleam
of sense when I saw the beard and goggles and remembered the thief had come in
another beard with other goggles. Now, of course, it was just possible that he had
duplicates; but it was at least a coincidence that he used neither the old glasses nor
the old beard, both in good repair. Again, it was just possible that he went out
without them and had to procure new ones; but it was unlikely. There was nothing
to make him go motoring with Bankes at all; if he was really going burgling, he
could have taken his outfit easily in his pocket. Besides, beards don’t grow on
bushes. He would have found it hard to get such things anywhere in the time.
“No, the more I thought of it the more I felt there was something funny about his
having a completely new outfit. And then the truth began to dawn on me by
reason, which I knew already by instinct. He never did go out with Bankes with
any intention of putting on the disguise. He never did put on the disguise.
Somebody else manufactured the disguise at leisure, and then put it on him.”
“Put it on him!” repeated Devine. “How the devil could they?”
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“Let us go back,” said Father Brown, “and look at the thing through another
window — the window through which the young lady saw the ghost.”
“The ghost!” repeated the other, with a slight start.
“She called it the ghost,” said the little man, with composure, “and perhaps she
was not so far wrong. It’s quite true that she is what they call psychic. Her only
mistake is in thinking that being psychic is being spiritual. Some animals are
psychic; anyhow, she is a sensitive, and she was right when she felt that the face at
the window had a sort of horrible halo of deathly things.”
“You mean — — ” began Devine.
“I mean it was a dead man who looked in at the window,” said Father Brown. “It
was a dead man who crawled round more than one house, looking in at more than
one window. Creepy, wasn’t it? But in one way it was the reverse of a ghost; for it
was not the antic of the soul freed from the body. It was the antic of the body freed
from the soul.”
He blinked again at the beehive and continued: “But, I suppose, the shortest
explanation is to take it from the standpoint of the man who did it. You know the
man who did it. John Bankes.”
“The very last man I should have thought of,” said Devine.
“The very first man I thought of,” said Father Brown; “in so far as I had any right
to think of anybody. My friend, there are no good or bad social types or trades.
Any man can be a murderer like poor John; any man, even the same man, can be a
saint like poor Michael. But if there is one type that tends at times to be more
utterly godless than another, it is that rather brutal sort of business man. He has no
social ideal, let alone religion; he has neither the gentleman’s traditions nor the
trade unionist’s class loyalty. All his boasts about getting good bargains were
practically boasts of having cheated people. His snubbing of his sister’s poor little
attempts at mysticism was detestable. Her mysticism was all nonsense; but he only
hated spiritualism because it was spirituality. Anyhow, there’s no doubt he was the
villain of the piece; the only interest is in a rather original piece of villainy. It was
really a new and unique motive for murder. It was the motive of using the corpse
as a stage property — a sort of hideous doll or dummy. At the start he conceived a
plan of killing Michael in the motor, merely to take him home and pretend to have
killed him in the garden. But all sorts of fantastic finishing touches followed quite
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naturally from the primary fact; that he had at his disposal in a closed car at night
the dead body of a recognized and recognizable burglar. He could leave his fingerprints and foot-prints; he could lean the familiar face against windows and take it
away. You will notice that Moonshine ostensibly appeared and vanished while
Bankes was ostensibly out of the room looking for the emerald necklace.
“Finally, he had only to tumble the corpse on to the lawn, fire a shot from each
pistol, and there he was. It might never have been found out but for a guess about
the two beards.”
“Why had your friend Michael kept the old beard?” Devine said thoughtfully.
“That seems to me questionable.”
“To me, who knew him, it seems quite inevitable,” replied Father Brown. “His
whole attitude was like that wig that he wore. There was no disguise about his
disguises. He didn’t want the old disguise any more, but he wasn’t frightened of it;
he would have felt it false to destroy the false beard. It would have been like
hiding; and he was not hiding. He was not hiding from God; he was not hiding
from himself. He was in the broad daylight. If they’d taken him back to prison,
he’d still have been quite happy. He was not whitewashed, but washed white.
There was something very strange about him; almost as strange as the grotesque
dance of death through which he was dragged after he was dead. When he moved
to and fro smiling among these beehives, even then, in a most radiant and shining
sense, he was dead. He was out of the judgment of this world.”
There was a short pause, and then Devine shrugged his shoulders and said: “It all
comes back to bees and wasps looking very much alike in this world, doesn’t it?”

The Song of the Flying Fish
THE soul of Mr. Peregrine Smart hovered like a fly round one possession and one
joke. It might be considered a mild joke, for it consisted merely of asking people if
they had seen his goldfish. It might also be considered an expensive joke; but it is
doubtful whether he was not secretly more attached to the joke than to the
evidence of expenditure. In talking to his neighbours in the little group of new
houses that had grown up round the old village green, he lost no time in turning the
conversation in the direction of his hobby. To Dr. Burdock, a rising biologist with
a resolute chin and hair brushed back like a German’s, Mr. Smart made the easy
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transition. “You are interested in natural history; have you seen my goldfish?” To
so orthodox an evolutionist as Dr. Burdock doubtless all nature was one; but at
first sight the link was not close, as he was a specialist who had concentrated
entirely upon the primitive ancestry of the giraffe. To Father Brown, from a church
in the neighbouring provincial town, he traced a rapid train of thought which
touched on the topics of “Rome — St. Peter — fisherman — fish — goldfish.” In
talking to Mr. Imlack Smith, the bank manager, a slim and sallow gentleman of
dressy appearance but quiet demeanour, he violently wrenched the conversation to
the subject of the gold standard, from which it was merely a step to goldfish. In
talking to that brilliant Oriental traveller and scholar, Count Yvon de Lara (whose
title was French and his face rather Russian, not to say Tartar), the versatile
conversationalist showed an intense and intelligent interest in the Ganges and the
Indian Ocean, leading naturally to the possible presence of goldfish in those waters.
From Mr. Harry Hartopp, the very rich but very shy and silent young gentleman
who had recently come down from London, he had at last extorted the information
that the embarrassed youth in question was not interested in fishing, and had then
added: “Talking about fishing, have you seen my goldfish?”
The peculiar thing about the goldfish was that they were made of gold. They were
part of an eccentric but expensive toy, said to have been made by the freak of some
rich Eastern prince, and Mr. Smart had picked it up at some sale or in some
curiosity shop, such as he frequented for the purpose of lumbering up his house
with unique and useless things. From the other end of the room it looked like a
rather unusually large bowl containing rather unusually large living fish; a closer
inspection showed it to be a huge bubble of beautifully blown Venetian glass, very
thin and delicately clouded with faintly iridescent colour, in the tinted twilight of
which hung grotesque golden fishes with great rubies for eyes. The whole thing
was undoubtedly worth a great deal in solid material; how much more would
depend upon the waves of lunacy passing over the world of collectors. Mr. Smart’s
new secretary, a young man named Francis Boyle, though an Irishman and not
credited with caution, was mildly surprised at his talking so freely of the gems of
his collection to the group of comparative strangers who happened to have alighted
in a rather nomadic fashion in the neighbourhood; for collectors are commonly
vigilant and sometimes secretive. In the course of settling down to his new duties,
Mr. Boyle found he was not alone in this sentiment, and that in others, it passed
from a mild wonder to a grave disapproval.
“It’s a wonder his throat isn’t cut,” said Mr. Smart’s valet, Harris, not without a
hypothetical relish, almost as if he had said, in a purely artistic sense: “It’s a pity.”
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“It’s extraordinary how he leaves things about,” said Mr. Smart’s head clerk,
Jameson, who had come up from the office to assist the new secretary, “and he
won’t even put up those ramshackle old bars across his ramshackle old door.”
“It’s all very well with Father Brown and the doctor,” said Mr. Smart’s
housekeeper, with a certain vigorous vagueness that marked her opinions, “but
when it comes to foreigners, I call it tempting providence. It isn’t only the Count,
either; that man at the bank looks to me much too yellow to be English.”
“Well, that young Hartopp is English enough,” said Boyle good-humouredly, “to
the extent of not having a word to say for himself.”
“He thinks the more,” said the housekeeper. “He may not be exactly a foreigner,
but he is not such a fool as he looks. Foreign is as foreign does, I say,” she added
darkly.
Her disapproval would probably have deepened if she had heard the conversation,
in her master’s drawing-room that afternoon, a conversation of which the goldfish
were the text, though the offensive foreigner tended more and more to be the
central figure. It was not that he spoke so very much; but even his silences had
something positive about them. He looked the more massive for sitting in a sort of
heap on a heap of cushions, and in the deepening twilight his wide Mongolian face
seemed faintly luminous, like a moon. Perhaps his background brought out
something atmospherically Asiatic about his face and figure, for the room was a
chaos of more or less costly curiosities, amid which could be seen the crooked
curves and burning colours of countless Eastern weapons, Eastern pipes and
vessels, Eastern musical instruments and illuminated manuscripts. Anyhow, as the
conversation proceeded, Boyle felt more and more that the figure seated on the
cushions and dark against the twilight had the exact outline of a huge image of
Buddha.
The conversation was general enough, for all the little local group were present.
They were, indeed, often in the habit of dropping in at each other’s houses, and by
this time constituted a sort of club, of people coming from the four or five houses
standing round the green. Of these houses Peregrine Smart’s was the oldest,
largest, and most picturesque; it straggled down almost the whole of one side of
the square, leaving only room for a small villa, inhabited by a retired colonel
named Varney, who was reported to be an invalid, and certainly was never seen to
go abroad. At right angles to these stood two or three shops that served the simpler
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needs of the hamlet, and at the corner the inn of the Blue Dragon, at which Mr.
Hartopp, the stranger from London, was staying. On the opposite side were three
houses, one rented by the Count de Lara, one by Dr. Burdock, and the third still
standing empty. On the fourth side was the bank, with an adjoining house for the
bank manager, and a line of fence enclosing some land that was let for building. It
was thus a very self-contained group, and the comparative emptiness of the open
ground for miles round it threw the members more and more on each other’s
society. That afternoon, one stranger had indeed broken into the magic circle: a
hatchet-faced fellow with fierce tufts of eyebrows and moustache, and so shabbily
dressed that he must have been a millionaire or a duke if he had really (as was
alleged) come down to do business with the old collector. But he was known, at
the Blue Dragon at least, as Mr. Harmer.
To him had been recounted anew the glories of the gilded fish and the criticisms
regarding their custody.
“People are always telling me I ought to lock them up more carefully,” observed
Mr. Smart, cocking an eyebrow over his shoulder at the dependant who stood there
holding some papers from the office. Smart was a round-faced, round-bodied little
old man rather like a bald parrot. “Jameson and Harris and the rest are always at
me to bar the doors as if it were a mediaeval fortress, though really these rotten old
rusty bars are too mediaeval to keep anybody out, I should think. I prefer to trust to
luck and the local police.”
“It is not always the best bars that keep people out,” said the Count. “It all depends
on who’s trying to get in. There was an ancient Hindu hermit who lived naked in a
cave and passed through the three armies that encircled the Mogul and took the
great ruby out of the tyrant’s turban, and went back unscathed like a shadow. For
he wished to teach the great how small are the laws of space and time.”
“When we really study the small laws of space and time,” said Dr. Burdock dryly,
“we generally find out how those tricks are done. Western science has let in
daylight on a good deal of Eastern magic. Doubtless a great deal can be done with
hypnotism and suggestion, to say nothing of sleight-of-hand.”
“The ruby was not in the royal tent,” observed the Count in his dream fashion;
“but he found it among a hundred tents.”
“Can’t all that be explained by telepathy?” asked the doctor sharply. The question
sounded the sharper because it was followed by a heavy silence, almost as if the
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distinguished Oriental traveller had, with imperfect politeness, gone to sleep.
“I beg your pardon,” he said rousing himself with a sudden smile. “I had forgotten
we were talking with words. In the east we talk with thoughts, and so we never
misunderstand each other. It is strange how you people worship words and are
satisfied with words. What difference does it make to a thing that you now call it
telepathy, as you once called it tomfoolery? If a man climbs into the sky on a
mango-tree, how is it altered by saying it is only levitation, instead of saying it is
only lies. If a medieval witch waved a wand and turned me into a blue baboon, you
would say it was only atavism.”
The doctor looked for a moment as if he might say that it would not be so great a
change after all. But before his irritation could find that or any other vent, the man
called Harmer interrupted gruffly:
“It’s true enough those Indian conjurers can do queer things, but I notice they
generally do them in India. Confederates, perhaps, or merely mass psychology. I
don’t think those tricks have ever been played in an English village, and I should
say our friend’s goldfish were quite safe.”
“I will tell you a story,” said de Lara, in his motionless way, “which happened not
in India, but outside an English barrack in the most modernized part of Cairo. A
sentinel was standing inside the grating of an iron gateway looking out between
the bars on to the street. There appeared outside the gate a beggar, barefoot and in
native rags, who asked him, in English that was startlingly distinct and refined, for
a certain official document kept in the building for safety. The soldier told the
man, of course, that he could not come inside; and the man answered, smiling:
‘What is inside and what is outside?’ The soldier was still staring scornfully
through the iron grating when he gradually realized that, though neither he nor the
gate had moved, he was actually standing in the street and looking in at the barrack
yard, where the beggar stood still and smiling and equally motionless. Then, when
the beggar turned towards the building, the sentry awoke to such sense as he had
left, and shouted a warning to all the soldiers within the gated enclosure to hold the
prisoner fast. ‘You won’t get out of there anyhow,’ he said vindictively. Then the
beggar said in his silvery voice: ‘What is outside and what is inside?’ And the
soldier, still glaring through the same bars, saw that they were once more between
him and the street, where the beggar stood free and smiling with a paper in his
hand.”
Mr. Imlack Smith, the bank manager, was looking at the carpet with his dark sleek
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head bowed, and he spoke for the first time.
“Did anything happen about the paper?” he asked.
“Your professional instincts are correct, sir,” said the Count with grim affability.
“It was a paper of considerable financial importance. Its consequences were
international.”
“I hope they don’t occur often,” said young Hartopp gloomily.
“I do not touch the political side,” said the Count serenely, “but only the
philosophical. It illustrates how the wise man can get behind time and space and
turn the levers of them, so to speak, so that the whole world turns round before our
eyes. But is it so hard for you people to believe that spiritual powers are really
more powerful than material ones.”
“Well,” said old Smart cheerfully, “I don’t profess to be an authority on spiritual
powers. What do you say, Father Brown?”
“The only thing that strikes me,” answered the little priest, “is that all the
supernatural acts we have yet heard of seem to be thefts. And stealing by spiritual
methods seem to me much the same as stealing by material ones.”
“Father Brown is a Philistine,” said the smiling Smith.
“I have a sympathy with the tribe,” said Father Brown. “A Philistine is only a man
who is right without knowing why.”
“All this is too clever for me,” said Hartopp heartily.
“Perhaps,” said Father Brown with a smile, “you would like to speak without
words, as the Count suggests. He would begin by saying nothing in a pointed
fashion, and you would retort with a burst of taciturnity.”
“Something might be done with music,” murmured the Count dreamily. “It would
be better than all these words.”
“Yes, I might understand that better,” said the young man in a low voice.
Boyle had followed the conversation with curious attention, for there was
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something in the demeanour of more than one of the talkers that seemed to him
significant or even odd. As the talk drifted to music, with an appeal to the dapper
bank manager (who was an amateur musician of some merit), the young secretary
awoke with a start to his secretarial duties, and reminded his employer that the
head clerk was still standing patiently with the papers in his hand.
“Oh, never mind about those just now, Jameson,” said Smart rather hurriedly.
“Only something about my account; I’ll see Mr. Smith about it later. You were
saying that the ‘cello, Mr. Smith — — ”
But the cold breath of business had sufficed to disperse the fumes of
transcendental talk, and the guests began one after another to say farewell. Only
Mr. Imlack Smith, bank manager and musician, remained to the last; and when the
rest were gone he and his host went into the inner room, where the goldfish were
kept, and closed the door.
The house was long and narrow, with a covered balcony running along the first
floor, which consisted mostly of a sort of suite of rooms used by the householder
himself, his bedroom and dressing-room, and an inner room in which his very
valuable treasures were sometimes stored for the night instead of being left in the
rooms below. This balcony, like the insufficiently barred door below it, was a
matter of concern to the housekeeper and the head clerk and the others who
lamented the carelessness of the collector; but, in truth, that cunning old gentleman
was more careful than he seemed. He professed no great belief in the antiquated
fastenings of the old house, which the housekeeper lamented to see rusting in
idleness, but he had an eye to the more important point of strategy. He always put
his favourite goldfish in the room at the back of his bedroom for the night, and
slept in front of it, as it were, with a pistol under his pillow. And when Boyle and
Jameson, awaiting his return from the tete-a-tete, at length saw the door open and
their employer reappear, he was carrying the great glass bowl as reverently as if it
had been the relic of a saint.
Outside, the last edges of the sunset still clung to the corners of the green square;
but inside, a lamp had already been kindled; and in the mingling of the two lights
the coloured globe glowed like some monstrous jewel, and the fantastic outlines of
the fiery fishes seemed to give it, indeed, something of the mystery of a talisman,
like strange shapes seen by a seer in the crystal of doom. Over the old man’s
shoulder the olive face of Imlack Smith stared like a sphinx.
“I am going up to London to-night, Mr. Boyle,” said old Smart, with more gravity
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than he commonly showed. “Mr. Smith and I are catching the six-forty-five. I
should prefer you, Jameson, to sleep upstairs in my room to-night; if you put the
bowl in the back room as usual, it will be quite safe then. Not that I suppose
anything could possibly happen.”
“Anything may happen anywhere,” said the smiling Mr. Smith. “I think you
generally take a gun to bed with you. Perhaps you had better leave it behind in this
case.”
Peregrine Smart did not reply, and they passed out of the house on to the road
round the village green.
The secretary and the head clerk slept that night as directed in their employer’s
bedroom. To speak more strictly, Jameson, the head clerk, slept in a bed in the
dressing-room, but the door stood open between, and the two rooms running along
the front were practically one. Only the bedroom had a long French window giving
on the balcony, and an entrance at the back into the inner apartment where the
goldfish bowl had been placed for safety. Boyle dragged his bed right across so as
to bar this entrance, put the revolver under his pillow, and then undressed and went
to bed, feeling that he had taken all possible precautions against an impossible or
improbable event. He did not see why there should be any particular danger of
normal burglary; and as for the spiritual burglary that figured in the traveller’s
tales of the Count de Lara, if his thoughts ran on them so near to sleep it was
because they were such stuff as dreams are made of. They soon turned into dreams
with intervals of dreamless slumber. The old clerk was a little more restless as
usual; but after fussing about a little longer and repeating some of his favourite
regrets and warnings, he also retired to his bed in the same manner and slept. The
moon brightened and grew dim again above the green square and the grey blocks
of houses in a solitude and silence that seemed to have no human witness; and it
was when the white cracks of daybreak had already appeared in the corners of the
grey sky that the thing happened.
Boyle, being young, was naturally both the healthier and the heavier sleeper of the
two. Though active enough when he was once awake, he always had a load to lift
in waking. Moreover, he had dreams of the sort that cling to the emerging minds
like the dim tentacles of an octopus. They were a medley of many things,
including his last look from the balcony across the four grey roads and the green
square. But the pattern of them changed and shifted and turned dizzily, to the
accompaniment of a low grinding noise, which sounded somehow like a
subterranean river, and may have been no more than old Mr. Jameson snoring in
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the dressing-room. But in the dreamer’s mind all that murmur and motion was
vaguely connected with the words of the Count de Lara, about a wisdom that could
hold the levers of time and space and turn the world. In the dream it seemed as if a
vast murmuring machinery under the world were really moving whole landscapes
hither and thither, so that the ends of the earth might appear in a man’s frontgarden, or his own front-garden be exiled beyond the sea.
The first complete impressions he had were the words of a song, with a rather thin
metallic accompaniment; they were sung in a foreign accent and a voice that was
still strange and yet faintly familiar. And yet he could hardly feel sure that he was
not making up poetry in his sleep.
Over the land and over the sea
My flying fishes will come to me,
For the note is not of the world that wakes them,
But in — —
He struggled to his feet and saw that his fellow-guardian was already out of bed;
Jameson was peering out of the long window on to the balcony and calling out
sharply to someone in the street below.
“Who’s that?” he called out sharply. “What do you want?”
He turned to Boyle in agitation, saying: “There’s somebody prowling about just
outside. I knew it wasn’t safe. I’m going down to bar that front door, whatever
they say.”
He ran downstairs in a flutter and Boyle could hear the clattering of the bars upon
the front door; but Boyle himself stepped out upon the balcony and looked out on
the long grey road that led up to the house, and he thought he was still dreaming.
Upon that grey road leading across that empty moor and through that little English
hamlet, there had appeared a figure that might have stepped straight out of the
jungle or the bazaar — a figure out of one of the Count’s fantastic stories; a figure
out of the “Arabian Nights.” The rather ghostly grey twilight which begins to
define and yet to discolour everything when the light in the east has ceased to be
localized, lifted slowly like a veil of grey gauze and showed him a figure wrapped
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in outlandish raiment. A scarf of a strange sea-blue, vast and voluminous, went
round the head like a turban, and then again round the chin, giving rather the
general character of a hood; so far as the face was concerned it had all the effects
of a mask. For the raiment round the head was drawn close as a veil; and the head
itself was bowed over a queer-looking musical instrument made of silver or steel,
and shaped like a deformed or crooked violin. It was played with something like a
silver comb, and the notes were curiously thin and keen. Before Boyle could open
his mouth, the same haunting alien accent came from under the shadow of the
burnous, singing-words of the same sort:
As the golden birds go back to the tree
My golden fishes return to me.
Return — —
“You’ve no right here,” called out Boyle in exasperation, hardly knowing what he
said.
“I have a right to the goldfish,” said the stranger, speaking more like King
Solomon than an unsandalled Bedouin in a ragged blue cloak. “And they will
come to me. Come!”
He struck his strange fiddle as his voice rose sharply on the word. There was a
pang of sound that seemed to pierce the mind, and then there came a fainter sound,
like an answer: a vibrant whisper. It came from the dark room behind where the
bowl of goldfish was standing.
Boyle turned towards it; and even as he turned the echo in the inner room changed
to a long tingling sound like an electric bell, and then to a faint crash. It was still a
matter of seconds since he had challenged the man from the balcony; but the old
clerk had already regained the top of the stairs, panting a little, for he was an
elderly gentleman.
“I’ve locked up the door, anyhow,” he said.
“The stable door,” said Boyle out of the darkness of the inner room.
Jameson followed him into that apartment and found him staring down at the floor,
which was covered with a litter of coloured glass like the curved bits of a broken
rainbow.
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“What do you mean by the stable door?” began Jameson.
“I mean that the steed is stolen,” answered Boyle. “The flying steeds. The flying
fishes our Arab friend outside has just whistled to like so many performing
puppies.”
“But how could he?” exploded the old clerk, as if such events were hardly
respectable.
“Well, they’re gone,” said Boyle shortly. “The broken bowl is here, which would
have taken a long time to open properly, but only a second to smash. But the fish
are gone, God knows how, though I think our friend ought to be asked.”
“We are wasting time,” said the distracted Jameson. “We ought to be after him at
once.”
“Much better be telephoning the police at once,” answered Boyle. “They ought to
outstrip him in a flash with motors and telephones that go a good deal farther than
we should ever get, running through the village in our nightgowns. But it may be
there are things even the police cars and wires won’t outstrip.”
While Jameson was talking to the police-station through the telephone in an
agitated voice, Boyle went out again on to the balcony and hastily scanned that
grey landscape of daybreak. There was no trace of the man in the turban, and no
other sign of life, except some faint stirrings an expert might have recognized in
the hotel of the Blue Dragon. Only Boyle, for the first time, noted consciously
something that he had all along been noting unconsciously. It was like a fact
struggling in the submerged mind and demanding its own meaning. It was simply
the fact that the grey landscape had never been entirely grey; there was one gold
spot amid its stripes of colourless colour, a lamp lighted in one of the houses on
the other side of the green — Something, perhaps irrational, told him that it had
been burning through all the hours of the darkness and was only fading with the
dawn. He counted the houses, and his calculation brought out a result which
seemed to fit in with something, he knew not what. Anyhow, it was apparently the
house of the Count Yvon de Lara.
Inspector Pinner had arrived with several policemen, and done several things of a
rapid and resolute sort, being conscious that the very absurdity of the costly
trinkets might give the case considerable prominence in the newspapers. He had
examined everything, measured everything, taken down everybody’s deposition,
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taken everybody’s finger-prints, put everybody’s back up, and found himself at the
end left facing a fact which he could not believe. An Arab from the desert had
walked up the public road and stopped in front of the house of Mr. Peregrine
Smart, where a bowl of artificial goldfish was kept in an inner room; he had then
sung or recited a little poem, and the bowl had exploded like a bomb and the fishes
vanished into thin air. Nor did it soothe the inspector to be told by a foreign Count
— in a soft, purring voice — that the bounds of experience were being enlarged.
Indeed, the attitude of each member of the little group was characteristic enough.
Peregrine Smart himself had come back from London the next morning to hear the
news of his loss. Naturally he admitted a shock; but it was typical of something
sporting and spirited in the little old gentleman, something that always made his
small strutting figure look like a cock-sparrow’s, that he showed more vivacity in
the search than depression at the loss. The man named Harmer, who had come to
the village on purpose to buy the goldfish, might be excused for being a little testy
on learning they were not there to be bought. But, in truth, his rather aggressive
moustache and eyebrows seemed to bristle with something more definite than
disappointment, and the eyes that darted over the company were bright with a
vigilance that might well be suspicion. The sallow face of the bank manager, who
had also returned from London though by a later train, seemed again and again to
attract those shining and shifting eyes like a magnet. Of the two remaining figures
of the original circle, Father Brown was generally silent when he was not spoken
to, and the dazed Hartopp was often silent even when he was.
But the Count was not a man to let anything pass that gave an apparent advantage
to his views. He smiled at his rationalistic rival, the doctor, in the manner of one
who knows how it is possible to be irritating by being ingratiating.
“You will admit, doctor,” he said, “that at least some of the stories you thought so
improbable look a little more realistic to-day than they did yesterday. When a man
as ragged as those I described is able, by speaking a word, to dissolve a solid
vessel inside the four walls of the house he stands outside, it might perhaps be
called an example of what I said about spiritual powers and material barriers.”
“And it might be called an example of what I said,” said the doctor sharply, “about
a little scientific knowledge being enough to show how the tricks are done.”
“Do you really mean, doctor,” asked Smart in some excitement, “that you can
throw any scientific light on this mystery?”
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“I can throw light on what the Count calls a mystery,” said the doctor, “because it
is not a mystery at all. That part of it is plain enough. A sound is only a wave of
vibration, and certain vibrations can break glass, if the sound is of a certain kind
and the glass of a certain kind. The man did not stand in the road and think, which
the Count tells us is the ideal method when Orientals want a little chat. He sang out
what he wanted, quite loud, and struck a shrill note on an instrument. It is similar
to many experiments by which glass of special composition has been cracked.”
“Such as the experiment,” said the Count lightly, “by which several lumps of solid
gold have suddenly ceased to exist.”
“Here comes Inspector Pinner,” said Boyle. “Between ourselves, I think he would
regard the doctor’s natural explanation as quite as much of a fairy tale as the
Count’s preternatural one. A very sceptical intellect, Mr. Pinner’s, especially about
me. I rather think I am under suspicion.”
“I think we are all under suspicion,” said the Count.
It was the presence of this suspicion in his own case that led Boyle to seek the
personal advice of Father Brown. They were walking round the village green
together, some hours later in the day, when the priest, who was frowning
thoughtfully at the ground as he listened, suddenly stopped.
“Do you see that?” he asked. “Somebody’s been washing the pavement here —
just this little strip of pavement outside Colonel Varney’s house. I wonder whether
that was done yesterday.”
Father Brown looked rather earnestly at the house, which was high and narrow,
and carried rows of striped sun-blinds of gay but already faded colours. The chinks
or crannies that gave glimpses of the interior looked all the darker; indeed, they
looked almost black in contrast with the facade thus golden in the morning light.
“That is Colonel Varney’s house, isn’t it?” he asked. “He comes from the East,
too, I fancy. What sort of man is he?”
“I’ve never even seen him,” answered Boyle. “I don’t think anybody’s seen him,
except Dr. Burdock, and I rather fancy the doctor doesn’t see him more than he
need.”
“Well, I’m going to see him for a minute,” said Father Brown.
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The big front door opened and swallowed the small priest, and his friend stood
staring at it in a dazed and irrational manner, as if wondering whether it would
ever open again. It opened in a few minutes, and Father Brown emerged, still
smiling, and continued his slow and pottering progress round the square of roads.
Sometimes he seemed to have forgotten the matter in hand altogether, for he
would make passing remarks on historical and social questions, or on the prospects
of development in the district. He remarked on the soil used for the beginning of a
new road by the bank; he looked across the old village green with a vague
expression.
“Common land. I suppose people ought to feed their pigs and geese on it, if they
had any pigs or geese; as it is, it seems to feed nothing but nettles and thistles.
What a pity that what was supposed to be a sort of large meadow has been turned
into a small and petty wilderness. That’s Dr. Burdock’s house opposite, isn’t it?”
“Yes,” answered Boyle, almost jumping at this abrupt postscript.
“Very well,” answered Father Brown, “then I think we’ll go indoors again.”
As they opened the front door of Smart’s house and mounted the stairs, Boyle
repeated to his companion many details of the drama enacted there at daybreak.
“I suppose you didn’t doze off again?” asked Father Brown, “giving time for
somebody to scale the balcony while Jameson ran down to secure the door.”
“No,” answered Boyle; “I am sure of that. I woke up to hear Jameson challenging
the stranger from the balcony; then I heard him running downstairs and putting up
the bars, and then in two strides I was on the balcony myself.”
“Or could he have slipped in between you from another angle? Are there any other
entrances besides the front entrance?”
“Apparently there are not,” said Boyle gravely.
“I had better make sure, don’t you think?” asked Father Brown apologetically, and
scuttled softly downstairs again. Boyle remained in the front bedroom gazing
rather doubtfully after him. After a comparatively brief interval the round and
rather rustic visage appeared again at the head of the stairs, looking rather like a
turnip ghost with a broad grin.
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“No; I think that settles the matter of entrances,” said the turnip ghost, cheerfully.
“And now, I think, having got everything in a tight box, so to speak, we can take
stock of what we’ve got. It’s rather a curious business.”
“Do you think,” asked Boyle, ‘that the Count or the colonel, or any of these
Eastern travellers have anything to do with it? Do you think it is — preternatural?”
“I will grant you this,” said the priest gravely, “if the Count, or the colonel, or any
of your neighbours did dress up in Arab masquerade and creep up to this house in
the dark — then it was preternatural.”
“What do you mean? Why?”
“Because the Arab left no footprints,” answered Father Brown. “The colonel on
the one side and the banker on the other are the nearest of your neighbours. That
loose red soil is between you and the bank, it would print off bare feet like a
plaster cast and probably leave red marks everywhere. I braved the colonel’s curryseasoned temper to verify the fact that the front pavement was washed yesterday
and not to-day; it was wet enough to make wet footprints all along the road. Now,
if the visitor were the Count or the doctor in the houses opposite, he might
possibly, of course, have come across the common. But he must have found it
exceedingly uncomfortable with bare feet, for it is, as I remarked, one mass of
thorns and thistles and stinging nettles. He would surely have pricked himself and
probably left traces of it. Unless, as you say, he was a preternatural being.”
Boyle looked steadily at the grave and indecipherable face of his clerical friend.
“Do you mean that he was?” he asked, at length.
“There is one general truth to remember,” said Father Brown, after a pause. “A
thing can sometimes be too close to be seen, as, for instance, a man cannot see
himself. There was a man who had a fly in his eye when he looked through the
telescope, and he discovered that there was a most incredible dragon in the moon.
And I am told that if a man hears the exact reproduction of his own voice it sounds
like the voice of a stranger. In the same way, if anything is right in the foreground
of our life we hardly see it, and if we did we might think it quite odd. If the thing
in the foreground got into the middle distance, we should probably think it had
come from the remote distance. Just come outside the house again for a moment. I
want to show you how it looks from another standpoint.”
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He had already risen, and as they descended the stairs he continued his remarks in
a rather groping fashion as if he were thinking aloud.
“The Count and the Asiatic atmosphere all come in, because, in a case like this,
everything depends on the preparation of the mind. A man can reach a condition in
which a brick, falling on his head, will seem to be a Babylonian brick carved with
cuneiform, and dropped from the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, so that he will
never even look at the brick and see it is of one pattern with the bricks of his own
house. So in your case — ”
“What does this mean?” interrupted Boyle, staring and pointing at the entrance.
“What in the name of wonder does it mean? The door is barred again.”
He was staring at the front door by which they had entered but a little while before,
and across which stood, once more, the great dark bands of rusty iron which had
once, as he had said, locked the stable door too late. There was something darkly
and dumbly ironic in those old fastenings closing behind them and imprisoning
them as if of their own motion.
“Oh those!” said Father Brown casually. “I put up those bars myself, just now.
Didn’t you hear me?”
“No,” answered Boyle, staring. “I heard nothing.”
“Well, I rather thought you wouldn’t,” said the other equably. “There’s really no
reason why anybody upstairs should hear those bars being put up. A sort of hook
fits easily into a sort of hole. When you’re quite close you hear a dull click; but
that’s all. The only thing that makes any noise a man could hear upstairs, is this.”
And he lifted the bar out of its socket and let it fall with a clang at the side of the
door,
“It does make a noise if you unbar the door,” said Father Brown gravely, “even if
you do it pretty carefully.”
“You mean — ”
“I mean,” said Father Brown, “that what you heard upstairs was Jameson opening
the door and not shutting it. And now let’s open the door ourselves and go outside.”
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When they stood outside in the street, under the balcony, the little priest resumed
his previous explanation as coolly as if it had been a chemical lecture.
“I was saying that a man may be in the mood to look for something very distant,
and not realize that it is something very close, something very close to himself,
perhaps something very like himself. It was a strange and outlandish thing that you
saw when you looked down at this road. I suppose it never occurred to you to
consider what he saw when he looked up at that balcony?”
Boyle was staring at the balcony and did not answer, and the other added:
“You thought it very wild and wonderful that an Arab should come through
civilized England with bare feet. You did not remember that at the same moment
you had bare feet yourself.”
Boyle at last found words, and it was to repeat words already spoken.
“Jameson opened the door,” he said mechanically.
“Yes,” assented, his friend. “Jameson opened the door and came out into the road
in his nightclothes, just as you came out on the balcony. He caught up two things
that you had seen a hundred times: the length of old blue curtain that he wrapped
round his head, and the Oriental musical instrument you must have often seen in
that heap of Oriental curiosities. The rest was atmosphere and acting, very fine
acting, for he is a very fine artist in crime.”
“Jameson!” exclaimed Boyle incredulously. “He was such a dull old stick that I
never even noticed him.”
“Precisely,” said the priest, “he was an artist. If he could act a wizard or a
troubadour for six minutes, do you think he could not act a clerk for six weeks?”
“I am still not quite sure of his object,” said Boyle.
“His object has been achieved,” replied Father Brown, “or very nearly achieved.
He had taken the goldfish already, of course, as he had twenty chances of doing.
But if he had simply taken them, everybody would have realized that he had
twenty chances of doing it. By creating a mysterious magician from the end of the
earth, he set everybody’s thoughts wandering far afield to Arabia and India, so that
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you yourself can hardly believe that the whole thing was so near home. It was too
close to you to be seen.”
“If this is true,” said Boyle, “it was an extraordinary risk to run, and he had to cut
it very fine. It’s true I never heard the man in the street say anything while
Jameson was talking from the balcony, so I suppose that was all a fake. And I
suppose it’s true that there was time for him to get outside before I had fully
woken up and got out on to the balcony.”
“Every crime depends on somebody not waking up too soon,” replied Father
Brown; “and in every sense most of us wake up too late. I, for one, have woken up
much too late. For I imagine he’s bolted long ago, just before or just after they
took his finger-prints.”
“You woke up before anybody else, anyhow,” said Boyle, “and I should never
have woken up in that sense. Jameson was so correct and colourless that I forgot
all about him.”
“Beware of the man you forget,” replied his friend; “he is the one man who has
you entirely at a disadvantage. But I did not suspect him, either, until you told me
how you had heard him barring the door.”
“Anyhow, we owe it all to you,” said Boyle warmly.
“You owe it all to Mrs. Robinson,” said Father Brown with a smile.
“Mrs. Robinson?” questioned the wondering secretary. “You don’t mean the
housekeeper?”
“Beware of the woman you forget, and even more,” answered the other. “This man
was a very high-class criminal; he had been an excellent actor, and therefore he
was a good psychologist. A man like the Count never hears any voice but his own;
but this man could listen, when you had all forgotten he was there, and gather
exactly the right materials for his romance and know exactly the right note to
strike to lead you all astray. But he made one bad mistake in the psychology of
Mrs. Robinson, the housekeeper.”
“I don’t understand,” answered Boyle, “what she can have to do with it.”
“Jameson did not expect the doors to be barred,” said Father Brown. “He knew
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that a lot of men, especially careless men like you and your employer, could go on
saying for days that something ought to be done, or might as well be done. But if
you convey to a woman that something ought to be done, there is always a
dreadful danger that she will suddenly do it.”

The Actor and the Alibi
MR. MUNDON MANDEVILLE, the theatrical manager, walked briskly through
the passages behind the scenes, or rather below the scenes. His attire was smart
and festive, perhaps a little too festive; the flower in his buttonhole was festive; the
very varnish on his boots was festive; but his face was not at all festive. He was a
big, bull-necked, black-browed man, and at the moment his brow was blacker than
usual. He had in any case, of course, the hundred botherations that besiege a man
in such a position; and they ranged from large to small and from new to old. It
annoyed him to pass through the passages where the old pantomime scenery was
stacked; because he had successfully begun his career at that theatre with very
popular pantomimes, and had since been induced to gamble in more serious and
classical drama over which he had dropped a good deal of money. Hence, to see
the sapphire Gates of Bluebeard’s Blue Palace, or portions of the Enchanted Grove
of Golden Orange Trees, leaning up against the wall to be festooned with cobwebs
or nibbled by mice, did not give him that soothing sense of a return to simplicity
which we all ought to have when given a glimpse of that wonderland of our
childhood. Nor had he any time to drop a tear where he had dropped the money, or
to dream of this Paradise of Peter Pan; for he had been summoned hurriedly to
settle a practical problem, not of the past but of the moment. It was the sort of
thing that does sometimes happen in that strange world behind the scenes; but it
was big enough to be serious. Miss Maroni, the talented young actress of Italian
parentage, who had undertaken to act an important part in the play that was to be
rehearsed that afternoon and performed that evening, had abruptly and even
violently refused at the last moment to do anything of the kind. He had not even
seen the exasperating lady yet; and as she had locked herself up in her dressingroom and defied the world through the door, it seemed unlikely, for the present,
that he would. Mr. Mundon Mandeville was sufficiently British to explain it by
murmuring that all foreigners were mad; but the thought of his good fortune in
inhabiting the only sane island of the planet did not suffice to soothe him any more
than the memory of the Enchanted Grove. All these things, and many more, were
annoying; and yet a very intimate observer might have suspected that something
was wrong with Mr. Mandeville that went beyond annoyance.
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If it be possible for a heavy and healthy man to look haggard, he looked haggard.
His face was full, but his eye-sockets were hollow; his mouth twitched as if it were
always trying to bite the black strip of moustache that was just too short to be
bitten. He might have been a man who had begun to take drugs; but even on that
assumption there was something that suggested that he had a reason for doing it;
that the drug was not the cause of the tragedy, but the tragedy the cause of the
drug. Whatever was his deeper secret, it seemed to inhabit that dark end of the
long passage where was the entrance to his own little study; and as he went along
the empty corridor, he threw back a nervous glance now and then.
However, business is business; and he made his way to the opposite end of the
passage where the blank green door of Miss Maroni defied the world. A group of
actors and other people involved were already standing in front of it, conferring
and considering, one might almost fancy, the advisability of a battering-ram. The
group contained one figure, at least, who was already well enough known; whose
photograph was on many mantelpieces and his autograph in many albums. For
though Norman Knight was playing the hero in a theatre that was still a little
provincial and old-fashioned and capable of calling him the first walking
gentleman, he, at least, was certainly on the way to wider triumphs. He was a goodlooking man with a long cleft chin and fair hair low on his forehead, giving him a
rather Neronian look that did not altogether correspond to his impulsive and
plunging movements. The group also contained Ralph Randall, who generally
acted elderly character parts, and had a humorous hatchet face, blue with shaving,
and discoloured with grease paint. It contained Mandeville’s second walking
gentleman, carrying on the not yet wholly vanished tradition of Charles’s Friend, a
dark, curly-haired youth of somewhat Semitic profile bearing the name of Aubrey
Vernon.
It included Mr. Mundon Mandeville’s wife’s maid or dresser, a very powerfullooking person with tight red hair and a hard wooden face. It also, incidentally,
included Mandeville’s wife, a quiet woman in the background, with a pale, patient
face, the lines of which had not lost a classical symmetry and severity, but which
looked all the paler because her very eyes were pale, and her pale yellow hair lay
in two plain bands like some very archaic Madonna. Not everybody knew that she
had once been a serious and successful actress in Ibsen and the intellectual drama.
But her husband did not think much of problem plays; and certainly at the moment
was more interested in the problem of getting a foreign actress out of a locked
room; a new version of the conjuring trick of the Vanishing Lady.
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“Hasn’t she come out yet?” he demanded, speaking to his wife’s business-like
attendant rather than to his wife.
“No, sir,” answered the woman — who was known as Mrs. Sands — in a sombre
manner.
“We are beginning to get a little alarmed,” said old Randall. “She seemed quite
unbalanced, and we’re afraid she might even do herself some mischief.”
“Hell!” said Mandeville in his simple and artless way. “Advertisement’s very
good, but we don’t want that sort of advertisement. Hasn’t she any friends here?
Has nobody any influence with her?”
“Jarvis thinks the only man who might manage her is her own priest round the
corner,” said Randall; “and in case she does start hanging herself on a hat peg, I
really thought perhaps he’d better be here. Jarvis has gone to fetch him … and, as
a matter of fact, here he comes.”
Two more figures appeared in that subterranean passage under the stage: the first
was Ashton Jarvis, a jolly fellow who generally acted villains, but who had
surrendered that high vocation for the moment to the curly-headed youth with the
nose. The other figure was short and square and clad all in black; it was Father
Brown from the church round the corner.
Father Brown seemed to take it quite naturally and even casually, that he should be
called in to consider the queer conduct of one of his flock, whether she was to be
regarded as a black sheep or only as a lost lamb. But he did not seem to think
much of the suggestion of suicide.
“I suppose there was some reason for her flying off the handle like that,” he said.
“Does anybody know what it was?”
“Dissatisfied with her part, I believe,” said the older actor.
“They always are,” growled Mr. Mundon Mandeville. “And I thought my wife
would look after those arrangements.”
“I can only say,” said Mrs. Mundon Mandeville rather wearily, “that I gave her
what ought to be the best part. It’s supposed to be what stage-struck young women
want, isn’t it — to act the beautiful young heroine and marry the beautiful young
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hero in a shower of bouquets and cheers from the gallery? Women of my age
naturally have to fall back on acting respectable matrons, and I was careful to
confine myself to that.”
“It would be devilish awkward to alter the parts now, anyhow,” said Randall.
“It’s not to be thought of,” declared Norman Knight firmly. “Why, I could hardly
act — but anyhow it’s much too late.”
Father Brown had slipped forward and was standing outside the locked door
listening.
“Is there no sound?” asked the manager anxiously; and then added in a lower
voice: “Do you think she can have done herself in?”
“There is a certain sound,” replied Father Brown calmly. “I should be inclined to
deduce from the sound that she is engaged in breaking windows or lookingglasses, probably with her feet. No; I do not think there is much danger of her
going on to destroy herself. Breaking looking-glasses with your feet is a very
unusual prelude to suicide. If she had been a German, gone away to think quietly
about metaphysics and weltschmerz, I should be all for breaking the door down.
These Italians don’t really die so easily; and are not liable to kill themselves in a
rage. Somebody else, perhaps — yes, possibly — it might be well to take ordinary
precautions if she comes out with a leap.”
“So you’re not in favour of forcing the door?” asked Mandeville.
“Not if you want her to act in your play,” replied Father Brown. “If you do that,
she’ll raise the roof and refuse to stay in the place; if you leave her alone — she’ll
probably come out from mere curiosity. If I were you, I should just leave
somebody to guard the door, more or less, and trust to time for an hour or two.”
“In that case,” said Mandeville, “we can only get on with rehearsing the scenes
where she doesn’t appear. My wife will arrange all that is necessary for scenery
just now. After all, the fourth act is the main business. You had better get on with
that.”
“Not a dress rehearsal,” said Mandeville’s wife to the others.
“Very well,” said Knight, “not a dress rehearsal, of course. I wish the dresses of
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the infernal period weren’t so elaborate.”
“What is the play?” asked the priest with a touch of curiosity.
“The School for Scandal,” said Mandeville. “It may be literature, but I want plays.
My wife likes what she calls classical comedies. A long sight more classic than
comic.”
At this moment, the old doorkeeper known as Sam, and the solitary inhabitant of
the theatre during off-hours, came waddling up to the manager with a card, to say
that Lady Miriam Marden wished to see him. He turned away, but Father Brown
continued to blink steadily for a few seconds in the direction of the manager’s
wife, and saw that her wan face wore a faint smile; not altogether a cheerful smile.
Father Brown moved off in company with the man who had brought him in, who
happened, indeed, to be a friend and person of a similar persuasion, which is not
uncommon among actors. As he moved off, however, he heard Mrs. Mandeville
give quiet directions to Mrs. Sands that she should take up the post of watcher
beside the closed door.
“Mrs. Mandeville seems to be an intelligent woman,” said the priest to his
companion, “though she keeps so much in the background.”
“She was once a highly intellectual woman,” said Jarvis sadly; “rather washed-out
and wasted, some would say, by marrying a bounder like Mandeville. She has the
very highest ideals of the drama, you know; but, of course, it isn’t often she can
get her lord and master to look at anything in that light. Do you know, he actually
wanted a woman like that to act as a pantomime boy? Admitted that she was a fine
actress, but said pantomimes paid better. That will give you about a measure of his
psychological insight and sensibility. But she never complained. As she said to me
once: ‘Complaint always comes back in an echo from the ends of the world; but
silence strengthens us.’ If only she were married to somebody who understood her
ideas she might have been one of the great actresses of the age; indeed, the
highbrow critics still think a lot of her. As it is, she is married to that.”
And he pointed to where the big black bulk of Mandeville stood with his back to
them, talking to the ladies who had summoned him forth into the vestibule. Lady
Miriam was a very long and languid and elegant lady, handsome in a recent
fashion largely modelled on Egyptian mummies; her dark hair cut low and square,
like a sort of helmet, and her lips very painted and prominent and giving her a
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permanent expression of contempt. Her companion was a very vivacious lady with
an ugly attractive face and hair powdered with grey. She was a Miss Theresa
Talbot and she talked a great deal, while her companion seemed too tired to talk at
all. Only, just as the two men passed. Lady Miriam summoned up the energy to
say:
“Plays are a bore; but I’ve never seen a rehearsal in ordinary clothes. Might be a
bit funny. Somehow, nowadays, one can never find a thing one’s never seen.”
“Now, Mr. Mandeville,” said Miss Talbot, tapping him on the arm with animated
persistence, “you simply must let us see that rehearsal. We can’t come to-night,
and we don’t want to. We want to see all the funny people in the wrong clothes.”
“Of course I can give you a box if you wish it,” said Mandeville hastily. “Perhaps
your ladyship would come this way.” And he led them off down another corridor.
“I wonder,” said Jarvis in a meditative manner, “whether even Mandeville prefers
that sort of woman.”
“Well,” asked his clerical companion, “have you any reason to suppose that
Mandeville does prefer her?”
Jarvis looked at him steadily for an instant before answering.
“Mandeville is a mystery,” he said gravely. “Oh, yes, I know that he looks about as
commonplace a cad as ever walked down Piccadilly. But he really is a mystery for
all that. There’s something on his conscience. There’s a shadow in his life. And I
doubt whether it has anything more to do with a few fashionable flirtations than it
has with his poor neglected wife. If it has, there’s something more in them than
meets the eye. As a matter of fact, I happen to know rather more about it than
anyone else does, merely by accident. But even I can’t make anything of what I
know, except a mystery.”
He looked around him in the vestibule to see that they were alone and then added,
lowering his voice:
“I don’t mind telling you, because I know you are a tower of silence where secrets
are concerned. But I had a curious shock the other day; and it has been repeated
several times since. You know that Mandeville always works in that little room at
the end of the passage, just under the stage. Well, twice over I happened to pass by
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there when everyone thought he was alone; and what’s more, when I myself
happened to be able to account for all the women in the company, and all the
women likely to have to do with him, being absent or at their usual posts.”
“All the women?” remarked Father Brown inquiringly.
“There was a woman with him,” said Jarvis almost in a whisper. “There is some
woman who is always visiting him; somebody that none of us knows. I don’t even
know how she comes there, since it isn’t down the passage to the door; but I think
I once saw a veiled or cloaked figure passing out into the twilight at the back of the
theatre, like a ghost. But she can’t be a ghost. And I don’t believe she’s even an
ordinary ‘affair’. I don’t think it’s love-making. I think it’s blackmail.”
“What makes you think that?” asked the other.
“Because,” said Jarvis, his face turning from grave to grim, “I once heard sounds
like a quarrel; and then the strange woman said in a metallic, menacing voice, four
words: ‘I am your wife.’”
“You think he’s a bigamist,” said Father Brown reflectively. “Well, bigamy and
blackmail often go together, of course. But she may be bluffing as well as
blackmailing. She may be mad. These theatrical people often have monomaniacs
running after them. You may be right, but I shouldn’t jump to conclusions. . . .
And talking about theatrical people, isn’t the rehearsal going to begin, and aren’t
you a theatrical person?”
“I’m not on in this scene,” said Jarvis with a smile. “They’re only doing one act,
you know, until your Italian friend comes to her senses.”
“Talking about my Italian friend,” observed the priest, “I should rather like to
know whether she has come to her senses.”
“We can go back and see, if you like,” said Jarvis; and they descended again to the
basement and the long passage, at one end of which was Mandeville’s study and at
the other the closed door of Signora Maroni. The door seemed to be still closed;
and Mrs. Sands sat grimly outside it, as motionless as a wooden idol.
Near the other end of the passage they caught a glimpse of some of the other actors
in the scene mounting the stairs to the stage just above. Vernon and old Randall
went ahead, running rapidly up the stairs; but Mrs. Mandeville went more slowly,
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in her quietly dignified fashion, and Norman Knight seemed to linger a little to
speak to her. A few words fell on the ears of the unintentional eavesdroppers as
they passed.
“I tell you a woman visits him,” Knight was saying violently.
“Hush!” said the lady in her voice of silver that still had in it something of steel.
“You must not talk like this. Remember, he is my husband.”
“I wish to God I could forget it,” said Knight, and rushed up the stairs to the stage.
The lady followed him, still pale and calm, to take up her own position there.
“Somebody else knows it,” said the priest quietly; “but I doubt whether it is any
business of ours.”
“Yes,” muttered Jarvis; “it seems as if everybody knows it and nobody knows
anything about it.”
They proceeded along the passage to the other end, where the rigid attendant sat
outside the Italian’s door.
“No; she ain’t come out yet,” said the woman in her sullen way; “and she ain’t
dead, for I heard her moving about now and then. I dunno what tricks she’s up to.”
“Do you happen to know, ma’am,” said Father Brown with abrupt politeness,
“where Mr. Mandeville is just now?”
“Yes,” she replied promptly. “Saw him go into his little room at the end of the
passage a minute or two ago; just before the prompter called and the curtain went
up — Must be there still, for I ain’t seen him come out.”
“There’s no other door to his office, you mean,” said Father Brown in an off-hand
way. “Well, I suppose the rehearsal’s going in full swing now, for all the Signora’s
sulking.”
“Yes,” said Jarvis after a moment’s silence; “I can just hear the voices on the stage
from here. Old Randall has a splendid carrying voice.”
They both remained for an instant in a listening attitude, so that the booming voice
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of the actor on the stage could indeed be heard rolling faintly down the stairs and
along the passage. Before they had spoken again or resumed their normal poise,
their ears were filled with another sound. It was a dull but heavy crash and it came
from behind the closed door of Mundon Mandeville’s private room.
Father Brown went racing along the passage like an arrow from the bow and was
struggling with the door-handle before Jarvis had wakened with a start and begun
to follow him.
“The door is locked,” said the priest, turning a face that was a little pale. “And I
am all in favour of breaking down this door.”
“Do you mean,” asked Jarvis with a rather ghastly look, “that the unknown visitor
has got in here again? Do you think it’s anything serious?” After a moment he
added: “I may be able to push back the bolt; I know the fastening on these doors.”
He knelt down and pulled out a pocket-knife with a long steel implement,
manipulated it for a moment, and the door swung open on the manager’s study.
Almost the first thing they noticed was that there was no other door and even no
window, but a great electric lamp stood on the table. But it was not quite the first
thing that they noticed; for even before that they had seen that Mandeville was
lying flat on his face in the middle of the room and the blood was crawling out
from under his fallen face like a pattern of scarlet snakes that glittered evilly in that
unnatural subterranean light.
They did not know how long they had been staring at each other when Jarvis said,
like one letting loose something that he had held back with his breath:
“If the stranger got in somehow, she has gone somehow.”
“Perhaps we think too much about the stranger,” said Father Brown. “There are so
many strange things in this strange theatre that you rather tend to forget some of
them.”
“Why, which things do you mean?” asked his friend quickly.
“There are many,” said the priest. “There is the other locked door, for instance.”
“But the other door is locked,” cried Jarvis staring.
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“But you forgot it all the same,” said Father Brown. A few moments afterwards he
said thoughtfully: “That Mrs. Sands is a grumpy and gloomy sort of card.”
“Do you mean,” asked the other in a lowered voice, “that she’s lying and the
Italian did come out?”
“No,” said the priest calmly; “I think I meant it more or less as a detached study of
character.”
“You can’t mean,” cried the actor, “that Mrs. Sands did it herself?”
“I didn’t mean a study of her character,” said Father Brown.
While they had been exchanging these abrupt reflections, Father Brown had knelt
down by the body and ascertained that it was beyond any hope or question a dead
body. Lying beside it, though not immediately visible from the doorway, was a
dagger of the theatrical sort; lying as if it had fallen from the wound or from the
hand of the assassin. According to Jarvis, who recognized the instrument, there
was not very much to be learned from it, unless the experts could find some fingerprints. It was a property dagger; that is, it was nobody’s property; it had been
kicking about the theatre for a long time, and anybody might have picked it up.
Then the priest rose and looked gravely round the room.
“We must send for the police,” he said; “and for a doctor, though the doctor comes
too late. Looking at this room, by the way, I don’t see how our Italian friend could
manage it.”
“The Italian!” cried his friend; “I should think not. I should have thought she had
an alibi, if anybody had. Two separate rooms, both locked, at opposite ends of a
long passage, with a fixed witness watching it.”
“No,” said Father Brown. “Not quite. The difficulty is how she could have got in
this end. I think she might have got out the other end.”
“And why?” asked the other.
“I told you,” said Father Brown, “that it sounded as if she was breaking glass —
mirrors or windows. Stupidly enough I forgot something I knew quite well; that
she is pretty superstitious. She wouldn’t be likely to break a mirror; so I suspect
she broke a window. It’s true that all this is under the ground floor; but it might be
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a skylight or a window opening on an area. But there don’t seem to be any
skylights or areas here.” And he stared at the ceiling very intently for a
considerable time.
Suddenly he came back to conscious life again with a start. “We must go upstairs
and telephone and tell everybody. It is pretty painful ... My God, can you hear
those actors still shouting and ranting upstairs? The play is still going on. I suppose
that’s what they mean by tragic irony.”
When it was fated that the theatre should be turned into a house of mourning, an
opportunity was given to the actors to show many of the real virtues of their type
and trade. They did, as the phrase goes, behave like gentlemen; and not only like
first walking gentlemen. They had not all of them liked or trusted Mandeville, but
they knew exactly the right things to say about him; they showed not only
sympathy but delicacy in their attitude to his widow. She had become, in a new
and very different sense, a tragedy queen — her lightest word was law and while
she moved about slowly and sadly, they ran her many errands.
“She was always a strong character,” said old Randall rather huskily; “and had the
best brains of any of us. Of course poor Mandeville was never on her level in
education and so on; but she always did her duty splendidly. It was quite pathetic
the way she would sometimes say she wished she had more intellectual life; but
Mandeville — well, nil nisi bonum, as they say.” And the old gentleman went
away wagging his head sadly.
“Nil nisi bonum indeed,” said Jarvis grimly. “I don’t think Randall at any rate has
heard of the story of the strange lady visitor. By the way, don’t you think it
probably was the strange woman?”
“It depends,” said the priest, “whom you mean by the strange woman.”
“Oh! I don’t mean the Italian woman,” said Jarvis hastily. “Though, as a matter of
fact, you were quite right about her, too. When they went in the skylight was
smashed and the room was empty; but so far as the police can discover, she simply
went home in the most harmless fashion. No, I mean the woman who was heard
threatening him at that secret meeting; the woman who said she was his wife. Do
you think she really was his wife?”
“It is possible,” said Father Brown, staring blankly into the void, “that she really
was his wife.”
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“That would give us the motive of jealousy over his bigamous remarriage,”
reflected Jarvis, “for the body was not robbed in any way. No need to poke about
for thieving servants or even impecunious actors. But as for that, of course, you’ve
noticed the outstanding and peculiar thing about the case?”
“I have noticed several peculiar things,” said Father Brown. “Which one do you
mean?”
“I mean the corporate alibi,” said Jarvis gravely. “It’s not often that practically a
whole company has a public alibi like that; an alibi on a lighted stage and all
witnessing to each other. As it turns out it is jolly lucky for our friends here that
poor Mandeville did put those two silly society women in the box to watch the
rehearsal. They can bear witness that the whole act was performed without a hitch,
with the characters on the stage all the time. They began long before Mandeville
was last seen going into his room. They went on at least five or ten minutes after
you and I found his dead body. And, by a lucky coincidence, the moment we
actually heard him fall was during the time when all the characters were on the
stage together.”
“Yes, that is certainly very important and simplifies everything,” agreed Father
Brown. “Let us count the people covered by the alibi. There was Randall: I rather
fancy Randall practically hated the manager, though he is very properly covering
his feelings just now. But he is ruled out; it was his voice we heard thundering
over our heads from the stage. There is our jeune premier, Mr. Knight: I have
rather good reason to suppose he was in love with Mandeville’s wife and not
concealing that sentiment so much as he might; but he is out of it, for he was on
the stage at the same time, being thundered at. There was that amiable Jew who
calls himself Aubrey Vernon, he’s out of it; and there’s Mrs. Mandeville, she’s out
of it. Their corporate alibi, as you say, depends chiefly on Lady Miriam and her
friend in the box; though there is the general common-sense corroboration that the
act had to be gone through and the routine of the theatre seems to have suffered no
interruption. The legal witnesses, however, are Lady Miriam and her friend, Miss
Talbot. I suppose you feel sure they are all right?”
“Lady Miriam?” said Jarvis in surprise. “Oh, yes. ... I suppose you mean that she
looks a queer sort of vamp. But you’ve no notion what even the ladies of the best
families are looking like nowadays. Besides, is there any particular reason for
doubting their evidence?”
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“Only that it brings us up against a blank wall,” said Father Brown. “Don’t you see
that this collective alibi practically covers everybody? Those four were the only
performers in the theatre at the time; and there were scarcely any servants in the
theatre; none indeed, except old Sam, who guards the only regular entrance, and
the woman who guarded Miss Maroni’s door. There is nobody else left available
but you and me. We certainly might be accused of the crime, especially as we
found the body. There seems nobody else who can be accused. You didn’t happen
to kill him when I wasn’t looking, I suppose?”
Jarvis looked up with a slight start and stared a moment, then the broad grin
returned to his swarthy face. He shook his head.
“You didn’t do it,” said Father Brown; “and we will assume for the moment,
merely for the sake of argument, that I didn’t do it. The people on the stage being
out of it, it really leaves the Signora behind her locked door, the sentinel in front of
her door, and old Sam. Or are you thinking of the two ladies in the box? Of course
they might have slipped out of the box.”
“No,” said Jarvis; “I am thinking of the unknown woman who came and told
Mandeville she was his wife.”
“Perhaps she was,” said the priest; and this time there was a note in his steady
voice that made his companion start to his feet once more and lean across the table.
“We said,” he observed in a low, eager voice, “that this first wife might have been
jealous of the other wife.”
“No,” said Father Brown; “she might have been jealous of the Italian girl, perhaps,
or of Lady Miriam Marden. But she was not jealous of the other wife.”
“And why not?”
“Because there was no other wife,” said Father Brown. “So far from being a
bigamist, Mr. Mandeville seems to me to have been a highly monogamous person.
His wife was almost too much with him; so much with him that you all charitably
suppose that she must be somebody else. But I don’t see how she could have been
with him when he was killed, for we agree that she was acting all the time in front
of the footlights. Acting an important part, too. ...”
“Do you really mean,” cried Jarvis, “that the strange woman who haunted him like
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a ghost was only the Mrs. Mandeville we know?” But he received no answer; for
Father Brown was staring into vacancy with a blank expression almost like an
idiot’s. He always did look most idiotic at the instant when he was most intelligent.
The next moment he scrambled to his feet, looking very harassed and distressed.
“This is awful,” he said. “I’m not sure it isn’t the worst business I ever had; but
I’ve got to go through with it. Would you go and ask Mrs. Mandeville if I may
speak to her in private?”
“Oh, certainly,” said Jarvis, as he turned towards the door. “But what’s the matter
with you?”
“Only being a born fool,” said Father Brown; “a very common complaint in this
vale of tears. I was fool enough to forget altogether that the play was The School
For Scandal.”
He walked restlessly up and down the room until Jarvis re-appeared at the door
with an altered and even alarmed face.
“I can’t find her anywhere,” he said. “Nobody seems to have seen her.”
“They haven’t seen Norman Knight either, have they?” asked Father Brown dryly.
“Well, it saves me the most painful interview of my life. Saving the grace of God,
I was very nearly frightened of that woman. But she was frightened of me, too;
frightened of something I’d seen or said. Knight was always begging her to bolt
with him. Now she’s done it; and I’m devilish sorry for him.”
“For him?” inquired Jarvis.
“Well, it can’t be very nice to elope with a murderess,” said the other
dispassionately. “But as a matter of fact she was something very much worse than
a murderess.”
“And what is that?”
“An egoist,” said Father Brown. “She was the sort of person who had looked in the
mirror before looking out of the window, and it is the worst calamity of mortal life.
The looking-glass was unlucky for her, all right; but rather because it wasn’t
broken.”
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“I can’t understand what all this means,” said Jarvis. “Everybody regarded her as a
person of the most exalted ideals, almost moving on a higher spiritual plane than
the rest of us. ...”
“She regarded herself in that light,” said the other; “and she knew how to
hypnotize everybody else into it. Perhaps I hadn’t known her long enough to be
wrong about her. But I knew the sort of person she was five minutes after I
clapped eyes on her.”
“Oh, come.” cried Jarvis; “I’m sure her behaviour about the Italian was beautiful.”
“Her behaviour always was beautiful,” said the other. “I’ve heard from everybody
here all about her refinements and subtleties and spiritual soarings above poor
Mandeville’s head. But all these spiritualities and subtleties seem to me to boil
themselves down to the simple fact that she certainly was a lady and he most
certainly was not a gentleman. But, do you know, I have never felt quite sure that
St. Peter will make that the only test at the gate of heaven.
“As for the rest,” he went on with increasing animation, “I knew from the very
first words she said that she was not really being fair to the poor Italian, with all
her fine airs of frigid magnanimity. And again, I realized it when I knew that the
play was The School for Scandal.’
“You are going rather too fast for me,” said Jarvis in some bewilderment. “What
does it matter what the play was?”
“Well,” said the priest, “she said she had given the girl the part of the beautiful
heroine and had retired into the background herself with the older part of a matron.
Now that might have applied to almost any play; but it falsifies the facts about that
particular play. She can only have meant that she gave the other actress the part of
Maria, which is hardly a part at all. And the part of the obscure and self-effacing
married woman, if you please, must have been the part of Lady Teazle, which is
the only part any actress wants to act. If the Italian was a first-rate actress who had
been promised a first-rate part, there was really some excuse, or at least some
cause, for her mad Italian rage. There generally is for mad Italian rages: Latins are
logical and have a reason for going mad. But that one little thing let in daylight for
me on the meaning of her magnanimity. And there was another thing, even then.
You laughed when I said that the sulky look of Mrs. Sands was a study in
character; but not in the character of Mrs. Sands. But it was true. If you want to
know what a lady is really like, don’t look at her; for she may be too clever for
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you. Don’t look at the men round her, for they may be too silly about her. But look
at some other woman who is always near to her, and especially one who is under
her. You will see in that mirror her real face, and the face mirrored in Mrs. Sands
was very ugly.
“And as for all the other impressions, what were they? I heard a lot about the
unworthiness of poor old Mandeville; but it was all about his being unworthy
other, and I am pretty certain it came indirectly from her. And, even so, it betrayed
itself. Obviously, from what every man said, she had confided in every man about
her confounded intellectual loneliness. You yourself said she never complained;
and then quoted her about how her uncomplaining silence strengthened her soul.
And that is just the note; that’s the unmistakable style. People who complain are
just jolly, human Christian nuisances; I don’t mind them. But people who
complain that they never complain are the devil. They are really the devil; isn’t
that swagger of stoicism the whole point of the Byronic cult of Satan? I heard all
this; but for the life of me I couldn’t hear of anything tangible she had to complain
of. Nobody pretended that her husband drank, or beat her, or left her without
money, or even was unfaithful, until the rumour about the secret meetings, which
were simply her own melodramatic habit of pestering him with curtain-lectures in
his own business office. And when one looked at the facts, apart from the
atmospheric impression of martyrdom she contrived to spread, the facts were
really quite the other way. Mandeville left off making money on pantomimes to
please her; he started losing money on classical drama to please her. She arranged
the scenery and furniture as she liked. She wanted Sheridan’s play and she had it;
she wanted the part of Lady Teazle and she had it; she wanted a rehearsal without
costume at that particular hour and she had it. It may be worth remarking on the
curious fact that she wanted that.”
“But what is the use of all this tirade?” asked the actor, who had hardly ever heard
his clerical friend, make so long a speech before. “We seem to have got a long way
from the murder in all this psychological business. She may have eloped with
Knight; she may have bamboozled Randall; she may have bamboozled me. But
she can’t have murdered her husband — for everyone agrees she was on the stage
through the whole scene. She may be wicked; but she isn’t a witch.”
“Well, I wouldn’t be so sure,” said Father Brown, with a smile. “But she didn’t
need to use any witchcraft in this case. I know now that she did it, and very simply
indeed.”
“Why are you so sure of that?” asked Jarvis, looking at him in a puzzled way.
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“Because the play was The School for Scandal,” replied Father Brown, “and that
particular act of The School for Scandal. I should like to remind you, as I said just
now, that she always arranged the furniture how she liked. I should also like to
remind you that this stage was built and used for pantomimes; it would naturally
have trap-doors and trick exits of that sort. And when you say that witnesses could
attest to having seen all the performers on the stage, I should like to remind you
that in the principal scene of The School for Scandal one of the principal
performers remains for a considerable time on the stage, but is not seen. She is
technically ‘on,’ but she might practically be very much ‘off.’ That is the Screen of
Lady Teazle and the Alibi of Mrs. Mandeville.”
There was a silence and then the actor said: “You think she slipped through a trapdoor behind a screen down to the floor below, where the manager’s room was?”
“She certainly slipped away in some fashion; and that is the most probable
fashion,” said the other. “I think it all the more probable because she took the
opportunity of an undress rehearsal, and even indeed arranged for one. It is a
guess; but I fancy if it had been a dress rehearsal it might have been more difficult
to get through a trap-door in the hoops of the eighteenth century. There are many
little difficulties, of course, but I think they could all be met in time and in turn.”
“What I can’t meet is the big difficulty,” said Jarvis, putting his head on his hand
with a sort of groan. “I simply can’t bring myself to believe that a radiant and
serene creature like that could so lose, so to speak, her bodily balance, to say
nothing of her moral balance. Was any motive strong enough? Was she very much
in love with Knight?”
“I hope so,” replied his companion; “for really it would be the most human excuse.
But I’m sorry to say that I have my doubts. She wanted to get rid of her husband,
who was an old-fashioned, provincial hack, not even making much money. She
wanted to have a career as the brilliant wife of a brilliant and rapidly-rising actor.
But she didn’t want in that sense to act in The School for Scandal. She wouldn’t
have run away with a man except in the last resort. It wasn’t a human passion with
her, but a sort of hellish respectability. She was always dogging her husband in
secret and badgering him to divorce himself or otherwise get out of the way; and
as he refused he paid at last for his refusal. There’s another thing you’ve got to
remember. You talk about these highbrows having a higher art and a more
philosophical drama. But remember what a lot of the philosophy is! Remember
what sort of conduct those highbrows often present to the highest! All about the
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Will to Power and the Right to Live and the Right to Experience — damned
nonsense and more than damned nonsense — nonsense that can damn.”
Father Brown frowned, which he did very rarely; and there was still a cloud on his
brow as he put on his hat and went out into the night.

The Vanishing of Vaudrey
SIR ARTHUR VAUDREY, in his light-grey summer suit, and wearing on his grey
head the white hat which he so boldly affected, went walking briskly up the road
by the river from his own house to the little group of houses that were almost like
outhouses to his own, entered that little hamlet, and then vanished completely as if
he had been carried away by the fairies.
The disappearance seemed the more absolute and abrupt because of the familiarity
of the scene and the extreme simplicity of the conditions of the problem. The
hamlet could not be called a village; indeed, it was little more than a small and
strangely-isolated street. It stood in the middle of wide and open fields and plains,
a mere string of the four or five shops absolutely needed by the neighbours; that is,
by a few farmers and the family at the great house. There was a butcher’s at the
corner, at which, it appeared, Sir Arthur had last been seen. He was seen by two
young men staying at his house — Evan Smith, who was acting as his secretary,
and John Dalmon, who was generally supposed to be engaged to his ward. There
was next to the butcher’s a small shop combining a large number of functions,
such as is found in villages, in which a little old woman sold sweets, walkingsticks, golf-balls, gum, balls of string and a very faded sort of stationery. Beyond
this was the tobacconist, to which the two young men were betaking themselves
when they last caught a glimpse of their host standing in front of the butcher’s
shop; and beyond that was a dingy little dressmaker’s, kept by two ladies. A pale
and shiny shop, offering to the passer-by great goblets of very wan, green
lemonade, completed the block of buildings; for the only real and Christian inn in
the neighbourhood stood by itself some way, down the main road. Between the inn
and the hamlet was a cross-roads, at which stood a policeman and a uniformed
official of a motoring club; and both agreed that Sir Arthur had never passed that
point on the road.
It had been at an early hour of a very brilliant summer day that the old gentleman
had gone gaily striding up the road, swinging his walking-stick and flapping his
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yellow gloves. He was a good deal of a dandy, but one of a vigorous and virile
sort, especially for his age. His bodily strength and activity were still very
remarkable, and his curly hair might have been a yellow so pale as to look white
instead of a white that was a faded yellow. His clean-shaven face was handsome,
with a high-bridged nose like the Duke of Wellington’s; but the most outstanding
features were his eyes. They were not merely metaphorically outstanding;
something prominent and almost bulging about them was perhaps the only
disproportion in his features; but his lips were sensitive and set a little tightly, as if
by an act of will. He was the squire of all that country and the owner of the little
hamlet. In that sort of place everybody not only knows everybody else, but
generally knows where anybody is at any given moment. The normal course would
have been for Sir Arthur to walk to the village, to say whatever he wanted to say to
the butcher or anybody else, and then walk back to his house again, all in the
course of about half an hour: as the two young men did when they had bought their
cigarettes. But they saw nobody on the road returning; indeed, there was nobody in
sight except the one other guest at the house, a certain Dr. Abbott, who was sitting
with his broad back to them on the river bank, very patiently fishing.
When all the three guests returned to breakfast, they seemed to think little or
nothing of the continued absence of the squire; but when the day wore on and he
missed one meal after another, they naturally began to be puzzled, and Sybil Rye,
the lady of the household, began to be seriously alarmed. Expeditions of discovery
were dispatched to the village again and again without finding any trace; and
eventually, when darkness fell, the house was full of a definite fear. Sybil had sent
for Father Brown, who was a friend of hers and had helped her out of a difficulty
in the past; and under the pressure of the apparent peril he had consented to remain
at the house and see it through.
Thus it happened that when the new day’s dawn broke without news, Father
Brown was early afoot and on the look-out for anything; his black, stumpy figure
could be seen pacing the garden path where the garden was embanked along the
river, as he scanned the landscape up and down with his short-sighted and rather
misty gaze.
He realized that another figure was moving even more restlessly along the
embankment, and saluted Evan Smith, the secretary, by name.
Evan Smith was a tall, fair-haired young man, looking rather harassed, as was
perhaps natural in that hour of distraction. But something of the sort hung about
him at all times. Perhaps it was more marked because he had the sort of athletic
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reach and poise and the sort of leonine yellow hair and moustache which
accompany (always in fiction and sometimes in fact) a frank and cheerful
demeanour of “English youth.” As in his case they accompanied deep and
cavernous eyes and a rather haggard look, the contrast with the conventional tall
figure and fair hair of romance may have had a touch of something sinister. But
Father Brown smiled at him amiably enough and then said more seriously:
“This is a trying business.”
“It’s a very trying business for Miss Rye,” answered the young man gloomily;
“and I don’t see why I should disguise what’s the worst part of it for me, even if
she is engaged to Dalmon. Shocked, I suppose?”
Father Brown did not look very much shocked, but his face was often rather
expressionless; he merely said, mildly:
“Naturally, we all sympathize with her anxiety. I suppose you haven’t any news or
views in the matter?”
“I haven’t any news exactly.” answered Smith; “no news from outside at least. As
for views. ...” And he relapsed into moody silence.
“I should be very glad to hear your views,” said the little priest pleasantly. “I hope
you don’t mind my saying that you seem to have something on your mind.”
The young man stirred rather than started and looked at the priest steadily, with a
frown that threw his hollow eyes into dense shadow.
“Well, you’re right enough,” he said at last. “I suppose I shall have to tell
somebody. And you seem a safe sort of person to tell.”
“Do you know what has happened to Sir Arthur?” asked Father Brown calmly, as
if it were the most casual matter in the world.
“Yes,” said the secretary harshly, “I think I know what has happened to Sir
Arthur.”
“A beautiful morning,” said a bland voice in his ear; “a beautiful morning for a
rather melancholy meeting.”
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This time the secretary jumped as if he had been shot, as the large shadow of Dr.
Abbott fell across his path in the already strong sunshine. Dr. Abbott was still in
his dressing-gown — a sumptuous oriental dressing-gown covered with coloured
flowers and dragons, looking rather like one of the most brilliant flower-beds that
were growing under the glowing sun. He also wore large, flat slippers, which was
doubtless why he had come so close to the others without being heard. He would
normally have seemed the last person for such a light and airy approach, for he
was a very big, broad and heavy man, with a powerful benevolent face very much
sunburnt, in a frame of old-fashioned grey whiskers and chin beard, which hung
about him luxuriantly, like the long, grey curls of his venerable head. His long slits
of eyes were rather sleepy and, indeed, he was an elderly gentleman to be up so
early; but he had a look at once robust and weatherbeaten, as of an old farmer or
sea captain who had once been out in all weathers. He was the only old comrade
and contemporary of the squire in the company that met at the house.
“It seems truly extraordinary,” he said, shaking his head. “Those little houses are
like dolls’ houses, always open front and back, and there’s hardly room to hide
anybody, even if they wanted to hide him. And I’m sure they don’t. Dalmon and I
cross-examined them all yesterday; they’re mostly little old women that couldn’t
hurt a fly. The men are nearly all away harvesting, except the butcher; and Arthur
was seen coming out of the butcher’s. And nothing could have happened along
that stretch by the river, for I was fishing there all day.”
Then he looked at Smith and the look in his long eyes seemed for the moment not
only sleepy, but a little sly.
“I think you and Dalmon can testify,” he said, “that you saw me sitting there
through your whole journey there and back.”
“Yes,” said Evan Smith shortly, and seemed rather impatient at the long
interruption.
“The only thing I can think of,” went on Dr. Abbott slowly; and then the
interruption was itself interrupted. A figure at once light and sturdy strode very
rapidly across the green lawn between the gay flowerbeds, and John Dalmon
appeared among them, holding a paper in his hand. He was neatly dressed and
rather swarthy, with a very fine square Napoleonic face and very sad eyes — eyes
so sad that they looked almost dead. He seemed to be still young, but his black hair
had gone prematurely grey about the temples.
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“I’ve just had this telegram from the police,” he said “I wired to them last night
and they say they’re sending down a man at once. Do you know, Dr. Abbott, of
anybody else we ought to send for? Relations, I mean, and that sort of thing.”
“There is his nephew, Vernon Vaudrey, of course,” said the old man. “If you will
come with me, I think I can give you his address and — and tell you something
rather special about him.”
Dr. Abbott and Dalmon moved away in the direction of the house and, when they
had gone a certain distance, Father Brown said simply, as if there had been no
interruption:
“You were saying?”
“You’re a cool hand,” said the secretary. “I suppose it comes of hearing
confessions. I feel rather as if I were going to make a confession. Some people
would feel a bit jolted out of the mood of confidence by that queer old elephant
creeping up like a snake. But I suppose I’d better stick to it, though it really isn’t
my confession, but somebody else’s.” He stopped a moment, frowning and pulling
his moustache; then he said, abruptly:
“I believe Sir Arthur has bolted, and I believe I know why.”
There was a silence and then he exploded again.
“I’m in a damnable position, and most people would say I was doing a damnable
thing. I am now going to appear in the character of a sneak and a skunk and I
believe I am doing my duty.”
“You must be the judge,” said Father Brown gravely. “What is the matter with
your duty?”
“I’m in the perfectly foul position of telling tales against a rival, and a successful
rival, too,” said the young man bitterly; “and I don’t know what else in the world I
can do. You were asking what was the explanation of Vaudrey’s disappearance. I
am absolutely convinced that Dalmon is the explanation.”
“You mean,” said the priest, with composure, “that Dalmon has killed Sir Arthur?”
“No!” exploded Smith, with startling violence. “No, a hundred times! He hasn’t
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done that, whatever else he’s done. He isn’t a murderer, whatever else he is. He
has the best of all alibis; the evidence of a man who hates him. I’m not likely to
perjure myself for love of Dalmon; and I could swear in any court he did nothing
to the old man yesterday. Dalmon and I were together all day, or all that part of the
day, and he did nothing in the village except buy cigarettes, and nothing here
except smoke them and read in the library. No; I believe he is a criminal, but he
did not kill Vaudrey. I might even say more; because he is a criminal he did not
kill Vaudrey.”
“Yes,” said the other patiently, “and what does that mean?”
“It means,” replied the secretary, “that he is a criminal committing another crime:
and his crime depends on keeping Vaudrey alive.”
“Oh, I see,” said Father Brown.
“I know Sybil Rye pretty well, and her character is a great part of this story. It is a
very fine character in both senses: that is, it is of a noble quality and only too
delicate a texture. She is one of those people who are terribly conscientious,
without any of that armour of habit and hard common sense that many
conscientious people get. She is almost insanely sensitive and at the same time
quite unselfish. Her history is curious: she was left literally penniless like a
foundling and Sir Arthur took her into his house and treated her with
consideration, which puzzled many; for, without being hard on the old man, it was
not much in his line. But, when she was about seventeen, the explanation came to
her with a shock; for her guardian asked her to marry him. Now I come to the
curious part of the story. Somehow or other, Sybil had heard from somebody (I
rather suspect from old Abbott) that Sir Arthur Vaudrey, in his wilder youth, had
committed some crime or, at least, done some great wrong to somebody, which
had got him into serious trouble. I don’t know what it was. But it was a sort of
nightmare to the girl at her crude sentimental age, and made him seem like a
monster, at least too much so for the close relation of marriage. What she did was
incredibly typical of her. With helpless terror and with heroic courage she told him
the truth with her own trembling lips. She admitted that her repulsion might be
morbid; she confessed it like a secret madness. To her relief and surprise he took it
quietly and courteously, and apparently said no more on the subject; and her sense
of his generosity was greatly increased by the next stage of the story. There came
into her lonely life the influence of an equally lonely man. He was camping-out
like a sort of hermit on one of the islands in the river; and I suppose the mystery
made him attractive, though I admit he is attractive enough; a gentleman, and quite
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witty, though very melancholy — which, I suppose, increased the romance. It was
this man, Dalmon, of course; and to this day I’m not sure how far she really
accepted him; but it got as far as his getting permission to see her guardian. I can
fancy her awaiting that interview in an agony of terror and wondering how the old
beau would take the appearance of a rival. But here, again, she found she had
apparently done him an injustice. He received the younger man with hearty
hospitality and seemed to be delighted with the prospects of the young couple. He
and Dalmon went shooting and fishing together and were the best of friends, when
one day she had another shock. Dalmon let slip in conversation some chance
phrase that the old man ‘had not changed much in thirty years,’ and the truth about
the odd intimacy burst upon her. All that introduction and hospitality had been a
masquerade; the men had obviously known each other before. That was why the
younger man had come down rather covertly to that district. That was why the
elder man was lending himself so readily to promote the match. I wonder what you
are thinking?”
“I know what you are thinking,” said Father Brown, with a smile, “and it seems
entirely logical. Here we have Vaudrey, with some ugly story in his past — a
mysterious stranger come to haunt him, and getting whatever he wants out of him.
In plain words, you think Dalmon is a blackmailer.”
“I do,” said the other; “and a rotten thing to think, too.”
Father Brown reflected for a moment and then said: “I think I should like to go up
to the house now and have a talk to Dr. Abbott.”
When he came out of the house again an hour or two afterwards, he may have been
talking to Dr. Abbott, but he emerged in company with Sybil Rye, a pale girl with
reddish hair and a profile delicate and almost tremulous; at the sight of her, one
could instantly understand all the secretary’s story of her shuddering candour. It
recalled Godiva and certain tales of virgin martyrs; only the shy can be so
shameless for conscience’s sake. Smith came forward to meet them, and for a
moment they stood talking on the lawn. The day which had been brilliant from
daybreak was now glowing and even glaring; but Father Brown carried his black
bundle of an umbrella as well as wearing his black umbrella of a hat; and seemed,
in a general way, buttoned up to breast the storm. But perhaps it was only an
unconscious effect of attitude; and perhaps the storm was not a material storm.
“What I hate about it all,” Sybil was saying in a low voice, “is the talk that’s
beginning already; suspicions against everybody. John and Evan can answer for
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each other, I suppose; but Dr. Abbott has had an awful scene with the butcher, who
thinks he is accused and is throwing accusations about in consequence.”
Evan Smith looked very uncomfortable; then blurted out: “Look here, Sybil, I
can’t say much, but we don’t believe there’s any need for all that. It’s all very
beastly, but we don’t think there’s been — any violence.”
“Have you got a theory, then?” said the girl, looking instantly at the priest.
“I have heard a theory,” he replied, “which seems to me very convincing.”
He stood looking rather dreamily towards the river; and Smith and Sybil began to
talk to each other swiftly, in lowered tones. The priest drifted along the river bank,
ruminating, and plunged into a plantation of thin trees on an almost overhanging
bank. The strong sun beat on the thin veil of little dancing leaves like small green
flames, and all the birds were singing as if the tree had a hundred tongues. A
minute or two later, Evan Smith heard his own name called cautiously and yet
clearly from the green depths of the thicket. He stepped rapidly in that direction
and met Father Brown returning. The priest said to him, in a very low voice:
“Don’t let the lady come down here. Can’t you get rid of her? Ask her to telephone
or something; and then come back here again.”
Evan Smith turned with a rather desperate appearance of carelessness and
approached the girl; but she was not the sort of person whom it is hard to make
busy with small jobs for others. In a very short time she had vanished into the
house and Smith turned to find that Father Brown had once more vanished into the
thicket. Just beyond the clump of trees was a sort of small chasm where the turf
had subsided to the level of the sand by the river. Father Brown was standing on
the brink of this cleft, looking down; but, either by accident or design, he was
holding his hat in his hand, in spite of the strong sun pouring on his head.
“You had better see this yourself,” he said, heavily, “as a matter of evidence. But I
warn you to be prepared.”
“Prepared for what?” asked the other
“Only for the most horrible thing I ever saw in my life,” said Father Brown.
Even Smith stepped to the brink of the bank of turf and with difficulty repressed a
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cry rather like a scream.
Sir Arthur Vaudrey was glaring and grinning up at him; the face was turned up so
that he could have put his foot on it; the head was thrown back, with its wig of
whitish yellow hair towards him, so that he saw the face upside down. This made it
seem all the more like a part of a nightmare; as if a man were walking about with
his head stuck on the wrong way. What was he doing? Was it possible that
Vaudrey was really creeping about, hiding in the cracks of field and bank, and
peering out at them in this unnatural posture? The rest of the figure seemed
hunched and almost crooked, as if it had been crippled or deformed but on looking
more closely, this seemed only the foreshortening of limbs fallen in a heap. Was
he mad? Was he? The more Smith looked at him the stiffer the posture seemed.
“You can’t see it from here properly,” said Father Brown, “but his throat is cut.”
Smith shuddered suddenly. “I can well believe it’s the most horrible thing you’ve
seen,” he said. “I think it’s seeing the face upside down. I’ve seen that face at
breakfast, or dinner, every day for ten years; and it always looked quite pleasant
and polite. You turn it upside down and it looks like the face of a fiend.”
“The face really is smiling,” said Father Brown, soberly; “which is perhaps not the
least part of the riddle. Not many men smile while their throats are being cut, even
if they do it themselves. That smile, combined with those gooseberry eyes of his
that always seemed standing out of his head, is enough, no doubt, to explain the
expression. But it’s true, things look different upside down. Artists often turn their
drawings upside down to test their correctness. Sometimes, when it’s difficult to
turn the object itself upside down (as in the case of the Matterhorn, let us say),
they have been known to stand on their heads, or at least look between their legs.”
The priest, who was talking thus flippantly to steady the other man’s nerves,
concluded by saying, in a more serious tone: “I quite understand how it must have
upset you. Unfortunately, it also upset something else.”
“What do you mean?”
“It has upset the whole of our very complete theory,” replied the other; and he
began clambering down the bank on to the little strip of sand by the river.
“Perhaps he did it himself,” said Smith abruptly. “After all, that’s the most obvious
sort of escape, and fits in with our theory very well. He wanted a quiet place and
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he came here and cut his throat.”
“He didn’t come here at all,” said Father Brown. “At least, not alive, and not by
land. He wasn’t killed here; there’s not enough blood. This sun has dried his hair
and clothes pretty well by now; but there are the traces of two trickles of water in
the sand. Just about here the tide comes up from the sea and makes an eddy that
washed the body into the creek and left it when the tide retired. But the body must
first have been washed down the river, presumably from the village, for the river
runs just behind the row of little houses and shops. Poor Vaudrey died up in the
hamlet, somehow; after all, I don’t think he committed suicide; but the trouble is
who would, or could, have killed him up in that potty little place?”
He began to draw rough designs with the point of his stumpy umbrella on the strip
of sand.
“Let’s see; how does the row of shops run? First, the butcher’s; well, of course, a
butcher would be an ideal performer with a large carving-knife. But you saw
Vaudrey come out, and it isn’t very probable that he stood in the outer shop while
the butcher said: ‘Good morning. Allow me to cut your throat! Thank you. And the
next article, please?’ Sir Arthur doesn’t strike me as the sort of man who’d have
stood there with a pleasant smile while this happened. He was a very strong and
vigorous man, with rather a violent temper. And who else, except the butcher,
could have stood up to him? The next shop is kept by an old woman. Then comes
the tobacconist, who is certainly a man, but I am told quite a small and timid one.
Then there is the dressmaker’s, run by two maiden ladies, and then a refreshment
shop run by a man who happens to be in hospital and who has left his wife in
charge. There are two or three village lads, assistants and errand boys, but they
were away on a special job. The refreshment shop ends the street; there is nothing
beyond that but the inn, with the policeman between.”
He made a punch with the ferrule of his umbrella to represent the policeman, and
remained moodily staring up the river. Then he made a slight movement with his
hand and, stepping quickly across, stooped over the corpse.
“Ah,” he said, straightening himself and letting out a great breath. “The
tobacconist! Why in the world didn’t I remember that about the tobacconist?”
“What is the matter with you?” demanded Smith in some exasperation; for Father
Brown was rolling his eyes and muttering, and he had uttered the word
“tobacconist” as if it were a terrible word of doom.
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“Did you notice,” said the priest, after a pause, “something rather curious about his
face?”
“Curious, my God!” said Evan, with a retrospective shudder. “Anyhow, his throat
was cut. ...”
“I said his face,” said the cleric quietly. “Besides, don’t you notice he has hurt his
hand and there’s a small bandage round it?”
“Oh, that has nothing to do with it,” said Evan hastily. “That happened before and
was quite an accident. He cut his hand with a broken ink-bottle while we were
working together.”
“It has something to do with it, for all that,” replied Father Brown.
There was a long silence, and the priest walked moodily along the sand, trailing
his umbrella and sometimes muttering the word “tobacconist,” till the very word
chilled his friend with fear. Then he suddenly lifted the umbrella and pointed to a
boat-house among the rushes.
“Is that the family boat?” he asked. “I wish you’d just scull me up the river; I want
to look at those houses from the back. There’s no time to lose. They may find the
body; but we must risk that.”
Smith was already pulling the little boat upstream towards the hamlet before
Father Brown spoke again. Then he said:
“By the way, I found out from old Abbott what was the real story about poor
Vaudrey’s misdemeanour. It was a rather curious story about an Egyptian official
who had insulted him by saying that a good Moslem would avoid swine and
Englishmen, but preferred swine; or some such tactful remark. Whatever happened
at the time, the quarrel was apparently renewed some years after, when the official
visited England; and Vaudrey, in his violent passion, dragged the man to a pig-sty
on the farm attached to the country house and threw him in, breaking his arm and
leg and leaving him there till next morning. There was rather a row about it, of
course, but many people thought Vaudrey had acted in a pardonable passion of
patriotism. Anyhow, it seems not quite the thing that would have kept a man silent
under deadly blackmail for decades.”
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“Then you don’t think it had anything to do with the story we are considering?”
asked the secretary, thoughtfully.
“I think it had a thundering lot to do with the story I am considering now,” said
Father Brown.
They were now floating past the low wall and the steep strips of back garden
running down from the back doors to the river. Father Brown counted them
carefully, pointing with his umbrella, and when he came to the third he said again:
“Tobacconist! Is the tobacconist by any chance... .? But I think I’ll act on my guess
till I know. Only, I’ll tell you what it was I thought odd about Sir Arthur’s face.”
“And what was that?” asked his companion, pausing and resting on his oars for an
instant.
“He was a great dandy,” said Father Brown, “and the face was only halfshaved. . . . Could you stop here a moment? We could tie up the boat to that post.”
A minute or two afterwards they had clambered over the little wall and were
mounting the steep cobbled paths of the little garden, with its rectangular beds of
vegetables and flowers.
“You see, the tobacconist does grow potatoes,” said Father Brown. “Associations
with Sir Walter Raleigh, no doubt. Plenty of potatoes and plenty of potato sacks.
These little country people have not lost all the habits of peasants; they still run
two or three jobs at once. But country tobacconists very often do one odd job
extra, that I never thought of till I saw Vaudrey’s chin. Nine times out of ten you
call the shop the tobacconist’s, but it is also the barber’s. He’d cut his hand and
couldn’t shave himself; so he came up here. Does that suggest anything else to
you?”
“It suggests a good deal,” replied Smith; “but I expect it will suggest a good deal
more to you.”
“Does it suggest, for instance,” observed Father Brown, “the only conditions in
which a vigorous and rather violent gentleman might be smiling pleasantly when
his throat was cut?”
The next moment they had passed through a dark passage or two at the back of the
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house, and came into the back room of the shop, dimly lit by filtered light from
beyond and a dingy and cracked looking-glass. It seemed, somehow, like the green
twilight of a tank; but there was light enough to see the rough apparatus of a
barber’s shop and the pale and even panic-sticken face of a barber.
Father Brown’s eye roamed round the room, which seemed to have been just
recently cleaned and tidied, till his gaze found something in a dusty corner just
behind the door. It was a hat hanging on a hat-peg. It was a white hat, and one very
well known to all that village. And yet, conspicuous as it had always seemed in the
street, it seemed only an example of the sort of little thing a certain sort of man
often entirely forgets, when he has most carefully washed floors or destroyed
stained rags.
“Sir Arthur Vaudrey was shaved here yesterday morning, I think,” said Father
Brown in a level voice.
To the barber, a small, bald-headed, spectacled man whose name was Wicks, the
sudden appearance of these two figures out of his own back premises was like the
appearance of two ghosts risen out of a grave under the floor. But it was at once
apparent that he had more to frighten him than any fancy of superstition. He
shrank, we might almost say that he shrivelled, into a corner of the dark room; and
everything about him seemed to dwindle, except his great goblin spectacles.
“Tell me one thing,” continued the priest, quietly. “You had a reason for hating the
squire?”
The man in the corner babbled something that Smith could not hear; but the priest
nodded.
“I know you had,” he said. “You hated him; and that’s how I know you didn’t kill
him. Will you tell us what happened, or shall I?”
There was a silence filled with the faint ticking of a clock in the back kitchen; and
then Father Brown went on.
“What happened was this. When Mr. Dalmon stepped inside your outer shop, he
asked for some cigarettes that were in the window. You stepped outside for a
moment, as shopmen often do, to make sure of what he meant; and in that moment
of time he perceived in the inner room the razor you had just laid down, and the
yellow-white head of Sir Arthur in the barber’s chair; probably both glimmering in
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the light of that little window beyond. It took but an instant for him to pick up the
razor and cut the throat and come back to the counter. The victim would not even
be alarmed at the razor and the hand. He died smiling at his own thoughts. And
what thoughts! Nor, I think, was Dalmon alarmed. He had done it so quickly and
quietly that Mr. Smith here could have sworn in court that the two were together
all the time. But there was somebody who was alarmed, very legitimately, and that
was you. You had quarrelled with your landlord about arrears of rent and so on;
you came back into your own shop and found your enemy murdered in your own
chair, with your own razor. It was not altogether unnatural that you despaired of
clearing yourself, and preferred to clear up the mess; to clean the floor and throw
the corpse into the river at night, in a potato sack rather loosely tied. It was rather
lucky that there were fixed hours after which your barber’s shop was shut; so you
had plenty of time. You seem to have remembered everything but the hat. . . . Oh,
don’t be frightened; I shall forget everything, including the hat.”
And he passed placidly through the outer shop into the street beyond, followed by
the wondering Smith, and leaving behind the barber stunned and staring.
“You see,” said Father Brown to his companion, “it was one of those cases where
a motive really is too weak to convict a man and yet strong enough to acquit him.
A little nervous fellow like that would be the last man really to kill a big strong
man for a tiff about money. But he would be the first man to fear that he would be
accused of having done it. ... Ah, there was a thundering difference in the motive
of the man who did do it.” And he relapsed into reflection, staring and almost
glaring at vacancy.
“It is simply awful,” groaned Evan Smith. “I was abusing Dalmon as a blackmailer
and a blackguard an hour or two ago, and yet it breaks me all up to hear he really
did this, after all.”
The priest still seemed to be in a sort of trance, like a man staring down into an
abyss. At last his lips moved and he murmured, more as if it were a prayer than an
oath: “Merciful God, what a horrible revenge!”
His friend questioned him, but he continued as if talking to himself.
“What a horrible tale of hatred! What a vengeance for one mortal worm to take on
another! Shall we ever get to the bottom of this bottomless human heart, where
such abominable imaginations can abide? God save us all from pride; but I cannot
yet make any picture in my mind of hate and vengeance like that.”
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“Yes,” said Smith; “and I can’t quite picture why he should kill Vaudrey at all. If
Dalmon was a blackmailer, it would seem more natural for Vaudrey to kill him. As
you say, the throat-cutting was a horrid business, but — — ”
Father Brown started, and blinked like a man awakened from sleep.
“Oh, that!” he corrected hastily. “I wasn’t thinking about that. I didn’t mean the
murder in the barber’s shop, when — when I said a horrible tale of vengeance. I
was thinking of a much more horrible tale than that; though, of course, that was
horrible enough, in its way. But that was much more comprehensible; almost
anybody might have done it. In fact, it was very nearly an act of self-defence.”
“What?” exclaimed the secretary incredulously. “A man creeps up behind another
man and cuts his throat, while he is smiling pleasantly at the ceiling in a barber’s
chair, and you say it was self-defence!”
“I do not say it was justifiable self-defence,” replied the other. “I only say that
many a man would have been driven to it, to defend himself against an appalling
calamity — which was also an appalling crime. It was that other crime that I was
thinking about. To begin with, about that question you asked just now — why
should the blackmailer be the murderer? Well, there are a good many conventional
confusions and errors on a point like that.” He paused, as if collecting his thoughts
after his recent trance of horror, and went on in ordinary tones.
“You observe that two men, an older and a younger, go about together and agree
on a matrimonial project; but the origin of their intimacy is old and concealed. One
is rich and the other poor; and you guess at blackmail. You are quite right, at least
to that extent. Where you are quite wrong is in guessing which is which. You
assume that the poor man was blackmailing the rich man. As a matter of fact, the
rich man was blackmailing the poor man.”
“But that seems nonsense,” objected the secretary.
“It is much worse than nonsense; but it is not at all uncommon,” replied the other.
“Half modern politics consists of rich men blackmailing people. Your notion that
it’s nonsense rests on two illusions which are both nonsensical. One is, that rich
men never want to be richer; the other is, that a man can only be blackmailed for
money. It’s the last that is in question here. Sir Arthur Vaudrey was acting not for
avarice, but for vengeance. And he planned the most hideous vengeance I ever
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heard of.”
“But why should he plan vengeance on John Dalmon?” inquired Smith.
“It wasn’t on John Dalmon that he planned vengeance,” replied the priest, gravely.
There was a silence; and he resumed, almost as if changing the subject. “When we
found the body, you remember, we saw the face upside down; and you said it
looked like the face of a fiend. Has it occurred to you that the murderer also saw
the face upside down, coming behind the barber’s chair?”
“But that’s all morbid extravagance,” remonstrated his companion. “I was quite
used to the face when it was the right way up.”
“Perhaps you have never seen it the right way up,” said Father Brown. “I told you
that artists turn a picture the wrong way up when they want to see it the right way
up. Perhaps, over all those breakfasts and tea-tables, you had got used to the face
of a fiend.”
“What on earth are you driving at?” demanded Smith, impatiently.
“I speak in parables,” replied the other in a rather sombre tone. “Of course, Sir
Arthur was not actually a fiend; he was a man with a character which he had made
out of a temperament that might also have been turned to good. But those
goggling, suspicious eyes; that tight, yet quivering mouth, might have told you
something if you had not been so used to them. You know, there are physical
bodies on which a wound will not heal. Sir Arthur had a mind of that sort. It was
as if it lacked a skin; he had a feverish vigilance of vanity; those strained eyes
were open with an insomnia of egoism. Sensibility need not be selfishness. Sybil
Rye, for instance, has the same thin skin and manages to be a sort of saint. But
Vaudrey had turned it all to poisonous pride; a pride that was not even secure and
self-satisfied. Every scratch on the surface of his soul festered. And that is the
meaning of that old story about throwing the man into the pig-sty. If he’d thrown
him then and there, after being called a pig, it might have been a pardonable burst
of passion. But there was no pig-sty; and that is just the point. Vaudrey
remembered the silly insult for years and years, till he could get the Oriental into
the improbable neighbourhood of a pig-sty; and then he took, what he considered
the only appropriate and artistic revenge. . . . Oh, my God! he liked his revenges to
be appropriate and artistic.”
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Smith looked at him curiously. “You are not thinking of the pig-sty story,” he said.
“No,” said Father Brown; “of the other story.” He controlled the shudder in his
voice, and went on:
“Remembering that story of a fantastic and yet patient plot to make the vengeance
fit the crime, consider the other story before us. Had anybody else, to your
knowledge, ever insulted Vaudrey, or offered him what he thought a mortal insult?
Yes; a woman insulted him.”
A sort of vague horror began to dawn in Evan’s eyes; he was listening intently.
“A girl, little more than a child, refused to marry him, because he had once been a
sort of criminal; had, indeed, been in prison for a short time for the outrage on the
Egyptian. And that madman said, in the hell of his heart: ‘She shall marry a
murderer.’”
They took the road towards the great house and went along by the river for some
time in silence, before he resumed: “Vaudrey was in a position to blackmail
Dalmon, who had committed a murder long ago; probably he knew of several
crimes among the wild comrades of his youth. Probably it was a wild crime with
some redeeming features; for the wildest murders are never the worst. And
Dalmon looks to me like a man who knows remorse, even for killing Vaudrey. But
he was in Vaudrey’s power and, between them, they entrapped the girl very
cleverly into an engagement; letting the lover try his luck first, for instance, and
the other only encouraging magnificently. But Dalmon himself did not know,
nobody but the Devil himself did know, what was really in that old man’s mind.
“Then, a few days ago, Dalmon made a dreadful discovery. He had obeyed, not
altogether unwillingly; he had been a tool; and he suddenly found how the tool
was to be broken and thrown away. He came upon certain notes of Vaudrey’s in
the library which, disguised as they were, told of preparations for giving
information to the police. He understood the whole plot and stood stunned as I did
when I first understood it. The moment the bride and bridegroom were married,
the bridegroom would be arrested and hanged. The fastidious lady, who objected
to a husband who had been in prison, should have no husband except a husband on
the gallows. That is what Sir Arthur Vaudrey considered an artistic rounding off of
the story.”
Evan Smith, deadly pale, was silent; and, far away, down the perspective of the
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road, they saw the large figure and wide hat of Dr. Abbott advancing towards
them; even in the outline there was a certain agitation. But they were still shaken
with their own private apocalypse.
“As you say, hate is a hateful thing,” said Evan at last; “and, do you know, one
thing gives me a sort of relief. All my hatred of poor Dalmon is gone out of me —
now I know how he was twice a murderer.”
It was in silence that they covered the rest of the distance and met the big doctor
coming towards them, with his large gloved hands thrown out in a sort of
despairing gesture and his grey beard tossing in the wind.
“There is dreadful news,” he said. “Arthur’s body has been found. He seems to
have died in his garden.”
“Dear me,” said Father Brown, rather mechanically. “How dreadful!”
“And there is more,” cried the doctor breathlessly. “John Dalmon went off to see
Vernon Vaudrey, the nephew; but Vernon Vaudrey hasn’t heard of him and
Dalmon seems to have disappeared entirely.”
“Dear me,” said Father Brown. “How strange!”

The Worst Crime in the World
FATHER BROWN was wandering through a picture gallery with an expression
that suggested that he had not come there to look at the pictures. Indeed, he did not
want to look at the pictures, though he liked pictures well enough. Not that there
was anything immoral or improper about those highly modern pictorial designs.
He would indeed be of an inflammable temperament who was stirred to any of the
more pagan passions by the display of interrupted spirals, inverted cones and
broken cylinders with which the art of the future inspired or menaced mankind.
The truth is that Father Brown was looking for a young friend who had appointed
that somewhat incongruous meeting-place, being herself of a more futuristic turn.
The young friend was also a young relative; one of the few relatives that he had.
Her name was Elizabeth Fane, simplified into Betty, and she was the child of a
sister who had married into a race of refined but impoverished squires. As the
squire was dead as well as impoverished, Father Brown stood in the relation of a
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protector as well as a priest, and in some sense a guardian as well as an uncle. At
the moment, however, he was blinking about at the groups in the gallery without
catching sight of the familiar brown hair and bright face of his niece. Nevertheless,
he saw some people he knew and a number of people he did not know, including
some that, as a mere matter of taste, he did not much want to know.
Among the people the priest did not know and who yet aroused his interest was a
lithe and alert young man, very beautifully dressed and looking rather like a
foreigner, because, while his beard was cut in a spade shape like an old Spaniard’s,
his dark hair was cropped so close as to look like a tight black skull-cap. Among
the people the priest did not particularly want to know was a very dominantlooking lady, sensationally clad in scarlet, with a mane of yellow hair too long to
be called bobbed, but too loose to be called anything else. She had a powerful and
rather heavy face of a pale and rather unwholesome complexion, and when she
looked at anybody she cultivated the fascinations of a basilisk. She towed in
attendance behind her a short man with a big beard and a very broad face, with
long sleepy slits of eyes. The expression of his face was beaming and benevolent,
if only partially awake; but his bull neck, when seen from behind, looked a little
brutal.
Father Brown gazed at the lady, feeling that the appearance and approach of his
niece would be an agreeable contrast. Yet he continued to gaze, for some reason,
until he reached the point of feeling that the appearance of anybody would be an
agreeable contrast. It was therefore with a certain relief, though with a slight start
as of awakening, that he turned at the sound of his name and saw another face that
he knew.
It was the sharp but not unfriendly face of a lawyer named Granby, whose patches
of grey hair might almost have been the powder from a wig, so incongruous were
they with his youthful energy of movement. He was one of those men in the City
who run about like schoolboys in and out of their offices. He could not run round
the fashionable picture gallery quite in that fashion; but he looked as if he wanted
to, and fretted as he glanced to left and right, seeking somebody he knew.
“I didn’t know,” said Father Brown, smiling, “that you were a patron of the New
Art.”
“I didn’t know that you were,” retorted the other. “I came here to catch a man.”
“I hope you will have good sport,” answered the priest. “I’m doing much the
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same.”
“Said he was passing through to the Continent,” snorted the solicitor, “and could I
meet him in this cranky place.” He ruminated a moment, and said abruptly: “Look
here, I know you can keep a secret. Do you know Sir John Musgrave?”
“No,” answered the priest; “but I should hardly have thought he was a secret,
though they say he does hide himself in a castle. Isn’t he the old man they tell all
those tales about — how he lives in a tower with a real portcullis and drawbridge,
and generally refuses to emerge from the Dark Ages? Is he one of your clients?”
“No,” replied Granby shortly: “it’s his son, Captain Musgrave, who has come to
us. But the old man counts for a good deal in the affair, and I don’t know him;
that’s the point. Look here, this is confidential, as I say, but I can confide in you.“
He dropped his voice and drew his friend apart into a side gallery containing
representations of various real objects, which was comparatively empty.
“This young Musgrave,” he said, “wants to raise a big sum from us on a post obit
on his old father in Northumberland. The old man’s long past seventy and
presumably will obit some time or other; but what about the post, so to speak?
What will happen afterwards to his cash and castles and portcullises and all the
rest? It’s a very fine old estate, and still worth a lot, but strangely enough it isn’t
entailed. So you see how we stand. The question is, as the man said in Dickens, is
the old man friendly?”
“If he’s friendly to his son you’ll feel all the friendlier,” observed Father Brown.
“No, I’m afraid I can’t help you. I never met Sir John Musgrave, and I understand
very few people do meet him nowadays. But it seems obvious you have a right to
an answer on that point before you lend the young gentleman your firm’s money.
Is he the sort that people cut off with a shilling?”
“Well, I’m doubtful,” answered the other. “He’s very popular and brilliant and a
great figure in society; but he’s a great deal abroad, and he’s been a journalist.”
“Well,” said Father Brown, “that’s not a crime. At least not always.”
“Nonsense!” said Granby curtly. “You know what I mean — he’s rather a rolling
stone, who’s been a journalist and a lecturer and an actor, and all sorts of things.
I’ve got to know where I stand. . . . Why, there he is.”
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And the solicitor, who had been stamping impatiently about the emptier gallery,
turned suddenly and darted into the more crowded room at a run. He was running
towards the tall and well-dressed young man with the short hair and the foreignlooking beard.
The two walked away together talking, and for some moments afterwards Father
Brown followed them with his screwed, short-sighted eyes. His gaze was shifted
and recalled, however, by the breathless and even boisterous arrival of his niece,
Betty. Rather to the surprise of her uncle, she led him back into the emptier room
and planted him on a seat that was like an island in that sea of floor.
“I’ve got something I must tell you,” she said. “It’s so silly that nobody else will
understand it.”
“You overwhelm me,” said Father Brown. “Is it about this business your mother
started telling me about? Engagements and all that; not what the military historians
call a general engagement.”
“You know,” she said, “that she wants me to be engaged to Captain Musgrave.”
“I didn’t,” said Father Brown with resignation; “but Captain Musgrave seems to be
quite a fashionable topic.”
“Of course we’re very poor,” she said, “and it’s no good saying it makes no
difference.”
“Do you want to marry him?” asked Father Brown, looking at her through his halfclosed eyes.
She frowned at the floor, and answered in a lower tone:
“I thought I did. At least I think I thought I did. But I’ve just had rather a shock.”
“Then tell us all about it.”
“I heard him laugh,” she said.
“It is an excellent social accomplishment,” he replied.
“You don’t understand,” said the girl. “It wasn’t social at all. That was just the
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point of it — that it wasn’t social.”
She paused a moment, and then went on firmly: “I came here quite early, and saw
him sitting quite alone in the middle of that gallery with the new pictures, that was
quite empty then. He had no idea I or anybody was near; he was sitting quite
alone, and he laughed.”
“Well, no wonder,” said Father Brown. “I’m not an art critic myself, but as a
general view of the pictures taken as a whole — — ”
“Oh, you won’t understand,” she said almost angrily. “It wasn’t a bit like that. He
wasn’t looking at the pictures. He was staring right up at the ceiling; but his eyes
seemed to be turned inwards, and he laughed so that my blood ran cold.”
The priest had risen and was pacing the room with his hands behind him. “You
mustn’t be hasty in a case of this sort,” he began. “There are two kinds of men —
but we can hardly discuss him just now, for here he is.”
Captain Musgrave entered the room swiftly and swept it with a smile. Granby, the
lawyer, was just behind him, and his legal face bore a new expression of relief and
satisfaction.
“I must apologize for everything I said about the Captain,” he said to the priest as
they drifted together towards the door. “He’s a thoroughly sensible fellow and
quite sees my point. He asked me himself why I didn’t go north and see his old
father; I could hear from the old man’s own lips how it stood about the inheritance.
Well, he couldn’t say fairer than that, could he? But he’s so anxious to get the
thing settled that he offered to take me up in his own car to Musgrave Moss. That’s
the name of the estate. I suggested that, if he was so kind, we might go together;
and we’re starting to-morrow morning.”
As they spoke Betty and the Captain came through the doorway together, making
in that framework at least a sort of picture that some would be sentimental enough
to prefer to cones and cylinders. Whatever their other affinities, they were both
very good-looking; and the lawyer was moved to a remark on the fact, when the
picture abruptly altered.
Captain James Musgrave looked out into the main gallery, and his laughing and
triumphant eyes were riveted on something that seemed to change him from head
to foot. Father Brown looked round as under an advancing shadow of premonition;
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and he saw the lowering, almost livid face of the large woman in scarlet under its
leonine yellow hair. She always stood with a slight stoop, like a bull lowering its
horns, and the expression of her pale pasty face was so oppressive and hypnotic
that they hardly saw the little man with the large beard standing beside her.
Musgrave advanced into the centre of the room towards her, almost like a
beautifully dressed wax-work wound up to walk. He said a few words to her that
could not be heard. She did not answer; but they turned away together, walking
down the long gallery as if in debate, the short, bull-necked man with the beard
bringing up the rear like some grotesque goblin page.
“Heaven help us!” muttered Father Brown, frowning after them. “Who in the
world is that woman?”
“No pal of mine, I’m happy to say,” replied Granby with grim flippancy. “Looks
as if a little flirtation with her might end fatally, doesn’t it?”
“I don’t think he’s flirting with her,” said Father Brown.
Even as he spoke the group in question turned at the end of the gallery and broke
up, and Captain Musgrave came back to them in hasty strides.
“Look here,” he cried, speaking naturally enough, though they fancied his colour
was changed. “I’m awfully sorry, Mr. Granby, but I find I can’t come north with
you to-morrow. Of course, you will take the car all the same. Please do; I shan’t
want it. I — I have to be in London for some days. Take a friend with you if you
like.”
“My friend, Father Brown — — ” began the lawyer.
“If Captain Musgrave is really so kind,” said Father Brown gravely. “I may
explain that I have some status in Mr. Granby’s inquiry, and it would be a great
relief to my mind if I could go.”
Which was how it came about that a very elegant car, with an equally elegant
chauffeur, shot north the next day over the Yorkshire moors, bearing the
incongruous burden of a priest who looked rather like a black bundle, and a lawyer
who had the habit of running about on his feet instead of racing on somebody
else’s wheels.
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They broke their journey very agreeably in one of the great dales of the West
Riding, dining and sleeping at a comfortable inn, and starting early next day,
began to run along the Northumbrian coast till they reached a country that was a
maze of sand dunes and rank sea meadows, somewhere in the heart of which lay
the old Border castle which had remained so unique and yet so secretive a
monument of the old Border wars. They found it at last, by following a path
running beside a long arm of the sea that ran inland, and turned eventually into a
sort of rude canal ending in the moat of the castle. The castle really was a castle, of
the square, embattled plan that the Normans built everywhere from Galilee to the
Grampians. It did really and truly have a portcullis and a drawbridge, and they
were very realistically reminded of the fact by an accident that delayed their
entrance.
They waded amid long coarse grass and thistle to the bank of the moat which ran
in a ribbon of black with dead leaves and scum upon it, like ebony inlaid with a
pattern of gold. Barely a yard or two beyond the black ribbon was the other green
bank and the big stone pillars of the gateway. But so little, it would seem, had this
lonely fastness been approached from outside that when the impatient Granby
halloed across to the dim figures behind the portcullis, they seemed, to have
considerable difficulty even in lowering the great rusty drawbridge. It started on its
way, turning over like a great falling tower above them, and then stuck, sticking
out in mid-air at a threatening angle.
The impatient Granby, dancing upon the bank, called out to his companion:
“Oh, I can’t stand these stick-in-the-mud ways! Why, it’d be less trouble to jump.”
And with characteristic impetuosity he did jump, landing with a slight stagger in
safety on the inner shore. Father Brown’s short legs were not adapted to jumping.
But his temper was more adapted than most people’s to falling with a splash into
very muddy water. By the promptitude of his companion he escaped falling in very
far. But as he was being hauled up the green, slimy bank, he stopped with bent
head, peering at a particular point upon the grassy slope.
“Are you botanizing?” asked Granby irritably. “We’ve got no time for you to
collect rare plants after your last attempt as a diver among the wonders of the deep.
Come on, muddy or no, we’ve got to present ourselves before the baronet.”
When they had penetrated into the castle, they were received courteously enough
by an old servant, the only one in sight, and after indicating their business were
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shown into a long oak-panelled room with latticed windows of antiquated pattern.
Weapons of many different centuries hung in balanced patterns on the dark walls,
and a complete suit of fourteenth-century armour stood like a sentinel beside the
large fireplace. In another long room beyond could be seen, through the half-open
door, the dark colours of the rows of family portraits.
“I feel as if I’d got into a novel instead of a house,” said the lawyer. “I’d no idea
anybody did really keep up the ‘Mysteries of Udolpho’ in this fashion.”
“Yes; the old gentleman certainly carries out his historical craze consistently,”
answered the priest; “and these things are not fakes, either. It’s not done by
somebody who thinks all mediaeval people lived at the same time. Sometimes they
make up suits of armour out of different bits; but that suit all covered one man, and
covered him very completely. You, see it’s the late sort of tilting-armour.”
“I think he’s a late sort of host, if it comes to that,” grumbled Granby. “He’s
keeping us waiting the devil of a time.”
“You must expect everything to go slowly in a place like this,” said Father Brown.
“I think it’s very decent of him to see us at all: two total strangers come to ask him
highly personal questions.”
And, indeed, when the master of the house appeared they had no reason to
complain of their reception; but rather became conscious of something genuine in
the traditions of breeding and behaviour that could retain their native dignity
without difficulty in that barbarous solitude, and after those long years of
rustication and moping. The baronet did not seem either surprised or embarrassed
at the rare visitation; though they suspected that he had not had a stranger in his
house for a quarter of a life-time, he behaved as if he had been bowing out
duchesses a moment before. He showed neither shyness nor impatience when they
touched on the very private matter of their errand; after a little leisurely reflection
he seemed to recognize their curiosity as justified under the circumstances. He was
a thin, keen-looking old gentleman, with black eyebrows and a long chin, and
though the carefully-curled hair he wore was undoubtedly a wig, he had the
wisdom to wear the grey wig of an elderly man.
“As regards the question that immediately concerns you,” he said, “the answer is
very simple indeed. I do most certainly propose to hand on the whole of my
property to my son, as my father handed it on to me; and nothing — I say
advisedly, nothing — would induce me to take any other course.”
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“I am most profoundly grateful for the information,” answered the lawyer. “But
your kindness encourages me to say that you are putting it very strongly. I would
not suggest that it is in the least likely that your son would do anything to make
you doubt his fitness for the charge. Still, he might — — ”
“Exactly,” said Sir John Musgrave dryly, “he might. It is rather an under-statement
to say that he might. Will you be good enough to step into the next room with me
for a moment.”
He led them into the further gallery, of which they had already caught a glimpse,
and gravely paused before a row of the blackened and lowering portraits.
“This is Sir Roger Musgrave,” he said, pointing to a long-faced person in a black
periwig. “He was one of the lowest liars and rascals in the rascally time of William
of Orange, a traitor to two kings and something like the murderer of two wives.
That is his father, Sir Robert, a perfectly honest old cavalier. That is his son, Sir
James, one of the noblest of the Jacobite martyrs and one of the first men to
attempt some reparation to the Church and the poor. Does it matter that the House
of Musgrave, the power, the honour, the authority, descended from one good man
to another good man through the interval of a bad one? Edward I governed
England well. Edward III covered England with glory. And yet the second glory
came from the first glory through the infamy and imbecility of Edward II, who
fawned upon Gaveston and ran away from Bruce. Believe me, Mr. Granby, the
greatness of a great house and history is something more than these accidental
individuals who carry it on, even though they do not grace it. From father to son
our heritage has come down, and from father to son it shall continue. You may
assure yourselves, gentlemen, and you may assure my son, that I shall not leave
my money to a home for lost cats. Musgrave shall leave it to Musgrave till the
heavens fall.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown thoughtfully; “I see what you mean.”
“And we shall be only too glad,” said the solicitor, “to convey such a happy
assurance to your son.”
“You may convey the assurance,” said their host gravely, “He is secure in any
event of having the castle, the title, the land and the money. There is only a small
and merely private addition to that arrangement. Under no circumstances whatever
will I ever speak to him as long as I live.”
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The lawyer remained in the same respectful attitude, but he was now respectfully
staring.
“Why, what on earth has he — — ”
“I am a private gentleman,” said Musgrave, “as well as the custodian of a great
inheritance. And my son did something so horrible that he has ceased to be — I
will not say a gentleman — but even a human being. It is the worst crime in the
world. Do you remember what Douglas said when Marmion, his guest, offered to
shake hands with him?”
“Yes,” said Father Brown.
“‘My castles are my king’s alone, from turret to foundation stone,’” said
Musgrave. “‘The hand of Douglas is his own.’”
He turned towards the other room and showed his rather dazed visitors back into it.
“I hope you will take some refreshment,” he said, in the same equable fashion. “If
you have any doubt about your movements, I should be delighted to offer you the
hospitality of the castle for the night.”
“Thank you, Sir John,” said the priest in a dull voice, “but I think we had better
go.”
“I will have the bridge lowered at once,” said their host; and in a few moments the
creaking of that huge and absurdly antiquated apparatus filled the castle like the
grinding of a mill. Rusty as it was, however, it worked successfully this time, and
they found themselves standing once more on the grassy bank beyond the moat.
Granby was suddenly shaken by a shudder.
“What in hell was it that his son did?” he cried.
Father Brown made no answer. But when they had driven off again in their car and
pursued their journey to a village not far off, called Graystones, where they
alighted at the inn of the Seven Stars, the lawyer learned with a little mild surprise
that the priest did not propose to travel much farther; in other words, that he had
apparently every intention of remaining in the neighbourhood.
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“I cannot bring myself to leave it like this,” he said gravely. “I will send back the
car, and you, of course, may very naturally want to go with it. Your question is
answered; it is simply whether your firm can afford to lend money on young
Musgrave’s prospects. But my question isn’t answered; it is whether he is a fit
husband for Betty. I must try to discover whether he’s really done something
dreadful, or whether it’s the delusion of an old lunatic.”
“But,” objected the lawyer, “if you want to find out about him, why don’t you go
after him? Why should you hang about in this desolate hole where he hardly ever
comes?”
“What would be the use of my going after him?” asked the other. There’s no sense
in going up to a fashionable young man in Bond Street and saying: ‘Excuse me,
but have you committed a crime too horrible for a human being?’ If he’s bad
enough to do it, he’s certainly bad enough to deny it. And we don’t even know
what it is. No, there’s only one man that knows, and may tell, in some further
outburst of dignified eccentricity. I’m going to keep near him for the present.”
And in truth Father Brown did keep near the eccentric baronet, and did actually
meet him on more than one occasion, with the utmost politeness on both sides. For
the baronet, in spite of his years, was very vigorous and a great walker, and could
often be seen stumping through the village, and along the country lanes. Only the
day after their arrival, Father Brown, coming out of the inn on to the cobbled
market-place, saw the dark and distinguished figure stride past in the direction of
the post office. He was very quietly dressed in black, but his strong face was even
more arresting in the strong sunlight; with his silvery hair, swarthy eyebrows and
long chin, he had something of a reminiscence of Henry Irving, or some other
famous actor. In spite of his hoary hair, his figure as well as his face suggested
strength, and he carried his stick more like a cudgel than a crutch. He saluted the
priest, and spoke with the same air of coming fearlessly to the point which had
marked his revelations of yesterday.
“If you are still interested in my son,” he said, using the term with an icy
indifference, “you will not see very much of him. He has just left the country.
Between ourselves, I might say fled the country.”
“Indeed,” said Father Brown with a grave stare.
“Some people I never heard of, called Grunov, have been pestering me, of all
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people, about his whereabouts,” said Sir John; “and I’ve just come in to send off a
wire to tell them that, so far as I know, he’s living in the Poste Restante, Riga.
Even that has been a nuisance. I came in yesterday to do it, but was five minutes
too late for the post office. Are you staying long? I hope you will pay me another
visit.”
When the priest recounted to the lawyer his little interview with old Musgrave in
the village, the lawyer was both puzzled and interested. “Why has the Captain
bolted?” he asked. “Who are the other people who want him? Who on earth are the
Grunovs?”
“For the first, I don’t know,” replied Father Brown. “Possibly his mysterious sin
has come to light. I should rather guess that the other people are blackmailing him
about it. For the third, I think I do know. That horrible fat woman with yellow hair
is called Madame Grunov, and that little man passes as her husband.”
The next day Father Brown came in rather wearily, and threw down his black
bundle of an umbrella with the air of a pilgrim laying down his staff. He had an air
of some depression. But it was as it was so often in his criminal investigations. It
was not the depression of failure, but the depression of success.
“It’s rather a shock,” he said in a dull voice; “but I ought to have guessed it. I
ought to have guessed it when I first went in and saw the thing standing there.”
“When you saw what?” asked Granby impatiently.
“When I saw there was only one suit of armour,” answered Father Brown. There
was a silence during which the lawyer only stared at his friend, and then the friend
resumed.
“Only the other day I was just going to tell my niece that there are two types of
men who can laugh when they are alone. One might almost say the man who does
it is either very good or very bad. You see, he is either confiding the joke to God
or confiding it to the Devil. But anyhow he has an inner life. Well, there really is a
kind of man who confides the joke to the Devil. He does not mind if nobody sees
the joke; if nobody can safely be allowed even to know the joke. The joke is
enough in itself, if it is sufficiently sinister and malignant.”
“But what are you talking about?” demanded Granby. “Whom are you talking
about? Which of them, I mean? Who is this person who is having a sinister joke
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with his Satanic Majesty?”
Father Brown looked across at him with a ghastly smile.
“Ah,” he said, “that’s the joke.”
There was another silence, but this time the silence seemed to be rather full and
oppressive than merely empty; it seemed to settle down on them like the twilight
that was gradually turning from dusk to dark. Father Brown went on speaking in a
level voice, sitting stolidly with his elbows on the table.
“I’ve been looking up the Musgrave family,” he said. “They are vigorous and longlived stock, and even in the ordinary way I should think you would wait a good
time for your money.”
“We’re quite prepared for that,” answered the solicitor; “but anyhow it can’t last
indefinitely. The old man is nearly eighty, though he still walks about, and the
people at the inn here laugh and say they don’t believe he will ever die.”
Father Brown jumped up with one of his rare but rapid movements, but remained
with his hands on the table, leaning forward and looking his friend in the face.
“That’s it,” he cried in a low but excited voice. “That’s the only problem. That’s
the only real difficulty. How will he die? How on earth is he to die?”
“What on earth do you mean?” asked Granby.
“I mean,” came the voice of the priest out of the darkening room, “that I know the
crime that James Musgrave committed.”
His tones had such a chill in them that Granby could hardly repress a shiver; he
murmured a further question.
“It was really the worst crime in the world,” said Father Brown. “At least, many
communities and civilizations have accounted it so. It was always from the earliest
times marked out in tribe and village for tremendous punishment. But anyhow, I
know now what young Musgrave really did and why he did it.”
“And what did he do?” asked the lawyer.
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“He killed his father,” answered the priest.
The lawyer in his turn rose from his seat and gazed across the table with wrinkled
brows.
“But his father is at the castle,” he cried in sharp tones.
“His father is in the moat,” said the priest, “and I was a fool not to have known it
from the first when something bothered me about that suit of armour. Don’t you
remember the look of that room? How very carefully it was arranged and
decorated? There were two crossed battle-axes hung on one side of the fire-place,
two crossed battle-axes on the other. There was a round Scottish shield on one
wall, a round Scottish shield on the other. And there was a stand of armour
guarding one side of the hearth, and an empty space on the other. Nothing will
make me believe that a man who arranged all the rest of that room with that
exaggerated symmetry left that one feature of it lopsided. There was almost
certainly another man in armour. And what has become of him?”
He paused a moment, and then went on in a more matter-of-fact tone; “When you
come to think of it, it’s a very good plan for a murder, and meets the permanent
problem of the disposal of the body. The body could stand inside that complete
tilting-armour for hours, or even days, while servants came and went, until the
murderer could simply drag it out in the dead of night and lower it into the moat,
without even crossing the bridge. And then what a good chance he ran! As soon as
the body was at all decayed in the stagnant water there would sooner or later be
nothing but a skeleton in fourteenth-century armour, a thing very likely to be
found in the moat of an old Border castle. It was unlikely that anybody would look
for anything there, but if they did, that would soon be all they would find. And I
got some confirmation of that. That was when you said I was looking for a rare
plant; it was a plant in a good many senses, if you’ll excuse the jest. I saw the
marks of two feet sunk so deep into the solid bank I was sure that the man was
either very heavy or was carrying something very heavy. Also, by the way, there’s
another moral from that little incident when I made my celebrated graceful and catlike leap.”
“My brain is rather reeling,” said Granby, “but I begin to have some notion of
what all this nightmare is about. What about you and your cat-like leap?”
“At the post office to-day,” said Father Brown, “I casually confirmed the statement
the baronet made to me yesterday, that he had been there just after closing-time on
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the day previous — that is, not only on the very day we arrived, but at the very
time we arrived. Don’t you see what that means? It means that he was actually out
when we called, and came back while we were waiting; and that was why we had
to wait so long. And when I saw that, I suddenly saw a picture that told the whole
story.”
“Well,” asked the other impatiently, “and what about it?”
“An old man of eighty can walk,” said Father Brown. “An old man can even walk
a good deal, pottering about in country lanes. But an old man can’t jump. He
would be an even less graceful jumper than I was. Yet, if the baronet came back
while we were waiting, he must have come in as we came in — by jumping the
moat — for the bridge wasn’t lowered till later. I rather guess he had hampered it
himself to delay inconvenient visitors, to judge by the rapidity with which it was
repaired. But that doesn’t matter. When I saw that fancy picture of the black figure
with the grey hair taking a flying leap across the moat I knew instantly that it was a
young man dressed up as an old man. And there you have the whole story.”
“You mean,” said Granby slowly, “that this pleasing youth killed his father, hid
the corpse first in the armour and then in the moat, disguised himself and so on?”
“They happened to be almost exactly alike,” said the priest. “You could see from
the family portraits how strong the likeness ran. And then you talk of his
disguising himself. But in a sense everybody’s dress is a disguise. The old man
disguised himself in a wig, and the young man in a foreign beard. When he shaved
and put the wig on his cropped head he was exactly like his father, with a little
make-up. Of course, you understand now why he was so very polite about getting
you to come up next day here by car. It was because he himself was coming up
that night by train. He got in front of you, committed his crime, assumed his
disguise, and was ready for the legal negotiations.”
“Ah,” said Granby thoughtfully, “the legal negotiations! You mean, of course, that
the real old baronet would have negotiated very differently.
“He would have told you plainly that the Captain would never get a penny,” said
Father Brown. “The plot, queer as it sounds, was really the only way of preventing
his telling you so. But I want you to appreciate the cunning of what the fellow did
tell you. His plan answered several purposes at once. He was being blackmailed by
these Russians for some villainy; I suspect for treason during the war. He escaped
from them at a stroke, and probably sent them chasing off to Riga after him. But
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the most beautiful refinement of all was that theory he enunciated about
recognizing his son as an heir, but not as a human being. Don’t you see that while
it secured the post obit, it also provided some sort of answer to what would soon
be the greatest difficulty of all?”
“I see several difficulties,” said Granby; “which one do you mean?”
“I mean that if the son was not even disinherited, it would look rather odd that the
father and son never met. The theory of a private repudiation answered that. So
there only remained one difficulty, as I say, which is probably perplexing the
gentleman now. How on earth is the old man to die?”
“I know how he ought to die,” said Granby.
Father Brown seemed to be a little bemused, and went on in a more abstracted
fashion.
“And yet there is something more in it than that,” he said. “There was something
about that theory that he liked in a way that is more — well, more theoretical. It
gave him an insane intellectual pleasure to tell you in one character that he had
committed a crime in another character — when he really had. That is what I mean
by the infernal irony; by the joke shared with the Devil. Shall I tell you something
that sounds like what they call a paradox? Sometimes it is a joy in the very heart of
hell to tell the truth. And above all, to tell it so that everybody misunderstands it.
That is why he liked that antic of pretending to be somebody else, and then
painting himself as black — as he was. And that was why my niece heard him
laughing to himself all alone in the picture gallery.”
Granby gave a slight start, like a person brought back to common things with a
bump.
“Your niece,” he cried. “Didn’t her mother want her to marry Musgrave? A
question of wealth and position, I suppose.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown dryly; “her mother was all in favour of a prudent
marriage.”

The Red Moon of Meru
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EVERYONE agreed that the bazaar at Mallowood Abbey (by kind permission of
Lady Mounteagle) was a great success; there were roundabouts and swings and
side-shows, which the people greatly enjoyed; I would also mention the Charity,
which was the excellent object of the proceedings, if any of them could tell me
what it was. However, it is only with a few of them that we are here concerned;
and especially with three of them, a lady and two gentlemen, who passed between
two of the principal tents or pavilions, their voices high in argument. On their right
was the tent of the Master of the Mountain, that world-famous fortune-teller by
crystals and chiromancy; a rich purple tent, all over which were traced, in black
and gold, the sprawling outlines of Asiatic gods waving any number of arms like
octopods. Perhaps they symbolized the readiness of divine help to be had within;
perhaps they merely implied that the ideal being of a pious palmist would have as
many hands as possible. On the other side stood the plainer tent of Phroso the
Phrenologist; more austerely decorated with diagrams of the heads of Socrates and
Shakespeare, which were apparently of a lumpy sort. But these were presented
merely in black and white, with numbers and notes, as became the rigid dignity of
a purely rationalistic science. The purple tent had an opening like a black cavern,
and all was fittingly silent within. But Phroso the Phrenologist, a lean, shabby,
sunburnt person, with an almost improbably fierce black moustache and whiskers,
was standing outside his own temple, and talking, at the top of his voice, to
nobody in particular, explaining that the head of any passer-by would doubtless
prove, on examination, to be every bit as knobbly as Shakespeare’s. Indeed, the
moment the lady appeared between the tents, the vigilant Phroso leapt on her and
offered, with a pantomime of old-world courtesy, to feel her bumps.
She refused with civility that was rather like rudeness; but she must be excused,
because she was in the middle of an argument. She also had to be excused, or at
any rate was excused, because she was Lady Mounteagle. She was not a nonentity,
however, in any sense; she was at once handsome and haggard, with a hungry look
in her deep, dark eyes and something eager and almost fierce about her smile. Her
dress was bizarre for the period; for it was before the Great War had left us in our
present mood of gravity and recollection. Indeed, the dress was rather like the
purple tent; being of a semi-oriental sort, covered with exotic and esoteric
emblems. But everyone knew that the Mounteagles were mad; which was the
popular way of saying that she and her husband were interested in the creeds and
culture of the East.
The eccentricity of the lady was a great contrast to the conventionality of the two
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off day, from the tips of their gloves to their bright top hats. Yet even here there
was a difference; for James Hardcastle managed at once to look correct and
distinguished, while Tommy Hunter only looked correct and commonplace.
Hardcastle was a promising politician; who seemed in society to be interested in
everything except politics. It may be answered gloomily that every politician is
emphatically a promising politician. But to do him justice, he had often exhibited
himself as a performing politician. No purple tent in the bazaar, however, had been
provided for him to perform in.
“For my part,” he said, screwing in the monocle that was the only gleam in his
hard, legal face, “I think we must exhaust the possibilities of mesmerism before we
talk about magic. Remarkable psychological powers undoubtedly exist, even in
apparently backward peoples. Marvellous things have been done by fakirs.”
“Did you say done by fakers?” asked the other young man, with doubtful
innocence.
“Tommy, you are simply silly,” said the lady. “Why will you keep barging in on
things you don’t understand? You’re like a schoolboy screaming out that he knows
how a conjuring trick is done. It’s all so Early Victorian — that schoolboy
scepticism. As for mesmerism, I doubt whether you can stretch it to — — ”
At this point Lady Mounteagle seemed to catch sight of somebody she wanted; a
black stumpy figure standing at a booth where children were throwing hoops at
hideous table ornaments. She darted across and cried:
“Father Brown, I’ve been looking for you. I want to ask you something: Do you
believe in fortune-telling?”
The person addressed looked rather helplessly at the little hoop in his hand and
said at last:
“I wonder in which sense you’re using the word ‘believe.’ Of course, if it’s all a
fraud — — ”
“Oh, but the Master of the Mountain isn’t a bit of a fraud,” she cried. “He isn’t a
common conjurer or a fortune-teller at all. It’s really a great honour for him to
condescend to tell fortunes at my parties; he’s a great religious leader in his own
country; a Prophet and a Seer. And even his fortune-telling isn’t vulgar stuff about
coming into a fortune. He tells you great spiritual truths about yourself, about your
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ideals.”
“Quite so,” said Father Brown. “That’s what I object to. I was just going to say
that if it’s all a fraud, I don’t mind it so much. It can’t be much more of a fraud
than most things at fancy bazaars; and there, in a way, it’s a sort of practical joke.
But if it’s a religion and reveals spiritual truths — then it’s all as false as hell and I
wouldn’t touch it with a bargepole.”
“That is something of a paradox,” said Hardcastle, with a smile.
“I wonder what a paradox is,” remarked the priest in a ruminant manner. “It seems
to me obvious enough. I suppose it wouldn’t do very much harm if somebody
dressed up as a German spy and pretended to have told all sorts of lies to the
Germans. But if a man is trading in the truth with the Germans — well! So I think
if a fortune-teller is trading in truth like that — — ”
“You really think,” began Hardcastle grimly.
“Yes,” said the other; “I think he is trading with the enemy.”
Tommy Hunter broke into a chuckle. “Well,” he said, “if Father Brown thinks
they’re good so long as they’re frauds, I should think he’d consider this coppercoloured prophet a sort of saint.”
“My cousin Tom is incorrigible,” said Lady Mounteagle. “He’s always going
about showing up adepts, as he calls it. He only came down here in a hurry when
he heard the Master was to be here, I believe. He’d have tried to show up Buddha
or Moses.”
“Thought you wanted looking after a bit,” said the young man, with a grin on his
round face. “So I toddled down. Don’t like this brown monkey crawling about.”
“There you go again!” said Lady Mounteagle. “Years ago, when I was in India, I
suppose we all had that sort of prejudice against brown people. But now I know
something about their wonderful spiritual powers, I’m glad to say I know better.”
“Our prejudices seem to cut opposite ways,” said Father Brown. “You excuse his
being brown because he is brahminical; and I excuse his being brahminical
because he is brown. Frankly, I don’t care for spiritual powers much myself. I’ve
got much more sympathy with spiritual weaknesses. But I can’t see why anybody
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should dislike him merely because he is the same beautiful colour as copper, or
coffee, or nut-brown ale, or those jolly peat-streams in the North. But then,” he
added, looking across at the lady and screwing up his eyes, “I suppose I’m
prejudiced in favour of anything that’s called brown.”
“There now!” cried Lady Mounteagle with a sort of triumph. “I knew you were
only talking nonsense!”
“Well,” grumbled the aggrieved youth with the round face. “When anybody talks
sense you call it schoolboy scepticism. When’s the crystal-gazing going to begin?”
“Any time you like, I believe,” replied the lady. “It isn’t crystal-gazing, as a matter
of fact, but palmistry; I suppose you would say it was all the same sort of
nonsense.”
“I think there is a via media between sense and nonsense,” said Hardcastle,
smiling. “There are explanations that are natural and not at all nonsensical; and yet
the results are very amazing. Are you coming in to be operated on? I confess I am
full of curiosity.”
“Oh, I’ve no patience with such nonsense,” spluttered the sceptic, whose round
face had become rather a red face with the heat of his contempt and incredulity.
“I’ll let you waste your time on your mahogany mountebank; I’d rather go and
throw at coco-nuts.”
The Phrenologist, still hovering near, darted at the opening.
“Heads, my dear sir,” he said, “human skulls are of a contour far more subtle than
that of coco-nuts. No coco-nut can compare with your own most — — ”
Hardcastle had already dived into the dark entry of the purple tent; and they heard
a low murmur of voices within. As Tom Hunter turned on the Phrenologist with an
impatient answer, in which he showed a regrettable indifference to the line
between natural and preternatural sciences, the lady was just about to continue her
little argument with the little priest, when she stopped in some surprise. James
Hardcastle had come out of the tent again, and in his grim face and glaring
monocle, surprise was even more vividly depicted. “He’s not there,” remarked the
politician abruptly. “He’s gone. Some aged nigger, who seems to constitute his
suite, jabbered something to me to the effect that the Master had gone forth rather
than sell sacred secrets for gold.”
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Lady Mounteagle turned radiantly to the rest. “There now,” she cried. “I told you
he was a cut above anything you fancied! He hates being here in a crowd; he’s
gone back to his solitude.”
“I am sorry,” said Father Brown gravely. “I may have done him an injustice. Do
you know where he has gone?”
“I think so,” said his hostess equally gravely. “When he wants to be alone, he
always goes to the cloisters, just at the end of the left wing, beyond my husband’s
study and private museum, you know. Perhaps you know this house was once an
abbey.”
“I have heard something about it,” answered the priest, with a faint smile.
“We’ll go there, if you like,” said the lady, briskly. “You really ought to see my
husband’s collection; or the Red Moon at any rate. Haven’t you ever heard of the
Red Moon of Meru? Yes, it’s a ruby.”
“I should be delighted to see the collection,” said Hardcastle quietly, “including
the Master of the Mountain, if that prophet is one exhibit in the museum.” And
they all turned towards the path leading to the house.
“All the same,” muttered the sceptical Thomas, as he brought up the rear, “I should
very much like to know what the brown beast did come here for, if he didn’t come
to tell fortunes.”
As he disappeared, the indomitable Phroso made one more dart after him, almost
snatching at his coat-tails. “The bump — — ” he began.
“No bump,” said the youth, “only a hump. Hump I always have when I come
down to see Mounteagle.” And he took to his heels to escape the embrace of the
man of science.
On their way to the cloisters the visitors had to pass through the long room that
was devoted by Lord Mounteagle to his remarkable private museum of Asiatic
charms and mascots. Through one open door, in the length of the wall opposite,
they could see the Gothic arches and the glimmer of daylight between them,
marking the square open space, round the roofed border of which the monks had
walked in older days. But they had to pass something that seemed at first sight
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rather more extraordinary than the ghost of a monk.
It was an elderly gentleman, robed from head to foot in white, with a pale green
turban, but a very pink and white English complexion and the smooth white
moustaches of some amiable Anglo-Indian colonel. This was Lord Mounteagle,
who had taken his Oriental pleasures more sadly, or at least more seriously than
his wife. He could talk of nothing whatever, except Oriental religion and
philosophy; and had thought it necessary even to dress in the manner of an
Oriental hermit. While he was delighted to show his treasures, he seemed to
treasure them much more for the truths supposed to be symbolized in them than
for their value in collections, let alone cash. Even when he brought out the great
ruby, perhaps the only thing of great value in the museum, in a merely monetary
sense, he seemed to be much more interested in its name than in its size, let alone
its price.
The others were all staring at what seemed a stupendously large red stone, burning
like a bonfire seen through a rain of blood. But Lord Mounteagle rolled it loosely
in his palm without looking at it; and staring at the ceiling, told them a long tale
about the legendary character of Mount Meru, and how, in the Gnostic mythology,
it had been the place of the wrestling of nameless primeval powers.
Towards the end of the lecture on the Demiurge of the Gnostics (not forgetting its
connexion with the parallel concept of Manichaeus), even the tactful Mr.
Hardcastle thought it time to create a diversion. He asked to be allowed to look at
the stone; and as evening was closing in, and the long room with its single door
was steadily darkening, he stepped out in the cloister beyond, to examine the jewel
by a better light. It was then that they first became conscious, slowly and almost
creepily conscious, of the living presence of the Master of the Mountain.
The cloister was on the usual plan, as regards its original structure; but the line of
Gothic pillars and pointed arches that formed the inner square was linked together
all along by a low wall, about waist high, turning the Gothic doors into Gothic
windows and giving each a sort of flat window-sill of stone. This alteration was
probably of ancient date; but there were other alterations of a quainter sort, which
witnessed to the rather unusual individual ideas of Lord and Lady Mounteagle.
Between the pillars hung thin curtains, or rather veils, made of beads or light
canes, in a continental or southern manner; and on these again could be traced the
lines and colours of Asiatic dragons or idols, that contrasted with the grey Gothic
framework in which they were suspended. But this, while it further troubled the
dying light of the place, was the least of the incongruities of which the company,
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with very varying feelings, became aware.
In the open space surrounded by the cloisters, there ran, like a circle in a square, a
circular path paved with pale stones and edged with some sort of green enamel like
an imitation lawn. Inside that, in the very centre, rose the basin of a dark-green
fountain, or raised pond, in which water-lilies floated and goldfish flashed to and
fro; and high above these, its outline dark against the dying light, was a great green
image. Its back was turned to them and its face so completely invisible in the
hunched posture that the statue might almost have been headless. But in that mere
dark outline, in the dim twilight, some of them could see instantly that it was the
shape of no Christian thing.
A few yards away, on the circular path, and looking towards the great green god,
stood the man called the Master of the Mountain. His pointed and finely-finished
features seemed moulded by some skilful craftsman as a mask of copper. In
contrast with this, his dark-grey beard looked almost blue like indigo; it began in a
narrow tuft on his chin, and then spread outwards like a great fan or the tail of a
bird. He was robed in peacock green and wore on his bald head a high cap of
uncommon outline: a head-dress none of them had ever seen before; but it looked
rather Egyptian than Indian. The man was standing with staring eyes; wide open,
fish-shaped eyes, so motionless that they looked like the eyes painted on a
mummy-case. But though the figure of the Master of the Mountain was singular
enough, some of the company, including Father Brown, did not look at him; they
still looked at the dark-green idol at which he himself was looking.
“This seems a queer thing,” said Hardcastle, frowning a little, “to set up in the
middle of an old abbey cloister.”
“Now, don’t tell me you’re going to be silly,” said Lady Mounteagle. “That’s just
what we meant; to link up the great religions of East and West; Buddha and Christ.
Surely you must understand that all religions are really the same.”
“If they are,” said Father Brown mildly, “it seems rather unnecessary to go into the
middle of Asia to get one.”
“Lady Mounteagle means that they are different aspects or facets, as there are of
this stone,” began Hardcastle; and becoming interested in the new topic, laid the
great ruby down on the stone sill or ledge under the Gothic arch. “But it does not
follow that we can mix the aspects in one artistic style. You may mix Christianity
and Islam, but you can’t mix Gothic and Saracenic, let alone real Indian.”
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As he spoke, the Master of the Mountain seemed to come to life like a cataleptic,
and moved gravely round another quarter segment of the circle, and took up his
position outside their own row of arches, standing with his back to them and
looking now towards the idol’s back. It was obvious that he was moving by stages
round the whole circle, like a hand round a clock; but pausing for prayer or
contemplation.
“What is his religion?” asked Hardcastle, with a faint touch of impatience.
“He says,” replied Lord Mounteagle, reverently, “that it is older than Brahminism
and purer than Buddhism.”
“Oh,” said Hardcastle, and continued to stare through his single eyeglass, standing
with both his hands in his pockets.
“They say,” observed the nobleman in his gentle but didactic voice, “that the deity
called the God of Gods is carved in a colossal form in the cavern of Mount Meru
——”
Even his lordship’s lecturing serenity was broken abruptly by the voice that came
over his shoulder. It came out of the darkness of the museum they had just left,
when they stepped out into the cloister. At the sound of it the two younger men
looked first incredulous, then furious, and then almost collapsed into laughter.
“I hope I do not intrude,” said the urbane and seductive voice of Professor Phroso,
that unconquerable wrestler of the truth, “but it occurred to me that some of you
might spare a little time for that much despised science of Bumps, which — — ”
“Look here,” cried the impetuous Tommy Hunter, “I haven’t got any bumps; but
you’ll jolly well have some soon, you — — ”
Hardcastle mildly restrained him as he plunged back through the door; and for the
moment all the group had turned again and were looking back into the inner room.
It was at that moment that the thing happened. It was the impetuous Tommy, once
more, who was the first to move, and this time to better effect. Before anyone else
had seen anything, when Hardcastle had barely remembered with a jump that he
had left the gem on the stone sill, Tommy was across the cloister with the leap of a
cat and, leaning with his head and shoulders out of the aperture between two
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columns, had cried out in a voice that rang down all the arches: “I’ve got him!”
In that instant of time, just after they turned, and just before they heard his
triumphant cry, they had all seen it happen. Round the corner of one of the two
columns, there had darted in and out again a brown or rather bronze-coloured
hand, the colour of dead gold; such as they had seen elsewhere. The hand had
struck as straight as a striking snake; as instantaneous as the flick of the long
tongue of an ant-eater. But it had licked up the jewel. The stone slab of the
window-sill shone bare in the pale and fading light.
“I’ve got him,” gasped Tommy Hunter; “but he’s wriggling pretty hard. You
fellows run round him in front — he can’t have got rid of it, anyhow.”
The others obeyed, some racing down the corridor and some leaping over the low
wall, with the result that a little crowd, consisting of Hardcastle, Lord Mounteagle,
Father Brown, and even the undetachable Mr. Phroso of the bumps, had soon
surrounded the captive Master of the Mountain, whom Hunter was hanging on to
desperately by the collar with one hand, and shaking every now and then in a
manner highly insensible to the dignity of Prophets as a class.
“Now we’ve got him, anyhow,” said Hunter, letting go with a sigh. “We’ve only
got to search him. The thing must be here.”
Three-quarters of an hour later. Hunter and Hardcastle, their top-hats, ties, gloves,
slips and spats somewhat the worse for their recent activities, came face to face in
the cloister and gazed at each other.
“Well,” asked Hardcastle with restraint, “have you any views on the mystery?”
“Hang it all,” replied Hunter; “you can’t call it a mystery. Why, we all saw him
take it ourselves.”
“Yes,” replied the other, “but we didn’t all see him lose it ourselves. And the
mystery is, where has he lost it so that we can’t find it?”
“It must be somewhere,” said Hunter. “Have you searched the fountain and all
round that rotten old god there?”
“I haven’t dissected the little fishes,” said Hardcastle, lifting his eyeglass and
surveying the other. “Are you thinking of the ring of Polycrates?”
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Apparently the survey, through the eye-glass, of the round face before him,
convinced him that it covered no such meditation on Greek legend.
“It’s not on him, I admit,” repeated Hunter, suddenly, “unless he’s swallowed it.”
“Are we to dissect the Prophet, too?” asked the other smiling. “But here comes our
host.”
“This is a most distressing matter,” said Lord Mounteagle, twisting his white
moustache with a nervous and even tremulous hand. “Horrible thing to have a theft
in one’s house, let alone connecting it with a man like the Master. But, I confess, I
can’t quite make head or tail of the way in which he is talking about it. I wish
you’d come inside and see what you think.”
They went in together, Hunter falling behind and dropping into conversation with
Father Brown, who was kicking his heels round the cloister.
“You must be very strong,” said the priest pleasantly. “You held him with one
hand; and he seemed pretty vigorous, even when we had eight hands to hold him,
like one of those Indian gods.”
They took a turn or two round the cloister, talking; and then they also went into the
inner room, where the Master of the Mountain was seated on a bench, in the
capacity of a captive, but with more of the air of a king.
It was true, as Lord Mounteagle said, that his air and tone were not very easy to
understand. He spoke with a serene, and yet secretive sense of power. He seemed
rather amused at their suggestions about trivial hiding-places for the gem; and
certainly he showed no resentment whatever. He seemed to be laughing, in a still
unfathomable fashion at their efforts to trace what they had all seen him take.
“You are learning a little,” he said, with insolent benevolence, “of the laws of time
and space; about which your latest science is a thousand years behind our oldest
religion. You do not even know what is really meant by hiding a thing. Nay, my
poor little friends, you do not even know what is meant by seeing a thing; or
perhaps you would see this as plainly as I do.”
“Do you mean it is here?” demanded Hardcastle harshly.
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“Here is a word of many meanings, also,” replied the mystic. “But I did not say it
was here. I only said I could see it.”
There was an irritated silence, and he went on sleepily.
“If you were to be utterly, unfathomably, silent, do you think you might hear a cry
from the other end of the world? The cry of a worshipper alone in those
mountains, where the original image sits, itself like a mountain. Some say that
even Jews and Moslems might worship that image; because it was never made by
man. Hark! Do you hear the cry with which he lifts his head and sees in that socket
of stone, that has been hollow for ages, the one red and angry moon that is the eye
of the mountain?”
“Do you really mean,” cried Lord Mounteagle, a little shaken, “that you could
make it pass from here to Mount Meru? I used to believe you had great spiritual
powers, but — — ”
“Perhaps,” said the Master, “I have more than you will ever believe.”
Hardcastle rose impatiently and began to pace the room with his hands in his
pockets.
“I never believed so much as you did; but I admit that powers of a — certain type
may . . . Good God!”
His high, hard voice had been cut off in mid-air, and he stopped staring; the eyeglass fell out of his eye. They all turned their faces in the same direction; and on
every face there seemed to be the same suspended animation.
The Red Moon of Meru lay on the stone window-sill, exactly as they had last seen
it. It might have been a red spark blown there from a bonfire, or a red rose-petal
tossed from a broken rose; but it had fallen in precisely the same spot where
Hardcastle had thoughtlessly laid it down.
This time Hardcastle did not attempt to pick it up again; but his demeanour was
somewhat notable. He turned slowly and began to stride about the room again; but
there was in his movements something masterful, where before it had been only
restless. Finally, he brought himself to a standstill in front of the seated Master,
and bowed with a somewhat sardonic smile.
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“Master,” he said, “we all owe you an apology and, what is more important, you
have taught us all a lesson. Believe me, it will serve as a lesson as well as a joke. I
shall always remember the very remarkable powers you really possess, and how
harmlessly you use them. Lady Mounteagle,” he went on, turning towards her,
“you will forgive me for having addressed the Master first; but it was to you I had
the honour of offering this explanation some time ago. I may say that I explained it
before it had happened. I told you that most of these things could be interpreted by
some kind of hypnotism. Many believe that this is the explanation of all those
Indian stories about the mango plant and the boy who climbs a rope thrown into
the air. It does not really happen; but the spectators are mesmerized into imagining
that it happened. So we were all mesmerized into imagining this theft had
happened. That brown hand coming in at the window, and whisking away the gem,
was a momentary delusion; a hand in a dream. Only, having seen the stone vanish,
we never looked for it where it was before. We plunged into the pond and turned
every leaf of the water lilies; we were almost giving emetics to the goldfish. But
the ruby has been here all the time.”
And he glanced across at the opalescent eyes and smiling bearded mouth of the
Master, and saw that the smile was just a shade broader. There was something in it
that made the others jump to their feet with an air of sudden relaxation and
general, gasping relief.
“This is a very fortunate escape for us all,” said Lord Mounteagle, smiling rather
nervously. “There cannot be the least doubt it is as you say. It has been a most
painful episode and I really don’t know what apologies — — ”
“I have no complaints,” said the Master or the Mountain, still smiling. “You have
never touched Me at all.”
While the rest went off rejoicing, with Hardcastle for the hero of the hour, the little
Phrenologist with the whiskers sauntered back towards his preposterous tent.
Looking over his shoulder he was surprised to find Father Brown following him.
“Can I feel your bumps?” asked the expert, in his mildly sarcastic tone.
“I don’t think you want to feel any more, do you?” said the priest goodhumouredly. “You’re a detective, aren’t you?”
“Yep,” replied the other. “Lady Mounteagle asked me to keep an eye on the
Master, being no fool, for all her mysticism; and when he left his tent, I could only
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follow by behaving like a nuisance and a monomaniac. If anybody had come into
my tent, I’d have had to look up Bumps in an encyclopaedia.”
“Bumps, What Ho She; see Folk-Lore,” observed Father Brown, dreamily. “Well,
you were quite in the part in pestering people — at a bazaar.”
“Rum case, wasn’t it?” remarked the fallacious Phrenologist. “Queer to think the
thing was there all the time.”
“Very queer,” said the priest.
Something in his voice made the other man stop and stare.
“Look here!” he cried; “what’s the matter with you? What are you looking like
that for! Don’t you believe that it was there all the time?”
Father Brown blinked rather as if he had received a buffet; then he said slowly and
with hesitation: “No, the fact is ... I can’t — I can’t quite bring myself to believe
it.”
“You’re not the sort of chap,” said the other shrewdly, “who’d say that without
reason. Why don’t you think the ruby had been there all the time?”
“Only because I put it back myself,” said Father Brown.
The other man stood rooted to the spot, like one whose hair was standing on end.
He opened his mouth without speech.
“Or rather,” went on the priest, “I persuaded the thief to let me put it back. I told
him what I’d guessed and showed him there was still time for repentance. I don’t
mind telling you in professional confidence; besides, I don’t think the Mounteagles
would prosecute, now they’ve got the thing back, especially considering who stole
it.”
“Do you mean the Master?” asked the late Phroso.
“No,” said Father Brown, “the Master didn’t steal it.”
“But I don’t understand,” objected the other. “Nobody was outside the window
except the Master; and a hand certainly came from outside.”
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“The hand came from outside, but the thief came from the inside,” said Father
Brown.
“We seem to be back among the mystics again. Look here, I’m a practical man; I
only wanted to know if it is all right with the ruby — — ”
“I knew it was all wrong,” said Father Brown, “before I even knew there was a
ruby.”
After a pause he went on thoughtfully. “Right away back in that argument of
theirs, by the tents, I knew things were going wrong. People will tell you that
theories don’t matter and that logic and philosophy aren’t practical. Don’t you
believe them. Reason is from God, and when things are unreasonable there is
something the matter. Now, that quite abstract argument ended with something
funny. Consider what the theories were. Hardcastle was a trifle superior and said
that all things were perfectly possible; but they were mostly done merely by
mesmerism, or clairvoyance; scientific names for philosophical puzzles, in the
usual style. But Hunter thought it all sheer fraud and wanted to show it up. By
Lady Mounteagle’s testimony, he not only went about showing up fortune-tellers
and such like, but he had actually come down specially to confront this one. He
didn’t often come; he didn’t get on with Mounteagle, from whom, being a
spendthrift, he always tried to borrow; but when he heard the Master was coming,
he came hurrying down. Very well. In spite of that, it was Hardcastle who went to
consult the wizard and Hunter who refused. He said he’d waste no time on such
nonsense; having apparently wasted a lot of his life on proving it to be nonsense.
That seems inconsistent. He thought in this case it was crystal-gazing; but he
found it was palmistry.”
“Do you mean he made that an excuse?” asked his companion, puzzled.
“I thought so at first,” replied the priest; “but I know now it was not an excuse, but
a reason. He really was put off by finding it was a palmist, because — — ”
“Well,” demanded the other impatiently.
“Because he didn’t want to take his glove off,” said Father Brown.
“Take his glove off?” repeated the inquirer.
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“If he had,” said Father Brown mildly, “we should all have seen that his hand was
painted pale brown already. ... Oh, yes, he did come down specially because the
Master was here. He came down very fully prepared.”
“You mean,” cried Phroso, “that it was Hunter’s hand, painted brown, that came in
at the window? Why, he was with us all the time!”
“Go and try it on the spot and you’ll find it’s quite possible,” said the priest.
“Hunter leapt forward and leaned out of the window; in a flash he could tear off
his glove, tuck up his sleeve, and thrust his hand back round the other side of the
pillar, while he gripped the Indian with the other hand and halloed out that he’d
caught the thief. I remarked at the time that he held the thief with one hand, where
any sane man would have used two. But the other hand was slipping the jewel into
his trouser pocket.”
There was a long pause and then the ex-Phrenologist said slowly. “Well, that’s a
staggerer. But the thing stumps me still. For one thing, it doesn’t explain the queer
behaviour of the old magician himself. If he was entirely innocent, why the devil
didn’t he say so? Why wasn’t he indignant at being accused and searched? Why
did he only sit smiling and hinting in a sly way what wild and wonderful things he
could do?”
“Ah!” cried Father Brown, with a sharp note in his voice: “there you come up
against it! Against everything these people don’t and won’t understand. All
religions are the same, says Lady Mounteagle. Are they, by George! I tell you
some of them are so different that the best man of one creed will be callous, where
the worst man of another will be sensitive. I told you I didn’t like spiritual power,
because the accent is on the word power. I don’t say the Master would steal a ruby,
very likely he wouldn’t; very likely he wouldn’t think it worth stealing. It wouldn’t
be specially his temptation to take jewels; but it would be his temptation to take
credit for miracles that didn’t belong to him any more than the jewels. It was to
that sort of temptation, to that sort of stealing that he yielded today. He liked us to
think that he had marvellous mental powers that could make a material object fly
through space; and even when he hadn’t done it, he allowed us to think he had.
The point about private property wouldn’t occur primarily to him at all. The
question wouldn’t present itself in the form: ‘Shall I steal this pebble?’ but only in
the form: ‘Could I make a pebble vanish and re-appear on a distant mountain?’
The question of whose pebble would strike him as irrelevant. That is what I mean
by religious being different. He is very proud of having what he calls spiritual
powers. But what he calls spiritual doesn’t mean what we call moral. It means
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rather mental; the power of the mind over matter; the magician controlling the
elements. Now we are not like that, even when we are no better; even when we are
worse. We, whose fathers at least were Christians, who have grown up under those
mediaeval arches even if we bedizen them with all the demons in Asia — we have
the very opposite ambition and the very opposite shame. We should all be anxious
that nobody should think we had done it. He was actually anxious that everybody
should think he had — even when he hadn’t. He actually stole the credit of
stealing. While we were all casting the crime from us like a snake, he was actually
luring it to him like a snake-charmer. But snakes are not pets in this country! Here
the traditions of Christendom tell at once under a test like this. Look at old
Mounteagle himself, for instance! Ah, you may be as Eastern and esoteric as you
like, and wear a turban and a long robe and live on messages from Mahatmas; but
if a bit of stone is stolen in your house, and your friends are suspected, you will
jolly soon find out that you’re an ordinary English gentleman in a fuss. The man
who really did it would never want us to think he did it, for he also was an English
gentleman. He was also something very much better; he was a Christian thief. I
hope and believe he was a penitent thief.”
“By your account,” said his companion laughing, “the Christian thief and the
heathen fraud went by contraries. One was sorry he’d done it and the other was
sorry he hadn’t.”
“We mustn’t be too hard on either of them,” said Father Brown. “Other English
gentlemen have stolen before now, and been covered by legal and political
protection; and the West also has its own way of covering theft with sophistry.
After all, the ruby is not the only kind of valuable stone in the world that has
changed owners; it is true of other precious stones; often carved like cameos and
coloured like flowers.” The other looked at him inquiringly; and the priest’s finger
was pointed to the Gothic outline of the great Abbey. “A great graven stone,” he
said, “and that was also stolen.”

The Chief Mourner of Marne
A BLAZE of lightning blanched the grey woods tracing all the wrinkled foliage
down to the last curled leaf, as if every detail were drawn in silverpoint or graven
in silver. The same strange trick of lightning by which it seems to record millions
of minute things in an instant of time, picked out everything, from the elegant litter
of the picnic spread under the spreading tree to the pale lengths of winding road, at
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the end of which a white car was waiting. In the distance a melancholy mansion
with four towers like a castle, which in the grey evening had been but a dim and
distant huddle of walls like a crumbling cloud, seemed to spring into the
foreground, and stood up with all its embattled, roofs and blank and staring
windows. And in this, at least, the light had something in it of revelation. For to
some of those grouped under the tree that castle was, indeed, a thing faded and
almost forgotten, which was to prove its power to spring up again in the
foreground of their lives.
The light also clothed for an instant, in the same silver splendour, at least one
human figure that stood up as motionless as one of the towers. It was that of a tall
man standing on a rise of ground above the rest, who were mostly sitting on the
grass or stooping to gather up the hamper and crockery. He wore a picturesque
short cloak or cape clasped with a silver clasp and chain, which blazed like a star
when the flash touched it; and something metallic in his motionless figure was
emphasized by the fact that his closely-curled hair was of the burnished yellow
that can be really called gold; and had the look of being younger than his face,
which was handsome in a hard aquiline fashion, but looked, under the strong light,
a little wrinkled and withered. Possibly it had suffered from wearing a mask of
make-up, for Hugo Romaine was the greatest actor of his day. For that instant of
illumination the golden curls and ivory mask and silver ornament made his figure
gleam like that of a man in armour; the next instant his figure was a dark and even
black silhouette against the sickly grey of the rainy evening sky.
But there was something about its stillness, like that of a statue, that distinguished
it from the group at his feet. All the other figures around him had made the
ordinary involuntary movement at the unexpected shock of light; for though the
skies were rainy it was the first flash of the storm. The only lady present, whose air
of carrying grey hair gracefully, as if she were really proud of it, marked her a
matron of the United States, unaffectedly shut her eyes and uttered a sharp cry.
Her English husband, General Outram, a very stolid Anglo-Indian, with a bald
head and black moustache and whiskers of antiquated pattern, looked up with one
stiff movement and then resumed his occupation of tidying up. A young man of
the name of Mallow, very big and shy, with brown eyes like a dog’s, dropped a
cup and apologized awkwardly. A third man, much more dressy, with a resolute
head, like an inquisitive terrier’s, and grey hair brushed stiffly back, was no other
than the great newspaper proprietor, Sir John Cockspur; he cursed freely, but not
in an English idiom or accent, for he came from Toronto. But the tall man in the
short cloak stood up literally like a statue in the twilight; his eagle face under the
full glare had been like the bust of a Roman Emperor, and the carved eyelids had
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not moved.
A moment after, the dark dome cracked across with thunder, and the statue seemed
to come to life. He turned his head over his shoulder and said casually;
“About a minute and half between the flash and the bang, but I think the storm’s
coming nearer. A tree is not supposed to be a good umbrella for the lightning, but
we shall want it soon for the rain. I think it will be a deluge.”
The young man glanced at the lady a little anxiously and said: “Can’t we get
shelter anywhere? There seems to be a house over there.”
“There is a house over there,” remarked the general, rather grimly; “but not quite
what you’d call a hospitable hotel.”
“It’s curious,” said his wife sadly, “that we should be caught in a storm with no
house near but that one, of all others.”
Something in her tone seemed to check the younger man, who was both sensitive
and comprehending; but nothing of that sort daunted the man from Toronto.
“What’s the matter with it?” he asked. “Looks rather like a ruin.”
“That place,” said the general dryly, “belongs to the Marquis of Marne.”
“Gee!” said Sir John Cockspur. “I’ve heard all about that bird, anyhow; and a
queer bird, too. Ran him as a front-page mystery in the Comet last year. ‘The
Nobleman Nobody Knows.’”
“Yes, I’ve heard of him, too,” said young Mallow in a low voice. “There seem to
be all sorts of weird stories about why he hides himself like that. I’ve heard that he
wears a mask because he’s a leper. But somebody else told me quite seriously that
there’s a curse on the family; a child born with some frightful deformity that’s kept
in a dark room.”
“The Marquis of Marne has three heads,” remarked Romaine quite gravely. “Once
in every three hundred years a three-headed nobleman adorns the family tree. No
human being dares approach the accursed house except a silent procession of
hatters, sent to provide an abnormal number of hats. But,” — and his voice took
one of those deep and terrible turns, that could cause such a thrill in the theatre —
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“my friends, those hats are of no human shape.”
The American lady looked at him with a frown and a slight air of distrust, as if that
trick of voice had moved her in spite of herself.
“I don’t like your ghoulish jokes,” she said; “and I’d rather you didn’t joke about
this, anyhow.”
“I hear and obey,” replied the actor; “but am I, like the Light Brigade, forbidden
even to reason why?”
“The reason,” she replied, “is that he isn’t the Nobleman Nobody Knows. I know
him myself, or, at least, I knew him very well when he was an attache at
Washington thirty years ago, when we were all young. And he didn’t wear a mask,
at least, he didn’t wear it with me. He wasn’t a leper, though he may be almost as
lonely. And he had only one head and only one heart, and that was broken.”
“Unfortunate love affair, of course,” said Cockspur. “I should like that for the
Comet.”
“I suppose it’s a compliment to us,” she replied thoughtfully, “that you always
assume a man’s heart is broken by a woman. But there are other kinds of love and
bereavement. Have you never read ‘In Memoriam’? Have you never heard of
David and Jonathan? What broke poor Marne up was the death of his brother; at
least, he was really a first cousin, but had been brought up with him like a brother,
and was much nearer than most brothers. James Mair, as the marquis was called
when I knew him, was the elder of the two, but he always played the part of
worshipper, with Maurice Mair as a god. And, by his account, Maurice Mair was
certainly a wonder. James was no fool, and very good at his own political job; but
it seems that Maurice could do that and everything else; that he was a brilliant
artist and amateur actor and musician, and all the rest of it. James was very goodlooking himself, long and strong and strenuous, with a high-bridged nose; though I
suppose the young people would think he looked very quaint with his beard
divided into two bushy whiskers in the fashion of those Victorian times. But
Maurice was clean-shaven, and, by the portraits shown to me, certainly quite
beautiful; though he looked a little more like a tenor than a gentleman ought to
look. James was always asking me again and again whether his friend was not a
marvel, whether any woman wouldn’t fall in love with him, and so on, until it
became rather a bore, except that it turned so suddenly into a tragedy. His whole
life seemed to be in that idolatry, and one day the idol tumbled down, and was
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broken like any china doll. A chill caught at the seaside, and it was all over.”
“And after that,” asked the young man, “did he shut himself up like this?”
“He went abroad at first,” she answered; “away to Asia and the Cannibal Islands
and Lord knows where. These deadly strokes take different people in different
ways. It took him in the way of an utter sundering or severance from everything,
even from tradition and as far as possible from memory. He could not bear a
reference to the old tie; a portrait or an anecdote or even an association. He
couldn’t bear the business of a great public funeral. He longed to get away. He
stayed away for ten years. I heard some rumour that he had begun to revive a little
at the end of the exile; but when he came back to his own home he relapsed
completely. He settled down into religious melancholia, and that’s practically
madness.”
“The priests got hold of him, they say,” grumbled the old general. “I know he gave
thousands to found a monastery, and lives himself rather like a monk — or, at any
rate, a hermit. Can’t understand what good they think that will do.”
“Goddarned superstition,” snorted Cockspur; “that sort of thing ought to be shown
up. Here’s a man that might have been useful to the Empire and the world, and
these vampires get hold of him and suck him dry. I bet with their unnatural notions
they haven’t even let him marry.”
“No, he has never married,” said the lady. “He was engaged when I knew him, as a
matter of fact, but I don’t think it ever came first with him, and I think it went with
the rest when everything else went. Like Hamlet and Ophelia — he lost hold of
love because he lost hold of life. But I knew the girl; indeed, I know her still.
Between ourselves, it was Viola Grayson, daughter of the old admiral. She’s never
married either.”
“It’s infamous! It’s infernal!” cried Sir John, bounding up. “It’s not only a tragedy,
but a crime. I’ve got a duty to the public, and I mean to see all this nonsensical
nightmare. In the twentieth century — ”
He was almost choked with his own protest, and then, after a silence, the old
soldier said:
“Well, I don’t profess to know much about those things, but I think these religious
people need to study a text which says: ‘Let the dead bury their dead.’”
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“Only, unfortunately, that’s just what it looks like,” said his wife with a sigh. “It’s
just like some creepy story of a dead man burying another dead man, over and
over again for ever.”
“The storm has passed over us,” said Romaine, with a rather inscrutable smile.
“You will not have to visit the inhospitable house after all.”
She suddenly shuddered.
“Oh, I’ll never do that again!” she exclaimed.
Mallow was staring at her.
“Again! Have you tried it before?” he cried.
“Well, I did once,” she said, with a lightness not without a touch of pride; “but we
needn’t go back on all that. It’s not raining now, but I think we’d better be moving
back to the car.”
As they moved off in procession, Mallow and the general brought up the rear; and
the latter said abruptly, lowering his voice:
“I don’t want that little cad Cockspur to hear but as you’ve asked you’d better
know. It’s the one thing I can’t forgive Marne; but I suppose these monks have
drilled him that way. My wife, who had been the best friend he ever had in
America, actually came to that house when he was walking in the garden. He was
looking at the ground like a monk, and hidden in a black hood that was really as
ridiculous as any mask. She had sent her card in, and stood there in his very path.
And he walked past her without a word or a glance, as if she had been a stone. He
wasn’t human; he was like some horrible automaton. She may well call him a dead
man.”
“It’s all very strange,” said the young man rather vaguely. “It isn’t like — like
what I should have expected.”
Young Mr. Mallow, when he left that rather dismal picnic, took himself
thoughtfully in search of a friend. He did not know any monks, but he knew one
priest, whom he was very much concerned to confront with the curious revelations
he had heard that afternoon. He felt he would very much like to know the truth
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about the cruel superstition that hung over the house of Marne, like the black
thundercloud he had seen hovering over it.
After being referred from one place to another, he finally ran his friend Father
Brown to earth in the house of another friend, a Roman Catholic friend, with a
large family. He entered somewhat abruptly to find Father Brown sitting on the
floor with a serious expression, and attempting to pin the somewhat florid hat
belonging to a wax doll on to the head of a teddy bear.
Mallow felt a faint sense of incongruity; but he was far too full of his problem to
put off the conversation if he could help it. He was staggering from a sort of setback in a subconscious process that had been going on for some time. He poured
out the whole tragedy of the house of Marne as he had heard it from the general’s
wife, along with most of the comments of the general and the newspaper
proprietor. A new atmosphere of attention seemed to be created with the mention
of the newspaper proprietor.
Father Brown neither knew nor cared that his attitudes were comic or
commonplace. He continued to sit on the floor, where his large head and short legs
made him look very like a baby playing with toys. But there came into his great
grey eyes a certain expression that has been seen in the eyes of many men in many
centuries through the story of nineteen hundred years; only the men were not
generally sitting on floors, but at council tables, or on the seats of chapters, or the
thrones of bishops and cardinals; a far-off, watchful look, heavy with the humility
of a charge too great for men. Something of that anxious and far-reaching look is
found in the eyes of sailors and of those who have steered through so many storms
the ship of St. Peter.
“It’s very good of you to tell me this,” he said. “I’m really awfully grateful, for we
may have to do something about it. If it were only people like you and the general,
it might be only a private matter; but if Sir John Cockspur is going to spread some
sort of scare in his papers — well, he’s a Toronto Orangeman, and we can hardly
keep out of it.”
“But what will you say about it?” asked Mallow anxiously.
“The first thing I should say about it,” said Father Brown, “is that, as you tell it, it
doesn’t sound like life. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that we are all
pessimistic vampires blighting all human happiness. Suppose I’m a pessimistic
vampire.” He scratched his nose with the teddy bear, became faintly conscious of
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the incongruity, and put it down. “Suppose we do destroy all human and family
ties. Why should we entangle a man again in an old family tie just when he
showed signs of getting loose from it? Surely it’s a little unfair to charge us both
with crushing such affection and encouraging such infatuation. I don’t see why
even a religious maniac should be that particular sort of monomaniac, or how
religion could increase that mania, except by brightening it with a little hope.”
Then he said, after a pause: “I should like to talk to that general of yours.”
“It was his wife who told me,” said Mallow.
“Yes,” replied the other; “but I’m more interested in what he didn’t tell you than in
what she did.”
“You think he knows more than she does?”
“I think he knows more than she says,” answered Father Brown. “You tell me he
used a phrase about forgiving everything except the rudeness to his wife. After all,
what else was there to forgive?”
Father Brown had risen and shaken his shapeless clothes, and stood looking at the
young man with screwed up eyes and slightly quizzical expression. The next
moment he had turned, and picking up his equally shapeless umbrella and large
shabby hat, went stumping down the street.
He plodded through a variety of wide streets and squares till he came to a
handsome old-fashioned house in the West End, where he asked the servant if he
could see General Outram. After some little palaver he was shown into a study,
fitted out less with books than with maps and globes, where the bald-headed, blackwhiskered Anglo-Indian sat smoking a long, thin, black cigar and playing with
pins on a chart.
“I am sorry to intrude,” said the priest, “and all the more because I can’t help the
intrusion looking like interference. I want to speak to you about a private matter,
but only in the hope of keeping it private. Unfortunately, some people are likely to
make it public. I think, general, that you know Sir John Cockspur.”
The mass of black moustache and whisker served as a sort of mask for the lower
half of the old general’s face; it was always hard to see whether he smiled, but his
brown eyes often had a certain twinkle.
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“Everybody knows him, I suppose,” he said. “I don’t know him very well.”
“Well, you know everybody knows whatever he knows,” said Father Brown,
smiling, “when he thinks it convenient to print it. And I understand from my friend
Mr. Mallow, whom, I think, you know, that Sir John is going to print some
scorching anti-clerical articles founded on what he would call the Marne Mystery.
‘Monks Drive Marquis Mad,’ etc.”
“If he is,” replied the general, “I don’t see why you should come to me about it. I
ought to tell you I’m a strong Protestant.”
“I’m very fond of strong Protestants,” said Father Brown. “I came to you because I
was sure you would tell the truth. I hope it is not uncharitable to feel less sure of
Sir John Cockspur.”
The brown eyes twinkled again, but the general said nothing.
“General,” said Father Brown, “suppose Cockspur or his sort were going to make
the world ring with tales against your country and your flag. Suppose he said your
regiment ran away in battle, or your staff were in the pay of the enemy. Would you
let anything stand between you and the facts that would refute him? Wouldn’t you
get on the track of the truth at all costs to anybody? Well, I have a regiment, and I
belong to an army. It is being discredited by what I am certain is a fictitious story;
but I don’t know the true story. Can you blame me for trying to find it out?”
The soldier was silent, and the priest continued:
“I have heard the story Mallow was told yesterday, about Marne retiring with a
broken heart through the death of his more than brother. I am sure there was more
in it than that. I came to ask you if you know any more.”
“No,” said the general shortly; “I cannot tell you any more.”
“General,” said Father Brown with a broad grin, “you would have called me a
Jesuit if I had used that equivocation.”
The soldier laughed gruffly, and then growled with much greater hostility.
“Well, I won’t tell you, then,” he said. “What do you say to that?”
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“I only say,” said the priest mildly, “that in that case I shall have to tell you.”
The brown eyes stared at him; but there was no twinkle in them now. He went on:
“You compel me to state, less sympathetically perhaps than you could, why it is
obvious that there is more behind. I am quite sure the marquis has better cause for
his brooding and secretiveness than merely having lost an old friend. I doubt
whether priests have anything to do with it; I don’t even know if he’s a convert or
merely a man comforting his conscience with charities; but I’m sure he’s
something more than a chief mourner. Since you insist, I will tell you one or two
of the things that made me think so.
“First, it was stated that James Mair was engaged to be married, but somehow
became unattached again after the death of Maurice Mair. Why should an
honourable man break off his engagement merely because he was depressed by the
death of a third party? He’s much more likely to have turned for consolation to it;
but, anyhow, he was bound in decency to go through with it.”
The general was biting his black moustache, and his brown eyes had become very
watchful and even anxious, but he did not answer.
“A second point,” said Father Brown, frowning at the table. “James Mair was
always asking his lady friend whether his cousin Maurice was not very fascinating,
and whether women would not admire him. I don’t know if it occurred to the lady
that there might be another meaning to that inquiry.”
The general got to his feet and began to walk or stamp about the room.
“Oh, damn it all,” he said, but without any air of animosity.
“The third point,” went on Father Brown, “is James Mair’s curious manner of
mourning — destroying all relics, veiling all portraits, and so on. It does
sometimes happen, I admit; it might mean mere affectionate bereavement. But it
might mean something else.”
“Confound you,” said the other. “How long are you going on piling this up?”
“The fourth and fifth points are pretty conclusive,” said the priest calmly,
“especially if you take them together. The first is that Maurice Mair seems to have
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had no funeral in particular, considering he was a cadet of a great family. He must
have been buried hurriedly; perhaps secretly. And the last point is, that James Mair
instantly disappeared to foreign parts; fled, in fact, to the ends of the earth.
“And so,” he went on, still in the same soft voice, “when you would blacken my
religion to brighten the story of the pure and perfect affection of two brothers, it
seems — — ”
“Stop!” cried Outram in a tone like a pistol shot. “I must tell you more, or you will
fancy worse. Let me tell you one thing to start with. It was a fair fight.”
“Ah,” said Father Brown, and seemed to exhale a huge breath.
“It was a duel,” said the other. “It was probably the last duel fought in England,
and it is long ago now.”
“That’s better,” said Father Brown. “Thank God; that’s a great deal better.”
“Better than the ugly things you thought of, I suppose?” said the general gruffly.
“Well, it’s all very well for you to sneer at the pure and perfect affection; but it
was true for all that. James Mair really was devoted to his cousin, who’d grown up
with him like a younger brother. Elder brothers and sisters do sometimes devote
themselves to a child like that, especially when he’s a sort of infant phenomenon.
But James Mair was the sort of simple character in whom even hate is in a sense
unselfish. I mean that even when his tenderness turns to rage it is still objective,
directed outwards to its object; he isn’t conscious of himself. Now poor Maurice
Mair was just the opposite. He was far more friendly and popular; but his success
had made him live in a house of mirrors. He was first in every sort of sport and art
and accomplishment; he nearly always won and took his winning amiably. But if
ever, by any chance, he lost, there was just a glimpse of something not so amiable;
he was a little jealous. I needn’t tell you the whole miserable story of how he was a
little jealous of his cousin’s engagement; how he couldn’t keep his restless vanity
from interfering. It’s enough to say that one of the few things in which James Mair
was admittedly ahead of him was marksmanship with a pistol; and with that the
tragedy ended.”
“You mean the tragedy began,” replied the priest. “The tragedy of the survivor. I
thought he did not need any monkish vampires to make him miserable.”
“To my mind he’s more miserable than he need be,” said the general. “After all, as
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I say, it was a ghastly tragedy, but it was a fair fight. And Jim had great
provocation.”
“How do you know all this?” asked the priest.
“I know it because I saw it,” answered Outram stolidly. “I was James Mair’s
second, and I saw Maurice Mair shot dead on the sands before my very eyes.”
“I wish you would tell me more about it,” said Father Brown reflectively. “Who
was Maurice Mair’s second?”
“He had a more distinguished backing,” replied the general grimly. “Hugo
Romaine was his second; the great actor, you know. Maurice was mad on acting
and had taken up Romaine (who was then a rising but still a struggling man), and
financed the fellow and his ventures in return for taking lessons from the
professional in his own hobby of amateur acting. But Romaine was then, I
suppose, practically dependent on his rich friend; though he’s richer now than any
aristocrat. So his serving as second proves very little about what he thought of the
quarrel. They fought in the English fashion, with only one second apiece; I wanted
at least to have a surgeon, but Maurice boisterously refused it, saying the fewer
people who knew, the better; and at the worst we could immediately get help.
‘There’s a doctor in the village not half a mile away,’ he said; ‘I know him and
he’s got the fastest horse in the country. He could be brought here in no time; but
there’s no need to bring him here till we know.’ Well, we all knew that Maurice
ran most risk, as the pistol was not his weapon; so when he refused aid nobody
liked to ask for it. The duel was fought on a flat stretch of sand on the east coast of
Scotland; and both the sight and sound of it were masked from the hamlets inland
by a long rampart of sandhills patched with rank grass; probably part of the links,
though in those days no Englishman had heard of golf. There was one deep,
crooked cranny in the sandhills through which we came out on the sands. I can see
them now; first a wide strip of dead yellow, and beyond, a narrower strip of dark
red; a dark red that seemed already like the long shadow of a deed of blood.
“The thing itself seemed to happen with horrible speed; as if a whirlwind had
struck the sand. With the very crack of sound Maurice Mair seemed to spin like a
teetotum and pitch upon his face like a ninepin. And queerly enough, while I’d
been worrying about him up to that moment, the instant he was dead all my pity
was for the man who killed him; as it is to this day and hour. I knew that with that,
the whole huge terrible pendulum of my friend’s life-long love would swing back;
and that whatever cause others might find to pardon him, he would never pardon
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himself for ever and ever. And so, somehow, the really vivid thing, the picture that
burns in my memory so that I can’t forget it, is not that of the catastrophe, the
smoke and the flash and the falling figure. That seemed to be all over, like the
noise that wakes a man up. What I saw, what I shall always see, is poor Jim
hurrying across towards his fallen friend and foe; his brown beard looking black
against the ghastly pallor of his face, with its high features cut out against the sea;
and the frantic gestures with which he waved me to run for the surgeon in the
hamlet behind the sandhills. He had dropped his pistol as he ran; he had a glove in
one hand and the loose and fluttering fingers of it seemed to elongate and
emphasize his wild pantomime of pointing or hailing for help. That is the picture
that really remains with me; and there is nothing else in that picture, except the
striped background of sands and sea and the dark, dead body lying still as a stone,
and the dark figure of the dead man’s second standing grim and motionless against
the horizon.”
“Did Romaine stand motionless?” asked the priest. “I should have thought he
would have run even quicker towards the corpse.”
“Perhaps he did when I had left,” replied the general. “I took in that undying
picture in an instant and the next instant I had dived among the sandhills, and was
far out of sight of the others. Well, poor Maurice had made a good choice in the
matter of doctors; though the doctor came too late, he came quicker than I should
have thought possible. This village surgeon was a very remarkable man, redhaired,
irascible, but extraordinarily strong in promptitude and presence of mind. I saw
him but for a flash as he leapt on his horse and went thundering away to the scene
of death, leaving me far behind. But in that flash I had so strong a sense of his
personality that I wished to God he had really been called in before the duel began;
for I believe on my soul he would have prevented it somehow. As it was, he
cleaned up the mess with marvellous swiftness; long before I could trail back to
the sea-shore on my two feet his impetuous practicality had managed everything;
the corpse was temporarily buried in the sandhills and the unhappy homicide had
been persuaded to do the only thing he could do — to flee for his life. He slipped
along the coast till he came to a port and managed to get out of the country. You
know the rest; poor Jim remained abroad for many years; later, when the whole
thing had been hushed up or forgotten, he returned to his dismal castle and
automatically inherited the title. I have never seen him from that day to this, and
yet I know what is written in red letters in the inmost darkness of his brain.”
“I understand,” said Father Brown, “that some of you have made efforts to see
him?”
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“My wife never relaxed her efforts,” said the general. “She refuses to admit that
such a crime ought to cut a man off for ever; and I confess I am inclined to agree
with her. Eighty years before it would have been thought quite normal; and really
it was manslaughter rather than murder. My wife is a great friend of the
unfortunate lady who was the occasion of the quarrel and she has an idea that if
Jim would consent to see Viola Grayson once again, and receive her assurance that
old quarrels are buried, it might restore his sanity. My wife is calling a sort of
council of old friends to-morrow, I believe. She is very energetic.”
Father Brown was playing with the pins that lay beside the general’s map; he
seemed to listen rather absent-mindedly. He had the sort of mind that sees things in
pictures; and the picture which had coloured even the prosaic mind of the practical
soldier took on tints yet more significant and sinister in the more mystical mind of
the priest. He saw the dark-red desolation of sand, the very hue of Aceldama, and
the dead man lying in a dark heap, and the slayer, stooping as he ran, gesticulating
with a glove in demented remorse, and always his imagination came back to the
third thing that he could not yet fit into any human picture: the second of the slain
man standing motionless and mysterious, like a dark statue on the edge of the sea.
It might seem to some a detail; but for him it was that stiff figure that stood up like
a standing note of interrogation.
Why had not Romaine moved instantly? It was the natural thing for a second to do,
in common humanity, let alone friendship. Even if there were some double-dealing
or darker motive not yet understood, one would think it would be done for the sake
of appearances. Anyhow, when the thing was all over, it would be natural for the
second to stir long before the other second had vanished beyond the sandhills.
“Does this man Romanic move very slowly?” he asked.
“It’s queer you should ask that,” answered. Outram, with a sharp glance. “No, as a
matter of fact he moves very quickly when he moves at all. But, curiously enough,
I was just thinking that only this afternoon I saw him stand exactly like that, during
the thunderstorm. He stood in that silver-clasped cape of his, and with one hand on
his hip, exactly and in every line as he stood on those bloody sands long ago. The
lightning blinded us all, but he did not blink. When it was dark again he was
standing there still.”
“I suppose he isn’t standing there now?” inquired Father Brown. “I mean, I
suppose he moved sometime?”
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“No, he moved quite sharply when the thunder came,” replied the other. “He
seemed to have been waiting for it, for he told us the exact time of the interval. Is
anything the matter?”
“I’ve pricked myself with one of your pins,” said Father Brown. “I hope I haven’t
damaged it.” But his eyes had snapped and his mouth abruptly shut.
“Are you ill?” inquired the general, staring at him.
“No,” answered the priest; “I’m only not quite so stoical as your friend Romaine. I
can’t help blinking when I see light.”
He turned to gather up his hat and umbrella; but when he had got to the door he
seemed to remember something and turned back. Coming up close to Outram, he
gazed up into his face with a rather helpless expression, as of a dying fish, and
made a motion as if to hold him by the waistcoat.
“General,” he almost whispered, “for God’s sake don’t let your wife and that other
woman insist on seeing Marne again. Let sleeping dogs lie, or you’ll unleash all
the hounds of hell.”
The general was left alone with a look of bewilderment in his brown eyes, as he sat
down again to play with his pins.
Even greater, however, was the bewilderment which attended the successive stages
of the benevolent conspiracy of the general’s wife, who had assembled her little
group of sympathizers to storm the castle of the misanthrope. The first surprise she
encountered was the unexplained absence of one of the actors in the ancient
tragedy. When they assembled by agreement at a quiet hotel quite near the castle,
there was no sign of Hugo Romaine, until a belated telegram from a lawyer told
them that the great actor had suddenly left the country. The second surprise, when
they began the bombardment by sending up word to the castle with an urgent
request for an interview, was the figure which came forth from those gloomy gates
to receive the deputation in the name of the noble owner. It was no such figure as
they would have conceived suitable to those sombre avenues or those almost
feudal formalities. It was not some stately steward or major-domo, nor even a
dignified butler or tall and ornamental footman. The only figure that came out of
the cavernous castle doorway was the short and shabby figure of Father Brown.
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“Look here,” he said, in his simple, bothered fashion. “I told you you’d much
better leave him alone. He knows what he’s doing and it’ll only make everybody
unhappy.”
Lady Outram, who was accompanied by a tall and quietly-dressed lady, still very
handsome, presumably the original Miss Grayson, looked at the little priest with
cold contempt.
“Really, sir,” she said; “this is a very private occasion, and I don’t understand what
you have to do with it.’
“Trust a priest to have to do with a private occasion,” snarled Sir John Cockspur.
“Don’t you know they live behind the scenes like rats behind a wainscot
burrowing their way into everybody’s private rooms. See how he’s already in
possession of poor Marne.” Sir John was slightly sulky, as his aristocratic friends
had persuaded him to give up the great scoop of publicity in return for the
privilege of being really inside a Society secret. It never occurred to him to ask
himself whether he was at all like a rat in a wainscot.
“Oh, that’s all right,” said Father Brown, with the impatience of anxiety. “I’ve
talked it over with the marquis and the only priest he’s ever had anything to do
with; his clerical tastes have been much exaggerated. I tell you he knows what he’s
about; and I do implore you all to leave him alone.”
“You mean to leave him to this living death of moping and going mad in a ruin!”
cried Lady Outram, in a voice that shook a little. “And all because he had the bad
luck to shoot a man in a duel more than a quarter of a century ago. Is that what you
call Christian charity?”
“Yes,” answered the priest stolidly; “that is what I call Christian charity.”
“It’s about all the Christian charity you’ll ever get out of these priests,” cried
Cockspur bitterly. “That’s their only idea of pardoning a poor fellow for a piece of
folly; to wall him up alive and starve him to death with fasts and penances and
pictures of hell-fire. And all because a bullet went wrong.”
“Really, Father Brown,” said General Outram, “do you honestly think he deserves
this? Is that your Christianity?”
“Surely the true Christianity,” pleaded his wife more gently, “is that which knows
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all and pardons all; the love that can remember — and forget.”
“Father Brown,” said young Mallow, very earnestly, “I generally agree with what
you say; but I’m hanged if I can follow you here. A shot in a duel, followed
instantly by remorse, is not such an awful offence.”
“I admit.” said Father Brown dully, “that I take a more serious view of his
offence.”
“God soften your hard heart,” said the strange lady speaking for the first time. “I
am going to speak to my old friend.”
Almost as if her voice had raised a ghost in that great grey house, something
stirred within and a figure stood in the dark doorway at the top of the great stone
flight of steps. It was clad in dead black, but there was something wild about the
blanched hair and something in the pale features that was like the wreck of a
marble statue.
Viola Grayson began calmly to move up the great flight of steps; and Outram
muttered in his thick black moustache: “He won’t cut her dead as he did my wife, I
fancy.”
Father Brown, who seemed in a collapse of resignation, looked up at him for a
moment.
“Poor Marne has enough on his conscience,” he said. “Let us acquit him of what
we can. At least he never cut your wife.”
“What do you mean by that?”
“He never knew her,” said Father Brown.
As they spoke, the tall lady proudly mounted the last step and came face to face
with the Marquis of Marne. His lips moved, but something happened before he
could speak.
A scream rang across the open space and went wailing away in echoes along those
hollow walls. By the abruptness and agony with which it broke from the woman’s
lips it might have been a mere inarticulate cry. But it was an articulated word; and
they all heard it with a horrible distinctness.
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“Maurice!”
“What is it, dear?” cried Lady Outram, and began to run up the steps; for the other
woman was swaying as if she might fall down the whole stone flight. Then she
faced about and began to descend, all bowed and shrunken and shuddering. “Oh,
my God,” she was saying. “Oh, my God, it isn’t Jim at all. it’s Maurice!”
“I think, Lady Outram,” said the priest gravely, “you had better go with your
friend.”
As they turned, a voice fell on them like a stone from the top of the stone stair, a
voice that might have come out of an open grave. It was hoarse and unnatural, like
the voices of men who are left alone with wild birds on desert islands. It was the
voice of the Marquis of Marne, and it said: “Stop!”
“Father Brown,” he said, “before your friends disperse I authorize you to tell them
all I have told you. Whatever follows, I will hide from it no longer.”
“You are right,” said the priest, “and it shall be counted to you.”
“Yes,” said Father Brown quietly to the questioning company afterwards. “He has
given me the right to speak; but I will not tell it as he told me, but as I found it out
for myself. Well, I knew from the first that the blighting monkish influence was all
nonsense out of novels. Our people might possibly, in certain cases, encourage a
man to go regularly into a monastery, but certainly not to hang about in a
mediaeval castle. In the same way, they certainly wouldn’t want him to dress up as
a monk when he wasn’t a monk. But it struck me that he might himself want to
wear a monk’s hood or even a mask. I had heard of him as a mourner, and then as
a murderer; but already I had hazy suspicions that his reason for hiding might not
only be concerned with what he was, but with who he was.
“Then came the general’s vivid description of the duel; and the most vivid thing in
it to me was the figure of Mr. Romaine in the background; it was vivid because it
was in the background. Why did the general leave behind him on the sand a dead
man, whose friend stood yards away from him like a stock or a stone? Then I
heard something, a mere trifle, about a trick habit that Romaine has of standing
quite still when he is waiting for something to happen; as he waited for the thunder
to follow the lightning. Well, that automatic trick in this case betrayed everything.
Hugo Romaine on that old occasion, also, was waiting for something.”
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“But it was all over,” said the general. “What could he have been waiting for?”
“He was waiting for the duel,” said Father Brown.
“But I tell you I saw the duel!” cried the general.
“And I tell you you didn’t see the duel,” said the priest.
“Are you mad?” demanded the other. “Or why should you think I am blind?”
“Because you were blinded — that you might not see,” said the priest. “Because
you are a good man and God had mercy on your innocence, and he turned your
face away from that unnatural strife. He set a wall of sand and silence between you
and what really happened on that horrible red shore, abandoned to the raging
spirits of Judas and of Cain.”
“Tell us what happened!” gasped the lady impatiently.
“I will tell it as I found it,” proceeded the priest. “The next thing I found was that
Romaine the actor had been training Maurice Mair in all the tricks of the trade of
acting. I once had a friend who went in for acting. He gave me a very amusing
account of how his first week’s training consisted entirely of falling down; of
learning how to fall flat without a stagger, as if he were stone dead.”
“God have mercy on us!” cried the general, and gripped the arms of his chair as if
to rise.
“Amen,” said Father Brown. “You told me how quickly it seemed to come; in fact,
Maurice fell before the bullet flew, and lay perfectly still, waiting. And his wicked
friend and teacher stood also in the background, waiting.”
“We are waiting,” said Cockspur, “and I feel as if I couldn’t wait.”
“James Mair, already broken with remorse, rushed across to the fallen man and
bent over to lift him up. He had thrown away his pistol like an unclean thing; but
Maurice’s pistol still lay under his hand and it was undischarged. Then as the elder
man bent over the younger, the younger lifted himself on his left arm and shot the
elder through the body. He knew he was not so good a shot, but there was no
question of missing the heart at that distance.”
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The rest of the company had risen and stood staring down at the narrator with pale
faces. “Are you sure of this?” asked Sir John at last, in a thick voice.
“I am sure of it,” said Father Brown, “and now I leave Maurice Mair, the present
Marquis of Marne, to your Christian charity. You have told me something to-day
about Christian charity. You seemed to me to give it almost too large a place; but
how fortunate it is for poor sinners like this man that you err so much on the side
of mercy, and are ready to be reconciled to all mankind.”
“Hang it all,” exploded the general; “if you think I’m going to be reconciled to a
filthy viper like that, I tell you I wouldn’t say a word to save him from hell. I said I
could pardon a regular decent duel, but of all the treacherous assassins — — ”
“He ought to be lynched,” cried Cockspur excitedly. “He ought to burn alive like a
nigger in the States. And if there is such a thing as burning for ever, he jolly well
——”
“I wouldn’t touch him with a barge-pole myself,” said Mallow.
“There is a limit to human charity,” said Lady Outram, trembling all over.
“There is,” said Father Brown dryly; “and that is the real difference between
human charity and Christian charity. You must forgive me if I was not altogether
crushed by your contempt for my uncharitableness to-day; or by the lectures you
read me about pardon for every sinner. For it seems to me that you only pardon the
sins that you don’t really think sinful. You only forgive criminals when they
commit what you don’t regard as crimes, but rather as conventions. So you tolerate
a conventional duel, just as you tolerate a conventional divorce. You forgive
because there isn’t anything to be forgiven.”
“But, hang it all,” cried Mallow, “you don’t expect us to be able to pardon a vile
thing like this?”
“No,” said the priest; “but we have to be able to pardon it.”
He stood up abruptly and looked round at them.
“We have to touch such men, not with a bargepole, but with a benediction,” he
said. “We have to say the word that will save them from hell. We alone are left to
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deliver them from despair when your human charity deserts them. Go on your own
primrose path pardoning all your favourite vices and being generous to your
fashionable crimes; and leave us in the darkness, vampires of the night, to console
those who really need consolation; who do things really indefensible, things that
neither the world nor they themselves can defend; and none but a priest will
pardon. Leave us with the men who commit the mean and revolting and real
crimes; mean as St. Peter when the cock crew, and yet the dawn came.”
“The dawn,” repeated Mallow doubtfully. “You mean hope — for him?”
“Yes,” replied the other. “Let me ask you one question. You are great ladies and
men of honour and secure of yourselves; you would never, you can tell yourselves,
stoop to such squalid reason as that. But tell me this. If any of you had so stooped,
which of you, years afterwards, when you were old and rich and safe, would have
been driven by conscience or confessor to tell such a story of yourself? You say
you could not commit so base a crime. Could you confess so base a crime?” The
others gathered their possessions together and drifted by twos and threes out of the
room in silence. And Father Brown, also in silence, went back to the melancholy
castle of Marne.

The Secret of Flambeau
“ — the sort of murders in which I played the part of the murderer,” said Father
Brown, putting down the wineglass. The row of red pictures of crime had passed
before him in that moment.
“It is true,” he resumed, after a momentary pause, “that somebody else had played
the part of the murderer before me and done me out of the actual experience. I was
a sort of understudy; always in a state of being ready to act the assassin. I always
made it my business, at least, to know the part thoroughly. What I mean is that,
when I tried to imagine the state of mind in which such a thing would be done, I
always realized that I might have done it myself under certain mental conditions,
but not under others; and not generally under the obvious ones. And then, of
course, I knew who really had done it; and he was not generally the obvious
person.
“For instance, it seemed obvious to say that the revolutionary poet had killed the
old judge who saw red about red revolutionaries. But that isn’t really a reason for
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the revolutionary poet killing him. It isn’t, if you think what it would really be like
to be a revolutionary poet. Now I set myself conscientiously down to be a
revolutionary poet. I mean that particular sort of pessimistic anarchial lover of
revolt, not as reform, but rather as destruction. I tried to clear my mind of such
elements of sanity and constructive common sense as I have had the luck to learn
or inherit. I shut down and darkened all the skylights through which comes the
good daylight out of heaven; I imagined a mind lit only by a red light from below;
a fire rending rocks and cleaving abysses upwards. And even with the vision at its
wildest and worst, I could not see why such a visionary should cut short his own
career by colliding with a common policeman, for killing one out of a million
conventional old fools, as he would have called them. He wouldn’t do it; however
much he wrote songs of violence. He wouldn’t do it, because he wrote songs of
violence. A man who can express himself in song need not express himself in
suicide. A poem was an event to him; and he would want to have more of them.
Then I thought of another sort of heathen; the sort that is not destroying the world
but entirely depending on the world. I thought that, save for the grace of God, I
might have been a man for whom the world was a blaze of electric lights, with
nothing but utter darkness beyond and around it. The worldly man, who really
lives only for this world and believes in no other, whose worldly success and
pleasure are all he can ever snatch out of nothingness — that is the man who will
really do anything, when he is in danger of losing the whole world and saving
nothing. It is not the revolutionary man but the respectable man who would
commit any crime — to save his respectability. Think what exposure would mean
to a man like that fashionable barrister; and exposure of the one crime still really
hated by his fashionable world — treason against patriotism. If I had been in his
position, and had nothing better than his philosophy, heaven alone knows what I
might have done. That is just where this little religious exercise is so wholesome.”
“Some people would think it was rather morbid,” said Grandison Chace dubiously.
“Some people,” said Father Brown gravely, “undoubtedly do think that charity and
humility are morbid. Our friend the poet probably would. But I’m not arguing
those questions; I’m only trying to answer your question about how I generally go
to work. Some of your countrymen have apparently done me the honour to ask
how I managed to frustrate a few miscarriages of justice. Well, you can go back
and tell them that I do it by morbidity. But I most certainly don’t want them to
think I do it by magic.”
Chace continued to look at him with a reflective frown; he was too intelligent not
to understand the idea; he would also have said that he was too healthy-minded to
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like it. He felt as if he were talking to one man and yet to a hundred murderers.
There was something uncanny about that very small figure, perched like a goblin
beside the goblin stove; and the sense that its round head had held such a universe
of wild unreason and imaginative injustice. It was as if the vast void of dark
behind it were a throng of dark gigantic figures, the ghosts of great criminals held
at bay by the magic circle of the red stove, but ready to tear their master in pieces.
“Well, I’m afraid I do think it’s morbid,” he said frankly. “And I’m not sure it isn’t
almost as morbid as magic. But morbidity or no, there’s one thing to be said; it
must be an interesting experience.” Then he added, after reflection: “I don’t know
whether you would make a really good criminal. But you ought to make a rattling
good novelist.”
“I only have to deal with real events,” said Father Brown. “But it’s sometimes
harder to imagine real things than unreal ones.”
“Especially,” said the other, “when they are the great crimes of the world.”
“It’s not the great crimes but the small crimes that are really hard to imagine,”
replied the priest.
“I don’t quite know what you mean by that,” said Chace.
“I mean commonplace crimes like stealing jewels,” said Father Brown; “like that
affair of the emerald necklace or the Ruby of Meru or the artificial goldfish. The
difficulty in those cases is that you’ve got to make your mind small. High and
mighty humbugs, who deal in big ideas, don’t do those obvious things. I was sure
the Prophet hadn’t taken the ruby; or the Count the goldfish; though a man like
Bankes might easily take the emeralds. For them, a jewel is a piece of glass: and
they can see through the glass. But the little, literal people take it at its market
value.
“For that you’ve got to have a small mind. It’s awfully hard to get; like focusing
smaller and sharper in a wobbling camera. But some things helped; and they threw
a lot of light on the mystery, too. For instance, the sort of man who brags about
having ‘shown up’ sham magicians or poor quacks of any sort — he’s always got a
small mind. He is the sort of man who ‘sees through’ tramps and trips them up in
telling lies. I dare say it might sometimes be a painful duty. It’s an uncommonly
base pleasure. The moment I realized what a small mind meant, I knew where to
look for it — in the man who wanted to expose the Prophet — and it was he that
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sneaked the ruby; in the man who jeered at his sister’s psychic fancies — and it
was he who nabbed the emeralds. Men like that always have their eye on jewels;
they never could rise, with the higher humbugs, to despising jewels. Those
criminals with small minds are always quite conventional. They become criminals
out of sheer conventionality.
“It takes you quite a long time to feel so crudely as that, though. It’s quite a wild
effort of imagination to be so conventional. To want one potty little object as
seriously as all that. But you can do it. ... You can get nearer to it. Begin by
thinking of being a greedy child; of how you might have stolen a sweet in a shop;
of how there was one particular sweet you wanted … then you must subtract the
childish poetry; shut off the fairy light that shone on the sweet-stuff shop; imagine
you really think you know the world and the market value of sweets … you
contract your mind like the camera focus … the thing shapes and then sharpens ...
and then, suddenly, it comes!”
He spoke like a man who had once captured a divine vision. Grandison Chace was
still looking at him with a frown of mingled mystification and interest. It must be
confessed that there did flash once beneath his heavy frown a look of something
almost like alarm. It was as if the shock of the first strange confession of the priest
still thrilled faintly through him like the last vibration of a thunderclap in the room.
Under the surface he was saying to himself that the mistake had only been a
temporary madness; that, of course. Father Brown could not really be the monster
and murderer he had beheld for that blinding and bewildering instant. But was
there not something wrong with the man who talked in that calm way about being
a murderer? Was it possible that the priest was a little mad?
“Don’t you think,” he said, abruptly; “that this notion of yours, of a man trying to
feel like a criminal, might make him a little too tolerant of crime?”
Father Brown sat up and spoke in a more staccato style.
“I know it does just the opposite. It solves the whole problem of time and sin. It
gives a man his remorse beforehand.”
There was a silence; the American looked at the high and steep roof that stretched
half across the enclosure; his host gazed into the fire without moving; and then the
priest’s voice came on a different note, as if from lower down.
“There are two ways of renouncing the devil,” he said; “and the difference is
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perhaps the deepest chasm in modern religion. One is to have a horror of him
because he is so far off; and the other to have it because he is so near. And no
virtue and vice are so much divided as those two virtues.”
They did not answer and he went on in the same heavy tone, as if he were
dropping words like molten lead.
“You may think a crime horrible because you could never commit it. I think it
horrible because I could commit it. You think of it as something like an eruption of
Vesuvius; but that would not really be so terrible as this house catching fire. If a
criminal suddenly appeared in this room — — ”
“If a criminal appeared in this room,” said Chace, smiling, “I think you would be a
good deal too favourable to him. Apparently you would start by telling him that
you were a criminal yourself and explaining how perfectly natural it was that he
should have picked his father’s pocket or cut his mother’s throat. Frankly, I don’t
think it’s practical. I think that the practical effect would be that no criminal would
ever reform. It’s easy enough to theorize and take hypothetical cases; but we all
know we’re only talking in the air. Sitting here in M. Duroc’s nice, comfortable
house, conscious of our respectability and all the rest of it, it just gives us a
theatrical thrill to talk about thieves and murderers and the mysteries of their souls.
But the people who really have to deal with thieves and murderers have to deal
with them differently. We are safe by the fireside; and we know the house is not on
fire. We know there is not a criminal in the room.”
The M. Duroc to whom allusion had been made rose slowly from what had been
called his fireside, and his huge shadow flung from the fire seemed to cover
everything and darken even the very night above him.
“There is a criminal in this room,” he said. “I am one. I am Flambeau, and the
police of two hemispheres are still hunting for me.”
The American remained gazing at him with eyes of a stony brightness; he seemed
unable to speak or move.
“There is nothing mystical, or metaphorical, or vicarious about my confession,”
said Flambeau. “I stole for twenty years with these two hands; I fled from the
police on these two feet. I hope you will admit that my activities were practical. I
hope you will admit that my judges and pursuers really had to deal with crime. Do
you think I do not know all about their way of reprehending it? Have I not heard
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the sermons of the righteous and seen the cold stare of the respectable; have I not
been lectured in the lofty and distant style, asked how it was possible for anyone to
fall so low, told that no decent person could ever have dreamed of such depravity?
Do you think all that ever did anything but make me laugh? Only my friend told
me that he knew exactly why I stole; and I have never stolen since.”
Father Brown made a gesture as of deprecation; and Grandison Chace at last let
out a long breath like a whistle.
“I have told you the exact truth,” said Flambeau; “and it is open to you to hand me
over to the police.”
There was an instant of profound stillness, in which could be faintly heard the
belated laughter of Flambeau’s children in the high, dark house above them, and
the crunching and snorting of the great, grey pigs in the twilight. And then it was
cloven by a high voice, vibrant and with a touch of offence, almost surprising for
those who do not understand the sensitive American spirit, and how near, in spite
of commonplace contrasts, it can sometimes come to the chivalry of Spain.
“Monsieur Duroc,” he said rather stiffly. “We have been friends, I hope, for some
considerable period; and I should be pretty much pained to suppose you thought
me capable of playing you such a trick while I was enjoying your hospitality and
the society of your family, merely because you chose to tell me a little of your own
autobiography of your own free will. And when you spoke merely in defence of
your friend — no, sir, I can’t imagine any gentleman double-crossing another
under such circumstances; it would be a damned sight better to be a dirty informer
and sell men’s blood for money. But in a case like this — — ! Could you conceive
any man being such a Judas?”
“I could try.” said Father Brown.

The Scandal of Father Brown

The Scandal of Father Brown
It would not be fair to record the adventures of Father Brown, without admitting
that he was once involved in a grave scandal. There still are persons, perhaps even
of his own community, who would say that there was a sort of blot upon his name.
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It happened in a picturesque Mexican road-house of rather loose repute, as
appeared later; and to some it seemed that for once the priest had allowed a
romantic streak in him, and his sympathy for human weakness, to lead him into
loose and unorthodox action. The story in itself was a simple one; and perhaps the
whole surprise of it consisted in its simplicity.
Burning Troy began with Helen; this disgraceful story began with the beauty of
Hypatia Potter. Americans have a great power, which Europeans do not always
appreciate, of creating institutions from below; that is by popular initiative. Like
every other good thing, it has its lighter aspects; one of which, as has been
remarked by Mr Wells and others, is that a person may become a public institution
without becoming an official institution. A girl of great beauty or brilliancy will be
a sort of uncrowned queen, even if she is not a Film Star or the original of a
Gibson Girl. Among those who had the fortune, or misfortune, to exist beautifully
in public in this manner, was a certain Hypatia Hard, who had passed through the
preliminary stage of receiving florid compliments in society paragraphs of the
local press, to the position of one who is actually interviewed by real pressmen. On
War and Peace and Patriotism and Prohibition and Evolution and the Bible she had
made her pronouncements with a charming smile; and if none of them seemed
very near to the real grounds of her own reputation, it was almost equally hard to
say what the grounds of her reputation really were. Beauty, and being the daughter
of a rich man, are things not rare in her country; but to these she added whatever it
is that attracts the wandering eye of journalism. Next to none of her admirers had
even seen her, or even hoped to do so; and none of them could possibly derive any
sordid benefit from her father’s wealth. It was simply a sort of popular romance,
the modern substitute for mythology; and it laid the first foundations of the more
turgid and tempestuous sort of romance in which she was to figure later on; and in
which many held that the reputation of Father Brown, as well as of others, had
been blown to rags.
It was accepted, sometimes romantically, sometimes resignedly, by those whom
American satire has named the Sob Sisters, that she had already married a very
worthy and respectable business man of the name of Potter. It was even possible to
regard her for a moment as Mrs Potter, on the universal understanding that her
husband was only the husband of Mrs Potter.
Then came the Great Scandal, by which her friends and enemies were horrified
beyond their wildest hopes. Her name was coupled (as the queer phrase goes) with
a literary man living in Mexico; in status an American, but in spirit a very Spanish
American. Unfortunately his vices resembled her virtues, in being good copy. He
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was no less a person than the famous or infamous Rudel Romanes; the poet whose
works had been so universally popularized by being vetoed by libraries or
prosecuted by the police. Anyhow, her pure and placid star was seen in
conjunction with this comet. He was of the sort to be compared to a comet, being
hairy and hot; the first in his portraits, the second in his poetry. He was also
destructive; the comet’s tail was a trail of divorces, which some called his success
as a lover and some his prolonged failure as a husband. It was hard on Hypatia;
there are disadvantages in conducting the perfect private life in public; like a
domestic interior in a shop-window. Interviewers reported doubtful utterances
about Love’s Larger Law of Supreme Self-Realization. The Pagans applauded.
The Sob Sisterhood permitted themselves a note of romantic regret; some having
even the hardened audacity to quote from the poem of Maud Mueller, to the effect
that of all the words of tongue or pen, the saddest are ‘It might have been.’ And Mr
Agar P. Rock, who hated the Sob Sisterhood with a holy and righteous hatred, said
that in this case he thoroughly agreed with Bret Harte’s emendation of the poem:
‘More sad are those we daily see; it is, but it hadn’t ought to be.’
For Mr Rock was very firmly and rightly convinced that a very large number of
things hadn’t ought to be. He was a slashing and savage critic of national
degeneration, on the Minneapolis Meteor, and a bold and honest man. He had
perhaps come to specialize too much in the spirit of indignation, but it had had a
healthy enough origin in his reaction against sloppy attempts to confuse right and
wrong in modern journalism and gossip. He expressed it first in the form of a
protest against an unholy halo of romance being thrown round the gunman and the
gangster. Perhaps he was rather too much inclined to assume, in robust impatience,
that all gangsters were Dagos and that all Dagos were gangsters. But his
prejudices, even when they were a little provincial, were rather refreshing after a
certain sort of maudlin and unmanly hero-worship, which was ready to regard a
professional murderer as a leader of fashion, so long as the pressmen reported that
his smile was irresistible or his tuxedo was all right. Anyhow, the prejudices did
not boil the less in the bosom of Mr Rock, because he was actually in the land of
the Dagos when this story opens; striding furiously up a hill beyond the Mexican
border, to the white hotel, fringed with ornamental palms, in which it was
supposed that the Potters were staying and that the mysterious Hypatia now held
her court. Agar Rock was a good specimen of a Puritan, even to look at; he might
even have been a virile Puritan of the seventeenth century, rather than the softer
and more sophisticated Puritan of the twentieth. If you had told him that his
antiquated black hat and habitual black frown, and fine flinty features, cast a
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gloom over the sunny land of palms and vines, he would have been very much
gratified. He looked to right and left with eyes bright with universal suspicions.
And, as he did so, he saw two figures on the ridge above him, outlined against the
clear sub-tropical sunset; figures in a momentary posture which might have made
even a less suspicious man suspect something.
One of the figures was rather remarkable in itself. It was poised at the exact angle
of the turning road above the valley, as if by an instinct for the site as well as the
attitude of statuary. It was wrapt in a great black cloak, in the Byronic manner, and
the head that rose above it in swarthy beauty was remarkably like Byron’s. This
man had the same curling hair and curling nostrils; and he seemed to be snorting
something of the same scorn and indignation against the world. He grasped in his
hand a rather long cane or walking-stick, which having a spike of the sort used for
mountaineering, carried at the moment a fanciful suggestion of a spear. It was
rendered all the more fanciful by something comically contradictory in the figure
of the other man, who carried an umbrella. It was indeed a new and neatly-rolled
umbrella, very different, for instance, from Father Brown’s umbrella: and he was
neatly clad like a clerk in light holiday clothes; a stumpy stoutish bearded man; but
the prosaic umbrella was raised and even brandished at an acute angle of attack.
The taller man thrust back at him, but in a hasty defensive manner; and then the
scene rather collapsed into comedy; for the umbrella opened of itself and its owner
almost seemed to sink behind it, while the other man had the air of pushing his
spear through a great grotesque shield. But the other man did not push it, or the
quarrel, very far; he plucked out the point, turned away impatiently and strode
down the road; while the other, rising and carefully refolding his umbrella, turned
in the opposite direction towards the hotel. Rock had not heard any of the words of
the quarrel, which must have immediately preceded this brief and rather absurd
bodily conflict; but as he went up the road in the track of the short man with the
beard, he revolved many things. And the romantic cloak and rather operatic good
looks of the one man, combined with the sturdy self-assertion of the other, fitted in
with the whole story which he had come to seek; and he knew that he could have
fixed those two strange figures with their names: Romanes and Potter.
His view was in every way confirmed when he entered the pillared porch; and
heard the voice of the bearded man raised high in altercation or command. He was
evidently speaking to the manager or staff of the hotel, and Rock heard enough to
know that he was warning them of a wild and dangerous character in the
neighbourhood.
‘If he’s really been to the hotel already,’ the little man was saying, in answer to
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some murmur, ‘all I can say is that you’d better not let him in again. Your police
ought to be looking after a fellow of that sort, but anyhow, I won’t have the lady
pestered with him.’
Rock listened in grim silence and growing conviction; then he slid across the
vestibule to an alcove where he saw the hotel register and turning to the last page,
saw ‘the fellow’ had indeed been to the hotel already. There appeared the name of
‘Rudel Romanes,’ that romantic public character, in very large and florid foreign
lettering; and after a space under it, rather close together, the names of Hypatia
Potter and Ellis T. Potter, in a correct and quite American handwriting.
Agar Rock looked moodily about him, and saw in the surroundings and even the
small decorations of the hotel everything that he hated most. It is perhaps
unreasonable to complain of oranges growing on orange-trees, even in small tubs;
still more of their only growing on threadbare curtains or faded wallpapers as a
formal scheme of ornament. But to him those red and golden moons, decoratively
alternated with silver moons, were in a queer way the quintessence of all
moonshine. He saw in them all that sentimental deterioration which his principles
deplored in modern manners, and which his prejudices vaguely connected with the
warmth and softness of the South. It annoyed him even to catch sight of a patch of
dark canvas, half-showing a Watteau shepherd with a guitar, or a blue tile with a
common-place design of a Cupid on a dolphin. His common sense would have told
him that he might have seen these things in a shop-window on Fifth Avenue; but
where they were, they seemed like a taunting siren voice of the Paganism of the
Mediterranean. And then suddenly, the look of all these things seemed to alter, as a
still mirror will flicker when a figure has flashed past it for a moment; and he
knew the whole room was full of a challenging presence. He turned almost stiffly,
and with a sort of resistance, and knew that he was facing the famous Hypatia, of
whom he had read and heard for so many years.
Hypatia Potter, nee Hard, was one of those people to whom the word ‘radiant’
really does apply definitely and derivatively. That is, she allowed what the papers
called her Personality to go out from her in rays. She would have been equally
beautiful, and to some tastes more attractive, if she had been self-contained; but
she had always been taught to believe that self-containment was only selfishness.
She would have said that she had lost Self in Service; it would perhaps be truer to
say that she had asserted Self in Service; but she was quite in good faith about the
service. Therefore her outstanding starry blue eyes really struck outwards, as in the
old metaphor that made eyes like Cupid’s darts, killing at a distance; but with an
abstract conception of conquest beyond any mere coquetry. Her pale fair hair,
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though arranged in a saintly halo, had a look of almost electric radiation. And
when she understood that the stranger before her was Mr Agar Rock, of the
Minneapolis Meteor, her eyes took on themselves the range of long searchlights,
sweeping the horizon of the States.
But in this the lady was mistaken; as she sometimes was. For Agar Rock was not
Agar Rock of the Minneapolis Meteor. He was at that moment merely Agar Rock;
there had surged up in him a great and sincere moral impulsion, beyond the coarse
courage of the interviewer. A feeling profoundly mixed of a chivalrous and
national sensibility to beauty, with an instant itch for moral action of some definite
sort, which was also national, nerved him to face a great scene; and to deliver a
noble insult. He remembered the original Hypatia, the beautiful Neo-Platonist, and
how he had been thrilled as a boy by Kingsley’s romance in which the young
monk denounces her for harlotries and idolatries. He confronted her with an iron
gravity and said:
‘If you’ll pardon me. Madam, I should like to have a word with you in private.’
‘Well,’ she said, sweeping the room with her splendid gaze, ‘I don’t know whether
you consider this place private.’
Rock also gazed round the room and could see no sign of life less vegetable than
the orange trees, except what looked like a large black mushroom, which he
recognized as the hat of some native priest or other, stolidly smoking a black local
cigar, and otherwise as stagnant as any vegetable. He looked for a moment at the
heavy, expressionless features, noting the rudeness of that peasant type from which
priests so often come, in Latin and especially Latin-American countries; and
lowered his voice a little as he laughed.
‘I don’t imagine that Mexican padre knows our language,’ he said. ‘Catch those
lumps of laziness learning any language but their own. Oh, I can’t swear he’s a
Mexican; he might be anything; mongrel Indian or nigger, I suppose. But I’ll
answer for it he’s not an American. Our ministries don’t produce that debased
type.’
‘As a matter of fact,’ said the debased type, removing his black cigar, ‘I’m English
and my name is Brown. But pray let me leave you if you wish to be private.’
‘If you’re English,’ said Rock warmly, ‘you ought to have some normal Nordic
instinct for protesting against all this nonsense. Well, it’s enough to say now that
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I’m in a position to testify that there’s a pretty dangerous fellow hanging round
this place; a tall fellow in a cloak, like those pictures of crazy poets.’
‘Well, you can’t go much by that,’ said the priest mildly; ‘a lot of people round
here use those cloaks, because the chill strikes very suddenly after sunset.’
Rock darted a dark and doubtful glance at him; as if suspecting some evasion in
the interests of all that was symbolized to him by mushroom hats and moonshine.
‘It wasn’t only the cloak,’ he growled, ‘though it was partly the way he wore it.
The whole look of the fellow was theatrical, down to his damned theatrical good
looks. And if you’ll forgive me, Madam, I strongly advise you to have nothing to
do with him, if he comes bothering here. Your husband has already told the hotel
people to keep him out — ’
Hypatia sprang to her feet and, with a very unusual gesture, covered her face,
thrusting her fingers into her hair. She seemed to be shaken, possibly with sobs,
but by the time she had recovered they had turned into a sort of wild laughter.
‘Oh, you are all too funny,’ she said, and, in a way very unusual with her, ducked
and darted to the door and disappeared.
‘Bit hysterical when they laugh like that,’ said Rock uncomfortably; then, rather at
a loss, and turning to the little priest: ‘as I say, if you’re English, you ought really
to be on my side against these Dagos, anyhow. Oh, I’m not one of those who talk
tosh about Anglo-Saxons; but there is such a thing as history. You can always
claim that America got her civilization from England.’
‘Also, to temper our pride,’ said Father Brown, ‘we must always admit that
England got her civilization from Dagos.’
Again there glowed in the other’s mind the exasperated sense that his interlocutor
was fencing with him, and fencing on the wrong side, in some secret and evasive
way; and he curtly professed a failure to comprehend.
‘Well, there was a Dago, or possibly a Wop, called Julius Caesar,’ said Father
Brown; ‘he was afterwards killed in a stabbing match; you know these Dagos
always use knives. And there was another one called Augustine, who brought
Christianity to our little island; and really, I don’t think we should have had much
civilization without those two.’
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‘Anyhow, that’s all ancient history,’ said the somewhat irritated journalist, ‘and
I’m very much interested in modern history. What I see is that these scoundrels are
bringing Paganism to our country, and destroying all the Christianity there is. Also
destroying all the common sense there is. All settled habits, all solid social order,
all the way in which the farmers who were our fathers and grandfathers did
manage to live in the world, melted into a hot mush by sensations and sensualities
about filmstars who divorced every month or so, and make every silly girl think
that marriage is only a way of getting divorced.’
‘You are quite right,’ said Father Brown. ‘Of course I quite agree with you there.
But you must make some allowances. Perhaps these Southern people are a little
prone to that sort of fault. You must remember that Northern people have other
kinds of faults. Perhaps these surroundings do encourage people to give too rich an
importance to mere romance.’
The whole integral indignation of Agar Rock’s life rose up within him at the word.
‘I hate Romance,’ he said, hitting the little table before him. ‘I’ve fought the
papers I worked for for forty years about the infernal trash. Every blackguard
bolting with a barmaid is called a romantic elopement or something; and now our
own Hypatia Hard, a daughter of a decent people, may get dragged into some
rotten romantic divorce case, that will be trumpeted to the whole world as happily
as a royal wedding. This mad poet Romanes is hanging round her; and you bet the
spotlight will follow him, as if he were any rotten little Dago who is called the
Great Lover on the films. I saw him outside; and he’s got the regular spotlight
face. Now my sympathies are with decency and common sense. My sympathies
are with poor Potter, a plain straightforward broker from Pittsburgh, who thinks he
has a right to his own home. And he’s making a fight for it, too. I heard him
hollering at the management, telling them to keep that rascal out; and quite right
too. The people here seem a sly and slinky lot; but I rather fancy he’s put the fear
of God into them already.’
‘As a matter of fact,’ said Father Brown, ‘I rather agree with you about the
manager and the men in this hotel; but you mustn’t judge all Mexicans by them.
Also I fancy the gentleman you speak of has not only hollered, but handed round
dollars enough to get the whole staff on his side. I saw them locking doors and
whispering most excitedly. By the way, your plain straightforward friend seems to
have a lot of money.’
‘I’ve no doubt his business does well,’ said Rock. ‘He’s quite the best type of
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sound business man. What do you mean?’
‘I fancied it might suggest another thought to you,’ said Father Brown; and, rising
with rather heavy civility, he left the room.
Rock watched the Potters very carefully that evening at dinner; and gained some
new impressions, though none that disturbed his deep sense of the wrong that
probably threatened the peace of the Potter home. Potter himself proved worthy of
somewhat closer study; though the journalist had at first accepted him as prosaic
and unpretentious, there was a pleasure in recognizing finer lines in what he
considered the hero or victim of a tragedy. Potter had really rather a thoughtful and
distinguished face, though worried and occasionally petulant. Rock got an
impression that the man was recovering from an illness; his faded hair was thin but
rather long, as if it had been lately neglected, and his rather unusual beard gave the
onlooker the same notion. Certainly he spoke once or twice to his wife in a rather
sharp and acid manner, fussing about tablets or some detail of digestive science;
but his real worry was doubtless concerned with the danger from without. His wife
played up to him in the splendid if somewhat condescending manner of a Patient
Griselda; but her eyes also roamed continually to the doors and shutters, as if in
half-hearted fear of an invasion. Rock had only too good reason to dread, after her
curious outbreak, the fact that her fear might turn out to be only half-hearted.
It was in the middle of the night that the extraordinary event occurred. Rock,
imagining himself to be the last to go up to bed, was surprised to find Father
Brown still tucked obscurely under an orange-tree in the hall, and placidly reading
a book. He returned the other’s farewell without further words, and the journalist
had his foot on the lowest step of the stair, when suddenly the outer door sprang on
its hinges and shook and rattled under the shock of blows planted from without;
and a great voice louder than the blows was heard violently demanding admission.
Somehow the journalist was certain that the blows had been struck with a pointed
stick like an alpenstock. He looked back at the darkened lower floor, and saw the
servants of the hotel sliding here and there to see that the doors were locked; and
not unlocking them. Then he slowly mounted to his room, and sat down furiously
to write his report.
He described the siege of the hotel; the evil atmosphere; the shabby luxury of the
place; the shifty evasions of the priest; above all, that terrible voice crying without,
like a wolf prowling round the house. Then, as he wrote, he heard a new sound and
sat up suddenly. It was a long repeated whistle, and in his mood he hated it doubly,
because it was like the signal of a conspirator and like the love-call of a bird. There
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followed an utter silence, in which he sat rigid; then he rose abruptly; for he had
heard yet another noise. It was a faint swish followed by a sharp rap or rattle; and
he was almost certain that somebody was throwing something at the window. He
walked stiffly downstairs, to the floor which was now dark and deserted; or nearly
deserted. For the little priest was still sitting under the orange shrub, lit by a low
lamp; and still reading his book.
‘You seem to be sitting up late,’ he said harshly.
‘Quite a dissipated character,’ said Father Brown, looking up with a broad smile,
‘reading Economics of Usury at all wild hours of the night.’
‘The place is locked up,’ said Rock.
‘Very thoroughly locked up,’ replied the other. ‘Your friend with the beard seems
to have taken every precaution. By the way, your friend with the beard is a little
rattled; I thought he was rather cross at dinner.’
‘Natural enough,’ growled the other, ‘if he thinks savages in this savage place are
out to wreck his home life.’
‘Wouldn’t it be better,’ said Father Brown, ‘if a man tried to make his home life
nice inside, while he was protecting it from the things outside.’
‘Oh, I know you will work up all the casuistical excuses,’ said the other; ‘perhaps
he was rather snappy with his wife; but he’s got the right on his side. Look here,
you seem to me to be rather a deep dog. I believe you know more about this than
you say. What the devil is going on in this infernal place? Why are you sitting up
all night to see it through?’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown patiently, ‘I rather thought my bedroom might be
wanted.’
‘Wanted by whom?’
‘As a matter of fact, Mrs Potter wanted another room,’ explained Father Brown
with limpid clearness. ‘I gave her mine, because I could open the window. Go and
see, if you like.’
‘I’ll see to something else first,’ said Rock grinding his teeth. ’You can play your
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monkey tricks in this Spanish monkey-house, but I’m still in touch with
civilization.’ He strode into the telephone-booth and rang up his paper; pouring out
the whole tale of the wicked priest who helped the wicked poet. Then he ran
upstairs into the priest’s room, in which the priest had just lit a short candle,
showing the windows beyond wide open.
He was just in time to see a sort of rude ladder unhooked from the window-sill and
rolled up by a laughing gentleman on the lawn below. The laughing gentleman
was a tall and swarthy gentleman, and was accompanied by a blonde but equally
laughing lady. This time, Mr Rock could not even comfort himself by calling her
laughter hysterical. It was too horribly genuine; and rang down the rambling
garden-paths as she and her troubadour disappeared into the dark thickets.
Agar Rock turned on his companion a face of final and awful justice; like the Day
of Judgement.
‘Well, all America is going to hear of this,’ he said. ‘In plain words, you helped
her to bolt with that curly-haired lover.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘I helped her to bolt with that curly-haired lover.’
‘You call yourself a minister of Jesus Christ,’ cried Rock, ‘and you boast of a
crime.’
‘I have been mixed up with several crimes,’ said the priest gently. ‘Happily for
once this is a story without a crime. This is a simple fire-side idyll; that ends with a
glow of domesticity.’
‘And ends with a rope-ladder instead of a rope,’ said Rock. ’Isn’t she a married
woman?’
‘Oh, yes,’ said Father Brown.
‘Well, oughtn’t she to be with her husband?’ demanded Rock.
‘She is with her husband,’ said Father Brown.
The other was startled into anger. ‘You lie,’ he said. ‘The poor little man is still
snoring in bed.’
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‘You seem to know a lot about his private affairs,’ said Father Brown plaintively.
‘You could almost write a life of the Man with a Beard. The only thing you don’t
seem ever to have found out about him is his name.’
‘Nonsense,’ said Rock. ‘His name is in the hotel book.’
‘I know it is,’ answered the priest, nodding gravely, ‘in very large letters; the name
of Rudel Romanes. Hypatia Potter, who met him here, put her name boldly under
his, when she meant to elope with him; and her husband put his name under that,
when he pursued them to this place. He put it very close under hers, by way of
protest. The Romanes (who has pots of money, as a popular misanthrope despising
men) bribed the brutes in this hotel to bar and bolt it and keep the lawful husband
out. And I, as you truly say, helped him to get in.’
When a man is told something that turns things upside-down; that the tail wags the
dog; that the fish has caught the fisherman; that the earth goes round the moon; he
takes some little time before he even asks seriously if it is true. He is still content
with the consciousness that it is the opposite of the obvious truth. Rock said at last:
‘You don’t mean that little fellow is the romantic Rudel we’re always reading
about; and that curly haired fellow is Mr Potter of Pittsburgh.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown. ‘I knew it the moment I clapped eyes on both of them.
But I verified it afterwards.’
Rock ruminated for a time and said at last: ‘I suppose it’s barely possible you’re
right. But how did you come to have such a notion, in the face of the facts?’
Father Brown looked rather abashed; subsided into a chair, and stared into
vacancy, until a faint smile began to dawn on his round and rather foolish face.
‘Well,’ he said, ‘you see — the truth is, I’m not romantic.’
‘I don’t know what the devil you are,’ said Rock roughly.
‘Now you are romantic,’ said Father Brown helpfully. ‘For instance, you see
somebody looking poetical, and you assume he is a poet. Do you know what the
majority of poets look like? What a wild confusion was created by that
coincidence of three good-looking aristocrats at the beginning of the nineteenth
century: Byron and Goethe and Shelley! Believe me, in the common way, a man
may write: “Beauty has laid her flaming lips on mine,” or whatever that chap
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wrote, without being himself particularly beautiful. Besides, do you realize how
old a man generally is by the time his fame has filled the world? Watts painted
Swinburne with a halo of hair; but Swinburne was bald before most of his last
American or Australian admirers had heard of his hyacinthine locks. So was
D’Annunzio. As a fact, Romanes still has rather a fine head, as you will see if you
look at it closely; he looks like an intellectual man; and he is. Unfortunately, like a
good many other intellectual men, he’s a fool. He’s let himself go to seed with
selfishness and fussing about his digestion. So that the ambitious American lady,
who thought it would be like soaring to Olympus with the Nine Muses to elope
with a poet, found that a day or so of it was about enough for her. So that when her
husband came after her, and stormed the place, she was delighted to go back to
him.’
‘But her husband?’ queried Rock. ‘I am still rather puzzled about her husband.’
‘Ah, you’ve been reading too many of your erotic modern novels,’ said Father
Brown; and partly closed his eyes in answer to the protesting glare of the other. ‘I
know a lot of stories start with a wildly beautiful woman wedded to some elderly
swine in the stock market. But why? In that, as in most things, modern novels are
the very reverse of modern. I don’t say it never happens; but it hardly ever happens
now except by her own fault. Girls nowadays marry whom they like; especially
spoilt girls like Hypatia. And whom do they marry? A beautiful wealthy girl like
that would have a ring of admirers; and whom would she choose? The chances are
a hundred to one that she’d marry very young and choose the handsomest man she
met at a dance or a tennis-party. Well, ordinary business men are sometimes
handsome. A young god appeared (called Potter) and she wouldn’t care if he was a
broker or a burglar. But, given the environment, you will admit it’s more likely he
would be a broker; also, it’s quite likely that he’d be called Potter. You see, you
are so incurably romantic that your whole case was founded on the idea that a man
looking like a young god couldn’t be called Potter. Believe me, names are not so
appropriately distributed.’
‘Well,’ said the other, after a short pause, ‘and what do you suppose happened
after that?’
Father Brown got up rather abruptly from the seat in which he had collapsed; the
candlelight threw the shadow of his short figure across the wall and ceiling, giving
an odd impression that the balance of the room had been altered.
‘Ah,’ he muttered, ‘that’s the devil of it. That’s the real devil. Much worse than the
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old Indian demons in this jungle. You thought I was only making out a case for the
loose ways of these Latin Americans — well, the queer thing about you’ — and he
blinked owlishly at the other through his spectacles — ‘the queerest thing about
you is that in a way you’re right.
‘You say down with romance. I say I’d take my chance in fighting the genuine
romances — all the more because they are precious few, outside the first fiery days
of youth. I say — take away the Intellectual Friendships; take away the Platonic
Unions; take away the Higher Laws of Self-Fulfilment and the rest, and I’ll risk
the normal dangers of the job. Take away the love that isn’t love, but only pride
and vainglory and publicity and making a splash; and we’ll take our chance of
fighting the love that is love, when it has to be fought, as well as the love that is
lust and lechery. Priests know young people will have passions, as doctors know
they will have measles. But Hypatia Potter is forty if she is a day, and she cares no
more for that little poet than if he were her publisher or her publicity man. That’s
just the point — he was her publicity man. It’s your newspapers that have ruined
her; it’s living in the limelight; it’s wanting to see herself in the headlines, even in
a scandal if it were only sufficiently psychic and superior. It’s wanting to be
George Sand, her name immortally linked with Alfred de Musset. When her real
romance of youth was over, it was the sin of middle age that got hold of her; the
sin of intellectual ambition. She hasn’t got any intellect to speak of; but you don’t
need any intellect to be an intellectual.’
‘I should say she was pretty brainy in one sense,’ observed Rock reflectively.
‘Yes, in one sense,’ said Father Brown. ‘In only one sense. In a business sense.
Not in any sense that has anything to do with these poor lounging Dagos down
here. You curse the Film Stars and tell me you hate romance. Do you suppose the
Film Star, who is married for the fifth time, is misled by any romance? Such
people are very practical; more practical than you are. You say you admire the
simple solid Business Man. Do you suppose that Rudel Romanes isn’t a Business
Man? Can’t you see he knew, quite as well as she did, the advertising advantages
of this grand affair with a famous beauty. He also knew very well that his hold on
it was pretty insecure; hence his fussing about and bribing servants to lock doors.
But what I mean to say, first and last, is that there’d be a lot less scandal if people
didn’t idealize sin and pose as sinners. These poor Mexicans may seem sometimes
to live like beasts, or rather sin like men; but they don’t go in for Ideals. You must
at least give them credit for that.’
He sat down again, as abruptly as he had risen, and laughed apologetically. ‘Well,
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Mr Rock,’ he said, ‘that is my complete confession; the whole horrible story of
how I helped a romantic elopement. You can do what you like with it.’
‘In that case,’ said Rock, rising, ‘I will go to my room and make a few alterations
in my report. But, first of all, I must ring up my paper and tell them I’ve been
telling them a pack of lies.’
Not much more than half an hour had passed, between the time when Rock had
telephoned to say the priest was helping the poet to run away with the lady, and the
time when he telephoned to say that the priest had prevented the poet from doing
precisely the same thing. But in that short interval of time was born and enlarged
and scattered upon the winds the Scandal of Father Brown. The truth is still half an
hour behind the slander; and nobody can be certain when or where it will catch up
with it. The garrulity of pressmen and the eagerness of enemies had spread the first
story through the city, even before it appeared in the first printed version. It was
instantly corrected and contradicted by Rock himself, in a second message stating
how the story had really ended; but it was by no means certain that the first story
was killed. A positively incredible number of people seemed to have read the first
issue of the paper and not the second. Again and again, in every corner of the
world, like a flame bursting from blackened ashes, there would appear the old tale
of the Brown Scandal, or Priest Ruins Potter Home. Tireless apologists of the
priest’s party watched for it, and patiently tagged after it with contradictions and
exposures and letters of protest. Sometimes the letters were published in the
papers; and sometimes they were not. But still nobody knew how many people had
heard the story without hearing the contradiction. It was possible to find whole
blocks of blameless and innocent people who thought the Mexican Scandal was an
ordinary recorded historical incident like the Gunpowder Plot. Then somebody
would enlighten these simple people, only to discover that the old story had started
afresh among a few quite educated people, who would seem the last people on
earth to be duped by it. And so the two Father Browns chase each other round the
world for ever; the first a shameless criminal fleeing from justice; the second a
martyr broken by slander, in a halo of rehabilitation. But neither of them is very
like the real Father Brown, who is not broken at all; but goes stumping with his
stout umbrella through life, liking most of the people in it; accepting the world as
his companion, but never as his judge.

The Quick One
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The strange story of the incongruous strangers is still remembered along that strip
of the Sussex coast, where the large and quiet hotel called the Maypole and
Garland looks across its own gardens to the sea. Two quaintly assorted figures did,
indeed, enter that quiet hotel on that sunny afternoon; one being conspicuous in the
sunlight, and visible over the whole shore, by the fact of wearing a lustrous green
turban, surrounding a brown face and a black beard; the other would have seemed
to some even more wild and weird, by reason of his wearing a soft black
clergyman’s hat with a yellow moustache and yellow hair of leonine length. He at
least had often been seen preaching on the sands or conducting Band of Hope
services with a little wooden spade; only he had certainly never been seen going
into the bar of an hotel. The arrival of these quaint companions was the climax of
the story, but not the beginning of it; and, in order to make a rather mysterious
story as clear as possible, it is better to begin at the beginning.
Half an hour before those two conspicuous figures entered the hotel, and were
noticed by everybody, two other very inconspicuous figures had also entered it,
and been noticed by nobody. One was a large man, and handsome in a heavy style,
but he had a knack of taking up very little room, like a background; only an almost
morbidly suspicious examination of his boots would have told anybody that he
was an Inspector of Police in plain clothes; in very plain clothes. The other was a
drab and insignificant little man, also in plain clothes, only that they happened to
be clerical clothes; but nobody had ever seen him preaching on the sands.
These travellers also found themselves in a sort of large smoking-room with a bar,
for a reason which determined all the events of that tragic afternoon. The truth is
that the respectable hotel called the Maypole and Garland was being ‘done-up’.
Those who had liked it in the past were moved to say that it was being done down;
or possibly done in. This was the opinion of the local grumbler, Mr Raggley, the
eccentric old gentleman who drank cherry brandy in a corner and cursed. Anyhow,
it was being carefully stripped of all the stray indications that it had once been an
English inn; and being busily turned, yard by yard and room by room, into
something resembling the sham palace of a Levantine usurer in an American film.
It was, in short, being ‘decorated’; but the only part where the decoration was
complete, and where customers could yet be made comfortable, was this large
room leading out of the hall. It had once been honourably known as a Bar Parlour
and was now mysteriously known as a Saloon Lounge, and was newly ‘decorated’,
in the manner of an Asiatic Divan. For Oriental ornament pervaded the new
scheme; and where there had once been a gun hung on hooks, and sporting prints
and a stuffed fish in a glass case, there were now festoons of Eastern drapery and
trophies of scimitars, tulwards and yataghans, as if in unconscious preparation for
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the coming of the gentleman with the turban. The practical point was, however,
that the few guests who did arrive had to be shepherded into this lounge, now
swept and garnished, because all the more regular and refined parts of the hotel
were still in a state of transition. Perhaps that was also the reason why even those
few guests were somewhat neglected, the manager and others being occupied with
explanations or exhortations elsewhere. Anyhow, the first two travellers who
arrived had to kick their heels for some time unattended. The bar was at the
moment entirely empty, and the Inspector rang and rapped impatiently on the
counter; but the little clergyman had already dropped into a lounge seat and
seemed in no hurry for anything. Indeed his friend the policeman, turning his head,
saw that the round face of the little cleric had gone quite blank, as it had a way of
doing sometimes; he seemed to be staring through his moonlike spectacles at the
newly decorated wall.
‘I may as well offer you a penny for your thoughts,’ said Inspector Greenwood,
turning from the counter with a sigh, ‘as nobody seems to want my pennies for
anything else. This seems to be the only room in the house that isn’t full of ladders
and whitewash; and this is so empty that there isn’t even a potboy to give me a pot
of beer.’
‘Oh . . . my thoughts are not worth a penny, let alone a pot of beer,’ answered the
cleric, wiping his spectacles, ‘I don’t know why . . . but I was thinking how easy it
would be to commit a murder here.’
‘It’s all very well for you, Father Brown,’ said the Inspector good-humouredly.
‘You’ve had a lot more murders than your fair share; and we poor policemen sit
starving all our lives, even for a little one. But why should you say . . . Oh I see,
you’re looking at all those Turkish daggers on the wall. There are plenty of things
to commit a murder with, if that’s what you mean. But not more than there are in
any ordinary kitchen: carving knives or pokers or what not. That isn’t where the
snag of a murder comes in.’
Father Brown seemed to recall his rambling thoughts in some bewilderment; and
said that he supposed so.
‘Murder is always easy,’ said Inspector Greenwood. ‘There can’t possibly be
anything more easy than murder. I could murder you at this minute — more easily
than I can get a drink in this damned bar. The only difficulty is committing a
murder without committing oneself as a murderer. It’s this shyness about owning
up to a murder; it’s this silly modesty of murderers about their own masterpieces,
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that makes the trouble. They will stick to this extraordinary fixed idea of killing
people without being found out; and that’s what restrains them, even in a room full
of daggers. Otherwise every cutler’s shop would be piled with corpses. And that,
by the way, explains the one kind of murder that really can’t be prevented. Which
is why, of course, we poor bobbies are always blamed for not preventing it. When
a madman murders a King or a President, it can’t be prevented. You can’t make a
King live in a coal-cellar, or carry about a President in a steel box. Anybody can
murder him who does not mind being a murderer. That is where the madman is
like the martyr — sort of beyond this world. A real fanatic can always kill
anybody he likes.’
Before the priest could reply, a joyous band of bagmen rolled into the room like a
shoal of porpoises; and the magnificent bellow of a big, beaming man, with an
equally big and beaming tie-pin, brought the eager and obsequious manager
running like a dog to the whistle, with a rapidity which the police in plain clothes
had failed to inspire.
‘I’m sure I’m very sorry, Mr Jukes,’ said the manager, who wore a rather agitated
smile and a wave or curl of very varnished hair across his forehead. ‘We’re rather
understaffed at present; and I had to attend to something in the hotel, Mr Jukes.’
Mr Jukes was magnanimous, but in a noisy way; and ordered drinks all round,
conceding one even to the almost cringing manager. Mr Jukes was a traveller for a
very famous and fashionable wine and spirits firm; and may have conceived
himself as lawfully the leader in such a place. Anyhow, he began a boisterous
monologue, rather tending to tell the manager how to manage his hotel; and the
others seemed to accept him as an authority. The policeman and the priest had
retired to a low bench and small table in the background, from which they watched
events, up to that rather remarkable moment when the policeman had very
decisively to intervene.
For the next thing that happened, as already narrated, was the astonishing
apparition of a brown Asiatic in a green turban, accompanied by the (if possible)
more astonishing apparition of a Noncomformist minister; omens such as appear
before a doom. In this case there was no doubt about evidence for the portent. A
taciturn but observant boy cleaning the steps for the last hour (being a leisurely
worker), the dark, fat, bulky bar-attendant, even the diplomatic but distracted
manager, all bore witness to the miracle.
The apparitions, as the sceptics say, were due to perfectly natural causes. The man
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with the mane of yellow hair and the semi-clerical clothes was not only familiar as
a preacher on the sands, but as a propagandist throughout the modern world. He
was no less a person than the Rev. David Pryce-Jones, whose far-resounding
slogan was Prohibition and Purification for Our Land and the Britains Overseas.
He as an excellent public speaker and organizer; and an idea had occurred to him
that ought to have occurred to Prohibitionists long ago. It was the simple idea that,
if Prohibition is right, some honour is due to the Prophet who was perhaps the first
Prohibitionist. He had corresponded with the leaders of Mahommedan religious
thought, and had finally induced a distinguished Moslem (one of whose names was
Akbar and the rest an untranslatable ululation of Allah with attributes) to come and
lecture in England on the ancient Moslem veto on wine. Neither of them certainly
had been in a public-house bar before; but they had come there by the process
already described; driven from the genteel tea-rooms, shepherded into the newlydecorated saloon. Probably all would have been well, if the great Prohibitionist, in
his innocence, had not advanced to the counter and asked for a glass of milk.
The commercial travellers, though a kindly race, emitted involuntary noises of
pain; a murmur of suppressed jests was heard, as ‘Shun the bowl,’ or ‘Better bring
out the cow’. But the magnificent Mr Jukes, feeling it due to his wealth and tie-pin
to produce more refined humour, fanned himself as one about to faint, and said
pathetically: ‘They know they can knock me down with a feather. They know a
breath will blow me away. They know my doctor says I’m not to have these
shocks. And they come and drink cold milk in cold blood, before my very eyes.’
The Rev. David Pryce-Jones, accustomed to deal with hecklers at public meetings,
was so unwise as to venture on remonstrance and recrimination, in this very
different and much more popular atmosphere. The Oriental total abstainer
abstained from speech as well as spirits; and certainly gained in dignity by doing
so. In fact, so far as he was concerned, the Moslem culture certainly scored a silent
victory; he was obviously so much more of a gentleman than the commercial
gentlemen, that a faint irritation began to arise against his aristocratic aloofness;
and when Mr Pryce-Jones began to refer in argument to something of the kind, the
tension became very acute indeed.
‘I ask you, friends,’ said Mr Pryce-Jones, with expansive platform gestures, ‘why
does our friend here set an example to us Christians in truly Christian self-control
and brotherhood? Why does he stand here as a model of true Christianity, of real
refinement, of genuine gentlemanly behaviour, amid all the quarrels and riots of
such places as these? Because, whatever the doctrinal differences between us, at
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least in his soil the evil plant, the accursed hop or vine, has never — ’
At this crucial moment of the controversy it was that John Raggley, the stormy
petrel of a hundred storms of controversy, red-faced, white-haired, his antiquated
top-hat on the back of his head, his stick swinging like a club, entered the house
like an invading army.
John Raggley was generally regarded as a crank. He was the sort of man who
writes letters to the newspaper, which generally do not appear in the newspaper;
but which do appear afterwards as pamphlets, printed (or misprinted) at his own
expense; and circulated to a hundred waste-paper baskets. He had quarrelled alike
with the Tory squires and the Radical County Councils; he hated Jews; and he
distrusted nearly everything that is sold in shops, or even in hotels. But there was a
backing of facts behind his fads; he knew the county in every corner and curious
detail; and he was a sharp observer. Even the manager, a Mr Wills, had a shadowy
respect for Mr Raggley, having a nose for the sort of lunacy allowed in the gentry;
not indeed the prostrate reverence which he had for the jovial magnificence of Mr
Jukes, who was really good for trade, but a least a disposition to avoid quarrelling
with the old grumbler, partly perhaps out of fear of the old grumbler’s tongue.
‘And you will have your usual, Sir,’ said Mr Wills, leaning and leering across the
counter.
‘It’s the only decent stuff you’ve still got,’ snorted Mr Raggley, slapping down his
queer and antiquated hat. ‘Damn it, I sometimes think the only English thing left in
England is cherry brandy. Cherry brandy does taste of cherries. Can you find me
any beer that tastes of hops, or any cider that tastes of apples, or any wine that has
the remotest indication of being made out of grapes? There’s an infernal swindle
going on now in every inn in the country, that would have raised a revolution in
any other country. I’ve found out a thing or two about it, I can tell you. You wait
till I can get it printed, and people will sit up. If I could stop our people being
poisoned with all this bad drink — ’
Here again the Rev. David Pryce-Jones showed a certain failure in tact; though it
was a virtue he almost worshipped. He was so unwise as to attempt to establish an
alliance with Mr Raggley, by a fine confusion between the idea of bad drink and
the idea that drink is bad. Once more he endeavoured to drag his stiff and stately
Eastern friend into the argument, as a refined foreigner superior to our rough
English ways. He was even so foolish as to talk of a broad theological outlook; and
ultimately to mention the name of Mahomet, which was echoed in a sort of
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explosion.
‘God damn your soul!’ roared Mr Raggley, with a less broad theological outlook.
‘Do you mean that Englishmen mustn’t drink English beer, because wine was
forbidden in a damned desert by that dirty old humbug Mahomet?’
In an instant the Inspector of Police had reached the middle of the room with a
stride. For, the instant before that, a remarkable change had taken place in the
demeanour of the Oriental gentleman, who had hitherto stood perfectly still, with
steady and shining eyes. He now proceeded, as his friend had said, to set an
example in truly Christian self-control and brotherhood by reaching the wall with
the bound of a tiger, tearing down one of the heavy knives hanging there and
sending it smack like a stone from a sling, so that it stuck quivering in the wall
exactly half an inch above Mr Raggley’s ear. It would undoubtedly have stuck
quivering in Mr Raggley, if Inspector Greenwood had not been just in time to jerk
the arm and deflect the aim. Father Brown continued in his seat, watching the
scene with screwed-up eyes and a screw of something almost like a smile at the
corners of his mouth, as if he saw something beyond the mere momentary violence
of the quarrel.
And then the quarrel took a curious turn; which may not be understood by
everybody, until men like Mr John Raggley are better understood than they are.
For the red-faced old fanatic was standing up and laughing uproariously as if it
were the best joke he had ever heard. All his snapping vituperation and bitterness
seemed to have gone out of him; and he regarded the other fanatic, who had just
tried to murder him, with a sort of boisterous benevolence.
‘Blast your eyes,’ he said, ‘you’re the first man I’ve met in twenty years!’
‘Do you charge this man, Sir?’ said the Inspector, looking doubtful.
‘Charge him, of course not,’ said Raggley. ‘I’d stand him a drink if he were
allowed any drinks. I hadn’t any business to insult his religion; and I wish to God
all you skunks had the guts to kill a man, I won’t say for insulting your religion,
because you haven’t got any, but for insulting anything — even your beer.’
‘Now he’s called us all skunks,’ said Father Brown to Greenwood, ‘peace and
harmony seem to be restored. I wish that teetotal lecturer could get himself
impaled on his friend’s knife; it was he who made all the mischief.’
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As he spoke, the odd groups in the room were already beginning to break up; it
had been found possible to clear the commercial room for the commercial
travellers, and they adjourned to it, the potboy carrying a new round of drinks after
them on a tray. Father Brown stood for a moment gazing at the glasses left on the
counter; recognizing at once the ill-omened glass of milk, and another which smelt
of whisky; and then turned just in time to see the parting between those two quaint
figures, fanatics of the East and West. Raggley was still ferociously genial; there
was still something a little darkling and sinister about the Moslem, which was
perhaps natural; but he bowed himself out with grave gestures of dignified
reconciliation; and there was every indication that the trouble was really over.
Some importance, however, continued attached, in the mind of Father Brown at
least, to the memory and interpretation of those last courteous salutes between the
combatants. Because curiously enough, when Father Brown came down very early
next morning, to perform his religious duties in the neighbourhood, he found the
long saloon bar, with its fantastic Asiatic decoration, filled with a dead white light
of daybreak in which every detail was distinct; and one of the details was the dead
body of John Raggley bent and crushed into a corner of the room, with the heavyhilted crooked dagger rammed through his heart.
Father Brown went very softly upstairs again and summoned his friend the
Inspector; and the two stood beside the corpse, in a house in which no one else was
as yet stirring. ‘We mustn’t either assume or avoid the obvious,’ said Greenwood
after a silence, ‘but it is well to remember, I think, what I was saying to you
yesterday afternoon. It’s rather odd, by the way, that I should have said it —
yesterday afternoon.’
‘I know,’ said the priest, nodding with an owlish stare.
‘I said,’ observed Greenwood, ‘that the one sort of murder we can’t stop is murder
by somebody like a religious fanatic. That brown fellow probably thinks that if
he’s hanged, he’ll go straight to Paradise for defending the honour of the Prophet.’
‘There is that, of course,’ said Father Brown. ‘It would be very reasonable, so to
speak, of our Moslem friend to have stabbed him. And you may say we don’t
know of anybody else yet, who could at all reasonably have stabbed him. But . . .
but I was thinking . . . ’ And his round face suddenly went blank again and all
speech died on his lips.
‘What’s the matter now?’ asked the other.
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‘Well, I know it sounds funny,’ said Father Brown in a forlorn voice. ‘But I was
thinking ... I was thinking, in a way, it doesn’t much matter who stabbed him.’
‘Is this the New Morality?’ asked his friend. ‘Or the old Casuistry, perhaps. Are
the Jesuits really going in for murder?’
‘I didn’t say it didn’t matter who murdered him,’ said Father Brown. ‘Of course
the man who stabbed him might possibly be the man who murdered him. But it
might be quite a different man. Anyhow, it was done at quite a different time. I
suppose you’ll want to work on the hilt for finger-prints; but don’t take too much
notice of them. I can imagine other reasons for other people sticking this knife in
the poor old boy. Not very edifying reasons, of course, but quite distinct from the
murder. You’ll have to put some more knives into him, before you find out about
that.’
‘You mean — ’ began the other, watching him keenly.
‘I mean the autopsy,’ said the priest, ‘to find the real cause of death.’
‘You’re quite right, I believe,’ said the Inspector, ‘about the stabbing, anyhow. We
must wait for the doctor; but I’m pretty sure he’ll say you’re right. There isn’t
blood enough. This knife was stuck in the corpse when it had been cold for hours.
But why?’
‘Possibly to put the blame on the Mahommedan,’ answered Father Brown. ‘Pretty
mean, I admit, but not necessarily murder. I fancy there are people in this place
trying to keep secrets, who are not necessarily murderers.’
‘I haven’t speculated on that line yet,’ said Greenwood. ‘What makes you think
so?’
‘What I said yesterday, when we first came into this horrible room. I said it would
be easy to commit a murder here. But I wasn’t thinking about all those stupid
weapons, though you thought I was. About something quite different.’
For the next few hours the Inspector and his friend conducted a close and thorough
investigation into the goings and comings of everybody for the last twenty-four
hours, the way the drinks had been distributed, the glasses that were washed or
unwashed, and every detail about every individual involved, or apparently not
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involved. One might have supposed they thought that thirty people had been
poisoned, as well as one.
It seemed certain that nobody had entered the building except by the big entrance
that adjoined the bar; all the others were blocked in one way or another by the
repairs. A boy had been cleaning the steps outside this entrance; but he had
nothing very clear to report. Until the amazing entry of the Turk in the Turban,
with his teetotal lecturer, there did not seem to have been much custom of any
kind, except for the commercial travellers who came in to take what they called
‘quick ones’; and they seemed to have moved together, like Wordsworth’s Cloud;
there was a slight difference of opinion between the boy outside and the men
inside about whether one of them had not been abnormally quick in obtaining a
quick one, and come out on the doorstep by himself; but the manager and the
barman had no memory of any such independent individual. The manager and the
barman knew all the travellers quite well, and there was no doubt about their
movements as a whole. They had stood at the bar chaffing and drinking; they had
been involved, through their lordly leader, Mr Jukes, in a not very serious
altercation with Mr Pryce-Jones; and they had witnessed the sudden and very
serious altercation between Mr Akbar and Mr Raggley. Then they were told they
could adjourn to the Commercial Room and did so, their drinks being borne after
them like a trophy.
‘There’s precious little to go on,’ said Inspector Greenwood. ‘Of course a lot of
officious servants must do their duty as usual, and wash out all the glasses;
including old Raggley’s glass. If it weren’t for everybody else’s efficiency, we
detectives might be quite efficient.’
‘I know,’ said Father Brown, and his mouth took on again the twisted smile. ‘I
sometimes think criminals invented hygiene. Or perhaps hygienic reformers
invented crime; they look like it, some of them. Everybody talks about foul dens
and filthy slums in which crime can run riot; but it’s just the other way. They are
called foul, not because crimes are committed, but because crimes are discovered.
It’s in the neat, spotless, clean and tidy places that crime can run riot; no mud to
make footprints; no dregs to contain poison; kind servants washing out all traces of
the murder; and the murderer killing and cremating six wives and all for want of a
little Christian dirt. Perhaps I express myself with too much warmth — but look
here. As it happens, I do remember one glass, which has doubtless been cleaned
since, but I should like to know more about it.’
‘Do you mean Raggley’s glass?’ asked Greenwood.
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‘No; I mean Nobody’s glass,’ replied the priest. ‘It stood near that glass of milk
and it still held an inch or two of whisky. Well, you and I had no whisky. I happen
to remember that the manager, when treated by the jovial Jukes, had “a drop of
gin”. I hope you don’t suggest that our Moslem was a whisky-drinker disguised in
a green turban; or that the Rev. David Pryce-Jones managed to drink whisky and
milk together, without noticing it.’
‘Most of the commercial travellers took whisky,’ said the Inspector. ‘They
generally do.’
‘Yes; and they generally see they get it too,’ answered Father Brown. ‘In this case,
they had it all carefully carted after them to their own room. But this glass was left
behind.’
‘An accident, I suppose,’ said Greenwood doubtfully. ‘The man could easily get
another in the Commercial Room afterwards.’
Father Brown shook his head. ‘You’ve got to see people as they are. Now these
sort of men — well, some call them vulgar and some common; but that’s all likes
and dislikes. I’d be content to say that they are mostly simple men. Lots of them
very good men, very glad to go back to the missus and the kids; some of them
might be blackguards; might have had several missuses; or even murdered several
missuses. But most of them are simple men; and, mark you, just the least tiny bit
drunk. Not much; there’s many a duke or don at Oxford drunker; but when that
sort of man is at that stage of conviviality, he simply can’t help noticing things,
and noticing them very loud. Don’t you observe that the least little incident jerks
them into speech; if the beer froths over, they froth over with it, and have to say,
“Whoa, Emma,” or “Doing me proud, aren’t you?” Now I should say it’s flatly
impossible for five of these festive beings to sit round a table in the Commercial
Room, and have only four glasses set before them, the fifth man being left out,
without making a shout about it. Probably they would make a shout about it.
Certainly he would make a shout about it. He wouldn’t wait, like an Englishman of
another class, till he could get a drink quietly later. The air would resound with
things like, “And what about little me?” or, “Here, George, have I joined the Band
of Hope?” or, “Do you see any green in my turban, George?” But the barman
heard no such complaints. I take it as certain that the glass of whisky left behind
had been nearly emptied by somebody else; somebody we haven’t thought about
yet.’
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‘But can you think of any such person?’ ask the other.
‘It’s because the manager and the barman won’t hear of any such person, that you
dismiss the one really independent piece of evidence; the evidence of that boy
outside cleaning the steps. He says that a man, who well may have been a bagman,
but who did not, in fact, stick to the other bagmen, went in and came out again
almost immediately. The manager and the barman never saw him; or say they
never saw him. But he got a glass of whisky from the bar somehow. Let us call
him, for the sake of argument, The Quick One. Now you know I don’t often
interfere with your business, which I know you do better than I should do it, or
should want to do it. I’ve never had anything to do with setting police machinery
at work, or running down criminals, or anything like that. But, for the first time in
my life, I want to do it now. I want you to find The Quick One; to follow The
Quick One to the ends of the earth; to set the whole infernal official machinery at
work like a drag-net across the nations, and jolly well recapture The Quick One.
Because he is the man we want.’
Greenwood made a despairing gesture. ‘Has he face or form or any visible quality
except quickness?’ he inquired.
‘He was wearing a sort of Inverness cape,’ said Father Brown, ‘and he told the boy
outside he must reach Edinburgh by next morning. That’s all the boy outside
remembers. But I know your organization has got on to people with less clue than
that.’
‘You seem very keen on this,’ said the Inspector, a little puzzled.
The priest looked puzzled also, as if at his own thoughts; he sat with knotted brow
and then said abruptly: ‘You see, it’s so easy to be misunderstood. All men matter.
You matter. I matter. It’s the hardest thing in theology to believe.’
The Inspector stared at him without comprehension; but he proceeded.
‘We matter to God — God only knows why. But that’s the only possible
justification of the existence of policemen.’ The policeman did not seem
enlightened as to his own cosmic justification. ‘Don’t you see, the law really is
right in a way, after all. If all men matter, all murders matter. That which He has so
mysteriously created, we must not suffer to be mysteriously destroyed. But — ’
He said the last word sharply, like one taking a new step in decision.
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‘But, when once I step off that mystical level of equality, I don’t see that most of
your important murders are particularly important. You are always telling me that
this case and that is important. As a plain, practical man of the world, I must
realize that it is the Prime Minister who has been murdered. As a plain, practical
man of the world, I don’t think that the Prime Minister matters at all. As a mere
matter of human importance, I should say he hardly exists at all. Do you suppose if
he and the other public men were shot dead tomorrow, there wouldn’t be other
people to stand up and say that every avenue was being explored, or that the
Government had the matter under the gravest consideration? The masters of the
modern world don’t matter. Even the real masters don’t matter much. Hardly
anybody you ever read about in a newspaper matters at all.’
He stood up, giving the table a small rap: one of his rare gestures; and his voice
changed again. ‘But Raggley did matter. He was one of a great line of some half a
dozen men who might have saved England. They stand up stark and dark like
disregarded sign-posts, down all that smooth descending road which has ended in
this swamp of merely commercial collapse. Dean Swift and Dr Johnson and old
William Cobbett; they had all without exception the name of being surly or
savage, and they were all loved by their friends, and they all deserved to be. Didn’t
you see how that old man, with the heart of a lion, stood up and forgave his enemy
as only fighters can forgive? He jolly well did do what that temperance lecturer
talked about; he set an example to us Christians and was a model of Christianity.
And when there is foul and secret murder of a man like that — then I do think it
matters, matters so much that even the modern machinery of police will be a thing
that any respectable person may make use of ... Oh, don’t mention it. And so, for
once in a way, I really do want to make use of you.’
And so, for some stretch of those strange days and nights, we might almost say
that the little figure of Father Brown drove before him into action all the armies
and engines of the police forces of the Crown, as the little figure of Napoleon
drove the batteries and the battle-lines of the vast strategy that covered Europe.
Police stations and post offices worked all night; traffic was stopped,
correspondence was intercepted, inquiries were made in a hundred places, in order
to track the flying trail of that ghostly figure, without face or name, with an
Inverness cape and an Edinburgh ticket.
Meanwhile, of course, the other lines of investigation were not neglected. The full
report of the post-mortem had not yet come in; but everybody seemed certain that
it was a case of poisoning. This naturally threw the primary suspicion upon the
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cherry brandy; and this again naturally threw the primary suspicion on the hotel.
‘Most probably on the manager of the hotel,’ said Greenwood gruffly. ‘He looks a
nasty little worm to me. Of course it might be something to do with some servant,
like the barman; he seems rather a sulky specimen, and Raggley might have cursed
him a bit, having a flaming temper, though he was generally generous enough
afterwards. But, after all, as I say, the primary responsibility, and therefore the
primary suspicion, rests on the manager.’
‘Oh, I knew the primary suspicion would rest on the manager,’ said Father Brown.
‘That was why I didn’t suspect him. You see, I rather fancied somebody else must
have known that the primary suspicion would rest on the manager; or the servants
of the hotel. That is why I said it would be easy to kill anybody in the hotel . . . But
you’d better go and have it out with him, I suppose.’
The Inspector went; but came back again after a surprisingly short interview, and
found his clerical friend turning over some papers that seemed to be a sort of
dossier of the stormy career of John Raggley.
‘This is a rum go,’ said the Inspector. ‘I thought I should spend hours crossexamining that slippery little toad there, for we haven’t legally got a thing against
him. And instead of that, he went to pieces all at once, and I really think he’s told
me all he knows in sheer funk.’
‘I know,’ said Father Brown. ‘That’s the way he went to pieces when he found
Raggley’s corpse apparently poisoned in his hotel. That’s why he lost his head
enough to do such a clumsy thing as decorate the corpse with a Turkish knife, to
put the blame on the nigger, as he would say. There never is anything the matter
with him but funk; he’s the very last man that ever would really stick a knife into a
live person. I bet he had to nerve himself to stick it into a dead one. But he’s the
very first person to be frightened of being charged with what he didn’t do; and to
make a fool of himself, as he did.’
‘I suppose I must see the barman too,’ observed Greenwood.
‘I suppose so,’ answered the other. ‘I don’t believe myself it was any of the hotel
people — well, because it was made to look as if it must be the hotel people . . .
But look here, have you seen any of this stuff they’ve got together about Raggley?
He had a jolly interesting life; I wonder whether anyone will write his biography.’
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‘I took a note of everything likely to affect an affair like this,’ answered the
official. ‘He was a widower; but he did once have a row with a man about his
wife; a Scotch land-agent then in these parts; and Raggley seems to have been
pretty violent. They say he hated Scotchmen; perhaps that’s the reason . . . Oh, I
know what you are smiling grimly about. A Scotchman . . . Perhaps an Edinburgh
man.’
‘Perhaps,’ said Father Brown. ‘It’s quite likely, though, that he did dislike
Scotchmen, apart from private reasons. It’s an odd thing, but all that tribe of Tory
Radicals, or whatever you call them, who resisted the Whig mercantile movement,
all of them did dislike Scotchmen. Cobbett did; Dr Johnson did; Swift described
their accent in one of his deadliest passages; even Shakespeare has been accused of
the prejudice. But the prejudices of great men generally have something to do with
principles. And there was a reason, I fancy. The Scot came from a poor
agricultural land, that became a rich industrial land. He was able and active; he
thought he was bringing industrial civilization from the north; he simply didn’t
know that there had been for centuries a rural civilization in the south. His own
grandfather’s land was highly rural but not civilized . . . Well, well, I suppose we
can only wait for more news.’
‘I hardly think you’ll get the latest news out of Shakespeare and Dr Johnson,’
grinned the police officer. ‘What Shakespeare thought of Scotchmen isn’t exactly
evidence.’
Father Brown cocked an eyebrow, as if a new thought had surprised him. ‘Why,
now I come to think of it,’ he said, ‘there might be better evidence, even out of
Shakespeare. He doesn’t often mention Scotchmen. But he was rather fond of
making fun of Welshmen.’
The Inspector was searching his friend’s face; for he fancied he recognized an
alertness behind its demure expression. ‘By Jove,’ he said. ‘Nobody thought of
turning the suspicions that way, anyhow.’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, with broad-minded calm, ‘you started by talking about
fanatics; and how a fanatic could do anything. Well, I suppose we had the honour
of entertaining in this bar-parlour yesterday, about the biggest and loudest and
most fat-headed fanatic in the modern world. If being a pig-headed idiot with one
idea is the way to murder, I put in a claim for my reverend brother Pryce-Jones,
the Prohibitionist, in preference to all the fakirs in Asia, and it’s perfectly true, as I
told you, that his horrible glass of milk was standing side by side on the counter
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with the mysterious glass of whisky.’
‘Which you think was mixed up with the murder,’ said Greenwood, staring. ‘Look
here, I don’t know whether you’re really serious or not.’
Even as he was looking steadily in his friend’s face, finding something still
inscrutable in its expression, the telephone rang stridently behind the bar. Lifting
the flap in the counter Inspector Greenwood passed rapidly inside, unhooked the
receiver, listened for an instant, and then uttered a shout; not addressed to his
interlocutor, but to the universe in general. Then he listened still more attentively
and said explosively at intervals, ‘Yes, yes . . . Come round at once; bring him
round if possible . . . Good piece of work . . . Congratulate you.’
Then Inspector Greenwood came back into the outer lounge, like a man who has
renewed his youth, sat down squarely on his seat, with his hands planted on his
knees, stared at his friend, and said:
‘Father Brown, I don’t know how you do it. You seem to have known he was a
murderer before anybody else knew he was a man. He was nobody; he was
nothing; he was a slight confusion in the evidence; nobody in the hotel saw him;
the boy on the steps could hardly swear to him; he was just a fine shade of doubt
founded on an extra dirty glass. But we’ve got him, and he’s the man we want.’
Father Brown had risen with the sense of the crisis, mechanically clutching the
papers destined to be so valuable to the biographer of Mr Raggley; and stood
staring at his friend. Perhaps this gesture jerked his friend’s mind to fresh
confirmations.
‘Yes, we’ve got The Quick One. And very quick he was, like quicksilver, in
making his get-away; we only just stopped him — off on a fishing trip to Orkney,
he said. But he’s the man, all right; he’s the Scotch land-agent who made love to
Raggley’s wife; he’s the man who drank Scotch whisky in this bar and then took a
train to Edinburgh. And nobody would have known it but for you.’
‘Well, what I meant,’ began Father Brown, in a rather dazed tone; and at that
instant there was a rattle and rumble of heavy vehicles outside the hotel; and two
or three other and subordinate policemen blocked the bar with their presence. One
of them, invited by his superior to sit down, did so in an expansive manner, like
one at once happy and fatigued; and he also regarded Father Brown with admiring
eyes.
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‘Got the murderer. Sir, oh yes,’ he said: ‘I know he’s a murderer, ‘cause he bally
nearly murdered me. I’ve captured some tough characters before now; but never
one like this — hit me in the stomach like the kick of a horse and nearly got away
from five men. Oh, you’ve got a real killer this time. Inspector.’
‘Where is he?’ asked Father Brown, staring.
‘Outside in the van, in handcuffs,’ replied the policeman, ‘and, if you’re wise,
you’ll leave him there — for the present.’
Father Brown sank into a chair in a sort of soft collapse; and the papers he had
been nervously clutching were shed around him, shooting and sliding about the
floor like sheets of breaking snow. Not only his face, but his whole body,
conveyed the impression of a punctured balloon.
‘Oh . . . Oh,’ he repeated, as if any further oath would be inadequate. ‘Oh . . .I’ve
done it again.’
‘If you mean you’ve caught the criminal again,’ began Greenwood. But his friend
stopped him with a feeble explosion, like that of expiring soda-water.
‘I mean,’ said Father Brown, ‘that it’s always happening; and really, I don’t know
why. I always try to say what I mean. But everybody else means such a lot by what
I say.’
‘What in the world is the matter now?’ cried Greenwood, suddenly exasperated.
‘Well, I say things,’ said Father Brown in a weak voice, which could alone convey
the weakness of the words. ‘I say things, but everybody seems to know they mean
more than they say. Once I saw a broken mirror and said “Something has
happened” and they all answered, “Yes, yes, as you truly say, two men wrestled
and one ran into the garden,” and so on. I don’t understand it, “Something
happened,” and “Two men wrestled,” don’t seem to me at all the same; but I dare
say I read old books of logic. Well, it’s like that here. You seem to be all certain
this man is a murderer. But I never said he was a murderer. I said he was the man
we wanted. He is. I want him very much. I want him frightfully. I want him as the
one thing we haven’t got in the whole of this horrible case — a witness!’
They all stared at him, but in a frowning fashion, like men trying to follow a sharp
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new turn of the argument; and it was he who resumed the argument.
‘From the first minute I entered that big empty bar or saloon, I knew what was the
matter with all this business was emptiness; solitude; too many chances for
anybody to be alone. In a word, the absence of witnesses. All we knew was that
when we came in, the manager and the barman were not in the bar. But when were
they in the bar? What chance was there of making any sort of time-table of when
anybody was anywhere? The whole thing was blank for want of witnesses. I rather
fancy the barman or somebody was in the bar just before we came; and that’s how
the Scotchman got his Scotch whisky. He certainly didn’t get it after we came. But
we can’t begin to inquire whether anybody in the hotel poisoned poor Raggley’s
cherry brandy, till we really know who was in the bar and when. Now I want you
to do me another favour, in spite of this stupid muddle, which is probably all my
fault. I want you to collect all the people involved in this room — I think they’re
all still available, unless the Asiatic has gone back to Asia — and then take the
poor Scotchman out of his handcuffs, and bring him in here, and let him tell us
who did serve him with whisky, and who was in the bar, and who else was in the
room, and all the rest. He’s the only man whose evidence can cover just that period
when the crime was done. I don’t see the slightest reason for doubting his word.’
‘But look here,’ said Greenwood. ‘This brings it all back to the hotel authorities;
and I thought you agreed that the manager isn’t the murderer. Is it the barman, or
what?’
‘I don’t know,’ said the priest blankly. ‘I don’t know for certain even about the
manager. I don’t know anything about the barman. I fancy the manager might be a
bit of a conspirator, even if he wasn’t a murderer. But I do know there’s one
solitary witness on earth who may have seen something; and that’s why I set all
your police dogs on his trail to the ends of the earth.’
The mysterious Scotchman, when he finally appeared before the company thus
assembled, was certainly a formidable figure; tall, with a hulking stride and a long
sardonic hatchet face, with tufts of red hair; and wearing not only an Inverness
cape but a Glengarry bonnet, he might well be excused for a somewhat acrid
attitude; but anybody could see he was of the sort to resist arrest, even with
violence. It was not surprising that he had come to blows with a fighting fellow
like Raggley. It was not even surprising that the police had been convinced, by the
mere details of capture, that he was a tough and a typical killer. But he claimed to
be a perfectly respectable farmer, in Aberdeenshire, his name being James Grant;
and somehow not only Father Brown, but Inspector Greenwood, a shrewd man
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with a great deal of experience, was pretty soon convinced that the Scot’s ferocity
was the fury of innocence rather than guilt.
‘Now what we want from you, Mr Grant,’ said the Inspector gravely, dropping
without further parley into tones of courtesy, ‘is simply your evidence on one very
important fact. I am greatly grieved at the misunderstanding by which you have
suffered, but I am sure you wish to serve the ends of justice. I believe you came
into this bar just after it opened, at half-past five, and were served with a glass of
whisky. We are not certain what servant of the hotel, whether the barman or the
manager or some subordinate, was in the bar at the time. Will you look round the
room, and tell me whether the bar-attendant who served you is present here.’
‘Aye, he’s present,’ said Mr Grant, grimly smiling, having swept the group with a
shrewd glance. ‘I’d know him anywhere; and ye’ll agree he’s big enough to be
seen. Do ye have all your inn-servants as grand as yon?’
The Inspector’s eye remained hard and steady, and his voice colourless and
continuous; the face of Father Brown was a blank; but on many other faces there
was a cloud; the barman was not particularly big and not at all grand; and the
manager was decidedly small.
‘We only want the barman identified,’ said the Inspector calmly. ‘Of course we
know him; but we should like you to verify it independently. You mean . . .?’ And
he stopped suddenly.
‘Weel, there he is plain enough,’ said the Scotchman wearily; and made a gesture,
and with that gesture the gigantic Jukes, the prince of commercial travellers, rose
like a trumpeting elephant; and in a flash had three policemen fastened on him like
hounds on a wild beast.
‘Well, all that was simple enough,’ said Father Brown to his friend afterwards. ‘As
I told you, the instant I entered the empty bar-room, my first thought was that, if
the barman left the bar unguarded like that, there was nothing in the world to stop
you or me or anybody else lifting the flap and walking in, and putting poison in
any of the bottles standing waiting for customers. Of course, a practical poisoner
would probably do it as Jukes did, by substituting a poisoned bottle for the
ordinary bottle; that could be done in a flash. It was easy enough for him, as he
travelled in bottles, to carry a flask of cherry brandy prepared and of the same
pattern. Of course, it requires one condition; but it’s a fairly common condition. It
would hardly do to start poisoning the beer or whisky that scores of people drink;
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it would cause a massacre. But when a man is well known as drinking only one
special thing, like cherry brandy, that isn’t very widely drunk, it’s just like
poisoning him in his own home. Only it’s a jolly sight safer. For practically the
whole suspicion instantly falls on the hotel, or somebody to do with the hotel; and
there’s no earthly argument to show that it was done by anyone out of a hundred
customers that might come into the bar: even if people realized that a customer
could do it. It was about as absolutely anonymous and irresponsible a murder as a
man could commit.’
‘And why exactly did the murderer commit it?’ asked his friend.
Father Brown rose and gravely gathered the papers which he had previously
scattered in a moment of distraction.
‘May I recall your attention,’ he said smiling, ‘to the materials of the forthcoming
Life and Letters of the Late John Raggley? Or, for that matter, his own spoken
words? He said in this very bar that he was going to expose a scandal about the
management of hotels; and the scandal was the pretty common one of a corrupt
agreement between hotel proprietors and a salesman who took and gave secret
commissions, so that his business had a monopoly of all the drink sold in the place.
It wasn’t even an open slavery like an ordinary tied house; it was a swindle at the
expense of everybody the manager was supposed to serve. It was a legal offence.
So the ingenious Jukes, taking the first moment when the bar was empty, as it
often was, stepped inside and made the exchange of bottles; unfortunately at that
very moment a Scotchman in an Inverness cape came in harshly demanding
whisky. Jukes saw his only chance was to pretend to be the barman and serve the
customer. He was very much relieved that the customer was a Quick One.’
‘I think you’re rather a Quick One yourself,’ observed Greenwood; ‘if you say you
smelt something at the start, in the mere air of an empty room. Did you suspect
Jukes at all at the start?’
‘Well, he sounded rather rich somehow,’ answered Father Brown vaguely. ‘You
know when a man has a rich voice. And I did sort of ask myself why he should
have such a disgustingly rich voice, when all those honest fellows were fairly poor.
But I think I knew he was a sham when I saw that big shining breast-pin.’
‘You mean because it was sham?’ asked Greenwood doubtfully.
‘Oh, no; because it was genuine,’ said Father Brown.
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The Blast of the Book
Professor Openshaw always lost his temper, with a loud bang, if anybody called
him a Spiritualist; or a believer in Spiritualism. This, however, did not exhaust his
explosive elements; for he also lost his temper if anybody called him a disbeliever
in Spiritualism. It was his pride to have given his whole life to investigating
Psychic Phenomena; it was also his pride never to have given a hint of whether he
thought they were really psychic or merely phenomenal. He enjoyed nothing so
much as to sit in a circle of devout Spiritualists and give devastating descriptions
of how he had exposed medium after medium and detected fraud after fraud; for
indeed he was a man of much detective talent and insight, when once he had fixed
his eye on an object, and he always fixed his eye on a medium, as a highly
suspicious object. There was a story of his having spotted the same Spiritualist
mountebank under three different disguises: dressed as a woman, a white-bearded
old man, and a Brahmin of a rich chocolate brown. These recitals made the true
believers rather restless, as indeed they were intended to do; but they could hardly
complain, for no Spiritualist denies the existence of fraudulent mediums; only the
Professor’s flowing narrative might well seem to indicate that all mediums were
fraudulent.
But woe to the simple-minded and innocent Materialist (and Materialists as a race
are rather innocent and simple-minded) who, presuming on this narrative
tendency, should advance the thesis that ghosts were against the laws of nature, or
that such things were only old superstitions; or that it was all tosh, or, alternatively,
bunk. Him would the Professor, suddenly reversing all his scientific batteries,
sweep from the field with a cannonade of unquestionable cases and unexplained
phenomena, of which the wretched rationalist had never heard in his life, giving all
the dates and details, stating all the attempted and abandoned natural explanations;
stating everything, indeed, except whether he, John Oliver Openshaw, did or did
not believe in Spirits, and that neither Spiritualist nor Materialist could ever boast
of finding out.
Professor Openshaw, a lean figure with pale leonine hair and hypnotic blue eyes,
stood exchanging a few words with Father Brown, who was a friend of his, on the
steps outside the hotel where both had been breakfasting that morning and sleeping
the night before. The Professor had come back rather late from one of this grand
experiments, in general exasperation, and was still tingling with the fight that he
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always waged alone and against both sides.
‘Oh, I don’t mind you,’ he said laughing. ‘You don’t believe in it even if it’s true.
But all these people are perpetually asking me what I’m trying to prove. They
don’t seem to understand that I’m a man of science. A man of science isn’t trying
to prove anything. He’s trying to find out what will prove itself.’
‘But he hasn’t found out yet,’ said Father Brown.
‘Well, I have some little notions of my own, that are not quite so negative as most
people think,’ answered the Professor, after an instant of frowning silence;
‘anyhow, I’ve begun to fancy that if there is something to be found, they’re
looking for it along the wrong line. It’s all too theatrical; it’s showing off, all their
shiny ectoplasm and trumpets and voices and the rest; all on the model of old
melodramas and mouldy historical novels about the Family Ghost. If they’d go to
history instead of historical novels, I’m beginning to think they’d really find
something. But not Apparitions.’
‘After all,’ said Father Brown, ‘Apparitions are only Appearances. I suppose you’d
say the Family Ghost is only keeping up appearances.’
The Professor’s gaze, which had commonly a fine abstracted character, suddenly
fixed and focused itself as it did on a dubious medium. It had rather the air of a
man screwing a strong magnifying-glass into his eye. Not that he thought the priest
was in the least like a dubious medium; but he was startled into attention by his
friend’s thought following so closely on his own.
‘Appearances!’ he muttered, ‘crikey, but it’s odd you should say that just now. The
more I learn, the more I fancy they lose by merely looking for appearances. Now if
they’d look a little into Disappearances — ’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘after all, the real fairy legends weren’t so very much
about the appearance of famous fairies; calling up Titania or exhibiting Oberon by
moonlight. But there were no end of legends about people disappearing, because
they were stolen by the fairies. Are you on the track of Kilmeny or Thomas the
Rhymer?’
‘I’m on the track of ordinary modern people you’ve read of in the newspapers,’
answered Openshaw. ‘You may well stare; but that’s my game just now; and I’ve
been on it for a long time. Frankly, I think a lot of psychic appearances could be
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explained away. It’s the disappearances I can’t explain, unless they’re psychic.
These people in the newspaper who vanish and are never found — if you knew the
details as I do ... and now only this morning I got confirmation; an extraordinary
letter from an old missionary, quite a respectable old boy. He’s coming to see me
at my office this morning. Perhaps you’d lunch with me or something; and I’d tell
the results — in confidence.’
‘Thanks; I will — unless,’ said Father Brown modestly, ‘the fairies have stolen me
by then.’
With that they parted and Openshaw walked round the corner to a small office he
rented in the neighbourhood; chiefly for the publication of a small periodical, of
psychical and psychological notes of the driest and most agnostic sort. He had only
one clerk, who sat at a desk in the outer office, totting up figures and facts for the
purposes of the printed report; and the Professor paused to ask if Mr Pringle had
called. The clerk answered mechanically in the negative and went on mechanically
adding up figures; and the Professor turned towards the inner room that was his
study. ‘Oh, by the way, Berridge,’ he added, without turning round, ‘if Mr Pringle
comes, send him straight in to me. You needn’t interrupt your work; I rather want
those notes finished tonight if possible. You might leave them on my desk
tomorrow, if I am late.’
And he went into his private office, still brooding on the problem which the name
of Pringle had raised; or rather, perhaps, had ratified and confirmed in his mind.
Even the most perfectly balanced of agnostics is partially human; and it is possible
that the missionary’s letter seemed to have greater weight as promising to support
his private and still tentative hypothesis. He sat down in his large and comfortable
chair, opposite the engraving of Montaigne; and read once more the short letter
from the Rev. Luke Pringle, making the appointment for that morning. No man
knew better than Professor Openshaw the marks of the letter of the crank; the
crowded details; the spidery handwriting; the unnecessary length and repetition.
There were none of these things in this case; but a brief and businesslike
typewritten statement that the writer had encountered some curious cases of
Disappearance, which seemed to fall within the province of the Professor as a
student of psychic problems. The Professor was favourably impressed; nor had he
any unfavourable impression, in spite of a slight movement of surprise, when he
looked up and saw that the Rev. Luke Pringle was already in the room.
‘Your clerk told me to come straight in,’ said Mr Pringle apologetically, but with a
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grey beard and whiskers; a perfect jungle of a beard, such as is sometimes grown
by white men living in the jungles; but the eyes above the snub nose had nothing
about them in the least wild or outlandish. Openshaw had instantly turned on them
that concentrated spotlight or burning-glass of sceptical scrutiny which he turned
on many men to see if they were mountebanks or maniacs; and, in this case, he had
a rather unusual sense of reassurance. The wild beard might have belonged to a
crank, but the eyes completely contradicted the beard; they were full of that quite
frank and friendly laughter which is never found in the faces of those who are
serious frauds or serious lunatics. He would have expected a man with those eyes
to be a Philistine, a jolly sceptic, a man who shouted out shallow but hearty
contempt of ghosts and spirits; but anyhow, no professional humbug could afford
to look as frivolous as that. The man was buttoned up to the throat in a shabby old
cape, and only his broad limp hat suggested the cleric; but missionaries from wild
places do not always bother to dress like clerics.
‘You probably think all this another hoax. Professor,’ said Mr Pringle, with a sort
of abstract enjoyment, ‘and I hope you will forgive my laughing at your very
natural air of disapproval. All the same, I’ve got to tell my story to somebody who
knows, because it’s true. And, all joking apart, it’s tragic as well as true. Well, to
cut it short, I was missionary in Nya-Nya, a station in West Africa, in the thick of
the forests, where almost the only other white man was the officer in command of
the district, Captain Wales; and he and I grew rather thick. Not that he liked
missions; he was, if I may say so, thick in many ways; one of those square-headed,
square-shouldered men of action who hardly need to think, let alone believe.
That’s what makes it all the queerer. One day he came back to his tent in the
forest, after a short leave, and said he had gone through a jolly rum experience,
and didn’t know what to do about it. He was holding a rusty old book in a leather
binding, and he put it down on a table beside his revolver and an old Arab sword
he kept, probably as a curiosity. He said this book had belonged to a man on the
boat he had just come off; and the man swore that nobody must open the book, or
look inside it; or else they would be carried off by the devil, or disappear, or
something. Wales said this was all nonsense, of course; and they had a quarrel; and
the upshot seems to have been that this man, taunted with cowardice or
superstition, actually did look into the book; and instantly dropped it; walked to
the side of the boat — ’
‘One moment,’ said the Professor, who had made one or two notes. ‘Before you
tell me anything else. Did this man tell Wales where he had got the book, or who it
originally belonged to?’
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‘Yes,’ replied Pringle, now entirely grave. ‘It seems he said he was bringing it
back to Dr Hankey, the Oriental traveller now in England, to whom it originally
belonged, and who had warned him of its strange properties. Well, Hankey is an
able man and a rather crabbed and sneering sort of man; which makes it queerer
still. But the point of Wales’s story is much simpler. It is that the man who had
looked into the book walked straight over the side of the ship, and was never seen
again.’
‘Do you believe it yourself?’ asked Openshaw after a pause.
‘Well, I do,’ replied Pringle. ‘I believe it for two reasons. First, that Wales was an
entirely unimaginative man; and he added one touch that only an imaginative man
could have added. He said that the man walked straight over the side on a still and
calm day; but there was no splash.’
The Professor looked at his notes for some seconds in silence; and then said: ‘And
your other reason for believing it?’
‘My other reason,’ answered the Rev. Luke Pringle, ‘is what I saw myself.’
There was another silence; until he continued in the same matter-of-fact way.
Whatever he had, he had nothing of the eagerness with which the crank, or even
the believer, tried to convince others.
‘I told you that Wales put down the book on the table beside the sword. There was
only one entrance to the tent; and it happened that I was standing in it, looking out
into the forest, with my back to my companion. He was standing by the table
grumbling and growling about the whole business; saying it was tomfoolery in the
twentieth century to be frightened of opening a book; asking why the devil he
shouldn’t open it himself. Then some instinct stirred in me and I said he had better
not do that, it had better be returned to Dr Hankey. “What harm could it do?” he
said restlessly. “What harm did it do?” I answered obstinately. “What happened to
your friend on the boat?” He didn’t answer, indeed I didn’t know what he could
answer; but I pressed my logical advantage in mere vanity. “If it comes to that,” I
said, “what is your version of what really happened on the boat?” Still he didn’t
answer; and I looked round and saw that he wasn’t there.
‘The tent was empty. The book was lying on the table; open, but on its face, as if
he had turned it downwards. But the sword was lying on the ground near the other
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side of the tent; and the canvas of the tent showed a great slash, as if somebody
had hacked his way out with the sword. The gash in the tent gaped at me; but
showed only the dark glimmer of the forest outside. And when I went across and
looked through the rent I could not be certain whether the tangle of the tall plants
and the undergrowth had been bent or broken; at least not farther than a few feet. I
have never seen or heard of Captain Wales from that day.
‘I wrapped the book up in brown paper, taking good care not to look at it; and I
brought it back to England, intending at first to return it to Dr Hankey. Then I saw
some notes in your paper suggesting a hypothesis about such things; and I decided
to stop on the way and put the matter before you; as you have a name for being
balanced and having an open mind.’
Professor Openshaw laid down his pen and looked steadily at the man on the other
side of the table; concentrating in that single stare all his long experience of many
entirely different types of humbug, and even some eccentric and extraordinary
types of honest men. In the ordinary way, he would have begun with the healthy
hypothesis that the story was a pack of lies. On the whole he did incline to assume
that it was a pack of lies. And yet he could not fit the man into his story; if it were
only that he could not see that sort of liar telling that sort of lie. The man was not
trying to look honest on the surface, as most quacks and impostors do; somehow, it
seemed all the other way; as if the man was honest, in spite of something else that
was merely on the surface. He thought of a good man with one innocent delusion;
but again the symptoms were not the same; there was even a sort of virile
indifference; as if the man did not care much about his delusion, if it was a
delusion.
‘Mr Pringle,’ he said sharply, like a barrister making a witness jump, ‘where is this
book of yours now?’
The grin reappeared on the bearded face which had grown grave during the recital.
‘I left it outside,’ said Mr Pringle. ‘I mean in the outer office. It was a risk,
perhaps; but the less risk of the two.’
‘What do you mean?’ demanded the Professor. ‘Why didn’t you bring it straight in
here?’
‘Because,’ answered the missionary, ‘I knew that as soon as you saw it, you’d
open it — before you had heard the story. I thought it possible you might think
twice about opening it — after you’d heard the story.’
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Then after a silence he added: ‘There was nobody out there but your clerk; and he
looked a stolid steady-going specimen, immersed in business calculations.’
Openshaw laughed unaffectedly. ‘Oh, Babbage,’ he cried, ‘your magic tomes are
safe enough with him, I assure you. His name’s Berridge — but I often call him
Babbage; because he’s so exactly like a Calculating Machine. No human being, if
you can call him a human being, would be less likely to open other people’s brown
paper parcels. Well, we may as well go and bring it in now; though I assure you I
will consider seriously the course to be taken with it. Indeed, I tell you frankly,’
and he stared at the man again, ‘that I’m not quite sure whether we ought to open it
here and now, or send it to this Dr Hankey.’
The two had passed together out of the inner into the outer office; and even as they
did so, Mr Pringle gave a cry and ran forward towards the clerk’s desk. For the
clerk’s desk was there; but not the clerk. On the clerk’s desk lay a faded old leather
book, torn out of its brown-paper wrappings, and lying closed, but as if it had just
been opened. The clerk’s desk stood against the wide window that looked out into
the street; and the window was shattered with a huge ragged hole in the glass; as if
a human body had been shot through it into the world without. There was no other
trace of Mr Berridge.
Both the two men left in the office stood as still as statues; and then it was the
Professor who slowly came to life. He looked even more judicial than he had ever
looked in his life, as he slowly turned and held out his hand to the missionary.
‘Mr Pringle,’ he said, ‘I beg your pardon. I beg your pardon only for thoughts that
I have had; and half-thoughts at that. But nobody could call himself a scientific
man and not face a fact like this.’
‘I suppose,’ said Pringle doubtfully, ‘that we ought to make some inquiries. Can
you ring up his house and find out if he has gone home?’
‘I don’t know that he’s on the telephone,’ answered Openshaw, rather absently;
‘he lives somewhere up Hampstead way, I think. But I suppose somebody will
inquire here, if his friends or family miss him.’
‘Could we furnish a description,’ asked the other, ‘if the police want it?’
‘The police!’ said the Professor, starting from his reverie. ‘A description . . . Well,
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he looked awfully like everybody else, I’m afraid, except for goggles. One of those
clean-shaven chaps. But the police . . . look here, what are we to do about this mad
business?’
‘I know what I ought to do,’ said the Rev. Mr Pringle firmly, ‘I am going to take
this book straight to the only original Dr Hankey, and ask him what the devil it’s
all about. He lives not very far from here, and I’ll come straight back and tell you
what he says.’
‘Oh, very well,’ said the Professor at last, as he sat down rather wearily; perhaps
relieved for the moment to be rid of the responsibility. But long after the brisk and
ringing footsteps of the little missionary had died away down the street, the
Professor sat in the same posture, staring into vacancy like a man in a trance.
He was still in the same seat and almost in the same attitude, when the same brisk
footsteps were heard on the pavement without and the missionary entered, this
time, as a glance assured him, with empty hands.
‘Dr Hankey,’ said Pringle gravely, ‘wants to keep the book for an hour and
consider the point. Then he asks us both to call, and he will give us his decision.
He specially desired, Professor, that you should accompany me on the second
visit.’
Openshaw continued to stare in silence; then he said, suddenly: ‘Who the devil is
Dr Hankey?’
‘You sound rather as if you meant he was the devil,’ said Pringle smiling, ‘and I
fancy some people have thought so. He had quite a reputation in your own line;
but he gained it mostly in India, studying local magic and so on, so perhaps he’s
not so well known here. He is a yellow skinny little devil with a lame leg, and a
doubtful temper; but he seems to have set up in an ordinary respectable practice in
these parts, and I don’t know anything definitely wrong about him — unless it’s
wrong to be the only person who can possibly know anything about all this crazy
affair.’
Professor Openshaw rose heavily and went to the telephone; he rang up Father
Brown, changing the luncheon engagement to a dinner, that he might hold himself
free for the expedition to the house of the Anglo-Indian doctor; after that he sat
down again, lit a cigar and sank once more into his own unfathomable thoughts.
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Father Brown went round to the restaurant appointed for dinner, and kicked his
heels for some time in a vestibule full of mirrors and palms in pots; he had been
informed of Openshaw’s afternoon engagement, and, as the evening closed-in dark
and stormy round the glass and the green plants, guessed that it had produced
something unexpected and unduly prolonged. He even wondered for a moment
whether the Professor would turn up at all; but when the Professor eventually did,
it was clear that his own more general guesses had been justified. For it was a very
wild-eyed and even wild-haired Professor who eventually drove back with Mr
Pringle from the expedition to the North of London, where suburbs are still fringed
with heathy wastes and scraps of common, looking more sombre under the rather
thunderstorm sunset. Nevertheless, they had apparently found the house, standing
a little apart though within hail of other houses; they had verified the brass-plate
duly engraved: ‘J. I. Hankey, MD, MRCS.’ Only they did not find J. I. Hankey,
MD, MRCS. They found only what a nightmare whisper had already
subconsciously prepared them to find: a commonplace parlour with the accursed
volume lying on the table, as if it had just been read; and beyond, a back door burst
open and a faint trail of footsteps that ran a little way up so steep a garden-path
that it seemed that no lame man could have run up so lightly. But it was a lame
man who had run; for in those few steps there was the misshapen unequal mark of
some sort of surgical boot; then two marks of that boot alone (as if the creature had
hopped) and then nothing. There was nothing further to be learnt from Dr J. I.
Hankey, except that he had made his decision. He had read the oracle and received
the doom.
When the two came into the entrance under the palms, Pringle put the book down
suddenly on a small table, as if it burned his fingers. The priest glanced at it
curiously; there was only some rude lettering on the front with a couplet:
They that looked into this book
Them the Flying Terror took;
and underneath, as he afterwards discovered, similar warnings in Greek, Latin and
French. The other two had turned away with a natural impulsion towards drinks,
after their exhaustion and bewilderment; and Openshaw had called to the waiter,
who brought cocktails on a tray.
‘You will dine with us, I hope,’ said the Professor to the missionary; but Mr
Pringle amiably shook his head.
‘If you’ll forgive me,’ he said, ‘I’m going off to wrestle with this book and this
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business by myself somewhere. I suppose I couldn’t use your office for an hour or
so?’
‘I suppose — I’m afraid it’s locked,’ said Openshaw in some surprise.
‘You forget there’s a hole in the window.’ The Rev. Luke Pringle gave the very
broadest of all broad grins and vanished into the darkness without.
‘A rather odd fellow, that, after all,’ said the Professor, frowning.
He was rather surprised to find Father Brown talking to the waiter who had
brought the cocktails, apparently about the waiter’s most private affairs; for there
was some mention of a baby who was now out of danger. He commented on the
fact with some surprise, wondering how the priest came to know the man; but the
former only said, ‘Oh, I dine here every two or three months, and I’ve talked to
him now and then.’
The Professor, who himself dined there about five times a week, was conscious
that he had never thought of talking to the man; but his thoughts were interrupted
by a strident ringing and a summons to the telephone. The voice on the telephone
said it was Pringle, it was rather a muffled voice, but it might well be muffled in
all those bushes of beard and whisker. Its message was enough to establish identity.
‘Professor,’ said the voice, ‘I can’t stand it any longer. I’m going to look for
myself. I’m speaking from your office and the book is in front of me. If anything
happens to me, this is to say good-bye. No — it’s no good trying to stop me. You
wouldn’t be in time anyhow. I’m opening the book now. I . . . ’
Openshaw thought he heard something like a sort of thrilling or shivering yet
almost soundless crash; then he shouted the name of Pringle again and again; but
he heard no more. He hung up the receiver, and, restored to a superb academic
calm, rather like the calm of despair, went back and quietly took his seat at the
dinner-table. Then, as coolly as if he were describing the failure of some small
silly trick at a seance, he told the priest every detail of this monstrous mystery.
‘Five men have now vanished in this impossible way,’ he said. ‘Every one is
extraordinary; and yet the one case I simply can’t get over is my clerk, Berridge.
It’s just because he was the quietest creature that he’s the queerest case.’
‘Yes,’ replied Father Brown, ‘it was a queer thing for Berridge to do, anyway. He
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was awfully conscientious. He was also so jolly careful to keep all the office
business separate from any fun of his own. Why, hardly anybody knew he was
quite a humorist at home and — ’
‘Berridge!’ cried the Professor. ‘What on earth are you talking about? Did you
know him?’
‘Oh no,’ said Father Brown carelessly, ‘only as you say I know the waiter. I’ve
often had to wait in your office, till you turned up; and of course I passed the time
of day with poor Berridge. He was rather a card. I remember he once said he
would like to collect valueless things, as collectors did the silly things they thought
valuable. You know the old story about the woman who collected valueless things.’
‘I’m not sure I know what you’re talking about,’ said Openshaw. ‘But even if my
clerk was eccentric (and I never knew a man I should have thought less so), it
wouldn’t explain what happened to him; and it certainly wouldn’t explain the
others.’
‘What others?’ asked the priest.
The Professor stared at him and spoke distinctly, as if to a child: ‘My dear Father
Brown, Five Men have disappeared.’
‘My dear Professor Openshaw, no men have disappeared.’
Father Brown gazed back at his host with equal steadiness and spoke with equal
distinctness. Nevertheless, the Professor required the words repeated, and they
were repeated as distinctly. ‘I say that no men have disappeared.’
After a moment’s silence, he added, ‘I suppose the hardest thing is to convince
anybody that 0+0+0=0. Men believe the oddest things if they are in a series; that is
why Macbeth believed the three words of the three witches; though the first was
something he knew himself; and the last something he could only bring about
himself. But in your case the middle term is the weakest of all.’
‘What do you mean?’
‘You saw nobody vanish. You did not see the man vanish from the boat. You did
not see the man vanish from the tent. All that rests on the word of Mr Pringle,
which I will not discuss just now. But you’ll admit this; you would never have
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taken his word yourself, unless you had seen it confirmed by your clerk’s
disappearance; just as Macbeth would never have believed he would be king, if he
had not been confirmed in believing he would be Cawdor.’
‘That may be true,’ said the Professor, nodding slowly. ‘But when it was
confirmed, I knew it was the truth. You say I saw nothing myself. But I did; I saw
my own clerk disappear. Berridge did disappear.’
‘Berridge did not disappear,’ said Father Brown. ‘On the contrary.’
‘What the devil do you mean by “on the contrary”?’
‘I mean,’ said Father Brown, ‘that he never disappeared. He appeared.’
Openshaw stared across at his friend, but the eyes had already altered in his head,
as they did when they concentrated on a new presentation of a problem. The priest
went on: ‘He appeared in your study, disguised in a bushy red beard and buttoned
up in a clumsy cape, and announced himself as the Rev. Luke Pringle. And you
had never noticed your own clerk enough to know him again, when he was in so
rough-and-ready a disguise.’
‘But surely,’ began the Professor.
‘Could you describe him for the police?’ asked Father Brown. ‘Not you. You
probably knew he was clean-shaven and wore tinted glasses; and merely taking off
those glasses was a better disguise than putting on anything else. You had never
seen his eyes any more than his soul; jolly laughing eyes. He had planted his
absurd book and all the properties; then he calmly smashed the window, put on the
beard and cape and walked into your study; knowing that you had never looked at
him in your life.’
‘But why should he play me such an insane trick?’ demanded Openshaw.
‘Why, because you had never looked at him in your life,’ said Father Brown; and
his hand slightly curled and clinched, as if he might have struck the table, if he had
been given to gesture. ‘You called him the Calculating Machine, because that was
all you ever used him for. You never found out even what a stranger strolling into
your office could find out, in five minutes’ chat: that he was a character; that he
was full of antics; that he had all sorts of views on you and your theories and your
reputation for “spotting” people. Can’t you understand his itching to prove that
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you couldn’t spot your own clerk? He has nonsense notions of all sorts. About
collecting useless things, for instance. Don’t you know the story of the woman
who bought the two most useless things: an old doctor’s brass-plate and a wooden
leg? With those your ingenious clerk created the character of the remarkable Dr
Hankey; as easily as the visionary Captain Wales. Planting them in his own house
—’
‘Do you mean that place we visited beyond Hampstead was Berridge’s own
house?’ asked Openshaw.
‘Did you know his house — or even his address?’ retorted the priest. ‘Look here,
don’t think I’m speaking disrespectfully of you or your work. You are a great
servant of truth and you know I could never be disrespectful to that. You’ve seen
through a lot of liars, when you put your mind to it. But don’t only look at liars.
Do, just occasionally, look at honest men — like the waiter.’
‘Where is Berridge now?’ asked the Professor, after a long silence.
‘I haven’t the least doubt,’ said Father Brown, ‘that he is back in your office. In
fact, he came back into your office at the exact moment when the Rev. Luke
Pringle read the awful volume and faded into the void.’
There was another long silence and then Professor Openshaw laughed; with the
laugh of a great man who is great enough to look small. Then he said abruptly:
‘I suppose I do deserve it; for not noticing the nearest helpers I have. But you must
admit the accumulation of incidents was rather formidable. Did you never feel just
a momentary awe of the awful volume?’
‘Oh, that,’ said Father Brown. ‘I opened it as soon as I saw it lying there. It’s all
blank pages. You see, I am not superstitious.’

The Green Man
A young man in knickerbockers, with an eager sanguine profile, was playing golf
against himself on the links that lay parallel to the sand and sea, which were all
growing grey with twilight. He was not carelessly knocking a ball about, but rather
practising particular strokes with a sort of microscopic fury; like a neat and tidy
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whirlwind. He had learned many games quickly, but he had a disposition to learn
them a little more quickly than they can be learnt. He was rather prone to be a
victim of those remarkable invitations by which a man may learn the Violin in Six
Lessons — or acquire a perfect French accent by a Correspondence Course. He
lived in the breezy atmosphere of such hopeful advertisement and adventure. He
was at present the private secretary of Admiral Sir Michael Craven, who owned
the big house behind the park abutting on the links. He was ambitious, and had no
intention of continuing indefinitely to be private secretary to anybody. But he was
also reasonable; and he knew that the best way of ceasing to be a secretary was to
be a good secretary. Consequently he was a very good secretary; dealing with the
ever-accumulating arrears of the Admiral’s correspondence with the same swift
centripetal concentration with which he addressed the golf-ball. He had to struggle
with the correspondence alone and at his own discretion at present; for the Admiral
had been with his ship for the last six months, and, though now returning, was not
expected for hours, or possibly days.
With an athletic stride, the young man, whose name was Harold Harker, crested
the rise of turf that was the rampart of the links and, looking out across the sands
to the sea, saw a strange sight. He did not see it very clearly; for the dusk was
darkening every minute under stormy clouds; but it seemed to him, by a sort of
momentary illusion, like a dream of days long past or a drama played by ghosts,
out of another age in history.
The last of the sunset lay in long bars of copper and gold above the last dark strip
of sea that seemed rather black than blue. But blacker still against this gleam in the
west, there passed in sharp outline, like figures in a shadow pantomime, two men
with three-cornered cocked hats and swords; as if they had just landed from one of
the wooden ships of Nelson. It was not at all the sort of hallucination that would
have come natural to Mr Harker, had he been prone to hallucinations. He was of
the type that is at once sanguine and scientific; and would be more likely to fancy
the flying-ships of the future than the fighting ships of the past. He therefore very
sensibly came to the conclusion that even a futurist can believe his eyes.
His illusion did not last more than a moment. On the second glance, what he saw
was unusual but not incredible. The two men who were striding in single file
across the sands, one some fifteen yards behind the other, were ordinary modern
naval officers; but naval officers wearing that almost extravagant full-dress
uniform which naval officers never do wear if they can possibly help it; only on
great ceremonial occasions such as the visits of Royalty. In the man walking in
front, who seemed more or less unconscious of the man walking behind, Harker
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recognized at once the high-bridged nose and spike-shaped beard of his own
employer the Admiral. The other man following in his tracks he did not know. But
he did know something about the circumstances connected with the ceremonial
occasion. He knew that when the Admiral’s ship put in at the adjacent port, it was
to be formally visited by a Great Personage; which was enough, in that sense, to
explain the officers being in full dress. But he did also know the officers; or at any
rate the Admiral. And what could have possessed the Admiral to come on shore in
that rig-out, when one could swear he would seize five minutes to change into
mufti or at least into undress uniform, was more than his secretary could conceive.
It seemed somehow to be the very last thing he would do. It was indeed to remain
for many weeks one of the chief mysteries of this mysterious business. As it was,
the outline of these fantastic court uniforms against the empty scenery, striped with
dark sea and sand, had something suggestive of comic opera; and reminded the
spectator of Pinafore.
The second figure was much more singular; somewhat singular in appearance,
despite his correct lieutenant’s uniform, and still more extraordinary in behaviour.
He walked in a strangely irregular and uneasy manner; sometimes quickly and
sometimes slowly; as if he could not make up his mind whether to overtake the
Admiral or not. The Admiral was rather deaf and certainly heard no footsteps
behind him on the yielding sand; but the footsteps behind him, if traced in the
detective manner, would have given rise to twenty conjectures from a limp to a
dance. The man’s face was swarthy as well as darkened with shadow, and every
now and then the eyes in it shifted and shone, as if to accent his agitation. Once he
began to run and then abruptly relapsed into a swaggering slowness and
carelessness. Then he did something which Mr Harker could never have conceived
any normal naval officer in His Britannic Majesty’s Service doing, even in a
lunatic asylum. He drew his sword.
It was at this bursting-point of the prodigy that the two passing figures disappeared
behind a headland on the shore. The staring secretary had just time to notice the
swarthy stranger, with a resumption of carelessness, knock off a head of sea-holly
with his glittering blade. He seemed then to have abandoned all idea of catching
the other man up. But Mr Harold Harker’s face became very thoughtful indeed;
and he stood there ruminating for some time before he gravely took himself inland,
towards the road that ran past the gates of the great house and so by a long curve
down to the sea.
It was up this curving road from the coast that the Admiral might be expected to
come, considering the direction in which he had been walking, and making the
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natural assumption that he was bound for his own door. The path along the sands,
under the links, turned inland just beyond the headland and solidifying itself into a
road, returned towards Craven House. It was down this road, therefore, that the
secretary darted, with characteristic impetuosity, to meet his patron returning
home. But the patron was apparently not returning home. What was still more
peculiar, the secretary was not returning home either; at least until many hours
later; a delay quite long enough to arouse alarm and mystification at Craven House.
Behind the pillars and palms of that rather too palatial country house, indeed, there
was expectancy gradually changing to uneasiness. Gryce the butler, a big bilious
man abnormally silent below as well as above stairs, showed a certain restlessness
as he moved about the main front-hall and occasionally looked out of the side
windows of the porch, on the white road that swept towards the sea. The Admiral’s
sister Marion, who kept house for him, had her brother’s high nose with a more
sniffy expression; she was voluble, rather rambling, not without humour, and
capable of sudden emphasis as shrill as a cockatoo. The Admiral’s daughter Olive
was dark, dreamy, and as a rule abstractedly silent, perhaps melancholy; so that
her aunt generally conducted most of the conversation, and that without reluctance.
But the girl also had a gift of sudden laughter that was very engaging.
‘I can’t think why they’re not here already,’ said the elder lady. ‘The postman
distinctly told me he’d seen the Admiral coming along the beach; along with that
dreadful creature Rook. Why in the world they call him Lieutenant Rook — ’
‘Perhaps,’ suggested the melancholy young lady, with a momentary brightness,
‘perhaps they call him Lieutenant because he is a Lieutenant.’
‘I can’t think why the Admiral keeps him,’ snorted her aunt, as if she were talking
of a housemaid. She was very proud of her brother and always called him the
Admiral; but her notions of a commission in the Senior Service were inexact.
‘Well, Roger Rook is sulky and unsociable and all that,’ replied Olive, ‘but of
course that wouldn’t prevent him being a capable sailor.’
‘Sailor!’ cried her aunt with one of her rather startling cockatoo notes, ‘he isn’t my
notion of a sailor. The Lass that Loved a Sailor, as they used to sing when I was
young . . . Just think of it! He’s not gay and free and whats-its-name. He doesn’t
sing chanties or dance a hornpipe.’
‘Well,’ observed her niece with gravity. ‘The Admiral doesn’t very often dance a
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hornpipe.’
‘Oh, you know what I mean — he isn’t bright or breezy or anything,’ replied the
old lady. ‘Why, that secretary fellow could do better than that.’
Olive’s rather tragic face was transfigured by one of her good and rejuvenating
waves of laughter.
‘I’m sure Mr Harker would dance a hornpipe for you,’ she said, ‘and say he had
learnt it in half an hour from the book of instructions. He’s always learning things
of that sort.’
She stopped laughing suddenly and looked at her aunt’s rather strained face.
‘I can’t think why Mr Harker doesn’t come,’ she added.
‘I don’t care about Mr Harker,’ replied the aunt, and rose and looked out of the
window.
The evening light had long turned from yellow to grey and was now turning
almost to white under the widening moonlight, over the large flat landscape by the
coast; unbroken by any features save a clump of sea-twisted trees round a pool and
beyond, rather gaunt and dark against the horizon, the shabby fishermen’s tavern
on the shore that bore the name of the Green Man. And all that road and landscape
was empty of any living thing. Nobody had seen the figure in the cocked hat that
had been observed, earlier in the evening, walking by the sea; or the other and
stranger figure that had been seen trailing after him. Nobody had even seen the
secretary who saw them.
It was after midnight when the secretary at last burst in and aroused the household;
and his face, white as a ghost, looked all the paler against the background of the
stolid face and figure of a big Inspector of Police. Somehow that red, heavy,
indifferent face looked, even more than the white and harassed one, like a mask of
doom. The news was broken to the two women with such consideration or
concealments as were possible. But the news was that the body of Admiral Craven
had been eventually fished out of the foul weeds and scum of the pool under the
trees; and that he was drowned and dead.
Anybody acquainted with Mr Harold Harker, secretary, will realize that, whatever
his agitation, he was by morning in a mood to be tremendously on the spot. He
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hustled the Inspector, whom he had met the night before on the road down by the
Green Man, into another room for private and practical consultation. He
questioned the Inspector rather as the Inspector might have questioned a yokel. But
Inspector Burns was a stolid character; and was either too stupid or too clever to
resent such trifles. It soon began to look as if he were by no means so stupid as he
looked; for he disposed of Harker’s eager questions in a manner that was slow but
methodical and rational.
‘Well,’ said Harker (his head full of many manuals with titles like ‘Be a Detective
in Ten Days’). ‘Well, it’s the old triangle, I suppose. Accident, Suicide or Murder.’
‘I don’t see how it could be accident,’ answered the policeman. ‘It wasn’t even
dark yet and the pool’s fifty yards from the straight road that he knew like his own
doorstep. He’d no more have got into that pond than he’d go and carefully lie
down in a puddle in the street. As for suicide, it’s rather a responsibility to suggest
it, and rather improbable too. The Admiral was a pretty spry and successful man
and frightfully rich, nearly a millionaire in fact; though of course that doesn’t
prove anything. He seemed to be pretty normal and comfortable in his private life
too; he’s the last man I should suspect of drowning himself.’
‘So that we come,’ said the secretary, lowering his voice with the thrill, ‘I suppose
we come to the third possibility.’
‘We won’t be in too much of a hurry about that,’ said the Inspector to the
annoyance of Harker, who was in a hurry about everything. ‘But naturally there
are one or two things one would like to know. One would like to know — about
his property, for instance. Do you know who’s likely to come in for it? You’re his
private secretary; do you know anything about his will?’
‘I’m not so private a secretary as all that,’ answered the young man. ‘His solicitors
are Messrs Willis, Hardman and Dyke, over in Suttford High Street; and I believe
the will is in their custody.’
‘Well, I’d better get round and see them pretty soon,’ said the Inspector.
‘Let’s get round and see them at once,’ said the impatient secretary.
He took a turn or two restlessly up and down the room and then exploded in a
fresh place.
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‘What have you done about the body, Inspector?’ he asked.
‘Dr Straker is examining it now at the Police Station. His report ought to be ready
in an hour or so.’
‘It can’t be ready too soon,’ said Harker. ‘It would save time if we could meet him
at the lawyer’s.’ Then he stopped and his impetuous tone changed abruptly to one
of some embarrassment.
‘Look here,’ he said, ‘I want ... we want to consider the young lady, the poor
Admiral’s daughter, as much as possible just now. She’s got a notion that may be
all nonsense; but I wouldn’t like to disappoint her. There’s some friend of hers she
wants to consult, staying in the town at present. Man of the name of Brown; priest
or parson of some sort — she’s given me his address. I don’t take much stock in
priests or parsons, but — ’
The Inspector nodded. ‘I don’t take any stock in priests or parsons; but I take a lot
of stock in Father Brown,’ he said. ‘I happened to have to do with him in a queer
sort of society jewel case. He ought to have been a policeman instead of parson.’
‘Oh, all right,’ said the breathless secretary as he vanished from the room. ‘Let him
come to the lawyer’s too.’
Thus it happened that, when they hurried across to the neighbouring town to meet
Dr Straker at the solicitor’s office, they found Father Brown already seated there,
with his hands folded on his heavy umbrella, chatting pleasantly to the only
available member of the firm. Dr Straker also had arrived, but apparently only at
that moment, as he was carefully placing his gloves in his top-hat and his top-hat
on a side-table. And the mild and beaming expression of the priest’s moonlike face
and spectacles, together with the silent chuckles of the jolly old grizzled lawyer, to
whom he was talking, were enough to show that the doctor had not yet opened his
mouth to bring the news of death.
‘A beautiful morning after all,’ Father Brown was saying. ‘That storm seems to
have passed over us. There were some big black clouds, but I notice that not a drop
of rain fell.’
‘Not a drop,’ agreed the solicitor toying with a pen; he was the third partner, Mr.
Dyke; ‘there’s not a cloud in the sky now. It’s the sort of day for a holiday.’ Then
he realized the newcomers and looked up, laying down the pen and rising. ‘Ah,
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Mr. Harker, how are you? I hear the Admiral is expected home soon.’ Then Harker
spoke, and his voice rang hollow in the room.
‘I am sorry to say we are the bearers of bad news. Admiral Craven was drowned
before reaching home.’
There was a change in the very air of the still office, though not in the attitudes of
the motionless figures; both were staring at the speaker as if a joke had been frozen
on their lips. Both repeated the word ‘drowned’ and looked at each other, and then
again at their informant. Then there was a small hubbub of questions.
‘When did this happen?’ asked the priest.
‘Where was he found?’ asked the lawyer.
‘He was found,’ said the Inspector, ‘in that pool by the coast, not far from the
Green Man, and dragged out all covered with green scum and weeds so as to be
almost unrecognizable. But Dr Straker here has — What is the matter. Father
Brown? Are you ill?’
‘The Green Man,’ said Father Brown with a shudder. ‘I’m so sorry ... I beg your
pardon for being upset.’
‘Upset by what?’ asked the staring officer.
‘By his being covered with green scum, I suppose,’ said the priest, with a rather
shaky laugh. Then he added rather more firmly, ‘I thought it might have been
seaweed.’
By this time everybody was looking at the priest, with a not unnatural suspicion
that he was mad; and yet the next crucial surprise was not to come from him. After
a dead silence, it was the doctor who spoke.
Dr Straker was a remarkable man, even to look at. He was very tall and angular,
formal and professional in his dress; yet retaining a fashion that has hardly been
known since Mid-Victorian times. Though comparatively young, he wore his
brown beard, very long and spreading over his waistcoat; in contrast with it, his
features, which were both harsh and handsome, looked singularly pale. His good
looks were also diminished by something in his deep eyes that was not squinting,
but like the shadow of a squint. Everybody noticed these things about him, because
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the moment he spoke, he gave forth an indescribable air of authority. But all he
said was:
‘There is one more thing to be said, if you come to details, about Admiral Craven
being drowned.’ Then he added reflectively, ‘Admiral Craven was not drowned.’
The Inspector turned with quite a new promptitude and shot a question at him.
‘I have just examined the body,’ said Dr Straker, ‘the cause of death was a stab
through the heart with some pointed blade like a stiletto. It was after death, and
even some little time after, that the body was hidden in the pool.’
Father Brown was regarding Dr Straker with a very lively eye, such as he seldom
turned upon anybody; and when the group in the office began to break up, he
managed to attach himself to the medical man for a little further conversation, as
they went back down the street. There had not been very much else to detain them
except the rather formal question of the will. The impatience of the young
secretary had been somewhat tried by the professional etiquette of the old lawyer.
But the latter was ultimately induced, rather by the tact of the priest than the
authority of the policeman, to refrain from making a mystery where there was no
mystery at all. Mr Dyke admitted, with a smile, that the Admiral’s will was a very
normal and ordinary document, leaving everything to his only child Olive; and that
there really was no particular reason for concealing the fact.
The doctor and the priest walked slowly down the street that struck out of the town
in the direction of Craven House. Harker had plunged on ahead of him with all his
native eagerness to get somewhere; but the two behind seemed more interested in
their discussion than their direction. It was in rather an enigmatic tone that the tall
doctor said to the short cleric beside him:
‘Well, Father Brown, what do you think of a thing like this?’
Father Brown looked at him rather intently for an instant, and then said:
‘Well, I’ve begun to think of one or two things; but my chief difficulty is that I
only knew the Admiral slightly; though I’ve seen something of his daughter.’
‘The Admiral,’ said the doctor with a grim immobility of feature, ‘was the sort of
man of whom it is said that he had not an enemy in the world.’
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‘I suppose you mean,’ answered the priest, ‘that there’s something else that will
not be said.’
‘Oh, it’s no affair of mine,’ said Straker hastily but rather harshly. ‘He had his
moods, I suppose. He once threatened me with a legal action about an operation;
but I think he thought better of it. I can imagine his being rather rough with a
subordinate.’
Father Brown’s eyes were fixed on the figure of the secretary striding far ahead;
and as he gazed he realized the special cause of his hurry. Some fifty yards farther
ahead the Admiral’s daughter was dawdling along the road towards the Admiral’s
house. The secretary soon came abreast of her; and for the remainder of the time
Father Brown watched the silent drama of two human backs as they diminished
into the distance. The secretary was evidently very much excited about something;
but if the priest guessed what it was, he kept it to himself. When he came to the
corner leading to the doctor’s house, he only said briefly: ‘I don’t know if you
have anything more to tell us.’
‘Why should I?’ answered the doctor very abruptly; and striding off, left it
uncertain whether he was asking why he should have anything to tell, or why he
should tell it.
Father Brown went stumping on alone, in the track of the two young people; but
when he came to the entrance and avenues of the Admiral’s park, he was arrested
by the action of the girl, who turned suddenly and came straight towards him; her
face unusually pale and her eyes bright with some new and as yet nameless
emotion.
‘Father Brown,’ she said in a low voice, ‘I must talk to you as soon as possible.
You must listen to me, I can’t see any other way out.’
‘Why certainly,’ he replied, as coolly as if a gutter-boy had asked him the time.
‘Where shall we go and talk?’
The girl led him at random to one of the rather tumbledown arbours in the
grounds; and they sat down behind a screen of large ragged leaves. She began
instantly, as if she must relieve her feelings or faint.
‘Harold Harker,’ she said, ‘has been talking to me about things. Terrible things.’
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The priest nodded and the girl went on hastily. ‘About Roger Rook. Do you know
about Roger?’
‘I’ve been told,’ he answered, ‘that his fellow-seamen call him The Jolly Roger,
because he is never jolly; and looks like the pirate’s skull and crossbones.’
‘He was not always like that,’ said Olive in a low voice. ‘Something very queer
must have happened to him. I knew him well when we were children; we used to
play over there on the sands. He was harum-scarum and always talking about
being a pirate; I dare say he was the sort they say might take to crime through
reading shockers; but there was something poetical in his way of being piratical.
He really was a Jolly Roger then. I suppose he was the last boy who kept up the
old legend of really running away to sea; and at last his family had to agree to his
joining the Navy. Well . . . ’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown patiently.
‘Well,’ she admitted, caught in one of her rare moments of mirth, ‘I suppose poor
Roger found it disappointing. Naval officers so seldom carry knives in their teeth
or wave bloody cutlasses and black flags. But that doesn’t explain the change in
him. He just stiffened; grew dull and dumb, like a dead man walking about. He
always avoids me; but that doesn’t matter. I supposed some great grief that’s no
business of mine had broken him up. And now — well, if what Harold says is true,
the grief is neither more nor less than going mad; or being possessed of a devil.’
‘And what does Harold say?’ asked the priest.
‘It’s so awful I can hardly say it,’ she answered. ‘He swears he saw Roger creeping
behind my father that night; hesitating and then drawing his sword . . . and the
doctor says father was stabbed with a steel point ... I can’t believe Roger Rook had
anything to do with it. His sulks and my father’s temper sometimes led to quarrels;
but what are quarrels? I can’t exactly say I’m standing up for an old friend;
because he isn’t even friendly. But you can’t help feeling sure of some things,
even about an old acquaintance. And yet Harold swears that he — ’
‘Harold seems to swear a great deal,’ said Father Brown.
There was a sudden silence; after which she said in a different tone: ‘Well, he does
swear other things too. Harold Harker proposed to me just now.’
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‘Am I to congratulate you, or rather him?’ inquired her companion.
‘I told him he must wait. He isn’t good at waiting.’ She was caught again in a
ripple of her incongruous sense of the comic: ‘He said I was his ideal and his
ambition and so on. He has lived in the States; but somehow I never remember it
when he is talking about dollars; only when he is talking about ideals.’
‘And I suppose,’ said Father Brown very softy, ‘that it is because you have to
decide about Harold that you want to know the truth about Roger.’
She stiffened and frowned, and then equally abruptly smiled, saying: ‘Oh, you
know too much.’
‘I know very little, especially in this affair,’ said the priest gravely. ‘I only know
who murdered your father.’ She started up and stood staring down at him stricken
white. Father Brown made a wry face as he went on: ‘I made a fool of myself
when I first realized it; when they’d just been asking where he was found, and
went on talking about green scum and the Green Man.’
Then he also rose; clutching his clumsy umbrella with a new resolution, he
addressed the girl with a new gravity.
‘There is something else that I know, which is the key to all these riddles of yours;
but I won’t tell you yet. I suppose it’s bad news; but it’s nothing like so bad as the
things you have been fancying.’ He buttoned up his coat and turned towards the
gate. ‘I’m going to see this Mr Rook of yours. In a shed by the shore, near where
Mr Harker saw him walking. I rather think he lives there.’ And he went bustling
off in the direction of the beach.
Olive was an imaginative person; perhaps too imaginative to be safely left to brood
over such hints as her friend had thrown out; but he was in rather a hurry to find
the best relief for her broodings. The mysterious connection between Father
Brown’s first shock of enlightenment and the chance language about the pool and
the inn, hag-rode her fancy in a hundred forms of ugly symbolism. The Green Man
became a ghost trailing loathsome weeds and walking the countryside under the
moon; the sign of the Green Man became a human figure hanging as from a
gibbet; and the tarn itself became a tavern, a dark subaqueous tavern for the dead
sailors. And yet he had taken the most rapid method to overthrow all such
nightmares, with a burst of blinding daylight which seemed more mysterious than
the night.
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For before the sun had set, something had come back into her life that turned her
whole world topsy-turvy once more; something she had hardly known that she
desired until it was abruptly granted; something that was, like a dream, old and
familiar, and yet remained incomprehensible and incredible. For Roger Rook had
come striding across the sands, and even when he was a dot in the distance, she
knew he was transfigured; and as he came nearer and nearer, she saw that his dark
face was alive with laughter and exultation. He came straight toward her, as if they
had never parted, and seized her shoulders saying: ‘Now I can look after you,
thank God.’
She hardly knew what she answered; but she heard herself questioning rather
wildly why he seemed so changed and so happy.
‘Because I am happy,’ he answered. ‘I have heard the bad news.’
All parties concerned, including some who seemed rather unconcerned, found
themselves assembled on the garden-path leading to Craven House, to hear the
formality, now truly formal, of the lawyer’s reading of the will; and the probable,
and more practical sequel of the lawyer’s advice upon the crisis. Besides the greyhaired solicitor himself, armed with the testamentary document, there was the
Inspector armed with more direct authority touching the crime, and Lieutenant
Rook in undisguised attendance on the lady; some were rather mystified on seeing
the tall figure of the doctor, some smiled a little on seeing the dumpy figure of the
priest. Mr Harker, that Flying Mercury, had shot down to the lodge-gates to meet
them, led them back on to the lawn, and then dashed ahead of them again to
prepare their reception. He said he would be back in a jiffy; and anyone observing
his piston-rod of energy could well believe it; but, for the moment, they were left
rather stranded on the lawn outside the house.
‘Reminds me of somebody making runs at cricket,’ said the Lieutenant.
‘That young man,’ said the lawyer, ‘is rather annoyed that the law cannot move
quite so quickly as he does. Fortunately Miss Craven understands our professional
difficulties and delays. She has kindly assured me that she still has confidence in
my slowness.’
‘I wish,’ said the doctor, suddenly, ‘that I had as much confidence in his
quickness.’
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‘Why, what do you mean?’ asked Rook, knitting his brows; ‘do you mean that
Harker is too quick?’
‘Too quick and too slow,’ said Dr Straker, in his rather cryptic fashion. ‘I know
one occasion at least when he was not so very quick. Why was he hanging about
half the night by the pond and the Green Man, before the Inspector came down and
found the body? Why did he meet the Inspector? Why should he expect to meet
the Inspector outside the Green Man?’
‘I don’t understand you,’ said Rook. ‘Do you mean that Harker wasn’t telling the
truth?’
Dr Straker was silent. The grizzled lawyer laughed with grim good humour. ‘I
have nothing more serious to say against the young man,’ he said, ‘than that he
made a prompt and praiseworthy attempt to teach me my own business.’
‘For that matter, he made an attempt to teach me mine,’ said the Inspector, who
had just joined the group in front. ‘But that doesn’t matter. If Dr Straker means
anything by his hints, they do matter. I must ask you to speak plainly, doctor. It
may be my duty to question him at once.’
‘Well, here he comes,’ said Rook, as the alert figure of the secretary appeared once
more in the doorway.
At this point Father Brown, who had remained silent and inconspicuous at the tail
of the procession, astonished everybody very much; perhaps especially those who
knew him. He not only walked rapidly to the front, but turned facing the whole
group with an arresting and almost threatening expression, like a sergeant bringing
soldiers to the halt.
‘Stop!’ he said almost sternly. ‘I apologize to everybody; but it’s absolutely
necessary that I should see Mr Harker first. I’ve got to tell him something I know;
and I don’t think anybody else knows; something he’s got to hear. It may save a
very tragic misunderstanding with somebody later on.’
‘What on earth do you mean?’ asked old Dyke the lawyer.
‘I mean the bad news,’ said Father Brown.
‘Here, I say,’ began the Inspector indignantly; and then suddenly caught the
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priest’s eye and remembered strange things he had seen in other days. ‘Well, if it
were anyone in the world but you I should say of all the infernal cheek — ’
But Father Brown was already out of hearing, and a moment afterwards was
plunged in talk with Harker in the porch. They walked to and fro together for a few
paces and then disappeared into the dark interior. It was about twelve minutes
afterwards that Father Brown came out alone.
To their surprise he showed no dispostion to re-enter the house, now that the whole
company were at last about to enter it. He threw himself down on the rather rickety
seat in the leafy arbour, and as the procession disappeared through the doorway, lit
a pipe and proceeded to stare vacantly at the long ragged leaves about his head and
to listen to the birds. There was no man who had a more hearty and enduring
appetite for doing nothing.
He was, apparently, in a cloud of smoke and a dream of abstraction, when the front
doors were once more flung open and two or three figures came out helter-skelter,
running towards him, the daughter of the house and her young admirer Mr Rook
being easily winners in the race. Their faces were alight with astonishment; and
the face of Inspector Burns, who advanced more heavily behind them, like an
elephant shaking the garden, was inflamed with some indignation as well.
‘What can all this mean?’ cried Olive, as she came panting to a halt. ‘He’s gone!’
‘Bolted!’ said the Lieutenant explosively. ‘Harker’s just managed to pack a
suitcase and bolted! Gone clean out of the back door and over the garden-wall to
God knows where. What did you say to him?’
‘Don’t be silly!’ said Olive, with a more worried expression. ‘Of course you told
him you’d found him out, and now he’s gone. I never could have believed he was
wicked like that!’
‘Well!’ gasped the Inspector, bursting into their midst. ‘What have you done now?
What have you let me down like this for?’
‘Well,’ repeated Father Brown, ‘what have I done?’
‘You have let a murderer escape,’ cried Burns, with a decision that was like a
thunderclap in the quiet garden; ‘you have helped a murderer to escape. Like a fool
I let you warn him; and now he is miles away.’
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‘I have helped a few murderers in my time, it is true,’ said Father Brown; then he
added, in careful distinction, ‘not, you will understand, helped them to commit the
murder.’
‘But you knew all the time,’ insisted Olive. ‘You guessed from the first that it must
be he. That’s what you meant about being upset by the business of finding the
body. That’s what the doctor meant by saying my father might be disliked by a
subordinate.’
‘That’s what I complain of,’ said the official indignantly. ‘You knew even then
that he was the — ’
‘You knew even then,’ insisted Olive, ‘that the murderer was — ’
Father Brown nodded gravely. ‘Yes,’ he said. ‘I knew even then that the murderer
was old Dyke.’
‘Was who?’ repeated the Inspector and stopped amid, a dead silence; punctuated
only by the occasional pipe of birds.
‘I mean Mr Dyke, the solicitor,’ explained Father Brown, like one explaining
something elementary to an infant class. ‘That gentleman with grey hair who’s
supposed to be going to read the will.’
They all stood like statues staring at him, as he carefully filled his pipe again and
struck a match. At last Burns rallied his vocal powers to break the strangling
silence with an effort resembling violence.
‘But, in the name of heaven, why?’
‘Ah, why?’ said the priest and rose thoughtfully, puffing at his pipe. ‘As to why he
did it ... Well, I suppose the time has come to tell you, or those of you who don’t
know, the fact that is the key of all this business. It’s a great calamity; and it’s a
great crime; but it’s not the murder of Admiral Craven.’
He looked Olive full in the face and said very seriously: ‘I tell you the bad news
bluntly and in few words; because I think you are brave enough, and perhaps
happy enough, to take it well. You have the chance, and I think the power, to be
something like a great woman. You are not a great heiress.’
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Amid the silence that followed it was he who resumed his explanation.
‘Most of your father’s money, I am sorry to say, has gone. It went by the financial
dexterity of the grey-haired gentleman named Dyke, who is (I grieve to say) a
swindler. Admiral Craven was murdered to silence him about the way in which he
was swindled. The fact that he was ruined and you were disinherited is the single
simple clue, not only to the murder, but to all the other mysteries in this business.’
He took a puff or two and then continued.
‘I told Mr Rook you were disinherited and he rushed back to help you. Mr Rook is
a rather remarkable person.’
‘Oh, chuck it,’ said Mr Rook with a hostile air.
‘Mr Rook is a monster,’ said Father Brown with scientific calm. ‘He is an
anachronism, an atavism, a brute survival of the Stone Age. If there was one
barbarous superstition we all supposed to be utterly extinct and dead in these days,
it was that notion about honour and independence. But then I get mixed up with so
many dead superstitions. Mr Rook is an extinct animal. He is a plesiosaurus. He
did not want to live on his wife or have a wife who could call him a fortunehunter. Therefore he sulked in a grotesque manner and only came to life again
when I brought him the good news that you were ruined. He wanted to work for
his wife and not be kept by her. Disgusting, isn’t it? Let us turn to the brighter
topic of Mr Harker.
‘I told Mr Harker you were disinherited and he rushed away in a sort of panic. Do
not be too hard on Mr Harker. He really had better as well as worse enthusiasms;
but he had them all mixed up. There is no harm in having ambitions; but he had
ambitions and called them ideals. The old sense of honour taught men to suspect
success; to say, “This is a benefit; it may be a bribe.” The new nine-times-accursed
nonsense about Making Good teaches men to identify being good with making
money. That was all that was the matter with him; in every other way he was a
thoroughly good fellow, and there are thousands like him. Gazing at the stars and
rising in the world were all Uplift. Marrying a good wife and marrying a rich wife
were all Making Good. But he was not a cynical scoundrel; or he would simply
have come back and jilted or cut you as the case might be. He could not face you;
while you were there, half of his broken ideal was left.
‘I did not tell the Admiral; but somebody did. Word came to him somehow, during
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the last grand parade on board, that his friend the family lawyer had betrayed him.
He was in such a towering passion that he did what he could never have done in
his sense; came straight on shore in his cocked hat and gold lace to catch the
criminal; he wired to the police station, and that was why the Inspector was
wandering round the Green Man. Lieutenant Rook followed him on shore because
he suspected some family trouble and had half a hope he might help and put
himself right. Hence his hesitating behaviour. As for his drawing his sword when
he dropped behind and thought he was alone, well that’s a matter of imagination.
He was a romantic person who had dreamed of swords and run away to sea; and
found himself in a service where he wasn’t even allowed to wear a sword except
about once in three years. He thought he was quite alone on the sands where he
played as a boy. If you don’t understand what he did, I can only say, like
Stevenson, “you will never be a pirate.” Also you will never be a poet; and you
have never been a boy.’
‘I never have,’ answered Olive gravely, ‘and yet I think I understand.’
‘Almost every man,’ continued the priest musing, ‘will play with anything shaped
like a sword or dagger, even if it is a paper knife. That is why I thought it so odd
when the lawyer didn’t.’
‘What do you mean?’ asked Burns, ‘didn’t what?’
‘Why, didn’t you notice,’ answered Brown, ‘at that first meeting in the office, the
lawyer played with a pen and not with a paper-knife; though he had a beautiful
bright steel paper-knife in the pattern of a stiletto? The pens were dusty and
splashed with ink; but the knife had just been cleaned. But he did not play with it.
There are limits to the irony of assassins.’
After a silence the Inspector said, like one waking from a dream: ‘Look here ... I
don’t know whether I’m on my head or my heels; I don’t know whether you think
you’ve got to the end; but I haven’t got to the beginning. Where do you get all this
lawyer stuff from? What started you out on that trail?’
Father Brown laughed curtly and without mirth.
‘The murderer made a slip at the start,’ he said, ‘and I can’t think why nobody else
noticed it. When you brought the first news of the death to the solicitor’s office,
nobody was supposed to know anything there, except that the Admiral was
expected home. When you said he was drowned, I asked when it happened and Mr
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Dyke asked where the corpse was found.’
He paused a moment to knock out his pipe and resumed reflectively: ‘Now when
you are simply told of a seaman, returning from the sea, that he had drowned, it is
natural to assume that he had been drowned at sea. At any rate, to allow that he
may have been drowned at sea. If he had been washed overboard, or gone down
with his ship, or had his body “committed to the deep”, there would be no reason
to expect his body to be found at all. The moment that man asked where it was
found, I was sure he knew where it was found. Because he had put it there.
Nobody but the murderer need have thought of anything so unlikely as a seaman
being drowned in a landlocked pool a few hundred yards from the sea. That is why
I suddenly felt sick and turned green, I dare say; as green as the Green Man. I
never can get used to finding myself suddenly sitting beside a murderer. So I had
to turn it off by talking in parables; but the parable meant something, after all. I
said that the body was covered with green scum, but it might just as well have
been seaweed.’
It is fortunate that tragedy can never kill comedy and that the two can run side by
side; and that while the only acting partner of the business of Messrs Willis,
Hardman and Dyke blew his brains out when the Inspector entered the house to
arrest him, Olive and Roger were calling to each other across the sands at evening,
as they did when they were children together.

The Pursuit of Mr Blue
Along a seaside parade on a sunny afternoon, a person with the depressing name of
Muggleton was moving with suitable gloom. There was a horseshoe of worry in
his forehead, and the numerous groups and strings of entertainers stretched along
the beach below looked up to him in vain for applause. Pierrots turned up their
pale moon faces, like the white bellies of dead fish, without improving his spirits;
niggers with faces entirely grey with a sort of grimy soot were equally
unsuccessful in filling his fancy with brighter things. He was a sad and
disappointed man. His other features, besides the bald brow with its furrow, were
retiring and almost sunken; and a certain dingy refinement about them made more
incongruous the one aggressive ornament of his face. It was an outstanding and
bristling military moustache; and it looked suspiciously like a false moustache. It
is possible, indeed, that it was a false moustache. It is possible, on the other hand,
that even if it was not false it was forced. He might almost have grown it in a
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hurry, by a mere act of will; so much was it a part of his job rather than his
personality.
For the truth is that Mr Muggleton was a private detective in a small way, and the
cloud on his brow was due to a big blunder in his professional career; anyhow it
was connected with something darker than the mere possession of such a surname.
He might almost, in an obscure sort of way, have been proud of his surname; for
he came of poor but decent Nonconformist people who claimed some connection
with the founder of the Muggletonians; the only man who had hitherto had the
courage to appear with that name in human history.
The more legitimate cause of his annoyance (at least as he himself explained it)
was that he had just been present at the bloody murder of a world-famous
millionaire, and had failed to prevent it, though he had been engaged at a salary of
five pounds a week to do so. Thus we may explain the fact that even the
languorous singing of the song entitled, ‘Won’t You Be My Loodah Doodah
Day?’ failed to fill him with the joy of life.
For that matter, there were others on the beach, who might have had more
sympathy with his murderous theme and Muggletonian tradition. Seaside resorts
are the chosen pitches, not only of pierrots appealing to the amorous emotions, but
also of preachers who often seem to specialize in a correspondingly sombre and
sulphurous style of preaching. There was one aged ranter whom he could hardly
help noticing, so piercing were the cries, not to say shrieks of religious prophecy
that rang above all the banjos and castanets. This was a long, loose, shambling old
man, dressed in something like a fisherman’s jersey; but inappropriately equipped
with a pair of those very long and drooping whiskers which have never been seen
since the disappearance of certain sportive Mid-Victorian dandies. As it was the
custom for all mountebanks on the beach to display something, as if they were
selling it, the old man displayed a rather rotten-looking fisherman’s net, which he
generally spread out invitingly on the sands, as if it were a carpet for queens; but
occasionally whirled wildly round his head with a gesture almost as terrific as that
of the Roman Retiarius, ready to impale people on a trident. Indeed, he might
really have impaled people, if he had had a trident. His words were always pointed
towards punishment; his hearers heard nothing except threats to the body or the
soul; he was so far in the same mood as Mr. Muggleton, that he might almost have
been a mad hangman addressing a crowd of murderers. The boys called him Old
Brimstone; but he had other eccentricities besides the purely theological. One of
his eccentricities was to climb up into the nest of iron girders under the pier and
trail his net in the water, declaring that he got his living by fishing; though it is
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doubtful whether anybody had ever seen him catching fish. Worldly trippers,
however, would sometimes start at a voice in their ear, threatening judgement as
from a thundercloud, but really coming from the perch under the iron roof where
the old monomaniac sat glaring, his fantastic whiskers hanging like grey seaweed.
The detective, however, could have put up with Old Brimstone much better than
with the other parson he was destined to meet. To explain this second and more
momentous meeting, it must be pointed out that Muggleton, after his remarkable
experience in the matter of the murder, had very properly put all his cards on the
table. He told his story to the police and to the only available representative of
Braham Bruce, the dead millionaire; that is, to his very dapper secretary, a Mr
Anthony Taylor. The Inspector was more sympathetic than the secretary; but the
sequel of his sympathy was the last thing Muggleton would normally have
associated with police advice. The Inspector, after some reflection, very much
surprised Mr Muggleton by advising him to consult an able amateur whom he
knew to be staying in the town. Mr Muggleton had read reports and romances
about the Great Criminologist, who sits in his library like an intellectual spider,
and throws out theoretical filaments of a web as large as the world. He was
prepared to be led to the lonely chateau where the expert wore a purple dressinggown, to the attic where he lived on opium and acrostics, to the vast laboratory or
the lonely tower. To his astonishment he was led to the very edge of the crowded
beach by the pier to meet a dumpy little clergyman, with a broad hat and a broad
grin, who was at that moment hopping about on the sands with a crowd of poor
children; and excitedly waving a very little wooden spade.
When the criminologist clergyman, whose name appeared to be Brown, had at last
been detached from the children, though not from the spade, he seemed to
Muggleton to grow more and more unsatisfactory. He hung about helplessly
among the idiotic side-shows of the seashore, talking about random topics and
particularly attaching himself to those rows of automatic machines which are set
up in such places; solemnly spending penny after penny in order to play vicarious
games of golf, football, cricket, conducted by clockwork figures; and finally
contenting himself with the miniature exhibition of a race, in which one metal doll
appeared merely to run and jump after the other. And yet all the time he was
listening very carefully to the story which the defeated detective poured out to
him. Only his way of not letting his right hand know what his left hand was doing,
with pennies, got very much on the detective’s nerves.
‘Can’t we go and sit down somewhere,’ said Muggleton impatiently. ‘I’ve got a
letter you ought to see, if you’re to know anything at all of this business.’
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Father Brown turned away with a sigh from the jumping dolls, and went and sat
down with his companion on an iron seat on the shore; his companion had already
unfolded the letter and handed it silently to him.
It was an abrupt and queer sort of letter, Father Brown thought. He knew that
millionaires did not always specialize in manners, especially in dealing with
dependants like detectives; but there seemed to be something more in the letter
than mere brusquerie.
DEAR MUGGLETON,
I never thought I should come down to wanting help of this sort; but I’m
about through with things. It’s been getting more and more intolerable for
the last two years. I guess all you need to know about the story is this. There
is a dirty rascal who is a cousin of mine, I’m ashamed to say. He’s been a
tout, a tramp, a quack doctor, an actor, and all that; even has the brass to act
under our name and call himself Bertrand Bruce. I believe he’s either got
some potty job at the theatre here, or is looking for one. But you may take it
from me that the job isn’t his real job. His real job is running me down and
knocking me out for good, if he can. It’s an old story and no business of
anybody’s; there was a time when we started neck and neck and ran a race
of ambition — and what they call love as well. Was it my fault that he was a
rotter and I was a man who succeeds in things? But the dirty devil swears
he’ll succeed yet; shoot me and run off with my — never mind. I suppose
he’s a sort of madman, but he’ll jolly soon try to be some sort of murderer.
I’ll give you £5 a week if you’ll meet me at the lodge at the end of the pier,
just after the pier closes tonight — and take on my job. It’s the only safe
place to meet — if anything is safe by this time.
J. BRAHAM BRUCE
‘Dear me,’ said Father Brown mildly. ‘Dear me. A rather hurried letter.’
Muggleton nodded; and after a pause began his own story; in an oddly refined
voice contrasting with his clumsy appearance. The priest knew well the hobbies of
concealed culture hidden in many dingy lower and middle class men; but even he
was startled by the excellent choice of words only a shade too pedantic; the man
talked like a book.
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‘I arrived at the little round-house at the end of the pier before there was any sign
of my distinguished client. I opened the door and went inside, feeling that he might
prefer me, as well as himself, to be as inconspicuous as possible. Not that it
mattered very much; for the pier was too long for anybody to have seen us from
the beach or the parade, and, on glancing at my watch, I saw by the time that the
pier entrance must have already closed. It was flattering, after a fashion, that he
should thus ensure that we should be alone together at the rendezvous, as showing
that he did really rely on my assistance or protection. Anyhow, it was his idea that
we should meet on the pier after closing time, so I fell in with it readily enough.
There were two chairs inside the little round pavilion, or whatever you call it; so I
simply took one of them and waited. I did not have to wait long. He was famous
for his punctuality, and sure enough, as I looked up at the one little round window
opposite me I saw him pass slowly, as if making a preliminary circuit of the place.
‘I had only seen portraits of him, and that was a long time ago; and naturally he
was rather older than the portraits, but there was no mistaking the likeness. The
profile that passed the window was of the sort called aquiline, after the beak of the
eagle; but he rather suggested a grey and venerable eagle; an eagle in repose; an
eagle that has long folded its wings. There was no mistaking, however, that look of
authority, or silent pride in the habit of command, that has always marked men
who, like him, have organized great systems and been obeyed. He was quietly
dressed, what I could see of him; especially as compared with the crowd of seaside
trippers which had filled so much of my day; but I fancied his overcoat was of that
extra elegant sort that is cut to follow the line of the figure, and it had a strip of
astrakhan lining showing on the lapels. All this, of course, I took in at a glance, for
I had already got to my feet and gone to the door. I put out my hand and received
the first shock of that terrible evening. The door was locked. Somebody had locked
me in.
‘For a moment I stood stunned, and still staring at the round window, from which,
of course, the moving profile had already passed; and then I suddenly saw the
explanation. Another profile, pointed like that of a pursuing hound, flashed into the
circle of vision, as into a round mirror. The moment I saw it, I knew who it was. It
was the Avenger; the murderer or would-be murderer, who had trailed the old
millionaire for so long across land and sea, and had now tracked him to this blindalley of an iron pier that hung between sea and land. And I knew, of course, that it
was the murderer who had locked the door.
‘The man I saw first had been tall, but his pursuer was even taller; an effect that
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was only lessened by his carrying his shoulders hunched very high and his neck
and head thrust forward like a true beast of the chase. The effect of the
combination gave him rather the look of a gigantic hunchback. But something of
the blood relationship that connected this ruffian with his famous kinsman showed
in the two profiles as they passed across the circle of glass. The pursuer also had a
nose rather like the beak of a bird; though his general air of ragged degradation
suggested the vulture rather than the eagle. He was unshaven to the point of being
bearded, and the humped look of his shoulders was increased by the coils of a
coarse woollen scarf. All these are trivialities, and can give no impression of the
ugly energy of that outline, or the sense of avenging doom in that stooping and
striding figure. Have you ever seen William Blake’s design, sometimes called with
some levity, “The Ghost of a Flea,” but also called, with somewhat greater
lucidity, “A Vision of Blood Guilt,” or something of that kind? That is just such a
nightmare of a stealthy giant, with high shoulders, carrying a knife and bowl. This
man carried neither, but as he passed the window the second time, I saw with my
own eyes that he loosened a revolver from the folds of the scarf and held it gripped
and poised in his hand. The eyes in his head shifted and shone in the moonlight,
and that in a very creepy way; they shot forward and back with lightning leaps;
almost as if he could shoot them out like luminous horns, as do certain reptiles.
‘Three times the pursued and the pursuer passed in succession outside the window,
treading their narrow circle, before I fully awoke to the need of some action,
however desperate. I shook the door with rattling violence; when next I saw the
face of the unconscious victim I beat furiously on the window; then I tried to break
the window. But it was a double window of exceptionally thick glass, and so deep
was the embrasure that I doubted if I could properly reach the outer window at all.
Anyhow, my dignified client took no notice of my noise or signals; and the
revolving shadow-pantomime of those two masks of doom continued to turn round
and round me, till I felt almost dizzy as well as sick. Then they suddenly ceased to
reappear. I waited; and I knew that they would not come again. I knew that the
crisis had come.
‘I need not tell you more. You can almost imagine the rest, even as I sat there
helpless, trying to imagine it; or trying not to imagine it. It is enough to say that in
that awful silence, in which all sounds of footsteps had died away, there were only
two other noises besides the rumbling undertones of the sea. The first was the loud
noise of a shot and the second the duller noise of a splash.
‘My client had been murdered within a few yards of me, and I could make no sign.
I will not trouble you with what I felt about that. But even if I could recover from
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the murder, I am still confronted with the mystery.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown very gently, ‘which mystery?’
‘The mystery of how the murderer got away,’ answered the other. ‘The instant
people were admitted to the pier next morning, I was released from my prison and
went racing back to the entrance gates, to inquire who had left the pier since they
were opened. Without bothering you with details, I may explain that they were, by
a rather unusual arrangement, real full-size iron doors that would keep anybody
out (or in) until they were opened. The officials there had seen nobody in the least
resembling the assassin returning that way. And he was a rather unmistakable
person. Even if he had disguised himself somehow, he could hardly have disguised
his extraordinary height or got rid of the family nose. It is extraordinarily unlikely
that he tried to swim ashore, for the sea was very rough; and there are certainly no
traces of any landing. And, somehow, having seen the face of that fiend even once,
let alone about six times, something gives me an overwhelming conviction that he
did not simply drown himself in the hour of triumph.’
‘I quite understand what you mean by that,’ replied Father Brown. ‘Besides, it
would be very inconsistent with the tone of his original threatening letter, in which
he promised himself all sorts of benefits after the crime . . . there’s another point it
might be well to verify. What about the structure of the pier underneath? Piers are
very often made with a whole network of iron supports, which a man might climb
through as a monkey climbs through a forest.’
‘Yes, I thought of that,’ replied the private investigator; ‘but unfortunately this pier
is oddly constructed in more ways than one. It’s quite unusually long, and there are
iron columns with all that tangle of iron girders; only they’re very far apart and I
can’t see any way a man could climb from one to the other.’
‘I only mentioned it,’ said Father Brown thoughtfully, ‘because that queer fish
with the long whiskers, the old man who preaches on the sand, often climbs up on
to the nearest girder. I believe he sits there fishing when the tide comes up. And
he’s a very queer fish to go fishing.’
‘Why, what do you mean?’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown very slowly, twiddling with a button and gazing
abstractedly out to the great green waters glittering in the last evening light after
the sunset. ‘Well ... I tried to talk to him in a friendly sort of way — friendly and
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not too funny, if you understand, about his combining the ancient trades of fishing
and preaching; I think I made the obvious reference; the text that refers to fishing
for living souls. And he said quite queerly and harshly, as he jumped back on to
his iron perch, ‘Well, at least I fish for dead bodies.”’
‘Good God!’ exclaimed the detective, staring at him.
‘Yes,’ said the priest. ‘It seemed to me an odd remark to make in a chatty way, to a
stranger playing with children on the sands.’
After another staring silence his companion eventually ejaculated: ‘You don’t
mean you think he had anything to do with the death.’
‘I think,’ answered Father Brown, ‘that he might throw some light on it.’
‘Well, it’s beyond me now,’ said the detective. ‘It’s beyond me to believe that
anybody can throw any light on it. It’s like a welter of wild waters in the pitch
dark; the sort of waters that he ... that he fell into. It’s simply stark staring
unreason; a big man vanishing like a bubble; nobody could possibly ... Look here!’
He stopped suddenly, staring at the priest, who had not moved, but was still
twiddling with the button and staring at the breakers. ‘What do you mean? What
are you looking like that for? You don’t mean to say that you . . . that you can
make any sense of it?’
‘It would be much better if it remained nonsense,’ said Father Brown in a low
voice. ‘Well, if you ask me right out — yes, I think I can make some sense of it.’
There was a long silence, and then the inquiry agent said with a rather singular
abruptness: ‘Oh, here comes the old man’s secretary from the hotel. I must be off.
I think I’ll go and talk to that mad fisherman of yours.’
‘Post hoc propter hoc?’ asked the priest with a smile.
‘Well,’ said the other, with jerky candour, ‘the secretary don’t like me and I don’t
think I like him. He’s been poking around with a lot of questions that didn’t seem
to me to get us any further, except towards a quarrel. Perhaps he’s jealous because
the old man called in somebody else, and wasn’t content with his elegant
secretary’s advice. See you later.’
And he turned away, ploughing through the sand to the place where the eccentric
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preacher had already mounted his marine nest; and looked in the green gloaming
rather like some huge polyp or stinging jelly-fish trailing his poisonous filaments
in the phosphorescent sea.
Meanwhile the priest was serenely watching the serene approach of the secretary;
conspicuous even from afar, in that popular crowd, by the clerical neatness and
sobriety of his top-hat and tail-coat. Without feeling disposed to take part in any
feuds between the secretary and the inquiry agent, Father Brown had a faint
feeling of irrational sympathy with the prejudices of the latter. Mr Anthony Taylor,
the secretary, was an extremely presentable young man, in countenance, as well as
costume; and the countenance was firm and intellectual as well as merely goodlooking. He was pale, with dark hair coming down on the sides of his head, as if
pointing towards possible whiskers; he kept his lips compressed more tightly than
most people. The only thing that Father Brown’s fancy could tell itself in
justification sounded queerer than it really looked. He had a notion that the man
talked with his nostrils. Anyhow, the strong compression of his mouth brought out
something abnormally sensitive and flexible in these movements at the sides of his
nose, so that he seemed to be communicating and conducting life by snuffling and
smelling, with his head up, as does a dog. It somehow fitted in with the other
features that, when he did speak, it was with a sudden rattling rapidity like a
gatling-gun, which sounded almost ugly from so smooth and polished a figure.
For once he opened the conversation, by saying: ‘No bodies washed ashore, I
imagine.’
‘None have been announced, certainly,’ said Father Brown.
‘No gigantic body of the murderer with the woollen scarf,’ said Mr Taylor.
‘No,’ said Father Brown.
Mr Taylor’s mouth did not move any more for the moment; but his nostrils spoke
for him with such quick and quivering scorn, that they might almost have been
called talkative.
When he did speak again, after some polite commonplaces from the priest, it was
to say curtly: ‘Here comes the Inspector; I suppose they’ve been scouring England
for the scarf.’
Inspector Grinstead, a brown-faced man with a grey pointed beard, addressed
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Father Brown rather more respectfully than the secretary had done.
‘I thought you would like to know, sir,’ he said, ‘that there is absolutely no trace of
the man described as having escaped from the pier.’
‘Or rather not described as having escaped from the pier,’ said Taylor. ‘The pier
officials, the only people who could have described him, have never seen anybody
to describe.’
‘Well,’ said the Inspector, ‘we’ve telephoned all the stations and watched all the
roads, and it will be almost impossible for him to escape from England. It really
seems to me as if he couldn’t have got out that way. He doesn’t seem to be
anywhere.’
‘He never was anywhere,’ said the secretary, with an abrupt grating voice, that
sounded like a gun going off on that lonely shore.
The Inspector looked blank; but a light dawned gradually on the face of the priest,
who said at last with almost ostentatious unconcern:
‘Do you mean that the man was a myth? Or possibly a lie?’
‘Ah,’ said the secretary, inhaling through his haughty nostrils, ‘you’ve thought of
that at last.’
‘I thought of that at first,’ said Father Brown. ‘It’s the first thing anybody would
think of, isn’t it, hearing an unsupported story from a stranger about a strange
murderer on a lonely pier. In plain words, you mean that little Muggleton never
heard anybody murdering the millionaire. Possibly you mean that little Muggleton
murdered him himself.’
‘Well,’ said the secretary, ‘Muggleton looks a dingy down-and-out sort of cove to
me. There’s no story but his about what happened on the pier, and his story
consists of a giant who vanished; quite a fairy-tale. It isn’t a very creditable tale,
even as he tells it. By his own account, he bungled his case and let his patron be
killed a few yards away. He’s a pretty rotten fool and failure, on his own
confession.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown. ‘I’m rather fond of people who are fools and failures on
their own confession.’
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‘I don’t know what you mean,’ snapped the other.
‘Perhaps,’ said Father Brown, wistfully, ‘it’s because so many people are fools and
failures without any confession.’
Then, after a pause, he went on: ‘But even if he is a fool and a failure, that doesn’t
prove he is a liar and a murderer. And you’ve forgotten that there is one piece of
external evidence that does really support history. I mean the letter from the
millionaire, telling the whole tale of his cousin and his vendetta. Unless you can
prove that the document itself is actually a forgery, you have to admit there was
some probability of Bruce being pursued by somebody who had a real motive. Or
rather, I should say, the one actually admitted and recorded motive.’
‘I’m not quite sure that I understand you,’ said the Inspector, ‘about the motive.’
‘My dear fellow,’ said Father Brown, for the first time stung by impatience into
familiarity, ‘everybody’s got a motive in a way. Considering the way that Bruce
made his money, considering the way that most millionaires make their money,
almost anybody in the world might have done such a perfectly natural thing as
throw him into the sea. In many, one might almost fancy, it would be almost
automatic. To almost all it must have occurred at some time or other. Mr Taylor
might have done it.’
‘What’s that?’ snapped Mr Taylor, and his nostrils swelled visibly.
‘I might have done it,’ went on Father Brown, ‘nisi me constringeret ecclesiae
auctoritas. Anybody, but for the one true morality, might be tempted to accept so
obvious, so simple a social solution. I might have done it; you might have done it;
the Mayor or the muffin-man might have done it. The only person on this earth I
can think of, who probably would not have done it, is the private inquiry agent
whom Bruce had just engaged at five pounds a week, and who hadn’t yet had any
of his money.’
The secretary was silent for a moment; then he snorted and said: ‘If that’s the offer
in the letter, we’d certainly better see whether it’s a forgery. For really, we don’t
know that the whole tale isn’t as false as a forgery. The fellow admits himself that
the disappearance of his hunch-backed giant is utterly incredible and inexplicable.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown; ‘that’s what I like about Muggleton. He admits things.’
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‘All the same,’ insisted Taylor, his nostrils vibrant with excitement. ‘All the same,
the long and the short of it is that he can’t prove that his tall man in the scarf ever
existed or does exist; and every single fact found by the police and the witnesses
proves that he does not exist. No, Father Brown. There is only one way in which
you can justify this little scallywag you seem to be so fond of. And that is by
producing his Imaginary Man. And that is exactly what you can’t do.’
‘By the way,’ said the priest, absent-mindedly, ‘I suppose you come from the hotel
where Bruce has rooms, Mr Taylor?’
Taylor looked a little taken aback, and seemed almost to stammer. ‘Well, he
always did have those rooms; and they’re practically his. I haven’t actually seen
him there this time.’
‘I suppose you motored down with him,’ observed Brown; ‘or did you both come
by train?’
‘I came by train and brought the luggage,’ said the secretary impatiently.
‘Something kept him, I suppose. I haven’t actually seen him since he left
Yorkshire on his own a week or two ago.’
‘So it seems,’ said the priest very softly, ‘that if Muggleton wasn’t the last to see
Bruce by the wild sea-waves, you were the last to see him, on the equally wild
Yorkshire moors.’
Taylor had turned quite white, but he forced his grating voice to composure: ‘I
never said Muggleton didn’t see Bruce on the pier.’
‘No; and why didn’t you?’ asked Father Brown. ‘If he made up one man on the
pier, why shouldn’t he make up two men on the pier? Of course we do know that
Bruce did exist; but we don’t seem to know what has happened to him for several
weeks. Perhaps he was left behind in Yorkshire.’
The rather strident voice of the secretary rose almost to a scream. All his veneer of
society suavity seemed to have vanished.
‘You’re simply shuffling! You’re simply shirking! You’re trying to drag in mad
insinuations about me, simply because you can’t answer my question.’
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‘Let me see,’ said Father Brown reminiscently. ‘What was your question?’
‘You know well enough what it was; and you know you’re damned well stumped
by it. Where is the man with the scarf? Who has seen him? Whoever heard of him
or spoke of him, except that little liar of yours? If you want to convince us, you
must produce him. If he ever existed, he may be hiding in the Hebrides or off to
Callao. But you’ve got to produce him, though I know he doesn’t exist. Well then!
Where is he?’
‘I rather think he is over there,’ said Father Brown, peering and blinking towards
the nearer waves that washed round the iron pillars of the pier; where the two
figures of the agent and the old fisher and preacher were still dark against the
green glow of the water. ‘I mean in that sort of net thing that’s tossing about in the
sea.’
With whatever bewilderment, Inspector Grinstead took the upper hand again with
a flash, and strode down the beach.
‘Do you mean to say,’ he cried, ‘that the murderer’s body is in the old boy’s net?’
Father Brown nodded as he followed down the shingly slope; and, even as they
moved, little Muggleton the agent turned and began to climb the same shore, his
mere dark outline a pantomime of amazement and discovery.
‘It’s true, for all we said,’ he gasped. ‘The murderer did try to swim ashore and
was drowned, of course, in that weather. Or else he did really commit suicide.
Anyhow, he drifted dead into Old Brimstone’s fishing-net, and that’s what the old
maniac meant when he said he fished for dead men.’
The Inspector ran down the shore with an agility that outstripped them all, and was
heard shouting out orders. In a few moments the fishermen and a few bystanders,
assisted by the policemen, had hauled the net into shore, and rolled it with its
burden on to the wet sands that still reflected the sunset. The secretary looked at
what lay on the sands and the words died on his lips. For what lay on the sands
was indeed the body of a gigantic man in rags, with the huge shoulders somewhat
humped and bony eagle face; and a great red ragged woollen scarf or comforter,
sprawled along the sunset sands like a great stain of blood. But Taylor was staring
not at the gory scarf or the fabulous stature, but at the face; and his own face was a
conflict of incredulity and suspicion.
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The Inspector instantly turned to Muggleton with a new air of civility.
‘This certainly confirms your story,’ he said. And until he heard the tone of those
words, Muggleton had never guessed how almost universally his story had been
disbelieved. Nobody had believed him. Nobody but Father Brown.
Therefore, seeing Father Brown edging away from the group, he made a
movement to depart in his company; but even then he was brought up rather short
by the discovery that the priest was once more being drawn away by the deadly
attractions of the funny little automatic machines. He even saw the reverend
gentleman fumbling for a penny. He stopped, however, with the penny poised in
his finger and thumb, as the secretary spoke for the last time in his loud discordant
voice.
‘And I suppose we may add,’ he said, ‘that the monstrous and imbecile charges
against me are also at an end.’
‘My dear sir,’ said the priest, ‘I never made any charges against you. I’m not such
a fool as to suppose you were likely to murder your master in Yorkshire and then
come down here to fool about with his luggage. All I said was that I could make
out a better case against you than you were making out so vigorously against poor
Mr Muggleton. All the same, if you really want to learn the truth about his
business (and I assure you the truth isn’t generally grasped yet), I can give you a
hint even from your own affairs. It is rather a rum and significant thing that Mr
Bruce the millionaire had been unknown to all his usual haunts and habits for
weeks before he was really killed. As you seem to be a promising amateur
detective, I advise you to work on that line.’
‘What do you mean?’ asked Taylor sharply.
But he got no answer out of Father Brown, who was once more completely
concentrated on jiggling the little handle of the machine, that made one doll jump
out and then another doll jump after it.
‘Father Brown,’ said Muggleton, his old annoyance faintly reviving: ‘Will you tell
me why you like that fool thing so much?’
‘For one reason,’ replied the priest, peering closely into the glass puppet-show.
‘Because it contains the secret of this tragedy.’
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Then he suddenly straightened himself; and looked quite seriously at his
companion.
‘I knew all along,’ he said, ‘that you were telling the truth and the opposite of the
truth.’
Muggleton could only stare at a return of all the riddles.
‘It’s quite simple,’ added the priest, lowering his voice. ‘That corpse with the
scarlet scarf over there is the corpse of Braham Bruce the millionaire. There won’t
be any other.’
‘But the two men — ’ began Muggleton, and his mouth fell open.
‘Your description of the two men was quite admirably vivid,’ said Father Brown.
‘I assure you I’m not at all likely to forget it. If I may say so, you have a literary
talent; perhaps journalism would give you more scope than detection. I believe I
remember practically each point about each person. Only, you see, queerly
enough, each point affected you in one way and me in exactly the opposite way.
Let’s begin with the first you mentioned. You said that the first man you saw had
an indescribable air of authority and dignity. And you said to yourself, “That’s the
Trust Magnate, the great merchant prince, the ruler of markets.” But when I heard
about the air of dignity and authority, I said to myself, “That’s the actor;
everything about this is the actor, “ You don’t get that look by being President of
the Chain Store Amalgamation Company. You get that look by being Hamlet’s
Father’s Ghost, or Julius Caesar, or King Lear, and you never altogether lose it.
You couldn’t see enough of his clothes to tell whether they were really seedy, but
you saw a strip of fur and a sort of faintly fashionable cut; and I said to myself
again, “The actor.”
‘Next, before we go into details about the other man, notice one thing about him
evidently absent from the first man. You said the second man was not only ragged
but unshaven to the point of being bearded. Now we have all seen shabby actors,
dirty actors, drunken actors, utterly disreputable actors. But such a thing as a scrubbearded actor, in a job or even looking round for a job, has scarcely been seen in
this world. On the other hand, shaving is often almost the first thing to go, with a
gentleman or a wealthy eccentric who is really letting himself go to pieces. Now
we have every reason to believe that your friend the millionaire was letting himself
go to pieces. His letter was the letter of a man who had already gone to pieces. But
it wasn’t only negligence that made him look poor and shabby. Don’t you
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understand that the man was practically in hiding? That was why he didn’t go to
his hotel; and his own secretary hadn’t seen him for weeks. He was a millionaire;
but his whole object was to be a completely disguised millionaire. Have you ever
read “The Woman in White”? Don’t you remember that the fashionable and
luxurious Count Fosco, fleeing for his life before a secret society, was found
stabbed in the blue blouse of a common French workman? Then let us go back for
a moment to the demeanour of these men. You saw the first man calm and
collected and you said to yourself, “That’s the innocent victim”; though the
innocent victim’s own letter wasn’t at all calm and collected. I heard he was calm
and collected; and I said to myself, “That’s the murderer.” Why should he be
anything else but calm and collected? He knew what he was going to do. He had
made up his mind to do it for a long time; if he had ever had any hesitation or
remorse he had hardened himself against them before he came on the scene — in
his case, we might say, on the stage. He wasn’t likely to have any particular stagefright. He didn’t pull out his pistol and wave it about; why should he? He kept it in
his pocket till he wanted it; very likely he fired from his pocket. The other man
fidgeted with his pistol because he was nervous as a cat, and very probably had
never had a pistol before. He did it for the same reason that he rolled his eyes; and
I remember that, even in your own unconscious evidence, it is particularly stated
that he rolled them backwards. In fact, he was looking behind him. In fact, he was
not the pursuer but the pursued. But because you happened to see the first man
first, you couldn’t help thinking of the other man as coming up behind him. In
mere mathematics and mechanics, each of them was running after the other — just
like the others.’
‘What others?’ inquired the dazed detective.
‘Why, these,’ cried Father Brown, striking the automatic machine with the little
wooden spade, which had incongruously remained in his hand throughout these
murderous mysteries. ‘These little clockwork dolls that chase each other round and
round for ever. Let us call them Mr Blue and Mr Red, after the colour of their
coats. I happened to start off with Mr Blue, and so the children said that Mr Red
was running after him; but it would have looked exactly the contrary if I had
started with Mr Red.’
‘Yes, I begin to see,’ said Muggleton; ‘and I suppose all the rest fits in. The family
likeness, of course, cuts both ways, and they never saw the murderer leaving the
pier — ’
‘They never looked for the murderer leaving the pier,’ said the other. ‘Nobody told
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them to look for a quiet clean-shaven gentleman in an astrakhan coat. All the
mystery of his vanishing revolved on your description of a hulking fellow in a red
neckcloth. But the simple truth was that the actor in the astrakhan coat murdered
the millionaire with the red rag, and there is the poor fellow’s body. It’s just like
the red and blue dolls; only, because you saw one first, you guessed wrong about
which was red with vengeance and which was blue with funk.’
At this point two or three children began to straggle across the sands, and the priest
waved them to him with the wooden spade, theatrically tapping the automatic
machine. Muggleton guessed that it was mainly to prevent their straying towards
the horrible heap on the shore.
‘One more penny left in the world,’ said Father Brown, ‘and then we must go
home to tea. Do you know, Doris, I rather like those revolving games, that just go
round and round like the Mulberry-Bush. After all, God made all the suns and stars
to play Mulberry-Bush. But those other games, where one must catch up with
another, where runners are rivals and run neck and neck and outstrip each other;
well — much nastier things seem to happen. I like to think of Mr Red and Mr Blue
always jumping with undiminished spirits; all free and equal; and never hurting
each other. “Fond lover, never, never, wilt thou kiss — or kill.” Happy, happy Mr
Red!
He cannot change; though thou hast not thy bliss,
For ever will thou jump; and he be Blue.
Reciting this remarkable quotation from Keats, with some emotion, Father Brown
tucked the little spade under one arm, and giving a hand to two of the children,
stumped solemnly up the beach to tea.

The Crime of the Communist
Three men came out from under the lowbrowed Tudor arch in the mellow facade
of Mandeville College, into the strong evening sunlight of a summer day which
seemed as if it would never end; and in that sunlight they saw something that
blasted like lightning; well-fitted to be the shock of their lives.
Even before they had realized anything in the way of a catastrophe, they were
conscious of a contrast. They themselves, in a curious quiet way, were quite
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harmonious with their surroundings. Though the Tudor arches that ran like a
cloister round the College gardens had been built four hundred years ago, at that
moment when the Gothic fell from heaven and bowed, or almost crouched, over
the cosier chambers of Humanism and the Revival of Learning — though they
themselves were in modern clothes (that is in clothes whose ugliness would have
amazed any of the four centuries) yet something in the spirit of the place made
them all at one. The gardens had been tended so carefully as to achieve the final
triumph of looking careless; the very flowers seemed beautiful by accident, like
elegant weeds; and the modern costumes had at least any picturesqueness that can
be produced by being untidy. The first of the three, a tall, bald, bearded maypole of
a man, was a familiar figure in the Quad in cap and gown; the gown slipped off
one of his sloping shoulders. The second was very square-shouldered, short and
compact, with a rather jolly grin, commonly clad in a jacket, with his gown over
his arm. The third was even shorter and much shabbier, in black clerical clothes.
But they all seemed suitable to Mandeville College; and the indescribable
atmosphere of the two ancient and unique Universities of England. They fitted into
it and they faded into it; which is there regarded as most fitting.
The two men seated on garden chairs by a little table were a sort of brilliant blot on
this grey-green landscape. They were clad mostly in black and yet they glittered
from head to heel, from their burnished top-hats to their perfectly polished boots. It
was dimly felt as an outrage that anybody should be so well-dressed in the wellbred freedom of Mandeville College. The only excuse was that they were
foreigners. One was an American, a millionaire named Hake, dressed in the
spotlessly and sparklingly gentlemanly manner known only to the rich of New
York. The other, who added to all these things the outrage of an astrakhan
overcoat (to say nothing of a pair of florid whiskers), was a German Count of great
wealth, the shortest part of whose name was Von Zimmern. The mystery of this
story, however, is not the mystery of why they were there. They were there for the
reason that commonly explains the meeting of incongruous things; they proposed
to give the College some money. They had come in support of a plan supported by
several financiers and magnates of many countries, for founding a new Chair of
Economics at Mandeville College. They had inspected the College with that
tireless conscientious sightseeing of which no sons of Eve are capable except the
American and the German. And now they were resting from their labours and
looking solemnly at the College gardens. So far so good.
The three other men, who had already met them, passed with a vague salutation;
but one of them stopped; the smallest of the three, in the black clerical clothes.
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‘I say,’ he said, with rather the air of a frightened rabbit, ‘I don’t like the look of
those men.’
‘Good God! Who could?’ ejaculated the tall man, who happened to be the Master
of Mandeville. ‘At least we have some rich men who don’t go about dressed up
like tailors’ dummies.’
‘Yes,’ hissed the little cleric, ‘that’s what I mean. Like tailors’ dummies.’
‘Why, what do you mean?’ asked the shorter of the other men, sharply.
‘I mean they’re like horrible waxworks,’ said the cleric in a faint voice. ‘I mean
they don’t move. Why don’t they move?’
Suddenly starting out of his dim retirement, he darted across the garden and
touched the German Baron on the elbow. The German Baron fell over, chair and
all, and the trousered legs that stuck up in the air were as stiff as the legs of the
chair.
Mr Gideon P. Hake continued to gaze at the College gardens with glassy eyes; but
the parallel of a waxwork confirmed the impression that they were like eyes made
of glass. Somehow the rich sunlight and the coloured garden increased the creepy
impression of a stiffly dressed doll; a marionette on an Italian stage. The small
man in black, who was a priest named Brown, tentatively touched the millionaire
on the shoulder, and the millionaire fell sideways, but horribly all of a piece, like
something carved in wood.
‘Rigor mortis,’ said Father Brown, ‘and so soon. But it does vary a good deal.’
The reason the first three men had joined the other two men so late (not to say too
late) will best be understood by noting what had happened just inside the building,
behind the Tudor archway, but a short time before they came out. They had all
dined together in Hall, at the High Table; but the two foreign philanthropists,
slaves of duty in the matter of seeing everything, had solemnly gone back to the
chapel, of which one cloister and a staircase remained unexamined; promising to
rejoin the rest in the garden, to examine as earnestly the College cigars. The rest,
in a more reverent and right-minded spirit, had adjourned as usual to the long
narrow oak table, round which the after-dinner wine had circulated, for all
anybody knew, ever since the College had been founded in the Middle Ages by Sir
John Mandeville, for the encouragement of telling stories. The Master, with the big
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fair beard and bald brow, took the head of the table, and the squat man in the
square jacket sat on his left; for he was the Bursar or business man of the College.
Next to him, on that side of the table, sat a queer-looking man with what could
only be called a crooked face; for its dark tufts of moustache and eyebrow, slanting
at contrary angles, made a sort of zig-zag, as if half his face were puckered or
paralysed. His name was Byles; he was the lecturer in Roman History, and his
political opinions were founded on those of Coriolanus, not to mention Tarquinius
Superbus. This tart Toryism, and rabidly reactionary view of all current problems,
was not altogether unknown among the more old-fashioned sort of dons; but in the
case of Byles there was a suggestion that it was a result rather than a cause of his
acerbity. More than one sharp observer had received the impression that there was
something really wrong with Byles; that some secret or some great misfortune had
embittered him; as if that half-withered face had really been blasted like a stormstricken tree. Beyond him again sat Father Brown and at the end of the table a
Professor of Chemistry, large and blond and bland, with eyes that were sleepy and
perhaps a little sly. It was well known that this natural philosopher regarded the
other philosophers, of a more classical tradition, very much as old logics. On the
other side of the table, opposite Father Brown, was a very swarthy and silent
young man, with a black pointed beard, introduced because somebody had insisted
on having a Chair of Persian; opposite the sinister Byles was a very mild-looking
little Chaplain, with a head like an egg. Opposite the Bursar and at the right hand
of the Master, was an empty chair; and there were many there who were glad to
see it empty.
‘I don’t know whether Craken is coming,’ said the Master, not without a nervous
glance at the chair, which contrasted with the usual languid freedom of his
demeanour. ‘I believe in giving people a lot of rope myself; but I confess I’ve
reached the point of being glad when he is here, merely because he isn’t anywhere
else.’
‘Never know what he’ll be up to next,’ said the Bursar, cheerfully, ‘especially
when he’s instructing the young.’
‘A brilliant fellow, but fiery of course,’ said the Master, with a rather abrupt
relapse into reserve.
‘Fireworks are fiery, and also brilliant,’ growled old Byles, ‘but I don’t want to be
burned in my bed so that Craken can figure as a real Guy Fawkes.’
‘Do you really think he would join a physical force revolution, if there were one,’
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asked the Bursar smiling.
‘Well, he thinks he would,’ said Byles sharply. ‘Told a whole hall full of
undergraduates the other day that nothing now could avert the Class War turning
into a real war, with killing in the streets of the town; and it didn’t matter, so long
as it ended in Communism and the victory of the working-class.’
‘The Class War,’ mused the Master, with a sort of distaste mellowed by distance;
for he had known William Morris long ago and been familiar enough with the
more artistic and leisurely Socialists. ‘I never can understand all this about the
Class War. When I was young, Socialism was supposed to mean saying that there
are no classes.’
‘Nother way of saying that Socialists are no class,’ said Byles with sour relish.
‘Of course, you’d be more against them than I should,’ said the Master
thoughtfully, ‘but I suppose my Socialism is almost as old-fashioned as your
Toryism. Wonder what our young friends really think. What do you think, Baker?’
he said abruptly to the Bursar on his left.
‘Oh, I don’t think, as the vulgar saying is,’ said the Bursar laughing. ‘You must
remember I’m a very vulgar person. I’m not a thinker. I’m only a business man;
and as a business man I think it’s all bosh. You can’t make men equal and it’s
damned bad business to pay them equal; especially a lot of them not worth paying
for at all. Whatever it is, you’ve got to take the practical way out, because it’s the
only way out. It’s not our fault if nature made everything a scramble.’
‘I agree with you there,’ said the Professor of Chemistry, speaking with a lisp that
seemed childish in so large a man. ‘Communism pretends to be oh so modern; but
it is not. Throwback to the superstitions of monks and primitive tribes. A scientific
government, with a really ethical responsibility to posterity, would be always
looking for the line of promise and progress; not levelling and flattening it all back
into the mud again. Socialism is sentimentalism; and more dangerous than a
pestilence, for in that at least the fittest would survive.’
The Master smiled a little sadly. ‘You know you and I will never feel quite the
same about differences of opinion. Didn’t somebody say up here, about walking
with a friend by the river, “Not differing much, except in opinion.” Isn’t that the
motto of a university? To have hundreds of opinions and not be opinionated. If
people fall here, it’s by what they are, not what they think. Perhaps I’m a relic of
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the eighteenth century; but I incline to the old sentimental heresy, “For forms of
faith let graceless zealots fight; he can’t be wrong whose life is in the right.” What
do you think about that, Father Brown?’
He glanced a little mischievously across at the priest and was mildly startled. For
he had always found the priest very cheerful and amiable and easy to get on with;
and his round face was mostly solid with good humour. But for some reason the
priest’s face at this moment was knotted with a frown much more sombre than any
the company had ever seen on it; so that for an instant that commonplace
countenance actually looked darker and more ominous than the haggard face of
Byles. An instant later the cloud seemed to have passed; but Father Brown still
spoke with a certain sobriety and firmness.
‘I don’t believe in that, anyhow,’ he said shortly. ‘How can his life be in the right,
if his whole view of life is wrong? That’s a modern muddle that arose because
people didn’t know how much views of life can differ. Baptists and Methodists
knew they didn’t differ very much in morality; but then they didn’t differ very
much in religion or philosophy. It’s quite different when you pass from the
Baptists to the Anabaptists; or from the Theosophists to the Thugs. Heresy always
does affect morality, if it’s heretical enough. I suppose a man may honestly believe
that thieving isn’t wrong. But what’s the good of saying that he honestly believes
in dishonesty?’
‘Damned good,’ said Byles with a ferocious contortion of feature, believed by
many to be meant for a friendly smile. ‘And that’s why I object to having a Chair
of Theoretical Thieving in this College.’
‘Well, you’re all very down on Communism, of course,’ said the Master, with a
sigh. ‘But do you really think there’s so much of it to be down on? Are any of your
heresies really big enough to be dangerous?’
‘I think they have grown so big,’ said Father Brown gravely, ‘that in some circles
they are already taken for granted. They are actually unconscious. That is, without
conscience.’
‘And the end of it,’ said Byles, ‘will be the ruin of this country.’
‘The end will be something worse,’ said Father Brown.
A shadow shot or slid rapidly along the panelled wall opposite, as swiftly followed
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by the figure that had flung it; a tall but stooping figure with a vague outline like a
bird of prey; accentuated by the fact that its sudden appearance and swift passage
were like those of a bird startled and flying from a bush. It was only the figure of a
long-limbed, high-shouldered man with long drooping moustaches, in fact,
familiar enough to them all; but something in the twilight and candlelight and the
flying and streaking shadow connected it strangely with the priest’s unconscious
words of omen; for all the world, as if those words had indeed been an augury, in
the old Roman sense; and the sign of it the flight of a bird. Perhaps Mr Byles
might have given a lecture on such Roman augury; and especially on that bird of
ill-omen.
The tall man shot along the wall like his own shadow until he sank into the empty
chair on the Master’s right, and looked across at the Bursar and the rest with
hollow and cavernous eyes. His hanging hair and moustache were quite fair, but
his eyes were so deep-set that they might have been black. Everyone knew, or
could guess, who the newcomer was; but an incident instantly followed that
sufficiently illuminated the situation. The Professor of Roman History rose stiffly
to his feet and stalked out of the room, indicating with little finesse his feelings
about sitting at the same table with the Professor of Theoretical Thieving,
otherwise the Communist, Mr Craken.
The Master of Mandeville covered the awkward situation with nervous grace. ‘I
was defending you, or some aspects of you, my dear Craken,’ he said smiling,
‘though I am sure you would find me quite indefensible. After all, I can’t forget
that the old Socialist friends of my youth had a very fine ideal of fraternity and
comradeship. William Morris put it all in a sentence, “Fellowship is heaven; and
lack of fellowship is hell.”
‘Dons as Democrats; see headline,’ said Mr Craken rather disagreeably. ‘And is
Hard-Case Hake going to dedicate the new Commercial Chair to the memory of
William Morris?’
‘Well,’ said the Master, still maintaining a desperate geniality, ‘I hope we may say,
in a sense, that all our Chairs are Chairs of good-fellowship.’
‘Yes; that’s the academic version of the Morris maxim,’ growled Craken. ‘“A
Fellowship is heaven; and lack of a Fellowship is hell.”’
‘Don’t be so cross, Craken,’ interposed the Bursar briskly. ‘Take some port.
Tenby, pass the port to Mr Craken.’
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‘Oh well, I’ll have a glass,’ said the Communist Professor a little less
ungraciously. ‘I really came down here to have a smoke in the garden. Then I
looked out of the window and saw your two precious millionaires were actually
blooming in the garden; fresh, innocent buds. After all, it might be worth while to
give them a bit of my mind.’
The Master had risen under cover of his last conventional cordiality, and was only
too glad to leave the Bursar to do his best with the Wild Man. Others had risen,
and the groups at the table had begun to break up; and the Bursar and Mr Craken
were left more or less alone at the end of the long table. Only Father Brown
continued to sit staring into vacancy with a rather cloudy expression.
‘Oh, as to that,’ said the Bursar. ‘I’m pretty tired of them myself, to tell the truth;
I’ve been with them the best part of a day going into facts and figures and all the
business of this new Professorship. But look here, Craken,’ and he leaned across
the table and spoke with a sort of soft emphasis, ‘you really needn’t cut up so
rough about this new Professorship. It doesn’t really interfere with your subject.
You’re the only Professor of Political Economy at Mandeville and, though I don’t
pretend to agree with your notions, everybody knows you’ve got a European
reputation. This is a special subject they call Applied Economics. Well, even
today, as I told you, I’ve had a hell of a lot of Applied Economics. In other words,
I’ve had to talk business with two business men. Would you particularly want to
do that? Would you envy it? Would you stand it? Isn’t that evidence enough that
there is a separate subject and may well be a separate Chair?’
‘Good God,’ cried Craken with the intense invocation of the atheist. ‘Do you think
I don’t want to apply Economics? Only, when we apply it, you call it red ruin and
anarchy; and when you apply it, I take the liberty of calling it exploitation. If only
you fellows would apply Economics, it’s just possible that people might get
something to eat. We are the practical people; and that’s why you’re afraid of us.
That’s why you have to get two greasy Capitalists to start another Lectureship; just
because I’ve let the cat out of the bag.’
‘Rather a wild cat, wasn’t it?’ said the Bursar smiling, ‘that you let out of the bag?’
‘And rather a gold-bag, wasn’t it,’ said Craken, ‘that you are tying the cat up in
again?’
‘Well, I don’t suppose we shall ever agree about all that,’ said the other. ‘But those
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fellows have come out of their chapel into the garden; and if you want to have
your smoke there, you’d better come.’ He watched with some amusement his
companion fumbling in all his pockets till he produced a pipe, and then, gazing at
it with an abstracted air, Craken rose to his feet, but even in doing so, seemed to be
feeling all over himself again. Mr Baker the Bursar ended the controversy with a
happy laugh of reconciliation. ‘You are the practical people, and you will blow up
the town with dynamite. Only you’ll probably forget the dynamite, as I bet you’ve
forgotten the tobacco. Never mind, take a fill of mine. Matches?’ He threw a
tobacco-pouch and its accessories across the table; to be caught by Mr Craken with
that dexterity never forgotten by a cricketer, even when he adopts opinions
generally regarded as not cricket. The two men rose together; but Baker could not
forbear remarking, ‘Are you really the only practical people? Isn’t there anything
to be said for the Applied Economics, that remembers to carry a tobacco-pouch as
well as a pipe?’
Craken looked at him with smouldering eyes; and said at last, after slowly draining
the last of his wine: ‘Let’s say there’s another sort of practicality. I dare say I do
forget details and so on. What I want you to understand is this’ — he automatically
returned the pouch; but his eyes were far away and jet-burning, almost terrible —
‘because the inside of our intellect has changed, because we really have a new idea
of right, we shall do things you think really wrong. And they will be very
practical.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, suddenly coming out of his trance. ‘That’s exactly what
I said.’
He looked across at Craken with a glassy and rather ghastly smile, saying: ‘Mr
Craken and I are in complete agreement.’
‘Well,’ said Baker, ‘Craken is going out to smoke a pipe with the plutocrats; but I
doubt whether it will be a pipe of peace.’
He turned rather abruptly and called to an aged attendant in the background.
Mandeville was one of the last of the very old-fashioned Colleges; and even
Craken was one of the first of the Communists; before the Bolshevism of today.
‘That reminds me,’ the Bursar was saying, ‘as you won’t hand round your peace
pipe, we must send out the cigars to our distinguished guests. If they’re smokers
they must be longing for a smoke; for they’ve been nosing about in the chapel
since feeding-time.’
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Craken exploded with a savage and jarring laugh. ‘Oh, I’ll take them their cigars,’
he said. ‘I’m only a proletarian.’
Baker and Brown and the attendant were all witnesses to the fact that the
Communist strode furiously into the garden to confront the millionaires; but
nothing more was seen or heard of them until, as is already recorded, Father
Brown found them dead in their chairs.
It was agreed that the Master and the priest should remain to guard the scene of
tragedy, while the Bursar, younger and more rapid in his movements, ran off to
fetch doctors and policemen. Father Brown approached the table on which one of
the cigars had burned itself away all but an inch or two; the other had dropped
from the hand and been dashed out into dying sparks on the crazy-pavement. The
Master of Mandeville sat down rather shakily on a sufficiently distant seat and
buried his bald brow in his hands. Then he looked up at first rather wearily; and
then he looked very startled indeed and broke the stillness of the garden with a
word like a small explosion of horror.
There was a certain quality about Father Brown which might sometimes be called
blood-curdling. He always thought about what he was doing and never about
whether it was done; he would do the most ugly or horrible or undignified or dirty
things as calmly as a surgeon. There was a certain blank, in his simple mind, of all
those things commonly associated with being superstitious or sentimental. He sat
down on the chair from which the corpse had fallen, picked up the cigar the corpse
had partially smoked, carefully detached the ash, examined the butt-end and then
stuck it in his mouth and lit it. It looked like some obscene and grotesque antic in
derision of the dead; and it seemed to him to be the most ordinary common sense.
A cloud floated upwards like the smoke of some savage sacrifice and idolatry; but
to Father Brown it appeared a perfectly self-evident fact that the only way to find
out what a cigar is like is to smoke it. Nor did it lessen the horror for his old friend,
the Master of Mandeville, to have a dim but shrewd guess that Father Brown was,
upon the possibilities of the case, risking his own life.
‘No; I think that’s all right,’ said the priest, putting the stump down again. ‘Jolly
good cigars. Your cigars. Not American or German. I don’t think there’s anything
odd about the cigar itself; but they’d better take care of the ashes. These men were
poisoned somehow with the sort of stuff that stiffens the body quickly ... By the
way, there goes somebody who knows more about it than we do.’
The Master sat up with a curiously uncomfortable jolt; for indeed the large shadow
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which had fallen across the pathway preceded a figure which, however heavy, was
almost as soft-footed as a shadow. Professor Wadham, eminent occupant of the
Chair of Chemistry, always moved very quietly in spite of his size, and there was
nothing odd about his strolling in the garden; yet there seemed something
unnaturally neat in his appearing at the exact moment when chemistry was
mentioned.
Professor Wadham prided himself on his quietude; some would say his
insensibility. He did not turn a hair on his flattened flaxen head, but stood looking
down at the dead men with a shade of something like indifference on his large
froglike face. Only when he looked at the cigar-ash, which the priest had
preserved, he touched it with one finger; then he seemed to stand even stiller than
before; but in the shadow of his face his eyes for an instant seemed to shoot out
telescopically like one of his own microscopes. He had certainly realized or
recognized something; but he said nothing.
‘I don’t know where anyone is to begin in this business,’ said the Master.
‘I should begin,’ said Father Brown, ‘by asking where these unfortunate men had
been most of the time today.’
‘They were messing about in my laboratory for a good time,’ said Wadham,
speaking for the first time. ‘Baker often comes up to have a chat, and this time he
brought his two patrons to inspect my department. But I think they went
everywhere; real tourists. I know they went to the chapel and even into the tunnel
under the crypt, where you have to light candles; instead of digesting their food
like sane men. Baker seems to have taken them everywhere.’
‘Were they interested in anything particular in your department?’ asked the priest.
‘What were you doing there just then?’
The Professor of Chemistry murmured a chemical formula beginning with
‘sulphate’, and ending with something that sounded like ‘silenium’; unintelligible
to both his hearers. He then wandered wearily away and sat on a remote bench in
the sun, closing his eyes, but turning up his large face with heavy forbearance.
At his point, by a sharp contrast, the lawns were crossed by a brisk figure
travelling as rapidly and as straight as a bullet; and Father Brown recognized the
neat black clothes and shrewd doglike face of a police-surgeon whom he had met
in the poorer parts of town. He was the first to arrive of the official contingent.
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‘Look here,’ said the Master to the priest, before the doctor was within earshot. ‘I
must know something. Did you mean what you said about Communism being a
real danger and leading to crime?’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown smiling rather grimly, ‘I have really noticed the spread of
some Communist ways and influences; and, in one sense, this is a Communist
crime.’
‘Thank you,’ said the Master. ‘Then I must go off and see to something at once.
Tell the authorities I’ll be back in ten minutes.’
The Master had vanished into one of the Tudor archways at just about the moment
when the police-doctor had reached the table and cheerfully recognized Father
Brown. On the latter’s suggestion that they should sit down at the tragic table, Dr
Blake threw one sharp and doubtful glance at the big, bland and seemingly
somnolent chemist, who occupied a more remote seat. He was duly informed of
the Professor’s identity, and what had so far been gathered of the Professor’s
evidence; and listened to it silently while conducting a preliminary examination of
the dead bodies. Naturally, he seemed more concentrated on the actual corpses
than on the hearsay evidence, until one detail suddenly distracted him entirely
from the science of anatomy.
‘What did the Professor say he was working at?’ he inquired.
Father Brown patiently repeated the chemical formula he did not understand.
‘What?’ snapped Dr Blake, like a pistol-shot. ‘Gosh! This is pretty frightful!’
‘Because it’s poison?’ inquired Father Brown.
‘Because it’s piffle,’ replied Dr Blake. ‘It’s simply nonsense. The Professor is
quite a famous chemist. Why is a famous chemist deliberately talking nonsense?’
‘Well, I think I know that one,’ answered Father Brown mildly. ‘He is talking
nonsense, because he is telling lies. He is concealing something; and he wanted
specially to conceal it from these two men and their representatives.’
The doctor lifted his eyes from the two men and looked across at the almost
unnaturally immobile figure of the great chemist. He might almost have been
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asleep; a garden butterfly had settled upon him and seemed to turn his stillness into
that of a stone idol. The large folds of his froglike face reminded the doctor of the
hanging skins of a rhinoceros.
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, in a very low voice. ‘He is a wicked man.’
‘God damn it all!’ cried the doctor, suddenly moved to his very depths. ‘Do you
mean that a great scientific man like that deals in murder?’
‘Fastidious critics would have complained of his dealing in murder,’ said the priest
dispassionately. ‘I don’t say I’m very fond of people dealing in murder in that way
myself. But what’s much more to the point — I’m sure that these poor fellows
were among his fastidious critics.’
‘You mean they found his secret and he silenced them?’ said Blake frowning. ‘But
what in hell was his secret? How could a man murder on a large scale in a place
like this?’
‘I have told you his secret,’ said the priest. ‘It is a secret of the soul. He is a bad
man. For heaven’s sake don’t fancy I say that because he and I are of opposite
schools or traditions. I have a crowd of scientific friends; and most of them are
heroically disinterested. Even of the most sceptical, I would only say they are
rather irrationally disinterested. But now and then you do get a man who is a
materialist, in the sense of a beast. I repeat he’s a bad man. Much worse than — ’
And Father Brown seemed to hesitate for a word.
‘You mean much worse than the Communist?’ suggested the other.
‘No; I mean much worse than the murderer,’ said Father Brown.
He got to his feet in an abstracted manner; and hardly realized that his companion
was staring at him.
‘But didn’t you mean,’ asked Blake at last, ‘that this Wadham is the murderer?’
‘Oh, no,’ said Father Brown more cheerfully. ‘The murderer is a much more
sympathetic and understandable person. He at least was desperate; and had the
excuses of sudden rage and despair.’
‘Why,’ cried the doctor, ‘do you mean it was the Communist after all?’
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It was at this very moment, appropriately enough, that the police officials appeared
with an announcement that seemed to conclude the case in a most decisive and
satisfactory manner. They had been somewhat delayed in reaching the scene of the
crime, by the simple fact that they had already captured the criminal. Indeed, they
had captured him almost at the gates of their own official residence. They had
already had reason to suspect the activities of Craken the Communist during
various disorders in the town; when they heard of the outrage they felt it safe to
arrest him; and found the arrest thoroughly justified. For, as Inspector Cook
radiantly explained to dons and doctors on the lawn of Mandeville garden, no
sooner was the notorious Communist searched, than it was found that he was
actually carrying a box of poisoned matches.
The moment Father Brown heard the word ‘matches’, he jumped from his seat as
if a match had been lighted under him.
‘Ah,’ he cried, with a sort of universal radiance, ‘and now it’s all clear.’
‘What do you mean by all clear?’ demanded the Master of Mandeville, who had
returned in all the pomp of his own officialism to match the pomp of the police
officials now occupying the College like a victorious army. ‘Do you mean you are
convinced now that the case against Craken is clear?’
‘I mean that Craken is cleared,’ said Father Brown firmly, ‘and the case against
Craken is cleared away. Do you really believe Craken is the kind of man who
would go about poisoning people with matches?’
‘That’s all very well,’ replied the Master, with the troubled expression he had
never lost since the first sensation occurred. ‘But it was you yourself who said that
fanatics with false principles may do wicked things. For that matter, it was you
yourself who said that Communism is creeping up everywhere and Communistic
habits spreading.’
Father Brown laughed in a rather shamefaced manner.
‘As to the last point,’ he said, ‘I suppose I owe you all an apology. I seem to be
always making a mess of things with my silly little jokes.’
‘Jokes!’ repeated the Master, staring rather indignantly.
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‘Well,’ explained the priest, rubbing his head. ‘When I talked about a Communist
habit spreading, I only meant a habit I happen to have noticed about two or three
times even today. It is a Communist habit by no means confined to Communists. It
is the extraordinary habit of so many men, especially Englishmen, of putting other
people’s matchboxes in their pockets without remembering to return them. Of
course, it seems an awfully silly little trifle to talk about. But it does happen to be
the way the crime was committed.’
‘It sounds to me quite crazy,’ said the doctor.
‘Well, if almost any man may forget to return matches, you can bet your boots that
Craken would forget to return them. So the poisoner who had prepared the
matches got rid of them on to Craken, by the simple process of lending them and
not getting them back. A really admirable way of shedding responsibility; because
Craken himself would be perfectly unable to imagine where he had got them from.
But when he used them quite innocently to light the cigars he offered to our two
visitors, he was caught in an obvious trap; one of those too obvious traps. He was
the bold bad Revolutionist murdering two millionaires.’
‘Well, who else would want to murder them?’ growled the doctor.
‘Ah, who indeed?’ replied the priest; and his voice changed to much greater
gravity. ‘There we come to the other thing I told you; and that, let me tell you, was
not a joke. I told you that heresies and false doctrines had become common and
conversational; that everybody was used to them; that nobody really noticed them.
Did you think I meant Communism when I said that? Why, it was just the other
way. You were all as nervous as cats about Communism; and you watched Craken
like a wolf. Of course. Communism is a heresy; but it isn’t a heresy that you
people take for granted. It is Capitalism you take for granted; or rather the vices of
Capitalism disguised as a dead Darwinism. Do you recall what you were all saying
in the Common Room, about life being only a scramble, and nature demanding the
survival of the fittest, and how it doesn’t matter whether the poor are paid justly or
not? Why, that is the heresy that you have grown accustomed to, my friends; and
it’s every bit as much a heresy as Communism. That’s the anti-Christian morality
or immorality that you take quite naturally. And that’s the immorality that has
made a man a murderer today.’
‘What man?’ cried the Master, and his voice cracked with a sudden weakness.
‘Let me approach it another way,’ said the priest placidly. ‘You all talk as if
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Craken ran away; but he didn’t. When the two men toppled over, he ran down the
street, summoned the doctor merely by shouting through the window, and shortly
afterwards was trying to summon the police. That was how he was arrested. But
doesn’t it strike you, now one comes to think of it, that Mr Baker the Bursar is
rather a long time looking for the police?’
‘What is he doing then?’ asked the Master sharply.
‘I fancy he’s destroying papers; or perhaps ransacking these men’s rooms to see
they haven’t left us a letter. Or it may have something to do with our friend
Wadham. Where does he come in? That is really very simple and a sort of joke
too. Mr Wadham is experimenting in poisons for the next war; and has something
of which a whiff of flame will stiffen a man dead. Of course, he had nothing to do
with killing these men; but he did conceal his chemical secret for a very simple
reason. One of them was a Puritan Yankee and the other a cosmopolitan Jew; and
those two types are often fanatical Pacifists. They would have called it planning
murder and probably refused to help the College. But Baker was a friend of
Wadham and it was easy for him to dip matches in the new material.’
Another peculiarity of the little priest was that his mind was all of a piece, and he
was unconscious of many incongruities; he would change the note of his talk from
something quite public to something quite private, without any particular
embarrassment. On this occasion, he made most of the company stare with
mystification, by beginning to talk to one person when he had just been talking to
ten; quite indifferent to the fact that only the one could have any notion of what he
was talking about.
‘I’m sorry if I misled you, doctor, by that maundering metaphysical digression on
the man of sin,’ he said apologetically. ‘Of course it had nothing to do with the
murder; but the truth is I’d forgotten all about the murder for the moment. I’d
forgotten everything, you see, but a sort of vision of that fellow, with his vast
unhuman face, squatting among the flowers like some blind monster of the Stone
Age. And I was thinking that some men are pretty monstrous, like men of stone;
but it was all irrelevant. Being bad inside has very little to do with committing
crimes outside. The worst criminals have committed no crimes. The practical point
is why did the practical criminal commit this crime. Why did Baker the Bursar
want to kill these men? That’s all that concerns us now. The answer is the answer
to the question I’ve asked twice. Where were these men most of the time, apart
from nosing in chapels or laboratories? By the Bursar’s own account, they were
talking business with the Bursar.
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‘Now, with all respect to the dead, I do not exactly grovel before the intellect of
these two financiers. Their views on economics and ethics were heathen and
heartless. Their views on Peace were tosh. Their views on Port were even more
deplorable. But one thing they did understand; and that was business. And it took
them a remarkably short time to discover that the business man in charge of the
funds of this College was a swindler. Or shall I say, a true follower of the doctrine
of the unlimited struggle for life and the survival of the fittest.’
‘You mean they were going to expose him and he killed them before they could
speak,’ said the doctor frowning. ‘There are a lot of details I don’t understand.’
‘There are some details I’m not sure of myself,’ said the priest frankly. ‘I suspect
all that business of candles underground had something to do with abstracting the
millionaires’ own matches, or perhaps making sure they had no matches. But I’m
sure of the main gesture, the gay and careless gesture of Baker tossing his matches
to the careless Craken. That gesture was the murderous blow.’
‘There’s one thing I don’t understand,’ said the Inspector. ‘How did Baker know
that Craken wouldn’t light up himself then and there at the table and become an
unwanted corpse?’
The face of Father Brown became almost heavy with reproach; and his voice had a
sort of mournful yet generous warmth in it.
‘Well, hang it all,’ he said, ‘he was only an atheist.’
‘I’m afraid I don’t know what you mean,’ said the Inspector, politely.
‘He only wanted to abolish God,’ explained Father Brown in a temperate and
reasonable tone. ‘He only wanted to destroy the Ten Commandments and root up
all the religion and civilization that had made him, and wash out all the common
sense of ownership and honesty; and let his culture and his country be flattened out
by savages from the ends of the earth. That’s all he wanted. You have no right to
accuse him of anything beyond that. Hang it all, everybody draws the line
somewhere! And you come here and calmly suggest that a Mandeville Man of the
old generation (for Craken was of the old generation, whatever his views) would
have begun to smoke, or even strike a match, while he was still drinking the
College Port, of the vintage of ’08 — no, no; men are not so utterly without laws
and limits as all that! I was there; I saw him; he had not finished his wine, and you
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ask me why he did not smoke! No such anarchic question has ever shaken the
arches of Mandeville College Funny place, Mandeville College. Funny place,
Oxford. Funny place, England.’
‘But you haven’t anything particular to do with Oxford?’ asked the doctor
curiously.
‘I have to do with England,’ said Father Brown. ‘I come from there. And the
funniest thing of all is that even if you love it and belong to it, you still can’t make
head or tail of it.’

The Point of a Pin
Father Brown always declared that he solved this problem in his sleep. And this
was true, though in rather an odd fashion; because it occurred at a time when his
sleep was rather disturbed. It was disturbed very early in the morning by the
hammering that began in the huge building, or half-building, that was in process of
erection opposite to his rooms; a colossal pile of flats still mostly covered with
scaffolding and with boards announcing Messrs Swindon & Sand as the builders
and owners. The hammering was renewed at regular intervals and was easily
recognizable: because Messrs Swindon & Sand specialized in some new American
system of cement flooring which, in spite of its subsequent smoothness, solidity,
impenetrability and permanent comfort (as described in the advertisements), had to
be clamped down at certain points with heavy tools. Father Brown endeavoured,
however, to extract exiguous comfort from it; saying that it always woke him up in
time for the very earliest Mass, and was therefore something almost in the nature
of a carillon. After all, he said, it was almost as poetic that Christians should be
awakened by hammers as by bells. As a fact, however, the building operations
were a little on his nerves, for another reason. For there was hanging like a cloud
over the half-built skyscraper the possibility of a Labour crisis, which the
newspapers doggedly insisted on describing as a Strike. As a matter of fact, if it
ever happened, it would be a Lock-out. But he worried a good deal about whether
it would happen. And it might be questioned whether hammering is more of a
strain on the attention because it may go on for ever, or because it may stop at any
minute.
‘As a mere matter of taste and fancy,’ said Father Brown, staring up at the edifice
with his owlish spectacles, ‘I rather wish it would stop. I wish all houses would
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stop while they still have the scaffolding up. It seems almost a pity that houses are
ever finished. They look so fresh and hopeful with all that fairy filigree of white
wood, all light and bright in the sun; and a man so often only finishes a house by
turning it into a tomb.’
As he turned away from the object of his scrutiny, he nearly ran into a man who
had just darted across the road towards him. It was a man whom he knew slightly,
but sufficiently to regard him (in the circumstances) as something of a bird of illomen. Mr Mastyk was a squat man with a square head that looked hardly
European, dressed with a heavy dandyism that seemed rather too consciously
Europeanized. But Brown had seen him lately talking to young Sand of the
building firm; and he did not like it. This man Mastyk was the head of an
organization rather new in English industrial politics; produced by extremes at
both ends; a definite army of non-Union and largely alien labour hired out in gangs
to various firms; and he was obviously hovering about in the hope of hiring it out
to this one. In short, he might negotiate some way of out-manoeuvring the Trade
Union and flooding the works with blacklegs. Father Brown had been drawn into
some of the debates, being in some sense called in on both sides. And as the
Capitalists all reported that, to their positive knowledge, he was a Bolshevist; and
as the Bolshevists all testified that he was a reactionary rigidly attached to
bourgeois ideologies, it may be inferred that he talked a certain amount of sense
without any appreciable effect on anybody. The news brought by Mr Mastyk,
however, was calculated to jerk everybody out of the ordinary rut of the dispute.
‘They want you to go over there at once,’ said Mr Mastyk, in awkwardly accented
English. ‘There is a threat to murder.’
Father Brown followed his guide in silence up several stairways and ladders to a
platform of the unfinished building, on which were grouped the more or less
familiar figures of the heads of the building business. They included even what
had once been the head of it; though the head had been for some time rather a head
in the clouds. It was at least a head in a coronet, that hid it from human sight like a
cloud. Lord Stanes, in other words, had not only retired from the business but been
caught up into the House of Lords and disappeared. His rare reappearances were
languid and somewhat dreary; but this one, in conjunction with that of Mastyk,
seemed none the less menacing. Lord Stanes was a lean, long-headed, hollow-eyed
man with very faint fair hair fading into baldness; and he was the most evasive
person the priest had ever met. He was unrivalled in the true Oxford talent of
saying, ‘No doubt you’re right,’ so as to sound like, ‘No doubt you think you’re
right,’ or of merely remarking, ‘You think so?’ so as to imply the acid addition,
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‘You would.’ But Father Brown fancied that the man was not merely bored but
faintly embittered, though whether at being called down from Olympus to control
such trade squabbles, or merely at not being really any longer in control of them, it
was difficult to guess.
On the whole, Father Brown rather preferred the more bourgeois group of partners.
Sir Hubert Sand and his nephew Henry; though he doubted privately whether they
really had very many ideologies. True, Sir Hubert Sand had obtained considerable
celebrity in the newspapers; both as a patron of sport and as a patriot in many
crises during and after the Great War. He had won notable distinction in France,
for a man of his years, and had afterwards been featured as a triumphant captain of
industry overcoming difficulties among the munition-workers. He had been called
a Strong Man; but that was not his fault. He was in fact a heavy, hearty
Englishman; a great swimmer; a good squire; an admirable amateur colonel.
Indeed, something that can only be called a military makeup pervaded his
appearance. He was growing stout, but he kept his shoulders set back; his curly
hair and moustache were still brown while the colours of his face were already
somewhat withered and faded. His nephew was a burly youth of the pushing, or
rather shouldering, sort with a relatively small head thrust out on a thick neck, as if
he went at things with his head down; a gesture somehow rendered rather quaint
and boyish by the pince-nez that were balanced on his pugnacious pug-nose.
Father Brown had looked at all these things before; and at that moment everybody
was looking at something entirely new. In the centre of the wood-work there was
nailed up a large loose flapping piece of paper on which something was scrawled
in crude and almost crazy capital letters, as if the writer were either almost
illiterate or were affecting or parodying illiteracy. The words actually ran: ‘The
Council of the Workers warns Hubert Sand that he will lower wages and lock out
workmen at his peril. If the notices go out tomorrow, he will be dead by the justice
of the people.’
Lord Stanes was just stepping back from his examination of the paper, and,
looking across at his partner, he said with rather a curious intonation: ‘Well, it’s
you they want to murder. Evidently I’m not considered worth murdering.’
One of those still electric shocks of fancy that sometimes thrilled Father Brown’s
mind in an almost meaningless way shot through him at that particular instant. He
had a queer notion that the man who was speaking could not now be murdered,
because he was already dead. It was, he cheerfully admitted, a perfectly senseless
idea. But there was something that always gave him the creeps about the cold
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disenchanted detachment of the noble senior partner; about his cadaverous colour
and inhospitable eyes. ‘The fellow,’ he thought in the same perverse mood, ‘has
green eyes and looks as if he had green blood.’
Anyhow, it was certain that Sir Hubert Sand had not got green blood. His blood,
which was red enough in every sense, was creeping up into his withered or
weather-beaten cheeks with all the warm fullness of life that belongs to the natural
and innocent indignation of the good-natured.
‘In all my life,’ he said, in a strong voice and yet shakily, ‘I have never had such a
thing said or done about me. I may have differed — ’
‘We can none of us differ about this,’ struck in his nephew impetuously. ‘I’ve tried
to get on with them, but this is a bit too thick.’
‘You don’t really think,’ began Father Brown, ‘that your workmen — ’
‘I say we may have differed,’ said old Sand, still a little tremulously, ‘God knows I
never like the idea of threatening English workmen with cheaper labour — ’
‘We none of us liked it,’ said the young man, ‘but if I know you, uncle, this has
about settled it.’
Then after a pause he added, ‘I suppose, as you say, we did disagree about details;
but as to real policy — ’
‘My dear fellow,’ said his uncle, comfortably. ‘I hoped there would never be any
real disagreement.’ From which anybody who understands the English nation may
rightly infer that there had been very considerable disagreement. Indeed the uncle
and nephew differed almost as much as an Englishman and an American. The
uncle had the English ideal of getting outside the business, and setting up a sort of
an alibi as a country gentleman. The nephew had the American ideal of getting
inside the business; of getting inside the very mechanism like a mechanic. And,
indeed, he had worked with most of the mechanics and was familiar with most of
the processes and tricks of the trade. And he was American again, in the fact that
he did this partly as an employer to keep his men up to the mark, but in some
vague way also as an equal, or at least with a pride in showing himself also as a
worker. For this reason he had often appeared almost as a representative of the
workers, on technical points which were a hundred miles away from his uncle’s
popular eminence in politics or sport. The memory of those many occasions, when
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young Henry had practically come out of the workshop in his shirt-sleeves, to
demand some concession about the conditions of the work, lent a peculiar force
and even violence to his present reaction the other way.
‘Well, they’ve damned-well locked themselves out this time,’ he cried. ‘After a
threat like that there’s simply nothing left but to defy them. There’s nothing left
but to sack them all now; instanter; on the spot. Otherwise we’ll be the laughingstock of the world.’
Old Sand frowned with equal indignation, but began slowly: ‘I shall be very much
criticized — ’
‘Criticized!’ cried the young man shrilly. ‘Criticized if you defy a threat of
murder! Have you any notion how you’ll be criticized if you don’t defy it? Won’t
you enjoy the headlines? “Great Capitalist Terrorized” — “Employer Yields to
Murder Threat.”
‘Particularly,’ said Lord Stanes, with something faintly unpleasant in his tone.
‘Particularly when he has been in so many headlines already as “The Strong Man
of Steel-Building.” ’
Sand had gone very red again and his voice came thickly from under his thick
moustache. ‘Of course you’re right there. If these brutes think I’m afraid — ’
At this point there was an interruption in the conversation of the group; and a slim
young man came towards them swiftly. The first notable thing about him was that
he was one of those whom men, and women too, think are just a little too nicelooking to look nice. He had beautiful dark curly hair and a silken moustache and
he spoke like a gentleman, but with almost too refined and exactly modulated an
accent. Father Brown knew him at once as Rupert Rae, the secretary of Sir Hubert,
whom he had often seen pottering about in Sir Hubert’s house; but never with such
impatience in his movements or such a wrinkle on his brow.
‘I’m sorry, sir,’ he said to his employer, ‘but there’s a man been hanging about
over there. I’ve done my best to get rid of him. He’s only got a letter, but he
swears he must give it to you personally.’
‘You mean he went first to my house?’ said Sand, glancing swiftly at his secretary.
‘I suppose you’ve been there all the morning.’
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‘Yes, sir,’ said Mr Rupert Rae.
There was a short silence; and then Sir Hubert Sand curtly intimated that the man
had better be brought along; and the man duly appeared.
Nobody, not even the least fastidious lady, would have said that the newcomer was
too nice-looking. He had very large ears and a face like a frog, and he stared
before him with an almost ghastly fixity, which Father Brown attributed to his
having a glass eye. In fact, his fancy was tempted to equip the man with two glass
eyes; with so glassy a stare did he contemplate the company. But the priest’s
experience, as distinct from his fancy, was able to suggest several natural causes
for that unnatural waxwork glare; one of them being an abuse of the divine gift of
fermented liquor. The man was short and shabby and carried a large bowler hat in
one hand and a large sealed letter in the other.
Sir Hubert Sand looked at him; and then said quietly enough, but in a voice that
somehow seemed curiously small, coming out of the fullness of his bodily
presence: ‘Oh — it’s you.’
He held out his hand for the letter; and then looked around apologetically, with
poised finger, before ripping it open and reading it. When he had read it, he stuffed
it into his inside pocket and said hastily and a little harshly: ‘Well, I suppose all
this business is over, as you say. No more negotiations possible now; we couldn’t
pay the wages they want anyhow. But I shall want to see you again, Henry, about
— about winding things up generally.’
‘All right,’ said Henry, a little sulkily perhaps, as if he would have preferred to
wind them up by himself. ‘I shall be up in number 188 after lunch; got to know
how far they’ve got up there.’
The man with the glass eye, if it was a glass eye, stumped stiffly away; and the eye
of Father Brown (which was by no means a glass eye) followed him thoughtfully
as he threaded his way through the ladders and disappeared into the street.
It was on the following morning that Father Brown had the unusual experience of
over-sleeping himself; or at least of starting from sleep with a subjective
conviction that he must be late. This was partly due to his remembering, as a man
may remember a dream, the fact of having been half-awakened at a more regular
hour and fallen asleep again; a common enough occurrence with most of us, but a
very uncommon occurrence with Father Brown. And he was afterwards oddly
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convinced, with that mystic side of him which was normally turned away from the
world, that in that detached dark islet of dreamland, between the two wakings,
there lay like buried treasure the truth of this tale.
As it was, he jumped up with great promptitude, plunged into his clothes, seized
his big knobby umbrella and bustled out into the street, where the bleak white
morning was breaking like splintered ice about the huge black building facing him.
He was surprised to find that the streets shone almost empty in the cold crystalline
light; the very look of it told him it could hardly be so late as he had feared. Then
suddenly the stillness was cloven by the arrowlike swiftness of a long grey car
which halted before the big deserted flats. Lord Stanes unfolded himself from
within and approached the door, carrying (rather languidly) two large suitcases. At
the same moment the door opened, and somebody seemed to step back instead of
stepping out into the street. Stanes called twice to the man within, before that
person seemed to complete his original gesture by coming out on to the doorstep;
then the two held a brief colloquy, ending in the nobleman carrying his suitcases
upstairs, and the other coming out into full daylight and revealing the heavy
shoulders and peering head of young Henry Sand.
Father Brown made no more of this rather odd meeting, until two days later the
young man drove up in his own car, and implored the priest to enter it. ‘Something
awful has happened,’ he said, ‘and I’d rather talk to you than Stanes. You know
Stanes arrived the other day with some mad idea of camping in one of the flats
that’s just finished. That’s why I had to go there early and open the door to him.
But all that will keep. I want you to come up to my uncle’s place at once.’
‘Is he ill?’ inquired the priest quickly.
‘I think he’s dead,’ answered the nephew.
‘What do you mean by saying you think he’s dead?’ asked Father Brown a little
briskly. ‘Have you got a doctor?’
‘No,’ answered the other. ‘I haven’t got a doctor or a patient either . . .It’s no good
calling in doctors to examine the body; because the body has run away. But I’m
afraid I know where it has run to ... the truth is — we kept it dark for two days; but
he’s disappeared.’
‘Wouldn’t it be better,’ said Father Brown mildly, ‘if you told me what has really
happened from the beginning?’
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‘I know,’ answered Henry Sand; ‘it’s an infernal shame to talk flippantly like this
about the poor old boy; but people get like that when they’re rattled. I’m not much
good at hiding things; the long and the short of it is — well, I won’t tell you the
long of it now. It’s what some people would call rather a long shot; shooting
suspicions at random and so on. But the short of it is that my unfortunate uncle has
committed suicide.’
They were by this time skimming along in the car through the last fringes of the
town and the first fringes of the forest and park beyond it; the lodge gates of Sir
Hubert Sand’s small estate were about a half mile farther on amid the thickening
throng of the beeches. The estate consisted chiefly of a small park and a large
ornamental garden, which descended in terraces of a certain classical pomp to the
very edge of the chief river of the district. As soon as they arrived at the house,
Henry took the priest somewhat hastily through the old Georgian rooms and out
upon the other side; where they silently descended the slope, a rather steep slope
embanked with flowers, from which they could see the pale river spread out before
them almost as flat as in a bird’s-eye view. They were just turning the corner of the
path under an enormous classical urn crowned with a somewhat incongruous
garland of geraniums, when Father Brown saw a movement in the bushes and thin
trees just below him, that seemed as swift as a movement of startled birds.
In the tangle of thin trees by the river two figures seemed to divide or scatter; one
of them glided swiftly into the shadows and the other came forward to face them;
bringing them to a halt and an abrupt and rather unaccountable silence. Then
Henry Sand said in his heavy way: ‘I think you know Father Brown . . . Lady
Sand.’
Father Brown did know her; but at that moment he might almost have said that he
did not know her. The pallor and constriction of her face was like a mask of
tragedy; she was much younger than her husband, but at that moment she looked
somehow older than everything in that old house and garden. And the priest
remembered, with a subconscious thrill, that she was indeed older in type and
lineage and was the true possessor of the place. For her own family had owned it
as impoverished aristocrats, before she had restored its fortunes by marrying a
successful business man. As she stood there, she might have been a family picture,
or even a family ghost. Her pale face was of that pointed yet oval type seen in
some old pictures of Mary Queen of Scots; and its expression seemed almost to go
beyond the natural unnaturalness of a situation, in which her husband had vanished
under suspicion of suicide. Father Brown, with the same subconscious movement
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of the mind, wondered who it was with whom she had been talking among the
trees.
‘I suppose you know all this dreadful news,’ she said, with a comfortless
composure. ‘Poor Hubert must have broken down under all this revolutionary
persecution, and been just maddened into taking his own life. I don’t know
whether you can do anything; or whether these horrible Bolsheviks can be made
responsible for hounding him to death.’
‘I am terribly distressed, Lady Sand,’ said Father Brown. ‘And still, I must own, a
little bewildered. You speak of persecution; do you think that anybody could
hound him to death merely by pinning up that paper on the wall?’
‘I fancy,’ answered the lady, with a darkening brow, ‘that there were other
persecutions besides the paper.’
‘It shows what mistakes one may make,’ said the priest sadly. ‘I never should have
thought he would be so illogical as to die in order to avoid death.’
‘I know,’ she answered, gazing at him gravely. ‘I should never have believed it, if
it hadn’t been written with his own hand.’
‘What?’ cried Father Brown, with a little jump like a rabbit that has been shot at.
‘Yes,’ said Lady Sand calmly. ‘He left a confession of suicide; so I fear there is no
doubt about it.’ And she passed on up the slope alone, with all the inviolable
isolation of the family ghost.
The spectacles of Father Brown were turned in mute inquiry to the eyeglasses of
Mr Henry Sand. And the latter gentleman, after an instant’s hesitation, spoke again
in his rather blind and plunging fashion: ‘Yes, you see, it seems pretty clear now
what he did. He was always a great swimmer and used to come down in his
dressing-gown every morning for a dip in the river. Well, he came down as usual,
and left his dressing-gown on the bank; it’s lying there still. But he also left a
message saying he was going for his last swim and then death, or something like
that.’
‘Where did he leave the message?’ asked Father Brown.
‘He scrawled it on that tree there, overhanging the water, I suppose the last thing
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he took hold of; just below where the dressing-gown’s lying. Come and see for
yourself.’
Father Brown ran down the last short slope to the shore and peered under the
hanging tree, whose plumes were almost dipping in the stream. Sure enough, he
saw on the smooth bark the words scratched conspicuously and unmistakably:
‘One more swim and then drowning. Good-bye. Hubert Sand.’ Father Brown’s
gaze travelled slowly up the bank till it rested on a gorgeous rag of raiment, all red
and yellow with gilded tassels. It was the dressing-gown and the priest picked it up
and began to turn it over. Almost as he did so he was conscious that a figure had
flashed across his field of vision; a tall dark figure that slipped from one clump of
trees to another, as if following the trail of the vanishing lady. He had little doubt
that it was the companion from whom she had lately parted. He had still less doubt
that it was the dead man’s secretary, Mr Rupert Rae.
‘Of course, it might be a final afterthought to leave the message,’ said Father
Brown, without looking up, his eye riveted on the red and gold garment. ‘We’ve
all heard of love-messages written on trees; and I suppose there might be deathmessages written on trees too.’
‘Well, he wouldn’t have anything in the pockets of his dressing-gown, I suppose,’
said young Sand. ‘And a man might naturally scratch his message on a tree if he
had no pens, ink or paper.’
‘Sounds like French exercises,’ said the priest dismally. ‘But I wasn’t thinking of
that.’ Then, after a silence, he said in a rather altered voice:
‘To tell the truth, I was thinking whether a man might not naturally scratch his
message on a tree, even if he had stacks of pens, and quarts of ink, and reams of
paper.’
Henry was looking at him with a rather startled air, his eyeglasses crooked on his
pug-nose. ‘And what do you mean by that?’ he asked sharply.
‘Well,’ said Father Brown slowly, ‘I don’t exactly mean that postmen will carry
letters in the form of logs, or that you will ever drop a line to a friend by putting a
postage stamp on a pinetree. It would have to be a particular sort of position — in
fact, it would have to be a particular sort of person, who really preferred this sort
of arboreal correspondence. But, given the position and the person, I repeat what I
said. He would still write on a tree, as the song says, if all the world were paper
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and all the sea were ink; if that river flowed with everlasting ink or all these woods
were a forest of quills and fountain-pens.’
It was evident that Sand felt something creepy about the priest’s fanciful imagery;
whether because he found it incomprehensible or because he was beginning to
comprehend.
‘You see,’ said Father Brown, turning the dressing-gown over slowly as he spoke,
‘a man isn’t expected to write his very best handwriting when he chips it on a tree.
And if the man were not the man, if I make myself clear — Hullo!’
He was looking down at the red dressing-gown, and it seemed for the moment as if
some of the red had come off on his finger; but both the faces turned towards it
were already a shade paler.
‘Blood!’ said Father Brown; and for the instant there was a deadly stillness save
for the melodious noises of the river.
Henry Sand cleared his throat and nose with noises that were by no means
melodious. Then he said rather hoarsely: ‘Whose blood?’
‘Oh, mine,’ said Father Brown; but he did not smile.
A moment after he said: ‘There was a pin in this thing and I pricked myself. But I
don’t think you quite appreciate the point . . . the point of the pin. I do’; and he
sucked his finger like a child.
‘You see,’ he said after another silence, ‘the gown was folded up and pinned
together; nobody could have unfolded it — at least without scratching himself. In
plain words, Hubert Sand never wore this dressing-gown. Any more than Hubert
Sand ever wrote on that tree. Or drowned himself in that river.’
The pince-nez tilted on Henry’s inquiring nose fell off with a click; but he was
otherwise motionless, as if rigid with surprise.
‘Which brings us back,’ went on Father Brown cheerfully, ‘to somebody’s taste
for writing his private correspondence on trees, like Hiawatha and his picturewriting. Sand had all the time there was, before drowning himself. Why didn’t he
leave a note for his wife like a sane man? Or, shall we say . . . Why didn’t the
Other Man leave a note for the wife like a sane man? Because he would have had
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to forge the husband’s handwriting; always a tricky thing now that experts are so
nosey about it. But nobody can be expected to imitate even his own handwriting,
let alone somebody else’s when he carves capital letters in the bark of a tree. This
is not a suicide, Mr Sand. If it’s anything at all, it’s a murder.’
The bracken and bushes of the undergrowth snapped and crackled as the big young
man rose out of them like a leviathan, and stood lowering, with his thick neck
thrust forward.
‘I’m no good at hiding things,’ he said, ‘and I half-suspected something like this
— expected it, you might say, for a long time. To tell the truth, I could hardly be
civil to the fellow — to either of them, for that matter.’
‘What exactly do you mean?’ asked the priest, looking him gravely full in the face.
‘I mean,’ said Henry Sand, ‘that you have shown me the murder and I think I
could show you the murderers.’
Father Brown was silent and the other went on rather jerkily.
‘You said people sometimes wrote love-messages on trees. Well, as a fact, there
are some of them on that tree; there are two sort of monograms twisted together up
there under the leaves — I suppose you know that Lady Sand was the heiress of
this place long before she married; and she knew that damned dandy of a secretary
even in those days. I guess they used to meet here and write their vows upon the
trysting-tree. They seem to have used the trysting-tree for another purpose later on.
Sentiment, no doubt, or economy.’
‘They must be very horrible people,’ said Father Brown.
‘Haven’t there been any horrible people in history or the police-news?’ demanded
Sand with some excitement. ‘Haven’t there been lovers who made love seem more
horrible than hate? Don’t you know about Bothwell and all the bloody legends of
such lovers?’
‘I know the legend of Bothwell,’ answered the priest. ‘I also know it to be quite
legendary. But of course it’s true that husbands have been sometimes put away
like that. By the way, where was he put away? I mean, where did they hide the
body?’
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‘I suppose they drowned him, or threw him in the water when he was dead,’
snorted the young man impatiently.
Father Brown blinked thoughtfully and then said: ‘A river is a good place to hide
an imaginary body. It’s a rotten bad place to hide a real one. I mean, it’s easy to
say you’ve thrown it in, because it might be washed away to sea. But if you really
did throw it in, it’s about a hundred to one it wouldn’t; the chances of it going
ashore somewhere are enormous. I think they must have had a better scheme for
hiding the body than that — or the body would have been found by now. And if
there were any marks of violence — ’
‘Oh, bother hiding the body,’ said Henry, with some irritation; ‘haven’t we witness
enough in the writing on their own devilish tree?’
‘The body is the chief witness in every murder,’ answered the other. ‘The hiding
of the body, nine times out of ten, is the practical problem to be solved.’
There was a silence; and Father Brown continued to turn over the red dressinggown and spread it out on the shining grass of the sunny shore; he did not look up.
But, for some time past he had been conscious that the whole landscape had been
changed for him by the presence of a third party; standing as still as a statue in the
garden.
‘By the way,’ he said, lowering his voice, ‘how do you explain that little guy with
the glass eye, who brought your poor uncle a letter yesterday? It seemed to me he
was entirely altered by reading it; that’s why I wasn’t surprised at the suicide,
when I thought it was a suicide. That chap was a rather low-down private
detective, or I’m much mistaken.’
‘Why,’ said Henry in a hesitating manner, ‘why, he might have been — husbands
do sometimes put on detectives in domestic tragedies like this, don’t they? I
suppose he’d got the proofs of their intrigue; and so they — ’
‘I shouldn’t talk too loud,’ said Father Brown, ‘because your detective is detecting
us at this moment, from about a yard beyond those bushes.’
They looked up, and sure enough the goblin with the glass eye was fixing them
with that disagreeable optic, looking all the more grotesque for standing among the
white and waxen blooms of the classical garden.
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Henry Sand scrambled to his feet again with a rapidity that seemed breathless for
one of his bulk, and asked the man very angrily and abruptly what he was doing, at
the same time telling him to clear out at once.
‘Lord Stanes,’ said the goblin of the garden, ‘would be much obliged if Father
Brown would come up to the house and speak to him.’
Henry Sand turned away furiously; but the priest put down his fury to the dislike
that was known to exist between him and the nobleman in question. As they
mounted the slope, Father Brown paused a moment as if tracing patterns on the
smooth tree-trunk, glanced upwards once at the darker and more hidden
hieroglyph said to be a record of romance; and then stared at the wider and more
sprawling letters of the confession, or supposed confession of suicide.
‘Do those letters remind you of anything?’ he asked. And when his sulky
companion shook his head, he added: ‘They remind me of the writing on that
placard that threatened him with the vengeance of the strikers.’
‘This is the hardest riddle and the queerest tale I have ever tackled,’ said Father
Brown, a month later, as he sat opposite Lord Stanes in the recently furnished
apartment of No. 188, the end flat which was the last to be finished before the
interregnum of the industrial dispute and the transfer of work from the Trade
Union. It was comfortably furnished; and Lord Stanes was presiding over grog and
cigars, when the priest made his confession with a grimace. Lord Stanes had
become rather surprisingly friendly, in a cool and casual way.
‘I know that is saying a good deal, with your record,’ said Stanes, ‘but certainly
the detectives, including our seductive friend with the glass eye, don’t seem at all
able to see the solution.’
Father Brown laid down his cigar and said carefully: ‘It isn’t that they can’t see the
solution. It is that they can’t see the problem.’
‘Indeed,’ said the other, ‘perhaps I can’t see the problem either.’
‘The problem is unlike all other problems, for this reason,’ said Father Brown. ‘It
seems as if the criminal deliberately did two different things, either of which might
have been successful; but which, when done together, could only defeat each
other. I am assuming, what I firmly believe, that the same murderer pinned up the
proclamation threatening a sort of Bolshevik murder, and also wrote on the tree
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confessing to an ordinary suicide. Now you may say it is after all possible that the
proclamation was a proletarian proclamation; that some extremist workmen
wanted to kill their employer, and killed him. Even if that were true, it would still
stick at the mystery of why they left, or why anybody left, a contrary trail of
private self-destruction. But it certainly isn’t true. None of these workmen,
however, bitter, would have done a thing like that. I know them pretty well; I
know their leaders quite well. To suppose that people like Tom Bruce or Hogan
would assassinate somebody they could go for in the newspapers, and damage in
all sorts of different ways, is the sort of psychology that sensible people call
lunacy. No; there was somebody, who was not an indignant workman, who first
played the part of an indignant workman, and then played the part of a suicidal
employer. But, in the name of wonder, why? If he thought he could pass it off
smoothly as a suicide, why did he first spoil it all by publishing a threat of murder?
You might say it was an afterthought to fix up the suicide story, as less
provocative than the murder story. But it wasn’t less provocative after the murder
story. He must have known he had already turned our thoughts towards murder,
when it should have been his whole object to keep our thoughts away from it. If it
was an after-thought, it was the after-thought of a very thoughtless person. And I
have a notion that this assassin is a very thoughtful person. Can you make anything
of it?’
‘No; but I see what you mean,’ said Stanes, ‘by saying that I didn’t even see the
problem. It isn’t merely who killed Sand; it’s why anybody should accuse
somebody else of killing Sand and then accuse Sand of killing himself.’
Father Brown’s face was knotted and the cigar was clenched in his teeth; the end
of it plowed and darkened rhythmically like the signal of some burning pulse of
the brain. Then he spoke as if to himself:
‘We’ve got to follow very closely and very clearly. It’s like separating threads of
thought from each other; something like this. Because the murder charge really
rather spoilt the suicide charge, he wouldn’t normally have made the murder
charge. But he did make it; so he had some other reason for making it. It was so
strong a reason that perhaps it reconciled him even to weakening his other line of
defence; that it was a suicide. In other words, the murder charge wasn’t really a
murder charge. I mean he wasn’t using it as a murder charge; he wasn’t doing it so
as to shift to somebody else the guilt of murder; he was doing it for some other
extraordinary reason of his own. His plan had to contain a proclamation that Sand
would be murdered; whether it threw suspicion on other people or not. Somehow
or other the mere proclamation itself was necessary. But why?’
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He smoked and smouldered away with the same volcanic concentration for five
minutes before he spoke again. ‘What could a murderous proclamation do, besides
suggesting that the strikers were the murderers? What did it do? One thing is
obvious; it inevitably did the opposite of what it said. It told Sand not to lock out
his men; and it was perhaps the only thing in the world that would really have
made him do it. You’ve got to think of the sort of man and the sort of reputation.
When a man has been called a Strong Man in our silly sensational newspapers,
when he is fondly regarded as a Sportsman by all the most distinguished asses in
England, he simply can’t back down because he is threatened with a pistol. It
would be like walking about at Ascot with a white feather stuck in his absurd
white hat. It would break that inner idol or ideal of oneself, which every man not a
downright dastard does really prefer to life. And Sand wasn’t a dastard; he was
courageous; he was also impulsive. It acted instantly like a charm: his nephew,
who had been more or less mixed up with the workmen, cried out instantly that the
threat must be absolutely and instantly defied.’
‘Yes,’ said Lord Stanes, ‘I noticed that.’ They looked at each other for an instant,
and then Stanes added carelessly: ‘So you think the thing the criminal wanted
was…’
‘The Lock-out!’ cried the priest energetically. ‘The Strike or whatever you call it;
the cessation of work, anyhow. He wanted the work to stop at once; perhaps the
blacklegs to come in at once; certainly the Trade Unionists to go out at once. That
is what he really wanted; God knows why. And he brought that off, I think, really
without bothering much about its other implication of the existence of Bolshevist
assassins. But then . . . then I think something went wrong. I’m only guessing and
groping very slowly here; but the only explanation I can think of is that something
began to draw attention to the real seat of the trouble; to the reason, whatever it
was, of his wanting to bring the building to a halt. And then belatedly, desperately,
and rather inconsistently, he tried to lay the other trail that led to the river, simply
and solely because it led away from the flats.’
He looked up through his moonlike spectacles, absorbing all the quality of the
background and furniture; the restrained luxury of a quiet man of the world; and
contrasting it with the two suitcases with which its occupant had arrived so
recently in a newly-finished and unfurnished flat. Then he said rather abruptly: ‘In
short, the murderer was frightened of something or somebody in the flats. By the
way, why did you come to live in the flats? . . . Also by the way, young Henry told
me you made an early appointment with him when you moved in. Is that true?’
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‘Not in the least,’ said Stanes. ‘I got the key from his uncle the night before. I’ve
no notion why Henry came here that morning.’
‘Ah,’ said Father Brown, ‘then I think I have some notion of why he came . . . I
thought you startled him by coming in just when he was coming out.’
‘And yet,’ said Stanes, looking across with a glitter in his grey-green eyes, ‘you do
rather think that I also am a mystery.’
‘I think you are two mysteries,’ said Father Brown. ‘The first is why you originally
retired from Sand’s business. The second is why you have since come back to live
in Sand’s buildings.’
Stanes smoked reflectively, knocked out his ash, and rang a bell on the table
before him. ‘If you’ll excuse me,’ he said, ‘I will summon two more to the council.
Jackson, the little detective you know of, will answer the bell; and I’ve asked
Henry Sand to come in a little later.’
Father Brown rose from his seat, walked across the room and looked down
frowning into the fire-place.
‘Meanwhile,’ continued Stanes, ‘I don’t mind answering both your questions. I left
the Sand business because I was sure there was some hanky-panky in it and
somebody was pinching all the money. I came back to it, and took this flat,
because I wanted to watch for the real truth about old Sand’s death — on the spot.’
Father Brown faced round as the detective entered the room; he stood staring at the
hearthrug and repeated: ‘On the spot.’
‘Mr Jackson will tell you,’ said Stanes, ‘that Sir Hubert commissioned him to find
out who was the thief robbing the firm; and he brought a note of his discoveries
the day before old Hubert disappeared.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘and I know now where he disappeared to. I know
where the body is.’
‘Do you mean — ?’ began his host hastily.
‘It is here,’ said Father Brown, and stamped on the hearthrug. ‘Here, under the
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elegant Persian rug in this cosy and comfortable room.’
‘Where in the world did you find that?’
‘I’ve just remembered,’ said Father Brown, ‘that I found it in my sleep.’
He closed his eyes as if trying to picture a dream, and went on dreamily:
‘This is a murder story turning on the problem of How to Hide the Body; and I
found it in my sleep. I was always woken up every morning by hammering from
this building. On that morning I half-woke up, went to sleep again and woke once
more, expecting to find it late; but it wasn’t. Why? Because there had been
hammering that morning, though all the usual work had stopped; short, hurried
hammering in the small hours before dawn. Automatically a man sleeping stirs at
such a familiar sound. But he goes to sleep again, because the usual sound is not at
the usual hour. Now why did a certain secret criminal want all the work to cease
suddenly; and only new workers come in? Because, if the old workers had come in
next day, they would have found a new piece of work done in the night. The old
workers would have known where they left off; and they would have found the
whole flooring of this room already nailed down. Nailed down by a man who
knew how to do it; having mixed a good deal with the workmen and learned their
ways.’
As he spoke, the door was pushed open and a head poked in with a thrusting
motion; a small head at the end of a thick neck and a face that blinked at them
through glasses.
‘Henry Sand said,’ observed Father Brown, staring at the ceiling, ‘that he was no
good at hiding things. But I think he did himself an injustice.’
Henry Sand turned and moved swiftly away down the corridor.
‘He not only hid his thefts from the firm quite successfully for years,’ went on the
priest with an air of abstraction, ‘but when his uncle discovered them, he hid his
uncle’s corpse in an entirely new and original manner.’
At the same instant Stanes again rang a bell, with a long strident steady ringing;
and the little man with the glass eye was propelled or shot along the corridor after
the fugitive, with something of the rotatory motion of a mechanical figure in a
zoetrope. At the same moment, Father Brown looked out of the window, leaning
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over a small balcony, and saw five or six men start from behind bushes and
railings in the street below and spread out equally mechanically like a fan or net;
opening out after the fugitive who had shot like a bullet out of the front door.
Father Brown saw only the pattern of the story; which had never strayed from that
room; where Henry had strangled Hubert and hid his body under impenetrable
flooring, stopping the whole work on the building to do it. A pin-prick had started
his own suspicions; but only to tell him he had been led down the long loop of a
lie. The point of the pin was that it was pointless.
He fancied he understood Stanes at last, and he liked to collect queer people who
were difficult to understand. He realized that this tired gentleman, whom he had
once accused of having green blood, had indeed a sort of cold green flame of
conscientiousness or conventional honour, that had made him first shift out of a
shady business, and then feel ashamed of having shifted it on to others; and come
back as a bored laborious detective; pitching his camp on the very spot where the
corpse had been buried; so that the murderer, finding him sniffing so near the
corpse, had wildly staged the alternative drama of the dressing-gown and the
drowned man. All that was plain enough, but, before he withdrew his head from
the night air and the stars, Father Brown threw one glance upwards at the vast
black bulk of the cyclopean building heaved far up into the night, and remembered
Egypt and Babylon, and all that is at once eternal and ephemeral in the work of
man.
‘I was right in what I said first of all,’ he said. ‘It reminds one of Coppee’s poem
about the Pharaoh and the Pyramid. This house is supposed to be a hundred
houses; and yet the whole mountain of building is only one man’s tomb.’

The Insoluble Problem
This queer incident, in some ways perhaps the queerest of the many that came his
way, happened to Father Brown at the time when his French friend Flambeau had
retired from the profession of crime and had entered with great energy and success
on the profession of crime investigator. It happened that both as a thief and a thieftaker, Flambeau had rather specialized in the matter of jewel thefts, on which he
was admitted to be an expert, both in the matter of identifying jewels and the
equally practical matter of identifying jewel-thieves. And it was in connection with
his special knowledge of this subject, and a special commission which it had won
for him, that he rang up his friend the priest on the particular morning on which
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this story begins.
Father Brown was delighted to hear the voice of his old friend, even on the
telephone; but in a general way, and especially at that particular moment, Father
Brown was not very fond of the telephone. He was one who preferred to watch
people’s faces and feel social atmospheres, and he knew well that without these
things, verbal messages are apt to be very misleading, especially from total
strangers. And it seemed as if, on that particular morning, a swarm of total
strangers had been buzzing in his ear with more or less unenlightening verbal
messages; the telephone seemed to be possessed of a demon of triviality. Perhaps
the most distinctive voice was one which asked him whether he did not issue
regular permits for murder and theft upon the payment of a regular tariff hung up
in his church; and as the stranger, on being informed that this was not the case,
concluded the colloquy with a hollow laugh, it may be presumed that he remained
unconvinced. Then an agitated, rather inconsequent female voice rang up
requesting him to come round at once to a certain hotel he had heard of some fortyfive miles on the road to a neighbouring cathedral town; the request being
immediately followed by a contradiction in the same voice, more agitated and yet
more inconsequent, telling him that it did not matter and that he was not wanted
after all. Then came an interlude of a Press agency asking him if he had anything
to say on what a Film Actress had said about Moustaches for Men; and finally yet
a third return of the agitated and inconsequent lady at the hotel, saying that he was
wanted, after all. He vaguely supposed that this marked some of the hesitations
and panics not unknown among those who are vaguely veering in the direction of
Instruction, but he confessed to a considerable relief when the voice of Flambeau
wound up the series with a hearty threat of immediately turning up for breakfast.
Father Brown very much preferred to talk to a friend sitting comfortably over a
pipe, but it soon appeared that his visitor was on the warpath and full of energy,
having every intention of carrying off the little priest captive on some important
expedition of his own. It was true that there was a special circumstance involved
which might be supposed to claim the priest’s attention. Flambeau had figured
several times of late as successfully thwarting a theft of famous precious stones; he
had torn the tiara of the Duchess of Dulwich out of the very hand of the bandit as
he bolted through the garden. He laid so ingenious a trap for the criminal who
planned to carry off the celebrated Sapphire Necklace that the artist in question
actually carried off the copy which he had himself planned to leave as a substitute.
Such were doubtless the reasons that had led to his being specially summoned to
guard the delivery of a rather different sort of treasure; perhaps even more valuable
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in its mere materials, but possessing also another sort of value. A world-famous
reliquary, supposed to contain a relic of St. Dorothy the martyr, was to be
delivered at the Catholic monastery in a cathedral town; and one of the most
famous of international jewel-thieves was supposed to have an eye on it; or rather
presumably on the gold and rubies of its setting, rather than its purely hagiological
importance. Perhaps there was something in this association of ideas which made
Flambeau feel that the priest would be a particularly appropriate companion in his
adventure; but anyhow, he descended on him, breathing fire and ambition and very
voluble about his plans for preventing the theft.
Flambeau indeed bestrode the priest’s hearth gigantically and in the old
swaggering musketeer attitude, twirling his great moustaches.
‘You can’t,’ he cried, referring to the sixty-mile road to Casterbury. ‘You can’t
allow a profane robbery like that to happen under your very nose.’
The relic was not to reach the monastery till the evening; and there was no need
for its defenders to arrive earlier; for indeed a motor-journey would take them the
greater part of the day. Moreover, Father Brown casually remarked that there was
an inn on the road, at which he would prefer to lunch, as he had been already asked
to look in there as soon as was convenient.
As they drove along through a densely wooded but sparsely inhabited landscape,
in which inns and all other buildings seemed to grow rarer and rarer, the daylight
began to take on the character of a stormy twilight even in the heat of noon; and
dark purple clouds gathered over dark grey forests. As is common under the lurid
quietude of that kind of light, what colour there was in the landscape gained a sort
of secretive glow which is not found in objects under the full sunlight; and ragged
red leaves or golden or orange fungi seemed to burn with a dark fire of their own.
Under such a half-light they came to a break in the woods like a great rent in a
grey wall, and saw beyond, standing above the gap, the tall and rather outlandishlooking inn that bore the name of the Green Dragon.
The two old companions had often arrived together at inns and other human
habitations, and found a somewhat singular state of things there; but the signs of
singularity had seldom manifested themselves so early. For while their car was still
some hundreds of yards from the dark green door, which matched the dark green
shutters of the high and narrow building, the door was thrown open with violence
and a woman with a wild mop of red hair rushed to meet them, as if she were
ready to board the car in full career. Flambeau brought the car to a standstill but
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almost before he had done so, she thrust her white and tragic face into the window,
crying:
‘Are you Father Brown?’ and then almost in the same breath; ‘who is this man?’
‘This gentleman’s name is Flambeau,’ said Father Brown in a tranquil manner,
‘and what can I do for you?’
‘Come into the inn,’ she said, with extraordinary abruptness even under the
circumstances. ‘There’s been a murder done.’
They got out of the car in silence and followed her to the dark green door which
opened inwards on a sort of dark green alley, formed of stakes and wooden pillars,
wreathed with vine and ivy, showing square leaves of black and red and many
sombre colours. This again led through an inner door into a sort of large parlour
hung with rusty trophies of Cavalier arms, of which the furniture seemed to be
antiquated and also in great confusion, like the inside of a lumber-room. They
were quite startled for the moment; for it seemed as if one large piece of lumber
rose and moved towards them; so dusty and shabby and ungainly was the man who
thus abandoned what seemed like a state of permanent immobility.
Strangely enough, the man seemed to have a certain agility of politeness, when
once he did move; even if it suggested the wooden joints of a courtly step-ladder
or an obsequious towel-horse. Both Flambeau and Father Brown felt that they had
hardly ever clapped eyes on a man who was so difficult to place. He was not what
is called a gentleman; yet he had something of the dusty refinement of a scholar;
there was something faintly disreputable or declasse about him; and yet the smell
of him was rather bookish than Bohemian. He was thin and pale, with a pointed
nose and a dark pointed beard; his brow was bald, but his hair behind long and
lank and stringy; and the expression of his eyes was almost entirely masked by a
pair of blue spectacles. Father Brown felt that he had met something of the sort
somewhere, and a long time ago; but he could no longer put a name to it. The
lumber he sat among was largely literary lumber; especially bundles of
seventeenth-century pamphlets.
‘Do I understand the lady to say,’ asked Flambeau gravely, ‘that there is a murder
here?’
The lady nodded her red ragged head rather impatiently; except for those flaming
elf-locks she had lost some of her look of wildness; her dark dress was of a certain
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dignity and neatness; her features were strong and handsome; and there was
something about her suggesting that double strength of body and mind which
makes women powerful, particularly in contrast with men like the man in blue
spectacles. Nevertheless, it was he who gave the only articulate answer,
intervening with a certain antic gallantry.
‘It is true that my unfortunate sister-in-law,’ he explained, ‘has almost this moment
suffered a most appalling shock which we should all have desired to spare her. I
only wish that I myself had made the discovery and suffered only the further
distress of bringing the terrible news. Unfortunately it was Mrs Flood herself who
found her aged grandfather, long sick and bedridden in this hotel, actually dead in
the garden; in circumstances which point only too plainly to violence and assault.
Curious circumstances, I may say, very curious circumstances indeed.’ And he
coughed slightly, as if apologizing for them.
Flambeau bowed to the lady and expressed his sincere sympathies; then he said to
the man: ‘I think you said, sir, that you are Mrs Flood’s brother-in-law.’
‘I am Dr Oscar Flood,’ replied the other. ‘My brother, this lady’s husband, is at
present away on the Continent on business, and she is running the hotel. Her
grandfather was partially paralysed and very far advanced in years. He was never
known to leave his bedroom; so that really these extraordinary circumstances . . .’
‘Have you sent for a doctor or the police?’ asked Flambeau.
‘Yes,’ replied Dr Flood, ‘we rang up after making the dreadful discovery; but they
can hardly be here for some hours. This roadhouse stands so very remote. It is only
used by people going to Casterbury or even beyond. So we thought we might ask
for your valuable assistance until — ’
‘If we are to be of any assistance,’ said Father Brown, interrupting in too
abstracted a manner to seem uncivil, ‘I should say we had better go and look at the
circumstances at once.’
He stepped almost mechanically towards the door; and almost ran into a man who
was shouldering his way in; a big, heavy young man with dark hair unbrushed and
untidy, who would nevertheless have been rather handsome save for a slight
disfigurement of one eye, which gave him rather a sinister appearance.
‘What the devil are you doing?’ he blurted out, ‘telling every Tom, Dick and Harry
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— at least you ought to wait for the police.’
‘I will be answerable to the police,’ said Flambeau with a certain magnificence,
and a sudden air of having taken command of everything. He advanced to the
doorway, and as he was much bigger than the big young man, and his moustaches
were as formidable as the horns of a Spanish bull, the big young man backed
before him and had an inconsequent air of being thrown out and left behind, as the
group swept out into the garden and up the flagged path towards the mulberry
plantation. Only Flambeau heard the little priest say to the doctor: ‘He doesn’t
seem to love us really, does he? By the way, who is he?’
‘His name is Dunn,’ said the doctor, with a certain restraint of manner. ‘My sisterin-law gave him the job of managing the garden, because he lost an eye in the
War.’
As they went through the mulberry bushes, the landscape of the garden presented
that rich yet ominous effect which is found when the land is actually brighter than
the sky. In the broken sunlight from behind, the tree-tops in front of them stood up
like pale green flames against a sky steadily blackening with storm, through every
shade of purple and violet. The same light struck strips of the lawn and garden
beds; and whatever it illuminated seemed more mysteriously sombre and secret for
the light. The garden bed was dotted with tulips that looked like drops of dark
blood, and some of which one might have sworn were truly black; and the line
ended appropriately with a tulip tree; which Father Brown was disposed, if partly
by some confused memory, to identify with what is commonly called the Judas
tree. What assisted the association was the fact that there was hanging from one of
the branches, like a dried fruit, the dry, thin body of an old man, with a long beard
that wagged grotesquely in the wind.
There lay on it something more than the horror of darkness, the horror of sunlight;
for the fitful sun painted tree and man in gay colours like a stage property; the tree
was in flower and the corpse was hung with a faded peacock-green dressing-gown,
and wore on its wagging head a scarlet smoking-cap. Also it had red bedroomslippers, one of which had fallen off and lay on the grass like a blot of blood.
But neither Flambeau or Father Brown was looking at these things as yet. They
were both staring at a strange object that seemed to stick out of the middle of the
dead man’s shrunken figure; and which they gradually perceived to be the black
but rather rusty iron hilt of a seventeenth-century sword, which had completely
transfixed the body. They both remained almost motionless as they gazed at it;
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until the restless Dr Flood seemed to grow quite impatient with their stolidity.
‘What puzzles me most,’ he said, nervously snapping his fingers, ‘is the actual
state of the body. And yet it has given me an idea already.’
Flambeau had stepped up to the tree and was studying the sword-hilt through an
eye-glass. But for some odd reason, it was at that very instant that the priest in
sheer perversity spun round like a teetotum, turned his back on the corpse, and
looked peeringly in the very opposite direction. He was just in time to see the red
head of Mrs Flood at the remote end of the garden, turned towards a dark young
man, too dim with distance to be identified, who was at that moment mounting a
motor-bicycle; who vanished, leaving behind him only the dying din of that
vehicle. Then the woman turned and began to walk towards them across the
garden, just as Father Brown turned also and began a careful inspection of the
sword-hilt and the hanging corpse.
‘I understand you only found him about half an hour ago,’ said Flambeau. ‘Was
there anybody about here just before that? I mean anybody in his bedroom, or that
part of the house, or this part of the garden — say for an hour beforehand?’
‘No,’ said the doctor with precision. ‘That is the very tragic accident. My sister-inlaw was in the pantry, which is a sort of out-house on the other side; this man
Dunn was in the kitchen garden, which is also in that direction; and I myself was
poking about among the books, in a room just behind the one you found me in.
There are two female servants, but one had gone to the post and the other was in
the attic.’
‘And were any of these people,’ asked Flambeau, very quietly, ‘I say any of these
people, at all on bad terms with the poor old gentleman?’
‘He was the object of almost universal affection,’ replied the doctor solemnly. ‘If
there were any misunderstandings, they were mild and of a sort common in
modern times. The old man was attached to the old religious habits; and perhaps
his daughter and son-in-law had rather wider views. All that can have had nothing
to do with a ghastly and fantastic assassination like this.’
‘It depends on how wide the modern views were,’ said Father Brown, ‘or how
narrow.’
At this moment they heard Mrs Flood hallooing across the garden as she came, and
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calling her brother-in-law to her with a certain impatience. He hurried towards her
and was soon out of earshot; but as he went he waved his hand apologetically and
then pointed with a long finger to the ground.
‘You will find the footprints very intriguing,’ he said; with the same strange air, as
of a funereal showman.
The two amateur detectives looked across at each other. ‘I find several other things
intriguing,’ said Flambeau.
‘Oh, yes,’ said the priest, staring rather foolishly at the grass.
‘I was wondering,’ said Flambeau, ‘why they should hang a man by the neck till
he was dead, and then take the trouble to stick him with a sword.’
‘And I was wondering,’ said Father Brown, ‘why they should kill a man with a
sword thrust through his heart, and then take the trouble to hang him by the neck.’
‘Oh, you are simply being contrary,’ protested his friend. ‘I can see at a glance that
they didn’t stab him alive. The body would have bled more and the wound
wouldn’t have closed like that.’
‘And I could see at a glance,’ said Father Brown, peering up very awkwardly, with
his short stature and short sight, ‘that they didn’t hang him alive. If you’ll look at
the knot in the noose, you will see it’s tied so clumsily that a twist of rope holds it
away from the neck, so that it couldn’t throttle a man at all. He was dead before
they put the rope on him; and he was dead before they put the sword in him. And
how was he really killed?’
‘I think,’ remarked the other, ‘that we’d better go back to the house and have a
look at his bedroom — and other things.’
‘So we will,’ said Father Brown. ‘But among other things perhaps we had better
have a look at these footprints. Better begin at the other end, I think, by his
window. Well, there are no footprints on the paved path, as there might be; but
then again there mightn’t be. Well, here is the lawn just under his bedroom
window. And here are his footprints plain enough.’
He blinked ominously at the footprints; and then began carefully retracing his path
towards the tree, every now and then ducking in an undignified manner to look at
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something on the ground. Eventually he returned to Flambeau and said in a chatty
manner:
‘Well, do you know the story that is written there very plainly? Though it’s not
exactly a plain story.’
‘I wouldn’t be content to call it plain,’ said Flambeau. ‘I should call it quite ugly
—’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, ‘the story that is stamped quite plainly on the earth,
with exact moulds of the old man’s slippers, is this. The aged paralytic leapt from
the window and ran down the beds parallel to the path, quite eager for all the fun
of being strangled and stabbed; so eager that he hopped on one leg out of sheer
lightheartedness; and even occasionally turned cartwheels — ’
‘Stop!’ cried Flambeau, angrily. ‘What the hell is all this hellish pantomime?’
Father Brown merely raised his eyebrows and gestured mildly towards the
hieroglyphs in the dust. ‘About half the way there’s only the mark of one slipper;
and in some places the mark of a hand planted all by itself.’
‘Couldn’t he have limped and then fallen?’ asked Flambeau.
Father Brown shook his head. ‘At least he’d have tried to use his hands and feet, or
knees and elbows, in getting up. There are no other marks there of any kind. Of
course the flagged path is quite near, and there are no marks on that; though there
might be on the soil between the cracks; it’s a crazy pavement.’
‘By God, it’s a crazy pavement; and a crazy garden; and a crazy story!’ And
Flambeau looked gloomily across the gloomy and storm-stricken garden, across
which the crooked patchwork paths did indeed give a queer aptness to the quaint
old English adjective.
‘And now,’ said Father Brown, ‘let us go up and look at his room.’ They went in
by a door not far from the bedroom window; and the priest paused a moment to
look at an ordinary garden broomstick, for sweeping up leaves, that was leaning
against the wall. ‘Do you see that?’
‘It’s a broomstick,’ said Flambeau, with solid irony.
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‘It’s a blunder,’ said Father Brown; ‘the first blunder that I’ve seen in this curious
plot.’
They mounted the stairs and entered the old man’s bedroom; and a glance at it
made fairly clear the main facts, both about the foundation and disunion of the
family. Father Brown had felt from the first that he was in what was, or had been,
a Catholic household; but was, at least partly, inhabited by lapsed or very loose
Catholics. The pictures and images in the grandfather’s room made it clear that
what positive piety remained had been practically confined to him; and that his
kindred had, for some reason or other, gone Pagan. But he agreed that this was a
hopelessly inadequate explanation even of an ordinary murder; let alone such a
very extraordinary murder as this. ‘Hang it all,’ he muttered, ‘the murder is really
the least extra-ordinary part of it.’ And even as he used the chance phrase, a slow
light began to dawn upon his face.
Flambeau had seated himself on a chair by the little table which stood beside the
dead man’s bed. He was frowning thoughtfully at three or four white pills or
pellets that lay in a small tray beside a bottle of water.
‘The murderer or murderess,’ said Flambeau, ‘had some incomprehensible reason
or other for wanting us to think the dead man was strangled or stabbed or both. He
was not strangled or stabbed or anything of the kind. Why did they want to suggest
it? The most logical explanation is that he died in some particular way which
would, in itself, suggest a connection with some particular person. Suppose, for
instance, he was poisoned. And suppose somebody is involved who would
naturally look more like a poisoner than anybody else.’
‘After all,’ said Father Brown softly, ‘our friend in the blue spectacles is a doctor.’
‘I’m going to examine these pills pretty carefully,’ went on Flambeau. ‘I don’t
want to lose them, though. They look as if they were soluble in water.’
‘It may take you some time to do anything scientific with them,’ said the priest,
‘and the police doctor may be here before that. So I should certainly advise you
not to lose them. That is, if you are going to wait for the police doctor.’
‘I am going to stay here till I have solved this problem,’ said Flambeau.
‘Then you will stay here for ever,’ said Father Brown, looking calmly out of the
window. ‘I don’t think I shall stay in this room, anyhow.’
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‘Do you mean that I shan’t solve the problem?’ asked his friend. ‘Why shouldn’t I
solve the problem?’
‘Because it isn’t soluble in water. No, nor in blood,’ said the priest; and he went
down the dark stairs into the darkening garden. There he saw again what he had
already seen from the window.
The heat and weight and obscurity of the thunderous sky seemed to be pressing yet
more closely on the landscape; the clouds had conquered the sun which, above, in
a narrowing clearance, stood up paler than the moon. There was a thrill of thunder
in the air, but now no more stirring of wind or breeze; and even the colours of the
garden seemed only like richer shades of darkness. But one colour still glowed
with a certain dusky vividness; and that was the red hair of the woman of that
house, who was standing with a sort of rigidity, staring, with her hands thrust up
into her hair. That scene of eclipse, with something deeper in his own doubts about
its significance, brought to the surface the memory of haunting and mystical lines;
and he found himself murmuring: ‘A secret spot, as savage and enchanted as e’er
beneath a waning moon was haunted by woman wailing for her demon lover.’ His
muttering became more agitated. ‘Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us
sinners . . . that’s what it is; that’s terribly like what it is; woman wailing for her
demon lover.’
He was hesitant and almost shaky as he approached the woman; but he spoke with
his common composure. He was gazing at her very steadily, as he told her
earnestly that she must not be morbid because of the mere accidental accessories
of the tragedy, with all their mad ugliness. ‘The pictures in your grandfather’s
room were truer to him than that ugly picture that we saw,’ he said gravely.
‘Something tells me he was a good man; and it does not matter what his murderers
did with his body.’
‘Oh, I am sick of his holy pictures and statues!’ she said, turning her head away.
‘Why don’t they defend themselves, if they are what you say they are? But rioters
can knock off the Blessed Virgin’s head and nothing happens to them. Oh, what’s
the good? You can’t blame us, you daren’t blame us, if we’ve found out that Man
is stronger than God.’
‘Surely,’ said Father Brown very gently, ‘it is not generous to make even God’s
patience with us a point against Him.’
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‘God may be patient and Man impatient,’ she answered, ‘and suppose we like the
impatience better. You call it sacrilege; but you can’t stop it.’
Father Brown gave a curious little jump. ‘Sacrilege!’ he said; and suddenly turned
back to the doorway with a new brisk air of decision. At the same moment
Flambeau appeared in the doorway, pale with excitement, with a screw of paper in
his hands. Father Brown had already opened his mouth to speak, but his impetuous
friend spoke before him.
‘I’m on the track at last!’ cried Flambeau. ‘These pills look the same, but they’re
really different. And do you know that, at the very moment I spotted them, that
one-eyed brute of a gardener thrust his white face into the room; and he was
carrying a horse-pistol. I knocked it out of his hand and threw him down the stairs,
but I begin to understand everything. If I stay here another hour or two, I shall
finish my job.’
‘Then you will not finish it,’ said the priest, with a ring in his voice very rare in
him indeed. ‘We shall not stay here another hour. We shall not stay here another
minute. We must leave this place at once!’
‘What!’ cried the astounded Flambeau. ‘Just when we are getting near the truth!
Why, you can tell that we’re getting near the truth because they are afraid of us.’
Father Brown looked at him with a stony and inscrutable face, and said: ‘They are
not afraid of us when we are here. They will only be afraid of us when we are not
here.’
They had both become conscious that the rather fidgety figure of Dr Flood was
hovering in the lurid haze; now it precipitated itself forward with the wildest
gestures.
‘Stop! Listen!’ cried the agitated doctor. ‘I have discovered the truth!’
‘Then you can explain it to your own police,’ said Father Brown, briefly. ‘They
ought to be coming soon. But we must be going.’
The doctor seemed thrown into a whirlpool of emotions, eventually rising to the
surface again with a despairing cry. He spread out his arms like a cross, barring
their way.
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‘Be it so!’ he cried. ‘I will not deceive you now, by saying I have discovered the
truth. I will only confess the truth.’
‘Then you can confess it to your own priest,’ said Father Brown, and strode
towards the garden gate, followed by his staring friend. Before he reached the gate,
another figure had rushed athwart him like the wind; and Dunn the gardener was
shouting at him some unintelligible derision at detectives who were running away
from their job. Then the priest ducked just in time to dodge a blow from the horsepistol, wielded like a club. But Dunn was just not in time to dodge a blow from the
fist of Flambeau, which was like the club of Hercules. The two left Mr Dunn
spread flat behind them on the path, and, passing out of the gate, went out and got
into their car in silence. Flambeau only asked one brief question and Father Brown
only answered: ‘Casterbury.’
At last, after a long silence, the priest observed: ‘I could almost believe the storm
belonged only to that garden, and came out of a storm in the soul.’
‘My friend,’ said Flambeau. ‘I have known you a long time, and when you show
certain signs of certainty, I follow your lead. But I hope you are not going to tell
me that you took me away from that fascinating job, because you did not like the
atmosphere.’
‘Well, it was certainly a terrible atmosphere,’ replied Father Brown, calmly.
‘Dreadful and passionate and oppressive. And the most dreadful thing about it was
this — that there was no hate in it at all.’
‘Somebody,’ suggested Flambeau, ‘seems to have had a slight dislike of
grandpapa.’
‘Nobody had any dislike of anybody,’ said Father Brown with a groan. ‘That was
the dreadful thing in that darkness. It was love.’
‘Curious way of expressing love — to strangle somebody and stick him with a
sword,’ observed the other.
‘It was love,’ repeated the priest, ‘and it filled the house with terror.’
‘Don’t tell me,’ protested Flambeau, ‘that that beautiful woman is in love with that
spider in spectacles.’
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‘No,’ said Father Brown and groaned again. ‘She is in love with her husband. It is
ghastly.’
‘It is a state of things that I have often heard you recommend,’ replied Flambeau.
‘You cannot call that lawless love.’
‘Not lawless in that sense,’ answered Father Brown; then he turned sharply on his
elbow and spoke with a new warmth: ‘Do you think I don’t know that the love of a
man and a woman was the first command of God and is glorious for ever? Are you
one of those idiots who think we don’t admire love and marriage? Do I need to be
told of the Garden of Eden or the wine of Cana? It is just because the strength in
the thing was the strength of God, that it rages with that awful energy even when it
breaks loose from God. When the Garden becomes a jungle, but still a glorious
jungle; when the second fermentation turns the wine of Cana into the vinegar of
Calvary. Do you think I don’t know all that?’
‘I’m sure you do,’ said Flambeau, ‘but I don’t yet know much about my problem
of the murder.’
‘The murder cannot be solved,’ said Father Brown.
‘And why not?’ demanded his friend.
‘Because there is no murder to solve,’ said Father Brown.
Flambeau was silent with sheer surprise; and it was his friend who resumed in a
quiet tone:
‘I’ll tell you a curious thing. I talked with that woman when she was wild with
grief; but she never said anything about the murder. She never mentioned murder,
or even alluded to murder. What she did mention repeatedly was sacrilege.’ Then,
with another jerk of verbal disconnection, he added: ‘Have you ever heard of Tiger
Tyrone?’
‘Haven’t I!’ cried Flambeau. ‘Why, that’s the very man who’s supposed to be after
the reliquary, and whom I’ve been commissioned specially to circumvent. He’s the
most violent and daring gangster who ever visited this country; Irish, of course, but
the sort that goes quite crazily anti-clerical. Perhaps he’s dabbled in a little
diabolism in these secret societies; anyhow, he has a macabre taste for playing all
sorts of wild tricks that look wickeder than they are. Otherwise he’s not the
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wickedest; he seldom kills, and never for cruelty; but he loves doing anything to
shock people, especially his own people; robbing churches or digging up skeletons
or what not.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘it all fits in. I ought to have seen it all long before.’
‘I don’t see how we could have seen anything, after only an hour’s investigation,’
said the detective defensively.
‘I ought to have seen it before there was anything to investigate,’ said the priest. ‘I
ought to have known it before you arrived this morning.’
‘What on earth do you mean?’
‘It only shows how wrong voices sound on the telephone,’ said Father Brown
reflectively. ‘I heard all three stages of the thing this morning; and I thought they
were trifles. First, a woman rang me up and asked me to go to that inn as soon as
possible. What did that mean? Of course it meant that the old grandfather was
dying. Then she rang up to say that I needn’t go, after all. What did that mean? Of
course it meant that the old grandfather was dead. He had died quite peaceably in
his bed; probably heart failure from sheer old age. And then she rang up a third
time and said I was to go, after all. What did that mean? Ah, that is rather more
interesting!’
He went on after a moment’s pause: ‘Tiger Tyrone, whose wife worships him,
took hold of one of his mad ideas, and yet it was a crafty idea, too. He had just
heard that you were tracking him down, that you knew him and his methods and
were coming to save the reliquary; he may have heard that I have sometimes been
of some assistance. He wanted to stop us on the road; and his trick for doing it was
to stage a murder. It was a pretty horrible thing to do; but it wasn’t a murder.
Probably he bullied his wife with an air of brutal common sense, saying he could
only escape penal servitude by using a dead body that couldn’t suffer anything
from such use. Anyhow, his wife would do anything for him; but she felt all the
unnatural hideousness of that hanging masquerade; and that’s why she talked
about sacrilege. She was thinking of the desecration of the relic; but also of the
desecration of the death-bed. The brother’s one of those shoddy “scientific” rebels
who tinker with dud bombs; an idealist run to seed. But he’s devoted to Tiger; and
so is the gardener. Perhaps it’s a point in his favour that so many people seem
devoted to him.
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‘There was one little point that set me guessing very early. Among the old books
the doctor was turning over, was a bundle of seventeeth-century pamphlets; and I
caught one title: True Declaration of the Trial and Execution of My Lord Stafford.
Now Stafford was executed in the Popish Plot business, which began with one of
history’s detective stories; the death of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey. Godfrey was
found dead in a ditch, and part of the mystery was that he had marks of
strangulation, but was also transfixed with his own sword. I thought at once that
somebody in the house might have got the idea from here. But he couldn’t have
wanted it as a way of committing a murder. He can only have wanted it as a way
of creating a mystery. Then I saw that this applied to all the other outrageous
details. They were devilish enough; but it wasn’t mere devilry; there was a rag of
excuse; because they had to make the mystery as contradictory and complicated as
possible, to make sure that we should be a long time solving it — or rather seeing
through it. So they dragged the poor old man off his deathbed and made the corpse
hop and turn cartwheels and do everything that it couldn’t have done. They had to
give us an Insoluble Problem. They swept their own tracks off the path, leaving the
broom. Fortunately we did see through it in time.’
‘You saw through it in time,’ said Flambeau. ‘I might have lingered a little longer
over the second trail they left, sprinkled with assorted pills.’
‘Well, anyhow, we got away,’ said Father Brown, comfortably.
‘And that, I presume,’ said Flambeau, ‘is the reason I am driving at this rate along
the road to Casterbury.’
That night in the monastery and church at Casterbury there were events calculated
to stagger monastic seclusion. The reliquary of St Dorothy, in a casket gorgeous
with gold and rubies, was temporarily placed in a side room near the chapel of the
monastery, to be brought in with a procession for a special service at the end of
Benediction. It was guarded for the moment by one monk, who watched it in a
tense and vigilant manner; for he and his brethren knew all about the shadow of
peril from the prowling of Tiger Tyrone. Thus it was that the monk was on his feet
in a flash, when he saw one of the low-latticed windows beginning to open and a
dark object crawling like a black serpent through the crack. Rushing across, he
gripped it and found it was the arm and sleeve of a man, terminating with a
handsome cuff and a smart dark-grey glove. Laying hold of it, he shouted for help,
and even as he did so, a man darted into the room through the door behind his back
and snatched the casket he had left behind him on the table. Almost at the same
instant, the arm wedged in the window came away in his hand, and he stood
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holding the stuffed limb of a dummy.
Tiger Tyrone had played that trick before, but to the monk it was a novelty.
Fortunately, there was at least one person to whom the Tiger’s tricks were not a
novelty; and that person appeared with militant moustaches, gigantically framed in
the doorway, at the very moment when the Tiger turned to escape by it. Flambeau
and Tiger Tyrone looked at each other with steady eyes and exchanged something
that was almost like a military salute.
Meanwhile Father Brown had slipped into the chapel, to say a prayer for several
persons involved in these unseemly events. But he was rather smiling than
otherwise, and, to tell the truth, he was not by any means hopeless about Mr
Tyrone and his deplorable family; but rather more hopeful than he was for many
more respectable people. Then his thoughts widened with the grander perspectives
of the place and the occasion. Against black and green marbles at the end of the
rather rococo chapel, the dark-red vestments of the festival of a martyr were in
their turn a background for a fierier red; a red like red-hot coals; the rubies of the
reliquary; the roses of St Dorothy. And he had again a thought to throw back to the
strange events of that day, and the woman who had shuddered at the sacrilege she
had helped. After all, he thought, St Dorothy also had a Pagan lover; but he had
not dominated her or destroyed her faith. She had died free and for the truth; and
then had sent him roses from Paradise.
He raised his eyes and saw through the veil of incense smoke and of twinkling
lights that Benediction was drawing to its end while the procession waited. The
sense of accumulated riches of time and tradition pressed past him like a crowd
moving in rank after rank, through unending centuries; and high above them all,
like a garland of unfading flames, like the sun of our mortal midnight, the great
monstrance blazed against the darkness of the vaulted shadows, as it blazed against
the black enigma of the universe. For some are convinced that this enigma also is
an Insoluble Problem. And others have equal certitude that it has but one solution.

The Vampire of the Village
At the twist of a path in the hills, where two poplars stood up like pyramids
dwarfing the tiny village of Potter’s Pond, a mere huddle of houses, there once
walked a man in a costume of a very conspicuous cut and colour, wearing a vivid
magenta coat and a white hat tilted upon black ambrosial curls, which ended with a
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sort of Byronic flourish of whisker.
The riddle of why he was wearing clothes of such fantastic antiquity, yet wearing
them with an air of fashion and even swagger, was but one of the many riddles that
were eventually solved in solving the mystery of his fate. The point here is that
when he had passed the poplars he seemed to have vanished; as if he had faded
into the wan and widening dawn or been blown away upon the wind of morning.
It was only about a week afterwards that his body was found a quarter of a mile
away, broken upon the steep rockeries of a terraced garden leading up to a gaunt
and shuttered house called The Grange. Just before he had vanished, he had been
accidentally overheard apparently quarrelling with some bystanders, and especially
abusing their village as ‘a wretched little hamlet’; and it was supposed that he had
aroused some extreme passions of local patriotism and eventually been their
victim. At least the local doctor testified that the skull had suffered a crushing
blow that might have caused death, though probably only inflicted with some sort
of club or cudgel. This fitted in well enough with the notion of an attack by rather
savage yokels. But nobody ever found any means of tracing any particular yokel;
and the inquest returned a verdict of murder by some persons unknown.
A year or two afterwards the question was re-opened in a curious way; a series of
events which led a certain Dr Mulborough, called by his intimates Mulberry in apt
allusion to something rich and fruity about his dark rotundity and rather empurpled
visage, travelling by train down to Potter’s Pond, with a friend whom he had often
consulted upon problems of the kind. In spite of the somewhat port-winy and
ponderous exterior of the doctor, he had a shrewd eye and was really a man of very
remarkable sense; which he considered that he showed in consulting a little priest
named Brown, whose acquaintance he had made over a poisoning case long ago.
The little priest was sitting opposite to him, with the air of a patient baby
absorbing instruction; and the doctor was explaining at length the real reasons for
the journey.
‘I cannot agree with the gentleman in the magenta coat that Potter’s Pond is only a
wretched little hamlet. But it is certainly a very remote and secluded village; so
that it seems quite outlandish, like a village of a hundred years ago. The spinsters
are really spinsters — damn it, you could almost imagine you saw them spin. The
ladies are not just ladies. They are gentlewomen; and their chemist is not a
chemist, but an apothecary; pronounced potecary. They do just admit the existence
of an ordinary doctor like myself to assist the apothecary. But I am considered
rather a juvenile innovation, because I am only fifty-seven years old and have only
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been in the county for twenty-eight years. The solicitor looks as if he had known it
for twenty-eight thousand years. Then there is the old Admiral, who is just like a
Dickens illustration; with a house full of cutlasses and cuttle-fish and equipped
with a telescope.’
‘I suppose,’ said Father Brown, ‘there are always a certain number of Admirals
washed up on the shore. But I never understood why they get stranded so far
inland.’
‘Certainly no dead-alive place in the depths of the country is complete without one
of these little creatures,’ said the doctor. ‘And then, of course, there is the proper
sort of clergyman; Tory and High Church in a dusty fashion dating from
Archbishop Laud; more of an old woman than any of the old women. He’s a whitehaired studious old bird, more easily shocked than the spinsters. Indeed, the
gentlewomen, though Puritan in their principles, are sometimes pretty plain in their
speech; as the real Puritans were. Once or twice I have known old Miss CarstairsCarew use expressions as lively as anything in the Bible. The dear old clergyman
is assiduous in reading the Bible; but I almost fancy he shuts his eyes when he
comes to those words. Well, you know I’m not particularly modern. I don’t enjoy
this jazzing and joy-riding of the Bright Young Things — ’
‘The Bright Young Things don’t enjoy it,’ said Father Brown. ‘That is the real
tragedy.’
‘But I am naturally rather more in touch with the world than the people in this
prehistoric village,’ pursued the doctor. ‘And I had reached a point when I almost
welcomed the Great Scandal.’
‘Don’t say the Bright Young Things have found Potter’s Pond after all,’ observed
the priest, smiling.
‘Oh, even our scandal is on old-established melodramatic lines. Need I say that the
clergyman’s son promises to be our problem? It would be almost irregular, if the
clergyman’s son were quite regular. So far as I can see, he is very mildly and
almost feebly irregular. He was first seen drinking ale outside the Blue Lion. Only
it seems he is a poet, which in those parts is next door to being a poacher.’
‘Surely,’ said Father Brown, ‘even in Potter’s Pond that cannot be the Great
Scandal.’
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‘No,’ replied the doctor gravely. ‘The Great Scandal began thus. In the house
called The Grange, situated at the extreme end of The Grove, there lives a lady. A
Lonely Lady. She calls herself Mrs Maltravers (that is how we put it); but she only
came a year or two ago and nobody knows anything about her. “I can’t think why
she wants to live here,” said Miss Carstairs-Carew; “we do not visit her.”’
‘Perhaps that’s why she wants to live there,’ said Father Brown.
‘Well, her seclusion is considered suspicious. She annoys them by being goodlooking and even what is called good style. And all the young men are warned
against her as a vamp.’
‘People who lose all their charity generally lose all their logic,’ remarked Father
Brown. ‘It’s rather ridiculous to complain that she keeps to herself; and then
accuse her of vamping the whole male population.’
‘That is true,’ said the doctor. ‘And yet she is really rather a puzzling person. I saw
her and found her intriguing; one of those brown women, long and elegant and
beautifully ugly, if you know what I mean. She is rather witty, and though young
enough certainly gives me an impression of what they call — well, experience.
What the old ladies call a Past.’
‘All the old ladies having been born this very minute,’ observed Father Brown. ‘I
think I can assume she is supposed to have vamped the parson’s son.’
‘Yes, and it seems to be a very awful problem to the poor old parson. She is
supposed to be a widow.’
Father Brown’s face had a flash and spasm of his rare irritation. ‘She is supposed
to be a widow, as the parson’s son is supposed to be the parson’s son, and the
solicitor is supposed to be a solicitor and you are supposed to be a doctor. Why in
thunder shouldn’t she be a widow? Have they one speck of prima facie evidence
for doubting that she is what she says she is?’
Dr Mulborough abruptly squared his broad shoulders and sat up. ‘Of course you’re
right again,’ he said. ‘But we haven’t come to the scandal yet. Well, the scandal is
that she is a widow.’
‘Oh,’ said Father Brown; and his face altered and he said something soft and faint,
that might almost have been ‘My God!’
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‘First of all,’ said the doctor, ‘they have made one discovery about Mrs
Maltravers. She is an actress.’
‘I fancied so,’ said Father Brown. ‘Never mind why. I had another fancy about her,
that would seem even more irrelevant.’
‘Well, at that instant it was scandal enough that she was an actress. The dear old
clergyman of course is heartbroken, to think that his white hairs should be brought
in sorrow to the grave by an actress and adventuress. The spinsters shriek in
chorus. The Admiral admits he has sometimes been to a theatre in town; but
objects to such things in what he calls “our midst”. Well, of course I’ve no
particular objections of that kind. This actress is certainly a lady, if a bit of a Dark
Lady, in the manner of the Sonnets; the young man is very much in love with her;
and I am no doubt a sentimental old fool in having a sneaking sympathy with the
misguided youth who is sneaking round the Moated Grange; and I was getting into
quite a pastoral frame of mind about this idyll, when suddenly the thunderbolt fell.
And I, who am the only person who ever had any sympathy with these people, am
sent down to be the messenger of doom.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, ‘and why were you sent down?’
The doctor answered with a sort of groan:
‘Mrs Maltravers is not only a widow, but she is the widow of Mr Maltravers.’
‘It sounds like a shocking revelation, as you state it,’ acknowledged the priest
seriously.
‘And Mr Maltravers,’ continued his medical friend, ‘was the man who was
apparently murdered in this very village a year or two ago; supposed to have been
bashed on the head by one of the simple villagers.’
‘I remember you told me,’ said Father Brown. ‘The doctor, or some doctor, said he
had probably died of being clubbed on the head with a cudgel.’
Dr Mulborough was silent for a moment in frowning embarrassment, and then said
curtly:
‘Dog doesn’t eat dog, and doctors don’t bite doctors, not even when they are mad
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doctors. I shouldn’t care to cast any reflection on my eminent predecessor in
Potter’s Pond, if I could avoid it; but I know you are really safe for secrets. And,
speaking in confidence, my eminent predecessor at Potter’s Pond was a blasted
fool; a drunken old humbug and absolutely incompetent. I was asked, originally by
the Chief Constable of the County (for I’ve lived a long time in the county, though
only recently in the village), to look into the whole business; the depositions and
reports of the inquest and so on. And there simply isn’t any question about it.
Maltravers may have been hit on the head; he was a strolling actor passing through
the place; and Potter’s Pond probably thinks it is all in the natural order that such
people should be hit on the head. But whoever hit him on the head did not kill him;
it is simply impossible for the injury, as described, to do more than knock him out
for a few hours. But lately I have managed to turn up some other facts bearing on
the matter; and the result of it is pretty grim.’
He sat louring at the landscape as it slid past the window, and then said more
curtly: ‘I am coming down here, and asking your help, because there’s going to be
an exhumation. There is very strong suspicion of poison.’
‘And here we are at the station,’ said Father Brown cheerfully. ‘I suppose your
idea is that poisoning the poor man would naturally fall among the household
duties of his wife.’
‘Well, there never seems to have been anyone else here who had any particular
connection with him,’ replied Mulborough, as they alighted from the train. ‘At
least there is one queer old crony of his, a broken-down actor, hanging around; but
the police and the local solicitor seem convinced he is an unbalanced busybody;
with some idee fixe about a quarrel with an actor who was his enemy; but who
certainly wasn’t Maltravers. A wandering accident, I should say, and certainly
nothing to do with the problem of the poison.’
Father Brown had heard the story. But he knew that he never knew a story until he
knew the characters in the story. He spent the next two or three days in going the
rounds, on one polite excuse or another, to visit the chief actors of the drama. His
first interview with the mysterious widow was brief but bright. He brought away
from it at least two facts; one that Mrs Maltravers sometimes talked in a way
which the Victorian village would call cynical; and, second, that like not a few
actresses, she happened to belong to his own religious communion.
He was not so illogical (nor so unorthodox) as to infer from this alone that she was
innocent of the alleged crime. He was well aware that his old religious communion
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could boast of several distinguished poisoners. But he had no difficulty in
understanding its connection, in this sort of case, with a certain intellectual liberty
which these Puritans would call laxity; and which would certainly seem to this
parochial patch of an older England to be almost cosmopolitan. Anyhow, he was
sure she could count for a great deal, whether for good or evil. Her brown eyes
were brave to the point of battle, and her enigmatic mouth, humorous and rather
large, suggested that her purposes touching the parson’s poetical son, whatever
they might be, were planted pretty deep.
The parson’s poetical son himself, interviewed amid vast village scandal on a
bench outside the Blue Lion, gave an impression of pure sulks. Hurrel Horner, a
son of the Rev. Samuel Horner, was a square-built young man in a pale grey suit
with a touch of something arty in a pale green tie, otherwise mainly notable for a
mane of auburn hair and a permanent scowl. But Father Brown had a way with
him in getting people to explain at considerable length why they refused to say a
single word. About the general scandalmongering in the village, the young man
began to curse freely. He even added a little scandalmongering of his own. He
referred bitterly to alleged past flirtations between the Puritan Miss CarstairsCarew and Mr Carver the solicitor. He even accused that legal character of having
attempted to force himself upon the acquaintance of Mrs Maltravers. But when he
came to speak of his own father, whether out of an acid decency or piety, or
because his anger was too deep for speech, he snapped out only a few words.
‘Well, there it is. He denounces her day and night as a painted adventuress; a sort
of barmaid with gilt hair. I tell him she’s not; you’ve met her yourself, and you
know she’s not. But he won’t even meet her. He won’t even see her in the street or
look at her out of a window. An actress would pollute his house and even his holy
presence. If he is called a Puritan he says he’s proud to be a Puritan.’
‘Your father,’ said Father Brown, ‘is entitled to have his views respected, whatever
they are; they are not views I understand very well myself. But I agree he is not
entitled to lay down the law about a lady he has never seen and then refuse even to
look at her, to see if he is right. That is illogical.’
‘That’s his very stiffest point,’ replied the youth. ‘Not even one momentary
meeting. Of course, he thunders against my other theatrical tastes as well.’
Father Brown swiftly followed up the new opening, and learnt much that he
wanted to know. The alleged poetry, which was such a blot on the young man’s
character, was almost entirely dramatic poetry. He had written tragedies in verse
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which had been admired by good judges. He was no mere stage-struck fool; indeed
he was no fool of any kind. He had some really original ideas about acting
Shakespeare; it was easy to understand his having been dazzled and delighted by
finding the brilliant lady at the Grange. And even the priest’s intellectual sympathy
so far mellowed the rebel of Potter’s Pond that at their parting he actually smiled.
It was that smile which suddenly revealed to Father Brown that the young man
was really miserable. So long as he frowned, it might well have been only sulks;
but when he smiled it was somehow a more real revelation of sorrow.
Something continued to haunt the priest about that interview with the poet. An
inner instinct certified that the sturdy young man was eaten from within, by some
grief greater even than the conventional story of conventional parents being
obstacles to the course of true love. It was all the more so, because there were not
any obvious alternative causes. The boy was already rather a literary and dramatic
success; his books might be said to be booming. Nor did he drink or dissipate his
well-earned wealth. His notorious revels at the Blue Lion reduced themselves to
one glass of light ale; and he seemed to be rather careful with his money. Father
Brown thought of another possible complication in connection with Hurrel’s large
resources and small expenditure; and his brow darkened.
The conversation of Miss Carstairs-Carew, on whom he called next, was certainly
calculated to paint the parson’s son in the darkest colours. But as it was devoted to
blasting him with all the special vices which Father Brown was quite certain the
young man did not exhibit, he put it down to a common combination of Puritanism
and gossip. The lady, though lofty, was quite gracious, however, and offered the
visitor a small glass of port-wine and a slice of seed-cake, in the manner of
everybody’s most ancient great-aunts, before he managed to escape from a sermon
on the general decay of morals and manners.
His next port of call was very much of a contrast; for he disappeared down a dark
and dirty alley, where Miss Carstairs-Carew would have refused to follow him
even in thought; and then into a narrow tenement made noisier by a high and
declamatory voice in an attic . . . From this he re-emerged, with a rather dazed
expression, pursued on to the pavement by a very excited man with a blue chin and
a black frock-coat faded to bottle-green, who was shouting argumentatively: ‘He
did not disappear! Maltravers never disappeared! He appeared: he appeared dead
and I’ve appeared alive. But where’s all the rest of the company? Where’s that
man, that monster, who deliberately stole my lines, crabbed my best scenes and
ruined my career? I was the finest Tubal that ever trod the boards. He acted
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Shylock — he didn’t need to act much for that! And so with the greatest
opportunity of my whole career. I could show you press-cuttings on my renderings
of Fortinbras — ’
‘I’m quite sure they were splendid and very well-deserved,’ gasped the little priest.
‘I understood the company had left the village before Maltravers died. But it’s all
right. It’s quite all right.’ And he began to hurry down the street again.
‘He was to act Polonius,’ continued the unquenchable orator behind him. Father
Brown suddenly stopped dead.
‘Oh,’ he said very slowly, ‘he was to act Polonius.’
‘That villain Hankin!’ shrieked the actor. ‘Follow his trail. Follow him to the ends
of the earth! Of course he’d left the village; trust him for that. Follow him — find
him; and may the curses — ’ But the priest was again hurrying away down the
street.
Two much more prosaic and perhaps more practical interviews followed this
melodramatic scene. First the priest went into the bank, where he was closeted for
ten minutes with the manager; and then paid a very proper call on the aged and
amiable clergyman. Here again all seemed very much as described, unaltered and
seemingly unalterable; a touch or two of devotion from more austere traditions, in
the narrow crucifix on the wall, the big Bible on the bookstand and the old
gentleman’s opening lament over the increasing disregard of Sunday; but all with a
flavour of gentility that was not without its little refinements and faded luxuries.
The clergyman also gave his guest a glass of port; but accompanied by an ancient
British biscuit instead of seedcake. The priest had again the weird feeling that
everything was almost too perfect, and that he was living a century before his time.
Only on one point the amiable old parson refused to melt into any further
amiability; he meekly but firmly maintained that his conscience would not allow
him to meet a stage player. However, Father Brown put down his glass of port
with expressions of appreciation and thanks; and went off to meet his friend the
doctor by appointment at the corner of the street; whence they were to go together
to the offices of Mr Carver, the solicitor.
‘I suppose you’ve gone the dreary round,’ began the doctor, ‘and found it a very
dull village.’
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Father Brown’s reply was sharp and almost shrill. ‘Don’t call your village dull. I
assure you it’s a very extraordinary village indeed.’
‘I’ve been dealing with the only extraordinary thing that ever happened here, I
should think,’ observed Dr Mulborough. ‘And even that happened to somebody
from outside. I may tell you they managed the exhumation quietly last night; and I
did the autopsy this morning. In plain words we’ve been digging up a corpse that’s
simply stuffed with poison.’
‘A corpse stuffed with poison,’ repeated Father Brown rather absently. ‘Believe
me, your village contains something much more extraordinary than that.’
There was abrupt silence, followed by the equally abrupt pulling of the antiquated
bell-pull in the porch of the solicitor’s house; and they were soon brought into the
presence of that legal gentleman, who presented them in turn to a white-haired,
yellow-faced gentleman with a scar, who appeared to be the Admiral.
By this time the atmosphere of the village had sunk almost into the
subconsciousness of the little priest; but he was conscious that the lawyer was
indeed the sort of lawyer to be the adviser of people like Miss Carstairs-Carew.
But though he was an archaic old bird, he seemed something more than a fossil.
Perhaps it was the uniformity of the background; but the priest had again the
curious feeling that he himself was transplanted back into the early nineteenth
century, rather than that the solicitor had survived into the early twentieth. His
collar and cravat contrived to look almost like a stock as he settled his long chin
into them; but they were clean as well as clean-cut; and there was even something
about him of a very dry old dandy. In short, he was what is called well preserved,
even if partly by being petrified.
The lawyer and the Admiral, and even the doctor, showed some surprise on
finding that Father Brown was rather disposed to defend the parson’s son against
the local lamentations on behalf of the parson.
‘I thought our young friend rather attractive, myself,’ he said. ‘He’s a good talker
and I should guess a good poet; and Mrs Maltravers, who is serious about that at
least, says he’s quite a good actor.’
‘Indeed,’ said the lawyer. ‘Potter’s Pond, outside Mrs Maltravers, is rather more
inclined to ask if he is a good son.’
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‘He is a good son,’ said Father Brown. ‘That’s the extraordinary thing.’
‘Damn it all,’ said the Admiral. ‘Do you mean he’s really fond of his father?’
The priest hesitated. Then he said, ‘I’m not quite so sure about that. That’s the
other extraordinary thing.’
‘What the devil do you mean?’ demanded the sailor with nautical profanity.
‘I mean,’ said Father Brown, ‘that the son still speaks of his father in a hard
unforgiving way; but he seems after all to have done more than his duty by him. I
had a talk with the bank manager, and as we were inquiring in confidence into a
serious crime, under authority from the police, he told me the facts. The old
clergyman has retired from parish work; indeed, this was never actually his parish.
Such of the populace, which is pretty pagan, as goes to church at all, goes to
Dutton-Abbot, not a mile away. The old man has no private means, but his son is
earning good money; and the old man is well looked after. He gave me some port
of absolutely first-class vintage; I saw rows of dusty old bottles of it; and I left him
sitting down to a little lunch quite recherche in an old-fashioned style. It must be
done on the young man’s money.’
‘Quite a model son,’ said Carver with a slight sneer.
Father Brown nodded, frowning, as if revolving a riddle of his own; and then said:
‘A model son. But rather a mechanical model.’
At this moment a clerk brought in an unstamped letter for the lawyer; a letter
which the lawyer tore impatiently across after a single glance. As it fell apart, the
priest saw a spidery, crazy crowded sort of handwriting and the signature of
‘Phoenix Fitzgerald’; and made a guess which the other curtly confirmed.
‘It’s that melodramatic actor that’s always pestering us,’ he said. ‘He’s got some
fixed feud with some dead and gone fellow mummer of his, which can’t have
anything to do with the case. We all refuse to see him, except the doctor, who did
see him; and the doctor says he’s mad.’
‘Yes,’ said Father Brown, pursing his lips thoughtfully. ‘I should say he’s mad.
But of course there can’t be any doubt that he’s right.’
‘Right?’ cried Carver sharply. ‘Right about what?’
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‘About this being connected with the old theatrical company,’ said Father Brown.
‘Do you know the first thing that stumped me about this story? It was that notion
that Maltravers was killed by villagers because he insulted their village. It’s
extraordinary what coroners can get jurymen to believe; and journalists, of course,
are quite incredibly credulous. They can’t know much about English rustics. I’m
an English rustic myself; at least I was grown, with other turnips, in Essex. Can
you imagine an English agricultural labourer idealizing and personifying his
village, like the citizen of an old Greek city state; drawing the sword for its sacred
banner, like a man in the tiny medieval republic of an Italian town? Can you hear a
jolly old gaffer saying, “Blood alone can wipe out one spot on the escutcheon of
Potter’s Pond”? By St George and the Dragon, I only wish they would! But, as a
matter of fact, I have a more practical argument for the other notion.’
He paused for a moment, as if collecting his thoughts, and then went on: ‘They
misunderstood the meaning of those few last words poor Maltravers was heard to
say. He wasn’t telling the villagers that the village was only a hamlet. He was
talking to an actor; they were going to put on a performance in which Fitzgerald
was to be Fortinbras, the unknown Hankin to be Polonius, and Maltravers, no
doubt, the Prince of Denmark. Perhaps somebody else wanted the part or had
views on the part; and Maltravers said angrily, “You’d be a miserable little
Hamlet”; that’s all.’
Dr Mulborough was staring; he seemed to be digesting the suggestion slowly but
without difficulty. At last he said, before the others could speak: ‘And what do you
suggest that we should do now?’
Father Brown arose rather abruptly; but he spoke civilly enough. ‘If these
gentlemen will excuse us for a moment, I propose that you and I, doctor, should go
round at once to the Horners. I know the parson and his son will both be there just
now. And what I want to do, doctor, is this. Nobody in the village knows yet, I
think, about your autopsy and its result. I want you simply to tell both the
clergyman and his son, while they are there together, the exact fact of the case; that
Maltravers died by poison and not by a blow.’
Dr Mulborough had reason to reconsider his incredulity when told that it was an
extraordinary village. The scene which ensued, when he actually carried out the
priest’s programme, was certainly of the sort in which a man, as the saying is, can
hardly believe his eyes.
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The Rev. Samuel Horner was standing in his black cassock, which threw up the
silver of his venerable head; his hand rested at the moment on the lectern at which
he often stood to study the Scripture, now possibly by accident only; but it gave
him a greater look of authority. And opposite to him his mutinous son was sitting
asprawl in a chair, smoking a cheap cigarette with an exceptionally heavy scowl; a
lively picture of youthful impiety.
The old man courteously waved Father Brown to a seat, which he took and sat
there silent, staring blandly at the ceiling. But something made Mulborough feel
that he could deliver his important news more impressively standing up.
‘I feel,’ he said, ‘that you ought to be informed, as in some sense the spiritual
father of this community, that one terrible tragedy in its record has taken on a new
significance; possibly even more terrible. You will recall the sad business of the
death of Maltravers; who was adjudged to have been killed with the blow of a
stick, probably wielded by some rustic enemy.’
The clergyman made a gesture with a wavering hand. ‘God forbid,’ he said, ‘that I
should say anything that might seem to palliate murderous violence in any case.
But when an actor brings his wickedness into this innocent village, he is
challenging the judgement of God.’
‘Perhaps,’ said the doctor gravely. ‘But anyhow it was not so that the judgement
fell. I have just been commissioned to conduct a post-mortem on the body; and I
can assure you, first, that the blow on the head could not conceivably have caused
the death; and, second, that the body was full of poison, which undoubtedly caused
death.’
Young Hurrel Horner sent his cigarette flying and was on his feet with the
lightness and swiftness of a cat. His leap landed him within a yard of the readingdesk.
‘Are you certain of this?’ he gasped. ‘Are you absolutely certain that that blow
could not cause death?’
‘Absolutely certain,’ said the doctor.
‘Well,’ said Hurrel, ‘I almost wish this one could.’
In a flash, before anyone could move a finger, he had struck the parson a stunning
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crack on the mouth, dashing him backwards like a disjointed black doll against the
door.
‘What are you doing?’ cried Mulborough, shaken from head to foot with the shock
and mere sound of the blow. ‘Father Brown, what is this madman doing?’
But Father Brown had not stirred; he was still staring serenely at the ceiling.
‘I was waiting for him to do that,’ said the priest placidly. ‘I rather wonder he
hasn’t done it before.’
‘Good God,’ cried the doctor. ‘I know we thought he was wronged in some ways;
but to strike his father; to strike a clergyman and a non-combatant — ’
‘He has not struck his father; and he has not struck a clergyman,’ said Father
Brown. ‘He has struck a blackmailing blackguard of an actor dressed up as a
clergyman, who has lived on him like a leech for years. Now he knows he is free
of the blackmail, he lets fly; and I can’t say I blame him much. More especially as
I have very strong suspicions that the blackmailer is a poisoner as well. I think,
Mulborough, you had better ring up the police.’
They passed out of the room uninterrupted by the two others, the one dazed and
staggered, the other still blind and snorting and panting with passions of relief and
rage. But as they passed, Father Brown once turned his face to the young man; and
the young man was one of the very few human beings who have seen that face
implacable.
‘He was right there,’ said Father Brown. ‘When an actor brings his wickedness
into this innocent village, he challenges the judgement of God.’
‘Well,’ said Father Brown, as he and the doctor again settled themselves in a
railway carriage standing in the station of Potter’s Pond. ‘As you say, it’s a strange
story; but I don’t think it’s any longer a mystery story. Anyhow, the story seems to
me to have been roughly this. Maltravers came here, with part of his touring
company; some of them went straight to Dutton-Abbot, where they were all
presenting some melodrama about the early nineteenth century; he himself
happened to be hanging about in his stage dress, the very distinctive dress of a
dandy of that time. Another character was an old-fashioned parson, whose dark
dress was less distinctive and might pass as being merely old-fashioned. This part
was taken by a man who mostly acted old men; had acted Shylock and was
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afterwards going to act Polonius.
‘A third figure in the drama was our dramatic poet, who was also a dramatic
performer, and quarrelled with Maltravers about how to present Hamlet, but more
about personal things, too. I think it likely that he was in love with Mrs Maltravers
even then; I don’t believe there was anything wrong with them; and I hope it may
now be all right with them. But he may very well have resented Maltravers in his
conjugal capacity; for Maltravers was a bully and likely to raise rows. In some
such row they fought with sticks, and the poet hit Maltravers very hard on the
head, and, in the light of the inquest, had every reason to suppose he had killed
him.
‘A third person was present or privy to the incident, the man acting the old parson;
and he proceeded to blackmail the alleged murderer, forcing from him the cost of
his upkeep in some luxury as a retired clergyman. It was the obvious masquerade
for such a man in such a place, simply to go on wearing his stage clothes as a
retired clergyman. But he had his own reason for being a very retired clergyman.
For the true story of Maltravers’ death was that he rolled into a deep undergrowth
of bracken, gradually recovered, tried to walk towards a house, and was eventually
overcome, not by the blow, but by the fact that the benevolent clergyman had
given him poison an hour before, probably in a glass of port. I was beginning to
think so, when I drank a glass of the parson’s port. It made me a little nervous. The
police are working on that theory now; but whether they will be able to prove that
part of the story, I don’t know. They will have to find the exact motive; but it’s
obvious that this bunch of actors was buzzing with quarrels and Maltravers was
very much hated.’
‘The police may prove something now they have got the suspicion,’ said Dr
Mulborough. ‘What I don’t understand is why you ever began to suspect. Why in
the world should you suspect that very blameless black-coated gentleman?’
Father Brown smiled faintly. ‘I suppose in one sense,’ he said, ‘it was a matter of
special knowledge; almost a professional matter, but in a peculiar sense. You
know our controversialists often complain that there is a great deal of ignorance
about what our religion is really like. But it is really more curious than that. It is
true, and it is not at all unnatural, that England does not know much about the
Church of Rome. But England does not know much about the Church of England.
Not even as much as I do. You would be astonished at how little the average
public grasps about the Anglican controversies; lots of them don’t really know
what is meant by a High Churchman or a Low Churchman, even on the particular
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points of practice, let alone the two theories of history and philosophy behind
them. You can see this ignorance in any newspaper; in any merely popular novel
or play.
‘Now the first thing that struck me was that this venerable cleric had got the whole
thing incredibly mixed up. No Anglican parson could be so wrong about every
Anglican problem. He was supposed to be an old Tory High Churchman; and then
he boasted of being a Puritan. A man like that might personally be rather
Puritanical; but he would never call it being a Puritan. He professed a horror of the
stage; he didn’t know that High Churchmen generally don’t have that special
horror, though Low Churchmen do. He talked like a Puritan about the Sabbath;
and then he had a crucifix in his room. He evidently had no notion of what a very
pious parson ought to be, except that he ought to be very solemn and venerable
and frown upon the pleasures of the world.
‘All this time there was a subconscious notion running in my head; something I
couldn’t fix in my memory; and then it came to me suddenly. This is a Stage
Parson. That is exactly the vague venerable old fool who would be the nearest
notion a popular playwright or play-actor of the old school had of anything so odd
as a religious man.’
‘To say nothing of a physician of the old school,’ said Mulborough goodhumouredly, ‘who does not set up to know much about being a religious man.’
‘As a matter of fact,’ went on Father Brown, ‘there was a plainer and more glaring
cause for suspicion. It concerned the Dark Lady of the Grange, who was supposed
to be the Vampire of the Village.
I very early formed the impression that this black blot was rather the bright spot of
the village. She was treated as a mystery; but there was really nothing mysterious
about her. She had come down here quite recently, quite openly, under her own
name, to help the new inquiries to be made about her own husband. He hadn’t
treated her too well; but she had principles, suggesting that something was due to
her married name and to common justice. For the same reason, she went to live in
the house outside which her husband had been found dead. The other innocent and
straightforward case, besides the Vampire of the Village, was the Scandal of the
Village, the parson’s profligate son. He also made no disguise of his profession or
past connection with the acting world. That’s why I didn’t suspect him as I did the
parson. But you’ll already have guessed a real and relevant reason for suspecting
the parson.’
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‘Yes, I think I see,’ said the doctor, ‘that’s why you bring in the name of the
actress.’
‘Yes, I mean his fanatical fixity about not seeing the actress,’ remarked the priest.
‘But he didn’t really object to seeing her. He objected to her seeing him.’
‘Yes, I see that,’ assented the other. ‘If she had seen the Rev. Samuel Horner, she
would instantly have recognized the very unreverend actor Hankin, disguised as a
sham parson with a pretty bad character behind the disguise. Well, that is the
whole of this simple village idyll, I think. But you will admit I kept my promise; I
have shown you something in the village considerably more creepy than a corpse;
even a corpse stuffed with poison. The black coat of a parson stuffed with a
blackmailer is at least worth noticing and my live man is much deadlier than your
dead one.’
‘Yes,’ said the doctor, settling himself back comfortably in the cushions. ‘If it
comes to a little cosy company on a railway journey, I should prefer the corpse.’
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